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Preface 

 

Though tourism academicians widely view tourism as an independent disci-

pline (Kozak & Kozak, 2011), there is much debate concerning the interdiscipli-

nary position of tourism research and teaching. For instance, as tourism can be 

hardly described as a discipline in its own right (Tribe, 1997; Xiao & Smith, 

2005) and also lacks a substantial theoretical underpinning (Barca, 2012), it has 

progressed as a multi-disciplinary field (Jafari, 2003; Xiao & Smith, 2006; Tribe 

& Xiao, 2011). As a result, tourism research has become a part of social-oriented 

disciplines that requires an emphasis both on industrial training and academic 

education. From the perspective of education, giving a practical example from 

both undergraduate and graduate programs, it is clear to see that there are 

much courses integrating tourism with many others, e.g. sociology, psycholo-

gy, geography among others. Also, the quality of tourism education has pro-

gressed well under the leadership of non-tourism oriented researchers (outsid-

ers) in order to lecture and supervise the future’s tourism researchers (insiders). 

As to the research perspective, we have no doubt that the capacity of tourism 

literature has significantly grown both qualitatively and quantitatively with the 

contribution of these outsiders over the past four or five decades.  

On the basis of this debate, there lies the fact that many disciplines play a 

significant role in the production of knowledge in tourism. In this respect, tour-

ism research seems to have an interdisciplinary identity. Taking this consensus 

as a reference point, as being its first kind in tourism research worldwide, we 

felt the significance of introducing another academic event but from a different 

perspective. In saying so, with its specific name called as the 2nd Interdisciplinary 

Tourism Research Conference (its first series was held in Turkish, Cappadocia, 25 

- 30 May 2010), the purpose of this conference was to emphasize the interdisci-

plinary nature of such specific field as tourism to create an academic platform 

to bring together those scholars doing research directly or indirectly in these 

fields and also to create harmony within the standard of tourism research. The 

conference aimed to fulfil this purpose by attracting a selected list of partici-

pants in two categories. First, it was open for those faculty members and/or 

graduate students who had a background in a different discipline (outsiders), 

but had the willingness to expand their research interests into tourism and re-

lated disciplines. This category welcomed the submission of papers with single 
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or multiple authors. Second, for those contributors with a background in tour-

ism (insiders), papers were expected to be complete by the cooperation of at 

least two multiple authors and each author represented a different discipline.  

With this in mind, the conference was successful attracting over one hun-

dred submissions representing various fields of tourism research such as plan-

ning, geography, economics, management, marketing, architecture, culture and 

communication among others. It also received the interests of interdisciplinary 

scholars affiliated with a large academic and geographic diversity, e.g. South 

Africa, Canada, USA, UK, Australia, Malaysia, Portugal, Poland, Iran, China, 

New Zealand, UAE, and Turkey etc. We are truly thankful and blessed to have 

had all the participants whose contributions made this academic event possible 

and a reference point for future discussions. 

The conference program was also enriched with the participation of four 

distinguished scholars who are internationally well-known with their long 

standing contribution to the dissemination of tourism research and with their 

representations of different fields and institutions. John Urry, affiliated with the 

University of Lancaster (UK), represents the field of sociology and his contribu-

tion to the sociology of tourism is outstanding. Next, Jafar Jafari, University of 

Wisconsin-Stout (USA), has a background in anthropology and one of the 

prominent leaders of tourism research in its history. Third, with his specific 

contribution to consumer behaviour and marketing, Arch Woodside, Boston 

College (USA), has a background in psychology. Finally, Allan M. Williams, 

University of Surrey (UK), has published much to approach the debate from a 

geography perspective. We would very much appreciate their significant con-

tribution to make the conference such a remarkable success as well as sharing 

their thoughts with such a diversified academic community. 

Last but not least, attempts to organise any kind of academic events would 

not be a fact without having a logistic support. As such, we are profoundly 

grateful to the following volunteers for their enthusiastic help, patience and 

hardwork throughout the journey of this conference from its beginning to the 

end: H. Rafet Yüncü (Anadolu University), Çağıl Hale Özel (Anadolu Universi-

ty), Deniz Karagöz Yüncü (Anadolu University), Emrullah Tören (Anadolu 

University), Gözde Türktarhan (Anadolu University), Eylin Babacan (Mugla 

University), and Duygu Babat (Mugla University). In addition, we would like 

to express our gratitude to Routledge, Detay, EMITT, Minduce, LykiaWorld 

Oludeniz, and Kartaca Tour, as our main sponsors, for their generous support. 
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Without the unlimited support of the above all, we would not have been able to 

achieve our mission.  

In sum, we hope that the output of this conference would provide prospe-

rity for scholars to expand their horizons and understand the significance of 

tourism research as the catalyst of other research fields and as a tool to become 

more interrelated in the future.    

We wish you a very successful conference and enjoyable stay in Turkey. 

 

Metin Kozak, Ph.D. 

Nazmi Kozak, Ph.D. 

Co-chairs 
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ABSTRACT 

Is the usual perception of the authentic object identifiable with the obligatory sign? If 

it is, then tourism has nothing to do with authentic objects in the first place, since it 

can only emerge after the dissolution of such a sign. On the other hand, it may have 

something to do with the quest for the authentic object (which is in any case symbolic 

- a sign - a critical dimension of the issue that has, for instance, frequently remained 

unacknowledged in certain descriptions of what has been misleadingly called 'objec-

tivism'), since the collapse of the obligatory sign, and the advent of the counterfeit, 

has also produced a kind of nostalgia for the certainty pertinent to the former. 

Key words: authenticity, simulation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The modern subject is, indeed, a nostalgic one 

 

The modern subject is, indeed, a nostalgic one. Not simply because this is Mac-

Cannell's (1999) contention. At the end of the day, he will not stretch the length 

to which he will go to validate his assertion. Under the threat and indetermina-

cy of desire, the modern subject, yearns the safe and protective invisibility 

cloak of demand. Demand is certain, desire is not. 

And, yet, what MacCannell has done is not to be underestimated. He has is-

sued a response. The content and particulars of the debate initiated by that re-

sponse to Boorstin (1964), are, perhaps, much less important than the fact itself 
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that there has been a debate - a debate on authenticity that, if we can be al-

lowed the evaluation, has set the ground for the emergence of what is today 

called tourism studies. The question underlying then all consequent investiga-

tion into tourism, every attempt to articulate something about it, whether it 

functions as the support of any possible relevant discourse, or being concealed 

by it, is whether there can be a word on tourism that has thought. 

MacCannell (1999) set out to tackle the problem of the complexity which, 

according to Lévi-Strauss, would constitute any coherent anthropology of mo-

dernity impossible, finding a solution in tourism, or, to be more precise, in the 

tourist as a model for the subject of modernity. Despite the fact that this should 

or should not be so, there is, at least, one aspect of his solution that deserves 

some attention. That is authenticity, and the quest for authenticity as a nostal-

gic motion, characteristic of the modern subject as a nostalgic one. 

The significance of this is that it legitimises tourism studies as a field where 

a reflection on the nature of the real and the (im)possibility of a return to it, as 

constitutive of desire as such, a contemplation on modernity and its subject, 

and even a venture into ontology can take place. It constitutes tourism studies a 

discipline, regardless of the otherwise legitimate objections Tribe (1997) may 

have to the status of a discipline being ascribed to tourism studies, in that it 

presents them with an access to contemplation and a permission to conceptualise. 

They have not done all that well, however. Their encounter with the real has 

been more of a missed opportunity than anything else. On the other hand, of 

course, this is exactly what the real is. Something you cannot grasp, what re-

mains not only not symbolized, but also non-symbolizable. It will appear when 

it appears, through cracks in the fabric of symbolization. Therefore, one should 

not be too hard on tourism studies for failing to articulate truth, for crashing 

against the rock of the real, and getting lost into its desert. It should be enough 

that they missed. 

Paradoxically, this is the only guarantee that what is at issue is, indeed, the 

real. In this perspective, lamentations over the uncertainty of definitions 

(Golomb, 1995), and calls to abandon the (non-conceptualisable) concept of au-

thenticity, precisely because it is not possible to articulate (Reisinger & Steiner, 

2006), also miss the point, while confirming that the modern subject, identifia-

ble with the subject of science, is one that thrives in nostalgia, which might just 

as well be a nostalgia of certainty. And, at the same time, such theses are symp-

tomatic of an ideology for which productivity takes precedence over contem-
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plation (Franklin & Crang, 2001). In one sense at least, we do live in very anti-

Aristotelian times.  
An object to be missed, or, 

Aristotle with Brunelleschi (and Baudrillard).. 

As evident in scores of literature in tourism studies, the concept of authenticity 

has played a central role in their development, due to the varied intense and 

frequently polemical discussions and debates that followed its introduction 

therein. Diverse theoretical frameworks and perspectives have been ‚sum-

moned‛ for the treatment of the question from the structuralism of Lévi-Strauss 

to the post-structuralism of Foucault, and reaching out even till Heidegger, so-

cial constructivism, Goffman, or social realism.  

Surprisingly however, the word of Jean Baudrillard, the much celebrated 

though somewhat ‚gloomy‛ if one may say so, French theorist has been rela-

tively neglected, and even in the rare occasions when a reference to this work 

has been made, this has usually been limited to his analysis of Disneyland, and 

neglecting very important aspects of his work. Baudrillard’s theorization of the 

process (es) of simulation however, offers a very rich source of concepts that 

could significantly enhance our view and discussions of authenticity. 

It is not within the scope of the present text to meticulously analyse or make 

a periodization of the work of Baudrillard. But we do content that specific con-

cepts developed within that corpus can significantly contribute to a discussion 

of authenticity, being aware, at the same time, that a 'fragmented' apprehension 

of a work, any work, that only considers isolated aspects of a corpus, can easily 

turn into a misapprehension. However, it is only with great difficulty that one 

can resist the temptation of perceiving the alarming relevance of certain con-

cepts to a discussion of authenticity in tourism when it comes to the work of 

Baudrillard. 

Perhaps, in later discussions a more comprehensive treatment of it could 

take place. Because, in final analysis, the assertion that Baudrillard has a theory 

of authenticity seems to us to be highly sustainable. What will concern us here, 

though, is to be found in his theory of simulation, and, more specifically, in the 

concepts developed therein of the obliged and the emancipated sign, the coun-

terfeit, and the series. 

He claims that our social reality is a construction (Koch & Elmore, 2006). 

Our reality is a symbolic order of value, that we are accustomed to calling 

'truth'. ‚A simulation is different from a fiction or lie in that it not only presents 

an absence as a presence, the imaginary as the real, it also undermines any con-
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trast to the real, absorbing the real within itself‛ (Poster, 1988: 6). He develops 

the notion of the simulacrum, and conceptualizes the historical development of 

the object as sign, following his gradual distancing from classical Marxist 

thought, culminating to the rupture taking place with ‚The Mirror of Produc-

tion‛ (Baudrillard, 1985). 

Throughout history the object has been produced as a sign of power and 

prestige, with social and political status being linked to its possession. 

Baudrillard aims to explain the process of the production of the sign by refer-

ring to three historical stages of simulation. He distinguishes these stages, as 

the ‚counterfeit‛, the ‚series‛, and the ‚metaphysics of the code‛, and attempts 

to interpret the object as a commodity and a sign of social power, through of 

the law of value, foreshadowing a later estrangement from the subjec as the 

focus of analysis, and a move that privileges the 'logic of the object' 

(Baudrillard, 1983). 

The first order of simulacra, the counterfeit as he calls it, operates the natu-

ral law of value which is dominant in the ‚classical‛ period from Renaissance 

to the Industrial Revolution. The counterfeit emerged in Renaissance as an 

obliteration of the feudal order, allowing a rising bourgeoisie to take over by 

means of competition. In a sense, it is the first time we can observe desire or 

fashion in history, given that in a society based on rank not only is there no 

class mobility, but the object is a clear sign of a certain status, with a certainty 

divinely ordered. This object is an obliged sign because social order does not 

permit the launching of any synonymous meaning. It is considered as sacrilege 

or black magic if anyone other than the prescribed or sanctioned user attempts 

to use or copy the obliged sign.  

Scholasticism was the dominant ideology in medieval Europe. The idea 

guiding social reality is that everyone must know his place, and stay there. In 

feudal societies signs are limited and order specific. The relation between sign 

and referent is not arbitrary. A fake or copy is conceivable only in terms of and 

as black magic and sacrilege, in conflict with the divine order. A Blasphemy. In 

other words, an obliged sign is a sign whose relation to its referent is necessary 

and compulsory, which constitutes the middle ages an era in the realm of de-

mand. A rose is a rose, and the sign points to a specific object, and that alone. 

Everything, every object, is and has to be in its place, and this is not only an 

ethical commandment, but also a question of physics, Aristotelian physics, in 

which empty space cannot be tolerated. Certainly, demand offers certainty. I 
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know and can be sure of what I am asked to do, and where I am expected to be. 

Desire, on the other hand, is a metonymy. 

Even if there are people travelling in the middle ages – like people at any 

point in history, and let's remember here that there have been explorations of 

the possibility of a 'viatoric drive' (Haddad & Haddad, 1995; Haddad, 2002)  – 

this is rarely a question of desire. It is within the context of demand, and, more 

usually than not, this is a demand proceeding from god, whether in the guise 

of a pilgrimage or a crusade. Or, a medieval traveller is then always suspecting, 

exactly because he is out-of-place. 

With the advent of the Renaissance the absolute character of the sign starts 

fading the obliged sign is succeeded by the emancipated one, in which any and 

every class will ideally be able to participate (Baudrillard, 1976). This opens up 

a plane of desire. If desire requires an object, that can only be a missing, or, 

more accurately put, a slipping one, one that cannot be pinned down. In the 

context of a necessary and absolute relation between the sign and its referent, 

the referent is always pined down, and this is how you can always be certain 

that what you see is what you get, but, on the other hand, this leaves nothing to 

be desired. With the emancipated sign, where this relation is governed by an 

uncertainty principle, one can only be seeking after, desiring at the expense of 

certainty. And, let's be clear about that, in the Renaissance one does desire to 

know. 

This is how travellers can also shake some of the dust of suspicion off their 

backs. At once, a possibility that one can be out-of-place has emerged with the 

establishment of linear perspective and Brunelleschi's experimentations with it, 

constituting thus the modern subject, precisely as a corollary of perspective 

(Brockelman, 2008; Damisch, 1994), along with a growing suspicion of Aristote-

lian physics; and then it can be sanctioned on the grounds of a desire to know, 

as is the case with the Grand Tour. The demand is still present, of course, and 

in the Grand Tour this is apparent, since one is expected to take it, but, at the 

same time, and this makes it distinctly novel, one is also expected to desire to 

take it. 

The perspective of Brunelleschi will become, in the historical perspective of 

things, the material condition of the Cartesian subject, for which the emanci-

pated sign is the symbolic condition. And, in terms of what it is to travel, ‚If the 

subject of Brunelleschian perspective needs to resort to some sort of trickery, 

and hide itself behind a hole, a small opening at the vanishing point, from 

where it will have to look in a mirror, and is thus introduced in the field of the 
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visible as what is kept outside it, present and/as absent, in αφάνεια, then this 

αφανές subject is one that has somewhere to go and somewhere to enter‛ 

(Agouridas, 2010: 15). 

Baudrillard (1976, 1981), through a certain reading, can be taken to imply 

that the concept of authenticity is a product of the era of the counterfeit, to the 

extent that it is then when the material conditions constituting such a concept 

possible arise. He can be said to somehow claim that the real (authentic) thing 

is a fantasy, emerging at the stage of the counterfeit, that is the fantasy of re-

gaining the certainty, now lost, offered by the obliged sign. It is a nostalgic fan-

tasy in the sense that it is now possible to long for it. It gives way to the emer-

gence of a desire of certainty, gradually becoming ever more identifiable with 

knowledge, that things are what they seem to be. 

Something must be missing from its place for desire to emerge, and this is 

exactly what the emancipated sign offers. What the sign points to is (ever) elud-

ing as Seneca says, when he identifies the motivation of travel (Urry, 1990). In 

this sense, the sign always points to an empty place, the anathema of Aristote-

lian physics. What we witness ever since the Renaissance is Aristotelian beings 

seeking to find their way in the non-Aristotelian universe of Brunelleschi. That 

is, the modern subject. 

And if Hakim Bey (2007) is right in his ascertainment that in many ways we 

still live in the 19th century – and if by this he means that we still inhabit ro-

manticism we could only agree – we also still inhabit the universe we inherited 

from Brunelleschi. And, parenthetically, the conditions in this universe are not 

viable for any sort of post-modern subject. At the end of the day, a post-

modern subject would not be a subject at all. Perhaps, we could one day get 

there, but someone should have to show us the exit from this universe first.   

The subject is a corollary of perspective as a desiring subject, and desire, as 

we know it, emerges in the Brunelleschian plane, to the extent that the subject, 

as eye, has eclipsed in it, hidden by the hole on the vanishing point. Desire is a 

metonymy of the eye, and the eclipse of the subject in the plane, the tableau, 

requires an emancipation of not only the sign from its referent, but also of the 

signifier from it’s signified. One that will take place with the industrial revolution. 

A new generation of signs and objects arises with the Industrial Revolution. 

In this period the aim is (re)production. The stake is no longer the creation of 

singular signs, but the production of equivalent products in high volume. 

There is a shift in the organizational principle from natural law to mercantile 
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law (Koch & Elmore, 2006). With the Industrial Revolution we simultaneously 

enter to the era of the second order of simulacra, the series, which refers to the 

existence of two or more identical objects (Baudrillard, 1976). Products – and 

let's be clear here: the product and the object become increasingly identifiable – 

are neither original nor counterfeit. They are equivalent to each other and indif-

ferent, from which their exchange value springs. Objects become ambiguous 

simulacra of one another. The aim in the industrial age is the massive produc-

tion of equivalent signs, the series. Mass production leads to the final oblitera-

tion of the original reference, because it is not necessary to have an original in a 

system which aims at equivalence. With the Industrial Revolution the original 

is replaced by the series. In mass production, the technique of the production is 

the main determinant of an object’s use and of its exchange value. 

In last resort, nevertheless, in the series, it is the means of the production of 

its own subjectivity that the subject becomes alienated from, and, henceforth, 

only death will be able to guarantee any sort of end to metonymic slippage. 

This echoes the fascination with an authentic existence, the approachment with 

a real, authentic experience and being, already present in the Enlightenment, 

which will reach more recent times with, for instant, Existentialism or human-

istic psychology, passing through romanticism, and expressed in tourism stud-

ies by Wang (1999). 

Romanticism is not only a mere rejection of the Enlightenment and its ra-

tionalism, with the ensuing domination of the series in capitalist mass produc-

tion. It is interesting to see how the romantic reaction to this results to a pursuit 

of authenticity, that will not only be expressed by the anti-dogmatic dogma of 

romantic originality in literary anti-mass production (Millen, 2010), but also 

how this pursuit will culminate in the imago of the 'suffering traveller', an anti-

grand tourist, celebrating misadventure as the royal way to authentic experi-

ence (Thompson, 2007). Here, the nostalgia of certainty inspires a yearning of 

the absence of certainty, unlike the organized tours of the 1840s, upon which 

any given romantic would frown.  There is a petrifying rationality in the reflec-

tion of mass production on this invention of Cook. One that will be openly re-

vealed in Prora, the 'colossus of Rügen', the unfinished holiday project of Kraft 

durch Freude. And even more petrifying is the reflection of Prora on Ausch-

witz. 

And MacCannell with Lacan 

Let's do away, at this point, then, with a grave misapprehension of Maccan-

nell's position. He is not an 'objectivist', especially if by this term one would 
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mean that his concern is the authenticity of a real, 'toured' object, as is the case 

with Wang (1999), followed by  Reisinger and Steiner (2006). This is not what is 

at issue in his work at all, and perhaps there may be some confusion here be-

tween materialism and objectivism. 

MacCannell reads Lacan, as his later work emphatically and without any re-

strains demonstrates (MacCannell, 2001, 2002); and as a reader of Lacan, he 

knows perfectly well that, first of all, ‚the real is always in its place‛ (Lacan, 

1966: 25), and then, of course, that the real resists symbolization, that it is the 

‚domain of what subsists outside symbolization‛ (Lacan, 1966: 388). Hence, his 

understanding of authenticity (in tourism) cannot, by definition, refer to any 

real object, to any object, toured or other, in a domain outside symbolization. 

Simply because if this was the case, he would be utterly unable to articulate it. 

Let alone that, in lacanian theory, understanding itself is to be positioned in the 

imaginary, and any 'real' understanding would be a rather petrifying event 

(Fink, 1995, 1999). Therein, the real is distinguished from reality (Lacan, 1970). 

In fact, MacCannell (1999) attempts anthropology of modernity by discussing 

processes of signification. His authenticity has to do with meaning, although 

the real is somehow also taken up, but certainly not in the way implied by his 

misplacement as an objectivist. 

His successive touristic backstages, contrary to Boorstin's (1964) pseudo-

events, do not imply the existence of a final, real backstage, but rather, in a res-

onance of his future preoccupation with lacanian theory (although, in ‚The 

Tourist‛ the backstage is taken up from Goffman), that such a backstage lies 

within the realm of impossibility. Not unlike Baudrillard's simulacra 

(Baudrillard, 1981), not unlike his Disneyland, being so openly 'unreal' in order 

to convince of the 'realness' of what surrounds it (Los Angeles, America), albeit 

in the opposite direction, MacCannell's successive backstages are there to con-

ceal the fact that there is no ultimate backstage, that 'behind the curtain' there is 

nothing. His reading of tourism sets scenes for the tourist's desire to be per-

formed on, that is, scenes of fantasy, since in this reading fantasy precedes de-

sire, it stages it. Later he will insist that the tourist is motivated by what re-

mains unseen (MacCannell, 2001). 

Authenticity here becomes the object of this desire, and relates to the real in-

sofar as ‚there is no way of entry for the subject in the real other than fantasy‛ 

(Lacan, 1984: 16). Does it suffice to view authenticity as an object cause of de-

sire, if that is the case of MacCannell, to call one an objectivist? Because, if we 

are not overly misconstruing his thesis the question for him does not, in final 
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analysis, regard the authenticity of the object, but the authentic object, authen-

ticity as an object, the object authentic, and this is exactly what allows him to 

visualize the modern subject as a nostalgic one via the tourist. One could even 

go as far as to say that, instead of being an object cause of desire, authenticity is 

an object falling out of production in the way of surplus-value. What, in lacani-

an terminology, is called plus-de-jouir, surplus-enjoyment. 

Nostalgia then becomes the symptom of a modern subject unable to find 

any guarantee for the consistency of its reality, diagnosed by Lévi-Strauss in 

the overcomplexity of modernity, and seeking after it. The other, who would be 

‚the witness of truth‛ (Lacan, 1966: 807), simply ‚does not exist‛ (Lacan, 1966: 

826). Nostalgia as a symptom becomes the knot stitching the subject of moder-

nity together. 

The real question is to be on the outside, a stranger. 

CONCLUSION 

Work and the Descent of the Traveller 

Spent in the polysemy of the word 'descent', Catalano's traveller, 'Le grand 

Voyager', confronts the enigma of desire as a question of motion, walking 

ahead while screwed on a basis, bearing an enormous hole right at the centre of 

his body. Consumed? Threatened by aphanisis? Perhaps. Still, there is an ap-

parent reluctant urgency to return to alienation, nonetheless. To the very mo-

ment when the void of the subject, latter reproduced time and again by staring 

at an empty page, even before the subject proper has emerged as such, is iden-

tified with the lack in the Other. Some sort of return to an alleged last being-

without-a-subject that could be somehow representable, to a final Other-

without-Same, to a moment, probably, when an unobstructed, complete en-

joyment was still possible. 

What is a work, after all? An address to the other, is that enough?  Le grand 

Voyager is a work, no question there. But is that all? Something eludes this pic-

ture, something has to. The picture itself. The image of the author writing with 

a meditative, almost autistic concentration, or of the painter painting in a trans-

like, erotic state. A body resumed in the picture of fantasy, becoming the mate-

rial of enjoyment, a body which is eaten. An identification of the author with 

the image of his own body in fantasy, taking his imaginary identification to 

some extremes, a cannibalistic identification that one should call Pathos, and 

Schiller called sublime pathos. 
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An author resists the de-pathologisation of his desire. And it is in this that 

he is an unreserved traveller. Like the 'ideal and unworthy lover of distant 

travels and blue sea-passages' of Kavvadias' 'Mal du Départ’ (1990). Dreaming 

of travelling, yet remaining immobile. When the fantasmatic body of the sailor 

has been consumed, all that will be left to him will be a shot in the head. Every 

true work is, in last resort, a cenotaph. 

In light of the connection between Topos and fantasy, the traveller becomes 

the subject of the work, and work can be taken as an attempt to define a Topos 

where the subject will be able to stage desire. It is this definition of Topos that 

could constitute a resistance to Thesis, a Topos of escape, as well as one of a 

return - under the same gravitational law - as repetition. And this subject-

traveller, the nostalgic subject, would then be persistently consumed in Pathos. 

Isn't the work an exercise in death, an effort to assume loss in anOther Topos? 

Isn't it an anchor to the, otherwise much celebrated, slippage of meaning in 

death? That is, in exactly what indicates the descent of 'destination' from 'destiny'. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the following paper, the authors tried to analyse and describe possible develop-

ment paths of cultural tourism on the basis of the collection of secular and sacred 

buildings with 19th and 20th century origins, which can be found in Bydgoszcz and its 

vicinity. Having listed the structures like palaces, mansions, temples, and public build-

ings, it became apparent that they may have a positive influence on the cultural tour-

ism. Architectural features, cultural events, local history and traditions, all of those are 

undoubtedly products of cultural tourism. At the same time those aspects are not ad-

equately evaluated in the promotion of Bydgoszcz and its surroundings, which is a di-

rect cause of a limited tourism in this area. 

Key words: cultural tourism, products of cultural tourism, architecture. 

INTRODUCTION  

Cultural tourism thrives on art and architecture perceived as cultural heritage 

of particular areas. It is the architecture which unfolds the truths about regional 

traditions, as well as present and past life of  society. Through both architecture 
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and art, thanks to learning the urban layout of a city, a tourist may discover the 

history of a certain place, together with its unique cultural heritage. It could be 

claimed that the architecture, which is both an element and a product of cul-

ture, plays an important role in shaping educational tourism, in developing 

cultural tourism defined as ‚all activities performed by tourists in relation to 

their genuine interest in cultural heritage < and in participating in contempo-

rary cultural life in a broad sense‛ (Kowalczyk, 2008: 13). 

Solid, useful, and beautiful are the three qualities that any structure should 

exhibit according to the concepts described in De architectura by Vitrivius (Ba-

sista, 2000:8). It is through those three that tourists discover and appreciate lo-

cal buildings. For this reason cradles of particular architectural styles like Aa-

chen (Carolingian) and Florence (Renaissance), and cities renown for their mas-

terpieces of architecture, e.g., Rome and Paris, attract millions of tourists every 

single year. Without any doubt architecture has an immense potential in gener-

ating tourist movement. Unfortunately, this potential is also commonly under-

rated. It seems that Bydgoszcz and its vicinity may suffer due to such a situa-

tion. The following analysis aims at estimating the possibility of developing 

cultural tourism in and around Bydgoszcz when various architectural struc-

tures from the 19th and 20th centuries are taken into account. 

In the course of the investigation of sacred and secular buildings, it became 

quite apparent that generating and developing cultural tourism, on the basis of 

various structures erected within the last 200 years, should be more than plau-

sible as most of those buildings are not utilised at all in the promotion of the 

region. Reaching those results was possible thanks to field studies when most 

of the sights were identified and listed. The scope encompasses various struc-

tures build between 1800 and 1939 in Bydgoszcz and surrounding areas. The 

list was also compiled after studying various publications on the history of the 

city, and on the history of its art and architecture. Also the database prepared 

by the town hall and the major was taken into consideration. Having estab-

lished a number of possible locations, their current functions and relation to 

tourism was measured. Eventually, their impact on the development of cultural 

tourism was assessed in respect of their artistic and historical qualities. 

In the course of this article, tourism product is understood as everything 

that can be 'bought 'or 'consumed' by tourists (Kaczmarek, Liszewski, & Wło-

darczyk 2006:9). In terms of cultural tourism this product can be seen as herit-

age or cultural aspects that can be sold (Małek, 2003:25). Those will encompass 

all human artefacts as well as natural sites which have been redefined and 
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adapted by people (Rohrscheidt, 2008). Sacred buildings, on the other hand, 

can be related to cultural tourism due to the motivation behind tourists' visits 

(Dłużewska, 2009). 

Secular and Sacred Architecture in European Urban Areas  
in the 19

th
 Century and the First half of the 20

th
 century. 

The industrial revolution at the turn of the 19th century established a new order 

in the world creating new divisions and social classes, and spreading new ideo-

logies. The patrons of the past, the nobility and the Church, were surpassed by 

bourgeoisie. Sacred architecture, which played a pivotal role in establishing 

artistic forms and goals, lost its influence (Koch, 1996:265). At the same time 

architecture started to convey national and ideological messages. Such a course 

of action was partially explained by the will to retain national identity in some 

countries facing difficult political situations, e.g., Hungary, Finland, and Po-

land, or by the drive to elevate the international perception in the case of Russia 

and Germany (Jastrzębska-Puzowska, 2009:192). Moreover, architecture be-

came a tool in negotiating cultural identity; Gothic Revival was gaining a mo-

mentum in Europe (Jędrzejczyk, 2004). Other issues reflected in the architecture 

of the time are philosophical trends, ruling ideologies, and current social ten-

sions, which is apparent in many instances of buildings erected in the 19th cen-

tury and the beginning of the following 20th century. 

The art of the 19th century was marked by recollecting past architectonic 

styles. The explanation for such trends can be found in the inability to reach 

one's own unique style, which was caused by tremendous social, political, and 

economic changes in Europe of the time (Koch, 1996:264-265). The most obvi-

ous tendency, at the beginning, was to return to the principles of Roman archi-

tecture, where secular and national ideologies dominated the urban landscape. 

In due course, the nature of sacred buildings had to become much more utili-

tarian, e.g., as view points located at particular points of the classical urban 

layout of streets, what can be seen in Turin and London (Koch, 1996:267). 

The antiquity was not the only source of inspiration for the 19th century ar-

chitects. Gradually, revivalism was gaining in importance. Its tenet was to re-

flect the styles of the past – Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, and Baroque – 

but at the same time transforming them thanks to the usage of new construc-

tion materials. The eclectic style was also becoming more widespread with its 

drive to mix many architectonic styles in one building. Also an individual ar-

chitect's interpretation of Gothic influences was more than common, which was 

partially attributed to its nationalistic undertones (Ller, 2008:180). Conformity 

with Gothic influences was seen as ‚respecting national tradition‛ (Koch, 
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1996:268). This style in particular dominated in Europe due to English archi-

tects who cultivated centuries' long tradition of English Gothic. Both revivalism 

and eclecticism are still recognisable today due to such outstanding buildings 

as the Houses of Parliament in London, the Louvre and the Palais Garnier in 

Paris. In case of sacred architecture Sacré-Cœur Basilica in Paris is a perfect ex-

ample of merging Romanesque and Byzantine styles. 

The beginning of the 20th century was marked by the departure from reviv-

ing patterns and forms of past eras. Architects began to create new projects and 

‚were aiming at designing buildings in which they could express the wealth of 

artistic achievements encompassing the abundance of human life‛ (Koch, 

1996:275). The application of new materials and methods, but also finding in-

spiration in Gothic and Japanese art lead to the emergence of a new style called 

Art Nouveau, Jugendstil, Modern, Secession or Stile Liberty. The new approach 

was visible especially in housing estates and secular public buildings. It was 

rather rare in sacred structures, although there are such masterpieces as the 

unfinished Sagrada Familia designed by Antoni Gaudi. The first half of the 20th 

century was also marked by Modernism influencing architecture and fine arts. 

This particular movement discarded recollecting past styles in favour of func-

tionality and modern technologies applied at the construction of new buildings 

(Jastrzębska-Puzowska, 2009:196).. 

Historic Monuments in and around Bydgoszcz Erected in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 
Centuries 

As already mentioned before, the majority of monuments found in Bydgoszcz 

were built in the 19th and 20th century. Some earlier churches and tenement 

houses date back to the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries; however, they constitute 

barely 6% of all monuments. For this reason the wealth of cultural tourism 

products is constituted by Art Nouveau buildings. According to the database 

compiled by the Heritage Conservator of Bydgoszcz, there were 181 Art Nou-

veau buildings within the city boundaries. They are found in 9 out of 42 admin-

istrative units, and their largest concentration can be found in the old city and 

the Bocianowo district, where virtually all buildings were constructed between 

1865 and 1915. Beyond Bydgoszcz, there are 27 monuments found in the vicini-

ty: 16 sacred buildings, 11 palaces and mansions, and one industrial structure 

(Pict. 1, Tab. 1) 

19th century architecture of Bydgoszcz and of neighbouring communes 

marks the transformations of fine arts at the time. However, due to belonging 

to the Prussian Partition, the people of the region were subjected to germanisa-
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tion both in the political sphere, social sphere (colonisation), economic sphere 

(stimulating economy growth through investment), and cultural sphere. The 

process of germanisation was characterised by the promotion of leading artistic 

movements present in the Kingdom of Prussia. The ultimate goal was to trans-

form Bydgoszcz into a typical German city (Biskup, 1991:557). 

Due to the substantial wealth of German citizens of Bydgoszcz, and to their 

devotion to traditional architecture, the majority of public buildings financed 

by Prussian authorities was designed by Berlin architects, e.g.,  Friedrich Adler 

and Heinrich Seeling. Naturally, they followed patterns and styles popular at 

their homeland. In the first half of the 19th century the designs reflected classical 

style, e.g., Regent's House in the past and Governor's Office at present, while 

the second half of the century was characterised by revival trends. Both in the 

city boundaries and in neighbouring areas, numerous sacred and secular build-

ings reflected typical Prussian Gothic revival with its red bricks: Evangelic 

churches, post offices, and schools; Romanesque revival: St Peter and St. Paul's 

Church in Bydgoszcz; as well as Baroque and Renaissance revival: the Court 

House. Palaces and parks in the vicinity of Bydgoszcz followed the eclectic ap-

proach with common classical forms. 

 
 
Pict. 1. Distribution of historic monuments dating from 19th and 20th centuries in Bydgoszcz and 

neighbouring communces. 

Source: Authors' studies conducted on the basis of the database compiled by the Heritage Conser-

vator of Bydgoszcz in 2010 
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Table 1. Types of historical monuments, sacred and secular, erected in the 19th century and the 

beginning of the 20th century in Bydgoszcz and its vicinity 

Communes 

Sacred Monuments Secular Monuments 

Churches Graveyards Other 
Palaces 

with Parks 
Tenement 

Houses 
Industrial Structures Other 

Bydgoszcz 11 6 4 0 123 7 30 

Białe Błota 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Dąbrowa Chełmińska 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Nowa Wieś Wielka 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Osielsko 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Sicienko 3 2 1 5 0 0 1 

Solec Kujawski 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Source: Authors' studies conducted on the basis of the database compiled by the Heritage Conser-

vator of Bydgoszcz in 2010 

At the beginning of the 20th century, Bydgoszcz was often referred to as 

small Berlin (kleine Berlin) due to the impact of Prussian influences asserted by 

German architects. Most of buildings erected at the time followed Art Nouveau 

(Jugendstil) and Modern forms. Those movements were characterised by the 

wealth of details adorning façades of tenement houses, hotels, schools and oth-

er public buildings. Contemporary trends were also visible in urban concepts 

like E. Howard's ‘city garden’. Tenement houses constitute the majority of Art 

Nouveau buildings constructed at the time. Even today 53.8% of those build-

ings retain the same function, while others house local authorities (5.6%), scien-

tific institutions (3.8%) or schools (3.1%). Other structures encompass fences, 

parks and green areas, walls, gates, and gardens. 

Such strong ties with the Prussian Kingdom are reflected in the architecture 

of Bydgoszcz and its surroundings as a result of a specific national melting pot. 

Until the end of WW I, more than 80% of citizens were of German origin. Also 

neighbouring communes were characterised by a high percentage of Germans, 

e.g., Białe Błota, as a result of larg-scale constructions of the Bydgoszcz Canal 

linking the Vistula River and the Oder River. Moreover, the national distribu-

tion had a direct impact on the religious sphere (Biskup, 1999:407). The majori-

ty of German population was of Protestant denomination (Biskup, 1999:628), 

while the Poles were mostly of Roman Catholic creed. Therefore, temples con-

structed at the time in Łochowo, Ciele, Osielsko belonged to the Evangelical 

Church. Usually they conformed with features and forms characteristic for 

Protestant churches, e.g., Gothic elements (cross, starry or crystal vaults), ma-
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troneum, stain glass presenting the figure of Christ in the presbytery. On the 

other hand, Roman Catholic temples followed revival trends reflecting Baroque 

and Classical features. More often than not they imitated well known struc-

tures, e.g., St. Vincent de Paul's church was based on Roman Pantheon, and  the 

church of Most Sacred Heart of Jesus reflected the style of Baroque temples of 

the Northern Kingdom of Prussia. It may be concluded that the architecture of 

Bydgoszcz in the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century reflected 

contemporary European artistic trends. The works of well known architects 

enabled Bydgoszcz to boast with buildings worth of Berlin and Cologne.  

Some areas beyond the boundaries of Bydgoszcz were also a place of nu-

merous constructions many of which fostered high artistic values and paid 

tribute to local history. In six communes surrounding Bydgoszcz there are 

three types of historic monuments which date back to the 19th and the begin-

ning of the 20th centuries. These are palaces with parks, industrial construc-

tions, and various religious sites.  

As already mentioned, most temples of the time were commissioned by the 

Protestants; hence, they reflected Evangelical churches constructed in Byd-

goszcz. It also worth investigating mansions and palaces with adjoining parks, 

which were extremely common in Polish rural areas. Revivalism was present in 

whole Europe not only in urbanised zones but also in the countryside with its 

splendid residential estates. It was in vouge to build ‚sentimental and proto-

romantic castles, palaces, artificial ruins and English gardens‛ (Tołłoczko, 

2011:226). Moreover, mansions and palaces in the partitioned Poland were seen 

as not only as architectural statements, but as centres of socio-cultural life, 

where Polish traditions and moral values were to be somehow reflected 

(Tołłoczko, 2011).  

In the vicinity of Bydgoszcz, there is a dozen of well preserved mansions 

and palaces with parks and gardens. An abundance of those can be found in 

Sicienko, where the majority of eclectic sites dates back to the second half of the 

19th century. Nevertheless, there are also mansions in Wojnowo and Słupowo, 

which mirror architectonic forms of classical buildings in order to reflect the 

achievements of Polish Enlightenment. Most of Polish mansions constructed by 

the nobility in the 19th century belong to the Classical Revival (Tołłoczko, 2011). 

The largest of those residential estates, located in Ostromecko, Dąbrowa 

Chełmińska commune, is the 'new' palace, which is just one of the structures of 

this complex property. This particular palace, surrounded by a vast English-
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style park, was designed by a famous German architect Karl  Frierdich 

Schinkel.  

The third type of historic monuments on our list is constituted by industrial 

constructions and monuments of past technology. These are various machines 

like floodgates with neighbouring buildings around the Bydgoszcz Canal and 

Noteć Canal both dating back to the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th 

century. Other monuments are found at the Bottled Water Factory in 

Ostromecko, and the distillery in Wojnowo. 

Consequently it seems more than possible to develop cultural tourism on 

the basis of the remaining 19th and 20th century structures, whether of sacred or 

secular origin, both in and around the city of Bydgoszcz. Factors that can be 

taken into consideration are: locations, architectural features, interiors, but also 

cultural and religious events (Tab. 2). Listing various features of architecture 

one could enumerate façades (shape, decorations, and fine details), surround-

ing grounds with their parks, gardens, graveyards or their remains, and also 

numerous examples of interior design. In some cases the personality of the de-

signer may function as the vantage point. The mentioned elements should be 

valuable factors in defining products for educational and religious tourism. 

Another major factor responsible for the development of cultural tourism is 

constituted by artistic masterpieces and souvenirs depicting the history of par-

ticular locations.  It can be stated quite bluntly that sacred buildings are abun-

dant in such items. Most of them retain their original interior with pipe organs, 

cult objects  a the relics of saints. Mansions and palaces were nationalised after 

the WW 2, which led inevitably to their deterioration and ruin. Ostromecko is 

one of such sites which was transformed into a school with a dormitory. In or-

der to adopt the buildings to new functions, their original interior was com-

pletely devastated. In Bydgoszcz itself, only a handful of sites have partially 

retained their original decorations and interior design, e.g., 'Pod Orłem' hotel, 

Copernicanum belonging to the Kazimierz Wielki University, or secondary 

schools no. 1 and no 6. The majority of remaining art, interior decorations from 

the turn of the century, photographies depicting everyday lives of city dwellers 

and the developing Bydgoszcz of the time tourists may see at numerous exhibi-

tions and museums, e.g., Leon Wyczółkowski District Museum in Bydgoszcz, 

Bydgoszcz Canal Museum, the Pharmacy Museum working next to the oldest 

pharmacy in Bydgoszcz and the Chamber of Railway Traditions  (Izba Tradycji 

Kolei) at the main railway station in Bydgoszcz. 
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Tab. 2. Possible paths of developing cultural tourism on the basis of various features of sacred and 

secular buildings in Bydgoszcz and its surroundings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Authors' studies conducted on the basis of Kaczmarek, Liszewski, Włodarczyk 2006; Małek 

2003; Rohrscheidt 2008; and Różycki 2009 

 

The third element which may create products of cultural tourism may be 
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plex of parks functions as a favourite location for the dwellers of Bydgoszcz 

who want to enjoy their leisure time.  

The possibility to create the product of tourism and to utilise the mentioned 

locations in developing cultural tourism depends on owners and on the condi-

tion of particular structures. Many sites belong to private owners, hence, they 

remain inaccessible to tourists despite their immense touristic values. In such 

cases only educational tourism may thrive, when only the sight of the façade, 

the vicinity of the location, and some architectonic features may be appreciated. 

On the other hand, most public buildings like temples and graveyards are 

widely accessible, which means that they can support the development of tour-

ism, especially in its educational, event, pilgrimage and religious aspects. 

CONCLUSION 

Due to the simple fact that there is a limited number of older monuments, e.g., 

from the Middle Ages, Bydgoszcz with its neighbouring communes should 

base its tourism on sacred and secular buildings erected in the 19th century and 

the beginning of the 20th century. In the course of the investigation it was estab-

lished that sacred buildings have the largest potential to develop the product of 

cultural tourism on the basis of their architecture, interior design, as well as 

religious and cultural events. In addition, secular 19th century structures such 

as public buildings, tenement houses, mansions, palaces, and industrial sites in 

and around Bydgoszcz , may become an asset in relation to emerging cultural 

tourism. 

The majority of sacred and secular 19th century buildings present in Byd-

goszcz are in no way inferior in terms of architecture to those found in Western 

Europe. Taking into account immaterial cultural heritage of the region  like his-

tory, traditions, local identity, Bydgoszcz with its surrounding communes are 

predestined for developing various forms of cultural tourism ranging from pil-

grimage to educational aspects. 

Unfortunately, our studies are also conclusive in another matter. The cur-

rent potential for developing tourism in Bydgoszcz and in its vicinity is unused 

despite the wide assortment of sacred and secular monuments. It seems that 

such a state of affairs is caused by the citizens' lack of knowledge about local 

history and monuments in their closest surroundings. As a result, in the public 

eye Bydgoszcz and neighbouring communes are perceived as unattractive and 

unappealing to tourists. Such harsh conclusions are supported by inadequate 

promotion of cultural assets and of various events which could popularize the 
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historical and cultural landscape of the city with neighbouring areas. Conse-

quently, the majority of religious and cultural events are directed at the dwell-

ers of Bydgoszcz. The neighbouring communes, with the exception of 

Ostromecko, organise only a handful of events connected to  culture and local 

monuments. One of the reasons for such a situation may be found in private 

ownership of historical buildings, where the new proprietors want to keep a 

low profile and keep their properties inaccessible. Nevertheless, the lack of in-

terest in those sites on the part of local societies plays also an important part in 

decreasing the potential. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present study aims at exploring the casual relation between tourism industry and 

GDP in ECO Countries for 2000-2010 periods. To this end, the casual relation between 

the two variables was examined using Panel Data and Granger standard causality 

test. The results demonstrate a unidirectional casual from GDP to the number of tour-

ists coming to the ECO countries. It is also concluded that, a rise in the country’s GDP 

provides necessary conditions for investment on all sectors of the economy including 

the tourism sector. In such conditions, if the country’s economic priorities comprise 

tourism development, then tourists will start visiting the country and the industry will 

flourish. Thus, policy makers should focus on the increasing GDP if they want to in-

crease the tourist’s influx. 

Key words: tourism industry, eco countries, panel data analysis. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The tourism industry is a relatively new phenomenon in international econom-

ic trades. Nowadays, it contributes to the foreign income sources of many na-

tions. It also plays a significant role in the economic, cultural and social devel-

opment of many countries. If managed properly, it could lead to increased 

production, higher standard of living, increased public welfare and a high level 

employment.  
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With many historical, religious and natural attractions, Iran has the poten-

tial to become one of the main tourist attractions in the world. With a strong 

tourism industry, Iran will play an effective economic role in the region. It will 

also enable the country to introduce Persian cultural heritage to the world. 

From the earning point, tourism is the largest service industry in the world. 

Therefore, its growth has led to many social and economic changes.  

A large attention to tourism is partly due to its economic importance and 

partly due to its cultural and social effects. However, the main stimulus behind 

the growth of the tourism industry in many countries has been its economic 

benefits. According to UNWTO earnings of all countries from international 

tourism in 1950 was 2.1 billion US dollars. This figure reached $856 billion in 

2007 and it is forecasted to hit one trillion dollars in 2010 (Soleymani, 2008). 

This paper is trying to examine the relationship between tourism industry 

and gross domestic products in the ECO countries.   

In the next part a theoretical basis is discussed. Then, some previous studies 

are reviewed. In the fourth part methodology and in the fifth part estimation of 

the model and the findings of the research are explained. In the last part the 

conclusion and the policy recommendations are described. 

THEORETICAL BASIS 

According to the export-led growth hypothesis, tourism can be seen as a kind 

of export, differing from the export of other goods and services because of the 

fact that consumers consume it in the host country. Another hypothesis is 

known as the tourism-led growth hypothesis in the economic literature. This is 

a specific variant of the export-led growth hypothesis that many researches in 

different countries have been based upon, and it is proved to be true in most 

studies. The theory argues that economic growth of a country, not only is a 

function of labor, capital, export and other factors in that country, but also can 

be affected by the number of tourists entering that country. In fact tourism af-

fects economic growth through different ways (Cortes & Pulina, 2006). UN-

WTO has suggested five main aspects in measuring economic effects of tourism 

industry: 

1. Increase in gross domestic product: income obtained from tourism helps in-

crease the gross domestic product. 

2. Increase in foreign exchange: this is calculated as the gross foreign exchange 

earnings from tourism incomes minus the foreign exchange spent on the 

import of goods and services used by tourists. 
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3. Employment: Local employment created by tourism. It includes several 

types: 

a. Direct employment: People who are working in tourism related institu-

tions such as hotels, restaurants, touristic stores and etc. 

b. Indirect employment: Jobs created in the supply section like agriculture, 

fishing and related industries. 

c. Induced employment: People who are supported by spending income ob-

tained from direct and indirect participants. 

d. Construction sector employment: Jobs created in constructing facilities and 

touristic infrastructures.  

4. Multiplier: This refers to the effect of a foreign income source on the econ-

omy. It measures the impact of touristic incomes on the economy through 

creating economic activities. 

5. Increasing government income: This includes government income tax 

earned from hotels and other kinds of touristic taxes, airport exit duties, 

and tourism industry import duties, income tax levied on tourism institu-

tions and practitioners, and capital gain tax on assets of touristic institu-

tions.  

Tourism affects economic growth in direct and indirect ways. 

Direct Effect 

Tourism is a service industry, income obtained from tourism is part of a host 

country’s GDP, and therefore its growth directly affects economic growth. In 

1998 for instance, international tourism contributed to 8 percent of the world 

total income and 37 percent of the world service export. According to the offi-

cial forecast of UNWTO, income obtained from tourism in 2020 will approxi-

mately amount to 2 trillion dollars around the world (UNWTO, Statistics, 

2007). 
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Figure 1.  Relationship between tourism industry and economic growth 

Source: Tayyebi et al., 2008 

 

Indirect effect 

Tourism affects the growth indirectly too. It has a dynamic effect on the entire 

economy via spillovers and externalities to other sectors of the economy (Mar-

in, 1992: 680). As a result of the interactions with other economic activities, if 

the tourism sector enjoys prosperity, other economic sectors that are servicing 

it or are consuming its products will also move with that. In other words, tour-

ism can act as growth engine; it motivates economic growth that leads to in-

crease in other economic activities. On the other hand, economic growth has 

also positive impacts on the tourism development. Economic growth can push 

up the tourism industry through the development of tourism facilities, infra-

structures such as transportation development, information and communica-

tion technology development, electronic money, hotels, restaurants, public 

health, entertainment facilities and etc.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Balaguer and Cantavella (2002) examined the tourism led-growth hypothesis 

for the first time. They used the Johansen-Juselius cointegration analysis in or-

der to investigate the relationship between the tourism industry and long-run 

economic development in Spain during 1975-1997. They reviewed the tourism 

led-growth hypothesis and concluded that during the study period, economic 

growth in Spain was strongly influenced by income obtained from tourism in-

tensely. They also advocated that growth in the tourism industry had a positive 

long run impact on economic development through multiplier effects. 

Eugenio, Morales and Scarpa (2004) used the dynamic panel data approach 

to study the relationship between economic growth and the tourism industry in 

South American countries during 1985-1998. They studied the relationship be-

tween the above mentioned variables using a macroeconomics model. The re-

sults suggested that while tourism development was essential for the economic 

growth of low and average income countries of South America, it was not nec-

essary for the economic growth of high income countries in the region. 

Sequeira and Campos (2005) studied the relationship between economic 

growth and international tourism using the panel data approach during 1980-

1999 in selected countries. Their results suggested that growth in tourism in-

dustry alone cannot bring high economic growth. Also in their study the tour-

ism industry did not have a significant relationship with economic growth of 

the selected countries. 

Vanegas and Croes (2007) used the Johansen-Juselius cointegration analysis 

and the Granger causality test to investigate the relationship between the tour-

ism industry and gross domestic product during 1980-2005 in Nicaragua. They 

concluded a long-run steady relationship between gross domestic product and 

tourism and a causal relationship between tourism and economic growth. 

Olayinka (2008) studied the causal relationship between tourism spending 

and gross domestic product using the Granger causality test and panel data in 

selected African countries during 1995-2004. Their results suggested that there 

is a unidirectional causal relationship from real GDP to tourism spending. In 

other words, income obtained from tourism industry did not have a significant 

effect on economic growth of the selected African countries. 

Brida, Carrera and Risso (2008) used the Johansen-Juselius econometrics 

method, the Granger causality test and impulse response analysis of shocks in 

order to investigate the long-run effect of tourism industry on economic 
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growth in Mexico. The Johansen-Juselius test showed a cointegrated vector be-

tween real GDP, tourism spending and real exchange rate. Granger causality 

test showed that causality goes unidirectional from tourism spending and RER 

to the real GDP. They found out that a shock in tourism spending have pro-

duced a short run as well as a long run long-run positive effect on economic 

growth. 

THE METHODOLOGY AND THE MODEL 

The main purpose of this study is to examine the causal relationship between 

income obtained from foreign tourists and gross domestic product in ECO 

countries and also to investigate the cointegrated relationship between men-

tioned variables during 2000-2010 using WDI statistics. We apply panel data 

econometrics techniques to study the effects of tourism on economic growth in 

ECO countries. We also applied panel data method and granger to investigate 

causal relationship between tourism income and economics growth.  

In this study, first, the panel granger causality was tested between tourism 

variables and GDP for all member countries, then the relationship between real 

GDP and the number of tourist visiting the country, foreign direct investment, 

population and trade openness was investigated. It is to be noted that in order 

to avoid large variation in the level data, we have used a logarithmic transfor-

mation of all variables. Our model was as follows: 

Lgdp= f(Ltour, Lpop, Lfdi, Lopenness) 

In order to test for the stationarity of the variables, the stationarity of the 

panel data was used. Then using stationary variables, a vector auto regressive, 

VAR model was estimated. Finally, to study granger causality a Wald test was 

applied.  Table 1 the stationarity of logarithm of the number of tourists (ltour) 

and the logarithm of GDP (lgdp) was presented using Levin, Lin, Chu unit root 

test.  

Table 1. Results of panel data stationary test for the variables 

Variable LLC unit root test 

Level, Constant First difference, Constant, Trend 
values Prob. values Prob. 

(lgdp) 0.2848 0.6121 -1.2907 0.0984 
(ltour) -1.3544 0.3878 -7.4631 0.000 
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According to Table 1 investigating the stationarity of variables using LLC 

tests shows that none of the variables were stationary at the level and become 

stationary after first order difference. It is then suggested that all the variables 

in the model namely, LGDP and LTOUR are of I(1). Therefore, the first order 

difference of the variables was used to estimate the vector auto regressive VAR 

model. In order to determine the optimum number of lags the Shwarts criterion 

was used. According to that criteria the optimum number of lags turned out to 

be one, the optimum VAR model take the form; 

 

) 1 ( 28967 . 0 ) 1 ( 43745 . 1     DLTOUR DLGDP DLGDP 

 
Equation 3 

 

) 1 ( 664739 . 0 ) 1 ( 051372 . 0     DLtour DLGDP DLtour 

Equation 4 

Now, the coefficients of the above models were tested using the Wald test 

and the results were presented in table 2. As we can notice, C(1) and C(2) are 

the coefficient of DLGDP(-1) and DLtour(-1) in equation 3 and C(3) and C(4) 

are the coefficient of DLGDP(-1) AND DLtour(-1) in equation 4 respectively. 

Table 2. Results of wald test for the coefficients 

Restriction F-test Value Prob 

C(1)=0 3652.087 0.000 

C(2)=0 0.39657 0.5348 

C(3)=0 4.6218 0.0429 

C(4)=0 5172.5397 0.000 

 

The results of Table 2 indicate that there is a unidirectional causal effect 

from GDP to the number of tourists visiting the country. In other words, the 

GDP was the cause of the number of tourists and the growth of GDP would 

result in the increased number of tourists in ECO member countries. 

Before we commit ourselves to the discussion of the results, it is first neces-

sary to verify if all ECO countries are homogenous or not? This test is known as 

cross section effects, the null hypothesis set to mean that all countries are ho-

mogenous. Therefore, no rejection of the null hypothesis commands the use of 

pooled least squares method, whereas the rejection of the null hypothesis leads 

to the use of panel data techniques. In the next step, we have to choose between 
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the fixed effects and random effects methods in the panel data analysis. To do so, 

the Hausman test is used. According to this test, the rejection of the null hy-

pothesis indicates the fixed effects, whereas no rejection of the null hypothesis 

points to the random effects method. 

Table 3. Results of F test 

 Test statistic Value Prob 

1 F 198.6345 0.000 

2 
2  356.1854                0.000 

The results of Table 3 indicate the null hypothesis of the homogeneity of the 

countries and the use of pooled least squares was rejected, therefore the panel 

data techniques must be used. 

Table 4. Results of Hausman Test 

 Test statistic Value Prob 

1 
2 7.7689 0.104 

 

Table 4 indicates that there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis of the 

use of the random effects; this means that the estimation must be carried out 

applying a random effect method. 

Table 5. Results of estimation by random effects method 

Prob t-test  coefficient Variable 

0.000 4.467 0.001 Ltour 

0.015 2.497 0.561 Lpop 

0.050 1.998 0.147 Lfdi 

0.002 -3.177 -0.026 Lopenness 

0.3683 0.91 2.127 C 

                            51.02 R                                    64.16F                      

 

The findings of Table 5 indicated the nature and the size of effective varia-

bles on GDP in the ECO countries. In the above estimation, 5 independent vari-

ables, namely; Ltour (the logarithm of the number of tourists visiting the coun-

try), Lpop (the logarithm of the population), Lfdi (the logarithm of foreign di-

rect investment), Lopenness (the logarithm of the degree of trade openness in 
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the countries) were used. As can be seen in the table 5, all variables of the mod-

el except the degree of the trade openness, had positive and significant effects 

on real GDP in the countries. More importantly, the variable relating to the 

number of tourist, Ltour had significant and positive effect on the GDP.  The 

results also indicate that the elasticity of the GDP with respect to the logarithm 

of population was 0.561. The latter means that, for every one percent increase 

in the population, the GDP in these countries would increase 0.561 percent. Al-

so one percent increase in the foreign direct investment would increase the 

GDP by 0.147 percent. It is also worth noting that the coefficient of the number 

of tourist visiting the ECO countries was 0.001. This clearly means that for eve-

ry one percent increase in the number of tourists in these countries, would lead 

to an increase in the GDP by 0.001 percent. The very small size of the coefficient 

simply indicates that the share of tourism industry in these countries is mini-

mal. The coefficient relating to the degree of the trade openness was however, 

negative and equal to -0.013. This means that the effect of trade openness on the 

GDP is inelastic. 

CONCLUSION  

The main objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between the 

GDP and the number of tourists visiting the ECO member countries; also we 

intended to determine the causality effects between aforementioned variables. 

The research was carried out using two models. Frist, applying panel data 

techniques and standard granger causality tests the relationship between vari-

ables was investigated. The results of the granger causality test revealed unidi-

rectional causal effects from GDP to the number of tourists visiting the ECO 

member countries. Based on these findings, a country that aims to attract tour-

ists from all over the world is required to increase its GDP. This result is not 

surprising, however, as the more countries income increases, the more invest-

ment is done in all sectors of the economy including the tourists sector. There-

fore, the investment on tourism infrastructures and providing better services 

would lead to the increase in the number of tourists visiting the country. Thus, 

the results of the model estimation indicate that the increase in GDP would in-

crease the foreign tourists in the ECO countries. 

In the second model, we intend to investigate the effects of tourism variable 

along with other variables such as the population, the foreign direct investment 

and the degree of trade openness on the real GDP in the ECO countries. The 

estimation results of the regression model using the panel data method indicate 

that the elasticity of GDP with respect to the population and foreign direct in-
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vestment were the largest. This finding points out to the fact that ECO coun-

tries could increase their GDP by increasing the population, hence growing the 

supply of work force and attracting more foreign direct investment to their 

countries. To achieve this, the countries can adopt programs and policies aimed 

at increasing employment rate and attracting more foreign direct investment. 

The increase in the GDP would lead to the increase in the number of the tour-

ists visiting the country and thereby increase in the cultural interactions be-

tween these countries. 

One important finding of the research is that, although the tourism variable 

has a small elasticity, its effect on the real GDP in the ECO countries was posi-

tive and significant. So that one percent increase in the number of foreign tour-

ists would increase the GDP by 0.001 percent. It is also worth to mention that 

the low elasticity of the tourism industry in the ECO countries is mainly due to 

the fact that the share of the tourism industry in the real GDP in these countries 

was very minor. Therefore, the development and the expansion of tourism in-

dustry in the countries of the study, not only would increase the real GDP, it 

will also enhance the elasticity of tourism industry thereby leaving a greater 

effect on national product. 
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ABSTRACT 

Access to tourism destinations and attractions and also ranking of these elements are 

the main aspects of tourism development planning. Although the Analysis Network 

Process (ANP) is based on Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP) but network structure or 

feedback is dominated in decision making of the options. The present article investi-

gates the application of ANP in tourism planning in west of Guilan by using Rural De-

velopment Strategy (RDS) and statistical population selected by random sampling 

method. The Cronbach test was applied in order to test the validity and reliability of 

the questionnaire. This article studies ecotourism attractions of west of Guilan moun-

tainous zone and analyses tourism destinations and attraction ranking by using ANP 

method and Super Decision software. 

Key words: ANP, AHP, super decisions software, tourism planning, west of guilan. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

If providing welfare and convenience are the main principles in tourism devel-

opment so balancing between residents, tourists and environment is necessary. 

Reinvestigation of this balance is required for development of the environment 

and optimal application of development especially rural development. Tourism 

industry as a main resource of economic development and invisible export 

could lead to positive revolution in the rural environment since the bed for 

such activities is nature (UNWTO, 2009). Thus these trends apply pressure on 

ecotourism resources and environment so it needs to holistic planning. In tour-

ism planning establishing relationship with other economic sectors specially 

attraction of private and nongovernmental participation, consideration of rural 

sustainable development, determination of effective factors on tourism devel-

opment, specification of target tourism elements, determination of tourism tar-
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get capabilities, application of rural development strategic approach 

,preparation and confirmation of study of the feasibility and comprehensive 

studies by the investor are important (Guo et. al, 2001). Thus ranking of the 

tourism destinations is necessary for management and allocation of financial 

resources to rural tourism. For doing so this article tries to respond to following 

questions inodrer to proving the main goal of the research as selection of the 

best tourism target in west of Gilan mountainous zone: 

1. What are the tourism destinations of west of Guilan mountainous zo-

ne? 

2. What indices and criteria are considered for investigation and evalua-

tion of these tourism destinations? 

Then the solutions are proposed according to the results of the ANP. 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Rural development strategy (RSD) is investigated in this article so it is the city 

development strategy (CDS) with only difference in studied case thus the main 

RDS goals are promotion of the villagers life style, environment quality, offer-

ing appropriate services and energy resources efficiency, promotion of rural 

location form and foundations, providing financial resources for rural devel-

opment and promotion of management plans in the rural areas. Although RDS 

components and elements change according to different characteristics and 

conditions of the villages but the main elements are designing and evaluation 

involving organizational formations for proceed of village situation (current 

situation), plans and strategies involving setting long term plans and determi-

nation of strategies, implementation and supervision involving implementation 

of the plan, institutionalization of RDS and control of implementation by ap-

propriate approaches. The expected results of application of this approach in 

three scopes are: 

1. Managemental and institutional changes 

2. Investment plans (social, cultural and principles foundation) 

3. Institutionalization of supervision mechanisms (World Bank, 2008:45). 

Table 1 summarizes the main related scientific issues briefly. 
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METHODOLOGY 

This research is descriptive and analytical and it is measure mental based on 

rural development strategy (RDS) viewpoint. 

Statistical Population 

In order to collect the data and investigate the statistical population one in se-

cond populations (200 from 400 persons) of the tourism sector managers, ex-

ports and also the counselors, mountaineers and natives were selected and the 

data were interviewed. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between statistical 

population and tourism planning of table 2 and this research tourism. 

Tools, Measurements and Collection of the Data 

The sampling method is simple and the required data were collected by inves-

tigation of the documents, resources and questionnaire and interview. 

Cronbach test was used for measuring validly and reliability of the question-

naire. The reliability of model ANP was confirmed by ratio of paired compari-

son matrix compatibility .The used compatibility ratio or CR is based on in-

compatibility and random indices. 

Questionnaire Design 

In order to prioritization of the tourism destinations, goals and determination 

of the studied indices two questionnaire were prepared. The counselors, ex-

perts, mountaineers and the native residences were asked to respond. The first 

questionnaire involved prioritization of the tourism destinations and its recog-

nition and development trend. In this questionnaire five grades were consid-

ered by attention to indices qualitative   according to Likert scale. The fifth 

grade is about superior and the other grades are good, fair and very bad re-

spectively. After survey of the questionnaires and compilation of the tourism 

destinations for prioritization the second questionnaire was prepared based on 

ANP of the tourism destinations and it was distributed among statistical popu-

lation. 

Selection of Method of Problem Solving  

In this article at first the data are analyzed and then the priorities and proposi-

tions are offered by using ANP. 
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Figure 1: Case Study 

 

 

Figure 1: Case study 
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Table 2. Communities of tourism destinations of case study 
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RESULTS 

The Analytic Network process (ANP) and Its Steps 

Analysis of network process is one of the multi dimensional decision making 

techniques (MADM) (Godsipour, 2011: 85). This model has been designed 

based on AHP and replaced hierarchical by nonlinear system or network or 

feedback system (Ertay et al, 2006: 238). Model ANP consists of control, clus-

ters, elements, and cluster and elements interactional relations hierarchical. 

Figure 2 depicts structural difference between hierarchical and the network. 

The arrows direction shows dependency and the rings indicate interdepency 

among clusters or the groups. (Farji & et al, 2009: 132). Like AHP in ANP model 

comparative scale of 1-9 is used and the decision maker could express his opin-

ion by pair of the elements, equal importance, relatively important ,more im-

portant ,the most important  and unlimited important that these  descriptive 

priorities are used in the next step as 1,3,5,7 and 9 respectively and numbers 

2,4,6,and 8 are used  as mean in comparison of two judgments. The normalized 

results are obtained after paired comparisons then control systems normalized 

results are combined  in order to specification of the best output finally the re-

sult is set of options priorities. The ANP is obtained from combination of four 

main steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Difference between Structure Hierarchy (A) & Network (B) 

 

Step 1: Modeling and explation of the problem 

The subject matter should be converted into a rational system like a network. 

This network structure is obtained by brainstorming (one of the problem solv-

ing methods in a group means encouragement of creativity and using creativity 

and application of several thoughts) or Delphi or nominal group (method that 

members of a group discus and reach to result without imposing their view-
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ters              
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points). In this step the mentioned problem is converted into network structure 

that the groups are considered as clusters. According to graph B in figure 2 the 

elements of a cluster could have connection with one or all elements of the oth-

er cluster and these connections (outer dependences) are shown by arrow. Also 

there is a reciprocal relationship among elements of inside of the cluster (inner 

dependences) these connections are shown by an arc connected to the cluster. 

(Graph B, Figure 2), (Zebardast, 1389: 81). 

Step 2: Matrix comparisons relative to target 

In this step the interactional dependences and paired comparisons are conduct-

ed among clusters and elements and a matrix of clusters by values of zero and 

one is defined for each control criterion. This input value depends on effect of a 

cluster on upper cluster of this matrix (in case of effect it is one and in other 

case it is zero).this similar process is repeated for criteria. If a criterion affects 

on other criterion one is defined and in case of lack of effect zero is considered 

then fool owing paired comparisons are carried out for construction of charac-

teristic vector and shaping mega matrix: 

Cluster comparisons: the clusters affect on a defined cluster are compared 

according to criterion. The weights of this process are used for weighting of the 

elements in block columns related to mega matrix (elements of a cluster in 

mega matrix forms a block). 

Comparison of the elements (factors): 

The paired comparison of the inter cluster elements is conducted. The elements 

of a cluster are compared based on their effects on an element in other cluster 

or the same cluster or related element (Ziyari et al, 2008: 129). Paired compari-

sons in ANP are expressed by matrix background and a local priority vector 

can be derived as estimation of proportionate importance among elements and 

it is estimated by×w A×w=  Where A is paired comparison matrix is 

special vector and  is the biggest special value of matrix A. In this research 

software Super Decision was used for calculation of special vector of paired 

comparison and calculation of incompatible ratio values. 

Comparison of the options: the options are compared according to all ele-

ments (Chung et al, 2005: 16). 
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Step 3: Formation of super matrix 

The result of the mentioned process is unbalanced super matrix. The local pri-

ority vectors are placed in the related columns of the matrix (Momoh et al, 

1998: 818). 

Step 4: Selection of the best option  

In case of coverage of total network by super matrix formed in step 3 the op-

tions priority weights are formed in column of normalized super matrix option 

and the option with the highest weight is selected it is an option obtained by 

calculation and operation of matrix (Shrestha et al , 2004: 186). 

Proposed algorithm ANP for determination of the best tourism target in 
the west Guilan mountainous zone 

Proposed hierarchical and network model in this article consist of three level 

based on figure 3 for analysis of the studied areas. The best target is specified in 

the first level, the criteria are in the second level and alternatives are in the 

third level (proposed options) as the lowest level. So that W21 indicates the ef-

fect of ideal or goal on the criteria, W32 shows the matrix of criteria effects on 

strategies and l is unified matrix (Lee et al 2000: 369). 

 

 

Figure 3. Hierarchical structure and network 

 

The value of the criteria and replacement by experts and skilled individuals in 

order to more compatibility and obtain reliable results are important in ANP 

process (Saaty, 1999: 13).All criteria and clusters are connected by potential 

connection in other words there are one way (external relations),bilateral rela-

tions (feedback) and annular relations (inner relations), (Banai &Wakolbinger, 

2011: 4). The factors and strategies are determined in the first step (Niemira 

et.al., 2004: 575). Then based on inter relationship among factors the inner de-
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pendency matrix, factors weights and strategy options priority vectors are de-

fined. Following matrix indicates general view for tourism planning in this re-

search where W22 indicates interactional effects of the criteria that Wn is as fol-

lows in super matrix. 

 

 

 

Step 1: Model structure 

At first the problem is defined as hierarchical structure of sub factors and strat-

egy options, table 3 shows this structure that is a base for responding to re-

search questions. Tourism target is selected in the first level in model ANP, eco-

tourism criteria, semi nomadic life style and foundations situations are in the 

second level (it should be noted that the research show that tendency toward 

ecotourism destinations and attractions is significant relative to historical and 

cultural attractions in domestic (Iranian tourists) consumers behavior). The 

third level involves tourism destinations proposed options. 

Table 3. Description components of a network model (ANP) planning for tourism 

 

Alternative Criteria Goal 

1A:AGH EVLAR 
2A:LOMEH DAHT 
3A:SARAGA 
4ASOBATAN: 
5A:HEYRAN 
6A:RANDANE 
7C:DASHT DAMAN 

1C: Grassland 
2C: Forest  
3C:River     
4C: Lake 
5C: Rice farms 
6C: Spring 
7C:Asphalt road 
8C:Shosh road 
9C: Terrestrial road 
10C: Electricity 
11C:Phon 
12C:Gas 
13C: Drinking water 
14C: Semi numadizm 
15C: Historical Heritage 
16C: Mines 

 
 

The best 
 
 

Tourism des-
tination 
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The proposed options in the mentioned matrix are following villages: A1: 

AGH EVLAR, A2: LOMEH DASHT, A3: SARAGHA, A4: SOBATAN A5: 

HEYRAN A6: RENDANEH A7: DASHT DAMAN. According to previous in-

formation ANP structure in figure 5 is identified for tourism planning. Table 2 

explains clusters, criteria and options. Also clusters inner and outer relations 

with elements are defined, there is an inner relationship between all clusters 

and criteria except target cluster. The target cluster has outer relation with all 

clusters and there is an external relationship among ecotourism criteria and 

clusters, historical monuments and options cluster.  Also Figure 4 there is an 

interactional relationship between option cluster and criterion cluster and op-

tions of AGHE VLAR,   LOMEH DASHT, SARAGHA, DASHT DAMAN as 

tourism destinations of west Guilan mountainous zone have inner relation. 

 

 
Figure 4. Structure of a network model (ANP) planning for tourism  

 

Step2: Paired comparisons relative to the target 

All paired comparisons and matrix of all criteria and clusters are defined by 1-9 

by using prioritization scale or importance in each judgment. It should be not-

ed that paired comparison was conducted for all criteria and options. Figure 5 

shows the results of paired comparison in model ANP for tourism develop-

ment planning in the case studied area as you see the rate of judged compatibil-

ity is 0.0275 so that this judgment is less than 0.1.In this method the compatibil-

ity rate should be less than 0.1.This level of error is acceptable by considering 

number of judgments and error result of interviewing .Figure 6 shows the 
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judgment by the highest compatibility in the model. According to judgments, 

Software Super Decision proposes 0.8123 as the best value for incompatible 

judgment. 

 

 
Figure 5: The most consistent value ANP 

 

 

Figure 6. Inconsistency index ANP 

 

Step3: Calculation of the limited mega matrix 

In order to prepare total grades the connection among clusters is necessary. The 

connection (inner, outer and interactional) structure causes to formation of the 

primary super matrix. Unweighted mega matrix is result of sum of inner priori-

ties (importance coefficients) of the elements and clusters in the primary mega 

matrix. Then weighted mega matrix is calculated from multiplication of un-

weighted mega matrix values in cluster matrix. By normalization of the 

weighted mega matrix the mega matrix is converted into random matrix. Final-

ly limited mega matrix is calculated by using all balanced mega elements. Fig-

ure 7 shows prioritization of the clusters in model ANP as normalized, limit 

and graphics .Acceding to final importance and normalized results (WANP), the 

three criteria of semi nomadic life style (8C=0.198), access to lake view 

(6C=0.483), and using healthy drinking water foundation (16C=0.109) are most 

important and as result they have the significant effect in tourism destinations 

prioritization. 
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     Figure 7.  Prioritization as normalized, limiting & graphic ANP 

Step 4: selection of the best strategy 

According to figure 8 the first column is graphical and column  Normal's shows 

the priority of each option based on paired comparison form and  it is the 

common method for observation of the results, the values of column Ideals is 

obtained by division of values of Normal's column  on the biggest value so the 

selected option value is 1.The values of  column Raw are obtained directly from 

mega matrix (Mohamadi Lord,2010:120) According to figure 9 the main tour-

ism destinations of west Guilan mountainous zones  are EVLAR %38.23, 

SARAGHA %34.23 and SOBATAN %8.16 as the first, second and third priori-

ties. Also the managers, reponsibles and tourist and native residents were in-

terviewed about the results .The results were confirmed by %98.20 indicating 

reliability of the ANP model. The Cronbach alpha was used for validity of the 

model by %98.52 indicating validity of the model. It can be inferred that ANP 

model is highly accurate and it can be base of priority of tourism destinations. 

It should be noted that the results of this process is conformed to the results of 

intuitional insight. 
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      Figure 8. Results of paired comparisons ANP 

CONCLUSION 

This article is based on RDS and investigates tourism development in the main 

west Guilan mountainous zones by using ANP. The results show that RDS is 

not dominated in tourism planning since the expected results of application of 

this approach are not obvious in one of the management, institutional, invest-

ment plans and institutionalization of the supervisonal mechanism of studied 

area. So this condition indicates lack of identification and introduction of these 

intact areas and lack of allocation of financial resources for development, lack 

clear polices, plans and management of the tourism industry in this region. 

ANP can eliminate the problems of AHP and upper to bottom or bottom to 

upper relations without considering feedback concept and offer  appropriate 

frame work for analysis of rural subjects analysis  because of possibility of the 

study the inner ,outer and interactional relationship among   flexible elements 

and variables ,application of quantitative and qualitative criteria, compatibility 

in judgment, possibility of variables paired comparison in decision making and 

final prioritization of the proposed options. In this research the ecotourism cri-

teria, historical monuments, semi nomadic life style and foundation were ana-

lyzed as main indices in destinations of tourism target. The results of this prior-

itization cause to allocation of the rural ecotourism financial resources and 

comprehensive management based on leveling of the mentioned destinations 

tourism capabilities in addition to introduction and evaluation of the studied 

area. Application of ANP technique in software Super Decision provides the 

possibility of measuring the relations and dependences among factors so that 

the rate of judged compatibility equals to 0.02 this judgment is less than 

0.1.Thus this error level is acceptable from number of the judgments although 

the mentioned software proposes 0.81 as the best value for incompatible judg-
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ment. Table 4 indicates the mentioned tourism destinations for development of 

tourism planning based on regulations of the environment. 

 

Table 4: Recommendation for tourism planning development in case study area 

Name of the 
community 

Rank of 
destinations 

Recommendation 

Agh evlar 1 Consideration of the village capacity for prevention of environmen-
tal  damages in order to achieve RDS goals, construction and 
equipment of related foundation to mountain hiking by local partici-
pation and management ,construction of traditional cafeteria, res-
taurant and cottage, camp site ,telesige , preservation of village  
special architecture(white houses),old  monuments(cemeteries of 
second half of second thousand year before Christ, Amjad palace 
,white house and Maryan bath)providing gas after establishment 
and confirmation of study of feasibility and studies by investors 

Saragha 2 Village potential resources, construction of native forest cottage 
,cafeteria ,guest houses ,camping, preservation of semi nomadic 
life style, providing electricity, telephone, gas after establishment 
and confirmation of study of feasibility and studies  

Sobatan 3 Construction of summer cottages, camping ,cafeteria, restaurant 
,guest houses, coordination with tourism managers, mountain hik-
ing federation and specialist  tours of ecotourism and rural tourism, 
preservation of semi nomadic life style, providing electricity, tele-
phone, gas after establishment and confirmation of study of feasi-
bility and studies 

Rendaneh 4 Construction of summer cottages, camping, cafeteria ,guest hous-
es, preservation of semi nomadic life style, providing electricity, 
telephone, gas after establishment and confirmation of study of 
feasibility and studies 

Lomeh 
dasht 

5 Construction of summer cottages, kiting station camping, construc-
tion of multi dimensional structures , providing electricity, tele-
phone, gas after establishment and confirmation of study of feasi-
bility and studies by the investor  

Dasht 
daman 

6 Construction of traditional cafeteria, camping and summer cottages 
and consideration  of green routes ,offering possibilities like asphalt 
roads, electric, telephone and gas after establishment and confir-
mation of study of feasibility and studies by the investor 

Hyran 7 Planning for preservation of green roads in development of tourism 
foundations according to environment  regulation construction of  
summer cottages, guest house ,camping and offering possibilities 
like electric, telephone and gas after establishment and confirma-
tion of study of feasibility and studies by the investor 
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ABSTRACT 

The importance of tourism sector has been increasing over the last 20 years across 

the world since it has a contribution on developing countries to converge developed 

countries. The aim of this study is to analyze whether or not there is a convergence 

between top ten countries listed by WTO which have the largest volume of visitor arri-

vals while Turkey is one of these countries. To test for the convergence hypothesis, we 

generate a 15-year panel data set applying panel unit root analysis for the period of 

1995-2009. The results show that the convergence is justified regarding a joint unit 

root process. But for the individual unit root process, the convergence is justified be-

tween only France, Germany, China, Turkey, Malaysia and Mexico. 

Key words: convergence hypothesis, international visitor arrivals, panel time series. 

INTRODUCTION  

The importance of tourism activities in the world economy gradually increases 

while tourism generates an important share of GDP and provides a large part 

of the employment. In addition, foreign exchange earnings from tourism make 

a major contribution to finance the current and foreign trade deficits. Tourism, 

as regional and especially being in a labor-intensive structure, would help to 

solve the unemployment problem in less-developed areas. Also, the spillover 

effects of tourism influences many sectors directly or indirectly, such as agricul-

ture, manufacturing, building, transportation, communication, accomodation, 

trade, refreshments sector, banking, health services etc. (Proença & Soukiazi, 

2008). 
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On the other hand tourism provides convergence of countries by redistrib-

uting the income from rich countries to the poor countries and from developed 

countries to less developed countries. It promotes regional development and 

reduces economic differences between regions. Thus, the national and interna-

tional investment in tourism sector would positively affect the development of 

disadvantaged regions (Proença & Soukiazi, 2008). As a development strategy, 

the foundation on tourism, that leads economic growth, arises from the export 

and economic growth literature (Vanegas & Croes, 2003). This foundation oc-

curs in two ways. First, the competition between domestic sectors and foreign 

destinations leads to an increase in productivity. Second, the domestic firms 

have positive impact on economic growth by improving economies of scale 

(Proença & Soukiazi, 2008). 

After 1950s, tourism sector, which has been growing more rapidly than 

GDP growth, became one of the most important sectors in the world. The in-

crease in the world tourism income heats up the competition between countries 

which are trying to have a share in this sector (Kozak, Baloğlu & Bahar, 2010). 

As fallows, the international tourist number was 80 million in 1980 and in-

creased by 205.5% to 288 million in 2009. International tourism income in-

creased by 735.2% from 102 billion to 852 billion dolars (WTO, 2010). These in-

dicators are expected to be 1,6 billion people and 2 trillion dollars in 2020 (Cho, 

2003), 2 bilion people and 2,1 trillion dollars in 2050 and the sum of domestic 

tourism income and foreign tourism income over the world is expected to reach 

24,2 trillion dollars in 2050 (Pizam, 1999). 

By considering top ten countries which has the largest visitor arrival vol-

umes in the world listed by WTO (World Tourism Organisation), the aim of 

this study is to analyze whether or not there is a convergence between these top 

ten countries while Turkey is one of them and to verify the links between tour-

ism and convergence in tourism economics for the period of 1995-2009. The 

analysis of these countries in terms of visitor arrivals may cause some criticism 

about the need for the heterojenity of tourist numbers. But it is clearly seen that 

the given countries are not homogenous either for their tourist numbers or de-

velopment levels. In this context, firstly the theoretical framework of the con-

vergency hypothesis and the related literature search are given in the study. 

After expressing the model, data set and methodology, we complete the study 

by the estimation of findings in the analysis. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Neoclassical growth models based on Solow tradition indicate the faster 

growth tendency in poor regions compared to developed regions or countries. 

This is stated as conditional   convergence. In Solow growth model, the coun-

tries in the same level of saving, depreciation, population growth rate and 

technology are subject to the same steady state. That means, poor countries 

which are subject to the same steady state (which have lower per capita output) 

would catch up with the rich countries (which have higher per capita output). 

This is called as “absolute convergence hypothesis” in the economic literature. 

Also it is indicated for an economy that the lower the steady state level it has, 

the faster it grows as “the principle of transition period dynamics (Solow, 1956, 

1957). Despite of having different factor conditions in Neoclassical growth 

models, the economies are assumed having the same level of technology and 

saving , also the population growth rates are taken as exogenous variables.  

The literature on the international tourism economics has quite limited 

number of studies in which tourism and the convergence model is employed 

together. Some of these studies deal with convergence indirectly while they 

measure indeed the impact of tourism on the economic growth (Balaguer & 

Jorda, 2002; Bahar & Bozkurt, 2010; Durbarry, 2004; Gökovalı & Bahar, 2006; 

Nowak et al., 2004). 

Narayan (2006) as being the first analyzer of the link between tourism and 

convergence, tested 13 tourism centres which send an important number of vis-

itor to Australia. He employed univariate variance analysis and panel lagrance 

multiplier (LM) for the period of 1991-2003 and confirmed that the visitors ar-

rivals to Australia from 13 centres converged to total visitors arrivals to Aus-

tralia. The policies to increase the volume of visitor arrivals to Australia from 

those 13 centres stimulate also the tourism volume in the country. Hooi and 

Smyth (2006), figured out the importance of tourism sector in Malaysia for the 

last 25 years. They analyzed whether there is a convergency of ten important 

tourism markets in Malaysia. The Malaysian government had practiced inten-

sive marketing strategies in order to increase the volume of foreign tourist in 

the country. The study is a univariate variance analysis by using the panel LM 

to analyze the convergency of the number of foreign tourists. The findings con-

firm the convergence in tourism market of Malaysia while the tourism strate-

gies in Malaysia are successful and tourism has a contribution on economic 

growth. 
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The other study of Narayan (2007) analyzed the visitor arrivals to Fiji Is-

lands from different tourism markets and finds out a convergence, too, while 

the tourism policies in Fiji Islands are found successful. The study of Lean and 

Smyth (2008) based on Narayan (2007) shows there is a convergence in Malay-

sia between these tourism markets in Narayan study, too. 

Soukiazis and Proença (2008) analyze the contidional convergence hypothe-

sis for the geographical regions of NUTS II and NUTS III in Portugal. The study 

is based on the endogenous growth theory of Sala-i Martin and they use panel 

data set for the period of 1993-2001 by applying the static and dinamic (GMM) 

panel data analysis. The results confirm the conditional convergence of the re-

gions in NUTS III. Besides, tourism activities in NUTS II have a positive and 

significant impact on regional growth. Thus, the study emphasizes the im-

portance of tourism policies in the contex of contributing both to increase in the 

regional per capita income and to eliminate the differencies in interregional 

developments. 

Proença and Soukiazis (2008) analyze the convergence hypothesis of per 

capita income which is developed by Barro and Sala-i Martin (1990). The hy-

pothesis is tested in the countries which have explicit superiority in tourism 

activities, namely Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain. The study assumes tourism 

income as one of the main factors to determine economic growth such as capi-

tal accumulation and population growth. The aim of their study is to analyze 

the importance of tourism in these countries and the convergence of per capita 

income through the international tourism income. They apply on the panel da-

ta analysis for the period of 1990-2004 and accept the conditional convergence 

of tourism-oriented growth model. Besides, tourism activities lead to increase 

in life standards and are seen as the alternative source to contribute to growth. 

Also, the authors emphasize the importance of convergence in respect of elimi-

nating the asymmetries between countries through the “Europe Adjustment 

Policies” and tourism sector has a crucial role on reallocation of welfare be-

tween not only countries but also regions. 

Lorde and Moore (2008) search for the convergence of visitor arrivals to 22 

Caribbean Countries applying a panel time series by monthly data for the peri-

od of 1977-2004. Altough the growth rates of visitor arrivals are similar in these 

countries, the empirical results do not support convergence. 

There are only two studies in Turkey to analyze the convergence hypothesis 

in tourism sector. The first one is developed by Samırkaş and Bahar (2011) in 

which they measure the effect of tourism sector to eliminate the interregional 
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development differencies in Turkey. The data contains tourist volume and per 

capita income for the period of 1990-2000 in 39 cities and 2 main region in Tur-

key. They use the OLS method to estimate the conditional and unconditional 

beta convergence and the variation analysis to estimate the sigma convergence. 

The results show that there is an increase in the income differences in interre-

gional and intercity levels for the period of 1990-2000. In this period, the accu-

mulation of tourism activities in certain regions causes much more increase in 

the interregional income differences. Hence they do not find any convergence 

in Turkey. 

In the other study which is developed by Abbot, Vita and Altınay (2011) the 

convergence is tested for visitor arrivals to Turkey from 20 countries for the 

monthly period of 1996 January–2009 December and the results have any sup-

portive result of covergence, too.  

The Econometric Model and Data Set 

The econometric model of this study is based on the equation of 1. 
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(IVA)i,t: international visitor arrivials at time t 

(IVA)i,t-T: international visitor arrivals in the year of start-up 

T: time period 

ε: error term 

i:  country  

t:  time 

The data set is formed by the top ten countries listed by WTO (2010) which 

have the largest volume of visitor arrivals (Appendix: Table 1). We reach a 

panel data set by the international visitor arrivals in these countries for the pe-

riod of 1995-2009 from the World Bank development indicators (WDI). We 

have choosen 1995 as the year of start since the World Bank indexation of the 

given data is started by 1995. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Our analysis depends on the panel unit root test. In this literature, the test of 

Levin, Lin and Chu (2002) (LLC) which depends on the study of Levin and Lin 

(1992, 1993) (LL) is the first well accepted test. But the LL Test evaluates all 

cross-section data as “one cross section of data” in unit root test since they get a 

higher significance level of test statistics by this method. 

We consider the ADF regression and make an assumption of homogeneous 

panel unit root while LLC test considers the similar assumptions, too. But we 

identify a different ADF regression for every cross section.  

The basic regression model used and estimated in our analysis is the fallow-

ing ADF regression. 
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Tt ....,,.........2,1 and Ni ...,,.........2,1                                                                                                  

t shows the time from 1 to T and i  shows every independent cross-section 

from 1 to N . The panel is homogeneous and the  coefficient is the same for 

every cross section. The number of lags is equal in all cross section. jp denotes 

the level of lag while every lag value is determined by AIC and Schwartz crite-

ria. The LLC test has four stages: 

1st Stage:  
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The H0  is tested by the fallowing hypothesis by using t statistics. 

00 H  (There is a unit root and the series are non-stationary) 

0AH (There is not a unit root and the series are stationary) 
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t  has a normal distribution, finite average and variance. 

The second well accepted test in the literature belongs to Im, Pesaran and 

Shin (1997, 2003) (IPS). They admitted the heterogeneous panel structure by 

leading the homogeneity assumption to get flexible. The H0 is joint in all other 

panel unit root tests while HA is boundary. The analysis considers the fallowing 

equation of the ADF regression. 
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Heterogeneous panel approach: 

0),( ,, tjti uuCov  ve ji   

Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003) used a likelihood framework and introduced a 

unit root test which is identified as t-bar statistics and considers the simultane-

ous stationarity and non-stationary process. They calculated firstly ti statistics 

of the coefficient of first rank for every cross section. Then, they calculated Z –

Bar statistics by using the average of ti statistics. 
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They illustrated the values of )(
i

tE 
 and )var(

i
t  in Z –Bar statistics by 

the Monte Carlo simulations and tabulated their results. Both LL test and IPS 

test N , 0
T

N   and find an application area for the panel data anal-

ysis where N is rather smaller than T. In this point, they emphasize the simula-

tion results may constitute a problem both for the LL and IPS tests when N is 

getting larger than T. On the other hand, the IPS test does not give any infor-

mation about which cross section is stationary or not in respect of heterogenei-

ty assumption. 

As another test, Maddala and Wu (1997) developed a panel unit root test 

depending on IPS. The only point which differs with IPS in this test is that 
i  

uses probability values )( ip instead of t statistics. The Maddala and Wu test is 

a kind of Fisher test.  

2

2

1

~)ln(2 N

N

i

ipP  


                                                                                   

)7(                              

The p-values in the unit root of every cross section are aggregated for test-

ing the panel unit root. P  values show the distribution of 2  asymptotically 

in 2N degrees of freedom. Besides, it is logical to look at the Maddala and Wu 

test when T  and NT  . 

Choi (2001) developed a similar Maddala and Wu test which emphasizes a 

kinf of Fisher test. He calculated two different panel unit root test for N  

and TN  and finite situations of N. The null and alternative hypothesis in this 

test are the same in IPS.  

 The test statistics of 
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under the situation of N  and TN ;  and as N gets larger, test statistics 

get more power. The test statistics of 
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lated when N is infinit and  is a standard normal distribution function. 
iP  is 

valuated between 10  iP . Therefore, )(1

iP  is a random variable and has 

a normal distribution and this condition is valid for all cross sections when 

T (Choi 2001). Z-test has a normal distribution asymptotically and is 

suggested as a panel unit root test by Baltagi and Kao (2000) in respect of giv-

ing much more significant results rather than IPS test in some cases. 

Hadri (2000) suggested a residual-based LM test as being different from all 

other studies above. He tests the null hypothesis of time series are stationary in 

a deterministic trend and the alternative hypothesis of all cross sections have 

unit root. He developed as a kind of Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin 

(KPSS) test but for the panel data analysis since KPSS test analyzes the station-

arity in time series. Hadri (2000)’s test uses two basic models as, with trend and 

without trend. 

 tititi uy ,,,    (the model with trend)                                                              

 tiititi uty ,,,    (the model without trend)                                                       

The conditions in the equations are as fallows: 
tiitti e ,1,    and 

Tt ,.......,2,1 and Ni ,......,2,1  

 
tiu ,

 and  
tie ,

are cross and identical distributed. 

 0)( , tiuE  and  0)( 22

,  utiuE   

 0)( , tieE  and  0)( 22

,  etieE   

The null and alternative hypothesis for the models with and without trend 

are 0: 2

0 eH  and 0: 2 eAH  . When the models with and without trend 

are solved by backward iteration, we obtain the equations below.
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The stationarity test stages has two different LM statistics 

),( HTHM LMLM  which are calculated below regarding whether there is 

constant variance (long-term variance is homogeneous) or heteroscedasticity 

(long term variance is heterogeneous) between the panel cross sections of 
tiu ,

. 
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In the equation of 
HTLM , 

2

,
ˆ

iu  is calculated seperately under the assump-

tion of heteroscedasticity for every cross section. In this contex, Hadri (2000) 

shows the limit distributions of LM statistics for the model with and without 

trend as fallows: 
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  is the average of the random variable of  
Z  and equals to 1/6. 

2

  is 

the variance of the random variable  of 
Z  and equals to 1/45. On the other 

hand,   is the average of the random variable of Z  and equals to 1/15. 2

  

is the variance of the random variable of Z  and equals to 11/6300. If we ob-

tain the result of 
criticalHTHM LMLM ;

, 0H would be rejected. In other 

words, the data would be accepted as nonstationary. 

RESULTS 

The study analyzes whether or not there is a convergence of the international 

tourist arrivals in the most developed ten countries on tourism sector in the 
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world. (IVA)i,t shows “The Number of International Visitor Arrivals” for the 

country of i in a natural logharitmic form. The convergence in the number of 

international arrivals between these given countries are tested by HA: LN 

(IVA)i,t ~ N(0) corresponding H0  for the panel unit root.  

A general view on these results shows that the convergence of the interna-

tional arrivals for given countries is not rejected under panel unit root struc-

ture. Both tests of LLC (Table 2) and Hadri (Table 6) which analyze the joint 

unit root process and the test statistics of IPS, Fisher-ADF ve Fisher-PP which 

analyze the individiual unit root process produce similar results by rejecting H0. 

The application results show that the individual unit root test statistics of 

IPS (Table 3), Fisher-ADF (Table 4) and Fisher-PP (Table 5) have some differen-

cies between units. Besides, the series are observed as stationary at 1st differ-

ence and 2nd difference, altough there are small differencies between test sta-

tistics. 

The 1st difference individual intercept model in Table 3 of the individual 

IPS test results show that the convergence between China, Turkey and Mexico 

is not rejected. In the same table regarding 2nd difference individual intercept 

and trend model shows that the convergence between China, France, Germany, 

Malaysia and Mexico is not rejected, too. 

The 1st difference individual intercept model in Table 4 of the Fisher-ADF 

test results show that the convergence between China, Turkey and Mexico is 

not rejected. In the same table at 2nd difference individual intercept and trend 

model show that the convergence between China, France, Germany, Malaysia 

and Mexico is not rejected, too. Also the convergency between China, Italy, 

Turkey, Mexico and Malaysia is not rejected at 1st difference of no intercept 

and trend. 

The 1st difference individual intercept model of the Fisher-PP test results in 

Table 5 show that the convergence between China, Turkey, Malaysia and Mexi-

co is not rejected. The convergence between Turkey and Mexico for the 1st dif-

ference individual intercept and trend model and the convergence between 

China, Italy, Mexico, Malaysia and Turkey for the 1st difference of no intercept 

and trend are not rejected, too. 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study is to analyze whether or not there is a convergence be-

tween top ten countries listed by WTO which have the largest volume of visitor 
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arrivals while Turkey is one of these ten countries and to indicate the link be-

tween tourism and convergence. The analysis of these countries in terms of vis-

itor arrivals may cause some criticism about the need for the heterojenity of 

tourist numbers. However these countries are not homogeneous for both their 

tourist numbers and develoment levels. 

To test for the convergence hypothesis, we generate a 15-year panel data set 

including the period of 1995-2009 and apply panel unit root analysis. The re-

sults show that, the convergence hypothesis is justified regarding a joint unit 

root process. But for the individual unit root process, the convergence hypothe-

sis is justified between only France, Germany, China, Turkey, Malaysia and 

Mexico. 

Besides, the significant results obtained from the test statistics at 1st and 2nd 

differences show that there are crucial effects of both supply and demand side 

shocks (especially price and technological shocks) on the convergence of inter-

national number of visitor arrivals. The findings of this analysis can be tested 

again by using different variables and different econometric methods by the 

similar future studies which will consider the supply and demand side shocks 

in terms of tourism economics. 

Turkey has a rapid development trend on tourism sector in parallel with 

developments in the world. The forward projections by WTO indicate that 

tourism will have greater developments in the 21th century such as tourism 

income over the world will reach 2 billion dolars in 2020. Moreover, it is clear 

that tourism sector will have a larger growth than the other sectors by the in-

creasing share of income for travel and transportation facilities and especially 

the rising of welfare in developed countries. Thus, the governments in develop-

ing countries should give the required importance to the tourism sector and 

especially the main actors in Turkish tourism sector should immediately pro-

duce policies to benefit these predicted future welfare in the international tour-

ism market. 
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Appendix 

Table 1. International Visitor Arrivals in Top Ten 

Rank Country 
Million Change (%) 

2008 2009 08/07 09/08 

1 France 79.2 74.2 -2.0 -6.3 

2 USA 57.9 54.9 3.5 -5.3 

3 Spain 57.2 52.2 -2.5 -8.7 

4 China 53.0 50.9 -3.1 -4.1 

5 Italy 42.7 43.2 -2.1 1.2 

6 UK 30.1 28.0 -2.4 -7.0 

7 Turkey 25.0 25.5 12.3 2.0 

8 Germany 24.9 24.2 1.9 -2.7 

9 Malaysia 22.1 23.6 5.1 7.2 

10 Mexico 22.6 21.5 5.9 -5.2 

                                   Source: WTO (2010) 

                                    

 

Table 2. LLC Panel Unit Root Test Results 

Situation LLC Stat   Prob. 

Level, individual intercept -2.92633 0.0017 

1 st Difference, individual intercept and trend -3.04280 0.0012 

1 st Difference, none -6.70589 0.0000 
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Table 3. IPS Panel Unit Root Test Results 

Situation IPS (Indivudual Unit Root) Prob. 

1 st Difference, individual intercept -4.66726 0.0000 

ADF Test Results     

        
Cross Section     t-Stat Prob. E(t) E(Var) Lag Max.Lag Obs 

China -4.0875 0.0095 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

France -1.9814 0.2901 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Germany -3.0052 0.0606 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Italy -3.1624 0.0465 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Spain -0.1390 0.9251 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Turkey -4.2635 0.0070 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

UK -2.5114 0.1386 -1.333 1.352 2 2 11 

USA -2.5097 0.1354 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Malaysia  -3.5134 0.0256 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Mexico -4.6443 0.0037 -1.510 0.981 0 2 13 

Average -2.9818  -1.492 1.019    

        
         

2 nd Difference, individual intercept and trend -6.82450 0.0000 

Intermediate ADF test results     

        
Cross Section t-Stat Prob. E(t) E(Var) Lag Max.Lag Obs 

China -6.4113 0.0015 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

France -5.0759 0.0089 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Germany -5.1509 0.0080 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Italy -4.1500 0.0372 -2.172 1.357 1 1 11 

Spain -4.3641 0.0247 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Turkey -3.7228 0.0666 -2.172 1.357 1 1 11 

UK -1.4558 0.7808 -2.172 1.357 1 1 11 

USA -3.1829 0.1337 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Malaysia  -4.9929 0.0100 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Mexico -6.0750 0.0024 -2.166 1.027 0 1 12 

Average -4.4581  -2.168 1.126    
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Table 4. Fisher-ADF Panel Unit Root Test Results 

Situation Fisher-ADF Prob. 

1 st Difference, individual intercept 
ADF-Fisher Chi-square 60.0689 0.0000 

ADF - Choi Z-stat -4.41373 0.0000 

ADF Test Results  

     
     Cross Section Prob. Lag Max Lag Obs 

China 0.0095 0 2 13 

France 0.2901 0 2 13 

Germany 0.0606 0 2 13 

Italy 0.0465 0 2 13 

Spain 0.9251 0 2 13 

Turkey 0.0070 0 2 13 

UK 0.1386 2 2 11 

USA 0.1354 0 2 13 

Malaysia  0.0256 0 2 13 

Mexico 0.0037 0 2 13 

     
      

2 st Difference, individual intercept and 
trend 

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 77.2874 0.0000 

ADF - Choi Z-stat -5.84271 0.0000 

ADF Test Results  

     
CrossSection Prob. Lag Max Lag Obs 

China 0.0015 0 1 12 

France 0.0089 0 1 12 

Germany 0.0080 0 1 12 

Italy 0.0372 1 1 11 

Spain 0.0247 0 1 12 

Turkey 0.0666 1 1 11 

UK 0.7808 1 1 11 

USA 0.1337 0 1 12 

Malaysia  0.0100 0 1 12 

Mexico 0.0024 0 1 12 

      

1 st Difference, none ADF-Fisher Chi-square 89.9252 0.0000 
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ADF - Choi Z-stat -6.88616 0.0000 

ADF Test Results  

     
CrossSection Prob. Lag Max Lag Obs 

China 0.0085 0 2 13 

France 0.0467 0 2 13 

Germany 0.0348 0 2 13 

Italy 0.0065 0 2 13 

Spain 0.3351 0 2 13 

Turkey 0.0045 0 2 13 

UK 0.0252 2 2 11 

USA 0.0129 0 2 13 

Malaysia  0.0067 0 2 13 

Mexico 0.0001 0 2 13 

     
      

 

Table 5. Fisher-PP Panel Unit Root Test Results 

Situation Fisher-PP Prob. 

1 st Difference, individual intercept 
PP-Fisher Chi-square 68.5876 0.0000 

PP - Choi Z-stat -4.74997 0.0000 

Phillips-Perron Test Results 

    
Cross Section Prob. Bandwidth Obs 

China 0.0089 2.0 13 

France 0.3277 1.0 13 

Germany 0.0606 0.0 13 

Italy 0.0152 9.0 13 

Spain 0.9625 1.0 13 

Turkey 0.0021 6.0 13 

UK 0.1942 2.0 13 

USA 0.1602 3.0 13 

Malaysia  0.0032 9.0 13 

Mexico 0.0024 3.0 13 

    
     

1 st Difference, individual intercept and PP-Fisher Chi-square 58.0527 0.0000 
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trend PP - Choi Z-stat -4.07449 0.0000 

Phillips-Perron Test Results 

    
CrossSection Prob. Bandwidth Obs 

China 0.0304 2.0 13 

France 0.2068 1.0 13 

Germany 0.2210 0.0 13 

Italy 0.0613 9.0 13 

Spain 0.6638 1.0 13 

Turkey 0.0013 10.0 13 

UK 0.4742 2.0 13 

USA 0.4605 4.0 13 

Malaysia  0.0371 7.0 13 

Mexico 0.0004 9.0 13 

    
     

1 st Difference, none 
PP-Fisher Chi-square 89.5581 0.0000 

PP - Choi Z-stat -6.83879 0.0000 

Phillips-Perron Test Results 

    
Cross Section Prob. Bandwidth Obs 

China 0.0083 2.0 13 

France 0.0567 1.0 13 

Germany 0.0343 2.0 13 

Italy 0.0068 5.0 13 

Spain 0.3605 1.0 13 

Turkey 0.0046 1.0 13 

UK 0.0236 2.0 13 

USA 0.0147 3.0 13 

Malaysia  0.0067 0.0 13 

Mexico 0.0001 3.0 13 
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Table 6. Hadri Panel Unit Root Test Results 

Situation Hadri Stat Prob. 

Level, individual intercept 9.94488 0.0000 

1 st Difference, individual intercept -0.39932 0.6552 

Level, individual intercept and trend 3.79499 0.0001 

1 st Difference, individual intercept and trend 2.91178 0.0018 

2 st Difference, individual intercept and trend 1.59279 0.0556 
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ABSTRACT 

Stories of the Trojan War have captivated audiences for thousands of years and today 

draw thousands of visitors to the Archaeological Site of Ancient Troy at Hisarlik, Tur-

key. However, Hisarlik has always lacked any ancient or archaeological visual refer-

ence to the famous stories. This problem was rectified much later with the construc-

tion of the Hellenistic Tombs of Ajax and Achilles, which began a history of after-the-

fact Trojan War iconography at Hisarlik that now continues with Izzet Senemoglu’s 

Trojan Horse sculpture (1974-5). These monuments visually confirm to visitors a histo-

ry at Hisarlik that has never been definitively proven. This paper will discuss the tradi-

tion of Trojan War tourism at Hisarlik and how the monuments affect visitor under-

standing of the archaeological site. 

Key words: archaeological tourist, art, media. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Identified as The Archaeological Site of Troy by UNESCO in 1998, the archaeo-

logical site at Hisarlik in Western Turkey has survived for thousands of years 

as a testament to ancient fortification and architectural construction. Consisting 

of at least nine identifiable occupation layers, the site today is popular with 

tourists, averaging 350-500,000 visitors annually (Riorden, 2009: 19). Although 

the archaeological material excavated at the site over the course of 130 years is 

extensive, it cannot help but be overshadowed by the shared public perception 

of what the name “Troy” suggests. Part of the association can be attributed to 

the visual culture established by books on the subject and the popular Wolf-

gang Peterson movie, “Troy” (2004), but the geographic area and archaeologi-

cal site also have a long history of creating visual culture for the purposes of 

tourism, dating back over 2000 years. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is 
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not to debate the possible existence of either Ancient Troy or the Trojan War 

(for a comprehensive summary of sources on this, please see Wood, 1996), but 

to instead investigate the history of visual culture associated with the archaeo-

logical site and the name Troy to understand how the various types of media, 

either controlled by the site or not, affect the interpretation of the archaeologi-

cal evidence by the general public. 

This study draws from a collection of media types that are available to tour-

ists before or at the Archaeological Site of Troy, including photographs, cine-

ma, brochures, sculpture and tourist arts, as well as literature dealing with each 

of these media groups. Along with the analysis of the individual objects and 

literature, history in this case in particularly significant because the Troad sur-

rounding Hisarlik boasts some of the oldest “tourist traps” in the world, as es-

tablished by archaeologist Manfred Korfmann in the course of his investigation 

of Başik Tepe (1982). The importance of the study, therefore, is not to criticize 

the how the site is presented through various media outlets, but instead to 

bring awareness to the history of tourism to the area and how visual culture 

impacts the public perception of an archaeological site.  

BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY 

In recent years, multiple studies have been done on the impact of visual media 

on tourism (Hudson & Brent Ritche, 2006; Jenkins, 2003; Larsen, 2006), from 

photographs to motion pictures to brochures. The articles describe both posi-

tive and negative results from the perspectives of the tourism industry, as well 

as from the world of marketing. However, archaeological tourism is often over-

looked in these types of tourism studies, because it has traditionally represent-

ed a small sector of the tourism community, and sites were considered insular, 

with little analysis from the outside world. However, with the constantly in-

creasing numbers of tourists visiting historic sites as leisure tourism, a reanaly-

sis of archaeological sites as modern tourism destinations is necessary to fur-

ther the discourse in the changing role of the historic site. This paper, therefore, 

seeks to bridge the gap between traditional tourism studies and art historical 

and archaeological research by examining visitor interpretation of the modern 

presentation of Troy together with a historical analysis of the role of the site as 

a tourism destination.  

As part of this interdisciplinary exploration of the archaeological site 

presentation, a number of references are critical to the understanding of desti-

nation interpretation. Tourism research in particular is one of the most im-
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portant areas to address because it assists in the understanding of why people 

visualize and understand tourist sites as they do. John Urry’s iconic book, The 

Tourist Gaze (1999), is therefore of critical importance to the study of the inter-

pretation of sites, as it defines this tourist phenomenon which was previously 

difficult to identify. Although, the book discusses the “gaze” as applied to lei-

sure tourism not education tourism, many of the characteristics apply to both. 

Like traditional leisure tourism, archaeological tourism is a fast-growing and 

modern phenomenon, where people are seeking educational experiences as a 

leisure activity, making many of the characteristics relevant to both. 

With Troy being used as a case study, this paper seeks to investigate the 

various types of media that have historically influenced the public’s perception 

of the archaeological site at Hisarlik essentially through the “tourist gaze,” as 

conceptualized by John Urry (1999, 2002, 2011). However, In the case of this 

particular site, the gaze is not only present, but in a sense, the visual media that 

has traditionally impacted it was necessary to the survival of the site as a tour-

ist destination. Therefore, the study will also address Stuart Hall’s “Circle of 

Representation” (1997) and establish how each of the visual media components 

individually or as a group affect the way that tourist visualize the history of the 

archaeological site, and more importantly, how the interpretation perpetuates 

itself.  

Perhaps most importantly, this paper will draw from an art historical ap-

proach, using both ancient and modern scholars to establish the role of Troy as 

a historic tourism destination, as the geography and historical background of 

the site is almost as important to establishing the gaze as any modern media 

influence. This historical discourse is combined with an architectural analysis 

of the modern interpretation from the perspective of both site organizers and 

tourists, which will help to establish not only what is perceived before visitors 

arrive, but also what is visually available to them on-site. These types of case 

studies are integral to the development of archaeological tourism facilities, be-

cause they often reveal that the impact that all types of visual culture have on 

visitors’ tourist gaze. Although the intended interpretation may be under-

standable to researchers, archaeologists, and government stakeholders, a less 

specialized audience is inclined to view the site through the gaze, often result-

ing in a discrepancy in how developers see the site and how the public experi-

ences the site.  
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ANCIENT TROJAN WAR TOURISM AND ICONOGRAPHY 

The area surrounding Ancient Troy has been experiencing documented Trojan 

War tourism for thousands of years. The first believed descriptions of the geo-

graphic region around Hisarlik as the site of the Trojan War begin with Homer 

in his iconic Iliad, which most modern scholars agree was composed in the 8th 

century BCE (Luce, 1998; Raaflaub, 1998; Rose, 1998). The Iliad mentions a 

number of geographic features, including the Scamander and Simoeis Rivers, 

the coastline, which would have been much closer to Hisarlik in the Bronze 

Age, and Kallikolonê, known today as Kara Tepe (Luce, 1998). These features 

surrounding the Troad and pointing to Hisarlik as the location that Homer was 

describing helped lead to the modern rediscovery of the site by Heinrich 

Schliemann in the 19th century, but also could have played a role in the 

reestablishment of the region by ancient Greek colonists in the late 8th century 

BCE (Wood, 1996: 29). Because the site was never truly abandoned, as evi-

denced in the archaeological record (Rose, 1998), it is possible that the place-

memory of Hisarlik as Troy remained until the arrival of the Greek colonists, 

who so believed in the site as the city of Priam that they named the city was 

named/renamed Ilion after the repeated reference to Ilios in Homer’s poems 

(Wood, 1996; Luce, 1998: 55). This was the name of the city when Xerxes, the 

first documented Trojan War tourist, arrived at the in the 480 BCE (Rose, 1998). 

His march through area is described in Herodotus’ Histories (5th century BCE), 

as is his intentional visit to Hisarlik because of its Trojan War association. He-

rodotus writes: 

Then when the army had come to the river Scamander…when I say Xerxes 

had come to this river, he went up to the Citadel of Priam, having a desire to 

see it all; and having seen it and learnt by inquiry of all the events of the Trojan 

War, he sacrificed a thousand heifers to Athene of Ilion, and the Magian 

poured libations in honour of the heroes.  

Histories, 7.43.1-2  

Certainly the association was enough to draw Xerxes in to pay homage to 

the great military heroes and goddess who came before him. However, beyond 

the reference to the Citadel of Priam, the description does not mention any ad-

ditional Trojan War visual culture that would have been available to Xerxes. 

This is lapse in narrative, as the extensive excavations have never revealed any 

Trojan War iconography specifically at Hisarlik. Additionally, the archaeologi-

cal record suggests that during the period of Xerxes visit, the city was in eco-

nomic decline, suggesting that the inhabitants of the city were not profit from 
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the ancient association (Rose, 1998). Even if travelers came through, there was 

essentially nothing to see as a tourist, beyond the ruins of a city that could not 

be visually tied to the ancient fortress of Priam, as the city had since progressed 

in architectural style. In a sense, the “tourist gaze” was still present enough to 

draw some visitors, but it was based solely on ancient literary descriptions and 

stories as opposed to any type of available visual culture.  

This seems to have changed by the Hellenistic Period when the local popu-

lation developed a way to promote and profit from ancient Trojan War tourism 

(Rose, 1998: 407). By the time Alexander the Great famously came to the site in 

334 BCE, Plutarch describes him making sacrifices at an identifiable Tomb of 

Achilles (Plut. Alex. 15: 4-5). In fact, the Troad featured several newly con-

structed tombs, each dedicated to a Trojan War hero, including individual 

tombs for Ajax and Patroclus, among others. The features were built to resem-

ble Bronze Age beehive tombs, making them appear to have been constructed 

at the time of the Trojan War, though in reality they were the work of local 

peoples. Visually, the tombs must have been believable, because even Alexan-

der the Great was fooled by the design, believing the Tomb of Achilles to actu-

ally possess the remains of the hero. Modern excavations by Manfred Korf-

mann later revealed that the so-called tomb (modernly referred to as Beşik 

Tepe) had, in fact, been built in the Hellenistic Period. He writes: “Thus the an-

cient visitor to the port of Troy was confronted with a gleaming white cone in 

the midst of the landscape” (Korfmann 1987: 193). Presumably, the site was 

already experiencing a rise in Trojan War tourism, something that Alexander’s 

visit would further encourage, and the Hellenistic inhabits felt that having one 

or more iconographic monuments would encourage the visual association, as 

the rest of the site was lacking in identifiable Trojan War architecture.  

The tumuli were essentially acting as some of the earliest tourist traps in the 

world, encouraging visitors to leave goods as offerings to the heroes, and act-

ing as a concrete reference to a believed shared heritage that was previously 

not established architecturally. Following Alexander’s visit to the Troad and his 

patronage of New Ilion, the expanding city became the center of a new league 

celebrating the cult of Athena Ilias. This reinforced the connection of Ilion to 

the Trojan War stories, and would have brought international fame to the geo-

graphic region. As a result, new Trojan War visual iconography became much 

more prevalent in the Troad, helping to promote continuing Trojan War tour-

ism. By the 2nd century BCE, the frieze of the Temple of Apollo Smitheus, a 

structure referenced in the Iliad, even featured a unique scene of Odysseus car-

rying wood to build the Trojan Horse (Rose, 1998: 407).  
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It is important to note that these architectural references to the Trojan War 

were not the only visual culture associated with the stories of which ancient 

people would have been aware. Heroic themes in particular were popular ico-

nography for painted vessels, and after the declaration of Troy as the mother 

city of Rome by Virgil’s Aeneid, Trojan War themed paintings became a popu-

lar option for the walls of wealthy Roman citizens. These visual reminders 

helped to reinforce the historic “gaze” that was being formulated thousands of 

miles from the Troad. They not only promoted the belief in certain stories and 

elements of the Trojan War, but also provided visual imagery, imagined from 

literary scenes, as opposed to the actual architectural landscape of the site. To-

gether with the false tumuli, this visual culture was already establishing a tra-

dition of the tourist gaze or Troy, providing potential pilgrims and visitors to 

the site with an imagined landscape based in myth-history before even arriving 

on the Troad. 

The Modern “Gaze”: The Archaeological Site of Troy 

Today, visual culture is no less influential for modern tourists than for ancient 

ones. However, with the development of technology and the evolution of sites 

as “archaeological Disneylands,” (Cleere, 2005: 14) places initially focused on 

education have to constantly combat the gaze created by outside and enter-

tainment influences. Like many, Troy is faced with many of these visual influ-

ences, particularly associations that they site may or may not have to the fa-

mous Trojan War and the iconography that accompanies it.  

The most prominent influences on the development of a historical tourist 

gaze are film and other widespread visual media. Movies allow stories to be 

told to millions of a people, but at the same time, provide a visual and some-

times iconic backdrop associated with a historical place. Although many sites 

have found that historical movies help to draw visitors to struggling places (see 

Hudson and Brent Ritchie, 2006, Rewtrakunphaiboon, 2009, and Edensor, 

2005), they also provide an interpreted visual landscape, rarely based in reality. 

As Urry writes, “Places are chosen to be gazed upon because there is an antici-

pation, especially through daydreaming and fantasy… Such anticipation is sus-

tained through a variety of non-tourist practices, such as film…” (1990: 3). In 

the case of the 2004 Wolfgang Peterson film titled “Troy,” the architectural and 

artistic landscape rendered on the screen does not match the archaeological ev-

idence uncovered at Hisarlik, but provides for a visual experience that engages 

the senses. It is an imagined landscape, successfully creating a backdrop for an 

epic story, but in no way authentic to the history of Ancient Troy. However, 
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after the release of the film, tourism revenue at the Archaeological Site of Troy 

rose 73% (Hudson & Brent Ritchie, 2006: 389), showing the impact that the film 

had on destination tourism to the area.  

While increasing revenue is integral to the survival of any archaeological 

site, the increase in tourists who were inspired by the film means a rise in the 

number of people arriving at the site with specific visual expectation, hoping to 

relive the architectural landscapes represented in the movie. Unfortunately for 

Troy, the archaeological remains and existent visual culture in no way reflect 

the architectural landscapes or large-scale marble sculpture that the film sug-

gests. As a result, interviews at the site conducted in 2008 and 2011 revealed 

that visitors were often disappointed in the archaeological remains and ex-

pressed that the site was not what they expected it to be (Riorden, 2009). 

However, there is one feature of the site that provides visitors with the vis-

ual culture that they expect to be presented in relation to the Trojan War: a 

large, wooden sculpture, titled Trojan Horse, by Turkish architect Izzet Sene-

moglu, which was completed in 1975. The 60-foot installation was suggested by 

the director of the Çannakale Archaeological Museum and funded by the Turk-

ish Ministry of Culture and Tourism as a centerpiece for the 1975 Troia Festi-

vali, or International Troy Festival. The festival, which celebrates a long history 

of peaceful resolutions in the Çannakale region, often includes activities at the 

archaeological site, and is a large draw for tourism each year. Although the de-

sign was conceived from Senemoglu’s imagination as an “homage to the origi-

nal” (“Wooden Horse of Troy”, 2010), the very presence of the horse seems to 

confirm to visitors not educated on the real archaeological record, the associa-

tion of the site with the Trojan War, particularly the story of the Trojan Horse.  

The sculpture serves a similar purpose to the Hellenistic tombs, by provid-

ing visitors with a reference to the Trojan War, where there existed none before. 

However, recently, the horse has become more recognizable than the archaeo-

logical remains, tilting the balance at the site between education and enter-

tainment. Beyond its very presence, a number of factors accentuate its visual 

impact and growing infamy. It’s placement at the entrance to the site in the cen-

ter of a cleared area makes it the first and largest piece of visual culture experi-

enced by entering visitors, helping to further impact the tourist gaze and create 

a preconceived visual of what the archaeological site will present. The horse is 

the first encounter that visitors have at the site, creating a dishonest and inau-

thentic discourse between the archaeological site and the potential myth-

history. However, it must be acknowledged that Senemoglu’s sculpture was 
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always intended to be an innocent a photo opportunity or interactive experi-

ence for visitors. Created at a time when personal photography was a growing 

trend, the horse provided an opportunity for visitors to interact physically with 

part of the archaeological site, which is often not permitted in an effort to pre-

serve world heritage. The sculpture allows people to not only touch and experi-

ence a feature at the site, but climb into it, and in a way, become a part of history. 

It is not just experiencing Senemoglu’s Trojan Horse at the site that has led 

to both its notoriety and its influence on the gaze. Photography has also played 

a large role in helping to establish the sculpture as an icon directly related to 

the site and its myth-historical associations. As Susan Sontag begins her iconic 

On Photography (1977), “To collect photographs is to collect the world” (p. 3), a 

statement that is certainly valid in historical tourism. Although for Sontag, the 

ability to share pictures was dependent on having them printed, the develop-

ment in digital technology has helped photo sharing reach an all-time high. 

When Senemoglu’s horse was constructed, photos would have to be published 

in popular periodicals to be shared worldwide. Now, internet search engines, 

such as Google Images, Flickr and even social networking sites, allow interest-

ed people to have hundreds of thousands of photos at their fingertips instantly, 

without having any physical connection to the photographer.  

For archaeological sites with little publicity, this availability of images helps 

to promote awareness of what the site has to offer. However, in the case of 

Troy, the most available photo opportunity is of the Trojan Horse sculpture, 

making it one of the most commonly distributed images related to the site. In a 

reworking of Stuart Hall’s “Circle of Representation” (1997: 1) Olivia Jenkins 

approaches the subject, though imagery, illustrating how tourist destination 

images are often seen and then the subject matter sought specifically to repeat 

the image (2003: 308). For Senemoglu’s sculpture, the standard image is con-

stantly repeated, helping to reinforce its iconographic status as one of the main 

pieces of visual culture available at Troy. However, unlike other visual media 

intended for tourism, the popularity of the horse is perpetuated mainly by oth-

er tourists. In a series of image searches through the Google Images search en-

gine, the term “Trojan Horse” provided an average of more pictures of Sene-

moglu’s horse than any other single representation of a Trojan Horse. Before 

the 2004 Troy film produced another iconographic horse, Senemoglu’s sculp-

ture would have been by far the most recognizable and represented Trojan 

Horse. Generally, the photos taken and shared are of people climbing on the 

sculpture and having their picture taken, however, the horse is also used in 
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some promotional brochures for traveling in Çanakkale and is mentioned in a 

number of tour books as a “don’t miss” monument.  

The shear number of photographs shared publically is representative of a 

growing trend in tourism, known to researchers as “’I was here’ tourism.” As 

digital cameras have seen a price drop in the last 10 years making them availa-

ble to the general public, there has been a significant rise in this type of tour-

ism, where photographs themselves have become one of the most common 

souvenirs of travelers. These souvenirs also help to spread the knowledge of 

what exists at the site with the immediacy of which they can be shared with 

others (Bell & Lyall, 2005). Digital photographs taken on cell phones can be 

texted or emailed to friends a world away, or even posted directly to Facebook 

pages and other types of social media. As Urry writes, “To photograph is in 

some way to appropriate the object being photographed” (1990: 138). Senemo-

glu’s horse allows the visitor to photograph and therefore appropriate the vis-

ual culture, but also become a part of the visual culture itself by enabling peo-

ple to climb inside the horse and be a part of the photograph. Not only does it 

result in the distribution of the photograph, raising the feature’s iconic status, 

but essentially is letting visitors become part of “history,” however false that 

history really is, and consequently enhances the tourist gaze. With the growing 

need to keep things fun and exciting for a more modern audience, the horse 

provides a way for archaeological visitors, especially children, to interact with 

history in a way that the ancient walls, and adult-oriented signage do not. Ad-

ditionally, Senemoglu’s Trojan Horse is the representation used in inexpensive 

souvenirs, available for purchase outside the Troy gates. This particular sculp-

tural representation then becomes portable, allowing people to physically ap-

propriate that particular horse interpretation as a souvenir of the site. 

The impact of the sculpture on the gaze is further exacerbated by the lack of 

visible signage properly identifying its erection in the 1970s. Subsequently, 

several tourists interviewed in a 2008 study expressed their belief that the 

sculpture was in fact the ancient horse and that it had been excavated at the 

site. The same study revealed that over the course of observation in the sum-

mer of 2008, multiple tour buses arrived with patrons who disembarked, pho-

tographed the horse, and left without viewing the archaeological material at all. 

For groups that did experience the archaeology, many ranked Senemoglu’s 

horse as one of the elements that they were most impressed with, often above 

“authenticity” and “archaeology” (Riorden, 2009). To these groups, the horse 

was evidently the most important piece of visual culture related to the archaeo-

logical site, and most likely what they expected to see, as opposed to the ar-
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chaeological remains, demonstrating how the preconceived tourist gaze can 

overshadow the presentation of the archaeology.  

Similarly, Senemoglu’s sculpture can be thought of as the most visually re-

latable and understandable structure for a wide audience at the site. With less-

specialized audiences visiting archaeological sites, ancient building founda-

tions can be difficult to present to the public in an easily understandable way. 

Compared with other popular archaeological sites in Turkey, Ancient Troy 

lacks the gleaming marble buildings and recognizable architectural forms, and 

instead has numerous confused conservation attempts and unidentifiable de-

fensive walls, many of which only retain their foundations. Senemoglu’s horse 

provides an architectural representation where all parts are visible and form a 

complete image, making it easy to understand by itself. Besides identifiable 

architecture, the sculpture provides tourists with a piece of history of which 

most visitors have heard. Simply, many would not recognize the significance of 

a Troy II mudbrick walls, but most have heard the story of the Trojan Horse.  

It may also be this association of Senemoglu’s Horse with the Trojan War 

stories to which people relate the most. Stories of the famous war focus on the 

ideas of heroism, triumph, and the overcoming of adversity, and have become 

one of the strongest historical sources of a tourist gaze surrounding Ancient 

Troy. As one of the most iconic symbols for a modern audience associated with 

the Trojan War, the Trojan Horse as an iconic idea has come to embody all of 

the previous concepts, and is represented in Senemoglu’s sculpture. People can 

identify with the horse as a story that they have heard, but have a harder time 

identifying with the archaeological remains because the crumbling foundations 

are not visual identifiers of these concepts. The archaeological remains are not 

as much part of the gaze as the visual culture or stories and are therefore often 

forgotten when reliving it. Similarly, the Hellenistic tombs of the heroes pro-

vided a piece of three-dimensional visual culture for visitors to experience.  

CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed the historical impact of visual cultural on the percep-

tion of Ancient Troy, often leading to a sacrifice in authenticity. Unfortunately, 

there is often a difficult balance between the intentions of foreign archaeolo-

gists, often focused on presenting the educational aspects of a site, and the na-

tional government, often dependent on tourism income, something that is evi-

dent with the modern presentation of the site through installation sculpture 

and feature films. However, the conclusions of the study introduce a new and 
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more difficult issue to overcome for archaeological tourism, namely, how the 

discourse will proceed. 

Despite its influence on visitors to Troy, Senemoglu’s horse has become an 

integral part of the history of the site, despite the fact that it was constructed 

almost 2000 years after other major building projects ended. Modern archaeo-

logical interpretation practices would dictate that the horse remain and be itself 

interpreted to the public, especially because of the history of tourism at Hisar-

lik. Senemoglu’s Horse has lived at the site for almost 40 years, becoming itself 

a piece of the area’s historical past. As one of the most influential pieces of the 

modern gaze, it has changed the way that the site is perceived, perhaps perma-

nently. Whether the site can be archaeologically proven as Ancient Troy or not, 

for tourists, it already is the site of the famous war, as perceived through the 

gaze. Although compared to the ancient ruins, as a piece of art it does not have 

the age value that the ramparts have, it represents an association with one of 

the most famous events in ancient history, and the bringing together of people 

from east and west under a shared heritage. As one of the site’s most identifia-

ble images, the horse exemplifies the importance of a collective memory when 

dealing with archaeological remains and the power that a piece of art can have 

to create or change history. 

Notes 

English translation by A. D. Godley. Cambridge, MA. Harvard University Press. 1920 

2 English Translation b. Bernadotte Perrin. Cambridge, MA. Harvard University Press. 1919 

3 Searches were done once a week during the months of December 2011 and January 2012. On av-

erage, the search engine provided a total of 234 images over 8 pages. Senemoglu’s sculpture aver-

aged 52 photos of the 234. Following Senemoglu’s Trojan Horse, the sculpture used in the Wolf-

gang Peterson 2004 Movie Troy that is now in the Çanakkale harbor had an average or 42 images 

out of 234. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we posit an interdisciplinary framework derived from economics and 

music to understand the relationship between tourism and music culture. This project 

has two objectives: to use this theoretical framework to explore the relationship be-

tween tourism as a state sponsored trade policy and the feminization of the music in-

dustry in Goa, India; and to understand the resultant effect on the wellbeing of female 

musicians we interviewed and the broader music culture of Goa.  Empirical evidence 

has shown that adopting international trade as a development strategy has led to in-

creased demand for female labor.  This phenomenon has been called the feminiza-

tion of the labor force.  Some scholars argue that this phenomenon results in frag-

mentation and the deskilling of the labor force, while others articulate it as female-led 

industrialization.  Our project adds a new dimension to this debate by focusing on the 

link between tourism and the wellbeing of women musicians in Goa.   

Key words: feminization, wellbeing, music culture, cultural levels. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

“Goan history is a mosaic shaped from every conceivable historical activity 

which stimulates culture.  It is a kind of tapestry woven from Indian traditions 

of most profound value mixed with the finest elements of European renaissance.” (Shi-

rodkar, 1988) 

In the creation of a fine tapestry or quilt there are various elements and pro-

cesses that come into play, the least of which being a consideration of how col-

or, texture, shape and overall form can be combined as a single entity with po-

tentially multiple functions. It could be hung on a wall and intended as provo-

cation of thought. It could be a floor-covering intended to enhance the décor of 
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a highly trafficked room.  It could also function as bedding meant to keep a 

child protected from cold nights and imagined fears. A quilt can also function 

as a meta-narrative, the recycling and regenerating of identity by bringing to-

gether disparate and often discarded fabrics. It can tell a story of the second-

order that encompasses both the individual agent situated in, and reacting 

along with a community (Tobin & Dobard, 1999). Thus, it is a useful metaphor 

for interpreting and bringing together a range of theoretical approaches to as-

sess problems of our contemporary social and cultural life.  One such problem 

is understanding the relationship between economic decisions and processes 

and the cultural life of a community.  

In this paper we have two objectives: 1) to understand the relationship be-

tween tourism and feminization of the music industry in Goa, India; and 2) to 

understand the resultant effect on the wellbeing of female musicians we inter-

viewed and the broader music culture of Goa. These objectives are grounded in 

certain basic assumptions that were generated in a dialogic process involving 

both theory and practice of music and economics, as well as fieldwork in Goa 

over a two-year period.  As part of our study we conducted structured inter-

views with 26 female musicians who actively participate in the tourism indus-

try in Goa. Additionally we examined websites and promotional videos on 

Goan tourism. In the following sections we will convey their perspectives on 

how they are acting and reacting to tourism as well as provide an analysis of 

how their stories are interwoven into the tapestry of Goan music culture.  But 

first the assumptions - the thread that connects all of the different elements: 

There is an organic relationship between wellbeing and culture, whereas the 

well being of an individual is at once contingent upon, and influences the de-

gree of cultural vitality of a community. 

Cultural change can be assessed by observing and describing transfor-

mations and functions of specific levels of cultural expression and production. 

Tourism is both an economic and a cultural activity. Musicians, as agents of 

change, act and react to tourism within both the economic space and the cul-

tural space.  Their actions ultimately contribute to cultural change.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

When Goan author Maria Couto stated, ‚globalization is not new to Goa,‛ she 

was reflecting on the fact that the world has been coming to Goa for centuries . 

She spoke of the long-standing geopolitical and cultural significance of Goa to 
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successive waves of diverse peoples who have come to conquer, convert, ex-

tract, frolic, conduct pilgrimage, be a tourist, or simply settle into an environ-

ment often characterized by sossegado – a calmness, and peacefulness that can 

only be found in a collusion of physical place and mental space.  At various 

times in its history Goa has been controlled by the Vijaynagar Empire, the Bija-

pur Sultanate, the Estado da Índia Portuguesa, and since 1962, the Republic of 

India.  It was however, the 450 years of Portuguese presence that truly sets Goa 

apart from the rest of India.  Although its location at the western edge of the 

Western Ghats and the eastern edge of the Arabian Sea makes it a strategic lo-

cation for shipping and trade; and despite its fertile soil that yields coconut, 

cashew-nut, mango and rice - as well as precious minerals extracted from the 

same - it is tourism that is Goa’s main industry.  Moreover, it is its Portuguese-

ness that has come to be the major feature of ‚the tourist gaze‛ (Urry, 1990).  

There seems to be some agreement amongst scholars about the implicit con-

nection between export orientation of the economy and increased female em-

ployment. But at this point in time two divergent paths have emerged in the 

literature. One school of thought argues that trade liberalization results in 

fragmentation of the production process and the deskilling of the labor force 

(Kabeer, Mahmud, 2004; Pearson, 2007). They call it female marginalization by 

inclusion and segregation into low paying jobs (Fernandez-Kelly, 1983; Purcell 

1997).  In addition, a majority of these jobs (e.g. cleaning or serving within the 

hospitality industry) perpetuate traditional gender roles (Moore, 1995; Mom-

sen, 1994).  Another school of thought articulates this as female led industriali-

sation where women are included in the process and have much more input 

into decisions about work conditions (Safa, 1995).  These authors argue that 

with trade liberalization women in developing countries will benefit: they will 

be more likely to find employment; they will have access to market income; 

and have more control over their lives (Cone, 1995; Swain, 1993).  

Relationship between Feminization and Tourism 

The female marginalization school of thought provides one explanation for the 

increased demand for female musicians. They would argue that as tourism ex-

pands, tourism venues compete for scarce tourist dollars by either offering a 

unique experience or by offering the same experience at a lower price. If the 

focus is on price competition, then venues catering to tourists will aim to pro-

vide a homogenized product at the lowest price. The process of homogeniza-

tion for mass consumption often leads to deskilling of the labor process and 

firms will demand low wage, low skilled labor, which in many instances hap-
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pen to be women due to gendered societal constraints and the subsequent lack 

of opportunities.  In the case of the music industry, tourist venues will demand 

low wage, low skilled musicians who can perform a standard repertoire of 

popular songs. Our findings suggest that the story does not quite unfold in that 

manner in Goa. According to the women we interviewed there are more wom-

en working in the music industry over the last decade.  Although there may be 

other factors, this trend is coincident with the growth in tourism.  Tourist ven-

ues are trying to cut costs and they do that primarily by decreasing the size of 

the bands they hire.  The increased availability of digital technologies has made 

it possible to substitute live musicians with recorded tracks. In the process of 

cutting musicians, vocalists tend to be the last to get cut.  Since most, if not all, 

of the female musicians participating in the tourism industries are vocalists 

they benefit from this trend.  According to the women we interviewed most 

managers of tourist venues insisted that having a female vocalist was a neces-

sary condition for hiring a band.  In order to cut costs there is an increasing 

trend towards vocalists using recorded tracks instead of singing with a live 

band.   

Demand for labor also depends on tourist preferences and expectations re-

garding the tourist experience (Urry, 1990). To understand how tourist prefer-

ences are affecting demand for female musicians we focus on (a) the way in 

which Goa is being packaged and sold to tourists by the tourism industry and 

the state government of Goa; and (b) the changing mix of the tourist population 

in Goa. Post-colonial and post-structuralist literature has characterized the 

promotion of tourism venues as a socially constructed narrative where the 

tourism industry ‚invites first world western tourists to consume third world 

places and people as pleasure products‛ (Aitchison, 2001). There are several 

studies that have deconstructed this narrative using feminist discourse analysis 

of tourism promotion materials (Marshment, 1997; Patil, 2011). We studied the 

Goa Department of Tourism’s promotion video and the tourism promotion ma-

terials available on the Goa Tourism Development Corporation’s (GTDC) web-

site.  The overall theme is one of ‘having fun’ and representing a trip to Goa as 

‚a balm on the busy mind, to enjoy days of freedom on Goa’s magnificent 

beaches‛. The Goan tourism industry attracts tourists by representing a social 

space whereby ‘anything goes‛, i.e. a relaxation of social norms.  To the domes-

tic tourists, Goa’s ‘Portuguese-ness’ is packaged as being exotic. Goa is called 

the ‚Rome of the East‛. There is also an appeal made to domestic and interna-

tional tourists that Goa is a destination for tourists from around the world. The 

GTDC invites tourists to ‚swim with the tide of fellow visitors from all around 
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the globe‛. The promotional video mainly includes images of tourists, both 

white and brown, having fun at the beach, on cruises, engaging in a variety of 

adventure activities.  Most of the tourists, both men and women are young, 

athletic, dressed in swimwear in direct contrast to the few depictions of local 

Goans.  The local ‘Goans’, both men and women, are depicted dressed in tradi-

tional clothing, engaging in Goan festivals and rituals both Hindu and Catholic. 

There were also images of local Goans either cooking or serving food or play-

ing music for the tourists. They were always shown serving the tourists and 

were always male.  Ultimately the video depicts Goa as a place where tourists 

don’t have to adhere to the strict social dress codes and norms of behavior that 

exist in the rest of India.  

Tourist expectations and preferences differ based on factors such as age, sex, 

country of origin and language. About 70% of tourists coming to Goa are male.  

As compared to international tourists, the percentage share of domestic tourists 

visiting Goa from the rest of India has been increasing in recent years.  The fact 

that Goa has a lower drinking age as compared to the rest of India is an added 

attraction. As evidenced by the promotion videos part of the attraction for do-

mestic male tourists is the promise of the racialized, sexualized ‚Other’ which 

in this case happens to be international tourists who, given the ‘anything goes’ 

expectation, dress and behave in ways that might be considered sexually pro-

vocative within the context of the social mores in the rest of India. There is an 

inversion of the ‘tourist gaze’ where the gazer becomes the one gazed upon by 

the domestic other.  

The ‘anything goes’ attitude also spills over into tourist expectations regard-

ing female vocalists. Sexuality is an integral component of labor demand for 

certain types of jobs (Adkins, 1995). Jobs in the hospitality and entertainment 

sectors have always been about ‘serving’ the needs of tourists and meeting 

their sexualized expectations. Given that most of the tourists in Goa are male, it 

is clear that tourist managers are responding to tourist preferences and expecta-

tions. The rising number of domestic tourists has brought with it a changing 

expectation regarding Goan women vocalists.  Many of the women we inter-

viewed complained about sexual harassment they faced from domestic male 

tourists.  In addition, all of the women we interviewed mentioned the rising 

demand for popular Bollywood songs. Many of them mentioned the specific 

demand for ‘item numbers’, which carries with it a certain sexualized objectifi-

cation of women. The demand for ‘item numbers’ provides another explana-

tion for the rising demand for female vocalists and hence the feminization of 

the music industry driven by tourism.  
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The supply side of the market is also gendered.  Patriarchy constrains wom-

en’s ability to supply labor in certain occupations to serve the needs of capital. 

This relationship hinges on the positioning of women’s labor as ‚natural‛ 

thereby subject to exploitation, e.g. the primary responsibility for childcare is 

still considered the domain of women. This is a major concern of many of the 

women we interviewed – in contrast to the males interviewed in earlier field-

work. The women we interviewed with children talked about the need to fulfill 

childcare and other domestic responsibilities before they could work outside 

the home i.e. double burden. Given the social stigma associated with women 

working in restaurants and bars and the late night hours, women musicians 

who want to participate in the tourism industry might face opposition from 

their families, neighbors and the broader community. Most of the women we 

interviewed said that they could not have become musicians without the sup-

port of their family.  Most of them have male chaperones that accompany them 

to the tourist venues. Many of them spoke of a male family member who in-

formally played the role of manager of their careers. They all agreed that these 

gender norms are changing and becoming more tolerant of women working at 

these venues.  Some of them mentioned that the popularity of television shows 

like Indian Idol has made being a vocalist more acceptable and more glamor-

ous. But despite these changes the social constraints for women working in this 

industry remain formidable. 

Relationships between Feminization and Music Culture   

Rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre and form - when critically arranged make 

up the ‚stuff‛ of different musical genres and styles.  But beyond a considera-

tion of these basic elements of music is the concept of music culture.  It has 

been defined as ‚a group’s total involvement with music: ideas, actions, institu-

tions, and material objects‛ (Titon, 1996); and expanded upon as soundscapes, 

the ‚sound, setting, and significance‛ of a musical experience (Shelemay, 2006). 

McClary posits a critical postmodern feminist perspective for the re-

examination of assumed tenets of gender construction in music culture.  As 

McClary states, ‚Music does not just passively reflect society; it also serves as a 

public forum within which various models of gender organization<are assert-

ed, adopted, contested and negotiated‛ (McClary, 1990: 8).  Women are, and 

have long since been, forces within the music industry in general – including 

performers/workers embedded in the complex of tourism. The increase in the 

number of women musicians in Goa’s tourism industry is a quantitative 

change that requires a re-examination of assumptions about qualitative chang-
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es within its music culture. Scholars operating with postcolonial feminist theo-

retical perspectives have addressed a range of concerns that have involved 

women’s’ participation as musicians and dancers.   We posit the notion of cul-

tural levels, which is a composite view taking into account that: 1) culture can 

be expressed as material objects, actions, ideas about what constitutes best 

practices, and meaning derived from the exigencies of life and its resultant 

identities.  These levels are respectively termed: artifacts, performance practic-

es, aesthetics, and spiritual significances; and 2) cultural change can be assessed 

in terms of how these levels affect or ‘act’ on each other (Basu & Imara, 2009). 

Artifact 

The main change at the artifact level is the rising number of female led chapatti 

bands  and female DJs in Goa. Amongst our interviewees, 16 regularly sing 

with ensembles and 8 with chapatti bands. The chapatti vocalists are usually 

younger, sing in hotels, and have contracts.  They also make more per month 

than those that sing in a traditional/instrumental band in local restaurants. 

Chapatti band singers earn on average Rs.65000 per month versus Rs.42000 per 

month for band singers.  Chapatti band singers on average have less training, 

yet sing full time - 6 nights per week, versus band singers that sing fewer 

nights per week on average.  Accordingly, chapatti singers were satisfied with 

the amount of work they were getting, while most band singers wanted to 

work more.  Albeit artificial to the music-making process, several band singers 

indicated that they might not be the ‘right’ body-type (and youthfulness) to 

imitate or emulate the Bollywood prototype that sings to pre-recorded tracks.    

Performance Practices 

The demand for ‚item numbers‛ (subsequently performed in the chapatti for-

mat) is expressed directly by the tourists to the singers, or indirectly through 

restaurant and hotel managers - who often require performers to have Hindi 

songs in their repertoire.  Although most Bollywood songs are in Hindi, most 

Goan Catholics do not speak Hindi fluently - in contrasts to English or their 

native Konkani.  The response to this demand is mixed. Some of the musicians 

we interviewed said that they accommodated this demand by learning popular 

Bollywood songs, as it would generate more opportunities to work. Others 

were conscientious about not being able to perform with the proper accent. 

Oddly enough, many of this latter group said that they do, in fact, accommo-

date requests from international tourists (attempting to sing in other foreign 

tongues) but not from domestic tourists. We found that those singers who were 
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the most accommodating typically got more opportunities to perform/work.  

Thus, the performance practices, also reflect a differential in how Goans view 

and accept different tourist groups.  Notably, there is some tension between 

groups that accommodate these language demands and groups that promote 

Konkani, signaling a contestation of Goan identity. The manner in which songs 

are performed in the chapatti format are also markedly different than with a 

band, given there is no interaction between the singer and the ‘musical’ accom-

paniment or between the musical accompaniment and the audience.  More fo-

cus is therefore placed on the singer’s body movement and gestures.  Given 

that gender is often constructed along a visual paradigm, some postcolonial 

feminist theorists have sought to describe how female empowerment could be 

a corollary to performance practices in which women have inverted this para-

digm to become ‚subjects‛; taking control over their bodies and thusly adopt-

ing a disposition of resistance or an ‚oppositional gaze‛ (Hooks, 1992; Spring-

er, 2008). Examining the tourist space of La Habana Cuba, Ronni Armstead 

(2009) discusses the possibility of cultural space being created and expanded by 

sound, rather than through the ‚classificatory eye’s orientalist gaze‛.  She as-

serts, ‚focusing solely on the visual we miss music-making as a potential ave-

nue for agential action and resistance‛ (Armstead, 131).  Armstead argues that 

the female rap group Las Krudas does, in fact, use their music (sound) to edu-

cate the youth about racial and gender inequities, as well as a tool to define the-

se tourist spaces that would otherwise restrict their physical presence, both as 

women and as Afro-Cubans. There is some indication that some women musi-

cians in Goa are trying to create a cultural space wherein they can assert their 

identity as Goan. For example, one of the women we interviewed has devel-

oped a radio show where she features local musicians performing in Konkani 

expressing themes that pertinent to the Goan experience. Their audience is not 

tourists but other Goans. She believes that local Goan musicians need a cultural 

space where they can reinvent their identity in and on their own terms. 

In Goa, the tourist cultural space is complicated by distinctions made be-

tween foreign and domestic tourists.  It is not the model that positions the heg-

emonic orientalist gaze solely from the vantage point of the westerner toward 

the global south.  Although Goa is increasingly becoming ‚metro‛, and folding 

into the fabric of greater India, there is still a lived experience of difference, that 

manifests between Goan Catholics and Goan Hindus (internally); and between 

Goans and other Indians.  This can be seen, as previously suggested, in current 

polemics around the debates of Konkani vs. English in the schools .  This can 

also be discerned in the performance practice of Goan female musicians. Sever-
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al of the Goan interviewees acknowledged the importance of the visual to their 

livelihood, stressing its influence as beyond the importance of the ‚sound‛ or 

their individual musicianship.  This nexus between musical training, experi-

ence, and difference is demonstrable in the performance practices.  We found 

that 11 had no formal training, six had on average reached grade 6 on the Trini-

ty college music exams, while the remaining four had received some training in 

Hindustani classical music. Within our sample, the singers with training were 

typically younger (average age 27) versus those without training (average age 

38).  In other words, the younger group had more training but less experience. 

The older group had more experience but less training.  But with the focus up-

on the visual or how one looks, the value of music education is marginalized, 

whereas the ‚experience‛ of differentiating themselves from other Indians was 

most reflected in comments made by the ‚older‛ women.  In other words, this 

latter group shared a greater awareness of the ‚gaze‛ while performing in ven-

ues dominated by the domestic tourist.  A particular ‚aural landscape‛ is con-

structed by playback technologies reflecting a mode of performance not 

aligned with either their education or experience, but with specific patterns of 

consumption (Thompson, 2002). The capacity to utilize one’s music skill, such 

as in the Las Krudas model, is diminished. 

Aesthetics 

Demands for Bollywood music have also challenged Goan aesthetic sensibili-

ties.  It has had an effect upon a community that is proudly linked to a legacy 

of ‘good’ musicianship.  The Goan musicians’ relationship with the rest of In-

dia, particularly Bollywood, has here-to-fore been privileged – with Goans 

making profound contributions in all areas of music performance, arranging 

and composition – in part due to its unique relationship with the West (Fer-

nandes, 2012). Pedagogical modalities and methods of transmission of musical 

knowledge have changed in recent decades, whereby music education is no 

longer offered in a widespread fashion, but is channeled through a few institu-

tions, such as the Kala Academy (Basu & Imara, 2009).  Coincident with this 

process is a shift from focus on musicianship to extramusical concerns invaria-

bly dominated by ‚visual imagery‛.  Our informants reported that a female 

vocalist is considered a necessary and desired element in the music presenta-

tion more or less accommodating of tourist preferences.  This infers a greater 

awareness on their part that performance is inextricably tied to ‘femaleness’ vs. 

an ideal of musicianship and that music training plays a decisive role in deci-

sion-making authority within the music industry.  Repertories and best practic-
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es that were once derived from within the Goan community, as well as expecta-

tions of what constitutes a ‘good’ performance, are increasingly being deter-

mined outside of the Goan community.  This is particularly the case if a Goan 

artist has less affinity with domestic tourists, as compared to foreign tourists.   

Spiritual Significances 

Aesthetically, the narratives of the sexually available women embedded in 

many of the Bollywood item numbers (Nijhawan, 2009) may be inconsistent 

with social expectations for women in the Goan community. In terms of moral 

sensibility or spiritual significance, the ramifications for her ‘acting’ in this way 

(may) signify transgression and challenge Goan identity. Foreign female ‚mu-

sicians‛ need not be as concerned as the Goan counterparts, with the stigma 

attached to singing ‚item numbers‛ or any such material that may be of dubi-

ous, if not ambiguous moral character within the Goan community.   

In response to the question ‚do you think that tourism has challenged Goan 

identity‛ one respondent said, ‚Goan identity has been challenged by the Por-

tuguese for 500 years and then the Indians since 1962‛.  Another musician said 

that Goa was growing into a ‚metro area‛ accommodating people from many 

different parts of India and the rest of the world.  Initially, she said there was 

some resistance to this current phenomenon, but ‚over time Goans will adapt 

and assimilate to these changes like they have done time and time again‛. 

Nonetheless, it appears that the influence of domestic tourists is perceived by 

Goans as being a hegemonic relationship if not by degree, but qualitatively dif-

ferent than Goans’ relationship with foreigners.  The fact that Goans have expe-

rienced – as compared to other parts of India - a difference between Portuguese 

settler colonialism and British economic extraction may account for their sus-

ceptibility to accommodation and/or cultural change.  Firstly, there is a demon-

strable affinity for, if not deference toward, the white/European.  Conversely, 

there is evidence in some of their statements of a disdain for the ‚brown Indi-

an‛.  Secondly, the Goan musical affinity to Western music, which is linked to a 

tradition of western music education, is being challenged by a deskilling affect 

of less talented musicians.  Thirdly, the requests made by the Indian male tour-

ists are often sexualized and challenge the moral sensibilities of Goans.  For ex-

ample, the Indian (domestic) male tourists often conflate the western attire of 

many Goan Catholic women with the image of the western women as being 

sexually accessible. This process subverts the gaze of the other which is tradi-

tionally associated with First World gazing upon the Third World (Urry, 1999).   
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Relationship between Feminization and Well-Being  

In this paper we use a composite measure of wellbeing to understand the im-

pact of tourism on the wellbeing of women musicians working in the tourism 

industry. For the purposes of this project we have borrowed from the work of 

Sen (1999), Seligman (2011) and DuBois (1903) to develop our own notion of 

wellbeing. We decided to focus on the extent to which tourism had enhanced 

the capability of the women we interviewed: (a) to make a living; (b) to follow 

their passion and make music the way that they wanted to do it.  

Almost all of the musicians we interviewed said that music was the chief 

way in which they expressed their passion and creativity. For a majority of 

them music was their sole occupation. Most of them said tourism does give 

them more pay and opportunities to perform but tourism does not give them 

the opportunity to sing the kind of songs they want to sing. Some of them also 

recognize that tourism is an unstable source of income because of the nature of 

the tourism industry, but also because they recognized that part of the demand 

for their services is conditional on their age and appearance. They are aware of 

the small window of opportunity afforded to them in this industry.  

In response to the question whether tourism increases their ability to make 

music the way that they want to about equal number of women said ‘yes’ and 

‘no’. Those who said ‘no’ wanted to grow as a musician and sing /compose 

their own music. They wanted to find their own voice and develop their musi-

cianship by doing more concerts versus performing at tourist venues. They feel 

like they are forced to sing the same song over and over (repetitive la-

bor/monotony) and don’t get a chance to play their own music. Those who said 

‘yes’ were happy to be able to make a living doing what they love to do; com-

posing their own music often inspired by their religious faith. To quote one of 

the musicians we interviewed, ‚I sing for my supper and I sing for the Lord.‛ 

They have found another outlet for their music, which satisfies their passion in 

a way that performing at a tourist venue does not.  

CONCLUSION 

We started this paper trying to understand the relationship between tourism 

and feminization of the music industry in Goa, India; and to understand the 

impact of feminization of the music industry on the wellbeing of female musi-

cians and music culture in Goa. We found that tourism has led to increased 

demand for women musicians in Goa in part due to the pressures of price 

competition and in part due to sexualized and racialized expectations of pri-
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marily domestic male tourists. These expectations have led to changes in music 

culture, as evidenced by: the increasing number of female-led chapatti bands; 

performance practice and repertoire shifts towards Hindi songs in general and 

item numbers in particular; diminished aesthetic standards largely determined 

by tourists; and challenges to Goan identity as musicians are pressured to con-

form to demands for music popular in the rest of India. Tourism has increased 

the ability of almost all of the women musicians we interviewed to make a liv-

ing but for most of them it has not enhanced their ability to make music the 

way they want to. Creating opportunities for women musicians to receive more 

musical training, compose and perform their own music will go a long way 

towards improving the wellbeing of women musicians. The women we inter-

viewed demonstrate pragmatic acquiescence combined with agency. Even 

though new patches of fabric have been added to the cultural milieu, these 

women continue to view the patches through the prism of sossegado – creating 

a tapestry that is uniquely Goan.  
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism is an activity where capital, infrastructure, knowledge and access to global 

marketing and distribution chains are critical. Foreign direct investment (FDI) is often 

considered one of the most effective engines for harnessing these elements. This 

study applies panel causality methods to investigate the relationship between FDI and 

tourism in Developing Countries during 1995-2007. For this purpose, the Hsiao's- 

Granger and Toda & Yamamoto (TY) causality tests used for investigating causality re-

lationship between two variables. The model estimation reveal finds that there is uni-

lateral causality from tourism to FDI. With respect to results of this study, the main 

implication policy is that the policy makers and economic planners should be adopt-

ing the suitable policies to improve tourism industry. 

Key words: developing countries; foreign direct investment; panel VAR model. 

  

INTRODUCTION  

Policy makers in many countries believe in recent decades that FDI will lead 

their country’s overall development, including the tourism sector. For a devel-

oping nation, FDI could play a significant role in its economic development in 

general and to the tourism sector in particular by improving infrastructure 

such as international airports, highways, hotels and modern technologies 

which are the keystones to tourism development. Many developing countries 

today are looking to tourism as a potentially promising avenue for economic 

and human development. With the growing affluence of Western societies and 
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developments in transport and communications, the demand for international 

tourism was increasing very fast.  

Tourism is an extremely complex and significant economic activity that 

sometimes appears to have as many detractors as supporters. It is questioned 

whether it is good for developing countries or harmful. This ambiguity is in 

many ways associated with the wider questions concerning industrialization of 

traditional societies, modernization, globalization and development. The pur-

pose of this monograph is not to analyses the impact of tourism in an abstract 

sense, but to start from the premise that it offers a mixture of positive and nega-

tive effects to which FDI can further contribute, also with positive and negative 

consequence. 

In many developing countries the growth of tourism was impressive in 

terms of tourist arrivals, foreign exchange revenues and jobs. In some of them, 

tourism became, for a period, an engine of growth. But it also led also to drastic 

social and cultural changes: for example, traditional and original local cultures 

or rituals became “commoditized” (sometimes even destroyed), families broke 

up, local social structures collapsed, and crime, unknown before, began to sur-

face and quickly spread. In addition, the physical landscape changed and the 

massive inflow of tourists put a strain on resources, including natural re-

sources, which were the basis of comparative advantage in tourism, raising 

questions about that sector’s sustainability. Given the successful experience of 

many countries in the field of tourism and its importance in the development of 

economic variables Such as attracting foreign investment, this paper examines 

the causal relationship under a VAR framework between FDI and tourism in 

developing countries over the period 1995-2007. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

From a theoretical perspective, there is no general consensus on the causal rela-

tion between FDI and tourism. Additionally there are only a few studies that 

attempt to estimate the empirical relationship between FDI and tourism. Haley 

and Haley (1997), note that the causality between FDI and tourism can also run 

from FDI to tourism. A rise for international business travel is created because 

FDI is made outside the home country and to reduce the challenges of different 

cultures, economic and political structures and assure profitability in the pro-

cess, investors, in making their FDI decisions, must travel to the source country 

to obtain more detailed and complex information and resources, which are not 

usually available through government or industry documents. Another argu-

ment for the unidirectional link from FDI to tourism is as follows: FDI gener-
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ates the development of new tourist attractions and venues, which, in turn, can 

lead to an increase in tourists. On the other hand, Sandford and Dong (2000) 

suggest that international tourism gives potential investors the opportunity to 

obtain first-hand knowledge of the environment of the country being visited 

and, as a result, investment possibilities could be identified. They examine the 

influence of tourism on new FDI in the USA and find a positive relationship 

between tourism and FDI. They, however, assumed that there exists one-way 

causality running from tourism to FDI and, therefore, did not investigate the 

possible role that FDI flows can have on stimulating the tourism industry.  

It is also possible for export-oriented FDI to expand trade, which can create 

a growing awareness of goods and services that business and holiday travelers 

are interested in. Willem and Nair (2006), employ panel regression analysis to 

investigate whether Caribbean countries can use services trade negotiations to 

increase the amount of FDI flows directed towards tourism. The authors re-

gress real FDI flows on the number of tourist arrivals (as a measure of market 

size), domestic regulations and General Agreement on Trade in Services 

(GATS) commitments. They report a positive association between FDI flows 

and the number of GATS commitments but could not find a significant relation 

between tourist arrivals and FDI flows 

Tang, Selvanathan and Selvanathan (2007) argue that more tourists would 

increase the demand for hotels, and, consequently investment would expand. 

Also, FDI can be positively affected as the large international hotel chains 

spread their brands to various parts of the world to meet growing tourism de-

mand. They use the Granger causality test under a vector auto-regression 

framework, explicitly modeling the possible bi-directional relationship between 

tourism and FDI flows. Using quarterly time series observations on in ward 

FDI to China and international tourist arrivals the authors investigate the caus-

al relation between FDI and tourism in China. The empirical results suggest 

that there is one-way causality running from FDI to tourism.  

Tourism’s economic potential, as one of the world’s fastest growing indus-

tries, is already being harnessed in many developing countries. But the truth is 

that Tourists travel to a country that there tourism services (hotels, etc.) and its 

associated infrastructure is provided. Tourism is one of the service industries 

where capital, infrastructure, knowledge and access to global marketing and 

distribution chains are critical. Hence, in addition to foreign exchange earnings 

from this industry, is part of the host country's GDP, Increasing numbers of 
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tourists and the director of companies in different countries who are seeking a 

safe place to invest, can be Increased .  

On the other hand, FDI is also effective on tourism development through 

development of infrastructure and transport network and roads, development 

of residence sites, hotels and restaurants and development of information and 

communication technology (ICT). Figure 1 shows the relationship between the-

se two variables. 

 

Figure 1. Casual relationship between tourism and FDI 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this study we used Toda & Yamamoto (TY) causality tests for investigating 

causality relationship between two variables and In order to strengthen the re-

sults, Hsiao's- Granger causality test is used and then the results of these two 

methods are compared with each other. The data set consists of a panel of ob-

servations for 44 developing countries over the period 1995-2007. Variables 

consist of net inflows FDI (BOP, current US $) and number of arrival tourist in 

each country. 
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RESULTS 

Before proceeding to causality test, we need to verify that variables are station-

ary or not. Unit root tests are traditionally used to determine the order of inte-

gration or to verify the Stationary of the variables. The traditional Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller technique has become well-known to test for unit root of time 

series. However, to test for the panel unit roots, we used Harris-Tzavalis (1999) 

unit root test. The results from the panel unit root test are presented in table 1. 

The results show that both series are stationary in their first difference form. 

This means both series are I(1).  

Table 1. Panel unit root test 

 

 

We follow Rambaldi and Doran (1996) in formulating the TY test of Granger 

causality. Where dmax is the maximum order of integration in the system (in 

our case, it is one), a panel-var (k + dmax) has to be estimated to use the Wald 

test for linear restrictions on the parameters of a panel-var (k) which has an as-

ymptotic χ2 distribution. In our case, k and dmax is determined to be 1 by us-

ing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The following are the equations of 

the form: 

 

 

 

 

The results of TY causality test are shown in table 2. The model estimation 

reveal finds that there is unilateral causality from tourism to FDI in these coun-

tries. The Hsiao's- Granger causality test results confirming the TY causality 

test results and there is unilateral causality from tourism to FDI.  
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Table 2. Toda-Yamamoto causality tests 

 

CONCLUSION  

Today, tourism development, the attention of government planners and private 

companies are located. Many countries have recognized this fact that to im-

prove their economic status should take the initiative and seek new ways of 

deal. 

In this paper we investigate the causality relationships between FDI and 

tourism in 44 Developing Countries during 1995-2007. For this purpose, the 

Hsiao's- Granger and TY causality tests used for investigating causality rela-

tionship between two variables. 

The result showed that there is unilateral causality from tourism to FDI in 

these countries. This issue is due to the low FDI share of GDP in developing 

countries is justified. The lack of FDI in these countries can compensate by in-

creasing the number of arrival tourists. So, the main implication policy is that 

the policy makers and economic planners should be adopting the suitable poli-

cies to improve tourism industry. In order to increase foreign investment, 

Through the development of tourism industry the following is recommended: 

 Attention to crafts countries and more investment in this scene 

 Amended rules and regulations of entry and exit of foreign nationals 

 The use of expert labor in matters related to tourism such as hotels, 

tourist agencies and guides  

 Design and implementation of support packages to foreign tourists 

Such as granting credit lines, Discount card and etc. 

 Investment in infrastructure development such as hotels, airports, 

roads and railroads, and etc. 

 More seriously, in recognition of the importance of tourism to the peo-

ple and Providing Thought to attract tourists In public 

 Explain the role of the industry as a channel to attract foreign invest-

ment, Source of employment and economic and human development 

way. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sport tourism is an increasingly popular segment of the broader tourism and sport in-

dustries. Defined as travel to destinations to experience sport, Turco et al (2002) dis-

tinguished three sport tourist market segments: Participatory, event-based, and cele-

bratory. Major sport events attract sport tourists and residents as spectators, and have 

the potential to stimulate resident participation in the sport(s) contested, and spend-

ing in the host economy by visitors and residents. The purpose of this study was to 

profile the tennis tourist to the 2011 TEB BNP Paribas WTA Championships and 

measure the direct economic impacts of the event spectators’ spend on the host city, 

Istanbul. Primary data were gathered from 1,100 spectators during the five-day tour-

nament, and secondary data from the Turkish Tennis Federation and Ministry of Tour-

ism and Culture to facilitate the purpose of the study. Socio-demographic and market 

characteristics of spectators are reported. Additionally, findings reveal that 4,717 visi-

tors came to Istanbul specifically because of the event and spent 1.3 million TL (707 

550$) for lodging, meals, and tickets. As the WTA Championships will be hosted by Is-

tanbul in 2013 and 2014, annual replication of the current research is planned to 

permit comparisons of spectator characteristics over time. 

Key words: Turkey, sport tourism, tennis. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) Championships took place 25 to 30 

October 2011 in Istanbul as the grand finale of the WTA season. The top eight 

singles players and top four doubles teams were invited to compete based on 

results throughout the 2011 season. Total prize money for the tournament was 

US$4.9 million. Petra Kvitova won the 2011 TEB BNP Paribas WTA Champion-

ships with a 7-5 4-6 6-3 victory over Victoria Azarenka in front of 13 000 specta-
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tors at the Sinan Erdem Arena. The event will be held in Istanbul in 2012 and 

2013, and has the potential to impact the future sport tourism in Turkey. A 

spectator research study in 2011 was conducted to profile the tennis spectator 

and measure the direct economic impacts of the event spectators’ spend on the 

host city, Istanbul. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Numerous studies have been conducted on spectators at sport events to under-

stand their behaviours (Wakefield, 1995). Wann et.al. (2008) summarised eight 

motives common among sport fans: escape, economic, eustress, self-esteem, 

group affiliation, entertainment, family, and aesthetics. Melnick (1993) and 

Wakefield (1995) suggests that social factors i.e., group affiliation, attending 

contests with relatives and friends, etc. are import motives for some sport event 

fans. Bee and Havitz (2010) examined relationships among involvement, fan 

attraction, psychological commitment and behavioural loyalty in the context of 

tennis spectatorship. They identified psychological commitment and resistance 

to change as mediators. Findings revealed that a spectator’s involvement with 

tennis as an activity and their attraction to tennis as a spectator are important in 

their development of psychological commitment. Psychological commitment to 

the event facilitates resistance to change, which is important in determining 

event attendance. Their results suggest that “…involvement does not directly 

convert into behavioural loyalty, but influences behavioural loyalty through 

psychological commitment and resistance to change to the service provider.” 

The 2011 BNP Paribas Open, the ATP World Tour Masters 1000 and WTA 

Premier tennis tournament held at the Indian Wells Tennis Garden in March 

2011, generated an estimated total direct impact of the tournament in 2011 was 

$189,076,818, nearly $50 million more than the $139,113,863 reported in 2006.  

Direct spending includes money spent by out-of-town visitors, vendors, spon-

sors, and the tournament organization to a business in the region.  The study 

however did not reveal the number of out of town visitors who were in the re-

gion specifically for the tournament. Visitors already in Palm Springs on holi-

day or business and who attend a sport event are termed Casuals by Preuss 

(2005), and their spend should be excluded from the event’s economic impact 

calculations.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Researchers from three universities teamed to facilitate the purpose of the 

study. Secondary data were gathered from key informants within the Turkish 

Tennis Federation and Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Culture to estimate 

spectator spending impacts. A spectator survey was performed during the 2011 

TEB BNP Paribas WTA Championships at the tournament venue - Sinan Er-

dem Arena (seating capacity 15 500). According to the Turkish Tennis Federa-

tion, 70 824 spectators visited the Arena during the six-days of the Champion-

ships, an average of 11,804 per day (TTF, 2011). Daily attendance figures were 

as follows:  

Date   Attendance 

25 October   10,284 

26 October   11,676 

27 October   11,217 

28 October   11,898  

29 October   12,073 

30 October   13,676 

Total   70,824 

Source: Turkish Tennis Federation 

 

A questionnaire modeled from Turco and Dinu (2010) was used for data col-

lection. Seven researchers were positioned inside the arena and systematically 

selected subjects as they walked by designated areas during the tournament. 

Subjects were offered incentives to complete the survey. A total of 1,100 specta-

tor surveys were completed 26-29 October 2011. Survey data were coded, en-

tered and analysed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).  

RESULTS 

Spectators at the 2011 TEB BNP WTA Championships in Istanbul attended an 

average of 2.89 days of the tournament. The average age of the spectator was 

32.6 years.  Thirty-five percent of spectators queried were female and 65% were 

male. Tournament organizers estimated that 65% of spectators were from the 

greater Istanbul area, 25% from Turkey and 10% from abroad. Seventeen per-

cent of the spectators had a family member or friend involved with the WTA 
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Championships, and 83% did not. Fourteen percent of spectators hosted visi-

tors who were in Istanbul to attend the WTA Championships, 86% did not. 

Most of the spectators (60% females; 58% males) were avid or recreational ten-

nis players (See Table 1.0). 

 

Table 1. Tennis participation 
 Female Male 

   f   %    f   % 

Competitive tennis player who plays regularly     91 22.6 175  23.4 

Recreational tennis player who plays regularly     68 16.9 117  15.7 

Occasional recreation player   70  17.4 140 18.7 

Former recreational player   47  11.7 83 11.4 

Not interested in playing tennis   35    8.7 70 9.3 

Would like to learn to play tennis   90  22.4 159 21.3 

Total 401 100.0 744 100.0 

 

As revealed in Table 2, nearly 86% of males (85.7%) and 83.2% of females 

surveyed were avid or keen tennis spectators (A & B).  

Table 2. Tennis viewing x gender 

 A B C D E Total 

Females 179 155 29 31 6 401 

Males 322 316 61 33 12 744 

 

KEY: Which statement best describes your interest in tennis as a spectator? 

A. I am an avid fan of tennis, and always try to attend or watch tournaments on 

TV 

B. I am interested in tennis and see it when I can 

C. I am not particularly interested in tennis, but might enjoy seeing it in Istan-

bul 

D. I am not interested in tennis but I sometimes attend or watch it because fam-

ily or friends are interested 

E. I have absolutely no interest in professional tennis or the associated festivi-

ties, even when it is held in Istanbul  

Males and female spectators were fairly even with respect to having friends 

or relatives who play tennis. Approximately 84% of female and male spectators 
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had a friend who plays tennis. Fifty-two percent of female spectators had a 

family member who plays tennis, compared to 49.3% of males.  

Consumer Behaviours and Economic Impacts 

Overnight tourists in Istanbul stayed an average of two nights and spent on 

average 280 TL (150 $) during the 2011 TEB BNP Paribas WTA Championships.  

Per person daily spend was estimated for lodging accommodations at 85 TL (45 

$), tickets 20 TL (10 $), and food & beverage costs: 35 TL (20 $), totaling 140 TL 

(75 $). According to the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism (2012), spec-

tators to the tournament were segmented as follows: 65% were residents of Is-

tanbul, 25% were from Turkey but outside Istanbul, and 10% were internation-

al visitors. Assuming 55% of visiting spectators were in Istanbul specifically 

because of the WTA Championships, and adjusting the event attendance total 

(70 824) for repeat visits (2.89), a total of 4,717 distinct visitors came to Istanbul 

for the tennis tournament. Multiplied by the average visitor spend, 280 TL 

(150$), the direct impact of the 2011 TEB BNP Paribas WTA Championships on 

Istanbul’s economy was 1 320 760 TL (707 550$). 

CONCLUSION  

The 2011 WTA Championships attracted a highly advanced and knowledgea-

ble spectator market with respect to tennis participation and viewership. The 

majority of survey subjects were avid or recreational tennis players, and an 

overwhelming majority were keen fans of the sport. Seventeen percent had a 

relative or close friend involved in the tournament in some capacity i.e., 

staff/organizer, media, trainer/coach, athlete, etc. As an indicator of the event’s 

drawing power, approximately 14% of spectators surveyed indicated they had 

hosted visitors who attended the WTA Championships. 

Based on secondary and primary data, a model to estimate the direct impact 

of the tournament on Istanbul’s economy was devised. Findings reveal that vis-

itors in Istanbul specifically because of the event spent 1.3 million TL (707 550$) 

for lodging, meals, and tickets.  

As the WTA Championships will be hosted by Istanbul in 2013 and 2014, 

annual replication of the current research is planned to permit comparisons of 

spectator characteristics over time.  
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ABSTRACT 

The financial management of a tourism company has to be an efficient management. 

To accomplish this it is essential to provide an objective discount rate to evaluate new 

investments and compute the wealth-added for shareholders. A small increase in the 

discount rate may cause a large amount of loss of wealth for the shareholder and a 

rejection of a new investment project. It is necessary that the discount rate is the one 

that corresponds in real, considering the market circumstances at that moment and 

the stock risk or investment risk. Our study analyzes the connection between the risk 

obtained through CAPM, the beta, using a set of macroeconomic data and accounting 

information to better understand where to look to predict what might happen. 

 

Key words: systematic-risk determinants, accommodation, food services industry, Europe 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Efficient business management requires knowledge about share risk in order to 

determine cost of capital or required minimum return. This variable is crucial 

in any assessment process and it is essential for calculating shareholder’s 

wealth-added. Its influence in wealth-added is inevitable, because a small in-

crease in discount rate or required minimum return may result in a significant 

decrease in wealth generated for the investor. Taking into account that the pri-

mary purpose of business is to maximize stock value -shareholder’s wealth- it 

is essential for business management to know which information, both the en-
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vironment and the company itself, influences the variables that are involved in 

the valuation process, so that we can anticipate their effects.  

Consistent with the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), risk that affects 

the amount of return that investors would like to make, the cost of capital, is 

risk measured by beta, which is covariance between return on shares and re-

turn of market portfolio. This is known as systematic risk and that is unique 

risk that shareholders consider if the portfolio is properly diversified. Practi-

tioners agree that market beta is an acceptable measure of asset risk. Although 

it has been criticized, beta is used on a daily basis (Graham & Harvey, 2001) 

and continues to be taught in university courses (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 2010; 

Damodaran, 2010). 

As risk is not homogeneous, because it varies between sectors and markets, 

and when its calculation is more precise, discount rate will be better specified 

and also management will be more efficient, the objective of this paper is to 

study which information determines stock risk of European accommodation 

and food services industry (NAICS, 2007), which is a tourism-related industry 

that has given us a large amount of information in order to build a consistent 

statistical database. It is the hospitality industry that includes restaurants and 

hotels, which are companies with similar characteristics like the seasonal de-

mand, labor intensity, and real-time activities. 

Getting to know which variables may determine risk allows finding out in-

formation about its origin and characteristics. It also allows the manager to an-

ticipate their effects on the cost of capital and also on the value of shares. It 

provides information needed to develop more effective management allowing 

business managers to know which variables should be observed in order to 

predict, to act accordingly, and to minimize the possible negative effects on the 

company. Existence of objective risk measurement enables concrete discount 

rate and fair market value. 

Although theory tells us that equity risk must be determined solely by mac-

roeconomic factors, there are a number of recent studies showing an influence 

of firm-specific characteristics in beta’s value. For instance, Gu and Kim (2002) 

indicate that beta of restaurants influences quick ratio and asset turnover; Lee 

and Jang (2007) show that debt leverage, profitability, firm size, growth, and 

safety affect systematic risk of airline industry; and the study of Kim, Ryan and 

Ceschini (2007) determines that systematic risk of a sample of 58 restaurants in 

the US is related to financial leverage and return on assets. 
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However, given that most of the previous studies focus on US tourism 

companies, it is the aim of the present paper to study macroeconomic and non-

macroeconomic information that can explain stock risk among European tour-

ism companies. Development of this research will allow comparing both mar-

kets. Because of this, we have built a database consisting of 49 European listed 

companies that are located in the tourism industry, as aforementioned. 

The present study differs from previous ones in several aspects: a) It analyz-

es a sample of European companies, b) it combines macroeconomic data and 

company specific information c) it uses the panel data technique and then we 

study the relationship between the dependent and independent variables, tak-

ing into account the time variable, and d) it analyzes a wider sector, namely, 

the hospitality industry. 

We worked on a sample of 49 companies in total, analyzing them in “ac-

commodation” (code 7.2.1) and “food services & drinking places” (code 7.2.2) 

and also studied the impact of the use of IFRS on the results by using a dummy 

variable. Results using the technique of panel data indicate that only 3 inde-

pendent variables can explain stock risk: Size, the variation in European GDP, 

and the Dow-Jones index. In addition, one accounting and two macroeconomic 

variables explain stock risk, regardless of the sample. However, these three var-

iables are statistically more significant in the food services & drinking places 

sector than the accommodation sector. 

Thus, results are consistent with theory since most of the information ex-

plaining stock risk, beta, is among macroeconomic data, which confirms a 

proper diversification of activities in the European market. Our results are dif-

ferent from those obtained in studies that consider US companies, because we 

found that only one accounting variable influences the risk. Regarding the im-

pact of the IFRS application, the results show that, since 2005, the variables that 

explain risk are the same as the ones before, although GDP’s statistical signifi-

cance level considerably improves and the value of betas, stocks’ market risk, 

increases. 

The present paper’s structure follows these four sections: Literature review 

and hypotheses, methodology and data description, results, and conclusion. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As the starting point of view, our study uses the research line that focuses on 

finding out whether or not the accounting information produced by the listed 
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companies in the capital markets can explain the stock risk. We consider, as the 

pioneering work of this line, the work of Beaver, Kettler and Scoles (1970) 

(hereafter BKS), analyzing the connection between beta, systematic risk, and 

accounting information. Although there are prior studies based on this, they 

are mainly focused on relating published information to performance of shares 

or price, not to systematic risk, which is the dependent variable of the present 

paper. 

Since BKS, many investigations showed up looking for a connection be-

tween beta and accounting information, because this connection allows figur-

ing out which variables affect risk, lets one know the characteristics of risk, and 

facilitates its own management. In this line we quote Breen and Lerner (1973), 

Bildersee (1975), Elgers and Murray (1982), and Karpik and Belkaoui (1989). 

Moreover, with respect to more contemporary studies we take into account that 

of Brimble and Hodgson (2007), Agusman et al. (2008) and Campbell, Polk and 

Vuolteenaho (2010). 

However, the heterogeneity in the design and results of previous investiga-

tions do not allow the establishment of a clear conclusion. The heterogeneity 

highlights many attempts made in order to find a connection between beta, 

which is provided by capital markets, and accounting information. Table 1 

demonstrates the most recent studies in the same research line that are focused 

on tourism sector. They all consider beta as dependent variable. 

However, the heterogeneity in the design and results of previous investiga-

tions do not allow the establishment of a clear conclusion. The heterogeneity 

highlights many attempts made in order to find a connection between beta, 

which is provided by capital markets, and accounting information. Table 1 

demonstrates the most recent studies in the same research line that are focused 

on tourism sector. They all consider beta as dependent variable. 

One of the other studies in tourism sector is that of Hsu and Jang (2008a) 

showing that financial leverage, operating leverage, firm size, and profit mar-

gin are explanatory variables of unsystematic risk in hospitality industry. Hsu 

and Jang (2008b) analyze a sample of restaurants and show that total risk is ex-

plained by firm size. Also, Gu and Kim (2003) investigate that financial varia-

bles that affect unsystematic risk, where they found that hotel REIT's unsys-

tematic risk is associated with its debt and dividend payout. 
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Table 1. Previous studies in the tourism industry 

Authors Sample Significant variables  

Shin, Hancer, Leong and Palakurt-
hi (2010) 

US Casino firms  Quick ratio, Debt/Equity, Growth 

Kim, Ryan and Ceschini (2007)  US Restaurants  ROI and Leverage  

Lee and Jang (2007)  US Airline Compa-
nies  

Profitability, Firm Size, Growth and 
Safety  

Gu and Kim (2002)  US Restaurants  Quick ratio, Asset Turnover  

Kim, Gu and Mattila (2002)  US Hotel REIT 
firms 

Debt ratio, Capitalization and Growth  

Gu and Kim (1998)  US Casino firms  Asset Turnover  

Borde (1998)  Restaurants  Liquidity, Payout, ROA, Growth op-
portunities 

 

Following the same argument, Lev and Thiagarajan (1993) show that the re-

turn-fundamentals relationship is enhanced when macroeconomic variables are 

introduced, and Karathanasis et al. (2010) provide that systematic risk is related 

to business cycle. Chen, Kim and Kim (2005) and Chen (2007) study the rela-

tionship between hotels’ stock return and macroeconomic and non-

macroeconomic factors. The first research uses a data set from Taiwan Stock 

Exchange and the second uses another data set from the Chinese emerging 

stock market. In the Taiwanese analysis, there is a significant relationship be-

tween stock returns, money supply and unemployment rate. In that of China, 

macroeconomic variables that determine stock return are profitability of pro-

duction industry, amount of import, discount rate, and yield spread. 

Considering what has been analyzed so far, the hypotheses to be tested in 

the present study with the available data are: 

 H1: The macroeconomic information explains, along with the spe-

cific company information, the systematic risk of stocks in the ac-

commodation and food services industry in Europe. 

 H2: The variables that determine the systematic risk of the stocks in 

Europe are not the same as those that determine the risk of the US 

stocks. 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

The empirical study is developed on a sample that consists of 49 companies in 

15 EU countries in total , whose shares are publicly traded during the period 
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2003-2009. In order to obtain the necessary accounting information or specific 

company information we utilized the OSIRIS database, to get macroeconomic 

information we used the Eurostat databases, and  we received the financial in-

formation from “Yahoo! Finance” http://es.finance.yahoo.com and Stoxx.com. 

The firms in the sample are the ones that are included in the NAICS code 72. 

Although 66 companies exist in the code 72, the sample comprises only 49 

companies as the accounting information available is very dispersed in the giv-

en period. Thus, only 10 out of 66 companies provide accounting information 

since 1995, which is the largest number of companies with accounting infor-

mation available since 2003 for most of the sample periods. 

In order to estimate beta of each stock we ran an OLS regression where de-

pendent variable is a stock’s daily performance and independent variable is 

daily performance of the market portfolio, based on the Europe STOXX 50 in-

dex (a blue chip index cover 50 stocks from 18 European countries). We used 

the following expression to estimate beta : 

itMtyiiit
RR  
~~

 

  

where 

i = 1,<, 49 refers to firms included in the sample; 

t = 1,<, 120 is number of operating days of stock market during semester s; 

y = 1,<, 7  represents number of years for which information is available; 

  symbolizes estimated return of stock i at time t; 

• i is the intercept of the regression line with the vertical axis; 

• iy corresponds to the beta coefficient of stock i in year y; 

  expresses profitability of market portfolio at time t; 

• it stands for 

constant variance. 

We estimate an annual beta based on daily returns as the available macroe-

conomic and accounting information to determine independent variables is 

annual. Both daily stock performance and daily performance of index, Rt, are 

calculated from the following expression: 
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   is return of stock i at time t or return of index market at time t. 

It  is stock value or stock index value at end of period t. 

It-1  is stock value or stock index value at end of period t-1. 

 

As the explanatory independent variables of risk, we used a wide range of 

information because, as it is noted above, the prior research studies are much 

dispersed. Such disparity does not allow the setting of clear conclusions in or-

der to define which way to follow. We would like this work to be a comprehen-

sive analysis to establish that all possible variables, previously individually an-

alyzed, are significant. Our purpose is that the present research can be utilized 

as a clear starting point for further research in order to differ in which infor-

mation is not significant. As a result, we use 18 items as in the following 

groups: 

• Financial indicators 

• Macroeconomic information 

Then, financial indicators can be classified into: 

a) Fundamentals indicators: This group includes 7 indicators. However, since 

debt ratio is calculated in three different ways there are 9 indicators. 

Current ratio (CR): This ratio is defined as Current Assets/Current Liabili-

ties. It is a significant variable with negative sign in Brimble and Hodgson 

(2007) and with positive sign in Gu and Kim (2002). 

Debt ratio (DR): Three definitions are used: i) DR1 (Total Debt/Total Assets), 

ii) DR2 (Long term Debt/Long term Financing), and iii) DR3 (Long-term 

Debt/Equity). Kim, Ryan and Ceschini (2007) found that debt/equity explains 

systematic risk in US restaurants. Lee and Jang (2007) found debt leverage ex-

plains systematic risk of airline industry. Both have a positive relationship. 

Nevertheless, leverage is not always a significant variable. For instance, in the 

studies of Brimble and Hodgson (2007) and Gu and Kim (1998) it is not a signif-

icant variable. 
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Size (SZ): This is the natural logarithm of total assets. Lee and Jang (2007) 

found that firm size has a positive correlation with systematic risk of airline 

industry. Brimble and Hodgson (2007) advocated the same idea. 

Growth (GR): This is the natural logarithm of the ratio between total assets at 

end of business year over total assets at beginning of same business year. Kim, 

Gu and Mattila (2002) and Brimble and Hodgson (2007) found that growth is a 

significant variable with a positive coefficient. 

Operating Leverage (OL) is the ratio between EBIT and Sales. Brimble and 

Hodgson (2007) found a significant relationship with positive sign. Hsu and 

Jang (2008a) also found the same. 

Income after Tax (IAT). Net Income. 

Earnings before Interest and Tax (EBIT). It is defined as earnings from an 

investment. 

b) The Measures of Cash Flow: We took into account three different indicators 

of cash flow: 

Cash Flow 1 (CF1) Operating cash flow:  EBIT+ Depreciation + Financial Reve-

nue – Financial Expenses +/- debtors +/- stocks +/- creditors 

Cash Flow 2 (CF2) is CF1 +/- fixed assets  

Cash Flow 3 (CF3) is CF2 – depreciation  

c) Measures of Productivity (PR): We considered two measures: 

Added Value (AV) is equal to Net Income + Cost of Employees + Deprecia-

tion/Amortization + Financial Expenses + Taxation. Karpik and Belkaoui (1980) 

showed that the introduction of value-added improves the explanatory power 

of the risk model. 

Assets turnover (AST) is the ratio Revenue /Total Asset. Gu and Kim (2002) 

and Gu and Kim (1998) found that assets turnover was a significant variable 

with negative sign but more significant in the US restaurants. Lee and Jang 

(2007) showed this variable is not a significant variable.  

However, as were used 4 different denominators to transform information 

from absolute terms to relative terms, the book value of equity (BVE), sales 

(SAL), total assets (TA) and financial expenditures (FE), in total 31 indicators 

are actually used, including return on assets (ROA), EBIT / TA (which is an ex-
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planatory variable of systematic risk as in Campbell, Polk and Vuolteenaho 

(2010)), and return on equity (ROE), IAT / VCFP. 

Macroeconomic data that we utilized can be classified into three groups: 

a) Macroeconomic data of the European Union: i) Harmonized Indices of 

Consumer Prices (HICPs), ii) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as a measure of 

Economic Activity. Chen (2007) shows that variation in industrial production, 

imports, discount rate, and yield spread are significant explanatory factors of 

Chinese hotel stock returns. Their dependent variable is not the same as ours, 

but stock return depends on stock price and that is the risk. 

b) Macroeconomic information in the European tourism sector: i) The capac-

ity of collective tourist accommodation: Establishments, bedrooms and bed-

places, and employment of the tourism industry, ii) employees by full-

time/part-time activity. 

c) Benchmark indexes from the US economy: Dow Jones and Standard & Poor's 

500. In the study of the US and UK markets comparison, Kofman and Martens 

(1997) concludes that both markets influence each other. 

As control variables we use a dummy variable that differentiates between 

data before and after 2005, since then the companies have been obliged to pre-

sent information using the IFRS. The relationship was analyzed using the static 

panel data analysis, because that allows the study of the relationship between 

the variables considering different time periods. In order to develop the study 

we applied the following model: 
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where:  

βit  identifies dependent variable of firm i in year t 

α  is regression coefficient of each indicator that is incorporated within 

the model. 

F, CF, PR, and M are independent variables: fundamentals, cash flow, 

productivity level, and macroeconomic variables, respectively. 

µi  represents individual specific effect. 

ϵit   symbolizes error for each firm in any period under consideration. 
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In this study, firstly the models were estimated with fixed and random ef-

fects separately, then using the Hausman test they are examined to figure out 

which of these can fit the best with the data. The results presented below are 

the best ones obtained, after: 

 selecting independent variables one by one, by OLS. Of the entire 

set of available information we have only added the ones into the 

model [2] that are individually shown to be statistically significant 

explanatory variables in the OLS regression with systematic risk. 

 considering the value of the correlation coefficient between the in-

dividually significant independent variables. We considered only 

uncorrelated variables to avoid colinearity problems.  

 using STATA 11.2 to develop the analysis and correct the model ob-

tained using panel data technique, against heteroskedasticity and 

autocorrelation. 

RESULTS 

We developed the study of the connection between systematic risk and inde-

pendent variables in several ways. First we studied the hospitality industry, 

accommodation and food services (code 72), and then we separated the com-

panies, taking into account the two sectors: accommodation (code 7.2.1) and 

food services and drinking places (code 7.2.2), hereafter A and FS, respectively. 

We also analyzed whether the application of IFRS since 2005 had any influence 

in the relationship. 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of beta and some independent varia-

bles. Only some independent variables are shown that are the most emblematic 

from the standpoint of business management, since there are many variables 

studied. We see that the sector beta is a beta less than 1, which means it is a de-

fensive industry. The same applies to beta of sector FS and A . As we can ob-

serve, beta values are very similar, 0.24, but what changes among sectors is 

standard deviation. This is higher in the sample of accommodation. Observed 

growth in the whole sector (A + FS) is 7.8% on average and operating income 

profitability (before tax) is 8.45%, with a 20% of dispersion. Shareholder’s re-

turn has an average of 17.9%, although it is associated with a high standard 

deviation, which confirms that it is not a very homogeneous profitability 

among firms in the sample. Business efficiency is, on average, 77% with a 
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standard deviation of 62%, highly dispersed between companies, with the min-

imum value of zero and a maximum of 250%. 

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics 

 N Mean  Std.deviation 

 Β 343 0.242 0.615 

β (FS) 140 0.244 0.431 

β (A)  203 0.240 0.7163 

GR 279 0.078 0.322 

ROE 299 0.179 1.703 

ROA (before taxes) 296 0.0845 0.2 

AST  294 0.7703 0.615 

OL 288 0.19 0.18 

 

β (systematic risk of the overall sample, accommodation and food services 

(code 72)), β(FS) (systematic risk of  food services and drinking places), β (A) 

(systematic risk of Accommodation firms), GR (Growth), ROE (return of equi-

ty), ROA (profitability), AST (assests turnover), OL (operating leverage). 

Table 3 presents results that are obtained after correcting for heteroskedas-

ticity and autocorrelation.  Column 1 presents results of comprehensive study 

of hospitality industry, Column 2 contains results of industry A, Column 3 

shows results of FS companies, and finally, Column 4 presents results of the 

IFRS influence using data from 49 companies. 

Table 3: Results obtained by static panel data method    

  

Modelo  Accommodation 
and food services 
(49 firms)  

Accommodation  
(29 firms) 

Food Servi-
ces and Drin-
king Places 
(20 firms)  

IFRS in Accommoda-
tion and Food Servi-
ces (49 firms)  

      dependent 
              var. 
Indepen 
dent var. 
 

 
β 

 
β 

 
Β 

 
Β 

SZ 0.0633 
(5.99***) 

0.0599 
(3.74)*** 

0.0680 
(5.22)*** 

0.0642 
(5.76)*** 

DJ -0.5348 
(-8.23)*** 

-0.458 
(-5.33)*** 

-0.6435 
(-6.45)*** 

-0.5019 
(-7.36)*** 

GDP -0.066 
(-3.97)*** 

-0.064 
(-2.53)** 

-0.0664 
(-7.71)*** 

-0.0636 
(-9.81)*** 

IFRS    0.0938 
(2.32)** 

Better Model 
according to 
Hausman test  

 
Fixed Effects  

 
Fixed Effects  

 
Random Ef-

fects  

 
Fixed Effects  
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The research results indicate that, among all the information from these 

companies, only one variable, size, explains stock risk, which is substantially 

different from what was obtained in previous studies, although it should be 

noted that none of them considered macroeconomic information, even as con-

trol variable. Size has a positive correlation with stock risk although its impact 

is less in industry A. These results are consistent with those found by Lee and 

Jang (2007) for US Airlines, and by Brimble and Hodgson (2007) for a range of 

Australian businesses from all economic sectors. 

There are three variables that can explain the variation in stock risk and all 

three are highly significant from a statistical point of view. One of them is the 

accounting information, as aforementioned, and the other two are macroeco-

nomic data from the European Union and from the United States. 

Furthermore, these results provide us with the information that macroeco-

nomic variables play an important role in explaining stock risk in terms of an 

increase in expected growth of GDP of the EU and an increase in the Dow-

Jones index, during a period with good prospects of the US economy, that 

might cause a reduction in stock risk level of European accommodation and 

food services industry. The results also confirm the transmission of volatility 

between markets, as it is highlighted in the work of Kofman and Martens 

(1997). The Dow-Jones index is always a highly significant variable with a high 

regression coefficient in all samples investigated. 

Macroeconomic information identifying the European tourism sector does 

not have any influence in stock risk of tourism industry studied. However, the 

expectations about the evolution of the New York Stock Exchange have more 

importance. These results confirm that diversification that takes place in the 

European market is a correct diversification, because beta, the systematic risk, 

is primarily determined by macroeconomic variables that, according to theory, 

determine stock risk. 

Separation of the companies in the sample, 49 in total, into two sub-samples, 

A and FS industries, does not provide different results since the variables that 

explain the stock risk are the same. The only important point is that statistical 

significance of the variables is higher in industry FS than that in industry A. 

The application of IFRS does not imply a change in the explanatory variables of 

risk. It modifies the level of statistical significance of these independent varia-

bles as it significantly improves GDP’s significance level and increases stocks’ 

beta, subsequent to 2005, which is contradictory with results that are presented 

in the study of Li (2010). The reason could be that the period analyzed covers 
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two fiscal years in which the current economic and financial crisis have been 

involved. 

Results confirm both of the hypotheses that are set, previously. They con-

firm the 1st hypothesis because we found that variables that explain risk are a 

combination of the company specific and macroeconomic information, and also 

the 2nd hypothesis, because the results differ from those obtained in previous 

literature, which studied the US companies. While, in the previous works, this 

macroeconomic data does not appear as independent variable, most of the 

company specific information appears as we plugged that into the present 

study, which is not found to be statistically significant in the European market. 

Implications for the Accommodation and Food Services Industry 

The research results have important implications for business managers in the 

accommodation and food services industry (code 72 NAICS, 2007) as they con-

cretely inform about the variables that affect stock risk, indicating which varia-

bles we need to look at, in order to anticipate and act accordingly to make the 

company achieve the best. The results provide us with whatever information 

influences risk and, therefore, cost of capital, which is a highly important vari-

able at the moment of making many financial decisions. Utilizing these results 

the manager knows that: 

  Stock risk is primarily determined by expectations regarding the US 

economy, reflected in the representative Dow-Jones stock index. Thus, 

if the expectations are good, that leads to a decrease in stock risk in the 

European market and also in discount rate or cost of capital. As a result 

of this, it leads to an increase in shareholder wealth. Otherwise, stock 

risk and discount rate will increase. As a consequence, stock value and 

shareholder’s wealth-added is going to decrease, assuming that the 

business profit expectations remain constant. In order to maintain 

wealth-added, it will be necessary to compensate the negative effect of 

increased risk through an increase in earnings expectations. The man-

ager will have to ensure this growth in order to meet the company's 

main objective, maximization of the stocks’ market value. 

  Positive expectations for growth (GDP) in the European Union result 

in a reduction in stock risk and cost of capital in the tourism industry. 

  The stock risk of the accommodation sector shows a slightly lower ex-

posure to the effects of Dow-Jones. 
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  Volume of investment required for a new project affects risk and cost 

of capital. Two investment projects located in the same sector do not 

have to have, at any given time, the same discount rate, if one of them 

requires more investment. As the results demonstrate, the larger natu-

ral logarithm of total assets, the greater the risk and, consequently, the 

higher discount rate 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the present research is to learn which specific company infor-

mation and what kind of macroeconomic information explain stock risk of 

companies in the European accommodation and food services industry (code 

72 in NAICS, 2007) and to get to know  stock risk’s characteristics in that sector. 

Research carried out includes a sample data consisting of 49 companies in 

the accommodation and food services industry from 2003 to 2009. The panel 

data technique gives us the best results and, after the separation of these 49 

companies, the results are the same for both the accommodation (7.2.1 code) 

and food services and drinking places (7.2.2 code) sectors. 

Results reveal that in the European tourism sector, firm size is the only ac-

counting information that influences stock risk with positive correlation, such 

as the larger the firm size the higher the risk, hence, the higher the cost of capi-

tal. Also, macroeconomic information, specifically European gross domestic 

product growth (GDP) and the Dow Jones (DJ) are variables with high explana-

tory power to predict the variation of stock risk. Results are different from 

those obtained in the previous literature, where there are no macroeconomic 

variables considered as independent, nor as control variables.  

Application of IFRS does not result in risk reduction but, in contrast, causes 

an increase in stocks’ beta and it does not change the information that explains 

risk. 

Results of the present study are useful for business managers because they 

indicate which variables influence risk and also help us to determine correct 

discount rate or cost of capital. In addition, they indicate correct variables, in 

order to predict behavior of stock risk, discount rate, and stock value. 

Finally, this research shows that diversification made in the European capi-

tal market is correct, because macroeconomic information dominates compa-

nies’ accounting information, as an explanatory variable of risk. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the role Web 2.0 technologies may play to support local commu-

nity involvement in tourism development by encouraging interactions between tour-

ists and residents. After a review of the most relevant both Tourism and Computer 

Science literature, the structure of an online platform aiming at promoting, through 

the involvement of local residents as well, cultural tourism routes in the authors’ own 

region is illustrated. The opportunities (e.g., residents acting as local guides) and open 

issues (e.g., the quality of the information provided) associated with this online tool 

are outlined and further research on the relation between Web 2.0 and tourist-

resident interactions is finally suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Having local communities involved in tourism development proves to be par-

amount in order to provide tourists with a sustainable and authentic product. 

As previous research on the topic has underlined, the possibility to interact 

with external visitors is an element which appears to encourage such an in-

volvement by local residents. Furthermore, contacts and exchanges with local 

communities are increasingly appreciated by tourists, who want to discover in 

depth the life and culture of the places they are visiting. 

The same tourists make an ever-increasing use of Web 2.0 technologies in 

their vacation planning process: through the Internet, they gather, share and 

exchange ideas, comments, photos and videos about the tourism destinations 

they are going to visit or they have already visited. 

This paper explores the role Web 2.0 technologies may play in order to sup-

port local community involvement in tourism development by encouraging 

interactions between tourists and residents. For its interdisciplinary nature, the 

paper first analyses the most relevant literature coming from both Tourism and 

Computer Science. An online platform aiming at promoting cultural tourism in 

the authors’ own region is then illustrated, with a particular focus on the ex-

change of materials and opinions it allows between tourists and residents. The 

advantages and potential issues linked to the adoption of this online platform 

are then discussed and further research on the topic is finally suggested.   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As Harrill (2004) observes, tourism ‘permeates communities unlike other in-

dustries. Its composition of transportation, lodging, and entertainment exercis-

es considerable influence on a community’s employment, land use, environ-

ment, and social structure’ (Harrill, 2004: 2). This is the reason why, residents’ 

perceptions with regards to tourism development have often been analysed 

and measured, and the factors – being it economic or noneconomic – influenc-

ing residents’ attitude have also being investigated (e.g., see Andereck et al., 

2005, Doxey, 1975; Mason & Cheyne, 2000; McGehee & Meares, 1998; Zamani-

Farahani & Musa, 2008).   

Academic research on the topic (e.g., Ap & Cromptom, 1993; Hall, 1994; Ma-

son & Cheyne, 2000) shows that within one single community, different opin-

ions coexist, going from those residents who strongly oppose to tourism devel-

opment to those community members who are strongly supporting tourism 
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growth in their area. If a particular attention is given to those elements, factors 

and circumstances encouraging a positive attitude towards tourism, it appears 

that - as it can be predicted - tourism development is strongly supported by 

those members of the local community who have a direct economic stake in the 

industry, either because they own their own tourism business or because they 

are employed by a tourism business or simply because one of their family 

members in involved in the industry (e.g., see Andereck et al., 2005; Haralam-

bopoulous & Pizam, 1996; Harrill, 1994). The importance and influence of this 

economic factor is particularly evident in the case of people living in areas 

where tourism is at a very early stage of development and where the potential 

in terms of jobs creation is seen as very high (Doxey, 1975; Getz, 1983; Smith & 

Krannich, 1998). However, literature (e.g., see McGehee & Meares, 1998; Za-

mani-Farahani & Musa, 2008) shows that, even when residents have no direct 

economic stake in tourism, their attitude towards tourism development is posi-

tively influenced by the possibility to get someway involved in the process. The 

establishment of interactions and contacts with tourists is one of the forms resi-

dents’ involvement and participation may take (e.g., see Andereck et al., 2005; 

Garland, 1984; Mason & Cheyne, 2000). 

In addition to stimulate a more positive attitude towards tourism within the 

local community, residents’ involvement in tourism development and interac-

tions between local people and tourists are a very important elements to take 

into account for tourism product development as well. As Simmons (1994) and 

Murphy (1985) point out, ‘the residents of destination areas are being seen in-

creasingly as the nucleus of the tourism product’ (Simmons, 1994: 98) and their 

actual involvement allows for the development and promotion of ‘more indi-

vidualistic tourist products’ (Murphy, 1985: 151), where the peculiarities of the 

local culture and heritage become a differentiating factor among destinations. 

This directly relates to the notion of sustainable tourism and to the need to sat-

isfy local needs in order to better satisfy tourists’ needs too (Caffyn, 1998; Hall, 

1994; Mowforth & Munt, 1998). Furthermore, the provision of a community-

based tourism product and the possibility to establish contacts between visitors 

and residents make it easier for planners to meet the demands of a tourist who, 

as literature (Budenau, 2007; Goodwin & Francis, 2003).shows, is more and 

more in search for an authentic relation with the place and the communities 

she/he visits. 

After this illustration of the advantages brought about by an approach to 

tourism development which encourages local community involvement and in-

teractions between residents and tourists, it would not be fair to deny what 
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many authors (e.g., Hall, 1994; Robinson & Shaw, 1991) underline: such an ap-

proach may be very difficult to implement. As it happens for collaboration 

agreements in tourism at a more general level (for an overview, see Bramwell 

& Lane, 2000; Fyall & Garrod, 2005), one of the key issues to cope with is the 

need to give all stakeholders the possibility to actually contribute to the devel-

opment process, by providing and sharing their knowledge and resources both 

among themselves and with the external visitors. It is the authors’ belief that 

Web 2.0 technologies may probably act as a facilitator in this regard. 

The advent of the so-called Web 2.0 – with its emphasis on web services, 

participation, remixability, and collective intelligence (see O'Reilly, 2005) – has 

radically changed the process of publishing information on the web. Users can 

now express their comments and ideas through micro blogging, social net-

works, and other collaborative platforms, with no need to possess their own 

individual webpage. And the success of these new participatory communica-

tion systems (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) has been evident over the most 

recent years (see Ellison et al., 2011; Susarla et al., 2011). Not only does Web 2.0 

allow web users to interact through new platforms and instruments; it also en-

courages the set-up of larger systems by joining together a number of smaller 

components. This is what mash-up applications stands for. The term mash-up 

originates from the music field, where it refers to a song or composition created 

by blending two or more pre-recorded songs (Murugesan, 2007). In computer 

science, mash-ups are web pages or applications that combine existing data 

from more than one source, thus enabling users to create new services or pre-

sent data in different ways (see Beemer & Gregg, 2009; Hornung, 2008). A 

mash-up application may include text, graphics, and any other kind of media 

that can be transmitted online. The data which is used in mash-ups is already 

present somewhere in the Internet. Actually, many websites make their infor-

mation accessible through a set of Application Program Interfaces (APIs). APIs 

define how a computer code can interact with websites’ data in order to query 

and display the same data in another application or website. Since APIs pro-

vide structured data (i.e., data which is readable by computers), such data can 

be easily interpreted and manipulated in order to create something new. For 

instance, Flickr’s APIs allows users to access the website’s images and metada-

ta. Popular examples of web mash-ups are Google News, which integrates texts 

and images coming from different news sites, or HoboMap, where blog posts 

are geographically positioned via Google Maps’ APIs.  

The advent of Web 2.0 has had major repercussions in the tourism industry 

as well: in their vacation planning process, more and more tourists take ad-
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vantage of the feedbacks, comments, videos and other contents generated by 

web users who have already experienced a destination and/or a tourism facility 

(Buhalis & Law, 2008; Corigliano & Baggio, 2011; Kim & Fesenmaier, 2008; 

Sigala, 2007). As Linaza, Lölhöffel, Garcia, Lamsfus, Alzua-Sorzabal, and 

Lazkano (2008) report, Destination Management Organisations have also start-

ed taking advantage of mash-up applications in order to enrich the description 

of a destination with tourists’ feedbacks, comments and videos.  

With the present paper, an attempt has been made to combine the collabora-

tion and integration of sources which is peculiar to Web 2.0 with the need to 

support local community involvement in tourism development by increasing 

the level of interaction between tourists and residents.  

METHODOLOGY 

The present paper is based on a research project aiming at designing and pro-

moting route-based cultural tourism in the less known towns and villages of 

the Veneto Region, Italy. The project has been jointly carried out by the De-

partment of Economics and the Department of Environmental Sciences, Infor-

matics and Statistics of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. The Department of 

Economics has been in charge of identifying a set of cultural tourism routes in 

the regional territory, taking into account the current offer and the already ex-

isting promotion channels; the Department of Environmental Sciences, Infor-

matics and Statistics has been dealing with the elaboration of an online plat-

form able to effectively promote these cultural tourism routes, taking ad-

vantage from the already existing online sources of information.  

The structure and functioning of the online platform which has been devel-

oped in the framework of the project are here presented. A particular focus is 

given to the platform’s ability to aggregate and integrate external and collabo-

rative sources of information (social networks, wiki contents, etc.). This charac-

teristic is seen as the key one in order to actually involve residents in the tour-

ism development process, above all by encouraging exchanges between incom-

ing tourists and the local community. 

At the moment of writing, the platform has been tested by researchers only 

and no external official publicity has been given yet. However, some informal 

talks regarding the platform and its potential implementation issues have al-

ready taken place with those stakeholders (e.g., regional and provincial author-

ities) who have been contacted during the cultural routes definition stage. This 

first informal qualitative assessment has been very useful in order to identify 
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the open issues which are presented in the Discussion section of the present 

paper. 

Case study 

The following online platform aims at developing and promoting route-based 

cultural tourism in the Veneto region, through the integration of already exist-

ing online contents (websites, blogs, social network pages, etc.) generated and 

managed by different actors at regional level. Among these contents, a particu-

lar emphasis has being given to local community’s web sources (e.g., the web-

site or Facebook pages of small-sized local associations). As it was already 

mentioned at the end of the Literature Review section, this emphasis is justified 

by researchers’ willingness to combine the collaboration and integration poten-

tial of Web 2.0 with the need to encourage local community involvement and, 

more specifically, the interaction between tourists and residents. 

The platform is structured as follows: cultural tourism offer has been divid-

ed into a set of thematic routes, called tours, based on specific subjects of inter-

est (e.g., ‚The Living Middle Ages Route‛ or ‚The Venetian Painters Route‛). 

Each tour is comprised of one or more places (Veneto’s towns and villages); a 

set of topics – elements or activities of potential interest to tourists (e.g., how to 

get in, historical background, art, local cuisine or sport&relax activities) – is as-

sociated to each single place, so as to provide the tourists with a complete 

overview of every destination. Topics are organised hierarchically in a tree-like 

structure so as to allow the creation of more levels of detail when required. 

A wide range of external and already existing web sources – which mainly 

represent all the stakeholders and actors who are involved in the tourism de-

velopment process of the area – have been collected in order to populate the 

platform’s contents: municipal/provincial/regional tourism boards’ websites; 

private operators’ websites; Veneto-related Wikipedia and WikiTravel con-

tents; Veneto-related Facebook and Twitter pages; tourists- and residents-

generated Flickr photos and Youtube videos. The selection of these external 

web sources has been carried out by a domain expert, who corresponds, at this 

stage of the project, to the researchers themselves.  

All these web sources have been combined and integrated by using mash-

up applications. At a more technical level, in the case of sources where data are 

available through APIs, the mash-up has been carried out by writing or using 

existing wrapper libraries. When no formal content extraction process is al-

lowed by the source itself - as it happens, for example, for the majority of re-
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gional and local tourism boards’ websites - content parsing algorithms have 

been implemented and used. Finally, in the case of sources making use of web 

feeds (e.g., a RSS formatted list of events), data extraction has been done in a 

straightforward way. As a result of the mash-up process, contents are integrat-

ed (a uniform narration out of different sources is generated), visually homo-

geneous (a consistent presentation style is used) and fresh (the material is au-

tomatically updated as soon as an update process occurs in the original 

source’s content). 

Since mash-up results in a web application, tourists can access the platform 

by using any web browser. However, an effort has been made to develop web 

pages which are properly formatted for mobile devices, so that the majority of 

tourists will be able to access the platform when travelling from a destination 

to another within one or more routes. 

DISCUSSION 

It is the authors’ belief that the online platform here presented can actually en-

courage local community involvement in tourism development, mainly by 

supporting the interactions and exchanges between tourists and residents.  

As Figure 1 shows, interactions between tourists and residents – it must be 

pointed out that only local community members who have no economic stake 

in tourism are here considered as residents – becomes evident in three of the 

five typologies of web sources which have been mashed-up within the plat-

form: Wikipedia and Wikitravel contents, Facebook and Twitter pages, Flickr 

photos and YouTube videos. As for wiki sources, both tourists and residents 

can edit content regarding, for example, the place they live in / they have visit-

ed or a specific event (e.g., a historical re-enactment) they have been involved 

in. Social networks (e.g., the already existing Facebook page devoted to the 

events taking place in a specific location) are probably the place where tourist-

resident interactions are more immediate, given that these two categories of 

actors can share opinions and ideas or ask for suggestions in real time. As for 

Flickr and Youtube contents, the integration of these sources within the online 

platform make it possible for tourists to post memories of their experience in a 

specific destination, and for residents to ‚visually promote‛ those elements 

(e.g., monuments or local food and wines) they really like of the place they live 

in. Finally, private operators’ websites can be included as well among these 

web sources where interaction takes place only if – this is why a dotted arrow 

has been used in Figure 1 to indicate residents’ contribution - the specific case 
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of websites belonging to associations and clubs run by the local community is 

considered. 

  

 

Figure 1. Tourist-resident interactions within the online platform 

 

As it can be observed, by contributing to the different web sources this 

online platform is comprised of, residents have the possibility to act as a sort of 

local guides with incoming tourists, by giving advice and suggestions. In doing 

so, not only do local people help promote the tourism product; residents may 

also participate in the tourism product development process. They can actually 

suggest new activities, advise tourists on the best solutions to reach a specific 

destination etc. From their side, in addition to finding useful information and 

advice, by contributing to the different sources of this online platform, tourists 

may actually live and experience a destination with the eyes of the locals, in a 

more sustainable and authentic way. 

Being these ones the advantages associated with the adoption of the plat-

form, the potential implementation issues must also be outlined. First, it may 

actually happen that either the residents of a destination or the tourists or both 
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categories do decide not to give their contribution to the platform. In the specif-

ic case of the cultural routes developed in the framework of this project, the 

authors have been quite optimistic because these routes concern areas where 

tourism is still at a very early stage. Therefore, it has been assumed that, in the 

case of residents for example, they are expected to be prone to encourage tour-

ists to visit their own town/village. Second, issues may arise with regards to the 

quality of the information reported in the platform: e.g., wiki sources may be 

partial or incomplete, residents’ feedback on some specific elements like the 

quality of a restaurant may generate tensions with those local tourism opera-

tors who are someway involved in the platform, etc. Third, in the case of ex-

changes between residents and international tourists, the need to use a foreign 

language may act as barrier to interaction in web sources like Facebook or 

Twitter. Fourth, it may also happen that for some small towns and villages an 

insufficient amount of already existing web sources is available, thus making it 

very difficult for the platform to provide a complete overview. Finally, resi-

dents (but the same can be true for private and public operators as well) may 

not agree with the selection of web sources made by the domain expert: a local 

association, for example, might not be given the right to have its events page 

mashed-up within the platform.  

It appears to the authors that a test implementation the platform in a specif-

ic territory may help sort some of these issues out. For example, some structur-

al amendments may optimise the potential of the platform and make it user-

friendlier. 

However, the fifth and last potential issue noted above appears to deserve 

some particular attention. This has also been confirmed by the first informal 

talks on the potential implementation of this platform held with regional tour-

ism stakeholders. Actually, consent/non-consent about the decisions taken by 

the domain expert is strictly dependent on to the level of collaboration among 

tourism direct and indirect stakeholders at the destination level. It is the au-

thors’ belief that the physical person in charge of selecting and mashing-up the 

different web sources which will be integrated in the platform should ideally 

just implement a set of decisions which have been previously taken in 

roundtables, working groups and other similar initiatives taking place at local 

level. A lack of collaboration and cooperation in this sense may actually dis-

courage actors to give their contribution and, therefore, jeopardise the efficien-

cy and effectiveness of the whole platform. 

CONCLUSION  
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This paper has presented the structure and functioning of an online platform 

able to encourage local community involvement in tourism development by 

supporting the interactions and exchanges between tourists and residents. In 

order to achieve this objective, the platform combines and integrates different 

typologies of already existing collaborative web sources (e.g., wiki contents and 

social networks) thanks to a Web 2.0 family of applications called mash-ups. 

As it was already pointed out in the Discussion section of the paper, further 

research should be carried out in order to cope with some potential issues (e.g., 

the quality of the collaborative contents which are integrated within the sys-

tem) which may arise as a result of the actual implementation of the platform in 

a specific destination. A particular attention should be paid to monitor resi-

dents’ and tourists’ actual contribution to the platform (or, better, to the differ-

ent web sources which are mashed-up within the platform) in order to under-

stand what structural or non-structural amendments may further encourage 

the contribution and interaction of these two categories of tourists.  

Finally, further research is suggested with regards to the role Web 2.0 tech-

nologies and applications may play in encouraging local community involve-

ment in tourism development and the interactions between tourists and resi-

dents. The provision of additional and/or alternative online solutions may ac-

tually help destination stakeholders develop a tourism product which is more 

and more sustainable and authentic. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a market segmentation of a Portuguese social tourism pro-

gramme for seniors based on motivations and a comparison of the resulting seg-

ments regarding the following features: socio-demographic profile; travel behaviour; 

benefits obtained; satisfaction; and loyalty. A questionnaire was applied and 667 valid 

answers were obtained. A K-means cluster analysis was adopted to segment the mar-

ket and clusters were compared using ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-square tests. 

Three clusters emerged: “the passive seniors”, “the socio-cultural seniors” and “the ac-

tive seniors”. Several statistically significant differences among the clusters were de-

tected. Results highlight the importance of social tourism programmes for the senior 

market. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, tourism is one of the largest world industries that provide a con-

siderable range of potential benefits, including the development of intercultural 

interaction, the stimulation of peace and understanding, personal benefits to 

tourists and economic growth and prosperity for tourism destinations (McCabe 

et al., 2010). However, although leisure and holidays is considered a human 

right (McCabe, 2009; Minnaert et al., 2011; United Nations, 1948) there are sev-

eral groups in our society that do not have access to this activity. Indeed, Tour-

ism for all, should be a priority for national governments and states, social or-

ganizations and tourism operators (Bélanger & Jolin, 2011). Seniors are one of 

the groups who experience more constraints for participating in tourism (BITS, 

2011; Fleischer & Pizam, 2002). Income and health conditions have been identi-

fied as the main inhibitors conditioning the tourism practice of seniors 

(Fleischer & Pizam, 2002; Nimrod, 2008). Social tourism programmes play an 

important role in making tourism accessible to disadvantaged seniors. Some 

countries have already been offering these programmes specifically for seniors, 

as is the case of Portugal. In order to improve the offers of social tourism to this 

segment it is crucial to analyse the seniors’ motivations to participate in social 

tourism programmes. However, this issue has been neglected in the literature, 

except for some studies on seniors’ motivations to take holidays (e.g. Gonz{lez 

et al., 2009; Horneman et al., 2002).  

For extending knowledge concerning seniors’ motivations to participate in 

social tourism programmes, one of the objectives of the present study is to 

identify the seniors’ motivations to participate in these programmes by analys-

ing the case of a Portuguese social tourism programme for the senior market – 

the Senior Tourism Programme (Programa Turismo Sénior). Another aim was 

to analyse the heterogeneity of this market concerning the motivation to partic-

ipate in these programmes, which should help to improve the planning and 

management of this kind of social offer.  

Social Tourism for Seniors 

The current economic climate has inspired the debate in several parts of the 

world about the State’s role in providing social security and public welfare 

(Minnaert et al., 2011). The challenge of our society is to provide solutions to 

social problems. Social tourism is one type of tourism that provides tourism 

experiences to groups who are excluded from tourism due to several con-

straints. However, despite the significant role of this kind of tourism, the litera-
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ture in this field is scarce (Higgins-Desbiolles, 2006). Minnaert et al. (2011, 

p.414) highlight that “social tourism research is still in a relatively early stage, 

and further research is needed before a “scientification” of the concept can take 

place”. 

The few studies published on social tourism reveal that it is a complex con-

cept that has been used in different ways and has been interpreted differently 

(Almeida, 2011; Bélanger & Jolin, 2011; Higgins-Desbiolles, 2006; McCabe, 2009; 

Minnaert et al., 2011). The earliest definition of social tourism was presented by 

Hunziker (1951: 1), describing it as “the relationships and phenomena in the 

field of tourism resulting from participation in travel by economically weak or 

otherwise disadvantaged elements in society (cited by Minnaert et al., 2011, 

p.404).  More recently, in 2006, the European Economic and Social Committee 

declared in its paper about social tourism in Europe, that social tourism re-

quires  three conditions to be met: elements of social groups are excluded total-

ly or partially from full exercise of the right to tourism; someone, for example a 

public or private institution, a company, trade union or  an organised group of 

people, decides to take action to overcome or reduce the obstacles which pre-

vent a person from exercising his(her) right to tourism and, finally, that this 

action is effective and helps a group of people to participate in tourism experi-

ences, respecting the values of sustainability, accessibility and solidarity (Euro-

pean Commission - EESC, 2006).  

According to the International Bureau of Social Tourism (BITS), the actions 

of social tourism started in 1936, when the International Labour Organization 

(ILO) agreed on the Holiday with Pay Convention (Convention no. 52) (BITS, 

2011). However, it was in the period after the Second World War that several 

policies about tourism appeared in some countries. Some differences may be 

identified in the level of support given to social tourism, with some countries 

(e.g. France; Brazil, Chile; Portugal and Spain) actively boosting the develop-

ment of social tourism, while others adopting a non- interventionist approach 

(Eusébio et al., 2011; McCabe, 2009; Minnaert et al., 2011). In the countries more 

active in this field, social tourism is frequently implemented as some form of 

financial or other kind of support to disadvantaged groups enabling them to 

take a holiday (McCabe et al., 2010). Persons with disabilities, senior citizens 

with income and health constraints, young people and low-income families are 

the target groups of social tourism more frequently mentioned in the literature. 

These are also the target groups of social tourism identified in the Calypso Pro-

gramme (Minnaert et al., 2011). 
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Seniors are one of the groups with less access to tourism, frequently due the 

economic and health constraints (Fleischer & Pizam, 2002). In order to encour-

age the participation in tourism of the senior citizens, who are economically or 

otherwise disadvantaged in several countries, specific programmes of social 

tourism  are offered (e.g. Brazil, Chile, Spain and Portugal).These programmes 

are supported by public funding and most of them take the form of low-cost 

domestic holidays (Minnaert et al., 2009). In Brazil, for example, one initiative 

of the Ministry of Tourism is Senior Travel. This initiative aims at facilitating 

and stimulating travel for Brazilians above 60 years of age in Brazil during the 

low season, via specially developed packages that are exclusively offered to 

this target group (Almeida, 2011). The Tourism National Service of Chile 

(Sernatur) also offers a similar programme for the senior market designated 

Vacations Tercera Edad (Almeida, 2011). The Institute for Older Persons and So-

cial Services (IMSERSO), in Spain, also provides specific programmes for senior 

citizens, the Programme Vacaciones para Mayores (Eusébio et al., 2011). Likewise 

Portugal, through the INATEL foundation, offers two social tourism pro-

grammes for the senior market (Programa Turismo Sénior and Programa Saúde e 

Termalismo Sénior) (Eusébio et al., 2011). 

The Senior Tourist Market 

There is no consensus on the exact definition of the senior tourist market, gen-

erally defined as a tourist segment delimited by chronological age, beginning 

“anywhere from 50 up to 65 years of age” (Gonz{lez et al., 2009: 179). Accord-

ing to forecasts, the number of people over 60 years will more than double to 

constitute 22% of the world’s population by 2050 (Magnus, 2009). Particularly 

in Europe, there is a clear tendency of population ageing, as a consequence of 

the gradual increase of life expectancy, resulting from an improvement of qual-

ity of life standards and healthcare. In 2010, nearly 17.4% of the European pop-

ulation were over 65 years old (EUROSTAT, 2012a). Forecasts (EUROSTAT, 

2012b) concerning the age structure in 2050 indicate an increase in the number 

of elderly, with those aged over 65 years  expected to account for 27.8% of the 

European population and those aged over 80 years 10.1% in 2050. Urhausen 

(2008) refers to expectations of a substantial growth of the senior tourist market 

in the next decades not only due to population aging and improvement of 

health conditions, but also due to the aging of new generations, more used to 

travelling. 

Given this trend of modern society’s aging, the senior population is becom-

ing an increasingly attractive tourist market, given its high travel propensity 
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and relatively fewer limitations on timing of travel and duration of stay (Euro-

pean Commission, 2011; Nimrod & Rotem, 2010; Urhausen, 2008). In a study 

regarding north-American recently retired senior travellers, Nimrod (2008) 

concluded that the retirement period is viewed by many as an opportunity to 

travel more and in different ways, compared to the previous life phase. Some of 

the constraints to tourism disappear with retirement but others emerge, such as 

health related reasons and economic issues.  

As far as travel behaviour is concerned, Huang and Tsai (2003) suggest that 

senior travellers tend to prefer groups and pre-packaged trips (perceived as 

more convenient) for visiting attractions and historical sites. Data published by 

the European Commission (2011) shows that the elder population group (55 +) 

makes more intensive usage of travel agencies and package arrangements, 

while not using the internet as actively as  younger age groups. Seniors in Eu-

rope are also shown to stay for longer time periods and are more flexible re-

garding time of travel (European Commission, 2011).  

Frequently indicated motives for seniors taking holidays are: to get away 

from daily routine, to rest and relax, improve health and wellness, but also 

novelty seeking and cultural enrichment (widening horizons, living new expe-

riences, as well as socializing (getting to know other people and family togeth-

erness are important, as is enjoyment of nature and landscape, to undertake 

(typically soft) physical outdoor activities and, last but not least, nostalgic rea-

sons (e.g. Fleischer & Pizam, 2002; Gonz{lez et al., 2009; Horneman et al., 2002; 

Huang & Tsai, 2003; Nimrod & Rotem, 2010; Shoemaker, 2000; Sellick, 2004). 

Horneman et al. (2002) criticize the tendency of tourism marketers to treat 

seniors as one homogeneous segment. However, several studies, undertaken 

all over the world in the last decade, regarding this market (Fleischer & Pizam, 

2002; Gonz{lez et al., 2009; Horneman et al., 2002; Huang & Tsai, 2003; Neves, 

2006; Nimrod & Roter, 2010; Nimrod, 2008; Sellick, 2004; Shoemaker, 2000) 

have shown heterogeneity in the senior travellers’ profile and behaviour, alt-

hough some similarities are also observable.  

In segmenting the senior tourist market, researchers have categorized sen-

iors into various groups using demographic variables (e.g. educational and in-

come levels - Jang & Hams, 2009), psychographic characteristics (e.g., personal 

values - Mathur et al., 1998), cognitive age (Gonz{lez et al., 2009), or motivation 

(Boksberger & Laesser, 2009; Shoemaker, 1989) as well as behavioural variables 

(e.g. activities undertaken - Nimrod & Rotem, 2010). Shoemaker (1989) was 

amongst the first to segment the senior market according to travel motivation, 
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obtaining three clusters: family travellers, active resters and the so-called older set. 

Close to a motivational segmentation Nimrod and Rotem (2010) distinguished 

seniors according to destination activities undertaken and benefits gained, dif-

ferentiating the sub-segments: learners, urbans, entertained and spiritual tourists. 

Also Neves (2006) identified a motivationally heterogeneous senior travel mar-

ket in Portugal, identifying a group more motivated by “evasion/ relaxation/ dis-

covery” and another more interested in “shopping”, associable to distinct type of 

educational and socio-economic status. Horneman et al. (2002) divided the 

Australian senior market according to four travel motivations: education/ learn-

ing, rest/ relaxation, physical exercise/ fitness and visiting friends and relatives. Final-

ly Boksberger and Laesser (2009), although highlighting the dominant motiva-

tions of relaxation and exploration, distinguished three motivational senior 

travel segments in Switzerland, with two partially representing a life cycle con-

cept: time honoured bon vivants (towards the end of a professional life, driven 

largely by relaxation, still taking more independent travel, to familiar destina-

tions), and grizzled explorers (the prior group, but at retirement stage, relying 

more heavily on pre-organized travel arrangements, but venturing to new des-

tinations). The so-called retro travellers are similar to the before mentioned in 

many characteristics but differ in terms of education as well professional posi-

tions (higher socio-economic status permitting different arrangements).  

No studies were found in literature regarding motivational segmentation of 

senior travellers regarding participation in social tourism programs, making 

the present study original. 

On the whole, there is strong evidence for heterogeneity in the seniors’ mo-

tivations and preferences related to tourism, both at the international and na-

tional level.  

OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

The main aim of the present paper is to analyse whether the motivations of sen-

iors to participate in social tourism programmes are associated with their socio-

demographic profile, with their travel experience before participating in the 

Program, with their travel behaviour during the trips of the Programme, or 

with satisfaction and loyalty regarding the Programme. For accomplishing this 

objective, an empirical study was conducted with seniors who had already par-

ticipated in a Portuguese social tourism programme – the Senior Tourism Pro-

gramme.  
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The Senior Tourism Programme, initiated in 1995, in a conjoint initiative of 

the Ministry of Economy and Innovation and the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Solidarity, is financially subsidized by the Turismo de Portugal, I.P. and the Insti-

tuto de Gestão Financeira da Segurança Social, being developed and managed by 

INATEL Foundation (Eusébio et al., 2011). This programme is designed to Por-

tuguese citizens, aged over 60, who may be accompanied by their spouses or 

another person aged over 18, if assistance is needed. It integrates the supply of 

low cost package tours with the price varying according to the household in-

come of the seniors. These trips have a length of stay of 8 days  and integrate 

destinations located in Portugal or Spain. Packages include lodging (half-

pension), transportation, cultural and entertainment activities and permanent 

assistance by an animator. However, the trips also have some free time during 

which the seniors may undertake different kinds of activities. 

The population of the empirical study of this paper is composed by the sen-

iors who had participated in the Programme between 2001 and 2005. A strati-

fied sampling approach based on gender, age and place of residence was used 

to select the respondents. In order to implement the sampling approach a data-

base provided by the INATEL regarding the before mentioned population was 

used. The survey was applied by telephone. A total of 667 valid responses were 

obtained.  

A questionnaire-based survey was also administered to participants in this 

Programme. The questionnaire included questions about the participation in 

the Programme and about the last trip that the respondents had undertaken in 

the period between 2001 and 2005.  

Seniors had to report the frequency with which they went on holidays away 

from home before participating in the Programme. Regarding travel motiva-

tions, seniors were asked to indicate the importance of several reasons in their 

decision to participate in the Programme, by using a Likert-type scale from 1 

(any importance) to 5 (high importance). The group of 12 items of travel moti-

vations included in the study resulted from the literature review of studies of 

seniors’ motivations for participating in tourism (e.g. Gonz{lez et al., 2009; 

Horneman et al., 2002; Shoemaker, 1989). As far as travel behaviour is con-

cerned, respondents were asked to provide the following information about the 

trips: 
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 Whether  they had travelled accompanied by someone;  

 Whether they had undertaken activities (e.g. visiting monuments, 

viewing the scenery), apart from those included in the Programme;   

 Extra expenditures undertaken several domains (e.g. entertainment, 

food and beverage), besides the money initially paid for the organized 

trip.  

Satisfaction was reported both in terms of global satisfaction and satisfac-

tion concerning value for money, with the previously referred trip. Seniors 

were also expected to mention their satisfaction regarding contacts with local 

people during allthe Programme. They were asked to provide all that infor-

mation using a scale from 1 (very unsatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied). 

Finally, respondents indicated their loyalty to the Programme by mention-

ing the number of years in which they participated in the Programme and, also, 

the probability of re-applying for the Programme and for recommending it, 

using a scale ranging from 1 (very unlikely) to 5 (very likely). 

A factor analysis was undertaken to identify dimensions of motivations for 

participating in the Programme. Seniors were segmented based on the dimen-

sions of the previously mentioned motivations using a cluster analysis and, 

subsequently, clusters were compared using ANOVA and Chi-square analyses. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The average age of respondents is 71 years old, the sample being quite bal-

anced concerning gender (male are 53% of the sample). The majority of the sen-

iors has primary education (70%) and a net monthly income below 430€ (46%) 

or between 430€ and 849€ (28%). The high proportion of seniors with low in-

comes highlights the importance of offering these social programs to the Portu-

guese seniors. Almost all seniors (95%) travel accompanied.  

Due to the high number of motivational items rated, a Principal Component 

Analysis with a Varimax rotation was undertaken. Three dimensions of moti-

vations emerged – “entertainment”, “culture” and “socialization and novelty” 

– and explain about 71% of the variance of the motivational items (Table 1). As 

may be observed, this PCA seems appropriate, given the KMO and Bartlett’s 

test values, as well as the communalities and Cronbach alpha values, indicating 

a good internal consistency of the dimensions found. 
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Table 1. PCA of motivations for participating in the programme (Rotated component matrix) 

Components

Communalities Entertainment Culture Novelty

and 

socialisation

Participate in parties .888 .916   

Participate in recreational activities .887 .905   

Do physical exercise .748 .805 .312  

Participate in creative activities .657 .771   

Visit museums and monuments .875  .899  

Participate in cultural events .844 .307 .866  

Cultural enrichment .768  .857  

View the scenery/contact with nature .647  .741  

Know other places .640   .794

Escape from the routine .633   .792

Meet new people .526   .714

Socialise  with friends and relatives .463   .660

Eigenvalues 3.198 3.108 2.270

Variance explained (%) 26.648 25.903 18.914

Cumulative variance explained (%) 26.648 52.551 71.465

Cronbach's alpha .908 .901 .721

KMO=0.831     Bartlett's test of sphericity=4849.263 (p=0.000)

Motivation items

 

 

The main motivations for participating in the Programme are socialization 

and novelty (4.80), followed by culture (4.22) corroborating the findings of lit-

erature (e.g. Gonz{lez et al., 2009; Horneman et al., 2002; Huang & Tsai, 2003; 

Shoemaker, 1989) which reveal that the cultural enrichment and socialization 

are major motivations of this target market. The motivation for entertainment 

seems to be less important (3.26) (Table 2). 

In order to segment the respondents according to their motivation for par-

ticipating in the Programme, a K-means cluster analysis was carried out and 

the solution of 3 clusters was selected. The three dimensions of motivations 

previously identified were used as input variables, corresponding, specifically, 

to the average of the items of each dimension. Due to the size of the clusters 

identified and to the variables included in the study, clusters were compared 

using ANOVA and Chi-square tests. Cluster 1 – labelled as “active seniors” – is 

composed by the seniors more motivated to participate in the Programme due 
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to entertainment, culture, socialization and novelty (Table 2). Seniors belonging 

to cluster 2 – the “socio-cultural seniors” - are, together with the “active seniors”, 

the most motivated by socialization and novelty, being also highly motivated 

by culture. However, they present a low motivation level for entertainment. 

Cluster 3 – the “passive seniors”, although highly motivated by novelty and so-

cialization, are the less motivated regarding the other motivational dimensions. 

The majority of the seniors belong to clusters 1 ( 42% of the respondents) and to 

cluster 2 (41% of respondents).  

 

Table 2. Characterization of the clusters and of the total sample – ANOVA 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

sample The The socio- The

active -cultural passive

seniors seniors seniors

(N=667) (N = 286) (N = 270) (N = 111)

Mean Mean Mean Mean F  value p  value

Motivations

Entertainment 3.26 4.45a 2.81b 1.30c 1,415.606 0.000

Culture 4.22 4.68a 4.29b 2.87c 326,140 0.000

Socialization and novelty 4.80 4.65a 4.78a 4.65b 15,038 0.000

Sociodemographic profile

Age 71.36 72.02a 71.43a 69.50b 8,284 0.000

Travel behaviour

Expenditures extra package

Entertainment 66.01 65,72a 67,76a 62,49a 0.160 0.852

Food and beverage 20.73 16.55a,b 22.52a 20.75b 2,622 0.073

Shopping 5.98 3.41a 5.50a 16.21b 9,254 0.000

Satisfaction

Satisfaction with the contacts with local population 4.51 4.60a 4.55a 4.16b 17,383 0.000

Satisfaction with the value for money of the trip 4.38 4.54a 4.33b 4.08c 16,140 0.000

Global satisfaction with the trip 4.45 4.51a 4,47a 4.23b 6,635 0.001

Loyalty

Number of years in which seniors participated in 

the Programme
3.77 3.87a 3.82a 3.40b 3,909 0.021

Probability of recommending the Programme 4.86 4.86a 4.91a 4.73b 4,954 0.007

Probability of re-applying for the Programme 4.55 4.49a 4.56a 4.68a 1,336 0.264  

 

Seniors also undertook other activities apart from those included in the 

travel package of the Programme. Shopping, walking, getting to know culture 

and local traditions and view the scenery were mentioned most (all indicated 

by more than 55% of the respondents). Activities also undertaken by a consid-

erable number of respondents (between 25% and 50% of the sample) are talking 
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with local population, resting, visiting monuments and museums. The high 

proportion of seniors doing some activities besides those included in the Pro-

gramme’s package, corroborates some studies that show an important number 

of the seniors  revealing interest in being active during their holidays (e.g. 

Boksberger & Laesser, 2009; Horneman et al., 2002; Neves, 2006). However, 

some differences may be noticed between the clusters. While the “socio-cultural 

seniors” are, similarly to “the more active seniors", those more likely to socialize 

with the local population, show more interest in  cultural activities (e.g. visiting 

monuments and museums, getting to know culture and traditions) and are, 

together with the “passive”, more likely to appreciate  the scenery (Table 3). The 

“active seniors” show an interest in both cultural and recreational activities, alt-

hough not being as likely to carry out cultural activities as the “socio-cultural 

seniors”. Regarding activities outside the Programme the passive seniors only 

show, comparing to some other clusters, higher preferences for viewing scen-

ery and recreational activities.  

Regarding the expenditures extra package undertaken by seniors, they are 

likely to spend more on entertainment (average of 66€ per trip), than on food 

and beverage (21€) and purchases for themselves (6€), with seniors of clusters 1 

and 2 being  those revealing more expenditures extra package, both in enter-

tainment and food and beverage.   

Seniors are very satisfied with the last trip of the Programme made before 

the end of 2005, both concerning global satisfaction with the trip and the value 

for money of that trip (both above 4.3 in average). They are also highly satisfied 

(4.5) with contacts with local population. Seniors of the first two groups are 

those who have shown higher levels of satisfaction (both globally and regard-

ing contacts with locals), highlighting the needs for socialization of these two 

segments. The “active seniors” are the most satisfied with the value for money of 

trips. 

A high degree of loyalty with the Programme is also noticed. Seniors have 

already participated in the Programme about 4 times before and show a very 

high probability of recommending and re-applying for the Programme, respec-

tively 4.86 and 4.55 (in a 5-point scale). Seniors of clusters 1 and 2 have a higher 

loyalty in relation to the Programme, not only because they participated in it 

more often, but also because they are more likely to recommend it to family 

and friends. 
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The low level of travel experience before participating in the Programme, as 

well as the high satisfaction and loyalty of the seniors towards the Programme, 

stress the importance that these Programmes have for the senior market. 

There are no significant differences amongst the clusters concerning gender. 

However, seniors belonging to the first two clusters are older and more likely 

to travel accompanied.  

 Table 3. Characterization of the clusters and of the total sample – Chi-square tests 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

sample The The socio- The

active -cultural passive

seniors seniors seniors

(N=667) (N = 286) (N = 270) (N = 111)

% by % by % by % by Chi-square p value

column column column column

Sociodemographic profile

Gender

   Female 47.1 50.3 44.4 45.0 2.164 0.339

   Male 52.9 49.7 55.6 55.0

Academic  qualifications

   None 2.7 1.8 2.2 6.3

   None, but kowns how to read and write 8.7 10.2 5.2 13.5

   Primary education (4 years) 58.5 57.9 63.2 48.6 22.108 0.015

   Primary education (6 years) 10.5 10.5 11.2 9.0

   Secondary education 10.1 10.9 7.4 14.4

   Graduate or posgraduate studies 9.5 8.8 10.8 8.1

Net monthly income (€)

   Less than 240 16.1 20.1 14.2 10.4

   [240,429] 30.4 32.1 28.0 32.1 15.606 0.048

   [430,849] 27.7 22.0 32.6 30.2

   [450-2000] 19.8 19.4 18.4 24.5

   More than 2000 6.0 6.3 6.9 2.8

Frequency of taking holidays away from home before

       participating in the Programme

Never/rarely 36.3 41.6 35.2 25.2 22.305 .000

Once a year 54.7 52.8 56.3 55.9

More than once a year 9.0 5.6 8.5 18.9

Travel behaviour

Travel accompanied 95.0 96.5 96.7 87.4 16.592 0.000

Activities carried out

Shopping 69.0 67.3 69.8 71.8 0.889 0.641

To rest 45.2 43.3 47.4 44.5 0.946 0.623

To visit monuments 32.6 35.2 39.6 9.1 34.430 0.000

To visit museums 28.5 30.1 35.1 8.2 28.352 0.000

To walk 64.5 60.2 67.5 68.2 4.012 0.134

To visit relatives and friends 5.3 4.9 6.4 3.6 1.291 0.524

To view the scenery / to be in contact with nature 56.3 46.5 62.3 67.3 20.460 0.000

To get to know local culture and tradition 63.9 64.4 71.3 44.5 24.206 0.000

To talk to local people 46.5 43.7 53.0 38.2 8.509 0.014

To undertake physical exercise 1.5 2.1 1.1 0.9 1.235 0.539

To participate in recreation activities 7.9 10.2 3.0 13.6 16.040 0.000

Other activities 6.6 9.5 4.9 3.6 6.745 0.034

Note: In the case of yes/no questions only the yes category is represented in the table .

Chi-square tests
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Many respondents had never/ rarely (36% of the respondents) or just once a 

year (55%) taken holidays away from home before participating in the Pro-

gramme. It is interesting to observe that the “active seniors” are those who had 

less frequently taken holidays away from home before participating in the Pro-

gramme. This may explain this group’s higher levels of satisfaction with the 

last trip of the Programme, compared to other segments. With less holidays 

experience away from home, these seniors value the trips of the Programme 

more than any other segment. Therefore, they have, amongst all clusters, both 

the highest global satisfaction and the highest value for money satisfaction with 

the previously mentioned trip. 

The cluster 1 is the group having a lowest average monthly net income, a 

fact that reinforces the idea that this cluster is more likely to value the Pro-

gramme due to the lack of alternative opportunities for holidays away from 

home, namely due to financial constraints. In contrast, the “socio-cultural sen-

iors” are those with the highest average monthly net income.  

CONCLUSION 

In the current socioeconomic context the future of this kind of social tourism 

programmes may be uncertain, given that one of the major concerns of the 

government is to decrease expenditures. However, the results highlight that the 

social Programme under analysis is, to many seniors, the only opportunity for 

participating in tourism, contributing to decreasing the social exclusion of sen-

iors. Moreover, seniors reveal a high satisfaction with the tourism experience 

obtained through this Programme. 

Although tourism is a right, tourism for all is not yet a reality for all the dis-

advantaged senior citizens. Only a small part of the Portuguese senior citizens 

participate in this kind of initiatives. The findings of this study, although small 

in scale, provide relevant contributions to social policies in order to improve 

this kind of initiatives, increasing the number of beneficiaries of these initia-

tives as well as improving their outcomes.     

Moreover, although the programme under analysis is a social tourism pro-

gramme for seniors, and one could expect a considerable homogeneity within 

this market, findings reveal that the market of this Programme is considerably 

heterogeneous. Results suggest the need to diversify the supply of package 

tours offered to seniors, particularly regarding activities offered, since many of 

the interviewed revealed a high interest in many kinds of activities, permitting 

discovery as well as socialization, as also found in other studies on the senior 
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tourist market (e.g. Boksberger & Laesser, 2009; Horneman et al., 2002; Neves, 

2006).  

Considering the motivations of seniors and the activities they carry out be-

sides the activities included in the package tours of the Programme, trips offer-

ing a wide range of activities – entertaining activities, opportunities for getting 

to know culture, for enjoying novelty and socializing – will be appropriate for 

the “active seniors”. However, the “socio-cultural seniors” will probably prefer 

trips with a higher cultural component, integrating activities permitting them 

to know the local culture, such as visiting monuments and museums. Trips to 

the “socio-cultural seniors” should also integrate opportunities for socializing 

and novelty, but not as much entertainment as the trips directed to “active seniors”.    

The “active seniors” and the “socio-cultural seniors” are the most attractive 

segments, and should be considered the target segments for this Programme, 

since they are the more satisfied with the Programme, the more loyal to it and 

those who make more expenditures extra package during the trips. It is worth 

of notice that particularly the “active seniors” benefit most from this Social Tour-

ism supply, making a big difference to their effective access to what has been 

entitled as a human right – that of equal access to tourism for all (Bélanger & Jo-

lin, 2011).  

The scope of the present study is restricted to one social tourism programme 

and to the analysis of the heterogeneity of participants concerning their motiva-

tions for participating in this Programme. However, the real benefits of social 

tourism programs for seniors should be analysed in future research. Longitu-

dinal studies are also important in order to analyse the long term effects of this 

kind of programmes to both seniors who participate in the programmes, as 

well as to the communities where these programmes are implemented. The 

scarcity of studies in this area opens many opportunities for additional research 

that provide useful information to develop social tourism policies, and that 

would permit the slogan tourism for all to be no longer a utopia, but become a 

reality. 
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ABSTRACT 

Calypso is the European Commission’s three-year initiative that encouraged the local 

economies to beat the off-seasons blues and provide travel opportunities for under-

privileged group of citizens across Europe. This paper focuses on the opportunities 

and challenges facing Turkey in the implementation process of Calypso. The study 

was conducted using a qualitative documentary analysis to deal with the material re-

garding Calypso and Turkey’s current position about social tourism. This study used 

content analysis to analyze and understand Calypso within a broad range of existing 

websites. According to the results reached in this study, Turkey’s current structural 

problems in tourism industry provided important clues related to development of so-

cial tourism in Turkey and obstacles in the implementation process of the Calypso ini-

tiative. However, the outcomes displayed that Turkey’s demand and supply oriented 

opportunities in tourism industry stimulate that calypso could find a wide range of im-

plementation possibilities in Turkey. Moreover, the results indicated that Turkey’s fu-

ture expectations and objectives were compatible with the targets of Calypso. 

Key words: social tourism, calypso, european union. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Numerous countries around the world have various policies for inclusion of 

the underprivileged citizens to tourism organizations in order to provide social 

justice and social interaction of those people with other segments of the society. 

Holiday loans, traveler’s checks, price cuts, installments, devotion of state 

owned holiday establishments are among the policies of social inclusion 

through tourism.  Eventually, society segments such as the unemployed, work-

ers, pensioners, youth, elderly people, disabled people, farmers are encouraged 

to be involved into tourism. For example, the EU launched the social tourism 
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oriented Calypso program. This program has been implemented both in mem-

ber and candidate states in the period of 2009 – 2011, but the commission has 

an intention to pursue it in the following years. There is an extensive effort to 

spread the Calypso initiative across Europe.   

Turkish tourism industry has some structural problems and these problems 

effect the regional development of tourism negatively. Minimizing of such 

problems, which can harm the implementation process of Calypso initiative, 

are of vital importance for development of social tourism in Turkey. Although 

there are some difficulties, Turkey has appropriate conditions and environment 

for the implementation of Calypso. In other words, Turkey has some major 

supply and demand oriented advantages which can facilitate and support the 

implementation of this initiative. Implementation of this initiative in Turkey 

may help the sustaining of the tourism in Turkey through all year. Thus, local 

economies can flourish through increase in incomes of local businesses and ad-

vance in employment opportunities. By the virtue of Calypso, an atmosphere of 

social interaction can be created through inclusion of underprivileged groups 

of society to tourism activities. Eventually, Turkey would have the opportunity 

to do the necessary of being a social state through Calypso.   

In this study, the research is based on answering the questions of “Is Calyp-

so applicable in Turkey? And what are the capabilities and handicaps of Tur-

key in implementation of Calypso?” In this context, official documents and in-

ternet sites have been evaluated and document analysis has been made on the-

se sources. After the research, some significant opportunities and obstacles 

have been retained in the case of implementation of the Calypso initiative in 

Turkey. Additionally, in this study some inferences are stated for actors who 

could play an active role in implementation of the Calypso initiative in Turkey.   

Importance of Social Tourism in the EU 

Social tourism is a type of tourism which is entailed from the understanding of 

inclusion of underprivileged citizens to tourism activities through some special 

measures and facilitators. This group of citizens consists of farmers, unem-

ployed people, workers, pensioners, youth, elderly people, tradesmen and 

craftsmen (“Sosyal Turizm”, n.d.). 

The International Bureau of Social Tourism (BITS) defines social tourism as 

such: “all the concepts and phenomena resulting from the participation in tour-

ism of low-income sectors of the population, made possible through well-

defined social measures.”  The role of tourism in development and solidarity is 
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currently in the agenda of BITS in order to expand the definition of social tour-

ism by including these concepts. (Barcelona Declaration, 2006: 3).   

BITS states five criteria for social tourism: (Barcelona Declaration, 2006, 

pp.4-6) 

 The right of the majority to enjoy tourism. 

 The contribution of social tourism to social integration.  

 Creation of sustainable tourism structures. 

 Contribution to employment and economic development. 

 The contribution of social tourism to global development. 

According the Barcelona Declaration Social tourism brings many values to 

European society, including (Barcelona Declaration, 2006: 4-6): 

 satisfaction for beneficiaries, not just through the direct activity of tak-

ing a holiday, but also through the "special" nature of this leisure activity; 

 the human dimension and values of the activity; 

 improvement in the well-being and personal development of benefi-

ciaries and the hosting community; 

 profitability and economic gain for the tourist industry, particularly by 

extending the high season; 

 benefits from the creation of stable, high-quality employment year-

round; 

 maintenance of sustainability in host areas; 

 enhancement of the local environment and its natural, social and cul-

tural resources and heritage; 

 boosting of knowledge and exchange between EU countries. 

“Social tourism is an important factor that supports domestic tourism in 

Mediterranean countries, especially in France and Spain. Social tourism activi-

ties are currently organized by mostly trade unions, cooperatives and volun-

tary organizations in the EU. The Family Holiday Association in the UK, Va-

cances Ouvertes veya Agence Nationale pour les Cheqes-Vacances in France 

and Residencias de Tiempo Libre in Spain are examples for institutions which 

organize social tourism activities. The non-profit holiday centers managed by 

trade unions and voluntary organizations are also important for diffusing of 

social tourism. There are several examples of those types of holiday centers 

both in Spain and France”. (“Türkiye’de iç turizm”, n.d.).  
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Including the Brussels based BITS, which still has an important role in social 

tourism, most of the efforts to promote social tourism and many organizations, 

associations relating to social tourism have been emerged in the 50s and 60s. 

(Barcelona Declaration, 2006: 4). The EU initiates some important projects and 

programs regarding social tourism. One of them is the CALYPSO, which is the 

subject of this study.  

CALYPSO as a Social Tourism Initiative 

The concept of Social tourism is based on the notion of assisting people who 

would not otherwise be able to do so. More regions in Europe invest on tour-

ism and they either partially or wholly rely on the income coming from those 

investments, however the rooms remain for several months every year. Air-

lines and ferries see similar fluctuations in business. Make use of the out-of sea-

son months help struggling against unemployment and economic stagnation.   

The stakeholders are encouraged by the European Commission through 

strengthening the structures concerning low-season tourist exchanges. The Eu-

ropean Commission will also take the option of forming a platform into con-

sideration that could develop prospects for NGOs, travel agencies and other 

demand-side structures to cooperate with carefully vetted hotels, spas and hol-

iday villages. It is hoped that this tool will eventually allow particular groups 

to travel in the low season to other countries in Europe.  

The European Commission’s three year initiative that promotes social tour-

ism, Calypso, encourages travel to underprivileged citizens and flourishes at 

the same time the local economies and creates jobs.  The four target groups of 

Calypso are: Seniors; youth aged 18-30; people with disabilities; and families on 

low income. The potential of Calypso to reach disadvantaged groups and dif-

fusing tourism to all of the year resulted in a raise of its budget from €1 million 

to €1.5 million. However, Calypso is not only about travel; it also covers the 

issues of health, age, youth, social integration and it is also an attempt to create 

a sense of European identity (“Calypso means tourism for all”, 2011.) 

Calypso increases travel opportunities for those who find it difficult to go 

vacation abroad through encouraging low-season and cross-border tourism. 

More and more regions across Europe economically rely even more on tourism 

for their livelihood, however the season outside school holidays weak in terms 

of income. Tourism, realized during this inactive season helps in job creation 

and economic revival, as well as allows people from abroad to discover new 

cultures and be able to feel like truly European citizens.    
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The Possible Opportunities and Obstacles in the Implementation Process 
of Calypso in Turkey 

Opportunities: In terms of target groups, Turkey’s current supply and demand 

oriented situation seems quite appropriate for the European Commission’s so-

cial tourism initiative Calypso. In other words, the target groups determined by 

Calypso are quite populous in Turkey and there are various touristic products 

appropriate for those groups (travel packages). Moreover, Turkey has enough 

official and professional actors who would be in charge and take responsibility 

in this initiative.  

Tourism Demand for Calypso: The population of Turkey is 73.722.988 by the date 

of 31.12.2010. The 76.3% (56.222.356 people) of total population live in urban are-

as and 23.7% (17.500.632 people) of its live in rural areas. Half of the population is 

under the age of 29.2. (TUİK, 2011a). More detailed information is given in the 

following table:  

Table 1. Province/district centers and towns/villages population by age group and sex (ABPRS) 

(2010) 

Age group Number % 
Province/district 

centers 
Towns/villages Male Female 

0-4 6 178 723 8,4 4 677 238 1 501 485 3 173 092 3 005 631 

5-9 6 131 118 8,3 4 593 268 1 537 850 3 148 210 2 982 908 

10-14 6 568 741 8,9 4 872 425 1 696 316 3 369 995 3 198 746 

15-19 6 277 307 8,5 4 708 285 1 569 022 3 219 221 3 058 086 

20-24 6 267 787 8,5 5 026 838 1 240 949 3 200 959 3 066 828 

25-29 6 437 922 8,7 5 181 991 1 255 931 3 275 153 3 162 769 

30-34 6 209 967 8,4 5 051 514 1 158 453 3 146 214 3 063 753 

35-39 5 566 117 7,6 4 474 457 1 091 660 2 798 870 2 767 247 

40-44 4 594 723 6,2 3 645 806 948 917 2 344 747 2 249 976 

45-49 4 700 291 6,4 3 643 245 1 057 046 2 358 913 2 341 378 

50-54 3 706 289 5,0 2 827 607 878 682 1 871 231 1 835 058 

55-59 3 264 313 4,4 2 392 912 871 401 1 614 971 1 649 342 

60-64 2 491 954 3,4 1 738 023 753 931 1 190 577 1 301 377 

65-69 1 807 292 2,5 1 192 572 614 720 848 726 958 566 

70-74 1 420 784 1,9 898 087 522 697 633 016 787 768 

75-79 1 118 047 1,5 683 178 434 869 502 175 615 872 

80-84  664 301 0,9 410 315 253 986 245 975 418 326 

85-89  244 362 0,3 156 828 87 534 83 179 161 183 

90+  72 950 0,1 47 767 25 183 17 958 54 992 

Total 73 722 988 100 56 222 356 17 500 632 37 043 182 36 679 806 

Source: Address Based Population Registration System Results, 2010. 

A simple review of Turkey’s demographic structure displays that the target 

groups aimed by the Calypso, 18-30 age group and senior citizens, are quite 

crowded in Turkey. Together with these potential beneficiaries, the travelers 

coming from the EU countries who joined the tourist exchange programs 
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would easily constitute the necessary tourism demand for the implementation 

of Calypso.     

The GDP per capita for the year of 2011 is 15.666 $ in Turkey 

(OECD.StadExtracts n.d.). On the other hand, according to TÜRK-İŞ, in 2011 

the average food expenditure per month of a four membered family has been 

464$ (the hunger threshold) and compulsory expenditure per month has been 

1.550 $ (the poverty threshold) (See Table 2). 16.9% of the population is under 

the poverty threshold. The ratio of the people who are always under the risk of 

poverty is 18% (TUİK, 2011b). 87.5% of the population cannot afford a one 

week holiday away from home for economic reasons.  

Table 2. The food and compulsory expenditures of a four membered family (TL/Month) 

Months 
Aylık Gıda Harcaması 

(Açlık Sınırı) 
Aylık Zorunlu Harcaması  

(Yoksulluk Sınırı) 

2010 2011 2010 2011 

January 811,83  870,37  2.644,38  2.835,08  

Fabruary 842,98  889,54  2.745,88  2.897,54  

March 845,11  870,61  2.752,80  2.835,85  

April 852,50  869,87  2.776,86  2.833,44  

May 826,19  881,51  2.691,18  2.871,38  

June 817,99  878,18  2.664,46  2.860,53  

July 821,66  873,08  2.676,42  2.843,92  

August 815,99  881,79  2.657,95  2.872,29  

September 846,63  902,41  2.757,75  2.939,45  

October 860,18  913,29  2.801,88  2.974,90  

November 861,86  926,58  2.807,36  3.018,18  

December 794,63  867,80           2.826,70   

Mean 839,23 886,99 2.733,64  2.889,32  

Source: TÜRK-İŞ.  

 

Currently it is estimated that there are more than 600 million physically and 

mentally disabled people around the world. This largest minority of the world 

also means a “special market” for tourism industry. It is stated that there are 

almost 46 million disabled people in Europe, and together with the pregnant 

women and people above the age of 65 the number reaches at 130 million and 

this market generates more than 80 billion € per year (TÜRSAB, 2008). Turkey 

has some serious problems with its 8.5 million disabled citizens. The disability 
rights, the full and equal inclusion of disabled people to social life, accessibility 
are some of the problems that Turkey has to deal with (“Engelsiz Turizm” 
2008). 

According to article 18 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Dis-

abilities, contracting countries accept the freedom of the persons with disabili-
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ties on travelling and choosing their accommodations equal to others and they 

admit that they would provide the rights to disabled people about these issues 

(Dünya Engelliler Vakfı-DEV, 2011).  

Table 3. The proportion of disability, 2002 

Age group 
Total disabled 
population % 

Orthopedically, seeing, hearing, speaking and 
mentally disabled 
population % 

Population having 
chronic illnesses 
% 

0-9 4,15 1,54 2,60 

10-19 4,63 1,96 2,67 

20-29 7,30 2,50 4,80 

30-39 11,44 2,56 8,89 

40-49 18,07 2,65 15,43 

50-59 27,67 3,23 24,44 

60-69 36,96 5,14 31,82 

70+ 43,99 7,89 36,10 

Unknown 11,68 0,34 11,33 

Total 12,29 2,58 9,70 

Place of residence 

Urban 12,70 2,20 10,49 

Rural 11,67 3,16 8,50 

Regions 

Marmara 13,13 2,23 10,90 

Aegean 11,86 2,59 9,27 

Mediterranean 12,16 2,60 9,56 

Central Anatolia 12,52 2,60 9,92 

Black Sea 12,98 3,22 9,76 

East Anatolia 11,80 2,53 9,26 

Southeast Anatolia 9,90 2,72 7,18 

Source: The Result of Disabled Statistics 2002 
Tourism Strategy of Turkey, 2023 states one of its objectives as (Türkiye Turizm Stratejisi 2023, 
2007): 

More than 20 million people would be benefitted from Turkish domestic 

tourism market. Various social tourism projects would be developed with the 

cooperation of both private and state sectors for availing especially the under-

privileged people (disabled, low income, young people etc.) from the domestic 

tourism in Turkey. As it can be seen, the targets determined are tallied with the 

objectives of Calypso. Calypso may have a facilitating and accelerating effect 

on Turkey reaching its 2023 targets. 

Tourism Supply for Calypso: One of the factors that facilitate the implementa-

tion of Calypso in Turkey is the rich touristic attraction spread all around Tur-

key. In this sense, Turkey has touristic opportunities range from thermal tour-

ism to winter tourism or from yacht tourism to sea tourism.  In addition, the 

important actors who would take responsibility in social tourism are present in 

Turkey. One of them is Association of Turkish Travel Agencies (TURSAB). This 
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association, with the support of thousands of affiliated travel agencies, may 

transfer the target groups to predetermined destinations and organize various 

tour programs for them. The other actors in this field are Touristic Hotels and 

Investors Association (TUROB) and Turkish Hotels Federation (TÜROFED). 

These associations may host the target groups especially during the off-season 

in the complexes of their members.    

The following aspects can also be useful in understanding Turkey’s oppor-

tunities regarding social tourism (İleri Yaş ve Engelli Turizmi, n.d.). The Minis-

try of Health, within the framework of health tourism, held some activities for 

elderly and disabled people in facilities like clinic hotels, recreation areas, holi-

day villages and nursing homes, such as: 

 Elderly Tourism (sightseeing tours, occupation therapies)  

 Elderly Care Services (in nursing houses or rehabilitation centers)  

 Rehabilitation services in clinic hotels  

 Special care for disabled people and sightseeing tours  

The thermal tourism and SPA – Wellness activities of the Ministry of Health 

can be summarized as such:  

 SPA cure and physiotherapies  

 Thalassotherapy  

 Hydrotherapy and exercises  

 Balneotherapy ve Peloidotherapy 

 Climate therapy 

 

The Black Sea region in Turkey has to be opened to tourism by completing 

its infrastructural and superstructural investments. Due to the global warming, 

it is anticipated that the touristic demand will be shifted towards northern re-

gions. In such situation, there might be a concentration in Black Sea region. For 

this reason, preparation of the region for tourism might help the implantation 

of Calypso.  
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Tablo 4. Numbers of foreign guest came to SPA centers in 2010 (according to countries) 
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Germany 24781 52718 72584 1511 37793 28720 6161 

France 5027 2596 6565 780 2309 4513 489 

Italy 4675 2640 6131 706 2614 3999 265 

Spain 4123 4564 8243 392 3235 5037 19 

Belgium 2292 150 2236 145 224 1990 1903 

Uk 2387 814 2637 315 650 1941 1370 

Austria 1508 125 1324 283 992 545 550 

Greece 1466 838 2307 227 650 1676 110 

The netherlands 1036 699 981 737 499 784 270 

Sweden 346 157 300 203 105 279 93 

Chech republic 254 61 205 45 30 176 129 

Romania 207 167 117 83 50 141 12 

Denmark 192 112 295 13 61 208 111 

Finland 149 191 301 39 67 234 0 

Poland 117 88 60 84 51 86 14 

Portugal 56 196 191 46 60 138 36 

Hungary 29 76 19 0 8 17 35 

Ireland 12 17 19 0 0 19 0 

Cyprus 8 9 17 0 16 1 0 

Slovakia 6 42 5 0 0 5 2 

Slovenia 2 6 0 0 0 8 0 

Estonia 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Total sum 130651 131855 235494 23225 96596 130958    94277 

Source: Sağlık Bakanlığı İstatistikleri, 2010 

Challenges 

The challenges possible to be faced by Turkey during the implementation pro-

cess of Calypso can be listed as follows: 

 An important obstacle before Turkey for its development in regional 

tourism may be the threat perception of tourists against terrorist organ-

izations especially PKK. This kind of security concerns may affect neg-

atively the potential investments on rural tourism and the participation 

to the tours at rural destinations.  Especially, the undertakings for 

boosting of domestic tourism in Eastern and South Eastern Turkey may 

be inconclusive.  
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 The visa problem between Turkey and the EU member states would 

make the tourist exchange mobility more difficult.  

 Millions of people in Turkey are still living below poverty line. These 

parts of society have not developed a sense of vacation yet and this 

may be another obstacle against Calypso initiative in Turkey. 

 There are 1176 rooms special for disabled people in the establishments 

which have license of operation from the Ministry of Tourism (TÜRS-

AB, 2008). The touristic facilities that designed for disabled, elderly and 

pregnant people are qualitatively and quantitatively insufficient in 

Turkey. Promoting these kinds of facilities through legal arrangements 

seems to be an important necessity (See Atak, 2008). 

 Another problem may be the lack of education and sensibility of the 

tourism employees for the disabled and elderly people.  

 Another significant difficulty in Turkey is nonuse of second homes and 

home pensions at resort regions in low season for social tourism. Effec-

tive institutions that can operationalize such a system have not been es-

tablished yet in Turkey.  Non-inclusion of second home owners and lo-

cal people may be lost for Calypso initiative. However, bringing such 

an idle bed capacity in tourism which may service social tourism 

would facilitate the implementation of Calypso in Turkey.  

 Turkey falls short in advertising and preparing touristic products 

based on themes from its different regions such as culture – arts – cui-

sine – gastronomy etc.; this may affect the mobility of social tourism 

groups negatively.  

 Advertising of different types of tourism in less known destinations in 

Turkey may be of interest for social groups. For instance, spa centers 

may be prioritized as destinations of health tourism in autumn and 

winters. Giving weight to culture tours in spring and summers may be 

an insight.       

 The coincidences in vacation periods of the families with children, 

which are among the target groups of Calypso, entail the problem of 

concentration in summer season. 

The following points also may have negative effect on the implementation of 

Calypso in Turkey:  

 Local governments and NGO’s do not support tourism for various rea-

sons in rural regions.  
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 The difficulties for disabled people in Museums and other touristic 

places.  

 The lack of education in Turkey about specific types of tourism.  

 Some ungracious attitudes towards foreign tourists and oppressive 

selling attempts of local tradesmen.  

 As Turkey is a centralized state, it is difficult to operationalize the re-

gional tourism management models, such as tourism councils.   

Objective of the Research 

The objective of this study is to draw attention to the Calypso, social tourism 

initiative of the EU. Moreover, it is aimed to determine the possible opportuni-

ties and obstacles before Turkey in the implementation process of Calypso. Ac-

cordingly, the research questions of this study are as followings:   

 What is the importance of Calypso as a social initiative in Turkey? 

 Can Calypso find a chance to be applied in Turkey? What are the op-
portunities and obstacles before Turkey in this process?  

Relevance of the Research 

In recent years social tourism became more important among the tourism poli-

cies of the EU and important projects and programs are realized on this issue. 

Calypso, as one of these programs, can be a role model for several countries.  

The aim of Calypso is to utilization of tourism for underprivileged citizens. 

Thereby, it would be possible to sustain tourism whole year and as a final point 

Calypso would contribute to the local economies.  At this point, the signifi-

cance of Calypso for Turkey emerges. One of the most problems in Turkish 

tourism is “diffusion of tourism to twelve months in a year”. It seems obvious 

that Turkey requires implementing and sustaining of social tourism policies 

which are stable and solidly formed.  

Calypso, which has been implemented for two years in the EU, is quite 

meaningful for Turkey. Taking the demographic structure and population dis-

tribution of Turkey into consideration, it is perceived that adaptation of this 

initiative would be utmost importance for social tourism in Turkey. Turkey, 

with its both supply and demand potential, can be supportive for Calypso, be-

cause:   
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 The target groups determined for Calypso are present in Turkey. As a 

social state, Turkey has to provide the opportunity to these groups of 

people to benefit from tourism.  

 Turkey has rich and various types of touristic products and tourism 

potential diffused to all of its regions. Thus, in all months of a year sev-

eral package travels can be designed for the target groups.  

 There are thousands of travel agencies and accommodation facilities in 

Turkey that are members of TÜRSAB, TÜROB and TUROFED.  More-

over, there are countless other travel, accommodation and food and 

beverage businesses which may serve social tourism.    

Turkey, with the help of the Calypso initiative, would both satisfy the tour-

istic needs of its citizens and contribute to the integration process of Turkey 

and the EU through participating the touristic exchange opportunities. On the 

other hand, thousands of people would meet and benefit from tourism and dis-

cover the tourism potential of Turkey with the implementation of Calypso and 

thus domestic tourism would experience a boom. Therefore, on the one hand 

there would be an increase in the life qualities of the target groups and on the 

other hand, interaction with different cultures, a peaceful atmosphere and mu-

tual understanding between different peoples would be provided. Last but not 

least, it is strongly possible that this initiative would promote the rural econo-

mies in Turkey.  

METHODOLOGY 

Various documents, written media, periodicals, journals and books can be sub-

ject to document analysis (Bailey, 1982). According to Bailey (1982), periodicals, 

books and such documents enable the researcher to analyze a research question 

based on an extensive period of time. In this type of research, researcher can 

find the required data without making an observation or an interview.  In this 

sense, document analysis would help the researcher to save time and money 

(Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008: 188). In the process of document analysis, the words, 

themes, paragraphs in web sites were evaluated as research units and their con-

tents were analyzed. Coding and conceptualization studies about some expres-

sions were made in the process of analysis and significant conclusions had been 

driven from secondary information. Extension of the sample was provided 

through qualitative data collected from various documentary sources such as 

books, dissertations, articles, reports and web sources. Purposive sampling has 

been made in the study. In this research, articles, reports, dissertations and web 
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sources have been considered sufficient for analysis. In this research it is as-

sumed that the information and data collected from printed and web sources 

are valid and neutral.   

CONCLUSION 

Turkey determined important objectives for developing domestic tourism and 

stimulating social tourism in its Tourism Strategy, 2023 document of Ministry 

of Culture and Tourism. Implementation of Calypso in Turkey would be an 

important step in achieving these objectives.   There are obvious opportunities 

before Turkey in this process; especially Turkey’s supply and demand oriented 

potential provides an advantageous position to Turkey. However, it seems like-

ly for Turkey to face some challenges.  The strong intention and determination 

to implement Calypso in Turkey would minimize the difficulties that Turkey 

may face.  

 Turkey would achieve one of the necessities of being a social state by 

providing touristic activities for the underprivileged segments of the 

society    

 The tourist exchange net, which will be established with EU Member 

States, would create an interaction between citizens of different cul-

tures and identities and thus contribute to social integration.    

 An understanding of carrying a European identity would be developed 

in both Turkish and EU citizens.  

 The life standards of the target groups would be improved in Turkey.  

 The following effects would also help Turkey to beat the off-season 

blues: 
o Accommodation, transport and food and beverage companies 

can increase their occupancy rate in the off-season. 

o The income of the local business men may increase.  

o Employment rate may increase and new job opportunities may 
be created in Tourism sector.   

In order to make Calypso more efficient in Turkey the Ministry of Culture 

and Tourism (MoCT) has to make a division of labor, responsibility and com-

petence between the actors like TURSAB, TUROB, TUROFED.  
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The Ministry of Culture and Tourism may be effective by its central and lo-

cal organizations in the following subjects: 

 Coordinating related institutions in the processing of Calypso pro-

gram.  

 Facilitating establishing Calypso offices in public bodies.  

 Signing tourist exchange agreements with the members of the EU with-

in the framework of Calypso.  

 Asking support for Calypso from tourism operation licensed estab-

lishments. Annual action reports can be asked from the involved estab-

lishments, thus the establishments can be rewarded depending on their 

Calypso activities within the framework of social responsibility.   

 Determining how the costs, payment conditions and financing of tour-

istic services offered to target groups can be afforded. Establishing a 

consultation body involving TURSAB, TUROB, TUROFED, even mak-

ing use of EU funds may have been within the activities of the MoCT.   

The central and regional representations of TÜRSAB can be effective in the 

following issues: 

 Encouraging and assisting the Group A travel agencies about tourist 

exchange with the EU member states.  

 Encouraging and assisting Group C travel agencies about preparing 

off-season package tours for the target groups.  

 Rewarding the best travel agencies according to their groups in the 

context of Calypso. 

TUROB and TÜROFED can be effective in the following subjects:  

 Encouraging and assisting the affiliated accommodation facilities in 

hosting the target groups in off-seasons.  

 Encouraging each member Hotel for hosting the target groups. (e.g. 

each hotel have to host at least 300 people no less than three times a 

year) 

1. The mentioned actors have to start up introductory and informative 
meetings in their central and local organizations for their members.   

2. Establishing a Calypso platform in several regions of Turkey is inevitable.  
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These platforms, collaborating with the above mentioned actors, can be 

supportive tools for Calypso mechanism in the following areas: 

 Determining the vacation groups in their regions. 

 Scheduling the vacations of the target groups. (e.g. determining spa ho-

tels for elderly and disabled people). Thus, extending tourism to 12 

months in Turkey. 

 Determining appropriate establishments of accommodation, food and 

beverage, and transport for the target groups.  

Moreover, assessing the following issues are also noteworthy: The substruc-

ture for various disabled groups is limited in Turkey. Therefore, it is necessary 

to build special accommodation establishments and provide specially designed 

vehicles for transfers and tours. It is also inevitable for Turkey to organize peri-

odic informative and promotional campaigns targeting disabled people in both 

domestic and international market area after accomplishing its infrastructure 

and superstructure undertakings.    
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ABSTRACT 

Sports Tourism is the fastest developing segment of economy all around the world. 

How to do for this segment to be a sustainable development mean? Winter sports ac-

tivities such as skiing, snow-boarding, ice-skating, climbing, paragliding, etc., with a 

varied and adapted offer to each type of consumer can be means of developing tour-

ism. The main purpose of the study is to compare the winter sports tourism in Roma-

nia and France, in order to see if tourism can be considered as a means of local sus-

tainable economic development. Comparing the data and some examples of mis-

takes done, as well as the strategies of sustainable development, allow us to draw a 

picture of the potential future of this set of tourist activities with really specific charac-

teristics because it needs a natural environment which presents at the same time 

risks and security, a work of the field game, heavy equipment to reach it, the whole in 

a hard and fragile surrounding. 

 

Key words: diagnostic analysis, winter sports tourism, sustainable development, Ro-

mania, France. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Sports Tourism is the fastest developing segment of economy all around the 

world. Moreover, sports tourism through its diversity (viewing a sports event, 

participating in a sports event, leisure sports, and visiting places of sports his-

tory) offers opportunities to host territories for socio-economic development. 

Winter sports activities such as skiing, snow-boarding, ice-skating, ice-

climbing, paragliding, etc., with a varied and adapted offer to each type of con-

sumer, are among the newest sport tourism activity developing on a massive 

level.  
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If we cannot use the word “democratization” for winter sports, the number 

of tourist arrivals increased considerably during the last forty years. This 

growth of the number of winter sports tourists contributed to territory plan-

ning with the building of accommodations for the tourists and of infrastruc-

tures to bring them to the resorts (roads, highways, railways, etc.) and to enable 

them to practice their favorite sport.  

The arrival of winter tourists is at the origin of economic growth in these re-

gions, creating jobs but also many environmental impacts. Initially only the 

economic results were seen. New resorts called “integrated ski resorts“ were 

built, especially in the late 1970s, with a lot of architectural and environmental 

mistakes which took thirty years to be erased. 

Today the sunny destinations are in great competition with winter sports 

and the development of the resorts is realized in a much more conscious of sus-

tainable development even if not all problems are solved, some of them appear-

ing because of the requirement of customer and/or the efforts of the resorts to 

satisfy them, to develop customer loyalty and gain market shares. 

Major European countries, especially France possess exceptional quality in-

frastructure and services able to satisfy the most demanding requirements, be-

ing one of the highest figures of total skiers’ visits. Concerning the lifts, France 

has the world’s best park, beeing the leader in inovation and technology. 

Regarding Romania, in spite of fact that it possess the second largest moun-

tain chain in Europe (Romanian Carpathians) the slope infrastructure is still 

limited and the services not just the best quality. In the same time, it is still lit-

tle-known winter holiday destination. However, the organization of the Euro-

pean Youth Olympic Festival (FOTE) in 2013 is a mobilizing factor in the de-

velopment of the ski infrastructure in Romania.  

The main purpose of the study is to compare the winter sports tourism in 

Romania and France, in order to see if tourism can be considered as a means of 

local sustainable economic development. Comparing the data and some exam-

ples of mistakes done, as well as the strategies of sustainable development, al-

low us to draw a picture of the potential future of this set of tourist activities 

with really specific characteristics because it needs a natural environment 

which presents at the same time risks and security, a work of the field game, 

heavy equipment to reach it, the whole in a hard and fragile surrounding. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sports tourism is one of the most dynamic activity sector for over 10 years and 

a tourism sector whose activity has not slowed despite the spasms of the econ-

omy.ÉcouterLire phonétiquement Although perfectly identified by profession-

als of tourism, object of products and strategies, sports tourism is still seeking 

its identity in the research community and higher education despite some 

works still isolated (Bouchet & Lebrun, 2009; Bouchet & Bouhaouala, 2009; Pi-

geassou, 2004; Sobry, 2004). 

Sustainable development involves various definitions, the most common be-

ing done by the World Commission on Environment and Development in the 

report “Our Common Future” (1987): “development which meets the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs”. 

A well-known definition of sustainable tourism is proposed by World Tour-

ism Organization: “Tourism that takes full account of its current and future 

economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, 

the industry, the environment and host communities”. 

Sport Tourism and Local Sustainable Development 

Sport tourism is considered as an efficient local development tool though this 

evidence is sometimes difficult to proof. For instance, the organization of major 

sport events as the Olympics make the analysts perplex concerning its efficien-

cy on the local development. It is not the sports event which allows to develop 

the necessary elements to the economic growth, that is the long term growth of 

well spotted variables with a self-supporting mechanism. Major sport events 

are only a pretext to use the media as a resonance chamber as they focus their 

interest on a territory during several weeks. To think these events as able to 

produce a growth mechanism it’s heading to great disillusions and mostly to a 

massive deficit without any positive effect on the concerned territory. Quite the 

opposite, the organization of yearly local sport events, original and very well 

organized, appointment of specialists and amateurs or the progressive and 

measured development of facilities to welcome the tourists and give them the 

means to assuage their passion or simply have pleasure in doing sport activi-

ties allow the creation of material and human structures (creation of jobs, quali-

fication of the inhabitants who can work on place and don’t need any more to 

go far away) efficient for a long term social and economic growth. With this 

progressivity main errors, often irreparable, on the environment can be avoid-
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ed. These three facets of the development, economic and social, preserving the 

environment in the same time on a well spotted territory in order to measure 

the effects of what is done are just the conditions of the local sustainable devel-

opment.  It’s what is done for the last thirty years in Val Cenis, France, gather-

ing of mountain villages which gather some means to reach a capacity and a 

quality of welcome of the tourist, but keeping their authenticity. Others resorts 

came to the sustainable touristic development later mostly because they were 

resorts of the last generation. The best example of sustainable development 

thanks to sports tourism is located in the Joux Valley in Switzerland (Di Cola et 

al., 2008). 

METHODOLOGY 

This study has a dual phase research strategy: the first phase provides an over-

view of the analysis of existing needs and the development of winter sports 

tourism in Romania and in France (types of winter sports activities, the tourism 

infrastructure, human and natural resources, etc.). In the second phase we ex-

amine if the practice of this type of tourism complies with sustainable devel-

opment, by presenting some examples of mistakes done, and strategies of sus-

tainable development. By analyzing documents (articles, books, reports, etc.) 

and statistical data from various sources (geographic, demographic and eco-

nomic indicators, infrastructure) we have tried to emphasize more clearly the 

development of winter sports activities in the two countries and the transfer of 

good practices to Romania.  

RESULTS 

The development of winter sports tourism in Romania 

Located in the southeastern part of Central Europe, with a population of about 

22 million people and covering a vast area of 237,500 square kilometers, Roma-

nia is a country of diversity, characterized by various landscapes, traditions, 

World Heritage sites and cultural crossroads between Latin culture, Balkan and 

Orthodox Christianity. The tourism potential is very varied and diverse, char-

acterized by a historical and architectural heritage internationally appreciated, 

favorable climate, rich flora and fauna, with species and unique ecosystems in 

Europe.  

The mountain area in Romania represents 37.9% of total country area, com-

pared to France where the percentage is 25.2 (see table 1). 
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Table 1. National area covered by mountain municipalities – Romania and France 

Country 
Country area 
(1,000 km2) 

Mountain area 
(1,000 km2) 

Mountain area  
as percentage of total country area 

Romania 238.40 90.24 37.9 

France (excluding DOM) 549.035 138.465 25.2 

Source: Nordregio Report,  2004 

 

According to the National Development Tourism Strategy in Romania is a 

priority due tu the benefits offer by existing tourist potential. 

In terms of consumption of tourism services in Romania, a study by IN-

SOMAR in August 2009 on a sample of 2502 persons, representative for the 

Romanian population greater than or equal to 18 years, shows that in 2009 only 

26% of respondents went on holiday. The same study indicates that only 4.1% 

of respondents practiced various sports activities during their holidays. 

The most important sports activities practiced during the winter in Romania 

are: alpine skiing, snow-board, biathlon, paragliding, ice-skating, sledge, ATV 

rides and rock climbing; skiing is practiced by 80% of tourists arrived in a 

mountain resort in Romania (Pisteur project, 2010). 

The development of winter sports tourism is influenced by weather, tem-

perature and climate conditions. According to a study realized by Pisteur Pro-

ject in Romania ski season in most mountain resorts lasts between 90 and 130 

days of skiing/year. 

By processing data from National Institute of Statistics and Economics Stud-

ies (INSEE) concerning  arrivals of tourists accomodated in the structure of 

tourist reception we observe that the arrival of Romanian tourists had a maxi-

mum value in 2008 (5,659,416 arrivals) and were continuously decreasing in the 

last two years. Concerning the arrivals of foreign tourists in Romania, the high-

est value was recorded in 2007 (1,550,957 arrivals), also followed a decline 

during the economic crisis (see table 2). 

Regarding arrivals of Romanian tourists in mountain resort, there was an 

increasing of  34.88% between 2001-2008, followed by a decrease of 18.44% di-

rectly linked to economic crises. In the same time the ratio of the romanian 

tourists in mountain resort divided by the total arrivals of romanian tourists 

had a maximum value of 16.83% in 2004, decreasing to 15.41% in 2010. 

The percent of foreign tourists in mountain resorts significantly decreased 

from  9.61% in 2001 to 6.44% in 2010.  Another significantly decreased was rec-
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orded for the total number of tourists (from   15.39% in 2001 to 13.42% in 2011) 

(see table 2). 

The decrease of the number of Romanian and foreign tourists during the 

winter is due among others the existence of markets such as Austria or Bulgar-

ia, which have a diversified offer and a better price/quality relationship. 

Table 2. Arrivals of tourists accomodated in the structure of tourist reception by tourist destination 

(mountain resort) and tourists type (National Institute of Statistics and Economics Studies, Roma-

nia) 

Year 

Arrivals of 
romanian 
tourists in 

mountain resort 

Ratio1 

Arrivals  
of foreign 
tourists in 
mountain 

resort 

Ratio2  
Total arrivals of 

tourists in 
mountain resort 

Ratio3 

Total arrivals 
of romanian 

tourists 

Total arrivals 
of foreign 
tourists 

Total 
arrivals of 
tourists 

2001 662,088 16.72 87,903 9.61 749,991 15.39 3,960,268 914,509 4,874,777 

2002 601,643 15.63 98,305 9.84 699,948 14.44 3,848,288 999,208 4,847,496 

2003 649,762 16.44 98,068 8.88 747,830 14.79 3,951,718 1,104,975 5,056,693 

2004 720,117 16.83 116,181 8.55 836,298 14.83 4,279,023 1,359,494 5,638,517 

2005 715,230 16.35 112,722 7.88 827,952 14.26 4,375,185 1,429,911 5,805,096 

2006 786,241 16.26 96,605 7.00 882,846 14.20 4,836,196 1,379,832 6,216,028 

2007 879,036 16.22 118,706 7.65 997,742 14.31 5,420,968 1,550,957 6,971,925 

2008 893,065 15.78 105,403 7.19 998,468 14.01 5,659,416 1,465,891 7,125,307 

2009 749,879 15.41 81,064 6.36 830,943 13.53 4,865,545 1,275,590 6,141,135 

2010 728,320 15.41 86,653 6.44 814,973 13.42 4,726,414 1,346,343 6,072,757 

1Ratio of romanian tourists in mountain resort divided by the total arrivals of romanian tourists 
2Ratio of foreign tourists in mountain resort divided by the total arrivals of foreign tourists 
3Ratio of arrivals of tourists in mountain resort divided by the total arrivals of tourists 

 

The length of ski slopes, the lifts, the night lighting or the possibility to pro-

duce artificial snow, are important indicators to develop the ski areas. Also, the 

existence of adequate infrastructure (accommodation, sport facilities, transport, 

entertainment etc.) leads to increase the number of tourists. 

According to data from the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism 

there are 130 certified ski slopes in Romania with a cumulative length of 116 

km most of them being found in Brasov county. Not all of these slopes ensure 

normal conditions for skiing, although the snow cover and the whether are fa-

vorable. 

A report realized by L. Vanat on international mountain tourism (2011) 

shows that Romania has 141 lifts distributed in 44 ski areas, which represents 

3.56% of the capacity of France. French park includes 3685 lifts distributed in 

357 ski areas, representing 18% of the international park. If we relate the num-
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ber of ski lifts at ski resorts number, we observe that for France this ratio is 

10.32, while for Romania is only 3.2. The same report shows that the ratio of 

foreign skiers in Romania mountain resorts is only 5%, compared with France, 

where this ratio is 28%. Moreover, the number of skier visits in Romania is only 

2.19% of total skier visits of France. 

Table 3. Figures about skiing in Romania and in France 

Country Skier visits1 
No. of skiers 
(nationals) 

Arrivals of international tourists 
Proportion of foreign 

skiers 

RO 1,200,000 667,406 1,272,000 5% 

FR 54,760,000 12,170,980 74,200,000 28.0% 

1 Average 5 last seasons or estimate 

Source: Vanat, 2011 

 

Of the 44 ski resorts of Romania, only 5 of them have more than 4 lifts, and 

none of them has more than 1 million skier visits. In contradistinction to Ro-

mania, France possesses 233 resorts with more than 4 lifts and 14 of them have 

more than 1 million skier visits (Vanat, 2011). 

Despite economic crisis, in 2011 in Romania the investment in ski infrastruc-

ture was approximately EUR 17.4 mil., and concerned projects financed by the 

state through the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism. Regarding 

the development of tourism products, the program “Ski in Romania” aims to 

rehabilitate the ski slopes, development of new ski areas at international stand-

ards, and the development of mountain tourism. A total of 17 projects concern-

ing infrastructure of ski areas are ongoing, aiming to achieve 54 ski slopes, two 

biathlon tracks, a ski-jump and two recreational facilities (Activity report 2010, 

Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism). 

Among the programs developed by the Ministry of Regional Development 

and Tourism, there is the Regional Operational Programme 2007-2013 (fi-

nanced from the state, local budgets, private sources and from the European 

Regional Development Fund), which has a strategic objective “to support and 

promote local sustainable development, both economically and socially, in the 

regions of Romania, by improving the conditions of infrastructure and business 

environment, which support economic growth”. This program allows tourism 

operators to get funding for “creation, development, modernization of infra-

structure for natural resources recovery with tourist potential and improving 

the quality of tourism services”, thus stimulating local economic development, 

creating jobs and using the natural resources in a sustainable manner.  
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Some Aspects of Winter Sports Tourism in France 

Western European country, with a population of 65.8 million inhabitants (IN-

SEE, January 2011) and a land area of 674.843 km², France is one of the most 

developed countries in the world and the world’s first destination with 78.95 

million international visitors in 2010 (World Tourism Organization).  

Due to the important dimensions of the ski area (124,000 km2, which is 28% 

of European ski area and 23% of country area), to attractive offer and quality of 

environment, France is a privileged destination for winter sports, especially 

alpine skiing and cross-country skiing. Complementary products like: sledge, 

snowshoe, snowboard are practiced in most winter resorts, even there isn’t 

specific areas (Cabinet Architecture et Territoire, 2005). 

Concerning the infrastructure, in France are 230 resorts designed to practice 

cross-country skiing (Association Nationale des Centres et Foyers de Ski de 

Fond et de Montagne - ANCEF) with a surface of 25,239 km2 and 13,000 km of 

trails.  

An important aspect in development of winter sport tourism offer in France 

is the existence of 250 ski schools through France’s ski areas, unified in “Ecole 

du Ski Français” (French ski school) which is the largest ski school in the world, 

with over 17,000 instructors qualified in all ski disciplines. 

Since little snowy winters of the late 1980s and the evolution of tourism de-

mand noted during the 1990s, the offer of activities was multiplied with the 

development, especially the snowshoe walks, dog sledding, creation of snow-

board parks etc. and for more athletes – waterfall ice climbing. The offer de-

signed to children is also enlarged by creation of “snow garden” where chil-

dren are welcomed and introduced to the glide sports with specific equipment 

and qualified personnel. The parents being free can enjoy the resort equip-

ments and … consume. 

The National Mountain Resorts Mayor Association (ANMSM) which federate 

about 100 mountain resorts in partnership with “Domaines skiables de France” (the 

Professional Association of operators of ski domains), the Agency for the Envi-

ronment and Energy Management (ADEME), and Mountain Riders (Sustainable 

development in mountain regions) created in October 2007 “The National Charter in 

favour of sustainable development in mountain resorts” which “expresses the will of the 

Mayors of mountain resorts to provide concrete responses to climatic changes in or-

der to ensure the continuation of the local economies and make sure that tourism is 

sustainable”. Each signatory to this Charter for sustainable development benefits of 
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diagnostic tools, decision support or made their carbon balance with specific soft-

ware. This charter contains 8 action plans and 130 commitments on various topics 

like: natural resources, waste, sustainable housing policy, preservation of the natural 

spaces and the countryside, management of resources, tourist activities etc. One of 

the action plans of this charter refers to skiing area and snow sports, taking into ac-

count some measures concerning the integration into the environment of ski lifts, ski 

runs, and snow-production installations. Mountain Riders in collaboration with 

different partners has developed an Eco guide designed to asses the commit-

ment to sustainable development of mountain resorts. The ski resorts develop 

specific actions concerning subjects: transport, energy, development and plan-

ning, water, rubbish and waste, social and environmental information and are 

validated (logos are awarded) according to the assessment criteria.  

In spite of this will to develop sustainable tourism, in order to meet the ex-

pectations of tourists who required snow, 49% of French ski resorts (175 re-

sorts) are equipped with snow cannon, covered a surface of 3029 km2 , which 

represent 12% of the ski area. This percent continues to grow because the tour-

ists required a good snow cover. It is also observed that some ski resorts or 

credit cards etc. insure against the lack of snow. But the production of artificial 

snow does not contribute to sustainable development. 

The installations of pipes and snow cannons need to work the ground with 

heavy machinery. Flora, fragile in the mountains, suffers. The noise during 

construction and run of the cannons, generally during the night, afraid the fau-

na, mostly nocturne. Water tanks created to supply the installations are not suf-

ficient and about 50% of the needed water to produce the snow is taken from 

the drinking water network. We can add to all this the increase of lighted 

slopes to prolong the pleasure of skiers at a time when the municipalities mul-

tiply the ways to reduce the energy used for street lighting.  

CONCLUSION 

This study concludes that Romania try to develop winter sport and the local 

economy of the mountain regions. The comparison with France today is not 

very interesting in itself, but the way Romania develops this tourism compared 

to what was done in France is interesting. In France the interest for wintersport 

tourism started during the sixties and the winter Olympic games in Grenoble 

were obtained by the French President C. De Gaule with the will to change a 

region of familial agricultural economy in a touristic indutry region. It was in 

1968 when the after WW2 growth was very strong and the purchasing power 

growing highly. Romania wants to impuls wintergames today thanks to the 
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European Youth Olympic Festival (FOTE) in 2013 in a surrounding of national 

and, at least, European economic crisis. Even in this context it is interesting to 

observe that the decrease of winter sport tourism in Romania which begins in 

2009 impacts more the domestic tourism than the arrivals of foreign tourists 

which grow again in 2010 after only one year of decrease. And the statistics 

show that the total number of arrivals and the Romanian tourists decrease 

more slowly in 2010 than in 2009, real clue of the vigour of sport tourism what-

ever the surrounding. 

What mistakes were done in France, what is done now to develop the local 

economy thanks to winter sport and, in the same time, take care of the sur-

rounding and give some benefit to the population in terms of qualification and 

long term jobs. That’s why to compare 2 countries at very different level of de-

velopment of their sport winter sport tourism is interesting. Does the experi-

ence in a country is used in another one, what kind of agreement or charter to 

propose to protect the people and the environment,  or does only the most ob-

vious part is kept: to build accomodations and ski lifts to bring the tourists who 

spend their monney.  

How to export the experience, how to initiate a balanced economy, a sus-

tainable development in a new coming country which mainly look for fast 

growing incomes thanks to sport tourism? 
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ABSTRACT 

This research study aims principally to analyse the results of the short term strategies 

implemented by the Tunisian Government in order to overcome the crisis, and to iden-

tify the medium and long term potential strategies to be considered as future ways to 

restore Tunisian tourism and the brand image of the country. The empirical research 

consists of the use of qualitative methods. The first stage was based on observation, 

and the second on the study of similar situations in different countries and the duly 

applied strategies undertaken. The aim is to identify the success and lack of success 

of the latter, in order to pick up the different strategies which may be applied to Tuni-

sia. 

Key words: restore destination, crisis management, Tunisia. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Tunisia has gone through a political crisis in January 2011, which led to ousting 

of the former president Zine el Abidine Ben Ali. The revolution ended up by 

the total crash down of the tourism industry in the short term stage as well as 

an economic instability of the sector in the post crisis phase.  

This research study aims principally to pinpoint the potential ways to over-

come the Tunisian crisis in the medium and long term phases. Therefore, this 

study consists of two main parts. The first is to identify the immediate strate-

gies implemented by the members of the Ministry of Tourism crisis cell formed 

in February 2011, mainly based on emotional attractiveness of the country and 

the images of security and safety. In the second part of the research, an over-

view of the medium and long term strategies adopted in five different coun-

tries to overcome similar events, in order to pick up the different strategies 

which may be applied to Tunisia. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tourism is very vulnerable to an enormous number of potential crises emanat-

ing from a variety of scenarios. These external shocks which are inherently un-

predictable make the preparation to meet crises an integral part of the indus-

try’s operations (Pforr et al, 2008). According to Law et.al. (2007), crisis and 

events vary in their seriousness, and the difficulty of overcoming them. What is 

common to these situations is the need to deal immediately with the crisis it-

self; to respond to the concerns and needs of the people directly affected; to 

minimise the damage which might result from adverse publicity and conse-

quent loss of custom and to resolve difficulties with suppliers and other busi-

ness partners. 

According to Fink (1986) (refer to figure 1), there exist 4 different and con-

secutive stages to a crisis management. The first stage ‘the pre-disaster plan’ 

usually comprises several potential procedures to apply in the case of a crisis. 

These are quite general especially when the tourism destination deals with a 

first-time event. The second stage is the disaster itself, equivalent to the emer-

gency and the intermediate phases on the Faulkner (2001) model (refer to fig-

ure 2). The following stage is the post-disaster plan correspondent to the long 

term recovery phase (Faulkner, 2001), the stage where the medium and long 

term strategies are applied and the destination gets over the crisis. Finally, the 

last stage is the resolution, managers are called to review and revise the proce-

dures to apply in such crisis.  

 

 

Figure 1. Crisis management model 

Source: Fink, 1986: 20 
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The Tunisian revolution began in December 2010, and led to the ousting of 

the former President ‘Zine El Abidine Ben Ali’, in January 2011. This event was 

mainly based on a series of street demonstrations which led to declare the state 

of emergency in the country and to announce the 1st interim Government, on 

the 17th of January 2011. 

Major European tour operators suspended departures to Tunisia, tourists 

were repatriated, and the whole tourism industry crushed down completely 

from the 14th of January 2011. Therefore, the revolution, considered as majorly 

positive, impacted significantly on tourism flows, foreign investments and the 

Tunisian economy. Tourists simply stopped coming to Tunisia.   

According to statistics from the National Tunisian Tourism Board, the im-

pact of the revolution was quite severe with a decrease of 51 percent on the in-

dustry revenues, 55.3 percent of the overnights spent in hotels, and 41 percent 

on tourists’ arrival to Tunisia from which 51 percent of European and 41 per-

cent of Maghreb tourists, during the six first months of the crisis (National Tu-

nisian Tourism Board, 2011).  

Several nominations, resignations and arrests of politicians within the Gov-

ernment were announced during the last few months following the departure 

of the former president. In addition, the global situation of the country was 

complicated with strikes, attacks, appearance of the Military in the Tunisian 

streets, and the huge media coverage of the revolution. This state of instability 

created more complicated economic and political environments, which led to a 

negative perceived image, mainly based on insecurity. Tourism was also affect-

ed by the crisis in Libya especially in the regions of Djerba. 

METHODOLOGY 

The paper discusses several issues, such as the impact of the 2011 Tunisian rev-

olution on the tourism industry in terms of international tourists’ arrivals and 

repatriation, job losses, closure of certain hotels, and launching of new tourism 

projects. Another issue to be discussed is the reaction of the leading tour opera-

tors, the Ministries of Foreign Affairs in the targeted countries and the local 

tourism companies to this human induced crisis. 

In addition, the actual research study aims principally to analyse the results 

of the short term strategies implemented by the Tunisian Government in order 

to overcome the crisis, and to identify the medium and long term potential 
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strategies to be considered as future ways to restore Tunisian tourism and the 

brand image of the country. 

According to Faulkner (2001), different phases of a crisis are determined (re-

fer to Figure 1), namely the pre-event phase, the prodromal phase, the emer-

gency phase, the intermediate phase, the long term recovery phase and the res-

olution phase. This research pinpoints the impacts of the Tunisian revolution as 

well as the strategies implemented and the potential strategies to be selected 

accordingly during the emergency and the intermediate phases.   

Therefore, the study is undertaken in three different stages. The first part 

was carried out by the time of the crisis (the author assisted the tourism Minis-

try and Secretary of State during the emergency stage starting from the 7th of 

February 2011). The qualitative data collected was based on real facts and ob-

servation, which was used as a starting point for this research on the post-crisis 

stage.  

The second part of the work consists of the study of similar situations in dif-

ferent countries and the duly applied strategies. The aim is to identify the suc-

cess and lack of success of the latter, in order to pick up the different strategies 

which may be applied to the case of Tunisia as a tourism destination.  

The selection of the destinations is based on 3 main criteria as follow: 

 Culture basis: the existence of a majority being Muslim or Jewish in the 

destination. This criterion is important due to the fact that these two re-

ligions may impact severely on the image of tourism destination espe-

cially in the situation of crises. 

 The geographical situation: the chosen destinations are geographically 

situated either in the Mediterranean region which makes them accessi-

ble to European markets; or having as main outbound markets Euro-

pean tourists. 

 The nature and the phase of the crisis: The selected crises are mainly 

political (ref) or human made crises (Faulkner, 2011). In addition, in 

order to be able to compare the strategic choices, for the short term 

strategies the main basis was the strategies implemented in the emer-

gency phase in certain destinations. The strategies applied in the in-

termediate phase and the long term recovery phase were consecutively 

used for the medium term strategies and the potential crisis manage-

ment strategies to be implemented to restore Tunisia as a tourism des-

tination.  
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RESULTS 

The Short Term Strategies Implemented by the Tunisian Government: 

The crisis cell, in the Ministry of tourism was established immediately after the 

announcement of the second interim Government by the end of January 2011. 

The main objective was to ameliorate the image of Tunisia and to stress on the 

fact that the country is safe and secure, politically stable and declare it as ‘the 

right place to be now’. 

Trying to control the situation, the Ministry of tourism had to be comple-

mentary with national private partners and deal with tourists and international 

partners as a sole company. 

Several short term strategies were implemented in the emergency phase 

(Faulkner, 2001) (refer to Figure. 2), with a lack of success for most of the latter, 

due to political situation of Tunisia which was far from resolved, and the con-

tinued riots and street demonstrations making the coverage of several interna-

tional TV channels and media.  

According to table 1, the Ministry of tourism implemented short term mar-

keting strategies with emotional basis and targeting different groups of tour-

ists. The main idea was to combine the new image of Tunisia, formed during 

the revolution through international TV channels (BBC, France 24, CNN, Al 

Jazeera, Al Arabia...), radios and other media, with the concept of freedom. 

Therefore, several issues were considered such as ‘Tunisia as the first Arab 

Muslim country to have toppled a dictator’, ‘the country has led many others, 

such as Libya and Egypt, to freedom’, ‘this country is worth to be revisited (for 

existing markets)’, ‘Tunisian abroad should support their country, plan their 

holidays to visit and attract their friends and relatives’, and ‘the 1 month anni-

versary of the revolution will be the valentine’s day’.  

The crisis cell, within the Ministry of Tourism, came out with 5 immediate 

strategies (refer to table 1). The main objectives were to promote Tunisia as 

ready to host overseas and re-launch tourism. However the global situation of 

the country and the particular one of the Ministry of Tourism, during this 

emergency phase, made the strategies’ selection process quite hard to be estab-

lished, with riots and aggressively inside the Ministry’s building. 
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Figure 2. Disaster management framework 

Source: Faulkner, 2001 

 

The action ‘I Love Tunisia... the right place to be Now’, considered as the 

Valentine’s Day and the anniversary of the revolution (14th of February 2011) 

was premature due to the curfew, the state of emergency announced in the 

country, the political instability as well as the lack of security. Neither tourists 

nor Tunisian were ready to approve and support such a strategy. These same 

reasons were the key factors behind the retraction of Tunisian abroad from vis-

iting Tunisia during the summer 2011.  

1 
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Table 1. The strategies implemented in the emergency stage by the Ministry of Tourism (the crisis cell) 

Short Term Strategies Details Results 

I LOVE TUNISIA (14
th
 of 

February 2011) 
 
 

The valentine’s day  
One month of freedom. The 
baseline was :’The right place 
to be now’. It has as main tar-
get markets: 
-Tunisian abroad (it is the right 
time to support their country, 1 
month post-revolution). 
-Existing markets (revisit the 
country to discover the 
strength of  Tunisian, and the 
new free Tunisia) 
-New markets (Tunisia is worth 
to be visited after the revolu-
tion, as a country leader for 
multiple Arab revolutions). 
A new website was launched 
to promote ‘I Love Tunisia’, in 
two different languages: 
French and English. 

I love Tunisia was launched 
on time, however the results 
were negative.  

Regional diversity of the 
Tunisian Tourism Products 

Launch small tourism busi-
nesses in poor bordering re-
gions, such as rest areas and 
small restaurants, which can 
be managed by locals. The 
aim is to attract Algerian and 
Libyans, to these regions while 
crossing the borders.  

Failure: Considered as short 
term strategy whilst new pro-
jects study and accomplish-
ment need time. 
 
Locals need training and ex-
perience. 

Target new markets (on the 
basis of the crisis) 

Target existing small markets 
or new markets on the basis of 
their acceptance to political 
instability and insecurity prob-
lems. 

Success: Eastern European 
markets were targeted espe-
cially Russian. 

Target Tunisian abroad Attract Tunisian abroad to 
make Tunisia as their holiday 
destination for the summer 
2011. 
 

Failure: they preferred visiting 
other tourism destinations to 
spend their holidays, than 
being in the country. 

1 Billion PAPs for Tunisia 
(Pages with advertisement) 

The new image of Tunisia 
should appear in one billion 
advertisements. 
 

- Success:  
- However targeting only the 
French market The operation 
‘1 billion PAP’ aims to unite 
the major French players on 
the Internet to promote the 
revival of tourism in Tunisia. 

According to Table 1, the Ministry of tourism encouraged the regional di-

versity of Tunisian tourism products and the development of small tourism 

businesses, specifically in the border region. However and similarly to what 

was stated previously, the strategy was premature and might have been classi-

fied on the medium or the long term stages, with more planning and organisa-
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tion. By the time of the crisis, unlike what it is used to be, the procedure was 

simply to meet the Minister of tourism or the Secretary of state and present a 

project.     

Tunisia has gained a new image through the period of the revolution, and 

the members of the crisis cell within the Ministry of Tourism believed strongly 

on the impact of the emotional actions on tourists and Tunisian abroad. How-

ever, the situation of the country was the external force blocking the accom-

plishment of this hope. In the same line of thoughts, Ritcher (1999) states that 

all the attractions in the world cannot bring tourists to a country without politi-

cal peace. 

Overview of tourism destinations in crisis 

A total of five tourism destinations were selected for the study namely Turkey, 

Israel, Egypt, Lebanon and Tunisia. The analysis of table 2 shows clear similari-

ties between the strategies implemented by certain destinations hit by political 

or human induced crises. The main priority for the short term phase is always 

to respond to the urgent situation and keep losses to a minimum. Then the me-

dium and long term stages are mainly based on developing sustainable tourism.  

To recover from a political or human induced crisis, most of the destinations 

selected, adopted a cutting prices approach, a focus on intensive marketing 

campaigns targeting different groups and new markets, and develop new tour-

ism products. Only Egypt, in the post revolution stage, implemented a different 

strategy based on emotional attractiveness of the country post revolution ‘what 

tourists can do to Egypt’. However, this destination is far from recovery and is 

still at an early stage of disaster management plan.  
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Table 2. Examples of countries where tourism has been affected by terrorism or political crisis 

Destination Crisis References Strategies Comments 

Turkey Economic 
and political 
crises 2000 
– 2001 (the 
case of 
Nothern 
Cyprus) 

Okumus et al 
(2005) 

-Increase prices, 
-Marketing campaigns 
-better management, 
-Develop new products 
-Expand into new Mar-
kets, 
-Improve service quality 

-A non predicted 
crisis  no crisis 
management 
mechanisms 

Economic 
and political 
crises 2000-
2001 

Interviews with 
Turkish managers 

-Reduce prices, 
-Target new markets, 
-Heavy marketing cam-
paigns worldwide 

-The recovery 
lasted more than 
a year 

Egypt 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Terrorism 
1992 
1993 
1997 

Sönmez (1999) 
 

-Heavy advertising 
-Focus on security and 
safety of tourists 

 

2011’s oust-
ing of the 
president 

Beirman (2011) 
El Masri (2011) 
 

-Focusing on what tour-
ists can do to Egypt 
(emotional attractive-
ness); 
-Target the Indian and 
Chinese market ; 
-Go aggressive on mar-
keting. 
-Visa on arrival (VOA) to 
encourage and facilitate 
to tourists accessing the 
country. 

Difficulty to at-
tract tourists with 
political instabil-
ity 

Israel The contin-
ued turmoil 
since 1948: 
both Israelis 
and Pales-
tinians living 
in the occu-
pied territo-
ries have 
experienced 
continued 
turmoil 

Sönmez (1998) 
Levit (2008) 
Beirman (2002) 

In order to recover and 
promote growth the 
main responses are: 
-Marketing campaigns 
targeting different 
groups 
-Reduce prices  

There no strate-
gic planning for 
potential future 
crises although 
the sector is at 
high risk which 
can lessen the 
effects of a crisis 
and improve 
recovery time.  

Lebanon Hariri’s 
death Feb-
ruary 2005 

Jallat et al (2011) -Improve sustainable 
tourism  
Promote the different 
regions of Lebanon. 
- Europe and the Arab 
countries were primary 
targets of marketing 
campaigns. 
-The Government en-
couraged FDI in the 
tourism industry  
-Promoting Lebanon as 
an exotic and safe des-
tination 

Familiarity with 
challenges and 
crises (2005/ 
2006/ 2007) 
made the tour-
ism industry 
more resilient 
than in many 
other regions of 
the world. 
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Tunisia Terrorism in 
the Ghriba 
Djerba 2002 

 -Deny the crisis 
-Marketing campaigns 
focusing on security and 
safety, 

-A decline of 
more than 30 
percent of the 
German market 

CONCLUSION 

Tunisia has gone through a human induced political crisis, which led to the 

ousting of the former president and the total crash down of diverse sectors in 

Tunisia directly related to the existence of overseas in the country, such as tour-

ism and the foreign direct investment. 

The Tunisian Government, in partnership with tourism professional and the 

private sector worked hard to cushion the blow. Different short term strategies 

has been applied during the emergency phase of the crisis, most of which were 

based on the emotional attractiveness of Tunisia post 14th of January 2011. 

However, the latter ended up with a lack of success due to political instability, 

security and safety issues, tourists and visitors’ fear of Tunisia’s image formed 

through media during the revolution. 

In order to overcome the crisis in the intermediate and the long term recov-

ery stages, the Tunisian Government needs to strengthen the tourism sector 

and ensure long term sustainability through regulatory, structural and strategic 

changes.  This issue highlights the need for appropriate actions to be consid-

ered in order to ameliorate the service quality in the hotel and tourism indus-

try, to consider the standardisation to international norms, the regional product 

diversification, and more importantly to attract new potential markets (Qatari, 

Emirati and Saudi Arabian tourists) and to reinforce existing ones (African 

Manager, 2011).     

In terms of marketing and the image of the country, the Tunisian Tourism 

Board in partnership with the Tunisian authorities and the Ministry of tourism 

have to collaborate together to insure the safety and security and promote Tu-

nisia as a politically stable tourism destination. Therefore, there is a need to fo-

cus more on the professional side and the attractiveness of the tourism prod-

ucts, than the emotional side linked to the images of the revolution, freedom 

and the baseline ’the place to be now’. To ensure the revival of tourism, com-

munication should no longer be advertising but rather direct and targeted.  
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ABSTRACT 

Macao, located in the southeastern part of China, is the only city legalized in gaming. 

60 hotels are established in an area of 29.7 sq km. With the recent rapid develop-

ment of the hotel industry, Macao will be filled with a total of 25,000 hotel rooms in 

the next few years. This study employs a set of time series data (91 observations) to 

generate an ARIMA forecasting model. The model is fitted with the average monthly 

hotel room rates of 9 hotels in Macao. The model shows a high level of predictive ac-

curacy and provides useful insights for hoteliers to form business strategies.   

Key words: hotel occupancy rate, gaming, ARIMA, time series, Macao. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The Central Chinese Government has implemented Individual Visit Scheme 

since 2003. The scheme allows residents of 49 mainland China cities to Visit 

Macao in their individual capacities, whereas previously visits were confined 

to tour group visits.  Macao has benefited from the Scheme and has received 

millions of Chinese mainlanders annually (Statistics and Census Service Macao 

(DSEC), 2011).  In addition, the number of hotels established has increased 

dramatically ever since the gaming liberlisation taken place in 2002 as seen in 

Table 1. With these unique market phenomena, the Macao hotel industry is 

among the minority of destinations where business burgeons.  A study con-

ducted by the authors earlier (Lam & Lei, 2010) reveals that the overall accom-

modation capacity of the Macao hotel industry is still behind market demand 

and there is room to increase average room rate. In addition, more hotel rooms 

are continuously being built. The overall available hotel rooms will be in-

creased significantly up to 25,000 available rooms in the next few years (Anon-

ymous, 2011). Thus, it is important to conduct a forecast of the hotel industry 

mailto:cindia@ift.edu.mo
mailto:clara@ift.edu.mo
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based on the last decade of performance in order to develop a forecasting mod-

el to predict the hotel room rate.   

Table 1. Hotel establishments in Macao, 2002 and 2010 

Hotel 
Star 
Rating 

No. of s 
Establishments 

No. of  
Establishments 

% Chan-
ged 

No. of 
Rooms 
Available 

No. of 
Rooms 
Available 

% 
Changed 

  2002 2011   2002 2011   

5 8 26 225 3112 11779 278.50 

4 9 13 50 2634 4338 64.69 

3 8 12 50 1807 2415 33.65 

2 12 12 0 887 747 -15.78 

Total 37 63   8440 19279   

Source: DESC, 2011 

 

In this article, we consider the issue of forecasting hotel room rate with the 

forecast horizons of 91 observations.  We employed ARIMA type of forecasting 

to develop an empirical formula that relates the value to be forecasted with the 

recent data.  This paper is organized as follows.  In the second section, we will 

review literature concerning the importance of forecasting in the hotel indus-

try, forecasting method used. In the third section, we will discuss the method-

ology of the study and follow by research results.  In the final section, we con-

clude the study and discuss future research path. The main contributions of 

this study are: 1. Being the first of its kind for Macao, a gaming destination; 2. 

Propose a forecasting model with good forecasting accuracy and 3. Provide in-

sightful information for the incumbents of the Macao hotel industry. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Accurate forecasting of hotel occupancy rate is critical to hotel business per-

formance.  Hotel offers intangible service, overbooking and underbooking are 

very costly to the operation.  More importantly, accurate forecasting is the first 

step to an effective revenue management (Weatherford & Kimes, 2003) and it 

also facilitates the planning on human resources, supplies and facilities.  As 

mentioned earlier, the Macao hotel industry has experienced a relatively pros-

perous market environment, in which supply is catching up the enormous de-

mand driven by the millions of tourist arrivals annually.  Supply was not able 

to meet up with demand.  As a result, maximizing revenue becomes a priority.  

In order to maximize hotel room revenue, hotel revenue management serves as 
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an important managerial tool for the attempt in selling each hotel room to the 

customer who is willing to pay the highest price so as the achieve the highest 

revenue (El Gayar, Hendawi, Zakhary, & El-Shishiny, 2008).   Thus, this study 

is formed to produce a forecasting model to predict the hotel room rate but not 

the occupancy rate as forecasted by many previous studies (Andrew, Cranage, 

& Lee, 1990; Law, 1998; Yuksel, 2007).  

In addition, previous literature reveals the importance to forecast the direc-

tion of change of a data series instead of the actual magnitude (Witt & Witt, 

1995).  More recently, Law (2004) studied extrapolative time series forecasting 

technique in computing future hotel occupancy rates and made an initial test-

ing on a forecasting technique - IERORFM (Improved Extrapolative Room Oc-

cupancy Rate Forecasting Model) and demonstrated the unique feature of the 

model that it uses an incremental approach to calculate the growth rate in the 

last trend of the data series.  It combats the disadvantage of time-series model 

in which it captures either the information of a few numbers towards the end-

ing period of the data series or the entire data series is used for projecting fu-

ture values.  Nevertheless, a comprehensive review of 121 studies on tourism 

demand modeling and forecasting since 2000 was conducted by Song and Li 

(2008).  Time-series models, econometric approach and emerging methods, e.g. 

AI techniques are the latest development of forecast technique.  However, the 

review concludes that no clear-cut evidence shows that any one model can con-

sistently outperform other models in the forecasting competition (Song & Li, 

2008: 217).  As a result, time series models, simple ARIMA (Autoregressive 

Moving Average Models) are used for the current study.  

A time series model forecast the trends and patterns of a series through the 

investigation of the historic trends and patterns of the time series under study 

(Brown, 1959; Holt, 2004; Winters, 1960). A univariate time series is a sequence 

of observations on one variable ordered in time. Time series models have been 

widely used for tourism demand forecasting (Song & Li, 2008). They are able to 

generate valuable results in tourism and hospitality forecasts (Athiyaman & 

Robertson, 1992; Witt & Witt, 1995). In this study, simple ARIMA (Autoregres-

sive Integrated Moving Average Models) modeling is used to determine the 

forecasting model on the room rates of 3-star hotels in Macao. The ARIMA 

model has advantages over the common time series analysis methods, includ-

ing the simple and exponential smoothing with or without growth, decomposi-

tion, as well as the multivariate regressions. Through ARIMA, the future values 

are forecasted based on the past values of the variable under study, instead of 

an exploratory value that may impose influence on the system. ARIMA models 
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are more capable at using error residuals found to predict the dependent varia-

bles, through the prediction of current error residuals. They are also able to ad-

just the regression estimates generated by lagged dependent variables, if they 

are set as regressors. Moreover, the error residuals found in common time se-

ries analysis and multivariate regression normally are self-correlated with their 

lag values, resulting in serial correlation. This violated the assumption for re-

gression theory that individual disturbances should not be affected or correlat-

ed by other disturbances (Real Options Valuation, 2011). 

METHODOLOGY 

This study applies the time series ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving 

Average) model proposed by Box and Jenkins (1920) to forecast the room rate 

of 3-star hotels in Macao. The data on the average monthly room rates of nine 

3-star hotels in Macao has been applied. This represents 100% of the entire 3-

star hotel sector in 2004 and 75% in 2011 (Statistics and Census Service Macao 

(DSEC), 2011). The data collected covered the period from January 2004 to July 

2011, which constituted 91 observations. A minimum of 50 observations is re-

quired for the development of an efficient forecast model through the use of 

ARIMA process. This need of a large sample is a result on the nature of the 

ARIMA process, when past values of the independent variable under study are 

applied. As forecast data is related with past values, correlation is therefore an 

issue. Though this can be reduced through the process, cannot be eliminated 

(McGough & Tsolacos, 1995). This research study covered four major stages, 

which are: 1. identification of the forecasting model; 2 & 3. estimation and vali-

dation of the model; 4. develop the forecasting equation by the estimated mod-

el. A total of five steps to cover the four stages have been carried out to ensure 

a parsimonious model is established.  The five steps are to be explained in de-

tails below.  

In step one, the raw data has been deflated by the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) and converted from nominal dollars to constant dollars. This will stabi-

lize the variance and enable the generation of a true forecast in nominal terms. 

The real inflation rate of Macao has been applied (Statistics and Census Service 

Macao, 2011) for the deflation process, which will also be applied in the set of 

forecast data to inflate the constant forecast rates to nominal rates. In step two, 

the data series was checked on stationarity. This is carried out through the use 

of line graph to display the trend of time series, the augmented Dickey-Fuller 

(ADF) test to check on the unit root, together with the Autocorrelation Function 

(ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) plots. Through this step, 
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the general idea on the level of differencing (I) required to produce a stationary 

time series, the probable autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) terms 

necessary for an appropriate model were determined.  

The feature that the time series is stationary is a basic principle governing 

the development of ARIMA models (Pankratz, 1983). The ARIMA process ap-

plies past data of the variable under study to forecast future time series data. 

Therefore, if the mean of each period in the time series is different, it will be 

inappropriate to estimate the means. As there will then left behind only one 

observation at each time period (t) to estimate the mean at time (t) and multi-

collinearity problems will exist through the use of non-stationary values. The 

situation will be worsen if the variance of the time periods also variates 

through time. 

The Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is superior than the t-statistics and F-statistics 

at determining the existence of a unit root within the time series. The ADF test 

will determine if a time series includes a unit root, a unit root with drift or a 

unit root with drift and trend (Dickey, Bell & Miller, 1986). If the residuals of a 

unit root process are not homogeneous, then the Phillips-Perron test can be ap-

plied. It should also be cautious that structural breaks may result in the non-

rejection of a unit root for both Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests.  

With the information generated from step two, ARIMA models were devel-

oped through the usage of two statistical programs, the SPSS and Eviews in 

step three. The models developed were diagnosed on adequacy and compared 

based on a list of statistical factors to identify the most appropriate ones. The 

factors included the stationary and adjusted R-squared, root mean square error 

(RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), maximum absolute percent-

age error (MaxAPE), maximum absolute error (MAE), Schwarz's Bayesian Cri-

terion (BIC) and Ljung-Box Q Statistics. Amongst which, the best six models 

have been included in this report and were proceeded to the stage of valida-

tion. Models with lower values on statistics based on forecast errors are nor-

mally more preferable. This is because they have been determined according to 

either absolute, percentage of actual or squared bases on the sum of absolute 

forecast errors. Therefore, lower values will generally indicate a comparatively 

lower average error than other models. 

The six best models found were further analyzed and compared in step 

four. The stationarity and invertibility of the coefficients for each parameter 

were checked, together with the t-values. During this step, the Autocorrelation 

Function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) were plotted and 
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the forecast data series was compared with the actual observations that have 

been reserved for validation. Amid the 91 observations in the time series, 26.4% 

(24 observations that represent 24 months or two years) have been reserved for 

this purpose. The full set of time series (91 observations) was applied to the set 

of finalized models in order to identify the best fit. The best model was then 

redeveloped based on the full set of time series data.Based on the best model 

parameters, the forecasting equation was generated in step five. Forecast was 

generated from the best model and again compared with the actual data values 

to further confirm on the validity of the model. A well established ARIMA 

model should be parsimonious; has stationary autoregressive (AR) coefficients 

and/or invertible moving average (MA) coefficients; with residuals that ap-

proximate a white-noise process; fits well with the time series; has stable coeffi-

cients over the period of the time series and has appropriate out-of-sample 

forecasts (Pankratz, 1983). In the next section, the research results will be dis-

cussed as well as research limitations and research gaps for further studies. 

RESULTS 

Data Examination and Testing For Stationarity 

The original time series measured the average room rate of 3-star hotels in Ma-

cao. To stabilize the variance, in step one, all the data has been deflated by the 

Consumer Price Index of the respective periods, so the nominal dollars were 

converted to constant dollars. A basic principle for running an efficient ARIMA 

process is to have a stationary time series. A time series was considered sta-

tionary if the underlying generating process was based on both constant mean 

and variance, together with the autocorrelation function being maintained con-

stant through time. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots are 

charts on the coefficients of correlation and partial correlation between the time 

series and the lags of itself, respectively (Pankratz, 1983). In step two, the sta-

tionary of series was checked and requirement on level of differencing was de-

termined. 

From Figure 1, the trend of the time series with zero order of differencing 

obviously demonstrated an upward trend, indicating that the time series is 

non-stationary. An investigation on the autocorrelation function (ACF) plots in 

Figure 2 showed a very slow but linear decay pattern, which was typical of a 

non-stationary series. Simultaneously, the partial autocorrelation plot (PACF) 

shows two significant spikes, with no sharp cut-off at lag-1. This demonstrated 

that the autocorrelations at lags 2 and above in the ACF plots were not a result 
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on the propagation of the autocorrelation at lag 1. The non-stationary situation 

was further confirmed by the statistics of the Dickey-Fuller test (Table 1). The 

null hypothesis (H0) assumes that the variable was not stationary and unit root 

existed. Based on the statistics, it was found that the null hypothesis was reject-

ed only under the situation when there was trend and intercept in the time se-

ries. Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted when the time series was at 

zero differencing, indicating a unit root existed. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 1. Comparison on the stationarity of the time series with zero level (Upper) and with one 

level of non-seasonal differencing (Lower) 
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Figure 2. The autocorrelation (ACF) (left) and partial autocorrelation plots (PACF) (right) of the 

original time series 

Table 1. Statistics from Dickey-Fuller Test on time series 

Lag Difference 0 

  None Intercept Only Trend & Intercept 

  Statistics 
Probabi-

lity 
Statistics Probability Statistics Probability 

ADF Statistics 0.343491 0.7814 -2.281832 0.1808 -5.787314 0.000 

1% Critical Value -2.601596   -3.534868   -4.103198   

5% Critical Value -1.945987   -2.906923   -3.479367   

10% Critical Value -1.613496   -2.591006   -3.167404   

Variable Coeffici-
ent 0.004992 0.7324 -0.203599 0.0259 -0.695108 0.000 

Durbin-Watson 
Test 2.061276   2.24218   2.014148   

There was an obvious need for at least one order of differencing to station-

arize the series. After one non-seasonal difference, the trend of the time series 

(Figure 1), the ADF and PACF plots (Figure 3) and well as the Dickey-Fuller 

test (Table 2) was again carried out.  
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Figure 3. The autocorrelation (ACF) (Left) and partial autocorrelation plots (PACF) (Right) of the 

time series with one level of non-seasonal differencing 

 

From the line graph (Figure 1), it was clear that the series appeared compar-

atively more stationary than at zero level of differencing. The series also exhib-

its a definite tendency to return to its mean, though in a somewhat slow man-

ner. Through investigation on the ACF and PACF plots in Figure 3, the series 

also looked comparatively more stationary, however, there was a strong auto-

correlation at the seasonal period (lag 12). Owing to this, an order of seasonal 

differencing in the model maybe required. Further analysis on the Dickey-

Fuller test (Table 2) also suggested that with one level of non-seasonal differ-

encing, the null hypothesis was rejected, indicating the time series became sta-

tionary. In the succeeding process, the parameters of the model were estimated. 

Table 2. Statistics from Dickey-Fuller Test on time series with one level of non-seasonal differencing 

Lag Difference 1 

  None Intercept Only Trend & Intercept 

  Statistics Probability Statistics Probability Statistics Probability 

ADF Statistics -9.571501 0.000 -9.547227 0.000 -9.52118 0.000 

1% Critical Value -2.601596   -3.536587   
-

4.107947   

5% Critical Value -1.945987   -2.90766   
-

3.481595   

10% Critical Value -1.613496   -2.591396   
-

3.168695   

Variable Coefficient -1.933684 0.000 -1.941336 0.000 
-

1.945043 0.000 

Durbin-Watson Test 2.057406   2.063403   2.072539   
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Model Estimation 

Based on the rules and principles for determining the parameters of the ARI-

MA model, in step three, a list of around 40 models were investigated and 

studied. The investigation has been done with respect to the diagnostic statis-

tics checking and the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots. Finally, 

a list of best models has been chosen and results are discussed followed.  

The main objective to adjust the non-seasonal and seasonal autoregressive 

(AR and SAR) and moving average (MA and SMA) parameters is to eliminate 

the autocorrelation that remained in the residuals of the model with stationary 

time series. It is worth to note that the general rule for ARIMA forecasting is to 

test, re-test and re-test. The ARIMA process based on Box-Jenkins methodology 

is an interactive approach that requires substantial level of subjective judgment, 

aside from results generated from statistic programs. 

The optimal order of differencing is expected to be at the level with the low-

est standard deviation. When determining the parameters, it is important to 

observe any trends of over-differencing. In principle, the autocorrelation pat-

tern can be removed from a stationarized series through the addition of auto-

regressive (AR) terms. One way to effectively identify the need of autoregres-

sive terms is through the investigation of the partial autocorrelation plots 

(PACF). Simultaneously, the autocorrelation plots (ACF) can provide a good 

idea on the level of moving average (MA) terms required in order to remove 

the autocorrelation pattern from the stationarized series. However, it is im-

portant to note that the autoregressive and moving average terms are not mu-

tually exclusive but rather they may cancel each other’s effect. Therefore, it is 

always wise to be cautious with mixed models. Moreover, if the long-term 

forecast of a model with reasonable good statistics appears to be unstable or 

erratic, this may be the signal of a unit root in the autoregressive or moving 

average coefficients.  

Table 3 demonstrated the statistic results of the six best models. These mod-

els demonstrated the best statistic results among the 50 models under study, in 

respect to R squared, the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the Schwarz's 

Bayesian Criterion (BIC). Further investigation on the forecast error during the 

first season (12 observations, 1 year) of the forecasting period was shown to 

demonstrate further ideas on the appropriateness of the models.  
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Table 3. Statistical result for the six best models  

ARIMA Mo-
del 

(0,1,1)(0,1,0) (1,1,1)(1,0,0) (1,1,1)(2,0,0) (0,1,1)(1,1,0) (0,1,1)(1,1,1) (0,1,1)(1,0,1) 

Stationary R-
squared 

.796 .821 .823 .851 .826 .631 

R-squared .849 .916 .918 .891 .875 .816 

RMSE 33.215 26.609 26.451 28.816 30.832 38.263 

MAPE 5.404 4.337 4.265 4.642 4.807 5.939 

MaxAPE 17.109 15.292 16.394 15.664 15.493 39.343 

MAE 25.806 19.927 19.450 21.882 22.539 27.148 

MaxAE 82.465 73.709 79.018 68.163 80.744 132.644 

Normalized 
BIC 

7.449 7.197 7.249 7.313 7.448 7.733 

Ljung-Box Q 
Statistics 

23.458 12.603 13.352 14.113 16.134 13.029 

Ljung-Box Q 
Sig 

.135 .633 0.499 .590 .373 .600 

Forecast 
Error (1st 
Season) 

-12.2% -30.4% -29.8% -10.1% -8.8% -11.5% 

  Note: Based on 67 observations (24 observations withhold for evaluation checks) 

 

Aside from the statistical analysis, a good ARIMA model must also meet 

specific criteria on estimation, stationarity of the autoregressive (AR) terms and 

the invertibility of the moving average (MA) terms. The quality of the parame-

ter coefficients can be determined through the t-value statistics. As a practical 

rule, any coefficient with an absolute t-value of less than 2 should be avoided to 

prevent non-parsimonious models and inaccurate forecasts. The feature of in-

vertibility can ensure that the weights placed on past observations of the time 

series will not decline as more observations in the further past periods are in-

cluded, albeit larger weights are normally attached to more recent observa-

tions. 
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The Best Model 

Table 4. The Best ARIMA (0,1,1)(1,0,1)12  model specifications and statistical data 

  Estimate SE t Sig. 

Constant .003 .015 .190 .850 

Difference 1       

MA Lag 1 .521 .107 4.868 .000 

AR, Seasonal Lag 1 .995 .013 73.988 .000 

MA, Seasonal Lag 1 .797 .238 3.352 .001 

Stationary R-squared .747 MAE 24.429 

R-squared .888 MaxAE 151.900 

RMSE 34.536 Normalized BIC 7.495 

MAPE 5.161 Ljung-Box Q Statistics 15.709 

MaxAPE 45.054 Ljung-Box Q Sig .402 

Average Forecast Error 3.5 % 

Note: Based on 91 observations (full time series)  

 

After investigation and applied the full set of time series data (91 observa-

tions), it is found that within the six best models, ARIMA (0,1,1)(1,0,1)12 with 

one non-seasonal differencing, met all the criteria requirements on t-statistics, 

stationarity for autoregressive (AR) coefficients, invertibility for the moving 

average (MA) coefficients and generate the lowest forecast error at an average 

of 3.5% (Table 4 and Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. Comparion of Observed, Actual and Forecast Time Series based on The Best Model 
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The general equation of the seasonal ARIMA model is: 

p(B) Φ P(Bs) d sDžt   = ΘQ(Bs) θq(B)at 

…………………....................................(1.1) 

where  

p(B)   = 1- 1(B) - ……p(B)p    

Φ P(Bs) = 1 - Φ 1(Bs) - ….. Φ P(BsP) 

θq(B)    = 1 – θ1(B) - …… θq(Bq) 

ΘQ(Bs) = 1 – Θ1(Bs) - …… ΘQ(BsQ) 

p(B) is the non-seasonal AR operator, Φ P(Bs) the seasonal AR operator, 

θq(B) is the non-seasonal MA operator and ΘQ(Bs) is the seasonal MA operator, 

where žt  is differenced d (length one) times and D (length s) times. d sD are 

the differencing operators and at  is the random shocks.  

In backshift form , the general equation (1.1) for the best model ARIMA 

(0,1,1)(1,0,1)12 is written as: 

(1 - Φ 1B) (1 – B) žt = (1 – Θ12B12)(1 – θ1B) at ……………………………….…...(1.2) 

                             žt = zt-1 + Φ (zt-1 – zt-2) – θ1 at-1 – Θ12 at-12 + Θ12 θ1at-13 ……….(1.3) 

Substituting the ARIMA parameters from Table 4 into equation (1.3), the 

best model to forecast the room rate of 3-star hotels in Macao is represented as: 

    žt = zt-1 + 0.995 (zt-1 – zt-2) – 0.521 at-1 – 0.797 at-12 + 1.318 at-13 

CONCLUSION  

The current study is the first of its kind in Macao, which has applied the time 

series data of nine 3-star hotels in Macao through a period of 91 months from 

2004 to 2011 to generate a forecasting model on the hotel room rate. This cover-

age represents 100% of the entire 3-star hotel sector in Macao by 2004 and 75% 

in 2011. A rigorous forecasting method, autoregressive integrated moving av-

erage (ARIMA), has been applied through four major stages of identification, 

estimation, evaluation and forecasting before the final forecasting model is 

generated. Amongst all the observations in the time series, 73.6% has been ap-

plied to identify the forecast model, while 26.4% has been withheld for evalua-

tion checking. The latter represents 24 observations or two years. When the list 

of six best models was identified from the 50 models under study, the full set of 
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time series was applied to generate the final forecast model. This model has a 

reasonable forecast error of only 3.5%. 

Macao is a city with about half a million (556 thousands) population but 

with the liberalization of the gaming industry in 2002, it has turned into a gam-

ing gorilla and the gaming revenue has surprised that of Las Vegas since 2007. 

The gaming industry has attracted huge amount of tourists to the city and hotel 

accommodation has been a continuous issue for the tourism and hospitality 

industry during the recent years. This research provides a well defined model 

to forecast the room rate of 3-star hotels in Macao. The information provides 

good ground for strategic management of the industry, in which there is an 

imbalance between demand and supply of hotel accommodations. In addition, 

being the first of its kind in one of the largest gaming revenue generation city in 

the world, this research provides valuable information for further research of 

its kind in the future.  

Albeit the significant contributions, some limitations has been observed. The 

ARIMA model, though is developed under a rigorous method, may suffer from 

over-differencing. Cautious must be taken to ensure that the model has not 

been overfit during the identification stage, since ARIMA can really be consid-

ered as a statistical process of art, rather than simple statistical process alone. 

For the time series applied, during the period 2004 to 2011, the world economy 

has been severely affected by the financial crisis of the end of 2008 and 2010. 

This may impose affect to the ARIMA model in terms of events. Moreover, in 

forecasting model generated, the seasonal autoregressive (SAR) term has a co-

efficient of 0.995. This coefficient, though significant and meets the criteria of 

less than 1, still is very close to 1. Further analysis may be required to identify 

the factors behind. 
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ABSTRACT 

Using Ruggie’s (2008) Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, as a starting 

point, this paper examines to why tourism businesses need to add human right im-

pact assessments to their environmental, social, and risk assessments and fulfil their 

business responsibility to respect human rights. Taking due diligence for human rights 

can be seen as a business opportunity, leading to reduced operating costs and in-

creased reputational strength. and the benefits to business are explored. There are 

however a number of significant challenges for business to undertake the necessary 

human rights impact assessments, including the lack of knowledge of Human Rights 

language in tourism companies, and the limited number of experts in the field that 

are able to assist companies in their due diligence. 

 

Key words: human rights, due diligence, water, destination resources. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Sufficient, safe, affordable and accessible water is a human right. It is essential 

to sustain life and livelihoods, is also essential for the health and happiness of 

tourists (Stonich, 1998; WTM, 2007). In many destinations tourists compete 

with locals, the tourists’ per capita water use far exceeds that of local people, in 

some cases infringing on their human right to water. Water is one of the most 

critical and scarce resources for the tourism industry (UNWTO, 2003). Climate 

change will increase the pressures, and thus finding a way to manage water 

resources is critical.  

By comparing two mature tourism destinations as case studies: Bali, Indo-

nesia and Kovalam, India, this paper outline the stakeholders involved in the 

tourism-water nexus. Understanding the stakeholders is an essential step to 

identifying rights holders and duty bearers. The stakeholder maps generated 
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serve to underline the complex picture and overlapping government roles. 

While the government may be the primary legal duty bearer to provide com-

munities with water they are only one of many duty holders. 

Using Ruggie’s (2008) Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 

which was endorsed by consensus at the UN in June 2011, as a starting point, 

this paper investigates whether and to which extent  tourism businesses need 

to add human right impact assessments to their environmental, social, and risk 

assessments and fulfil their business responsibility to respect human rights. 

Taking due diligence for human rights can be seen as a business opportunity, 

and the benefits to business are explored. 

Tourism and Water 

The sustainability of tourism is dependent on an adequate water supply of suf-

ficient quality and quantity but there is little research on the significance of wa-

ter in tourism development (Essex et.al., 2004). This paucity of research into the 

tourism and water nexus has made it difficult for the tourism industry to en-

gage in the policy debate (Crase et.al., 2010). Despite access to water being a 

key indicator of progress towards achieving the MDGs and the increasing im-

portance of tourism in developing countries there has been very little academic 

research about the link between tourism and the impact of water scarcity on 

destination populations (exceptions include the work on Gossling, 2001; Ston-

ich, 1998). 

In developing countries the problems of water inequity are more stark due 

to the relative power differences between the different stakeholders; and man-

agement is more difficult because of deficiencies in water infrastructure; an ab-

sence of effective pricing and cost recovery systems; a lack of organisational 

and institutional commitment to apply financial incentives or sanctions to en-

courage water conservation; and catchment areas are affected by deforestation 

(Pigram, 2000). 

While the water demands of the tourists need to be met in order for tourism 

to be attractive, water demand management will increasingly be a decisive fac-

tor in the long –term viability of tourism. As OEDC and UNEP have recently 

identified climate change will directly and indirectly affect tourism including 

increasing water scarcity particularly in temperate and tropical islands with 

high tourist arrivals and limited water resources which are likely to face water 

conflicts (OEDC/UNEP, 2011).  
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Water and Human Rights 

There is no universally accepted definition of human rights but they are the 

basic standards without which people cannot live with dignity (Donnelly, 

2003).Water is a critical resource for human survival and dignity; it is a funda-

mental, universal human need and basic human right. Water is an underlying 

determinant to health and is therefore connected to the human right to health, 

food, housing and ultimately to the human right to life (UN, 2003) Water is a 

necessity for agricultural production and millions of the world’s poor, particu-

larly in rural areas in subsistence agricultures, depend on water for their liveli-

hoods (King, 2005: 3). 

On 30th September 2010 the UN Human Rights Council, responsible for 

mainstreaming human rights within the UN system, adopted by consensus a 

resolution affirming that water and sanitation are human rights (Resolution 

A/HRC/15/L.14). In order for the right to water to be fulfilled it has to be suffi-

cient (The World Health Organisation suggests this means between 50 and 100 

litres per person per day), safe (free from microorganisms or other hazards), 

physically accessible (it should be within 1000m and collection time should not 

exceed 30 minutes) and affordable (water costs should not exceed 3% of house-

hold income). The entitlements to water include the right to a system of water 

supply and management that provides equality of opportunity for all people to 

enjoy the right to water (UN, 2003: 4)  

Water is typically the responsibility of women in developing countries 

therefore women suffer to a greater extent when water resources are misman-

aged as many have to walk for several hours every day to find it (Hemming-

way, 2004). Apart from increasing their workload, they lose out on their right 

to education-essential for strengthening their position in society and for effi-

cient poverty eradication (Watkins, 2006: 47).  In many holiday destinations, 

local inhabitants have to compete with the tourism sector over the access, allo-

cation and use of water for their personal and domestic daily needs as the tour-

ism industry exerts an enormous strain on the water supplies. Continuing con-

tamination, depletion and unequal distribution of water not only poses a direct 

threat to people’s right to health and life but it is also exacerbating existing 

poverty and is a source of conflict and societal instability (King, 2005).  Priority 

in the allocation of water should be given to the right to water for personal and 

domestic uses, and for preventing starvation and disease.  

 

http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/15/L.14
http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/15/L.14
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Tourism, Business and Human Rights  

Tourism’s potential contribution to development is the fundamental justifica-

tion for governments and aid agencies encouraging the sector (Cole, 2008). 

However, it is often the case that “the rights of local people take second place 

to the needs and expectations of foreign tourists and the profits of the TNCs” 

(Mowforth et.al., 2008: 90). Tourism (especially to developing countries) is of-

ten based on unequal relations. Rather than alleviating the poverty, the com-

petitive and resource hungry nature of tourism exacerbates existing unequal, 

exploitative relationships. In many cases, multinational enterprises exploit cash 

strapped governments that subordinate environmental policy to economic pol-

icy (Kutting, 2010). Very frequently the lack of governance, or poor governance, 

a weak legislature and corruption has exasperated the situation frequently re-

sulting in the abuse of the local population’s human rights (Eriksson et.al., 

2009, Cole forthcoming).  

Whenever we talk of rights there are responsibilities and it needs to be clear 

on whom the relevant obligations fall. Every human right has a duty bearer. 

Recognising communities as rights holders means someone has the obligation 

and responsibilities in relation to these rights. This automatically raises ques-

tions about the actions and accountability of duty bearers. The state and its in-

stitutions bear primary responsibility for ensuring human rights are respected. 

They are the legal duty bearers. Their duties include creating clear and reliable 

legal frameworks, enforcing existing law and to sanction violations consistently 

and coherently (Leisinger, 2006). Private companies, civil society organisations 

and international organisations are moral duty bearers. The debate on business 

and human rights has become a central theme on the international corporate 

responsibility agenda. Increasing efforts are being made to mainstream human 

rights into corporate sectors. For example the UN Global Compact is the world 

largest voluntary corporate responsibility initiative which requires companies 

to report on human rights. 

While “the private sector at various levels remains in the driving seat, the 

regulatory and ethical environment in which it operates has changed” 

(Parnwell, 2009: 253). In June 2011 the UN endorsed by consensus the “Guiding 

Principles on Business and Human Rights”. This means that all businesses have 

a responsibility to “protect, respect and remedy” the human right to water. 

Companies need to make sure that they are not complicit in human rights 

abuses by ensuring due diligence, by following the guidelines. In conducting 

due diligence companies should understand the likely impact of their opera-
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tions on public access to water for domestic use (IHRB, 2011). Undertaking due 

diligence will enable companies to “reduce the risk of their activities harming 

the rights of others and help them take the necessary steps to avert, mitigate or 

remedy potential, actual or perceived abuses” (Tourism Concern, 2011: 3). Due 

diligence is not new in tourism, in customer protection, for example, it is writ-

ten in to the 1992 Package Travel Regulations. In UK law tour operators have to 

consider due diligence for the safety of their customers.  The new international 

law and guiding principles extend the need for due diligence to the communi-

ties that are impacted by tourism operations. There is evidence that some in the 

hotel industry are assuming a proactive, collective approach to human rights 

and business ethics, incorporating human rights risk mapping, employee train-

ing on responsible business, and sustainable local benefits (Leadlay, 2011) 

METHODOLOGY 

Research in Bali took place in June-July 2010. A multi-method approach was 

used involving interviews with villa owners, subak heads, community leaders, 

local NGOs and government departments; questionnaires to tourists, and focus 

groups with community groups. This multi-method approach was appropriate 

for multi stakeholder research that required significant adaptability in the field. 

The methods had been used previously in Indonesia with considerable success 

(Cole, 2006). Between 22nd June and 29th July 2010 thirty nine interviews/focus 

groups were conducted and 110 tourists were surveyed. The participants of the 

interviews were: 

eleven government departments, four NGOs, four academics, three tourism 

industry associations, Aqua (bottled water company, owned by Danome), Co-

ca-Cola, a developer, an architect, two hotels, four villas, a business man/ ex-

patriate activist, a restaurant, a laundry, a spa, two community groups, plus 

individual community members and a Pekaseh (democratically elected head of 

a subak irrigation system). 

A Balinese research assistant was invaluable to the entire research project. 

She acted as a “fixer”, arranging appointments and ensuring we spoke to rele-

vant people in the right government departments. In all cases this was head or 

vice head of government departments. All but two of the interviews were con-

ducted in English or Indonesian (which the author speaks fluently), or a mix-

ture of the two; however two interviewees chose to speak in Balinese and the 

research assistant translated. 
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The research in Kovolam was conducted in January 2011. Twenty seven in-

terviews were conducted with: Eight hotels, the head of the local hotel and res-

taurant association, and a tourism training institute; three state level govern-

ment representatives (water and tourism departments); three local government 

representatives and a consultant who works for the government; four NGOs, 

an academic and individual members of the local community on an ad hoc ba-

sis. Interviews with tanker drivers were attempted but not successful, as the 

local researcher was threatened when he attempted to investigate where the 

tanker got its water. A Malayalam speaking research assistant accompanied the 

author throughout. Some interviews were conducted in English, some in Mala-

yalam and some in a mixture of both. The research assistant acted as “fixer” 

setting up and coordinating the interviews. The same broad research questions 

were used for both destinations in an attempt to better understand the water –

tourism nexus. The research in Kovolam was briefer and more limited partly 

due to the language barrier of the author and the sometimes selective transla-

tion by the research assistant. 

RESULTS 

In both destinations the rapid and unchecked development of tourism has led 

to the mismanagement of water resources and negative consequences for the 

local communities infringing on their right to water.  In both destinations un-

derground supplies are polluted, in Southern Bali in the most popular resorts 

underground water is “unfit for human consumption” (Ketut Sundra ,2007). 

Similarly in Kerala none of the beach front hotels could use their well water as 

it was too polluted. In both destinations hand –dug wells had run dry and 

there was an increased use of bore wells, for those who could afford them. 

However, for those who couldn’t afford to bore the only option was to pur-

chase water. In Kerala water is purchase by the jug from tankers; in Bali “re-

filled” aqua bottles are sold. In both cases the supplies are unregulated and of 

dubious quality. In Bali female respondents who purchased refills spoke of in-

creased cases of diarrhoea and said sometimes there was mud or worms/larvae 

in the water. In Kovalam the tanker water was described as sometimes dirty, it 

came from a lake surrounded by fields with heavy pesticide and fertilizer us-

age and is not filtered. Furthermore, women complained that they had to go by 

rickshaw or bus to have a bath. In Bali, tourism out competes agriculture for 

water supplies, leading to a decline in agriculture and a loss a sustainable local 

food supply. 
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Governments are the primary duty bearers to ensure the communities have 

a clean, safe, accessible and affordable water supply. Furthermore this point 

was made by a number of interviewees “the government is responsible and 

could, if they wanted, supply everyone”, an hotelier in Kerala reported. An 

NGO worker agreed, “The government is most responsible, villagers do not 

make a link between water scarcity and tourism, their demand is to the gov-

ernment”. Likewise the stakeholders interviewed in Bali clearly laid the blame 

on the government. 

The government’s inability to supply the communities resulted from a 

number of issues: Firstly a lack of government coordination, communication 

and trust; with a number of different departments with overlapping mandates 

which compete for resources and power. The responsibility for clean water in 

Bali falls to eleven different government departments. Having eleven depart-

ments with different responsibilities and interests means that coordination 

across departments is a challenge. For example ensuring that someone of sig-

nificant responsibility from each of eleven departments can all attend a meeting 

is difficult. Furthermore, each department feels the need for ownership (and 

potential funds) of all projects and therefore resists sharing information with 

other departments.  In Kovalam there are nine different government stakehold-

ers, three of which are involved in the distribution of piped water: The KWA 

providing mega schemes, (such as the JICA funded project that will supply 

Kovalam and environs); local district-level governments (Panchayats) that have 

the freedom to provide water for their areas and spend about 10% of their 

budgets on water provision; and the Kerala Rural Water Supply Agency 

(KRWSA) which is a World Bank Pro-poor water project.   

The second reason government staff were not delivering on their duties was 

a lack of appreciation of realities on the ground. The head of the Department of 

tourism in Kerala knew very little about Kovalam or its tourism. He said that 

Kovalam was not and had never been a fishing village (it was and clearly still 

is!); furthermore he suggested that “there was no further development taking 

place in Kovalam”. Anyone who takes a walk around can see the construction 

of a number of larger and smaller hotel properties. In Bali, the head of the De-

partment of Mining assured the researcher that salt water intrusion was not a 

problem because “all bored wells are shallow” (which he went on to explain 

was less than 40m). All those respondents with wells that were only 40m deep 

reported lime as a problem which affected the machinery such as swimming 

pool pumps, washing machines etc  so nearly all had wells that were 60m deep. 

While some of the government stakeholders are aware there is a problem, 
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many are not aware of the extent of the problem- in fact it is unclear if any one 

stakeholder has sufficient information to have a true picture of the problem. 

Lack of enforcement of legislation and regulations is the third reason the 

governments are ineffective duty bearers. In both Bali and Kerala there are a 

number of levels in government. In Bali the National level departments set 

rules that should be followed at Provincial level, who themselves follow and 

make rules to be enacted at Regency level. However, since 1999 Indonesia gave 

the Regencies autonomy so they frequently make their own rules and refuse to 

abide by rules made higher up in the administrative system. The result is plen-

ty of rules but nobody taking responsibility to enforce any of them. Nearly eve-

ry respondent from village to head of government departments told us that the 

problem is “weak law enforcement” “lack of control over law breakers” “regu-

lations do not function” “supervision is weak” or that “laws are not imple-

mented”. In Kovalam similar problems were reported, the head of the Kerala 

Water Authority said “We know what needs to be done” but “corruption, vest-

ed interests, and a lack of coordination between departments” meant that 

knowledge “had not been crystallised into action”. A consultant to the gov-

ernment tourism department said Kovalam’s water problems “were due to a 

lack of strong political leadership”. 

There are clearly a number of forces and factors that mean the governments 

of India and Indonesia, or Kerala and Bali do not fulfil their obligations as duty 

bearers to provide sufficient, clean, accessible, affordable water for the all citi-

zens. With regard to the moral duty bearers the research also revealed a dis-

tinct lack of understanding about the water-tourism nexus. In Kovalam there 

was a consensus among the stakeholders of water over-use but a lack of under-

standing of water conservation (and watershed protection); there is also a lack 

of understanding of the intimate connection between water and tourism. While 

the consultant said “Hotels are using water meant for the local community” he 

considered it was the government’s lack of leadership that meant the commu-

nities went without. Little or no connection was made by hoteliers about the 

communities’ lack of water and consumption by hotels. In Bali most of the 

tourism stakeholders were unaware of the need to conserve water or of the im-

pact their water consumption was having on others.  

There are other stakeholders who also have responsibilities. Rights holders 

have an obligation to respect the rights of others and to take responsibility for 

their own actions (Boesen & Martin, 2007). In the case of water it is inextricably 

linked to waste management and cannot be separated from sanitation. One of 
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the reasons, in both destinations that river water cannot be used is the local 

habit of discarding rubbish in water ways. The pollution of underground 

sources is due to inappropriate building of septic tanks too close to neighbours’ 

wells. Tourists are also both rights holders and duty bearers. The right to lei-

sure and travel is enshrined in human rights law but when on holiday tourists 

bear a duty to respect the rights of others in destination communities.  

DISCUSSION 

Bali and Kovalam do not represent isolated cases, rather they provide good ex-

amples of a problem that is occurring in many destinations in the developing 

world (Research by Tourism Concern has uncovered similar issues in Goa, 

Gambia and Zanzibar, for example). The residents in destination communities’ 

right to water are being denied. The public’s right to access water for domestic 

use is being infringed by the operations of the tourism industry. The infringe-

ment on the right to water is having important knock on effects to other rights. 

For example the right to health and life, as demonstrated by the health statistics 

related to water borne illness and deaths in Bali. The governments are unable 

to deliver on their duty to provide water due to a range of poor governance 

issues, including over-lapping mandates and power struggles between layers 

and departments of government; a lack of institutional capacity, a lack of law 

enforcement, corruption, and a lack of knowledge. 

As economic actors, companies have unique responsibilities to reduce and 

compensate for governance gaps created by globalisation. As Ruggie (2008) 

discusses it is important that state duties are defined independently of corpo-

rate responsibilities (otherwise States could deliberately fail to perform their 

duties in the hope or expectation that a company will yield to societies pressure 

to fulfil certain rights). Ruggie’s “Protect, Respect and Remedy” framework as 

the guiding principles for businesses on human rights was endorsed by con-

sensus at the United Nations Human Rights Council in June 2011. It lays out 

the states duty to protect human rights and businesses to respect them. “The 

framework rests on differentiated but complementary responsibilities. It com-

prises three core principles: the State duty to protect against human rights 

abuses by third parties, including business; the corporate responsibility to re-

spect human rights; and the need for more effective access to remedies” (Rug-

gie, 2008: 191). 

For companies to respect human rights it is not enough to be passive, doing 

no harm is no longer a defence. Proactive and positive steps are required to 

support the claims.  
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Systems have to be in place to show that a company has shown due dili-

gence with respect to human rights. In conducting due diligence companies 

should understand the likely impact of their operations on public access to wa-

ter for domestic purposes. As companies need to take responsibility for abuse 

through relationships connected to their activities they need to consider human 

rights when they negotiate, draft or sign supplier agreements, customer service 

contracts, joint venture agreements or public private partnerships (IHRB, 2011). 

In the 1980s environmental impact assessments were rare but by the 1990s 

were adopted by most as necessary and were being taught to students, see for 

example Cooper et.al. (1993) first edition. However this edition made no refer-

ence to social impact assessment. By the third edition, in 2005, social impact 

assessments were included. While human impact assessments are still rare they 

too will be common place and the process will be taught to students. Like the 

environmental and social considerations before them, due diligence in human 

rights involves firstly having a policy statement, then making the impact as-

sessment, the  policy needs to be integrated throughout the company to embed 

respect for human rights, through training; and finally performance needs to be 

tracked through a monitoring and auditing   process to ensure continuous im-

provement (Ruggie, 2008). Human Rights impact assessments maybe included 

into present environmental, social or risk assessments but the aim needs to be 

full integration into corporate culture and all policies and operations. 

As outlined by the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF) (2007) there 

is a strong business case for having a human rights policy as part of a compa-

ny’s CSR and to champion good practice on human rights for the following 

reasons: Firstly, to safe guard reputation and brand image. At a meeting of ma-

jor hotel chains brand image was the greatest reason they gave for the need to 

better understand their impact on human rights. If we look how hotels now 

measure and publicise their property’s CO2 emissions and environmental im-

pact on internet booking sites such as Hotelzon eCO-impact, which covers 

140,000 hotels (ITP, 2011) it suggests that marketing ethical/environmental cre-

dentials is used to enhance company reputations. Competitive advantage will 

follow improved reputation. As a number of surveys have shown increasing 

numbers of customers will choose ethical companies (Chafe & Honey 2005; 

Tear Fund, 2001). Among tourists there is a growing awareness of environmen-

tal and social considerations and some tourists will reward companies that can 

show they are environmentally and socially conscious (WTO, 1999). The liberal 

middle classes do not want their wealth to be dependent on the exploitation of 

the resources and labour of people on the other side of the world (Mowforth 
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et.al., 2008), and they increasingly do not want to travel to destinations where 

people are having their rights violated in order to cater for their holidays. The 

industry is responding, concerned with public scrutiny it is beginning to ap-

preciate human rights as part of corporate responsibility. Reputational strength 

will also help companies attract and retain the best staff, and improve employ-

ee loyalty. Staff turnover and the consequences of costly training can be avoid-

ed if a company has responsible employment practices including transparent 

and appropriate policies on human rights. Furthermore, where workers feel 

valued and well treated, they are more likely to give their best to the company 

which will foster greater productivity and increased profitability. 

Dealing with human rights issues will also make companies attractive to 

partners, and governments.  This maybe important to secure and maintain a 

social licence to operate. Governments are increasingly looking for companies 

to have clear responsible policies to operate in their territory. Establishing open 

relationships with stakeholders through establishing a human rights impact 

assessment will develop trust and rapport with local communities and NGO’s. 

It will allow a company to explore and address local needs and improve the 

quality of life for local inhabitants. Two further reasons given by the IBLF 

(2011) are reducing cost burdens by being able to avoid litigation costs. This is 

becoming a reality companies cannot afford to ignore. Also an increasing num-

ber of investors are taking a close interest in responsible business practice and 

looking to put their money in ethical funds. This Socially Responsible Invest-

ment (SRI) has grown significantly to become an investment philosophy adopt-

ed by a growing proportion of investment institutions (Sparkes & Cowton, 

2004). Ethical investments grew at more than twice the rate of total deposits in 

2009) . Having a human rights policy will allow access to these funds. With 

specific reference to water, pressure from investors will also come from projects 

such as the water disclosure project. The risks of not undertaking a human 

rights impact assessment can be reputational, operational, financial as well as 

legal. There are plenty of good reasons for tourism companies to take human 

rights issues seriously. As Babu George suggests “sustainable tourism will re-

main incomplete without including the Human Rights of its stakeholders as 

one of its core constituents” (2007: 46). 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has compared two mature tourist destinations that both have ample 

rainfall but where local people suffer from water scarcity. The research in both 

Bali and Kovolam uncovered infringements of the right of water by the tourism 
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industry. In both localities the government does not fulfil it duty to protect the 

residents’ right to water. The research revealed similar causes of inadequate 

water governance, lack of enforcement of the existing laws, a lack of 

knowledge and corruption lie behind the government’s inability to fulfil their 

responsibilities as duty bearers. 

The paper also examined the need for companies to respect human rights, 

as laid down in the UNs Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights 

which were endorsed in June 2011, which following Ruggie’s framework says 

the baseline for all companies, in all situations is to do no harm, to not infringe 

on the rights of others. There is requirement for companies to be transparent 

and accountable about the impact of their activities. In order to comply with 

due diligence companies need to policies and procedures to undertake human 

rights impact assessments. This is an extension of environmental and social 

impact and risk assessments that companies already routinely comply with. 

The business opportunities of undertaking human rights impact assessments 

were considered and if undertaken can represent in significant business oppor-

tunity for companies to show their responsibility for respecting human rights, 

enhancing reputation, investor confidence, staff retention, production and prof-

itability as well as brand image. 

Water management needs to be recognised as a shared risk and a shared 

opportunity. At the hotel or destination level a sufficient, safe water supply is 

essential for a flourishing tourism industry. From now on this will have to in-

clude the local residents, who must not miss out on water for the sake of tour-

ists. Tourism is a powerful lobby in developing country destinations with sig-

nificant influence over politics as well as the environment. Taking a rights-

based approach, the tourism industry can begin to bridge the governance gap 

brought about by rapid globalisation, while enhancing their reputation and 

preventing litigation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper is an attempt to study the different folk performing arts of Assam and their 

roles and contributions towards the development of tourism scenario in Assam. There 

are varieties of folk performing arts practised in the state. Since historical past, As-

sam has been a land of dance and music. Many of the religious functions are found to 

be associated with dance performances. Also there are many tribal people living in 

the different parts of Assam. These tribes have a variety of folk arts performances. 

Basically the main thrust of this paper is to study the folklore and cultural background 

of the state, Assam, to study the different folk performing arts of the tribal and non-

tribal community of Assam, to study the nature and context of the folk performing 

arts, to study the tourism background of the state and to study the folk performances 

as important components for developing the tourism scenario of Assam. The study of 

the topic is broad based on the perspective of cultural tourism.  

 

Key words: folklore, folk performing arts, culture, tribal community, tourism, cultural 

tourism. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Folk performing arts are major components of folklore resources in Assam. 

There are varieties of folk performing arts that have been practised in the state. 

Since historical past, Assam has been a land of dance and music. One can wit-

ness a glimpse of such tradition through old inscriptions, pictorial records, 

sculptures and manuscripts. Many of the religious functions are to be associat-

ed with dance performances. The different folk performances belong to differ-

ent tribes of the state. These folk performances are reflected in the traditions 

and culture of the tribal people. The non-tribal people too have also many folk 

performances reflected in their traditions and cultural traits. The folk perform-

ing arts of both tribal and non-tribal people, such as music, dance and drama 

have been influencing the religious and social functions since time immemorial. 
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The folk performing arts are related or associated with some religious and so-

cial functions or ceremonies and festivals. For examples, folk performances like 

Devodashi dance of non-tribal Assamese, Deodhani dance of Bodo community, 

Bharigan and Kushangan of western Assam are some of the significant folk 

performing art forms of greater Assam which are related with religious cere-

monies and festivals. 

Folk performing arts of Assam may be utilized for attracting both domestic 

and international tourists. It is a major source of cultural and folklore compo-

nent for enhancing the cultural tourism scenario. According to cultural tourism 

definition, “Cultural tourism (or culture tourism) is the subset of tourism con-

cerned with a country’s or region’s culture, especially its arts. It generally fo-

cuses on traditional communities who have diverse customs, unique form of 

art and distinct social practices, which basically distinguishes it from other 

types/forms of culture. Cultural tourism also includes tourism in urban areas, 

particularly historic or large cities and their cultural facilities such as museums 

and theatres. It can also include tourism in rural areas showcasing the tradi-

tions of indigenous cultural communities (i.e. festivals, rituals), and their val-

ues and lifestyle. It is generally cultural tourists spend substantially more than 

standard tourists do. This form of tourism is also becoming generally more 

popular throughout Europe (Dhar, 2008). The performing arts are potential re-

sources for cultural tourism which can lead to development of tourism as a 

whole in the state like Assam. 

RESEARCH AIMS        

The major aims of this research are as follows: 

 study the cultural / folklore background of the state Assam located in the 

N.E Part of India 

 To study the different folk performing arts of the tribal and non-tribal 

community of Assam. 

 To study the nature and context of the some selected folk performing arts 

in Assam. 

 To study the tourism background of the state. 

 To study the folk performing arts as important components for develop-

ing the tourism scenario of the state. 

This research work is carried out through extensive field study made in dif-

ferent parts of The state of Assam inhabited by different folk groups belonging 
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to both tribal and non-tribal communities. The information and data collected 

from some selected persons are processed to analyse and write comprehensive-

ly. Various books, journals, inscriptions, and manuscripts are also consulted to 

prepare this research paper. For this purpose, museums, libraries and institu-

tions of the different communities are visited. 

CULTURAL/ FOLKLORE BACKGROUND OF ASSAM 

Assam is the gateway to the exotic north-eastern region of India. Assam is the 

local language means unparalleled. With her breathtaking scenic beauty, lofty 

blue hills, the mighty Brahmaputra which is one of the largest rivers of the 

world, emerald forests and exotic wildlife, punctuated by rolling tea gardens 

and golf courses, Assam indeed is unparallel. Assam shares international 

boarders with Bangladesh, Bhutan, China and Myanmar in close proximity. It 

has always fascinated millions of travelers with its aura of mystic beauty, arts, 

culture and folklore. It also inspired the ethnic travelers from time immemorial 

with her unique confluence of Vaishnavism, Buddhism and Tantricism. While 

the majority of the people here are Assamese speaking Hindus, a large number 

of tribal Communities also inhabiting the state, have contributed immensely to 

art and culture of the Region through their music, dances, rituals, colorful cos-

tumes and fascinating folklore. Assam is a mini India with additional mongol-

oid populations. Its landscape is as colourful as her culture. It has been the 

meeting ground of diverse ethnic groups and culture stream since time imme-

morial comprising of people from various stocks, Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian, 

Tibeto-Burman, Mongoloid and Aryan. Assam is home to almost all the major 

religions of the world, from Hinduism to Islam, Buddhism To Jainism and 

Christainity to Sikkim apart from various local original sects with distinct be-

liefs and faiths. 

Assam has had links with Aryan civilization and culture since ancient times. 

Known by name Pragjyotisha and then Kamarupa, the land finds frequent 

mention in ancient literature, particularly in the epics of Ramayana and Maha-

bharata, and the Puranas, Narakasura, Bhagadatta and Bhaskarvarman were 

kings of cient Assam who are known to have played significant roles in The 

political and socio-cultural history of India. While there .had been migration of 

hordes of Aryan settlers at different times, the indigenous population had also 

come under the influence of Aryan religio-cultural customs,giving rise in the 

process to a very interesting synthesis of Aryan and indigenous strains (Datta, 

Sarma & Das, 1994). 
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At present the bulk of the indigenous population is made up of Assamese 

Hindus among whom The Indo-Mongoloid or Kirata element is visibly strong 

in terms of both racial strains and cultural straits, although scholars have also 

discerned certain Austric and Dravidian ingradients. Various tribal communi-

ties now at different levels of acculturation, integration and assimilation vis-à-

vis the Assamese Hindu society-live in the hills and plains, the chief among 

them being the Karbis, the Dimasa-Kacharis, the ZemiNagas and Kukis in the 

hills, and the Bodo-Kacharis, the Misings, the Rabhas, the Tiwas, and Deuris in 

the plains. Although Saivaism and Saktaism(and also Tantrism) have had 

strong roots here, neo-Vaishnavism with a wonderful spirit of liberalization 

and synthesis was ushered in under the unique leadership of Sankardeva(1449-

1568) and its influence on the population has since been both pervasive and 

abiding.  The local Muslim population is also sizeable in proportion and their 

place in contribution to, the composite socio-cultural milieu is quite significant 

and considerable. While there is a small but significant Assamese Sikh commu-

nity, Christanity has been adopted by a section of the local population, particu-

larly among tribal groups (Datta, Sarma & Das, 1994). 

From the above discussion, it is seen that Assam is the land of multi-ethnic 

groups. So, through assimilation, these all groups and their culture have consti-

tuted a greater cultural and folkloric background of the state. The state of As-

sam can be called a folklore paradise among other states of the country. There 

are tribal communities and non-tribal people living in Assam. Each ethnic 

group has its own art, oral literature, customs, tradition, fairs and festivals, folk 

performing arts and paintings. 

The state of Assam is very rich in folk arts and crafts. Among these, the bell 

metal industry of Sarthebari in Barpeta district, the brass metal industry of 

Hajo in Kamrup district, the ivory craft of Barpeta district, the bamboo artifacts 

of Nalbari district, pith craft of Asharikandi in Dhubri district, wood craft of 

Sattra institutions, the mask making of Majuli island, traditional jewellery the 

potteries of Hira and Kumar communities especially located in Barpeta and 

Kamrup district, different folk paintings, folk  toy making, pat-muga taxtiles of 

Sualkuchi are largely noticeable and important component of cultural back-

ground of the state. Besides these village life including architecture and house-

types  of different tribal and non tribal communities, food receipes and  tradi-

tional foods and beverages have been important part of Assamese culture and 

folklore since  long past. 
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Folk Performing Arts of the Non –Tribal and Tribal Community 

Folk Performing arts of the Non-Tribal community 

There are lots of folk performing arts of non-tribal community of Assam. Many 

of the religious functions are found to be associated with dance performances. 

Devodashi dance once performed in the temples of Assam has been still prac-

tised in the Porihoreswar temple located at Pathsala in the eastern part of Bar-

peta district.(Bhattacharya,2004). 

Oja-Pali is another ancient traditional performing art form of Assam, which 

combines with narrative singing. It is performed mainly in Nalbari, Kamrup 

and Darrang district. There are mainly two types of Oja-Pali. They are-a) Bya-

har Oja-pali and b) Sukananni Oja-Pali. 

Bihu is the national festival of Assamese community. The bihu songs are 

mostly woven around the theme of love and physical yearning. The bihu 

dance, performed by a group of young men and women also reflect youthful 

passion and joy of life accompanied by lusty playing of the bihu drum(dhol). 

The bamboo-clapper, hand-clapping and buffalo horn pipe. The bihu dance is 

characterized by brisk steppings, slinging of the hands and vigorous hip 

movements-symbolizing yearning for union. Another dance performed on the 

occasion of bihu is associated with husari singing in which groups of young 

men visit households receiving contributions and in turn giving blessings. It is 

a slow dance with restrained music and steppings and the performers are mov-

ing in a circle.  

Another important dramatic performing art developed by the great Neo-

Vaishnavite saint of Assam, Sankardeva was Bhaona(drama) to depict various 

mythological stories through action, Dance, music and dialogue(Bhattacharya, 

2004). The Bhaonas are one act theatrical performance on the model set by the 

great Neo Vaishnavite saint Sankardeva and Madhavadeva which constitute a 

most valuable item of the Assamese artistic heritage. Many elements of the 

model for the bhaona have been drawn from earlier folk –drama institutions 

like Puppetry, Oja-Pali, etc. Bhaona at the performance level takes on a distinct-

ly popular and folk chracters. The bhaonas are frequently held in Sattras and 

Namghars(community houses for prayer). In Barpeta, Nalbari, Kamrup and 

Darrang districts, there is a tradition of performing Dhuliya Oja by the drum-

mers (Dhuliya) accompanied by acrobatics. In western Assam, especially in 

Dhubri and Goalpara districts, there are two important folk drama forms 
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known as Kushan-gan and Bharigan. Kushan-gan, a full- fledged folk drama 

institution is extremely popular in the westernmost parts of the state. 

Khuliya-bhaona, a hybridized form of drama which was widely popular till 

about fifty years back, Almost dead today except in a few pockets. Nagara 

Naam is one of the most important performing arts especially in lower Assam. 

Assam has also a rich tradition of puppetry. Puppet shows were once a very 

popular medium of entertainment in rural Assam. Though this medium has 

partly lost its popularity due to the introduction of new modes of entertain-

ment like cinema and Television, puppet show groups are still quite active in 

some isolated pockets of Assam. Darrang(Kalaigaon), Nalbari, Kokrajhar, Na-

gaon and Hojai are some places where indigenous puppet shows are per-

formed mainly in Winter. 

Folk performing arts of the Tribal communities:  

The Kherai festival of Bodo people is also associated with dance performance 

where young girls play the role of Dheodhani. The Deodhani also performs a 

frenzied dance with vigorous movements of the head, swinging and tossing the 

disheveled hair. “Bagurumba”is another dance performance of Bodo communi-

ty in which especially the Bodo women are the main performers. Tribal groups 

like the Misings, the Deoris and the Morans perform the bihu dance in their 

own distinctive styles. Among the tribal groups, the festivals associated with 

sowing and harvesting of crops are accompanied by different colourful dance 

forms. Apart from these, there are several other forms Apart from these, there 

are several other forms, like rhythimic bamboo dance, harvesting dance and 

war dance which are popular among the tribal people. Bharigan is a tradition-

alart form found in certain parts of Goalpara District and Kamrup District of 

Assam. This item of folk culture is performed by the tribal community of Pati 

Rabhas. Some of the most important Mising dasnces are associated with the 

Ali-ai-Ligang(Planting of seeds)festival. In the mimetic Ali-ai-Ligang dances, 

all people men and women, young and old, married and unmarried, dance in 

rows and circles. The Misings perform the bihu dance in their  own distinctive 

style, singing oi-nitam(love songs) 

The Rabhas perform various dances on the occasion of Baikho festival. 

While some of these dances are meant to propitiate the deities, the chathar 

dances, which are performed by mixed groups of young men and women have 

clear erotic overtones. Another important set of ritualistic dances is performed 

by the Rabhas on the occasion of the death ceremony called Pharkranti. Some 

important dances of the plain Tiwas are associated with Barat-Puja ceremony. 
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In one such dance, a peculiar instrument called sarailu(a bamboo and wood 

affair with bird and animal motif and a clapping device) has an important 

place. The dances of the Deoris are connected with the temple of their presiding 

deities, Gira-Girsai(equaled with Siva-Parvati) and also they perform the annu-

al agricultural festival with such Dances. While the young men and women 

start dancing in the courtyard of villagers, the venue Is later shifted to the tem-

ple where it takes a devotional turn. It concludes with Bisu festival. 

Nature and Context of the Some Selected Folk Performing Arts in Assam 

Devodashi dance once performed in the temples of Assam is still Practised in 

the Porihoreswar temple at Dubi located near Pathsala in the eastern part of 

Barpeta District (Bhattacharya, 2004). Devodashi dance form is originated form 

a temple tradition in India. There are lots of classical dance performed in the 

temple premises to worship the Lord Siva. This dance form had been prevail-

ing in the Viswanath temple of Sonitpur District, Negheriting Siva Temple ofr 

Dergaon in Golaghat District, Hayagriva-Madhava temple at Hajo of 

Kamrup(rural) District, Bilbeswar temple of Belshar of Nalbari District and 

Porihoreswar temple at Dubi of Pathsala as a significant part of Siva worship. 

Oja-Palis is one of the important dramatic folk performing art form. There are 

mainly two types of Oja-Pali. a] Biyah Oja-Pali b) Suknanni Oja-Pali 

Biyah Oja-Pali: Biyah is a local form for Vyasa who recites Puranas like the 

Mahabharata, Bharata’s Natyasastra, the Harivamsa, Palakapya’s Hastyaurve-

da and local inscriptions- all Indicate that in Pragjyotisha or ancient Assam 

dance and music was quite developed. The Odra -Magadhi type of drama is 

characterized by the preponderance of speech and humour. In Oja-Pali narra-

tion or in the folk exhibitions of drummers specifying humorous tales or jokes 

are the features that keep the public enthralled. The Oja-Pali narration is a kind 

of kathakata(exchange of words between the Oja and the Pali)., but semidra-

matic in form. The humour is also an attractive feature of the medieval Ankiya 

Nat or Vaishnavite play. The Oja-Pali team consists of the Oja or Master, Daina 

Pali or chief Assistant and another three or four Assistants. The terms Oja and 

Pali are Sanskritic in origin. The dance, music, the narration interspersed with 

anecdotes, jokes, proverbs and even references to current affairs have been 

made in this type of performing art. Oja-Pali is a unique institution, enjoyable, 

educative and keeping the people in touch with traditional Indian culture. 

Suknanni Oja-Pali: The word Suknanni is said to be a construction of the 

name Sukavi-Narayandev who is the author of Padma-Puran in Assamese lan-

guage dealing with the tussle between the Saiva merchant Chando or Chan-
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dradhar and the Snake goddess Manasa or Padma. Many people in the Dar-

rang, Kamrup and Goalpara districts observe Manasa Puja, some as an Annual 

family affair and others as a public festival, usually in the rainy season, not 

necessarily on the Naga-Panchami as in Gujarat. Manasa puja is popularly 

known as Mare or Marai puja.(worship). Marai puja continues for three or 

more days, but a shorter version of just one or two days known as Rang Puja. 

The Suknanni type of Oja is closely associated with the worship of the snake 

goddess. The Oja’s dress is not as formal as that of the Biyah type. He has a 

paggri on his heads. They may have a chadar or gamosa (towel) hanging from 

their shpulders. A variation of Suknanni is Bisahari gan, usually seen at the 

temple of Kamakhya near Guwahati and at Sualkuchi across the Brahmaputra 

(Goswami, 1995). 

In Dhuliya Bhaona, the dhuliya of the Kamrup region are parties of drum-

mers who provide music on auspicious and festive occasions, perform acrobat-

ic feats, over and above, present dramatic skits replete with humorous and so-

cial criticism (Datta, 1994). Of the many dance forms of the Karbis of Karbi  

Anglong hill district, perhaps the most Important are those performed on the 

occasion of Chomangkan, the elaborate death ceremony, which  is also one of 

the biggest festival of the Karbis. Banjar-Kekan is dance in which specially dec-

orated bamboo poles(banjar) are displayed. It is a hilarious dance in which only 

young men take part. 

The Dimasas of Dima Hasao(formerly North-Cachar hill District) have ritu-

alistic dances associated with ceremonies like Rajni Gabra and Harni Gabra. 

The priest is supposed to dance with the help of hevenly power. The dance of 

boys and girls at the Busu festival has interesting rhythimic and choreographic 

patterns (Dutta, 1995). 

Tourism Background of Assam 

Assam has a rich potential in the field of tourism. The nature, culture, history, 

archaeology, folklore like all components of tourism have attracted the tourists 

and visitors from the rest part of India and abroad. For nature or eco-tourism, 

Assam has comprised tremendous natural beauty including hills, plains, forest, 

lake, rivers, flora and fauna and mighty river Brahmaputra. There are several 

wildlife sanctuaries, bird sanctuaries, reserve forests and five national parks 

located in Assam. The Kaziranga National Park is famous in the world as it is 

the abode of one-horned rhino. The Manas National park is famous as the 

abode of tigers and other animals located in Bodoland Territorial Council in 

western part of Assam. Both these parks are recognized as natural World Her-
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itage Site by UNESCO. The central Govt. of India and the state Govt. of Assam 

undertaking, the Department of Tourism has taken enough steps for promo-

tion, conservation and development of wildlife through publicity in national 

and international level in various modes of media.But there is enough scope for 

development of folklore as well as cultural tourism in Assam. Because Assam 

may be termed as a hub of folklore. There are tribal communities and non-

tribal communities living in Assam. Each ethnic group has its own art, oral lit-

erature, customs, tradition, fairs and festivals, performing arts, crafts and paint-

ings. All these components of folklore can be used for promoting cultural as 

well as folklore tourism in Assam. So far it seems that the government has not 

given much importance on the development of especially cultural as well as 

folklore tourism in the state of Assam. The great Sattra institutions of Majuli 

island and Barpeta, the Kamakhya temple of Guwahati, the Ahom Kingdom 

architecture like Rongghar, Tolatol ghar of Sivasagar, archaeological heritage of 

great Surya Pahar of Goalpara And Madan Kamdev of Kamrup(rural) district, 

Dah-Parvatia door panel of Tezpur of Sonitpur district, Hayagriva-Madhava 

temple of Hajo are the main cultural-historical-religious tourist spots of Assam 

but lack of infrastructure development, less publicity in the national and inter-

national level are the main constraints against developing these spots as tourist 

centers. 

Besides these, there are various ethnic fairs and festivals, folk performances, 

folk arts and Crafts available among different ethnic groups. If these are 

properly managed and systematically presented, then these can certainly con-

tribute for the development of tourism in the state. 

Folk Performing Arts as an important source for Development of Tourism 
in Assam 

Folk performing arts are potential source for development of tourism in the 

state of Assam. There are several folk performances available among tribal and 

non-tribal communities of Assam. Most of the performances like dance and 

music are associated or related with religious and social ceremonies, festivals, 

rituals and customs, etc. If these are properly presented and vastly publicized 

then it would be a great source for attracting tourists from rest of the country 

and abroad. The Tourism Department of the state Govt. has organized some 

dance festivals in the respective tourist sites and spots, like Kamakhya dance 

festival at Kamakhya temple premises and some folk performances held at 

Srimanta Sankardeva Kalakhetra, a leading cultural heritage institute of Assam, 

located at Guwahati. But this is not enough for promoting the folk performing 
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arts as tourism resources for the state. The Government must provide financial 

assistance to the ethnic groups who practise traditionally generation after gen-

eration the folk performing arts to keeping the tradition alive. Assam is a rich 

treasure house of colourful performing art forms. Both domestic, local and in-

ternational tourists can be attracted towards it to experience the regional arts, 

culture and folklore of Assam. The folk performing arts have a great potential 

to contribute towards the development of tourism especially cultural tourism 

in Assam. The folk performing art forms could be performed in renowned tour-

ist spots, so that performers can be financially benefited and get inspiration for 

further development of the arts. These should be well publicized for the tour-

ists. Finally, certain cultural centers can be modeled like Sankardeva Kalakhet-

ra with respect to folk performances. 

CONCLUSION 

The discussion made in this paper reveals that the state of Assam has a rich 

legacy of folk culture as well as folk performing arts. For the development of 

tourism of Assam, these performances could be a potential source of cultural 

and folklore components. From the point of view of cultural tourism perspec-

tive, the folk performances are one of the important products for its promotion 

and development. The publicity in local, regional, national and international 

level is of utmost necessity for utilizing these as cultural tourism resources to-

wards development. 

Secondly, the Tourism Department of the state Govt. of Assam should pro-

vide assistance to the local artists for performing the music, dance and folk 

dramas for tourism purposes in tourist spots, some local festivals may create 

performance related events to raise the awareness among tourists and local 

people. Due to impact of modernization and globalization, most of the folk per-

forming arts may likely to be extinct very soon if proper steps with infrastruc-

tural development are not taken seriously. The context of the tradition based 

society is changed due to recent impact of globalization. The new generation of 

various folk and ethnic groups do not have practised their traditional folk per-

formances. But these are the main cultural heritage of Assamese nationality 

and ethnic identity. So, the tourism is the main instrument through which these 

folk performing arts can be preserved and conserved. Because the tourists both 

domestic and international can go, see  and experience the performances in the 

context of the origin of the performances.  

As a result, it would be beneficial in two ways, firstly, the folk performing 

arts are well preserved and the folk performers are financially supported and 
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secondly getting publicity worldwide through the tourists, more and more 

tourists would be attracted which in turn boost up the regional economy of  

Assam. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyses residents’ perception towards positive and negative externalities 

produced by cruise activity in Olbia, a port of call on the island of Sardinia (Italy).  Data 

were collected during the peak of the cruise season in 2011 with questionnaires ad-

ministered face-to-face to residents living at different distances from the port and in 

different areas of the city.  After applying a correspondence analysis, we find that res-

idents are particularly concerned about the negative social and environmental im-

pacts produced by cruise activity.  Further, we highlight how significant differences 

based on socio-economic and demographic characteristics shape residents’ percep-

tions and attitudes toward cruise tourism development.  Implications for destination 

manager and policy makers are discussed and suggestions for further research are 

given. 

Key words: cruise activity; externalities, residents’ perceptions; island; correspondence 

analysis, MANOVA.   

 

INTRODUCTION  

In the last two decades, the cruise industry has been experiencing a significant 

expansion (Chin, 2008). It constitutes a significant part of the international 

worldwide tourism, corresponding to 1.6% of the total tourists and 1.9% of the 

total number of nights (Brida & Zapata, 2010). Based on data of members of 

Cruise Lines International Association (hereafter CLIA) cruise tourism in the 

Mediterranean area represents 12% of the overall cruise market (CLIA, 2008) 
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with Italy the second top player after Spain in this market (Risposte Turismo, 

2010). According to Risposte Turismo (2010), in 2010 the number of cruise pas-

sengers in Italy was 9.356 million.   

Cruising is considered to be still in its infancy and research on this sector is 

in its early stages. Several papers have discussed cost-benefits analysis of the 

impact of cruising on destinations, categorizing it within three main areas, that 

is: economic, environmental and socio-cultural effects (Brida & Zapata, 2010; 

Dwyer & Forsith, 1998; Klein, 2010). Nevertheless, few published papers aim at 

analyzing residents’ perceptions toward cruise tourism development (Brida, 

Del Chiappa, Meleddu & Pulina, 2012; Brida, Riaño & Zapata, 2011; Diedrich, 

2010; Gatewood & Cameron, 2009; Hritz & Ceci, 2008).   

The present research aims at exploring this somewhat neglected area of 

tourism research by discussing findings of an empirical investigation on a 

sample of 947 residents living in Olbia, a port of call and cruise tourism desti-

nation in the island of Sardinia, Italy. In particular, to establish residents’ per-

ception and attitude towards cruise activity a statistical investigation is run, via 

a correspondence analysis and a MANOVA exercise.    

The paper is structured in the following manner. In the next section, a litera-

ture review is provided and in the third section, the case study and the survey 

are presented. The fourth section presents the methodology and the main find-

ings from the statistical investigation. Concluding remarks are given in the last 

section.   

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Host communities’ perceptions about tourism impacts have been the object of 

research in the past three decades, and several models have been developed to 

understand resident’s perceptions and attitude toward tourism development.  

The leading model, Doxey’s Irridex model (1976), shows that the relationship 

between the local community and tourists knows several stages, going from 

euphoria to apathy, annoyance and, finally, antagonism as tourist development 

proceeds. Butler (1980) analyzed the Tourist Area Life Cycle (TALC) and iden-

tified 6 distinctive stages: exploration, involvement, development, consolida-

tion, stagnation and decline, that in some cases can turn into a rejuvenation 

phase. According to this model a correlation between residents’ percep-

tions/attitude and the tourism life cycle a phase does exist. Initially, residents 

may have a positive attitude towards their guests, but as their number increas-

es, the local community starts to be concerned about the long-term effects ex-
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erted from tourism. Jafari (1989) analyzed the way tourism develops, discuss-

ing the positive and negative consequences of tourism on a local community 

and defined the advocacy, cautionary, adaptancy and knowledge-based per-

spectives.  Later the social exchange theory (Ap, 1992), stated that if locals per-

ceive the benefits of development to be greater than the costs, they express a 

more positive attitude toward tourism and are more inclined to support its fur-

ther expansion. Setting sustainable mass tourism as the desired outcome for 

most destination, Weaver (2011) defined three convergent developmental tra-

jectories which can be initially dominated by considerations of growth (organ-

ic), regulation (incremental), or both (induced) and discussed the dynamics of 

the local community for each of them.  In the induced path, the local communi-

ty is displaced and has to be reinvented with a new and larger population.  In 

the organic path, the integrity of the community is eroded, thus requiring a re-

invigoration in the rejuvenation stage.  Finally, in the incremental path local 

residents are empowered and then reinforced through continual adaptation for 

additional growth. 

Factors affecting residents’ attitude toward tourism can be categorized into 

extrinsic and intrinsic factors, where the former refers to the characteristics of 

the destination, while the latter refers to characteristics of the host community 

(Faulkner & Tideswell, 1997). Researchers commonly consider the following 

main extrinsic factors, among others: the degree or stage of tourism develop-

ment (Doxey, 1976; Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004), the level of economic activity 

in the host area (Johnson, Snepenger & Akis, 1994) and the degree of tourism 

seasonality (Fredline & Faulkner, 2000). Among the intrinsic factors, the follow-

ing are commonly considered: the perceived balance between positive and 

negative impacts (Dyer, Gursoy, Sharma & Carter 2007), geographical proximi-

ty to concentrations of activity (Fredline & Faulkner, 2000), their rural, urban or 

coastal area of residence (Nunkoo & Ramkissoon 2010), length of residency (Gu 

& Ryan 2008), degree of tourism concentration (Pizam, 1978), level of contact 

with tourists, economic reliance and dependence on tourism (Ap, 1992) and 

socio-demographic characteristics of residents (Belisle & Hoy, 1980).   

METHODOLOGY 

The site researched for this study is Olbia, a port of call cruise destination in the 

North-East of Sardinia, Italy. According to Risposte Turismo (2010), the num-

ber of cruise passengers calling at Olbia increased from 43,376 in 2000 to 

184.623 in 2010 thus making Olbia the eleventh cruise tourism destination in 

Italy.  Based on these figures, we can state that Olbia is still in its early stage of 
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cruise tourism development. Hence, it seems of interest to analyse how resi-

dents perceive this economic activity.   

To this aim, a questionnaire was constructed that included items selected on 

the basis of some pillar research in the field of community-based tourism (e.g.: 

Dyer et al., 2007; Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004; Perdue et al., 1990) and also on 

research that investigated residents’ perception and attitude towards cruise 

tourism development (Brida, et al, 2011; Brida, et al., 2012). The questionnaire 

was divided into two sections. While the first section focused on socio-

demographic information, the second section listed 27 items related to resi-

dents’ perceptions towards the economic, environmental and socio-cultural 

impact generated by the cruise tourism development. Following several previ-

ous papers (e.g. Andereck et al., 2005; Brida et al., 2011; Kibicho, 2008), a 5-

point Likert scale was used (1 = completely disagree; 5 = completely agree) to 

evaluate residents’ responses.   

An initial pilot test was conducted on a sample of 30 residents.  This exercise 

was done to verify the validity of the questionnaire’s content, to test respond-

ents’ understanding of the questions and the usefulness of the scale used to 

make the assessments.  No relevant concerns were reported in the pilot-tests.  

Hence, the research involved data collection in Olbia during the summer peak 

of the cruise season, in 2011. Based on the official data published by ISTAT 

about the socio-demographic characteristics of Olbia’s residents, respondents 

were selected with a quota random sampling procedure. The quotas were set 

on age (specifically, three classes were considered: 16-40, 41-65, over 65) and 

gender, and covered cases characterized by heterogeneous demographics fea-

tures. The final sample size was determined according to a 95% confidence lev-

el with a 3% error. Therefore to have a representative sample at 2% level, 916 

completed questionnaires were needed. Data was collected through face-to-face 

interviews conducted by ten trained interviewers directly supervised by the 

authors. Interviewers were also instructed on the streets and areas where to 

administrate the questionnaire. Only individuals older than 16 years old were 

allowed to take part in the survey. A total of 947 complete questionnaires was 

obtained, thus yielding a sample that is representative of the resident popula-

tion in Olbia at a 2% level. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics, mean and standard deviation, of all the 

items used to assess the residents’ perception.   
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Through a factor analysis run with categorical variables, that is, a corre-

spondence analysis, the initial set of items is reduced to a more manageable 

group. The objective is to eliminate the redundancy in original data and reduce 

the attributes to a set of factors which combine the original attributes. The at-

tributes with a loading score (i.e. variable contribution) lower than a set critical 

value (in this case 0.40) are excluded from the analysis (e.g. Hatcher, 1994). 

Hence, the initial 27 attributes were reduced to 18.   

The procedure eventually leads to n=5 factors, since factors with eingenval-

ues greater than one are retained, as the Kaiser criterion suggests. We calculate 

the relative weight of each factor in the total variance, that is how much each 

factor explains of the total variance, while cumulative inertia shows the amount 

of variance explained by n+(n+1) factors (Escofier & Pages, 1988). Table 2 shows 

that our five factors explain more than half (60.1%) of the total data variance.   

Cronbach's alpha is then applied as the most commonly used measure to 

test the reliability of the extracted factors. Values higher than 0.7 suggests relia-

bility of the factors. However, the last two factors present a value of 0.65 and 

0.52, respectively, indicating that their reliability is at least questionable and 

possibly poor. Yet, since they are meaningful, these factors are retained in order 

to avoid the loss of the exploratory power of the identified factors (see also 

Kibicho, 2008).   

Table 1. Residents’ perceptions about externalities: descriptive statistics 

Cruise tourism... Mean Std.  Dev. 

Increases public investment and infrastructure 3.1399 1.2215 

Increases private investment and infrastructure 3.2622 1.1239 

Increases job opportunities 3.3331 1.2343 

Forces change in actual standard of life 2.2303 1.2495 

Increases disposable income 2.9557 1.1505 

Increases quality of life 2.9773 1.1132 

Enhances knowledge of other cultures and communities  3.5648 1.1377 

Increases the number of cultural and recreational activities 3.2249 1.0803 

Values local tradition and authenticity 3.4833 1.1278 

Enhances the quality of local tourism and commercial infrastructure  3.4057 1.1435 

Enhances safety standard in the destination 2.8889 1.0831 

Enhances social and cultural life within the local community 3.1286 1.1103 

Enhances environmental protection 2.8840 1.1686 

Leads to infrastructure improvement (roads, communication, water pipes, 
etc). 2.7579 1.2414 

Leads to public services improvements 2.8417 1.1964 

Leads to conservation and valorisation of the historic patrimony 3.2974 1.1531 

Leads to urban and rural gentrification  3.0328 1.1668 

Increases costs of living for the local community 2.6667 1.2253 

Produces benefits only for external entrepreneurs  3.2701 1.1989 

Development has a crowding out effect on other relevant projects 2.6332 1.1513 

Increases traffic and road accidents 2.4464 1.1853 
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Increases micro-crime  2.5251 1.2384 

And tourists influence daily life 2.0295 1.1720 

Deteriorates the eco system (sand erosion, damages to flora and fauna) 2.5612 1.2278 

Increases environmental and marine pollution 2.8662 1.2614 

Increases congestion in public and recreational areas 2.6337 1.2129 

Increases waste 2.7955 1.3287 

Table 2. Items with the highest contribution to each factor (overall sample)  

 

To establish the adequacy of the correspondence analysis, two tests are con-

ducted. Specifically, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 

with values between 0.70 and 0.83 indicates the analysis is satisfactory (Kaiser, 

1974). In this case the value is 0.90. In addition, Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

  

Variable  
Contribution 

Inertia  
Explained 

% 

Accumulated  
Inertia 

% 

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Factor 1: Social positive externality   27.7 27.7 0.73 

31 Valorization of local tradition and authen-
ticity  

0.70 
     

29 Enhancement of other cultural and com-
munities knowledge 

0.69 
     

28 Increase in residents’ quality of life 0.65       

Factor 2: Social and environmental negative 
externality    

17.7 45.4 
0.88 

47 More inland and marine pollution  0.82      

46 Deterioration of the eco system (sand 
erosion, damages to flora and fauna)  

0.80 
     

49 More waste 0.80    

48 More congestion in public and recreation-
al areas   

0.79 
     

43 More traffic and road accidents  0.75    

44 More micro-crime  0.71    

Factor 3: Welfare Positive externality    5.5 50.9 0.85 

36 Infrastructure improvement (roads, com-
munication, etc).   

0.79 
     

37 Public services improvements 0.78      

39 Rural and urban gentrification  0.74      

38 Conservation and valorization of the his-
torical assets  

0.66 
   

Factor 4: Economic negative externality   5.7 55.6 0.65 

41 The benefits from cruise activity accrue to 
external entrepreneurs  

0.75 
     

40 Higher cost of living for the local commu-
nity 

0.78 
     

42 Cruise development has a crowding out 
effect on other relevant projects 

0.42 
     

Factor 5: Economic positive externality    4.5 60.1 0.52 

26 Cruise activity forces a change in actual 
standard of life 

0.76 
    

27 Increase in disposable income 0.46      
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(=12,132.824; significance=0.000) indicates that the null hypothesis, (i.e. correla-

tion matrix is an identity matrix) is rejected. Looking first at the positive exter-

nalities of cruise tourism from a socio-cultural, economic and environmental 

perspective, three factors are obtained. The first factor (Factor 1: Social positive 

externality) includes items related to residents’ positive perception on their her-

itage asset and the interaction with other cultures (i.e. valorisation of local tra-

dition and authenticity; enhancement of other cultural and communities 

knowledge; increase in residents’ quality of life). The total data variance ex-

plained by this factor (27.7%) indicates that this is the predominant one.  The 

second factor (Factor 3: Welfare Positive externality) relates to items that are 

perceived as potentially improving services and infrastructure, leading to an 

overall increase in the welfare of the local community (i.e. infrastructure im-

provement (roads, communication, water pipes, etc); public services improve-

ments; rural and urban gentrification; conservation and valorisation of the his-

torical asset). The third factor (Factor 5: Economic positive externality) includes 

attributes related to economic effects (i.e. cruise activity forces a change in ac-

tual standard of life; increase in disposable income). On the other hand, two 

factors relate to residents’ negative perceptions on cruise activity. The first fac-

tor (Factor 2: Social and environment negative externality) contains items relat-

ed to both social and environmental negative effects produced by cruise activi-

ty (i.e. more inland and marine pollution; deterioration of the eco system (sand 

erosion, damages to flora and fauna); more waste; more congestion in public 

and recreational areas; more traffic and road accidents; micro-crime increases).  

Overall, this factor presents attributes with the highest loadings within the 

range of 0.71 and 0.82. The second factor (Factor 4: Economic negative external-

ity) consists of items related to perceived economic negative effects.  Residents 

perceive that the benefits produced by cruise activity go to outsider firms and 

overall cruise development has crowding-out effects on other relevant projects 

with a consequent increase in their cost of living (i.e. the benefits from cruise 

activity go to external entrepreneurs; increase costs of living for the local com-

munity; cruise development has a crowding out effect on other relevant pro-

jects). After having established the main factors, the next step of the investiga-

tion consists of running a one-way univariate and multivariate analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA/MANOVA) to evaluate the differences in respondents’ percep-

tion on specific variables.  MANOVA is used when there are two or more de-

pendent variables under investigation and problems of autocorrelation may 

arise. In Tables 3-5, the ANOVA and MANOVA show that significant differ-

ences exist in respondents’ perception and attitude towards cruise tourism, 

based on residents’ economic sector of activity, the distance of their home from 
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the port and whether they had a cruise experience in the past.  Considering Ta-

ble 3, on the whole, respondents seem to believe that cruise tourism exerts rela-

tively balanced positive and negative externalities, and for social externalities, 

in particular, we note that the mean is above three in all the cases.   

 

Table 3. Residents’ perceptions about externalities: descriptive statistics 

 Means ANOVA (for occ) 

FAC-
TORS ^ Occ=1 Occ=2 Occ=3 Occ=4 Occ=5 Occ=6 Occ=7 Occ=8 F-stat Prob. 

Factor 1: 
Social 
positive 
externality 

3.31** 3.25*** 3.38*** 3.40*** 3.18*** 3.38*** 3.14*** 3.39*** 238.58*** 0.00 

Factor 2: 
Social and 
environ-
mental 
negative 
externality 

2.63 2.60*** 2.73*** 2.79*** 2.83*** 3.14*** 2.76*** 2.76*** 94.45*** 0.00 

Factor 3: 
Welfare 
Positive 
externality 

2.70** 3.10** 3.10*** 3.07 2.90*** 3.08*** 2.95 3.13*** 63.28*** 0.00 

Factor 4: 
Economic 
negative 
externality 

2.87** 3.27*** 3.14*** 2.88** 3.02*** 3.18 3.38*** 3.14*** 113.49*** 0.00 

Factor 5: 
Economic 
positive 
externality 

2.36*** 2.30** 2.52*** 2.67*** 2.99*** 2.52** 2.45** 2.47*** 283.22*** 0.00 

Notes: ^ The MANOVA is run on attributes for all factors; MANOVA TESTS: Pillai’s’ Trace =0.223, 

F-stat =1.398 prob.= (0.001); Wilks’ Lambda =0.796, F-stat =1.406 prob.= (0.001); Hotelling's Trace 

=0.234, F-stat =1.413 prob.= (0.001); Roy's Largest Root =0.084, F-stat =4.077 prob.= (0.000); ANOVA 

on items of each factor of relevance: ** and *** 5% and 1% level of significance.   

 

Specifically, respondents belonging to the tourism sector (occ=4) believe that 

cruise activity can enhance an improvement in social interactions and in their 

overall quality of life (i.e. valorization of local tradition and authenticity; en-

hancement of other cultures and communities knowledge; increase resident’s 

quality of life).   

Overall, residents who are retired (occ=6) view the cruise activity as having 

a negative impact from a social and environmental perspective (with the high-

est mean 3.14). However, on balance, they perceive cruise activity as exerting 

positive effects more than negative ones. From an economic perspective, un-
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employed (occ=7) residents believe that cruise activity does not have a positive 

outcome on the local economy, nevertheless they also think that this activity 

yields a social positive externality.   

Table 4 presents residents’ perspective related to how far they live from the 

port. Overall, respondents who are further away from the port think that the 

cruise activity is able to exert higher positive externalities in terms of welfare 

and economics. Also, these residents are more aware of the negative social and 

environmental impact on the territory (mean 3.20).   

 

Table 4. Manova for residence-port area (between 0 and 1 km=KMP01, two KM=KMP02, three 

km=KMP03, for km=KMP04, five Km=KMP0%, between 6 and 10 km=KMP06, higher then 10 

km=KMP07) 

Factors  

Means 
ANOVA  

(for KMP) 

KMP01 KMP02 KMP03 KMP04 KMP05 KMP06 KMP07 F-stat Prob. 

Factor 1: So-
cial positive 
externality 

3.17*** 3.33*** 3.30*** 3.35*** 3.24*** 2.96*** 3.17*** 244.90*** 0.00 

Factor 2: So-
cial and envi-
ronmental 
negative 
externality 

2.68*** 2.72*** 2.72*** 2.74*** 2.67*** 2.97*** 3.20** 98.24*** 0.00 

Factor 3: Wel-
fare Positive 
externality 

2.95*** 3.00*** 3.14*** 3.03*** 3.08*** 3.10*** 3.96** 70.61*** 0.00 

Factor 4: Eco-
nomic negati-
ve externality 

3.67*** 3.12*** 3.11*** 3.07** 3.12*** 3.06*** 3.14 109.92*** 0.00 

Factor 5: Eco-
nomic positive 
externality 

2.44*** 2.53*** 2.50*** 2.40*** 2.43*** 2.56*** 3.46 294.19*** 0.00 

Notes: ^ The MANOVA is run on attributes for all factors, for each variable of interest; MANOVA 

TESTS: Pillai’s’ Trace =0.492, F-stat =1.231 prob.= (0.002) Wilks’ Lambda =0.604, F-stat =1.234 prob.= 

(0.002); Hotelling's Trace =0.518, F-stat =1.234 prob.= (0.002); Roy's Largest Root =0.097, F-stat =4.240 

prob.= (0.000); ANOVA on items of each factor of relevance: ** and *** 5% and 1% level of signifi-

cance.   

 

Interestingly, residents who live nearer to the harbour perceive less econom-

ic benefit from cruise activity, since they believe that profits are more likely to 

stay with external firms and they have to face a higher cost of life. 
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Finally, it may be interesting to understand whether residents who took a 

cruise trip in the past have a different perception than those who never did (see 

Table 6).   

Table 5: Manova for Cruise (residents who did not go on a cruise=0; residents who went on a cruise=1) 

FACTORS ^ 
Means ANOVA (for croc) 

Croc =0 Croc= 1 F-stat Prob. 

Factor 1: Social positive externality 2.88*** 3.29*** 244.90*** 0.00 

Factor 2: Social and environmental negative 
externality 3.34*** 2.77*** 98.24*** 0.00 

Factor 3: Welfare Positive externality 2.77*** 3.10*** 70.61*** 0.00 

Factor 4: Economic negative externality 
3.10*** 3.23*** 109.92*** 0.00 

Factor 5: Economic positive externality 2.43*** 2.70*** 294.19*** 0.00 

Notes: ^ The MANOVA is run on attributes for all factors; MANOVA TESTS: Pillai’s’ Trace =0.051, 

F-stat =2.557 prob.= (0.000); Wilks’ Lambda =0.9349, F-stat =2.557 prob.= (0.000); Hotelling's Trace 

=0.053, F-stat =2.557 prob.= (0.000); Roy's Largest Root =0.053, F-stat =2.557 prob.= (0.000); ANOVA 

on items of each factor of relevance: *** 1% level of significance.   

 

Except for the social and environmental effects, respondents who took a 

cruise trip have a higher perception of the positive externalities produced with-

in the local community. Besides, they are relatively more aware of the negative 

externalities from an economic perspective (mean 3.23).   

CONCLUSION  

The aim of this study was to investigate residents’ perceptions toward the de-

velopment of cruise tourism within the city of Olbia, a port of call cruise desti-

nation in the island of Sardinia (Italy). The findings reveal that residents in 

Olbia are particularly concerned by the negative impact produced by cruise 

activity both in terms of social and environmental externalities.  However, they 

also feel that this economic activity is able to exert positive effects, especially in 

terms of social interactions and local community overall welfare.   

These empirical findings are relevant both for researchers and travel mar-

keters. From a theoretical perspective, the study adds to the growing literature 

in the field of residents’ perceptions toward cruise tourism development.  In an 

effort to increase the favourableness of residents’ attitudes toward tourism, 

findings make the destination managers and policy makers aware of the neces-

sity to analyze the different expectations/perceptions of local stakeholders and 

then run internal marketing/communication activities delivering messages 

which focus on the positive balance between the potential positive and nega-
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tive impacts of cruise tourism (Perdue, Long & Allen, 1990). This is needed be-

cause residents cannot be expected to be fully cognizant of the impacts arising 

from the cruise tourism development and/or they could evaluate these impacts 

more negatively. Further, the findings underline the importance of involving 

the local community in tourism planning and monitoring how residents’ per-

ceptions of cruise tourism change over time as tourism develops.   

Although these findings contribute to investigate a somewhat neglected ar-

ea in tourism research, the study does have some limitations. In particular, alt-

hough interviewers were instructed to administrate interviews in the different 

areas/neighborhoods of the city, a convenience sample was employed instead 

of an “area sample” considered as more advisable. Further research is still 

needed first to verify if findings can be generalized and/or if they change ac-

cording to the extrinsic factors of the tourism destination chosen as research 

site (e.g. the degree or stage of tourism development, the level of economic ac-

tivity in the host area, the seasonality of tourism); second, to investigate the role 

that other intrinsic variables (e.g. community involvement, community attach-

ment) can exert in discriminating residents’ perceptions and attitudes toward 

cruise tourism development.    
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ABSTRACT 

The use of visitor generated photographic images (VGP) in understanding visitor be-

haviour within a destination is growing rapidly as digital technology advances. A grow-

ing number of studies over the past 25 years illustrate the usefulness of this ap-

proach. However, what is not clear is who is taking the photographs and are they rep-

resentative of a wider population or are they a bias subsample? This study examines 

the photographer’s demographics and behaviours as a step towards determining how 

valid data collected using visitor generated photographic images are when compared 

to more traditional survey methods. The results are analysed using largely quantita-

tive method. The results give tourism managers, planners and marketers a clearer 

picture of the visitors who present the photos as well as a reliable way of determining 

the behaviour of visitors within the destination using a method other than a standard 

survey. 

 

Key words: photographic images, visitor behavior. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Writing is a very unnatural act when compared to seeing. To write we need 

years of practice, a writing instrument, memorization of endless symbols, and 

even then, readers often misunderstand the nuances of such symbolic work. 

Seeing on the other hand is natural and forms a part of our genetic prescrip-

tion, we see, smell, taste, hear, speak, and touch. The normal human eye scans 

and integrates what is seen with the other senses to produce a ‚picture‛. The 

picture can then be analysed by the brain. Such pictures are a means of surviv-
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al; they show us where a friend is, where danger may be, and stimulates curios-

ity. These pictures can be stored in the ‚mind’s eye‛ for future reference. The 

photograph is a two dimensional storage method that assists us in remember-

ing, understanding, and sharing the picture. Although it lacks facets of the oth-

er senses, it can be used to bring back those other senses to memory. We can 

add verbal embellishment to the picture to help fill in the missing senses and 

add life to the frozen image. With the advent of technology and the ability to 

physically store the image a new world is opened. It is a world of sharing, a 

visual history that outlasts the human who created the images, it allows others 

to interpret and expand upon the usefulness of such material.  

The image as a central theme in tourism has been slow to develop as we 

wade through an ever-increasing empty rhetoric of written material. As Paglia 

points out: 

The visual is sorely underdeveloped in modern scholarship. Art history has 

attained only a fraction of the conceptual sophistication of literary criticism. 

Drunk in self-love, criticism has hugely overestimated the centrality of lan-

guage to Western culture. It has failed to see the electrifying sign language of 

images. (Birnbaum, 2005) 

Central to giving the image the central place it deserves in the study of tour-

ism is the rise of the digital camera. The images take by these inexpensive im-

age makers (including smart phone technology and related mobile devices) 

provides a rich new source of information about what visitors do, when they 

do it, and where they are at any given moment in time as they ‚consume‛ the 

places visited.  

Researchers can now see a more unfettered visual stream of consciousness 

as the traveller can capture almost unlimited images at very low cost as they 

move through the landscape. The self-imposed restriction of the film camera 

whose cost meant that each photograph was chosen carefully has been replaced 

by a much more general ‚take it‛ philosophy in those capturing the images. It 

can be taken now and deleted later without economic cost.  

For the past 10 years, researchers have explored how to use this new digital 

technology with some interesting results. However, on examining the literature 

more closely there is one issue that does not appear to have been clearly ad-

dressed. The question of ‘who is taking the pictures’ has received short shrift.  

Understanding the profile of picture takers and how they ‚use‛ the photo-

graphs would help consolidate the use of image analysis as a credible supple-
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ment if not alternative to standard surveys. This exploratory study concentrates 

on the image takers and specifically looks at the demographics of who is taking 

the pictures and what they do with them by way of storage and sharing. This 

data has ramification for destination marketing/management organizations 

(DMOs), advertisers, and others from city planners and location geographers to 

traffic engineers. This is only the beginning, as technologies such as cam-

era/GPS integration, better indexing and storage systems, and larger more ac-

cessible databases become available more detailed and credible information 

will become available. These visual histories will become invaluable and central 

to our understanding of tourism destinations and the behaviour of the visitor.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The use of images to gather data about people, places, and things is by no 

means new. Shortly after the invention of the still camera in the 1830’s, anthro-

pologists in particular started to use images for any number of reasons. An-

thropology has been a leader in photographic analysis even inventing a term to 

describe the discipline, ‚visual anthropology‛. From at least the mid 1850’s 

they have studied, interpreted and discussed virtually every aspect of the pho-

tograph and its value in the study of humans and human nature (Collier & Col-

lier, 1986; Edwards, Royal Anthropological Institute of Great, & Ireland, 1992; 

Morton & Edwards, 2009) 

Geographers and early academic researchers in tourism began somewhat 

later to see value in photographic images. Postcards both historic and current 

became the focus of many studies (Larsen, 2006; Santillan, 2010). Postcards had 

the benefit of having an image and often locational data and personal notes 

specifically mentioning the area visited. Personal photo’s from film cameras 

were also important but often lacked the ‚metadata‛ of the postcard.  

The computer and digital camera have, however, opened a whole new era 

in photo analysis. After a slow start the study of visual images in tourism has 

grown rapidly (Burns & Lester, 2010a; Burns & Lester, 2010b; Chalfen, 1979). 

One of the seminal and most widely read books on the subject related to tour-

ism was first published in 1990 by Urry and revised in 2002 (Urry, 2002).  

There is also a small but growing literature of applied research that skips 

over the methodological babble and gets to those elements which are immedi-

ately valuable to the tourism industry (Day Jonathon, 2002; Dewar , Li & Davis, 

2007; Hem, Iversen & Gronhaug, 1990; Jenkins, 2003).  
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Some of the most interesting research has been produced by Prof. Girardin 

from the Senseable City Lab, MIT (Senseable City Lab, 2011) This team has 

used GIS software to produce ‚heat maps‛ of Florence, Italy, using the metada-

ta provided by on line digital images (Girardin, 2007). These maps show visitor 

concentrations during specific periods over the day. Several other similar stud-

ies were conducted by the lab which reinforce and refine the use of metadata to 

determine destination use by visitors (Girardin, et al., 2008; Girardin, Fiore, 

Ratti, Blat, 2008; Kardasis, et al., 2011). Unfortunately, there is a serious flaw in 

this work. The studies do not correct for camera clock differences. That is, elec-

tronic time stamps vary if visitors are from beyond the specific time zone of the 

place where the photo was taken. Few visitors reset their camera’s clocks each 

time they change time zone. Some do not even set the clocks the first time be-

cause they find the process too difficult. It is left in the ‚out of the box‛ time 

zone. Although, the authors recognize the problem, they made no effort to cor-

rect for it. The work is still interesting and provides an excellent framework for 

future studies once the issue of time stamp variation is corrected.  

Other researchers have looked at the digital images with an eye to trying to 

understand how images are internalized, how they make pleasurable ‚revisits‛ 

to past destinations, and motivate travel both for the taker and those they share 

the images with (Chalfen, 2008).  

In examining the growing number of studies on images there is one notice-

able gap. There is a dearth of material on ‚who‛ is taking these digital photo-

graphs. The digital age has allowed the ‚average‛ traveller to take very large 

numbers of images of their trips. Several thousand is not unusual for a trip of 

less than a month. The instant ability to share images is an added factor that 

has value to the tourism industry. Yet a careful search of the literature shows 

that very few studies look at this aspect of images variables. This paper is an 

exploratory attempt to begin the process of filling this gap. It will go some way 

towards answering the question of who the picture takers are and whether this 

group of image makers can be seen as representative of the general tourism 

population. 

METHODOLOGY  

In an attempt to understand who takes the photos and how they manage them 

after they are taken a study was conducted of 632 individuals who have the 

potential to travel. The sample was collected using non-random selection. 

Three groups of 4 senior undergraduate students were tasked with collecting 
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data using the short questionnaire constructed by the researchers. Two groups 

did face to face interview surveys within the limits of the community of Saint 

John, New Brunswick. They focused on students, faculty and staff and people 

from the local community. As well they interviewed a number of tourists that 

visited the town during the fall of 2011. Convenience sampling was used.  

The third group was tasked with distributing the same questionnaire via the 

internet. This group translated the questionnaire into 4 languages other than 

English namely Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, and Korean. The survey was sent 

out on Survey Monkey. Students asked friends and relatives to do the survey 

and then ‚pass on‛ to others with an eye to including adults/seniors as well as 

the student’s age cohort. The non English versions were back translated to Eng-

lish and corrected before distribution 

As well as the student surveyors, the researcher collected 129 usable surveys 

from visitors to Saint John. An additional 120 MBA students, including an ex-

ecutive cohort of 50 adults from a major oil company were also surveyed.  

Before the main survey was distributed three pilot studies were conducted. The 

first was done using a group of 57 randomly selected tourists during a two-day 

period in the fall of 2010. This pilot helped correct errors and make the survey 

more readable and easier to conduct. A major goal was to ensure that the sur-

vey could be completed in less than five minutes. The final survey was fillable 

in approximately 3 minutes on average. Two small pilots (one of 12 and one of 

5) were  done of the electronic version. A beta version of a new application 

droidSURVEY (https://www.droidsurvey.com/) was used by the researchers 

and proved very successful.  The survey was finally reviewed for grammar, 

spelling, and other minor errors by a copy editor.  

RESULTS 

 

Table I and II provide a general summary of the basic data collected.  
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Table 1. Demographic profile for those who take photos (Ps)(N=592) in which two groups are in-

cluded 

 
Take Ps 

Group 1 
Take Ps/ post Ps

2 
Group 2 

Take Ps/don't postPs
2 

 
N=592/632 (93.7%)

1 
N=420/592 (70.9%) N=172/592 (29.1%) 

Attribute Percent % Percent % Percent % 

Gender  (N=582) (N=415) (N=167) 

male 42.2 38.6 51.5 

female 57.8 61.4 48.5 

Age  (N=591) (N=419) (N=172) 

15 to 34 72.0 77.8 57.0 

35 to 54 24.0 19.8 33.1 

55 to 64 3.0 1.9 5.2 

65 + 1.7 0.4 4.7 

Country origin  (N=592) (N=420) (N=172) 

Canadian 61.5 64.8 53.5 

Chinese 16.6 13.8 23.3 

Korean 5.4 4.8 7.0 

American 2.0 1.7 2.9 

Other 14.5 15.0 13.4 

Employment  (N=587) (N=416) (N=171) 

Management 7.5 7.5 7.6 

Business/Finance 5.1 5.3 4.7 

Professional 12.1 10.8 15.2 

Sports/Arts/Media 1.7 1.4 2.3 

F&B/Hospitality 4.9 5.5 3.5 

Sales and /retail 3.2 3.6 2.3 

Admin and manag.  2.7 2.2 4.1 

Labour/Skilled labour  1.9 1.7 2.4 

Student 51.1 53.4 45.6 

Retired/semi retired 2.9 1.5 6.4 

Other 6.8 7.2 5.9 

1. The total sample is 632 in which 592 of the total responds (93.7%) take photos when travelling 

while 40 of them (6.3%) do not take photos. 

2. Group 1: take photos and post photos; Group 2: take photos but do not post. 

Table 2. Posting photos on the Internet 

Q4 Do you post photos you take 
on the internet? 

 Q8 Age Range Total 

N/A 15 to 34 35 to 54 55 to 64 65+ 
 Yes Count 1 326 83 8 2 420 

% within Q4 Do you post 
photo's you take on the 

internet? 
0.2% 77.6% 19.8% 1.9% 0.4% 100.0% 

% within Q8 Age Range 100.0% 76.9% 59.3% 47.1% 20% 70.9% 

No Count 0 98 57 9 8 172 

% within Q4 Do you post 
photo's you take on the 

internet? 
0.0% 57.0% 33.1% 5.2% 4.7% 100.0% 

% within Q8 Age Range 0.0% 23.1% 40.7% 52.9% 80% 29.1% 

Total  

Count 1 424 140 17 10 592 

% within Q4 Do you post 
photo's you take on the 

internet? 
0.2% 71.6% 23.6% 2.9% 1.7% 100.0% 
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There were 632 useable surveys, out of which 592 answered yes to taking 

photos while travelling, accounting for 93.7% of respondents surveyed. Forty of 

the participations do not take photos while travelling, accounting for 6.3% of 

the total sample. Of the respondents who take photographs 70.9% post their 

images on the internet while the other 29% do not. These figures differ from the 

work of Lo et al.(2011) who suggest only 41% of active picture takers post to 

social media. Some of the variation is likely due to this research’s bias towards 

the youth market accounting for 72% of the total sample (see Table I). Further 

bias could be caused by different nationalities being surveyed. In this research 

most respondents are Canadians while Lo et al. samples focus on Hong Kong 

residents. The result of this research shows that Canadians are more likely post 

photos accounting for 75% of the total surveyed; Chinese posted only 59% of 

the time. The rising shipment and use of digital cameras generally could also 

account for part of the difference with shipments of various forms of digital 

devices up between 42 and 117% between 2010 and 2011 (CIPA, 2010).  How-

ever, they did find that nearly 90% of travelers take photos while travelling, 

similar to the present research.  

An independent samples T-Test was used to examine whether there is a 

significant difference between photo posting related to gender and age.  The 

result shows that the p-values (2-tailed) are 0.002(with gender) and 0.000 (with 

age) < 0.05. It is concluded that photo posting varies significantly with gender 

and age. From Table III the male-female difference is approximately 10% (male 

65%, female 76%) for those photo takers who post their photos online. The find-

ings suggest that females are more likely to post photos than males. 

Age-wise, there is little doubt that significant differences exists across age 

groups. From the tabulated results, Table II shows that for ages between 15-34 

and 65+, proportion of those posting pictures varies significantly from 77% for 

the younger group to 20% for the oldest cohort.   

Results of a chi-square test (p-value 0.000 < 0.05; X2 = 37.65 ) also suggest 

that preference of posting is significantly associated with age group.  

It is noted that the oldest cohort only forms 1.7% of the sample who takes 

photos. The statistical result for this group might not be representative due to 

the limited sample size and skewed proportion to the total. Further research 

focused on age group of 65+ should be continually conducted.  
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Table 3. Post photos to the Internet by gender 

Q4 Do you post photos you 
take on the internet? 

Q9 Gender 
Total 

N/A Male Female 

  
Yes 

Count 5 160 255 420 

% within Q4  1.2% 38.1% 60.7% 100.0% 

% within Gender 50.0% 65.0% 75.9% 70.9% 

No 

Count 5 86 81 172 

% within Q4 2.9% 50.0% 47.1% 100.0% 

% within Gender 50.0% 35.0% 24.1% 29.1% 

Total 

Count 10 246 336 592 

% within Q4 Do you 
post photo's you take 

on the internet? 
1.7% 41.6% 56.8% 100.0% 

Results from Independent Samples T-Test (p-value 0.276 > 0.05, 2-tailed ) also 

show that ‘posting photos on the internet’ does not vary significantly either 

with number of times a visitor travels per year or with whether they travel do-

mestically and internationally (p-value 0.180 > 0.05, 2-tailed). 

Lastly the results show that Facebook is the most popular site for photo sharing 

accounting for 62% of the total. Other social media websites utilized by re-

spondents include Other 21%; Lots of places 11%, Flickr 3% and Picasa 3%. 

The chi-squared test over all social media websites shows all p values are larger 

than 0.05 except for Picasa whose p-value is 0.000. It is concluded that the social 

media websites show no preferences associated with gender except perhaps for 

Picasa. 

Table 4. Chi-Square test between gender and social media utilized1 

Post on internet 
Male Female Total Gender   

N N N P-value x2 

Picasa 13 2 15 0.000 15.570 
  8% 1%       

Flickr 6 11 17 0.863 0.294 
  4% 4%       

Facebook 115 189 304 0.372 1.980 
  73% 75%       

Other 35 70 105 0.429 1.694 
  22% 28%       

Lots of places 25 27 52 0.222 3.014 
  16% 11%       

Total respondents 
who post photos 
and identify gen-
der 

160 
(38.6%) 

255 (61.4%) 415 
  

1Social medial websites utilized by all respondents who posting photos on internet: Facebook 62%;  

Other 21%; Lots of places 11%; Flickr 3% and Picasa 3%.  
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Despite the fact that Facebook is the most popular site for posting photos, 

there are many other social media sites being used accounting for 21% of the 

total surveyed sites. Social media utilized by two major age groups 15 to 34 and 

35 to 55 show little difference in preference except for ‚lots of places‛ where the 

15 to 34 age group show some preference accounting for 15% of the total com-

pared to the 35 to 55 age group which accounted for only 4%.   

 

Figure 1. Social media utilization1 
1Picasa 500,000 + users (estimate only) Flickr 25,000,000 users (estimate only);  

Facebook 800 million users, (Facebook 2012) 

 

CONCLUSION  

The purpose of this study was to provide a starting point and a basic data pro-

file of those who take pictures when they travel and to see if they can be pro-

vide a similar degree of accuracy to surveys and related marketing methods in 

tourism research. It is suggested that these results can be built upon to deter-

mine in more detail visitor characteristics and over time can easily show 

changes in patterns and profiles.  

There were 940 million international arrivals in 2010 (UNWTO, 2011). Do-

mestic travel is harder to determine but in Canada 80% of the population take 

at least one tourism trip each year , in England 126 million domestic trips 

where taken in 2009 and the number is growing (VisitEngland, VisitScotland, 

VisitWales, & Northern Island Tourism Board, 2010)  

Considering approximately 94% of travellers take photographs and 71% 

posting at least some of their images on the Internet. The average posting is not 

clear but one study suggests the average visitor post 26 photographs related to 

a specific destination (Dewar, 2011). This would suggest that the available 

population of photos and tourists is sufficient to act, at least, as a complement 
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to other forms of data collection related to general tourism populations and 

accuracy of samples. Further, access to these visual records may have consider-

able value to smaller organizations and businesses. This work can give them an 

expanded opportunity to easily learn more about their clients and area visitors 

without depending on expensive studies or other organizations who produce 

more generalized data that may not relate well to their businesses or local cir-

cumstances. However, more work needs to be done to provide a methods 

framework that is easy to use and understand.   

Further, these photo records and the accompanying profiles can be very 

useful in select the most suitable images for marketing media both hard copy 

and electronic. As noted as far back as the 1930’s; ‚Photography made fantasies 

real. And it sold goods in the process.‛(Johnston, 1997: 1). There is little doubt 

that properly selected and displayed photo has real impact on visitor interest 

and choice although care must be taken to understand and utilize correctly cul-

tural/ethnic differences (An, 2007; Dewar et al., 2007). 

One of the major issues in using photographs as an integrated part of tour-

ism research is the question of who takes the pictures?  A great deal of actual 

photographic analysis has been done, fragmenting photos, determining most 

important elements within a destination, and trying to understand the ‚deep-

er‛ meaning of the travel image. Are the takers of images a small niche market 

of little interest to planners and marketers or do they represent the main stream 

‚average‛ traveller that collectively can be used as a ‚population‛ from which 

legitimate samples can be drawn? Are there clear niche markets based on de-

mographics and profiles? A number of studies give a glimpse of these photog-

raphers but there are few that present the takers profile in any detail.  

The various public websites available to the tourism industry do provide 

some information with each photo. The takers profile may or may not be pre-

sented with the image. Home city, gender, and other information may be avail-

able depending on how much the person who uploaded the photograph is will-

ing to share. Accompanying captions and comments also help in identifying 

the individual and provide some information. Particularly useful here are a 

growing number of small sites that are geared specifically to travellers, such 

sites as Travel Blog http://www.travelblog.org/, and Travelpod 

http://www.travelpod.com/ are examples. However, a review of these sites and 

similar ones suggests that they have very specific profiles and may not be as 

useful as more general sites such as Flickr, Picasa and Facebook. Other general 

sites such as Tripadvisor (http://www.tripadvisor.ca/) also provide useful in-
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formation. The metadata surrounding the image can sometimes also provide 

very useful information including time and date stamps, GPS coordinates, ti-

tles, categories and profile information. Yet the results can be scattered and in-

consistent. A more detailed and complete understanding of the image taking 

traveller is necessary to complement what is available with the picture.   

This study of 632 individuals between the ages of 15 and 75 provides a start-

ing point for basic information on the traveller who takes pictures. It suggests 

that most tourists take photos. Males are less likely to post photographs to the 

web with 65% of the male respondents posting their work, while 76% of fe-

males post their images. Further males are more likely to be ‚casual‛ picture 

takers where women have a tendency to be more diligent and focused. Gener-

ally speaking females are the major players in the capture, storage, and man-

agement of visual memory. This fact is supported not only by the photographic 

evidence but related elements of such phenomena as scrapbooking where bil-

lions of dollars are spent on support material for the keeping of images, text, 

and illustrations related to archiving of memory (Fram, 2005). This gender bias 

needs to be studied further to understand its implications.  

Careers of the respondents span a wide range of professions. Half of this 

sample was students between the ages of 15 and 26, with the mean age being 

around 23. The other 50% were scattered amongst the several career categories 

showing no particular pattern except that most were in the management and 

service sectors. Salaries almost all fall within the middle-income earners market 

segment regardless of home country of the respondent. Not surprisingly 

younger under 36 segments is more likely to upload images (see Table 1).  

Where tourists post their images is quite clear. Facebook is the hands down 

winner with 62% of those who take pictures and post them, post to this one 

site. The two major dedicated image storage sites Picasa and Flickr attract only 

3% of the photographers. However, between them they have millions of regis-

tered users and most likely billions of individual images although the detailed 

usage information is not available except for Facebook who have 850 million 

users (Facebook, 2012). It does suggest the vast depository of photographs 

there are on line of which a large enough sample exists to pursue legitimately 

travel and tourism research using images with a high degree of confidence that 

results will have real meaning.  

In answer to the core questions in this study suggest that photographs and 

the related metadata do provide at least a complement to other forms of data 

collection related to tourism research. The number of people who take photo-
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graphs when they travel is sufficient to treat the photographic record they pro-

duce as a legitimate population for valid research. Based on the growing num-

bers of various camera types being sold and positive changes to the technology 

(i.e. GPS integration) this population will grow and consistently provide credi-

ble data.  

Issues that remain include organizing the material into an inexpensive and 

easily used framework useable by small and medium sized operators. Work in 

this area is presently being undertaken by the research team as well as other 

researchers around the world. Further, more detailed lifestyle studies would 

help consolidate and complement the work presented in this exploratory pa-

per.   
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study is to analyze the importance of an accurate room and reve-

nue forecast towards the direction of maximizing revenue and, equally important, 

minimizing all costs involved in the daily operation of a hotel. The consequence will be 

the achievement of higher profit margins, even during these times of global economic 

crisis. 

Key words: occupancy, reservation forecast, revenue, cost, profitability. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Trying to reach higher levels of occupancy in a hotel for a given period of time 

has always been and still remains a complicated task, particularly during a 

global economic crisis, like the one we face and we try to overcome. Taking in-

to consideration the uncertainty, which dominates in the international level, the 

results of all the efforts to forecast the number of the reservations along with 

the expected revenue is more precious than ever.  

Forecasting – Revenue Management 

If we need to define the meaning of the word “forecasting”, then we could say 

that forecasting can be defined as a prediction of a future event (U.N.W.T.O., 

2008). Forecasting is highly important for the tourism industry and consequent-

ly for the hotels, which need reliable and accurate predictions of demand, so 

that they can plan effectively from season to season or year to year. Forecasts 
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can strengthen management’s control of hotel operating expenses and help de-

termine the profitability of the property (Karch, 1992). Forecasts give hoteliers a 

projected level of sales and predictable shortfalls in revenues and generally 

speaking they play an increasingly important role in any management process.  

Armstrong (2001) argued that the primary role of forecasting is to help deci-

sion makers, who face uncertainty about the future. Managers make, on a daily 

basis, decisions affecting revenue, costs and profit. Their efforts are summa-

rized as follows: 

 maximize revenue and  

 minimize costs 

In that context, our study will examine and analyze a series of basic options, 

such as : 

 Raising prices 

 Increasing sales 

 Reducing costs 

Concerning the first option, we could say that price is one of the most effec-

tive variables that managers can manipulate to encourage demand. The appli-

cation of revenue management provides the managers with a series of rates to 

offer to prospective customers, based on forecast demand (Jauncey et al., 1995). 

During times of high demand only high rates are open in combination with 

restrictions on length of stay and possibly (full) pre-payment, as opposed to 

lower rates and fewer restrictions in periods of low demand in order to stimu-

late demand. 

There are in general two main approaches to pricing (Verginis, 1999): 

 cost – based or 

 market - based 

In cost - based pricing, the price is set in line with the cost of the product. In 

market – based pricing, the price could be set in line with competition and pos-

sibly according to demand.  

It is especially during tough economic times, that the debate over whether 

hotels should discount room rates to boost financial performance is contentious 

(Enz et al., 2004). 

All the above can be summarized as the relationships between the activities 

that contribute to the hotel’s profitability through the managerial responsibility 
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for operational control. It should be noted, that full implementation of various 

applications of Information Technology (I.T.) is one of the key words in this 

effort.  

In our study we will review both the statistical and also the judgmental 

forecasting, since it appears that only the historic data is not sufficient for effec-

tive forecasting. Among others, Chen (2010) divides the forecasting procedure 

into two forms: 

1. statistical forecasting 

2. judgmental forecasting 

In statistical forecasting, the relevant software usually functions as mechani-

cal support to assist end users to utilize the database more effectively (Silver, 

1991). In judgmental forecasting the relevant software functions as decisional 

support to encourage end users towards more effectual decision making (Chen, 

2010). In fact, with demand forecasts using the data of the past and sales de-

partment using present day information, many revenue management systems 

operate with some level of human intervention, often using these systems as 

merely a guide (Ng et al., 1999). 

Leaving apart the various differences or potential of each economy it ap-

pears that almost every hotel has seen a minor or major drop on the volume of 

its business, mainly due to lower demand. More precisely, hotels have experi-

enced drops in occupancy, A.D.R. and Rev.P.A.R. (Kimes, 2009). Another chal-

lenge for hotels is to effectively face the growing demand for lower rates and 

prices. Some characterize this trend as price wars, where the efforts are concen-

trated on the reduction of rates and prices, in order to stay competitive.  

RevPAR stands for room revenue per available room and it is a measure of 

hotel output. It includes occupancy rate and average daily rate (ADR) and it is 

the most widely used measure for productivity (Brown & Chekitan, 1999). Ide-

as presented (2011) this relationship, as follows: 
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Nevertheless, the measure of RevPAR ignores the cost involved in produc-

ing the product and revenue generated from other areas than rooms. It is simp-

ly a measure of output, ignoring the input. This would highlight the im-

portance of holistic thinking, realizing that revenue is not all and that costs 

need to be considered as well.    

In that context another application of Information Technology, which deals 

with Revenue Management becomes indispensable. Revenue management is 

the practice of obtaining the highest possible revenue in the selling of a service 

firm’s capacity. According to Fleischmann, Hall and Pyke (2004), Revenue 

Management is concerned with pricing a perishable resource in accordance 

with demand from multiple customer segments so as to maximize revenue or 

profit. Chen (2010) defines Revenue Management, also known as yield man-

agement, as the process of applying records of historical data and current res-

ervations to predict future demand as accurately as possible to maximize reve-

nue. Yield management is often associated with the following definition: 

“The application of information systems and pricing strategies to allocate the right 

capacity, to the right customer, at the right place, at the right time”(Kimes, 2000). 

The above definition can be expanded and presented as follows (Ideas, 

2011): 

 

By understanding the customer’s expectation and behavior, successful reve-

nue management can determine market segmentation using a combination of 

features such as price budget, distribution channels and service level. In that 

sense, forecasting plays an important role in any revenue management process. 

Raising the accuracy of forecast could result in better staffing, purchasing deci-

sions, as well as budgeting (Weatherford & Kimes, 2003).  

Revenue management research has evolved over the past 30 years and its 

definition has similarly evolved (Kuhlmann, 2004). Practitioners of revenue 

management use tools such as targeted pricing, market segmentation and de-

mand forecasting, so that the limited capacity of the firm is sold at the highest 

possible price (Ng, 2007). This practice can be applied in firms that face rela-
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tively fixed capacity such as hotels or restaurants (Bitran & Caldentey, 2003). 

Over time, revenue management has developed into a sophisticated practice as 

researchers use complex mathematical algorithms, coupled with technology, to 

allocate capacity, set prices and forecast demand (Ng, 2007). It could be sum-

marized that the overall strategy for a successful revenue management system 

is that price is dictated by demand (Donaghy et al., 1995). For management this 

involves activities such as setting the most effective pricing structure, limiting 

the number of reservations accepted for a given room night or room type, re-

viewing reservation activity to determine whether inventory control action is 

needed, negotiating volume discounts with wholesalers and groups, providing 

customers with the “right” product – both room type and room rate, and ena-

bling reservation agents to be effective sales managers rather than order takers.  

During a certain period during when high demand is expected, rates should 

reach their highest level. At the same time, an ideally accurate forecast will 

lower costs, since unnecessary costs will be avoided.  

Revenue management became increasingly complex due to the advent of 

the Internet and other advances in technology (Elmaghraby & Keskinocak, 

2003). The Internet allowed for data to be collected constantly, feeding the sys-

tems with updated information to generate more reliable and accurate forecasts 

to support hotels in both capacity allocation and optimum pricing. This result-

ed in the possibility of instantaneous decision making, allowing revenue man-

agement systems to be more efficient and responsive (Ng, 2007). 

Apart from the volume of the reservations and the revenue generated, some 

of the aspects of the efficiency stated above, concerning forecasting and reve-

nue management can be found on the application on issues, which managers 

need to deal almost every day as part of the daily operations in a hotel, such as 

overbooking, cancellations and no-shows. Even during these difficult times, 

there are some periods of time when revenue managers need to deal with these 

situations and they need to take full advantage of each one of those.  

For instance, overbooking, which is the acceptance of more reservations 

than a hotel has the physical capacity to service as a hedge against cancellations 

and no-shows, has been claimed as one of the oldest, and from the revenue or 

profit standpoint, most important of revenue management tactics (Karaesmen 

& Van Ryzin, 2004). From the late 70’s Lieberman and Yechiali (1978) examined 

how hotels could insure themselves against no-shows or cancellations by con-

sumers, through appropriate reservation policies. Later in the 80’s Pfeifer (1989) 

examined the pricing implications associated with such reservation policies. 
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Research in this area mentions, that customers purchase at different times in 

advance of consumption. In other words, some guests arrive early and some 

guests arrive later, closer to consumption date. The challenge that hotels face, is 

how to maximize revenue by pricing and setting capacities to be sold at each 

point in advance, taking into account the arrival times of the customers (Kimes, 

1989). 

One of the key principles of revenue management lies in the hotel’s ability 

to forecast demand (Kimes, 2003). Revenue management systems must be able 

to advise on demand conditions by analyzing reservation patterns, arrival, de-

partures and a score of other demand characteristics (Donaghy et al., 1997). 

Cost Management 

The hotel industry has the following characteristics: 

 Fixed capacity 

 High fixed costs 

 Low variable costs 

 Perishable inventories 

Regardless of demand, a large proportion of hotels’ costs are constant or 

fixed (Kotas, 1986). Therefore, hospitality operations are said to be capital in-

tensive (McEvoy, 1997). This applies predominantly to hotels.  

Hotels also have a fixed supply and no substitute, which contributes to high 

costs (Fattorini, 1999). Overall, approximately three quarters of the total costs of 

a hotel are fixed and uncontrollable (Kotas, 1986). Only various labor costs 

could be reduced in periods of low demand and thus a need for effective mar-

keting to generate room revenue is paramount in maintaining and improving 

profitability (Harris, 1992). As with many other service organizations, a feature 

of hotels is, that they have low marginal sales costs and usually sell their per-

ishable product to their customers in advance of consumption (McMahon-

Beattie et al., 1999). As a result, hotels tend to be market-oriented, since the 

more customers they attract, the higher the contribution to fixed costs. The es-

sence is, that business with low fixed costs, tend to be cost-oriented (Harris & 

Brown, 1998).  

The objective of revenue management within a hotel environment is to 

achieve an optimal mix of group and transient business that will maximize oc-

cupancy and average room rate. Many revenue management systems fail to 

address two critical issues: the cost associated with meeting guest demands 
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and guest ancillary spending (Noone & Griffin, 1997). The costs associated with 

providing a product and revenue generated from other areas than room reve-

nue is important because the customer contributing to higher room revenue 

does not have to be the same as the customer contributing to the overall reve-

nue or even profit of the hotel. Since profitability is the key to the long-term 

survival and growth of any private organization, these issues should be recog-

nized and management should consider the net profit implication of the sales 

(Noone & Griffin, 1997). 

The cost structure of hotels poses a barrier as many costs are fixed. This em-

phasizes the importance of viewing costs in relation to the capacity, price, sales 

and marketing, customer, and human resource management, since the man-

agement of these could increase marginal sales and thus contribution towards 

fixed costs would be gained. 

An initial investigation of the verification of cases arising from the literature 

review of the subject attempted with a simple empirical method. Three luxury 

hotels was selected in the region of Peloponnese and was investigated the data 

of reservations before and after implementation of the relevant methods. The 

application of the tools of revenue management was adapted to conditions of 

global economic crisis in three hotels at the beginning of 2008. The evolution of 

the reservation was the following: 

Table 1. Reservations during 2005 up to 2010. 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Hotel A 100 120 100 90 100 105 

Hotel B 100 105 120 100 100 115 

Hotel C 100 118 107 87 95 95 

 

 

Figure 1. Evolution of reservations during 2005 up to 2010. 
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CONCLUSION 

Therefore the literature review and the empirical approach showed that reliable 

and accurate forecasting is highly important for the tourism industry and con-

sequently for the hotels, which need reliable and accurate predictions of de-

mand, so that they can plan effectively. The effect will be better staffing, pur-

chasing decisions and budgeting. Better staffing means better guest service at 

lower payroll costs. In that sense, effective forecasting will significantly help 

the productivity and the profitability of a hotel, especially in times of crisis. 
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ABSTRACT 

The earth consists of various morphological units caused by the epeirogenic and oro-

genic movements. Mountainous areas of high elevations cover a large scale of area. 

Mountains as ranges or single elevations are natural borderlines both functioning as a 

natural separator between continents, countries and regions and possessing great in-

fluence on human activities. Normally, people populate plains and relatively areas 

with low elevations. Population and accordingly the economic activities have horizon-

tally expanded over time and caused agricultural areas to shrink down, which has led 

to settlements at higher elevations. Consequently, people have started to conduct 

such economic activities as agriculture, industry, trade and tourism away from the 

coastal zones and lower areas. Touristic activities have been in an increasing trend 

across the globe over the last fifty years and turned into a new sector gradually at-

tracting more attention as a result of the exhausting and boring working conditions. 

Thus, domestic and international tourism activities have potentially increased. Mean-

while, tourism-related opportunities have been diversified and service and quality lev-

els catch up with the international standards. 

 

Key words: earth, alternative tourism, mountain tourism, nature, economic activities. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Mountains are important topographical elements for humans. They cheer up 

and invigorate people’s spirits with its appearance and economic potentials. 

Among  the prominent mountains ranges are the Andes, Rocky Mountains, 

Appalachian Mountains, the Alps, Scandinavian Mountains, Ural-Altaic Moun-

tains, the Himalayans,  Karakorum mountains, Zargos Mountains, Hindu Kush 

Mountains and Tanrı Mountains, Pamir mountains, Atlas Mountains, Cascade 

Mountains, Humboldt Mountains. Moreover, single mountains stand out as 

important factors. Mountains have a global role and significance in the discus-

sions on development and environment. Mountains are sources of water, ener-

gy and biodiversity. They also have a key role in the mining, forestry, agricul-

ture and recreational activities” (Somuncu, 2004: 2). Therefore, UN proclaimed 
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the year 2002 “The International year of Mountains and of Ecotourism”, thus 

attracting and renewing the attention to mountains and mountain activities. 

Today, mountain activities are conducted regardless of distance, while once 

they were only done in close mountainous areas. 

  

 
Photograph 1. Mountain Tourism and Sports 

Source: tourismplaningprofesionals.com 

 

Mountains are prominent elements in tourism. “Among the prerequisites of 

tourism are (a) trips away from regular settlement areas, (b) making use of 

goods and services provided by touristic facilities, and (c) temporary stay 

(Ozguc, 1998: 15). Life-facilitating technological advances and fast transporta-

tion have also had some influence on tourism sector. It turned into an activity 

during which people stay in a place for at least 24 hours and spend money not 

less than one time in order to rest, entertain, travel, do business, attend meet-

ings and gain insight into other cultures and to visit acquaintances.    
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Source: travaltrips.usatoday.com 

Photograph 2. An example of Mountain 

 

As is known, natural conditions of mountainous areas have great influence 

on human life. These areas are among the notable places good for human 

health. Natural vegetation and oxygen are the most prominent elements of-

fered by mountainous areas. 

Oxygen decreases slowly from the coastal line up to 1500 m and rapidly af-

ter 2000 m. As a result, areas with an elevation of less than 2000 m are opted for 

alternative mountain tourism. As a natural factor, environment happens to 

shape the activities in a particular area. “The interrelation between environ-

ment and tourism reveals the fact that the former is considered as the creative 

factor of tourism while the latter is regarded destructive. Further, tourism func-

tions as a protective agent of environment, which not only shows the contro-

versy in the tourism-environment relation, but also the role of tourism in the 

protection of tourism” (Olali & Alp, 1988: 365). 

The primary source of tourism is natural beauties, continuity of which can 

only be assured by the care given to them. “Another tendency observable in the 

global tourism markets is people’s increasing enthusiasm to spend their holi-

days in close touch with the nature (Akova, 2008: 37). Tourism activities, which 

were once limited to 3S tourism, have become diversified with the emergence 

of alternative tourism practices. The ranges of tourism activities expanded to 

cover such alternative tourism types as surfing, yachting, ecotourism, moun-

tain tourism, belief tourism, medical tourism. While mountain tourism as an 
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alternative tourism type has a larger ground in USA, China, Canada, Sweden, 

Austria, Switzerland, France and German, it is a trending tourism type in Italy, 

Finland, Spain, Croatia, Russia, Greece, India, Serbia, Romania, Norway and 

Turkey.  

Mountain tourism comprises of such activities as summer-winter activities, 

winter sports and picnicking, camping and so on. Among the mountain tour-

ism activities and types are skiing, climbing, trekking, off-roading, safari, orni-

thological travels, photographing, biking, botanical tourism, agricultural and 

husbandry tourism, watershed tourism, natural sightseeing on horse or camel 

back, hunting, paragliding, spa-climate therapy, caravan tourism, natural ex-

plorations, speleological trips, grass skiing and sightseeing.  Growing inter-

est in mountain tourism helps not only diversify tourism activities and boost its 

capacity but also gain more insight into the nature and raise awareness of na-

ture-related issues, by which means tourism activities are to go on throughout 

the year.  

Touristic Activities and Mountains 

Tourism is becoming free from the limitations of coastal tourism and more di-

versified as new natural properties are introduced to the sector. Earth is rich in 

resources suitable for tourism, which are being constantly introduced to na-

tional and international tourism sectors. 

People’s attitude towards nature and their mindset to protect it are chang-

ing day by day. Nature offers a wide range of opportunities to humanity and 

makes them pleased, which has caused people to change their point of view 

and taken tourism to further dimensions. Alternative tourism opportunities 

have showed up and have been conducted under the name of mountain tour-

ism including some already-known activities.  

Mountain tourism has fairly varied activities. Mountains serve a depository 

of climate, vegetation, water resources and underground resources. They also 

present people with economic resources.  

“Skiing is the first activity to remember when subject matter is mountain 

tourism and mountain sports.  Skiing is an exciting and enjoyable sport for 

many” (Emil, 2004: 3). Mountain tourism has come to be performed in skiing 

areas favourable for winter tourism, and activities done as hobbies and pas-

times are increasing. “Winter Olympic Games”, which is organized every 4 

years, is a remarkable international organization for sportive, recreational and 

promotional purposes.  Endeavours intended for mountain and trekking tour-
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ism have globally been intensified. World Health Organization and World 

Tourism Organization try harder to promote the natural activities for educa-

tional and health purposes. “It is known that rural tourism has positive effects 

on some conditions and sicknesses, and especially depressed people” 

(Demircioglu, 2002: 9). Properties such as natural vegetation, ample oxygen, 

valleys, canyons, plateaus, lakes and ponds have a significant place in moun-

tain tourism and are available for leisure purposes. 

 

 
Photograph 3. Skiing Tourism 

Source: triptourism.com 

 

Mountain tourism activities widely focus on the centre and spread to the 

periphery. Mountain activities are conducted in areas which are at no risk of 

landslide and avalanche, rich in woods, attractive, feasible for facilities and 

have beautiful landscapes and abundant water supplies.  

Plateau activities are the most important mountain activities. Plateaus at-

tract people’s attention with their stunning natural beauties and fresh air. The 

weather is cool in summers, cold and snowy in winters depending on the ele-

vation. Travelling is barely safe in heavy rain.  While once nomads used to 

move to plateaus to graze their cattle and sheep and leave before the harsh 

conditions arrived, people have come to prefer plateaus over other places to 

stay longer as conditions have been ameliorated, transportation problems have 

been sorted out, housing has become more sanitary and safe. “Plateau tourism 

must be organized and planned so meticulously and carefully to avoid its envi-

ronmental and societal adversities as related activities are diversified” (Er-

dogan, 2003: 122). Accordingly, facilities intended for plateau tourism should 
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represent local architectural characteristics. Whereas plateau activities are eco-

nomically important for some, others avail of the health opportunities the na-

ture offers. 

 

 
Photograph 4. Activities on Plateaus. 

Source: zikota.wordpress.com 

Spa and climate therapy activities, which can be conducted in four seasons, 

offer medical and recreational opportunities. Medical tourism as an alternative 

tourism has been a trending issue over the last years and making its im-

portance for health felt. Conscious people both offer services and contribute to 

the region by building thermal and climate therapy facilities at favourable 

spots.  

 

 
Photograph 5. Trekking 

Source: ims.bz. 
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People escape and seek shelter from crowded and noisy urban areas by do-

ing trekking in fresh air and thus getting to know nature. These activities gain-

ing popularity in the world and done in groups have a distinguished place in 

mountain tourism. Such services as directive and instructive signs, communica-

tion, toilets, resting spots must be provided along the course.   

Ornithology and wildlife observation are significant activities which used to 

be performed by some but have recently gained popularity. 

Photo safari, which emerged as an art and hobby, is another activity per-

formed in mountainous areas. Climbing is another activity done as a sport or 

hobby. The first climbing activity was carried out on Mont Blanc (4807 m) in 

France in 1786. International Mountaineering and Climbing Federation (UIAA) 

was founded in Geneva in 1931. 

Off-roading is a term for driving on non-asphalted roads for sportive and 

recreational purposes by vehicles designed specifically for this purpose. Raft-

ing and canoeing are two activities conducted in favourable watersheds. Moun-

tain biking are done in relatively rugged and bumpy areas with specifically de-

signed bikes with larger and thicker tyres. 

While safari started as a hunting activity to hunt the Big Five, namely lions, 

elephants, buffalos, leopards and rhinos, it is now performed to observe ani-

mals in very different regions of the world. Hunting tourism minding the open 

seasons is a crucial element for the sustainability of wild life.  

Paragliding is a recreational and competitive adventure sport done by free 

flying off high lands. There are some outstanding mountains for this activity.                    

                

  
Photograph 6. Tent Camp    Photograph 7. Camp Fire 

Source: exploreargentina.com   Source: campingrubc.com 
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Camping and caravan tourism are activities in which people stay outdoors, 

in caravans, natural shelters, manmade shelters built with natural materials, 

mountain huts and sleeping bags. 

Speleology is carried out by pinpointing a cave and marking its location on 

a map. Grass skiing, which is done in grassy lands, hasn’t been able to attract 

people’s attention lately. 

 

 
Photograph 8. Sightseeing 

Source: copespirit.com 

 

Among alternative tourisms are nature research, watershed tourism, botani-

cal tourism, nature trips on horse and camel backs, agricultural and farming 

tourism and sightseeing. 

Mountainous areas with such a wide spectrum of activity opportunities 

stand out with tourism opportunities  they present. 

Characteristics of mountains vary geologically, morphologically and accord-

ing to their locations. People benefit from the opportunities presented by 

mountains by taking these characteristics and climate conditions into account. 

Mountains, which people preferred to inhabit for security reasons, are in har-

mony with the surrounding areas. First settlements used to be founded on 

mountains, but people used to move down to populate plains over time. After 

political unrests were settled, people started to inhabit plains and low areas 

which are easy to access. Coastal areas were not able to tolerate dense popula-

tions and so people were forced to settle on high lands which they abandoned 

before. Recreational areas were also affected by this population flow and peo-

ple started to opt for mountains for such activities. “Besides the tourism poten-
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tial of mountainous areas, they also have an agricultural characteristic. Because 

agricultural products favour different growth conditions depending on climate 

and weather, it is highly possible to harvest vegetables and fruits for extended 

periods by a high and low land planning” (Bakirci, 2005: 305). It is evident that 

growing population will entail the use of mountainous areas for agricultural 

purposes and they will play important roles in human and animal nutrition. As 

is known, plateau activities, which used to consist of husbandry and crop rais-

ing once, now comprise touristic activities.   

CONCLUSION 

It is known that the numbers of summer houses, permanent residences, build-

ing complexes and facilities are recently on the increase. It is of utmost im-

portance to pay close attention to the quality of services and activities provided 

in the accommodation facilities in mountainous areas, which could boost up 

the number of visitors. However, buildings inharmonious with the surround-

ing area must be avoided.  It is crucial to collaborate with the local govern-

ments, entrepreneurs and local people to preserve the natural conditions while 

upgrading services and comfort.  

Services provided by tourism facilities to meet the demands for mountain 

tourism are in constant change. Mountain tourism should be able to find its 

righteous location without disrupting the nature. Therefore, facilities designed 

for mountain tourism should be luxurious, conform to international standards 

and offer exclusive services. They should be built in parallel with local architec-

tural characteristics without spoiling the natural landscape and disturbing the 

nature. 

Sustainable and useful mountain tourism areas possess a limited capacity, 

which must be taken into account in planning for the wise use of these areas 

and to pass them down to next generations. Mountainous areas with a high 

potential for inhabitation and tourism offer tranquillity, lush vegetation and 

ample oxygen.  

If mountain tourism, considered to have a huge potential for tourism, is 

conducted unconsciously and recklessly, it could disrupt natural balance.  Ac-

cordingly, plans should be projected for long-term purposes.  

Accommodation conditions should be appealing for visitors travelling by 

tours. That is, visitors who planned to immerse themselves in mountain tour-

ism should be hosted properly.   
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Increasing touristic activities in the mountains started to cause environmen-

tal pollution. Especially, increase in wastes from tourism facilities and houses 

aggravating the pollution in these areas. Pollution can reach irreversible levels 

in the absence of punctual and sustainable measure.  

Investments pushing the limits of coastal areas should be directed to moun-

tainous areas and related activities.  

Mountainous areas could meet the rapidly increasing global demand for 

ecotourism. Therefore, mountains which will be the popular places for ecotour-

ists should be well evaluated and wisely exploited. 

Although transportation to mountainous areas is not problematic these 

days, regularization can contribute to transportation. Some amelioration might 

be necessary for transportation when probable increase in customer number is 

taken into consideration. Transportation should be conducted by advanced, 

fast and smart vehicles up to the attraction centres to boost the tourism poten-

tial of the mountainous areas.  

Mountainous areas attract the attention for some characteristics. Due to the 

intact natural beauties, such areas should be exploited in a sustainable and 

planned manner. Each step should be taken carefully to protect mountains so 

as to devolve them upon the next generations. 

Polluted soil, water and air are to be the basic problems of future genera-

tions. It should be noted that recent growth in tourism activities has led to er-

roneous land use. It is a must to protect and preserve the pastures, meadows 

and forests in the mountainous areas. Construction should not destroy the nat-

ural life and habitats, and people should not trespass the limits of agricultural 

areas.  

It is well known that people are incessantly migrating from mountainous 

areas. Investment made in these areas could develop the rural areas and in-

crease employment. Thus, mountain and coastal tourism become complementary.  

Mountainous areas should be promoted to make them popular and bolster 

the activities in such areas. Geology, topography, climate, vegetation, hydrog-

raphy, transportation opportunities and natural properties of the area to be de-

veloped and invested in should be taken into account. 

Shortly, mountain tourism should be conducted in a sustainable and 

planned fashion without disrupting the natural balance and in the form of 

camping in close touch with nature. Mountain tourism types should be carried 
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out bringing no harm to nature and should not be considered separate from 

other tourism types. 
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ABSTRACT 

The article begins by reviewing the position and defining the culture of tourism within 

the framework of contemporary culture and society. Subsequently the article consid-

ers some elements involved in the production of tourist places and the last section of 

the article highlights new trends in tourism related to embodied tourist practices. The 

central argument of this paper is that the traditional notions of tourism experiences 

and practices have been modified because of a range of contradictory socio-cultural 

developments occurring in the field of contemporary tourism. The article outlines the 

nature of such changes and points out that if disorganised capitalism involves the 

predominance of culture, consumption, the global, that is, the dominance of non ma-

terial forms of production, then all these characterise contemporary tourism. 

Key words: events, economic impact, cost benefit analysis, postmodernism, consumption. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourism is of central importance to social, cultural and economic lives in the 

twenty-first century and it is one of the most exciting and relevant phenome-

non in today’s times of great mobility. In the context of a fast changing world 

and forces of geographical transformation, globalisation and international mi-

gration, tourism undoubtedly acquires new dimensions, properties and direc-

tions. Therefore, our intention is to question and challenge the overt rationality 

that pervades many tourism texts, and argue that there are many competing 

interpretations of the contemporary world. By utilising critical theory, it is our 

aim to reveal and indicate new trends and tendencies in tourism and encourage 

readers not just to understand contemporary tourism from the binary of supply 
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and demand perspectives, but also to encourage them to begin to think critical-

ly and question the assumptions inherent in much writing about tourism. We 

draw inspiration from Franklin’s (2003) Tourism book and this article includes 

information and ideas from disciplines as diverse as human geography, literary 

criticism, history, archaeology, sociology, cultural studies and media studies. 

Our understanding of tourism is premised upon the notion of the social con-

struction of reality asserting that appearances of reality are influenced by think-

ing, writing, gazing and experiencing. It is clear that there are objective facts 

about the things in the world, but the meanings we place upon these things are 

socially constructed. Therefore, understandings and mental representations of 

a product or service may acquire new meanings as time goes by and as they are 

circulated between individuals, in the media and in society. As Franklin and 

Crang (2001: 3) argue: ‚tourism has broken away from its beginnings as a rela-

tively minor and ephemeral ritual of modern national life to become a signifi-

cant modality through which transnational modern life is organised‛.  Writers 

such as Lash and Urry (1994) argue that a significant change has taken place 

within contemporary societies, involving a shift from organised to disorganised 

capitalism or from Fordism to post-Fordism, that is a shift from mass consump-

tion to more individuated patterns of consumption. These changes have been 

characterised by Poon (1993) as involving the shift from old tourism, which in-

volved packaging and standardisation, to new tourism, which is segmented, 

flexible and customised. It is essential to point out that during organised capi-

talism tourism and culture were relatively distinct social practices in both time 

and space. Tourism as practice and discourse involved clear specification in 

time (the week and the fortnight) and space (the specialised resorts and spas). It 

particularly involved the centrality of clock-time to its organisation. The holi-

day experience was remarkably regulated. It was almost impossible to book 

mid-week. Visitors were informed when they were to eat, what they would eat 

and exactly when they could use different facilities. 1990s marked a shift from 

the organised tourism to a much more differentiated and fragmented pattern of 

mobility. Tourism and culture now plainly overlap and there is no clear fron-

tier between the two and they cannot be kept apart. This is because culture has 

come to occupy a more central position in the organisation of present day soci-

eties. Tourism fits in with trends in economic development towards service 

based, consumer oriented industries associated with the production of symbol-

ic or cultural capital rather than material goods. The role of culture in this pro-

cess is multi-faceted: culture is in the same time a resource, a product, an expe-

rience and an outcome. In addition, place marketing, the use of imagery and 
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the selling of places have become central theming, and components of the 

economy of tourism. 

    Contemporary society has experienced a remarkable time-space compres-

sion as people travel more conveniently and cheaply than ever before. As Celia 

Lury indicates: ‚both objects and people are increasingly mobile and such mo-

bilities are culturally encoded‛. (Lury, 2000: 79). What John Urry (2002) has 

termed the tourist gaze is still a part of contemporary tourist experience and 

practices. However, the more recent interest in human body has focused atten-

tion on the other senses (smell, touch, sound, taste) and other embodied activi-

ties, which cannot be separated from wide structural and cultural develop-

ments within contemporary societies.  

    This article thus reviews some of the recent engagements with theory in 

tourism research from the interdisciplinary point of view. It begins by review-

ing the global prominence of tourism and its postmodern paradigm character-

ised by the dominance of the global media sphere and spectacle as the most 

influential features of the contemporary tourism. Subsequently the article con-

siders some elements involved in the production of tourist places giving rise to 

the so called new economy of space and the last section of the article highlights 

new trends in tourism related to embodied tourist practices. The central argu-

ment of this article is that the traditional notions of tourism experiences and 

practices have been modified as a result of a range of contradictory cultural 

developments occurring in the field of contemporary tourism. If disorganised 

capitalism involves the predominance of culture, consumption, the global, that 

is, the dominance of non material forms of production, then all these character-

ise contemporary tourism as well. 

Global Prominence of Tourism 

We are much less rooted in time and space than were people in previous times. 

Huge numbers of people and places now are caught up within a more global-

ised tourism that is characterised by flow of images, people, objects and com-

munications. Tourism and more importantly travel is increasingly seen as a 

process that has become integral to social life. Everything seems to be in per-

petual movement throughout the world and most people travel. Tourism is less 

the privilege of the rich few, but something involving and affecting many peo-

ple. The amount of traffic along the infrastructures of the global travel industry 

including virtual travel through the Internet, imaginative travel through phone, 

radio and television, and corporeal travel has expanded and intensified over 

the last decade. Although there are complex intersections between these differ-
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ent modes of travel, there is no evidence yet that virtual and imaginative travel 

is replacing corporeal travel. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that the 

current conditions of globalisation, with mobility and transience to the fore, 

allow for a much greater degree of mixing and interchange than was possible 

in the past, which clearly involves the transient mobility of tourism. 

As a consequence of all these trends place after place is reconfigured as a re-

cipient of such flows of tourists who mediate almost all societies across the 

globe. Mobility is therefore responsible for the ways in which people experi-

ence the contemporary world, influencing and altering both their forms of sub-

jectivity and their aesthetic appreciation of nature, landscapes, townscapes and 

other cultures and societies across the world. The proliferation of many forms 

of real and simulated mobility has contributed to the development of an aes-

thetic cosmopolitanism, defined as the ability to experience different cultures 

and societies historically and geographically, favouring transnational relations, 

organisations and exchanges, in which process the social organisation of travel 

and tourism has facilitated and structured such cosmopolitanism. Aesthetic 

reflexivity and cosmopolitanism are concerned with identifying a particular 

place’s location within the contours of geography, history and culture that cir-

culate the globe as well as identifying that place’s actual and potential material 

and semiotic resources indispensable for the development of tourism.  

Tourism’s growth has coincided not only with the de-industrialisation of 

mature western economies, but also with the phenomenon known as postmod-

ernism. As a movement postmodernism is perhaps most commonly known 

within the fields of architecture, literature and the visual arts, but it also has a 

number of prominent features which should outline any discussion of tourism 

as it has developed since the 1970s. Next section elaborates the complex notion 

of the changing culture of tourism by briefly analysing some prominent fea-

tures of postmodernity and postmodern tourism brought about by the changes 

in contemporary tourism and travel and the cosmopolitan attitude. 

Postmodern Tourism 

Postmodernism is a popular theoretical perspective and it is often and easily 

applied to tourism. The fact is that there are profound differences among the 

major practitioners of postmodern social theory such as Baudrillard, Foucalt, 

Lyotard, Jameson etc. The term is often used in relatively loose and ill defined 

ways, leading to much confusion and contestation. Since the discussion about 

the nature and character of this term goes way beyond the scope of this chapter 

it is important to point out that under this term we imply a historical phase that 
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follows modernity characterised by a set of cultural developments or what Ur-

ry has named ‚ a new cultural paradigm‛ (Urry 2002: 75). Postmodernism is a 

social consciousness organised around the economy of sign rather than an 

economy of commodities. 

Postmodernism is marked by the breakdown in the distinctiveness of vari-

ous cultural fields. Each merges with the other and most involve visual specta-

cle and play. This is seen most clearly in multi-media events where cultural 

production, especially via the central role of television, is difficult to categorise 

and place within any particular field. The real and the mediated, fact and fic-

tion, document and spectacle irrevocably merge and implode. French sociolo-

gists and philosopher Jean Baudrillard (2005) argues that we live in the age 

where we consume signs and images rather than real things. These signs and 

images are copies of an original, but increasingly the idea of what the original 

actually was is lost. He thinks of the ways in which in the contemporary world 

we can produce copies of places and objects that may seem better or more real 

than the original (caves at Lascaux in France, replicas of Paris and Venice in 

Hangzhou in China, etc.). Everything is a copy of something that does not exist, 

or a simulacrum. This world of sign and spectacle is one in which there is no 

real originality, only what Eco (1986) terms travels in hyperreality ( Disney-

land, Las Vegas, Dubai, etc.). Tourism has always involved spectacle. Many 

professionals participate in the process of image creation: photographers, writ-

ers of travel books and guides, local councils, experts in the heritage industry, 

travel agents, hotel owners, designers, tour operators, TV travel programmes, 

tourism development officers, architects, planners, tourism academics etc. In 

contemporary tourism, these technical, semiotic and organisational discourses 

are combined to construct and sell visitor attractions. In the early twenty-first 

century almost all environments across the globe have been transformed, or are 

being transformed into diverse and collectable spectacles as local and national 

governments chase after tourist dollars. Tourism as an industry or cultural ac-

tivity is thus very much tied up with the presentation of place, culture, heritage 

or events, and these presentations could be said to take place on stages that are 

created out of the interaction between destinations or attractions and their staff 

and visitors. The stages on which tourism takes place are created by the tour-

ism industry itself, the media and the behaviour of tourists. 

Every surface has been rendered consumable in a touristic way and there is 

a tendency to market almost every conceivable place, past, nature, culture and 

activity to tourists. The once singular activity of the tourist, seeking authentici-

ty and an authentic experience away from the work has been replaced by the 
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whole series of experiences, knowledges, anticipations, activities and perfor-

mances that constitute a postmodern tourism mixing texts into an elaborate 

wave of leisure practices distinct from a pre-packaged holiday. Authenticity 

was an ‚archaic tourist desire related to an impossible belief in the real and the 

original experience now clearly altered and enhanced by the omnipresence of 

the media in all its forms‛ (Rojek & Urry, 2000: 202). The quest for authenticity 

has lost its primacy, as a culturally legitimising principle of tourism; the hedon-

istic enjoyment and fun tends to take its place in post-modern tourism. Post-

modern tourists or post-tourists comply with this assertion, turning from the 

serious quest for experiences of the authentic, to a playful enjoyment of surfac-

es imagining that simulated and otherwise contrived attractions are the real 

thing (Cohen, 1995). We live in the hyperreal world where everything has a 

unique cultural content, even fakes. The so called landscapes of consumption 

including contrived attractions, such as theme parks, amusement centres, 

malls, reconstructed environments, and touristic festivals increasingly become 

the principal attractions of post-modern mass tourism. Post-tourists often seek 

familiar experiences on their trip (Ritzer, 1999), deriving enjoyment from the 

quality of the offerings, rather for fun and of a playful attitude to the world. 

Therefore, tourism has become a series of simulations from which we build our 

own package. The post-tourist combines the imagined (dream of a destination, 

media representations, screen cultures), the real (actual travels, guides) and the 

virtual (myths, media, Internet) into a package that together construct their 

tourist experience. This view is supported by Chris Rojek who advocates the 

idea that with new communication technologies the individual is an active par-

ticipant using computer technology to combine elements from fictional and 

factual representations into new practice described as collage tourism. That is, 

fragments of cultural information are assembled by the network user to con-

struct a distinctive orientation to a foreign sight. Through television, radio and 

especially Internet we can practise collage tourism at home, which could even 

replace the necessity physically to visit the sight (Rojek & Urry, 2000). Post-

tourist is creative rather than passive in receipt of the defined and pre-

packaged experience propelled by the media.  

Tourism is infused into the everyday and has become one of the ways in 

which our lives are ordered, in which consumers orientate themselves or take a 

stance to a globalised world. Besides, most of the things we like to do in our 

leisure time double up as touristic activities and are shared spaces (fashionable 

cafes, local art exhibitions, museums, beaches, sporting activities, etc.) Many 

leisure investments made for tourists and tourism rely on the fact that local 
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people will visit them too. Much of our everyday lives are spent doing what 

tourists do, alongside tourists and in a touristic manner. In a globalised world 

where old certainties and differences have disappeared and where new mixes 

and hybrids seem to be an increasing part of our experience, we draw on our 

experience and skills as a tourist to make sense of it and to consume it. Tourism 

is simply one manifestation of the spectacle and in the context of tourism, spec-

tacles are more dramatic manifestations of images, ideas, events, cultures, peo-

ple and behaviours with which tourists are already familiar.  

The above discussion has demonstrated that there are many ways in which 

a holiday is not necessarily dramatically different from life at home, but that it 

could be seen to be a spectacular manifestation of the everyday or every week 

familiar in which people engage at home with often the same friends, in the 

same venues, listening to the same kinds of music, or visiting the same kinds of 

museums and galleries, eating the same kinds of foods, etc. It is clear then that 

boundaries between tourism and everyday life are being blurred. The line be-

tween home and away, between work and rest, between novelty and routine, 

between safety and danger, between the exotic and the ordinary, between the 

expected and unusual is gradually fading. These facts undermine the confi-

dence in a theory that places the need for difference and the unusual as the 

principle motive for tourism. We have argued that in the contemporary world 

almost everywhere has been mantled with touristic properties and that our 

stance to the world we live in whether at home or away, has become increas-

ingly touristic. It is obvious then that subjective intangible factors such as 

dreaming and the play of imagination remain central to the formulation of de-

sire and place attraction and serve as a source of perpetual tourist yearning and 

fantasy.  

Changing the Gaze 

If all stated above might seem rather controversial and too abstract let’s once 

again take into consideration a more plausible socio-cultural view which ar-

gues that demand for tourism results from a need to escape from the ordinary 

(work, domestic arrangements, etc.) into the extraordinary (what we seek when 

we go on holiday), and that this act of escape by tourists is driven and struc-

tured by culturally-determined notions of what is extraordinary and therefore 

worth viewing. It is true that tourism involves travelling long distances and 

that people travel in order to be tourists. It is true that they look for pleasure 

and difference and that they need relief from the monotony of the ordinary life, 

but in doing so they are not passive and driven by forces external to and great-
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er than them. Tourism does not exist externally to the individual, but the ques-

tion is how an individual constructs and gives meaning to it. Tourist do more 

than just being pleasured by the new and the unusual, they seek some sense of 

personal change, growth or transition and self-realisation. Travel and the 

knowledge and experience that come from travel became an important source 

of cultural capital (the concept was developed originally by Bourdeau (1977; 

1984), and denotes the consumption and collection of commodities, social net-

works and cultural values intended explicitly to demonstrate taste, style, and 

status). However, tourism does not require us to travel very far in order to find 

objects, cultures, music, food, styles and people relevant for the acquisition of 

the cultural capital, because they all flow back into the origins of western tour-

ism. There is no need to travel abroad, since abroad is travelling to you. 

Therefore, functionalist explanations of tourism, which describe how tour-

ism contributes to or relates to a social order, may be abandoned and tourism 

should be conceived as heterogeneous clusters of humans and non-humans 

comprised of touring humans and touristic objects. The mass tourism of cheap 

package tours, which characterised escape from the modern economy of Ford-

ist industrial production, has given way to tourism based on the consumption 

of a broad palette of sights, attractions and, above all, experiences. The para-

digm has shifted from the modern notion of mass tourism to the post-modern 

notion of lifestyle experience tourism. 

Tourists consume signs and the media as a primary source of destination 

images. Our point is that post tourism in this manner contests traditional no-

tions of tourist experience offering more than physical travel and the destina-

tion is inescapably bound up in very modern image markets. It is implicated in 

the society of the commodity and the society of the spectacle, and is a social 

and cultural construct, which is subject to a constant flux of production, con-

sumption, reproduction, representation, commodification and transformation 

(Rojek & Urry, 2000). John Urry and Chris Rojek are notable innovators of what 

might be called visual theories of tourism, but in recent years, more emphasis is 

being given to embodied perspectives on tourism. This is a reaction to concerns 

that important aspects of the body were being ignored and despite the new vir-

tual world a new tourism of the body has been emerging which has nothing to 

do with the limitations of the tourist gaze. It could be said that as the 1990s fad-

ed into 2000s more people wanted to get their hands on the world, to taste it, 

feel it, smell it and do things with it instead of just looking at it. Before the fur-

ther elaboration of this notion, in the next section, we are going to establish a 

connection between tourist places and embodied social practices implying that 
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tourist places are produced spaces and that tourist are co-producers of such 

places.  

Consuming Places and Consuming Spaces 

Tourism destinations need to create unique identities and selling points as the 

basis of survival in an increasingly competitive capitalist global tourism mar-

ketplace. Such local competitiveness of place stems from globalisation, from 

time space compression of capital and travel, which forces many places to 

compete to attract investment, workers and visitors. 

The spaces and places where consumption occurs are as important as the 

products and services consumed. Zukin (1990) states that cultural capital is not 

just of symbolic importance; it plays a real, material role in moving financial 

capital through both economic and cultural circuits. It is integrally involved in 

real investment and production. It creates real economic value. In addition, it 

influences trends in physical infrastructure as well as shaping new demands 

for labour. According to Jennifer Craik (Rojek  

& Urry, 2000)  there are four main forms of cultural capital: built environments 

(amusement and theme parks; cultural centres, casinos, shopping centres); 

spectacles (events and festivals), property markets (internationalisation of real-

estate speculation and development) and festival markets (dock redevelop-

ments; tourist-oriented malls and entertainment centres) which do not only 

share a trend towards large-scale developments, multiple facilities and attrac-

tions but entail a blurring between tourist and everyday leisure activities.  Sites 

and sights are increasingly used and planned for mixed purposes and diverse 

groups of users. Thus, the continued growth of tourism must be placed in the 

context of new forms of consumer development and in particular the conver-

gence between patterns of consumption, leisure and tourism. This convergence 

creates destinations where cultural production, in the form of cultural indus-

tries, thrives and where cultures of production and consumption, more gener-

ally, predominate in ways both actual and symbolic. All these transformations 

and trends concerning the production of a destination have given rise to a new 

economy of space characterised by the following: 

 Compression of time and space, which includes collapse of geograph-

ical barriers and boundaries in the effort to create competitive poles of 

tourism attraction. The substantiation involves all human faculties in 

the tourist experience: bodily/sensual, emotional and cognitive. 
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 Dissolution of geographical particularity and distinctiveness due to 

globalising forces and place homogenisation. Its outcomes are often de-

scribed in terms of inauthenticity and placelessness or in terms of the 

loss of the geographical sense of home. 

 Creation of fictitious, commercialized, ephemeral, disposable, staged 

inauthentic worlds as a direct outcome of the processes of touristifica-

tion, commercialisation and cultural banalisation, often described as 

‚Disneyfication‛ (Terkenli, 2002). 

 Instantaneous replication, dissemination and communication of place 

images around the world electronically or through travel literature. 

Tourism is not a one way process and tourism places are not produced only 

by the industry or the tourists. These places receive their meanings only 

through concrete production processes that connect people to the world by 

contextualising one’s experiences.  There are more general shifts in consump-

tion and culture such as the growth of slow food, dining out in ethnically di-

verse settings, the heritage industry, niche shopping, cultural tourism, themed 

parks and environments that affect the possibilities of transforming a place and 

its image. Tourism places are complex mixtures of the tangible and the non-

tangible, tourism and non-tourism, hosts and guests, and authorities at differ-

ent levels. Thus, places do not exist as such but are active socio-cultural con-

structions that change over time due to internal and external processes.   

Tourist consumption involves the sense of performing routines reflexively 

in another place. Tourist places are simultaneously places of the physical envi-

ronment, embodiment, sociality, memory and image. Almost all places across 

the world are toured and the pleasure of place derives from the emotion of 

movement, movement of bodies, images and information, moving over, under 

and across the globe and reflexively monitoring places through their abstract 

characteristics. Those mobilities have produced a capacity for the judgement of 

places. Indeed places only emerge as tourist places when they are appropriat-

ed, used and made part of the memories, narratives and images of people en-

gaged in embodied social practices (Baerenholdt, Haldrup, Larsen & Urry, 

2004).  

Embodied Tourism  

In the 1990s, tourism research was particularly inspired by the visual dimen-

sion of tourism in Urry’s The Tourist Gaze, tourism behaviour was explained 

as the pleasurability of seeing or gazing upon the different and unusual, as a 
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contrast to the familiarity of everyday life. Tourism was conducted in precisely 

constructed and decoded semiotic fields: tourists were held to be collectors of 

views and gazes on objects and landscapes that symbolise something else (the 

Eiffel Tower – Frenchness, etc.). Such tourism developed in the late nineteenth 

century in the British practice of the mass movement of the working class of an 

industrial city to a particular seaside resort  to which the city was connected by 

railway. It was a mass activity because all the factories would close for the 

same holiday period. The activity would be organised so that people tended to 

do the same sorts of things and to gaze on the same sights. The decline of the 

seaside resort from the 1970s onwards has led to a greater range of tourist and 

leisure experiences, as well as the development of an extensive and increasing-

ly global tourist industry.  A key aspect of Urry’s work is his argument that the 

gaze is central to the tourist experience. Thus, he maintains that practices of 

looking, such as the taking of photographs and the purchasing of postcards, are 

at the core of the tourist activity. Urry has been criticised for his emphasis on 

the visual, tourism is not confined to visual repertoires of consumption, rather 

it is characterised by sensuality; it is an embodied experience. Taste, smell, 

touch, sound are all key to tourism indeed, it has been suggested that Urry is in 

danger of writing the body and pleasure out of tourism (Franklin & Crang, 

2001; Franklin, 2003) Urry (2002) subsequently revised some of these ideas and 

pointed out that his intention was not to play down other aspects of the tourist 

experience. He highlights that corporeal movement and forms of pleasure are 

central to tourism nevertheless, he argues that it is the visual that is dominant 

or organises this range of experience. Franklin (2003) argues that as the 1990s 

faded into the 2000s the focus has shifted to activity and active bodies and their 

senses and there is a trend towards more active, muscular and sensual tourism 

related to embodied objectives such as fitness, thrill, taste, sensual connection, 

sexuality. Visualism is still very much a part of the tourist experience but the 

essentially passive nature of visual consumption in tourism is now in decline 

and more fully embodied modes of tourism are increasingly sought after. It is 

consistent with the view that contemporary tourism is a way of life, an every-

day experience and it is characterised by activity (performance, taste and smell, 

excitement, acquiring new things especially through shopping, dance, sex and 

music). The embodied tourism is related to a range of technologies of the body 

that have appeared within the tourism industry in recent years and have begun 

to appear regularly in tourism brochures, such as yoga, meditation, body build-

ing, weight loss, physical exercises of any kind, diving, skiing, gliding, fishing, 

etc. The therapeutic benefits of contagion with nature have extended from nat-

ural foods, diets and medicines, fabrics and births to many overlapping spheres 
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of leisure and tourism in and with nature. Franklin (2003) thinks that there are 

at least five reasons for such a dramatic shift in relationship with nature in re-

cent years: 

 The consequence of deindustrialisation as 1980s faded into 1990s, when 

many regions lost their industries and become more reliant on income 

from tourism 

 Muscular tourisms became dominant as part of a generalised aware-

ness of the importance of a physical activity as a treatment of non-

disease problems such as obesity, stress, depressive and allergenic dis-

orders, etc. 

 Congestion of scenic tourism by large numbers of people, queues, ris-

ing prices at iconic sites, etc. 

 Globalisation of information  and reduced costs of transport  - although 

many of embodied forms of tourism may be undertaken close to home, 

they have expanded into the principal purpose for travelling 

 Environmentalism which has created a reflexive tourist as opposed to 

the anthropocentric tourist focused purely on entertainment and spec-

tacle. The reflexive environmentally sensitive tourist is concerned 

about such issues as sustainability, impact on local species and habi-

tats, issues to do with protection and conservation. 

Tourism of the contemporary world is tempered by the position people oc-

cupy in global modernity. Wanting to get away is still a feature of contempo-

rary tourism. With the exception of those who are poor or tied in some other 

way to a restricted space, where nothing ever happens, for most people now 

life is hectic and things change so rapidly that most people want to escape the 

stresses and strains of fast time living. Activities such as surfing, climbing, 

strolling or sunbathing take the body to points of concentration and skill where 

it appears to lose its separation from the natural world and fuses with it in brief 

moments of ecstasy. There is no doubt that the growth of these nature-based 

and high adrenalin tourisms marks out stages in the trend towards a more ac-

tive and performative tourism related to changing conditions in the contempo-

rary culture. 

CONCLUSION 

The contemporary world is in a state of flux. It is a world of motion and com-

plex inner connections. A myriad of processes operating on a global scale con-
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stantly cuts across national boundaries integrating different cultures. It is also a 

world of mixtures of cultural flows – respectively, of capital, people, commodi-

ties, images, and ideologies. To understand culture is to understand tourism 

and, to understand tourism, is to provide us with at least a glimpse of our own 

humanity and inconsistent place in the world.  

We have tried to explain many of the changes occurring in the nature of 

tourism in terms of notions of post-Fordism, postmodernism and consumerism 

associated with the production of symbolic or cultural capital rather than mate-

rial goods. Understanding that the tourist is an embodied individual is crucial 

for providing tourists with a total experience resulting from the inclusion of all 

five senses in the tourist product or service. 

We believe that the relationship between nature and body are important 

themes of the contemporary tourism and that they are connected in interesting 

touristic ways. Although the visual gaze is still an important part of tourism, 

tourists are increasingly doing things with their own bodies and there is a trend 

towards more active, muscular and sensual tourism. Since one of the most 

prominent competitive advantages of the Croatian tourism is the seaside, 

which is still a dominant form of tourism, and since Croatia boasts with nu-

merous natural beauties and nature has become a major tourism resource, it is 

our opinion that the national tourism and hospitality strategy should be fo-

cused on the promotion and development of these specialist active tourisms. 

This is especially viable in the contemporary world. The tyranny of the present 

is not boredom or the lack of excitement in our lives but the opposite: we are 

over excited, bombarded by stimulation, information, possibilities, connections 

and access. We suffer from lack of time to commit to things we consider im-

portant like family relationships, careful planning and leisure. The phrase 

stressed-out belongs to this period and not to periods before. That’s why many 

of the new forms of tourism and hospitality might be considered rituals of slow 

time and slow food, activities designed to slow down the body and to maxim-

ise the present (Franklin, 2003).  

In case of Croatian tourism the beach is central to this metaphor and a place 

of diverse embodied practices. It remains one of the most important aspects of 

tourism because it has retained its ritual devotion to the sea, the sun and the 

body, outside normal time, where the moment is suspended and held. When 

people think of an ideal holiday or break, in their imagination seaside is still a 

dominant evocation. It constitutes an aesthetic reflexivity that enables sensual 

and emotional experiences to be recognised as inherently worthwhile. They are 
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worthwhile because they generate pleasurable effects, carving a liminal space 

away from the cruelties of fast time. 

The complexity of the tourism product and its development process require 

more in-depth study of the tourism industry from a socio-cultural perspective 

and, therefore, rethinking the modern approach, which has been mainly based 

on traditional management and marketing theories with an emphasis on eco-

nomic transactions and exchange and customer satisfaction. 
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ABSTRACT 

Discourse Analysis (DA) is a useful research tool which is widely used among psychol-

ogy and linguistic researchers. Yet, various tourism scholars are also employing the 

tool in their work but many other researchers are finding it difficult and complex; es-

pecially when the tool is employed differently in different piece of research. This paper 

discusses different ways of conceptualizing and using DA; particularly, it highlights the 

use of DA as a methodology and as a method. The paper reviews the types of DA and 

elaborates on one type which is not commonly applied in tourism and Information 

System (IS) research (i.e. Meso-level of DA). The discussion throughout the paper is 

guided by two practical studies in tourism and IS; each has used and conceptualized 

DA in a different way; as a method and as a methodology. This paper does not seek to 

promote a particular type of DA or a set of procedures to follow; rather, it tries to 

move a further step towards the understanding and practical usage of DA. 

Key words: discourse analysis, data analysis. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The term ‘discourse’ refers to the general perspective or framework within 

which ideas are moulded (Punch, 2000). Discourses reflect human experience 

and constitute important parts of that experience. Accordingly, Discourse 

Analysis (DA) is concerned with any parts of human experience constituted by 

discourse (Gee, 2005). It is considered as a form of analysis that focuses on lan-

guage above the level of single utterance (words or sentences). DA was first 

used by Sinclair and Coulthard in 1975 in a study of classroom interaction and 

since that time, it has had a major impact on social psychology in the past three 

decades (Clayman & Gill, 2004). Philips and Hardy (2002) argued that DA ex-

amines the way in which meanings are constructed throughout the text; this 
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does not mean that DA is a work with individual or isolated texts, rather, it in-

volves analyzing a set of texts and relate them to each other.  

Reviewing the literature, it seems difficult to find an agreed definition for 

DA as the term is used in many different ways. It includes somewhat diverse 

theoretical and methodological approaches within different disciplines, i.e. lin-

guistics, anthropology, and sociology. 

Approaches to DA are different in the way in which they study discourse 

and view its context. These approaches vary from focus on language in use to a 

broader view focus on the relationship between language, social action, and 

social and cultural concerns (Cunliffe, 2008). There are two main approaches in 

analyzing discourse, DA (d/discourse or small discourse) and Critical Dis-

course Analysis (CDA) (D/discourse or big discourse) (Alvesson & Karreman, 

2000; Gee, 2005). DA or d/discourse studies the structures of meanings, expres-

sions, and routine ways of talking throughout the text in order to construct re-

ality. Scholars who use quantitative methods commonly employ Content Anal-

ysis as a type of small DA, while scholars who use qualitative methods, usually 

focus on subjective meanings and interpretations of words or sentences.  

On the other hand, CDA focuses on a broader context; it views discourse as 

systems of thought, social, economic, political and institutional discourse. 

CDA, thus, focuses on larger and wider discourses. Researchers who employ 

CDA treat discourse as sets of linguistic and other cultural texts that inform 

and powerfully shape the social world. However, Alvesson and Karreman 

(2000) classified DA types to include small DA and CDA on the edges of two 

extremes and added another type of DA in the middle, which combines some 

characteristics of both extremes. This middle-level type is known as Meso DA, 

which is described by Gee (2005) as being sensitive to language use in particu-

lar contexts, while seeking broader patterns and themes, which facilitate gener-

alization to similar contexts.  Hence, the Meso DA can be seen as a combination 

of both small DA and CDA. Nevertheless, it’s not as commonly used in tourism 

and IS research as CDA (Pritchard & Jaworski, 2005). In terms of the general 

use of DA in IS, it is only recently that IS scholars have shown a keen interest in 

discourse (Wynn et. al., 2002). So far ‚discourse-based IS studies lack both a 

conceptual grounding and the ‘route descriptions’ of the method‛ (Bondarouk 

& Ruël, 2004, p: 1). This paper will further discus two different use of DA start-

ing from employing the tool as a methodology and move on to explain how the 

tool can be used as a method in studies related to tourism and IS.  
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DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AS A METHODOLOGY 

Fierke (cited in Herrera and Braumoeller, 2004: 16) indicated that DA can be 

employed in tourism research as a methodology based on two assumptions. 

First, DA is founded on a "strong social constructivist epistemology" which focus-

es on how we create reality by active interaction. Second, DA can bring ideas 

and practices to the light by exploring relations between texts. Indeed, DA ‚is a 

methodology for analyzing social phenomena that is qualitative, interpretive, and con-

structionist”. (Hardy et. al., 2004: 19) 

Recently, it has been indicated by Müller (2010) that "DA has gained populari-

ty as a methodology in the constructivist social sciences"; it enables exploration of 

the hidden motivations behind people’s actions in relation to a certain problem 

or a situation. It helps to view the research problem from a different perspec-

tive and gaining a comprehensive view of the scenario. Therefore, it is consid-

ered a way of solving the research problem not by providing definite answers, 

but by asking deeper questions, in addition, since it is basically an interpreta-

tive theoretical perspective, ‚there are no specific guidelines to follow", and there-

fore, it depends on the researcher’s specific interpretation (Discourse Analysis, 

2006).  

Hammersley (2002) suggested two different ways of using DA; the tech-

nique can be applied to a set of texts, its organisation and relationship to a cer-

tain social phenomenon, alternatively, it can be used to develop an epistemo-

logical or theoretical understanding of social interactions. In the last case, a re-

searcher needs to acknowledge his own position in relation to the problem in-

vestigated (i.e. reflexivity) (Fulcher, 2005).  

When DA is used as a methodology, various type of data collection are rec-

ommended to be used, such as letters, emails, document analysis and in-depth 

semi-structured interviews etc. It helps the researcher to get different types of 

data from different sources of information and hence facilitate getting a rich 

picture of the scenario. 

As an example of how DA can be considered a methodology; a research aim 

probably starts with investigating a social problem, data may be collected via 

interviews. Conversations with the interviewees transcribed in a form of texts. 

A discourse in that situation is considered a particular theme within a text. By 

going deeper in the transcription, more themes may develop and the researcher 

will be able to interpret and find relationships between the themes evolved and 

the original social problem investigated. However, by following this process, a 

researcher is not guaranteed to find answers for his questions, alternatively, he 
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may open the way for more challenges which may lead the research to a differ-

ent path. This way of using DA as a methodology was developed by Elgammal 

(2008) when challenges of protected areas in the UK were investigated. It worth 

mentioning here that this way of applying DA is similar to the ‚Thematic anal-

ysis‛ which is a way to identify themes or categories in a body of text. A re-

searcher will look for inconsistency or other citations to support one’s views; 

however, using the Thematic analysis may not change the research path or af-

fect its aims and objective, the researcher only reports the themes in the result 

section by using citations from the data transcribed to support his views (Ful-

cher, 2005). Indeed, the concept of reflexivity is needed to ensure that the find-

ings are based on the researcher’s interpretation and other researchers may in-

terpret the same set of texts differently. 

DA as a Method: A Developed Application of Meso DA 

In addition to discussing DA as a methodology, this paper considers the use of 

the tool as a method, applied in a study focusing on IS effectiveness evaluation 

in tourism (Abdal-Fadeel, 2011). In this section, a new development in the prac-

tical application of Meso-level of DA will be discussed in details. First, the con-

text of the empirical research that the discussion of Meso DA is based on is out-

lined, followed by a discussion on the specific approach of Meso DA adopted 

in the study.  

The empirical study in question aimed at enhancing the understanding of 

Destination Management Systems (DMS) effectiveness and its evaluation. 

Prompted by an interpretive approach, the study tried to explore DMS effec-

tiveness based on the perspectives, attitudes and experiences of multiple stake-

holder groups (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). Accordingly, the empirical data 

was collected through a multi-method approach that includes; interviews, ob-

servation, archival document analysis, and website analysis. Bondarouk and 
Ruel (2004: 12) asserted that “Newcomers in discourse analysis experience a 
squall of philosophical-sociological-linguistic discussions, but shortage of clear 
procedures”. Therefore, the researcher further developed a new set of proce-

dures that facilitate the application of Meso DA as a main research method for 

interpreting the data (Abdel-Fadeel, 2011), guided by Gee’s (2005) and Miles 

and Huberman’s (1994) approaches.  

Researchers need to consider in their studies the use of DA in relation to 

their research paradigm. The following explain how DA can be compatible 

with the theoretical foundation of an interpretive research: 
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First, similar to qualitative research, DA explores phenomenon in its natural 

setting (Shaw & Bailey, 2009). Second, DA harmonizes with the holistic per-

spective adopted by an interpretive study. It enables the analysis of individual 

texts in relation to the whole set of texts. Consequently, DA supports that a bet-

ter understanding of the whole is gained after each part (individual texts) is 

analyzed (Tesch, 1990). Third, DA considers reality as socially constructed, and 

only subjectively understood and experienced (Shaw & Bailey, 2009). 

Applying Meso DA 

According to Abdal-fadeel (2011), when the aim of a research is related to ex-

ploring different stakeholder groups’ perspectives/experiences about a social 

problem, a researcher may chose to employ the Meso DA. It enables the explo-

ration of individual stakeholders’ perspectives as well as perspectives within 

wider contexts; whether within each stakeholder group or among groups of 

stakeholders (see figure 1). In other words, Meso DA allows the individuality 

of stakeholders’ perspectives to be explored by looking at how individual 

stakeholders talk about a particular issue. Additionally, it helps the researcher 

to be attentive to the emergence of themes through CDA to go “beyond the de-

tails of language in use and attentiveness to local context [and groups’ views] in order 

to interpret meaning” (Alvesson & Karreman 2000: 1147). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Meso DA Characteristics 

 

Combining Gee’s (2005) and Miles and Huberman’s (1994) Approaches 

Gee approach of DA is similar to Meso DA, however, Gee (2005) has not explic-

itly described it as a Meso DA.  Gee’s approach aims at making the balance be-
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tween talks about individual perspectives and social interactions on one side 

and about society and institutions on another. Indeed, the base of Gee’s (2005) 

approach is considering both the language in use and the influence of social 

context in which both small DA and CDA are combined. 

Gee’s approach (2005) provides tools for data analysis, calling the tools of 

inquiry as ‘thinking devices’ which is a set of questions emerging while analys-

ing texts. Such thinking devices enable cross-case analysis by asking questions 

that would identify relationships and compare different stakeholders’ dis-

courses. Although Gee (2005) suggested some steps for doing DA, he indicated 

that these steps are not appropriately developed to facilitate future application 

by other researchers. Therefore, Abdel-Fadeel (2011) designed clearer analytical 

steps which can be adopted in Meso DA. Here, the primary steps of the ap-

proach of Gee (2005) are further developed by using the systematic approach of 

Miles and Huberman (1994) as follows: 

The Analytical Procedures of Meso DA 

The implementation of Meso DA can involve three interrelated phases; data 

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing and verification (Miles & Hu-

berman, 1994). The three phases occur concurrently and shape one another as 

discussed below: 

Data reduction: helps to sharpen, sort, focus, discard, and organize the data 

in a way that allows ‚final‛ conclusions to be drawn and verified. It occurs con-

tinuously throughout the research, even prior to the actual data collection. In 

the early stage of analysis (e.g. the identification of the research questions, case 

study and the data collection methods). In the middle stage, data reduction 

takes place through coding and memoing. The process of data reduction per-

sists even after the fieldwork and until the final report is produced with taking 

into consideration not to lose significant data or strip it from their context 

(Punch, 2000). 

Data display: The reduced data need to be organized in order to be accessible 

and summarized so the researcher and the readers can see the logic sequence of 

the scenarios. The display may include graphs, figures, charts and tables and 

hence facilitate drawing conclusions. 

Conclusion drawing and verification: the final phase of data analysis. The aim 

of this stage is to integrate what has been achieved into a meaningful and co-

herent picture of data. In this stage the researcher begins to formally finalise the 

research findings.  
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Figure 2. Components of Data Analysis: Interactive model  

(adopted from: Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 12) 

 

This last stage includes three sub phases: coding, memoing and developing 

propositions; coding is the process of putting labels against a piece of a data 

(Punch, 2000). Approaches of coding vary according to the theoretical approach 

adopted in the analysis phase; according to Miles and Huberman (1994: 57) 

coding can be classified as follows:  First, creating a provisional ‚start list‛ of 

codes prior to fieldwork, which comes from the conceptual framework; re-

search questions, hypotheses and/or the emerged key variables. Nevertheless, 

the ‘start list’ is temporary; it is open for changes and modification. Second, a 

more inductive coding suggested not proceeding into coding until the data is 

collected (i.e. grounded theory). Third, a partway approach between a ‘start 

list’ and inductive coding; some codes are determined according to relevant 

categories emerged in the literature review while others are created inductively 

from the empirical data (see also Checkland & Holwell, 1998).  

In applying Meso DA, researchers may start their coding process with a set 

of general themes (Miles & Huberman, 1994) along with the use of Gee’s seven 

building tasks in order to identify further codes in data. Indeed coding is an 

overlapping process of reading through the texts, listening to the recorded in-

terviews, importing new codes, and/or refining existing ones.  

Data collec-
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Memoing is the second fundamental operation in the process of doing DA. 

Memos are ideas for making sense of data. It helps developing more explana-

tion of the themes previously emerged, in addition to linking between different 

concepts and hence producing propositions. Likewise, Maxwell (2005) asserted 

that the ideas, or rather memos, that strike a researcher while coding not only 

capture the researcher’s analytical thinking about data, but also facilitate such 

thinking. The memos of the categories may be used to develop a more abstract 

concepts and propositions. 

Concepts and Propositions: concepts are themes that emerging from analyz-

ing the empirical data, while propositions are the relationships among such 

concepts, ‚It is through concepts and propositions that the researcher moves 

from description to interpretation and theory‛ (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998: 144). 

Indeed, both concepts and proposition can form the foundations of a theory.  

CONCLUSION  

DA provides a good example of a technique which has variety of approaches, 

flexible and can be employed differently in a wide range of disciplines. How-

ever, new researchers in tourism find it difficult to employ DA technique in 

their studies as the tool is differently interpreted by scholars in the field. DA 
has been dealt with as a tool of analysis more than as a methodology in 
tourism and IS studies. This paper argued that DA can be used as a use-
ful methodology; it can be related to the wider epistemological and on-
tological stances of an interpretive research. Additionally, the underlying 

principles of using Meso DA as adopted in tourism and IS study are outlined. 

The developed process of using Meso DA in this research has employed Gee’s 

(2005) and Miles and Huberman’s (1994) approaches. The former provides the 

tools for analysis inquiry (or as Gee called ‘thinking devices’), while the latter 

provides the systematic steps for the process of Meso DA analysis. 

Although this piece of research provides a "step-by-step" designed model of 

how to use Meso DA as a research method, more discussion and models are 

needed in order to facilitate future use of the tool and enhance its methodologi-

cal transparency. Having said that, Müller (2010: 3) indicated that "the analysis 

of discourse draws part of its power from the very fact that there is not one established 

'how-to-do-a-discourse-analysis scheme". Indeed, this kind of DA features is in-

spiring and may open the way to researchers to come up with new ideas to ap-

ply DA according to the aims and objectives of their study.  
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A discourse analysis, according to Gee’s approach, involves “asking questions about the 
seven building tasks listed below, using the tools of inquiry (situated meanings, social lan-
guages, discourse models, intersexuality, Discourses and conversations) as well as thin-

king about any other language details of the data that look relevant (Gee, 2005). 
 
Tools of inquiry: 

- Situated meanings: The meaning that people give to words or phrases they use.”The specific 
meanings words take on in specific contexts of use" (Gee, 2005, p:172).  

- Discourse models: “are theories by which people are operating on a given occasion-they may 
operate by different theories on different occasions. “(Gee, 2005, p. 176). (Question: how and why 
they think about what they think). 'Situated meanings can guide us to Discourse models, since of-
ten people are giving words specific situated meanings because they are operating with specific 
Discourse models.”  (Gee, 2005, p: 174). However, we may need to consult other situated mea-
nings of different words to guide us to a particular Discourse model that is used in a conversation. 

- Social languages (the same language used among certain groups), conversations (arguments and 
motifs) and intersexuality (cross ref. or spoken text relate to or quotes another one): are tools of 
inquiry that need to be further analyzed. Gee emphasized that discourse analysis is doing much 
more than just language in use and these additional elements must also be examined. 

-  
Seven building tasks of situation:  
Gee argues that through language we create situations when we talk or write, However, the situa-
tion also influences us in terms of how we speak. Gee identifies seven "building tasks", i.e. areas 
of reality that we construct when we speak or write. He said "we build situations by using language 
to carry out seven building tasks" (Gee 2005, p: 97). These tasks are thus the components of any 
situation; however, it is not necessarily to find them all in each situation. Gee (2005, p: 111) pre-
sented 26 questions to be asked when analyzing texts, these include the following seven tasks 
and the above-mentioned tools of inquiry.  

1. Significance: we use language to make things significant, as we give them meaning or value. 
What are these? 

2. Activities: Language is also used when we want to get recognized in a certain kind of activity 
(building task 2) or in other words, through language certain activities get enacted. 
Identities: what identity is formed through language? We all have various professional, social and 
private roles and we speak and write as these identities require us to do. 
Relationships: we also use language to signal our relationships that we have or would want to 
have. 
Politics: it is the implications that the talk hold. We use language to convey our perspective on a 
particular social situation (social goods). We use language in our talk that is carrying a particular 
perspective even if we did not say this perspective explicitly, e.g. what is taken to be normal, prop-
er, right or wrong and how does this expressed by language in a piece of conversation. 
Connections: How can a piece of language connect or disconnect things? How does it make one 
thing relevant or irrelevant to another? 
Sign systems and knowledge: language can privilege or disprivilege specific sign systems or ways 
of knowing, e.g. English over other languages, or technical language over everyday language use.  
General steps of Gee's discourse analysis approach guided by the above mentioned tools of in-
quiry  (as he called it Gee's model of discourse analysis) 

1. Pick some keywords and phrases in the data or related families of them. 
2. Ask yourself what situated meanings these words and phrases seem to have in your 

data. (Give what you know about the overall context in which data accrued). 
3. Ask yourself what discourse models these situated meanings appear to implicate. 
4. Think about the social language and discourses that appear to be relevant to, in whate-

ver ways to your data. If it is easier to think about what conversations are relevant to your data, 
then do that. 
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ABSTRACT 

For many ski resorts, the segment of skiers who are likely to take an overnight ski trip 

is relatively small in comparison to the number of day-trip skiers. A study undertaken 

for the Quebec Ski Resort Association surveyed 800 skiers, snowboarders, and ski 

travelers to develop detailed profiles of all skiers, from the recreational to the traveler. 

The objective of this paper is to expand the travel ski market by identifying recrea-

tional skiers with propensity to travel for ski. Using factor analysis to measure service 

considerations (e.g. offers and entertainment, quality and service, difficulty and varie-

ty) and lifestyle characteristics, seven distinct skier profiles were identified. While the 

“passionate ski traveler” segment represents only 12% of skiers, the 29% of “social 

skiers” and the 16% of “extreme skiers” have the potential for conversion to ski trav-

elers, given the right conditions.  

Key words: ski resorts, ski travelers, market segmentation, winter tourism, tourism 

marketing. 

INTRODUCTION  

Winter and Canada – two words that in many people’s minds go together. In-

deed, research in Canada has shown that of the 23.3 million Canadian adults, 

about 3.6 million (15%) were winter outdoor activity participants (Research 

Resolutions & Consulting Ltd., 2003). The same study projected that  the abso-

lute number of Canadians who will be in the market for winter outdoor activi-

ties between 2000 and 2026 will increase marginally from an estimated 3.6 mil-
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lion to about 4.1 million in 2026 (p. 6).  However, this rate of growth is lower 

than Canada’s natural population, which is heavily dependent on immigrants 

to grow. Since winter sports appeal more to people born in Canada and to a 

younger age cohort, two segments that will represent a diminishing proportion 

of the population over the next 20 years, the industry must start now to change 

the services it provides to entice a much more multi-lingual, multi-ethnic popu-

lation.  

Quebec, Canada’s French-speaking province, is the first to have undertaken 

in-depth research into the characteristics of its own population in an attempt to 

grow market penetration for its ski product. About 10.9% of Canada’s popula-

tion skis or snowboards, but about 14% of Quebec’s population do so. The gen-

eral socio-demographic characteristics of this market make it very lucrative: 

they are the most well off of any of the 21 outdoor activity groups that were 

studied as part of the travel attitude and motivation work done in Canada, 

tend to be well educated (over 44% have a university degree), have the highest 

household income (over $87,000) of any of the outdoor activity groups (Lang 

Research Inc., 2008, p. 1). In addition, Quebec receives about 25% of the 26 mil-

lion overnight tourists to the province during the winter months, and the eco-

nomic impact of what it calls ‚white tourism‛, has been estimated at $3 billion, 

or a third of all tourism revenues (Barry, 2011).   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Between September 1999 and April 2000, Statistics Canada undertook the first 

Travel Attitudes and Motivation Survey (TAMS), which captured activities un-

dertaken in Canada during a leisure trip but also on a regular basis while at 

home. TAMS represents a comprehensive assessment of travel behaviour and 

motivators, and results showed that 2.8 million Canadians regularly engaged in 

alpine skiing, of which 2.4 million had taken a leisure trip in the past two years 

(Research Resolutions & Consulting Ltd., 2003). This represents 12% and 10.3% 

of the Canadian population, respectively. When TAMS was undertaken a se-

cond time in 2006, results showed that the segment of skiers who had taken at 

least one leisure trip had increased slightly to 10.9% of the Canadian popula-

tion. For 68.2% of these tourists, skiing or snowboarding was the principal rea-

son for at least one trip – the highest incidence out of all outdoor activity seg-

ments analyzed (Lang Research Inc., 2008). 

Further analysis of this segment showed that their general profile is ex-

tremely appealing: male (55.2%), young (36.6 years old), affluent, well educated 

(over 44% have a university degree) and with a high household income (over 
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$87,000), they tend to be overrepresented among Young Singles, Young Cou-

ples and Mature Families (with teenaged children)(Lang Research Inc., 2008, p. 

5). These findings are consistent with earlier studies into sport (Schreiber, 2976) 

and ski tourists (Kaae & Lee, 1996). 

Ski and snowboard tourists are also very active in other pursuits, whether 

outdoor – particularly those requiring significant physical effort (e.g. hiking, 

climbing, canoeing, sailing, surfing, cycling, etc.) –cultural or entertainment, 

ranging from sports events and expositions to concerts and performances 

(Lang Research Inc., 2008). While on vacation they frequent places that present 

something new, offer physical challenges or a great variety of things to see and 

do. Heavy users of the internet for both planning (79%) and booking trips 

(54.6%), they are relatively easy to reach using sport and travel-related media 

outlets as well as radio and television stations that feature popular music.  

Klenosky, Gengler and Mulvey (1993) examined some of the deeper motiva-

tions underlying destination choice among active (on at least two ski trips in 

the past five years) Canadian skiers. The attributed or ‘pull factors’ listed by 

respondents were collated into seven categories of perceived benefits from 

which the personal values were derived. These were summarized as ‘‘belong-

ing’, ‘fun and excitement’, ‘achievement’ and ‘safety’ (Tonge, 2007). Other re-

search has explored the importance of skill level on consumption patterns 

(Gratton, 1990; Richards, 1996) with the conclusion that ‚*s+killed consumption 

< assumes that as an individual becomes more skilful at a leisure pursuit the 

individual will require more challenging experiences to reach the same level of 

stimulation that was experienced as a more novice participant‛ (Tonge, 2007, p. 

7). In his examination of the intrinsic needs of skiers, Holden (1999) found the 

need for ‘thrills’ was rated highest with advanced skiers and snowboards, and 

indeed, that as skiers improve, the need for stimulation becomes progressively 

more important as does the need for self esteem, development and fulfillment, 

thus supporting the notion of skilled consumption. 

Finally, exploratory work by Won, Bang and Shonk (2008) regarding the 

relative importance of selected factors (snow condition, variety of trails, travel 

time, cost, and amenities) in influencing a user's choice of a regional ski desti-

nation, highlighted the differences based on usage/consumption situation (ex-

cursion versus tourist travel) and the users' level of recreation specialization in 

downhill snow sports (non-skier, casual, and advanced). The conclusion the 

authors drew from their study was that ski operators should consider these 

differences in their marketing strategies.  
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The Canadian Ski Council has a long tradition of trying to entice non-skiers 

to try or return to the downhill snow sports (1988, 1991, 1996), and in 2001 set 

itself a 10-year target of converting 25% of beginners (up from 17%) and 80% 

for intermediate or advanced expert skiers and snowboarders (up from 73%). 

After four decades of growth, largely fueled by the baby boom generation, de-

mand was forecast to remain rather flat, and so the industry set itself fairly am-

bitious targets and a marketing strategy to match. In spite of these efforts, mar-

ket demand stagnated and revenues and profitability declined starting in the 

early 1990s, although in parallel with Canadian tourism as a whole, the decline 

in international visitation was compensated by growth in the domestic market 

(Exhibit 1). However, future growth can only come from international markets 

and the ethnic market in Canada, since almost 80% of the country’s population 

growth is from immigration. According to the Canadian Ski Council (n.d., p. 3), 

the participation rates of those who skied or boarded during the past year for 

larger ethnic groups range from a high of 17% for Chinese (or a market of 

149,000) to 16% for Caucasians (3.75 million) to 13% for South Asians and 11% 

for Blacks. 

 

: 

Exhibit 1.  Domestic, U.S., and international visits 2001/02 to 2010/11SS 

Source: Canadian Ski Council, 2011. 

Although other countries experienced similar patterns (Riddington, 1999), 

these disappointing results – after four decades of growth – led Williams and 

Fidgeon (2000) to study the barriers and participation constraints confronting 

specific population groups in Canada. The authors found that skiing's media 
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image, instructional requirements, cost and time commitments constituted ma-

jor barriers for non-skiers. As a result, they propose a range of market- orien-

tated strategies designed to attract new participants, concentrating on the 

‚need for packaging of ski lift tickets, transportation, accommodation and 

equipment rental; developing beginner's instruction programs; looking at new 

ways the ski tourism industry distributes its product and promotes itself; and 

how it might address specific aspects of customer service marketing‛ (p. 391). 

Gilbert and Hudson (2000) took this approach one step further by comparing 

the constraints of high potential nonparticipants with those of existing partici-

pants. While economic factors were a common constraint, non-skiers faced a 

number of intrapersonal obstacles, whereas skiers were constrained by time 

and family (p. 906). 

Many of these findings were confirmed by the 2005 Quebec Ski Resort Associa-

tion study. A sample of the Quebec population, weighted against the 2001 Sta-

tistics Canada census for gender, age and region of residency in Quebec, found 

that 47% of the population was non-skiers and 31% former skiers, leaving 22% 

of active skiers (CROP, 2006). These were broken into 7% who had skied at 

least once in the two previous seasons and 15% that had done so during the 

previous season. These numbers were then projected out to 2026, taking into 

account factors such as the shrinkage in the absolute size and age distribution 

of the population, migration patterns, and hence a reduction in the number of 

skiers overall (Table 1). 

Table 1. Projected participation rates 

 
% 

Quebec population (n=3052) 

2005 2011 2016 2021 2026 

Active skiers 22 21 21 20 20 

Former skiers 31 31 32 32 31 

Non-skiers 47 47 48 48 49 

Further analysis of these three main categories determined that there was po-

tential to convert some non-skiers and entice some former skiers to return. 

Thus, among non-skiers, 6% were deemed ‘convertible’ and among the former 

skiers 14% have ‘strayed’ but are interested in returning to ski (CROP, 2006), 

presenting the potential to double the number of active skiers from 20% to 40%. 

METHODOLOGY 

The market segmentation concept has a long history in tourism (Anderson & 

Langmeyer, 1982; Chen, 2003; Frochot & Morrison, 2000; Hsieh, O’Leary, & 

Morrison, 1992). Based upon the micro-economic price theory in which market 
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segmentation helps an organization maximize its profit (Chamberlin, 1933 cited 

in Hunt & Arnett, 2004), market segmentation has been considered a key con-

cept of marketing (Wyner, 2002). This essential marketing tool helps an organi-

zation identify specific subgroup segments, thus developing marketing mixes 

that address the needs and desires of targeted market segments (Lewis & 

Chambers, 2000). Researchers have used demographic, geographic, psycho-

graphic and behavioral traits to segment consumer markets. This study incor-

porates both demographic and psychographic consumer characteristics, com-

bining a priori and post hoc segmentation, to extract actionable segments, 

meaning well-defined communities of consumers that are reachable by marketers. 

In today’s golden age of consumer empowerment (Blackshaw, 2008), a new 

type of relationship between business and consumer has emerged.  The bur-

geoning interactivity promises greater degrees of consumer engagement, and 

the possibilities of increased product and service exploration, particularly for 

hedonic purchases (Gammack & Hodkinson, 2003). This bodes well for travel 

and leisure, but calls for refined approaches to segmentation to understand 

how best to engage. 

Tourism studies, by definition, focus on the traveler to understand trip mo-

tivations and characteristics. However for many ski resorts, the segment of ski-

ers who are likely to take an overnight ski trip is relatively small in comparison 

to the number of day-trip skiers (Tsiotsou, 2005; Vanat, 2010). To support the 

expansion of ski, past research of the market has categorized skiers according 

to their activity choices, such as downhill ski, cross-country ski, social activities, 

and spa amenities (Konu, Laukkanen & Komppula, 2011).  Understandably, ski 

studies focus primarily on ski services, such as the challenge and variety of 

trails, with fewer considering more psychographic preferences identified in 

travel studies, such as relaxation, or wanting-it-all (Park & Yoon, 2009). Ideally, 

segmentation analysis should capture the range of relevant characteristics.   

Building on the 2005 study of the total skier and non-skier population, the 

Quebec Ski Resort Association commissioned an update to focus specifically on 

the skier and potential skier segments (just the 40% of the market) during the 

2009-2010 winter season. Due to the high internet usage of skiers and snow-

boarders in general, an internet panel was chosen for the distribution of two 

different questionnaires – one for active skiers, and one for potential skiers - 

each with about 80 variables.  

Respondents had to be 15 years or older, be a resident of Quebec who had 

either gone skiing or snowboarding at least once during the previous season 
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(active skiers) or plan to do so at least once in the coming two years (aspiring 

skiers or returning skiers). In total, a sample of 800 respondents –650 active and 

150 potential skiers – was collected. 

Focusing specifically on the active skiers, consumers were profiled accord-

ing to their primary motivation for ski, and behavioral preferences for a range 

of service attributes categorized as offers and entertainment/pleasure, quality 

and service, difficulty and variety, crowds and ski conditions, price and acces-

sibility, and familiarity and ease (Exhibit 2), with each attribute comprising a 

number of activities.  Respondent’s tendency to take over night ski trips was 

also a key variable.   

 

 
Exhibit 2: Quebec ski service attribute categories 

A wide range of demographic characteristics were captured, including age, 

gender, education, income, family composition, and residence location.  This 

data was cross-tabulated with ski pattern characteristics, including days of ski-

ing per season, number of seasons of ski, ski locations and detailed expenditure 

data (e.g. lift ticket, food and beverage, transportation, entertainment, accom-

modation, other). Lastly, media preferences and habits were captured, includ-

ing specific print and electronic media, to facilitate the development of strategic 

marketing based on the detailed segment profiles.  

RESULTS 

Factor-clustering produced the following seven unique segments: the frugal 

beginner, the timid beginner, the passionate traveler, the familiar veteran, the 

demanding professional, the extreme skier, and the ‚party animal‛ social skier, 

as highlighted in Exhibit 3.  This method of segmentation reflects a holistic ap-
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proach that examines ski preferences within the context of travel and lifestyle 

preferences, to more accurately assess consumption patterns as a ubiquitous 

activity versus a special interest, more typically measured in isolation.  

  

 
Exhibit 3: Multi-Factor segmentation of quebec ski market by preference and lifestyle (n=650) 

 

Each segment is given a name and a face to reflect key characteristics emerg-

ing from the data analysis, summarized in Table 2.  Eric, the passionate travel-

er, is an expert skier, skews to the mid-aged male, who typically skis alone or 

with his spouse.  With higher than average education and income, an attraction 

to challenging, new ski resorts, and a tendency to take overnight ski trips, Eric 

is a desirable consumer for ski destinations to target. Less obvious targets are 

Mathieu and Phil, but the fact that they are not as concerned with being famil-

iar and at ease with a destination, makes them potential targets for ski travel.  

In a sense, because they are less loyal to one ski resort than other skiers, such as 

Yvon and Annie, means these segments can be converted to new destinations 

involving travel and overnight stays.  Mathieu, in particular, is interested in the 

proximity of accommodations, after ski activities, the chalet, cafeteria, and spe-

cial events, making him a high-value customer who will spend on services and 

products beyond the lift ticket.  At 29%, this segment also holds the largest 

share of the Quebec ski market, adding to its appeal.  Also worth noting is that 

social skiers tend to be young, and more multi-cultural than other segments, in 

a way reflecting the trend in the population as a whole.  
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Phil, the extreme skier, also skews male, and with a tendency to take over-

night ski trips, but more for the appeal of the mountain quality and difficulty 

than for the after ski activities. At 15% share of the Quebec ski market, this is 

also an attractive segment to target for ski travel.  The less attractive segments 

are those less willing to take overnight ski trips (Marc, Yvon, Annie a& Isa-

belle), and who tend to be loyal to one ski resort only. 

Table 2. Profile and preferences of quebec ski segments. 

 Eric 
passionate 

traveler 

Mathieu social 
skier 

Phil extreme 
skier 

Marc de-
manding 

professional 

Yvon familiar 
veteran 

Annie frugal 
beginner 

Isabelle timid 
beginner 

Market Share 12% 29% 16% 7% 14% 11% 11% 

Profile Male 25-44 
+ income 
+ education 

Young 15-24 
- income 
- education 

Male 15-34 
Ave. income 
+ education 
 

Male 45+ 
+ income 
+ education 

Retired 45+ 
ave.income/ 
education 

Female 15-
34  ave. 
income/ 
education 

Female 35-
54+children 
ave.income/e
ducation 

Offers --- +++ + - -- -- - 

Quality -- - + ++ ++ --- +++ 

Difficulty +++ - ++ ++ -- -- --- 

Conditions ++ --- - +++ + -- - 

Price + -- - --- + +++ ++ 

Familiarity --- - -- + +++ ++ - 

O/N trips yes yes yes no no no no 

In summary, we see that the travel experience is not only important to the 

passionate traveler, but also to the extreme skier (16% travel interest) and the 

social skier (29% travel interest) segments.  The consideration of these sub-

segments of skiers with travel interests beyond the passionate traveler increas-

es the target market from a small share of 12% of skiers, to a combined total 

share of 57%.  For many ski destinations, it is much more feasible to develop 

and implement a campaign intended to reach over half of the market, versus 

only 12%.  This depth of analysis now allows for a ski destination to match its 

offerings with particular segments to maximize its market reach.  Social skiers 

are motivated by offers and entertainment, whereas extreme skiers are moti-

vated by the difficulty and variety of terrain. This analysis of the behavioral 

pattern of skiers can help resorts to more effectively attract a higher return skier. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Considering Canada’s relationship with winter, the forecasted growth in the 

market for outdoor winter activities for leisure purposes, and travel for ski as 

an extension, this study provides an approach to market segmentation that can 

strategically help grow ‚white tourism‛.  Ski resorts in Canada and worldwide 

are challenged to find new markets, requiring a deeper understanding of skier 
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behavior. The findings of this analysis of the Quebec ski market illustrate dis-

tinctive characteristics by age, gender, family composition, ski pattern, and ser-

vice preference. The cross-tabulation of factors has isolated seven very unique 

segments of skiers, each with its own identify. This supports past research 

whereby segments of skiers and travelers have emerged (Konu et. al, 2011, Park 

& Yoon, 2009) and extends the understanding of ski behavior by blending de-

mographic, psychographic and behavioral characteristics.  A limitation may be 

the one-province sample. However, the attributes of focus (offers and enter-

tainment, quality and service, difficulty and variety, crowds and conditions, 

price and accessibility, and familiarity and ease) are considered to have broad 

applicability to other ski resorts in many winter destinations, and are not Can-

ada-specific. Future research could consider nationality and destination loca-

tion as possible influencers of ski preferences.  

It is hoped that the multi-segmentation approach applied in this study pro-

vides theoretical and practical benefits, for researchers seeking to understand 

consumer behavior in a manner that integrates lifestyle and leisure preferences, 

and to ski destinations, seeking to market specifically to a higher value-add ski 

segment, focusing on margin versus mass for financial gain.  The findings will 

help Quebec ski resorts to target market effectively, thereby marking a clearer 

trail for other ski destinations to follow.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study uses an interdisciplinary view informed by two related streams of research 

that have evolved independently of each other, “Tourism Destination Image” in tour-

ism and “Product Country Image” in international marketing, to research the place 

image construct. A theoretical model is applied to simultaneously measure image 

dimensions in order to better understand relationships between them. Australia is 

used as the study target, a country that has a strong “general country” and “tourism 

destination” image, but weaker “product” image. We use comparative cross-national 

data from culturally similar (Canada) and dissimilar (South Korea) countries and a 

mixed method analysis culminating in a LISREL-tested, two-country, three-

dimensional structural equation model. 

Key words: tourism destination image, product country image. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The focus of this study is the comparative analysis of two vast streams of re-

search, namely Tourism Destination Image (TDI) and Product Country Image 

(PCI), with application of both qualitative and quantitative methods. The over-

all goal is to contribute to tourism and marketing theory an effective approach 

for examining and identifying place image that encompasses both products 
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associated with the place and the tourism image of the place. A theoretical 

model is applied to simultaneously measure product- and tourism-related im-

age dimensions in order to better understand each stream and the relationships 

between them. This process makes it possible to examine and identify both the 

general image dimensions of a country (General Country Image, GDI), on the 

one hand, as well as its more specific images for products and tourism, on the 

other.   

Theories from psychology suggest that the process of interpreting sensory 

impressions of a place can be influenced by associations stored in memory that 

may reflect a positive or negative image. To explore the structure of image in a 

more holistic way, qualitative techniques supplement the quantitative model-

ing approach, to capture a broad image of place that reflects consumer re-

spondents’ freely elicited place-related associations. An extensive empirical 

process of categorizing and coding verbatim responses is used to capture and 

integrate the general, tourism, and product images (GCI, TDI, PCI) of a target 

country through a survey of consumers in two countries, of which one is cul-

turally similar but geographically distant from, and the other culturally dissim-

ilar but geographically closer to, the target country. The contribution to theory 

from developing an effective mixed method approach for treating place image 

as a multi-dimensional construct is analogous to considering the identity of a 

corporation and its sub-brands – in this instance, the place is the corporate 

brand and the sub-brands are its various industry sectors. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A review of the literature reveals that tourism is an image-driven industry, and 

that TDI has been a significant focus of research for more than 30 years. In the 

1970s, a number of key articles established the importance of image as an influ-

encer of travel behavior. Credited as the first to do so, Hunt (1975: 1) went so 

far as to state that “it seems likely that images, as perceived by individuals in 

the travel market, may have as much to do with an area’s tourism development 

success as the more tangible recreation and tourist resources”. In the decades to 

follow, many notable studies considered the influence of image on traveler 

choice (Pearce, 1982; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989), the measurement of image 

(Echtner & Ritchie, 1993; Phelps, 1986), and its formation (Baloglu & McCleary, 

1999a; Gartner, 1993). However, much of the existing research is descriptive, 

and specific to the measurement of one destination’s image. Even with the pub-

lication of over 200 articles in the tourism literature, the study of TDI still lacks 
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an accepted theory-based framework or solid conceptualization (Beerli & Mar-

tin, 2004).   

The study of a product’s “country of origin”, or PCI research, is even more 

extensive, consisting of well over 1,000 major publications produced since the 

1960s (Papadopoulos, 2004). Here, too, are studies that consider the influence of 

image on consumer behavior, measure image, and assess its formation (Papa-

dopoulos & Heslop, 1993). Yet, this body of research has been largely ignored 

by the tourism literature, just as the findings from TDI research have not been 

incorporated in studies of PCI (Elliot, Papadopoulos & Kim, 2011).    

Several PCI and TDI models exist that reflect numerous and varied concep-

tions of place image. Empirical studies have assessed a wide range of image 

components, typically through the application of Likert or bipolar adjective 

scales to measure specific place attributes. For example, key constructs of PCI 

include beliefs about a nation’s level of advancement, affect for its people, and 

product assessments (Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002). Key constructs of TDI 

include natural resources, tourism infrastructure, and atmospherics (Beerli & 

Martin, 2004).   

The research to date has overwhelmingly favoured quantitative methods 

and largely neglected qualitative ones. Given the rich, visual nature of place 

image, and theories of psychology that attempt to explain the complexity of 

impression processing, the use of qualitative methods has great potential to 

contribute to this field of study. When applied to image research, psychology 

provides a new perspective drawing from an understanding of people’s mental 

processing of image associations. Schema theory (Mowen & Minor, 1998) sug-

gests that image is not a single element, but rather, a mental structure, built by 

multiple nodes and associations. A schema is a hypothetical cognitive structure 

that integrates lower level units of information into higher level cohesive and 

meaningful units called nodes, which, as the fundamental building blocks, 

form a mental network. Thus, an understanding of the nodes and associations, 

particularly those most salient, is essential to understanding image – and yet 

schema theory has received little attention in the TDI literature.   

METHODOLOGY 

To explore how consumer perceptions of place might influence attitudes, sev-

eral constructs were modeled simultaneously through the application of the 

“Integrated Model of Place Image”, developed by Elliot, Papadopoulos & Kim 

(2011). The outcome of interest in this model is consumer behavior as the de-
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pendent variable (unlike, for example, the TDI field, where “image” is often 

used as the dependent). Measures are included to reflect both tourism and 

product related consumption behavior patterns. The constructs in the integrat-

ed model, measured through multiple indicators, are grouped into four catego-

ries: (i) Country Image; (ii) Beliefs; (iii) Familiarity; and, (iv) Receptivity. 

The principal focus of the model is the simultaneous testing of product and 

tourism related constructs in order to determine their relationships.  Existing 

constructs proven in past research were selected wherever possible and appro-

priate. The cornerstone relationships of the model are also well proven, and are 

three-fold: (i) country image affects beliefs; (ii) familiarity affects beliefs; and 

(iii) beliefs affect behavior, or receptivity, the term used here to mean the con-

sumers’ willingness to buy or travel.   

To effectively satisfy the theoretical objective, the study was conceptualized 

so as to involve empirical testing in two countries, South Korea and Canada, 

with regards to the images of one target country, Australia. This two-country 

test was undertaken to enhance the generalizability of the findings. The sam-

pling countries were selected to provide a diverse view of devel-

oped/developing and Western/Asian consumers from two countries that have 

close trade and tourism links with each other and that are important, and yet 

different, internationally, from both the product (mostly South Korea) and the 

tourism (mostly Canada) perspectives. Australia was selected as the study tar-

get because it has a strong “general country” and “tourism destination” but 

weaker “product” image, and the interaction (if any) between these compo-

nents is not understood. By applying the techniques proposed here in the Aus-

tralia case, the applicability of the approach will be directly tested. 

The fieldwork was carried out via an intercept of adults attending major 

travel shows in South Korea (n=349) and Canada (n=307). This method was pre-

ferred for its effectiveness and manageability, and its ability to reach a desired 

sample of adults likely to have a higher than average level of familiarity with 

and interest in foreign countries and products in general, and perhaps also 

with the test country.  

The study instrument was a structured questionnaire, comprising five sec-

tions. Three of the sections contained the scales of interest, intended to evaluate 

perceptions of Australia, that is, the country and people in general, the coun-

try’s products, and the country’s tourism characteristics, respectively with 12, 

12, and 6 items each, and also with 3 “overall” evaluation scale items. In other 

words, these sections of the questionnaire contained a total of 33 scale items. 
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The other two sections contained standard demographics questions, and lastly, 

a set of open-ended questions about the Australian GCI, TDI, and PCI. Asking 

respondents to provide their most salient top-of-mind image associations, ra-

ther than responding to structured scale-type questions, can be an effective 

way to study image more holistically (Grusec et al., 1990; Solso, 1995).  

The verbatim data were collected in response to three open-ended questions 

concerning Australia: (1) What images or characteristics come to mind… (2) 

What products come to mind… and (3) What tourism characteristics come to 

mind… …when you think of Australia? Respondents were given three re-

sponse blanks per question, for a total of 9 potential responses per respondent. 

Therefore, given the sample sizes, a total of 3,141 and 2,763 responses were 

possible from the South Korean and Canadian samples respectively (3 blanks x 

3 questions x 349 South Korean and 307 Canadian respondents). A total of 793 

blanks were filled by South Korean respondents and 1,262 by Canadians, rep-

resenting completion rates of 23.4% and almost double, 45.7%, respectively.  

Responses were coded using a time and labour-intensive, grounded theory 

process (Corbin and Strauss, 1990) to classify the verbatims, resulting in four 

general country, five product, and three tourism main categories, as well as a 

number of smaller categories.   

RESULTS – QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Based on the analysis of verbatims, summarized in Table 1, Australia’s image 

strength is clearly its natural environment.  In response to the General Country 

Image question, Australia received the highest number of responses of any cat-

egory for Natural Features (57.6%), with 261 South Korean and 302 Canadian 

responses.  Notably, Australia received very few negative comments (16) and 

many more positives (202). South Koreans describe Australia as “big” (17) and 

“clean” (13), and Canadians describe it as “friendly” (40) and “fun” (12), re-

sponding more personally with the positives. Australia’s top association that 

was categorized in “nature” is the kangaroo, mentioned 100 times by South 

Koreans and 53 times by Canadians, making it the top-mentioned natural fea-

ture in the study. The perhaps more elusive koala followed behind with 52 

combined responses.   

Australia’s weakness is in PCI, with only 33 responses by South Koreans 

(and 1,014, or 96.8%, blanks). Canadians’ knowledge is significantly higher, 

with 276 responses, the highest number of responses being in the Food and 

Beverage category. In line with Canadians’ view of “fun Aussies”, top respons-
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es are for “wine” (23) and “beer/Fosters” (26), as well as “sheep/wool/lamb” 

(30) in the Agriculture category. 

 

Table 1: “What images come to mind when you think of Australia?”   

Image Associations 
South Koreans 

n=349 
Canadians 

n=307 

  frequency
1
 Percent

2
 frequency

1
 percent

2
 

GCI Positive Descriptor 73  16.1 129 22.6 

 Negative Descriptor 6 1.3 10 1.8% 

 Geographic Places 40 8.8 26 4.6 

 Natural Features 261  57.6 302 52.9 

 Other GCI Catego-
ries 

73 16.1 104 18.2 

 Sub Total 453 100 571 100 

PCI Food & Beverage 2 6.1 69 25.0 

 Agriculture & Fish 14 42.4 48 17.4 

 Entertainment 1 3.0 41 14.9 

 Clothing & Related 1 3.0 36 13.0 

 Services & Misc. 9 27.3 35 12.7 

 Other PCI Categories 6 18.2 47 17.0 

 Sub Total 33 100 276 100 

TDI Geographic Places 144 57.8 100 24.1 

 Nature Related 43 17.3 194 46.7 

 Attractions 54 21.7 60 14.5 

 Other TDI Categories 8 3.2 61 14.7 

 Sub Total 249 100 415 100 

 Total  735  1,262   

1Frequencies based on number of open-ended responses. 

2Percentages based on sub-totals of open-ended responses by image component. 

 

In response to TDI, Geographic Places are commonly mentioned by both 

South Koreans and Canadians, with “Sydney” at the top (92 and 56 responses 

respectively) – a top-of-mind association that becomes even stronger when 

mentions of the “Sydney Opera House” are considered (49 and 19 responses 

respectively). To balance this strong, urban attraction is the Australian “out-

back”, identified by 44 Canadians, along with “beaches” (26) and “scenery” (11). 

RESULTS – QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Based on an analysis of means of all study variables, Australia’s average scores, 

as shown in Figure 1, seem somewhat more consistent across dimensions, in 

that their strength in Destination Beliefs, for example, does seem to influence 

similarly high ratings in Destination Receptivity. Likewise, their lower ratings 

in Product Beliefs seem to match their lower ratings in Product Receptivity.  
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Australia’s Affective Country Image is stronger than its Cognitive Country Im-

age, and both Product and Destination Familiarity are low, meaning few re-

spondents knew much about Australia or its products. But – they would still 

love to visit! 

 
Figure 1. Summary of mean scores for Australia by study dimension (based on bi-polar adjective 

scales: 1-negative to 7-positive) 

 

Before conducting Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), the adequacy of the 

sample data was checked for multivariate normality by assessing the univariate 

distributions of means. Skewness and kurtosis measures for all scale variables 

indicated tolerable symmetrical distributions, with skewness < 3 and kurtosis < 

8.  SPSS was used to analyze the scale items for each model (Australia-South 

Korea and Australia-Canada) using the principal components method of ex-

traction and orthogonal rotation (Varimax with Kaiser normalization). Seven 

items were dropped, reducing the number of measures from 33 to 26. Correla-

tions between constructs were measured to assess discriminant validity, and 

Cronbach’s Coefficient Alphas were in an acceptable range to assume conver-

gent validity.   

The SEM analysis fits both the South Korean data (Figure 2) and the Cana-

dian data (Figure 3), with 21 hypothesized relationships between constructs.  

The models are recursive, with only unidirectional casual effects, over-

identified, in that there are more observations than model parameters, thus en-

abling the derivation of unique estimates for each parameter. Statistically sig-

nificant paths are indicated by dark lines; paths that are not statistically signifi-
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cant are dashed (at p > 0.05 level). Measures of fit are adequate with Chi-square 

(X2) divided by degrees of freedom (d.f.) less than four (2.51 and 3.39), 

RMSEAs of 0.066 and 0.088, and Comparative Fit Indexes (CFIs) above 0.90, 

allowing for an interpretation of the model relationships.  

Considering the Australia-South Korea model (Figure 2), on the product 

side Cognitive Country Image and Product Familiarity significantly influence 

Product Beliefs, and Affective Country Image influences Product Receptivity, 

but not Product Beliefs. Product Beliefs influence Product Receptivity, but not 

Destination Receptivity, refuting the proposition of a cross-relationship.  The 

tourism side of the model differs in that Cognitive Country Image does not di-

rectly influence Destination Beliefs as a path to receptivity, but through Affec-

tive Country Image, it indirectly influences Destination Receptivity.  Oddly, 

Destination Familiarity has a negative influence on Destination Beliefs, mean-

ing that the less one knows about Australia, the more highly one rates it as a 

tourism destination, suggesting the presence of an Australian “mystique”. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Integrated model of place image for Australia, South Korea Sample1 

 

1 X2/d.f = 2.51; RMSEA = 0.066; CFI = 0.94. Statistically significant paths are 

indicated by dark lines; not significant paths are dashed (at p > 0.05 level). 
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The Australia-Canada model (Figure 3) differs in that Cognitive Country 

Image does not significantly influence Product Beliefs, but does influence Des-

tination Beliefs, making the tourism side the relatively stronger side of the 

model. The product part of the model is weaker, with only Product Beliefs and 

Affective Country Image influencing Product Receptivity. And here, Familiari-

ty does not influence Receptivity, but there is a cross-over influence of Destina-

tion Beliefs on Product Receptivity. 
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Figure 3. Integrated model of place image for Australia, Canada Sample1 

1 X2/d.f = 3.39; RMSEA = 0.88; CFI = 0.92.  Statistically significant paths are indicated by dark lines; not significant paths 

are dashed (at p > 0.05 level). 

 

Table 3 puts together the main findings of the open-ended responses, the 

mean analysis, and the structural relationships for Australia. The strong ele-

ments that are most commonly recalled tell much about a country’s image, and 

its distinctiveness in the consumers’ mind.  For Australia it is the kangaroos 

and Sydney – nature and geographic associations, combined with high con-

sumer evaluations for pleasant, ideal, and appealing scenery attributes, to form 

an image of a strong tourism destination. The analysis of the means of the scale 

items confirms these findings. Australia’s affective measures (e.g. pleasant, ide-

al) are higher than its cognitive measures (e.g. technology, education), and its 

Destination Beliefs (e.g. scenery) are stronger than its Product Beliefs (e.g. in-
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novativeness).  However, the SEM analysis indicates that it is Australia’s strong 

Affective Country Image that directly influences both Product and Destination 

Receptivity, suggesting a strategy that builds on Australia’s personality rather 

than product strengths. Additionally, a possible cross-over influence from Des-

tination Beliefs to Product Receptivity may also help to build Australia’s PCI by 

strategically leveraging its TDI strengths. 
 

Table 2. Summary of place image findings for Australia 

Latent  
Constructs 

South Korean data Canadian data 

Open-Ended Responses 

County Image Highest category response for 
Natural Features (261), with top 
survey feature, the kangaroo 
(100); Very few negatives men-
tioned (6) 

Highest category response for 
Natural Features (302), with top 
survey feature, the kangaroo (53); 
Very few negatives mentioned 
(10) 

Product Image Very weak (33); 96.8% blank; Few 
known brands (8) 

Many more responses (276), 
mostly general products (233), like 
agriculture (45), and wine/beer 

Tourism Destina-
tion Image 

Most responses in Geographic 
Places (144), specifically Sydney 
(92); Also, the Sydney Opera 
House (49) 

Most responses in Nature Related 
(194), such as the outback and 
beaches 

Analysis of Means 

Country Image Affective measures (e.g. pleasant, 
ideal) higher than Cognitive 

Affective measures (e.g. pleasant, 
ideal) higher than Cognitive 

Product Image Product Beliefs low ratings (e.g. 
innovativeness); Product Recep-
tivity also low (e.g. proud to own) 

Product Beliefs low (e.g. innova-
tiveness); but Product Receptivity 
goes up (e.g. will to buy) 

Tourism Destina-
tion Image 

Destination Beliefs strongest fea-
ture (e.g. scenery); Receptivity 
also high (e.g. will to travel) 

Destination Beliefs strongest fea-
ture (e.g. scenery); Receptivity 
also high (e.g. will to travel) 

Structural Equation Model 

Country Image CogCI → ProdBel → ProdRec 
CogCI → AffCI → DestRec 
CogCI → AffCI → ProdRec 

CogCI → AffCI → ProdRec 
CogCI → AffCI → DestRec 
 

Product Image ProdFam → ProdBel → ProdRec 
 

ProdBel → ProdRec only 

Tourism Destina-
tion Image 

DestBel → DestRec only DestBel → DestRec 
DestBel → ProdRec 

Summary Paths to Product Receptivity are 
through Cognitive Image to Be-
liefs, and Familiarity to Beliefs; 
Path to Destination Receptivity 
from Cognitive to Affective to Re-
ceptivity 

Path to Product and Destination 
Receptivity is only from Cognitive 
to Affective to Receptivity, not 
Beliefs 
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CONCLUSION 

The systematic and analytical approach of studying a mix of place image com-

ponents, by both qualitative and quantitative methods, helps a place to identify 

its most unique attributes, its assets, and its vulnerabilities, as dominant associ-

ations emerge. Images are mental schemata that have a profound effect on buy-

er behaviour, since they reflect “a complex web of associations” (Hawkins, 

Best, & Coney, 2001) among concepts, constructs, generalizations, objects, 

events, and feelings that “form a person’s intellectual framework” (DeChenne, 

1993) and that typically lead to stereotyping as consumers chunk information 

to make their environment more manageable (Yarhouse, 2000). Hawkins, Best 

and Coney (2001: 343-344) note that elements are stored in an “associative net-

work of nodes” in one’s memory. Stereotyping results when dominant associa-

tions between existing nodes are applied to all objects, people, or events in a 

category (Stangor & Lange, 1994) or, when facts are imagined which fit each 

concept (DeChenne, 1993).   

The associations identified in this study not only reveal an interesting pic-

ture of what the image is of Australia, but importantly, how the general coun-

try, product, and tourism components of their images are related. While the 

former contribution can support, quite directly, practitioners’ development of 

place marketing strategy, the latter contributes to the theoretical foundations of 

place image research. 

The process of developing place branding strategies that require integration 

across sectors can be compared to the development of a corporate brand. The 

place equates to the corporate brand, with the tourism and product sectors as 

sub-brands.  The common dimension of the place’s corporate image would be 

the cognitive elements (quality of life, technology, education, wealth) that in-

fluence both product and travel paths. Affective image associations play a 

“corporate” role as well, and if sufficiently strong and positive, can influence 

both the travel and product sub-sectors. The presence of a cross-over effect, too, 

is also influenced by relative strength, and so for Australia, we see tourism be-

liefs influencing the product side, but not the reverse.  

While there remain some gaps in the place image picture, the results of the 

Integrated Model of Place Image (IMPI) have a number of valuable implica-

tions for practitioners responsible for product and/or tourism marketing, for 

public managers responsible for place-related policy development, and nota-

bly, for academics interested in place-related research. It is hoped that the de-

velopment of the IMPI, a new theoretical model of place image, will contribute 
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to place branding efforts in many settings, and applied to many places, prod-

ucts and situations, to enhance TDI and PCI theory and to further our under-

standing of place, product, and tourism destination relationships. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cultural product industries are discussed as emerging triggers of economic develop-

ment. Among these industries, jewelry clusters play an important role in tourism cit-

ies. This paper examines the different development trajectories of jewelry clustering in 

tourism cities. We compare the jewelry industry in Antalya and the diamond industry 

in Amsterdam. Due to urban tourism, both cities have grown out to important trading 

centers of jewelries and diamonds. However, the trajectories of both trading centers 

have been quite different. While jewelry companies in Antalya show a peripherial clus-

tering, jewelry companies in Amsterdam have shown a clustering in the city center as 

seperate big company buildings but close to tourism attraction areas. This compari-

son gives us clues on defining factors influencing different trajectories of jewelry clus-

tering in different tourism cities. 

Key words: jewelry clustering formation, tourism cities, Antalya, Turkey. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Economic development literature has recently emphasized the importance of 

clustering of creative cultural industries and products in sustaining competi-

tiveness of places. Clustering is particularly important for sectors because of 

creating positive externalities. Clustering contributes to a number of ad-

vantages for both firms and regions, such as making a positive contribution to 

new firm formation, growth, profitability, higher productivity, job growth, in-

novation, creativity and increased competitiveness (Bagwell, 2008; Keeble & 

Nachum, 2002). A cluster is “a geographically proximate group of intercon-

nected companies and associated institutions in a particular field, linked by 

commonalities and complementarities. The geographic scope of clusters ranges 
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from a region, a state, or even a single city to span nearby or neighboring coun-

tries” (Porter, 2000: 16). As seen in this definition, proximity is very important 

in clusters by giving easy access to specialized suppliers, services and human 

resources. 

Cultural-product industries display a number of similarities that character-

ize clusters. In terms of growth of employment and income, these industries 

have gained importance (Scott, 2004). Within cultural-product industries, the 

jewellery sector, characterized by artisanal production, shows a strong tenden-

cy of clustering (Armatlı Köroğlu et.al., 2009). The jewelry sector is also very 

important for tourism by contributing to economic diversification of tourism 

places and stimulating economic growth. Scott (2000a) categorizes tourism sec-

tor under cultural product industries which indirectly supports other cultural 

product industries such as jewelry in the development of cities. 

Despite the increasing importance of clusters, jewelry clusters have not been 

subjected to any detailed analysis (Silva, 2007). More attention has been paid to 

traditional industries. This paper examines the different development trajecto-

ries of jewelry clustering in two different tourism cities, namely Amsterdam 

and Antalya. Due to urban tourism, both cities have grown out to important 

trading centers of diamonds and jewelries respectively. However, the trajecto-

ries of both trading centers have been quite different which influence their clus-

tering in the city. In this context, firstly the literature on jewelry clustering and 

their spatial implications in the city are evaluated. Secondly, changing trajecto-

ry of jewelry production in the world is discussed and then selection of the case 

study areas is explained. Thirdly, the cases of the Amsterdam diamond cluster 

and Antalya jewelry cluster are evaluated by describing their evolution. The 

paper concludes by explaining the factors influencing different trajectories of 

jewelry clustering in different tourism cities. 

Clustering Dynamics of the Jewelry Industry 

The jewelry industry is classified under cultural-product industries that pro-

duce goods and services whose subjective meaning to the consumer is higher 

than their utilitarian purpose (Scott, 2004). Cultural goods and services have 

high symbolic value. Scott (2004) discusses similarities of cultural-product in-

dustries that characterize clusters. Cultural-product industries mainly consist 

of small producers and are complemented by a few larger firms. Moreover, 

these industries show a lot of clustering to reap the benefits of external econo-

mies of scale and scope, which is clearly seen in the gem and jewellery industry 

in Los Angeles and Bangkok (Scott, 1994: 249). Clusters of these industries have 
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a tendency to locate in city centers such as, for example, in Birmingham, New 

York, Los Angeles, Bangkok and Arezzo (Lazzeretti, 2006; Scott, 2000a; Wick-

steed, 2004). However, clustering of the jewelry industry has been variegated 

due to the restructuring of the industry after the 1980s, and the diversification 

of the jewelry retail sector. Because retail sector of jewelry is variegated into 

individual retail stores, retail chain stores, departmental stores, travelling 

salespeople and, more recently, media sales outlets (Silva, 2007: 51). 

Till the 1980s, the jewelry industry is evaluated as a highly fragmented in-

dustry with a very few large manufacturing units and only a handful of retail 

chains applying modern marketing techniques (Management Horizons, 1981). 

At those times, jewellery stores were mostly small, family oriented businesses 

(Silva, 2007). The economic shift in 1980s had important impact on jewellery 

sales and many of the independent jewellery businesses were unable to sur-

vive, but others adapted by resorting to mass production through large chain 

stores and catalogue showrooms (Management Horizons, 1981). This was clear-

ly seen in retail jewelry chains that are located in the regional shopping malls of 

the USA (Du Boulay, 1984). 

This consolidation trend in the jewelry industry was first seen in North 

America, followed by Europe. In Europe, catalogue showrooms, large jewellery 

chains, department stores, and mail order companies made inroads into the 

market at the expense of the traditional retail specialists (Silva, 2007: 60). These 

non-traditional retail outlets had the effect of broadening the consumer base 

and lowering the price by fashion oriented items (Management Horizons, 

1981). Emergence of these retail outlets in jewelry has different spatial reflec-

tions than traditional retail stores. These large sized chain like and showroom 

type jewelry stores takes place in the periferial areas of the city. This change 

opens up the debate on peripheriality versus centrality in the clustering of sec-

tors. While some studies emphasize the importance of inner city clustering, 

others claim the advantages of peripherial locations. 

Newman and Smith (2000) claim the importance of concentrating cultural 

production and creative industries in inner cities. Hutton (2004) suggests the 

importance of supporting inner-city investments to harness rapid growth in the 

new economy. On the other hand, the benefits of moving towards the periph-

ery or to sub-centers are discussed because of the problematic nature of the city 

centers or the attractiveness of outer locations (Gornostaeva, 2008; Scott, 2000b). 

Nachum and Keeble (2003) underline this paradox between theory and practice 
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as clustering in city centers versus tendencies for decentralization from city 

centers to peripheries. 

Changing Trajectory of Jewelry Production and Selection of the Case 
Studies 

Over the last few decades, the pattern of jewellery demand and fabrication has 

changed considerably. Countries that were unimportant in this sector have 

started to compete with the leading countries in jewellery production. The cul-

tural specificities of a country and their propensity for jewellery are the deter-

mining factor its fabrication and /or consumption trends (Silva, 2007: 56). 

Since mid-1980s India, Thailand, Taiwan and Hong Kong have become im-

portant jewellery fabricating centres (Murray, et al, 1990). Between 1986 

and1992, while jewellery production in the Middle and Far East increased by 

120 and 250 percent, for the developed countries it was only 50 percent (Mur-

ray, et al, 1993, 1994). One of the most crucial factors influential on the in-

creased production in the developing world was the gradual dismantling of 

restrictive laws that governed gold ownership and trading, most notably in 

Turkey and India. By growing personal incomes, this liberalisation made gold 

more accessible to a larger consumer market (Silva, 2007: 74). 

Turkey has always played a significant role in jewellery trade. Gold is an in-

tegral part of Turkish culture and is highly valued as an investment tool. How-

ever, gold imports in Turkey were illegal for many years. In 1982, government 

took the initiative to liberalize regulations applying to the import of bullion, 

and the export of manufactured gold items (Du Boulay, 1992; Silva, 2007). In 

Turkey less restricted gold trading conditions triggered the fabrication of jewel-

ry products for both domestic use and exports (Murray, et al., 1991). Most of 

these exports were made by tourists and also through organised channels 

which could account for 50 percent of total sales (Murray, et al., 1993). Under 

these conditions, the Turkish market for jewellery has moved beyond official 

sales to local and foreign consumers to a booming informal trade called as “the 

suitcase trade”. This trade is done by Russian and, to a lesser extent, Eastern 

European tourists who purchase mostly chain at a semi-wholesale level and 

take it back to their home country for resale. Formal jewellery exports from 

Turkey are destined mainly to Germany and the United States which together 

account for 80 percent of Turkey’s formal exports (Murray, et al., 1997; Murray, et 

al., 1998). 
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In Turkey, jewelry, apart from this “suitcase trade”, is bought by German 

and Russian tourists for touristic purposes such as an important shopping ac-

tivity, a souvenir product. Because tourism growth in cities stimulates tourism 

actors to diversify their products, to market them at global level. This market-

ing strategy stimulates actors to market cultural products to diversify the econ-

omy and the emergence of jewelry clusters in tourism cities refers to this type 

of diversification in tourism growth. This is more or less the same for the Am-

sterdam diamond cluster nowadays, although the history of growth of the Am-

sterdam diamond industry has been completely different than Turkish case. 

While Amsterdam was one of the leading production centers of of diamond in 

the world until World War II, it has grown out to a node of trade and distribu-

tion in a global diamond production network. 

For the reasons discussed above, two different tourism cities which have 

different trajectory of jewelry trade development will be compared to get a bet-

ter grip on the reasons of different types of jewelry clustering in tourism cities. 

To evaluate the clustering formation in both cities, a qualitative research ap-

proach is followed. Secondary data such as written documents, articles, data 

and reports is collected for both cases. Because of the lack of written documents 

for Antalya case, an additional interview is made by the Jewelry association 

and the manager of Lara Tourism Area Investor’s Association. Lastly, Google 

Earth maps are used to represent the distribution of clustering in both cities. 

Jewelry Clustering Formation in Amsterdam 

Amsterdam has been world centre trade of diamond trade since the sixteenth 

century which has been dominated by the Jews. Amsterdam was a refugee 

place for Portuguese Jews who came to Amsterdam for its religious freedom. 

The diamond industry was one of the few industries that was not controlled by 

guilds. From 1870 to 1880, Amsterdam's diamond industry prospered by cheap 

diamond found in South Africa. These diamonds were polished and processed 

in Amsterdam's high end factories. In 1894, the Diamond Worker's trade union 

also known as the ANDB was established, after a major strike by diamond 

workers. Till 1896, Amsterdam had a well established diamond cutting indus-

try with seventy establishments that had the modern appliances of their times. 

Over twelve thousand people were employed in that industry. 

After World War II, Amsterdam lost its position and diamond businesses 

shifted to Antwerp because of higher wages served in Antwerp and German 

occupation in Amsterdam city to deport Jews. However, diamond trade pros-

pered in Amsterdam due to growing number of tourists and expositions. An-
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other reason why diamond cutting continues to flourish in Amsterdam is that 

loans made by banks on diamonds as collateral. 

Diamond factories and companies are organized under the umbrella of the 

Amsterdam Association of Diamond Trade. This association was founded in 

1889 and has 800 members. These members founded “the Amsterdam Dia-

mond Exchange”. It has developed into the breeding-ground of organized di-

amond trading in the world. The Diamond Exchange was inititally located in 

the historic core and has moved to south east perphery of the city in the 1990s. 

They are protecting the interests of the diamond-trade in the Netherlands and 

safeguarding the strict rules created by the WFDB (the World Federation of Di-

amond Bourses) in co-operation with other organisations to regulate the dia-

mond trade.  “The association guards the interests of both trade and consumer, 

as buying diamonds is a matter of utter trust in the skills of the diamond-

dealer, lending his ability to the jeweller, the last professional in the chain of 

the diamond trade, who, ultimately, assures the consumer that the diamond he 

is about to buy is up to the standards he expects...!” 

(http://www.diamantbeurs.eu/History.htm). Apart from that the first Union, 

that of Diamond-workers, the NDB, was established in Amsterdam, later to 

develop into a more general workers-union, the FNV. The association also co-

initiated the establishment of the World Federation of  Diamondbourses, the 

WFDB or WorldFed, the global organisation of all diamondbourses in the world. 

Especially after the 1970s and 1980s, Amsterdam again became an attraction 

center for diamonds. The organized diamond trader realized the importance of 

tourism for diamond trade and they started to sell diamonds via tourism. To-

day Amsterdam has around twelve diamond factories. Among these five facto-

ries that attracts 750.000 tourists, free guided tours of their facilities are offered. 

These factories are Coster Diamonds, Gassan Diamonds, Stoeltie Diamonds, 

Van Moppes Diamonds and Amsterdam Diamond Centre. Among those Coster 

Diamonds is the oldest one established in 1840. Coster Diamonds is a kind of 

trade center, wholesaler of diamond and takes place near the museumplein ar-

ea in Amsterdam. Museumplein is the largest square of Amsterdam that is very 

attractive for tourists covered by cultural centers such as museums (the Van 

Gogh Museum, Rijksmuseum), concert buildings such as the Concertgebouw 

Orchestra, the Opera, and cafes etc. Over 300,000 visitors come to see Coster 

Diamonds craftsmen at work every year. 
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Figure 1. Coster Diamonds Building 

 

Diamond Museum, owned by Coster Diamonds, is an important establish-

ment to advertise diamond and support tourism growth in Amsterdam. For 

this reason, diamond museum (Fig 1) takes place near Museumplein square 

surrounded by important cultural tourism activities to attract more tourists. 

Location of these museums and tourism activities around museumplein is 

planning strategy of the Amsterdam city government to decentralize tourism 

development in the city.  

The Gassan diamond is one of the largest in Amsterdam and grew in the 

early 19th century under the name of the Boas diamond factory. However, it 

shut down and was taken over by German after the 1930s depression and the 

World War II. In the 20th Century Gassan's took over its position again. Gassan 

Diamonds, nowadays, a family owned business, is located in a restored factory 

building at Waterlooplein which is very close to the flower market of Amster-

dam that attracts many tourists. Today the factory conducts diamond tours and 

also sells diamonds to visit (http://www.gemisimo.com/~gem1s1m1/en/ DiamondIndus-

try/DiamondCenters/amsterdamdiamonds.html) (www.iamsterdam.com/en/meetings/gassan-diamonds/ 5c2b2397-

5679-4782-ae5f-39ca0edc3990) (http://www.amsterdamdiamondcenter.nl/gassan_gazette.pdf). 

The Amsterdam Diamond Center offers tours through their factory, with a 

brief history of the diamond industry and a demonstration of workers polish-

ing and setting diamonds. Diamonds are also sold here 
(http://amsterdam.eventseekr.com/amsterdam-diamond-center/shopping/venue/42400). 
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Apart from these factory diamonds, Amstel and Stoeltie Diamonds and City 

Diamonds are other important diamond firms in Amsterdam which are also 

close to tourist attraction areas. Amstel and Stoeltie Diamonds at Rembrant-

plein which is famous for tourists especially by its nightlife, City Diamonds at 

Kalverstraat is in one of the most crowded shopping streets of Amsterdam near 

Dam Square (The heart of Amsterdam with Royal Palace). 

 

          

       Figure 2(a). Clustering of jewelry in A’dam        Figure 2(b). Clustering of diamond in A’dam. 

 

Clustering of jewelry and diamond companies shows that these companies 

have a tendency to take place near tourist attraction areas such as near big 

squares, big shopping streets etc. Contrary to arguments in clustering litera-

ture, proximity between diamond and jewelry companies in Amsterdam seems 

not to be the determining factor in the distribution of these companies. It is the 

governmental policy that determines the tourist attraction zones. Moreover, the 

small company size, again, does not seem to be the defining factor of Amster-

dam’s diamond and jewelry companies. On the contrary, these companies are 

big wholesalers of jewelry in the global market. Shortly, it is seen that cluster-

ing on jewelry production disappeared in Amsterdam, but it has transformed 

into a trading cluster strongly stimulated by tourism growth in the city. 

Jewelry Clustering Formation in Antalya Tourism City 

The jewelry industry is one of the leading sectors of Turkey in the world. It has 

a long history in Turkey starting from early Bronze Age (Tüzmen, 2006). Espe-

cially after the 1980s, its share in global markets has increased and Turkey is 

now third largest jewelry exporter in the world. In this success, its heritage, 

wide range of product diversity, flexible production, fast adaptation capacity to 
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new trends, high quality and competitive prices were influential (JTR, 2010). 

Even though the jewelry sector is a leading sector in terms of average capital 

productivity, its share in total value added in manufacturing is low (Atay et.al, 

2011). 

Table 1. The distribution of jewelry firms according to the Provinces of Turkey 

Province Number of Jewellery Firm 

İstanbul 1704 

Antalya 415 

Adana 365 

Denizli 140 

Bursa 124 

Sakarya 51 

Bolu 28 

Yalova 17 

Balıkesir 14 

Kırklareli 14 

Total 2872 

Source:http://www.turkfirmarehberi.tv.tr/mucevher-altin-kuyumculuk-perakende-ticareti/1/firmalari-

listesi.aspx lastly received from the internet page at 10.12.2011 

 

When we look at the distribution of jewelry firms at the provincial level in 

Turkey, it seems that İstanbul is the leading city, followed by Antalya (Table 1). 

For the last five years, Antalya has taken the second position as a jewelry center 

in Turkey. It has now four big jewelry factories and around five hundred small 

jewelry shops. Jewelry firm formation in Antalya is strongly related with the 

tourism growth observed in the city. 

Because of the huge tourism growth in the city by time, the clustering of 

jewelry firms has shown a different tendency in spatial distribution. Formerly, 

jewelry firms were concentrated around Kaleiçi historical port area which is 

famous for tourists by the accumulation of restorated Turkish houses which are 

used as hotels, pensions and aparts. There is still some clustering of jewelry 

firms around this area beacuse of its historic tourism potential (See point B on 

Fig 3(a) and (b)). Most of these jewelry firms that sell to both tourists and local 

citizens are small sized and family owned. They use the advantages of proximi-

ty in this cluster.  
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Figure 3(a). Clustering of diamond in Antalya                   Figure 3(b). Clustering of jewelry in Antal-

ya   

 

However, by time, jewelry firms around the historic core have become less 

popular to tourists. This is firstly very much related with the tour operator 

dominated mass tourism organization of the city. Tour operators decide to stop 

nearby big jewelry companies on the way coming back from local tours (such 

as from Pamukkale-Denizli tour) from nearby provinces. These big jewelry 

companies are located at periphery of the city, near the airport road which is on 

the entrance of the city from other provinces (see point C and D on Fig 3(a) and 

C on Fig 3(b) and Fig 4.) and on Perge road.  Antalya Jewelry Center, Hadrian 

Jewelry, Violla Jewelry and Leather, Rom Diamond and Sentalya Tourism Jew-

elry Center are good examples of this type. 

 
    Figure 4. Hadrian Jewelry 

 

The recent change in the tendency of clustering of jewelry firms in Antalya 

is, secondly, related to the development of huge tourism centers in the eastern 

periphery of the city. This new clustering of jewelry firms have emerged in new 

shopping malls established in Lara-Kundu Tourism Development Center (See 

point F on Fig.3(b) and Fig.5). Pasha Jewellery is one of the famous example 
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that takes place here. These tourism zones are very much segregated from the 

city center and five star hotels that take place here serve all inclusive service. 

Tourists staying in these hotels use these type of small shopping malls for not 

having transportation problems to go to the city center. 

 

 
Figure 5. Jewelry shops in shopping malls nearby Lara-Kundu Tourism Zone 

 

New type of jewelry clustering observed in Antalya tourism city is criticised 

very much by Antalya Jewelier Association. The association leader claims that 

the emergence of these segregated shopping malls and big companies reduces 

the economic contribution of jewelry tourists to the small local jewelry compa-

nies that take place in the core of the city. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the different development trajectories of jewelry clustering are 

examined for two different tourism cities. Withing this context, the jewelry in-

dustry from Antalya and the diamond industry from Amsterdam are com-

pared, both of which are strongly influenced by urban tourism growth. How-

ever, the clustering of jewelry industry for both cities has been quite different.  

While Amsterdam was one of the leading centers of production of dia-

monds in the world until World War II, it has grown out to be an important 

jewelry trade center due to the importance of tourism in the city. Because of the 

tourism growth in the city, jewelry factories and companies takes place nearby 

tourist attraction areas of important squares of the city. Even though the policy 

to spread tourism activities in the city (the support on museumplein area) is a 
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planning strategy of the city government, this strategy supports the develop-

ment of new tourism attraction areas nearby important squares that jewelry 

companies clusters. Different from Antalya case, jewelry companies in Amster-

dam clustered inside city center as seperate big company buildings but take 

place in different tourism attraction areas such as seen in the museumplein ar-

ea. 

Even though Antalya has never been an important jewelry production cen-

ter, it has shown a different type of clustering in time by the organization of 

tourism development in the city. Even though there is still some clustering 

around the historical core of the city (around Kaleiçi historic tourism area), new 

types of clustering have emerged in recent years. This is due to the dominance 

of mass tourism, dominated by tour operators as well as planning decisions on 

tourism development zones in the city that stimulate peripherial clustering of 

jewelry trade. 
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of the present paper is to segment the international market of Santiago 

Island in Cape Verde, based on the pattern of travel expenditures per person per day 

(expenditures in accommodation, food and beverage and transport). A survey was un-

dertaken, in 2010, and 330 international tourists were interviewed. A hierarchical 

cluster analysis was carried out in order to segment the market and Anovas and Chi-

square tests were done in order to identify the profile of each cluster. Three clusters 

were identified: the affordable, the restrained and the desired. Important statistical 

differences were found among the clusters concerning demographics, motivations, 

travel behaviour, satisfaction and loyalty. The paper ends with implications for devel-

oping strategies to increas the economic benefits of tourism to islands’ destination. 

Key words: expenditure patterns, segmentation, international tourism, island destina-

tions, Cape Verde. 

INTRODUCTION  

The economic relevance of tourism for island destinations is largely recognized. 

However, besides the high importance of the expenditure-based segmentation, 

this kind of segmentation has not been frequently used to segment the market 

of island destinations. Additionally, tourism studies on expenditures undertak-
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en in African countries are very scarce, although international tourism in this 

continent has increased significantly in recent years (UNWTO, 2011). Tourism 

is considered a strategic activity to poverty alleviation and to develop a great 

number of developing countries. 

In 2007, Cape Verde was promoted to the group of Medium Human Devel-

opment countries, as a consequence of the economic and social development 

that occurred in the previous years. Tourism is one of the most important eco-

nomic activities of this country (INE, 2010a). However, the development of this 

activity in the nine islands has been based on different strategies. Santiago Is-

land is the largest island of the country, with relevant natural and cultural re-

sources. The tourism in this Island is still in the infancy stage. In order to define 

strategies to develop tourism and to maximize its contributions to the devel-

opment of the Santiago Island is important to understand the expenditure pat-

terns of tourists. As suggested by Mok and Iverson (2000: 300) “two types of 

travellers who spend a vacation in the same area and at the same time might 

spend their money in very different ways”, then segmenting tourists based on 

travel expenditures is a useful segmentation strategic to provide guidelines for 

a regional policy on innovation product to maximize the benefits of tourism to 

host communities. In this context, the purpose of present study is to segment 

the international market of Santiago Island based on expenditures pattern and 

characterize the segments identified in terms of socio-demographic profile, 

travel motivation, travel behaviour, evaluation of destination attributes and 

loyalty to the destination.  

Following this introduction, a theoretical overview of tourism market re-

search based on travel expenditures is outlined. After, a description of method-

ology used to segment international tourism of Santiago Island is provided and 

the results of empirical analysis are discussed. The paper ends with the presen-

tation of the conclusions, research implications, as well as limitations and sug-

gestions for further researches. 

LITERATURE REVIEW – MARKET SEGMENTATION RESEARCH BASED 
ON EXPENDITURE  

In order to maximize the economic benefits of tourism it is important to analyse 

visitors’ expenditures. Besides a lot of research has been conducted in this field, 

Africa has been widely neglected in this kind of studies (Wang & Davidson, 

2010). Taking into consideration that the tourism market is not homogeneous 

and that different segments of tourists may have a distinct economic impact in 
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territories, segmentation studies are very important to identify segments with 

different characteristics and different economic impacts. As Schiffman and 

Kanuk (2000) state, segmentation corresponds to the process of dividing the 

market in segments with different characteristics that require different ap-

proaches. Segmentation studies on the field of tourism tend have been favoring 

the adoption of other kinds of segmentation (e.g. demographic) rather than be-

havioral segmentation (Tkaczynski et al., 2009; Tkaczynski & Rundle-Thiele, 

2011). In the tourism field there only few studies where an expenditure-based 

segmentation is adopted.  

A literature review on visitors’ segmentation based on expenditure was un-

dertaken. A geographical concentration of this kind of research was detected. 

The majority of the studies were carried out in Europe (Carneiro et al., 2011; 

Craggs & Schofield, 2009; Di{z-Pérez et al., 2005; Legoherel, 2008; Mehmetoglu, 

2007; Svensson et al., 2011). Africa, the continent of the destination under anal-

ysis in the present paper, has been neglected in this kind of studies. 

A predominance of segmentation based on a single variable representing 

expenditures is observed. Although, in some studies, the input variable to un-

dertake the segmentation is the total expenditure during the visit to the desti-

nation (e.g. Craggs & Schofield, 2009; Dolnicar et al., 2008; Spotts & Mahoney, 

1991), in most of the studies, the daily expenditure of the visitor at the destina-

tion is adopted (e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Di{z-Pérez et al., 2005; Legoherel, 

2008). Both domestic and foreign visitors are considered in the majority of the 

researches.  

Splitting the sample according subjective criteria of researchers is the seg-

mentation approach more widely used. In this scope, researchers frequently 

split the sample in segments of equal size (e.g. Mok & Iverson, 2000; Moufakkir 

et al., 2004; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991). Cluster analysis, particularly appropriat-

ed to cases where multiple variables are involved, is used in very few studies 

(e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Dolnicar et al., 2008; Lima & Eusébio, 2010). In most 

of the research done four or less segments are identified. The most frequent 

situation is the identification of three clusters (Carneiro et al., 2011; Mok & 

Iverson, 2000; Moufakkir et al., 2004; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991). 

Several statistical significant differences are identified between segments, 

especially regarding the socioeconomic profile, motivations, travel behaviour, 

satisfaction and loyalty. As far as the socioeconomic profile is concerned, visi-

tors with higher incomes and who are employed are likely to be higher spend-

ers (e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Mehmetoglu, 2007; Moufakkir et al., 2004). The 
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distance between the visitors’ place of residence and the destination is positive-

ly related to the spending at the destination, with those living farther away 

spending more at the destination (e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Craggs & Schofield, 

2009; Di{z-Pérez et al., 2005; Dolnicar et al., 2008; Legoherel, 2008; Mehmetoglu, 

2007; Mok & Iverson, 2000; Moufakkir et al., 2004; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991; 

Svensson et al., 2011). 

Regarding travel behaviour, in segmentation studies of total expenditures 

are generally positively associated with the size of the travel group (e.g. Craggs 

& Schofield, 2009; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991). The length of stay is likely to be 

positively related to the total expenditure during the stay at the destination 

(e.g. Mok & Iverson, 2000; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991), but negatively related to 

the daily expenditure during the trip (e.g. Legoherel, 2008; Mehmetoglu, 2007; 

Svensson et al., 2011). This suggests that the longer stays are associated to low-

er per day expenditures. Many times, segments also differ concerning the ac-

commodation used with results suggesting that visitors are likely to spend 

more money when staying in commercial accommodation such as hotels and 

on accommodation of higher categories (e.g. Carneiro et al., 2011; Di{z-Pérez et 

al., 2005; Legoherel, 2008). 

Regarding travel motivations, satisfaction, loyalty, some issues of the socio-

economic profile (e.g. age, gender, nationality) and some issues of travel behav-

iour (e.g. activities carried out, organization of the trip, information sources 

used), findings are inconclusive. This happens, either because very few studies 

include these variables, or different results are obtained in the studies under-

taken. This literature review highlights the importance of undertaking more 

expenditure-based segmentation research in order to obtain more concrete con-

clusions about the factors influencing visitors’ expenditures.  

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

Purpose of the study  

As is evident from the abovementioned literature review, very few studies ana-

lyse the expenditure behaviour of international tourists in African countries, 

and even fewer have segmented the tourist market based on expenditures pat-

tern. In order to extended the literature in this field, the aim of this empirical 

study is to segment the international tourist market of Santiago Island in Cape 

Verde based on expenditures’ pattern (average expenditure per person per day 

on accommodation, food and beverage and transports) and to compare the 
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segments identified in terms of socio-demographic profile, travel motivation, 

travel behaviour, evaluation of destination features and loyalty to the destina-

tion. The results of this study permit to identify the heavier and lower spenders 

and to characterize the profile of these segments. Based on these results it is 

possible to define strategies that may be used to attract the heavier spenders 

and to make the lower spenders increase the expenditures undertaken in the 

Santiago Island. 

Santiago Island in Cape Verde 

The archipelago of Cape Verde is composed by ten islands, being nine of them 

inhabited (Sal, Boavista, São Vicente, Santo Antão, Fogo, Santiago, São Nicolau, 

Maio e Brava). This group of islands is situated in the Atlantic Ocean 500 km 

away from Senegal. Nowadays, Cape Verde is an example of an African coun-

try where socio-economic progress and democracy are a reality (López-

Guzm{n et al., 2011). This country has been progressively developing since its 

independence and , in 2007, was promoted to the group of “Medium Human 

Development” countries, with a value of Human Development Index, in 2011, 

of 0.568 (UNDP, 2011). 

The diversity of natural and cultural resources, the economic progress, the 

absence of natural and social problems and the politic stability make Cape 

Verde an attractive and safe international tourism destination (López-Guzm{n 

et al., 2011). Consequently, tourism is one of the most important economic ac-

tivities of this country and is a strategic activity to its development in the fu-

ture, as show the National Development Plan to Tourism Industry created by 

government of Cape Verde (MECC and DGT, 2009). Additionally, there is a 

great potential for tourism industry growth, since tourism in this country is still 

in its early stage of development. However, the international tourism in this 

country, in the last two decades, registered a strong growth. The number of 

international arrivals, in 1990, was only 25 thousands and the value estimated 

to 2010 is of 336 thousands (UNWTO, 2011), corresponding to an average an-

nual growth rate of 13.87%. 

There are several differences among the nine inhabitants island of Cape 

Verde concerning the development of the tourism industry. In Sal and Boavista 

islands, tourism has been developed mainly through the creation of foreign 

large resorts, while, for example, in the Santiago Island, the tourism has been 

developed based on the creation of small tourism enterprises managed by the 

local community (López-Guzm{n et al., 2011). The focus of this study is the 

Santiago Island This is the largest island of the Cape Verde archipelago and the 
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most populated (around 575 of the total population in 2009) (INE, 2010b). San-

tiago is one island with a great range of tourism opportunities. However, its 

tourism industry is still in this infancy, because its international airport has 

been only opened in 2005. Business tourism is one of the most relevant tourism 

products of this island and Portuguese, French and German are the most im-

portant foreign tourism markets (INE, 2010a). 

Data collection  

Sampling methods 

In order to identify the most important international tourist segments for Santi-

ago Island concerning expenditure level, a visitor survey directed at the inter-

national tourists aged over 15 years that in 2010 visited this island, was carried 

out. A total of 330 international tourists were inquired face to face. To accom-

plish this objective a quota sampling approach, based on residence country of 

international tourists, was adopted. The survey was conducted between 19th 

May and 24th June of 2010 in the Praia International Airport. All flights depart-

ing from this Airport were sampled by selecting a number of passengers to be 

interviewed according to the quota sampling approach used. 

Research instrument 

The questionnaire administered integrates five groups of questions: travel mo-

tivations; travel behaviour; evaluation of destination features; loyalty to the 

destination and socio-demographic profile of visitors. 

To evaluate travel motivations the tourists were asked to indicate their 

agreement in a five-point scale, from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly 

agree”, with 24 items identified based on a literature review (e.g. Crompton, 

2004; Eusébio & Carneiro, 2011). 

As far as travel behaviour is concerned, respondents should report the type 

of accommodation and transports used during the visit, the tourism activities 

undertaken, the dimension and composition of the travel group, the length of 

stay and the expenditures undertaken in the Santiago Island. The questions 

about expenditures were based on the categorization of tourist expenditures 

suggested by WTO (1995) and on the recommendation of Yuan (2001). Based 

on these recommendations individual respondents were asked to respond on 

behalf of the travel group about their daily expenditure, choosing for the pur-

pose one specific day of their trip. The description of daily expenditures made 

in Santiago Island was done with the help of a table which classified 22 types of 
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expenditures into seven categories (tour packages, accommodation, food and 

beverage, transport, entertainment, shopping and other). These questions about 

expenditures produce estimates of the mean expenditures per person and per 

day and, multiplying this by the average length of stay, produces estimates of 

total expenditures undertaken in the Santiago Island by visitor. 

To evaluate the destination features, a five-point scale (1 = very bad to 5 = 

very good) with 18 items was used. The selection of the attributes analysed in 

this research was based on extant literature (e.g. Kozak, 2001; Gallarza & Saura, 

2006) and on the researchers’ knowledge of this destination. 

The destination loyalty was measure through four questions related to the 

intention to return to Santiago Island in the future, intention to return to Cape 

Verde, intention or willingness to recommend Cape Verde and intention or 

willingness to recommend Santiago Island. Questions had to be answered with 

a scale ranging from 1 = very unlikely to 5 = very likely. 

Finally, the questionnaire ends with questions related to the socio-

demographic profile of interviewed (e.g. nationality, residence country, age, 

education level and household income).  

The questionnaire administered was first developed in Portuguese, and 

then translated into three languages (English, France and Spanish) according to 

the most important international tourist markets of the Santiago Island.  

To test the content validity of the survey instrument a pilot study was con-

ducted on the 14th May in Praia Airport. 

Data Analysis 

In order to segment the international tourist market of the Santiago Island, a 

strategic segmentation based on three kinds of expenditures per person per day 

(expenditures on accommodation, on food and beverage and on transports) 

was used. For this purpose a hierarchical cluster analysis, using the Ward’s 

method and the Square Euclidean Distance was carried out. 

In order to compare the clusters identified concerning socio-demographic 

profile, travel motivations, travel behaviour, evaluation of destination features 

and loyalty to the destination, Chi-square and One-way analysis of variance 

were undertaken. All assumptions of these statistical tests were verified. 
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Results 

Segments based on expenditure pattern 

The dendogram for hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method and the 

data of the agglomeration schedule reveal that it is appropriate to consider the 

three-cluster solution based on expenditure per person per day in accommoda-

tion, food and beverage and transports. These expenditures included prepaid 

and local expenditures. In the literature several segmentation studies (e.g. Car-

neiro et al., 2011; Mok & Iverson, 2000; Spotts & Mahoney, 1991) based on ex-

penditure level identified three distinct segments. According to the economic 

relevance of the segments identified in this study to the destination, they were 

labelled as mentioned next: cluster 1 – the affordable; cluster 2 – the restrained and 

cluster 3 – the desired. 

 

Table 1. Market segments of Santiago Island according to expenditure variables 

Total 

Sample

The 

Affordable

The 

Restrained

The 

Desired
F. Sig.

N = 330 N = 54 N = 177 N = 99

Accommodation 56.17 3.01a 34.56b 90.86c 613.260 0.000

Food and beverage 37.48 10.69a 33.43b 41.06b 37.710 0.000

Transports 18.19 3.61a 17.72b 14.94b 13.270 0.000

Entertainment 5.17 3.50 5.28 2.51 1.120 0.325

Shopping 7.59 5.33 8.66 4.84 2.120 0.122

Other 8.40 2.37 8.34 7.55 1.700 0.183

Total 133.00 28.75a 108.02b 170.25c 166.21 0.000

Accommodation 422.12 111.11a 335.52b 603.1c 20.424 0.000

Food and beverage 355.35 337.46 348.99 223.67 1.986 0.139

Transports 234.43 113.62 335.65 85.22 3.012 0.051

Entertainment 138.35 206.16 100.97 19.23 2.686 0.070

Shopping 91.55 138.1b 67.35a 27.24a 4.870 0.008

Other 73.23 85.53 74.05 31.40 2.486 0.085

Total 1,315.00 998.35 1,282.56 985.52 0.79 0.454

Food 21.52 62.08b 7.84a 4.71a 4.013 0.019

Beverage 12.62 12.58 9.50 5.58 1.248 0.289

Handicraft 35.67 91.72b 31.62a 6.81a 6.324 0.000

Total 70.47 166.4b 48.97a 17.10a 8.453 0

Length of stay 10.52 20.76b 10.65a 6.06a 10.537 0.000

Legend
a - homogeneous subset 1; b - homogeneous subset 2; c - homogeneous subset 3.

Post Hoc test: Scheffe tests. In bold: statistical significant differences.

Anova

Average total expenditure 

per person and per day (€)

Expenditure pattern

Market segments

Average total expenditure 

per trip (€)

Average total expenditure 

in typical products (€)
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One-way analysis of variance was made to verify if there are significant statisti-

cal differences in various expenditure categories among the three clusters iden-

tified. The results reveal that the desired segment has the highest total average 

expenditure per person per day (170.25€), while the affordable segment has the 

lowest expenditure (28.75€). It is necessary almost six international tourists of 

the cluster 1 (the affordable) to have an expenditure similar to the average ex-

penditure of one international tourist of cluster 3 (the desired). The cluster 2 (the 

restrained) represents about 54% of the sample and includes medium spenders, 

with 108.02€ average expenditure per day. The expenditures of a tourist of 

cluster 3 in accommodation are more than the double of one tourist of the clus-

ter 2. Concerning daily expenditure on food and beverage and transport, there 

are no statistical differences between clusters 2 and 3. One other important 

finding of this study is that all segments have a low spending in entertainment. 

This behaviour could be attributed to the fact that the majority of international 

tourists that visit the Santiago Island being business tourists (Table 1). 

When the clusters identified in this study are compared concerning total ex-

penditure per trip no statistical differences are observed, since the total ex-

penditure not only depends of daily expenditure but also is directly related to 

length of stay. The three clusters identified have significant statistical differ-

ences in terms of length of stay. While the average length of stay of an interna-

tional tourist from cluster 1 is almost 20 days the average length of stay of a 

tourist from cluster 3 is only of 6 days. However, concerning expenditure cate-

gories, the cluster 3 (the desired) has the highest total expenditure on accommo-

dation while the cluster 1 (the affordable) has the highest expenditure on shop-

ping category. The majority of products acquired by international tourist inter-

viewed in this study could be categorized as typical products of Santiago Is-

lands. In this category, the handicraft products are the most acquired by all 

segments. However, the tourists of cluster 1 (the affordable) are the tourists that 

spend more in this kind of products (91.72€), spending more than the double of 

a tourist from cluster 2 and thirteen times more than a tourist from cluster 3 (the 

desired) (Table 1). 

Characteristics of the segments 

In order to define suitable strategies to increase the contribution of internation-

al tourism to economic development of Santiago Island is important to identify 

the differences among market segments. Therefore, the segments identified in 

this research were also compared, using statistical tests, regarding socio-
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demographic profile, travel motivation, travel behaviour, evaluation of destina-

tion features and loyalty to the destination. 

In terms of socio-demographic profile (Table 2) no statistical significant dif-

ferences between segments were found in marital status and economic activity 

status. However, there are statistical differences in age, nationality and resi-

dence country, gender, education level and household income, with cluster 3 

(the desired) being composed by a higher proportion of Portuguese, older tour-

ists, males, by tourists with a higher education level and with a higher house-

hold monthly income. In contrast, tourists of the cluster 1 (the affordable) are 

more likely to be females, to be younger, with lower education levels and lower 

household incomes. These results are in line with the studies of Carneiro et al. 

(2011), Mehmetoglu (2007) and Moufakkir et al. (2004). 

 

Table 2. Market segments of Santiago Island according to socio-demographic variables 

Total

The 

Affordable

The 

Restrained

The 

Desired
% Chi-square Sig. F. Sig.

Portuguese 25.0 33.3 64.0 42.9

French 14.3 22.2 7.0 15.0

American 10.7 2.6 8.0 6.2

Spanish 7.1 11.1 5.0 8.1

Other 42.9 30.8 16.0 27.8

Residence country

Portugal 28.6 33.6 63.6 43.5

France 14.3 23.3 4.0 14.4

USA 17.9 3.4 8.1 8.1

Spain 12.5 10.3 6.1 9.2

Other 26.8 29.3 18.2 24.7

Gender

Male 57.4 70.0 77.9 70.3

Female 42.6 30.0 22.1 29.7

Marital status

Single 41.1 32.5 30.0 33.3

Married 48.2 55.6 56.0 54.2

Other 10.7 12.0 14.0 12.5

Education level

Lower than higher education 35.7 20.0 16.2 21.9

Higher education 64.3 80.0 83.8 78.1

Economic activity status

Employed 76.8 74.4 86.7 79.3

Other 23.2 25.6 13.3 20.7

Household net monthly income (€)

< 2,000 25.9 20.5 8.6 17.4

2,000 - 4,000 44.4 37.5 33.3 37.5

> 4,000 29.9 42.0 58.1 45.2

41.70 37.38a 42.78b 41.86b 4.794 0.009

Legend
a - homogeneous subset 1; b - homogeneous subset 2; c - homogeneous subset 3.

Post Hoc test: Scheffe tests. In bold: statistical significant differences.

42.748 0.000

6.924 0.031

Market segments (% by column) Chi-square test Anova

Age (mean)

8.410 0.015

5.262 0.072

Socio-demographic profile 

Nationality

14.727 0.005

42.748 0.000

2.185 0.702
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As far as travel motivation is concerned, several statistical significant differ-

ences between the segments were identified (Table 3). However, the cluster 1 

(the affordable) and cluster 2 (the restrained) reveal some similarities; both are 

more motivated to increase knowledge, to be in a new and different environ-

ment, to socialize, to escape and to explore the natural and cultural attractions 

of Santiago Island. On the other hand, the tourists of cluster 3 (the desired) are 

the less motivated in all items of the scale used in this research, with exception 

of the items “participating in business meetings” and “participating in seminars, 

congresses and/or conferences”. These findings reveal, clearly, that the desired 

tourists in terms of daily expenditure, are mainly business tourists, corroborat-

ing other studies in this field (e.g. Legohérel & Wong, 2006; Lima & Eusébio, 

2010; Moufakkir et al., 2004). 

 

Table 3. Market segments of Santiago Island according to travel motivations variables 

Travel motivations*
Total 

Sample

The 

Affordable

The 

Restrained

The 

Desired
F. Sig.

N = 330 N = 54 N = 177 N = 99

Experiencing challenges and risk 2.35 2.28 2.31 2.16 0.349 0.706

Learning/expand knowledge 3.40 3.60b 3.61b 3.09a 4.689 0.010

Experiencing a calm environment 2.91 3.45b 2.80a 2.68a 6.189 0.002

Having new experiences 3.18 3.59b 3.34a,b 2.80a 6.393 0.002

Learn more about  myself 2.46 3.11b 2.41a 2.13a 9.081 0.000

Experiencing a new and different environment 3.35 4.00b 3.57b 2.74a 16.759 0.000

Interacting with local people 3.60 4.11b 3.8b 3.15a 10.013 0.000

Enjoying the scenery 3.34 3.96b 3.56b 2.78a 14.666 0.000

Being close to nature 3.08 3.60b 3.21b 2.57a 10.476 0.000

Avoiding everyday responsibilities 2.73 3.32b 2.78a 2.27a 11.137 0.000

Meet new people 3.49 4.00b 3.72b 2.89a 14.252 0.000

Get to know other cultures 3.66 4.07b 3.98b 3.02a 15.384 0.000

Performing different activities 3.08 3.44b 3.11a,b 2.75a 4.756 0.009

Feeling free to do what I want 2.63 3.09b 2.68a,b 2.22a 7.509 0.001

Resting 2.78 3.65b 2.76a 2.32a 16.467 0.000

Being  with friends 3.04 4.02c 3.07b 2.49a 20.279 0.000

Improving  physical abilities 2.22 2.87b 2.13a 1.90a 13.001 0.000

Visiting historical sites 2.70 3.33b 2.68a 2.29a 10.865 0.000

Tasting local cuisine 3.17 3.69b 3.26a,b 2.74a 8.755 0.000

Being in a clean environment 2.62 3.02b 2.68a,b 2.26a 6.016 0.003

Being with the family 2.13 3.15b 1.87a 1.67a 25.260 0.000

Having an experience that involves surprise 2.62 3.13b 2.66a,b 2.17a 9.279 0.000

Participating in seminars, congresses and/or conferences 2.28 1.77a 2.34a 2.64a,b 5.090 0.000

Participating in business meetings 3.03 1.89a 2.92b 3.93c 28.01 0.000

Legend
a - homogeneous subset 1; b - homogeneous subset 2; c - homogeneous subset 3.

Post Hoc test: Scheffe tests. In bold: statistical significant differences.

* 5 point Likert type scale, where 1 =  strongly disagree … 5 = strongly agree

Market segments Anova
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In terms of travel behaviour, significant statistical differences between the 

clusters were identified: sources of information used; travel group composition; 

type of accommodation, transports used and type of tourism activities under-

taken in Santiago Island (Table 4). The daily heavy spenders (the desirable) were 

more likely to use travel agency as information source, to travel with work col-

leagues, to use hotels, to use rented cars and to carry out more business activi-

ties and participate in seminars, congress and conferences. These results are in 

line with those obtained in other studies (e.g. Agarwal & Yochum, 1999; Díaz-

Pérez et al., 2005; Moufakkir et al., 2004; Mudambi & Baum, 1997; Lima and 

Eusébio, 2010) where the heavy spenders are more likely to use travel agencies, 

commercial accommodation, rented cars and to carry out more activities relat-

ed with business tourism. In contrast, the daily light spenders (the affordable), 

use more informal information sources (personal experience and friends and 

relatives recommendations), travel more with friends and relatives, are not so 

likely to use commercial accommodation and carry out more recreational, cul-

tural and sport activities in the destination. Finally, the daily medium spenders 

(the restrained), are more likely to use internet as information source, commer-

cial accommodation and carry out more recreational, cultural and sport activi-

ties than the heavy spenders but less than the light spenders. 

In order to define strategies to develop the tourism in Santiago Island is also 

crucial to compare the segments identified in terms of evaluation they make of 

the destination features, global satisfaction with this destination and loyalty. 

The results obtained (Table 5) show that there are no significant differences be-

tween segments concerning these variables. However, some specificities may 

be observed. Regarding destination features, natural resources such as beaches 

and fauna and flora are better evaluated by tourists from cluster 1 (the afforda-

ble) and cluster 2 (the restrained), while local culture and tourism information 

are better evaluated by tourists from clusters 1 and 3 (the desired). As far as 

global satisfaction is concerned, no statistical significant differences between 

clusters were found. Similar results were obtained in terms likelihood to return 

both to Santiago Island and Cape Verde, although all the segments reveal a 

high likelihood to return. In terms of likelihood of recommend this destination 

to friends and relatives, the tourists from cluster 1 present the highest values. 

These results evidence the relevance of tourists from this cluster (the affordable) 

who, besides having a low daily expenditure, have a long length of stay and, 

consequently, their total expenditure is similar to the tourists of cluster 3 (the 

desirable). Additionally, these tourists (the affordable) have an important role in 

the promotion strategy of Santiago Island, through the worth-of-mouth process. 
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Table 4. Market segments of Santiago Island according to travel behaviour variables 

Total

The 

Affordable

The 

Restrained

The 

Desired
% Chi-square Sig.

Sources of information*

Travel agency 7.1 19.7 28.0 20.1 9.737 0.008

Newspapers/ magazines/ radio/ TV 3.6 8.5 3.0 5.5 3.697 0.157

Internet 39.3 59.8 41.0 48.7 10.160 0.006

Catalogs/ brochures of companies or institutions 3.6 8.5 5.0 6.2 2.013 0.366

Personal experience 30.6 25.6 31.0 28.6 0.869 0.648

Family and friends  recommendations 50.0 28.2 11.0 26.4 28.472 0.000

Other 8.9 10.3 13.0 11.0 0.721 0.697

Type of travel organization

Package/ tour 9.1 10.3 8.0 9.2 0.333 0.848

Travel group

Alone 17.9 39.3 24.0 29.3

With family 33.9 14.5 5.0 15.0

With friends 30.4 11.1 7.0 13.6

With family and friends 7.1 3.4 0.0 2.9

With work colleagues and other people 10.7 31.6 64.0 39.2

Type of accommodation used

Hotel 10.7 50.0 96.0 59.1

Other commercial accommodation 23.2 34.3 4.0 20.2

Accommodation provided by friends and relatives 66.1 15.7 0.0 20.6

Type of transport in the destination

Own car 25.0 10.3 7.1 12.1

Rented car 17.9 32.5 42.4 33.1

Bus and organized trips 19.6 8.5 4.0 9.2

Other 37.5 48.7 46.5 45.6

Tourism activities carried out*

Visit museums and monuments 62.5 51.3 37.0 48.4 10.051 0.007

Going to beaches 76.8 53.8 35.0 51.6 25.495 0.000

Participating in cultural activities 26.8 23.9 12.0 20.1 6.702 0.035

Visiting recreational facilities 30.4 21.4 13.0 20.1 6.912 0.032

Participating in sport activities 35.7 28.2 9.0 22.7 18.116 0.000

Shopping 51.8 41.0 24.0 37.0 13.316 0.001

Participating in religious events 12.5 6.0 3.0 6.2 5.569 0.062

Participating in seminars, congress and/or conferences 8.9 24.8 24.0 21.2 6.408 0.041

Participating in business meetings 16.1 41.0 73.0 47.6 50.210 0.000

Other 14.3 6.0 4.0 7.0 6.167 0.046

Legend: 

In bold: statistical significant differences; * - with only values of "yes" category being presented.

27.258 0.000

Market segments (% by column) Chi-square test

Travel behaviour

78.269 0.000

147.120 0.000
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Table 5. Market segments of Santiago Island according to satisfaction and loyalty 

Total 

Sample

The 

Affordable

The 

Restrained

The 

Desired
F. Sig.

N = 330 N = 54 N = 177 N = 99

Evaluation of  destination features*

- Signpost /ease in finding locations 3.03 2.98 2.96 3.18 1.910 0.150

- Road infrastructure (quality) 3.02 3.07 2.94 3.13 1.191 0.360

- Climate 4.08 4.16 4.08 4.19 0.688 0.503

- Beaches 3.37 3.62b 3.28a,b 3.21a 3.432 0.034

- Landscape 3.75 3.91 3.82 3.59 2.578 0.078

- Flora/ fauna 3.24 3.52b 3.20a,b 3.04a 4.259 0.015

- Protected areas 3.06 3.12 3.02 2.98 0.400 0.671

- Customs and local culture 3.09 3.49b 2.90a 3.09a,b 5.910 0.003

- Historic sites 3.19 3.26 3.04 3.32 2.751 0.066

- Buildings and architecture 2.76 3.00 2.66 2.80 2.329 0.100

- Nightlife 3.04 3.21 2.99 3.06 0.994 0.372

- Hospitality of residents 4.17 4.13 4.21 4.12 0.371 0.690

- Tourism information 3.02 3.06a,b 2.69a 3.25b 8.874 0.000

- Safety 3.34 3.42a 3.19a 3.51a 3.314 0.038

- Value for money of the accommodation 3.16 3.35 3.13 3.07 1.151 0.318

- Value for money of food and drinks 3.25 3.37 3.29 3.15 1.031 0.358

- Value for money of transports 3.33 3.50 3.35 3.39 0.448 0.639

- Value for money of recreational, cultural and

sport activities 3.27 3.45 3.29 3.23 1.137 0.323

Global satisfaction** 3.87 4.02 3.79 3.80 1.724 0.180

Likelihood of returning to Cape Verde 4.18 4.18 4.09 4.33 1.948 0.145

Likelihood of returning to Santiago Island 4.07 4.20 3.96 4.18 1.831 0.162

Likelihood of recommending Cape Verde to

friends and  relatives 4.10 4.41b 4.15a 3.85a 7.096 0.001

Likelihood of recommending Santiago Island to

friends and  relatives 3.83 4.25b 3.78a 3.58a 8.161 0.000

Legend: 

* -  5 point Likert type scale, where 1 = very bad… 5 = very good;

** - 5 point Likert type scale, where 1 = very dissatisfied… 5 = very satisfied; 

*** - 5 point Likert type scale, where 1 = very unlikely… 5 = very likely

Market segments Anova

Satisfaction and  loyalty

Loyalty***

 

CONCLUSION  

This paper provides relevant guidelines to increase the contributions of tourism 

for the economic development of island destinations, specifically, for the de-

velopment of Santiago Island. 

The study revealed that the segmentation strategy based on the expenditure 

pattern is very useful for identifying potential inbound target markets of island 

destinations. Three interesting segments of international tourists to Santiago 

Island were identified. The economic development of this island should in-
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volve specific strategies to each of these segments. The cluster 3 (the desirable), 

essentially business tourists, are those who have the highest daily expenditure 

and already represent about a third of the total sample. To improve the eco-

nomic impact of this segment, efforts should be done in order to increase its 

length of stay, its participation in recreational, cultural and sport activities and 

the acquisition of local products. The cluster 1 (the affordable), including many 

tourists visiting friends and relatives, besides having the lowest daily expendi-

ture, is also very interesting because it has longer stays at the destination and 

buys more local products, contributing, in this way, to increase the tourism 

multiplier effects. Additionally, this segment, having a high place attachment 

to the destination, plays a very important role in the promotion of the Santiago 

Island. Taking into consideration that this cluster still represents only about 

16% of the total sample, policies to increase the number of this kind of tourists 

should be implemented. Last but not least, the cluster 2 (the restrained), a mix of 

conference attendants and cultural or recreational tourists, is the biggest seg-

ment of the sample (54% of the respondents) and has the highest total expendi-

ture at the destination. Efforts should be made in order to innovate the tourism 

products to increase daily expenditures and to incentive these tourists to travel 

with friends or family, given that this segment is likely to travel alone. 

One of the major limitations of this study refers to the recall bias concerning 

the visitors’ expenditures. This limitation will have higher impacts when the 

length of stay is higher. In order to overcome this limitation, other data collec-

tion approaches should be adopted to complement this study, such as a survey 

carried out during the visit. The small sample size and data collection limited 

to low season are other limitations of the study. Further research in order to 

increase the sample size and extend data collection to higher season should be 

undertaken. 

Longitudinal studies that enable the monitorisation of the evolution of the 

market segments and impacts of strategies implemented are crucial to this des-

tination, which is still in an initial stage of tourism development.  

Besides the importance of segmentation studies based on tourists’ expendi-

tures, to analyse the total economic relevance of the segments, it is also im-

portant to characterize these segments in terms of total multiplier effects gener-

ated in the destination. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to compare the effects of natural processes occurring on a 

slope without tourist impact and on a slope dissected by footpaths. Geomorphologic 

mapping using GPS was the main method used to study relief transformation on se-

lected slopes. Landforms were measured during different weather conditions from 

2009 to 2011. Tourist traffic measurements were carried out by means of tourist 

counters. In general, the development of landforms depends on weather conditions, 

geoecological zones and the intensity of tourist traffic.  This type of research provides 

useful information about the negative effects of tourist activity in high-mountain are-

as. The comparison of two slopes with different usage allows us to recognize the di-

rection of relief development. 

Key words: slope processes, interdisciplinary studies, tourist management, high-

mountain areas, the Western Tatra Mountains 

 

INTRODUCTION  

High-mountain areas are continuously transformed by various types of mor-

phogenetic processes (Boltiziar et. al, 2008; Kotarba, 2005; Krzemień, 2008). 

Natural processes are controlled by timberline (Krzemień et al., 1995; Troll, 

1973) and local environmental conditions. Natural hazards such as avalanches 

and debris flows are the most typical of processes occurring in high-mountain 

areas. Avalanches and debris flows contribute the most to mountain relief 

transformation (Barnikel & Becht, 2003; Crosta et al., 2003; Decaulne & Sae-

mundsson, 2006; Jacobson et al., 1989; Nyberg, 1989). 
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Special attention was paid to the occurrence and dynamics of processes oc-

curring above the timberline in the Tatra Mountains (Tatras). The slope relief 

transformation is usually driven by needle ice action, snow avalanche erosion, 

nivation, debris flow, solifluction as well eolian processes (Izmaiłow, 1984; Ko-

tarba, 1970). The effects of needle ice action are sliding and creeping of the soil 

cover. However, these processes do not occur across the entire slope surface. 

Nivation and deflation are limited to passes and upwind slopes (Izmaiłow, 

1984; Kotarba, 1970). Snow avalanches are limited to ravines and concave 

slopes. The morphological effects of snow avalanches in the Tatra Mountains 

are not as significant as those in other high-mountain areas (Kotarba, 1970; 

Rączkowska, 2006). The most important processes occurring in the study area 

are debris flows, mud flows and torrential flows (Kotarba, 1989; Krzemień, 

1988; Krzemień et al., 1995; Rączkowska, 2006). These processes as well as snow 

avalanches provide a connection between slope and channel subsystems 

(Kaszowski & Krzemień, 1979; Krzemień et al., 1995). An understanding of the 

effects of natural processes is important in order to predict slope development 

trends (Kotarba, 1992, 2005).  

Hiking is one of the most important factors that initiate the erosion process. 

This is the reason why tourist traffic should be limited to protected footpaths 

and tourist roads. In high-mountain areas, however, tourist infrastructure is 

difficult to maintain and requires systematic inspections, especially when the 

intensity of tourist traffic and that of natural processes are high. Anthropogenic 

degradation remains a current issue, as confirmed by many studies from dif-

ferent mountain areas – for example Mount Rainier National Park (Rechefort & 

Swinney, 2000) and the Rocky Mountains in the United States (Cole, & Monz, 

2004), Babia Góra Massif and Tatra National Park in Poland (Buchwał & Fi-

delus, 2008) as well the Bucegi Mountains in Romania (Mihai et al., 2009). Re-

ducing the negative effects of mass tourism requires recognition of the natural 

conditions in a given area. In addition, an important aspect of tourist manage-

ment is the recognition of management methods used in other mountain areas.  

A review of the research literature indicates that studies of processes occur-

ring on natural and tourist slopes tend to be conducted separately. However, it 

appears that these two types of slopes should be treated as integrated elements 

of one slope system. The aim of this paper is to compare the effects of natural 

processes on a slope without tourist impact and on a slope dissected by footpaths.  
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The recognition of similarities and differences in processes occurring on 

both types of slopes can provide better a understanding of the entire slope sys-

tem, its development and various aspects of tourist management.  

STUDY AREA 

The study area consists of the Western Tatra Mountains within Tatra National 

Park in southern Poland. This area includes two lithologically different parts: a 

crystalline part in the south and a sedimentary part in the north. The crystalline 

part consists of granitoids and metamorphic rocks. The sedimentary part gen-

erally consists of limestone, dolomite and marl (Bac-Mocaszwili et al., 1979). 

Podzolic rankers, umbric leptosols and orthic podzols occur on crystalline 

rocks. However, humic-rendzic leptosols, cambic-rendzic leptosols and umbric-

rendzic leptosols occur on calcareous rocks (Skiba et al., 2002). The thickness of 

the soil cover varies across Tatra slopes. The thickness of moraines is up to 40 

m. The thickness of saprolite on slopes without glacial transformation reaches 1 

m (Baumgart-Kotarba et al., 2008).  

The Tatra Mountains are a high-mountain area. There are two different 

types of relief: high-mountain relief and middle-mountain relief. Typical land-

forms in high-mountain relief are glacial cirques and post-glacial valleys with 

moraine cover. In the lower part of the mountains, typical landforms include 

deep and narrow V-shaped valleys and rocky slopes (Baumgart-Kotarba et al., 2008). 

The hydrogeological conditions in the study area vary substantially. There 

is low retention above the timberline, which is caused by impermeable bedrock 

and steep slopes. Below the timberline, however, the high density of vegetation 

improves infiltration conditions (Kotarba, 1992). 

High-mountain areas are characterized by variable weather conditions. The 

Western Tatras possess four seasons – niveopluvial (IV-VI), pluvial (VII-IX), 

pluvionival (X-XI) and nival (XII-III). Annual precipitation reaches 2,000 mm 

(Kłapa, 1980) 

There are three geoecological zones in the study area – a forest zone (below 

1,500 m a.s.l.), a subalpine zone (1,500–1,800 m a.s.l.) and an alpine zone (over 

1,800 m a.s.l.). The intensity of morphogenetic processes varies across these 

zones, especially above and below the timberline.  

Tatra National Park is the most popular tourist region in Poland and this is 

the reason why it has a high density of footpaths. The largest tourist traffic oc-

curs from May to September (data from Tatra National Park). The tourist traffic 
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is mostly confined to valley floors and the average daily flow rate is about 2,000 

tourists (data from Tatra National Park). There is less tourist traffic above the 

timberline but this area is much more susceptible to relief transformation. De-

tailed field research was conducted in the Chochołowska and Staników valleys (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. Study area with natural slope study sites (N1, N2, N3, N4) and tourist slope study sites 

(T1, T2, T3, T4, T5) 

METHODOLOGY 

Geomorphological mapping using GPS was the principal method used to study 

slope relief transformation. Geomorphological mapping was conducted by 

means of topographical maps at a scale of 1:10 000. Measurements of the longi-

tudinal profile and cross sections were made on footpaths and natural slope 

surfaces. In this paper, slopes are designated using two different names: natu-

ral slope and tourist slope. Slopes with no tourist impact are designated natural 

slopes and slopes dissected by footpaths are designated tourist slopes.    
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Landforms were measured in different seasons from 2009 to 2011. Tourist 

traffic measurements were carried out by means of tourist counters made by 

EcoCounter. Tourist counters were installed above and below the timberline. 

Their location depended on the natural conditions of footpaths. Tourist coun-

ters were installed in uprooted tree holes and rock debris sites. The number of 

tourist counters was nine. However, this paper uses data from only one tourist 

counter.  

In order to analyze the long-term development of the studied slopes we 

took into consideration previous studies conducted by other researchers. In 

order to avoid the influence of natural factors such as geology and geoecologi-

cal zones, we compared slopes with the same natural conditions. 

Seasonal Differentiation of Morphogenetic Processes  

The type and intensity of slope processes depend upon weather conditions 

changing throughout the year. There are four morphogenetic seasons in the 

Western Tatra Mountains. The type and intensity of slope processes are differ-

ent in each season and for each type of slope usage. A comparison of a natural 

and a tourist slope was performed using Kłapa’s (1980) season classification 

system.   

The high density of tourist footpaths in Tatra National Park (1.3 km km-2) is 

the result of the increasing popularity of hiking in the area. Tourist traffic in the 

Tatras has increased substantially in the last few decades. The mass tourism 

effect in protected areas is concentrated along footpaths and in surrounding 

areas. 

Niveopluvial season 

Snowmelt season is important in relief transformation both on natural and 

tourist slopes. Oversaturation of the soil cover is caused by water from melting 

snow, which reduces soil cover stability. In these conditions, saturation over-

land flow occurs (Fig. 2A). The result of that is soil creep and shallow land-

slides. Typical process during this season is nivation, which causes develop-

ment of nival niches (Fig. 2B). They occur in concave slopes filled with snow 

patches. Concave slopes are also susceptible to the triggering of snow ava-

lanches. An example of this landform can be found in Litworowa Valley. The 

development of erosive landforms occurs on surfaces without compact vegeta-

tion. These are typical for tourist slopes constantly transforming via mechanical 

impact of tourist traffic. Linear runoff and needle ice action are the most com-
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mon processes found to occur on tourist footpaths. The effects of needle ice ac-

tion are slope undercuts and erosive niches (Fig. 2E, F). 

 

 

Figure 2. Natural and tourist slope processes and landforms: A – sheet flow (N4), B – nival niche 

(N1), C – torrential fan (N3), D – snow avalanche (N1), E – needle ice action (T4), F – undercut in 

footpath edge zone made by needle ice action (T4), G – coarse debris on footpath as a result of ex-

treme event (T1; photo by J. Krzeptowski-Sabała), H – bare surfaces on tourist slope (T3) 

Pluvial season 

The pluvial season is characterized by the most intense rainfall of the year. The 

effect of extreme rainfall is infiltration excess overland flow and saturation 

overland flow. The most significant relief transformations during this season 

take place after several days of medium intensity rainfall followed by torrential 

rainfall. An example of such an event is precipitation of 104 mm in 45 minutes 

in Staników Valley on June 5, 2007 (data from the Institute of Meteorology and 

Water Management, Fig. 3A). Field research and data from three meteorologi-

cal stations located 5–10 km apart indicate highly variable precipitation 

amounts. Based on this data, it is possible to infer that this rainfall event had a 
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small range. The effects of extreme rainfall in this case were erosive undercuts, 

deep evorsion hollows as well as the movement of coarse debris (Fig. 2G). Re-

lief transformations along other footpath sections are generally connected with 

incisions as well as small torrential fans, which expand following future rainfall 

events. However, natural slopes during heavy rainfall are transformed by tor-

rential flows, especially in the forest belt. The effect of this process is torrential 

fans, which develop as a result of debris movement from upper parts of slopes 

to valley floors. An example of such an event was a torrential flow observed 

after a rainfall of 82 mm on September 1, 2010 in Wielkie Koryciska Valley (da-

ta from the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management, Fig. 2C). Another 

process connected with extreme events may be lateral stream erosion in the 

forest belt. When footpaths are located in the vicinity of a channel bank on a 

tourist slope, the channel bank may be destroyed within a short time. However, 

on natural slopes, it is mass movements that occur most often. Runoff is the 

principal process on both types of slopes but it is more significant on tourist 

slopes. Runoff on natural slopes is limited to surfaces without vegetation, for 

example, niches resulting from nivation, soil creep, deflation or seepage ero-

sion. In the course of long-term rainfall, episodic springs could become activat-

ed. At this time, footpaths and tourist roads turn into small channels. In this 

case, seepage erosion is activated and intensified on natural slopes. The most 

important process on both types of slopes in the pluvial season is linear ero-

sion. However, on natural slopes, this process is generally limited to areas with 

concave cross sections. 

Pluvionival season 

This period is characterized by a small amount of precipitation. In this context, 

the soil cover is quasi-stable and there is little risk of relief transformation. Fre-

quent temperature oscillations about 0˚C create good conditions for needle ice 

action. This process may cause soil movement but it is limited to bare surfaces 

on both types of slopes (Fig. 2H). However, on tourist slopes, the effects of this 

process are more pronounced because of the mechanical impact of tourist traf-

fic. This season is best for eolian processes. The principal effects of these pro-

cesses are deflation niches and gelideflation steps.   

Nival season 

This is the least active morphogenetic season of the year. The thick snow cover 

inhibits natural and anthropogenic process action. These are good conditions 

for snow avalanches to occur. Snow avalanches can transform both types of 
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slopes. Soil cover degradation and vegetation degradation are the main mor-

phological results of snow avalanches. The next stage is the development of 

unstable surfaces directly exposed to runoff and needle ice action. An example 

of such an event is the snow avalanche in Litworowa Valley in 2009 (Fig. 2D). 

Based on the landforms identified, it is possible to infer that direct effects of 

snow avalanches are not morphologically significant. Snow avalanches trigger 

activation and intensification processes in other seasons. This is especially true 

of runoff, needle ice action and nivation. In the case of tourist slopes, snow ava-

lanches can destroy entire sections of footpaths. This may result in changes to 

the course of an affected tourist footpath. 

 

 

Figure 3. Daily sum of rainfall at three meteorological stations from 1 VI to 11 VI 2007 with inten-

sive rainfall of 104,2 mm during 45 minutes on 5 VII 2007 (data from Institute of Meteorology and 

Water Management) (A). The tourists traffic number on footpath section Chochołowska Meadow-

Grześ Summit  (1653 m a.s.l.) from 29 VI to 21 VII 2009 (T2; B) 
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Slope Development Trends 

Slope development depends on bedrock resistance, morphometric parameters 

and the intensity of tourist traffic. All three factors affect the intensity of pro-

cesses and development trends.  

Natural slope and tourist slope development is not uniform across large 

surfaces. There exist local surfaces with higher process intensity (Fig. 4A). The-

se areas differ in size. In contrast to natural slopes, tourist slope relief transfor-

mation can only be linear, resulting from the linear nature of tourist footpaths.  

Morphogenetic process variances between natural and tourist slopes gener-

ate different development trends (Fig. 5). This is directly connected to sediment 

movement and the development of erosive and accumulation landforms. The 

changing longitudinal profile on natural slopes results from gravitational pro-

cesses. The consequence of these transformations is niche development in up-

per parts of slopes as a result of nivation, mass movement and torrential fans in 

lower parts of slopes. In addition, the changing local longitudinal profiles and 

cross sections of natural slopes may be caused by seepage erosion limited to 

spring niches. However, on tourist slopes, the main relief transformations are 

related to cross section changes. This is the result of close interactions between 

tourist traffic impact and natural processes. The mechanical impact of tourists 

has different types of negative effects (Fig. 4A). The most important negative 

effect is alternative footpath formation. This type of tourist impact produces 

degraded zones, which are predisposed to further transformation by natural 

processes (Fig. 2H). The result is incisions, evorsion hollows, nival and defla-

tion niches as well as gelideflation steps along footpaths.  

Landform evolution contributes to the expansion of denuded surfaces, 

which undergo further transformation via morphogenetic processes on both 

types of slopes. Nevertheless, the origin of the denuded surfaces is heterogene-

ous on both types of slopes. Extreme processes on natural slopes are mainly 

responsible for the largest relief transformations on surfaces without vegeta-

tion. However, on tourist slopes, anthropogenic degradation is the key to the 

development of bare surfaces. 

Natural Controls of Tourism Infrastructure  

One aspect of the management of protected areas should be the marking of 

tourist footpaths and other areas of tourist infrastructure, which takes into ac-

count the natural conditions of the given slope. This issue was investigated by 

Krzemień (2004, 2008) on the volcanic slopes of the Monts Dore Massif in 
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France. The most common form of human activity in high-mountain areas in 

Poland is hiking (Buchwał & Fidelus, 2008; Prędki, 2004). A suitable designa-

tion of hiking areas and appropriate technical staff are needed for the sustaina-

ble development of protected areas. Skiing, horse riding and grazing can also 

produce major relief changes in mountain areas (Buchwał et al., 2009; Olive & 

Marion, 2009). Therefore, a good understanding of a given slope system is im-

portant for the proper management of tourist areas. Improper designation of 

footpaths can destroy the stability of the natural environment, especially in 

high intensity tourist areas. An example of improper designation would be 

footpath creation in a landslide area, which in turn can reactivate landslides. 

This is observed on the tourist slope of the Babia Góra Massif (Fig. 4B). Another 

example would be footpath creation in the vicinity of a stream channel bank. 

This occurred in the Staników Valley. Footpath creation in a snow avalanche 

area is also not proper. In this case, tourists passing by could trigger an ava-

lanche. Therefore, if it is not possible to create a footpath in another area, the 

given tourist region should be closed to tourists until the total disappearance of 

the snow cover. As mentioned previously, natural processes in tourist areas 

depend on tourist traffic (Olive & Marion, 2009). 

 

 

Figure 4. The examples of negative effects of tourist impact: A – The tourist’ slope cross section (T5). 

Axis indicates main direction of relief transformations; B – Tourist footpath in landslide area in the 

Babia Góra Massif (Beskidy Mountains, Poland) 
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In such areas, it is important to identify hiking trends. A tourist counter is 

one method of determining the intensity and direction of tourist traffic in diffi-

cult high-mountain conditions (Fig. 4B). Such information could be useful in 

the management of natural areas and may contribute to the improvement of 

tourist infrastructure. Research in different high-mountain areas indicates that 

tourist slope management increases the intensity of morphogenetic processes 

(Buchwał & Fidelus, 2008). The management of protected areas is an important 

aspect of efforts to explore new methods designed to minimize the negative 

effects of anthropogenic impact as shown by studies of Mount Rainier National 

Park in the United States (Rechefort & Swinney, 2000). Mihai et al. (2009) stud-

ied the Bucegi Mountains in Romania and was able to show close interactions 

between geomorphological conditions and tourism. The tourist attractiveness 

of an area is linked to the nature of the local terrain and drives tourist traffic, 

which in turn generates a specific course of erosive processes. Tourist slopes 

feature slope sections with numerous polygenetic landforms. The development 

of these landforms depends on the mechanical impact of tourists. Interdiscipli-

nary studies yield a very important approach to a better recognition of envi-

ronmental issues in high-mountain areas. This interdisciplinary approach is 

particularly important in protected areas where one of the main goals is to 

maintain the stability of natural ecosystems. 

 
Figure 5. Natural and tourist slope subsystems development trends 
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CONCLUSION 

High-mountain areas are characterized by a wide variety of relief changes. This 

diversity depends on slope usage. The same types of processes taking place on 

natural slopes and tourist slopes produce different effects. This differentiation 

results from the different percentage of bare surfaces on different slopes. Foot-

paths and tourist roads are the most exposed to relief transformation due to 

prominent bare surfaces. Moreover, the mechanical impact of tourists contrib-

utes to soil and saprolite fragmentation. However, bare surfaces on natural 

slopes are characterized by rock pavement, which can make them more re-

sistant to erosion. Therefore, the intensity of morphogenetic processes is lower 

on natural slopes than on tourist slopes. 

An interdisciplinary approach is needed in order to gain a better under-

standing of interactions between particular elements of the natural environ-

ment. Hence, scientific research can be used to help improve tourism manage-

ment methods in protected mountain areas. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to explore, through a case-study approach, combining content analy-

sis of written promotional materials and a survey directed to rural tourism entrepre-

neurs, how local food productions are presented and offered to tourists in Campania 

and Tuscany. It is argued that rural tourism entrepreneurs, namely the ones directly 

connected with accommodation supply could play a paramount role in using and dif-

fusing particular features of rurality through the mobilization of specific symbols and 

material elements, which in the tourists’ imaginary correspond to the typical country-

side. Despite the central position of local food productions in the overall tourism offer 

and in promoting rural areas as unique destinations, evidence suggests that its char-

acter and its connection to local territories are seldom putted in evidence. 

Key words: local food productions, rural tourism, Italy. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Rural tourism entrepreneurs, namely the ones directly connected to accommo-

dation supply, generally have a paramount role in using and diffusing particu-

lar images and features of rurality through the mobilization and effective use of 

particular signs, symbols and material elements, which in the tourists imagi-

nary characterize the typical countryside (Figueiredo & Raschi, 2011; forthcom-

ing). Among those elements and symbols, local traditional food products and 

gastronomy, hold a central position.  

Food is an important part of the culture and identity of a territory, reflecting 

the biophysical specificities of the local environment, the main agricultural 

productions, activities and traditions, the know-how and a particular vision of 

the world local population has developed throughout the centuries. Local food 

products and local gastronomy frequently represent key elements in the overall 
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tourism offer, contributing to enhance tourists’ experience and local communi-

ties’ development. Despite this recognition, previous evidence suggests that the 

connection between local food productions and rural tourism activities is still 

faint.  

Based on a case-study approach, combining content analysis of promotional 

materials and a survey directed to rural tourism entrepreneurs, this paper aims 

to analyze how local food productions are presented, offered and sold to tour-

ists in five municipalities of two Italian regions (Campania and Tuscany). This 

discussion is particularly important in peripheral regions of Europe – as it is 

the case of the five municipalities analyzed here – due to the general decreasing 

economic and social role of agricultural activities combined with a growing 

investment on tourism activities. Although some results of this study were al-

ready published (Figueiredo & Raschi, 2011; forthcoming) the paper will focus 

mainly on unpublished data, related to the connection between local food and 

tourism activities.  

Despite the exploratory nature and the limitations of the study, empirical 

evidence reveals that regardless the relevance attributed to local food as a pro-

motional asset, its character and its connection to local territories are seldom 

put in evidence. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tourism is often presented as the panacea for rural areas socioeconomic prob-

lems, particularly in peripheral European regions, where the countryside expe-

rienced major transformations in consequence of the declining role of agricul-

ture. These transformations and its diverse consequences have been broadly 

discussed throughout the last decades (Cloke, 2006; Cloke & Goodwin, 1993; 

Halfacree, 2006; Marsden, Lowe & Whatmore, 1990) giving raise to the post-

productivism paradigm (Marsden ,1995) within rural studies and to the notion 

of a rural space without productive functions (Figueiredo, 2008). A rural that is 

beyond agriculture (Marsden, 1995) and increasingly portrayed and perceived 

as a consuming idyll, directly opposing super productivist spaces in which the 

‚key spatial practices are consumption-oriented, notable leisure (<)‛ 

(Halfacree, 2006: 57).  

Although some dimensions of the post-productivism theories might be con-

tested (Evans et al., 2002) it is increasingly evident the political and social per-

ception and valorization of peripheral rural areas of Europe as leisure places, as 

well as the growing demand for rural tourism destinations, particularly from 
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urban populations (Bell, 2006; Halfacree, 2006). The current tourism-oriented 

consumptions of the rural are based on strongly positive images and feelings 

on the countryside (Bell, 2006; Perkins, 2006) which are apparently increasingly 

hegemonic and global (Bell, 2006; Cloke, 2006; Halfacree, 2006; McCarthy, 2008) 

due to the diffusion of certain symbols and signs of rurality which seem ever 

detached from the materiality of rural territories. These images and symbols 

are mainly (although not exclusively) conveyed through promotional materials 

and means used by the tourism industry and RTE and contribute to form the 

background to current and increasing rural commodification processes 

(Figueiredo & Raschi, forthcoming; McCarthy, 2008; Perkins, 2006).  

Tourism promotional materials include a diversity of means (internet, 

guide-tours, brochures, business cards, leaflets, postcards) and tools (words, 

videos, pictures) (Choy et al., 2007). Although ‚based on local characteristics 

and therefore ‘authentic’, these promotional elements are often sculpted to be 

more attractive and assertive‛ (Figueiredo & Raschi, forthcoming), by using 

affective, cognitive and conative elements to shape a destination image (Choy 

et al., 2007) contributing to shape tourists’ decision making. RTE promotional 

materials frequently utilize images and features of rurality, mobilizing and us-

ing particular signs, symbols and material elements of the rural territories in 

which they operate. 

Among the symbols and material elements, local traditional foodstuffs and 

gastronomy generally hold a central position as pull factors in the promotion of 

tourism destinations (du Rand et al., 2003; du Rand & Heath, 2006; Horng & 

Tsai, 2012). As many authors (Béssiere, 1998; Fonte, 2008; Fonte & Papadopou-

los, 2010; Horng & Tsai, 2012; Montanari & Staniscia, 2009; Sims, 2009) demon-

strate, food is a relevant part of the culture and identity of a territory reflecting 

material and immaterial aspects, such as the biophysical conditions, local envi-

ronment, main agricultural productions, activities and traditions as well as a 

particular vision of the world and the know-how local populations have devel-

oped throughout the centuries. As Bessière (1998) points out, agricultural 

products and the ways they are transformed, prepared and presented are part 

of the culture and tradition that are closely linked to the territory. Food is there-

fore more than just food (more than just nutrients) as it places people ‚in a so-

cial universe and a cultural order‛ (Bessière, 1998: 24). Food can be considered 

a patrimony (Fonte, 2008) and a social and cultural construction (Bessière, 

1998).  
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Local food products and gastronomy frequently represent key elements in 

the overall tourism offer, contributing to enhance the tourists’ experience 

(Boyne et al., 2003; Cohen & Avieli, 2004; Montanari & Staniscia, 2009; Renko et 

al., 2010; Telfer & Wall, 1996; Vieira & Figueiredo 2010). However, as du Rand 

and Heath (2006) explain, both from institutional bodies and researchers, the 

attention to the role of local food in tourism activities and experiences, is rela-

tively recent. As Renko et al. (2010: 311) emphasize, food study in the tourism 

social science was until recently ‚simply ignored or taken for granted‛. Nowa-

days the relevance of foodstuffs for tourism, particularly regarding rural areas 

is recognized, not only because – as mentioned above – food is part of the cul-

ture and heritage of territories – but also due to the value it adds to the image 

of a particular destination (du Rand et al., 2003, Renko et al., 2010); to the po-

tentialities it presents in terms of destination differentiation and competiveness 

(Bessière, 1998; du Rand & Heath, 2006; Renko et al., 2010); and to the potential 

contribution it can give to rural development, especially in peripheral areas 

(Brunori & Rossi, 2000; Renting et al., 2003; Sims, 2009, Tregear et al., 2007). 

Several authors pointed out the mutual advantages that RTE and local food 

producers may obtain from strengthen the links between them (Boyne et al. 

2003; Brunori & Rossi 2000; Telfer & Wall 1996; Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010), par-

ticularly, as mentioned, by enhancing the overall tourism products and experi-

ences and by providing economic stimuli to preserve local agricultural produc-

tions (Boyne et al., 2003; Montanari & Staniscia, 2009). Despite this recognition 

the connection between local food productions and rural tourism activities is 

still faint (Malevolti, 2003; Renting et al., 2003; Telfer & Wall, 1996; Vieira & 

Figueiredo, 2010), due  to several factors, ranging from the inadequacy and in-

existence of local networks between tourism entrepreneurs, farmers and other 

stakeholders (du Rand  & Heath, 2006; Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010); to the lack of 

knowledge among tourism operators and tourists on local food character (Ma-

levolti, 2003; Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010). Also the insufficient ability on the 

supply side in providing local productions (Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010) and the 

lack of effective marketing and communication strategies (du Rand & Heath, 

2006; Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010) are often pointed out as a major constraints in 

building fruitful connections between local food productions and rural tourism 

activities.  
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METHODOLOGY 

Research Questions 

The study was exploratory in nature therefore the use of research questions 

seems more appropriate than the test of hypotheses. The following research 

questions were addressed in the study: 

 How do the promotional materials used by the RTE present local food-

stuffs? 

 Which products are more frequently promoted and offered to tourists? 

 What is the relevance attributed by the RTE owners/managers to local 

features, particularly to food productions, in promoting their estab-

lishments and local communities? 

 Which products are more often demanded by the guests? 

 What is the relevance attributed by the RTE to the establishment of 

links with local farmers and producers? 

 Which are the main constraints and opportunities the RTE own-

ers/managers identify in offering, using and selling local foodstuffs? 

Case Studies 

The five municipalities (Table 1) studied are representative of the broader 

changes in the Italian countryside. Although characterized by a large variety of 

rural environments in consequence of historical, environmental and socioeco-

nomic diversities (Figueiredo and Raschi, forthcoming), in recent years many 

agrarian systems and rural areas in Italy faced major transformations. Among 

these, the reductions in farmers’ incomes and the declining role of agriculture 

and forest are especially relevant, resulting in the abandonment of 15 to 20% of 

farmland and in losses in socioeconomic dynamics in rural territories. Howev-

er, as Fonte (2008) refers, this declining situation somehow helped to preserve 

some traditional characteristics, such as local food culture. 
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Table 1. Number and type of tourism establishments, by region, province and municipality 

 

 

Region 

 

 

Province 

 

Municipality 

Agro-

Tourism 

Room 

rental and 

B&B Hotels 

Holiday 

houses 

 

TOTAL 

Tuscany Siena Rapolano Terme 15 1 4 2 22 

 Arezzo Chitignano 1 1 1 1 4 

  Ortignano/Raggiolo 1 1 0 1 3 

TOTAL   17 3 5 4 29 

Campania Benevento San Marco dei Cavoti 5 10 0 1 16 

  San Giorgio la Molara 4 1 0 0 5 

TOTAL   9 11 0 1 21 

TOTAL   26 14 5 5 50 

  

The selection of case studies was based on previous research as well as on 

their diversity in terms of tourism development, agricultural activities and so-

cioeconomic contexts. Despite the differences, mainly regarding landscape and 

natural characteristics, some similar demographic and socioeconomic features 

and trends can be identified: heavy depopulation processes in the last five dec-

ades, generally low levels of literacy among local population and severe ageing 

processes, which are common features to a large part of the Italian countryside 

and other southern and peripheral European rural areas (Figueiredo & Raschi, 

forthcoming). 

San Marco dei Cavoti and San Giorgio la Molara are located in a remote part 

of Campania region, in the southern part of Italy, in which agriculture is still a 

relevant activity and tourism is not much developed. Ortignano/Raggiolo and 

Chitignano lay in a mountain area of Tuscany (central part of Italy) rich in 

abandoned chestnut and beech forests. Agriculture possesses a residual role as 

well as tourism. Rapolano Terme is located in an area which can be considered 

as the typical Tuscany, where the landscape is dominated by castles and farm-

houses spread among cereal fields, olive plantations and oak groves (Figueire-

do & Raschi, forthcoming). Here, due to the presence of geothermal springs 

and to the proximity of Siena, tourism has some relevance, while agriculture is 

declining. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

In a first phase, the promotional materials of 50 RTE (all the existing in 2008) 

were analyzed, including agro-tourism, room rental and bed & breakfasts, ho-

tels and holiday houses (Table 1). Content analysis (both qualitative and quan-

titative) of the written parts of the materials (websites, business cards, leaflets) 
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was performed. Particularly regarding local food productions, categorization of 

the content of the promotional materials involved the identification of the 

products promoted and their description (words used and its relation with lo-

cal territories). The content analysis performed indicated that local food pro-

ductions were used in promotional materials in a more consistent way than 

other dimensions of rurality.  

Based on the previous findings and to better understand the liaisons be-

tween rural tourism and local foodstuffs, in 2010 a survey was directed to all 

the owners/managers of the 50 RTE. 42 valid responses were obtained. The 

survey included mainly questions related to the relevance attributed to local 

foodstuffs in promoting the RTE and in attracting guests; to the food produc-

tions more often demanded by and sold to the guests; to the links between the 

RTE and the local and regional stakeholders and to the main opportunities and 

constraints identified in using and selling local food productions to guests. Due 

to the small number of respondents, data from the survey was analyzed using 

descriptive procedures. 

RESULTS  

As shown in Table 1, Bed & breakfast units are the most frequent type of ac-

commodation in Campania municipalities. In Tuscany, despite the lower rele-

vance of agriculture, agro-tourism establishments are dominant. In both re-

gions the RTE are generally of small dimension (52% possess less than six bed-

rooms and 38% less than six beds), which partially explains the low number of 

guests in 2009 (28.5% of the RTE received less than 50 guests). In Campania, the 

majority of guests are from Italy, while in Tuscan municipalities guests are 

equally from Italy and other countries.  

All the Campania RTE began operating after 1995, which was directly con-

nected to the availability of European Union (EU) funds. In fact, all the estab-

lishments in the two municipalities benefited from EU funds (from 45 000€ to 

100 000€). Although in Tuscan municipalities the majority of the RTE began 

operating also after 1995, only a few (five out of 26) had financial support (less 

than 66 000€). These findings are related to the main motivations to open the 

RTE: in Campania the opportunity to restore the houses and in Tuscany the possi-

bility of starting a business.  

The majority of the owners/managers of the RTE have between 36 and 55 

years old. 22 are females and 20 are males. 21 are born in the same municipality 

where the RTE is located and 12 in the same region. The majority possess edu-
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cational qualifications equivalent to high school and 12 a university diploma. 

28 have other professional occupations besides the RTE. The establishment is 

the main source of income only for 8 respondents, 6 of them from the Tuscan 

municipalities. For the majority, the RTE revenue represents less than 25% of 

the overall family income. These data confirms the small dimension of the es-

tablishments and help to further explain the results obtained.  

Data from the analysis of promotional materials shows a relatively strong 

connection with local agriculture productions, olive oil, wine and vegetables 

being the most promoted in Tuscan municipalities and meat, cheese, vegetables 

and wine in Campania. These products are promoted through a variety of 

words which symbolize a certain way of growing and preparing local produc-

tions. Traditional is the word more frequently used to presented local food and 

cuisine in the promotional materials in both regions, followed by typical, genu-

ine and natural. In Tuscan municipalities, the word Tuscan  and the expression 

della terra  (from the land) are also used, while in Campania there is no active 

use of any symbol or word explicitly connected to local culture and territoriali-

ty (Figueiredo & Raschi 2011; forthcoming) 

Regarding the food products actually served/sold to guests, data from the 

survey (Table 2) show that the majority of the 34 RTE, which serve or sell any 

type of foodstuffs, either produce it themselves (particularly agro-tourism 

units) or buy it from local farmers and/or retailers.  
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Table 2. Food products used and sold in the RTE and their origin (number of RTE) 

Campania Tuscany

Food Products

self 

production

local regional 

farmers/shops

large 

supermarkets

self production 

and local 

farmers/shops All

Does not 

Use

self 

production

local regional 

farmers/shops

large 

supermarkets

self 

production 

and local 

farmers/shops All

Does not 

Use

bread 4 8 1 0 0 2 2 6 1 1 1 8

milk 3 4 7 0 1 0 0 2 9 0 0 8

cereals 4 0 9 0 0 2 1 4 5 0 0 9

olive oil 5 2 0 0 0 8 10 5 2 0 1 1

wine 3 4 0 0 0 8 5 5 2 0 1 6

fruits 3 6 1 1 1 3 1 5 6 0 0 7

chestnuts 2 0 0 0 0 13 3 0 2 0 0 14

vegetables 6 1 0 0 0 8 8 2 3 2 1 3

aromatic herbs 6 0 1 0 0 8 6 2 0 1 0 10

cheese 4 3 3 0 0 5 0 4 5 1 0 9

yogurt 2 0 6 0 0 6 2 0 6 0 0 12

ham/salami 5 2 4 1 0 3 0 3 3 2 2 9

pasta 6 0 1 0 0 8 4 1 4 1 0 9

honey 0 10 2 0 0 3 4 8 0 0 0 7

jam 9 1 4 0 0 1 5 3 3 1 0 7

sauces 6 0 0 0 0 9 10 1 0 0 0 8

mushrooms 1 4 0 0 0 10 2 5 3 0 0 9

cow meat 3 3 0 1 0 8 0 4 2 0 3 10

sheep and goat meat 3 4 0 0 0 8 0 2 2 1 3 11

pork meat 5 2 0 0 0 8 0 3 2 1 3 10

cakes and sweets 8 2 4 0 0 1 9 1 0 1 0 8

eggs 5 1 0 0 0 6 5 2 3 0 1 11

poultry 5 1 0 0 0 6 5 2 3 0 1 11  

 

However the number of RTE that buy some of the products also from large 

supermarkets is relatively high. The results presented in Table 2 also corrobo-

rate the above mentioned regional differences in terms of products used and 

sold in the RTE.  

This evidence also indicates that RTE value the connections with local farm-

ers and/or retailers. In fact, 28 respondents declared to have this type of liai-

sons. The advantages of these connections are mainly identified by the re-

spondents as: to help local community development, to have more guests and to in-

crease the services and products offered to guests. However, the small number of 

farmers and retailers (2 to 3) with whom the RTE have connections, emphasizes 

the small dimension of the establishments as well as the faint impact of these 

connections in local socioeconomic fabrics. 

Table 3 shows the results regarding the perception of the advantages and 

constraints of buying foodstuffs from local producers and farmers. The ad-

vantages perceived are superior to the constraints identified. Among the ad-

vantages, better quality and authenticity together with the support to local economy 
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stand out.  The higher price and the irregularities in the supply are the more fre-

quent constraints identified by the respondents. 

Table 3. Perceived advantages and constraints of buying foodstuffs locally, 

by region (% of positive answers) 

Advantages of buying food 

products locally Campania Tuscany 

better quality  11 8 

better flavor 9 4 

certification 5 7 

authenticity 11 8 

support local economy 10 7 

mantain traditional agriculture 5 6 

convenience/proximity 5 5 

guests preferences 8 6 

lower price 2 0 

Constraints to buying food 

products locally Campania Tuscany 

higher price 5 6 

bad presentation 0 1 

inferior quality 0 0 

irregularities in supply 3 6 

no invoincing 1 2 

insufficient production 0 2 

bad hygienic standards 1 0 

  

Regarding the perception of the most relevant aspects to attract guests to 

RTE, results (Table 4) demonstrate that local and RTE agricultural activities and 

food and wine products are amongst the items less valued, particularly in Rap-

olano Terme and in the southern municipalities. It is particularly surprising 

that in Rapolano Terme where the larger number of agro-tourism establish-

ments is located, only 43% of the RTE attributed relevance to these aspects in 

attracting guests. Local landscape, local traditional architecture, local natural ele-

ments and (in the Tuscan case) proximity to main cities and monuments are the 

most valued attributes in attracting guests to the municipality and the estab-

lishment. Content analysis of promotional materials, although evidencing a 

greater emphasis on the immersion in nature and in the green to characterized the 

establishments and its surroundings, also highlight local food productions and 
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gastronomy as relevant features of the destinations. Somehow, this finding in-

dicates a relative inconsistency between the promotion and the effective use 

and recognition, by the RTE, of foodstuffs and gastronomy as major attractions 

of the destination. 

Table 4. Most relevant aspects to attract guests to RTE, by municipality (% of positive answers) 

  TuscanMunicipalities Campania Municipalities 

Features Rapolano  Chitignano Ortignano/ San Marco  San Giorgio 

  Terme   Raggiolo dei Cavoti la Molara 

Local landscape 100 100 100 76.9 100 

Local traditional architecture 81 100 100 76.9 100 

Architecture of RTE 85.7 50 100 61.5 100 

Local natural elements 90.5 100 100 59.2 100 

Local agricultural activities 40 100 66.7 53.8 100 

Agricultural activities in RTE 57.1 0 66.7 23.1 66.7 

Local culture and festivities 52.4 0 100 100 66.7 

Local tourism activities 73.8 100 100 30.8 100 

Activities in RTE 90.5 100 100 27.3 66.7 

Services in RTE 90.5 100 100 45.5 100 

Local traditional wine/food products 85.7 0 100 84.6 66.7 

Wine/food products in RTE 42.9 0 66.7 15.4 33.3 

Proximity to main cities and 

monuments 100 100 100 30.8 33.3 

Availability of transport connections 85.7 0 66.7 15.4 33.3 

  

The majority of the respondents consider that guests can tell the difference 

between local food products and industrialized ones, mainly in terms of quality 

and flavor, frequently asking for information about the origin of the products 

and looking for tasting local foodstuffs. Table 5 displays the data regarding lo-

cal food products more often demanded by the guests either to taste or to buy.  

Regional differences in terms of main food productions are, again, evident. 

Wine, olive oil and cheese being more demanded by the guests in Tuscan RTE 

and meat (especially pork and sheep/goat) and bread being more often re-

quired in Campania municipalities. These are, as mentioned above, the prod-

ucts also more frequently used in the promotional materials. 
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Table 5. Food products more often demanded by the guests, by region 

(number of ‘often’ and ‘more or less’ demanded) 

Fo o d  P ro d u c ts Ca mp a n ia Tu s c a n y

b re a d 11 9

milk 3 1

c e re a ls 2 3

o live  o il 15 2 5

win e 7 2 3

fru its 2 1

c h e s tn u ts 0 4

ve g e ta b le s 7 10

a ro ma tic  h e rb s 3 5

c h e e s e 15 2 1

yo g u rt 0 2

h a m/s a la mi 14 17

p a s ta 5 9

h o n e y 9 11

ja m 8 7

s a u c e s 4 3

mu s h ro o ms 0 9

c o w me a t 12 17

s h e e p  a n d  g o a t me a t 13 7

p o rk me a t 12 9

c a ke s  a n d  s we e ts 14 11

e g g s 2 4

p o u ltry 2 4
 

CONCLUSION 

This study uncovered the use of local food productions and its promotion by 

the RTE in five municipalities of two Italian regions, by analyzing textual in-

formation in promotional materials and, mainly, data obtained from a survey 

to owners/managers of RTE. Based on the assumption that local food produc-

tions are a relevant part of the rural tourism offer and experience – due to its 

connection to biophysical, economic and cultural character of local communi-

ties –  as well as an important aspect of the local identity, as discussed in the 

literature review section, this paper argued that food is more than food. Food is a 

patrimony and therefore its promotion and active use by the RTE can contrib-
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ute to enhance local agricultural activities and local economies contributing to 

local development, particularly in peripheral rural areas (Brunori & Rossi, 2000; 

Renting et al., 2003; Sims, 2009, Tregear et al., 2007; Vieira & Figueiredo, 2010).  

The empirical evidence analyzed in this study demonstrates that RTE own-

ers/managers are aware of the relevance of local food to the promotion of the 

establishments and to enhance the tourists’ experience. In fact, food products 

are intensively used by all the RTE as a way of promoting the establishments. 

The relation of food with local territories’ identity, activities and culture is also 

emphasized in the promotional materials analyzed, through the use of words 

as traditional, typical, genuine, natural, flavor and, in Tuscany, Tuscan and from the 

land. These results are in line with the evidence provided by Malevolti (2003) 

and Vieira and Figueiredo (2010) regarding the most valued features of local 

food productions by the tourists. However, these words and symbols are main-

ly connected to a global image of the countryside (Bell, 2006; Cloke, 2006; 

Halfacree, 2006; McCarthy, 2008) than to truly specific local attributes. It is true 

that in Tuscan municipalities a larger number and variety of local features, in-

cluding foodstuffs, are mobilized to promote the RTE and rurality with a 

stronger reference to the Tuscan character of these features. Yet, ‚Tuscan(y) is a 

worldwide brand not only representing the region from which it derives, but 

also for the Italian countryside and Italy, by presenting a certain type of land-

scape‛ (Figueiredo & Raschi, forthcoming),  gastronomy and food productions 

as from the rural. In this sense, the locality of the symbol Tuscan(y) can be ques-

tioned. Empirical evidence suggests that, despite the abundant use of food 

productions in the promotional materials, the respondents attributed a minor 

role (when compared with other features) to the local agricultural productions 

and foodstuffs as pull factors in attracting guests, revealing a discrepancy be-

tween the promotion and the effective use of (and importance attributed to) 

local features. 

Despite the use of relative global symbols in promoting local food, the prod-

ucts effectively used and sold by the RTE, and also more often demanded by 

the guests, reflect the regional differences between the municipalities, as well as 

the relevance attributed by tourists to traditional foodstuffs in the overall rural 

tourism experience, which is in line with the studies of Boyne et al. (2003), Mon-

tanari & Staniscia (2009); Sims (2009 and Vieira & Figueiredo (2010), among 

others. These products – olive oil, wine and vegetables in Tuscan municipalities 

and meat, cheese and wine in Campania – are mainly from self-production 

(which is particularly evident, not surprisingly, in the agro-tourism units in 

Tuscan municipalities) or bought from local producers or retailers. The reasons 
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pointed out by the respondents to buy locally are related with the better quality 

and the authenticity of the products and to the support to local economies, corrob-

orating some of the findings of Sims (2009) and Vieira & Figueiredo (2010). The 

generally higher price of local food products and the irregularities in the supply 

are the main constraints identified in buying locally, again confirming the evi-

dence produced by Vieira & Figueiredo (2010).  

As presented in the previous section, the RTE analyzed possess a small di-

mension, evidenced by the small number of bedrooms and beds, as well as the 

low number of guests received. The small dimension is also emphasized by the 

limited number of connections the RTE establish with the local producers, 

farmers and retailers. Although limited in number, the advantages of these liai-

sons are valued by the respondents, particularly as a way to help local econo-

mies and to contribute to local development; to attract more guests and to ex-

pand the offer of local productions. These findings are in line with the studies 

of Boyne et al. (2003), Brunori & Rossi (2000), Montanari & Staniscia (2009), Tel-

fer & Wall (1996) and Vieira & Figueiredo (2010). Although further research is 

needed, the small dimension of the RTE and its consequences in terms of ser-

vices, activities and, especially, food products offered to guests, together with 

the limited number of connections to local agents, indicate the faint contribu-

tion of tourism activities to local development in the municipalities analyzed. 

This is particularly evident in Campania, where rural tourism is a relatively 

recent activity that, despite have been largely subsidized by public funds, pos-

sess up to now only a small economic impact on local communities’ develop-

ment. This evidence corroborates the studies of Malevolti (2003), Renting et al. 

(2003), Telfer & Wall (1996) and Vieira & Figueiredo (2010).  
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ABSTRACT 

This submission discusses the concept of experiences in contrast to other hitherto 

used a priori and a posteriori segmentation variables. The definition focuses on the 

phenomenology of tourist activity and consciousness. Activity is distinguished be-

tween experiencing through exploring versus experiencing through recreating while 

consciousness distinguishes between awareness of and attention paid to role-

authenticity versus existential authenticity; this results in 4 a-priori quadrants of expe-

riencing, role-focused recreation, role-focused exploration, existentially focused explo-

ration and existentially focused recreation. Whereas the recreation quadrants relate 

to Heidegger’s or William James’ concept of ‘Being’, the explorative quadrants de-

scribe tourist segments that are ‘Becoming’, i.e. growing and learning as opposed to 

recreating, consolidating or re-establishing relationships and personal well-being. The 

new model also comments on Cohen’s (1979) traveller types and MacCannell’s 

(1976) front versus back-stage, as well as on Urry’s (1990) gaze as preoccupied with 

role-authentic rather than existentially authentic consciousness. 

Key words: experience, segmenting, exploration, recreation, consciousness. 

INTRODUCTION  

Segmentation is a basic and widely accepted concept in tourism marketing 

with substantive reasoning supporting it (Witt & Moutinho, 1994). Neverthe-

less, some social scientists, especially some economists regard it as a problem 

as it might be affecting market equilibria (see also Hunt & Arnett’s discussion, 

2004). In addition to neo-classical economists, other social scientists also warn 

of mechanisms in market activities that may precipitate the decline of destina-

tions. For example, both Machlis and Burch’s (1983) but also Butler’s theoretical 

life-cycle model (1980) point towards the phenomenon of rising and declining 

destinations that go hand in hand with changes in types of tourist segments.  

Whether these models are causal and accurate or not, the reality at destinations 
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is often that due to commitments, competition, sunk costs and seasonally fluc-

tuating business levels, many destinations (and particularly individual opera-

tors) feel forced to attract every tourist they can. This either contradicts any ar-

guments for segmentation or it shows that segmenting markets has not been as 

successful in tourism as in other economic sectors. It would be easy to see, 

however, that any ‘shotgun approach’ exposes destinations to risks; that is, 

sending marketing signals into all markets in the hope that some will hit a tar-

get and create visitation, would end up putting strains on the destination’s re-

sources. The general discussion of these practices here leads to the suggestion 

that the actual ‘experiences’ tourists seek may be the fundamental variable 

which successful market segmentation could be based on.  

SEGMENTATION IN TOURISM 

Research into the history of Marketing has found that market segmentation oc-

curred as early as during the rise of industrialisation (Fullerton, 2012) and thus 

quite some time before the rise of Marketing as a discipline in the 20th century. 

Although economists view segmentation as a disturbing practice, since it is 

said to contravene or even destabilise the idea of market equilibrium, it has 

evolved into common activity in general marketing, backed up by a substantial 

amount of literature (e.g., Myers & Tauber, 1977; Wind 1978 for overviews) and 

including the relationship between market segmentation and the competition 

in markets (Kuester, Homburg, & Robertson, 1999; Hunt & Arnett, 2004). Con-

sequently, there is also a considerable resource occupying the methodology of 

segmentation (e.g., Wedel & Kamakura, 1998) including specific theorisation 

and applications in Tourism (Dolnicar & Leisch, 2000; Mazanec & Strasser, 

2000; Moscardo, Pearce, & Morrison, 2001) as well as many general and specific 

articles in handbooks of tourism (e.g., Witt & Mouthino, 1994) and applications 

in journal articles. 

Tourism market segmentation presupposes that destinations have decided 

to attract tourists. This is usually the case when they try to expand economic 

activities. Active marketing requires business plans and resources to be suc-

cessful. There is thus always interdependence between whom the destination 

tries to attract and whether that segment can be satisfied. It signifies the inter-

play between markets and resources (Prahalad & Hamel 1990). 

There are a number of reasons why market segmentation is important. The 

simplest argument is: no destination can be everything to everybody; given the 

parameters of tourism – free time and available funding, tourists tend to make 

their own particular choices and show a wide variety of preferences. They 
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would therefore tend to prefer one destination over another or one type of 

landscape and sets of activities over others. Hence, markets show different 

types of behaviour including different preferences at different times, between 

holidays and within and between life-stages.  

Especially when given choice, tourists like to satisfy their needs and wants 

(Crompton, 1979). These include their dreams and fantasies (Hirschman, & 

Holbrook, 1982), to play out different roles (Gibson & Yannakis, 2002) seek 

flow (Chiksentmihalyi, 1975, 1990) and peak-experiences (Maslow, 1964), rec-

reate, escape, or learn of new things and create memories (Clawson, & Knetsch, 

1966). Such dreams and desires are often related to particular countries, cul-

tures, and landscapes, as well as to particular activities and people. It is there-

fore a logical conclusion that not all destinations can satisfy all these demands.  

Conversely, if a destination was to try and satisfy as many different de-

mands as possible, the challenge would be to deliver those services at a high or 

even the highest standard, to remain competitive. It is said to be the role of des-

tinations to deliver experiences (Ryan, 2002; Sharpley & Stone, 2011; Tung & 

Ritchie, 2011). To meet that challenge, the destination is required to have ap-

propriate facilities. These expand across staff, hotels, hospitality and attractions 

services as well as infrastructures that maintain standards, training and supply 

systems. They also include a wide variety of other resources often including 

traffic hubs and national and international connections that make up the tour-

ism system (Kaspar, 1986; Leiper, 1990).  

The sheer amount and diversity of investments and resources necessary to 

supply ideal and competitive services thus make it not merely opportune but 

vitally necessary for destinations to adopt a resource-based strategy. They can 

then develop offerings alongside a detailed analyses of potential and realistic 

market segments which they are able to attract. In other words, it relates to the 

relationship between the resources and the scope of the destination and its 

firms (Prahalad & Hamel 1990; Robins & Wiersema 1995; Hunt & Morgan, 

1996).  

Bases for Segmentation 

Accordingly, there are a variety of bases destinations and their firms can use to 

segment markets. They can be separated or distinguished according to demo-

graphic, psychographic as well as resource-based characteristics and opportu-

nities. Over and above demographic variables such as age or life-stage (Levin-

son et al. 1978) customer oriented variables may include such characteristics as 
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affluence, geographical distance from the attraction, car ownership, or access to 

given transport and supply routes. Together, these could trace patterns or sys-

tems of consumption (Woodside & King, 2001; Becken & Gnoth, 2004). Related 

resource-based approaches can depend on features such as the destination’s 

reach (or distribution networks abroad), given media resources and other 

agencies resident in targeted markets; they can be also segmented according to 

the time or seasons at the source market (e.g., propose alternative summer or 

winter destinations depending on the season in the source market).  

Behavioural segmentation is related to observations made while studying 

behavioural patterns which then lead to known appropriate responses, often by 

copying practices seen as successful elsewhere. Closely related, yet more ex-

planatory, are segmentation studies based on psychographics which tend to 

identify reasons for behaviour in the form of tourists’ characteristic preferences, 

activities, opinions and interests (Wells, 1975). In combination with behavioural 

variables, psychographics create a strong basis for segmentation in Tourism as 

they respond to and reveal the drivers of preferences for intangible benefits 

(see various chapters in Witt, & Moutinho, 1994). Most segmentations use an ‘a 

priori’ basis. This means that the variables for segmentation were predeter-

mined. More recently, data mining techniques have allowed the rise of ‘a pos-

teriori’ techniques. Here segmentation variables are discovered via complex 

regression analyses or by using neural gas algorithms that isolate key variables 

in complex data sets that collect consumption behaviour.  

Tourism destinations supply ‚memorable experiences... *as+ the essence and 

the raison d’etre of the hospitality industry‛ (Pizam, 2010: 343) whereby ‚the 

nature and scope of the experience offered by a destination and processed by 

tourists determine the value of the destination‛  (Oh et al., 2007:120). These are 

quite strongly worded statements that point towards both the task and target of 

destination firms vis a vis the tourist. They also indicate that there appears a 

direct relationship between what the tourist experiences and the destination’s 

capital (Gnoth, 2007).  

From a service perspective, experiences are the outcome of fused resources, 

i.e., those that the destination offers as a value proposition (Vargo, & Lusch, 

2004) and those that the tourist invests in with his/her time and money, deci-

sions and preparatory efforts. Experiences should consequently be tested as the 

primary and most fundamental source for segmentation. This conclusion seems 

logical as destinations produce no tangible outcomes other than the memories 

that tourists gain before, during and following their sojourn at the destination 
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(Clawson, & Knetsch, 1966). Memories are linked to experiences and consid-

ered part of their benefits. 

 Benefit segmentation as part of psychographic segmentation has been high-

lighted as early as the 1960s (Hayley, 1968). Benefits can relate to either or both, 

the outcomes and the consequences of outcomes. For example, a recreational 

activity such as walking in bush or open country, or lazing about at a pool side, 

or explorations such as discovering new cultures or sights, can all have intrinsic 

value. In other words, they can be activities that are perceived as ends in them-

selves. Often, too, these can also have consequences that are important for the 

tourist, for example, some may see sources of prestige while others appreciate a 

feeling of revitalisation, of personal growth or new inspirations when travel-

ling. Such benefitial consequences relate to tourists’ perceptions, and rely on 

their motivations and expectations (Gnoth, 1997). The perception of what con-

stitutes benefits is thus moderated by the tourists’ perceptions. The destination 

appears to have no influence, lest it is knowledgeable about tourists’ experienc-

ing including the nature of the tourist’s emotional orientation and aspirations.  

All of this sounds quite familiar for tourism researchers including leisure 

scientists (e.g., Stebbins, 2007). To raise experiences to become the focal means 

and tool for segmentation  requires further analysis, particularly because expe-

riences are not just captured by viewing them as outcomes as consequences. 

Indeed, as researchers have detailed (e.g., Maslow, 1964; Chiksentmihalyi, 

1975) experiences and experiencing also comprise highly desired processes. For 

experiences to become successful tools for segmenting tourism markets, service 

providers need to understand the differences between being part of process, 

outome, or consequence. The reason why one might proceed cautiously is that 

not only are tourists’ benefits related to these different experiential dimensions 

(processes, outcomes and consequences), they are also eminently subjective. 

This affects resources as investments should be applied in the most effective 

details or elements that compose and affect tourists’ perceptions of these expe-

riences. Once the experience has been made, memories are all that remain. 

Experiences and Experiencing  

In general terms, tourism means moving through geographical space in order 

to experience places other than home; the tourism product is thus comprised of 

experiences. While this is almost a truism, recent efforts at pinning down what 

it actually means, to experience (moment-by-moment) and gaining experiences 

(knowledge, skills, memories), have been somewhat disappointing for  it has 

been found that, phenomenologically, experiences are subjective (Ryan, 2002; 
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Cutler & Carmichael, 2010; Sharpley, & Stone, 2011; Quan, & Wang, 2004; Walls 

et al. 2011). This would signal that there are no common denominators. How-

ever, as will be developed below, a closer look at research into consciousness as 

a necessary state for experiencing in conjunction with an analysis of types of 

activities tourists might engage in renders a new approach of segmenting tour-

ist experiences, namely according to whether tourists are focusing on role-

authenticity or on existential authenticity. Following this distinction, activities 

will be distinguished according to exploratory and recreational ones. Both di-

mensions will then help determine the types of involvement tourists engage in 

and seek, and what the best options for companies are. 

Although the just cited authors come to similar conclusions on the subjectiv-

ity of tourism experiences via different theoretical approaches - which by them-

selves invite further scrutiny and discussion, a recurring theme that typifies 

experiences in its various forms is the concept of authenticity (MacCannell, 

1973; Cohen, 1979; Wang, 1999). Accordingly, when travelling we seek to expe-

rience authenticity which, as a minimum, represents some form of desired 

genuineness. Authenticity may thus relate both to objects (such as the real Mo-

na Lisa painting in the Louvre, Paris), as well as to encounters with the people 

of other places than home. In addition, and this has been omitted from much of 

the discussion on authenticity, there is the question of whether the desired and 

perceived attributes deemed to be authentic are objectively part of the object of 

experience or subjective attributions. Existential authenticity (Wang, 1999) re-

lates to those moments during which a human being thinks and feels his/ her 

genuine self involved with the object, as opposed to fulfilling socialised role-

expectations that are learned responses while growing up into a person and, by 

its very nature, as part of society as Urry (1990) suggests in many of his cases 

describing tourists’ gaze. 

 As Wang points out (1999), existentially experiencing one’s self can also in-

clude family and, one assumes other group experiences which create a strong 

sense of self. All of these senses evolve around common, genuinely felt origi-

nality identifying and distinguishing this self from any other. Existential au-

thenticity has also been the subject of much (phenomenologically inspired) 

philosophical and literary analysis by writers such as Sartre, Marcuse, Adorno 

and Heidegger. Viewing the Mona Lisa may thus be an act of social and role-

authentic conformity that is expected from a role-conscious ‘educational tour-

ist’, as much as pious behaviour is expected from a pilgrim, or genuine cultural 

interest and skills in how one goes about meeting ‘the other’ (McKercher, 2002; 

Gnoth & Zins, 2010). Alternatively, viewing the Mona Lisa may be an act of 
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contemplation and realising art existentially, that is recognising both the per-

fection of classical beauty but also how the classically formed norms of beauty 

were transposed perfectly well onto canvass by the artist. The existentialist 

epiphany could thus take the form of a time-space condensed realisation of, 

how the classical sense of beauty evolved, the stage of the onlooker’s own ex-

istence and contemporary sense of beauty, and how both are felt at an instance 

of Being-there. How is it possible to obtain such an experience? What would 

the museum need to do to generate appropriate processes leading to such an 

outcome? 

As a process, experiencing relies on our senses. They alert us to changes in 

the environment as much as they can function as the means by which we feel 

pleased, content and satisfied but also eager, aroused and interested. It is 

through these senses that we learn to appreciate and interpret the meaning of 

stimuli in the environment. Heidegger (1962) explains the process of experienc-

ing and meaning-making simply thus: originally we seem to encounter objects 

(e.g. mother and father). After repeatedly ‘bumping’ into these objects we begin 

to associate certain outcomes and consequences with them which we then at-

tribute to the objects. Given time, these outcomes and consequences become 

known or associated qualities and standards we learn to expect. Experiencing 

stimuli as presented by our environments therefore means ‘being conscious of 

sensations’. If these sensations also create an association, learning in a behav-

iourist sense has occurred (see e.g., Hull, 1943). From then on in, we compare 

what we see with what we already know. Everything we encounter thus puts 

us to a test whereby we analyse the object in terms of what we already know.  

According to Heidegger, this can create two forms of experiencing. One is a 

repetitive, mechanistic type which targets problem solving and predictable 

outcomes which, in the context of tourism, would include recreational activi-

ties. For example, (repeat) resort visitors would thus engage in ‘tried and true’ 

behaviours which do not differ substantially from previous behaviour (other-

wise it could be just copying or acting out fashionable behaviour). Over time, 

such activities will however require stronger and stronger stimuli. It is recrea-

tional behaviour and distinct from actual experiencing as that involves learn-

ing, revealing, discovering and creating. The other type of activities are there-

fore exploratory ones where tourists set themselves up to uncover new things, 

or become creative themselves. Importantly here, and in line with our discus-

sion on authenticity, tourists either explore destinations along roles they adopt 

to learn new things, such as educational tourists do, using guides, translators 

and stereotypical venues for learning such as museums and galleries at the des-
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tination, or they develop their own selves in communication with the destina-

tion and through deep involvement.  

Accordingly, in the existentially authentic approach tourists employ their 

own, authentically derived ways of exploring destinations and seek to under-

stand the other in existential terms rather than through applying and con-

trasting role scripts and schema that signify the emic/etic divide highlighted by 

anthropologists (Pike, 1967). This divide signifies that unless we employ exis-

tential approaches to ‘learning about other cultures’ we will not succeed in any-

thing else but a superficial gaze. Either of these forms of exploratory experienc-

ing can, however, generate peak experiences and/or the feeling of flow if and 

when destinations and their operators manage their resources in such ways 

that they set up tourists to explore and create opportunities for epiphanies. This 

sort of experiencing will have to be done by tourists themselves. The latter is 

the key to destination competitiveness as all recreational activities allow little 

ground for differentiation over time. 

Flow and peak experiences are therefore the natural, focal interest of many 

leisure pastimes and tourism yet they happen more or less easily and can only 

be ‘set up’ if there exists any empathy with how the tourist feels. According to 

Chiksentmihalyi (1990: 48-67), flow occurs when an experience-process com-

prises eight components: a sense of competence, that occurs when concentrat-

ing, while having a clear sense of the goal of the current activity, with immedi-

ate feedback, during a deep sense of involvement, and sense of control, while 

losing self-consciousness or self-awareness, and sense of time. While it may be 

difficult to conceive of all of these elements at the same time, it may be possible 

to capture one’s feelings of flow after the event while still under the physi-

cal/sensual sensation.  

Some authors (e.g. Arnould & Price, 2002) describe flow as being synony-

mous with peak experiences. Other authors, e.g., Dodson (1969) or Lipscombe 

(1999) use some but not other characteristics to describe peak experiences. 

Maslow (1964) himself found them to be ‚moments of highest happiness and 

fulfilment‛ (1964, p. 62) that are cognitively perceived, containing Being-values 

including truth, goodness and beauty. It is obvious that both peak experiences 

and flow constitute some sort of highly desirable feelings which create not only 

high levels of satisfaction in people but connect them to the essence of being. 

However, while peak experiences involve (cognitive) insights as well as feel-

ings such as awe, they do not necessarily involve physical activities while it 
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shares a ‚loss of time and space‛ (Maslow 1970: 164) with flow, which always 

is associated with an activity that is engaging and enveloping the tourist’s being.  

It is therefore helpful for future research to identify more clearly types and 

paths to epiphanic experiences. The current study hopes to help further this 

goal. From a resource-based point of view and in order to move into and re-

main in a competitive position, to be merely a recreation-destination is likely to 

be capital intensive and allows little differentiation over time. It must therefore 

be the role of destinations not only to produce ‘memorable experiences’ as con-

ceived by Pine & Gilmore (1999) but true experiences that produce learning  

personal growth. Preferably, such learning connects the tourist to Being-there 

as the starting point to Becoming, that is, experiencing epiphanies. As a prom-

ise given by destinations, it may be emphasising a role-authentic type of 

growth for the educationally, spiritually or anthropologically etc. inspired tour-

ist, or it may offered as potential experiences that touch the point of human ex-

istence, and go beyond expectations as defined by socially generated goals. It is 

here where this proposed model for segmentation goes beyond MacCannell’s 

(1973) differentiation between front-stage and back-stage experiences, or Co-

hen’s (1979) tourist classification, or even Urry’s (1990) descriptions of the tour-

ist’s gaze. With the partial exception of Cohen (1979) it appears that all have 

remained in the socially defined space of role-authentic tourism behaviour, or 

failed to consider the existentially authentic side of consciousness. The poten-

tial for tourists to connect with that side exists even when tourists recreate, that 

is, when they engage in repetitive and known (recreational) behaviour that can 

generate existentially meaningful tourism behaviour. Cohen’s diversionary 

tourist, for example, would in the present model occupy the role-engendered 

side of recreation. Following the analysis of the qualities of experiences, the 

tourist here cherishes merely sensuous experiences of such destinations as 

theme parks or the yet-another-resort-experience-with-sand-sun-and-free-

drinks etc. which do not create any truly new experiences. However, the well-

ness-spa visitor as much as the visitor to the stereotypical lonely hut on the lake 

who also recreates but possibly with a deep sense of regaining inner balance, 

and to recover or re-experience the authentic self, these types of tourists are not 

truly covered in the previous approaches. For the latter, the spa or the hut 

merely function as means to their existential ends whereas the merely sensuous 

‘gazer’ views attractions as ends in themselves that, at best, fulfil role-

conforming aims that are technologically conceived, predictive ends. True ex-

periencing is always involving Being and Becoming as that is the essence of ex-

istence. 
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Fig.1 Experience Segments
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Conclusions for Experiences as the Basis for Tourist Segmentation 

The analysis of experiences has resulted in a two-dimensional space (See Fig.1) 

that comprises activities (recreational versus exploratory) and consciousness 

(existentially authentic versus role-authentic). Consciousness determines how 

and by what type of knowledge experiencing takes place. It either is using role-

conforming patterns to encounter the destination, or it approaches the destina-

tion with an increasingly pure sense of self, i.e., one that relates to the human 

beingness of the tourist rather than his/her social persona. Communication 

with hosts, for example, would thus be less controlled by formal rules includ-

ing inhibited by a shyness that avoids social rule-based embarrassment. Rather, 

it would be guided by respect, and by the clear expectation that miscommuni-

cation can occur which may or may not have any social consequences, includ-

ing laughter at oneself and the astonishment at the contrasts of perception. Not 

willingly offensive or rude, behaviour is freely chosen and genuinely felt rather 

than following learned norms and standards. 

Conversely, role-authentic experiences of destinations would be typified by 

patterns of fads or fashions on the recreational side of the activity spectrum, or 

of attractions that ‘go through the motions’ but have lost their (mechanistic) 

novelty as more modern and more intensive stimuli have been created. This 
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segment would highlight the sensuous experience as an end in itself without 

taking notice of the emic otherness of the destination, possibly because the 

front-stage has become entirely familiar or turned into a touristic space rather 

than a local place.  

The exploratory side of experiencing the destination within role-authentic 

parameters would involve actively learning about the destination, yet along-

side familiar, role-conforming patterns, e.g. with guides or interpreters. Such 

forms of exploratory experiencing would always begin and end with a clear 

sense of contrast between the cultural self and the other. 

The importantly novel approach of this foundational model for tourism 

segmentation by experiences is that it clearly shows that particularly flow but 

to a lesser extent, peak experiences can happen in any of the combinations of 

exploratory versus recreational and role versus existential authenticity-focused 

forms of experiencing. Alongside the Conscious axis but on the exploratory 

side (see Fig.1), experiencing relates to growth and, in James’ words, Becoming. 

That side relates to true experiencing whereas the other is involved with Being 

although here only the existentially authentic side of experiencing consciously 

pursues epiphanic insights. All you can sense and learn in a theme park, or on 

your 20th visit to yet another resort, for example, is how well one can physically 

cope and enjoy engaging in and honing skills while pursuing the ‘same old’ 

activities. In the latter cases, it would be up to destinations to take the oppor-

tunity and set the visitor up to experience flow which, at least, may create exis-

tentially-minded recreation. It would result in personally deeper and more 

meaningful experiences that can be linked to sustainable unique selling points. 

Each combination of consciousness and activity typifies a distinct type of 

involvement as well as suggesting types of values that drive the experience. On 

the recreational side they describe whether they are sensuous ones that simply 

keep recreating the same ‘tried and true’, or role-conforming scripts that pre-

scribe what and how destinations are to be explored. The recreational-

existential authentic dimension contains tourists with  tendencies towards gen-

uinely authentic experiencing and notions of emic or belonging behaviour to-

wards and in the interaction with the destination; it contains activities that have 

been tried and honed before. Yet like with the merely sensuously minded rec-

reational interaction, they will be pursued with a clear sense of what the out-

come will be. The discerning characteristic in the latter is that variation comes 

about mainly by an increase in stimulus strength rather than fundamental dif-

ferences in kind and qualities of the activities. In contrast, the existential-
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exploratory segment would experience fundamentally new, genuinely other-

oriented moments that are facilitated by active involvement and possibly 

strenuous attention to detail in order not take in as much as possible while try-

ing to understand ‘the other’ on its own terms.  

The role of management at destinations in using these a priori segment 

characteristics would be to find where within Fig.1 their arriving guest may be 

located when starting their holiday. One possibility is moving them from one 

quadrant they tend to occupy to the next, exploratory sector. The exploratory 

existential quadrant would be the most fulfilling as it combines the best experi-

ences that people leaving their homes to become tourists can aspire to. Facilitat-

ing such growth for tourists would help create unique competitive advantage. 

Alternatively, the question becomes one of resource allocation whereby the 

competitive advantage one builds may rely on answering to quickly shifting 

‘taste’ of merely fashionable or role-focused recreational interests, or the destina-

tion makes a clear decision to build its uniqueness for exploration by tourists.  
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism has been a mainstay of the Prince Edward Island economy for decades. The 

industry, comprised primarily of small, locally owned businesses scattered across the 

Island, generates over ten percent of the provincial GDP. To support this vital industry, 

government and industry associations have partnered to produce a plethora of re-

search with a distinctively local context. Yet questions remain about the efficacy, utili-

ty, and accessibility of this research with respect to the decision-making practices of 

local tourism operators. Through surveys of tourism operators and key industry lead-

ers, the practice of evidence-based decision-making among small tourism operators 

in Prince Edward Island is revealed. The gap between the availability of evidence and 

the use of that evidence in decision-making was striking. The findings of the study will 

guide the formulation of recommendations for the Tourism Research Centre at the 

University of Prince Edward Island, which exists to help bridge that evidence-based 

decision-making versus practice gap. 

Key words: evidence-based decision-making, tourism, small tourism operators, Prince 

Edward Island. 

INTRODUCTION  

Drawn by pristine beaches, towering dunes, rolling green landscapes, succu-

lent fresh seafood, challenging fairways, and a certain “spirited” redhead, visi-

tors have been vacationing in Canada’s smallest province enmasse for several 

decades. Prince Edward Island’s tourism industry, comprised primarily of 

small, locally owned businesses scattered across the Island, generates over six 

percent of the province’s GDP and employs over 15,000 Islanders (TIAPEI, 

2011). To support this vital industry, government, academia, and industry as-

sociations have partnered to produce a plethora of research with a distinctively 

local context. Yet questions remain about the efficacy, utility, and accessibility 

of this research with respect to the decision-making practices of local tourism 

operators. 
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Evidence-based decision-making has been practiced in the professions, such 

as medicine, education, policing, and engineering, as a matter of professional 

competency, legitimacy, and pragmatism since the late 1800s (Rousseau, 2006).  

Yet, in the field of management, evidence-based decision-making is a compara-

bly new phenomena, gaining popularity and acceptance only recently as a di-

rect result of leading scholars such as Rousseau, Denyer, Briner, McCarthy, 

Hodgkinson, and others. The argument is straight-forward: if managers con-

sidered “evidence” from multiple sources when making management deci-

sions, the result would be better decisions which may improve organizational 

performance (Briner, Denyer, & Rousseau, 2009). Evidence can take many 

forms, encompassing the perspectives of “experts” including academic re-

searcher and content-area experts, stakeholder (including employee, consumer, 

and supplier) views, contextual factors, and the manager’s own expertise (Pfef-

fer & Sutton, 2006).   

Through observational and anecdotal discussions among partners of the 

Tourism Research Centre at the University of Prince Edward Island, the prac-

tice of evidence-based decision-making among local tourism operators was 

raised. The general consensus was that a substantial disconnect existed be-

tween the availability and the use of locally produced and contextualized re-

search related to tourism.  The specific problem was that the partners of the 

Tourism Research Centre at the University of Prince Edward Island were un-

clear about the extent to which local tourism operators practiced and valued 

evidence-based decision-making.  

The purpose of this study is to better understand the current evidence-based 

decision-making practices of tourism operators in Prince Edward Island and to 

consider the factors that influence the practice of evidence-based decision-

making. Perhaps with an better understanding of the decision-making process 

of tourism operators in Prince Edward Island, those organizations tasked with 

supporting the tourism industry through, in part, the development of research 

will be better equipped to design, complete, and disseminate research that 

tourism operators want, need, and use. Such an outcome may enable tourism 

operators to make better decisions for their businesses, resulting in better per-

forming businesses and a better performing industry in the province. 

To address the purpose of the study, the research examined three main re-

search questions:  
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1. To what extent do Prince Edward Island’s tourism operators use evi-

dence-based information to support decision-making for their busi-

nesses?;  

2. What types/sources of information do Prince Edward Island tourism 

operators seek out and use to make business related decisions?; and, 

3.  In the opinion of industry leaders, why are Prince Edward Island tour-

ism operators using or not using the best available evidence when 

making business decisions?  

The first two research questions will be address through data gathered via a 

specifically developed electronic survey that was disseminated to local tourism 

operators by the Tourism Industry Association of Prince Edward Island and 

the Prince Edward Island Department of Tourism. The third research question 

will be addressed via a specifically developed survey for key industry leaders. 

From the analysis of the data, conclusions and recommendations will be devel-

oped that may better position those organizations charged with supporting the 

vital tourism industry in Prince Edward Island to help the tourism sector, and 

the individual people and businesses in the sector, thrive in an increasingly 

competitive and challenging industry. 

As with all research, this study is premised on assumptions and rife with 

limitations. Several key assumptions for the study are that the survey instru-

ments used to gather the data truly capture the practices and perceptions of 

study participants, and that the practices and perceptions of respondents to 

both surveys – tourism operators and key industry leaders – reflect the broader 

population around whom this study is focused. The study is limited to the ex-

tent to which the survey participants reflect the broader practices and percep-

tions of the study population – Prince Edward Island tourism operators. An-

other limitation to the study is the Prince Edward Island-nature of the study 

participants, which may mean that the study findings are not transferable be-

yond provincial boundaries. Despite the necessary assumptions and unavoida-

ble limitations, the study may provide valuable information to the tourism in-

dustry in Prince Edward Island. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

To help establish a solid foundation for the study, a review of relevant litera-

ture related to evidence-based decision-making, particularly as it related to the 

tourism industry, was examined. Two broad trends emerged: First, the litera-

ture on evidence-based decision-making (or evidence-based management) is 
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surprisingly recent. Second, much of the literature is embedded in research re-

lated to management, decision-making, and the tourism industry without the 

usage of the emerging terminology “evidence-based” decision-

making/management. 

The use of evidence in decision-making has a lengthy history in the fields of 

medicine, education, engineering, and the law (Rousseau, 2006). Dating back to 

the 1800s, evidence-based decision-making was heralded as key to better deci-

sion-making, resulting in better outcomes in a myriad of specific occupations, 

particularly medicine. Yet, evidence-based decision-making as a distinct prac-

tice in the field of management was notably absent until recently (Hodgkinson 

& Rousseau, 2009). 

The basic premise of using evidence to support decision-making by using 

the “best” available information to make rational, informed, and presumably 

better decisions (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006). While this practice may, on its surface, 

seem obvious, it is worth noting that much ambiguity and disagreement exists 

regarding which information is worth considering, how information should be 

considered in terms of weight and relevance, how conflicting information 

should be addressed, and in the absence of good, timely, contextual, and rele-

vant information, what should the decision-maker do? (Reay, Berta, & Kaz-

man-Kohn, 2009). 

Evidence-based decision-making in the field of management has only re-

cently emerged as a discrete model for decision-making (Hodgkinson & Rous-

seau, 2009). Specific to management, evidence-based decision-making can im-

prove managerial decisions, which may result in greater efficiency, effective-

ness, productivity, and better organizational performance (Rousseau & McCar-

thy, 2007). The practice involves skilled consideration of evidence from multi-

ple sources, including stakeholders, published research, contextual nuances, 

and the inherent expertise of the decision-maker(s). Through careful balancing 

and weighing of the best available evidence, managers can construct meaning-

ful decisions to enhance the positions and performance of their organizations 

(Briner, Denyer, & Rousseau, 2009).  

The leading scholars in the area of evidence-based management cull out 

four discrete forms of evidence from which managers should base both the 

practice of management and decision-making. The first form of evidence is 

practitioner expertise and judgment, which takes into account the experience 

and perspectives of the manager/decision-maker. The second form of evidence 

is the local context, in other words examining the surrounding conditions and 
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environment to identify factors that may be relevant to the decision at hand. 

The third form of evidence is an evaluation of the best available scientific re-

search evidence. The fourth form of evidence is the perspective of stakeholders 

who may be affected by the decision. Stakeholders might include consumers, 

employees, suppliers, or competitors. Each type of evidence, taken in unique 

combination according to the preferences of those making the decisions, has 

inherent value in the decision-making process (Briner, Denyer, & Rousseau, 

2009).  

Available research regarding evidence-based management is burgeoning. 

Yet, thorough review the literature yielded nothing in relation to evidence-

based decision-making in the field of tourism (Xiao & Smith, 2007). That is not 

to say that a complete absence of the use of evidence in tourism management 

exists: rather, the literature is either buried or has yet to catch up with the 

emergent field of evidence-based management. 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to describe the evidence-based decision-making 

practices of small tourism operators in Prince Edward Island. The study can be 

divided into two main parts. First, tourism operators were surveyed to discov-

er their views and practices with respect to evidence-based decision-making. 

Second, key industry leaders were surveyed to garner a deeper understanding 

of the practice of evidence-based decision-making by tourism operators. 

To better understand the evidence-based decision-making practices of small 

tourism operators in Prince Edward Island, an electronic survey was developed 

to capture the practices and perceptions of tourism operators with respect to 

evidence-based decision-making. The survey, developed on the web-based 

survey software Survey Monkey, consists of 17 questions, some of which con-

tain multiple parts. The first seven questions pertained to demographic or or-

ganizational characteristics such as type of tourism operation, geographic loca-

tion of the tourism operation, the months of operation, the number of full-time 

employees, and the number of years in which the participants have owned and 

operated this tourism business. The remaining questions pertained to the par-

ticipants’ perspectives of the importance of information in making decisions for 

their business, the types of decisions for which information is sought, the types 

of information sought in decision-making, and the accessibility and utility of 

available information. 
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Approximately 200 – 300 small tourism businesses operate in Prince Ed-

ward Island in the areas of accommodations, food and beverage, and attrac-

tions. Through collaborations with the Tourism Industry Association of Prince 

Edward Island, the Prince Edward Island Department of Tourism, small tour-

ism operators were sent an email invitation to participant in the study. The 

email invitation specified that participation in study was voluntary and had no 

potential positive or negative consequences to participants for either participat-

ing or not participating. The invitation also specified that the completion of the 

survey would take approximately ten minutes and was anonymous. A link to 

connect to the electronic survey was provided.  

To assess the views of key industry leaders in relation to the use of evi-

dence-based decision-making by tourism operators in Prince Edward Island, a 

seven-question survey was developed. The open-ended survey questions were 

presented to ten key industry leaders via an invitational email. The ten key in-

dustry leaders were selected because of their involvement in the tourism indus-

try beyond the operation of their tourism organization. Again, key industry 

leaders were advised that their participation in the survey was voluntary and 

anonymous. 

The data from both surveys was analyzed to develop descriptions of the ev-

idence-based decision-making practices of tourism operators and better under-

stand the reasons behind the use of information in decision-making in the tour-

ism industry. From the data analysis, conclusions were reached and recom-

mendations rendered.  

RESULTS 

An invitation to participate in the survey for small tourism operators was 

emailed to 200 – 300 individuals via partnerships with industry groups who 

have contact databases of tourism operators in Prince Edward Island. Two 

weeks after the invitational email was sent, 28 completed surveys were re-

ceived representing a response rate of 9.3 – 14 percent. This response rate was 

lower than anticipated but many stem from the fact that the survey invitation 

was sent during the off-season for many tourism operators, several surveys of 

small tourism operators have been disseminated over the past several months 

potentially leading to survey fatigue, or the study population may simply have 

been uninterested in the study topic.   

Of the 28 respondents, 18 (64.3 percent) indicated their primary business ac-

tivity was in the area of tourism accommodations, while six (21.4 percent) indi-
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cated their primary business activity was food and beverage service, and four 

(14.3 percent) indicated their primary business activity was a tourism attrac-

tion.  No respondents indicated that retail was their primary business activity. 

Twenty (71.4 percent) of the 28 respondents indicated their tourism operation 

was located in Queens County, while five (17.8 percent) respondents indicated 

their business was located in Kings County, and three (10.7 percent) respond-

ents indicated Prince County was the location of their tourism operation. Each 

of the respondents indicated a high level of seasonality in their tourism busi-

ness. All 28 respondents (100 percent) indicated their tourism operation was 

open during the months of July and August. Twenty-one (75 percent) respond-

ents indicated their tourism operation was open (at least partially) during June 

and/or September. Five (17.8 percent) respondents indicated their business 

were operational during other months of the year.  

Respondents were asked how many people work for their tourism business 

during peak season. Fifteen respondents (53.5 percent) noted that between 11 – 

15 people worked for their business during peak tourism season. Ten (35.7%) 

respondents indicated that between 6 – 10 people worked for the business dur-

ing peak season. Two (7.1 percent) respondents employed 16 – 20 people, while 

one 3.6 percent) respondent employed 0 – 5 people at their tourism business. 

Eight (28.6 percent) respondents indicated that they have been operating their 

tourism business for 11 – 15 years, and another six (21.4 percent) indicated they 

have operated their tourism business for 16 - 20 years. Five (17.8 percent) re-

spondents each indicated they have operated their tourism business for 6 – 10 

years and another five (17.8 percent) respondents have operated their business 

for 0 – 5 years. Four (14.3 percent) respondents stated they have operated their 

tourism business for over 20 years. 

The first two research questions focus on the practices and perceptions of 

tourism operators in relation to the use of information to make business deci-

sions. The research questions state: To what extent do Prince Edward Island’s 

tourism operators use evidence-based information to support decision-making 

for their businesses?, and What types/sources of information do Prince Edward 

Island tourism operators seek out and use to make business related decisions? 

To address these research questions, respondents were asked how important 

was it to have access to current and reliable information, if they feel they are 

accessing the best available information when making business decisions, and 

if they don’t always use the best available information for decisions making, 

what was the primary reasons? Additionally, study participants were asked to 

rate the importance of various types of evidence for making business decisions, 
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for which types of business decisions did the respondents typically seek out 

external sources of information, which sources of information have respond-

ents accessed/utilized as part of their decision-making process. Finally, re-

spondents were asked what information they feel would be most useful to 

them in making business decisions and in what format they would prefer this 

information to be made available to them to support decision-making. 

Survey question eight asked, “With respect to making decisions regarding 

their tourism business, how important is it to have access to current and relia-

ble information?” Twenty-three (82.1 percent) respondents indicated that it was 

“Somewhat important”, while three (10.7 percent) indicated it was “Very im-

portant” and two (7.1 percent) indicated they were “Unsure”. Survey question 

nine followed, “In your opinion, do you feel as though you are utilizing the 

best available information when making decisions about your tourism busi-

ness?” Seventeen (60.7 percent) respondents answered “No, usually not”, while 

eight (28.6 percent) answered “Sometimes.” Two (7.1 percent) respondents in-

dicated “Unsure” and one 3.6 percent) answered “Yes, usually.” Survey ques-

tion ten asked, “If you don’t always use the best information available to make 

decisions for your tourism business, what is the primary reason that you 

don’t?” The most common answers were “Don’t have time to find the infor-

mation” which was the answer for six (21.4 percent) respondents. “The infor-

mation is too complicated” and “Don’t know where to find the information” 

were the responses of five (17.9 percent) survey participants each. Four (14.2 

percent) respondents each responded they “Don’t have time to use the infor-

mation,” and “Don’t know what to do with the information.” Two (7.1 percent) 

participants indicated the “Information is not relevant to my business” and two 

(7.1 percent) elected not to answer that survey question. 

Survey respondents were asked to “Please rate the importance of each type 

of “evidence” for making business decisions.” The most important type of in-

formation according to respondents was “The expertise/experience of custom-

ers”, followed by “Your own expertise/experience” and “Local/contextual in-

formation” and “The expertise/experience of your employees.” The least im-

portant type of information was the “Best available research” and “The exper-

tise/experience of other stakeholders.” Table one summarizes the results from 

survey question 11. 
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Table 1. The importance of types of evidence in decision-making 

 Very 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Not very 
important 

Not at all 
important 

Unsure 

Your own expertise/experience 17 
(60.7) 

11 
(39.3) 

   

The expertise/experience of your 
employees 

12 
(42.9) 

15 
(53.6) 

1 
(3.6) 

  

The expertise/experience of your 
customers 

20 
(71.4) 

7 
(25) 

  1 
(3.6) 

The expertise/experience of other 
stakeholders 

7 
(25) 

14 
(50) 

4 
(14.3) 

 2 
(7.2) 

Local/contextual information 14 
(50) 

12 
(42.9) 

  2 
(7.2) 

Best available research 6 
(21.4) 

9 
(32.1) 

6 
(21.4) 

 7 
(25) 

 

Survey question 12 asked, “For which types of business decisions do you 

typically seek out external sources of information?” Using a Likert-type scale, 

respondents were able to select “Never”, “Rarely”, “Sometimes”, “Often”, or 

“Always” from a lengthy list of 26 different types of business decisions. The 

top five most common types of business decisions for which respondents typi-

cally sought external sources of information (where respondents answered 

“Sometimes”, “Often”, or “Always”) were, in order of popularity, “Decisions 

regarding your business website”, “Decisions regarding branding your busi-

ness”, “Decisions regarding financing”, “Decisions regarding training for 

staff,” and “Decision regarding target markets.” The two least popular re-

sponses (where respondents answered “Rarely” or “Never”) were “Hiring de-

cisions” and “Decisions regarding hours of operation.” 

Survey question 13 stated, “When making business decisions, what (if any) 

sources of information have you accessed/utilized as part of your decision-

making process?” Again, using a Likert-type scale, respondents were able to 

select “Never”, “Rarely”, “Sometimes”, “Often”, or “Always” from a list of 26 

different types of business decisions. The top five most common types of busi-

ness decisions for which respondents typically sought external sources of in-

formation (where respondents answered “Sometimes”, “Often”, or “Always”) 

were, in order of popularity, “Government resources”, “Tourism Industry As-

sociation of Prince Edward Island”, “Customer Feedback”, “Professional Ser-

vices”, and “Tourism/Travel websites”. The two least popular responses 

(where respondents answered “Rarely” or “Never”) were “Academic research” 

and “Other websites.” 
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Respondents were asked via survey question 14, “Do you feel you have ac-

cess to the information you need to make good decisions for your tourism 

business?” Survey respondents were divided, with 12 (42.9 percent) partici-

pants indicating “Yes, sometimes” and 11 (39.3 percent) participants indicating 

“No, not usually.” Three (10.7 percent) respondents answered “Yes, always”, 

and two (7.1 percent) indicated they were “Unsure.” 

To help determine what types of information tourism operators might find 

useful, survey question 15 asked, “If you could have access to any information, 

what would be most useful for you in terms of making decisions for your tour-

ism business?” Respondents could select up to three answers. The most popu-

lar answer, with 21 (75 percent) respondents choosing it, was “Industry trends 

(local)”, followed by “Industry performance (past)” with 19 (67.9 percent) re-

sponses, and “Industry trends (regional/ national/global)” with 17 (60.7 per-

cent) responses. Table two presents the results from survey question 15. 

Table 2. Types of useful information 
Consumer behavior (past) 9 (32.1) 

Consumer trends 6 (21.4) 

Industry performance (past) 19 (67.9) 

Industry trends (local) 21 (75) 

Industry trends (regional/national/global) 17 (60.7) 

Marketing more effectively 3 (10.7) 

Managing human resources more effectively 2 (7.1) 

Government programs and support 7 (25) 

Other 0 

Finally, respondents were asked via survey question 16, “If the de-

sired/needed information was available, in what format would this information 

be most useful to you?” Again, participants could select up to three responses. 

The most popular answer, with 11 (39.3 percent) respondents choosing it, was 

“Newsletter”, followed by “Online on the Tourism Industry Association web-

site”, “E-mail”, and “Presentations in my community” which each garnered ten 

(35.7 percent) responses. Table three summarizes the results to survey question 16.  

The second part of the study examined the perceptions of key industry 

leaders in the tourism sector in Prince Edward Island with respect to the use of 

evidence-based decision-making by local tourism operators. The Faculty Direc-

tor and the Business Project Manager of the Tourism Research Centre at the 

University of Prince Edward Island identified ten key industry leaders from the 

business community, industry associations, and government. These key indus-

try leaders were first contacted via telephone and then sent an email invitation 
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to complete a seven-question survey. Of the ten invitees to participate in the 

study, seven completed the survey. 

Table 3. Preferred format for information dissemination 

Mail 2 (7.1) 

E-mail 10 (35.7) 

On-line on the government website 5 (17.9) 

On-line on the TIAPEI website 10 (35.7) 

On-line on the Tourism Research Centre’s website 2 (7.1) 

Presentations in my community 10 (35.7) 

Presentations in a central community 7 (25) 

Newsletter (printed) 11 (39.3) 

Industry publication (printed) 7 (25) 

Workshops 7 (25) 

Conferences 6 (21.4) 

Brochures 1 (3.6) 

Full reports 1 (3.6) 

Speakers series 2 (7.1) 

Meetings 2 (7.1) 

Social media (YouTube, Podcasts, chatrooms, etc.) 1 (3.6) 

Other 0 

Key industry leaders were asked if they felt that good information was availa-

ble to support local tourism operators in making business decisions. All seven 

respondents indicated that they felt good information was available. However, 

respondents also noted that this information was not always easily accessible to 

small tourism operators in terms of locating the information and in terms of 

being presented in a manner that is easy for non-academics to understand. The 

next survey question asked key industry leaders if they felt small tourism op-

erators were fully utilizing the available information when making business 

decisions. Again, there was unanimity in the responses with all key industry 

leaders indicating that while some small tourism operators appeared to be us-

ing some of the available information, many are not. One respondent noted 

that larger tourism operations seemed to be using available information more 

than smaller operations. Another key industry leader noted that full-time oper-

ators appeared to be making better use of available information while the oper-

ators who were more “part-time” were less likely to use the available infor-

mation. One key industry leader stated that he/she was not sure that many 

tourism operators in the industry knew what kinds of information are available 

or how to access it. 

Key industry leaders were asked why, in their opinions, did some tourism 

operators use the available information and other did not. Some of the reasons 
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why tourism operators used the available information, from the perspectives of 

key industry leaders, were that some were more aware of what information 

existed because of their involvement in groups or committees that exposed the 

operator to the research and information that is available, the industry is be-

coming increasingly competitive and in order to respond some operators are 

seeking out information to help them make better decisions, the industry is do-

ing a better job of exposing small tourism operators to the available infor-

mation, and once a tourism operation has reached a critical size the operator 

may be able to delegate some of the operating functions to others to enable him 

or her to spend more time developing their business through strategic decision-

making which might include accessing information. According to the key in-

dustry leaders, some of the reasons why small tourism operators may not be 

utilizing the available information to the fullest extent include that the tourism 

operators don’t know where to find information or what to do with that infor-

mation if they are able to find it, not enough time to seek out and use the avail-

able information, and a belief that the information available does not pertain to 

or is not relevant to the situation or circumstances of the tourism operator. 

Key industry leaders were asked what could be done to help small tourism 

operators make better use of available information for decision-making. Several 

of the key industry leaders responded that “industry” needed to do a better job 

of helping tourism operators see the value in and use the available information, 

use champions to demonstrate the affect of using good information in decision-

making, and communicate more with tourism operators to establish what in-

formation they need and subsequently provide that information to them in 

small, manageable, and useful chunks. Respondents were also asked what in-

formation they felt would be most useful and relevant to tourism operators. 

Responses included market information (such as demographic characteristics 

of visitors, behavioral profiles, and the value proposition sought by these con-

sumers), strategies on where to spend key strategic/marketing dollars, and in-

formation on trends outside of Prince Edward Island and what these trends 

might mean to the tourism industry on Prince Edward Island. Interestingly, all 

key industry leaders noted the importance of developing strategic plans to dis-

seminate any research in manners that made the information accessible, usea-

ble, and relevant. 

CONCLUSION 

Evidence-based decision-making is about systematically and deliberately using 

the best available information to help render better decisions (Briner, Denyer, & 
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Rousseau 2009). To better support the vital tourism industry in Prince Edward 

Island, various government, academic, and industry partners have committed 

to investing in the development of Prince Edward Island-specific information 

to help local tourism operators make better decisions for their businesses. By 

many accounts, their efforts have been successful. Reams of information that 

was previously unavailable now exists and is circulated throughout the indus-

try. Yet not everyone is benefiting from this investment of public and industry 

dollars. While some tourism operators are finding value in the available infor-

mation, too many remain unaware, uninformed, unconnected, and under-

served by the existing information and dissemination structure. Based on anal-

ysis of the data from the two surveys for this study, the following recommen-

dations are being made to better support tourism operators and the tourism 

industry in Prince Edward Island. 

1. Continue to produce a wide array of industry research that is both de-

scriptive of the existing situation and forward looking with respect to 

trends and opportunities at the local, regional, national, and global level. 

2. Invest time and resources (human resources) in outreach to small tour-

ism operators. Go to where tourism operators are located at a time that 

is convenient to the operators (not mid-season, but not in the midst of 

winter either). 

3. When meeting with tourism operators, listen to the types of questions 

they have and the kinds of information they are seeking. 

4. Offer training to tourism operators regarding the types of research 

available and how to incorporate this information into the decision-

making process. 

5. Make research available in various formats and in various degrees of 

depth ranging from complete reports to easily digestible brochures or 

pamphlets. Also, consider “presenting” research findings in work-

shops, community-based meetings, and industry conferences or meet-

ings. 

6. Cultivate local champions among tourism operators who can help in-

doctrinate others with regards to evidence-based management. 

7. Continue to foster the established industry partnerships and reach out 

to other organizations and small groups to build relationships. 

8. Encourage and support tourism operators to conduct their own re-

search and gather their own information via customer feedback sur-

veys, employee surveys, etc.  
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Like most decision-making models, evidence-based decision-making is not 

perfect. Even when scouring and incorporating the best available information 

into the decision-making process, bad decisions can get made. But over time, 

consideration of the best available information as part of the decision-making 

process, including all relevant sources of that information, yields better results 

than the alternative (Rousseau, 2006). The Tourism Research Centre at the Uni-

versity of Prince Edward Island, the Tourism Industry Association of Prince 

Edward Island, and the Prince Edward Island Department of Tourism offer 

access to some, but not all, the relevant information that local tourism operators 

might find useful as decisions get made for their business. In an increasingly 

competitive industry that is changing rapidly, tourism operators are going to 

continue to feel the pressure and be required to make strategic decisions on be-

half of their organizations. This model just might help. 
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ABSTRACT 

Marine angling tourism (MAT), 100% dependent on the extraction of marine living re-

sources, is a rapidly growing tourism sector for remote coastal communities in both 

Norway and Iceland. This article compares MAT management systems in these two 

Scandinavian countries. Findings show that Iceland’s management is tightly con-

trolled, with focus on quantifying MAT activities. Norway’s system is more loosely reg-

ulated, with no accurate methods for tracking the amount of fish being caught and re-

leased, extracted, or the total number of MAT tourists. Both systems have associated 

multi-stakeholder conflicts, but Iceland’s system more actively addresses emerging 

conflicts. A multi-disciplinary analysis reveals how interactive tourism governance can 

play a role in conflict mitigation; a necessary process for creating more resilient 

coastal communities, in light of the necessity to adapt to global change. 

Key words: marine angling tourism, Norway, Iceland. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Marine angling tourism (MAT), a form of consumptive wildlife tourism 

(Lovelock, 2008), has been steadily on the increase in the remote coastal regions 

of Norway and Iceland since the mid-1990s. Common factors that make this 

form of tourism viable in such remote regions of both countries include fjord 

geography, and availability of large fish species. The management systems be-

hind MAT in each of these Scandinavian countries however, are significantly 

different, giving rise to an indicative comparative analysis, especially in con-
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nection with sustainable tourism development and the concept of resiliency (B. 

Walker, Holling, Carpenter, & Kinzig, 2004;  B.  Walker & Salt, 2006). 

Traditional small-scale coastal fishing in Norway and Iceland dates back 

many centuries – an important element of cultural and social identity. As part 

of a global trend, remote coastal communities in both countries have been ex-

periencing a transformation – a process of adaptation and change when ecolog-

ical, economic or social (including political) conditions make the existing sys-

tem untenable (as defined by B. Walker et al., 2004). Just over the last 40 years, 

there has been a dramatic reduction in traditional small-scale coastal fishing 

activities in Norway (Hersoug, 2005; Johnsen, Holm, Sinclair, & Bavington, 

2009(a); Nordstrand & Holm, 2009); reductions happening in tandem with nu-

merous closures of fish processing plants along the coasts.  

Coastal communities have had to find new ways to use the marine living re-

sources available to them, and MAT has emerged, creating new opportunities 

to earn money from the fish. However, the transition to MAT has not been an 

easy one, and multi-stakeholder conflicts are prevalent, especially in Norway. 

This paper builds on a multi-disciplinary theoretical framework – drawing 

from current thinking within and outside of tourism – to examine empirical 

data on MAT management strategies in Norway and Iceland and the associated 

multi-stakeholder conflicts. Data reveals how interactive tourism governance 

might play a role in conflict mitigation. Conflict reduction is a necessary pro-

cess for sustainable tourism development, and resiliency of remote coastal 

communities.  

Literature Review 

Hunter (1995, 1997) wrote on the need to re-conceptualise sustainable tourism 

development (STD) over 15 years ago, making the point that STD must move 

from prioritizing tourism sectoral interests; and that a successful framework 

stems from a cross-sectoral, holistic strategy. Fennel and Butler (2003), building 

from Budowski’s (1976) work on the relationships between tourism and nature 

conservation, develop a conceptual framework examining tourism interactions 

from a human-ecological perspective.  Our Common Future (WCED, 1987), and 

Agenda 21,1  two influential documents produced from UN efforts toward sus-

tainable development (SD), bring to the forefront the necessity to view the en-

vironmental, socio-cultural and economic dimensions of sustainability as inter-

dependent and mutually-reinforcing. Tourism researchers have demonstrated 
                                                                                 

1 http://www.un.org/esa/dsd/agenda21/ 
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through a myriad of studies that the social and cultural fabric of local commu-

nity dynamics, the economic balance and environmental integrity all impact 

and are impacted by tourism development and management (f. ex. Butler, 1999; 

Craik, 1995). It is logical, therefore, to propose that all dimensions and their in-

ter-linkages must be somewhat in balance, as part of a sustainable tourism 

management system.  

Farrell and Twinning-Ward (2004) reiterate the call for a reconceptualization 

of tourism, and stress the necessity for multi-disciplinary thinking, arguing that 

in order to facilitate a more effective transition to sustainability, new 

knowledge on complex adaptive systems (CAS) must be incorporated.  

Following this same line of thinking, consideration is given to contextual 

trends and theoretical frameworks outside of tourism research (Bramwell & 

Lane, 2005), where there has also developed a growing emphasis on bridging 

the gaps and examining interactions and linkages between the social, economic 

and ecological dimensions of society (Gunderson & Holling, 2002; Holling, 

2001). Levin (1998), argues that taking a complex adaptive systems (CAS) ap-

proach allows for a more realistic interdisciplinary view to interlinked, non-

linear and unpredictable pathways.  A CAS approach replaces the view that 

resources can be treated as discrete entities in isolation from the rest of the eco-

system and the social system (Berkes & Folke, 1998, p.2). Thinking in terms of 

complex systems advances how human and ecological systems are understood 

and reorients the aim of sustainability (Plummer & Fennell, 2009, p.153). 

Socio-economic and ecological systems (SES) - considered complex adaptive 

systems - are linked in their dynamics (Berkes, Colding, & Folke, 2003; Berkes 

& Folke, 1998; Fennell & Butler, 2003 (applied to tourism); B. Walker et al., 

2004; B.  Walker & Salt, 2006) and these linkages are key to coupling environ-

mental protection and economic growth (Levin, 2006).  Management of SES 

calls for a higher level of sophistication and flexibility in governance (Berkes et 

al., 2003; Folke, 2007).  

Sustainable tourism, as with sustainable development is now considered by 

scholars not to be an end point, or a concretely achievable goal, but more a dy-

namic process of transitioning, through interactive and adaptive management 

and stakeholder participation (Bryan H. Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2005; Miller 

& Twining-Ward, 2005).  So one must ask the question then: What is the end 

goal? One possible answer lies in the concept of resilience. Resilience is defined 

as the capacity of a system to absorb disturbances and reorganize while under-
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going change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identi-

ty and feedbacks (B. Walker et al., 2004; B.  Walker & Salt, 2006).   

Berkes (2010) argues that resource management must also be reconceptual-

ised and this argument has also as a basis the concept of resilience. The social 

and ecological aspects of the management of fisheries and other coastal re-

sources are closely associated, and can be considered as an integrated SES.  Fur-

ther, Berkes stresses that creating resilience necessitates the flexibility of an 

adaptive management strategy of interactive governance.  

For this research, the definition of interactive governance offered by 

Kooiman et al. (2005, p.17) is used:  The whole of public as well as private interac-

tions taken to solve societal problems and create societal opportunities. It includes the 

formulation and application of principles guiding those interactions and care for insti-

tutions that enable them. Olsson et al. (2004; 2006) analyze how the dynamic pro-

cesses of an adaptive co-management strategy of governance may help boost 

the ability to respond to unpredictable changes, thereby building resilience in 

social-ecological systems. Interactive governance in relation to environmental 

management and its implications for the sustainability of tourism are noted for 

example in Jentoft (2007) and Meadowcroft (2007).  

Comparison of empirical data from Norway and Iceland demonstrate how 

these multi-disciplinary theories might function in practice, for MAT. Instead 

of applying the term sustainable tourism to the goal or end point, the perspec-

tive could rather be helping remote coastal communities to be more resilient in 

the face of global change, achieved in part by applying interactive governance 

to the SES.  

Complex systems interactions of MAT, complete with a heavy lean on living 

resource extraction and multi-stakeholder conflicts at several operational lev-

els, can be considered an SES. This includes the transformation from small-

scale fishing activities as part of deeply-rooted cultural and social traditions; 

and the necessity to accept MAT as a viable alternative in light of dwindling 

economic prospects in remote coastal communities. Data demonstrates the sig-

nificant role that interactive tourism governance can play in sustainable tour-

ism development, with the possible end goal of resiliency.  

METHODOLOGY 

A triangulation strategy, using qualitative and quantitative sources for data 

collection, was used for this research project. Fishing camps, comparable in op-

erations between the two countries were chosen as the field sites. MAT was 
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examined from multiple perspectives, effectuating cross-validation, and ena-

bling a more comprehensive, holistic analysis (Denzin, 1978; Jick, 1979; Yin, 

2009, p. 14). Qualitative data collection, designed to answer the ‘how and why’ 

questions, was performed in both Norway and Iceland. This included five of 

the six sources of evidence listed in Yin (2009, p. 02): detailed direct field obser-

vations; interviews (tourists, fish camp owners/daily leaders, skippers of char-

ter fishing operations, and tour operators); participant-observations; collection 

of formal documentation; and finally archival data including newspaper arti-

cles, government statistics and government laws/regulations. In addition to 

these five sources, photography was also used to document tourist activities, 

and fishing camp operations.2  

Qualitative field work was conducted for this project in three phases.  

Phase 1 – Summer 2009 in Northern Norway:  

Exploratory field season - 20 locations visited; 822 photos taken; 23 interviews 

conducted.  

Phase 2 – Summer 2010 in Northern Norway:  

Full-scale data collection – 25 locations visited (10 repeated from 2009); 931 

photos taken; 31 interviews conducted.  

Phase 3 – September 2010 and June 2011 in Iceland: 

Qualitative data only. 9 on-site camp visits; 458 photos taken; 8 interviews 

conducted. 

In total, 35 different camp locations were visited in Northern Norway, and 9 

in the Western Fjords of Iceland (see Figures 1, 2 and 3). Including all repeat 

visits, a total of 68 camp visits were made in Northern Norway, and 16 in Ice-

land. 54 interviews were conducted in Norway; 8 interviews in Iceland. Photo-

graphs taken on-site totalled 1,753 in Northern Norway; and 458 in Iceland. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 

2 The quantitative data, collected from tourists in 2010 (528 responses to a 63-question 

questionnaire distributed to tourists in 12 languages - Norway only) is presented in 

Gunnarsdottir and Gressnes 2012 (in prep.). 
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Figure 1: Field area, Norway              Figure 2: Field locations, Northern Norway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Field locations, Western Fjords, Iceland 

RESULTS 

Laws and regulations that govern marine angling tourism 

The laws and regulations presented below focus only on marine fish stocks and 

tourist fishing activity in Norway and Iceland. Laws and regulations governing 

boat use by tourists are not addressed in this paper. There are two significant 
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points to note in the following presentation of results (comparing Table 1 

(Norway) and Table 2 (Iceland)): 1) the frequency of changes to laws and regu-

lations in Iceland; (2) Iceland’s management system allows full accounting of 

the fish being extracted from MAT activities. 

Norway 

Table 1. Summary of laws and regulations governing MAT in Norway(a) (does not include boat use) 

Date Number Purpose 

17 June 
1966 

LOV 1966-06-17 nr. 19 
Fiskeriforbudsloven  

It is not permitted for foreigners to fish in Norwegian territorial waters. 
An exception is made for sport fishers using hand-held tackle. 

6 Jan 
2006  

FOR 2006-06-01 nr. 570 15kg export quota regulation enacted for foreign tourists 

6 June 
2008 

LOV-2008-06-06 
Marine Resources Act – 
Law on the management of 
the wild living marine re-
sources 
 
 

 Ensures the sustainable and economically profitable management of 
wild living marine resources 

 Rights to the marine living resources belong to the Norwegian socie-
ty as a whole 

 It is illegal for those who do not hold Norwegian citizenship or equiv-
alent to sell the catch 

 Restricts type of fishing gear used by tourists 

1 Jan 
2010 

FOR 2004-12-22 nr. 1878 
Regulation on minimum size of saltwater fish now also applies to rec-
reational and tourist fishing 

1 Jan 
2011 

FOR-2010-12-22 nr.1818 
New minimum size regulations in effect for cod and haddock north of 
62°N 

LOV = law; FOR = regulation                                                  

Source: http://www.lovdata.no/  

The Directorate of Fisheries (FKD – Fiskeridirektoratet), under the Ministry of 

Fisheries and Coastal Affairs (MFCA) puts forward the regulations governing 

MAT on their website in six different languages (Norwegian, English, German, 

Russian, Polish and Czech).3  Foreign tourists: 

1. may only use handheld tackle when fishing in the sea. Foreign tourists 

are not permitted to make use of nets, pots, traps, lines etc.  

2. are only permitted to take up to 15 kg of saltwater fish and one (whole) 

trophy fish out of the country in a 24 hour period.  

3. are not permitted to sell the fish they catch. 

4. must comply with the regulations for minimum size of saltwater fish as 

listed on FKD website (applies also to Norwegian citizens).4   

                                                                                 

3 http://www.fiskeridir.no/fritidsfiske/informasjon-til-turister/fishing-by-tourists-in-norway  
4http://www.fiskeridir.no/content/download/22625/214023/version/1/file/minstemalstabell-eng-

04022011.pdf  

http://www.lovdata.no/
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These regulations issued by FKD are rooted in Norwegian laws and regula-

tions listed in Table 1. A national law dating back to 1966 (Fiskeriforbudsloven 

1966-06-17 nr. 19), and the Marine Resources Act from 2008 govern (1) and (3) 

in the above list.  As of 1 January 2010, the minimum size regulations set for 

saltwater species, were extended to recreational and tourist fishing which regu-

lates (4) in the above list.  

(2) in the above list is rooted in Regulation 2006-06-01 nr 570, and it is this 

regulation which creates a notable number of the multi-stakeholder conflicts in 

Norway.  This regulation was the result of professional fishers objecting to the 

fact that tourists could fish as much as they wanted without a quota, while the 

professional fishers had to adhere to strictly monitored quota limitations. This 

regulation put in place an export quota limit of 15 kg of fish or fish products 

including cleaned fish fillet per person that can be transported out of Norway 

by foreigners within a 24-hour period. Any fish exported over this quota limit 

may be confiscated by the authorities.  Norway does not require a catch report 

documenting which - or how much - fish are caught and released (C&R) or ex-

tracted.  

Iceland 

Table 2: Summary of Laws and Regulations Governing MAT in Iceland 

Date Number Purpose 

3 June 1996 Law – nr. 57/1996 
Law on the treatment of 
exploitable marine stocks 

For the sustainable management of fish stocks, it is required to 
land and weigh all catch that comes into the fishing gear of a 
fishing boat 

10 Aug 2006 Law – nr. 116 (nr. 38 1990) 
Fisheries Management Act  

Individual transferable quota (ITQ) system was established for 
fisheries and subject to vessel catch quotas 

25 June 2009 Reg. nr. 549/2009 Special boat permits are needed for tourist fishing permitting 
sale and profit from the catch 

26 March 2010 Law 22/2010 Allocates 200 tons specifically for recreational fisheries 

11 May 2010 Reg. 404/2010 200 tons divided equally between May, June, July and August 

25 June 2010 Reg. 526/2010 50 tons available as of 26 June; 50 tons as of 20 July 

4 May 2011 Reg. 466/2011 Allocation of 40 tons for May, 80 for June, 40 for July, and 40 for 
August 

6 May 2011 Reg. 469/2011 Cod specified as the species of allocation 

21 June 2011 Law 70/2011  Law allocates up to 300 tons specifically for recreational 
fisheries  

 Purchase price fish camps have to pay for quota drops to 
80% of listed market price 

1 July 2011 Reg. 646/2011 Allocation amended to 90 tons for July, and 90 for August 

19 Dec 2011 Reg. 1164/2011 Total ban on halibut fishing in effect as of 1 January 2012. If a 
halibut is caught and it remains viable, it must be released.  

Source: http://stjornartidindi.is/  
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Table 2 provides a summary of the laws and regulations governing MAT in 

Iceland. The Fisheries Management Act was first passed by the Icelandic Par-

liament (Alþingi) in 1990, and amended in 2006. By this Act (nr. 38/1990; nr. 

116/2006), the individual transferable quota (ITQ) system was established for 

fisheries and subject to vessel catch quotas. The quotas represent shares in the 

national total allowable catch (TAC). MAT businesses must operate under this 

ITQ system. 

In 1996, the Icelandic parliament passed a law on the treatment of harvesta-

ble marine stocks - Law 57/1996. Chapter II, Article 2 states it is required to 

land all catch that comes into the fishing gear of a fishing boat. In other words, 

it is against Icelandic law to C&R. This is a significant difference with Norway, 

where many tourists practice C&R marine fishing. One exception to the law 

banning C&R in Iceland happened at the end of 2011, due to seriously dwin-

dling halibut stocks in Icelandic territorial waters. If a halibut is caught, and 

remains viable it must be released. The effects of this latest ban on halibut fish-

ing for the MAT sector are not yet known. 

The Directorate of Fisheries (DF) (Fiskistofa), under the Icelandic Ministry of 

Fisheries and Agriculture (IMFA) (Sjávarútvegs- og landbúnaðarráðuneytið), is 

responsible for regulating recreational fisheries. Those who run a tourism busi-

ness and plan to use boats for recreational fishing have to apply for a special 

permit from DF for each boat they are planning to use for such purposes (Reg. 

nr. 549/2009). Each boat the fish camp owners use for tourist fishing must carry 

a quota and every catch from the boat must be weighed in against this quota. 

As the tourists fish throughout the summer, the owner/daily leader of each 

camp must monitor the amount of fish delivered in against the quota of each 

boat. If more quota is needed, more quota must be purchased on the open mar-

ket or transferred from another boat.  

Through an interview with a camp owner, it was learned that mid-season 

2009 there was no quota on the free market to buy for his tourist fishing boats 

and so for two+ weeks most of the boats in his camp were landing fish without 

being weighed against quota. 14 Dec 2009 a joint letter was sent by two camps 

to IMFA explaining the conflict with the commercial industry - that they were 

selling fishing trips mainly one year ahead but they could not be sure they 

would be able to secure the necessary quota from the highly competitive open 

market the following summer, to legally operate the boats.  

IMFA-DF responded twice within just a few months: (1) with Law nr. 22/2010 in 

March 2010 that reserves 200 tons of cod quota specifically for the recreational fish-
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ing industry, setting the price as the average published trading price; (2) in May 

with Regulation nr. 404/2010, which divided the quota equally through the 

months of May, June, July and August. But then another conflict imminently 

emerged. An email sent on the 24th of June 2010 by one fish camp daily leader 

to DF explained that it did not work to have the quota divided equally over the 

four fishing months as this did not take into account peak fishing activity at the 

camps. IMFA-DF responded the following day with Regulation nr. 526/2010 – see 

Table 2.  

In 2011, three regulations followed in quick succession (Table 2) adjusting 

allocations for recreational fisheries. Regulation nr. 466/2011 was issued 4 May; 

followed two days later by nr. 469/2011 which amended 466/2011 to specify cod 

(þorskur). This was then amended 1 July 2011 with Regulation nr. 646 which 

reserved 90 tons for July and 90 tons for August, again from direct communication 

with the fish camps.  

Field interviews took place the third week of June 2011, where upon it was 

learned of another conflict regarding the price of the quota. Field interviews 

revealed that camps had to pay recently 320 ISK/kg to buy quota, but when 

selling the fish to the processing plant, the selling price was 270-280 ISK/kg. To 

help compensate for this loss of money, one fish camp owner set up his own 

fish processing plant, essentially buying the fish from himself.  Interviews fur-

ther revealed that this conflict had been directly communicated to DF. This con-

flict was resolved the same week as the interview took place, with Law nr. 

70/2011, issued 21 June 2011, again putting into place two significant changes 

for MAT in Iceland: 1) increasing the allocation from 200 to 300 tons of demer-

sal species specifically for recreational fishing; 2) allowing fish camps to buy 

quota at 80% of market price.   

If the tourists wish to take fish home with them in Iceland, they must buy 

the fish and it will not be the fish they themselves caught. The price in 2011 was 

150 Euros for 20 kilos of fish fillet of mixed species. As all fish caught by tour-

ists must be landed and weighed, Iceland has a good accounting on where, 

when, how much and which fish are being extracted from MAT activities. In-

terviews revealed regular communication was taking place between MAT 

businesses and the government. 

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

There are three significant differences to be taken into consideration when 

comparing the management systems: (1) There are a total of 48 boats in opera-
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tion in Iceland for MAT. In Northern Norway alone, there are an estimated 907 

boats out of a total of 2,639 estimated for the entire country (Borch, Moilanen, & 

Olsen, 2011).  (2) Tourists can drive into Norway from mainland Europe allow-

ing them to take large amounts of fish home. (3) Tourists in Iceland do not have 

the possibility to fillet and freeze their own fish; in Norway all fishing camps in 

this study provide this service.  

Taking these factors into account however, the principle mechanisms 

through which the Icelandic MAT businesses were communicating the conflicts 

in operation to the government were producing results. These results are 

demonstrative of interactive tourism governance. Interviews revealed the 

speed with which the government was responding to emerging conflicts was 

helping to stabilize this growing tourism sector. Interviews also revealed that 

community opinion where MAT was active was not negative to this form of 

tourism.  

The ITQ system is perceived to be a frustrating, cumbersome and compli-

cated way for fish camp owners to operate tourism businesses. Despite this, 

though it is a root cause of conflict between the businesses and the government, 

interviews with DF in Iceland revealed the government’s commitment to en-

sure this form of tourism remains successful for all stakeholders. Backing up 

these words, the fish camp businesses, through email exchanges, verbal discus-

sions, and formal letters have been communicating the emerging conflicts; re-

sulting in timely responses from the IMFA-DF. With conflict resolution comes 

the ability for the businesses to stabilize operations, increase tourist visits, and 

better integrate their activities with the surrounding communities.  

In Norway, multi-stakeholder conflicts related to MAT have emerged at 

several operational levels.  Small-scale fishers and local community residents 

argue that the tourists are emptying the fjords of fish and ignoring Norwegian 

export quota regulations. The way the Norwegian management of MAT is set 

up, there is no way to definitively prove or disprove this argument, further 

fuelling the debate. There are no regulations in place that provide a count of 

how many tourists are fishing in any given fjord at any given time; or how 

much of each species of fish is being extracted from the sea (or lost due to C&R 

mortality5). There is no track on how many tourists take with them 15 kg of 

                                                                                 

5 Though C&R is believed by some to be a more sustainable fishing practice, the fish in 

the Arctic waters are sometimes being caught from 100-200 meter depths. Coming to the 

surface from such depths is equivalent to ‘dead on arrival’. Where the fish is hooked 

also has bearing on its survival. 
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fish; and an as yet unknown percentage of tourists are exporting far more than 

the legal 15 kg. Tourists are caught by Customs officials at the border crossings 

with sometimes hundreds of kilos of fish over export quota limits; and the total 

number of confiscations is well below the number of tip-offs received. Field 

research in Norway revealed that tourists caught at the borders are coming 

from the type of fishing camps used as field sites in this research study.  Media 

report these violations in the local news, along with the location where the 

tourists got the fish, further fuelling negative opinion toward fishing camps 

and fish tourists in the local communities. The confiscated fish must be thrown 

away.  

There have traditionally been a lot of fishermen in this area for centuries – 

suddenly the newspapers report that tourists are coming and taking all the 

fish.  

Interviews with camp owners revealed opposing viewpoints on whether 

they had ethical and/or moral obligation to report regulation violations. On the 

one hand: Does a hotel owner inspect your bags prior to checkout? On the other 

hand: We [the camp owners] have lots of ideas how to fix the conflicts, but who do we 

tell? 

The system in Norway is less restrictive, but with this comes less control 

over the living natural resources. Though Norway’s relaxed approach to natu-

ral resource extraction by tourists may be one of the reasons these types of fish-

ing camps are fully booked up to one year ahead, with new camps fully booked 

the first year of operation, there are also consequences to this type of manage-

ment strategy. As MAT continues to grow as a tourism sector, attention must 

be paid to how this will affect the natural resource management within the 

fjords, and the resulting impacts to the local residents. 

The Norwegian government was pressured to enact the 15kg export quota 

for tourists in 2006, but there have been no adjustments to this regulation to 

compensate for the resulting multi-stakeholder conflicts that emerged: (1) 

Tourists who obey the regulations in conflict with fish camp owners who do 

not enforce regulations; (2) Local residents in conflict with fish camp owners 

and tourists - resistant to fishing camps because of the abuse of regulations and 

overfishing in the fjords; (3) Tourist groups in conflict with each other – differ-

ent nationalities filleting and freezing undersized and/or too much fish.  Multi-

stakeholder conflicts work against sustainable tourism development. 
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Using Iceland as an example, one can visualize how interactive governance 

could work in practice, to keep conflicts from escalating; allowing MAT to de-

velop along a more sustainable pathway, giving local communities a chance to 

develop resiliency in light of global change.  Regular communication between 

the fishing camps and the government is essential in resolving conflicts - criti-

cal to movements toward sustainable tourism development and resiliency of 

the local communities to adjust to shifting economic, social and environmental 

balances as a result of MAT. Without such methods of communication, and in-

volvement of stakeholders at all levels of MAT, based on these empirical find-

ings, the conflicts remain unchecked, fuelling negative rather than positive re-

actions, thereby inhibiting sustainable tourism development.  
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ABSTRACT 

North West part of Iran involves roughness expanded in political district of Azerbaijan, 

Kurdetan and Zanjan in 35 degrees northern latitude. This relief is separated at north 

by Aras valley from Caucasia and Armenia. The west boundary is determined by politi-

cal boundary with Turkey that it is coincident with east Azerbaijan Mountains. In west 

this roughness is confined with Talesh Mountains. But in south part there is no defined 

boundary. The studied geosites of this research were selected from geomorphologic 

forms in east Azerbaijan political district involving Asyab-Kharabeh, Khajeh salt 

domes, Kandovan valley, Hampoeil cave and Gorigul pond. In this article scientific 

value and value added and library and field studies have been carried out for evalua-

tion of selected geosites and geotourism capabilities and potentials in North West re-

gion of Iran. 

Key words: geotourism, North West Iran, value-added, geocities. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Geotourism is an integrated form of sustainable tourism aimed at maintaining 

and enhancing the geographical character of a destination by focusing upon 

multiple aspects of the travel experience (Stokes, Cook & Drew, 2003). The goal 

of geotourism is to provide a complete and authentic experience for the visitor 

that connects him/her to the locale through cultural/historical/archaeological, 
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natural, recreational, and/or scenic resources which together sum to a holistic 

experience. Geotourism as a branch of tourism involves following concepts: 

Integrity of place, international codes, market selectivity, market diversity, 

market diversity, community involvement, community benefit, protection and 

enhancement of destination appeal, land use, Conservation of resources, plan-

ning, interactive interpretation, and Evaluation (Wilderness Congress, 2005). 

Employing this type of holistic technique to tourism has multiple advantages. 

First, geotourism has the ability to provide visitors with a desirable “authentic” 

experience by focusing upon the unique qualities associated with a particular 

destination. Second, by highlighting this qualities to both the visitors and the 

destination’s tourism industry, the distinct identity of the area can be sustained 

or even enhanced, providing that authentic travel experience over an extended 

period of time. Ideally, the destination is not forced to adapt to the demands of 

tourism, which keeps the unique character of place intact (Boley, 2009). 

This type of tourism can be considered as new solution in survival of geolo-

gy, natural and ecologic heritage that provides background for development of 

these regions by increasing general attitude toward preservation of environ-

mental phenomena. Geotourism sciences enhances natives interest in their 

hometown and activates local small economic and propose new ideas for local 

visitors. Foreign visitors get familiar with native culture. This trend leads to 

enhancement of tourism knowledge and attraction. 

Geotourism was admitted in Britain in late decade of 1990 in the first na-

tional specialist conference of in Belfast. While in late 1980 geology based tour-

ism centers were established like Wirksworth (Dowling & Newsome, 2006). 

Geotourism science was developed in all over the world. Deferent articles 

(Rybar, 2010; Camellia & Jonsan, 2009; Coratza et al., 2008; Pralong, 2005; Afifi 

& Ghanbari, 2009) and different theses (Boyle, 2010; Boley, 2009; Ghaderizadeh, 

2009; Miyake, 2008) were published in authentic publications and universities. 

Dowling and Newsome (2006) published the first book in this subject. 

Geotourism industry is so important that every developed nation tries to 

use its advantages. It can be address to considerable foreign exchange income, 

expansion of scientific and cultural relations, indirect and indirect employment, 

stability of the country and security as main development indices. It can be 

identified the position of counties in optimal utilization. Because of employing 

potential situations of tourism in natural, historical and cultural scopes and ac-

cording to United Nation World Tourism Organization Iran is one of the tour-

ism target from investment view point in tourism and attraction of tourism. In 
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this case by possessing beautiful and diverse landscape North West of Iran is 

important from geology and outer dynamicity perspective. In case of introduc-

tion this area plays an important role in social and cultural development .this 

research aims to investigate the tourism attraction of North West of Iran by ex-

planation of selected geosites characteristics and evaluate these explanatory 

geosites by using scientific and value added method. 

Geography of the study area 

According to geomorphologic divisions of Iran, North West part involves 

roughness expanded in political district of Azerbaijan, Kurdetan and Zanjan in 

35 degree of north. This roughness is separated at north by Aras valley from 

Caucasia and Armenia. The west boundary is determined by political bounda-

ry with Turkey that it is coincident with east Azerbaijan Mountains. In west 

this roughness is confined with Talesh Mountains. But in south part there is no 

defined boundary. The studied geosites of this research were selected from ge-

omorphologic forms in east Azerbaijan political district involving Asyab-

Kharabeh, Khajeh salt domes, Kandovan valley, Hampoeil cave and Gorigul 

pond. Azerbaijan is a high plateau from topography perspective so that there is 

a difference approximately 1300 m between height of low point Urmia and 

Khazar. The central part of this plateau is sunken and it divides the area in to 

unequal west and east parts. 

 

 
Figure 1. Relative position of studied area 
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Descriptive of Geosites of The Study Area 

Gorigul Pond 

Gorigul pond has located on east of Tabriz in 45 km of Tabriz- Tehran transit 

road in  ostan  bad on 37 53  37  - 58   north and 46 34  46 - 44  east latitude. This 

pond is triangle by the first angle toward North West and the second angle is 

toward southeast and the third angler is toward south. The part is approxi-

mately 2.5 km and the small part is 1.6 km. Its length from sea level is 1897m 

and its width is1.5-2 km. There is two parallel faults around pond one in north 

and the other is south east. It seems that this pond has been formed between 

these faults in upper cretaceous semi flysch formations. 

There is a hydraulic slop followed by topography slope around lake and 

this slope is ended to pond from high lands direction. So according to this theo-

ry Gorigul is feed by underground water of geology formation especially south 

alluvium lath. The only way of discharge of lake water is Arshnab flood way 

and alluvium sediment of this waterway that is predictable. 

Asiyab Kharabeh 

Asiyab Kharabeh is one of the famous tourism areas in Azerbaijan. This place is 

connected to Alamdar, Jolfa, Siyahroud and Armenia boundary and Azerbaijan 

republic by five km asphalt. The distance between Asiyab Kharabeh and Tabriz 

is 106 km and this distance is 38 km from Jolfa. Asiyab Kharabeh is located in 

38 51  25 -1 north latitude and 45 51  25 -7  east longitude in average height of 

1000 meter. Local transformation and spring and waterfall are the main factors 

in formation of this carbonate settlement geomorphology. The optimal periods 

for formation of tofu are coincided with hot period of early Holocene and peri-

od concurrent with glaciers between Riss and Vurm (Mokhtari, 2009). Mill in 

Asiyab Kharabeh is memory of ancient of this region. In addition study of the 

villages’ culture and research on geology previous folds empower the area cul-

tural and historical role.  

Kandovan Valley 

Kandovan Valley has located in 62 km of south west of Tabriz. The distance of 

this area from Osku is 22 km. This region has located on 46 14  53 -15 04  east 

longitude and 37 47 43˝-25˝ north latitude. This valley is formed as result of 

drainage of Sahand North West slope water. The river in this valley is im-

portant for adjacent villages. The climate is temperate in the summer since it 

has located on North West slope of Sahand on pediments of Arshad mountain 
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foot. In the winter the high lands are filled by hey and different herbs. There is 

a curative spring suitable for renal disorders in west part of the village. There is 

wonderful and unique Iran natural architecture work because of house con-

struction and climate. Residential houses are located inside of mountain by ig-

nimbrite and lahars rocks. They are called Karan in native language. This val-

ley and its houses are supervised by Province cultural heritage organization.  

Hampoeil Cave 

Hampoeil cave or dove cave has located in 8 km of Marageh in Mardag shore 

in east longitude of 46 18  23˝and north latitude of 37 33 18˝. The Hampoeil cave 

is in Lar structure inside rocky mountain in south part by opening with 1536 m 

height. This cave has two big halls in 100 m area. There is an epigraph in Rus-

sian on left hand dated to 1920. In the first hall the stalactites are seen rarely. 

But there is soft ash. It is hoped that type of this ash is determined in geology 

research. In north east of end of the hall there is a narrow passage lead to se-

cond hall. There are four dangerous deep wells in Second Square in north and 

north east with undefined end. In some parts the sound of water is heard. In 

walls and ceiling of the second hall there are wonderful loamy sediments as 

stalactite. Hampoeil cave is one of the valuable and beautiful caves for study in 

geology and geomorphology. 

Khajeh Salt Domes 

Salt domes are formed by lifting salt masses from sediment settlements. Salt 

leaves or sets aside upper sediment layers (Talegani, 2003) because of salt spe-

cial weight and applied pressure on upper sediment layers (Afifi, 2009). Salt 

domes are different according to shape, activity, salt glacier size. Their cross 

sections are circular or semicircular are seen as circular or oval projections and 

made irregular shapes because of erosion (Servati, 2003). 

Khajeh salt domes are seen as different shapes. The origin of these salt domes 

of this district is Miocene evaporation sediments (Zomorrodiyan, 2005). These 

salt domes are located on 46 33  36 -31 18˝east longitude and   38 05  19˝-

06 22˝north latitude. These domes are the main factors in salty of Urmia Lake. 

Geological elements like salt cave, salt waterfall, and salt broke and other 

unique elements by geotourism capability are important. 
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Method 

In this article scientific value and value added and library and field study were 

used for evaluation of selected geosites geotourism capabilities in North West 

region. 

Evaluation Card 

The evaluation makes use of a card (Reynard, 2006) divided into six parts, each 

with a number of sub-criteria (Table. 1). The actual assessment is dealt with in 

the third and fourth parts («central» and «additional values»), making use of 

both quantitative and qualitative measures. «Quantitative values» are ex-

pressed in parts of 1, with 0 reflecting no value and 1 a very high value.  

According to this fact that the assessment is done in part three or four, it was 

tired to evaluate the mentioned geosites geotourist capacities by emphasize on 

parts 3 and 4 after description of the studied geosites. 

Table 1. Parts of the evaluation and criteria used for the assessment 

Sub-criteria Parts and criteria 

E.g. code, location, type, property 1 General data 

2a Description 
2b Morphogenesis 

2 Descriptive data 

 3 Scientific value 

4a Ecological value 
4b Aesthetic value 
4c Cultural value 
4d Economic value 

4 Additional values 

5a Global value 
5b Educational value 
5c Threats 
5d Management measures 

5 Synthesis 

 6 References 

 

Scientific Value 

The aim of this section is to evaluate site scientific value based on Grand Girald 

definitions of geomorphology sites .the used criteria are rareness, repetitive-

ness, integrity and palaeogeographical value. Table 2 shows these criteria. Pal-

aeogeographical value is indicated in order to increase analysis confirmation 

with land conditions and climate history. 
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Table 2. Criteria used for the assessment of «scientific value» 

Evaluation Criterion 

State of conservation of the site. Bad conservation may be 
due to natural factors (e.g. erosion) or human factors. 

Integrity 

Concerns the site’s exemplarity. Used with respect to a 
reference space (e.g. region, commune, country). All the 
selected sites should cover the main processes, active or 
relict, in the study area. 

Representativeness 

Concerns the rarity of the site with respect to a reference 
space (e.g. region, commune, country). 

Rareness 

Importance of the site for Earth or climate history (e.g. ref-
erence site for a glacial stage). 

Paleogeographical value 

Value Added 

This section consists of evaluation of ecologic value, aesthetic value, social and 

cultural value. Table 3 depicts specifications of these criteria. According to this 

fact that there are limited studies on biology and history and economic by ge-

omorphologists, this part is based on feasible and written data. In this section 

economic, ecologic artistic or historical aspects are not analyzed. But links 

among geomorphology and other natural or cultural are clarified. 

The «ecological impact criterion» (EcI) takes into account the importance of 

the geomorphosite for the development of a particular ecosystem or the pres-

ence of a particular fauna and vegetation. A moraine that allows the presence 

of a marsh with orchids will, for example, be given a high score. Assessment 

decisions are made based on discussions in the existing literature or directly 

with specialists. Concerning the «protected site» criterion (PS), consideration is 

taken of sites that are already protected in a national inventory, or at cantonal 

or local level for ecological reasons (e.g. marshes, alluvial zones). Several Swiss 

inventories of «natural values», e.g. marsh landscapes, proglacial margins, are 

moreover based on biological and geomorphological selection criteria. The 

«ecological value» corresponds to the arithmetical mean of the «ecological im-

pact» and «protected site» criteria:  

ECOL = (EcI + PS)/2. 

Aesthetic value evaluation is personal. Two criteria of VP (view) and STR 

(structure) are used. The first criterion is obtained by calculation of site visibil-

ity view point. Site covers with forest or inaccessible has less score relative to 

site by high visibility. The second criterion is obtained by calculation of re-

search on landscape indicating landscape conformity with vertical expansion or 

landscape with unique indices showing spatial structure. Finally the site ob-

tains high score by confirmation of colors by vertical expansion or spatial struc-
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ture relative to monochrome projection. Appearance beauty equals to two crite-

ria mathematic average: 

AEST= (VP+STR)/2 

Cultural value criterion is heterogeneous and it is obtained by four inde-

pendent criteria of religious, historical, aesthetic or literary, geology im-

portance. Since the religious importance depends on religious value, metaphys-

ics and mythology value. Most of the errant hills were used as religious sites or 

mythical sites .The historic importance covers history in broad scope. So it in-

volves archaeology, prehistory and history and it is calculated by works at-

tendance. Most of the criteria consider not only the role of subject in political 

history but the possibility of tourism or sciences history are considered. The 

artistic and literary importance depends on site attendance in artistic realism 

(painting and sculpture) and in texts and poetry. Finally the importance of   

archaeology history is the role of the site in geology. The experiences show that 

geosites have at least two of these cultural criteria .the division process ids dif-

ferent and it is calculated by high score more than average in criteria. 

Economic value is obtained by quantitative evaluation and in case of possibility 

qualitative evaluation of geomorphosites products (number of visitors and be-

havior). Only real products are measured by geosites attendance not inlet po-

tential or  indirect inlet (hotels around touristic caves). 

 

Table 3. « dditional values» 

Value Criteria 

Ecological value 
(ECOL) 

a. Ecological impact (EcI) 
b. Protected sites (PS) 

Aesthetic value 
(AEST) 

a. View points (VP) 
b. Contrasts, vertical development and space structuration (STR)  

Cultural value 
(CULT) 

a. Religious importance (REL) 
b. Historical importance (HIS) 
c. Artistic and literature importance (ART) 
d. Geohistorical importance (GEO) 

Economic value 
(ECON) 

Economic products (ECO) 

 

Final Value 

The scores obtained from studied geosites scientific value and value added 

provides possibility of comparison. According to this comparison the special 

capacity of geomorphologic places is identified and priorities of planning are 

determined. The comparison of values of scientific value(table 4) and value 
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added (table 5) indicates that Kandovan valley has high scientific value and 

value added in this research and salt domes have less score resulted from re-

sponsible attitude toward these areas. 

Table 4. Evaluation of selected sites in North West of Iran: scientific value 

Geosite     Scientific value  

Serial  code Name  preservation  Index  Rare-
ness  

 Palaeoge-
ography  

 Total  

1 FLU01 Gorigul pond 0.5 1 1 1 3.5 

2 FLU02 Asyab 
Kharabeh 
waterfall  

0.5 1 1 0. 5 3 

3 FLU03 Kandovan 
valley 

0.75 1 1 0.75 3.5 

4 FLU04 Hamponel 
cave  

0.25 0.75 0.75 1 2.75 

5 FLU05 Salt domes 0 0.75 0. 5 0. 5 2 

 

Table 5. Evaluation of selected sites in North West of Iran: value added 

Geo site 
Serial  

 Value  
added  

code Ecology  
value 

Aesthet-
ic value 

 Cultural value  
Religious –historical-artistic 
and literary-
palaeogeogography 

Economic 
value  

Total  

1 FLU01 1 1 0 0 0.25 1 0.75 3 

2 FLU02 0.75 1 0.5 0.5 0 0.75 0.5 3.25 

3 FLU03 0.75 1 0.5 0.75 0.5 1 0.75 4 

4 FLU04 0.75 1 0 0.5 0.75 0.75 0 3.75 

5 FLU05 0.25 0.75 0 0 0 1 0 2 

CONCLUSION 

Different, complex geology and external dynamicity in North West of Iran have 

been caused divers roughness. These roughnesses have unique geotourism ca-

pacity. According to ever-growing of geotourism in the world and also the re-

sultant benefits the study and introduction of the geosites are necessary. So, 

scientific value and value added methods were used by the aim of evaluation 

of the selected sites in North West of Iran. The data were collected by library 

and field study methods. The results show geotourism capability of these plac-

es in spite of some limitations (lack preservation, study and introduction and 

etc). In this case Kandovan valley and Khajeh salt domes obtained more and 

less scientific value and value added scores respectively. Also it was specified 

that because of proper management and inattention to geomorphologic sys-

tems establishing theses geo sites, Gorigul pond and Asyab Kharabeh waterfall 

are threatened .In form it is result of human interference by feeding of the pond 

by river and in the latter it is result of type of waterfall appearance formation. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the recent years, the application of urban land has changed to a major subject. 

What factors change basic land for human activities is one of the major roles of urban 

management factors and non-official institute related to political economy of urban 

lands. The main subject of urban management, land's application change, effective 

method of decisions of urban management on these factors and different commis-

sions such as Commission of Art.5 in District 1 of Tehran have been challenged in this 

research. Indeed, the effects of these policies on the number of construction licenses, 

total area inserted in the said license, sales of congestion, over congestion, increase 

of price of the land, destruction, and renovation were examined in the studying area of 

this research. Finally, change in the urban structure and application of the land are 

the subjects have been studied from different viewpoints. The change of application in 

District 1 of Tehran was approximately more than other regions. In deed, the key fac-

tory affecting changes of application of the land are: Concerned rules and approvals; 

enacting unsuitable tax and duties; relying on income resources of the Municipality 

from sales of over congestion; role of institutes and basic economy of Urban Land Of-

fice which have been challenged and discussed in this research. 

Key words: urban management, plan council, commission of Art.5, District 1 of Munic-

ipality of Tehran. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Indeed, the urban area consisting the most complicated and diversified mani-

festations of human life will be unorganized without an urban management 

system which challenges the present problems and issues while arranging the 

plans required for future development of the city. Therefore the city as a sys-

tem requires management which determined the objects and coordinates activi-

ties of different urban elements (Saeidnia & Ahmad, 1984: 19). One of scientists 

of management and economics, considered management as decision making 

and declared this duty as the best and main role of the manager (Herbert, 1977: 11) 

In this research, the application of urban lands situated at District 1 of Mu-

nicipality of Tehran was examined with emphasizing on the role of urban man-

agers. In this case, the relation between changes made to the application of ur-

ban lands with urban management policies and the concerned effects were rec-

ognized. Hence, the role of the urban managers in the changes of urban lands 

was changed in the period from 1995 to 2005.  

In the present research, after collecting data and information through library 

and surveying systems as the first stage, they are organized through a Geo-

graphic Information Systems (GIS) as the second stage. These data are also 

classified and drawn up based on the requirements and finally drawing of the 

studying area is revealed through GIS software. In addition to GIS, the satellite 

photos and remote sounding (RS) are also used. (Hamed & Farrokhi, 1996: 60)  

Urban Management 

Seemingly, if we combine concepts to be used in the past and present situations 

as design, management, project, science, ...) we can declare more urban issues, 

even if it is probable that some groups apply their requirements in manage-

ment explanations. All groups expect urban m management to upgrade urban 

residence levels.  

Indeed, single description of management is accepting and realizing per-

manent liability for achieving a series of determined objects, ending to a main 

goal. What should be done and who a system should be applied to this opera-

tion (Nematollahi, 2008: 2). 

Record and structure of urban management in Iran and Tehran 

In the past, a princess and a militant were appointed by the governor for a city. 

These persons enjoyed wide powers and authorities. Indeed, the record of the 

first official institutes refers to Qajar Arena (Ehtesabieh) whose main duty was 
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organizing public issues of the city. (Soltanzadeh,1988: 215). Urban Manage-

ment record with today method returns to 90 years before, i.e. approval date of 

Municipality Act in 1907 which is mostly prepared from urban management 

pattern of Europe (France and Belgium). Then the law enacted in 1930 (King 

Reza) which was the basis or urban management system and municipality in 

Iran. (Tashakor, 1999: 5) 

The urban management system was as before after the revolution and the 

city in different issues was under various managements, assumed as sub-set of 

the Ministries. In this case, the Ministry of the Interior played an important role 

in urban management as a body coordinating local organizations, and appoint-

ing governor's general and municipalities. Besides it, the planning recognized 

as comprehensive, detailed, and conductive projects were examined by de-

partments affiliated to the Ministry of Housing and Urban Planning (Ziari, 

2006: 2). 

In Iran, Organizations managing urban issues or those organization dealing 

with in this regard for any manner are as follows: 1) Governmental Sections, 2) 

Semi Governmental Sections,3) Private Sections. 

The governmental sections consist of several ministries and organizations as 

Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Housing and Urban Planning, Organiza-

tion for Land and House, Organization for Management and Planning.  

The semi-governmental sections consist of Municipalities and City Councils 

and because of problems and special conditions in Iran they are mostly as-

sumed as governmental sections. The public sections are only the Islamic 

Councils (Kargar, 2004: 155). 

Establishment of Commission of Art.5 

Start of activities of Commission of Art.5 was coincided with termination of the 

imposed war and start of peace period which required any type of planning 

and renovation. The effects of the imposed water were pending development 

operations and lack of possibility of planning in all aspects such as urban plan-

ning.  

Problems of the city and several disorganizations caused due to lack of ur-

ban service supply and creation of creation of suitable spaces required for the 

citizens, established the necessity for final and fast operations. For this purpose, 

the basic change and alternation were established in Urban Management. By 

examining the approvals of Commission of Art.5 and whatsoever set forth in 
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the Minutes as well as statistical figures related to urban planning activities 

across the regions reveals that new urban management policy was merely for 

supplying financial resources required for execution of urban planning wheth-

er network and urban services and the rules and regulations and approved 

plans were the less important elements. Examining and commenting on these 

operations shall have the important effect in different aspects of the society, 

application of the land and future structure of the city. 

Situation of studying area 

Presently, the geographical limit, services of Tehran in urban and greater Teh-

ran sets is divided into 22 municipality districts for which district 1 is located at 

the end of north wing. This area is limited to Alborz mountain chains from 

north and to Darakeh river from west, and to Shahid Dr. Chamran and Ayatol-

lah Sadr highways from south, and to Mofateh Blvd., Nakhl and Shahid Langa-

ri streets from east. This area measures about 37.099 Km2.  

Method of managerial decision making about lands application changes 
in Tehran 

Council Supervising Development of City of Tehran took the responsibility for 

policy making and supervising development of City of Tehran as of 1973 for 

about 25 years of period. This council was active until 1988. In addition the said 

council, a Coordination Committee was established for basic examination of 

issues as of Feb.17, 1982 and it was active until 1988. Examination of any of the 

plans brought up in supervision council was the duty of this council. Approv-

als of this council were as follows:  

About 269 plans out of 345, in other word about 75% of decisions about ur-

ban plans, enjoyed public aspects and 153 plans or in other word about 44% of 

approved plans and 69 plans or about 20% enjoyed corrective aspects. In this 

way we can claim that the main task volume of the council for plan and exami-

nation was designing and making policy. The approvals separately revealed 

that 50% of the applications were changed to public applications and green ar-

ea and urban services.  

The studying showed that it was an equilibrium programmed status and 

building congestion was fixed and based on approved details plan. The statisti-

cal figures for congestion changes prove this case.  
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Table 1. Approvals of the council of plans and examination of city of tehran across district (1) from 

1977 to 1986 
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11 -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- 3 7 1977 

17 -- -- 2 -- 1 1 1 1 1 10 1978 

41 -- -- -- -- 3 -- -- 17 2 19 1979 

40 -- -- -- -- 11 4 4 9 3 9 1980 

21 -- -- -- -- -- 5 5 8 2 1 1981 

27 -- -- -- -- 2 4 4 12 2 3 1982 

48 -- -- -- -- 5 10 10 18 1 4 1983 

19 -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- 14 2 2 1984 

28 -- -- -- 3 -- 2 2 14 -- 7 1985 

90 -- -- -- 1 1 10 10 60 1 7 1986 

34 -- -- 3 4 24 36 36 153 17 69 Total  

        Source: GIP of city of Tehran 

Table 2. Statistics for change of application extracted from approvals of Council of Plans and Exam-

inations 

                       To 
From 

Religi-
ous 

Commercial Sport Educational Administrative  Urban 
Services  

Green 
Area  

Residential  

Residential  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Green Area -- -- -- 2 -- -- -- -- 

Urban Services  -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- -- 

Garden -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 

Cemetery  -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 -- 

Land without application  2 1 3 4 1 8 2 2 

Source: GIS of City of Tehran  

Commission of Art.5 of City of Tehran 

This commission started to work as of 1987, and according to the studying 

made by Dr. Parviz Zahedi, this Commission has approved, amended, and re-

fused several major approvals and instruction from 1987 to 1997. From 2540 

approvals passed in Commission of Art.5, about 14% equals to 360 approvals 

concerned to District 5 and about 14% equals to 359 approvals concerned to 

District 1 and the lowest approval concerned to Districts 10,11, and 17. With 

regard to the statistical figures and concerned tables, it is considered that 34% 
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of decisions were for the northern areas of 1, 2, 3, and 4. According to the in-

formation collected from table 2, the said resolutions and subject of the men-

tioned approvals were about application of the more comfortable districts of 

the city namely districts 1 to 5, which totally contains 57% of the approvals for 

change of applications. In this case, District 1 is placed at top and district 5, 2, 4, 

and 3 obtained the latter priorities. This case arises just because of ownership, 

neighboring, limit, and speed of changes made in these areas.  

Table 3. Distribution of approvals of the commission of Art.5 based on municipal districts from 

1987 to 1997. 

Approvals Percent Number of Approvals Urban Districts 

14 359 1 

11 278 2 

9 220 3 

10 257 4 

14 360 5 

6 157 6 

3 73 7 

3 71 8 

2 48 9 

1 38 10 

1 35 11 

3 66 12 

2 47 13 

3 74 14 

3 65 15 

2 59 16 

1 31 17 

5 118 18 

2 43 19 

6 141 20 

101 2540 Toatl 

Source: Zahedi, Parviz, 1999: 52 

 

Paths were not excluded from the said procedure, and covered 64% of deci-

sions made in districts 1, 3, 5, 2, 4, and 20. This case shows the relation between 

western and eastern limits with urban development of city of Tehran as well as 

necessity for organizing traffic network. The share of districts 7, 11, 13, 16, 17, 

and 10 were very little in this case which shows lower problems or complicity 

of the issues.  
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Table 4. Distribution of approvals of commission of art.5, separated with municipal districts and 

subject of approvals 

Urban Districts Subject of Approvals 

 Other General Instruc-
tions 

Paths Congestions Parking Applications 

       

1 93 2 48 11 2 244 

2 68 5 30 10 2 186 

3 22 1 36 7 0 161 

4 51 1 29 8 0 195 

5 117 3 31 5 0 228 

6 23 2 15 10 0 118 

7 10 0 7 3 0 53 

8 10 0 9 3 0 51 

9 6 1 15 0 0 27 

10 7 0 1 1 0 30 

11 7 1 2 2 0 26 

12 15 1 4 3 1 45 

13 21 1 3 0 0 23 

14 11 1 8 2 0 54 

15 6 1 9 1 0 51 

16 14 2 4 3 0 43 

17 3 0 1 0 0 27 

18 26 1 21 2 0 72 

19 11 1 8 1 0 25 

20 37 5 17 4 0 90 

Total 558 29 298 76 5 1749 

Source: Zahedi, Parviz, 1999: 53 

 

During 15 years, commission of District 5, made decisions for487 cases in 

District 1for which 249 cases was about change of application which included 

more than 50% of decisions. In this regard, 71 cases was about change of other 

applications to the urban services and 69 cases for change of residential appli-

cation, which take the first and second places. 

About other approvals of the commission, we should refer to the combina-

tions and separations which reveal about 8 cases before 1996 and 125 cases 

from 1996 to 2001 within a five-year period, which proves the facilitation terms 

for separation. This case is one of the main factors for change of application of 

the urban lands.  
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Table 5. Approvals of Commission of art.5 across district 1 of municipality from 1987 – 2001 
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6 -- -- -- 0 1 -- 2 2 -- 1 1987 

22 -- -- -- 0 -- 2 9 7 1 3 1988 

12 -- -- -- -- -- -- 5 6 -- 5 1989 

58 -- -- -- -- 2 -- 34 16 1 5 1990 

71 -- -- -- 2 -- -- 61 5 -- 3 1991 

28 -- -- -- 2 -- -- 22 4 -- -- 1992 

25 -- -- -- -- -- -- 25 -- -- -- 1993 

17 -- -- -- 2 -- -- 13 1 -- 1 1994 

10 -- -- -- 2 -- -- 7 -- -- 1 1995 

19 -- -- -- -- -- -- 19 -- -- -- 1996 

21 -- -- -- 10 -- -- 10 -- -- 1 1997 

25 2 -- -- 20 -- -- 3 -- -- -- 1998 

104 -- -- 28 51 -- -- 25 -- -- -- 1999 

42 3 -- -- 27 -- -- 12 -- -- -- 2000 

27 3 -- -- 17 -- -- 7 -- -- -- 2001 

487 8 -- 28 133 3 2 254 41 2 16 Total  

Source: Extracted from GIP of city of Tehran, 2002 

 

Table 6. Statistical figures for change of application extracted from Commission of Art.5 

         To                        
 
From 

Resi-
dential 

Educati-
onal 

Administ-
rative 

Urban 
Services 

Green 
Areas 

Sports  Gardens Health Religi-
ous  

Total 

Residential  -- 7 -- 14 20 5 -- -- -- 46 

Educational  15 -- 1 1 -- -- -- 2 -- 19 

Administrative  -- 1 -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- 2 

Urban Services  11 -- -- -- 2 1 -- -- 1 15 

Green Area 35 6 -- 2 -- -- -- -- 2 45 

Sport 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 

Garden 1 -- -- -- 7 -- -- -- -- 8 

Governmental 1 -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 

Cemetery  -- -- -- -- 1 1 -- -- -- 2 

Land without 
application  

5 8 5 53 33 3 2 -- -- 109 

Total 69 22 7 71 63 10 2 2 3 249 

Source: Extracted from GIS of City of Tehran, 2002  
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Table 7. Change of total application area and residential areas as well as concerned percent from 

1991-2001 

      Year 
 
Details  

2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 

Change of 
total appli-
cation m2 

7.262 29892 89754 115241 1063369 113469 354952 59600 210372 234937 1305469 

Change of 
other appli-
cations to 
residential 
m2 

192.7 29892 65131 105022 32629 102945 193279 16536 13998 71331 27672 

Percent of  
applicati-
ons chan-
ged to 
residential  

73.35 100 72.57 91.13 30.68 98.73 54.45 27.74 6.65 30.36 2.12 

Reference: Information extracted from GIS of city of Tehran, 2002 

 

Regarding above information, it should be mentioned that area has not menti-

oned in some years and in some approvals or the area regarding change of app-

lication of the land for constructing a sky scraper is not available. But in gene-

ral, the most percent of applications change were for residential cases which 

the percent was vary in different years.  

CONCLUSION 

Every residential place is established on a basis and the urban land is the main 

basis for establishment of urban residential places. Based on unique specificati-

ons of the land it plays a determinative role in urban management. City and all 

functions are established on a land with different applications. On the other 

hand, we can refer to the role of the land as one of the major factor in construc-

tion at average production expenses of each square meter. This case is higher 

than other countries due to economic structure of our country, and it is consi-

derably increased in the recent years. (Amkachi, 2001: 48) 

As mentioned before, Commission for Supervising on Development of City 

of Tehran, and Committee for coordinating council were active up to 1988 for 

which the approvals were about design and policy making. During 1977 to 

1986, from total approvals about 345 cases concerned to District 1 which means 

36% and about 10% was about change of application, but during 1987 to 2001 

from all approvals passed in Commission of Art.5, about 487 cases concerned 

to District 1 and 253 cases about 52% was about urban lands application chang-

es which contains a higher percent in this period which is the highest applica-
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tion changes as of 2001. As a result, we can claim that urban management poli-

cies on evolutions and changes of land economy or in other word on political 

economy affected Management Commissions in the city of Tehran and in-

creased changes of applications of land area.  

On the other hand, if we examine the local approvals of Commission of 

Art.5 in different districts of city of Tehran in a certain period from 1987 to 

1977, we can concluded that 359 approvals out of 2540 were for District 1 which 

is was the studying area of this research and District 5 from northern area of 

the city of Tehran. Each of them approximately contained 14% of the approvals.  

Economic and social base as well as ecological conditions are different in 

comparison of other districts in Tehran. For this purpose, the total role of social 

structure of the society as well as hidden and appear forces are shared in ana-

lyzing quality and method of distribution of geographical phenomena as urban 

land. In this case, the role of political economy of the different political systems 

in allocation method of urban lands to the different urban applications seems to 

be an important element.  

If we evaluate the approvals related to the applications in different districts, 

we found out that 1749 approvals out of 2540 which means about 69% of the 

said approvals concerned to the applications divided among different districts 

for which district 1 consists 244 about 14% of such approvals. 

In this case, if we refer to the statistics for change of application, we can find 

out that more applications were for residential (about 69%). We should refer to 

residential application from among green area, educational, urban service, and 

other applications.  

We can examine the reason from two aspects as:  

Suitable conditions and ecological aspect of this area in comparison of other 

areas. 

Increase of value of the land and price evolutions in comparison of other ar-

eas for which the natural situations as "different rate" and "market situation" of 

the land as well as sales of "over congestion" for the buildings by Municipality, 

all were the factors affecting concerned approvals.  

Therefore, price of the land in 70 decade effectively increase number of con-

struction licenses and total area of such license as well as sales of congestion 

which finally affected urban management in micro level and Urban Manage-
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ment in macro level (High Council of Urban Planning with 269 and 329 ap-

provals). 

By looking to the set of rules and regulations as well as urban managers poli-

cies in different countries, we can find out the aim  of these rules and policies 

was achieving an optimize utilizing of land and applications thereof in relation 

to the management, set of rules of urban land, ownership, and price of the land.  

Therefore, based on performed studies, and examining function of urban di-

rectors in Iran and Tehran for improving city and application of the land, I 

suggest the following issues:  

1) Rules and regulations 

- Compiling and approving set of regulations and urban land transacti-

ons for fixing urban land prices.  

- Creating land databank under supervision of Urban Lands Manage-

ment Organization. 

- Amending and improving rules and regulations as well as Urban 

Planning and Urban issues.  

2) Urban Management:  

- Necessity for urban integrated management  

- Creating integration in urban, local, and regional decision making sys-

tems seems to be necessary. 

- Creating management and executive coordination among institutes 

and different authorities permitted to made decisions about urban is-

sues.  

- Expanding field for citizens contribution for administrating some of 

urban issues through delegation of all local issues to the citizens and 

local institutes based on local council. 

3) Land application:  

- Preventing change of service applications existing in details plan to re-

sidential applications stipulated in Commission of Art.5. 

- Directing and controlling floating congestions to the suitable places.  

- Evaluating capacity of the lands and finding locations for urban appli-

cations. 
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ABSTRACT 

As the most important international pond, now, Anzali is in a great crisis with a lot of 

inattention that leads to its distraction. Because of locating in a crowded area, this 

pond receives various kinds of chemical materials from the rivers conduced to the 

pond. Due to pawing of industrial and urban sewerages, solid garbage of marginal ar-

eas and pollution generated form agricultural activity, vacating polluted water of 

farms and large entrance of sediments, quality of international Anzali pond is reduced 

and is exposed to ruining. Irregular cut of trees and extreme graze of mutton in coun-

try regions has lead to sediment conveyance from these areas. Although 70% of in-

dustrial factories around Anzali pond are equipped with resolution system, but contin-

uance of entering hospital, urban, household and industrial slop to the conducing riv-

ers to Anzali pond leads to settlement of these slops in pond and distraction of water 

supply in this region which by the use of effective and scientific strategies, authorities 

should have especial attention to this important watery arena in the world.  

Key words: nature tourism, pond biologist, ecotourism, watery ecosystem. 

INTRODUCTION  

Wetlands are complex, vital, and exclusive ecologies that have been destroyed 

by human as he thought they were unusable, and thoughtful human, by con-

verting them into agricultural and residential lands, has tried to destroy them. 

Despite all these destructing actions, wetlands have remained stable regarding 

to different geographical conditions, and are important shelters for last survi-
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vors of plant and animal species and preserving life diversity (Public Relations 

of Protection Administration of Mazandaran, 2003, p.3). 

Existences of exclusive natural sources, miscellaneous climates, different 

temperatures and precipitation have provided suitable conditions to develop 

ecotourism industry in Iran. This is an important approach that affects not only 

on improvement of current natural sources, but also on economic and social 

development of local and native societies that are inseparable part of natural 

sources. 

The specified area is Anzali wetland, located in north of Iran, Gilan prov-

ince. Various species of aquatics and birds live in this wetland, and it also has 

famous waterlily. Anzali wetland, with area of 15000 hectare, is one of the most 

valuable ecosystems of country. By environmental criteria, this wetland has 

produced exclusive conditions with more than 154 animal species and 230 

plant species. Anzali wetland is also important from economical and vocational 

views, such that more than 6000 ton of fishes and more than 2000 pieces of 

birds are hunted by hunters and local people.  

Unfortunately, today Anzali wetland has encountered with a lot of chal-

lenges, for example, delivery of more than 30 million ton urban waste, 15000 

ton chemical fertilizers, 4000 liter agricultural poisons, waste of about 50 facto-

ries, non-native Azola, and sound and oil pollution by visitors’ boats, that im-

pose irrecoverable damages to this area annually.  

Regarding to international importance of Anzali wetland, it is necessary to 

control delivery of industrial and urban wastes to this wetland. 

This text studies environmental situation of Anzali wetland and suggests 

managerial strategies to protect it along with ecotourism. 

Therefore, we first will try to better recognize ecotourism. Second, we will 

refer to ecological situation of Anzali wetland. Third, we will analyze strategies 

to prevent destruction of this wetland. 

Goals 

Goals of this study are: 

 Study ecological situation of Anzali wetland 

 Study of minatory factors and destruction of Anzali wetland 

 Study of ecotourism of Anzali wetland 

 Suitable strategies to resolve destruction crisis of Anzali wetland 

 Advantages of protection of Anzali wetland by ecotourism view. 
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PROBLEM DESIGN 

Rather than Anzali international wetland has been registered in as an interna-

tional wetland in Ramsar Convention in 1975, it is known as one of the world 

biosphere storages by UNESCO. But, today name of Anzali wetland is located 

in top of the list of in danger wetlands. 

Anzali wetland is also important from economical and vocational view so 

that more than 6000 ton fishes and more than 2000 pieces of birds are hunted 

by hunters and local people annually. But unfortunately, today Anzali wetland 

has encountered with a lot of challenges, for example, delivery of more than 30 

million ton urban waste, 15000 ton chemical fertilizers, 4000 liter agricultural 

poisons, waste of about 50 factories, non-native Azola, and sound and oil pollu-

tion by visitors’ boats, that imposes irrecoverable damages to this area annually 

(www.hybridcars.com).  

Because of delivery of wastes and sediments, this wetland is in danger of 

sever pollution, and this will destroy its ecosystem seriously. So, it is important 

that Environment Organization, Ministry of Agriculture, and other responsible 

organizations do necessary actions toward solving this problem. Anzali wet-

land acts as a final point for upstream rivers, and prevents flood and land 

movement in the area (http://www.aftab.ir). 

Depth of this wetland is decreased because of sedimentation and growth of 

plants. Upon studies, depth of the wetland was reported 6 m in 1966, but it is 

1.5 m today, and less in some parts (Behruzirad, 2007, p.568). 

If this wetland dries, not only life area of birds and fishes is in danger, but 

lives of local people also are affected. Anzali wetland is not only place of 

spawning of Kaviar and white fishes, winter place for birds of passage, and 

growing place of rare plane species as wetland tulip, but also has economical 

importance for local people and country. Annually, hundreds tourists come to 

visit this unique wetland, and boat sportsmen also practice there 

(www.hybridcars.com). 

Recently, this wetland But, today name of Anzali wetland is located in top 

of the list of in danger wetlands. This text studies environmental situation of 

Anzali wetland and suggests managerial strategies to protect it along with eco-

tourism. 
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ECOTOURISM CONCEPT 

Ecotourism or ecological tour is a kind of tourism that is provided by help of 

local people and natural potentials, in which tourists go to visit virgin and non-

resident nature of world. These kinds of tourists are called ecotourists. 

Many countries supply a large part of their income for foreign ecotourists. 

There are also some people that travel to far places to see, for example, a rare 

kind of bird and taking a photo. They are called bird-viewer. Many others go to 

see and do skin-diving. 

Basic goal of tourists is nature, that is, by definition, traveling to natural re-

gions that are protected. Ecotourism make little damage to local nature and cul-

ture (Majnunian, 2006, p.12). 

World Tourism Organization (WTO) defines ecotourism as: 

It is a kind of tourism in which travel to natural regions has educational and 

enjoyment goals to see landscapes, plants, and wild life. 

Some synonyms for ecotourism are: 

 Tourism of environment advocates 

 Tourism of nature 

 Green tourism 

When Thomas Cook established the first tourism company in 1841, many 

people welcomed tourism opportunities up to now. Today, about 6.1 milliard 

people from all countries spend more than 2 trillion dollars for types of tour-

ism. Utilizing ecotourism is improving, because it is a transnational attraction. 

As our executive policies can affect our tourism abilities, regional tourism is 

affected by state policies. In macro level, an stable ecotourism has two im-

portant parts: 

 Rise and increase of natural ecosystem protection 

 Protecting local and native economy (Mirsanjari, 2008, p.25). 

Ecotourism Features 

 Participation in protection of life diversity 

 Help to social welfare of native societies 

 Educational experience 
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 Responsibility of tourists 

 Handling by small companies 

 Little need to use irrecoverable energy 

 Emphasize on native ownership 

 Producing vocational opportunities (Nouruzi, 2006, p.20). 

In recent 5 years, ecotourism has found a superior place, and desire to visit 

natural places and wild life is increasing. This affair has produced many new 

situations, but also many needs for management. Today, ecotourism is much 

familiar, but it is misused. Recently, nature-based view is removed from this 

industry, and they converted ecotourism to a destructive virus in nature 

(Ghazvini & Nazari, 2008, p.4).  

Ecotourism in Iran 

A vast set of diverse unregistered sources forms Iran’s ecotourism. This com-

prises a diverse spectrum of geographical landscapes and natural places. 

A study of Iran’s natural geography and feasibility of ecotourism of Iran in-

dicates that it is a unique economical but released source in Iran. Exactly, eco-

tourist situation of Iran is because of its contiguity with equatorial region. 

Geographical diversity has produced many different plant and animal spe-

cies in Iran, so that Iran is one of the five countries having complete ecosystem 

diversity (four seasons and plant and animal original species). Therefore, Iran 

has the potential to invest for ecotourism industry (Mirsanjari, 2006, p.11). 

Anzali Wetland 

This wetland was formed by forming two narrow dry jaws of 9270 km and 

sinking sea water. West jaw called Anzali peninsula that continues to Kapur-

chal, and Mahruzeh peninsula separates two small gulf of Kapurchal and 

Bahmbar. 

Anzali wetland is very young. By geological terms, wetlands are gulfs that 

has been separated by a sand partition from sea and is called gulf bayou, or 

they are deep places that are formed by earth movements. For Anzali, recession 

of Caspian Sea caused its separation from the sea (Monavvari, 1990, p.53). 
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Location 

Anzali wetland is located in south of Caspian Sea in 37°29’13” north width and 

49°18’41” east length (Behruzirad, 2007, p.566). 

This wetland is limited from north to Caspian Sea, from east to Pirbazar vil-

lage, form west to Kapurchal and Abkenar, and from south to Sumehsara town 

and part of Rasht (Taheri, 1998, p.26). 

Spillway basin of this wetland is 374,000 hectare, from which 53.9% is forest 

and range, 33.2% is agricultural lands, and 8.7% is wetland and pools. Human 

constructions have occupied 3.7% of land (Environment Magazine, 2008, p.3). 

Area of Anzali wetland is about 140 km2. This wetland is about 30 km along 

east-west and is about 3 km along north-south (Behruzirad, 2007, p.566). 

Anzali wetland is separated by a sand border, on which Anzali Harbor is 

located, from Caspian Sea. Most of its east regions are covered by reed, but its 

west and central parts are open. This wetland was registered in June 1975 in 

Ramsar site. Fluctuations of sea and uterification (water enrichment by nutri-

tional material) by entering waste waters caused degeneration of its ecosystem. 

In this regard, Ramsar Convention decided to register it in Montro list and 

suggested that actions to rehabilitate this wetland is urgent. 

Anzali wetland is a collection of sweet waters that is fed by its spillway ba-

sin rivers such as Siahdarvishan, Hendkhaleh, and Pasikhan. Anzali wetland is 

a suitable living area for spawning and propagation of fishes and a warm place 

for different species of birds during winter. Reed is the plentiful plant in the 

area. The protected area of Sarkhangal is a central region of Anzali wetland, 

and is covered mainly by reed and cattail. This wetland is member of interna-

tional wetlands of Ramsar convention. In recent years, Anzali wetland suffered 

from converting some of its lands to agricultural lands, sedimentation of en-

tered waters, and growth of aquatic and non-native plants such as Azolla filicu-

lodes (Khoshchin, 1993, p.4). 

Physical Specifications 

Anzali wetland is a natural, permanent, and sweet water one in country. About 

11 major rivers and 30 minor rivers enter into this wetland after irritation of 

farms and rice paddies with area of about 3600 km2. By geological terms, this 

wetland was formed during late Paleocene and probably Holocene. Soil of its 

periphery includes surface and non-lime hydromorph. Sediments are green 

sedimentary peat and a little coarse peat silt. Maximum depth of the wetland is 
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25 m during spring. Upon gathered data in a 25 period, warmest month is July 

with 36.8°C and coldest month is February with -11.4°C, that its average is 

16°C. Water temperature is 2-11°C in winter. Average annual precipitation is 

1500-2000 mm and its relative moisture is 80-85%. Generally, Anzali wetland 

has warm and moist summers and moderate winters (Mansuri, 1993, p.8). 

Ecological Specifications 

Anzali wetland is a shallow and sweet water one. This wetland is separated by 

a sand border with width of 1 km from Caspian Sea. Main plant cover of the 

wetland is reed, which their height sometimes reaches to 6 m. Azolla filiculodes 

plant was planted in Gilan province farm lands by Iran Scientific and Industrial 

Researches Organization and Agriculture Organization to produce necessary 

fodder for livestock and birds and green fertilizer for farms in 1984. During last 

decades, because of excess entering waste waters and decrement of water level, 

reed and Azolla had greater growth (Kimbal, 1987, p.24). 

Protection Situation 

This wetland was registered as an international wetlands in Ramsar Conven-

tion. Also, International Organization of Birds Life indicated this wetland as an 

important one for birds. Protected area of Siahkashim, wild shelter of Selekeh, 

and hunting-forbidden area of Sarkhankal are located in Anzali wetland. 

Dangers and Threatening Factors 

Anzali wetland encounters considerable threats, such as: 

Entering agricultural and industrial wastes, decrement of water level, rapid 

growth of reed and Azolla specially in warm weather, deterioration of spillway 

basin of the wetland, increment of sediments, converting margins to agricul-

tural lands, high traffic of motor boats, excess hunting of aquatic birds, extract-

ing birds’ eggs by native people, increment of heavy metals specially lead in 

water and sediments, pumping water to upstream to irrigate agricultural lands, 

construction of hunting cabins, accumulation of a lot of irresolvable wastes in 

the wetland mainly through rivers and visitors, construction of fish breeding 

pools around the wetland, construction of canals to guide water to upstream, 

changes in physical and chemical properties of water and affect on spawning 

and propagation of fishes. 
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Hydraulic Performance 

This wetland deposits almost 13% of suspended particles entered in it annually, 

and have an important role in purification and decrement of pollution load of 

water, so that 38% of nutrition elements deposit in the wetland annually. 

Anzali wetland has an important role in preventing depreciation of soil and 

shores of Caspian Sea. 

Economical-Social Values and Using The Land 

Using plant sources, utilizing sediments as fertilizer, existence of Titanium in 

sediments, hunting fishes and birds, and attracting tourists are from values of 

Anzali wetland. It should be mentioned that around lands are used for agricul-

ture and supply of fodder of livestock, boating and transportation. Also, this 

wetland is one of the sources of agricultural water of around lands. 

Birds 

They have known 145 species of birds of passage in Iran. 77 species (53%) of 

them are seen in Anzali wetland. About 700,000 birds of passage were observed 

such as ducks, geese, swan, and moorhen, which they immigrate from Siberia 

and other areas of world. This wetland is one of the most important places for 

little birds during winter. White pelican, gray-foot pelican, and white-forehead 

goose are from those birds that stay there during winter. This area is registered 

as passage for birds like white-headed duck, and black-stomached chicken. 

Other valuable species are birds like little swan, oak duck, bride goose, and 

black-headed duck that are close to extinction (http://eprquds.blogfa.com). 

Plants 

Plants of Anzali wetland are classified in four groups: (1) plunged plants, (2) 

afloat plants, (3) plunged-end plants, (4) dry plants. 11 species of plunged 

plants, 11 species of afloat plants, 11 species of plunged-end plants, and 6 spe-

cies of dry plants are seen in Anzali wetland. 

Fishes 

Output of Anzali wetland goes to Caspian Sea. This cause there was a suitable 

place for spawning types of fishes. In other words, some of these species are 

only found in Anzali wetland and not seen in other south part of Caspian Sea. 

39 species from 49 species of wetland fishes live exclusively in Anzali wetland. 
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Mammals 

Among mammals in this area are forest cat, wild boar, and otter 

(http://www.aftab.ir). 

Scientific Studies 

This wetland has been noticed by interior and foreign researches because of its 

ecological importance. Therefore, hydrologic and geologic studies and identifi-

cation of pollutants in this wetland were done by Environment Protection Or-

ganization, Agricultural Organization, Fishery, FAO, and universities (mainly 

Tehran University and Tarbiyat Modarres University).  

It should be said that Environment Protection Organization has many re-

search stations in Anzali wetland that they monitor water situation of the wet-

land by physical, chemical, and biological specifications regularly. Also, annual 

census of aquatic birds is done by Environment Protection Organization.  

Japan International Cooperation Organization has also began the project of 

integrated management of spillway basin of Anzali wetland by participation of 

Iran. Reports suggest that 30% of marginal factories have not equipped to refin-

ing systems yet. From the experts view, equipping industrial factories contin-

ues for many years and equipping home and industrial wastes to refining sys-

tems has commenced. The most important effect of Anzali wetland is weather 

moderation. It is also a suitable place for spawning of fishes and birds. Its east 

section has a critical situation because of pollution and its west part has a more 

suitable situation because of more deep. Its central part suffers from ecological-

environmental dangers because of traffic of motor boats. 

Although self-purification is done in the wetland because of existence of 

aquatic plants, but it is not enough to prevent its pollution. Now, hydrologic 

and hydrobiologic studies are done in this wetland and designs are also afoot. 

These designs will be executed at rivers' mouths to prevent entering pollutants 

to the wetland (Wikipedia site). 

Disappearing Life in Anzali Wetland 

Anzali wetland is one of the most important part of Caspian ecosystem that 

plays a critical role in continuity of wild life, supplying sweet water, and pre-

serving living equilibrium. But, inattention to this ecosystem, this wetland is 

subjected to extinction. Anzali wetland is one of the 10 valuable wetlands of the 

world. This wetland is located among Sumehsara, Rasht, and Bandar-Anzali 

cities in south shore of Caspian Sea. Agricultural activities around the wetland 
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are from the factors of its extinction. Also, growth of cities and industrial towns 

without correct location is another source of pollution of the wetland. Growth 

of Azolla in this wetland is one of the destructive factors. Now, this plant has 

occupied a vast part of the wetland, and if this is not prevented, it will cover all 

surface of the wetland during few next years. 

This plant has covered surface of the wetland with thickness about 10 cm 

that prevents sun lights to underwater. So, chemical reactions are not take place 

by phytoplanktons and aquatics do not obtain enough oxygen. Rather than ur-

ban wastes, agricultural poisons are also entered to the wetland through drain-

age. Unfortunately, this wetland has become a place to evacuate waste water 

and pollutants, so that most wastes and sediments are attracted by this wetland 

before reaching to the sea. 

Anzali wetland is one of the most important wetlands of Caspian Sea mar-

gin and is valuable by economical, tourism, ecological, and vocational view 

(http://www.azolla). 

Decrement of Depth of Anzali Wetland 

Transfer of sedimentary materials through entering rivers and deposition of 

suspended materials is one of the factors for life decrement of this wetland. 

Entering a large volume of sediments to this wetland is the most disaster of 

Anzali international wetland. Spillway basin of Anzali wetland is about 610 

km2, and a significant volume of sediments are entered through 27 rivers. Un-

fortunately, uncontrolled entrance of sediments accelerates decrement of depth 

of Anzali international wetland, so this should be prevented by practical strat-

egies. 

Boat Traffic Is Not Possible in All Parts of this Wetland 

Finally, wetlands are converted to forests, and entering excess sediments accel-

erates this trend. Unfortunately, boat cannot pass in some parts of this wetland, 

and all institutions should notice this problem. By limonologic studies during 

recent years, one thousand milliard m2 of different sediments have entered into 

this international wetland. These sediments decreased its depth from 12 m to 2-

3 m. To save this wetland, rehabilitation designs should be executed. Installa-

tion of sediment traps at the mouths of entered rivers, dredging it upon scien-

tific methods, and gathering aquatic plants including Azolla and reed are from 

those important actions for its rehabilitation. 70 million ton sediments enter to 

this wetland annually. This sediment has a high function, and can be used for 
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pottery and hotbeds. Anzali wetland acts as a final point for upstream rivers, 

and prevents flood and land movement in the area. If this wetland dries, not 

only life area of birds and fishes is in danger, but lives of local people also are 

affected. (http://www.aftab.ir). 

Integrated Design of Urban Management to Preserve Anzali Wetland 

Because of existence of Anzali wetland beside of Bandar Anzali city, this city is 

selected for integrate design of urban management by World Bank. By organiz-

ing Anzali wetland, fulfillment of urban waste waters of Rasht and Bandar 

Anzali cities, and executing development designs according to ecological af-

fairs, extinction of this wetland can be prevented. Unsuitable design of bridges 

and short interval of columns can produce problems for environment of the 

wetland (http://eprquds.blogfa.com). 

Ecological Management Project of Anzali Wetland 

Following developmental studies in Anzali wetland (2003-2005) which led to 

codifying wetland integrated desing, project of ecological management of 

Anzali wetland will be executed from middle of 2007 up to two years. This pro-

ject will concentrate on providing required mechanism to execute the integrat-

ed design. By doing this project we expect to: 

 Provide a substantial structure for wetland integrated management, 

 Determine monitoring style of the wetland, 

 Partitioning the wetland to regions and providing designs for man-

agement strategies for each region regarding to its social, economical, 

and ecological situation, 

 Developing fundamentals of ecological trainings, 

 Developing required fundamentals and substructures for tourism in-

dustry. 

CONCLUSION 

Among different options of world tourism, ecotourism is from planning op-

tions because of its respect to environment protection, respect to local societies, 

and respect to local culture. Experts know ecotourism as the best solution to 

protect nature, because ecotourism provides suitable base to obey international 

rules from on hand, and increases public knowledge from the other hand. But 
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what is important is that ecotourism should be offered as an industry and a 

source to protect nature and income-making (Hemmati, 2004, p.4). 

Anzali wetland is located about 40 km from north of Rasht and in south-

west of Bandar Anzali town and Caspian Sea. Extent of this wetland reaches to 

120 km2 because of precipitation, and diminishes to about 80 km2 during 

summer and autumn. This wetland acts as a refinery for entering rivers that go 

to Caspian Sea. This wetland has a exotic ecosystem with more than 100 species 

of birds, 50 species of fishes, hundreds species of plants, animals, and micro-

scopic creatures. This wetland is now subjected to a great crisis because of ex-

cess inattention. This wetland receives various kinds of organic materials 

through entering rivers. This wetland is subjected to extinction as a result of 

industrial and urban wastes, excavation of waste water from farms, and enter-

ing large amount of sediments. 

Each society adopts some strategies to undertake its ecological goals like 

decrement of air pollution, etc including ordering rules and ethical encourage-

ment, which each one is various by its culture and knowledge. What caused 

Iran's society not to achieve its ecological goals is lack of expertise view and 

lack of adopting policies based on stable development in executive affairs. I 

wish we wouldn't look everything from its mere economical view. I wish stable 

development was not merely a word in managerial sessions. I wish we remem-

ber this sphere requires our powerful hand to be saved. Our obligation to pos-

terity is a human ethics and we are responsible against this celestial custody 

(Ghazvini & Nazari, 2008, p.4). 

The following proposals can help us to develop stable ecotourism: 

 Increment of international cooperation, foreign investment, coopera-

tion with private and public sections. 

 Providing training programs to encourage people to participate in eco-

tourism, and develop tourism and protect nature. 

 Providing technical helps for developing countries to develop and in-

vest stable ecotourism and native tourism and providing necessary mo-

tive for individuals and groups in this section. 

 Help to host societies to organize visits to maximize their profit and 

meanwhile minimize negative effects to environment and native cul-

ture. 
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 Improvement of life diversity, economical activities, etc including in-

formation access and participate to create this information (Jaber, 2006, 

p.4). 

To determine different usages of Anzali wetland, the following point should 

be noted: 

 Ecological talents and protection of plants, birds, and wild life. 

 Gathering aquatic plants such as Azolla and reed. Azolla is gathered by 

mechanical methods. An innovator juvenile invented an instrument 

that can gather Azolla mechanically. This design, that is at its end stag-

es, is an effective strategy to control wetland Azolla (Wikepedia). 

 Executing rehabilitation designs, installing sediment traps. 

 Dredging the wetland upon scientific methods. 

 Its sediments can be used for pottery and hotbeds. 

 Controlling marginal industries, warning to pollutant industries, coop-

eration with scientific-research centers. 

 Organizing urban waste waters of Rasht and Bandar Anzali and notic-

ing to ecological affairs. 

 Noticing to unsuitable design of bridge and its short interval of col-

umns. 
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ABSTRACT 

By considering the many harmful effects and sometimes irrecoverable tourism pro-

jects, environmental assessment has been raised as a management tool to achieve 

environmentally sustainable development in Iran. In fact, environmental assessment 

can be done in order to establish whether proposed settlement is established, and ul-

timately reducing adverse effects the main purpose do these activities are ensure 

compliance strategy and policies and goals defined in program regulations in line with 

a plan, environmental laws and regulations. Hence, the environmental impact as-

sessment area sample designs of international tourism in the city Shandiz Torghabeh 

employment aimed at reducing adverse effects, are discussed above. It should be 

noted that the above pattern for the final proposed Astqrargzynh land has practical so-

lutions to deal with adverse effects given user deployment except in cases the estab-

lishment of rules and regulations would also be relevant User. Because the sample 

based on regional development international level is being assessed the effects re-

sulting from the use of clean energy, global warming of natural cycle of water flow 

maintain the natural shape of the Earth and other strategies to deal with the negative 

effects. 

Key words: sustainable tourism, tourism development, environmental impact, tourism 

geography. 

INTRODUCTION  

The human activities towards development, in any way that it is, will have var-

ious impacts on the environment. However we cannot limit these activi-
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tieswhich isa vital dimension for humanSurvival,but  we should try for devel-

opment and improvement according to  the present and futures 

needs.provided that it doesn’t lead to the destruction of the environment and 

natural resources. Therefore, according to this fact that any activity requires 

getting materials from the natureand disposingof other materials in it,all the 

activities toward any objective should be examined according to the limited 

capacity of the environment,to be sure that there would be  no damage to the 

viability and sustainability of the environment. Actually environment try to 

have a minimal damage on all of its development programs.to be sure about 

the environment and regarding the sustainable development objectives, a new 

scientific method has developed since the beginning of the 1970’s. This new 

management tool is named the assessment of environmental impacts. By appli-

cation of this tool one can be sure about the compliance of the policiesand spec-

ified objectives in plans and programs,and the activities of the proposed pro-

jects according to the government’s environmental rules, regulations and 

standards.actually assessing the environmental impact is a tool to be sure about 

the proper components of a proposed project and one can use it as a method 

for defining ,predicting and interpreting a proposed projects environmental 

impacts  on the whole environment ,public health and ecosystem health, that 

the survival of all the human beings depend on them. During previous years, 

the results from the application of the environmental impacts assessment and 

its importance in environments’ preservation caused the need to use it in many 

countries.Now, the international organizations not only emphasis on the use of 

environmental impact assessment for most of the major development projects 

but also define it as one of the legal requirements (Shariat & Monavari, 1954). 

The Plan 

Binalooddomains and the west mountain areas in mashhad have desirable nat-

ural characteristics, proximity to the city and the existence of substantial fixed 

and variable urban population in this city caused natural resources’ utilization, 

and consequently reduction in the environment quality. And also the estab-

lishment of large-scale projects will have some impacts with substantial scope. 

The establishment in Shandiz tourism region, like the other tourism projects 

will have adverse impacts on the environment, and it will provide a context for 

indication of different environmental issueslike: water, air, soil and landscape-

pollution, reduction in natural quality, social problems and change in the eco-

nomic structure of the region. Generally, the issues to be considered in this re-

search are as follow: 
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 The environmental quality-reduction because of the natural resources 

exploitation. 

 The impacts caused by the establishment of Shandiz international tour-

ism region. 

The Importance and Necessity of the Research 

According tothe factthat assessment is related to the planning process, project 

employers can reduce the costs in the specified timing so the pressure on the 

government funding will reduce respectively.On the other hand, assessment 

because more protection for resources by accelerating the rate of planning and 

also it prevent the occurrence of the inevitable impacts on the environment and 

natural resources.we can summarize the general benefits of assessment as fol-

low: 

 It address community dissatisfaction. 

 It eliminates the inconsistency among the society members and gov-

ernment organizations. 

 It improves the environment quality 

 It gives authority to the government at international level. 

 It creates a suitable program. 

 It improves the knowledge of environment at different levels of socie-

ty, authorities and decision makers. 

 It improves the enforcement power for rules and regulations. 

Assessment is one of the acceptable ways toward reaching sustainable de-

velopment objectives and can be used as a planning tool for managers, decision 

makers and planners.it can enable them to identify the potential environmental 

impacts that emerge as a result of the constructional projects’ administration 

and sustainable development, and choose logical choices for solving them. Dif-

ferent concerns about the administration of a project in the environment are 

progressing day by day, that’s why governments and international organiza-

tions are trying to provide rules that make project employers and development 

plans authorities to do assessment. because of that,  assessment necessity  find 

a special status among the world countriesand all of the authorities,employers 

and social specialists and their agents want to identify different activities of a 

proposed project and are going to identify its likely impacts.Thistendency 

forms because of the following needs: 
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 Project authorities need to be aware of locating, project administration 

and also reducing the likely impacts. 

 The people who invest in the projects want to know about the project 

impacts on the activities’ cycle and the kind of likely damages and lose 

on this project. 

 Government authorities need the assessment result for giving license to 

the project. 

 Other government authorities want tobe aware of the proposed pro-

jects’ impacts on the other projects. 

 Regional planners need to be aware of the similar project impacts on 

the improvement programs and land use. 

 Local communities or their representatives are eager to know what im-

pacts the proposed project has on their life quality. 

 Policy makers need to know about the environmental effects on indi-

viduals and its results. 

According to the above cases that contains just a part of the needs for doing 

assessment, assessment is able to meet various information needs. Therefore, it 

will be essential for all the people and groups who have a role in improving 

plans and projects administration or affected by them, in other words, in this 

way a more healthy environment will be available in a short time (Shariat & 

Monavarri, 1954). 

Research Objectives 

 To assess and suggest the best option from adverse impacts of a project 

for making decision according to the technologic and economic factors 

along with the social and environmental factors. 

 To predict any sustainable environmental consequences that are not 

possible for the ameliorative actions. 

 To identify environmental interest and cost for the society. 

 To define the impact reduction efforts in the project planning process 

according to the possible losses that can be predicted from the projects 

components. 

Along with these and according to above massive objectives, the objective to 

assessing the impact for this project are as follow: 

 Unified and coordinate improvement of the land. 
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 Improving the tourism attractions quality and variety. 

 Providing a context for improving the tourism along with the sustaina-

ble improvement of environment. 

 Promoting the regions local economy and providing a chain of tour-

isms self-sufficiency. 

 Promoting a flexible system in choosing different tourisms functions in 

a mutual interaction with planner-investment (dynamic plan). 

We expect that according to the above objectives, this project would have an 

international reputation, tourisms attraction features and typicality. 

Literature Review 

There are some agreements on some of the basic concepts and primary view-

points about the assessment that are define as fallow: 

 Assessment, survey and study the impacts is a proposed activity for 

environment .the assessment may contains the whole studies on physi-

cal, biological, economic and social impacts (Shariat, & Monavarri, 

1954). 

 The assessment needs to compare differentoptions for any project or 

plan. Each option has economic costs, benefits and also environmental 

impacts that can be beneficial or harmful .naturally there should be a 

balance between positive and negative points so the harmful impacts 

on environment can increase or decrease along with the increase in the 

project investment (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

 Assessment is based on forecasts. main technique for assessment is  to 

calculate the environmental qualitative changes that may emerge be-

cause of the proposed project activities (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

 Assessment is going to present the importance and scope  of environ-

mental impact on a common base ,containing a projects costs and eco-

nomic benefits .if this is done properly ,there are  less possibilities that 

the decision makers non-intentionally neglect environmental impact or 

impacts when they are trying to reach their purposeful deci-

sion.additionally ,the decision maker is less vulnerable to charges of 

manipulation and biased  judgment .these kind of problems occur 

when the environmental impacts are separated from the economic im-

pacts (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 
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 Assessment is a tool for decision making.the ultimate goal of doing as-

sessment is to help decision makers to make the best decision that can 

be achieve by providing a clear picture of investigated options, pre-

dicted environmental changes and balance between advantages and 

disadvantages of each option.so the report should contain descriptions 

and reasonable suggestions that provide basic guidelines to decision 

makers (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

 The impacts assessment is used for showing the proposed criteria to 

prevent, decrease, correct or compensate undesirable impacts of devel-

opment (Tabibian, 1963). 

 Environmental impacts assessment is a formal process and investigates 

the likely results of a proposed project to reduce the important and ad-

verse impacts on environment (Monavari, 1959). 

 In summary, we can summarize the general concepts of assessment as 

follow: 

 It compares and adapts the logical and different options. 

 It defines a suitable objective. 

 It wants to explain the best and the most efficient option. 

 The selected option contains logical costs and interests. 

 It is based on predicting the qualitative changes in the environment 

that are caused by a proposed activity. 

Methods and Techniques 

The content framework of assessment impacts: 

 Introduction 

 Description of project 

 Description of the environmental situation 

 Predicted environmental impacts 

 To reduce the adverse effects and corrective actions 

 To complete the proposal when the adverse impacts and environmen-

tal incompatibilities are inevitable. 

 The connection between the applications and short term use in the en-

vironment and long-term impacts. 
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 Propose the project option and choose the best ultimate option. 

 Caring for   environment 

 Summary and conclusion (Shariat, & Monavarri, 1954) 

Assessment reporting procedures: 

 Organizing and management 

 Determining the scope of the work 

 Describing the environmental status quo 

 Identifying and predicting the impacts 

 Overcastting the environmental changes  

 Methodologies of impacts’ analysis and assessment 

 Options (Shariat, & Monavarri, 1954). 

Common Methods of Assessing the Environmental Impacts 

We should consider anoptimaland appropriate method forthe environmental 

assessment of the following features: 

 It should have a systematic approach. 

 It should standardize a large amount of information. 

 Having the ability to quantify the information and right representation 

of them. 

 It should have ability for summarizing the data without any infor-

mation omission. 

 It should have ability for optimal prediction. 

 It should have the ability for representing the important cases. 

 It should represent the raw data and the information in a meaningful 

way. 

Among the assessment methods, we can name special experts methods, 

simple checklist, step-by-step matrix, three-dimensional matrix, Leopold matrix 

and matrix. Actually, matrix methodology is the developed form of the two-

dimensional details that are set as follow: one dimension contains different ac-

tivities related to the project, the other dimension contains a list of environmen-

tal, economic and social parameters that may be affected by the process of the 

project implementation (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954) in this article we will ad-

dress Leopold matrix, step by step matrix and three-dimensional matrix. 
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Leopold matrix 

One of the most common matrix called Leopold matrix, was prepared for the 

first time by Leopold and his colleagues in 1971, it was used forthe analysis of 

information in environmental assessment.this method contains 100 kinds of 

specific activities on horizontal axis and 88 cases of environmental factors on 

vertical axis and the result is a table or a matrix with 88oo (100* 88) cells. The 

matrix of most of the projects are about 25 -50 cells (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

Considering that the objective of this kind of impacts is reaching a primary 

quantitative evaluation for the impacts of the proposed option, it’s necessary to 

analyze the parameters quantitatively .the impacts are classified quantitatively 

in 10 qualitative levels, and consequently 10 quantitative digits attribute to 

them. The following table is the representative of this issue (Shariat & Mo-

navarri, 1954). 

Table 1. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of impacts  

Kind of impact Score of impact 

 

Kind of impact Score of impact 

Very useful and beneficial 5+ Very bad and harmful  5- 

useful and beneficial 4+ Bad and harmful 4- 

Average useful 3+ Average harmful 3- 

Weak  beneficial  2+ Weak harmful 2- 

Little beneficial  1+ Little harmful 1- 

Source: Shariat & Monavarri, 1954 

In order to use Leopold Matrix, the factors to be studied are designated in axes, 

and impact of every activity on environmental parameters is assessed, then the 

corresponding cell is marked in case the impact is definite. Drawing the cell's 

diagonal, separate spaces are provided to illustrate the impact's two character-

istics; the intensity or significance and magnitude or range (with a number 1-

10). Assessment procedure is comprised of quantifying the qualitative factors 

using expert judgment and further evaluation of such quantities. Once the table 

is completed, the partial and individual impact of activities as well as the entire 

project on environmental parameters is evaluated from both impact's intensity 

and impact's magnitude points of view through summing up each column.   

Step by step matrix: 

In this method all of the activities in the project and also environmental factors 

are listed in different categories .a group of activities are defined on horizontal 

axis and environmental factors on vertical axis. Impacts are defined according 

to this to identify the existence or nonexistence of an impact different signs are 
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used,a circle sign on the intersection shows the existence of an impact.the aster-

isk sign shows the positive impact. The negative impact is shown by a square 

sign. Other information toward the sign, show the process of changes and con-

ditions (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

Three-dimensional matrix: 

One of the advantages of this matrix is that it identifies the  incomplete infor-

mation three-dimensional matrix indicates  the need for information in assess-

ment and shows the impacts of the proposed projects activities that are placed 

in two classifications ,economic,social,ecologic and environmental. 

Two other experts named Lahan and Thanh propose another way of calibra-

tion for matrix in which quantifying the possible impacts is done by relative 

equals method according to each project.another method was proposed for the 

first time by the engineering association in USA.this method is a kind of quanti-

tative matrix that is based on a rating method (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). 

Matrix methods have a great ability in identifying the impacts and unlike 

the details can show the mutual impacts on higher levels .the methods for 

measurement, explanation, interpretation, and assessment of the impacts are 

introduced, and the results and information will be available simply for anyone 

who like .this method is comprehensible and contains physical, biological, eco-

nomic and social environment (Shariat & Monavarri, 1954). Leopold matrix has 

the capacity to define the connection between cause and effect among different 

project activities and their impacts on a large number of important environ-

mental components .additionally, Leopold matrix give us the opportunity to 

evaluate the intensity and scope of the identified impacts simultaneously. 

Introducing the Project 

The range of international tourism region of shandiz lead to the mountains of 

Binalood and main branches of Kang and Zoshkrivers in the south.it will lead 

to river valley of zoshk in west and to the river valley of Kang  in the east ,and 

is confined to the south lands of Shandiz  and Archang and Khdar villages 

(Consulting Engineers Company Parsumash, 1965). 

Mathematical Position 

The designated district ,exceeding 7000 Ha , is located roughly between: 

36˚15’36”and 36˚26’45”, having Kang and Zoshk rivers juncture and the Kang 

river main branch at northern and southern extremes  respectively. It is con-
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fined to 59˚7’30” E(Kang and Zoshk rivers junctures)in the east and 59˚19’15” 

E(Zoshk river main branch)in the west (Consulting Engineers Parsumash, 1965) 

Ecological Area 

We define the ecologic status as the whole basin levels of two rivers in zoshk 

and Kang. 

 

 
Picture 1: The Ecologic Boundary of Shandiz 

Source: Consulting Engineers Company Parsumash, 1385 

 

Official and Political Status 

According to the last changes in governmental divisions this region is located 

in Torghabe section in Mashhad city.Mashhad is one of the 24 cities in the 

province that is divided into 5 sections and 15 rural districts; Torghabe is locat-

ed at one of them. Torghabe section has 77 villages that are managed by Tor-

ghabe and Shandiz. Shandiz as a rural district with 31500 hectares areas con-

tains the 31, 48 percent of the section and Torghabe with 68560 hectares areas 

contains the 68,52 percent of the section. Shandiz has a center named Archang 

and Torghabe has a center named Hesarsorkh. Additionally, torghabe is 

known as the center of the section and Shandiz as the second one in the section 

(Parsumash, 1965). 
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Communication Status 

According to the above geographical range, this region is limited by the steep 

slopes of Binalood mountains in southwest, it is in the dead end location.so the 

region’s communication outlets are follower of the slope and topographic di-

rections and are located on the path of main valleys (southwest_ northeast). 

Shandiz road is the most significant way of communication to Mashhad that is 

connected to the other parts of the city through Vakilabad highway (Par-

sumash, 1965). 

Population-Residential Status 

According to the performed studied the most important residential centers in 

phase 1 include Noghondar, Khadar, Abardeolya, Abardesofla villages.but in 

phase 2 we can identify two villages named zoshk and Kang out of which there  

are two small villages, Zoshkeolya and zoshkesofla ,that are completely affect-

ed by this phase. There is no permanent residential center in phase3 now. But 

some of the small scattered villages in this phase, such as those in phase 2, are 

used as seasonal habitat in the summer (Parsumash, 1385). 

 
Picture 2: Residential Areas in the International Shandizregion 

Source: Parsumash, 1965 

Wider Area in the Project 

The wide area in this project with a space of about 7000 square kilometers is 

located 35 KM west of Mashad and south of Shandiz. This region is limited by 

Shandiz River in north, by Kang River and Noghondar village in east and 

south east, by Zoshk River and Abardeh village in west and northwest, and is 

restricted to Binalood Mountains in south. 
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This area is classified into 3 phases according to the consultant studies; the 

first phase will form the executive area and tourism project interference (Par-

sumash, 1965). 

Introducing the Executive Options of the Project 

There are different comments on presented patterns in some cases like the way 

of using mountains (specially the important ones).we will mention a summary 

of these options. 

The first option of locating for landuse administration (EIMCC): 

This project, zone 1, is for protected region that include the areas of two rivers 

in Zoshk and Kang and also upper areas in the region.Second zone is for eco-

tourism villages, third zone is for resort and tourism complexes and in the 

middle is the center of the complex that all of the projects are made around 

it.The rest of the area is for communication, green areas and inner protected 

areas and etc. 

 

 
    Picture 3: First option of locating for land use administration 

    Source: Parsumash, 1965 

 

Second option of locating for land use administration: 

This project contains fallowing main operations: 

 Agriculture areas, those are around the rivers and main roads. 

 Residential areas, that are divided into two groups: residential and 

ownership time sharing .residential areas are mainly on east part of the 

area. 
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 Resort and hotel complexes. 

 Ecotourism’s. 

  

 
Picture 4. Second option of locating for land use administration 

Source: Parsumash, 1965 

Third option of locating for land use administration: (head consultant, Par-
sumash) 

In this option that is provided by the head consultant, pieces of lands are de-

veloped based on the first land use priorities in each of the subzones to reach 

the specified level according to the land use per capita table. 

Then each group of the land use that has the same main features is separat-

ed from the other land uses and the homogeneous zones are chosen. 

Each of the homogeneous zones is defined according to the establishment of 

a dominant land use and other required services. Naming the homogeneous 

zones (homogeneous villages) is achievable through the two main land uses, 

second residential (ecotourism rural) and resort complex. Thus the region level 

of the project (phase 1) is divided into 15 homogeneous villages that the main 

features of each one is demonstrated in the fallowing picture (Parsumash, 

1385). 
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Picture 5: Second option of locating for land use administration 

Source: Parsumash, 1965 

Fourth option of locating for land use administration (optimum option):  

This plan named (optimum option plan) is presented as the first area plan and 

a combination ofthe three presented options for international region of Shan-

diz, by Iranian consultant in Parsumash and IAMCC Austeria, and Germany 

Ecshmit. The fourth option plan is prepared and adjusted according to the dis-

cussed parameters in strategic program section and also the recommendations 

of employer, plan manager and strategic department.and because the strategic 

plan and project proposed several scenarios for the region according to the cur-

rent plan, we can assumed the fourth option plan as one of the applicable sce-

narios .one of the other cases in the first plan is that it matches completely with 

the potentials and the  land area .it means that the area formation of the con-

structions and tourism products are in a harmony with the nature and hill 

shape of the region. This plan is organized for international region of Shandiz 

according to the sales market, andit offers a multitude of product types, in-

clude: 
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 ecotourism villages  

 resorts 

 recreational areas and green areas 

 the assessment of environmental impacts that are caused by the project 

The matrix that we use for assessing the impacts is a two dimensional ma-

trix (called Leopold matrix) which studied the mutual impacts of rows’ sys-

tematic factors and columns’ environmental parameters in it ,and also one can 

include another variables in it . 

Table 2. A Sample of Matrix Impact Assessment on the Environment, in Construction Phase, Shan-

diz Tourism Project 
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ABSTRACT 

Although medical tourism has been widely researched in tourism and health litera-

ture, travelling abroad for dental treatments has received much less attention. In the 

recent Special Issue on Medical Tourism, Hall (2011) identified only a small number 

of studies dedicated to the phenomenon that is yet to grow – 'dental tourism'. This 

paper aims to examine the causes, challenges and opportunities related to the ex-

pansion of dental tourism in Polish destinations which is presented from two perspec-

tives: a tourist and medical researcher. We discuss how the 2004 European Union En-

largement, the subsequent expansion of low-cost airlines between Poland and British 

destinations as well as migration of Polish dentists to the UK facilitated the develop-

ment of 'dental tourism'. Without doubt, the internet has been playing a vital role in 

connecting prospective 'tourists' with providers and brokers. By using a content analy-

sis of a number of websites promoting dental procedures with tourism packages, we 

examine how Poland is trying to position itself as a dental destination. We then at-

tempt to analyse how Poland is developing its niche tourism product and at the end 

we discuss the implications of this strategy. 

Key words: medical tourism, dental tourism, tourism marketing, content analysis. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Medical and health tourism have received much academic attention from both 

tourism and health scholars. In the introduction of the special issue on Medical 

Tourism in Tourism Review, Michael Hall (2011) examined extensively the lit-

erature and identified a substantial number of research papers focusing on 

medical tourism. For example, in 2010 only, 126 papers were published. The 

precise number of medical tourists does not exist as it is difficult to estimate it. 

Despite this, different reports and websites provide various figures. For exam-
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ple, as reported by Health Tourism (2011), approximately 1.3 million Ameri-

cans travelled abroad to seek healthcare. The number of UK medical tourists in 

2008 has been estimated at about 50,000 (Treatment Abroad 2010). In a recently 

published article, Lunt and Carrera (2011) listed countries that became labelled 

as medical tourist destinations. They are in Asia (Malaysia, Thailand and Sin-

gapore), in Eastern Europe (Poland and Hungary), in the Mediterranean: (Mal-

ta and Cyprus), in Africa (South Africa), South and Central America (Costa Ri-

ca, Mexico, Brazil and Cuba) and in the Middle East (Dubai and Jordan). 

Although it is clear that medical tourism has been extensively researched, 

dental tourism has received much less attention. In the paper mentioned earli-

er, Hall (2011) identified 21 studies dedicated to dental tourism. The topic de-

serves much more attention that is currently given. For example, it was pre-

dicted that in 2009, as many as 43% of all medical tourists would travel abroad 

from the UK for dental treatments (Treatment Abroad, 2010). Dental tourism is 

popular among Britons because of the rising costs of their own NHS services 

with Poland to be one of the most popular destinations. The EU Enlargement 

and subsequent influx of Poles to the UK, resulted in the sudden growth of 

cheap flights between various British airports to more than 10 regional airports 

in Poland. Without a doubt, the introduction and sudden growth of cheap 

flights contributed to the development of dental tourism in Poland. Due to the 

nature of such treatment, which usually involves small-scale procedure(s), pa-

tients can easily be occupied by 'sightseeing' between their visits in a dental 

clinic. This seems to be the main difference why dental tourism as opposed to 

other forms of medical tourism, involving cosmetic, orthopaedic, fertility and 

other surgeries, has the potential to grow.  

In this paper, we will examine how Polish dental websites promote their 

dental products along with tourist packages. Firstly, we provide an outline of 

the current literature, discussing briefly the development of tourism in Poland 

as a consequence of the 2004 European Union Enlargement. The second part of 

the literature review focuses on key issues and controversies in dental tourism 

from both tourism and health perspective. The methodology is then outlined 

before revealing a snapshot of services advertised online for potential tourists 

coming to Poland. The paper concludes considering the implications and op-

portunities for the development of tourism in Poland.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tourism in Poland has grown since Poland and other Central and Eastern Eu-

ropean states entered the European Union (EU) in May 2004. Indeed, the in-
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creased tourism in ‘New Europe’ was one of the desired outcomes of the Ex-

pansion (Coles & Hall, 2005; Hall, 2008). Free labour market resulted in a mas-

sive influx of Poles to the UK which in turn entailed the immediate growth of 

the low-cost airlines: RyanAir, Wizzair and Easyjet. These new routes between 

regional airports in the UK and Poland do not only help sustain transnational 

links between Poles living or frequently travelling in both countries (Burrell, 

2010; Dobruszkes, 2009), but also facilitate the growth of British visitors to the 

Central European destination.  

The Expansion has resulted in the emergence of new types of tourism to Po-

land, other than city and cultural breaks such as sport and adventure (Hughes 

& Allen, 2009). The tourist product attracted new market segments. For exam-

ple, while in the past Poland was appealing to elderly and lone travellers 

(Langlois et al., 1999; Ostrowski, 1991), recently, younger visitors begun travel-

ling to the country (Hughes & Allen, 2009). Stag nights have become popular 

with British male tourists.  Thurnell-Read (2011) examined how British tourists 

spend their 'stag' weekends in Krakow and how they negotiate their space in 

this old historical city with other tourists and locals. A fascinating portrait of 

British partying in Krakow is provided. It is astonishing however, how little of 

sighting these visitors actually experience. It is also clear that British stag par-

ties are not always welcome by being 'too loud, too large and too visible' 

(Thurnell-Read, 2011: 13). Clearly, development of dental tourism does not cre-

ate such challenges.  

Dental tourism – controversial debate 

Medical tourism and more specifically, dental tourism, is becoming a global 

phenomenon supported by the tourism and medical industry. It is another ex-

ample of globalisation with the number of patients who travel across borders to 

obtain dental care is continually increasing (Roig-Franzia, 2007; Sweeney, 

2008). While the demand for urgent health care is unpredictable and occurs 

suddenly, dental care is mostly less emergency. This gives patients the time to 

collect and evaluate information, to plan their time, place of treatment and pro-

vider, just like planning for a family holiday. Hence, there is a scope for tour-

ism indeed. 

Turner (2008) suggests that dental tourism is driven by the increased cost of 

dentistry, dental waiting lists and workforce issues. The increasing availability 

of dental care in low cost clinics across the borders, the relatively inexpensive 

air travel and the Internet (which links travellers with dental providers 

abroad), makes dental tourism another ‚product‛ available to everyone. Addi-
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tionally, newspapers and magazines have regular advertising for foreign dental 

services and publish feature articles with patients who have used these services 

(O’Connell et al., 2007). Media makes the search for a ‚dental tourism package‛ 

even easier. 

The medical tourism market is estimated to grow by $2.2 billion, with a cor-

responding increase of $60 billion in the global healthcare market (Vaughn & 

Whitley, 2008). However, due to the global industry of tourism and the vast 

number of dental practices, it is not possible to estimate (and there is no exact 

record) of how many patients travel for dental treatment. Scientific studies re-

garding the size and characteristic of the dental tourism wave are lacking be-

hind. Therefore, data found in the literature should be treated cautiously.  

The rise in patient mobility, apart from the marketing initiatives that en-

courage more individuals to travel for dental care, is the outcome of social and 

economic factors. In some countries private dental care is unaffordable for a 

number of patients and therefore, patients travel in search of inexpensive den-

tal treatment (Craig, 2006; Lyall, 2006). Patients in many cases are unable to ob-

tain timely access to local dental care and therefore they are looking for alterna-

tives (Leidig, 2002). For example, the number of patients travelling to Hungary 

and Poland is likely to increase if patients in the United Kingdom continue ex-

periencing difficulties obtaining dental care through the National Health Ser-

vice (Turner, 2009). This movement is clearly helped by the growth of the low 

cost airlines. Economic air travel makes the cost of transportation considerably 

less expensive than the price of many dental procedures. 

Additionally to the low-cost carriers, the Internet plays an important role 

with dental clinics around the world advertising procedures to international 

patients. Websites of dental tourism companies often incorporate testimonials 

from satisfied customers (Cormany & Baloglu, 2011; Lunt & Carrera, 2011). Pa-

tients report that one reason they seek treatment abroad is because information 

on dental care in other countries is widely available and particularly prominent 

on the Internet. For many patients, the Internet is the main way of dental re-

search, just like any other major purchase (holidays, car, and home). Dental 

tourism is presented as convenient, easily accessible, high quality and afforda-

ble. The lack of comparable information about local dentists may lead patients 

to believe that similar services are not readily available in their country of resi-

dence (O’Connell et al., 2007). Dental tourism companies and travel agencies 

are selling travel and medical packages, with ‘all inclusive deals’. These pack-
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ages include a predetermined prices flights, accommodation, transportation, 

food, trips to popular tourist destinations and of course the dental treatment. 

The advantages of dental tourism are very clear. Increased affordability, 

convenience of treatment in a timely manner, and the combination of treatment 

with a holiday package, leisure activity or visiting family, avoiding the public 

waiting lists are driving the dental tourism forward (Barrowman et al., 2010; 

O’Connell et al., 2007). The affordability factor is very significant as dental pro-

cedure may be performed at a far lower financial cost compare to the amount a 

patient would otherwise have spent for treatment in the home country (or 

country of residency) (Turner, 2008). 

Quality of care is a serious concern. Some dental tourists will receive excel-

lent care when they travel abroad, while others will risk receiving substandard 

quality (Asai & Jones, 2007). Around the world, education, accreditation and 

licensing of dentists, training of dental assistants and regulation of dental clin-

ics is highly variable. In addition, if complications are developed, some patients 

will find it difficult to return to international clinics for further treatment. 

Therefore, many of the dental complications of dental procedures taken place 

abroad (or incomplete dental procedures) have to be managed back home. In 

an attempt to help travellers, the British general dental council has acknowl-

edged the number of patients travelling abroad for dental treatment and has 

published a general guideline (General Dental Council, 2007).  

Although there are many newspaper stories and some case reports, there is 

little evidence that can be used to assess the clinical, economic and social con-

sequences of cross-border dental care. Some organisations are trying to better 

understand the significance of dental tourism. In 2006, the American Dental 

Association passed a resolution to investigate dental tourism and develop a 

policy response to cross border dental care. In 2007, the Council of European 

Dentists released a position paper on patient mobility within the European Un-

ion (CED Position Paper, 2007). Dental tourism attracts media coverage, but the 

topic receives scant attention from researchers in dentistry, bioethics, health 

law and health economics as well as tourism. The role and impact of the online 

information is also limited. This paper aims to fill some of the gaps.  

METHODOLOGY 

Lunt and Carrera (2011) reviewed a number of web sites for prospective medi-

cal tourists focusing on the credibility and quality of information. Cormany and 

Baloglu (2011) performed an analysis of medical websites focusing on their 
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content. In this research, we adopted some of the criteria used in previous stud-

ies and use them to achieve the aim of this paper: to understand how dental 

tourism is being promoted in Poland. In contrast to existing research, we exam-

ine how tourism packages are advertised on those websites. 

A search for online dental tourism facilitators in Poland performed in Eng-

lish resulted in numerous websites. We used the most popular engine, Google, 

and used terms such as: 'dental treatment in Poland' or 'dental trip to Poland'. 

Typing ‘dentist in Poland’ resulted in 4,700,000 links, while 'teeth in Poland' 

provided 15,700,000 results. We also followed right-hand sponsored links for 

dental websites in Poland. While Dental Tourism Poland and Polish my Smile 

websites were designed specifically for British customers, other websites wel-

come all nationalities. All websites investigated are in English, while some of 

them have other language options such as Swedish or German. It is very likely 

than destinations such as Szczecin (located only 14 km from German border) 

and Wroclaw would be more popular with German tourists due to its location 

than other cities.  

Following methodology adopted by Cormany and Baloglu (2011) and their 

two sets of criteria, we searched for the same information in order to compare 

the sites and examine what kinds of facilities are offered. In this research, we 

combined the two sets of criteria and adopted them to the dental treatments 

which are the following. Firstly, Email contact, telephone number, mailing ad-

dress, information request form, listing of dental procedures available, estimat-

ed treatment costs, past travel testimonials, links to international websites. Sec-

ondly, air travel, ground transportation, hotel accommodation, translation ser-

vices, sightseeing options, arrangements of medical appointments, transfer of 

medical records, and provision of aftercare services. Finally, we searched for 

information on the cities and attractions.  

RESULTS 

Nine websites promoting dental services with tourism packages in Poland have 

been evaluated in our research: Dental Poland, Dental Team, Dentists Poland, 

Polish My Smile, Polish Smile, HAHC, Dental Travel Poland, Holiday in Po-

land, and Which Clinic. Some of the sites advertised one dental clinic only, 

while others acted as a hub to a number of different clinics in various locations. 

For example, Dental Travel Poland offers services for its British customers in 8 

destinations, while Dental Poland promotes 5 destinations for British and Irish 

customers. There was also a site called 'Which Clinic' containing detailed in-
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formation about 201 clinics offering dental services.  It is explained on the web-

site that: ‘it is the world's largest collection of Health Clinics with patient feed-

back, reviews, prices, maps'. Although we focused mainly on the websites 

mentioned above, overall, we looked at more than 210 different clinics in Po-

land advertised in English.   

Interestingly, our search revealed a general website called Holiday in Poland 

where dental tourism is listed as one the main key products on the website. 

'Dentist in Krakow' is promoted as one of the key tourist products, next to 

'Weekend in Krakow', 'National Parks' or 'Following John Paul II'. Other web-

sites focused on dental treatments and activities in given destinations.  

In terms of design, all websites looked professionally made with a clear lay-

out, attractive visually and information was easy to find in all the sites ana-

lysed. Most of the websites contained images of attractive women, often with 

blond long hair and beautiful smiles – typical images associated with Poland. 

Each of the website contains its special taglines, such as:  'Refresh your smile', 

'looking for new smile? Get it now?' (Dentists Poland) or ‘A beautiful smile for you’ 

(Dental Team). ‘New smile, New Life’ is the tag-line for Dental Poland. Polish 

Smile advertises its services in the following way:  ‘Smile you can be proud of'.  

Slightly different taglines appear on the website of HAHS:  ‘Healthy smiles de-

signers’, ‘World quality Polish prices’.  

While such taglines emphasise the importance of the appearance and con-

tain word ‘smile’ in their marketing advertisements, there are also sites that 

focus on the location itself and promotes the destination first.  For example, 

Polish Smile site promotes services in one clinic in Wroclaw, a historic city in the 

south west part of the country: 'Treat and Travel! See the most magnificent places 

in Poland'. Main links on the website lead to: the city airport, cultural events, 

the city of Wroclaw, Ryanair flights, car rentals and hotels. Clearly, the site 

provides a very quick way of checking the destination and its assets.     

As highlighted by Connell (2006), conventional tourism has become a by-

product of medical tourism. All companies make sure that they send the right 

message to their potential customers. For example, Polish my smile site points 

out: ‘We will help you to create a perfect combination of dental and city break that real-

ly makes you feel better’. All sites contain all the necessary information related to 

tourism activities in the given destination. For example, one of the clinics listed 

on Which Clinic site advertised tour services in Krakow: 
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'You will fly over Krakow city, go deep underground to Wieliczka Salt Mine, raft down the 

Dunajec River and relax after an eventful and exciting day in a cosy and comfortable hotel 

room - and we will be with you all the way. Whatever you need - we'll make it possible’ 

(What clinic, Indexmedica). 

Dental Tourism that promotes its clinics in 5 Polish cities promises its cus-

tomer the charm of Krakow: 

It is not possible to describe all the city’s attractions. One thing is certain, though – visitors 

will find their own ‘magic’ Kraków.  

Poznan, a city famous for its historic buildings, cobbled stress and the 

square, lists all the important hotspots that should be visited:  

In Poznan monumental, impressive buildings harmonise with beautiful, historic tenements, 

whereas high streets and main traffic arteries coexist with the charming backstreets of the 

Old Town. Here you can admire some architectural monuments which were built in vari-

ous periods: the Gothic Cathedral at the Ostrów Tumski with the tombs of Polish Kings in a 

basement, the Old Market Square with the Renaissance Town Hall, surrounded by merc-

hant houses, Baroque Parish Church, the classical building of the Raczynski Library, the 

neoclassic Opera and Ballet House (Dental Prestige, which clinic, (What Clinic, Dental 

Prestige).  

With such descriptions and marketing slogans highlighting the charm of 

historic polish cities, it is easy to forget what the main focus of the visit is – a 

dental treatment. Furthermore, another website promoting its dental services in 

a city located close to the west border, Szczecin, promotes clubs and discos, art 

and galleries, food and restaurants and outdoor tourist attractions. A different 

web site promoting dental services in the same city, Szczecin, markets the city 

in the following way: 

‘Starting a treatment at HAHS PROTODENS Dental Clinic makes an excellent opportu-

nity to visit the city of Szczecin - the capital of the West Pomerania region – and the region 

itself. For our patients we not only offer professional and complex dental care, but also a 

chance of spending their leisure time in one of the most charming areas of Poland’ (HAHS).  

Cultural events, gastronomy, recreation and shopping are advertised on the 

website. It is interesting to see that all sites included in this study contain in-

formation about other services available. Providers are ready to organise spa, 

messages or other services that would be of interests to dental clients. As an 

example, Dental Poland has the following information:  

Also if you would like to profit from SPA and WELLNESS or 

pool, sauna, gym please do not hesitate and inform our Custo-

mer Service Assistant and we will arrange it all for you.  
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On the British website, Dental Travel Poland, ‘’dental SPA’’ is featured as a 

new product.  Dental SPA is promoted in Szczecin as a combination of dental 

treatment and therapeutic/ well-being treatment. This is perhaps a new product 

that may be developed further.  

Apart from the basic information, all the websites have testimonies from cli-

ents. Most of the sites include photographs, and many have videos and tours of 

facilities. Three of the websites contained links to social media (Facebook, Twit-

ter and Youtube). One of the sites targeting British customers included a link to 

a TV programme, pointing out: As see on BBC (Polish my Smile).  

To sum up, all sites analysed in this study focused on same destinations, all 

conveniently located with close proximity to airports. It can be seen that one 

destination in particular, the city of Szczecin, features on the majority of sites. 

In contrast to the previous study of medical tourism websites (Lunt & Carrera, 

2011), layout, design and quality of information was of high standard.  

CONCLUSION 

At the time of the EU entry, Poland did not belong to the top destinations and 

positioning correctly their tourism products was a major challenge for the tour-

ist boards. Historically, tourists have come to Poland in order to experience cul-

tural and heritage tourism and many of them were lone and elderly travellers. 

The European Union expansion in May 2004 brought immediate changes and a 

number of opportunities to Polish tourism. The Enlargement, subsequent mi-

gration of Poles to the UK as well as development of cheap airlines and good 

transport links resulted in an increase in tourism from Britain to the UK.  

Dental tourism, a sub-segment of medical tourism is an opportunity to ex-

pand touristic opportunities beyond the cultural tourism or stag tourism in ma-

jor cities. Development of dental tourism provides a chance to promote cities 

that are less known but that have much on offer; shopping, spas or cultural at-

tractions. The analysis of the websites revealed that cities that attempt to mar-

ket themselves as new ‘dental destinations’ are: Szczecin, Wroclaw, Jelenia Go-

ra, Krakow, Poznan as well as the Polish capital, Warsaw. As discussed previ-

ously, Krakow quickly did become one of the popular destinations among 

young British tourists (Thurnell-Read, 2011). Nevertheless, while stag tourism 

may create potential image problems for destination (related to sex or prostitu-

tion), dental tourism does not create such challenges. Dental tourists are likely 

to travel as lone tourists or in small groups. Clearly, it provides an opportunity 

to develop this market further.   
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This paper shows some initial findings exploring ways how dental tourism 

is being promoted via the internet in Poland. Clearly, findings presented in this 

study should be viewed as a snapshot of available services and a more detailed 

analysis is needed to understand development of this niche tourism. A conven-

ient location in Central Europe, well-developed transport links, widely spoken 

English and a reputation of Polish dentists in the UK will most likely increase 

this market in the near future. Economic challenges in the UK and cuts in NHS 

services will probably contribute to this expansion of city breaks and dental 

tourism. The main appeal however is clear: low cost and timely manner of the 

services. Patients who travel abroad for dental care often return home satisfied 

with the quality of services received. A lower price for the dental treatment 

does not necessarily mean lower quality of services, while the internet, profes-

sional websites and Word of mouth will prompt other patients to do the same. 

Yet, the issue of how dental tourism should be regulated is still unknown and 

under researched.  
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ABSTRACT 

Turkey is an important country from the aspect of its health tourism potential. In the 

context of elderly and disabled tourism, the aged-tourism, elderly care services; spe-

cial care services for disabled people can be arranged. Health care providers’ roles 

and responsibilities are important issues in terms of quality of care. As health care 

providers, public health nurses play an important role in medical tourism, as well as 

thermal, elderly and disabled tourism. Registered and fully trained nurses are really 

crucial criteria for assessing quality of care. In this study, the importance of public 

health nursing roles is determined in terms of medical tourism. As a conclusion, we 

should say that institutions which provide medical tourism should be supervised and 

more responsibilities should be given to advanced public health nurses in terms of the 

quality of the health services provided in the tourism industry. 

Key words: medical tourism, public health. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Medical tourism means to travel to a foreign country to obtain medical care. It 

is not a new phenomenon. But it is new and researchable for academicians and 

companies (Health Tourism Sector Report, 2011). There are lots of reasons for 

countries to promote medical tourism or for patients to want medical tourism. 

Medical tourism has some issues in terms of clinical / medical, financial, ethical, 

legal. In this study medical tourism examined in health providers aspects. Tur-

key has dynamicity in tourism sec-tor. Health Tourism includes a) Medical 

Tourism b) SPA Tourism and c) Elderly and Handicap Tourism.  

There are some main clinical concerns about medical tourism. Evidence 

based techniques; by using evidence based techniques in medical tourism, 

quality of care increase. Besides this; evidence based practices provide practic-

ing health care providers with evidence-based data, resolve problems in the 

clinical setting, achieve excellence in care delivery, introduce innovation in 
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medical tourism, assists with efficient and effective decision-making, resolve 

regulatory problems, achieve excellence in regulation, introduce regulatory in-

novation.  Medical quality standards; includes various perspectives, like physi-

cian, patient, hospital, clinic, appropriate follow-up care, as well as adequate 

communication between providers and patients (Koehlmoos, 2011).  A trained 

and accredited health care provider is one and the most important component 

in patient safety also an important issue in medical quality standards. Effective 

and Professional communication between patient and health care provider is 

crucial to promote quality standards. 

Medical tourism in Turkey 

Turkey is an important country from the aspect of its health tourism potential. 

Sustainability of tourism is a crucial part of tourism sector from different per-

spective (Kozak & Kozak, 2011). We need sustainable healthcare in medical 

tourism ares. Because there are many types of health tourism in Turkey; such 

as thermal, medical and elderly- disabled. According to the Health tourists In-

ventory; 91,952 health tourists came to Turkey in 2009 and 109,678 in 2010 for 

the purpose of medical tourism (Aydın, 2011). It is possible to see the inventory 

(Figure 1) total including the last three years. Whereas the number of foreign 

patients was 74.093 in 2008, it became 109.678 in 2010. This variation states a 

22% increase. Beside this increase rate states a higher rate than that of all other 

tourism types, is higher than world health tourism increase rate as well. 

 

 

Figure 1. Data on health tourism inventory in turkey 

Source: Aydın, 2011. 

When examining the figure 5, it is observed that within the last three years, 

the number of health tourists coming to Turkey has a tendency to increase in 
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both public and private sector. Particularly in the context of medical tourism 

the medical care quality factor is more important. 

Medical tourism and nurses  

Nurses have two main roles in medical tourism; firstly, to assist to patients in 

finding suitable locations can take any health service in other countries and 

secondly, to warn them about potential risks and ethical and legal contradic-

tions. As medical tourism develops, serving as the coordinator of the patient 

may be a common task for nurses. However, there are not a number of studies 

in the national and international literature examining nurse’s roles in medical 

tourism (Çevirme, 2011).   

According to American Association of Critical Care, there are some 

standarts for establishing and sustaining healthy work environments. These 

are; (AACN, 2011) 

 Being as proficient in communication skills as they are in clinical skills  

 Being relentless in pursuing and fostering collaboration  

 Being valued and committed partners in making policy, directing and 

evaluating clinical care and leading organizational operations 

 Being recognized and must recognize others for the value each brings 

to the work of the organization   

According to the Jutabha (2007) there is a checklist called "The Four D’s,” 

when investigating a hospital outside the country (Table 1). These Four D’s in-

clude: Domain, Doctors, Data, and Disaster.  In these criterias there are two im-

portant issues for health care providers (doctors and nurses); are providers 

credentialed and board certified? And are the nurses registered and fully 

trained? 

As medical tourism develop as an important area in healthcare, it is neces-

sary to clarify some issues regarding nursin role. Natan, Sefer& Ehrenfeld 

(2009) prepare some questions to ask include; qualifications for a nurse who 

will work in medical tourism, content of these qualifications, kind of prepara-

tion to work in medical tourism and challanges in this area for nurses. If nurses 

want to work in medical tourism sectors they should learn; patience, tolerance, 

understanding for different cultures, and basic nursing skills maybe advanced 

public health nursing skills. Nurses should use their roles as provider of care, 

teacher, manager, advocater and research consumer. 

http://www.nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/ANAMarketplace/ANAPeriodicals/OJIN/TableofContents/Vol142009/No3Sept09/Articles-Previous-Topics/Medical-Tourism.html#Jutabha
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Table 1. Criteria for assessing quality of care  

Variable  Question(s) to Ask  

Accreditation  Are the hospital accredited by Joint Commission International and/or the 

International Organization of Standardization (ISO)? 

Background  What various social, political, and cultural problems might exist? 

Contamination  Are infectious and parasitic diseases rates available?  
How do they compare with the rates at home?  

Complications  Who will manage the postoperative complications and the consequent 

costs of this care?  

Domain  Are the facilities and infrastructure well maintained and up-to-date? 

Doctors and Nurses  Are providers credentialed and board certified?  
Are the nurses registered and fully trained? 

Data  What kinds of statistics does the institution collect? 
Do they make these statistics available to potential patients and certifying 
agencies? 

Disaster and Death  Are morbidity and mortality data available?  

How do they compare with the rates at home? 

Due diligence  Who exactly are you dealing with?  
Can you visit the hospital, tour its facilities, and meet the staff? 

Source: Natan, Sefer& Ehrenfeld, 2009. 

In medical tourism Nurse Certification can be a formal process by which a 

certifying agency validates a nurse’s knowledge, skills, and competencies 

through a written exam in a specialty area of medical tourism practice. Because 

of assessment of their professional accomplishment/leadership, commitment to 

profession, provide higher quality of care, evidence based practices and re-

source to others. In turkey there are some university nursing departments cur-

riculum that include medical tourism as a lesson for nursing students are 

shown in Table2 (Çevirme, 2011). 

Table 2. Medical tourism in some government and private universities’ curriculum.   

University  Department  Lesson  

Mugla University  Fethiye High School Medical Torism 

Yeditepe University Health Science Faculty Nursing 
and Nursing Services 

Medical Tourism and Nursing 

Gazikent University Health Science High School Public Health Nursing; Trans-
cultural Nursing and Tourism 
Nursing 

Nevsehir University Semra ve Vefa Kücük Health 
HighSchool 

Tourism and Health  

Pamukkale University Denizli Health HighSchool, 
Department of Nursing 

Cultur and health; 
Tourism Health  

Artvin Coruh University Department of Nursing Medical Tourism 

Istanbul Arel University Health Science Nursing High 
School 

Public Health Nursing; Trans-
cultural Nursing and Tourism 
Nursing 

Source: Çevirme, 2011 
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As shown in Table 2, medical tourism is taking place in some universities 

curriculum. Medical tourism lessons for nurses are likely to increase over the 

next decade.  

CONCLUSION  

Nurses need to be aware of this expected new role. There is a need for a 

framework both for education and policy.  Further studies are required to bet-

ter understand the medical toursim, roles and responsibilities of nurses in these 

areas. In the context of elderly and disabled tourism, the aged-tourism (sight-

seeing tours, occupational therapies), elderly care services (nursing or rehabili-

tation services), special care services for disabled people can be arranged. Alt-

hough medical tourism offers benefits for elderly and disabled patients, quali-

ty-of-care issues abound. Health care providers’ roles and responsibilities are 

important issues in terms of quality of care. As a health care provider, public 

health nurses play an important role in medical tourism, as well as thermal, 

elderly and disabled tourism. Registered and fully trained nurses are really 

crucial criteria for assessing quality of care. In this study the importance of 

public health nursing roles are determined in terms of medical tourism. As a 

conclusion, we should say that institutions which provide medical tourism 

should be supervised and more responsibilities should be given to advanced 

public health nurses in terms of the quality of the health services provided in 

tourism sector. 
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ABSTRACT 

The latest earthquake in Turkey is 7.2 magnitude earthquakes in October 2011 in Van 

Ercis. A large number of case studies of disasters reflect the importance of the 

development of tourism disaster management plans. In this context, disasters can 

impact directly and indirectly on health of tourists at a number of different levels. This 

study was undertaken for the purpose of assessing the collapsed hotels and 

population health impact of hotels destroyed in Van earthquake. As a conclusion, 

different levels of the tourism industry should have different responsibilities and 

should be take place at different levels of the disaster management plans, hotels and 

structures in the historical sites damaged in Van should be restored in a better way. 

Key words: disasters, earthquake, Van, Turkey. 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourism sector in Europe accounts for 12% of GDP, 6% of job opportunities and 

30% of external trade (Çapar, 2011). Tourism sector is expected to be Europe's 

largest service industry with the increase in demand (Çapar, 2011). Turkey's 

tourism revenues in 1999 from 5,193 billion, increased to 15,887 billion in 2004. 

In 2010, Turkey tourism revenue has reached to 20,806 billion (Turizm Geliri ve 

Gideri, 2011). Turkey has a long-term tourism strategy and the main goal of 

this strategy is being a major tourist attraction in the world among the top 

countries in 2023 (Göçen, Yirik & Yılmaz, 2011). 35 thousand 741 of the 

settlement area 43.75% in Turkey have been exposed to at least a disaster event. 

The disaster occurred in Turkey, 55% of that is earthquake, 21% of the 

landslide, 8% of flood, 7% avalanche and 2% caused by rock fall (Çapar, 2011). 

Among the different types of natural disasters, earthquakes are the most 

serious, unforeseen and unavoidable disasters (Jones, 1995).  

Tourism and Disaster Mangement 

Tourism is a spesific sector among wide range of industry sectors in terms of 

disaster planning and disaster response. Tourism should have an important 

place in disaster management plans. Because tourism sector is more vulnerable 
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to hazards than other sectors (Mistilis & Sheldon, 2005). Some of the reasons 

are; tourism is highly people-oriented, in the event of a disaster caos or criss 

management can be difficult, different spoken languages could be a problem to 

follow the instructions; tourism destinations are high risk in terms of natural or 

man-made disasters.  

A lot of studies have examined different aspects of disasters and tourism. 

(Beirman, 2003; Glaesser, 2003; Ritchie, 2004). Number of authors suggested 

that developing disaster mangement plans in tourism destionations could help 

them limit the damages induced by disasters while taking into consideration 

some dimesnsions of disaster and tourism (Cioccio & Michael, 2007; Hystad & 

Keller, 2005).  

In a study that examined the effect of tourism on natural disasters (Wang, 

2009), was indicated that disasters affect the tourism industry significantly. An 

earthquake event in toursim destinations particularly in difficult areas will 

cause reduction in number of visitors or revenues of tourism. If tourism 

managers make an appropriate action plan, they can cope with these 

challenges. Developing a comprehensive Tourism disaster management 

strategy for the tourism sector is really important issue.  

Tourism Disaster management system is systematic in approach, promotes 

collaboration between public, private and community stakeholders. It has some 

basic steps in process which includes (Figure1), mitigation, preparedness, 

response, recovery by using legistative and planning framework (operational 

procedures), planning and exercise, execution, risk identification, risk 

assessment, risk transfer, technical knowledge, hazard knowledge (scientific) . 

 
  Figure1. Tourism disaster management strategies (CTO 2009) 
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In Turkey's economy the tourism sector has a significant share of in the GDP 

(Kotil, Konur & Özgür, 2007).Turkey's tourism revenues constitutes 

approximately 4 percent of GDP. After the 1999 earthquake Turkey's tourism 

revenues decreased 40 percent compared to the previous year (Kotil, Konur & 

Özgür, 2007).Tourism sector is one of the most effected sectors from Marmara 

earthquake. Loss of the tourism sector due to the earthquake was 

approximately 173 million dollars. The number of people (17. 600) to 

participate in congresses has been revoked (Aktürk & Albeni, 2002). 

Congresses have been revoked due to the earthquake, the value of monetary 

loss incurred $ 15 million. (Aktürk & Albeni, 2002).Number of customers 

(156,000) people does not come to Turkey because of fear. Lots of tourist turns 

their countries. Totally, in 1999 the loss of the earthquake that occurred in the 

tourism sector is 27% (Aktürk & Albeni, 2002). 

Van Earthquake and Tourism 

A huge earthquake hit Van Province in eastern Turkey in 2011. Some 

characteristics of Van earthquake can be seen in the Table 1 (CEDIM, 2011).  

Table 1. (CEDIM, 2011) 

                                           Some issues from Van earthquake 

Time  At 10.41 GMT (13.41 Local) on Sunday, October 23 rd, 2011. 

Depth  Mw7.2‐7,3 event located at a depth of around 10 km. 

Epicentre  Located directly between Ercis (pop. 75,000) and Van (pop. 370,000) 

Casualties   The earthquake is estimated to have caused around 700‐1000 casualties 
(601 currently as of 2nd November 2011; mostly due to falling debris and 
house collapse) 

Economic losses Around 1 billion TRY to 4 billion TRY (approx. 555 million USD– 2.2 billion 
USD) in total economic losses. 
Around 17 to 66% of the provincial GDP of Van 

Aftershocks  The number of aftershocks between each magnitude bound are as follows: 
M2‐3: 716; M3‐4: 913; M4‐5: 108; M5‐6: 7; M6‐7: 0. 

Damaged  On the 1st November 2011 that 5497 households have been severely 
damaged and in addition 9060 households became damaged. 30% of 
buildings in Ercis are damaged beyond repair.  

Buildings  As of the 31st October 2011 reported from Turkish Red Crescent, from the 
43,548 buildings that have been examined, 2309 have collapsed, 11,847 
have been severely damaged or are uninhabitable. 17,923 houses have 
been slightly or moderately damaged. In addition, 11,469 buildings have be 
en undamaged. 
Some schools and hospitals collapsed or seriously damaged 

Systems  In the Van City, the natural gas system (building collapse on a system 
regulator), water supply system (pipeline damage), the power and 
communication systems (general interruptions) were all affected, however 
were reported to be functional again within 24 hours after theearthquake. 

Tourism  Three mosques damaged in Ercis, two minarets being collapsed the 
museum and its collection was damaged in Van there were cracks in glass 
enclosures and objects with fractures. There were also some cracks in the 
structure, however not to any serious extent. 
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According to the last census the province of Van which is one of the poorest 

in Turkey has around 1.035 million. 

Official population of Van Province is 1.035 million (as of 31.12.2010, Address 

Based Population Registration System). The average household size is relative 

high (between 7 and 8 persons). It has 539,619 residents living in cities, and a 

village population of 495,799. Numbers of deaths, injures, medical personnel 

ans search and rescue trends are seen in the Figure2 (CEDIM, 2011). 

 

Figure2. Deaths, injured, medical personnel and search and rescue trends from van earthquake 

(CEDIM, 2011). 

In Van earthquake, the aftershock sequence has produced a larger than 

normal number of people to leave their homes who do not have severely 

damaged or destroyed housing (CEDIM, 2011). People firstly lived in tents and 

then containers for temporary housing. The powerful aftershok of 5.6 

magnitude occurred in Van and caused the collapse of Bayram Hotel in Van 

province, leaving many trapped in the wreckage (Figure3-4). The hotel was 

being used by journalists and the staff of the Red Cross. 

                     

    Figure3. Bayram Hotel before Eartquake                   Figure4. Bayram Hotel after Earthquake 
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Van earthquake is expected to have minor or no impact on tourism. 

Because, this region of the earthquake is not the most-visited place by tourists 

and business travelers. The epicenter is located very far from Istanbul and 

other tourism destinations so it should not affect tourism or tourism sub-

sectors much at all.  

CONCLUSION 

To decrease the future vulnerability of the area, suitable earthquake resistant 

construction techniques, financial incentives and education in new skills should 

be effective in the region. In particular, Van earthquake have resulted in much 

damage including both financial loss and human casualties. And it is not effect 

the tourism sector. However, tourism destinations, like Istanbul or other cities, 

should be prepare themselves by having guidelines for appropriate actions in 

place to cope with such challenges.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a case study on tourism provision attributes considered important 

by domestic tourists in visiting island tourism destinations. Measurement focused on 

domestic tourists’ perception on quantity and quality of tourism services provisions in 

the chosen islands and how these affect their motivation to visit those islands. Data 

was collected via personally assisted survey of onsite domestic tourists. Analysis of 

data revealed a lower perception on the quality of tourism service provisions in the is-

land destinations as compared to perception on quantity. It revealed that pricing, ac-

cessibility and connectivity are important attributes for domestic tourists that must be 

satisfactorily provided by island destination managers. Though the results are primari-

ly beneficial to local planners and marketers, this paper still contribute to the litera-

ture in that it highlights the link between product evaluation and travel motivation. 

Key words: product evaluation, motivation, island destinations, domestic tourism. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Domestic tourism is often an ignored component of the tourism industry. It is 

considered less glamorous than international tourism, and brings lesser level of 

economic and developmental value to a country (Richter, 1989). But, inevitable 

global economic recession which saw a major decrease in international tourist 

arrival reemphasize the importance of domestic tourism in order to continue 

benefiting from tourism (Scheyvens, 2002). For Malaysia, this was evident in 

1998 after the country’s economy tumbled due to the Asian Financial Crisis, 

forcing the country to reinvigorate its Cuti-Cuti Malaysia (holiday in Malaysia) 

campaign to encourage domestic tourism. 

Thus, domestic tourism deserves greater governmental planning and con-

siderations. From the marketing point of view, mere bargains are ineffective if 

not coupled with an understanding of the target market’s perceptions particu-

larly on the quantity and quality of tourism offerings in question.  

The paper used a quantitative survey to answer the following research 

questions:  

 What are important tourism provision attributes as far as domestic 

tourists to island destinations are concerned?  

 2. How can the quality of domestic travel to island destinations be fur-

ther enhanced?  

To give a better focus to this exploratory study, study context was limited to 

resort island destinations in Northwest Malaysia only. Resort island destina-

tions are chosen to ease the identification of domestic tourists as opposed to 

local folks. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Product evaluation is very much a part of consumer behavior (Schiffmann & 

Kanuk, 2007). Understanding tourist behaviour is important to both the field of 

marketing and tourism to explain the way consumers make decisions and act 

in relation to the consumption of tourism products. While the term ‘consumer’ 

would seem to indicate a single concept of demand, the reality is that there is a 

whole diversity of consumer behaviour, with decisions being made for a range 

of reasons (Cooper et. al, 2008). Studies on product evaluation will lead to val-

uable information on the needs, purchase motives and decision process associ-

ated with the consumption of tourism, highlight the different market segments 
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and help managers improve their chance of marketing success. According to 

Decrop (2000), consumer attitudes, personalities and past experiences could 

determine future tourist purchasing behaviour. This contention was also sup-

ported by Swarbrooke & Horner (2007) and Cooper et. al, (2008). In other 

words, it is important that tourism consumers are satisfied with the products 

and services being purchased as part of the holiday experience. One of the 

main reasons for recognizing tourist satisfaction is that satisfied tourists tend to 

share their experience with family and friends. If the tourist had a holiday that 

met his or her needs and expectations, it is most likely that the holiday will be 

recommended to friends and relatives through positive word-of-mouth. More-

over, a satisfied tourist may well use the tourist products and services again 

and again, eventually becoming a loyal customer.   

Whether or not a tourist is satisfied with the tourism product/service will 

depend on the benefits they are looking for from the particular purchase (Bigne 

et al., 2001; Cooper et al., 2008; Otto & Ritchie, 1996; Swarbrooke & Horner, 

2007). These needs and desires are closely linked to motivators and determi-

nants.  For example, a student traveler may want to go on an adventure holiday 

to but due to budget constraints, he or she has to keep to a low-cost vacation. A 

simple youth hostel could be just right for his/her budget, as long as he/she can 

take part in several physical activities during the holiday. 

According to Swarbrooke and Horner (2007) the level of tourist satisfaction 

is influenced by how the tourist perceives the tourist experience. This percep-

tion could be in terms of both the quality and quantity of the facilities and ser-

vices being offered. Tourist attitudes and expectations of the tourism product 

could also lead to different satisfaction levels. An expectation that is not suffi-

ciently met will most likely lead to tourist dissatisfaction. One of the difficulties 

in relation to tourist satisfaction is that tourists have different attitudes, stand-

ards and values. Often, their level of satisfaction is based on personal views 

about an issue which they judge in their own unique way. In terms of uncon-

trollable factors, these are the factors which influence customer satisfaction yet 

are outside the control of the tourism providers. Examples include the weather, 

strikes and behaviours of other tourists. 

Prebensen’s (2000) study of Norwegian’s trip satisfaction revealed that tour-

ists’ satisfaction with a trip or destination could be a result of many aspects, 

such as the perceptions of products as well as their expectations before and 

during the trip. The study focused on inner motives for travelling which corre-

spond to Dann’s (1981) push factors. Specifically, findings from the study 
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showed that Norwegian charter tourists have been satisfied with travel destina-

tions in southern European countries and consequently intend to purchase the 

products again and make positive recommendations to others. 

The relationship between the image of the destination as perceived by the 

tourist and their behavioural intentions has been studied by Bigne et.al. (2001). 

The results of the empirical study showed that tourism image is a direct ante-

cedent of perceived quality, satisfaction, intention to return and willingness to 

recommend the destination. This confirms that quality has a positive influence 

on satisfaction and intention to return, and that satisfaction determines the 

willingness to recommend the destination. However, the influence of quality 

on willingness to recommend and the influence of satisfaction on intention to 

return cannot be confirmed. 

METHODOLOGY 

The questionnaire is divided into sections that include domestic tourists’ opin-

ions and attitudes towards the quantity and quality of tourism service provi-

sions (likert scale 1=strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) and demographic fac-

tors, personality, values and travel characteristics of domestic tourists. Ques-

tions were added to understand respondent’s satisfaction with the amount of 

services being offered during their most recent trip to an island resort. In this 

section, the respondents were asked to rate how happy they were with the 

range of accommodation, transportation, attraction, activities, price, accessibil-

ity and connectivity as well as the food and beverage outlets available at the 

island resort. Question also focused on perception of quality of accommoda-

tion, transportation, attraction, activities, price, accessibility and connectivity 

and food and beverage outlets. The level of satisfaction received by the tourists 

when visiting a resort island could influence their travel behaviour in terms of 

their intention to return to the same island resort. As mentioned by Echter & 

Ritchie, 1993, the physical settings supported by infrastructures. (accommoda-

tion, transportation, food and tourist attractions) can be linked to tourist per-

ceptions of quality and value to their holiday experience.  

Sampling and Sample Size 

Data was collected via intercept survey using appointed numerators. These 

numerators were trained adequately about the objectives of the research and on 

the questions listed in the questionnaire. Their comprehension on the research 

is important to ensure effectiveness of the data collection. They were also 
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trained on the characteristics of respondents that the research requires and how 

they should approach the respondents. Finally, they were trained to ask a qual-

ifying question to determine if the targeted respondent had visited any of the 

four island destinations in the past year. Only those who gave positive re-

sponse were probed further. Data collected were later coded and analyzed us-

ing SPSS 14 to generate findings for each research objectives. 

Extensive literature search shows no information on the number of domestic 

tourists visiting Langkawi, Penang, Jerejak and Pangkor in 2010. All data found 

offer no breakdown between domestic and international arrivals to those island 

tourism destinations. The Statistics Services Department offers mainly statistics 

pertaining to value of gross output, cost of input, number of persons engaged, 

salaries and wages paid and value of assets. However, the Domestic Tourism 

Survey 2010 publications do offer statistics based on states, a basic sociodemo-

graphic characteristics of domestic tourists. Therefore the sociodemographic 

characteristics of the respondents of this study were compared to those to de-

termine if the sample truly represents the study population.  

As can be found in the website of Economic Planning Unit of the                 

government at http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/ pdf/eco_stat/pdf 

/1.2.5.pdf, the total population of Malaysian citizens in 2010 was 26,784,965 peo-

ple. From this, residents 14 years old and below were 8477869 in total number. 

Thus, it can be deduced that the number of residents suitable as the study’s re-

spondents is 25937176. This is the total population that is used in calculating 

the sample size required by the study. Referring to the formula shown on Crea-

tive Research System website (www.surveysystem.com), a population 

25937176 would require a sample size of 1894 to give researcher 99% confi-

dence level at +- 3 confidence interval. Thus the minimum sample size required 

for the study was 1894. The actual data collection yielded 1780 useful respons-

es, giving the study a response rate of 93.9%. This number is in accordance with 

Fowler’s (1984) contention that regardless of methods used to collect data - 

face-to-face survey interviews, telephone interviews, or mail-in surveys, a high 

response rate is extremely important when results are intended to be general-

ized to a larger population. The author further contend that the lower the re-

sponse rate, the greater the sample bias. 

Prior to actual field collection, a pilot test was conducted on 30 individuals 

believed to be representing the characteristics of domestic travelers to island 

tourism destinations. The purpose of the test was to see the time taken to finish 

the survey, the appropriateness and clarity of the questions, and to address the 

http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/%20pdf/eco_stat/pdf%20/1.2.5.pdf
http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/%20pdf/eco_stat/pdf%20/1.2.5.pdf
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issue of validity and reliability. Data analysis of pilot test was carried out to 

examine the validity and reliability of the questionnaire. Construct validity was 

tested using factor analysis; while reliability was tested using Cronbach’s 

method. Validity test was applied for each section to determine the dimensions 

for each section. Principal component factor analysis is used to validate the in-

struments through varimax rotation techniques. The main objective of factor 

analysis is to reduce the wide ranging numbers of variables into more manage-

able groups of factors. Guidelines for the decision in factor analysis are done 

through explanations of variance. According to Hair et al. (2006) the rule of 

thumb for variance explanation is more than 60% of variance explanation. 

Next, eigenvalue technique is applied; our decision is based on more than one 

eigenvalue. Finally, based on the varimax rotation techniques the factor loading 

for each items are determined. The decisions for factor loadings are based on 

0.40 and above cut-off criteria for each item. Items with less than 0.40 are elimi-

nated for consecutive hypotheses testing. 

Quantity of Tourism Service Provision 

Construct validity analysis of quantity of tourism service provision scale is 

shown in Table 1. Seven factors were extracted from the analysis and explained 

71.36 %s of the variance (KMO=0.802, p<0.01). The factors were then labeled as 

Price (25.13%), Transportation (20.75%), Activities (7.17%), Attraction (6.24%), Ac-

commodation (4.72%), Accessibility (4.01%) and Food and Beverage contributes 3.34 

%s from the total variance explained.  

Further inspection found that all dimensions contain six items each; except 

for Food and Beverages with five items. Factor loading for each item in each di-

mension is also high, ranged from 0.45 to 0.861. The results also show that there 

are no deleted items for this scale and suggest that all original items in the 

questionnaire are useable. 

Table 1. Construct validity analysis for quantity of tourism provision scale 

Item/Factor Factor Loading 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Price         

cPrice1 .787       
cPrice2 .804       
cPrice3 .674       
cPrice4 .746       
cPrice5 .738       
cPrice6 .796       

2. Transportation         
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cTransportation1   .830      
cTransportation2   .848      
cTransportation3   .719      
cTransportation4   .602      
cTransportation5   .805      
cTransportation6   .789      

3. Activities         

cActivities1    .613     
cActivities2    .651     
cActivities3    .679     
cActivities4     .757     
cActivities5     .644     
cActivities6    .511     

4. Attraction  
 

      

cAttraction1      .505    
cAttraction2      .750    
cAttraction3      .847    
cAttraction4      .787    
cAttraction5      .735    
cAttraction6     .516    

5. Accommodation   
 

     

cAccomodation1         .861   
cAccomodation2         .680   
cAccomodation3        .678   
cAccomodation4        .707   
cAccomodation5       .659   
cAccomodation6        .740   

6. Accessibility   
 

     

cAccessibility1          .696  
cAccessibility2          .459  
cAccessibility3          .674  
cAccessibility4          .782  
cAccessibility5          .584  
cAccessibility6          .807  

7. Food and Beverages  
 

      

cFnB1            .709 
cFnB2          .768 
cFnB3            .682 
cFnB4            .724 
cFnB5            .786 

Eigenvalues 10.30 8.51 2.94 2.56 1.94 1.65 1.37 
% of Variance 25.13 20.75 7.17 6.24 4.72 4.01 3.34 
Cumulative  25.13 45.88 53.05 59.29 64.01 68.03 71.36 
KMO 0.802** 
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Quality of Tourism Service Provision 

Construct validity for quality of tourism service provision scale using factor 

analysis is shown in table below which indicates that the seven factors extract-

ed explained for 77.62 % of the total variances. The factors were then labeled as 

Price that contributes 48.36 %s of variance, Food and Beverages (10.05%), Accessi-

bility (5.66%), Activities (4.80%), Transportation (3.19%), Attraction (3.04%) and 

Accommodation (2.51%).  

The main concern is to determine number of items that can represent each 

factor/dimension. In order to eliminate items that are not significantly loaded 

for this scale, varimax rotation techniques were used with factor loading 0.40 

and above are retained for further analysis. The result in Table 2 suggests that 

there will be no item to be deleted. Each factor/dimension contains five items 

that is similar with the original scale. 

Table 2. Construct validity analysis for quality of tourism provision scale 

Item/Factor Factor Loading 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Price         

dPrice1 .797       
dPrice2 .738       
dPrice3 .728       
dPrice4 .605       
dPrice5 .731       

2. Food and Beverages         

dFnB1  .885      
dFnB2  .893      
dFnB3  .679      
dFnB4  .825      
dFnB5  .611      

3. Accessibility         

dAccessibility1    .839     
dAccessibility2    .752     
dAccessibility3     .751     
dAccessibility4    .770     
dAccessibility5    .845     

4. Activities  
 

      

dActivities1    .556    
dActivities2      .540    
dActivities3     .495    
dActivities4     .769    
dActivities5 

 
  

 
.836  
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5. Transportation   
 

     

dTransportation1        .428   
dTransportation2        .661   
dTransportation3        .673   
dTransportation4        .833   
dTransportation5        .816   

6. Attraction   
 

     

dAttraction1         .817  
dAttraction2         .822  
dAttraction3         .582  
dAttraction4         .627  
dAttraction5         .567  

7. Accommodation  
 

      

dAccomodation1           .853 
dAccomodation2          .654 
dAccomodation3          .760 
dAccomodation4            .846 
dAccomodation5            .781 

Eigenvalues 16.927 3.518 1.981 1.681 1.117 1.064 1.055 
% of Variance 48.364 10.051 5.659 4.803 3.192 3.039 2.507 
Cumulative  48.364 58.414 64.074 68.877 72.069 75.108 77.615 
KMO 0.909** 

**p<0.01 

RESULTS 

Respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement on the statement 

provided in the questionnaire. Mean score is divided to three levels as follows: 

 Low agreement = 1.00 to 2.25 

 Moderate agreement= 2.26 to 3.75 

 High agreement = 3.76 to 5.00 

Descriptive analysis shows that the overall perception towards quantity of 

tourism service provision at the destination was at the moderate level 

(mean=3.64, SD=0.38). It can be found that respondents have high perception 

towards quantity of accommodation (mean=4.04, SD=0.51), transportation 

(mean=4.11, SD=0.45) and price (mean=3.85, SD=0.60) of tourist provision at 

island destinations. However, perceptions towards other aspects of quantity of 

tourism service provision were at the moderate level. The aspects are activities 

(mean=3.55, SD=0.77), accessibility (mean=3.10, SD=0.81), and food and bever-

ages (mean=3.12, SD=0.89). 
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Table 3. Perceptions on the quantity of tourism service provision at the destination 

Dimension/Item Mean SD Level 

Accommodation 4.05 0.51 High 

1. Resort islands should provide more luxury accommodation 

for me.  

4.11 0.66 High 

2. Luxury accommodation is my first concern when I choose 

to travel to resort islands. 

3.98 1.07 High 

3. Domestic tourists prefer budget accommodation (e.g. 

camping) at resort islands. 

4.11 0.70 High 

4. The quantity of affordable accommodation is my concern 

when I choose to travel to resort islands. 

4.10 0.62 High 

5. Costs of accommodation must be affordable and within my 

budget. 

3.97 0.77 High 

6. There was a wide range of accommodation types for me to 

choose from, ranging from budget hotels to exclusive re-

sorts. 

4.03 0.68 High 

Transportation 4.12 0.45 High 

7. There is a wide range of transport choices at the resort 

island.  

4.12 0.64 High 

8. Luxury transportation is my first concern when I choose to 

travel to resort islands. 

4.00 0.68 High 

9. There is sufficient public transportation to arrive to the re-

sort island. 

3.99 0.61 High 

10. There is proper developed route to arrive to the resort is-

land. 

4.23 0.63 High 

11. I am happy to rent a car to explore the resort island. 4.21 0.66 High 

12. Quantity of public transportation within the resort area 

needs to be improved for tourists. 

4.15 0.58 High 

Attraction 3.58 0.73 Mod-
erate 

13. Scenic natural environment is the number one reason I visit  

resort islands. 

3.32 1.03 Mod-
erate 

14. Many natural environments at resort islands are adequately 

conserved and preserved.  

3.73 0.87 Mod-
erate 

15. Availability of many manmade attractions is the number one 

reason I travel to resort islands. 

3.40 1.09 Mod-
erate 

16. Natural environment at ecotourism site attract me to travel 

to resort islands because I appreciate nature. 

3.68 0.92 Mod-
erate 

17. There were enough attractions on the island to keep me 

entertained during my vacation. 

3.72 0.95 Mod-
erate 

18. The island needs more entertainment outlets for tourists. 3.65 1.00 Mod-
erate 
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Activities 3.54 0.76 Mod-
erate 

19. Resort islands provided me with many exciting activities 

(e.g. Rock climbing, snorkeling, water rafting). 

3.62 0.99 Mod-
erate 

20. Exciting activities motivate me to go to resort islands. 3.58 1.00 Mod-
erate 

21. I am satisfied with the range of exciting activities at resort 

islands. 

3.62 1.04 Mod-
erate 

22. All the accessories for physical activities (e.g. Rope for rock 

climbing) are in good condition and safety. 

3.50 1.13 Mod-
erate 

23. I am actively involved in a rigorous physical fitness pro-

gramme. 

3.43 1.17 Mod-
erate 

24. The activities being offered at the resort island is suitable 

for all age groups. 

3.46 1.02 Mod-
erate 

Price 3.85 0.60 High 

25. The range of reasonable prices is my first concern when I   

choose to travel to resort islands. 

3.76 0.97 High 

26. The range of prices for tour packages to this island should 

be reasonable and affordable for youngsters. 

4.09 0.95 High 

27. I am willing to pay more if the range of travel packages is 

interesting. 

3.52 1.01 Mod-
erate 

28. I gain expected experience for the range of price I paid. 4.22 0.81 High 

29. The amount of money that I spent for this vacation isn’t 

really good value. 

4.07 0.89 High 

30. The range of price of consumer goods is too expensive on 

this island. 

3.44 1.00 Mod-
erate 

Accessibility and connectivity 3.11 0.81 Mod-
erate 

31. Sufficient and easy internet accessibility is important to me 

when traveling to resort islands. 

3.28 1.11 Mod-
erate 

32. The telecommunication service and facilities at the resort 

island need to be improved. 

3.15 1.04 Mod-
erate 

33. I can easily contact my family and friends during my vaca-

tion at the resort island. 

3.21 1.16 Mod-
erate 

34. I do not mind not having sufficient contact with the outside 

world while on vacation. 

2.96 1.12 Mod-
erate 

35. There is good Internet connection everywhere during my 

vacation at the resort island. 

3.28 1.02 Mod-
erate 

36. The Internet and call charges are too expensive. 2.76 0.95 Mod-
erate 

Food and beverages 3.13 0.89 Mod-
erate 
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37. There is a wide variety of food and beverage outlets to 

choose from. 

3.08 1.17 Mod-
erate 

38. There are no authentic local cuisines offered to tourists. 2.86 1.00 Mod-
erate 

39. The meals are affordable for budget travelers. 3.23 1.05 Mod-
erate 

40. The prices of the meals are too expensive. 3.27 1.13 Mod-
erate 

41. I did not find the choices of food and beverage items being 

offered attractive to me. 

3.21 1.04 Mod-
erate 

Quantity of Tourism Service Provision 3.64 0.38 Mod-
erate 

Meanwhile, perception towards quality of tourism service provision at the 

destination was lower than that of quantity (mean=2.95, SD=0.64) (refer Table 

4). Most of the respondents have moderate level of perceptions on quality of 

accommodation (mean=3.31, SD=0.94), transportation (mean=3.10, SD=0.94), 

attraction (mean=3.56, SD=0.78) and activities (mean=3.37, SD=0.74). The per-

ception towards other aspects of quality were below average; such as price 

(mean=2.52, SD=1.15), accessibility and connectivity (mean=2.36, SD=1.25) and 

food and beverages (mean=2.41, SD=1.24). 

 

Table 4. Perceptions on the quality of tourism service provision at the destination 

Dimension/Item Mean SD Level 

Accommodation     3.31 0.94 Moderate 
The room that I stayed in was clean and comfortable. 3.09 1.03 Moderate 
The facilities at the hotel were well-maintained. 3.31 1.19 Moderate 
The room rate I paid reflected the level and quality of service 
being offered. 

3.48 1.22 Moderate 

Hotel staff was helpful, friendly and professional. 3.09 1.15 Moderate 
The room was too small for my liking. 3.60 1.12 Moderate 

Transportation 3.09 0.86 Moderate 
The public transport at the resort island was efficient and user-
friendly. 

3.06 1.10 Moderate 

The rental car did not give me any problems during my travels 
on the resort island. 

3.38 1.05 Moderate 

The local taxi is too expensive for tourists. 2.93 1.17 Moderate 
The taxi drivers are not professional in their work. 2.87 1.11 Moderate 
It was easy to self-drive while traveling on the island. 3.19 1.03 Moderate 

Attraction 3.55 0.77 Moderate 
All attraction sites are well-maintained. 3.27 1.09 Moderate 
The staffs at the attraction sites are knowledgeable. 3.64 1.16 Moderate 
The staffs at the attraction sites are not knowledgeable 3.67 1.08 Moderate 
There is a variety of quality attractions available at the resort 
island 

3.47 1.02 Moderate 

There are not enough quality attractions available at the resort 
island 

3.71 1.03 Moderate 

Activities 3.36 0.73 Moderate 
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There are many educational activities at the resort island 3.51 1.13 Moderate 
There are many fun activities at the resort island 2.79 1.06 Moderate 
There are not many quality educational activities at the resort 
island 

4.16 1.04 High 

There are not many fun activities at the resort island 3.10 1.27 Moderate 
Facilities and services for physical activities at the resort island 
are very good 

3.24 1.26 Moderate 

Price 2.51 1.14 Moderate 
Most things are over-priced at the island resort. 3.24 1.19 Moderate 
I get value for money when buying things at the island 2.51 1.38 Moderate 
The prices of food and beverages at the island resort are rea-
sonable 

2.47 1.43 Moderate 

The prices of accommodations at the resort island are reason-
able 

2.05 1.39 Low 

I get value for money when using services at the island 2.25 1.35 Low 

Accessibility and connectivity 2.34 1.25 Moderate 
I am well-connected to my telecommunications provider at the 
island resort. 

2.25 1.39 Low 

I cannot get access to the Internet while at the island resort. 2.88 1.37 Moderate 
All accommodations in resort islands have good wifi connectivi-
ty 

2.31 1.69 Moderate 

All restaurants in island destinations have good wifi connectivi-
ty 

2.08 1.45 Low 

Wifi connectivity is not important to me when visiting resort 
islands 

2.21 1.41 Low 

Food and beverages 2.39 1.22 Moderate 
Food and beverage staff had good personal hygiene. 2.54 1.37 Moderate 
Food and beverage outlets were clean and presentable. 2.69 1.39 Moderate 
Food and beverage items were well-prepared and well-
presented. 

2.06 1.31 Low 

The locations of the food and beverage outlets are hygienic. 2.24 1.42 Low 
Food and beverage staff gave good customer service. 2.43 1.51 Moderate 

Quality of Tourism Service Provision 2.94 0.63 Moderate 

Relationship Between Quality and Quantity of Tourism Service Provision 
and Motivation to Travel 

Pearson correlation analysis was used to measure relationship between re-

spondents’ perception towards Cuti-Cuti Malaysia Campaign, Quality and 

Quantity of tourism service provision and their motivation to travel to island 

destination. The analysis also tested the hypotheses developed regarding these 

relationships. 

H1: There is a significant relationship between Quantity of Tourism Service 

Provision and Motivation to Travel to island destinations 

H2: There is a significant relationship between Quality of Tourism Service Pro-

vision and Motivation to Travel to island destinations 

 

Relationship between Quantity of tourism service provision and Motivation 

to travel revealed that motivation has a significant direct relationship with 
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overall quantity of tourism service provision (r=0.160, p<0.01). However, it is 

revealed that out of seven attributes in quantity of tourism service provision, 

five of them are significantly associated with motivation to travel. They are 

quantity of accommodation (r=0.135, p<0.01); transportation (r=0.157, p<0.01); 

attraction (r=-0.061, p<0.05), accessibility (r=0.248, p<0.01) and food and bever-

ages (r=0.203, p<0.01). Other attributes, activities and price did not have a sig-

nificant relationship with motivation to travel. The results also suggest accept-

ing H3. In other words, quantity of tourism service provision can partly explain 

why domestic tourists are currently drawn to visit island destinations. None-

theless, island destinations can be more attractive to domestic tourists, if there 

are a wider range of activities and prices offered to them. 

 

Table 5. Relationship between quantity of tourism service provision and motivation to travel 

 Motiva-
tion 

Quan-
tity 

Ac-
comm 

Transp
ort 

Attrac-
tion 

Activi-
ties 

Price Ac-
cess 

F&B 

Moti-
vation  

1         

Quan-
tity  

.160
**
 1        

Accom
com-
moda-
tion  

.135
**
 .296

**
 1       

Trans-
porta-
tion  

.157
**
 .337

**
 .681

**
 1      

Attrac-
tion  

-.061
*
 .531

**
 -.187

**
 -0.043 1     

Activi-
ties  

-0.035 .658
**
 -.167

**
 .062

**
 .725

**
 1    

Price  -0.002 .745
**
 -.052

*
 .083

**
 .592

**
 .695

**
 1   

Acces-
sibility  

.248
**
 .644

**
 .205

**
 .059

*
 -.111

**
 0.045 .261

*

*
 

1  

Food 
and 
Bever-
ages  

.203
**
 .598

**
 .121

**
 -0.039 -.074

**
 0.027 .203

*

*
 

.850
**
 1 

Notes:  *p<0.05          **p<0.01 

 

Meanwhile, relationship between Quality of Tourism Service Provision 

showed that quality of tourism service provision also has a direct significant 

relationship with motivation to travel (r=0.248, p<0.01). This result suggests that 

the higher perception towards quality of tourism service provision will moti-
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vate respondents to travel to island destinations. Five of the attributes in quali-

ty of tourism service provision have a significant relationship with motivation 

to travel. Quality of accommodation is significant at r=0.468, p<0.01, transporta-

tion (r=0.375, p<0.01), attraction (r=0.417, p<0.01), activities (r=0.377, p<0.01), and 

food and beverages (r=-0.075, p<0.05). Interestingly, this study found that price 

(r=0.018, p>0.05) and accessibility (r=-0.005, p>0.05) are not significantly associ-

ated with motivation to travel. These results also show that H4 can be accepted. 

In other words, quality of tourism service provision can also partly explain 

why domestic tourists are currently drawn to visit island destinations. Howev-

er, island destinations can benefit from the improvement of quality of price and 

accessibility. 

Table 6. Relationship between quality of tourism service provision and motivation to travel 

 Motiva-
tion 

Quan-
tity 

Ac-
comm 

Trans
port 

Attrac-
tion 

Activi-
ties 

Pric
e 

Ac-
cess 

F&B 

Moti-
vation  

1         

Quality  .284
**
 1        

Accom
com-
moda-
tion  

.468
**
 -0.037 1       

Trans-
porta-
tion  

.375
**
 .622

**
 .385

**
 1      

Attrac-
tion  

.417
**
 .651

**
 .422

**
 .745

**
 1     

Activi-
ties  

.377
**
 .715

**
 -0.025 .416

**
 .397

**
 1    

Price  0.018 .831
**
 -.465

**
 .228

**
 .263

**
 .546

**
 1   

Ac-
cessi-
bility  

-0.024 .816
**
 -.463

**
 .179

**
 .231

**
 .501

**
 .890

**
 

1  

Food 
and 
Bever-
ages  

-.075
**
 .776

**
 -.522

**
 .145

**
 .163

**
 .456

**
 .885

**
 

.900
**
 1 

CONCLUSION 

Compared to quantity, surveyed respondents are less satisfied with the quality 

of tourism provisions in island destinations.They have only moderate level of 

perception on the quality of accommodation, transportation, attractions and 

activities and are least satisfied with the quality of pricing, accessibility and 
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connectivity as well as food and beverages at island destinations. Deeper anal-

ysis confirmed this, which means that quality of tourism service provision can 

also partly explain domestic tourists’ travel motivations to island destinations. 

Linking the above finding to Bigne et.al. (2001) study which has empirically 

determined that quality has a positive influence on satisfaction and intention to 

return, it can be inferred that the dissatisfaction on the quality of tourism pro-

vision found in this study can have important managerial implication to future 

destination marketing. Perhaps because of global economic downturn and oil 

price rise which have directly and indirectly affected Malaysian domestic trav-

elers’ need for prudence and price sensitivity, island destinations can benefit 

from more quality pricing (providing value for money to domestic tourists). In 

other words, travel to resort islands and engaging in the leisure and sports ac-

tivities during one’s stay should be made more affordable to domestic tourists. 

Tourism service provisions in island destinations should be priced to give en-

hanced value to domestic tourists. Island destinations could also attract more 

domestic tourists, if connectivity is improved. This finding may be justified by 

the increased number of mobile devices users and their need for internet con-

nection while on the move.  

This paper provides a broad introduction on domestic tourists’ product 

evaluation and travel motivation. Future work on similar topic can benefit from 

deeper analysis based on sociodemographic profile of those tourists, their 

awareness, and trip features (see Mathieson & Wall, 1982) so that better in-

sights on the issue could be offered. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the effect of legal regulations for disabled people which have been ignored for 

many years, disabled people started to travel much more that they used to do. In or-

der to amend life standards of disabled people who are living in our country and com-

ing to our country, Ministry of Tourism has been making many regulations since 2008. 

In addition to this regulation, according to 2008 data, there are 1176 special rooms 

for disabled people in the Tourism Facilities of our country. In Antalya, there are 650 

special rooms for disabled people. In this study which aims to support full attendance 

of disabled people to society, 5 different 5 stars hotels within the borders of Antalya 

province have been analyzed; as a result of positive criticisms from disabled people. 

The aim of this study is to detect the suitability of landscapes of Accommodation Fa-

cilities in Antalya. Under the scope of study, car parks, disabled people enterprises, 

slopes, walking areas, rest areas, entrance doors, and outdoor stairs, and pool and 

beach areas of facilities have been analyzed within the standards to cover all disabled 

people. 

Key words: disabled people, environment, landscape, accessibility. 
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INTRODUCTION  

According to the studies of World Travel & Tourism Council, together with its 

indirect contributions, the contribution of G.S.M.H in 2005 is 11,4% and 37,8 

billion dollar. It is expected to increase this number %11,8 and 61,3 billion dol-

lar in 2015. It is seen that Turkey is on the ninth number in 2006 in international 

tourism. It is seen that the share of Turkey in international tourism expendi-

tures is 2,30% (Göçen, 2000). It is stated that the population has 5%-20% disa-

bled people (Yau et.al., 2004). According to the 2011 data, there are over 785 

million disabled people in world (WHO & WB, 2011). According to the re-

search results, 70% of this population has been detected travelling (TURSAB, 

2008). It may be said that the share of disabled people in Tourism sector which 

has a quite high economic income is 3%-14%. Considering that these people 

generally travel with someone accompanying them, this ratio would be much 

higher.  

Unfortunately, there are limited academic studies about ‚disabled people 

tourism‛ in Tourism sector which has an important place in means of economy 

(Öztürk et. al., 2007;  Yau et. al., 2004). The studies of this subject have in-

creased around the ends of 1980 and starts of 1990 in parallel with legal ar-

rangements (Öztürk & Yaylı, 2006). In our country, the legal arrangements 

about the subject have been made by Ministry of Tourism since 1991. In ac-

cordance with the still enforced regulation published in the Official Gazette 

dated 21.06.2005 numbered 25852, at least 1 disabled person room should be 

present in hotels and holiday villages whose total capacity is 80 rooms and over 

(Turkish Official Gazette, 2005). In addition to this regulation, according to 

2008 data, there are 1176 disabled people rooms in the Tourism Facilities in our 

country. In Antalya which is the subject of the study, there are 605 disabled 

people rooms and special rooms (TURSAB, 2008). 

Accessibility of a tourism facility by all users will enable that facility to be 

preferred by disabled tourists. Accessibility means there is no obstacle for bene-

fiting from all opportunities in the hotel. Evaluated from the perspective of dis-

abled people, accessibility is not just a term concerning wheelchair users but 

also a term used for buildings, open areas and facilities to where disabled peo-

ple can independently enter (European Commission, 2004).  Recently, as is the 

case in many countries of the world, it has been also concluded in Turkey that 

instead of a design for the average person who is never present, the architects 

should make designs in order to meet needs of everyone. During this process, 

Turkish Standards Institute has adopted the standard numbered TSE 9111 
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‚Rules of Arranging the Buildings Where Disabled People Would Accommo-

date‛. But in order for these rules to be enforced, it has been waited for a while. 

In our country, Prime Ministry Administration for Disabled People was found-

ed in 1997 in order to enable duties and responsibilities, services needed for 

disabled people, provide coordination and cooperation with international insti-

tutions, support national policy forming in this field, determine the problems 

of disabled people and search for solutions ways and new arrangements were 

made in Development Plan Law within this frame in the same year (Dostoğlu 

et. al., 2009). 

In our country, generally interior arrangement is more important than exte-

rior environments. But all over the world the equality of standards to meet the 

needs of people in closed areas have been enabled. At this point what makes 

touristic facilities ‚unique‛ and ‚special‛ is the existence of unique and original 

landscape features such as landscape, natural vegetation, natural field structure 

and local-cultural characteristics rather than the luxury and the glory it has 

(Sayan, 2000). 

The objective of this study is to analyze the problems in environment ar-

rangements for disabled people in Disabled People Tourism which is a quite 

new topic for our country within the borders of Antalya Province. It has been 

thought that this study will be a light for investors who want to enter in tour-

ism sector and the designers who will arrange their facilities.  

METHODOLOGY 

Within the scope of this study, five different five-star hotels within the city 

borders of Antalya in Mediterranean Region have been studied. Antalya is the 

city which has highest number of beds in means of tourism capacity. But as a 

result of wrong usage of regulations, accessibility is needed to be rethought.  

In our study we have chosen;  

Ramada  Hotel (Total 223 rooms, 2 disabled person rooms) 

Porto Bello Hotel (Total 346 rooms, 3 disabled person rooms) 

The Marmara Hotel (Total 232  rooms, 2 disabled person rooms) as in-city ho-

tels. 

Limak Atlantis Belek (Total 373 rooms, 3 disabled person rooms) 

Corinthia Tekirova has been analyzed as Resort Hotel.  
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As a result of the analyses conducted according to the room design booklet 

(European Commission, 2004) in accommodations in accordance with Europe-

an Union Standards and Accessibility Basic Information for Local Administra-

tions published by T.R. Prime Ministry Administration for Disabled People, the 

hotels have been evaluated in means of: 

1. Open and closed car parks, 

2. Entrance doors of hotel 

3. Walking routes, exterior area activity fields and beach accessibility  

4. Ramps 

5. Pools and Shower Sections 

6. Direction boards.  

 

RESULTS 

In accordance with European Union laws, 6% of general car parks of places 

should be separated for disabled people. There should absolutely be an eleva-

tor passing to the building from the closed car park. The parts separated for 

disabled people should be located close to the entrance and elevators and 

should absolutely be marked with disabled people marks. Wheelchair users 

need wider car park areas in order to lower their vehicles (Fig. 1a-b). It has 

been seen on the study on hotels that some in-city hotels use municipality car 

parks and there is a road passing between car park and accommodation build-

ing. If there is no defined and easy accessible road between car park and build-

ing, the distance between car park and building should be 50 meters at most. If 

there is a defined route, this distance may go up to 100 meters (European 

Commission, 2004). 
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Figure. 1a. 360 are ideal for the width of park place Figure 1b. During the design of disa-

bled  people car parks, the length and 

width should be bigger than the other 

car parks.  

It has been seen in the study that only in one of the hotels out of five chosen 

ones has designed car park for the disabled people. But it has been detected 

that this car park is not shown on the round. When the reason of not making 

disabled people car parks in hotels is asked, it has been stated that there is a 

need for Vale park service not for this. It is seen that some in-city hotels uses 

open car parks together with the municipality and there is a distance between 

hotel and car park and a road is passing on the walking route.  

Entrance Doors of Hotel 

Walking routes from car parks to hotel should be designed safe, clean, unob-

structed, smooth and wide enough to enable the accessibility of all users, espe-

cially of visually impaired people and they should be supported with pedestri-

ans’ roads.  

Since swing-doors are challenging for disabled people, there should abso-

lutely be an alternative 90 degree opening doors in the entrances (Fig. 2). 

Swing-doors slowing systems proper for disabled people may be thought for 

swing-doors. There should be no grade on the entrance areas and the entrance 

pavement should be supported with ramp.  
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Figure 2. Alternative entrance door on the right and left except swing-door, 

Limak Artlantis Resort, Belek. 

 

If there is a pavement rise on the hotel entrance sections, the road should 

absolutely be supported with ramp. It has been seen that there is a stair instead 

of ramp in one of the hotels and the disabled person is obstructed right from 

the entrance of hotel.  

5 hotels which are subject of study have 90 degree opening alternative door 

near the swing-door. It may not be right to tell these doors are only designed 

for disabled people. In the interviews with the technical managers of hotels, it 

has been stated that sometimes swing-doors can be broken down due to wrong 

usage and in those cases side doors are used. It has been also stated by the per-

sonnel managers that the swing-doors are for customers entering into the hotel, 

the bellboys carrying their cases should use the side doors.  

Walking Routes, Exterior Area Activity Fields and Beach Accessibility  

Open and green areas of hotels include sports areas such as children play areas, 

football, basketball fields, and swimming pool, walking and restoration areas. 

In Basic Information for Local Administrations booklet published by T.R. Prime 

Ministry Administration for Disabled People, the roads shouldn’t be slippery in 

accordance with the relevant regulation. Rest benches should be located in eve-

ry 100 m during the walking roads. Disabled people having walking problem 

find walking on ramps and climbing stairs hard. So the routes should be de-

signed as smooth much as possible and the ramp and stairs for the necessary 

places shouldn’t be forgotten. Walking routes should be well lighted; thrash 

bin, lightening element, sitting benches and landscape elements shouldn’t be 

cut (Fig. 3a). There may be sensible surfaces on a 60 cm area around the tree or 
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plant cultivated areas on the pedestrian walking road. Minimum floor racks 

should be located on the route since they are very dangerous and problematic 

for the visually impaired people. When they are needed, they should be verti-

cally located to walking route (Fig. 3b).  

 

  

Figure 3a. Some landscape arrangements Figure 3b. The location of racks on the that will 

make the passing of wheelchair hard,walking 

route (accessibility manual). The Marmara Hotel, 

Antalya. 

 

All kinds of outdoor disorders that may be dangerous should be avoided 

(for example, floor racks, truffles, car pack chains laid on the road, abnormal 

flooring differences on the road, cavities, arbitrary level differences on road 

and heights etc.) (Kaplan et.al.). 

It has been seen that there is narrowness in walking routes of inner-city ho-

tels; plants are cultivated in a way to hinder the walking routes. Sensible floor 

designs which should be around the plants for visually impaired people have 

not been seen in any hotel. In resort hotels, walking routes are more suitably 

designed due to spreading over wide area.  

Access to beach is another problem that should be thought for disabled 

people. It should be considered that especially this access doesn’t only cover 

disabled people but also old people and old people having movement difficul-

ty. There is a highway between beaches and hotels located in Konyaalti district 

of Antalya. Access to beach which is enabled by underground has been solved 

without elevator in some hotels. This makes access impossible. Moreover, sand 

is a very hard material for people who have walking difficulty or use wheel-

chair. That’s why the sand should be covered with a proper material. Besides, 

disabled people toilets in beaches are another issue to be thought of.  
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Ramps  

The slope of ramps should be maximum 8%-5%. Ramps should be in a different 

color than the ground and if needed, they should be supported with barriers on 

the two sides. Texture differences may be created on the start and end of these 

ramps for visually impaired people. Surfaces of ramps should be covered with 

nonslip and less smooth material. Even there is only 20 mm difference between 

two pavements, ramp should be made. The width of ramps should be designed 

minimum 90 cm and 120 cm ideally. There should be minimum 25 mm thresh-

olds on the edge of ramp in order for wheel not to drop down. Ramps should 

be longer than 10 meters without platform. Ideal length of ramps 8% sloped is 6 

meters (Kaplan et.al.) The width of a ramp is calculated from the narrowest 

point so the ramp is kept wide but if it is cut with a building element like col-

umn, it may not be in ideal width (Fig. 4).  

 

 
Figure 4. Narrowed ramp example, improper solution, Corinthia Hotel, Tekirova. 

 

It has been detected as a result of the study that the ramp slopes in The 

Marmara, Limak Atlantis Belek and Corinthia Tekirova is between 5% and 8% 

and there were no ramp slopes in Ramada and Porto Bella hotels. In The Mar-

mara, Limak Atlantis Belek and Corinthia Tekirova, there are complementary 

ramps near the stairs and scales but in Ramada and Porto Bella hotels these 

ramps are not enough.  

Pool and Shower Sections 

The outdoor pool should be easily accessed and the route should be refined 

from obstacles. The pool should be supported with pool elevator in order to be 

used by disabled people. The location of elevator should be in a far point from 

children pool because these kinds of mechanisms may be perceived as toys by 

children. In order to prevent this situation, a common operating system like 
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wrist straps may be used (Fig. 5a). The pool elevator of Limak Atlantis Hotel 

shown in Figure 7 is Aqualift which is the first pool elevator of Turkey. This 

elevator was manufactured by Free Bodies Health Materials and it is the first 

and single elevator of Turkey. Aqualift pool elevator which may be used in 

places such as hotels, hot springs, residences, housing areas enables easy access 

of disabled people and old people. Aqualift completely works with water; it is 

a stainless, portative and electricity-free product (Kilimci, 2008). Out of 5 Tour-

ism facilities analyzed, only Limak Atlantis Hotel has pool elevator; the other 4 

facilities don’t have one. Nonuse of pool elevator which is produced in our 

country, easy to access in 4 facilities is an indicator of how far facility owners to 

disabled people tourism.  

In open pool volumes, the shower, café and bar sections which are connect-

ed with the pool should be designed in a way not to obstruct the access. It has 

been determined that Limak Atlantis Hotel which has pool elevator in their 

pools doesn’t show the same care in its showers and the showers are not suita-

ble for the usage of a person who is wheel-chaired (Fig. 5b).  

In order to make a swimming pool in accordance with the universal design, 

some points should be regarded in descending stairs. In Fig. 5c, stairs proper 

for universal design of swimming pools and descending to pool is seen. Every 

step has been shown with a different color line as descending to pool. Having 

barriers near the stairs is very important in means of enabling descending and 

climbing easiness (Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2006). Moreover, it is 

very important to have reliefs near the pool edges for visually impaired people. 

Different colored floor applications seen in picture 9 on the start of stairs and 

edges of pools enable a big easiness especially for visually impaired people 

(Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2006). Stairs barrier and pool edge re-

lief ground application have not been seen in any of the tourism facilities ana-

lyzed.  
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Figure 5a. Disabled  Figure 5b. Shower Area Whose Passing    Figure 5c. Swimming Pool 

People    Distance is Narrow for Wheel Chair    Designed for Disabled People 

Pool Elevator, Limak     Limak Atlantis Resort, Belek    (Betty Dion, 2006). 

Atlantis Resort, Belek.      .  

Direction Boards  

There should be open and meaningful signs and direction boards for disabled 

people. Moreover, the walking route should be refined from obstacles and 

well-lighted (Fig.6) 

 

Figure 6. Signs of disabled people 

Source: Kaplan et.al., 2010 

It has been observed that disabled people signs in hotels is only limited with 

sticking a plate over disabled people rest rooms.  
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CONCLUSION 

Among the 5 hotels, Limak Atlantis Resort Hotel has been determined the most 

successful hotel in means of outdoor arrangements for disabled customers. This 

success of hotel has been also appraised greatly by the disabled people as also 

seen in the website of the hotel where customer views are present. Managers of 

other 4 hotels have stated in the binary meetings that they are ready to make 

necessary repairs in order to meet this criteria but the biggest problem is the 

high amounts of these repairs and limited number of designers in this field in 

our country.  

Architects, landscape architects, interior architects, city designers who are 

the first professionals in means of disabled people design have not been gradu-

ated equipped with relevant information. Realizing this situation, YOK (Higher 

Education Institution) has enforced an obligatory course of disabled people de-

sign for all design profession groups in 2011. Chambers of Architects organized 

trainings related with disabled people and old people under the title ‚Building 

Health‛ under the training program given by the scope of Permanent Profes-

sional Development System enforced in 2007; ‚Disabled People Workshop‛ 

which was founded in 2006 was replaced by ‚Design Workshop for Everyone‛ 

in 2009. This workshop still actively conducts its studies. All of these are excit-

ing developments for disabled people design but it is still not on the wanted 

level.  

Disabled Tourism should be encouraged by government in order to be de-

veloped. TURSAB has some suggestions about this subject. Special Investment 

incentives may be given to facilities which are founded solely to give service to 

disabled people. Ministry of Tourism and TURSAB Non-disabled Tourism 

Committee can give awards to facilities which have given the best service to 

disabled people every year. These suggestions will change the perspective of 

Tourism investors about Disabled people tourism in a positive way (TÜRSAB, 

2008). 

Antalya which has almost the half of disabled people rooms with the num-

ber 605 out of 1176 should be chosen as a pilot region for disabled people tour-

ism and some special opportunities should be provided. European Union Pro-

ject, etc. should be performed about this subject.  

General Secretary of United Nations, Kofi Annan has defined disabled peo-

ple ‚The biggest minority of the world‛. We urgently need to do something for 

the biggest minority of the world. Tomorrow may be too late.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper looks at the issue of travel motivation and focuses on finding the predic-

tors of travel motivations among domestic tourists to island destinations. The context 

of study was island tourism destinations in northwest of Peninsular Malaysia. Person-

ally assisted survey questionnaires were distributed to domestic tourists in resort and 

shopping areas of the islands. The questionnaire adopted seven motivational factors 

recommended by Swarbrooke and Horner (2007) to categorize motivating factors in 

tourism: cultural, pleasure, status, physical, personal development, personal and 

emotional motivators. The data was used to test six hypotheses to see if selected so-

ciodemographic and trip characteristic variables could influence or predict domestic 

travel motivations. Results show no linkage except on one factor i.e. travel compan-

ionship status. Several implications are then discussed. 

Key words: travel motivation predictors, domestic tourism, island destinations. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Tourism and marketing are two inseparable and mutually reinforcing disci-

plines. An understanding of tourism motivation for example, can help in un-

derstanding tourist behavior and why people travel (Cooper et al., 2008) which 

could lead to better marketing strategies. This paper looks at the issue of travel 

motivation and focuses on finding the predictors of travel motivations among 

domestic tourists to island destinations. The context of study was island tour-

ism destinations in northwest of Peninsular Malaysia. 

The classic dictionary definition of motivation is derived from the word 

‘motivate’, which is to cause a person to act in a certain way or to stimulate in-

terest. Many texts associated with tourism utilise the concept of motivation as a 

major influence upon consumer behaviour, taking general theories such as that 

by Maslow (1943) and applying them to tourists’ consumer behaviour. Those 

texts also utilize the concept of motivation as a major determinant of consumer 

behaviour (Gilbert, 1991). Travel may be seen as a satisfier of needs and wants 

yet it is only when a need is recognized that it becomes a want. When a person 

tries to satisfy a want, then it becomes motivated action. An understanding of 

motivation is therefore of fundamental importance since it forms a major influ-

ence on tourism demand patterns. Equally important is understanding what 

influences or predicts travel motivation. Such knowledge can help marketers 

understand their target market better and take effective promotional initiatives.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Motivating factors in tourism can be split into two groups; those which moti-

vate a person to take a holiday and those which motivate a person to take a 

particular holiday to a specific destination at a particular time (Swarbrooke & 

Horner, 2007). There are many potential motivators that could relate to either 

or both of these factors. Furthermore, there are a number of potential ‘varia-

tions on a theme’ for each individual motivator, and myriad ways in which 

they can be combined. No widely recognized ways exists of categorizing the 

main motivating factors in tourism. However, some of the major ones include 

cultural, pleasure, status, physical, personal development, personal and emo-

tional motivators. Three of these i.e. cultural, pleasure and physical have been 

empirically tested by Kozak (2002). However, our review of the literature has 

found no empirical study that tested the remaining motivation categories or all 

of them as a group. In this regard, this study has been the first to make such 

attempt. 
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Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is probably the best known theory of motiva-

tion due to its simplicity (Cooper et al., 2008). Maslow argued that if none of 

the needs in the hierarchy was satisfied, then the lowest needs, the physiologi-

cal ones would dominate behaviour. If these were satisfied, however, they 

would no longer motivate and the individual would be motivated by the next 

level in the hierarchy. Maslow identified two motivational types, which can be 

greatly simplified as deficiency or tension-reducing motives and inductive or 

arousal seeking. Tourism authors have borrowed extensively from Maslow be-

cause he has provided a convenient set of containers that can be relatively easy 

to label. Within Maslow’s model, human activity is wired into predetermined, 

understandable and predictable aspects of action. 

The study of motivation in tourism has been derived from a range of disci-

plinary areas, which has led to a diversity of approach in tourism (Cooper et 

al., 2008). This diversity is reflected in the approaches of various author’s dis-

cussions of how motivation influences tourists’ consumer behaviour. The key 

approaches have been provided by Dann (1981), McIntosh, Goeldner & Ritchie 

(1995) and Plog (1994). 

Dann (1981) has pointed out that there are seven elements within the overall 

approach to motivation: (1) Travel as a response to what is lacking yet desired. 

This approach suggests that tourists are motivated by the desire to experience 

phenomena that are different from those available in their home environment. 

(2) Destination pull in response to motivational push. This distinguishes be-

tween motivation of the individual tourists in terms of the level of desire (push) 

and the pull of the destination attraction. (3) Motivation as fantasy. This is a 

subset of the first two factors and suggests that tourists travel in order to un-

dertake behaviour that may not be culturally sanctioned in their home setting. 

(4) Motivation as classified purpose or a broad category which invokes the 

main purposes of a trip as a motivator for travel. Purposes may include visiting 

friends and relatives, enjoying leisure activities or study. (5) Motivational ty-

pologies. This approach is internally divided into behavioural typologies and 

typologies that focus on dimensions of the tourist role. (6) Motivation and tour-

ist experience. This approach is characterised by the debate regarding the au-

thenticity of tourist experiences and depends upon beliefs about types of tour-

ist experience. (7) Motivation as auto-definition and meaning. This suggests 

that the way in which tourists define their situations will provide a greater un-

derstanding of tourist motivation than simply observing their behaviour. 
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McIntosh, Goeldner & Ritchie (1995) utilise four categories of motivation. (1) 

Physical motivators are those that relate to refreshment of body and mind, 

health purposes, sport and pleasure; (2) Cultural motivators are those that are 

identified by the desire to see and know more about other cultures, to find out 

about the natives of a country, their lifestyle, music and folklore;. (3) Interper-

sonal motivators include the desire to meet new people, visit friends or rela-

tives and to seek new and different experiences. Travel is an escape from rou-

tine relationships with friends and neighbours or the home environment, or it 

is used for spiritual reasons; (4) Status and prestige motivators include a desire 

for continuation of education including personal development, ego enhance-

ment and sensual indulgence relating to, among other the pursuit of hobbies 

and education. These motivators are seen to be connected with personal ego, 

through the desire for recognition and attention from others.  

Plog (1974) developed a theory which allowed the US population to be clas-

sified into a series of interrelated psychographic types. These range from two 

extremes which are the psychocentric types and the allocentric types. The psy-

chocentric types tend to be conservative in their travel patterns, preferring 

‘safe’ destinations and often taking many return trips. The allocentric types are 

adventurous and motivated to travel/discover new destinations. They rarely 

return to the same place twice. Plog’s theory closely associates travel motiva-

tion to types of destination. Allocentrics, for example, will prefer destinations 

at the frontier of tourism, unspoiled and undiscovered by the travel trade. On 

the other hand, psychocentrics desire the comfort of a well-developed and 

‘safe’ destination. However, this model has limitations in that some tourists 

travel with different motivations on different locations. 

Motivators are important element of the buying process that help facilitate 

market segmentation and promotion (Heung et al. 2001: 261) in tourism mar-

keting. In tourism literature, numerous motivation theories or concepts have 

been proposed to explain tourist behaviour (Hung & Petrick, 2011: 386-387) so 

far, such as MacCannell’s authenticity seek (1999) and Plog’s allocentric and 

psychocentric tourist continuum (1974, 2001). Many studies have also been car-

ried out to investigate travel motivations and travel motivation process (Bansal 

& Eiselt, 2004; Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1981; Funk & Bruun, 2007; Gnoth, 1997; 

Heung et.al, 2001; McCabe, 2000; Swanson & Horridge, 2006;Uysal & Jurowski, 

1994). But despite these extensive researches on tourist motivation, there is still 

a lack of empirical evidence on differences of travel motivation between groups 

and destinations (Kozak, 2002: 221). This is in agreement with many previous 

studies such as that of Cai, Hong and Morrison (1995), Lu and Pas (1999) and 
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Saayman and Saayman (2006) which agreed that purchase decision are influ-

enced by many factors like personal or socio-demographic variables. According 

to Beerli, Josefa and Martin (2003) personal factors such as gender, age, family 

life cycle, level of education and social class affects individual’s cognitive eval-

uation of stimuli and therefore also influence the perception of the environ-

ment and the resulting image. Culture specifically in terms of the role of the 

sexes also plays a role in travel purchase decisions. Husband – wife relation for 

example is an important determinant of which the decision may be husband 

dominated, wife dominated or simply a joint decision making process.  

For the above reasons, this study adds sociodemographic variables to the 

adapted Buyer Behaviour Model it is testing. The objective is to see whether 

personal factors such as gender, age, family life cycle, level of education and 

income of domestic tourists do affect their individual’s purchase decision in 

relation to visiting island destinations. Culture is also tested by adding ques-

tions such as who they consult in planning their domestic travel and what was 

their travel companionship status in their current or most recent visit. 

METHODOLOGY 

In this research, the questionnaire was designed to allow researchers to test the 

following hypotheses: 

 H1a: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists of dif-

ferent age groups. 

 H1b: There are differences in travel motivations between male and fe-

male tourists. 

 H1c: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists of dif-

ferent culture. 

 H1d: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists with 

different education levels. 

 H1e: There are differences in travel motivations among tourists accord-

ing to Monthly Income. 

 H1f: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists travel-

ling with family members and tourists travelling alone. 

The personally assisted survey questionnaires were distributed to domestic 

tourists in resort and shopping areas of the islands. The questionnaire adopted 
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these seven motivational factors recommended by Swarbrooke and Horner 

(2007) to categorize motivating factors in tourism: cultural, pleasure, status, 

physical, personal development, personal and emotional motivators. Each of 

these motivational factors is further divided into 5 items that are ranked by re-

spondents in terms of how important these motivations were in their decision-

making process. 

Data was collected via intercept survey using appointed numerators. These 

numerators were trained adequately about the objectives of the research and on 

the questions listed in the questionnaire. Their comprehension on the research 

is important to ensure effectiveness of the data collection. They were also 

trained on the characteristics of respondents that the research requires and how 

they should approach the respondents. Finally, they were trained to ask a qual-

ifying question to determine if the targeted respondent had visited any of the 

four island destinations in the past year. Only those who gave positive re-

sponse were probed further. Data collected were later coded and analyzed us-

ing SPSS 14 to generate findings for each research objectives. 

After extensive research which yielded no systematic information on break-

downs between domestic and international arrivals to those island tourism des-

tinations, sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents of this study fol-

lowed closely the Domestic Tourism Survey 2010 to ensure that the sample is 

representative. As in 

http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/pdf/eco_stat/pdf/1.

2.5.pdf, the total population of Malaysian citizens in 2010 was 26,784,965 peo-

ple. From this, residents 14 years old and below were 8477869 in total number 

which means the number of residents suitable as the study’s respondents is 

25937176. This is the total population that is used in calculating the sample size 

required by the study. Referring to the formula shown on Creative Research 

System website (www.surveysystem.com), a population 25937176 would re-

quire a sample size of 1894 to give researcher 99% confidence level at +- 3 con-

fidence interval. Thus the minimum sample size required for the study was 

1894. The actual data collection yielded 1780 useful responses, giving the study 

a response rate of 93.9%. According to Fowler (1984), regardless of methods 

used to collect data - face-to-face survey interviews, telephone interviews, or 

mail-in surveys, a high response rate is extremely important when results are 

intended to be generalized to a larger population. The author further contend 

that the lower the response rate, the greater the sample bias. 

http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/pdf/eco_stat/pdf/1.2.5.pdf
http://www.epu.gov.my/html/themes/epu/images/common/pdf/eco_stat/pdf/1.2.5.pdf
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Prior to actual field collection, a pilot test was conducted on 30 individuals 

believed to be representing the characteristics of domestic travelers to island 

tourism destinations. The purpose of the test was to see the time taken to finish 

the survey, the appropriateness and clarity of the questions, and to address the 

issue of validity and reliability.  Construct validity was tested using factor 

analysis; while reliability was tested using Cronbach’s method.  

RESULTS 

The survey yielded 1,780 useful responses, giving the study a response rate of 

93.9%.  55.1 % of them were female and 44.9 % were male.  A majority of them 

aged between 16 to 20 years old (50.7%) and 21 to 25 years (44.1%). 872 (48.9%) 

were Malay, while 585 (32.9%) were Chinese, 300 (16.9%) were Indian and 1.3% 

were of other races. Table 1 also shows that most of the respondents were from 

middle class income, that are less than RM5,000 a month. 43.7 % earned less 

than RM2,000 a month and 21.7 % earned RM2,001 to RM5,000 a month. Only 

24.9 % earned RM5,001 to RM8,000 and 9.8 % earned more than RM8,000 a 

month. 31.3 % of the respondents were self-employed, 25.3 % were business 

employers and only 1.9 % was professional. The other respondents (41.6%) 

were from the other field of occupations, such as government servants and stu-

dents. In term of academic qualification, 35.7 % of the respondents had finished 

the secondary school; 34.1 % were undergraduate and bachelor degree holders 

and 29.7 % had finished their post graduate degree. Their trip characteristics 

showed that more than 70% of the domestic tourists to island destinations con-

sulted someone in planning their travel. ‘Spouse/partner’ and ‘friends’ topped 

the list as the person they seek information from about travel.  

The respondents’ socio-demographic profiles were consistent with data 

from the Department of Statistics (2010) on Domestic Tourism Survey, the re-

spondents profile is comparable and in line with those identified in the report. 

Respondents were asked to rank the seven dimensions of motivations in 

terms of importance using five point scale, ranging from 1=not important at all; 

to 5=very important. Mean score is divided to three levels as follows: 

a. Low Importance = 1.00 to 2.25 

b. Moderate Importance= 2.26 to 3.75 

c. High Importance = 3.76 to 5.00 
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The results are displayed in Table 1. It is found that as far as domestic tour-

ists to island destinations are concerned, the top three most important travel 

motivation factors are physical (mean=3.95, SD=0.61), personal development 

(mean=3.84, SD=0.61) and status (mean=3.78, SD=0.63). Respondents tend to 

travel to island destinations for physical benefit such as swimming in the sea 

(mean=4.12), participate in high-risk activities such as parasailing (mean=4.01) 

and enjoying water sports such as jetskiing (mean=3.97). For Personal devel-

opment benefit, respondents were motivated by the likelihood of refreshing 

their mind and body (mean=4.38) and of seeing new things (mean=4.08). As for 

status benefits, respondents travel to island destinations because they wanted 

to enjoy the private and exclusive environment (mean=4.01), enjoy the luxuri-

ous services and facilities being offered (mean=4.00) and experience the highest 

level of customer service and product quality (mean=4.00). 

Respondents perceived the other factors were of moderate importance. The 

factors are cultural (mean=3.49, SD=0.84), pleasure (mean=3.55, SD=0.73), per-

sonal (mean=3.66, SD=0.58) and emotional (mean=3.45, SD=0.66). Overall trav-

elling motivation were found to be at moderate level (mean=3.68, SD=0.45). 

Table 1. Level of importance of the proposed travel motivation 

Dimension/Item Mean SD Level 

Cultural 3.49 0.84 Moderate 
1. To learn about the history behind each attraction. 3.51 1.12 Moderate 
2. To visit cultural attractions.  2.71 1.18 Moderate 
3. To experience new culture and customs. 3.65 1.29 Moderate 
4. To visit historical sites and museums. 3.44 1.03 Moderate 
5. To sample local cuisine. 4.13 0.97 High 

Pleasure 3.55 0.71 Moderate 
6. To enjoy the shopping experience. 3.45 1.12 Moderate 
7. To enjoy the night entertainment being offered. 2.83 1.11 Moderate 
8. To spend time relaxing and resting. 3.73 0.91 Moderate 
9. To visit sites of natural beauty. 3.88 0.92 High 
10. To watch wildlife. 3.84 1.08 High 

Status 3.78 0.64 High 
11. To enjoy the private and exclusive environment. 4.01 0.88 High 
12. To enjoy the luxurious services and facilities being offe-

red. 
4.00 0.82 High 

13. To shop for exclusive and branded goods. 3.10 1.20 Moderate 
14. To experience the personalized treatment being provided. 3.78 0.86 High 
15. To experience the highest level of customer service and 

product quality. 
4.00 0.89 High 

Physical 3.95 0.61 High 
16. To participate in high-risk activities such as parasailing. 4.01 0.80 High 
17. To swim in the sea. 4.12 0.80 High 
18. To experience outdoor activities such as jungle-trekking. 3.67 0.87 Moderate 
19. To be engaged in sports such as tennis and golf. 4.01 0.69 High 
20. To enjoy water sports such as jetskiing.  3.97 0.78 High 

Personal development 3.84 0.60 High 
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21. To learn new skills. 3.97 0.76 High 
22. To gain new knowledge. 3.36 1.20 Moderate 
23. To see new things.  4.08 0.67 High 
24. To enrich my education. 3.40 1.02 Moderate 
25. To refresh my mind and body. 4.38 0.73 High 

Personal 3.66 0.58 Moderate 
26. To visit friends and family. 3.73 0.93 Moderate 
27. To make new friends. 3.70 0.89 Moderate 
28. To get away from work. 3.92 0.77 High 
29. To spend time with my good friends. 3.85 0.76 High 
30. To spend time with my family. 3.11 0.98 Moderate 

Emotional 3.44 0.65 Moderate 
31. To be reminded of nostalgic moments (honeymoon). 3.38 1.05 Moderate 
32. In search of romance. 3.22 1.08 Moderate 
33. To experience spiritual fulfillment. 3.53 0.94 Moderate 
34. As a form of escapism. 3.28 1.01 Moderate 
35. To fulfill one’s fantasy. 3.77 0.89 High 

Motıvatıon/benefıt 3.67 0.45 Moderate 

 

To determine predictors of travel motivation, appropriate statistical meth-

ods such as Independents Sample T-Test and One-way ANOVA were adopted 

to test the hypotheses mentioned in the Methodology section. The results are as 

follows: 

a. Age Group 

H1a: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists of different 

age groups 

Table 1 shows the one-way ANOVA result to examine the differences in 

travelling motivation between age group. It is found in Table 4 that there are no 

differences in overall travelling motivation between age group (F=0.612, 

p>0.05). One-way ANOVA results also revealed that there are no differences 

among respondents by the groups of age in all dimension of motivation to 

travel (p>0.05). These findings suggest rejecting H1a. 

Table 2. Differences in travelling motivation between age group 

 Age (mean) F Sig. 

 16-20 21-25 26-30 <31   

Cultural  3.47 3.49 3.55 3.59 .371 .774 
Pleasure  3.52 3.59 3.50 3.41 1.803 .145 
Status  3.77 3.79 3.77 3.76 .074 .974 
Physical  3.95 3.97 3.95 3.85 .492 .688 
Personal Development 3.82 3.85 3.89 3.85 .491 .689 
Personal  3.66 3.67 3.75 3.55 .907 .437 
Emotional  3.42 3.44 3.48 3.44 .234 .873 
Motivation 3.66 3.69 3.70 3.64 .612 .608 
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b. Gender 

H1b: There are differences in travel motivations between male and female tour-

ists 

The differences in Travelling Motivation and its factors among male and 

female respondents were also investigated. The independent sample t-test was 

carried out to investigate the differences. This analysis was also use to test the 

hypotheses stated above. T-test results as summarized in Table 3 found that 

there is no significant difference between male and female respondents to-

wards travelling motivation (t=-0.072, p>0.05). Mean score between two groups 

of respondents were found to be about the same. No significant differences 

were also found in all motivation factors. Hence, H1b is rejected. 

Table 3. Differences in travelling motivation between genders 

 Gender (mean) T Sig. 

 Male Female   

Cultural  3.46 3.51 -1.050 .332 
Pleasure  3.52 3.57 -1.363 .155 
Status  3.77 3.78 -.299 .764 
Physical  3.94 3.97 -1.127 .244 
Personal Development 3.83 3.84 -.217 .691 
Personal  3.67 3.65 .737 .996 
Emotional  3.44 3.43 .161 .610 
Motivation 3.66 3.68 -.735 .766 

c. Ethnic Groups 

H1c: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists of different 

culture 

One-way ANOVA was applied to test this hypothesis. The results can be 

found in Table 7. It can be found in Table 4 that mean score for each ethnic 

group in travelling motivation are about the same. The results suggest that 

there are no significant differences in overall travelling motivation among Ma-

lay, Chinese and Indian (F=1.105, p>0.05). Results in Table 7 also failed to show 

any differences in motivation factors between these groups. Hence, H1c will 

also be rejected. 
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Table 4. Differences in travelling motivation between ethnic groups 

 Ethnic (mean) F Sig. 

 Malay Chinese Indian   

Cultural  3.50 3.50 3.41 1.561 .210 
Pleasure  3.56 3.54 3.51 .644 .525 
Status  3.80 3.75 3.77 .810 .445 
Physical  3.97 3.93 3.96 .507 .603 
Personal Development 3.86 3.81 3.83 1.572 .208 
Personal  3.68 3.66 3.63 .654 .520 
Emotional  3.43 3.47 3.38 1.584 .205 
Motivation 3.69 3.67 3.64 1.105 .331 

c. Education Level 

H1d: There are differences in travel motivations between tourists with different 

education levels 

One-way ANOVA results in Table 5 show that there are no significant dif-

ferences in motivation factors among respondents according to education lev-

els. The results also found that there is no significant difference in overall trav-

elling motivation between the groups of education levels (F=2.548, p>0.05). This 

result suggests that H1d can be rejected. 

Table 5. Differences in travelling motivation between education levels 

 Education level (mean) F Sig. 

 Secondary 
School 

Undergraduate Post Graduate   

Cultural  3.43 3.54 3.50 2.800 .061 
Pleasure  3.50 3.58 3.56 2.162 .115 
Status  3.74 3.80 3.80 1.937 .144 
Physical  3.93 3.99 3.94 1.466 .231 
Personal Development 3.83 3.83 3.85 .247 .781 
Personal  3.64 3.67 3.68 .832 .435 
Emotional  3.41 3.45 3.45 .896 .408 
Motivation 3.64 3.69 3.68 2.548 .079 

d. Monthly Income  

H1e: There are differences in travel motivations among tourists according to 

Monthly Income 

Table below figures the One-way ANOVA results to examine the differ-

ences in motivation to travel according to monthly income groups. It is found 

in Table 6 that there are no differences in travelling motivation among four 

groups (F=0.323, p>0.05). The analysis also failed to find any significant differ-

ences in all dimensions of motivation to travel. 
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Table 6. Differences in travelling motivation among monthly incomes 

 Monthly Income (mean) F Sig. 

 <RM2000 RM2001 – 
RM5000 

RM5001 – 
RM8000 

<RM8000   

Cultural  3.47 3.51 3.49 3.51 .317 .813 
Pleasure  3.54 3.56 3.55 3.54 .078 .972 
Status  3.75 3.77 3.81 3.85 1.605 .186 
Physical  3.95 3.96 3.94 4.00 .542 .653 
Personal De-
velopment 

3.84 3.84 3.82 3.86 .219 .883 

Personal  3.69 3.61 3.66 3.65 1.830 .140 
Emotional  3.44 3.42 3.42 3.50 .768 .512 
Motivation 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.70 .323 .808 

e. Travelling Companionship Status 

Hypothesis was developed about travelling companion as below: 

H1e: There are differences in travel motivations among tourists with different travel-

ling companionship status 

Respondents in this study often travel alone, with spouse or partner, with 

spouse/partner and children, friends and colleagues. One-way ANOVA in Ta-

ble 7 presents the differences in Travelling Motivation according to respond-

ents’ companion during travel. It is found that there are significant differences 

in all travelling motivation factors. Cultural is significant at F=16.264, p<0.01; 

Pleasure (F=12.020, p<0.01); Status (F=20.982, p<0.01); Physical (F=18.880, 

p<0.01); Personal Development (F=9.392, p<0.01); Personal (F=16.296, p<0.01) 

and Emotional (F=2.492, p<0.01). Respondents who travel with their 

spouse/partner and their children were found to perceive higher importance in 

most travelling motivation factors, compared to respondents who often travel 

alone, with friend and colleagues. Results also revealed that there is significant 

difference in overall travelling motivation according to travelling companion 

(F=22.940, p<0.01). Again, respondents who are often travel with their 

spouse/partner perceived higher importance of travelling motivation compared 

to others. This result suggests that H1e can be accepted. 
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Table 7. Differences in travelling motivation among travelling companionship status 

 Travelling Companion (mean) F Sig. 

 Alone Spouse Spouse & 
Children 

Friends Colleagues   

Cultural  3.44 3.65 3.35 3.22 3.76 17.264 .000 
Pleasure  3.50 3.66 3.49 3.25 3.65 12.020 .000 
Status  3.72 3.91 3.72 3.43 3.81 20.982 .000 
Physical  3.92 4.07 3.91 3.62 3.95 18.880 .000 
Personal Deve-
lopment 

3.80 3.85 3.90 3.58 3.68 9.392 .000 

Personal  3.58 3.73 3.69 3.32 3.55 16.296 .000 
Emotional  3.37 3.47 3.45 3.30 3.39 2.492 .041 
Motivation 3.62 3.76 3.64 3.39 3.68 22.940 .000 

f. Last Visited Islands 

H1g: There are differences in travel motivations among tourists’ last visited 

island  

Table 8 shows the differences in travelling motivation and benefit sought 

among respondents’ last visit to island resort. The results revealed that there 

are differences among respondents who travel for status (F=4.048, p<0.05), 

physical (F=4.1221, p<0.05), personal development (F=8.169, p<0.01), personal 

(F=2.813, p<0.05) and emotional (F=2.991, p<0.01). Respondents were more like-

ly to visit Penang for status, physical, personal development and personal ben-

efit. Apart from that, they tend to visit Jerejak Island for emotional reasons. 

Overall result also revealed that there is a significant different in travelling mo-

tivation among the respondents (F=56.133, p<0.01). Penang and Jerejak was 

found to be the popular islands among respondents (mean=3.74).  This study 

also found that there are no significant differences among the visited island for 

cultural and pleasure benefit and motivation. 

Table 8. Differences in travelling motivation among last visited islands 

 Last visited island (mean) F T 

 Langkawi Penang Pangkor Jerejak   

Cultural  3.50 3.51 3.45 3.68 1.088 .353 
Pleasure  3.52 3.61 3.51 3.70 2.607 .050 
Status  3.76 3.86 3.73 3.81 4.048 .007 
Physical  3.94 4.04 3.91 3.94 4.122 .006 
Personal Development 3.84 3.94 3.75 3.86 8.169 .000 
Personal  3.66 3.72 3.62 3.63 2.813 .038 
Emotional  3.41 3.51 3.40 3.56 2.991 .030 
Motivation 3.66 3.74 3.62 3.74 6.133 .000 
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CONCLUSION 

The unique contribution of this paper to understanding on travel motivation is 

that socio-demographic variables (age, gender, ethnicity, education level, 

monthly income) do not always predict travel motivation. This finding is dif-

ferent from many previous literatures that found relationships between socio-

demographic variables and travel motivation (for example Beerli, Josefa & Mar-

tin, 2003; Kozak, 2002). The different type of market (domestic tourists as op-

posed to international tourists) or the type of destination that this research fo-

cused is probably the reason. Regardless of sociodemographic background, the 

majority of domestic tourists seem to seek pleasure when visiting island desti-

nations. However, One-way ANOVA test showed differences in travel motiva-

tion according to respondents’ companionship status during their travel. Spe-

cifically, respondents who travel with their spouse/partner and their children 

were found to perceive higher importance in most travelling motivation fac-

tors, compared to respondents with other companionship status. The finding is 

consistent with the descriptive data which showed that more than 70% of the 

domestic tourists to island destinations consulted someone in planning their 

travel and that ‘Spouse/partner’ and ‘friends’ topped the list as the biggest in-

fluencers of the travel buying decisions.  

The study’s findings parallel Schiffman and Kanuk (2007) finding that 

spouse and children are big influencers of travel buying behaviour. It also illus-

trates Gilbert’s (1991) theory on the important role of the family member who is 

normally involved in the different stages of the purchase process and the final 

resolution of decisions about when, where and how the group will consume 

the tourism product. This means, in understanding domestic tourists behav-

iour, we must take into consideration the influencing role of family members in 

travel decisions. The implications would be on the way marketing and promo-

tions are designed for island destinations. Tourism marketers may need to em-

phasize more on elements of ‘social’ and ‘togetherness’ for example than ele-

ments of ‘isolation’ and ‘personal escape’. Marketing distribution and target 

marketing strategies may also need improvement to ensure effectiveness. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the international practice of beach management, valorisation of beaches and their 

management, acknowledges this resource as a recreational area or a beach as a 

coastal habitat. Most often, a connection between these two approaches is not estab-

lished and a beach is not seen as a public welfare that should be available to every-

body under the same conditions. The authors in this paper analyse past experiences 

and approaches and give review of Croatian experience in this sensitive area. The au-

thors are expounding the period till the 1990s and the transitional period. Past ap-

proach to the beach management, due to a slower development, has found a pure 

coastal area with numerous beaches of top quality and cleanness as well as the sea 

of the same top quality and cleanness. The transitional period brought some negativi-

ty that is result of some capital interests and global economy. The authors emphasize 

a balanced growth in contrast to an uncontrolled growth in exploiting coastal area. 

This is essential for beach resources to be used in the measure necessary for their re-

newal.  

Key words: Beaches, resources, public welfare, protection, globalisation, economic effects. 

INTRODUCTION  

As a result of the history of coastal planning in Croatia, many valuable proper-

ties along the coast remained preserved despite the high pressures induced by 

urbanization, industrialization and tourist development in recent decades. Ex-

perts and institutions in Croatia are very active in international organizations 

dealing with planning and protection of coastal areas in the United Nation's 
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system and beyond. Activities are reflected in the design and implementation 

of the Program of regional seas within the United Nations Environment Pro-

gramme – UNEP, Barcelona Convention and The Mediterranean Action Plan – 

MAP. In Croatia, there is also the headquarters of one of the world's bench-

mark institutions for coastal planning and management of coastal areas - Priori-

ty Actions Programme Regional Activity Centre – PAP/RAC, which operates with-

in the MAP. Coastal area management in the management of beaches is partic-

ularly relevant for Croatia. The beaches are a resource that is an integral part of 

rich tourist offer in Croatia. They contribute to the Croatian economy through 

economic effects, and have a special role in the life of the inhabitants. 

Defining the Problem 

Croatian coast accounts for 51% of the coastline of the eastern Adriatic, and 

when added the coastline of islands, its length reaches up to 90 percent of the 

total length of coastline on the eastern side of the Adriatic Sea. Croatia has an 

indented coastline (coefficient 11, the second in the world) and a large number 

of islands (1246), and together with Greece, it is number one intended coastline 

in the Mediterranean.  

In more recent times the mass tourism as a result of increasing prosperity 

and especially the excess of free time threatens the quality of the environment 

more than any other sector. With industrialization and urbanization it has be-

come one of the strongest negative environmental impacts, especially on the 

beaches. Short-term economic growth that mass tourism provides is less im-

portant than long term effects that damage the environment. For Croatia, in 

this transitional period when the greater part of the economy is technologically 

obsolete,  and economy is in stagnation or  has lost its market, the economic 

effects which tourism brings are  important. However, due to the weakness of 

the country to resist the assaults of investments of economically stronger coun-

tries, political apathy, immaturity and lack of understanding for the conse-

quences for future generations, there has been rapid sell-off of assets to foreign 

capital, intruding and destroying of the environment and beach areas. In reali-

ty, the beaches are a resource that in developmental terms is not given ade-

quate attention. Intensive economic development in the tourist sector and other 

sectors is often based on foreign capital, which in the race for profits with al-

most no controls and barriers is devastating certain natural resources, and thus 

diminishing their long-term value. And it is a policy of intensive exploitation of 

natural resources in which coastal resources are of invaluable significance. 

Beaches, as a component of coastal areas, are exposed to diverse interests in 
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Croatia. The management structure, particularly the regional government in 

whose jurisdiction is the management of the beaches are responsible for the use 

and conservation of this resource. 

Pressures on Beach Resources 

Worldwide, the beaches are part of the unique and specific offer of tourist 

countries situated on the coast, rivers and lakes. But the fact is that, as such, 

they are vulnerable to various potentially harmful effects and attacks, which 

gradually are destroying them, and are the result of natural or other causes. It 

is for this reason important to define all the influences and pressures on the 

beaches, with respect to acceptable way of exploitation. In order to reconcile 

the different developmental needs and desires, and to develop the beaches for 

tourism, while in favour of biodiversity of beach ecosystems, in the world  var-

ious methods of analysis and evaluation of beaches are applied, and the guide-

line recommendations for the sustainable management of beaches are being 

developed (Cenderero & Fischer, 1997). 

The destruction and loss of habitat is one of the problems that threaten the 

species. Another problem is the removal of nutrients from the beach, such as 

algae - Posidonia Oceanica, which is the main source of carbon for sandy beach 

macro fauna communities. Tourists do not appreciate the ecological role of 

seaweed on the beaches, so it is often removed from the beach. Since ancient 

times (even from antiquity) farmers on the shores of the Mediterranean have 

been using a flood of seaweed as compost because it has a large content of car-

bon, nitrogen and phosphorus.  

The impact of coastal erosion or growth is not limited to morphological 

change it is responsible for the profound impact on often rich ecosystems 

which identify with the coastal environment, through such direct degrada-

tion/destruction, and/or indirect effects that arise due to saline water, and 

more. Recharge or filling of beaches is increasingly being used as a convenient 

mild form of intervention on the beach and seeks to solve the problem of beach 

erosion. One of new, innovative approaches in addressing coastal erosion is 

called "Ecoplage principle", which consists of drainage systems, pumping sta-

tions and drainage pipes which are beneath the surface. Most authors agree on 

kind of pressures beaches are put under that indirectly influence on devasta-

tion of the environment and can be included in several most important activi-

ties (Defeo et al., 2009): recreation like off road vehicles, sunbathing, swim-

ming, horse riding, camping, pollution, inadequate communal infrastructure, 

garbage on the beach, eutrophication, pollution of oil, coastal development, 
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construction (simple buildings, apartments and houses, roads), as well as fenc-

es, walls, and seawalls, environmentally harmful beach management, inade-

quate cleaning, feeding, and fencing, exploitation of resources, fishing and mar-

iculture, climatic change, sea-level rise, and others. 

Pressures on beach resources in Croatia do not differ from most Mediterra-

nean countries and in this transitional period are being amplified.  

The Legal Framework for Managing Beaches in Croatia 

The legislative framework for the Croatian coastal area is characterized by the 

division of responsibilities regarding the management of mainland and sea, 

and the absence of specific legal forms related to coastal management as a 

whole (Kovačić et al., 2010). The most important laws are the one in the area of 

the coast and they are: Law on Physical Planning and Construction (Official 

Gazette, 2007), Environmental Protection Act (Official Gazette, 2005), Environ-

mental Protection Act (Official Gazette, 2007) and Law on Islands (Official Ga-

zette, 1999). Other legislations relevant to coastal management are related to 

spatial planning. These regulations include the Spatial Planning Strategy of 

Croatia (1997) and Physical Planning Programme (1999), and county spatial 

plans as spatial planning documents relevant to the development of each area. 

Other legislations relevant to coastal management are related to spatial plan-

ning. These regulations include the Spatial Planning Strategy of Croatia (1997) 

and Physical Planning Programme (1999), and county spatial plans as spatial 

planning documents relevant to the development of each area. In addition to 

the Law on Physical Planning and Construction, managing of beach areas in 

Croatia is regulated by these documents: Regulation on the quality of bathing 

water (Official Gazette, 2008) and Law on Maritime Domain and Seaports Act 

(Official Gazette, 2003). It should be noted that these regulations emphasize 

that the beaches are a public good that is available to everyone under the same 

conditions. Regulation of quality standards at sea beaches precisely define the 

chemical elements allowed in bathing areas. In the framework of the imple-

mentation of the Regulation on the quality of bathing waters Ministry of Envi-

ronmental Protection, Physical Planning and Construction, established a data-

base for entering, processing, evaluation and reporting of data and for inform-

ing the public about the quality of bathing water at beaches on the Croatian 

Adriatic. The Ministry has developed a bilingual web browser in order to in-

form the public1. The browser lets you view all levels of examination, assess-

                                                                                 

1 Source: www.mzopu.hr, http://www.izor.hr/kakvoca/ and http://www.izor.hr/bathing/, 

08/10/2011 
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ment of the quality of water throughout the season testing in real-time, infor-

mation on hydrological and meteorological conditions on the day of testing, 

and information about the sudden and short-term pollution. Bathing water 

quality in the browser is visible on Google maps, and it is possible to get the 

information about the equipment of the beach, the main features, see photos of 

beaches, provide comments for a particular beach, or propose a new sampling 

point. 

Beach Management – International and Croatian Experiences and Guide-
lines 

In the world, the methodology of evaluating resources, which is based on sci-

entific and other researches and practical experiences, is developed. Beaches 

are the focus of many authors, and approaches vary often depending on the 

level of development of a certain country. Although a universal model doesn’t 

exist, scientific methods and techniques provide a holistic and sustainable ap-

proach to beach management and define guidelines for procedures.  

Experiences and Guidelines in the World  

Beach management involves establishing a balance between preserving natural 

values of beaches and providing a sustainable use of their development (recrea-

tional) potentials. In order to achieve it the most often actions are mentioned 

(Williams & Micaleff, 2009): define the beach type and valorise beach areas, es-

pecially in protected areas of the nature and beach areas with the purpose of 

recreation.  

Beach management have to encourage/develop appropriate solutions, plan-

ning and providing services on the beach, establish a monitoring system 

through existing institutions for management of protected natural areas, devel-

op an institute for concessions to effectively manage beach resources and de-

velop necessary intellectual capacities to manage beach resources. Other activi-

ties are: raise the level of users’ awareness about the importance of sustainable 

management and encourage participation of the public in beach management 

programmes.  

In international practice of beach management, the valorisation of beach ar-

eas is focused on the beach as: recreational resource or on the beach as a coastal 

habitat.  

The fact that connection between these two approaches isn't usually estab-

lished causes the lack of mutual understanding and creates the impression that 
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these two concepts are in fact irreconcilable. Given the fact that beaches are a 

complex system combining land and sea, a valuable natural habitat and a sig-

nificant area that is closely linked to specific social and economic conditions, 

any of the systems of evaluation and/or beach management that ignores one of 

these components cannot provide long-term sustainable solutions. Therefore, 

the management function is proposed that will ensure an adequate evaluation 

of natural values and recreational (socio-economic) potential of the beaches 

(Simm et. al., 1995). Management function includes conducting analysis to de-

termine beach environment. This analysis includes an analysis of the funda-

mental natural values recreational values (potentials) of the beach area. After 

that, a comparison of the natural values and recreational potential is made and 

beach is divided in three basic areas using spatial beach determining method. 

Moreover one should analyze the primary threats to the wider beach area and 

determine the carrying capacity of the beach (Williams & Micaleff, 2009). The 

beach management must be based on the principles of valorization and capaci-

tating natural resources, specifying the limits to avoid a natural imbalance. This 

approach to beach management is enabled by integrated coastal management, 

which as a dynamic process of sustainable management and use of coastal are-

as takes into account simultaneously: vulnerability of coastal ecosystems and 

landscapes, variety of activities and uses, their interactions, maritime orienta-

tion of certain activities and uses and their impact on coast and land. 

Croatian Experiences and Solutions    

 For Croatia, as a tourist country it is extremely important to encourage and 

develop sustainable design solutions and provide services on beaches as high-

quality resources. According to the Law, regional government (counties) and 

local government (cities/municipalities) have the authority over beach man-

agement in Croatia. According to Law on Maritime Domain and Seaports Act 

(Official Gazette, 158/03) and the Low on Concessions (125/08) regional gov-

ernment and local authority manage beaches by the following institutes: Con-

cessions for economic use of the maritime domain, beaches and giving conces-

sions. The concession for the commercial use of general or other goods is a con-

tract arranged relationship which subject is the use of general or other goods 

for which the law states that are of special interest to Croatia. According to Ar-

ticle 2 Of the Maritime Domain and Seaports Act (Official Gazette, 158/03) con-

cession is a right through which a part of the maritime domain, in accordance 

with the zoning plans, is partially or totally excluded from general use and giv-

en for special use or economic exploitation to natural and legal persons, while 
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the concession license is an act by which the natural and legal persons can use 

the maritime domain to perform activities that do not exclude or limit the gen-

eral use of the maritime domain in question. Granting concessions or conces-

sion approval enables beach management to maintain or improve the beach as 

a recreational resource and as an instrument for the protection of the coast. At 

the same time facilities are provided that meet the needs of those who use the 

beach. In this context, good governance of beaches can be considered as an ef-

fective use of all the more valuable (socio-economic and ecological) national 

resource, with emphasis on recreation. 

Beach management, as a continuous process ensures the protection of na-

ture, and beach maintenance and public property within the available financial 

resources.  In this sense, the system of concessions has a developmental and a 

protective role for the local community, region and country as a whole. But 

such a system must be transparent, and the process of granting concessions ef-

ficient. Decisions must be made within a reasonable time, without undue ad-

ministrative and hierarchical levels. Public administration must encourage the 

development and a concession as a legal and economic instrument can greatly 

contribute to this goal, so they should be considered in this light. Inter-county 

practices of beach management in Croatia may therefore differ, but essentially 

they must satisfy the criteria of an integrated coastal zone management, and 

uniform application of the law. Regional Counties approach differently to this 

problem. Valuation of beach resources and beach environment in Croatia is 

only conducted in several counties. A database that includes a typology of 

beaches has been established at the national level, but in it only beaches where 

sampling of water is conducted are covered (Kovačić et al., 2009). Primorsko-

goranska County has a beach cadastre, which provides exact data on the type, 

length and structure of the beach, and placing within a certain location. 

Splitsko-dalmatinska County for the purpose of evaluation of the maritime 

domain produced a several-criteria model of the maritime domain, which con-

tains an overview of activities, ecological and economic evaluation criteria and 

evaluation of maritime domain. Applying the model helps in making decisions 

regarding the management of beaches through the institute of concessions. 

Most counties in Croatia today practice the technique of processing the data 

using a geographic information system that is becoming increasingly prevalent 

in the majority of users, especially decision makers, because the diagrams and 

maps sometimes show very abstract information. But here the problem of pro-

fessional and intellectual capacities that are often not competent for the imple-

mentation of tasks is present. In particular, we can see the problem in the man-
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agement structure that is susceptible to political pressure and ignorance. The 

fact is that we don't have accurate information on the total number of beaches 

(cadastre beach) on the Croatian Adriatic coast. It is a demanding job of collect-

ing data and requires additional funding and experience of scientists and ex-

perts in different fields. 

Effects of Beach Management in Croatia 

Beaches in the world are an important source of income, and in Croatia more 

attention is given to their use in economic purposes. At the same time, the envi-

ronmental component is emphasized, so a higher importance is being given to 

their maintenance (cleaning, arranging, etc.). Croatian beaches, especially the 

natural ones are often located in inaccessible (from mainland) bays, but there is 

a higher number of well-kept and hotel beaches in Croatia.  These hotel 

beaches are the subject of increased interest since they provide direct benefits 

(the collection of funds from taxes, entrance fees, concession fees, etc.), and in-

direct benefits (due to increased demand, raise of overall quality of services, ad-

ditional employment). 

Socio-Ecological and Economic Effects of Beach Management 

Interrelationships and the possible negative socio-cultural relations are rarely 

the subject of separate consideration and the ratio of beach equipment re-

sources and socio-cultural environment still seems insufficiently researched 

phenomenon. As the awareness of the need to conserve coastal resources is 

growing, evaluation of beaches becomes subject of increasing public interest. 

The beaches are public property and their use must take into account not only 

the broader social interests, but also long-term consequences. Beaches are im-

portant for the economy because of the economical results that are achieved 

through them. A concession as a tool that allows commercial use, at the same 

time maintains monitoring of the grantors in terms of compliance obligations. 

But in order to achieve sustainability in addition to applying legislation in Cro-

atia, for many beaches limits of the ecological and social carrying capacity are 

established, mostly for public beaches. On the beaches that are the subject of 

the concession public administration (mostly) the physical carrying capacity is 

defined, and conceptual designs for using the beaches are provided. In this 

way a safe and enjoyable swimming for visitors and locals is being continuous-

ly provided. 

Type and Scope of the Purpose of Commercial Use of Beaches  
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Although every beach is a place for them concession grantor can prescribe the 

general terms and conditions and recommendations for the regulation of indi-

vidual beach. Following is an outline of the general recommendations for the 

regulation of the beach which is the subject of the concession, which changes 

depending on the type of beach. For example, a nudist beach camp, in order to 

preserve the privacy and security of guests is usually closed and entrance has 

to be paid. Beach investments can only be made in order to achieve the higher 

level of service quality, and protect the beach. The beach can be arranged so as 

to create a number of recumbent seats (seats for chairs and umbrellas). For this 

purpose, it is recommended to set the dismantling wooden platform deck. 

Bathhouses are an integral part of beach offer and must have an appropriate 

design and quality. At sea, we should set a psychological framework of the 

beach by setting protective fences - buoys. Psychological barriers have to be set 

up to protect swimmers from boats and warn swimmers that waters are safe 

for swimming.  

Near the beach, it is important to set up sanitary facilities, which include fa-

cilities for disabled people. On the beach, where possible, is recommended to 

set up approaches by the water for the disabled. On the bulletin board the daily 

data on water and air temperatures should be put, as well as information on 

the quality of sea water. 

Up to now, Croatian experience in the beach management has been mostly 

positive. This stems from the fact that public interest is of high importance and 

in a couple of cases adverse effects of usurpation have been observed which in 

the future should be removed. This is achieved by measures of supervision and 

adequate compensation which would prevent the improper conduct of the 

Concessionaire and the illegal use of the beach.  

CONCLUSION 

Beach Management now has much wider economic and socio ecological signif-

icance and this is why it should be based on the principles of sustainable de-

velopment. In this sense, the coastal region must accelerate the development of 

their capacities, and thus increase the efficiency of management. Quality man-

agement of the beaches must provide coordination among institutions (nation-

al, regional and local), and be pro-active and future-oriented. The principal de-

terminant of a good beach management at the local level, includes the partici-

pation of citizens in decision-making on issues of using a public good, and the 

partnership among local authorities, civil society and the private sector. Expe-

riences of individual countries and methodological approach to evaluating 
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beach bar area are additional tools for effective and sustainable management of 

beaches. Coastal resources are considered one of the most important for the 

overall development of the Croatia and the existing facilities for their perma-

nent management cannot be neglected. All this suggests that, with some effort, 

these areas can be well preserved and used in a way those they did for genera-

tions and over thousands of years. 
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ABSTRACT 

MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Convention, and Exhibition) is a type of mass tourism, now it 

is used as a key strategic development. By this kind, the goal aims to satisfy the tour-

ists by un-considering the environment, eco-system, social, and culture. The communi-

ty is the fulcrum to solve this problem, tourism management is organized by them, 

and the public and private are the supporting factors. The local textile design is the 

cultural heritage, which illustrate the cultural significance, not only for the physical 

forms, including the intangible values too. And it should be used the tourism interpre-

tation by aware the community, while the MICE tourism is the tool to attract niche 

tourists and preserve the authenticity of this case, as well as the economic tangible 

values. 

Key words: MICE tourism, local textile, design, cultural heritage. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Mass tourism was first born in the nineteenth century in England but really 

started to grow and extend to the rest of Europe in the 1950s. The concept was 

created to represent large scale tourist flows spending their holidays at the 

same destination. Soon, during the 1960s, mass tourism began to be the subject 

of criticism for its negative impacts, especially on the environment (Mairesse, 

2008). 

Many countries use tourism to be an opportunities to promote their arts, 

cultures, and improve their life quality of people, increase employment in less 

developing region, and try to promote cooperation between the public, private 
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sector and local communities (Chumni, 2001). For Thailand, there was 

19.098.323 International Tourists in 2011 (Office of Permanent Secretary, 2011). 

While Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (TCEB) will revise its five-

year plan (2012 to 2016) and will ask for a 1,600 million Baht budget claiming it 

can improve events visitation by 75% over four years. TCEB has adjusted its 

marketing strategy to focus on the untapped niche market (Chinadaily, 2011). 

Handicraft tourist textiles are very important “niche” in the global market, 

because they are linked to the retention of regional and local traditions, the 

provision of jobs, especially for women in rural and remote areas, and the 

preservation of a level of quality and exclusivity, which cannot be found in 

manufactured items (Margaret-Catherine Perivoliotis-Chryssovergis, 2007). 

Reviewed the concept of Mass VS Niche Tourism, Thailand Convention & 

Exhibition Bureau policy, and the local textiles is the idea development for the 

research. 

Objectives 

 

1. To study the physical fabric of Thailand local textiles by the interpreta-

tion concept. 

2. To analysis the local textiles adaptive use for MICE tourists. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Local Textiles and Cultural Heritage 

This is UNESCO’s third proclamation of Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangi-

ble Heritage (Matsuura, 2005), an international distinction destined to raise 

public awareness of the value of this heritage, which includes popular and tra-

ditional oral forms of expression, music and dance, rituals and mythologies, 

knowledge and practices concerning the universe, know-how linked to tradi-

tional crafts, as well as cultural spaces. 
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Tourism Interpretation 

 

Figure 1. Interpretation model (adapted from Russel Staiff, 2003 after Dean MacCannell, 1976 and 

John Urry, 1995; Model of Tourists Attractions, Russel Staiff, 2003; Model of Interpretation, Model 

of Tourists Attractions and Model of Material Culture (Barnett W. Pearce, 1994); Model for the Se-

lection of Content for Material Culture & Interpretation (Russel Staiff, 2003). 

 

Tourists Behavior 

The essence of a tourist is; usual environment, length of stay, purpose, remu-

neration, voluntary, and discretionary act (Clarke, 2009). Individuals often 

identify crafts and other objects purchased during a vacation as among their 

most valued. Exploration of the meaning attached to crafts and the purposes 

they serve for tourists holds promise for deepening understanding of tourist 

behavior and of contributing to craftpersons’ knowledge of their tourist con-

sumers (Littrell, 1990). 

MICE Tourism 

MICE is Meeting, Incentive, Convention, and Exhibition. 

  The initial definitions 

DMC (Destination Management Company)  

PCO (Professional Convention Organizer)  

PEO (Professional Exhibition Organizer) 

(Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau, n.d.) 
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The acronym MICE is applied inconsistently with the “E” sometimes referring 

to Events and the “C” sometimes referring to Conventions. MICE is used to 

refer to a particular type of tourism in which large groups planned usually well 

in advance are brought together for some particular purpose. Most components 

of MICE are well understood, perhaps with the exception of Incentives. Incen-

tive tourism is usually undertaken as a type of employee reward by a company 

or institution for targets met or exceeded, or a job well done. Unlike the other 

types of MICE tourism, Incentive tourism is usually conducted purely for en-

tertainment, rather than professional or educational purposes. MICE tourism 

usually consists of a well planned agenda centered around a particular theme. 

MICE tourism is a specialized area with its own trade shows (IMEX) and prac-

tices. MICE events are normally bid on by specialized “convention” bureaus 

located in particular countries and cities and established for the purpose of 

bidding on MICE activities (www.micepoint.com). 

The Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau (TCEB) had 9 billion baht 

allocated to Mice events in 2010, anticipating at the start of the year growth of 

25% with around 785,000 visitors generating income of 56 billion baht from 400 

events. Thailand has many attractions for the Mice market. These include geo-

graphical location, good direct air routes, attractive pre and post-business trav-

el lively and proactive private-sector Mice operators, such as big hotels at key 

tourist destinations; some dedicated individuals and the overall attractiveness 

of Thailand as a "truly amazing" destination (Fernquest, 2010). 

METHODOLOGY 

The research used two types of investigation. The research was iterative as the 

first step of investigation, literature review, led to the second step, analysis. The 

first step of the research used content analysis. The tools are surveying form for 

local textiles in central, north, northeastern, and southern part of Thailand. The 

literature reviewed for cultural heritage and local textiles, tourist behavior, and 

MICE, as the idea to development the critical approach. 

The population and sampling for local textiles’ site selected from the stake-

holders’ report in the community participation. This is Nan - north, Nakorn 

Sritammarat - south, Ratchaburi - central, and Khon Kaen - northeastern. 

The content analysis was conducted on nine pieces of literature review. 
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Figure 2. Local textiles routing map (googlemap, 2011) 

Site: Bangkok and Associated area, Chiang Mai, Khon Kaen, Phuket (www.tceb.or.th) 

 

Local Textiles Areas 

 

Local Textiles Areas 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure.3. Thailand local textiles  

Source: http://www.kkcwork.com/k-silk.html, www.otoptoday.com, www.lannafolk.com 

Petchaburee – Central Region 

“Song Dam” means “wearing black”. Lao Song wears the unique black clothing 

to wedding, funerals, festivals and special events in general. Many ethnic 

groups in the Central Plains were immigrants from Laos. ... They have retained 

their ethnic culture in fabric making and costume. Most of them make cotton 

robes for home use and silk robes for temple visits or for auspicious occasions. 

... The still make intricate embroiderad borders for robes called "teenjok". The 

Thai Song Dam in Khao Yoi, Phetchaburi, for instance, still weave and wear 

their traditional costume made from cotton fabric: a black or dark blus robe 

with red striped, and a blouse of the same color. If they are about to go to the 

temple, a decorative piece of cloth will be placed on their shoulders. Many oth-

               

Central             North         Northeastern              South 

http://www.otoptoday.com/thumbnails/phpThumb.php?src=/uploads/2011/07/05/13098383383.jpeg&w=1077&h=462&aoe=0
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er ethnic groups maintain their traditional costume in the similar way (chival-

rysilk.com). 

Chiang Mai - North 

Bank of Thailand Museum (n.d.) the process of discontinuous supplementary 

weft is one whereby the supplementary yarns are placed in the web of the tab-

by weave by means of picking out each warp yarn by hand and passing the 

supplementary weft yarn through them in small or specific areas only. The re-

sult is a pattern that floats on the surface of the weave in which many colours 

can be placed into the design across the width of the fabric. This method is 

sometimes called “embroidery on the loom”. In some areas the process is done 

with the back of the fabric facing upwards which allows for very seat finishing, 

while in other areas the fabric is woven with the right face up. Usually silk is 

used as the supplementary yarn on either a cotton or silk base. Groups famous 

in Thailand for chok weaving are the Tai Yuan from Mae Chem district, Chiang 

Mai province etc. Well known designs include the lai dok khia, lai hong (myth-

ical bird), lai dok keo (jasmine flowers) and lai khom (lantern).  

Khon Kaen – Northeastern 

Chonabot is most well known for its Mudmee silk and cotton that is produced 

locally. Mudmee is the process of tie-dyeing the threads before weaving it into 

fabric. Most fabric is produced from local residence homes, so the best way to 

see the production of Mudmee fabric is to drive around the village looking for 

looms in local yards. There is also a local handcraft center (Suun Silapa-

hattakam Pheun Baan) on route 229 10 located kilometers West from highway 

2/Ban Phai. The center displays and sells a wide variety of handcrafted items 

from the region and is open from 09:00 am to 06:00 pm daily (KhonKaen.com). 

Nakorn Srithammarat – South  

Yok (Brocade weaving): Yok fabrics are made by introducing extra silver or 

gold weft threads (supplementary weft) in a manner similar to that by which 

khit fabrics are made.  Pieces thus produced may be used as the ornate border 

sewn to the bottom or the skirt, or sin, or the technique may be used in weav-

ing both the skirt and the border.  Yok fabrics, are well known and very fa-

mous, are made in southern region such as Nakhon srithammarat is made Yok 

fabrics for long time (Fukushow International Co.,Ltd., 2012). 
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Table 1. Interpretation: cultural landscape and intangible heritage through communication 

Local Texti-
les 

Interpretation 
Environment - 

Cultural 
landscpae 

Knowledge  
Content - 

Intangible heri-
tage 

Communication 
& Edutainment 

North – Chok 
Textile, Mae 
Chaem, Chi-
ang Mai 

The village of 
Mae Cham is a 
joy. It gives off, 
even on a short 
acquaintanceship, 
an aura of peace 
and serenity. It 
has always been 
there, one feels, 
and the villagers 
must have been 
completely self-
sufficient… A 
special kind of 
stitching is used 
to produce a very 
fine decoration for 
the hem of girls' 
skirts (pa tin 
chok). Mae 
Chaem weaving 
is famous throug-
hout Thailand for 
its delicacy. The 
art has been pas-
sed down in a 
small group of 
families for many 
generations. 
(Chiang Mai 
News) 

For weaving this 
type of cloth, the 
designs of chok 
are made by 
using a porcu-
pine's quill or 
sharpened word 
to pick or raise 
color treads in 
draft designs. 
The weaving 
cloth is called 
pho chok and 
when decorated, 
the lower border 
of pha tung is 
called "pha tin 
chok". 
(chivalrysilk.com) 

- Mae Chaem Tiin Chok Festival  

- Mae Chaem Local Life Learning Mu-
seum 

- Textile Museum, Naresuan University 

Northeastern 
– Silk, Chon-
nabot, Khon 
Kaen 

The silk of the Tai 
people of North-
Eastern Thailand 
is created with the 
Mud Mee tech-
nique and 
features richly 
dyed weft 
threads. Silk from 
the lower North-
East of Thailand 
is dark in appea-
rance 
with consistent 
geometric pat-
terns. The form of 
weaving is known 
as Mud Mee. 
Often silk will 
include 

A major source 
of local wisdom 
in silk production 
is in Amphoe 
Chonnabot whe-
re excellent 
Mudmee Silk is 
delicately woven 
by hand using 
the tie-dye tech-
nique 
(WorldLingo, 
2011) 

- Brochure 

- Leaflet 

- Website 

- Sala Mai Thai 
Located in Khon Kaen Vocational Colle-
ge, it is part of the project to celebrate 
the 60th birthday anniversary of Her 
Majesty the Queen (August 12, 1992). 
The silk centre was established to sup-
port Her Majesty the Queens mission to 
promote silk and silk products from Isan 
as well as conserve the traditions. The 
centre feature the silk production pro-
cess from dyeing to weaving, tools for 
silk production and rare equipment, and 
different ancient silk textiles various 
pattern. The centre also exhibits the 
world's most expensive Mudmee silk 
textile woven by the people of Chonna-
bot people. The silk textile has won As-
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motifs based on 
natural forms like 
trees as well as 
architectural fea-
tures and men on 
horse-back. 
(Chantachon, 
2011) 

ian award in silk contest. 
(KhonKaenLink) 

Central – Tai 
Song Dam 
Textile, 
Petchaburee 

In the past, they 
built their house 
in basic designs. 
They used bam-
boo poles, split 
bamboo, wooden 
poles planks and 
thatched roofs of 
grass. Now they 
built their house 
in modern styles. 
(origianl 
LaoSong) 

A common dye-
ing technique in 
Tai Dam and 
Laotian culture is 
the Ikat dye pro-
cess, which is 
called Matmee, 
directly transla-
ting to 'tie the 
row'. Ikat is a tie 
dye technique 
that requires a 
weft yarn to be 
dyed before 
weaving. Then, 
ties are used to 
create a dye 
resistant pattern 
in the cloth. Fab-
ric made from 
the Ikat dye pro-
cess are valued 
in their cultures 
and used for 
significant 
events such as 
ceremonies. Ikat 
is practiced in 
the different 
ethnic groups 
and provinces in 
Laos. (Museum 
I. T., 2009) 

- Tai Song Dam Musuem (Khao Yoi 
Wittaya) 

- Pan Tanom and Tai Song Dam Life 
Musuem 

- Tai Song Dam Hua Tanon Musuem  

- Tai Song Dam Khao Yoi Cultural Cen-
ter 

South – Yok 
Textile, Na-
korn Srit-
hammarat 

Nakorn Si Tham-
marat certainly 
deserves more 
attention from 
tourists that it 
gets, especially 
from those inte-
rested in Thai-
land's rich cultural 
heritage. The 
area around Na-
korn Si Thamma-
rat town has been 
settled for at least 
2,000 years, and 
it is through this 

Yok fabrics are 
made by intro-
ducing extra 
silver or gold 
weft threads 
(supplementary 
weft) in a man-
ner similar to 
that by whick khit 
fabrics are ma-
de. 
(chivalrysilk.com) 

- Textile Musuem, Naresuan University 

- NakhonSiThammaratNationalMuseum 
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ancient trading 
port that the form 
of Buddhism 
practiced through 
the country today 
first entered the 
region. Those 
looking for wilder 
beaches where 
they may have 
some degree of 
solitude won't be 
disappointed 
either. (Holland, 
2012) 

 

Table 2. Adaptive Using for MICE Tourists 

MICE Thai-
land Tou-
rists Seg-

ment 

Type of MICE career How to use  
the local textile 

Niche Tourists 

Domestic DMC (Destination Ma-
nagement Company)  

Process of textile  
Pattern Technique 

- Cheap prize 

- Elder market 

- Shopping site 

PCO (Professional Con-
vention Organizer)  

Decorative - Stage decoration 

- Table cloth 

PEO (Professional Exhi-
bition Organizer) 

Event - Decoration  

Inbound DMC (Destination Ma-
nagement Company)  

Process of textile  
Pattern Technique 

- High prize 

- Cultural tourists market 

- Accommodation decoration 

- Warehouse decoration 

- Souvenir  

PCO (Professional Con-
vention Organizer)  

Decorative - Stage decoration 

- Table cloth 

- Wall frame 

PEO (Professional Exhi-
bition Organizer) 

Event - Decoration  

Outbound DMC (Destination Ma-
nagement Company)  

Process of textile  
Pattern Technique 

- Can up to Highest prize 

- Cultural tourists market 

- Accommodation decoration 

- Warehouse decoration 

PCO (Professional Con-
vention Organizer)  

Decorative - Stage decoration 

- Table cloth 

- Wall frame 

- Souvenir  

PEO (Professional Exhi-
bition Organizer) 

Event - Decoration  

(adapted from Littrell, 1990; Sereerat, n.d.; Pongsiri, 2003) 
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CONCLUSION 

From the figures above, the figure 4 and 5 are shown us the relationship be-

tween the intangible heritage significance and MICE tourists attention. Thai-

land illustrate the four regions of textiles; north, northeastern, south, and cen-

tral, for reviewed the complexity of income level effect through the selecting 

process for niche tourist, as same as the textile’s prize. The decoration and sou-

venir depends on the market’s demand in each segment; domestic, inbound, 

and outbound.  
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ABSTRACT 

This ethnographic paper focuses on recent tourism development in the area of Tolmin 

in Slovenia. One can distinguish between two kinds of tourism processes in situ: those 

recognised as such by tourism officials, and those referred to as ‘touristic’ spontane-

ously. While the first are part of a general tourism discourse in Slovenia and are based 

on the natural environment, outdoor sports and heritage, the latter cover the more 

controversial fields of ‘youth leisure’ and ‘festival tourism’. However, pop festivals 

have become one of the most prominent forms of tourism in Tolmin. Furthermore, 

since festivals put the marginal town ‘on the map’, they have also become an im-

portant feature of local identification. 

Key words: pop festivals, marginality, etnography. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The present paper is based on ethnographic research for my doctoral and post-

doctoral studies, which conducted intermittently between 2003 and 2011 in the 

small Slovenian town of Tolmin in the extreme west of Slovenia. The research 

regards topics from the anthropology of tourism, but also from the studies of 

popular culture, local identification and place-making. While the anthropology 

of tourism has predominantly approached tourism from various perspectives 

of cultural conflict, where tourism was discussed as something more or less 

imposed on local communities (see, e.g., Smith, 1978; Boissevain, 1996), the idea 

behind my research was to focus on tourism as something desired locally and 

within specific local conditions. 

The idea to ethnographically study the particular area was based on several 

premises. The area is part of the Upper Soča Valley, which has a long tourism 

history. On the other hand, the town of Tolmin, the administrative centre of the 

Valley, historically did not play a role in tourism, but has recently nevertheless 
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began to do so. The idea was therefore to study a tourist destination in its ini-

tial or formational phase. Moreover, this new tourist destination was to be de-

veloped in an area pervaded by tourism (the Upper Soča Valley). The basic aim 

was therefore to consider which local, national and also wider processes 

shaped Tolmin’s tourism development. 

One of the principal characteristics of the area is its location in the moun-

tainous and remote part of Slovenia. As a consequence, the decrease in popula-

tion can be observed throughout a longer period of time (see Berginc, 1956: 19; 

Uršič, 1975: 432; Dolenc, 1980). Today one can discover that in 2009 11.702 peo-

ple lived in the municipality of Tolmin, and that there was a population de-

crease of 5 % between 2002 and 2009: 

The majority lives in Tolmin and in the settlements around it (3.737 in Tol-

min), as one third of the municipality’s residents live here. Due to remoteness 

from economic centers, its border position, unsuitable natural conditions and 

abandonment of agriculture, the population of most settlements within the 

municipality is decreasing and ageing. On June 30, 2009 the average age was 

43.8 years, and the ageing index (ratio of the number of inhabitants older than 

65 to the number of those younger than 14 years) is still increasing, from 116 % 

in 2002 to 155.7 % in 2009. (Presentation, 2010: 8) 

Where young people are missing, there is not much cause for optimism in 

regard to ‘development’, which is a key contemporary ideology. 

Although the area was historically part of several different political for-

mations, it has always had a state border and a peripheral position: before 

World War I in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, between the two World Wars 

in Italy, after World War II in Yugoslavia, and from 1991 in Slovenia. As a bor-

der area it has never attracted major investments of any kind. Its position with-

in various historical ‘systems of centers and peripheries’ has made it a ‘margin-

al place’, which according to Rob Shields are ‘those towns and regions which 

have been ‚left behind‛ in the modern race for progress,’ but which ‘evoke 

both nostalgia and fascination’ (1991: 3). Marginality is therefore structural, alt-

hough as such it also evokes specific ‘structures of feeling’ (Williams *1977+ 

2005: 249–256). On one hand such places evoke ‘nostalgia and fascination,’ alt-

hough for the people living there the primary feeling is probably that of being 

disadvantaged (Cohen, 1982: 6). People on the margins often see themselves as 

excluded from decision-making processes. However, as I propose, and as was 

also discussed by Shields (1991), structures of marginality also encourage the 

longing for tourism, since they evoke locals’ desire to somehow be ‘central’, an 
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axis mundi (Eliade, [1949] 1992: 23–29), which they might precisely exactly via 

the fascination of Others – the ‘tourists’. 

A pivotal year for tourism in the area of Tolmin was 2000, when two major 

changes were introduced: the Municipality of Tolmin established a local tour-

ism organisation – the ‘LTO Sotočje’; and a music promoter from the Slovenian 

capital of Ljubljana organised the first edition of the international Soča Reggae 

Riversplash festival in Tolmin. Both initiatives had considerable, but controver-

sial, impacts on the place and its development. 

Tolmin in the times of changes 

Before 1991 Slovenia was a Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. In Yugoslav times, 

in regard to tourism Slovenia was presented mainly as an Alpine destination 

(Kučan, 1998: 134-135, 140, 149; Repe, 2006: 707). One of the most important 

tourism centres of this Alpine destination was the town of Bovec in the Upper 

Soča Valley, famous as a ski, and, since the late 1980s, also as a wild-water and 

outdoor sports centre. 

The end of Yugoslavia meant the end of a large domestic market of 23 mil-

lion people and its systemic arrangements. The process of re-establishing tour-

ism in newly independent Slovenia took place on the national, regional and 

local levels. The first national document on tourism development was written 

in 1995. However, I will primarily focus on the Tourism Development Act from 

1998 (UL RS 57/1998), which regulated tourism at the local level. The act in-

structed municipalities that in order to obtain state funding for tourism devel-

opment they must establish their own (or in partnership with other municipali-

ties) public organisations, called Local Tourism Organizations (LTOs). Thus the 

LTOs for some years became the state-prescribed institutions for local tourism 

development, and municipalities were left to decide on their own if they want-

ed to develop local tourism (by establishing an LTO) or not. Such an LTO was 

also established by the Municipality of Tolmin in 2000. 

The 1990s were a time of economic uncertainty, the time when the local 

economy had to be defined anew, and also the time when the ideology of self-

dependency was arising. It was in this context that Tolmin turned to tourism, 

which appeared to hold a promising future. The importance ascribed to tour-

ism may be qualified with an account of the changes on two levels, the institu-

tional and the ‘folk’ level. Tourism was locally institutionalized in 2000 by the 

foundation of the LTO, while the ‘folk’ level of the growing importance of tour-

ism is evidenced by a common perception that tourism is ‘our future’ (surveys 
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in Lipušček, 2000: 4–5; Krivec, 2005: 33) and by a stronger incorporation of the 

local population into tourism due to economic reasons and an increase in the 

number of tourists in the area. In sum, tourism was beginning to be all over the 

place, at least on a discursive level, through talk and commentary. 

The town of Tolmin did not have a tourism tradition, but it did have the 

Upper Soča Valley. In Yugoslavia, Tolmin was the administrative and military 

centre of one of the largest municipalities in the whole country, encompassing 

the whole of the Upper Soča Valley, with the small town of Bovec as its tourism 

centre. In 1994 the municipality was divided into three smaller ones (Tolmin, 

Kobarid, & Bovec), while Tolmin also began to lose its administrative and mili-

tary functions within newly independent Slovenia. Because of this, there was a 

strong interest at the local level to create a new image for the town of Tolmin 

and the municipality. Municipal institutions acted on the basis of the area being 

part of a region with an established tourism tradition and at the same time a 

tabula rasa in need of content. The newly established LTO wrote: 

Even before Slovenian independence about 80 % of the visitors to the Alpine 

region as a whole were foreign guests. In Tolmin, with a relatively large army 

barracks, surrounding frontier guardhouses and proximity to the state border, 

/.../ the greater part of the structure of guests was made up of a clientele linked 

to soldiers and army employees. /.../ Tolmin was never a proper tourist destina-

tion. In contrast to the other centres in our Alpine region, the municipality of 

Tolmin must create its tourism identity completely from scratch. (Strategy, 

2001: 10) 

Tolmin was therefore to become a tourist destination, and the LTO framed it 

as part of the Alps. However, the imaginary on which the new Alpine destina-

tion was to be constructed was not based on mountains, but rivers. The LTO 

renamed itself ‘Sotočje’ (Slovenian for confluence), whereby especially in the 

eyes of the locals from Tolmin it associated itself with the confluence of the 

Soča and Tolminka rivers in Tolmin (see below). It began to develop its own 

brand, summarized in the slogan ‘Land of Living Water’. In addition, visitors 

to its information office in Tolmin were also greeted with a stylized image of 

the Soča River. The focus on rivers was not coincidental, but was tuned both to 

the history of the area’s tourism and the existing national tourism discourse. 

For decades the Soča River had enjoyed a cult status among a small but im-

portant segment of international tourists – sport fishermen, and Tolmin was the 

centre of local fishing. Furthermore, following the world championship in 

kayaking and canoeing in 1991 the Soča River also came to signify ‘the adrena-
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line valley’, home of wild-water sports (kayaking, canoeing, hydrospeed, can-

yoneering etc.) and later also other daring activities such as mountain biking 

and paragliding. This water-based imaginary was also present in the discourse 

of the Slovenian Tourist Board, within which the area was renamed the ‘Emer-

ald Route’, after the virginally clear colour of the ‘emerald’ Soča River. And, 

perhaps even more importantly, the river is also an important identification 

symbol for the local population. However, as we shall see, rivers also opened 

the way to another, less Alpine contextualisation of the area. 

A Slovenian popular music festivals Mecca 

The Soča River and its confluence with the Tolminka River at Sotočje on the 

outskirts of Tolmin also played a significant role in the construction of Tolmin 

as a festival place. It all started with an international reggae festival in 2000. 

However, as I will stress, there would probably have been no mass festival in 

the town, if local youth had not actively produced a specific image and setting 

of the place during the 1990s, making it attractive for festival organisers. 

In 2000, besides being the year when tourism was locally institutionalised, a 

new feeling emerged in Tolmin, brought on by the arrival of a reggae festival – 

Soča Reggae Sunsplash (since 2001 Soča Reggae Riversplash). The festival grew 

rapidly from 2000 to 2003 and eventually won the debatable, but flattering title 

of ‘the biggest music festival in Slovenia’. For some years, between 2003 and 

2005, this four-day festival entertained about 15.000 visitors annually, a high 

number compared to the town’s population. Young people dressed in colourful 

clothes lit up the town's streets and gave it the appearance of constant flux, sig-

nifying a major change in the environment. Streets, restaurants, bars and shops 

were full, and the town was far more vivacious than usual. Although one 

might have expected to find some degree of anxiety among locals due to the 

large number of young people expressing a great deal of freedom, it was, on 

the contrary, possible to perceive mostly approval. 

In 2004, following the success of the reggae festival, another mass festival 

started in Tolmin – the metal music festival Metal Camp. It was organised by 

enterprises from Ljubljana and Vienna. Although seeing the metal subculture 

on the streets of the town first provoked some uneasiness among locals, it was 

soon accepted as a friendly enlivenment of the town. Today Metal Camp is the 

biggest festival in town, with a good reputation among metal fans all over Eu-

rope and an attendance of about 10.000 people per day. 
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According to data which I was able to obtain from the town’s police, there 

was a negligible number of complaints from local people at various festivals in 

the years from 2003 until 2010 (Interview, 08/07/2005; correspondence, 

23/09/2010). It seems that Tolminians have taken the festivals ‘under their roof’. 

Other festivals joined the bid too, the last one being the Punk Rock Holiday fes-

tival in 2011. 

All of these festivals take place at the Sotočje venue, i.e. at the confluence of 

the Soča and Tolminka rivers, which has itself become one of the most repre-

sentative features of the festivals in Tolmin. For the Soča Reggae Riversplash 

festival’s organiser, the key factor in choosing the venue was its aesthetic com-

ponent: 

I partied there a couple of times, saw a couple of bands, of various styles, it’s not im-

portant, for me it was, y’know… The logistics itself, the location of the festival, the 

main stage up in the forest where you get a shadow throughout the day, /…/ camping, a 

non-stop 24-hour sound system directly beside the river, for me it was, wow! That’s 

basically why I chose it. I went to check out places by the Kolpa River, I found two in-

teresting locations, /…/ but I wasn’t charmed, I didn’t like it as much. /…/ Sotočje it-

self is the essence of the festival. (Interview, 16/11/2004) 

Nevertheless, to understand how the Sotočje venue has become a festival 

venue, a deeper insight into local social life is necessary. 

The Soča Reggae Riversplash festival was organised by a man who was 

based in Ljubljana, but was originally from the municipality of Tolmin and had 

been periodically visiting it. His inspiration to begin an international reggae 

festival at the Sotočje venue derived from two sources. One was a sporadic big 

concert in Tolmin by the Italian rock star Zucchero in 1995, while the other was 

the local youth scene with its small events at the Sotočje and the Maya venues, 

both situated at the banks of the Soča River. Let us take a closer look at these 

venues. 

In the late 1980s, from the point of view of local youth not much happened 

in Tolmin. It was a dull place, lacking any contemporary version of youth en-

tertainment. However, since this was also the time of the rise of entrepreneur-

ship, two groups of youngsters separately hired pieces of property at the banks 

of the Soča River, where they put up log-cabins and started small businesses, 

providing youth entertainment, mostly alternative music concerts. Both ven-

ues, Sotočje and Maya, soon gained the attention of both local and non-local 

youth. In both cases, but especially in connection to the Maya venue, we could 
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also talk of a small-scale youth tourism. In this process of place-making the 

gaze of Others (i.e., the young tourists) (Urry, 1990) was also an important 

framework for creating local identification among the local youth. 

The appearance of these venues meant a qualitative turning-point in the 

perception of summertime for a segment of local youth. They made possible 

certain practices (e.g. concerts) in youth’s ‘own’ environment, so that during 

the 1990s summers came to represent the time of year when ‘things happen’, in 

contrast to ‘the deadest time of the year’ as they were seen before. Moreover, 

these changes found their place at aesthetically attractive locations by the Soča 

River. For the youths who occupied these venues they started to function as 

scenery of the town as a whole. For them, the town was not a dull place any 

more but became a quality place to live. Two rather marginal places became the 

central places for these young people, as well as places that defined their place 

in the broader world – especially because ‘foreigners’ were coming and show-

ing their enthusiasm about the settings. Thus, for a segment of local youth the-

se venues marked the milestones of their daily summertime ‘social paths’, and 

also started to function as their own representational symbols (Cohen, 1985). 

During the 1990s locally organised youth venues thus played a prominent 

role in local identity formation among youth, and also alerted external music 

promoters to Tolmin as a potential festival setting. However, this social fabric 

was not properly evaluated by the actors involved in the making of local tour-

ism. Already in 2004, the LTO and the Municipality of Tolmin in their search 

for ‘tourism development’ helped close the Maya venue, in order to build a 

‘high-quality camp’ there. Maya’s ‘anti-business’ youthful image was obviously 

inappropriate for the new tourism destination, regardless of its considerable 

importance to young people from all over Slovenia and elsewhere. Let us nev-

ertheless take a look at the official attitudes towards the festivals. 

Festival tourism, local identity and pro-festival discourse 

The newly established tourism organisation, the LTO, followed the well-

established discourse on what represents the essence of the Valley’s tourism. Its 

concept of tourism was limited to the well-known potentials of the natural en-

vironment, outdoor sports and cultural heritage. Paying attention on alterna-

tive forms of tourism, or even to the social background of what appeared as a 

possible tourism development, was beyond the scope of this organisation. The 

Municipality of Tolmin founded the LTO to market local tourism, ignoring the 

idea that tourism is more than just establishing market strategies. In light of 
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such a poor understanding of what constitutes tourism, the Maya venue was 

closed. 

In the same year that the Municipality and the LTO helped close the Maya 

venue, they also demonstrated their poor understanding of festivals’ potential 

for the town. In 2004, following the success of the reggae festival, an independ-

ent film festival was proposed to the Municipality of Tolmin by a successful 

filmmaker, Jan Cvitkovič, himself a native of Tolmin. The festival was sup-

posed to be organised in collaboration with the Slovenian Cinematheque from 

Ljubljana. The idea was rejected by local policy makers and the festival success-

fully moved to the Slovenian coast. One of the explanations given by the local 

tourism officials for its rejection was that Tolmin does not need the ‘backpack-

er’ kind of tourism. 

In light of these events, I decided to engage in tourism development pro-

cesses more actively, advocating festival tourism and youth leisure as an im-

portant feature of local tourism (see Kozorog, 2004). The argument I found 

most important was that local people had broadly accepted the reggae festival 

as their own. The success of this festival also stirred up the idea among some 

locals to more seriously direct local tourism policy towards festival tourism, 

and the ‘festival town’ folk brand was invented relatively early in this process. 

The designation does not have a definite author and I have documented it in 

conversations with several actors. What it shows is that festivals have become 

an important feature for local self-description. It has gradually entered the dis-

course of local journalists and has become the object of serious discussions, like 

the one on festivals, branding and tourism in the local monthly EPIcenter: ‘We 

must offer something more than just a beautiful environment and the idea of a 

festival town could be a good test of whether we are truly prepared to work 

together and build upon what we have been given’ (Rejec, & Dakskobler, 2008: 4).  

Recently, festivals have indeed become part of the official tourism policy in 

Tolmin. Thus in its last (second) Strategy of Tourism Development LTO Sotočje 

recognises festivals as an important ‘tourism story’: 

Festivals are a special and resounding story in Tolmin. /</ The outstanding 

phenomenon is surely Metal Camp /</. All of the festivals are enriching the 

life and attractiveness of the Tolminska region, while Metal Camp is also the 

one that brings by far the biggest and immediately measurable economic ef-

fects, as is evident from the fully occupied sleeping capacities in the Tolminska 

region and almost all the inns in Tolmin, and long queues in the shops. (Strate-

gy, 2010: 29) 
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Festivals thus finally became part of official tourism policy. They did so by 

demonstrating economic effects. Nevertheless, was also due to the enthusiasm 

they stirred up among both locals with a ‘public voice’ (journalists, politicians, 

intelligentsia etc.) and those without it. The favourable public opinion towards 

festivals could not simply be ignored by the institutions, but rather needed to 

be considered in their further activities. 

However, the local pro-festival discourse requires further explanation, 

which also relates to the ideological functioning of tourism. 

Since the international success of the Metal Camp festival (i.e., since 2005), 

locals commonly claim that this is their favourite festival in the town. One 

might conclude that for locals festivals represent economic benefits and from 

this perspective Metal Camp is justifiably the most valued, since it attracts the 

most people, especially ‘rich northerners’, as is sometimes claimed. However, I 

believe this does not explain everything. The financial gains brought by the fes-

tival go only to a narrow segment of the local population, those directly in-

volved in tourism (hotel, restaurant and bar owners, outdoor sports organizers 

etc.). One could therefore hardly claim that locals identify with the festival as a 

business venture. Furthermore, the festival also attracts crowds that create long 

queues in shops, disrupt the area’s logistics, restrict movement and so on. 

Above all, since the crowded festival takes place by the Soča River, I doubt lo-

cals would so easily sell their environmental concerns and their enthusiasm for 

its proverbial natural beauty for money. The reason lies elsewhere and is of a 

different ideological nature. 

A characteristic of Metal Camp is not only that it brings the most (‘rich’) 

consumers, but also that its visitors come form everywhere, from Brazil to Aus-

tralia. Although Soča Reggae Riversplash was also international, it was Metal 

Camp that really brought guests from all over the globe. Its marketing is also 

correspondingly global. Although locals are not aware of the extent of this 

marketing, since they do not follow the global metal press, they are aware of 

the fact that for the global ‘world of metal’, for a certain global subculture, for a 

week every year they become the ‘center of the world’. This awareness is also 

encouraged by national and local media, which highlight the festival as an ex-

traordinary (global) event in a small Slovenian town. By drawing an analogy 

with Benedict Anderson’s view on the emergence of nations (*1983+ 1998), it 

appears that in Tolmin and in similar cases, instead of forming an image of a 

national community, media participation creates the notion of being part of a 

wider (perhaps global) context. 
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Locals often express the view that festivals are welcome because they repre-

sent tourism. Alongside such views one occasionally encounters additional ex-

planations, for example, that the young participants of a festival will keep com-

ing back with their families when they are older, since they will have nice 

memories of the place. Is it not the case that such statements represent primari-

ly the use of a tourism discourse in an attempt to contextualize something that 

has ‘deeper’, i.e. identificational roots? Tourism represents a respected idea of 

development and is therefore also a suitable narrative framework for express-

ing certain feelings. In my view, local feelings toward festivals are connected to 

structures of marginality, since festivals provide locals with an imaginary that 

frames ‘their’ (marginal) place as an axis mundi of a given popular music and 

(broader) media-supported imaginary geography. 

Let me invoke Althusser’s thesis on ideology (*1970+ 1980). Ideology repre-

sents to people their relations to existential conditions. Real relations ‘are fun-

damentally relations of domination, which in ideology are represented in an 

‚imaginarily deformed‛ way, that is, they are represented in the form of rela-

tions that are ‚established‛ somewhere else /</ in a word, in the ‚truth of ide-

ology‛’ (Lešnik, 1997: 23). In the case of Tolmin, real relations are determined 

by structures of marginality, i.e. demographic deficit, the lack of investments, 

poor infrastructure of any kind, remoteness from the national centre etc. On the 

other hand, Metal Camp and other festivals for at least a couple of days show a 

reversal perspective. Tourism in this case represents the ‘truth of ideology’, 

since it contextualizes the fascination of Others and the construction of the lo-

cal/marginal as central. 

Of course, according to Althusser, ideology is only possible if it is realized 

in practices in which individuals are addressed (‘interpellated’) as, and at the 

same time recognize themselves as, subjects – in which case they recognize and 

acknowledge ideology. Besides the fact that Althusser’s subject is interpellated 

only through practice, certain conditions must also be met in order for an indi-

vidual to react as the addressee of ideology, which Althusser expressed in the 

formulation that ‘individuals are always-already subjects’ (*1970+ 1980: 76). In 

Tolmin such individuals turned into subjects are locals. In the case of Metal 

Camp, the festival is not completely ‘theirs’, as they merely host it in ‘their 

place’. Nevertheless, locals are interpellated through it, in most cases, of course, 

not by attending the festival per se, but through media participation, whereby 

they encounter the media construction of ‘their’ town, and also through con-

versations with other locals, through which they form opinions on the festival, 

through interactions with foreigners attending the festival and so forth. Precise-
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ly through these small rituals, and especially through rituals of self-recognition 

through media participation, local inhabitants recognize themselves as locals. 

Through precisely these rituals they form a perspective through which they are 

proud of their town. 

To conclude, this was also one of the mechanisms that made local youth 

proud of their town when young tourists started to appear in the 1990s. The 

gaze and participation of Others made their local conditions more meaningful. 

This is why from the perspective of local identification tourism should be han-

dled with care, even though at times certain processes on the surface appear to 

be ‘small’. In considering the Maya venue, local tourism officials certainly did 

not display this kind of awareness. 
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ABSTRACT 

Although not a new domain of research, the study of generational cohorts has gath-

ered pace in recent years due to the particular characteristics demonstrated by Gen-

eration Y.  This study builds on an initial study conducted in the UK, and compares and 

contrasts the degree to which those managing visitor attractions in the UK and the Far 

East acknowledge Generation Y as a unique generational cohort worthy of attention 

and the strategies adopted to meet its combination of needs, wants and expectations. 

The study concludes that although many characteristics are common among Genera-

tion Y, there are some purchasing patterns unique to those in the Far East that sug-

gest that the generational segment under investigation is not quite yet “global” in its 

cohort characteristics. 

Key words: visitor attractions, generation Y, tourist behavior, tourism marketing. 
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INTRODUCTION  

As a generational cohort, Generation Y (Gen Y) represents a key market for the 

future with their particular patterns of work, leisure and consumption of nota-

ble interest to both academics and practitioners (i.e. studies by Johnson Con-

trols, 2010; Kumar, & Lim, 2008; Leask et al., 2012; O’Cass & Choy, 2008). Alt-

hough a number of recent tourism-related studies have begun to identify and 

examine the core characteristics of Gen Y, their patterns of behaviour and con-

sumption (i.e. Barron et al, 2007; Moscardo, & Benckendorff, 2010; Glover, & 

Prideaux, 2009), as is the case for all generational cohorts there continues to be 

some discord with regard to their precise “location”. Less controversial, how-

ever, is the degree to which they constitute such a significant and influential 

group of consumers with what is claimed to be distinct combination of needs, 

wants and expectations (Ritchie, 1995; Scott, 2000).  

In view of the above, this study explores the degree to which those manag-

ing visitor attractions in the UK and the Far East acknowledge Gen Y as a 

unique generational cohort worthy of attention and the strategies adopted to 

meet its combination of needs, wants and expectations. The study focuses ex-

plicitly on the visitor attractions sector and seeks to add to this expanding do-

main, as identified recently by Leask (2010) and Leask et al. (2012). This study, 

therefore, explores the degree to which Gen Y is viewed as a genuine market 

segment within the attractions’ sectors and advances a range of suitable strate-

gies that will allow for the capture of the Gen Y consumer.  

METHODOLOGY 

The paper adopts a qualitative comparative stance in that the study is under-

pinned by 16 semi-structured interviews conducted with senior attraction 

managers in the UK, Hong Kong, Macao and Singapore. A number of studies 

have explored the cross-cultural dimensions of generational theory, as first ad-

vocated by Mannheim (1952), with a recent study by Johnson Controls (2010) 

explicitly comparing Gen Y behaviour in the USA, India, China and the UK. 

After a critical synthesis of the core literature and identification of the key val-

ues, tenets and characteristics of Gen Y, the study proposes a research frame-

work, based on the early work of Gentile et al. (2007) and Shaw and Ivens 

(2002), before adopting an appropriate comparative case study approach.  
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RESULTS 

Although the study remains work in progress, one of the areas in which this 

study expands the recent UK-centric study by Leask et al. (2012) is in its com-

parative approach with attractions in South East Asia and with the body of lit-

erature on Asian and Chinese consumers. For example, over the past decade 

evidence exists to suggest that the traditional aims of working hard and getting 

rich have become less important to Chinese consumers with an inherent and 

increasing desire to express individuality through consumption (McEwen et al, 

2006). This particular study also found that China’s Generation Y demonstrates 

an increasing drive, is highly literate and similar to their counterparts in the 

West are a highly information-savvy group. Asian consumers are generally 

more optimistic than consumers in the West while increasing pressure from 

society and their peers is a consistent trend globally (Bhosale, & Gupta, 2006). 

Specific to China is the aftermath of the one-child policy on consumption 

where a lifestyle devoted to self-actualisation is increasingly becoming the 

norm although as evidenced by Thrassou et al. (2008) Chinese Generation Y 

consumers very much see themselves as being completely different to other 

generations in both positive and negative qualities.  

Evidence from the first stage of the analysis, however, suggests that find-

ings are in many cases consistent from both an Asian and Chinese and Western 

perspective in that it is all about getting the products, services and experiences 

on offer right and ensuring maximum involvement in a visit experience for 

those managing attractions to capture fully the Gen Y visitor. Other early find-

ings from the interviews conducted indicate that: attractions need to modify, 

update and repackage existing core products or even develop complementary 

new ones that are tailored to the specific requirements of the Gen Y audience; 

attractions need to communicate in language compatible to Gen Y; visit experi-

ences targeted at Gen Y need to be designed “from the outside in” with the de-

gree of involvement regarding the need to extend active visitor involvement 

into the pre- and post-visit stages of a visit to an attraction.  

CONCLUSION 

Although there remain questions as to the value of generational theory as a 

suitably robust means by which to underpin the future management and mar-

keting of tourism in its broadest sense, this study sheds particular light on its 

usefulness as a means to underpin the future management and marketing of 

attractions in the UK and in Hong Kong, Macao and Singapore. In particular, it 

is interesting to note that although Generation Y is viewed in quite a generic 
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and global sense by many operators of attractions, there exist some very specif-

ic purchasing patterns unique to Generation Y in the Far East that suggest that 

the generational segment under investigation is not yet fully “global” in its co-

hort characteristics. Many of the findings from this study are common, howev-

er, and in that sense serve to encourage those managing and marketing attrac-

tions to reflect on their existing strategies and realign those where the needs, 

wants and expectations of Generation Y can be met more closely; most notably 

those relating to the pre-, during and post-visit “experience”, and the need to 

accommodate a lexicon of terms more clearly understood by this significant 

generational cohort. Clearly, there exists much scope for future studies of an 

international comparative nature with studies in the domain of employment in 

the wider hospitality sector those which appear to be most in demand.   
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ABSTRACT 

There are over a thousand theme parks throughout the world, 20 in Canada. The latter 

are of average size compared to the largest American and European parks. There are 

also many smaller parks that play an important role in their region. The Pays de la 

Sagouine, in Canada, is one of these. The purpose of this study was to better under-

stand the differences between the local residents and tourist. Its clientele is mostly 

made up visitors between 46 and 65 years of age. Their main reasons for visiting the 

park are its theatre performances and monologues. The notoriety is based on three 

pillars, namely its main character, theatre and music. The local population is more 

sensitive to increased admission fees. 

 

Key words: local residents, theme park, tourist behaviour. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

According to data provided by the International Association of Amusement 

Parks and Attractions (IAAPA), there are an estimated 700 theme parks 

worldwide. The 400 American parks attract an average of 300 million visitors 

per year, while the 300 European parks average 40 million visitors per year. 

The economic impact of these parks, estimated at over 11 billion dollars in the 

United States only, is significant. 

No official data has been identified for Canada. A web search shows at least 

20 large theme parks across the Canadian provinces. They are basically big 

amusement parks made up of rides, or theme parks portraying a specific theme 

such as energy, history, etc. In addition to these, there is a series of smaller 

parks with fewer visitors which, despite their size, can play an important role 

in their region in terms of tourism development, economic development, and 

demonstrating regional features. 

Such is the case of the Pays de la Sagouine, a theme park located in Bouc-

touche, a small community of about 2,500 people on the east coast of the prov-
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ince of New Brunswick, in Canada. Its concept is inspired by a novel written by 

Acadian author Antonine Maillet. At the Pays de la Sagouine, music meets thea-

tre on a small enchanting island where actors and musicians come together to 

give live performances. 

Despite the importance of theme parks in the tourism industry, Milman 

(2009) noted that scientific literature on visitor motivations and habits is sparse.  

Among researchers interested in the theme park phenomenon is Wall 

(2011), who writes that it is difficult to separate the tourism potential of a cul-

tural product (in her case, Fort Edmonton) and its use by the local population. 

It is worth noting, incidentally, that tourism development is often based on 

physical infrastructures, although sociocultural features can also attract tourists 

(Lee et al., 2007).  Thus, the author states that living history can help preserve 

the traditions of the local population, but this approach does not always meet 

tourists’ expectations and thus may not produce the revenue boosts which 

would allow such a park to survive, all the more so because the local popula-

tion in many cases represents a significant percentage of attendance (Boyd, 

2002). 

The same author, in citing Inglis & Holmes (2003) and Timothy & Boyd 

(2006), demonstrates that cultural and historical interpretation in this type of 

park is faced with a difficult challenge. On the one hand, you want to attract 

visitors (especially tourists) by offering an accessible and attractive product, 

and on the other hand, certain stakeholders (especially local residents) want to 

demonstrate the ‚true‛ story and an authentic culture. In most cases, tourists’ 

interests take precedence over historic and cultural integrity, creating a form of 

historic distortion, to the point of inventing stories and cultural facts! Some au-

thors have thus been prompted to qualify such theme parks as being irrelevant 

for the local community (Ashworth, 2010; Gordon, 2009). They do however 

recognize that a misinterpretation of history done in good faith can help create 

a greater awareness of at least part of a community. 

Since the concept of the Pays de la Sagouine is based on a work of fiction in-

spired by true facts, it plays on this ambiguity between history, culture and lo-

cal traditions. This fits with Cohen’s (2007) definition of authenticity, namely 

the ‚custom and practice, creativity and dynamic flow of everyday life at a site, 

as well as the use and perception of the term by various consumers and pro-

ducers‛. Local residents seem to be proud of ‚their‛ Pays de la Sagouine because 

it brings to life the work of one of their most renowned citizens throughout the 

international Francophone community. This is a positive perception that cre-
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ates consensus within the local population et contributes to tourism develop-

ment (Wall, 2011). 

The purpose of this study is therefore to better understand the differences 

between the local population and tourists in terms of sociodemographic varia-

bles, habits and reasons for visiting the Pays de la Sagouine. 

What is the Pays de la Sagouine? 

As mentioned, the Pays de la Sagouine is a theme park where music meets thea-

tre on a small island through the presence of actors and musicians who give 

live performances on an enchanting site (Pays de la Sagouine, 2011). 

Established in 1992, the park’s mandate is to immerse visitors in the uni-

verse of La Sagouine (Maillet, 1971), which began as a novel and was then pro-

duced as a television series broadcast on Canadian networks. 

The park is open from late June to early September and welcomes visitors 

every day from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm. In the evenings, dinner theatres with the 

actors from the Pays de la Sagouine team are open to visitors. There is normally 

one dinner theatre every night throughout the summer. Another one is held 

during the Holiday Season, in November and December, for local residents. 

Once again, the characters from the Pays de la Sagouine are featured in these 

plays (Economic Planning Group, 2006). 

Pays de la Sagouine Statistics 

The park opened its doors in 1992. From 1996 to 2005, visitation numbers rose 

steadily (69,000 to 85,000). During that period, the Province of New Brunswick 

made significant progress in promoting its tourist destinations, especially 

beaches (Sawler, 2009). It just so happens that the Pays de la Sagouine is located 

along the Acadian Coast scenic route, whose pull product is mostly its beaches! 

Furthermore, in 1999, the greater southeastern region of the province of New 

Brunswick, in which the Pays de la Sagouine is located, was host to the Interna-

tional Francophone Summit. Its various events and promotional efforts certain-

ly helped increase visitor numbers at the park.  

Generally speaking, the New Brunswick tourism industry has been declin-

ing since the mid 2000’s (Tourism and Parks, 2010). Being one of the pull prod-

ucts of the province, the Pays de la Sagouine suffered from the effects of this de-

cline or, at best, stagnation in visitation numbers in the province, its own visitor 

numbers dropping from 65,700 in 2006 to 56,700 in 2010. 
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The large majority of Pays de la Sagouine visitors are French-speaking tour-

ists. Very few Anglophones or non-Francophone foreigners visit the park (ap-

proximately 1 or 2% according to park representatives). Note that the park’s 

programs are almost exclusively offered in French as they intentionally target 

the Francophone market. 

The Pays de la Sagouine offers local residents (who live less than 40 km from 

Bouctouche) the opportunity to buy season passes. On average, approximately 

2,000 membership cards are sold each year. These passes allow local residents 

to visit the park as many times as they wish. 

It is estimated that approximately one visitor out of three to five is a local 

resident. Official data were found for the years 2007 to 2009 (Pays de la Sa-

gouine, 2011). 

METHODOLOGY 

The data presented herein are taken from an online survey held during two 

weeks, from late October to November 10, 2010.  The Pays de la Sagouine mail-

ing list, containing over 6,000 addresses, was provided by the webmaster and 

used for the survey.  

A first mailing was done in October and November. Two reminder emails 

were sent out, one seven days after the first mailing and another two days be-

fore the final deadline. 

In order to encourage people to respond to the survey, the Pays de la Sa-

gouine agreed to offer prizes. Despite the fact that respondents identified them-

selves when they registered their email address for a chance to win a prize, 

their anonymity was ensured, in particular, by preventing any possible linkage 

between their answers and their email. 

The questionnaire was prepared in consultation with management of the 

Pays de la Sagouine. A pretest was done with 10 visitors in order to determine 

how well they understood the questions. 

The Surveymonkey.com site was used as a survey platform and the results 

were analyzed using SPSS. 

A total of 997 French and 157 English questionnaires were received by the 

end of the survey. 
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After having reviewed those 1,154 questionnaires for duplications and in-

complete answers, a total of 1,103 questionnaires were retained, for a propor-

tion of 97,2% Francophone respondents and 2,8% Anglophone respondents. 

RESULTS 

The purpose of this study being to compare habits of tourists and local resi-

dents who visit the Pays de la Sagouine, the following tables provide an over-

view of their differences. 

Respondents were divided into three groups:  visitors living less than 40 km 

from the Pays de la Sagouine, alias ‚locals‛ (n = 334); visitors living more than 

40 km away, mostly in the southern part of the province of New Brunswick (n = 

464); and visitors living more than 80 km away, elsewhere in New Brunswick 

and in neighboring provinces (n = 274). 

In Table 1, we can see that more women than men agreed to complete the 

survey (more than 7 out of 10 respondents). 

In all groups, respondents were mostly aged 46 and over. Local residents 

(12%) were more likely to be between 26 and 35 years old. 

Respondents living more than 40 km and more than 80 km away were more 

educated than local residents. However, revenue distribution was similar for 

all respondents, regardless of region. 

Table 1. Sociodemographic data 

 
Locals 
(n = 334) 

More than 
40 km 
(n = 464) 

More than 
80 km 
(n = 274) 

Total (%) 

Gender     

Female 74.4 72.3 70.4 72.5 

Male 25.6 27.7 29.6 27.5 

Age***     

19-25 years 2.4 1.5 1.9 1.8 

26-35 years 12.0 10.6 4.1 9.3 

36-45 years 24.0 15.1 20.8 19.2 

46-55 years 27.0 30.6 26.8 28.4 

56-65 years 26.4 28.4 34.2 29.5 

66-75 years 8.1 12.3 9.7 10.4 

76 years and over 0.0 1.5 2.6 1.3 

Education ***     

Elementary School 4.8 1.7 5.5 3.6 

Middle School 1.8 2.6 6.6 3.4 

High School 24.2 17.3 20.6 20.4 

College 40.8 33.0 30.5 34.5 

University (bachelor’s) 23.9 30.0 27.2 27.5 
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University (master’s) 4.2 14.0 8.8 9.7 

University (doctorate) 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Household Revenue***     

Less than $25,000 7.2 2.8 12.2 6.7 

$26,000-$40,000  25.4 25.8 23.9 25.3 

$41,000-$60,000 25.1 24.3 25.6 24.6 

$61,000-$80,000 19.2 15.8 21.0 18.2 

$81,000-$100,000 10.7 15.5 8.8 12.3 

More than $100,000 12.4 16.0 8.4 12.9 

* p < .05 ** p < .01, *** p< .001 

 

Table 2 shows that visitors from more than 80 km away are more likely to 

spend four (4) hours or more at the park, whereas locals seem to prefer shorter 

visits, i.e. less than four (4) hours. Overall, most Pays de la Sagouine visitors 

spend one to four hours on site. 

 

    Table 2. Length of last park visit 

 

Locals 
(n = 334) 

More than 
40 km 
(n = 464) 

More 
than 
80 km 
(n = 274) 

Total (%) 

Length of visit*     

Less than one hour 0.3 1.3 1.1 0.9 

1-3 hours 37.2 34.4 25.6 33.0 

3-4 hours 33.0 34.0 32.6 33.1 

4-6 hours 19.5 19.9 23.7 20.8 

More than 6 hours 9.9 10.4 17.0 12.2 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p< .001     

 

Frequency of visits varies from once per week (16.5% for local residents and 

12.4% for visitors from more than 40 km away), to once per month (35.4% for 

local residents; 25.5% for those more than 40 km; and 8.4% for more than 80 

km), to once per year (41% for those more than 80 km; 44.6% for more than 40 

km; and 34.2% for local residents). 

Table 3 identifies reasons for visiting the Pays de la Sagouine. The park’s 

program is mostly made up of monologues and sketches. La Sagouine is the 

attraction’s main character and icon. She is usually on site three or four days 

per week and gives two or three monologues per day. 

The main statistically significant difference in reasons for visiting the park is 

to ‚see the Sagouine‛. Indeed, visitors from more than 80 km and more than 40 
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km away are more interested by la Sagouine than local residents. Curiosity is 

also more prevalent among visitors living more than 80 km away. Finally, those 

from more than 80 km and more than 40 km away are more interested in learn-

ing more about Acadian history. 

Table 3. Importance of statements on reasons for visiting the pays de la sagouine, by group of re-

spondents 

1 = Not important 
4 = Very important 

Locals 
(n = 
334) 

More 
than 

40 km 
(n = 
464) 

More 
than 

80 km 
(n = 
274) 

Average 
 /4 

To watch the monologues and sketches 3.40 3.49 3.50 3.46 

To see the stage actors 3.37 3.44 3.38 3.41 

To see la Sagouine*** 2.83 2.99 3.20 2.99 

To accompany friends or relatives 2.91 2.94 2.85 2.91 

To learn more about Acadian history** 2.61 2.70 2.89 2.73 

To trace Acadian roots 2.67 2.67 2.73 2.69 

Out of curiosity*** 2.10 2.12 2.41 2.19 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p< .001     

With the question asked in Table 4, we wanted to know where the Pays 

de la Sagouine’s notoriety stems from. As indicated, there is a statistically sig-

nificant difference for the ‚history of Bouctouche‛ variable:  visitors from more 

than 80 km away identified this more often than those living more than 40 km 

away. There is also a difference for theatre between local residents and visitors 

living more than 80 km away. La Sagouine herself is more often cited by tour-

ists than local residents:  for both the 40 km and 80 km visitors, she was listed 

as the first thing that comes to mind. 

Table 4. Answers to the Question ‚when you think of the pays de la sagouine, what comes to 

mind?‛, by group of respondents 

1 = Total disagreement 
4 = Total agreement 

Locals 
(n = 334) 

More 
than 

40 km 
(n = 464) 

More 
than 

80 km 
(n = 274) 

Average 
 /4 

La Sagouine 3.49 3.52 3.61 3.53 

Theatre* 3.53 3.51 3.45 3.50 

Music 3.49 3.46 3.42 3.46 

Dinner theatres 3.40 3.43 3.28 3.39 

Acadian culture 3.33 3.20 3.35 3.28 

Acadian history 2.98 2.88 3.13 2.97 

Antonine Maillet 2.89 2.86 3.21 2.96 

Fiction 2.32 2.32 2.45 2.35 

History of Bouctouche*** 2.34 2.11 2.38 2.25 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p< .001      
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Table 5 provides insight into why visitors would return to the Pays de la 

Sagouine. Local residents are more likely than other visitors to hope that ad-

mission fees might decrease. This group, along with visitors living more than 

40 km away, would also like the sketches to change from year to year. 

Table 5. Ways of encouraging return visits to the Pays de la Sagouine,  

         by Group of Respondents 

1 = Total disagreement 
4 = Total agreement 

Locals 
(n = 
334) 

More 
than 

40 km 
(n = 
464) 

More 
than 

80 km 
(n = 
274) 

Average 
/4 

Change sketches every year* 3.27 3.26 3.08 3.21 

Reduce admission fees*** 2.98 2.83 2.60 2.81 

More activities for children under 12 2.64 2.55 2.45 2.55 

More dinner theatres 2.80 2.92 2.88 2.86 

Night visits 2.82 2.70 2.80 2.76 

Change the name of the park (Pays de la 
Sagouine) to attract more Anglophone 
visitors 1.26 1.16 1.17 1.20 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p< .001     

CONCLUSION 

Comparisons between tourists (more than 40 km and more than 80 km away) 

and local residents help us to better understand motivations and comprehen-

sion of the tourism product called the Pays de la Sagouine. 

Data provided by the park’s management indicate that approximately 20% 

of visitors are local residents (Pays de la Sagouine, 2010). This percentage may 

be seen as considerable and as a way to ensure a basic level of income, as men-

tioned earlier (Leiper, 1997). However, as indicated by the Pays de la Sagouine’s 

chairman, ‚the difference between a good year and a bad year is not the fre-

quency of visits from local population, but the increase in tourist visits‛ 

(Desjardins, 2009). 

The Pays de la Sagouine’s clientele is mostly made up of visitors aged be-

tween 46 and 65; they represent over 50% of respondents both among tourists 

and local residents. The 26-35 age group is smaller among visitors from more 

than 80 km away compared to local residents. The live performances given by 

local musicians on the patio during weekends might explain this difference. 

Park management is satisfied with attendance at these shows which in fact are 

intended to attract local residents while exposing tourists to the local culture. 
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Cultural tourism is generally associated with a more educated and wealthy 

population. The survey results tend to confirm this for level of education since 

more of the tourists are university graduates. They are ready and willing to 

travel to visit the park. Less effort is required of local residents. Worthy of note, 

the Bouctouche region population is less educated than the provincial average 

in New Brunswick (Census, 2006). In terms of revenue, the difference between 

the three groups of respondents is very small, most having a revenue between 

$26,000 $ and $60,000 (CAN dollars). 

In addition to wanting to increase the park’s visitation numbers, one of the 

challenges faced by management is to find a way to increase the length of vis-

its. That’s what the program is designed to do. Results indicate that nearly 70% 

of respondents remain on site for one to four hours. Only visitors from more 

than 80 km away (40%) stay for more than four hours. According to the infor-

mation provided, management would like to prolong visits by at least one hour 

per person (Doucet, 2009). This increase would probably encourage visitors to 

consume more products and services on site (i.e. food, beverages, etc.) and 

could prolong their stay in the region (one more night). Management also indi-

cated that local residents are more sensitive than tourists to retail price hikes 

within the park. Consequently, a longer visit among local residents may not 

produce the desired results in terms of revenues. However, the presence of a 

large number of spectators for the various performances would surely be bene-

ficial because it enhances the quality of the experience for everyone, as indicat-

ed by Lovelock & al. (2008) with their expression ‚People make the place‛.  

The Pays de la Sagouine positions itself as being a place where theatre meets 

music. Reasons for visiting the park, along with its notoriety, are therefore cen-

tral to its success. According to the survey, respondents come mainly for the 

theatre:  the monologues, the sketches and the actors (other than la Sagouine). 

Even though local residents and tourists do not differ in this respect, it corre-

sponds to Timothy & Boyd’s (2003) statement that the link between the product 

(in this case, the living history) and the community is more important than the 

authentic replication of details. It is not surprising either that tourists are more 

interested than others in coming to see la Sagouine, which remains the trigger 

for a park visit. Although the question wasn’t expressly asked in the survey, 

the reason for the first visit may just possibly be to see the park’s main charac-

ter, la Sagouine. 

Still on the topic of reasons for visiting, it is interesting to note that learning 

about Acadian history is more important for tourists than local residents. The 
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Pays de la Sagouine is not a historic site and never promotes itself as such. How-

ever, tourists often associate the Pays de la Sagouine and the Acadian Historic 

Village, which is located more than 200 km away and is in fact a living inter-

pretation of Acadian history. Some of the comments made by tourists can be 

summed up as follows:  ‚We won’t be going to the Acadian Historic Village, 

but we will be visiting the Pays de la Sagouine and will at least learn about part 

of the Acadians’ history‛ (LeBlanc, 2011).  This is a misguided idea and it 

demonstrates the limitations of interpreting a fictional work based on local his-

tory and culture. Some of the tourists confuse the two. Not so with local resi-

dents! 

The park’s notoriety is based on three pillars, namely its main character (la 

Sagouine), its theatre performances and its live music. These three elements are 

listed first by respondents. Reasons for visiting the park are slightly different 

from its notoriety in that Acadian history occupies a different position. It is a 

reason for visiting, but is not recognized as an important element of the park’s 

notoriety. Having experienced one or several visits to the Pays de la Sagouine 

seems to make this clear to visitors. It is important that management clarify this 

ambiguity about the product.  

Not surprisingly, local residents and visitors living more than 40 km away 

are more interested in seeing the program change from year to year. This repre-

sents a significant challenge for management, who are faced with the costs as-

sociated with program changes in order to satisfy regular clients and the in-

vestment required to attract more tourists (from more than 80 km away). The 

answer isn’t simple since local residents are more sensitive to increases in ad-

mission fees, as also noted by Wall (2011) in the case of Fort Edmonton. 

Park management wishes to increase the number of Anglophone visitors 

because they represent an important target audience and are currently not well 

served (Doucet, 2009). They must however preserve the site’s integrity (espe-

cially with regards to the use of the French language), or else risk antagonizing 

its local clientele. They have put forward a few initiatives that show some signs 

of success, but there remains a lot of work to be done. To get an idea of just 

how far it could go, management asked respondents about the possibility of 

changing the park’s name in order to attract more Anglophone visitors.  Nei-

ther local residents nor tourists supported this idea. We can no doubt deduce 

that respondents want to keep Antonine Maillet’s work as authentic as possible. 

The future development of the Pays de la Sagouine rests on a better under-

standing of its local clientele and tourists. As we have just seen, these two client 
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groups have different perceptions about both the park’s programming and 

marketing (NuFocus, 2009). It is important that the park continue to enjoy the 

support of local residents, economic and political stakeholders (Clavé, 2010) 

and tourists. It must therefore avoid disappointing visitors (both local residents 

and tourists) by offering something that would create false expectations 

(Beritelli, 2005). 

The Pays de la Sagouine must rejuvenate itself to become more of a leisure 

and business complex (Beritelli, 2005) capable of attracting tourists while 

providing a better quality of life for local residents through the expression of its 

local culture and pride (Lee et al., 2007) also with live exhibitions (entertain-

ment) allowing for interaction with visitors (Nowacki, 2009). 

Note that the results presented herein are from a Web survey of individuals 

who could be qualified as being ‚sympathetic‛ to the Pays de la Sagouine, which 

would constitute the study’s main limitation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Macao, the only Chinese city where gaming is legalized, tourist arrivals and gaming 

revenue have reached record-high since the gaming liberalization in 2002. The years 

of 2008 to 2010 mark a few critical happenings which are the financial crisis of 

2008, the 10th anniversary of Macao handover to China and a record of 70% increase 

on five star hotels in Macao. In view of the global tourism and hospitality industry has 

suffered from financial crisis 2008 and those important events, this study examines 

Macao hotel performance.  Nine hypotheses are tested in the study. Eight of them are 

supported. This study sheds lights on factors influencing hotel occupancy rate and 

contributes to the hospitality industry literature, and partly on tourism crisis.   

Key words: hospitality industry, gaming, financial crisis, macao. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Macao, the former Portuguese colony of five hundred years and now the sole 

piece of land in China where gaming is legalized, has enjoyed an optimal eco-

nomic performance for a decade.  Unemployment rate has ranged between 3.02 

and 2.68 from 2008 to 2011 (Statistics and Census Service Macau (DSEC), 2011); 

while, the majority of the rest of the world, is suffering from drastic unem-

ployment rate (Institute for the Study of Labor, 2010) and economic downturn. 

Moreover, international tourist arrivals have shown a decline (UNWTO, 2009); 

while the tourism industry worldwide is suffering from the global financial 

crisis in 2008.  In particular, hospitality industry is one of the industries that hit 

seriously by the financial crisis.  Overall occupancy was down in all world re-

gions (UNWTO, 2009); while Asia and the Pacific region has experienced 30.3% 

fell of revenue per available room (RevPAR). Macao economy has performed 

satisfactorily even though after the financial crisis; however, in view of the fre-
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quency of global recession is getting more frequent than a few decades ago and 

the tourism arrival of Macao is mainly composed by Chinese mainlanders; thus 

it is important to examine how resilient was the hospitality industry when fi-

nancial crisis happened. This study aims to access the Macao hospitality indus-

try after the global financial crisis and to contribute to the literature of hospital-

ity industry. The paper is composed by six sections. The article begins with in-

formation on the background of the study and followed by literature review on 

the subject areas and hypothesis set up. Methodology section explains the data 

employed and analytical methods. Research findings are followed and the pa-

per is concluded with a discussion.   

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

The gaming industry in Macao was liberalized in 2002 and the first internation-

al hotel after gaming liberalization was established by 2004. From then on-

wards until 2007, the number of hotels (three star or above) increased by more 

than 30%, when number of tourists raised by more than 60% (Lam & Lei, 2010). 

By year 2008, the international financial crisis has placed Macao under a rigor-

ous economic environment, when the global tourism industry was confronted 

with sizable challenges. Yet the number of tourists has increased by more than 

18%, when the number of hotels increased by 8% between 2008 and 2011 (Sta-

tistics and Census Service of Macao SAR, 2011). 

 

     

Figure 1. Percentage changes in number of hotels, guest rooms and hotel guest in Macao during 

2004 to 2007 and 2008 To 2011 
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Figure 1 illustrates the changes of three important figures in the hospitality 

industry between the two periods of 2004 to 2007 and 2008 to 2011. The figures 

are namely the number of hotels, the number of total available guest rooms and 

the total number of hotel guests visiting the hotel establishments. Along these 

eight years times (2004 – 2011), the industry has gone through a few important 

events as mentioned earlier, particular between 2008 to 2011. They are the gam-

ing liberalization which has attracted billions of US dollar foreign direct in-

vestment rushing into Macao, the global financial crisis of 2008, in which the 

worldwide tourism and hospitality industry had experience varies level of im-

pacts, and the tenth year anniversary of Macao handover to China in 2009 (dat-

ed back in 1999). The city has benefited from the Individual Visit Scheme im-

plemented by the Central Chinese Government since 2003. Millions of Chinese 

mainlanders have visited Macao annually ever since the Scheme implemented 

(Statistics and Census Service Macau (DSEC), 2011). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Financial Crisis and Hospitality Industry 

Impacts of crisis events on tourism (Li, Blake & Cooper, 2010; Prideaux 1999; 

Ritchie, Molinar & Frechtling, 2010; Smeral 2010) become an important topic to 

study in the last two decades. Crisis ranges from natural to financial impose 

impacts on tourism worldwide. Studies of global and regional tourism flow 

(Smeral, 2010; Song & Lin, 2010) reveal drop of tourism demand in general af-

ter the financial crisis. However, China and Hong Kong are exceptions due to 

good prospect of the Chinese economy (Song & Lin, 2010).   Meanwhile, studies 

of impact on domestic tourism are rarely identified, except the study of Li, 

Blake and Cooper on China (2010), Wang’s study (2009) on Taiwan’s interna-

tional inbound tourism demand and Okumus and Karamustafa (2005) on Tur-

key . In addition, study of impacts of crisis events on hospitality industry is 

even scared.  Modest studies are found on Asia by Pine, Chan, and Leung 

(1998), Israel by Arie and Aviad (2003), and Northern Cyprus by Okumus, Al-

tinay and Arasli (2005). Particularly, study of hospitality industry in a gaming 

destination is even rare. As seen in the background of the study, Macao hospi-

tality industry is growing immensely after the gaming industry liberalization. 

Hotels are continuously being built while tourist arrivals have kept an upward 

trend in the last few years.  Because of this exceptional phenomenon, it arouses 

the authors’ interest to investigate the impact of financial crisis 2008 onto the 

hospitality industry of Macao, the sole gaming destination in China. In addi-

tion, the majority of Macao tourist arrivals are Chinese mainlanders, as seen in 
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the background of the study. It is also evidenced that domestic tourism was hit 

much less than long haul travel (Smeral, 2010) and staycation has gained its 

popularity in places where were the centers of the financial crisis, such as in the 

U.S. and some European countries.  Domestic travel may replace significant 

portions of long haul travels in many destinations. China has indeed the largest 

domestic tourism market in the world.  Nonetheless, heavy dependency on 

domestic travellers may not be a wise destination marketing strategy, particu-

larly for the hospitality industry as the average length of stay of domestic trav-

ellers are always much shorter than international travellers.  

Hypothesis  

This section aims to explain the factors incorporated in the study and illustrates 

the rationale in setting up the nine hypothesis. There are several factors com-

monly used to gauge a hotel’s business performance. They are the average dai-

ly rate (ADR), revenue per available room (RevPAR), average room rate (ARR) 

and occupancy rate. Previous studies (O’Neill, 2003; O’Neill & Mattila, 2006; 

Tsai, Kang, Yeh & Suh, 2006; Pan, 2007) used different factors to evaluate ho-

tels’ business performance. Hotel occupancy rate was used in the studies of Jef-

fery, Barden, Buckley and Hubbard (2002), Jeffrey and Barden (2001) and Keon-

ing and Bischoff (2004) on hotels in England. Financial information of a hotel is 

the most straightforward performance indicator (Morrison, 1998); however, it is 

unavailable and inconsistent for any comparison (Jang & Yu 2002). As revealed 

by Jeffrey et al. (2002), occupancy rate is the only widely available, consistent 

and temporally disaggregated means of monitoring hotel performance at the 

individual hotel level across the industry. It also enables the identification of 

trends and fluctuations within the industry. Because of these considerations 

and their significance in the study of the hotel industry, data on occupancy 

rates from the sample hotels were obtained and used in this research.  

In addition to occupancy rate, average room rate (ARR) is another im-

portant indicator. Hotel managers treat occupancy rate and ARR as the two 

major indicators of hotels’ performance (Jeffery, Barden, Buckley & Hubbard, 

2002). ARR is calculated as total hotel revenue divided by the number of rooms 

sold. It is possible to report on a daily and a monthly basis. Despite the im-

portance of the ARR (O’Neill & Mattila, 2006) used in the industry, Slattery 

(2002) revealed different practices of hoteliers in calculating RevPAR, which is 

tied up with the ARR figure. For example, it is common practice among sea-

sonal resorts to exclude those room nights during the low season from the cal-

culation or in many hotel chains to exclude the stock rooms which have been 
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under refurbishment from the total rooms available. RevPAR was thus con-

cluded as an unreliable indicator to explain the supply and demand of a hotel’s 

performance due to the calculation’s being based on unrealistic supply and 

demand data (Slattery, 2002). An accurate or uniform ARR is still far from be-

ing obtained because of varied industrial practices. As discussed earlier, limita-

tion on the reliability of RevPAR is recognised; comparing RevPAR and ARR, 

ARR is more reliable. In addition, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there 

are no uniform data for the hospitality industry while ARR is the most com-

monly used and trustworthy source; as a result, the current research is based 

on available ARR data instead of RevPAR.  This leads to the formation of the 

first hypothesis:  

Hypothesis 1: Average room rate (ARR) has a correlation with hotels’ occupancy 

rate. 

Depending on empirical research (Hiemstra & Ismail, 1994; Lee, 2009; Tsai, 

Kang, Yeh and Suh, 2006), the number of tourist arrivals (TA) and total availa-

ble hotel rooms (TAR) impact on the market equilibrium of the hotel industry 

(Ismali & Hiemstra, 1998) and, assuming all other factors remain unchanged, 

an increase in the former will increase demand, while an increase in the latter 

will increase supply. In addition, TA is an important factor to drive hotel 

rooms’ demand (Qu, Xu, & Tan, 2002) while TAR exercises control on supply 

side; therefore, the relationship between hotels’ occupancy rate and TA or TAR 

is crucial to investigate in order to understand the market condition.  In addi-

tion, tourism expansion or tourism growth exercises strong influence on the 

corporate performance of hotel companies (Chen, 2009) and the tourism market 

condition. To tackle the research objectives, the second and third hypotheses 

are established: 

Hypothesis 2: The total available hotel rooms (TAR) has a correlation with hotels’ 

occupancy rate. 

Hypothesis 3: Number of tourist arrivals (TA) has a correlation with hotels’ occu-

pancy rate. 

Casino and commercial hotels differ in many aspects in business profitabil-

ity, marketing strategies, main revenue stream and services provided (Trow-

bridge, 1996). The most distinctive feature of casino hotels is the presence of 

casino facilities. In addition, casino hotels offer top-name entertainment, exces-

sive shows, distinctive restaurants, comprehensive retail shops and charter 

transportation for ‘high rollers’, the hard-core gamblers who will spend MOP 
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500 thousands (around USD 62.5 thousands) in casino betting on each visit to 

Macao (Li, 2007). Meanwhile, commercial hotels cater mostly for individual 

tourists, tour groups, business travellers and small conference groups. The 

linkages between casino and tourism development have been studied in the 

previous decade (Eadington, 1999; Hall & Hamon, 1996; Israeli & Mehrez, 2000; 

Smith & Hinch, 1996). It is commonly believed that casinos attract tourists and 

serve as a catalyst for tourism industry development. However, a casino as a 

typical tourist attraction was questioned in one of the studies by Smith and 

Hinch (1996) who reached a conclusion that in the Windsor venue, Canadian 

casinos are not major tourist attractions. Albeit, according to the study of Lam, 

Lei and Sousa (2009), star rating and casino facilities have found to exert signif-

icant influence on occupancy and average room rate. Based on this, further 

studies have been done in this research to investigate the correlation and 

strength between casino facilities and the occupancy rate of three to five star 

hotels in Macao, as reflected in hypothesis 4.  

Hypothesis 4: The inclusion of a casino facility (CF) has a correlation with hotels’ 

occupancy rate.  

Seasonality as an influential factor on tourism demand and hotel business is 

commonly recognised by not only the academic literature but hotel industry 

practitioners (Butler, 1994; Frechtling, 1996). The perishable characteristic of a 

hotel room makes practitioners highly aware of seasonality, off-peak and peak 

seasons, and its impact on occupancy rate and average room rate. Since unsold 

rooms are considered as a perishable product, selling such rooms at a reasona-

ble market price would be preferable in order to sell them out. Studies on sea-

sonality and tourist arrival patterns at different destinations are found (Lim & 

McAleer, 2001; Sutcliffe & Sinclair, 1980; Yan & Wall, 2003). Seasonality differs 

from country to country. Climatic condition influences significantly the tourism 

industry, particularly the hotel business, of a destination where tourists seek 

the sun and the quality of beach time, for example, the study by Fernandez-

Morales and Mayorga-Toledano (2008).  In Macao, holiday and non-holiday 

seasons are more important rather than climatic condition as the city’s tourism 

offers are not affected by the climate. Thus, seasonality has been classified as 

holiday and non-holiday seasons in this research and has been included to 

track any differences it may exert on occupancy rate. Holiday months (Febru-

ary, May to August, and December) have been identified based on the holiday 

seasons of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and Hong Kong, whence come 

85% of Macao tourist arrivals (Statistics and Census Service of Macao SAR, 
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2011). In view of the importance of seasonality as a factor in the tourism and 

hospitality industry, hypothesis 5 has been developed. 

Hypothesis 5: Seasonality (SEA) has a correlation with hotels’ occupancy rate. 

The initiative of uniform international hotel standards has been driven by 

the UN’s World Tourism Organization for more than fifty years; however, an 

international hotel standard has not been concluded and difficulties of imple-

menting a single standard are anticipated. A study conducted by UN’s World 

Tourism Organization and the International Hotel & Restaurant Association 

(UN’s WTO & IH&RA, 2004) revealed that the 23 survey participated countries, 

predominantly in Europe and the Middle East, have an official hotel classifica-

tion scheme covering hotels, apartment hotels, motels and inns. As a result, the 

most reliable star rating information should be sourced from the tourism de-

partment of the country under study, tourism board or any relevant organiza-

tion. The hotel star rating classification of Macao is formulated and regulated 

by the Macao Government Tourist Office. The classification details are stated 

under the Macao legal order of 83/96M (Macao Government Tourist Office, 

2008). The classification is mostly based on hardware of room, sizes, and facili-

ties. In this research, star rating of each sample hotel is identified in order to 

study the market trend in terms of average room rate as well as the occupancy 

rate. This leads to the formation of hypothesis 6: 

Hypothesis 6: Star rating (SR) has a correlation with hotels’ occupancy. 

In addition to the above industrial factors, macro-economic factors of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), Inflation (Inf) and Consumer Price Index (CPI) are 

considered in this research. Wheaton and Rossoff (1988) used GDP to study the 

lodging industry demand; Smeral (1988) and Witt and Martin (1987) used dis-

posable personal income. Moreover, economists have proposed that changes in 

wealth have certain impacts on consumer spending; therefore, these three mac-

ro-economic factors are included in this research in order to examine the indus-

try after financial crisis meticulously and results in the set up of hypotheses 7 to 9:  

Hypothesis 7: Consumer Price Index (CPI) has a correlation with hotels’ occupancy. 

Hypothesis 8: Inflation (Inf) has a correlation with hotels’ occupancy. 

Hypothesis 9: Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has a correlation with hotels’ occu-

pancy. 
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The hypotheses of the nine micro and macro-economic variables that have 

been found to impose impact on the occupancy of hotels from empirical re-

searches and will applied for the current study. 

METHODOLOGY  

Time series data through a period of 43 months from January 2008 to July 2011 

has been applied from 40 three to five-star hotels in Macao. This represents 

more than 67% of all hotel establishments in the city and covers all similar es-

tablishments with casino facilities. The 40 hotels under study includes 22 five-

star hotels, 11 four-star hotels and 7 three-star hotels, which corresponded to 

more than 96%, 85% and 58% respectively for each of the individual star rating 

segments. Among the hotels under study, 30 hotels included casino facilities, 

which corresponded to 75% of the sample. The remaining 10 hotels (represent-

ing 25% of the sample) provide pure accommodation and non-gaming services. 

Table 1 demonstrates an overview of the sampling hotels’ features. 

The sampling hotels provide a wide spread of available hotel rooms, rang-

ing from a minimum of 12 to 2,905 rooms. Both of which are five-star hotels, 

when the former is established on a special location and the latter is an interna-

tional resort. The occupancy rate of the hotels also ranged from a floor of 8.6% 

to full house during 2008 to 2011. The lowest occupancy rate however changed 

from 8.6% in 2008 to 15.6% in 2011, representing an increase of more than 80%. 

Moreover, the average room rate also denotes a wide spread from MOP 183 

(≈USD 23) to MOP 3,047 (≈USD 377). Interesting is that both the minimum and 

maximum room rates are listed by two different five-star hotels.   

RESULTS 

Table 1 illustrates the results of the Pearson correlation (r) for each of the nine 

micro and macro-economic factors to the Macao hotel occupancy rate.  
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Table 1. Hypothesis results 

Variables 
Pearson 
Correlation 

Sig.** (2-
tailed) N 

Hypothesis Results 

Average Room Rate  -0.281 0.000 1489 1 Supported 

 Total Available Rooms 0.124 0.000 1497 2 Supported 

Tourist Arrivals 0.292 0.000 1677 3 Supported 

Casino Facility 0.164 0.000 1677 4 Supported 

Seasonality Nil Nil 1677 5 Rejected 

Star Rating -0.233 0.000 1677 6 Supported 

Consumer Price Index 0.204 0.000 1677 7 Supported 

Inflation Rate 0.069 0.000 1677 8 Supported 

Gross Domestic Product 0.216 0.000 1677 9 Supported 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 

Aside from hypothesis 5 suggesting that seasonality (SEA) did not correlate 

with the occupancy of hotels was rejected, all the other eight hypotheses were 

supported by the findings. For the average room rate (ARR), it was found to be 

negatively correlated with the occupancy of hotels in Macao, at r= -0.281, p<.01. 

This supports hypothesis 1. However, the negative correlation is not strong at 

only 0.281. This can be explained by an increase of 28% in hotel guest from 2008 

to 2011, when the number of hotel rooms available only increased by around 

24%. The demand on hotel rooms stand high and this probably will offset the 

negative effects on the increase of price. Total available hotel rooms (TAR) was 

found to be positively correlated with hotel occupancy at r= +0.124, p<.01. This 

supports hypothesis 1.  

When comparing the trend of the TAR during 2008 to 2011 to the occupancy 

rate for the same period, it is evidence that both are taking a rising trend for 

most of the times during the period under investigation. Tourist arrival num-

ber (TA) was found to be positively related with the occupancy rate of hotels at 

r= +0.292, p<.01 and this supports hypothesis 3. It is a very logical correlation 

illustrating that increase of tourist arrival positively impacts the hotel occupan-

cy rate. Casino facility (CF) was also found to be positively correlated with oc-

cupancy trend at r= +0.164, p<.01. This supported hypothesis 4 though demon-

strated an opposite correlation from that of period 2004 to 2007 (Lam & Lei, 

2010). Through further investigation on the affect of casino facility (CF) on dif-

ferent star rating hotels, comparatively, CF imposed significant effect onto the 
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hotel occupancy rate for the overall cases.  Nevertheless, Casino Facility (CF) 

does impose significant effects on 3 and 4 star hotels.  For 3-star hotels, the in-

clusion of more casino facilities may lead to a lowering of hotel occupancy. As 

for 4-star hotels, the inclusion of more casino facilities may lower hotel occu-

pancy rate; however, its effect is not as significant as for 3-star hotels.   

For 5-star hotels, the inclusion or not of casino facilities does NOT show to 

impose any significant effect on the hotel occupancy rate. This is probably due 

to the fact that the casinos (or gaming elements) are packaged within the 5-star 

hotels as an attraction. Moreover, the 5-star hotels in Macao mostly consist of 

other entertainment elements, such as shows, shopping facilities, convention 

and exhibition facilities which offer good business diversity to attract varies 

types of customers.  Consequently, visitors may not value casino facilities as a 

pure gaming element but rather a sight-seeing spot where gaming is available 

(Lam & Vong, 2009).  Despite the insignificant effect of CF on the overall cases, 

it is interesting to note that 3-5 star hotels with casino facilities do run a com-

paratively higher occupancy rate than those without as shown in Figure 2. 

Thus, hotels with casino facilities do possess certain value in attracting custom-

ers to stay.   
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Figure 2. The Trend of hotel occupancy rate between hotels with and without casino 

 

Seasonality (SEA) was found to be not correlated with the occupancy of ho-

tels in Macao and this supports hypothesis 5; while star rating correlated nega-

tively with the occupancy of hotels at  r= -0.233, p<.01. This supports hypothesis 
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6. This probably has some relation with the price, when the average rate of 

three-star hotels during 2008 to 2011 was MOP 771 (≈USD 96); while that of 

five-star hotels for the same period was MOP1,352 (≈USD 169). The three 

trends of different star rating hotels share similar footpaths and directions in 

terms of average occupancy rate (%) during 2008-2011. It is obvious that star 

rating (SR) is imposing an influence on hotel occupancy. As shown in the corre-

lation, SR is negatively correlated with hotel occupancy (Hypothesis 6) at  r = - 

0.233, p<.01. 

For the three macro-economic variables of consumer price index (CPI), infla-

tion (Inf) and gross domestic product (GDP), all were found to be positively 

correlated with the hotel occupancy.  

CONCLUSION 

This study has provided a detail investigation of the Macao hospitality indus-

try between 2008 and 2011. To answer the research question set at the begin-

ning of this article - how resilient was the hospitality industry when financial 

crisis happened; the Macao hospitality industry was resilient and demonstrated 

a prosperous growth even after the financial crisis in 2008. There are two im-

portant rationales behind this exceptional phenomenon, which are 1. The com-

position of Macao tourist arrivals has been dominant by Chinese mainlanders, 

and 2. Hotel room supply has not met the excessive demand ever since the 

gaming liberalization and the implementation of Individual Visit Scheme. Do-

mestic travel has risen since the financial crisis worldwide (Smeral, 2010) while 

China has one of the largest domestic tourism markets in the world. In addi-

tion, the tourism stimulation policy – Individual Visit Scheme has brought in 

millions of tourists to Macao which creates enormous demand on hotel ac-

commodation. Along the nine hypothesis testing, all are supported except Hy-

pothesis 5 on Seasonality (SEA) when tourist demand exceeds supply appears 

to be an apparent explanation; however, a closer investigation has provided 

insightful information that three and four star rating hotels with casino facili-

ties had performed better than 5 star hotels.  When looking at the total hotel 

rooms available, 5 star hotels offer the most hotel rooms in the entire market 

but not running the highest occupancy rate.   

Results of this study are encouraging to the Macau hospitality industry as a 

whole, but not necessarily to the 5 star hotel properties. Despite the demand of 

accommodation from tourist arrivals have steadily increased, the overall ac-

commodation will be increased significantly up to 25,000 available rooms in the 

next few years (Moreover, heavy dependency on domestic tourism may not be 
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a wise destination strategy; as a result, the tourism department may consider to 

expand efforts in oversea market development while the hospitality industry 

incumbents, particularly the five-star properties may envision a long-term 

marketing planning. 
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ABSTRACT 

The principle of aggregating assets into a portfolio can be applied to the study of tour-

ist market management in the tourism industry (Jang, 2004). This symbiosis is clearly 

beneficial since the tourism industry, which differs from many other economic activi-

ties, is subject to considerable instability of demand (Sinclair, 1999). Portfolio analy-

sis can be an essential tool for tourist destinations in understanding, evaluating and 

prioritizing the attractiveness of current and potential market segments, amid the 

heavily constrained marketing resources available. Extensive literature review shows 

that only a few scholars have suggested approaches of applying portfolio analysis to 

tourism. This paper aims to contribute to contemporary scholarship by suggesting a 

brand new portfolio analysis model to complement the existing ones, using the Risk 

(fluctuation patterns of tourist arrivals) and Return (per-capital expenditure of tourists) 

relationship among multiple tourist-generating markets.  Clear illustration will be 

demonstrated by using the city of Macao as a case in point, a special administrative 

region of China which has recently gained much international attention due to its 

gambling liberalisation since the beginning of this century. 

Key words:  tourist portfolio; Macao; market; risk-return relation. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Portfolio analysis, a concept originally developed by Markowitz (1952), is a 

concept widely discussed particularly in the financial management area 

(Brigham & Houston, 2007; Levy & Sarnat, 1984; Scaramozzino, 2003).  In prin-

ciple it is concerned with the management of a collection of assets (financial or 

real) with the ultimate aim of reducing risk (Sinclair, 1999).  In the context of 

stock market, particular combinations of securities can reduce the overall level 

of instability below the level that would be associated with the selection of a 

single security with the lowest level of instability (Sinclair, 1999).  The essence 
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is that combining assets into a portfolio can reduce risk level without affecting 

the return level (Brigham & Houston, 2007).  Therefore, the key idea in portfo-

lio analysis is that investors must consider their assets as a whole rather than 

individual (Scaramozzino, 2003).  The principles underlying financial portfolio 

theory can in fact be applied to the tourism industry (Jang, 2004).  In the context 

of tourism, a destination portfolio is one that consists of (1) a set of tourist seg-

ments from various tourist-generating countries traditionally known as mar-

kets (Calantone & Mazanec, 1991)and (2) the return resulting from the revenue 

generated from the tourists.  The application of portfolio analysis is clearly 

beneficial to the tourism industry, a sector which differs from many other eco-

nomic activities, is often subject to considerable instability of demand (Sinclair, 

1999).  The tourism industry, being an export industry, is also vulnerable in 

that it is often the first to be hard-hit in times of crisis - both locally and global-

ly.  To complicate the issue even more, tourist-generating countries are them-

selves very sensitive to (possible) bad news, thereby making the demand very 

unstable.  A high level of instability can bring adverse impact on a destination, 

especially if the destination relies very much on tourism receipt.  Such high 

level of uncertainty means that tourism destinations without affluent reserves 

and savings are exposed to the risk generated from such instability in terms of 

income generated from this bread-winning industry (Loi, 2004).   

While the very nature of the tourism industry cannot be changed, a well-

diversified tourist market portfolio can help minimize the down-side effect in 

bad times.  Well-structured evaluation of the market portfolio is important both 

as a proactive means of providing information for decision making and as a 

retrospective means of projecting the potential outcomes of decisions (Faulk-

ner, 1997).  The limited marketing resources and increasing competition among 

destinations are definitely major reasons that necessitate proper market seg-

mentation and target market selection for a destination (Papadopoulos, 1989).  

By evaluating the current market portfolio and determining the priority mar-

ket(s), competitors can be identified and resources can be allocated more effec-

tively and efficiently.  Therefore it is paramount that tourism policy makers 

and marketers understand the priority segments in their tourist mix for the 

formulation of long-term sustainable development strategies.  Market portfolio 

analysis can be an essential tool for tourist destinations in evaluating the attrac-

tiveness of each current and potential market segment and setting priorities.  

Despite its significance, the application of portfolio analysis in the context of 

tourism receives relatively less attention. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Different approaches to the application of portfolio analysis in tourism have 

been suggested over the years (Aguas et al., 2000; Calantone & Mazanec, 1991; 

Court & Lupton, 1997; Heath & Wall, 1992; Henshall & Roberts, 1985; Lee et al., 

2006; McKercher, 1995; Papadopoulos, 1989; Perdue, 1996) and different mod-

els sometimes lead to different recommendations (Calantone & Mazanec, 1991).  

Lee et al. (2006) look at the economic value portfolio matrix by using the varia-

bles of average length of stay and total expenditure.  Calantone and Mazanec 

(1991) approach the evaluation of the market mix and the applications of port-

folio analysis to tourism by plotting country of origin markets to a destination 

according to growth rate on the vertical axis and relative market share on the 

horizontal axis.  Another angle of looking at portfolio analysis in a tourism con-

text is to use market attractiveness and destination competitiveness as the 

measuring variables (Aguas et al., 2000; Court, Lupton, 1997; Papadopoulos, 

1989).  Yet some other scholars use or advocate alternative approaches such as 

the Boston Consulting Group portfolio matrix adapted to tourism (Heath & 

Wall 1992; Papadopoulos, 1989), a Market Classification System based on actu-

al sales and the development of potential sales (Perdue, 1996), the Industry At-

tractiveness Analysis to assess the attractiveness of tourism-generating coun-

tries and the competitive position of the receiving destination (Henshall & Rob-

erts 1985).  Albeit the fact that a considerable volume of researches have been 

conducted and portfolio analysis models have been adopted in the tourism 

context, many of them are anchored around the traditional product/market re-

lationship which is very product-oriented.  This can lead to a potential prob-

lem.  While the product-oriented portfolio analysis models may suggest the 

elimination of the poorly-performed products to be removed from the portfolio 

(for example the “dogs” in the BCG matrix model), this is not always applicable 

to a tourist destination.  This is because most destinations have little flexibility 

in adjusting their tourist product offerings, especially in the short run.  As a 

result, tourism-related researches should be more market-oriented due to this 

special characteristic.   

Among the current literature, the most comprehensive portfolio model is 

the one developed by McKercher (1995) who incorporates the strengths of three 

existing models used in tourism marketing: Butler’s Life Cycle, Plog’s behav-

ioristic model and the Boston Consulting Group’s model (McKercher, 1995).  

McKercher’s model is very practical, flexible and simple to use; however, it is 

mainly qualitative in nature.  Although there are many advantages associated 

with the use of qualitative approach, quantitative methods are not without 
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their merits.  Debate over the use of qualitative vis-à-vis quantitative methods 

is a forever-hot topic in social science research but a full discussion on this is 

beyond the scope of this paper.  It would be fairly objective to claim that there 

are times when these two approaches can complement each other and therefore 

both have their own kudos.  The tourism marketing bureaus of many destina-

tions nowadays have well-established databases regarding various types of 

information necessary for the analysis of tourist markets and performance.  The 

use of quantitative method is thus facilitated by the convenience of assessing 

government-released information.  In addition, quantitative method is general-

ly considered to be more objective, persuasive and measurable.  On top of that, 

McKercher’s model mainly focuses on the life cycle of the tourists markets 

while the model proposed in this paper is tasked with the analysis of the risk-

return relationship of the markets, an approach which has not been looked into 

by the existing literature.   As mentioned by McKercher (1995), his model is not 

a substitute to replace the existing models but serves rather as a complement.  

The impetus of developing this portfolio analysis model using the Risk/Return 

mix is to complement the existing models by adding one more dimension into 

the portfolio analysis, which is not explored adequately in the existing tourism 

literature.  

METHODOLOGY 

As previously mentioned, the model proposed here incorporates the concept of 

risk-return relationship into the picture, resulting in the formation of the Risk-

Return Matrix (RRM).  The author first brought up the idea in 2004 (Loi, 2004) 

but investigation was brief and immature.  The first attempt acts as an incuba-

tor and the idea is further taken forward in this paper.  The suggested RRM is a 

simple two-dimensional matrix with the horizontal axis depicting the risk (vol-

atility of tourist arrivals) and the vertical axis depicting the return (per-capita 

expenditure).  By gathering these two important pieces of information, the des-

tination’s market RRM can be formed (Fig. 1).  The following sections explain 

how these two variables are computed to create the matrix. 
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Figure 1. Risk-Return Matrix (RRM) 

Return (Per-capita Expenditure) 

Return in this study adopts the per-capita expenditure of tourists from the 

tourist markets.  The Macao Statistics and Census Service Bureau perform visi-

tor expenditure survey on a quarterly basis to provide timely information on 

visitor expenditure.  The data describe per-capita spending by residence, by 

types and by means of transportation and the data on per-capita spending by 

residence are also used in this study.  Most governments would make this type 

of data accessible by the public and therefore it can be a good and reliable data 

source to pursue.  The adoption of tourist expenditure for measuring economic 

outcomes has been supported by different scholars (Lee et al., 2006; O’Hagan, 

Harrison, 1984).  Papadopoulos (1989) also echoes that “tourism market portfo-

lio analysis may be used in conjunction with an assessment of past trends in 

terms of tourist arrivals and tourist receipts from each major tourist-generating 

market” (p. 39).    

Risk (Tourist arrival fluctuation) 

A general idea underlying the principle of portfolio management is “Don’t put 

all your eggs in one basket”.  In other words, a well-balanced portfolio (be it in 

the business investment or tourism context) is an important issue that requires 

high level of attention from policy-makers. Tourist portfolio management is 

particularly essential in tourism planning and development due to the special 

vulnerable nature of the industry.  As a result, a well-diversified (or at least 

well-managed) tourist market portfolio can help reduce the negative impacts 

brought about by potential unfavorable market conditions.  In this study risk is 

defined as the fluctuation patterns / volatility of tourist arrivals throughout the 
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research period.  To measure this volatility the standard deviation and coeffi-

cient of variation of visitor arrival levels are computed.  Standard deviation 

measures the dispersion of the outcomes (different tourist arrivals across time 

periods) from the mean outcome (average tourist arrivals of the whole duration 

studied).  Coefficient of variation is also a risk measurement which standardiz-

es various standard deviations across different markets.  These are two major 

risk measurements used in financial portfolio analysis.  To illustrate further: 

Standard Deviation        =   

Where:  

ix  is the monthly tourist arrivals of market i 

ix


 is the average (mean) tourist arrivals of market i 

n  is the total number of periods studied 

Coefficient of Variation  

By computing the per-capita expenditure of the tourist-generating markets 

and the coefficient of variation for the tourist arrival statistics across time peri-

ods, the destination’s market risk-return matrix (RRM) can be formed (Fig. 1).  

The four cells of the RRM represent the four risk-return comparison zones 

(quadrants) against which each tourist market would be plotted.  The individ-

ual market is plotted onto the matrix based on the results of the two variables 

afore-mentioned.  The model also suggests the computation of data for the 

portfolio as a whole too.  This idea is not explored by the existing models as 

they only concern the characteristics of individual tourist markets.  In addition 

to plotting the location of the markets and portfolio, different sizes of the circle 

would be used to represent the size (tourist arrivals) of the market in relation to 

the other markets included in the comparison.  This idea is borrowed from 

McKercher’s (1995) NEST model where he also uses size of circle to represent 

market sizes. 

The essence of this matrix is that it is simple to apply and easy to under-

stand.  Tourist-generating markets of any destination can be plotted into one of 

the four quadrants as shown in Figure 1.  This tourist portfolio analysis matrix 

can be used by tourism policy-makers in evaluating the destination’s current 
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tourist portfolio mix and formulating marketing strategies that will take into 

account the volatility of each market segment and their propensity to consume.  

The main objectives of developing and using this portfolio matrix are the iden-

tification of the markets with the best potential and the selection of priority 

market segments.  The general idea underlying this matrix is that those market 

segments with low volatility (less seasonal) and with a high propensity to con-

sume (Quadrant IV) should be emphasized.  However, it does not necessarily 

require that all tourist markets should ideally be located in Quadrant IV be-

cause policy-makers may have their own inclination or preferences in the pur-

suit of risk/return coordination.  The challenge for strategic tourism marketers 

is thus to ensure that the destination in concern has a balance mix of the mar-

kets in the quadrants based on the destination’s own risk-bearing capacity just 

in the same way as an investor would treat his/her financial investment portfo-

lio.   There is no one magic portfolio mix that is universally good.  Different 

destinations can choose the one that they deem the most suitable.  However, it 

is obvious that most tourist marketers would like to avoid Quadrant II because 

the high risk is not compensated by equivalent return.  In addition, an un-

healthy destination may also display an over-reliance on one market which ex-

actly violates the principle(s) behind portfolio management. 

Model in Application 

Putting Together The Rrm 

To illustrate the application of the model in a cogent manner, this paper uses 

Macao as a case study.  This paper looks at four tourist-generating markets of 

Macao – Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan.  Figure 2 shows that 

the subtotal visitor arrivals from these four markets closely follow the total visi-

tor market trend line from 2004 to 2010 and Table 1 shows the annual visitor 

arrivals trend for the observed markets (Macao Statistics and Census Service, 

2012ª; Macao Statistics and Census Service, 2012b). 
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Figure 2. quarterly visitor arrival trend 2004-2010 

Table 1. Annual visitor arrivals trends (2004-2010) 

  Total Sub-total Mainland HK Taiwan Japan  

2004 16,672,556 15,989,931 9,529,739 5,051,059 1,286,949 122,184 

2005 18,711,187 17,729,456 10,462,996 5,614,892 1,482,483 169,115 

2006 21,998,122 20,584,287 11,985,617 6,940,656 1,437,824 220,190 

2007 27,003,370 24,794,202 14,873,490 8,176,964 1,444,342 299,406 

2008 22,933,185 20,312,435 11,613,171 7,016,479 1,315,865 366,920 

2009 21,752,751 19,389,147 10,989,533 6,727,822 1,292,551 379,241 

2010 24,965,411 22,401,474 13,229,058 7,466,139 1,292,734 413,543 

These four markets are chosen because they occupy around 90 percent (or 

more at times) of the total market and therefore it can be roughly assumed that 

the analysis of these four markets is highly representative.  The selection of the 

research period is intuitive as the purpose here is just to demonstrate the prac-

tical application of the model.  Researchers can use any research time period 

deemed suitable to their application.     

It can be noticed that the tourism industry in Macao relies largely on the 

Mainland Chinese and Hong Kong markets, which make up approximately 80 

percent of the total tourist arrivals.  Japan, although being one of the top 4 tour-

ist markets, occupies a mere 1 percent of the pie.  This means that Macao’s tour-

ist mix concentrates predominantly on the Mainland Chinese (and Hong Kong) 

markets.  This is not difficult to comprehend as the Mainland Chinese tourists 

spend the most among the four markets, even way higher than the general av-

erage of all markets.  The per-capita spending of the tourists from the major 

markets is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Per-capita spending trend of major markets 2004-2010 

With the information available, one can compute the data (Table 2) neces-

sary for the generation of the tailor-made version of RRM model for Macao 

(Figure 4). 

Table 2. Data table (2004-2010) 

 All Markets 
Mainland 

China 
Hong 
Kong Taiwan Japan 

Portfolio 
Total 

Mean 
Tourist 

Arrivals 
(Monthly) 

   
1,833,768.83  

      
984,328.26  

     
559,452.51  

     
113,723.19  

   
23,459.51  

  
1,680,963.48  

S.D.   308,438.09  166,393.60   99,661.22   12,593.43   9,831.23   261,074.11  

C.V. 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.11 0.42 0.16 

Per Capi-
ta Spen-

ding 
NA 373.27 125.20 161.14 138.76 273.08 

Weight  0.586 0.333 0.068 0.014 1 
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Figure 4. RRM - Macao 2004-2010 

RESULTS 

Evolution of Tourist Portfolio in Macao 

Figure 4 shows that both the Mainland Chinese market and the portfolio lie in 

Quadrant IV, a so-called most ideal quadrant of the four under the principle of 

portfolio management.  Mainland China is the largest market and also the most 

ideal one as the volatility is the lowest but the return (as indicated by per-capita 

spending) is highest.  Taiwan and Hong Kong lend themselves to the low-risk 

low-return region (Quadrant III), showing stable visitor arrivals and moderate 

return as they are plotted close to the upper section of the quadrant.  Japan is in 

the problematic zone, being classified as a highly volatile market with relative-

ly low return.   

Another interesting way to analyse the RRM is to investigate the evolution 

of the portfolio situation across different time frame.  Those interested in using 

the RRM model may analyse their tourist portfolio using regular and fixed time 

interval (such as every 5 years) and observe the evolution over time.  As previ-

ously mentioned, this idea of RRM was first briefly explored by the author in 

2004 (Loi, 2004).  That old version tested the model using data from 2001 to first 

quarter of 2004 (Fig. 5).   
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Figure 5. RRM - Macao 2001-2004 (1st Quarter)  (Source: Loi, 2004) 

In comparing the data of these two papers, the results are very different.  

Mainland China has dramatically improved from Quadrant I to Quadrant IV 

while Taiwan has also improved from Quadrant II to Quadrant III.  Although 

Japan and Hong Kong remain in the same quadrant as they were in 2004, the 

volatility of the Japanese market has worsened in 2010, as can be seen in its 

move toward the farther end of the horizontal axis, indicating a relatively high-

er level of C.V.  The overall C.V. for the portfolio of the four markets decreased 

when comparing with 2004 but it still remains in the same quadrant.  One ca-

veat of this comparison is that the time interval covered by the two papers is 

not the same.  The old paper used 3 years and 1 quarter while this paper cov-

ered 7 years.  As previously mentioned, tourist portfolio evolution analysis 

should use fixed time interval so as to make it more objective and comparable.  

Nevertheless the above illustration should serve as a good example of the ap-

plication of the model. 

The RRM shows the portfolio situation in a nutshell only, so a closer look at 

the root data behind the RRM can help shed lights on a deeper understanding 

of the portfolio.  By trawling the data provided in Table 1, the following results 

can be observed.  The total number of visitor arrivals increased from 2004, 

topped in 2007 and plunged afterwards possibly because of the financial tsu-

nami that affected the region in 2008.  Thereafter tourist arrivals struggled a bit 

but showed some sign of recovery (upward trend) in 2010.  Visitors from Main-

land China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan still consistently occupied more 

than 89% of the total number of arrivals.   In 2010, Macao recorded over 13 mil-

lions of visitors from Mainland China, an all-time high during the seven years.  

Arrivals from Hong Kong were also recorded with a close-to 7.5 million counts.  
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Taiwan was among the most stable market of the four, keeping around the lev-

el of 1.3 million visitor arrivals.  Unexpectedly, although the total number of 

arrivals for Japan was the least among the four markets, the rate of increase 

was astonishing from mere 122,184 to 413,543, equivalent to an increase of 

238.5%.  This has contributed to the high volatility of the Japanese market in the 

RRM.  However, this volatility is not always bad, a point to be mentioned in 

the following paragraph. 

The general changes in the total tourist arrivals over the seven years can be 

explained by an inverted U-shape curve because an increase in arrivals from 

2004 to 2007 was followed by a sudden decrease in 2008 when the financial 

tsunami approached the market.  It was especially obvious for the market of 

Mainland China where the Mainland government imposed the capital tighten-

ing policy; so the number of tourists dropped to a larger extent than the other 

three places (Table 1).  Japan was the only market not affected by the economic 

recession and still demonstrated steady growth in number of arrivals.  As a re-

sult, the Japanese market, although showing a high fluctuation in terms of arri-

val numbers, possesses the ability to counter-balance the negative impact on 

tourism industry in times of recession.  

Another factor that can influence decision making of different policy makers 

is per-capita spending.  According to the data collected in this research, the 

place with the highest consumption power is Mainland China.  Starting from 

2005, the per-capita spending of the tourists from Mainland China had always 

been over 3,000 patacas (roughly USD375).  Although slightly dropped in 2010, 

per-capita spending of Mainland Chinese tourists started to increase again after 

quarter 2 in the same year.  The situation was the same for Taiwan and Japan.  

The spending power of the tourists from Taiwan and Japan had been constant-

ly increasing till early 2010.  However, after two quarters, the figure recovered, 

especially in the case of Japan.  On the contrary, the spending power of Hong 

Kong tourists worsened from 2010 and there was no hint for the recovery until 

the end of the research period. 

Regarding the portfolio composition, there was only a slight difference in 

the portfolio composition trend in the total number of arrivals for the four des-

ignated markets during the past seven years.  From 2004 to 2010, Mainland 

China continued to account for 57% to 59% of the total number of arrivals, fol-

lowed, in descending order of significance, by Hong Kong (31% to 35%), Tai-

wan (6%-8%) and Japan (1%-2%).  In terms of the aggregate market perfor-

mance, there was a tendency of decrease because the total visitor arrivals from 
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these four markets dropped below 90% of the overall tourist arrivals starting 

2008.  The fall implies that Macao has started to gain world recognition and 

visitors from other places show increased interest in Macao as a tourist destina-

tion.  However, the reliance of Macao on Mainland China and Hong Kong 

markets remain strong.  This can be observed from the sizes of the circles 

around the two markets as demonstrated in the RRM in Figure 4. The key mes-

sage delivered by the RRM is that, on one hand Macao’s current tourist portfo-

lio is classified as having low volatility but relatively high return; on the other 

hand the portfolio emphasizes or relies too much on Mainland China and Hong 

Kong markets.  This is definitely not healthy according to portfolio manage-

ment principle.  With the opportunity brought about by the increasing recogni-

tion of Macao in the international markets and that more and more people 

show interest in it as a tourist destination, policy makers should capitalise on 

this opportunity and try to market Macao to a wider market base.  In addition, 

more investigation should be directed to Japan which is the only market in 

Quadrant II.  Japanese tourists have traditionally been regarded as affluent 

with high spending power.  However this is definitely not the case in Macao.  

Effort might be directed to understand the consumption behaviour of these 

Japanese tourists in Macao.  With the information provided by the RRM, both 

the government and the business can make an appropriate policy for their sus-

tainable strategic development. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper illustrates a simple yet useful way of analysing tourist portfolio of a 

destination.  Although the paper uses Macao as an example, this model can be 

applied to any tourist destination interested in knowing their current (and past) 

portfolio situation. Borrowed from the financial management theories, tourism 

industry is considered to be conducive to the application of Portfolio Analysis 

because: 

 It is subject to instability of demand. 

 It is very vulnerable in times of crisis. 

 It is sensitive to global economic conditions. 

 Market sources are generally sensitive to bad news and potential risk. 

 Tourism marketing resources are getting more limited. 

 Competition among destinations is increasing. 
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Various approaches have been suggested but relative to its significance, the 

application of portfolio analysis in the context of tourism receives relatively less 

attention.  Some gaps have been identified from the current Portfolio Analysis 

approaches in tourism: 

 Many use multiple dimensions in one single model which make it dif-

ficult to measure and interpret the result.  For example, destination at-

tractiveness (as one of the dimensions) is a function of various parame-

ters which make it difficult to identify the “real culprit” if a destination 

is deemed to be low in attractiveness. 

 None thus far have looked at the risk-return relationship which is in 

fact a fundamental principle in the portfolio analysis as first developed 

by Markowitz in 1952. 

 Most models look at markets as individuals and do not view the port-

folio as a whole. 

Based on the above points the RRM model proposed in this paper is intend-

ed to supplement the existing models by adding one more dimension into the 

portfolio analysis domain.  The relevance of the RRM model lies in the 3 Cs 

(clear, consistent and concise).  This RRM model is clear in a way that although 

being quantitative in nature, it involves fairly basic calculations (only simple 

measurements such as means and standard deviation).  This is particularly im-

portant as the readership of tourism publications may not be all number savvy 

and a clear and simple illustration of the model can help in widening the read-

ership and transfer of knowledge.  This model is consistent as the input are all 

based on government-released statistics and therefore different parties using 

the same method and parameters will generate the same results and analysis.  

The model is also concise as it attempts to understand tourist market portfolio 

(an otherwise relatively complicated issue) from two very succinct and readily 

available dimensions (namely tourist arrivals and per-capita spending). 

This model, however, is not without limitation.  The quest for making the 

model concise, easily comprehensible and free from the complication of inter-

preting multiple dimensions simultaneously result in an inherent weakness of 

being able to view portfolio analysis from a relatively narrow angle (focusing 

on the two dimensions of tourist arrivals and per-capita spending).  The trade-

off between comprehensiveness and comprehensibility is often a difficult deci-

sion to be made by many researchers because one is often the surrogate of the 

other.  Another limitation of this RRM model is that it is purely diagnostic in 
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nature.  Like many other portfolio analysis models, it can only describe the cur-

rent situation and help the researcher to identify potential problem (the 

“what”) but cannot provide detailed causes (the “why”).  Other marketing re-

searches are needed to understand the root causes behind in order to provide a 

holistic picture of the situation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Single Sample Research Designs (also referred to as Small N experimental designs) 

are designs that can be applied when the sample size is one or when a number of in-

dividuals are considered as one group. These designs are often used to study the be-

havioural change or to assess individual needs as a result of some experimental inter-

vention or treatment. Authors present SSRD in combination with time series design as 

an effective and efficient way to improve understanding affective reactions during 

human computer interaction within e-commerce applications. They describe 3 basic 

types of SSRD: A-B-A Withdrawal Design, Multiple-Baseline Design and Alternating 

Treatment Design in a combination of neurophysiologic measurement such as heart 

and breath rate, eye tracking, skin conductivity, and other direct and indirect observa-

tion methods. At the end of the paper advantages and limits of presented method are 

mentioned as well as statistical obstacles. 

Key words: research design, statistics, e-commerce applications. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Single subject research is a rigorous, scientific methodology used to define 

basic principles of behavior and establish evidence-based practices.  Since the 

methodology was first operationalized over 40 years ago (Sidman, 1960), a long 

and productive history exists in which single subject research has provided 

useful information for different fields of interest. Single-subject (sample) re-

search designs are most often used in applied fields of psychology, education, 
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and human behavior in which the subject serves as his/her own control, rather 

than using another individual/group. Researchers use single-subject design be-

cause these designs are sensitive to individual differences, while group designs 

are sensitive to averages of groups. Often there will be larger numbers of sub-

jects in a research study using single-subject design, however—because the 

subjects serve as their own control, this is still a single-subject design. These 

designs are used primarily to evaluate the effect of a variety of interventions in 

applied research, extensively in the experimental analysis of behavior and ap-

plied behavior analysis with both human and non-human participants. Single-

subject designs are often preferred for their high flexibility and sensitivity to 

individual differences in response to intervention effects (Thomson, 1986).  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

SSRD methods and phases:  

Four principal methods in this type of research are used: simple („AB“), rever-

sal or withdrawal designs ("ABA", „ABAB“), multiple treatment designs (alter-

nating or interactive) and multiple baseline designs. 

Baseline: Baseline is period of no intervention, that represents natural state.  

Baseline measurements usually repeat, until stability is reached and (or) the 

behavioural trend appears. Baseline is represented by measurement of depend-

ant variable (multiple dependant variables) and provides standard for evaluat-

ing treatment/intervention effect.  

Intervention: After introducing treatment/intervention (representing inde-

pendent variable), measures of dependant variable (multiple dependant varia-

bles) are possible. Intervention phase length should be approximately the same 

as baseline. 

Reversal: This phase is one in which the researcher removes the intervention 

of any independent variable (reversal) and then again collects data on the de-

pendent variable. It is important that the data are stable (steady trend and low 

variability) before the researcher moves to the next phase. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic (Simplified) graphical analysis of AB and ABA design schemes 

 

Within single sample research designs the behaviour of the individual is ob-

served repeatedly over the course of the intervention. This insures that any ef-

fects are observed 1/ repeatedly (if possible1) 2/long enough to convince the sci-

entist about the validity of measurement. It is usually a powerful evidence sug-

gesting (though usually not proving) an intervention effect. 

Interpretation of data: 

To determine and to interpret the effect of the independent variable on the 

dependent variable, we usually graph the collected data and visually (if possi-

ble) or computationally investigate the differences between phases. If there is a 

clear distinction between baseline and intervention, and then the data returns 

to the same trends/level during reversal, a functional relation between the vari-

ables is inferred. 

The graphical and numerical analysis is usually more complicated, since we 

often observe a mixture of long time effects (in minutes) and short time effects 

(fraction of a second), that have to be processed and interpreted in a different 

way. A large individual differences among the persons observed play an im-

portant role, too. That is why we usually measure multiple variables to elimi-

nate misinterpretation.  

                                                                                 
1 Some interventions do not  allow reversibility ( e.g.  learn/unlearn) 
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In interpreting, the general strategy of all single-subject research is to use 

the subject as their own control. Experimental logic argues that the subject’s 

baseline behaviour would match its behaviour in the intervention phase unless 

the intervention does something to change it. 

Methodological Issues of SSRD in Human-Computer Interaction Research 
(Selected Examples) 

Affect recognition in interactive systems 

Understanding affective reactions is essential to improve human-computer in-

teraction and the design of systems. This assessment of user emotion-

al/motivational state can be used to evaluate interface design or to define inter-

active and adaptive feedback. 

A large area of research is interested in the recognition of affect in human 

computer interaction. Different measures are being used, like physiological 

measures (Skin Conductance, blood pressure, heart and breath rate, etc., speech 

properties, eye movement (fixation, saccade, pupil size), face, vocal or body 

expressions). Those measures differ in effectiveness to assess emotions depend-

ing on the context.  

The context, experimental design and tasks must be carefully planned de-

pending on the objective of the evaluation. What system is being analyzed? 

What are the tasks and expectations of users? What are the emotions to be rec-

ognized and for what purpose? 

Further more emotions are evasive states where cognition, physiology and 

context are intermixed. Than, it is important to define noise reduction algo-

rithms, transformation of raw data for example to extract transitions, to take 

into account reaction time or to combine measures. It is also important to inte-

grate normalization of data using baseline assessment for an individual in a 

particular context.  

Different data mining techniques may then be used for affective states 

recognition using those measures. 

Finally it is important to consider for what affect recognition is being done 

is it for a posterior global assessment, to study reactions to specific elements of 

the system content or is it to provide immediate information on the process, so 

feedback or adaptation can be provided by the system. 
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Subjective measures (questionnaires, interviews) may be used to interpret 

general reactions, but they cannot serve to locate steps or elements of the inter-

action which may have had a positive or negative effect on the reported affec-

tive reactions.  

Verbalizations during interactions can be useful, but they are insufficient, 

they imply human coding, which is time consuming. But they can be used as a 

criterion for supervised data mining for affect recognition. 

Applications of affect recognition to improve interactions 

There are many domains in which affect recognition and affective modelling is 

used to improve Human Computer Interaction. E-learning and education gen-

erally is one of these domains. Motivation is an important factor in many inter-

active context, but in education it is essential, and it is also important to recog-

nize negative affects to integrate support for distance learning (Guerdelli, Du-

fresne at al., 2008). Similarly in games physiological assessment is used to de-

sign games but also to introduce adaptation of systems depending on the user 

reaction. Finally in ecommerce eye and physiological measures are used to 

study how users react to interfaces in order to improve the design.  

Very light technologies now exist to facilitate the integration of affect meas-

urement during interaction: Skin Conductance mouse, Blood pressure arm 

band, eye tracking integrated in computer screen, emotion recognition from 

face expression using a web cam (Face reader system). More research and ap-

plications are being developed using them. 

More and more studies investigate the quality of interaction using those 

tools, but few integrate all the measures in real context of interactions. Few use 

both physiological and eye tracking measures but more importantly, few are 

made in the context of real applications and activities, where the impact of af-

fect on processes are analyzed. 

Since those measures are very sensible to lightning, to muscular activities, to 

atmospheric conditions, the experimentations are very often designed for the 

laboratory and exclude complex applications but even simple interactive activi-

ty from the user. To design research in those more complex domains, it is im-

portant to carefully select the affective reactions to be measured, to organize 

experimentation, tasks and complementary subjective assessment. 
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Task analysis is necessary to integrate context in affect recognition 

From an evolutional point of view, primary emotions such as joy, fear or sad-

ness are hardcoded responses to inner or outer environmental changes. More 

complex emotions such as pride or shame result from the conscious association 

between primary emotions and the current situation in which they occur. 

Therefore, taking into account the contextual factors in which physiological 

and eye-tracking measures are collected is a key step in attaining efficient affect 

recognition.  

Physiological measures, such as skin conductance, are correlated to arousal 

but cannot give information on emotional valence (positive of negative aspect 

of emotions). Contextual information can help fill this lack of information. For 

example, negative affective reactions like stress are linked to understanding 

difficulties, uncertainty in choice, unexpected or dead end situations. Positive 

reactions like surprise or interest may be linked to task success or to a positive 

orientation reaction toward a stimulus. All these contextual factors can be in-

ferred using appropriate and effective task tracking techniques in order to sup-

port affect recognition. 

In addition to supporting recognition, contextual factors can also be used to 

identify the cause of affects. For example, the precise icons or interface ele-

ments, which are inefficient and cause, in the context of a given task, impa-

tience and task abandon. This information is also highly important for HCI di-

agnostic and quality evaluation. 

Galvanic skin response as a simple illustration of SSRD in e-commerce re-

search: 

Mental, physical or emotional excitation affects the skin of the tested person. 

During this excitation, in accordance with the sympathetic response, sweat 

glands in the skin fill with sweat, a weak electrolyte and good conductor. This 

results in many low-resistance parallel pathways, thereby increasing the con-

ductivity of the skin (Malmivuo, 1995). 

GSR - galvanic skin response is one of the several electrodermal respons-

es/activities (EDR/EDA).  

GSR generally consists of two components: tonic and phasic. The tonic 

component is a low frequency baseline conductivity level, which can oscillate 

over the course of days. Each person has a different tonic conductivity, meas-

ured in micro Siemens, generally in between 2 and 20 MicroSiemens. The pha-
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sic component rides on top of the tonic component, is of higher frequency, and 

generally increases (in frequency and amplitude) when a person is aroused. 

Skin conductivity measurement are easily obtained, noninvasive, low costs 

and easy to use in naturalistic settings. 

There are also other advantages: 

 Tonic skin response rise in anticipation of performing a variety of tasks 

and during the performance of these tasks (e.g. mental arithmetic, at-

tention tasks, discussing social issues). 

 Phasic skin response is supposed to reflect the level of stress as well as 

the level of social empathy and other „social emotions“. 

But of course there are many constraints, too: 

E.g.: 

1. Baseline individual differences and instability in time 

The low frequency baseline conductivity level (tonic component), which can 

oscillate over the course of days and generally slowly increases with the level 

of the person’s arousal, is characterized by large individual differences. See 

Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. The individual differences in both phasic and tonic components of the skin conductance 

(micro Siemens) during the exposition to the same web side content. The person 4 is more aroused 

then person 6.  Phasic component of the person 5 is within this scale (0-10) unrecognizable. Data 

obtained by authors. 
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2. Data processing and interpretation 

The signal of the phasic component is usually evaluated on the base of ampli-

tude and latent period. For the evaluation of the relative amplitude of the pha-

sic reaction in percent relative to the tonic level is often used. The signals of 

both, the tonic and phasic component, are not periodic; their spectra are con-

tinuous and overlap. But the possibility for their frequency separation exists – 

the bulk of the energy of the tonic component is in the frequency band 0-0.05 

Hz, while the energy bulk of the phasic component is within the frequency 

band 0,05-1-2 Hz. (Ishchenko, 1989).  

For phasic component data interpretation signal processing methods are 

rarely used, although some methods, e.g. FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation), 

seem to bring new information.  

Usually the amplitude in microSiemens, latitude, rise time and half recovery 

time (all in sec, typical values in the same order are 3s, 1-3s, 2-10s), are meas-

ured (Ishchenko,1989). 

 

 

Figure 3. Typical response, illustrating the time parameters for rise time and half recovery time. 

data obtained by authors 
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Figure 4. GSR during long time interval (120 S). responses with arise time shorter then 0,25 S are 

supposed not to be valid and should be eliminated. data obtained by authors. 

According some authors (e.g. Rani et al, 2004) the slope of the rise to the 

peak should be greater than 0.05 Micro-Siemens/minute, the amplitude should 

be greater than 0.05 Micro-Siemens and the rise time should be greater than 

0.25 sec.  

3. Dependence on the skin path 

Tonic skin conductance (measured in units of siemens) depends on the skin 

path length between the two electrodes contacts, even for subjects with identi-

cal skin conductivity (measured in units of siemens/meter). 

CONCLUSION 

Although there is some criticism of Single Sample Research Designs, e.g.: 

 carry-over effects: results from the previous phase might carry-over in-

to the next phase, 

 order effects: the ordering (sequence) of the interventions might affect 

results, 

 irreversibility: in some withdrawal designs, once a change in the inde-

pendent variable occurs, the dependent variable is affected (skills, 

learning) 

 ethical problems: Withdrawal of treatment (e.g. addictology) in the 

withdrawal design can at times present ethical and feasibility prob-

lems, and mainly 
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 limited generalisability of the study conclusions and the methodologi-

cal and statistical assumptions that are typically needed for inferential 

statistical tests 

 evaluation of the validity of the assumptions is more difficult to assess, 

there are still many advantages, we have mentioned in the introduction 

to this article. 

Even with these limitations, estimates and the tests of the effectiveness or in-

tervention effect on the studied subject can be accurately and validly tested us-

ing SSRD. This design permits the investigation of the process of change, both 

within the baseline and after intervention phases and across these phases, with 

limited research funds in a small private company, with the overall intention of 

answering the research question as to whether this intervention would work 

for this particular customer or defined group of customers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Travel agencies offer pilgrimage expeditions along with tourist journeys, which is be-

ginning to become successful. A considerable number of people want to see Israel, 

not just the Holy Land, with a layman’s eyes. Also more and more Poles take trips to 

Israel every year, but it is a difficult task to determine the exact number of people who 

go there as pilgrims, religious tourists or ordinary tourists. Did the Holy Land change 

its image as a tourist destination? What are the consequences of these changes? Do 

war conflicts obstruct sightseeing tourism in Israel? The purpose of this article is to at-

tempt to answer these three key questions. 

 

Key words: tourism in israel, poles, Holy Land image. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Today’s Israel attracts millions of tourists from all over the world. Their num-

ber continually increases year in year out (Figure1.), and the forms of stay in 

this country are continually being developed. Tourists are offered various tour-

ist products, providing more interesting and diverse forms of exploring tourist 

values of the country. Israel is also the Holy Land, which means religious tour-

ism with a religious purpose or one just to get to know the places associated 

with the three largest monotheistic religions. The Holy Land is annually visited 

by millions of tourists, among whom certainly there are the Poles. The earliest 
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descriptions of their presence in the Holy Land date back to medieval times. 

Consistently over the next centuries, the Poles visited the places associated 

with Jesus Christ's life and activity. Numerous diaries or memoirs describing 

this type of travelling are evidence of this. 

 

 

Figure 1. The number of Polish tourists travelling to Israel in the years 2000-2010 (Source: own 

study based on www.cbs.gov.il.) 

It was only after 1990 that the Poles started going to Israel on a mass travel 

basis, since it was then that lay travel offices offering tourist trips to Israel and 

those specializing in organizing pilgrimages to religious destinations began to 

emerge. A number of significant political determinants had direct influence on 

the growth of interest in this type of trips. These include permitting the Poles to 

travel abroad, the abolition of entry visas to Israel, increasing the sense of secu-

rity, and social and economic factors such as an increased interest in travelling 

in general and a relatively rapid growth of the affluence of the Poles. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The issue of Polish tourism in/to Israel was rarely dealt with in Polish and for-

eign literature. There are a lot of books devoted to tourism in Israel and guide-
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books describing this country both on the Polish and foreign publishing mar-

kets. No academic center in Poland pays special attention to the issue of tour-

ism in/to Israel. Individual articles by different authors touching the subject 

appear occasionally. Examples can be the work of Rab-Przybyłowicz (2010) de-

scribing the phenomenon of optional trips from Egypt to Israel on the example 

of the Poles, Bury (1998) describing tourism in Israel and Polish tourists’ inter-

est in such trips, and Szczepanowicz (2011) describing the Poles' trips to Israel 

as an example of religious tourism. The issue of the Poles’ trips to Israel is not 

often the subject of studies carried out in foreign academic centers. In Israel, the 

only person to undertake a study of this phenomenon is Collins-Kreiner (2008, 

2010) and her research team including Kliot, Mansfeld, Sagi (2000, 2003, 2006). 

She conducted a survey of tourists in/to Israel, among whom was a Polish 

group. Articles and publications describing the spiritual dimension of pilgrim-

ages to the Holy Land are definitely more popular. 

METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted in two time periods, namely from February to April 

2010 and from March to May 2011. The purpose of the division of the period of 

research was to capture the period of Polish tourists’ highest interest of in the 

offers of trips to Israel offered by travel agencies in Poland. 

Work on a small scale included an analysis of offers of travel agents and 

pilgrimage tourist offices offering tourist trips to Israel. These are offers of trav-

el agencies with both Polish and foreign capital. They offer pilgrimage tours, 

but also those that focus on getting to know places or are just meant to be of 

recreational character. Offers to be found in book catalogues or on travel 

agents’ websites were analyzed. 

Owing to conducting research in two time periods, it was found that the 

typically recreational offer of travel agencies had diminished. An example can 

be the Oasis Tour travel agency, which in 2011 withdrew its recreational offer 

in Israel in the area of the Mediterranean and the Red Sea. This was caused by 

the low attractiveness of the offer as a result of the high pricing of such tourist 

packages. More attractive recreational offers in the area of the Red Sea are those 

available from Egyptian tour operators, advertising trip offers in the catalogues 

of Polish tour operators. 

The offer of twenty-two travel agents was analyzed. The programs of trips 

being the subject of the study were divided respectively into short trips (lasting 

from 1 to 5 days), medium-length trips (from 6 to 9 days) or long trips (lasting 
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over 10 days). Getting to know Israel is carried out by means of tours (Figure 

2B and 2C) or optional trips offered in addition to the purchase of a stay at an-

other tourist destination, even abroad. The results of the study allow us to for-

mulate the first conclusion, i.e. that the offer of travel agencies in Poland is 

dominated today by pilgrimage and sightseeing tours. Both forms of tourism 

are of touring nature. The offers of (recreational) stays are present among those 

offered by travel agents, but they are much less popular because of their lower 

affordability. Trips to Israel from Egypt are more competitive offers (Figure 

2A), where the recreational offer is made available as the "first minute" and 

"last minute" one and at a lower price. Offers of recreational stays at the Red 

Sea in Egypt along with a wide range of optional trips to Israel of a sightseeing 

and pilgrimage nature are very popular with Polish tourists. Preliminary re-

sults of the research confirm the conclusion that (today) current availability of 

offers of pilgrimages to Israel for Polish tourists is the most extensive and far 

ahead of the sightseeing and recreational offer. 

The study involved the product offer of travel agencies in Poland. For the 

purpose of this study we should first clarify some definitions and meaning of 

two types of products, which are applicable in tourism. We will use the concept 

of a tourist product and a particular case of a tourist product, which is a tourist 

product of a place. Borrowed from economics and tourism marketing, the con-

cept of a tourist product was adapted in tourism on a permanent basis. Territo-

rial marketing and tourism marketing effectively use the notion of a tourist 

product. For the purposes of this study Altkom’s definition of a tourist product 

was adopted (2006). According to this definition, a tourist product can be eve-

rything that is the subject of purchase by tourists. The importance of a tourist 

product is twofold; while in the narrower sense a tourist product is a single 

service, a much broader approach to tourist products encompasses tourist at-

tractions and values as well as the tourist management of an area and the 

whole experience of a tourist from the moment of leaving the place of residence 

to the moment of return. A tourist product takes into account the consumer’s 

needs and benefits, and therefore it can be treated as the whole of benefits that 

a tourist can achieve staying in a particular place in the tourist space (tourist 

destination) or using a given tourist service. 
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Figure 2. A spatial and formal model of travel agents’ tourist offers of trips to Israel. Optional trips 

to Israel from Egypt (2A), a model of touring trips (2B and 2C) (Source: own study based on travel 

agents’ offers) 

RESULTS 

Since 1990, we can speak of the Poles travelling to Israel on a mass scale. It is 

since then that pilgrimage and tourist agencies have started to emerge in Po-

land and included trips and pilgrimages to Israel in their offer. Initially, these 

products were basically pilgrimages. It took years for the Poles, also targeted 

by appropriate advertising campaigns, to take an interest in Israel not only as 

the Holy Land. Many travel agencies, responding to the needs of Polish tour-

ists, introduced one- or several-day trips to Israel into their offer. The major 

tour operators organizing trips to Israel include Komisariat Ziemi Świętej 

(Commissariat of the Holy Land), Centrum Travel, Biuro Pielgrzymkowe 

Ojców Pallotynów (the Pallottines’ Pilgrimage Office) in Warsaw, Patron Trav-

el, Nomada, Triada, Exim, Trade & Travel Konsorcjum, Katolickie Biuro 

Pielgrzymkowe (Catholic Pilgrimage Office) in Warsaw, Szczecin, Katowice, 

Tarnów, Alfa Star, Alfa-Tour, Apostolos, Ave, BTP Frater, GM Travel, Itaka, 

Rrainbow Tours, Awertour, etc. The variety of offers on the tourist market is so 
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large that almost everyone who wants to visit Israel can do so in accordance 

with their expectations, financial capacity and needs, both spiritual and cogni-

tive. Just set your destination, say what you expect from the organizer and pos-

sibly express your own suggestions as to the points that should be included in 

the program of the trip. These offers can be divided into those of recreational, 

health, cognitive, and religious nature. Depending on the demand, travel 

agents propose one-day offers (mostly as optional trips from Egypt), weekly, 

bi-weekly and longer ones. The latter are connected with resting or going sight-

seeing in neighboring countries. 

Following a thorough analysis of recreational offers proposed by travel 

agencies on the Polish market we can observe lack of diversity of this type of 

tourist products. After analyzing the offers of twenty-two travel agents and 

pilgrimage offices, four were found that propose in their offer stays at the Red 

Sea and the Mediterranean. One of these offices has an offer that was active in 

2010, and which was suspended in 2011. The products are still displayed on the 

website but with a note that the offer is no longer available. Another travel 

agent has an offer of a recreational stay in Israel in its browser, but it does not 

specify the components of the offer or the needs it can satisfy. The client is re-

ferred to a telephone consultant. Two other travel agents offer recreational 

stays in Israel, at the Red Sea. They propose their customers one-week or two 

week stays, with an option to purchase optional trips such as a one-day trip to 

Jerusalem. 

Israel is famous for its access to the Dead Sea, the lowest situated and the 

most salty body of water in the world. The resorts situated on its coast, both in 

Israel and Jordan, are visited by tourists wishing not only to rest, but above all 

by those with health problems. The local microclimate and the health benefits 

of the Dead Sea attract people with skin problems, rheumatism and asth-

ma. Stays in these resorts are also recommended to those who have reduced 

immunity, are stressed and/or tired. Health tourism in the Dead Sea region is 

very popular among domestic and foreign tourists. These offers are prepared 

bearing in mind basically foreign tourists, who not only have their health needs 

satisfied, but also leisure and recreational ones. 

Among the offers of trips to Israel, we can find those that propose relaxing 

at the Dead Sea. The majority of these proposals are offered by pilgrimage of-

fices offering a joint stay at the sea and a pilgrimage, which is possible in a two-

fold way: a 12-day tour with sightseeing in the morning and time for swim-

ming in the sea in the afternoon, or a 14-day one, with seven days of sightsee-
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ing and seven days of resting at the sea. Among the offers available from travel 

agents we found 7-, 8-day, or 14-, 15-day stays at the Dead Sea. The offer of this 

type is fuller and more interesting than a typical recreational offer.        

Most travel offers to Israel proposed to the Poles are examples of sightsee-

ing tourism and pilgrimage tourism. There are a lot of travel agents and offices 

proposing such an offer. Many programs do not differ from each other, but also 

from year to year more and more options and standard trips associated only 

with pilgrimage trips change or are supplemented by sightseeing trips, for ex-

ample to Israel (Table 1), not only for pilgrims. Tourists have an opportunity to 

see Israel during a tour as pilgrim-tourists, during an optional trip or a medi-

um-length stay (6-9 days) or on long trips (lasting more than 10 days). 

Table 1. An offer of tourist destinations in Israel proposed as optional trips (Source: own study 

based on www.triada.pl , www.alfastar.com.pl, www.odyseo.pl) 

Selected Places 
of Interest 

An optional 
one-day 

coach trip 
 

An optional 
one-day 

coach-and-
plane 
Trip 

An optional 
two-day 

coach trip 

An optional 
three-day 

coach-and-
ferry trip 

The Dead Sea + + +   

Jericho     +   

J - The Basilica 
of the Holy  
Sepulchre 

+ + + + 

J – The Mount of 
Olives  
panorama 

+ + + + 

J – The Mount of 
Olives  
sanctuaries 

        

J – The Garden 
of Gethsemane, 

    + + 

J – The Christian 
Zion 

+   +   

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.triada.pl&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHPmebbz-vULSnSQzhD9TQ6GlG-mA
http://www.odyseo.pl/
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J – The Way of 
the Cross 

+ + +   

J – The Wailing 
Wall 

+ + +   

J - the Temple 
Mount 

      + 

B - The Basilica 
of the Nativity 

+ + + + 

B – The  
Shepherds’ Field  

    +   

J - Jerusalem 

B - Bethlehem 

 

Table 1. illustrates the analysis of sample programs of short trips to Israel, 

from Egypt (1- and 2-day ones), but also from Cyprus (a 3-day one). These can 

be coach trips, coach-and-plane trips or coach-and-ferry trips. The latter pro-

vides the least tourist attractions in Israel itself, in spite of lasting three days, 

since the ferry crossing takes up much of the time of the whole optional trip. 

The offers presented in Table 1 do not differ from each in terms of their pro-

gram. All programs offer sightseeing visits to the most attractive places and 

monuments. Tourists choosing a short-time offer to Israel are generally satis-

fied that they will visit the Basilica of the Nativity, the Basilica of the Holy Sep-

ulchre and the Way of the Cross, see the Wailing Wall and, most importantly, 

the panorama of Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives, known from postcards, 

photographs, and folders. This option is the most satisfying for tourists. 

Short trips, however, have a lot of disadvantages. They are characterized by 

haste and fatigue, because tourists spend the night before the tour in the coach, 

which is little comfortable and quite tiresome, or on the ferry, where they have 

a lot of attractions and little time for sleep and rest. In both cases, fatigue causes 

a worse perception and assimilation of information provided by the guide, a 

weaker orientation in the area and/or remembering images, sounds, as well as 

increased irritability to accidental events, not necessarily nice for tourists. 
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Table 2. Selected items of programs of medium-length trips to Israel (source: own study based on 

www.triada.pl, www.terrasanctwa.pl, www.centrumtravel.pl, www.bp.ecclesia.org.pl) 

Selected Places of 

Interest 

8 days – a 

lay travel 

agent 

8 days – a 

Catholic travel 

agent 

8 days – a 

lay travel 

agent 

The Holy 

Land & 

Sinai 

8 days – a Catholic travel 

agent Holy The Holy 

Land + Jordan 

J - The Basilica of 

the Holy Sepulchre 

+ + + + 

J – The Christian 

Zion 

  + + + 

J – St Anne’s 

Church 

  +   + 

J – The Way of the 

Cross 

+ +   + 

J – The Wailing Wall +   +   

J – The Temple 

Mount 

    +   

B - The Basilica of 

the Nativity 

+ + + + 

B – The Shepherds’ 

Field 

  + + + 

B – The Milk Grotto   +     

Bethany   + +   

Jericho +   +   

Caesarea Maritima +       

N - The Basilica of 

the Annunciation 

+ + + + 

Cana of Galilee   + + + 

Boating on Lake 

Tiberias 

+ + + + 
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Tabgha + + + + 

Jardenit + + +   

Mount Tabor   + + + 

J - Jerusalem 

B - Bethlehem 

N – Nazareth 

 

Table 2 shows the difference between the programs of medium-length trips 

to Israel, including Catholic and lay travel agents. Catholic travel offices tend to 

treat trips like pilgrimages, hence they provide spiritual care in the form of the 

priest and an opportunity to participate in a daily Holy Mass. Lay travel agents 

offer only sightseeing visits to holy places as a tourist attraction and supple-

ment their programs with places not associated with religion. 

All medium-length trips listed in Table 2 are tours, which provides a possi-

bility to increase the number of visited places and reduces the time of daily 

transfers. Sightseeing begins in the morning and ends early in the evening, 

which gives pilgrim-tourists an opportunity to relax after a busy day, or a pos-

sibility to get to know something more than offered by the program, either in-

dividually or in a smaller group. The Poles tend to have fewer problems with 

communicating in a foreign language and have more money, which enables 

them to go to interesting places by taxi and eat dinner outside the hotel. 

The presented detailed analysis of tourist offers of travel agents shows a 

complex tourist product in the form of a tourist package. It is an original com-

position of various tourist assets (values and attractions) and any services, 

which enable their typically tourist use during a trip or stay. A tourist product 

of a place is developed with a tourist product owing to creating an impression 

that a given offer meets all the expectations of a demanding tourist. As a host 

country for tourists, using the mass media Israel creates a tourist product of a 

place as a recreational tourism destination in the advertising message. Mass 

media is a powerful medium that effectively reaches the customer interested in 

purchasing a product. This communication channel is used as effectively by the 

tourist market, which adapted mass media to advertise and sell a developed 

tourist product. Selling a product depends on a successfully designed and con-

ducted advertising campaign, which reaches the client, persuading him or her 
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to purchase the product. Considerable attention was paid here to a specific 

tourist product, which is recreational tourism in Israel. 

Such a form of tourism, quite different from the Polish idea of the state of Is-

rael as a pilgrimage destination and a country entangled in an ongoing military 

conflict, is a novelty in the offer of Polish travel offices. Polish tourists are not 

the first to appreciate the recreational and leisure qualities of the coast of Israel. 

Such a form of tourism is very popular with tourists from all over the world. 

This opinion is supported by English-language commercials broadcast on tele-

vision and posted on the Internet, which reach tourists around the world. It is 

also in the interest of the Israeli government, which itself struggles with the 

image of the state as a country at war and involved in violent national and reli-

gious conflicts. The steps taken in order to achieve this aim are associated with 

the organization and financing of a new tourist product which is recreational 

tourism in the Mediterranean region of Israel and the Dead Sea coastal zone. A 

good example would be a photo shoot of models in bikinis, funded by the Is-

raeli government, advertising the beaches of Tel Aviv, which was published on 

the YouTube website. In the Video tab on the website of the Israeli Ministry of 

Tourism we can find places where these ads were available. However, the last 

logging in on the website (10.01.2012) showed that the films had been removed. 

Instead, a message appears that the removed commercials will be made public 

again shortly. 

Advertisements of Israel posted in the Internet, very popular as evidenced 

by the number of users watching them, are very different from the perception 

of Israel so far. The selection of content, form, images and language creates a 

new recreational tourist product, completely different from the elements of the 

original pilgrimage tourist product. Satisfaction of other needs met by these 

tourist products requires a selection of different marketing tools to promote 

and develop the content of advertising. Advertising scenarios are to promote 

Israel as a state of peace, relaxation and beautiful women. This is the assump-

tion behind the content presented in the media. Many messages have sexual 

overtones, a play on words in the English-language translation refers to the 

state of Israel, but it clearly shows that this association carries a completely dif-

ferent content. 

This advertising campaign, supported by the Israeli government, was met 

with sharp criticism from women's circles. Showing beautiful women does not 

change the image of Israel, especially that during the photo shoot the women 

posed wearing bikinis or military uniforms. The new image of Israel is contra-
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dictory to the previous one, causing waves of indignation and criticism among 

consumers. The popularization of recreational tourism implemented on the 

Mediterranean coast contributes to the discussion on what the change of the 

image of the tourist product is to look like. 

The example of Israel is a proof that an ill-chosen advertising campaign, 

which was to serve the popularization of recreational values of the Israeli coast, 

distorts the assumptions of the intended purpose. The history of the develop-

ment of tourism around the Mediterranean coast shows that popularizing the 

"3S" ("sea, sand and sex") model of tourism one does not have to translate this 

abbreviation literally into the language of advertising. The content of adver-

tisements, which is associated with objectifying women for the sake of relaxa-

tion and fun, created an image of Israel different from intended. Recreational 

tourism does not need this type of creative marketing. It should be emphasized 

that such an image of Israel, created using a marketing tool, which is advertis-

ing, will remain in the minds of tourists. The new direction of tourism promo-

tion, different from the previous image of pilgrimage tourism in Israel, has 

been distorted, and unfortunately, will persist long into the future. 

CONCLUSION  

The aim of this study was to characterize Polish tourist trips to Israel and ana-

lyze the tourist offers proposed by travel agents to Polish tourists. Israel today 

is a tourist destination for millions of visitors from all over the world. Travel 

agencies prepare a wide range of tourist products that are designed to meet the 

needs of a wide range of tourists. The analysis carried out shows that Israel of-

fers a tourist product designed for tourists, who are characterized by new, dif-

ferent from the pilgrimage one, motives of coming. Tourists are offered various 

tourist products, often richer in their program and attractions, guaranteeing 

various forms of exploring the country's tourist values. 

Israel is a tourist destination which opens itself to foreign tourists not only 

with the hitherto popular pilgrimage tourism offer, but also develops a new 

face as a country of leisure, recreation, relaxation and sightseeing. For a Polish 

tourist this side of Israel remained unknown until recently. The fact that travel 

agents open up to sightseeing or recreational trips indicates that also in Poland 

the demand for sightseeing and recreational-sightseeing tourist products has 

become more evident. The analysis of 22 travel agents and listings of their of-

fers shows that this form of tourism and getting to know Israel is interesting for 

the Polish customer. However, its ever-growing popularity cannot be argued in 
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this way, as it would be a significant oversimplification. This phenomenon re-

quires further detailed studies and will be the enrichment of existing scientific 

literature. 

The controversial Israeli advertising campaign, supported financially by the 

Israeli government, aggressively promotes the recreational face of tourism. This 

action, even if cheerfully welcomed in the Internet, caused outrage in non-

governmental circles. This message is addressed to a specific audience of 

young people, educated and independent, yet recreational tourism and sight-

seeing-recreational tourism is practised by tourists in all age groups. We should 

therefore consider whether promoting such a controversial advertising cam-

paign will help to attract tourists interested in sightseeing or health tourism, or 

not. Developing a tourist product does not have to be based on creating one 

brand, whether positively associated or not. Proper programming and execu-

tion of the branding process involves creating a strong image of a product 

which, however, undergoes the process of a product life cycle on the market 

and allows its modification depending on the changes in travel preferences of 

tourists, and trends in international tourism. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to investigate the relationship among Leadership (L.S.), Information 

and Analysis (I.A.), Human Resource Planning (H.R.), Process Quality (P.Q.), and Cus-

tomer Focus (C.F.), Operational Results and Strategic Quality Planning. In the scope of 

determined relationship, improvement of the M.B.N.Q.A. (Malcolm Baldrige National 

Quality Award) based model, which assesses the relationsip between executive L.S. 

and the M.B.N.Q. factors. As a result, it is aimed to develop the M.B.N.Q.A. model by 

assessing the relationship between LS and M.B.N.Q.A. factors. With this aim in mind, 

M.B.N.Q.A. criteria are discussed by using Prybutok and Cutshall (2004) scale as the 

base. 

Key words: M.B.N.Q.A., quality, modelling, total quality critic factors. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

One of the most distinguished features of the second half of the twentieth cen-

tury is an ever-expanding movement of globalization which triggers strong 

competition. On the one hand, technological advances and on the other, devel-

opments in international relations increase the activities of goods and service 

beyond borders. These developments have brought about a new kind of com-

petition among companies. The adaptation and survival of these companies in 

this changed atmosphere is possible through labor, capital and an efficient su-

pervision of the natural resources.  

In today’s world, the contemporary conceptions of management and quality 

management in their broadest sense spread almost to every sector, especially to 

the sector of tourism. For tourism, which is a service based sector, the idiosyn-
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cratic features (being a standardized, abstract, versatile and inseparable con-

cept) are necessary for the total quality procedures. 

The success of the total quality management depends highly on the leader-

ship of top managers. Total Quality Management is a never-ending process that 

starts with leadership. Without leadership, support and participation of top 

executives, total quality management cannot be achieved. The leader in total 

quality management believes in the necessity of delegating responsibility to the 

employees, educating them, and also including them in the decision-making 

process. In total quality management, the success of the leader depends on the 

degree to which they are able to meet the needs and demands of the employ-

ees. 

The aim of this study is to analyze the relationship among leadership (L), 

Human Resources Planning (HRP), Focusing on the Customer (FC), Quality 

Process (QP), Information Analysis (IA), Strategic Quality Planning (SQP), and 

Operational Results (OR). Within the frame of these relationships, it is the de-

veloment of a MBNQ based model, evaluating the MBNQ factors and leader-

ship. The Malcom Baldridge assessment is successful in increasing profitability 

by improving quality because of its extensive application process. The applica-

tion process involves and motivates people, provides a proven quality system, 

focuses on the customer, assesses quality, demands data, provides feedback, 

encourages sharing, stimulates change and builds financial success (George, 

1992). 

Involving and Motivating People: The process invites people to think about 

what they do individually and as a part of a group, department and division to 

exceed the customers’ expectations. Companies use internal experts instead of 

hiring outside experts to assess quality processes. 

Providing a Quality System: The criteria have been designed and are continu-

ously improved by leading quality and business experts. It provides businesses 

with a standard and effective process to assess their quality issues. 

Focusing on the Customer: The application process helps businesses that have 

forgotten their reason for existence, to focus on meeting and exceed their cus-

tomers’ needs. 

Assessing Quality: Businesses are able to determine their strengths and 

weaknesses and find out if they are headed in the direction of improved quality. 
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Demanding Data: The award is based on proof, not just stories, assumptions 

and opinions. 

Providing Feedback: Reports what needs to be changed to improve the quality. 

Encouraging Sharing: Businesses can benchmark themselves against other 

businesses to see how competitive they are and find ways to improve their 

quality through other businesses’ successes and failures. 

Stimulating Change: Problem solving techniques are used to improve the 

quality based on the results of the application process. 

Building Financial Success: It can improve financial performance by increas-

ing business, establishing an image as a quality leader, reducing the cost of 

poor quality, and improving critical financial measures (Boehme et al., 2002). 

THE METHOD OF STUDY 

Data Collection 

In this study, withing the framework of the aforementioned objectives, hotels 

that function within the service sector have been analyzed and research has 

been done in order to determine the view points of senior managers and man-

agers in hotels. The focal group in this study consists of all the senior managers 

and managers working in 4 and 5-star hotels. However, due to the large num-

ber of hotels throughout Turkey, this study involves the hotels in big cities and 

regions where there are a great many number of hotels. Thus, 4-5-star hotels 

from Ankara, Istanbul, Antalya, Alanya, and Aydın have been selected from 

hotelguide website. 

Questionnaires were used as the method of data collection. 105 question-

naires were sent to senior managers and managers of the chosen hotels. 55 of 

the questionnaires were completed. Because of the low number of surveys that 

were returned, face to face questionnaires were also included in the study. As a 

result, an additional 30 questionnaires were given to hotel managers in Ankara 

and Istanbul. Out of the total 85, 60 of the questionnaires were taken into con-

sideration. 

Research Objectives 

This study makes use of the MBNQ criteria. The scale given in the Prybutok 

and Cutshall research was taken as the basis in relation to the aforementioned 

criteria. The factors and the number of questions are as follows: 
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Factors                               Question Number 
Leadership     7 
Human Resources  10 
Customer Satisfaction  16 
Process Quality   12 
Information Analysis    7 
Strategic Quality Management   5 
Operational Result    4 

 

In order to determine the validity of the question sheets the Alpha Model 

and the Cronbach alpha were used. The Cronbach Alfa was found to be 0.94, 

which is a quite high value. To analyze the relationship between six factors 

given in MBNQ and leadership, factor analyses and regression analyses have 

been made. 

RESULTS 

Survey Items: Senior executive LS 

Leadership is the category that embodies all other MBNQA criteria (Sullivan, 

1992). As mentioned before, the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award 

Leadership Model- which constitutes the main topic of this study- was imple-

mented in the U.S. and certain results were reached. In this study on the other-

hand, by taking into consideration the results and findings of this study, anal-

yses will be made on the factors related to MBNQ quality factors. 

Table 1. Factor loadings – leadership 

Leadership Factor Groups* Factor 1 Factor 2 

Item 1. My company has a strong set of quality values that is applied con-
sistently throughout all facets of the organization. 

0,020 0,833 

Item 2. In my company quality goals are at least as important as financial 
goals. 

0,102 0,830 

Item 3. Top management promotes cooperation among managers and 
supervisors across different levels and different functions of the organiza-
tion. 

0,198 0,729 

Item 4. My company evaluates performance with regard to quality of all 
functions of the organization on a regular basis. 

0,312 0,405 

Item 5. Top management in my company is concerned with the organiza-
tion’s impact on the external community on the following issue: health and 
safety 

0,898 0 ,179 

Item 6. Top management in my company is concerned with the organiza-
tion’s impact on the following issue: environmental protection 

0,905 0,186 

Item 7. Top management in my company is concerned with the organiza-
tion’s impact on the external community on the following issue: ethical 
bussiness practices 

0,847 0,065 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 
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During factor analysis, the method of Varimax Rotation was used, and ac-

cording to the results, the value of Keiser Mayer Olking measure of sampling 

(KMO) is 0.68 x=170.66., Degree of Freedom is 21, Degree of Significance is 0.00. 

The variables constitute 66.297 of the total variant. In Table 2 below, the results 

for ‘Leadership’ factor analysis are given. As it can also be seen from the table, 

the factor loading values are quite high and ‘the leadership’ needs to be evalu-

ated in both groups. The criteria in these two groups can be categorized into 

two as internal (1, 2, 3) and external organization leadership (5, 6, 7). 

Factor 1: HR Development and Management 

HR development and planning analyzes the process by which an organization 

develops and realizes the full potential of its workforce (Leifield, 1992). Table II 

shows the ten items (monitoring employee satisfaction, team contributions to 

quality objectives, well defined management practices, etc.) loaded on this fac-

tor. While there is one factor related to ‘Human Resources’ in the original arti-

cle, 2 factors have emerged in this study. 

Table 2. Factor loadings - human resources development and management 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

As it can be seen in the table as well, the quite high factor loading values 

and Human Resources need to be evaluated in two groups. The criteria in these 

two groups can be named as ‘Determining the Needs of Employees’ and ‘Well-

Determined Management Tactics’. 

Hr Related Factor Groups* Factor 1 Factor2 

All employees in my company receive formal quality training in the 
knowledge and skills required for them to meet the quality objectives 
associated with their responsibilities. 

0,841 0,139 

My company regularly monitors employee satisfaction and uses the 
results to support its quality improvement efforts. 

0,741 0,174 

My company has well-defined management practices and other mech-
anisms (i.e. work teams or quality circles or similar) that are used to 
promote team contributions to quality objectives. 

0,721 0,245 

My company has well defined management practices and other mech-
anisms (i.e. awards or suggestion systems or similar) that are used to 
promote individual employee contributions to quality objectives. 

0,628 0,435 

My company maintains a work environment conducive to the well-
being and growth of all employees. 

0,601 0,511 

My company has HR plans derived from the strategic quality plans that 
are aimed at achieving the full potential of the work force. 

-0,05 0,874 

My company monitors the extent and effectiveness of involvement by 
all categories and levels of employees. 

0,423 0,738 

My company monitors the extent and effectiveness of involvement by 
all categories and levels of employees. 

0,351 0,709 

My company has systems that support rewards as a quality objective. 0,471 0,677 

My company has systems that support recognition as a quality objec-
tive. 

0,501 0,634 
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During factor analysis, the method of Varimax Rotation was used, and ac-

cording to the results, the value of Keiser Mayer Olking measure of sampling 

(KMO) is 0.852 x=320.06., Degree of Freedom is 45, Degree of Significance is 

0.00. The variables constitute 65.38 of the total variant. In Table 2 below, the 

results for ‘Leadership’ factor analysis are given. 

Factor 2: Customer Satisfaction 

Customer focus and satisfaction focus on how an organization manages its cus-

tomer (Desatnick, 1992). Table III shows the 12 items (such as, how the organi-

zation compares on its satisfaction with competitors, industry averages and 

world leaders, etc.) that were loaded on this factor. 

Table 3. Factor loadings - customer satisfaction 

Customer Satisfaction Related Fac-
tor Groups* 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

My company provides effective cus-
tomer management 

0,856 -0,113 0,200 0,214 0,158 

My company resolves customer 
complaints promptly and effectively 

0,837 0,251 0,079 -0,117 0,118 

My company makes both implicit 
and explicit commitment that pro-
mote trust and confidence from its 
customers 

0,814 0,230 -0,082 0,260 0,075 

My company has a formal method 
for evaluating the relative im-
portance of product and/or service 
features to its customers 

0,802 0,176 0,070 0,104 0,260 

 My company compares its customer 
satisfaction results with principal 
competitors. 

0,669 0,071 0,551 -0,116 -0,126 

 My company measures and analyz-
es trends and current levels of cus-
tomer satisfaction 

0,648 0,192 0,569 0,082 -0,06 

My company compares its customer 
satisfaction results with world lead-
ers 

0,06 0,822 0,026 0,166 0,146 

My company compares its customer 
satisfaction results with industry 
leaders. 

0,251 0,796 0,193 0,345 0,154 

My company compares its customer 
satisfaction results with industry 
averages. 

0,224 0,770 0,306 0,069 0,047 

My company formally analyzes cus-
tomer complaints to determine their 
underlying causes  

0,082 0,174 0,839 0,128 0,09 

My company formally examines 
customer complaints in order to 
make necessary improvements to its 
processes 

0,108 0,145 0,831 0,170 0,246 

My company continuously improves 0,068 0,103 0,111 0,897 0,08 
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its customer management practices 

My company has objective service 
standards against which service 
quality is measured 

0,156 0,362 0,102 0,749 0,067 

My company has a formal method 
for determining current quality 
reguirements and expectations of 
customers 

0,196 0,212 0,056 0,07 0,806 

My company has a formal method 
for determining product and service 
features desired by the customer 
and/or customer groups. 

0,078 0,0086 0,077 0,02 0,787 

My company has a formal method 
for determining future quality 
reguirements and expectations of 
customers 

0,069 0,181 0,224 0,540 0,626 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

While in the original article there are 3 factors relaetd to customer satisfaction, 

in this study- as it can be seen in Table III there are 5 factors. These five groups 

can be categorized under ‘Researching the Efficiency of Customer Manage-

ment’, ‘Comparison of the Results of Customer Satisfaction with those of the 

Competitors’, ‘Determining the Customer Complaints’, ‘Measuring Customer 

Satisfaction’ and ‘Determining Customer Expectancies.’ 

Factor 3: Management of Process Quality 

Management of Process Quality addresses design, production, support sys-

tems, supplier quality, and quality assesment (Heaphy, 1992). Table IV shows 

the nine items (such as, analyzing process capabilities, customer requirements, 

monitoring the process, etc.) loaded on factor 3. 

Table 4. Factor loadings - management of process quality 

Management of Process Quality Related 
Factor Groups* 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

My company maintains documentation and 
other modes of knowledge preservation and 
transfer to support its quality assurance, 
assessment, and improvement efforts. 

0,797 0,252 0,127 -0,008 

My company’s quality requirements are 
communicated to all external suppliers of 
goods and services. 

0,731 -0,307 0,024 -0,07 

My company has a systmatic method for 
introducing new products and services which 
analyze process capabilities. 

0,698 0,230 0,317 0,262 

My company has methods in place to evalu-
luate the quality of goods and services sup-
plied by external suppliers and guarantee 
that they satisfy all quality requirements. 

-0,02 0,892 0,027 -0,0009 

My company’s quality requirements are 0,108 0,710 0,239 -0,153 
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communicated to all external suppliers of 
goods and services  

My company monitors the process used to 
produce products and services in order to 
identify when they are out of control and 
make necessary corrections. 

0,0037 0,642 -0,128 0,430 

My company formally assesses the quality of 
its processes and practices. 

0,315 -0,111 0,781 0,03 

My company has a systmatic method for 
introducing new products and services 
which adress quality issues early in the 
design phase. 

0,298 0,07 0,741 0,357 

My company formally assesses the quality of 
its products and services. 

-0,424 0,272 0,707 0,028 

My company has a systmatic method for 
introducing new products and services which 
include designs in customer requirements. 

0,428 0,456 0,547 0,262 

My company continuously improves the pro-
cesses used to produce its products and 
services. 

-0,09 -0,04 0,149 0,891 

My company formally assesses the quality of 
its systems. 

0,158 0,055 0,141 0,860 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

      During factor analysis, the method of Varimax Rotation was used and ac-

cording to the results, the value of Keiser Mayer Olking measure of sampling 

(KMO) is 0.644 x=295.687, Degree of Freedom is 295.687, Degree of Significance 

is 0.00. The variables constitute 72.38 of the total variant. 

Factor 4: Information Analysis 

Table V shows the seven items that were loaded on factor 4 (such as, the use of 

information, perceptions of the organization’s storage, etc.) During factor anal-

ysis, the method of Varimax Rotation was used and according to the results, 

the value of Keiser Mayer Olking measure of sampling (KMO) is 0.654 

x=152.018., Degree of Freedom is 21, Degree of Significance is 0.00. The varia-

bles constitute 62.10 of the total variant.  

 

Table 5. Factor loadings - information analysis 

Information Analysis Related Factor Groups* Factor 1 Factor 2 

There are well-documented processes and techniques used to en-
sure review. 

0,845 0,120 

There are well-documented processes and techniques used to en-
sure timely update. 

0,816 -0,02 

There are well-documented processes and techniques used to en-
sure consistency. 

0,775 0,141 

There are well-documented processes and techniques used to en-
sure reliability. 

0,650 0,303 

Quality data and information gathered externally are systematically 0,109 0,873 
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analyzed to help support the company’s overall quality objectives. 

Quliaty data and information gathered internally are systematically 
analyzed to help support the company’s overall quality objectives. 

0,150 0,826 

My company regularly performs comparisons of its quality processes 
to world-class benchmarks. 

0,101 0,734 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

Strategic Quality Planning 

Strategic quality planning examines the organizations’ strategic business plan-

ning and implementation processes (Marquardt, 1992). Table VI shows the four 

items that were loaded on factor 5. 

Table 6. Factor loadings - strategic quality planning 

Strategic Quality Planning Related Factor Groups* Factor 1 Factor 2 

My company has a strategic quality plan that details how we will pur-
sue market LS thorough providing superior quality products and ser-
vices. 

0,858 0,166 

My company’s strategic plan has specific goals and strategies that 
effectively address issues impacting future quality levels for key prod-
uct and quality features. 

0,806 0,155 

My company has a strategic quality plan that details how we will pur-
sue market LS through improving the effectiveness of all operations of 
the company. 

0,752 0,053 

My company has a well defined short term (1-2 years) strategic quality 
planning process to help maintain LS in the market place. 

0,133 0,808 

My company has a well defined strategic plan to increase customer 
satisfaction. 

0,107 0,807 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

 

While there is only one factor related to Strategic Quality Planning in the 

original article, in this study there are two factor groups as ‘Defining the Stra-

tegic Plan Issues,’ and ‘Extended Information Analysis.’ 

 

Table 7. Factor loadings - operational results 

Operational Results Related Factor Groups* Factor 1 

My company objectively compares its current quality levels with principal competitors. 0,364 

My company objectively compares its current quality levels with industry leaders. 0,427 

My company objectively compares its current quality levels with world leaders 0,310 

My company monitors trends and current levels for the most important indicators of 
supplier quality  

0,251 

*(Items are taken from Prybutok et al.) 

 

At the end of the factor analysis, it is seen that four variables are categorized 

under one factor (Operational Results). However, for operational results, the 
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factor for each criterion with a value of less that 0.5, will not be included within 

the ‚Quality Value.‛ Therefore, hypothesis 6 will not be analyzed. 

Regression Analysis 

This study takes Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award (MBNQA) Lead-

ership Model as basis (Prybutok & Cutshall, 2004, p. 558-566). Leadership (L)= 

3.201+0.72, Human Resources (HR)= +0.273, Focus on Customer (FC) 0.649, 

Process Quality (PQ)= +0.309 Information Analysis (IA) 

In order to test the relationship between leadership factor and other factors 

pertaining to Quality Values, this study conducts a Regression Analysis. In the 

Regression Analysis, ‘Leadership’ has been taken as a dependent variable. 

However, during the factor analysis, it is seen that ‘leadership’ is divided into 

two as ‘internal’ and ‘external’. Therefore, both dimensions of ‘leadership’ are 

taken as dependent variables. In table VIII the external analysis results are giv-

en. 

Table 8. The analysis of external leadership 

 N= 59   R²= 0.342 

 Beta* F Sig. 

External Leadership  1,522 0,139 

 

Thus, external Leadership is not affected by ‘Human Resources,’ ‘Focus on 

Customer,’ ‘Information Analysis,’ ‘Strategy Quality Planning,’ ‘Procedure 

Quality’ factors. Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 have been refuted. Table IX shows the 

analysis results related to company leadership. 

 

Table 9. The analysis of internal leadership 

 N= 59   R²= 0.728 

 Beta* F Sig. 

Internal Leadership 

IA 0.87 7,859 0,00 

HR1 0.54 7,859 0,00 

HR2 0.43 7,859 0,00 

 

At the end of the analyses, it is seen that Internal Leadership is influenced 

by the independent variables (F=7.859 P<0.05) by 99%. 

Table X shows the Regression Analysis Results pertaining to subfactors af-

fecting internal leadership. 
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When Table X is analyzed, while internal leadership is a dependent varia-

ble, at the end of the analysis, it is seen that the subfactors such as Information 

Analysis, Human Resources 1 and Human Resources 2 have a positive influ-

ence on internal leadership. Therefore, we can come up with the following 

model: 

Internal Leadership = -10 16+ 0.870 I.A.+ 0.547 H.R.+ 0.432 H.R.1+ 0.432 H.R 2  

 

Table 10. The regression analysis results of subfactors of internal leadership 

 

During the third stage, a regression analysis has been carried out without 

subcategorizing the factors constituting the Malcolm Baldridge Model. The Re-

gression analysis has been calculated by taking the averages of 61 questions in 

five dimensions. Table XI shows the analysis result pertaining to factors affect-

ing leadership. 

 

Table 11. Analysis results pertaining to factors affecting leadership 

 N= 59   R²= 0.444 

 Beta* F Sig. 

Leadership 0.636 7,042 0,00 

 
 

Model 

Nonstandardized 
Coefficient 

Standardized 
Coefficient 

 
 
t 

 
 

Sig. B 
Standart 

Error 
Beta 

1             (Fixed) 
 (CF 1) 
(CF2) 
(CF3) 
(CF4) 
(CF5) 
(IA1) 
(IA2) 

Strategic Quality 
Manag. 1 
Strategic Quality 
Manag. 2 

HR1 
HR2 
PQ1 
PQ2 
PQ3 
PQ4 

-10
-16 

-0,1 
0,031 
-0,251 
0,0066 
-0,09 
0,870 
0,029 
-0,194 
-0,04 
0,547 
0,432 
-0,04 
0,016 
-0,08 
-0,146 

0,078 
0,091 
0,094 
0,136 
0,103 
0,106 
0,152 
0,136 
0,163 
0,115 
0,100 
0,108 
0,119 
0,113 
0,135 
0,094 

 
-0,097 
0,031 
-0,251 
0,007 
-0,093 
0,870 
0,029 
-0,194 
-0,042 
0,547 
0,432 
-0,044 
0,016 
-0,075 
-0,146 

0,000 
-1,059 
0,332 
-1,846 
0,064 
-0,877 
5,717 
0,213 
-1,190 
-0,362 
5,494 
3,997 
-0,373 
0,140 
-0,558 
-1,550 

1,000 
0,295 
0,742 
0,072 
0,949 
0,385 
0,000 
0,832 
0,240 
0,719 
0,000 
0,000 
0,711 
0,889 
0,579 
0,128 
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Human Resources have a positive influence on internal leadership. From 

the analysis, it is seen that internal leadership is affected by independent varia-

bles (F=7.042P<0.05) by 99%. 

Table XII shows the results of the Regression Analysis pertaining to inde-

pendent variables affecting leadership. 

 

Table 12. The regression analysis of the independent variables affecting leadership 

 
 

Model 

Nonstandardized Coeffi-
cient 

Standardized 
Coefficient 

 
 
t 

 
 

Sig. B 
Standart 

Error 
Beta 

(Fixed) 
CF 
IA 

Strategic Quality Management 
HR 
PQ 

Operational Results 

1,745 
0,039 
0,669 
-0,197 
0,158 
-0,123 
0,179 

0,929 
0,189 
0,195 
0,213 
0,096 
0,180 
0,125 

 
0,034 
0,636 
-0,182 
0,190 
-0,093 
0,193 

1,877 
0,204 
3,432 
-0,922 
1,654 
-0,682 
1,437 

0,066 
0,839 
0,001 
0,361 
0,104 
0,498 
0,157 

 

Table XII shows the dependent variables explaining the degree of leader-

ship. When Table XII is analyzed, a significant result is reached only for the fac-

tor of Information Analysis (IA). The leadership model is set = and the regres-

sion equation is tested. However, there are no similarities between these results 

and those of Prybutok & Cutshall (2004). 

CONCLUSION 

The original article shows model leadership as (L) = 3.201+0.172 HR+0.273 CF – 

0.469 PQ. + 0.309 IA. In our study the result is 1.745 + 0.636 IA (T= 3.432, p < 

0.05, Beta= 0.636) This result shows that the factor of Information Analysis af-

fects leadeship, whereas, the other variables, Human Resources, Strategic Qual-

ity Planning, Operational Results and Process Quality do not affect leadership. 

Regression results pertaining to these variables are not significant (p>0,05). 

It is seen that the leadership function in Turkey is only related to Infor-

mation Analysis, whereas, it is clear that Human Resources, Focus on Custom-

er, Process Quality and Operational Results have no relation to the function of 

leadership. 

These findings show that the top executive officials in Turkey, in tourism 

sector, do not care enough about customer satisfaction and that they do not see 
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a relationship between leadership and customer satisfaction. Also, when one 

takes into consideration the fact that the executives who have participated in 

the questionnaires do not see a relationship between leadership and quality, it 

is seen that executives who work in this sector need to be educated in fields of 

‘Customer Satisfaction’ and ‘Human Resources.’ 

As a contribution to implementation, this thesis show that within the sector 

of tourism, a one-dimensional leadership, which is directed toward infor-

mation analysis, prevails in Turkey. Moreover, when this perspective of one-

dimensional leadership is compared to the concept of leadership in other coun-

tries, it can be argued that this constitutes a disadvantage for Turkey.  

This result also shows that the executive officials working in 4-5-star hotels 

in Turkey are quite successful in areas such as making use of information, dis-

ributing information, evaluating the information in an extended manner and 

documenting the information. However, in order for leaders to be successful, 

they need to be in full-cooperation with the HR Department, have a customer 

focused approach and be updated constantly about fields like development of 

goods, services and processes, and take active role in work related to strategic 

quality planning. In other words, they need to implement fully the other five 

factors of the MBNQ criteria.  
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ABSTRACT 

Cultural tourism is growing as one of the major branches of tourism sector. Its attrac-

tiveness and sustainability depend partially on conservation of cultural heritage sites 

and, ensuring the welfare of inhabitants living in and around those touristic spots. By 

focusing on two case studies, one from Turkey and another from Colombia, it is possi-

ble to illustrate with an interdisciplinary approach, different challenges that cultural 

tourism encounters, concerning conservation and local community development. Fur-

thermore, the cases present the critical treatment of the challenges of cultural tour-

ism when cultural heritage conservation together with the local community needs, are 

vital to an understanding of sustainable development. 

Key words: cultural tourism, sustainable development, conservation. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

While cultural tourism glorifies tangible and intangible heritage of cultural 

sites, it can also be detrimental to conservation and sustainability issues 

through commodification of heritage and unequal distribution of tourism bene-

fits. In this sense, it is important to approach to cultural tourism based on a 

theoretical discussion on ‘sustainable development’. The underlying premise is 

that culture is inherently spatial and the main dares for managers of cultural 

heritage sites when it is necessary to provide services to tourists and preserve 

cultural features 
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During the last few decades, ‚place‛ has gained more importance as a con-

troversial concept, particularly because of the impacts of highly rising globali-

zation. There emerged a need for the defense of constructions of place against 

globalocentrism in order to struggle with the erasure of place and, the dimin-

ishing importance of local knowledge and practices.  

The main reasons of why place concept became the focal point of those de-

bates are its relation to the basic understanding of being and knowing to its fate 

under globalization and the extent to which it continues to be an aid or a hin-

drance for thinking about culture and economy. It is also of crucial importance 

for tourism. It also stems from the fact that people who actually live in a place 

either do not necessarily have the essential means and capacity to rule their en-

vironment, or have no control over or right to intervene the decision making 

system that is in charge of their territory. 

Apart from the ‚place‛ itself and its definition, there is another complemen-

tary concept, which is ‚place making‛. This is an extremely important notion as 

far as the culture is concerned. Because culture and cultural heritage of a place 

is established not only in the course of the development of people and the envi-

ronment throughout the history, but also consequently according to the dy-

namics of politics and economics. Dominant political and economic power has 

the ability to intervene the place making process and consequently the estab-

lishment of the local culture.  

The fact remains that place continues to be important in the lives of many 

people, perhaps most, if we understand by place the experience of a particular 

location with some measure of groundedness (however, unstable), sense of 

boundaries (however, permeable), and connection to everyday life, even if its 

identity is constructed, traversed by power, and never fixed (Escobar, 2001).   

Those newly emerging debates brought along the concept of ‚sustainable 

development‛, drawing attention to the need to include new concepts, particu-

larly human factor, in the definition of the term ‘development’.  

As stated in the report of the World Commission on Environment and De-

velopment (‚the Brundtland Commission‛) Our Common Future, ‚sustainable 

development, which implies meeting the needs of the present without com-

promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, should be-

come a central guiding principle of the United Nations, Governments and pri-

vate institutions, organizations and enterprises‛.  
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As far as the culture sector is concerned, the protection of local knowledge is 

an essential issue, regardless of tangible or intangible cultural heritage, even in 

the smallest scale. Even though there are many advantages of urbanization and 

socio-economic development, it also inevitably fosters the destruction of local 

heritage in some cases as a consequence of irregular urbanization and rapid 

economic development.  

Therefore, scholars and professionals should consider the concept of place, 

sustainable development, local knowledge and local heritage from an interdis-

ciplinary perspective through the production and implementation of urban de-

velopment projects. There should be a balance between the traditional local 

lifestyles that need to be protected and the developing modern living spaces. 

Under the guidance of above-mentioned concepts, it is aimed to analyze the 

challenges for cultural tourism to cope with the protection of cultural heritage. 

The approach to Colombian scenario and the Sulukule Urban Transformation 

Project, were chosen in order to cover different aspects of cultural tourism and 

its relation with cultural heritage.  

In the first case, it is highlighted the need of studies regarding the impacts 

of tourism on conservation. Taking into account the panorama of the field 

nowadays, it is explained the methodologies used for impact´s assessment and 

the challenges for cultural heritage management faces for cultural tourism. The 

Colombian situation allow to give some insights of which is needed in terms of 

policy making and education as key point for cultural heritage as a resource of 

development. 

In the second case, the importance of collaboration between tourism and 

heritage actors is discussed. When adequately managed, cultural tourism is 

considered as an opportunity for heritage protection, and a potential mediator 

between civil and governmental authorities in order to reach a consensus on 

sustainable solutions. The stages of the Sulukule Urban Transformation Project, 

which is about to be completed and recognized as one of the inadequate prac-

tices both harmful to the protection of cultural heritage and the texture of the 

neighbourhood by many scholars and professionals, will be discussed to high-

light the inaccuracies and develop a set of recommendations both for heritage 

and cultural tourism actors.  
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Tangible Heritage Conservation and Cultural Tourism: An Approach to 
Colombian Case 

The positive impacts of cultural tourism had been recognized in several studies 

for numerous places, cities, and world heritage sites. Mainly, the literature re-

fers about the economic rewards of having tourists visiting cultural heritage 

assets, the benefits of distribution of revenues and several methodologies and 

models to capture the impact of tourism in cultural areas. Less quantity of stud-

ies had devoted to examine the social impacts of cultural tourism and even less 

to assess the effects on the conservation of cultural heritage goods.  

It seems obvious that cultural tourism is an excellent strategy for raising 

awareness, increasing and reinforcing identity, and the opportunity of develop-

ing local communities in a sustainable way. However, evaluations on this sense 

are less known, although, cultural tourism is an indicator of the importance of 

cultural heritage values, at least, of some recognition of the ‚status‛ of a site. 

On the other hand, cultural tourism has seen as a significant risk for the 

conservation of cultural heritage, especially when the flow of tourist overtakes 

the site´s carrying capacity. In this sense, tourists and excursionists might affect 

negatively conservation causing damages or destruction of cultural landscapes, 

natural sites, historic districts and archaeological remains, modifying local cul-

ture and traditions, increasing pollution, and generating an over demand of 

local services or resources as water or medical services, for instance. It is possi-

ble to quote examples of each of those cases, however, the models or method-

ologies for assessing and evaluating impacts of tourism on conservation are 

limited.  

In South America, specifically in Colombia, the literature focuses on the 

flows of tourists, the capture of economical revenues and competitiveness 

(Ministerio de Comercio, Industria y Turismo de Colombia, 2011). The monthly 

and yearly statistical reports do not discriminate cultural tourism from other 

kind of tourism, generating a serious methodological problem for acquiring 

accurate data on the cultural tourism sector. From the national data, it is possi-

ble to make some inferences, being aware that might constitute a critical bias on 

the interpretation and analysis. For instance, the data available for Cartagena 

de Indias -Bolívar, estimates the number of tourists, hotel occupancy, and 

cruise visitors among others. Being its historic center declared as a UNESCO 

world heritage site since 1984, it might be possible to infer that a main percent-

age of the tourists visiting Cartagena would be cultural ‚consumers‛. In 2011 

between January and October, Cartagena received 147.981 foreign passengers 
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and 631.473 domestic travelers, among all of those 54% are estimated to be 

tourists (Ministerio de Comercio, Industria y Turismo de Colombia, 2011). How 

many were, in fact, cultural tourists? What did they do? Cartagena is recog-

nized not only for its walls and historical center but also for hosting one of the 

biggest music events of Colombia. There is no studies that can show, today, 

how many tourists indeed consume those or other kind of cultural good in Car-

tagena. It is obvious that if there is a lack on a basic data, more detail and spe-

cific analysis are absent as well. How and what are the positive or negative im-

pacts of cultural tourism on the conservation of Cartagena walls or historical 

center? It is impossible to answer with some accuracy with the data available. 

The first and only study, until now in Colombia, for assessing impacts on 

the conservation of a heritage site was made in 2009 for the Archaeological 

Park of San Agustín, Huila, declared UNESCO world heritage in 1995. The re-

sults were obtained through Carrying Capacity Assessment (CCA) adapting 

and based on methodologies as Limit of Acceptable Change (LAC) and Tour-

ism Opportunity Spectrum (TOS). The results helped to understand the impact 

of visitors on the area and the touristic activities in relation with the conserva-

tion and management of the site (Alvarez, 2010). 

Even though, the Carrying Capacity Assessment is a methodology devel-

oped initially for ecology, the adaptation for heritage allowed detecting risks 

and impacts affecting the conservation´s site. One of the most interesting as-

pects of the Carrying Capacity Assessment is that not only considers the maxi-

mum levels of tourists but also the lowest ranges for warranting a minimum 

local development. In addition, it is also a tool for monitoring periodically the 

state of conservation. This kind of adaptation does not concentrate in setting a 

limit for the number of visitors, but, instead, focuses on establishing goals and 

indicators for monitoring them, being a methodology more flexible and sys-

tematic that study tourist´s impacts from multiple dimensions and perspec-

tives. It is relating not only to visitor´s quantity but also to distribution of re-

sources and type of experience for avoiding unacceptable impacts (Alvarez, 

2010).  

The importance of having an assessment on impacts of tourists on the con-

servation seems to be underestimated for managers, mainly public employees 

of governmental agencies, even though, evaluations on this matter are an fun-

damental tool for planning and addressing the preventive measures to ensure 

the site´s conservation and touristic enjoyment. There is still a lack of con-

sciousness of planning and managing in the public sector, being very limited its 
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performance relating to tourism (López & Cano, 2009).  It is a conservator´s du-

ty to identify the most risky aspects of a site in order to take action in advance. 

In that sense, it is part of the conservation to recognize, analyze and evaluate 

impacts from the tourists. It is clear that an interdisciplinary work is needed to 

achieve this goal. For instance, one of the most common problems jeopardizing 

the conservation of a site is the flow of tourists concentrated in a specific area. It 

is fundamental to assess the real impact on the conservation. It is necessary to 

locate specifically the consequences as could be a change on environment 

standards and   vulnerable points on security or risk management, for example. 

The response to those complications is a duty of conservation but it requires 

also a joint work with other disciplines and managers. In Colombia, it is no 

clear such integration of sectors; in part because being the management of her-

itage mainly on charge of public agencies, the interdisciplinary work comes as 

a result of public policy. On this field, Colombia has, only since 2007, a cultural 

tourism policy made on conjunction with the Ministry of Culture and the Min-

istry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism (Ministerio de Comercio, Industria y 

Turismo de Colombia, 2007). 

It has been a step forward to come out with an inter-sectorial initiative with 

a respective financial provision to make it practical and real. However, it is 

surprising to find that neither the principles nor strategic guidelines involved 

the conservation of any kind of heritage, even though; it is recognized as an 

aspect to take into account by the sustainable tourism. In this panorama, it is 

still no clear how conservation and tourism should interact but it is accepted 

that should be complementary tendencies.  

It is important to note that in addition to the assessment for other sites, it is 

necessary to prove different methodologies according with the management´s 

needs. In this sense, the discipline of tourism has a lot to offer to conservators. 

The methods used on researches on tourism may give an insight for conserva-

tion´s assessments on touristic impacts. It is a challenge for the management of 

cultural heritage to integrate in a better and closer way both sectors in order to 

come up with responses that truthfully accomplish the touristic requests and 

also preserves the tangible and intangible values of a heritage site. 

The relationship between cultural tourism and conservation has been based 

quite a lot on suppositions without a substantial data that ensure the real im-

pacts, either positive or negative. From this point of view, it is necessary, first at 

all, to carry out the studies, adapting or creating methodologies that allow 

identifying and assessing the tourist´s impacts on conservation. With data more 
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accurate it is possible to have a diagnosis on the real situation for concrete and 

specific sites. Second, only with the assessment is possible to plan and imple-

ment management programs conducted to solve conservation problems due to 

the tourists. Those must be designed and executed with an interdisciplinary 

and more holistic approach. In addition, a cultural tourism policy made not 

only in conjunction with culture and tourism sector but also involving educa-

tion policy makers is a mandatory need. The Colombian cultural tourism policy 

does not include any educational aspects either for tourists nor local communi-

ties. Although, there is a consciousness that the cultural tourism should have 

benefits to locals. In this sense, the educational purposes of a cultural heritage 

sites exceed the communication services for tourists. Cultural heritage is com-

pound of intrinsic and complex sets of interconnected values, which are not 

easy to comprehend in a touristic visit. Generally, the information has being 

understood as a vital aspect of touristic services. However, the cultural heritage 

site, because its contents, requires a revelation to visitors instead of instructions 

(Rivera, 2009). 

On the other hand, cultural tourism, in countries as Colombia, is immersed 

on relatively small communities in which the level of development matters as 

an aspect for balancing the positive or negative impacts. In order to outcome 

with some positive and social impacts from the cultural tourism, it is also need 

to provide local communities with the knowledge in touristic services and, in 

addition, the ways of transmitting the meanings of heritage.   

As it is clear, the possibility of being beneficiary of cultural tourism is only 

achievable through social programs to local communities in order to be the 

ones in charge of touristic services with all the standards that the sector re-

quires. Those programs should involve educational purposes that include the 

knowledge that locals should manage and the contents that should be deliv-

ered to visitors. Mainly, this task requires a high level of coordination on the 

policy making between public sector as tourism, culture and education for 

making real the merged points. Having this achievement, the dimension of cul-

tural heritage will be understood and the conservation will be an obvious and 

non- antagonist activity.  

Sulukule Urban Transformation Project 

This case study aims to problematise capital-oriented and state-centered per-

spective of urban transformation projects in cultural districts, and their harmful 

results on cultural tourism, protection of cultural heritage and consequently 
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local community development. It is also aimed to provide some guidelines for 

heritage and tourism actors. 

It is argued that urban development is sustainable only when it gives priori-

ty to local culture and, tourism actors can play a more prominent role to bring 

cultural values up on the public authorities’ priorities. This implies that cultur-

al heritage does not necessarily belong to past, on the contrary, it is a living 

human phenomenon that is transmitted across generations. It is not coinci-

dental that ‘development’ is a future-oriented process. 

What is at stake here is not only the architectural texture of such old neigh-

bourhoods, but also a long cultural history that reveals the cultural diversity 

and richness that is threatened by an ‘uprooting project’. Both local and nation-

al governments often refer to the possibility of reconciling the economic inter-

est with cultural heritage issues within the context of urban transformation 

projects. However, cultural tourism opportunities of those neighbourhoods are 

not valued accordingly and, during the processes of developing and imple-

menting such projects, it is usually the latter that is sacrificed for short-term 

economic benefits. The absence of an established conservation policy and igno-

rance of potential cultural tourism gains play a major role in the governmental 

inefficiency to systematically deal with problems and generate long term solu-

tions. Conservation is sometimes confused with re-building per se, as in the 

case of Sulukule, where now modern buildings rise among archaeological re-

mains. Despite the strong and systematic international oppositions, unable to 

stop the erasure of the culture of the Romani people in Sulukule, heritage cir-

cles now should seek to develop also alternative strategies, such as including 

tourism actors as a part of the solution. 

Tourism in Turkey 

When the past of tourism development in Turkey is considered, 1980s can be 

mentioned as the period during which the impacts of liberalization were begun 

to be seen in the tourism sector. Government provided support for the private 

sector, such as tax exemption, long term incentive credits with low interest 

rates (Enlil, 2011). The tourism policy was based on mass tourism with a par-

ticular focus on sea-sun-sand holiday promotion. However, thanks to the 

changing trends in the tourism sector, mainly the rising trend of individual 

marketing rather than mass marketing and tourists’ increasing tendency to or-

ganize their visits in line with their interests and cultural activities, Turkey be-

came more aware on the importance of sustainability, protection of natural and 

historical environment, and the priority of quality rather than quantity. This is 
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also evident in the Ninth Development Plan for 2007-2013. Accordingly, the 

awareness about the importance of cultural tourism investments has been in-

creased. 

As far as the position of Turkey among other countries is concerned, it is at 

the top 10 of the world rankings. According to the World Tourism Organisation 

(UNWTO) data, Turkey was the seventh in the ranking of international tourist 

arrivals, and the ninth in the ranking of tourism incomes, in 2009 (Table 1 & 2). 

Besides, it can be seen that tourism contribution in the overall economy has 

been rising even during the time of economic crises, which is of crucial im-

portance for a developing country.  

 

 

On the other hand, when the regional distribution of tourism sector is con-

sidered, Antalya and Istanbul can be identified as the two main cities. Among 

those two, Antalya can be defined as the highlight of mass tourism with its 

high number of tourist facilities and all-included deals, whereas Istanbul can be 

defined as the highlight of cultural tourism, with its diversity, location between 

Europe and Asia, various cultural activities both contemporary and traditional, 

as a melting pot. 

Zeynep Enlil, Iclal Dincer, Yigit Evren and Ebru Seckin describe two main 

problems of Istanbul, concerning tourism sector. The first one is that Istanbul 

can not reach the ideal number of tourists in line with its offers and potential, 

stemming from wrong tourism policies. Second, while the number of tourists is 

rising, the average duration of their stay is diminishing together with the num-

ber of cultural tourists. (Enlil et.al., 2011) Within this context, there is the need 

to exploit cultural tourism potential of Istanbul, strengthen and promote it as a 
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‘creative city’, in order to sustain the tourism benefits for long-term. Conse-

quently, it is necessary to built urban development policies on culture and 

shape urban transformation projects in cultural districts by considering their 

local values in line with cultural tourism opportunities.  

For instance, the first place that tourists visit in Istanbul is Historic Peninsu-

la, where Sulukule is located. Compared to other two districts of the ‘cultural 

triangle’ of Istanbul (Beyoglu and Kadikoy), Historic Peninsula has less food 

and entertainment facilities (Enlil, 2011). Accordingly, Sulukule used to have a 

potential to fill this ‘night economy’ gap with its entertainment houses before 

the urban transformation project was implemented. 

 

Sulukule 

Sulukule is located in Neslisah and Hatice Sultan districts and connected to the 

Fatih Municipality in Istanbul. It is within the historic peninsula of Istanbul, 

next to the western part of the Theodosian Walls. Therefore, Sulukule is also a 

part of the World Heritage property, Historic Areas of Istanbul, which is under 

the protection of local and national authorities together with UNESCO World 

Heritage Centre and the World Heritage Committee.  

Sulukule is also claimed as the most ancient Romani neighbourhood in the 

world, established in the 11th century. Before the destruction of the buildings 

and the implementation of the project, roughly 80% of the local population was 

composed of Romani people, living in small single courtyard houses dating 

back to the Ottoman times. (Rroma Foundation, 2008) 
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However, Romani people are recognized as a dissonant community by the 

most of the society. Long time negligence of Romani community by the author-

ities, lack of investments and social projects in the neighbourhood confined 

those people to mostly unqualified jobs and street work, which resulted in poor 

consequences and a vicious circle for the community development. On the oth-

er hand, existing opportunities could not be exploited as well. Romani people 

are famous for their music and dance performances, and they used to perform 

to local and foreign tourist groups in entertainment houses in Sulukule. But, 

those houses were closed by the government in 1992, which led to a decline in 

socio-economic conditions of the community. Consequently, Romani people in 

Sulukule lost their main income resource after this decision. 

This long negligence of the neighbourhood was intervened by the develop-

ment of an urban transformation project for the Sulukule district in 2005. Fatih 

Municiality, together with Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality and Mass Hous-

ing Administration of Turkey (TOKİ), was in charge, and it was planned to im-

plement a comprehensive social project to minimize the negative impacts of 

socio-economic problems in the neighbourhood and improve the overall life 

quality.  

In technical terms, Sulukule, with its 90.000 m2 span, constituted 12 islands, 

10 streets, 3 main streets, 354 parcels and 22 registered monuments within the 

Transformation Project. 17 of the registered monuments were civil architectural 

pieces while the other 5 were memorial monuments. According to Fatih Munic-

ipality, this project aimed to turn Sulukule into a neighbourhood by means of 

modern infrastructure and robust buildings, which is in harmony with the ur-

ban and architectural characteristics of the historic peninsula of Istanbul.  

During the Omnidirectoral Property Rights Ownership Research as a part of 

project preparation, the legal archives were examined and the property right 

owners were clarified. The outcomes of the survey, as a part of this research 

and published on the official website of the Fatih Municipality, provided the 

deprived conditions of the district; 

 17 % of the population is composed of the Romani people in the region. 

The rest are the people who migrated to İstanbul from different parts 

of Turkey and they generally work in the service sector, belonging to 

the low-income level of the society. Therefore, this structure indicates 

that there is not a homogeneous cultural group in the district. (This re-

sult is in contrast with the Romani Foundation result of 80 % Romani 

population) 
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 31 % of the population is not literate, whereas 34 % is primary school, 5 

% is secondary school and 4 % is high school graduates. 

 There is no working person in 17 % of the families. Children are work-

ing in 13 % and women in 8 % of the families. However, most of those 

children and women workers are beggars. 

 77 % of the population does not have an income-generating job. 64 % 

work without insurance and 16 % have green card for the health care. 

 51 % of the population does not want to receive vocational education, 

while 37 % want. 

 91 % of the population knows about the Sulukule Urban Transfor-

mation Project while 9 % does not. 

 65 % thinks that the district will be demolished and rebuilt under the 

framework of the project, while 15 % thinks that they will be relocated 

to another district. 

 74 % wants to stay in Sulukule, while 26 % wants to move out. 

 79 % is in favour of structural changes in the district, while 21 % is 

against. 

 40 % of the residents are the property owners, while the rest is either 

tenant or occupant. 

 Problems of the district stem from, 41 % profanity-violence, 21 % pov-

erty, 14 % drugs. 

 56 % of the residents think that the district is different from İstanbul, 

whereas 44 % thinks the opposite. (Fatih Municipality 2006) 

Nonetheless, through the development and implementation process, there 

emerged a conflict between local community, civil initiatives and governmental 

authorities, stemming from different priorities, conflicting interests on the dis-

trict, lack of knowledge transparency and undemocratic decision-making. Ac-

cordingly, International Save Sulukule Campaign, which is supported by vari-

ous institutions, scholars, professionals and artists all over the world, was 

launched. The Sulukule Urban Transformation Project was criticised as an up-

rooting project, by being exclusive and not providing real solutions for the 

problems of the local community.  
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Despite the efforts of International Save Sulukule Campaign supporters, 

many institutions’ oppositions, highlighted concerns in various international 

reports on Turkey, Municipality insisted not to follow an inclusive approach 

and implemented the project as it was developed behind the closed doors. As 

far as the public opposition is concerned, Development and Solidarity of 

Sulukule Romani Culture Foundation, Alternative Sulukule Platform, STOP 

(Turkish abbreviation for ‚No Frontiers Autonomous Planners‛) at the local 

and, Everyone Group, Romani Community at the international level may be 

mentioned as the main initiatives which carried out the organization of pro-

tests, activities and campaigns. Besides, many artists (especially musicians), 

journalists and academicians supported this public reaction through their exhi-

bitions, site visits, articles and reports. Public opposition and concerned atmos-

phere in Sulukule were mentioned as critical issues, which should be solved 

through the leadership of governmental authorities, in UNESCO World Herit-

age Centre - ICOMOS Joint Mission reports in 2006, 2008 and 2009, UN-Habitat 

AGFE meeting on 1 September 2008, EU 2007 Turkey Progress Report, UN 

Human Rights Commission’s contacts with the government of the Republic of 

Turkey, USA-OSCE Helsinki Commission’s official letters to the Turkish gov-

ernment. Sulukule was also a matter of constant debate in the European Par-

liament.  

Nonetheless, even though the public reaction against the Sulukule Urban 

Transformation Project can be considered as a progress in the establishment of 

the civil society in Turkey, it is evident from the poor results that further strat-

egies are required to be developed. At this point, considering the more visible 

positive results of cultural tourism (as in Istanbul case), and governmental au-

thorities’ support on the tourism sector, tourism actors should play a more ac-

tive role in developing urban development strategies on cultural values and 

protection of local heritage, in collaboration with heritage actors. Keeping the 

state-centred and capital-oriented perspective of the Municipality in mind, the 

weak point of Sulukule public opposition can be defined as the lack of partici-

pation from the tourism sector and demonstration of potential cultural tourism 

gains. 

All things considered, the crucial point of this whole story is that a big 

chance was lost for the community development opportunities of the Romani 

people, Istanbul, its cultural diversity and its cultural tourism benefits. A big 

damage is irreversibly done to all layers of tangible and intangible cultural tex-

ture of the Sulukule neighborhood, which might have become one of the top 

cultural tourism attractions in Istanbul. Besides, the worst part is that many 
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Romani people, who used to live in the district, are still struggling with social 

alienation, lack of education and poverty. Thus, while Sulukule Urban Trans-

formation Project could have been utilized to rehabilitate the area, improve res-

idents’ life quality, reclaim and protect Romani culture, while promoting cul-

tural tourism and adding value to the image of Istanbul as a creative city, it was 

developed and implemented behind closed doors, with a capital-oriented strat-

egy, for limited number of people to gain real estate rant. 

Nowadays, further steps are being taken for improved collaboration be-

tween heritage and tourism actors. For instance, Europa Nostra Turkey was 

established in 2010 with a wide range of founding members, including Engin 

Baran, who is also a Board Member of Istanbul Tourist Guides Guild (IRO), 

and the Touring and Automobile Club of Turkey (TURING), which is dedicat-

ed to both tourism and the automobile sector. 

CONCLUSION 

Despite the contextual differences among the cases of Turkey and Colombia, it 

is clear that the complementarity between tourism and cultural heritage is 

achievable through increased collaboration. Utilizing multiple stakeholder ap-

proach and inclusive decision making mechanisms under the guidance of her-

itage and tourism actors, the policy makers can develop strategies in line with 

sustainable development, based on cultural values.  

The collaboration between tourism and heritage can provide methodologi-

cal insights for the culture sector, and conservation guidelines for cultural tour-

ism management and heritage conservation. In this sense, implementation of 

an interdisciplinary approach is of crucial importance through long-term col-

laboration under civil initiatives, NGOs and other institutions, in order to en-

force public institutions to prioritize cultural values and sustainable develop-

ment measure. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of a paper is a critical discussion on the application of a framework for tour-

ism disaster management and the response of governments and communities to cri-

ses and disasters. Perception of danger and threat might be decisive factors, which 

could undermine image, reputation, and competiveness of a country. The conceptual 

approach to research is based on the analysis and discussion of the applied models of 

crisis management especially in tourism settings. The theoretical and conceptual 

framework was strengthen by using of specific cases (Canada).  Main purposes of a 

paper is to overview and compare methodological and conceptual approaches of aca-

demics to crises and disasters in published articles dealing with the creation of pro-

active risk management models and their application. 

Key words: crisis management, competitive advantage, image, reputation, novelty 

and change, cultural differences. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Safety and security in tourism are important factors influencing tourists’ de-

mand. Countries, depending on tourism, experienced in a future tremendous 

economic consequences due to  external reasons as a result of natural causes or 

man-made infliction.  Vulnerability of tourism destinations is relatively high. 

Responses of different countries to these events depend on a variety of factors, 

especially the economic position, the model of governance, preparedness to 

cope a critical situation, reaction of international community, mass media and 

business culture.  As a consequence of crises and disasters, tourism activities 

usually decline, the image and competitiveness are undermined. A highly 

competitive destination does not exist by chance (Crouch & Ritchie, 2003; 

Vanhove, 2006). The most competitive destinations, for example Switzerland 

and Austria are also countries with high level of safety, security, and economic 

development. The interest of academics, focused on the tasks of safety and se-

curity, has been discussed in academic journals in the past ten years, especially 
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the 9/11 events in New York in 2001, but also other types of crises and disasters 

due to human inflictions or natural causes.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Main conceptual framework in the studied literature could be divided into spe-

cific categories. First group includes the studies dealing with the reasons of 

events as crises and disasters, the second group discusses the impacts of crises 

and disasters on economy, tourism performance, community, etc., and the last 

group is concerned with the attitudes and responds of stakeholders. Each con-

cept requires different methodological approach. The authors as Faulkner 

(2001), Heath (1998), Miller and Ritchie (2003), Paraskevas and Arendell (2007), 

Faulkner and Vikulov (2001), etc. discussed in their articles about the models, 

which could be used in a case of crises and disasters predominantly in tourism 

destinations. The second group of authors was dealing with crises manage-

ment, for example  Sonmez and Graefe, 1998, etc.  

Predominant approach to the research of crises and disasters was embraced 

by using the inductive research approach (observation, searching for some spe-

cific patterns of events and their reasons). The authors; for instance, Faulkner 

and Vikulov (2001), used a broader amount of research and academic literature, 

which allowed to understand more deeply crises and disasters. The inductive 

approach was applied in the articles of Faulkner and Vikulov (1999), Miller and 

Ritchie (2003), Ritchie (2004), Paraskevas and Arendell (2007).   

Some authors tried to develop generic model suitable not only for tourism 

destinations. Faulkner (2001) applied a deep inductive approach in order to 

construct generic model of crisis and disasters. Ritchie (2004 underlined a ne-

cessity of more holistic and strategic approach.  Hence, models are more useful 

for studies of the first group of conceptual approach, e. g. the reasons of crises 

and disasters and the roles of stakeholders during these events. However, some 

authors as Paraskevas and Arrendell (2007) shifted further risk assessment re-

search of crisis management to the different methodological approach by ques-

tioning particular destination stakeholders, corporate and government repre-

sentatives, policy makers and planners about their preparedness to deal with 

crises and disasters. As the authors stated, “the purpose was to produce insight 

rather to test theory, the study was inductive in nature and used a qualitative, 

interpretative approach” (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). Their research 

revealed through interviewing of experts on corporate and government securi-

ty, safety, tourism policy and planning some controversial aspects of former 

research approaches based on compiling of theoretical frameworks without 
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testing the attitudes of stakeholders. A research underlined necessity of co-

operative approach of all stakeholders, compatible jurisdiction, allocation of 

financial resources, etc. Thus, pragmatic approach to the studied topic revealed 

important gaps between managerial theoretical approach and practice. Similar 

experience was perceived after the implication of pro-active generic models in 

real settings, where were used interviews with individual tourism operators 

and DMOs representatives, which allowed deeper insight into the topic of cri-

ses and disasters. In this case is visible a complicated character of tourism re-

search, where knowledge in tourism could be approached from two angles. 

One is delineated by the multidisciplinary character of tourism studies rather 

than a single discipline. It causes blending of academic disciplines by the impli-

cation of the statement of “knowing that” (e.g. what we know that we know) 

(Echtner & Jamal, 1997) together with specific disciplines, which are close to 

tourism studies (sociology, psychology, geography, anthropology).  However, 

in case of managerial decisions in tourism, the second type of knowledge, e.g. 

“procedural knowledge (“knowing how”), based on professional practice of 

tourism management and marketing, has to be implemented.   

As a consequence, if some researchers tried to understand impacts of tour-

ism stakeholders and business environment (second concept) to crises and dis-

asters, or attitudes of community and stakeholders (third concept), this ap-

proach required totally different paradigmatic approach. For example, for stud-

ies of attitudes and responds of stakeholders researchers used in the studied 

articles such methods as phenomenology and interpretive approach, which are 

based on understanding of real experiences of participants. Moreover, in some 

case studies were described peculiarities in the implementation of generic 

models into specific cultural or business environments.   

Some researchers applied post-positivist approach and studied the impact 

of two variables, frequency and severity of terrorist events on the decline of 

demand. Quantitative methods, based on survey research, have been applied in 

research on changing attitudes of visitors to the destination after crisis and dis-

asters.   

A case study, used in Katherine flooding research, was based on the impli-

cation of Faulkner’s generic pro-active risk management model.  Prideaux, 

Laws and Faulkner (2003) discussed the application of forecasting methods by 

blending qualitative and quantitative methods. Forecasting methods could be 

useful to predict some developments, but not the consequences, and the au-

thors stated (Prideaux, Laws & Faulkner, 2003).  That “understanding the im-
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pact that unexpected disruption may have on tourism flows is important for 

forecasters, planners, investors and operators”. 

The studied conceptual and methodological approaches to crises and disas-

ters in the academic literature enabled to understand deeper the impediments 

of research of crises and disasters. The following research on the content of lit-

erature dealing with crisis and disasters managerial approaches required spe-

cific methodology and methods.   

METHODOLOGY 

The method of content analysis of the articles in existing journals and the sec-

ondary sources on internet and in publications was used in research. The main 

focus of the article was on the application of model of crisis and disasters and 

the specific case studies from inflicted countries (predominantly Canada, SARS 

case study). 

Tourism studies research is rather complicated where might be visible an in-

fluence of different epistemologies and disciplines. For this reason, first phase 

of research was dealing with a question how different authors approached a 

topic of studies from the methodological point of view. 

In the second phase were discussed specific articles dealing with crises and 

disasters, especially   the application of models of risk management in tourism 

and a comparison of specific cases based on secondary research of existing 

journal materials and case studies from inflicted areas, especially from Canada 

(SARS outbreak in Toronto in 2003 and the impacts of the outbreak on econo-

my and tourism of Ontario).   

RESULTS  

Drawing from insight academic literature published in journals since 1999 till 

now on crises and disasters, most published articles were trying to develop 

deeper understanding based on previous academic work in this field. Scholars 

discussed especially the applicability of models, complications with the imple-

mentation, managerial tasks and the application of models in culturally diverse 

environment. The marketing recovery strategy revealed a crucial role of mass 

media.   

Some articles discussed the applicability of models into real situations. For 

example, in 2001 was used generic pro-active risk management model in Foot 

and Mouth Disease outbreak in Great Britain and the same model in 1998 dur-
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ing the flooding in Australia (Katherine floods). The academic discussions tried 

to divide crises and disasters into specific groups based on infliction. The goal 

was to generate a set of rules or managerial approaches during crises and dis-

asters in a form of a holistic model of disaster management strategy. As a re-

sult, Faulkner’s pro-active generic risk management model or Ritchie’s holistic 

model was generated, but disputable was the applicability of created models.   

Academics predominantly expressed consensus in a matter of division of 

crises and disasters into two groups, but could not find a boundary between 

them. For example, in Fig. 1. (Faulkner, 2001) a case of Lockerbie caused by 

human infliction, was named by Faulkner as a disaster, but the classification of 

this event was a terrorist attack in the air industry. This table was created be-

fore 2001 and general knowledge on crises and disasters did not experience 

such events as 9/11 or Bali terrorist attack, terrorist attack in Egypt, Tsunami in 

Asia, SARS outbreak in Asia and Toronto, Canada. The emerging events later 

even more pointed out at the necessity to deal with this topic generally, not on-

ly in tourism content because a tourism destination is also a place with local 

people and local industry.   

 

 

Figure 1.  Crises and disasters           Source: Faulkner, 2001: 137. 

 

The authors dealing with crises and disasters (Faulkner, 2001, Ritchie, 2004) 

criticized problems of “inept management structures and practices or a failure 

to adapt to change”. Ritchie (2004) added that “a crises implies the need for 

change to prevent the situation occurring again, while a disaster requires re-

sponses to limit the impacts.” As the author explains, important is the ability to 
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act or change the situation, not only to define a type of events based on inflic-

tion. In some cases could bear features of both events, as for example Foot and 

Mouth Disease outbreak (health care negligence with a serious ripple effect on 

agriculture, tourism).  

The authors had a problem with a definition of crisis and disasters, for ex-

ample Selbst (1978) defined crisis as “any action or failure to act that interferes 

with an organization’s ongoing functions….that has a detrimental personal ef-

fect as perceived by the majority of its employees, clients and constituents”. 

The problem with this definition is that it only defines crises, and as Faulkner 

stated, “Selbst’s definition of crisis seems to exclude situations where the sur-

vival of an organization of community is placed in jeopardy because of events 

over which those involved have little control.”  

During the development of different types of crises and disasters, evident 

was a shift from crisis management models (Coombs, 1999) to pro-active risk 

management models (Faulkner, 2001) or holistic models (Ritchie, 2004; UN-

WTO, 2005), which was perceived as “an established management decision-

making aid……for pro-active decision making that continuously assesses po-

tential risks, prioritizes the risks and implements strategies to cope with those 

risks” (Pacific Asia Travel Association, 2003). Creation of a generic model by 

Faulkner underlined a necessity for pro-active approach to tourism disaster 

management, continuous assessment of risks, development of scenarios in the 

pre-event stage and use of forecasting techniques. His attempt to generate this 

type of model for tourism destinations is contributory and positive because all 

former crises management models were developed for business environment 

(Pauchant’s and Mitroff’s model (1992), Ritchie’s model, Faulkner and Viku-

lov’s models, etc.  Faulkner’s generic pro-active risk management model was 

used in the 2001 Foot and Mouth Outbreak in the United Kingdom, which was 

a case of a crisis in agriculture; however, the ripple effect on tourism industry 

in the United Kingdom was evident.  

More discussion is needed on perception of disaster management frame-

work of models (re-active models) and pro-active risk management models as 

has been stated by some academics in academic journals. First academic, who 

identified these two approaches to model creation in crisis and disasters, was 

Heath (1998) who mentioned the traditional crisis management approach and 

the risk management approach. Miller and Ritchie (2003) added that “the tradi-

tional crisis management approach involves no initial (pre-crisis) planning or 

management (Fig. 2).  
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Figure 2. A traditional approach to a crisis              

 

And the role of risk management approach “is to respond to the crisis and 

manage the impacts effectively and efficiently (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. A risk management approach to a crisis        Source: Heath (1998); Miller & Ritchie (2003). 

 

The application of the same model in different type of disaster or crises and 

in different countries, cultures, might be a real constraint. Almost ten years lat-

er, Campiranon and Scott (2007) revealed “that national culture has a signifi-

cant impact on crisis management”. To support this idea, Heath (1998) noted 

that “responses of different governmental representatives to crises and disas-

ters are based on their cultural rules”. Specifically, he mentioned that “after the 

1995 Kobe earthquake Japanese cultural orientation toward bottom-up consen-
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sus in decision-making also affected the timeliness of the response.” Eastern 

cultures do not react the same way as western cultures, and their hierarchical 

approach to the decision-making process could be a strong argument that ge-

neric would not be implemented in the same way as it would be in western so-

cieties. Some form of criticism also lies in adoption of similar management 

methods to different management environments. “For example, some authors 

as Fan and Zigang (2004) compared the differences between reaction of Ameri-

can and Chinese managers while dealing with uncertain situation: “having a 

high uncertainty avoidance culture, Chinese managers normally lack and ad-

venturous spirit and the sense of risk. On the other hand, low uncertainty 

avoidance American managers are more likely to accept risk.” These examples 

only confirm what the other authors discussed as being in impertinent situation 

for implementation of models in different environments. Thus, academics as 

Faulkner mentioned this possibility by stating that “different internal cultures 

and modus operandi barriers to communication and co-operation between or-

ganizations” (Faulkner, 2001).  

In addition, Camiranon and Scott (2007) discussed the influence of socio-

cultural concepts on the successful implementation of crises management strat-

egies in organizations or different entities.  Johnson and Peppas (2003) men-

tioned that “crisis intensity varies from country to country and culture to cul-

ture, which means that it is very important that crisis response plans are devel-

oped for a specific location.” The authors Okumus and Karamustafa (2005) 

stated that the success of each pro-active model depends on national culture 

and in some cultures “despite experiencing so many severe disasters, both 

tourism organizations and government officials still ignore the need to employ 

a pro-active approach to managing crises. This is perhaps a partial reflection of 

the national culture in Turkey’s business environment.” In Turkish culture reli-

ance on public sector interference is not identical as for example in western cul-

tures. The existence of different approaches of governments and cultures to cri-

ses and disasters is evident and this might influence also particular stages of 

recovery process described in generic models.  

The above stated authors (Faulkner, Ritchie, Paraskevas & Arrendell) men-

tioned the role of mass media during crises and disasters. Media could become 

so called two-edge sword of media involvement in crises as being a helpful fac-

tor in dissemination of information, but also a hindering factor that creates 

more chaos and ruins image of a destination. Frisby (2002) studied the impact 

of media and public relations after the outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease in 

Great Britain in 2001 and 9/11 in New York in 2001 and studied the role of BTA 
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(British Tourist Authority), dealing with marketing and promotion of Great 

Britain overseas and creation of image of Great Britain as a destination. Image 

is crucial for destinations’ competitiveness because creation of image in the 

marketing concepts is a long-period process, and visitors tend to respond 

quickly and avoid to visit problematic destinations. As Frisby (2002) comment-

ed “BTA created a public relations strategy and program to fulfill its objectives 

in re-establishing tourism from overseas as rapidly as possible” Similarly, Fall 

(2004) discussed about the role of mass media and public relations after crisis 

and disasters occur and stated that “crisis has the potential to impact negative-

ly on an organization’s image”. Faulkner (2001) commented that “media outlets 

can help by dissemination warnings…however they can also hinder emergency 

operations by spreading false information.” Recovery stage of the generic mod-

el includes the media communication strategy and the role of media and recov-

ery marketing strategies is crucial for a success of a recovery. Faulkner (2001) 

added that “a media communication strategy… (is) essential in order to ensure 

that misleading and contradicting information”. However, in some discussed 

articles were used examples opposing the description of the media communica-

tion strategy and criticized their attempts to exaggerate.  In some cases media 

reports have a potential to have a devastating impact on disaster-affected des-

tinations.  This scenario was confirmed also in SARS outbreak in Canada in 

2003, specifically in Toronto. The following case study revealed the danger of 

crisis on the economic performance and visitation.  

Case study in Canada   

The outbreak of SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) did not have an 

extreme impact on mortality of people because only 45 people died, but an 

immediate effect was evident in tourism industry.  Over 1/3 of 95 000 employ-

ees in tourism was laid off (based on Smith Travel Research) after the SARS 

outbreak and total decrease of tourism revenue due to SARS was  500 million  

in Toronto, Ontario in the following months. From April to June 2004, the 

number of international visitors declined 14%, their spending declined 13% and 

the travel deficit in the income from international tourism was over 1.1 billion 

CAD together with the decrease of employment in tourism by 2.4% (Wall, 2006; 

KPMG; PKF Consulting). Inflicted were also businesses in Toronto, not only in 

tourism, but generally. For instance,   restaurants   experienced 20 – 30% de-

cline, and other services (education, health and social services, retail) were also 

hit due to SARS outbreak.  Additionally, at least five major conventions and 

events were cancelled (over 20 000 attendees, cancellation of bus tours, music 
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concerts), etc. Ontario is one of major economic powers besides Alberta, which 

contributes by 40 % to Canada’s GDP and Toronto is a creator of 20 % of GDP 

(1 billion CAD off in 2003). Based on secondary research of Wall (2006), KPMG, 

PKF Consulting sources, the Federal government invested to public sector ad-

ditionally  650 million CAD on tax relief of inflicted business,  discounts of 

prices of flight tickets, PR events, 25 million CAD marketing campaign due to 

the SARS outbreak. The businesses in Toronto were given 5 month tourism tax 

holiday and 10 million CAD was spent on business recovery strategy. Provin-

cial government added 118 million CAD for SARS Recovery package (66.8 

CAD – global confidence in Toronto, 9 million CAD on event marketing, 8 mil-

lion CAD on events. Total revenue loss in Toronto in April 2003 compared to 

April 2002 was 97 mil. CAD, compared to other Canadian cities as Montreal 

(17,1 mil. CAD), Ottawa (7,1 mil.  CAD), Calgary (6,2 mil. CAD) or Vancouver 

(39,4 mil. CAD). The impacts of SARS on hotel market in the first quarter of 

2003 compared to the same period of 2002 revealed %-age decrease in all prov-

inces of Canada, but major decrease was indicated in Ontario (- 18,5 %) com-

pared to the total decrease (-11,0 %). The same source of information (Confer-

ence Board of Canada) discussed the impact of SARS crises on economic activi-

ty at Pearson International Airport in Toronto, where the loss in revenues in the 

2nd quarter of 2003 were 403,7 mil. CAD. These outcomes testify on the im-

portance of the phase of recovery and especially the creation of image and co-

operation with media in the recovery phase.  

Except the investment incentives in the process or recovery, Faulkner’s pro-

active management model underlined the importance of media communication 

strategy. The role of media has been confirmed also in SARS outbreak case in 

Toronto, where the information could even undermine the fragile economic 

situation. It is the most sensitive case how governments approach the situation 

and especially how media objectively report on the crisis. Marra (1998; Ritchie, 

2004) noted “that poor communication strategies can often make the crisis 

worse”. Public perception during crises and disasters is crucial, and Heath 

(1998) stated that “crises management is as much about dealing with human 

perception about the crisis and the management of crisis as it is about physical-

ly resolving the crisis situation”. For example, despite the devastating outcome 

of Izmit earthquake in Turkey in 1999, a positive lesson learned from this disas-

ter was a strong coordinative campaign and effective communication and pub-

lic relation campaign that helped to overcome the catastrophic damages.  
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CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, it is important to mention that some authors were concerned 

with the applicability of models and the question was not how models should 

be constructed, but who will bear responsibilities and how models will operate 

in real settings. 

The authors critically approached the fact that existence of pro-active risk 

management models is a golden rule to solve managerial decisions. As Wall 

indicated (2006) “it is important to consider who should bear the risk – and the 

answer will vary from place to place and with the nature of the risks.” Every 

situation and environment is different and the authors in their articles men-

tioned even different settings of applicability of models, for example Faulkner 

(2001) discussed in his article about the responsibilities of communities to act 

during critical situations (in this case in tourism setting); Paraskevas and Ar-

rendell (2007), by developing discussion on terrorist events as crises in tourism 

setting, underlined the role of DMOs in implementation of risk management 

models.  

These discussions; however revealed interesting facts and questions that be-

fore the implementation of models have to be resolved such problems, as suffi-

cient authority of entities, little control, creation of financial resources, co-

operation among stakeholders, role of government in external situations, lack 

of proper jurisdiction, etc. Moreover, some authors; for instance Faulkner 

(2001) did not mention specifically the responsibilities of particular members in 

community, which are critical for the successful application of models in real 

settings. Ritchie (2004) stated “the type of crisis and disaster and its magnitude 

will impact upon stakeholders in different ways.” In other words, different re-

actions and settings will be required in the case of air strike (with the impact on 

tourist and other travelers) and the large-scale disasters and crises with more 

devastating impacts, not only on tourism.  

For this reason, it is complicated to create generic models; on the other 

hand, it is worthwhile to attempt to do so and to protect other entities in an af-

fected region from collateral damage. Generic models have been applied in typ-

ical western countries as Great Britain and Australia, but some authors ex-

pressed their hesitation of applicability of generic models in non-western envi-

ronment and eastern cultures.  

The attempts to devise an universal model for tourism destinations was 

based on life-long academic expertise of scholars and their studies. For exam-

ple, Faulkner implied extremely thorough approach through explaining the 
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definitions and former research. However, even the most logical and conceptu-

al approach could create impediments in the implementation. For instance, the 

generic model could not be fully implemented in all environments as formally 

intended. One of the reason, as Hofstede (2001) indicated, was “that people 

from different national cultures tend to have different styles of management.” 

Many studied articles, discussing the risk management strategies, were fin-

ished before the situation has become even more emerging, but some articles 

appeared in academic journals especially in the last decade and revealed a ne-

cessity to pay more attention to this problem. The authors were preoccupied 

with the idea of creation of generic pro-active models, which will be useful for 

detrimental situations. In some case, models were simulated during the disas-

trous situations and revealed that human society is rather complicated.  

Important fact is that creation of models shifted human’s curiosity ahead 

and raised a necessity of further research dealing not only with the applicabil-

ity of models, but reactions and attitudes of stakeholders, community, govern-

ment. Body of studied literature and its review enabled to explore constraints 

in implementation of models or risk management, as for example complexity of 

human society and its multicultural character, discuss the role of mass media 

and public relations in the recovery process, and define the differences among 

crises and disasters. For tourism and its performance and competitiveness, risk 

management discourse needs to be taken into consideration because tourism 

activities and performance are dependant on safe and secure environment and 

positive image is crucial for destinations.  
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ABSTRACT 

This evaluation takes the data from studies conducted by the authors in the Bow Val-

ley of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Data analysis and interpretation targets prefer-

ences for amenity attributes of recreation opportunities and how these contribute to 

mountain recreation lifestyles of resident groups (permanent and nonpermanent). The 

comparative evaluation includes information from a 2004 Recreation Needs survey of 

full-time permanent residents in the Town of Canmore, the 2006 Town of Canmore 

Second Home Owner survey and 2009 focus group and interview results where 

Canmore and Banff residents articulated their ‘lived experiences’ as recreation life-

styles.  Data analysis and results show that there are significant differences of prefer-

ences for recreational amenity attributes by different resident groups. Key to this ex-

amination is the recreational opportunities available in and around the Bow Valley 

Corridor of Alberta as representative of attractive Canadian Rocky Mountain land-

scapes. 

Key words: amenity attributes, recreation, second homes. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

“I find living in the Bow Valley you are able to integrate leisure and recreation  

into small parts of one’s day, rather than just wanting to do it on a weekend  

or in the evenings. It’s all part of the experience (2009 Interviewee: Banff Male).” 

This statement reflects the attraction of the Bow Corridor in Alberta to resident 

recreationalists. It reflects a mountain lifestyle that integrates outdoor recrea-

tion attributes and activities into an all-encompassing quality of life.  Bow Cor-

ridor recreational landscapes are the result of the natural beauty of a Montane 

ecosystem which extends along valley corridors and disappears up the sides of 
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steeply tilted and folded mountains.  At higher elevations biodiversity reflects 

fragile Alpine ecosystems located on features carved by a glacial past and, for 

the present, still covered by snow and receding glaciers and ice fields.  Canadi-

an Rocky Mountain landscapes feature some unique flora and fauna (such as 

grizzly bear and mountain goat), diversified recreational opportunities and a 

perceived healthy ‘lived experience’ by visitors and residents alike.   

The Towns of Canmore and Banff, situated twenty-five kilometers apart 

along the Trans-Canada Highway in the Bow Corridor of Alberta, are magnets 

for amenity migrants: People seeking to escape urban environments and asso-

ciated problems and move closer to wilderness and mountain recreational 

landscapes (Gloriosa & Moss, 2007; Moss, 2008).   In these locations, and in 

most of the Canadian Rockies, both permanent resident and second home rec-

reational opportunities are valued for close proximity to protected ecosystems 

and the internationally recognized ski areas of the five mountain national park 

system.  While the Town of Banff, located in Banff National Park, does not ac-

commodate second home residences due to national park policies (Canadian 

Heritage, 1999), the nearby Town of Canmore has actively marketed the town-

site as a second home and outdoor recreational destination.   

 

 
Figure 1. Bow Valley Corridor in Alberta, Canada (Robin Poitras 2009) 

 

It has been established that second home owners have tended to emphasize 

different needs than permanent residents of amenity-driven communities (Bux-

ton 2009; McNicol & Buxton, 2009; Asgary et al., 2011; Brida et al., 2011).  These 

differences have generally translated into recommendations about governance 

and policies for economic development and community growth.  An increased 
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accessibility and mobility as well as increased amounts of leisure time have 

contributed to a growing interest in second home tourism and how second 

home residents may prove different than permanent residents of these growth 

communities? 

At the same time, differences from comparisons between resident groups are 

not easily articulated. Groups of circular-patterned migrants, such as second 

home owners, tend to be sporadic, seasonal, monthly, or weekend users of 

communities and not easily captured in resident surveys. These nonpermanent 

and part-time residents often are not present when the survey is circulated or 

they respond poorly to mail questionnaires due to the factor of distance of the 

primary residence. Most past resident surveys in the Bow Corridor have been 

unsuccessful at capturing credible samples of second home residents (Harg-

roup, 2004) due to low return rates. This paper presents in-depth and useful 

information about second home owners from some of the first successful sur-

veys to capture both permanent and nonpermanent recreational preferences 

and link these to interview responses of associated lifestyle observations by 

Banff and Canmore residents.  Analysis and interpretation targets preferences 

for attributes of recreation and how these contribute to mountain recreation 

lifestyles, or the ‘lived experience’ of permanent and nonpermanent resident 

groups.   

RECREATION AND SECOND HOMES  

The concept of amenity migration was developed and initially used by Laurence 

Moss in 1994.  This concept can directly be linked to tourism hence the often 

used second home resident label of amenity tourism migrant, yet the goal of the 

amenity migrant is to reside for a period of time rather than to solely visit the 

destination.  At the same time, these nonpermanent ‘tourist residents’ seek out 

places perceived to possess extraordinary natural and cultural resources that 

were not available within their previous (or permanent) places of residence 

(Stewart, 2000; Moore, 2006; Moss, 2006a; Moss, 2006b).   

Over time, second home issues have firmly manifested as an interdiscipli-

nary subject area.  A useful and encompassing compilation of studies has been 

published by Chraca and Marcouiller 2010 about second home studies as they 

link to planning and policy recommendations and initiatives.  Many of these 

articles target rural community development and indirectly link results and 

recommendations around ‘recreational lifestyles’.  Community researchers and 

planners often assume that recreation and tourism amenities are important in-

centives that entice both seasonal and permanent development and growth in 
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rural communities (Dillman, 1979; Knapp & Graves, 1989; Snepenger et al., 

1995). 

Coverage of studies that link directly recreation, amenity migration and se-

cond homes is less prevalent, although most of the important literature refers 

to second homes as ‘recreational properties’ without clearly detailing a direct 

link to recreational attributes or activities (Chipeniuk, 2008).  One article that 

incorporates the social aspects of ecotourism with recreational lifestyles is 

Buckley (2005) yet, even here, the emphasis is on anecdotal environmental im-

pacts rather than the attributes of recreation. 

Geographical location also is closely integrated with leisure and recreation 

as a motive for mobility and choice of a destination (Glorioso & Moss, 2006).  

Amenity migration has been rapid to communities in the Canadian Rockies 

and Alberta since the late 1990s (Godde, Price & Zimmerman, 2000; Chipeniuk, 

2005;  Robinson & Stark, 2006;  Buxton, 2009;  Stefanick, 2010). While some at-

tractive attributes are generically important in most destinations, such as the 

beauty of natural scenery and surroundings (Glorioso & Moss, 2006), perceived 

amenities that have attracted and increased the permanent resident population 

over time are proving different in type than many that are attracting amenity 

migration of second home owners to the Bow Corridor of Alberta (Buxton, 

2009; McNicol & Buxton, 2009).  

Permanent and Nonpermanent Resident Populations  

The Town of Canmore’s permanent population is 12,317 individuals (Town of 

Canmore, 2011) but the total population may increase on busy weekends and in 

the summer season to about eighteen thousand through the influx of transient 

labor and second home usage (Buxton, 2009).  The overall rate of change for the 

two populations of permanent and nonpermanent residents is different with 

recent decrease in the rate of growth of the permanent population to less than 

2%, while the rate of growth in second home numbers remains in the double-

digit percentage (Town of Canmore, 2011).   Observation suggests that some of 

this second home growth has more recently been deterred by the global eco-

nomic down turn, especially for foreign investment real estate markets.  

There exist key differences between the permanent residents and the second 

home owners for population composition and demographic make-up in 

Canmore.  Permanent residents tend to span the 25-54 age cohorts while the 

majority of second home owners are baby boomers in the 40-65 age brackets 

(McNicol & Buxton, 2009; Town of Canmore, 2011).  The second home market 
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is dominated by residents from urban areas in Canada.  In fact, what is often 

referred to as an active Canadian market is really a majority market composed 

of people from Alberta’s two largest cities:  Calgary and Edmonton (McNicol 

and Sasges 2008).  International second home markets to Canmore are strong 

for the United States, dominated by California (23%), Texas (14.6%) and Florida 

(9.2%) residents, and the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, with 78.2% of 

these second home seekers from England (McNicol & Sages, 2008). 

The Town of Banff has a different population composition and demographic 

then the Town of Canmore. Residents of Banff must work and prove a ‘need to 

reside’ to maintain a permanent residence in the national park town.  Second 

homes are not welcome in the Town of Banff which is located within Banff Na-

tional Park proper.  The population of Banff is 8,244 with 7,251 permanent resi-

dents and 933 considered temporary or transient residents (those that stay for 

short-term periods and work) (Town of Banff, 2011).  More than half of the 

population is between the ages of 20-49 and almost a quarter of the population 

is between 20 and 29 (Town of Banff, 2011). Permanent residents tend to be 

parks employees, owners of businesses and fulltime workers for the service 

and tourism enterprises in the Bow Corridor. Temporary or transient residents 

work in the food and beverage, accommodation or tourism retail trade (Town 

of Banff, 2011). 

RECREATION STUDIES AND METHODS  

This article places emphasis on identified categories of recreational amenities in 

The Bow Corridor of Alberta. Results are presented that confirm significant 

recreational preferences about the importance of recreational attributes be-

tween the two key amenity migrant groups of 1) full-time permanent residents 

and 2) nonpermanent second home owners in the Town of Canmore. This 

evaluation divides the results of the nonpermanent second home owner prefer-

ences into the three key submarkets of 1) Canada, 2) the United States and 3) 

the United Kingdom. This comparative evaluation includes data from the 2004 

Recreation Needs survey of full-time permanent residents in the Town of 

Canmore with the 2006 Town of Canmore Second Home Owner survey results.  

Finally, the comparative results are evaluated within the context of 2009 focus 

group and interview results of selected Canmore and Banff residents. This 2009 

research involved five focus groups with Banff and Canmore residents, a five-

person qualitative interview study of Canmore second-home owners, and a 

twenty four person qualitative interview study to investigate the ‘lived experi-

ence’ of recreation and leisure by permanent residents of the Bow Valley.  This 
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study interpreted the ‘lived experiences’ of Canmore and Banff residents:  

What is collectively referred to here as the recreation connection. These studies 

are summarized for clarity in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of recreation studies and methods 

Recreation Study 
 

Population Size Sample Size Return % 

Town of Canmore Recreation 
Master Plan Telephone 
Survey (2004) 

Permanent Residents 
N=400 

n=400  

Town of Canmore Second 
Home Owner  Mail Survey 
(2006) 

Canada N=635 
United States N=269 
United Kingdom N=96 

n=328 
n=137 
n=48 

51.65 
56.37 
50.00 

Bow Corridor  Lifestyle Focus 
Groups and Interviews(2009) 

5 Focus Groups 
5 Second Home Owner  Interviews 
24 Permanent Resident Interviews 

  

Permanent vs. Nonpermanent Resident Recreation Attribute Preferences 

A main goal of the initial comparative survey study was to gain insight and 

understanding into the similarities and differences about recreational attribute 

preferences by different resident groups; both permanent and nonpermanent.  

This type of comparative analysis requires inferential statistics that use signifi-

cance testing to understand which differences are credible (or significant) be-

tween the resident groups targeted. A Mann-Whiney U non-parametric signifi-

cance test was used to identify significant differences of preferences between 

recreational attribute categories comparing permanent and nonpermanent res-

ident groups. Data analysis compared a single multi-response question, includ-

ed in both the 2004 Recreation Needs survey and the 2006 Canmore Second 

Home Owner survey, where respondents were provided with a list of recrea-

tion attributes and instructed to rate the importance of each attribute toward 

their recreational needs in the Town of Canmore. Recreation attributes rated for 

importance by resident groups were: 

 The trails and parks found with the town-site area; 

 The trails and parks surrounding  the town for camping and hiking and 

other recreation opportunities; 

 Drop-in opportunities at the Recreation Centre or other town operated 

facilities; 

 Festivals and special events; 

 Recreation and leisure in the mountains around the town; 

 Other commercial recreation opportunities (these were not listed for re-

spondents). 
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Data for the category of the attribute of ‘trails and parks surrounding the 

town for camping and hiking and outdoor recreation opportunities’ was not 

evaluated for the permanent resident group since this category was not includ-

ed in the 2004 Recreation Needs Survey but subsequently added to the 2006 

Town of Canmore Second Home Survey.   

The number of responses for each option was compared using the Mann-

Whiney U non-parametric significance test. The results of the statistical test 

were studied and all significant relationships were identified based on the al-

pha value of 0.05.  For each grouping of survey categories all questions with a 

Z score value of less than 0.01 were identified as being significantly different, 

therefore implying that the samples of survey respondents were from two dif-

ferent populations. Table 2 shows numerical distributions of survey results and 

lists the final comparison of differences between all resident groups (both per-

manent and nonpermanent) identified in bold with significant differences be-

tween groups highlighted in the far right-side column. 

Table 2. Between resident group differences; significant differences for recreational attributes are in 

bold. 

Not at all 

important

Somewhat 

important
Important

Very 

Important

Don't 

Know/ 

Blank 

 Significantly Different 

From:

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Trails and Parks w/in Town 7 (2.3) 26 (8.7) 38 (12.7) 225 (75.3) 3 (1.0) CDN-Perm; 

Trails and Parks Outside Town 10 (3.4) 31 (10.4) 63 (21.1) 191 (64.1) 3 (1.0)

Drop-in Rec 70 (23.5) 84 (28.2) 78 (26.2) 57 (19.1) 8 (2.7) CDN-Perm; 

Registered Programs 109 (0.3) 98 (33.0) 45 (15.2) 34 (11.4) 9 (3.0) CDN-Perm; 

Festivals and Special Events 17 (36.7) 77 (26.0) 110 (37.0) 75 (25.3) 4 (1.3)

Recreation and Leisure 5 (1.7) 12 (4.0) 59 (19.7) 218 (72.9) 5 (1.7) CDN-Perm; 

Other Commercial Rec. 25 (8.4) 80 (26.8) 101 (33.9) 88 (29.4) 3 (1.0) UK; US; CDN-Perm; 

Not at all 

important

Somewhat 

important
Important

Very 

Important

Don't 

Know/ 

Blank 

 Significantly Different 

From:

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Trails and Parks w/in Town 14 (3.5) 20 (5.0) 110 (27.5) 256 (64.0) 0 (0.0) CDN; US

Trails and Parks Outside Town no comparative data

Drop-in Rec 72 (18.0) 86 (21.5) 114 (28.5) 118 (29.5) 10 (2.5) CDN; UK; US

Registered Programs 81 (20.2) 74 (18.5) 109 (27.2) 127 (31.8) 9 (2.2) CDN; US

Festivals and Special Events 54 (13.5) 77 (19.2) 128 (32.0) 141 (35.2) 0 (0.0)

Recreation and Leisure 23 (5.8) 31 (7.8) 81 (20.52) 264 (66.0) 1 (0.2) CDN; UK; US

Other Commercial Rec. 89 (22.2) 93 (23.2) 110 (27.5) 75 (18.8) 33 (8.2) CDN; UK; US

Not at all 

important

Somewhat 

important
Important

Very 

Important

Don't 

Know/ 

Blank 

 Significantly Different 

From:

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Trails and Parks w/in Town 0 (0.0) 1 (2.3) 9 (20.1) 34 (77.3) 0 (0.0)

Trails and Parks Outside Town 0 (0.0) 1 (2.3) 8 (18.2) 35 (79.5) 0 (0.0)

Drop-in Rec 1 (2.3) 19 (41.3) 12 (27.3) 12 (27.3) 0 (0.0)

Registered Programs 8 (18.2) 20 (45.5) 6 (13.6) 10 (22.7) 0 (0.0) CDN-Perm

Festivals and Special Events 4 (9.1) 9 (20.1) 15 (34.1) 15 (34.1) 0 (0.0)

Recreation and Leisure 1 (2.3) 1 (2.3) 3 (6.8) 39 (88.6) 0 (0.0) CDN-Perm

Other Commercial Rec. 0 (0.0) 8 (18.2) 14 (31.8) 22 (50.0) 0 (0.0) CDN; CDN-Perm

Not at all 

important

Somewhat 

important
Important

Very 

Important

Don't 

Know/ 

Blank 

 Significantly Different 

From:

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Trails and Parks w/in Town 1 (0.8) 5 (4.1) 21 (17.4) 97 (78.9) 0 (0.0) CDN-Perm

Trails and Parks Outside Town 2 (1.6) 6 (4.9) 17 (13.9) 97 (79.5) 0 (0.0)

Drop-in Rec 29 (24.0) 40 (33.1) 27 (22.3) 21 (17.4) 4 (3.3) CDN-Perm

Registered Programs 42 (34.7) 38 (31.4) 22 (18.2) 17 (14.0) 2 (1.7) CDN-Perm

Festivals and Special Events 12 (9.8) 39 (32.0) 38 (31.1) 32 (26.2) 1 (0.)

Recreation and Leisure 1 (0.8) 6 (5.0) 20 (16.8) 91 (76.5) 1 (0.8) CDN-Perm

Other Commercial Rec. 6 (5.0) 21 (17.4) 55 (45.5) 39 (32.2) 0 (0.0) CDN; CDN-Perm
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Similarities for Recreation Attributes  

A lack of a significant value between sample groups will reveal similarities 

about the importance of the recreation attribute amongst the resident groups.  

Both permanent residents and all second home owners, from all countries, 

agree on the similar high importance of one attribute: Festivals and special 

events in this mountain community (Table 2). The Town of Canmore has been 

proactive in encouraging festivals to the community and annually offers the 

Highland Games, the Golden Eagle Migration Festival and a very popular 

summer Folk Festival.  These events attract people from the entire Bow Valley 

Corridor including high weekend numbers from Calgary. They have been on-

going and actively marketed by the Town and should be considered as success-

ful ventures supported by the results from this study. 

One attribute, as mentioned in section 5.0, was not included in the survey of 

permanent residents, this was the ‘trails and parks surrounding the town for 

camping and hiking and outdoor recreation opportunities’. All second home 

resident groups, however, agree on the importance of the role of the trails and 

parks surrounding the community for camping and hiking (Table 2). These 

were the only two attributes that remained similar for their importance as de-

fined by the different resident groups. 

Differences for Recreation Attributes 

Considerable differences exist about the importance of the remaining recreation 

attributes between the permanent residents and the Canadian subgroup of se-

cond home owners. In fact, the highest amounts of significant differences about 

recreation attributes are between these two resident groups; these include all 

but the two categories of similarities listed in Section 5.1 (Table 2). The Canadi-

an second homeowners are finding less importance for the opportunities found 

on the trails and in the parks inside the town-site than are the permanent resi-

dents but greater importance for the recreation and leisure in the mountains 

around the town (Table 2). This suggests that second home owners from Cana-

da, mostly from Calgary and Edmonton, prefer the recreational opportunities 

in the mountains around the Town of Canmore than do the permanent resident 

population. 

On the other hand, permanent residents place emphasis on the types of rec-

reational opportunities that can be done in town such as using drop-in facilities 

at the Canmore Recreation Centre as well as the registered programs at the 

Recreation Centre and other town-operated facilities (Table 2). A key signifi-
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cant difference, therefore, between the Canmore permanent residents and the 

Canadian second home owners is a higher importance placed on town-

generated leisure and recreation experiences and opportunities by the perma-

nent resident group.Permanent residents place importance on these communi-

ty recreation facilities and activities whereas second home owners in general 

are less involved in community issues and want to cocoon and have the ten-

dency to prefer time to enjoy their properties over community contact (McNicol 

& Buxton, 2009).    

Of specific note, one deviation from the previous observation is a significant 

difference between the permanent residents and nonpermanent second home 

owners over the importance of ‘other commercial recreation opportunities’.  

Most of these commercial opportunities are found within the town-site proper 

although a few of these, such as dog-sled tours, will be facilitated in the sur-

rounding countryside. In the Town of Canmore, commercial opportunities in-

clude heritage and geological museums, art galleries, up-market retail stores, as 

well as fine dining restaurants and bars. Permanent residents place less im-

portance on these commercial opportunities than do all of the second home 

owners including those from all three of the second home submarkets:  Cana-

da, the United States and the United Kingdom (Table 2). Therefore, another key 

difference between permanent and nonpermanent resident groups is the level 

of importance placed on opportunities to experience commercial recreational 

activities. 

Finally, the nonpermanent second home owner sub-markets show fewer 

differences between and amongst themselves than do the permanent versus 

nonpermanent resident groups.  The only category where second home sub-

market groups demonstrate a significant difference over a recreation attribute 

is when rating the importance of ‘other commercial recreation opportunities’.  

Both second home owners from the United States and the United Kingdom 

consider these commercial opportunities more important than do second home 

owners from Canada. This suggests that Canadian second home owners are 

less interested in ‘going out on the town’ than the international second home 

owners travelling longer distances to reach their second home destination. 

The Bow Valley Resident Lifestyle 

The Permanent Resident Lived Experience  

Interviews and focus groups in 2009 revealed that of the five most common 

reasons to  permanently reside in the Bow Valley, the first, and by far most 
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common response can be summed up as ‘mountains’; mountain recreation ac-

tivities and a general passion for the mountains. Some individuals stated that 

they were lured to the Bow Valley by one recreational activity (generally ski-

ing) and, in the end, stayed for the inclusive recreational lifestyle. Of im-

portance to this evaluation, when interview participants were asked to discuss 

whether their motivation to live in the Bow Valley was based on the pursuit of 

an activity or a specific recreation lifestyle the overwhelming response was life-

style. Of the twenty-four individuals interviewed for the 2009 study, all but 

two reported that recreation and a recreation lifestyle was an important reason 

for residency in the Bow Valley. 

Some permanent resident interviewees, while acknowledging the overarch-

ing draw of the lifestyle, also reinforced their dedication to an activity (for ex-

ample, skiing, hiking or paddling sports). Other participants reported that over 

time they managed to build a lifestyle around one activity, usually skiing.  In 

the 2006 Second Home Owner Survey, when second home owners were asked 

the importance of their property’s proximity to a ski resort there were differ-

ences in market responses: United Kingdom respondents felt it was important 

to their property purchase 55.2% of the time, Canadians felt it was important 

63.9% of the time, while Americans answered proximity to a ski resort was im-

portant 72.7% of the time (McNicol & Sasges, 2008). This reinforces the pull of 

skiing to amenity migration in the Bow Corridor of Alberta. 

For permanent residents, interviews suggested that a unique aspect of the 

recreation connection for some residents of the Bow Valley is that they believe 

recreation can be better incorporated into daily life than in other places they 

have lived prior to their migration.  They refer to this as ‘seamless living’ 

whereby the mountain recreation lifestyle is ideally viewed as integrated recre-

ation activity, work, housing, and social life all guided by a mountain dominat-

ed theme.  Some longer term permanent residents have openly discussed their 

lifestyle as one that is different from the city, where one is not defined by their 

career but by their recreation: ‚You may be a doctor but can you climb 5.10.‛ 

(Interviewee, Banff Male). Many participants view their lifestyle as different 

from life in the city in that it is more relaxed and with a value system counter to 

the harried life of the city. 

The Second Home Resident Lived Experience  

On a regular basis I go there and I can sit in my house in Canmore and never  

move. I’d be quite happy to do that and that’s the solitude thing. Whereas at  

home, I could never do that (2009 Interviewee:  Second Home Owner) . 
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What is described by this interviewee is what has previously been described as 

the ‘cocoon effect’ where second home residents have a greater commitment to 

their property than to a community (Buxton & McNicol, 2009: 260). It is sug-

gested that most second home owners may find the act of cocooning more en-

joyable than community involvement.   

Second homeowners express an interest to participate in recreation activities 

within the town-site or close to it. This was characterized by one 2009 Canmore 

interviewee as ‚a quiet urban respite experience with short forays into the 

mountains‛. Activities of expressed importance were front country 

walks/hikes, grocery shopping, visiting restaurants, enjoying arts/culture and 

short, mountain hikes. Other, preferences for activities were urban-focused rec-

reation; hikes in town parks and on town pathways, recreation within the con-

do-complex, Banff town-site visits, shopping and enjoying nightlife. A group of 

final activities mentioned were outdoor intensive recreation activities in the 

backcountry and skiing at ski areas. Interviews and focus group results, there-

fore, indicate that second homeowner recreational preferences tend to be large-

ly concentrated at home and in the town-site for commercial activities with 

short forays into the mountains surrounding the town-site for more intense 

outdoor activities such as skiing, hiking or climbing. 

CONCLUSION 

Amenity migrants have flocked to Canadian Rocky Mountain towns in search 

of tourism and recreational opportunities. This is most pronounced in the Bow 

Valley Corridor of Alberta where the Towns of Canmore and Banff, combined 

with the natural and heritage amenities of Banff National Park and the sur-

rounding skiing opportunities, create some of the most used and recognized 

tourism and recreation landscapes in Canada. These landscapes draw both full-

time permanent amenity migrants and nonpermanent second home residents 

to mountain and recreational lifestyles. The lived experience in the Bow Corri-

dor of Alberta has a pronounced recreation connection contributing to the quality 

of lifestyles of all residents.   

There exist, however, differences between resident groups about the im-

portance of specific recreational attributes. Full-time permanent residents differ 

directly from nonpermanent second home owners about some key recreational 

attributes such as 1) the use of trails and parks within the Town, 2) the im-

portance of drop-in and recreation facilities, 3) the importance of registered rec-

reational programs and 4) a preference for recreation and leisure in the moun-

tains around town.  While preferences do not always translate into behaviors 
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there are comments recorded during interviews and focus groups that support 

the results from the comparative data evaluation. For example, some of these 

differences can be directly attributed to the less community involved group of 

nonpermanent second home owners that prefer to cocoon and enjoy their 

properties. Second home owners, when they do emerge from their residences, 

place importance on the trails available to them in and around the town and 

are much less interested in organized recreation facilities and activities in the 

town.  Both permanent residents and nonpermanent second home owners 

place similar high importance on established festivals and events. They differ, 

however, over the importance of ‘other commercial activities’. This suggests 

that further subdivision of this attribute category may uncover significant dif-

ferences about commercial activity preferences between permanent and non-

permanent resident groups. 

While the lifestyles of all residents is strongly linked to a recreation connec-

tion, this evaluation shows that there exist significant differences (and some 

similarities) for the preference of recreational attributes between permanent 

and nonpermanent resident groups that come to the Bow Corridor of Alberta 

seeking the recreational amenities of the Rocky Mountains of Canada.   
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ABSTRACT 

The paper is concentrated on the idea of revitalization of postindustrial areas. Katowi-

ce Agglomeration being the heavy-industry center of Poland during the communism 

times now is struggling with revitalizing of places demolished by industrial activities. 

The idea of introducing winter sports into postindustrial areas is here supported not 

only by good potential to built slopes but also by high demand for winter sports 

among inhabitants of the Agglomeration. However not all postindustrial slag heaps 

are suitable for development of winter sport due to technical and/or market condi-

tions. The aim of the paper is though the analysis of both technical and market condi-

tions which have to be fulfilled to ensure high level of competitiveness of new created 

ski area.ss 

Key words: winter sports, post-industrial areas revitalization, Katowice Agglomeration, 

winter sports market in Poland. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Alpine skiing and snowboarding are activities which are relatively liked and 

whose popularity among Polish people is high and still growing (Hudson, 

2003). However, this high demand is not accompanied by an equally large offer 

at the supply side, which is partially the consequence of missing infrastructure 

but mostly due to the shortage of areas suitable for skiing in Poland. Only 3% 

of the surface of Poland is mountain area and of this small area the prevailing 

are low mountains with very limited opportunities for ski development 

(Żemła, 2008a). Also, the characteristic feature of demand for skiing in Poland 
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is its concentration in big cities, especially in the capital city of Warsaw, and in 

agglomerations in the south of Poland (Krakow, Wrocław, Katowice) that are 

located close to mountains. In this situation, where residents of a big part of the 

country have limited access to the skiing offer and all have to face the problem 

of overcrowded existing ski resorts, it is not surprising that attempts to locate 

winter sports infrastructure outside the mountains, including artificial hills, are 

more and more popular. An example of such a situation can be found in the 

Silesian Agglomeration through the use of existing post-industrial dumping 

grounds. Such activity needs special analysis and an interdisciplinary approach 

during the planning phase, as the consequences affect re-cultivated areas them-

selves as well as the closest neighborhood and mountain areas indirectly. 

Silesian Agglomeration 

The Silesian Agglomeration counting about 2.7 million citizens is the biggest 

urban area in Poland. It differs from other big city centers in Poland as it does 

not consist of one big central city and neighboring areas, but rather it consists 

of over a dozen cities of similar sizes and importance (Szczepański, Geisler & 

Śliż, 2009). The main city and capital of the Silesian Agglomeration and of the 

whole Silesian Province is Katowice, counting only a bit over 300 thousands 

residents. The rapid ongoing development of the whole agglomeration from 

the mid-19th century till almost the end of the 20th century was connected with 

the development of industry, especially heavy industry based on coal mining. 

This industrial development contributed to the economic growth of the region 

but also caused numerous negative consequences, especially ones connected 

with ecological degradation (Parysek, 2005). Additionally, over 40 years of 

communist economy has resulted in infrastructure backwardness. As an effect, 

the Silesian Agglomeration area has been undergoing a dynamic process of 

spatial, economic and social restructuring since the economic and political 

changes at the end of the 20th century as well as in the face of changes in the 

global economy as reflected by the growth of competitive economies on the 

bases of the service sphere and the decrease of profitability of industrial activi-

ties in developed countries (Szczepański, Geisler & Śliż, 2009).  An important 

part of this process is the reclamation of post-industrial areas disfiguring the 

landscape and contributing to the negative opinion of the Agglomeration 

among both residents and outsiders alike. 

The Silesian Agglomeration is located in the southern part of Poland, only 

60-100 kilometers from major resorts in the Silesian Beskid – one the most im-

portant and best developed recreation areas in the Polish mountains, including 
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popular winter sports resorts – Szczyrk, Ustroń and Wisła (Żemła & Pasko, 

2007). Additionally, as for Polish conditions, the Silesian Agglomeration is well 

connected by road and rail to these resorts, which make them a natural place 

for residents of the Agglomeration to spend both holidays and to take one-day 

trips. Considering the easy access to good ski resorts, winter sports have be-

come very popular among the residents of the Agglomeration, and the Ag-

glomeration itself has become the biggest concentration of demand for winter 

sports in Poland. According to research conducted in many ski resorts located 

in different mountain ranges in Poland, residents of the Silesian Province make 

up about 25 % of visitors of those resorts (Żemła & Staszewska, 2007). At the 

same time, there is a strong preference for visiting resorts located nearby – in 

resorts located in the Silesian Province, residents of this province constitute 

over 60% of guests. Another feature characteristic for residents of the Silesian 

Province is their interest in one-day ski trips. Almost 70% of them declare that 

they go skiing for a day at least three times a year. As a result, the average time 

skiers inhabiting the Silesian Province spend at a destination resort is 2.37 days 

and is over twice lower than the average counted for the whole country (5.19 

days). This feature causes that the expectations, preferences and requirements 

of the residents of the Silesian Province to differ from those shown by residents 

of other regions deciding to go skiing with an overnight stay at the destination. 

Earlier research (Żemła, 2008b; Żemła, 2010) discovered that four elements – 

easy access, price, the quality of services for skiers, and lack of queues are of 

major importance for choosing and evaluating a winter sports resort among 

Silesian skiers. Attractions other than those connected with skiing, gastronomy 

and accommodation are factors of very low importance. This confirms that res-

idents of the Silesian Province, apart from generating incomes for ski infra-

structure operators, do not contribute much to the economic development of 

mountain areas. Silesian skiers are also usually not very satisfied customers, 

exercising consequences of big demand and often complain of long waiting 

times to a lift (Żemła, 2008b). Also, visited by them resorts located in the Silesi-

an Beskid are perceived as the most crowded in all of Poland. 

The Issue of Adaptation of Post-Industrial Areas for Winter Sports   
Purposes 

Technical Aspects 

The use of post-industrial areas and buildings for the purpose of sightseeing 

tourism is often perceived as an absolute necessity derived not only from de-

mand estimation but also somehow a duty to future generations. Also, more 
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frequently the consideration is turned into possibilities to use post-industrial 

areas for active recreation and tourism purposes. Post-industrial buildings are 

often treated as cultural heritage with deserved attention.  In contrast, open pit 

excavations and mine waste dumps are considered as an unproductive, uneco-

nomical element impacting the landscape, which can even be dangerous for the 

residents’ health. Though adaptation for recreational purposes is one of the 

main policies of reclamation of the post-mining landscape, there are still few 

examples of such adaptations. Because of the relief of open-pit excavations 

there are great possibilities for water recreation (Rajaram, Dutta & Parameswa-

ran, 2005).  Mine-waste piles can be interesting for investors associated to win-

ter sports (Vaccaro, 2006). 

Numerous mines in Silesia have created opportunities to locate ski areas on 

post-mining waste piles and excavations. The benefits of such post-mining area 

utilization are important because of the necessity to reclaim the post-mining 

landscape. In the Silesian Agglomeration, there are several examples of post-

mining waste dumps which cover large areas, even dozen of hectares, but 

achieve small altitudes (several or several dozen meters). Though the amount 

of deposited waste in such places is sufficient to form a ski slope, the move-

ment of waste materials to form the slope during the reclamation work would 

be very difficult and represents a serious limitation of waste pile adaptation for 

skiing. 

During the exploitation, mine waste dumps are formed in several shapes 

depending on the kind of transportation of waste. The most favorable condi-

tions for ski slope location have prism shaped piles which are constructed of 

materials transported by belt conveyors (Maciak, 2003). This method causes the 

formation of high piles with steep slopes required for skiing. The reclamation 

of prism shaped waste dumps is very difficult. Slope angles and heights cause 

erosion and delay the natural succession. The reduction of slope angle enhance 

the reclamation, but also a formation of terraces is often applied to inhibit ero-

sion caused by surface water (Grochowicz & Korytkowski, 1998; Maciak, 2003; 

Rickson, 2003). The other method of inhibiting water erosion is slope consolida-

tion by using control matting and geotextiles or grids which are helpful to veg-

etation (Grochowicz & Korytkowski, 1998; Rickson, 2003). 

Considering skiing direction of reclamation of waste piles, erosion preven-

tion should be conducted by slope stabilization. Terraces formed on pile slopes 

preclude the laying of ski runs. Post-mine waste dumps already shaped with 

terraces would require serious financial outlays for terraces remodeling to ob-
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tain ski trails. In the case of piles unformed during reclamation that still have 

steep slopes, it is necessary to protect the soil against water erosion, which is 

also a problem on ski runs in the mountains (Johnson & Lewis, 2006). Intensifi-

cation of surface water runoff on the slopes is caused by removing the top lay-

ers of the soil, the cutting of vegetation by ski edges and is also caused by soil 

compaction by skiers and snow-grooming machines. On waste pile slopes, the 

problem of erosion increases because of steep slopes and lack of water erosion 

inhibiting vegetation. Slope consolidation by using grids prevents the removal 

of newly created soil and vegetation and reduces erosion. 

The location of ski infrastructure on mine-waste piles should be predicted 

before the start of reclamation works. A plan for reclamation works would al-

low the avoidance of the remodeling of terraces and can predict appropriately 

formed slopes or, in case of need, accumulate masses of rocks to increase the 

height. It would be useful to design ski runs in advance, so that during recla-

mation works required slope degrees and directions could be obtained. Moreo-

ver, prior determination of ski runs will enable re-vegetation in desirable plac-

es. Often the reclamation method is to plant the appropriate species of trees 

and shrubs which consolidate the soil. If vegetation were planted without a ski 

adaptation plan, it would be necessary to cut them out in the most favorable 

places to form ski runs If planting vegetation is foreseen in the plan, plants 

would already grow to several meters (depending on species) during reclama-

tion works and after finishing the works the influence of vegetation on the mi-

croclimate and landscape would be perceptible. 

Vegetation plays a crucial role in the recreational direction of post-mining 

reclamation. The first plants - pioneer species – appear in the first year after 

heaping up waste material (Maciak, 2003). Pioneer plants are involved in sur-

face stabilization and managing topsoil (Nova Scotia Environment, 2009). 

Plants seeded and spontaneously occurring in the next stage also play a role in 

soil consolidation and erosion inhibition and, moreover, are important for rec-

reational use. In the case of waste dumps located near industrial plants, a pro-

tective tree belt should be created to separate recreational and industrial areas. 

Moreover, the location of plants on slopes, excluding ski runs, would increase 

the value of the landscape. Plants, especially trees, impact the microclimate on 

the slopes, inter alia, by prolonging snow cover. The trees reduce the wind 

speed and by that also the stripping away of the snow from the slopes. Large 

areas of high vegetation cause lowering of the temperature so the snow cover 

stays longer on the slopes. 
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An important factor in favor of the creation of ski areas on mine-waste piles 

are environmental benefits flowing from reclamation of degraded post-

industrial areas, from creating new areas for recreation in Silesia and also from 

transferring of part of tourism movement related to skiing from sensitive and 

valuable ecosystems in the mountains to areas of negligible ecological value. 

On mine waste dumps, the location of services for skiers would be technically 

easier and less impacting on the environment. Nature wouldn't suffer because 

of earthworks connected with the construction of transportation infrastructure, 

ski lifts and lighting. In mountains, the location of infrastructure would require 

cutting down a part of the forest and so initiate changes in vegetation assem-

blage by species composition modification. Also, using artificial snow can 

damage the environment through changes in water resources: artificial snow-

making needs a lot of water which has to be collected, resulting in a longer 

melting period at the end of the season that impacts vegetation growth (de 

Jong, 2011). The vegetation assemblages and their habitats have different vul-

nerability to soil compaction, moister regime, soil texture and pH. The artificial 

snow cover can lead to degradation of the habitat. In mountain ski areas, artifi-

cial snowmaking can impact the animal world too by placing speakers on ski-

runs, the presence of people and separating the forest complex with ski runs. 

These problems do not exist in the case of mine-waste piles. The artificial snow 

that increases the water erosion of soil can also bring a positive effect because it 

is an additional source of water on post-mine areas that are not hydrated 

enough. 

The preferences of residents of the Silesian Province described above indi-

cate that they could accept a bit worse slopes regarding their parameters if 

shorter journey time and shorter queues are offered in return. Those factors, 

together with sureness of snow cover, appear to be the most important ones 

when deciding the destination of their ski trips. 

Market Aspects 

On the basis of facts stated above, it is possible to state that there is a need for 

the creation of new ski areas in the Silesian Agglomeration and this need can be 

justified by the expectations of the demand side. Additionally, this need can be 

confirmed by numerous examples from abroad and also by more and more 

from Poland. In Great Britain, a country with similar conditions for skiing de-

velopment – not very high mountains that are concentrated in one part of the 

country and a high demand concentrated in lowlands cities that undertake fre-

quent trips abroad – there are more than 150 ski areas on artificial hills (Hud-
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son, 2000). Also, in Poland there are numerous ski areas located on lowlands 

and some of them take advantages of post-industrial areas to build slopes. 

Among the most important examples are Dolomity Sportowa Dolina (DSD) in 

Bytom and Góra Kamieńsk near Bełchatów. 

The presented data indicates that commercial success of a ski area located 

on post-industrial dumping grounds is conditioned by a properly chosen loca-

tion ensuring substantial reduction of journey time for a considerable group of 

skiers and snowboarders as well as proper infrastructure. 

The main benefit offered by a new ski area and underlined in its promotion-

al actions has to be the very short journey. Still, one has to remember that jour-

ney time to some competing ski areas in Beskid Mountains is just above an 

hour, which means that potential customers of newly built ski areas would be 

mostly people living within a 20 – maximum 30 minutes drive. This means that 

it is necessary to locate such a ski area in neighborhoods of places of concentra-

tion of demand, but this is a difficult issue as the demand is dispersed. The 10 

most important cities in the Silesian Province generating demand for skiing 

concentrates only 56% of demand. The only city that generates substantially 

high demand is Katowice, whose residents comprise 20% of ski trips in the 

Province (Żemła, 2005). This means that when locating a ski area in the Silesian 

Agglomeration, it is necessary to seek out residents of the provincial capital city 

and this location should be as close to Katowice as possible with a very good 

road connection. 

Additionally, the offer of a new ski area should not be significantly worse 

than the offer of ski areas in Beskid Mountains. Going to this area should not be 

treated by customers as or promoted as a substitute to staying in the moun-

tains. Though, it is necessary to find a place where building slopes with re-

quired height difference (minimum 60-100 meters depending on the number of 

lifts and differentiation of gradient of slopes) and difficulty. It should not be an 

area offering only one lift and one slope as even the best offer would quickly 

get boring. Several lifts (3-7) and slopes are necessary. Also, quality of transpor-

tation facilities should not be perceived as outdated and uncomfortable. It is 

worth considering building at least one chair-lift. Additionally, snow guns 

should be installed in a way that there would be no doubt about good skiing 

conditions during the whole season. 

The most difficult task can be fulfilling the expectation of no queues. How-

ever, it is possible to search for more equal distribution of visitation implement-

ing active price policy and flexible hours of opening. Opening hours should 
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reflect the fact that the ski area is located close to a customer’s place of living 

and might be visited not only during one-day ski trips (longer trips are highly 

improbable), but also during short, half-day or even shorter trips. Keeping the 

ski area open in the afternoons and evenings is necessary. Also, lighting the 

slopes is an absolute necessity. It is worth considering making a visit in the ski 

area more attractive by introducing additional attractions like live music, fire-

works shows, etc. 

Benefits Connected With Building Ski Infrastructure in Post-Industrial  
Areas 

The location of newly built ski areas on post-industrial areas of the Silesian Ag-

glomeration might be the source of benefits observed from different points of 

view. 

1. The ski area might fill a gap in quality and quantity of supply of ser-

vices for skiers in the Silesian Province providing an increase of satis-

faction among skiers and snowboarders in the Silesian Province as well 

as other provinces of Poland as the investment might lead to decreased 

crowds on the slopes in the Beskid Mountains. 

2. In some extension, the perception of the quality of life of residents 

should increase as well as real estate attractiveness and prices of 

neighboring settlements areas. 

3. From the point of view of the national economy, each investment into 

skiing infrastructure, including ones located in post-industrial areas, 

might be consider as a way to decrease the large and still growing im-

port of services for skiers connected with the raise of popularity of ski-

ing abroad. The reason for these trips is, among others, the low number 

and low quality of domestic offers, 

4. Ecological benefits connected with transfer of tourist movement from 

fragile mountain ecosystems to degraded post-industrial areas are ob-

vious. 

5. Location of ski areas on post-industrial grounds seems to be especially 

attractive from a financial point of view. Thanks to the fact that such an 

investment might be consider as a pro-ecological one, leading to recla-

mation of areas, the opportunities of use of different sources of finances 

seems to very wide. Although the costs of reclamation can also be very 

high, the investor would not struggle with typical problems connected 

with investments in mountainous areas like difficulties with transpor-
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tation, electricity and water supply. Another problem not present in 

such an investment is a lack of threat of ecologists’ protests. 

6. The biggest benefit for an investor deciding to beginning investment in 

post-industrial areas might be the lack of problems with land owner-

ship. Unclear ownership and extreme fragmentation of land ownership 

together with no chance of compromise or sense of a common good 

might stop many potential investments in the Polish mountains, espe-

cially since many examples, like Gubałówka in Zakopane and 

Skrzyczne in Szczyrk, might be very discouraging. Oppositely, post-

industrial areas are usually owned by one holder (community or in-

dustrial factory), which substantially reduces formalities. 

7. Also, some previously presented benefits might be perceived by opera-

tors of ski areas in the nearby Beskid Mountains. 

All these benefits (excluding those presented from the investor point of 

view - points 5 and 6) would appear in a desired scale only if at least two or 

three new big ski areas are built, each of them with a capacity bigger than 3000 

people per hour. 

CONCLUSION  

Reclamation of post-industrial areas of the Silesian Agglomeration by adapting 

them to winter sport purposes is an activity socially valid and with a good per-

spective for economic results. Still those social, ecological and economic bene-

fits are not guaranteed in each example and each circumstance. That is why 

maximizing the benefits and minimizing the risk needs taking proper planning 

actions connected with both estimation of demand and evaluation of the possi-

bilities of adaptation of particular places. As more such ski areas appears in the 

Silesian Agglomeration, each next case will require an in-depth analysis of the 

offer of existing competing areas.   
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, the tourism industry, as one of the major economic sectors, has a signifi-

cant role in country’s economic growth and development as it leads to job creation, 

increased foreign exchange earnings, and improved balance of payment. Having in 

mind the full economic benefits of tourism industry, despite the fact that Iran is con-

sidered among the top ten countries with the highest tourism potential and is the 

fourth country in the world regarding ecotourism attraction it shares less than 1% of 

the world’s tourism revenues. While the main part of state revenues relies on crude oil 

sales which are a terminable source of earnings and that the oil sales revenue de-

pendence will result in negative economic consequences. This study aims to identify 

the tourist attractions in Iran and to remove the existing obstacles in solving tourism 

development problems in the country. Based on research results, by presenting ap-

propriate approaches to solve these problems a better background will be provided 

for tourism industry development in the country.  

Key words: cultural structure, tourism economy, tourism management. 

INTRODUCTION  

Since the past times, the early tourism motivations were pilgrimage of holy 

places for different religions, acquisition of various experiences, business and 

… . It can be say that the only motivation which encouraged human to travel 

was their curiosity sense but during the travel they also got valuable improve-

ments. But most of the time they encountered some problems like lack of 

transportation facilities, long time of travel and its astounding prices that de-

creased their tendency to travel that even there were people who stayed at their 

local place and never traveled to other places. 

Among travels in the past that are world famous, we could mention to 

Marco Polo who traveled to Asian lands, Christians of Europe who traveled to 
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Jerusalem and Mecca pilgrimage by Muslims. But Iranians also have traveled 

with various aims in the past. Solomon Sirafi is one of the oldest tourists who 

traveled by ship to ancient China via Persian Gulf for commercial goals.  By the 

early of 19th century with expansion of railways, tourism also extended with 

aim of relaxation, peace of mind, recreation and enjoyment from nature and 

virgin lands. Today by beginning of modern age, remarkable improvements 

have created by appearing safe and fast transportation systems and improve-

ment of general infrastructure in countries, that turned tourism industry as the 

3rd one after oil and automobile industries. In this direction, developing coun-

tries also like developed countries have helped to their economic circle. Iran as 

an Islamic country with rich culture and civilization and its tourism attraction 

potentials can minimize many of its economic, social and cultural problems by 

promotion of this industry. 

Literature Review 

Domestic studies: Many studies are fulfilled in Iran in the line of Iran tourism 

non-improvement and some strategies are presented that we refer to Dr. Naser 

Karami and Dr. Aliasgar Rezwani`s strategies: Dr. Karami says that the prob-

lems of tourism in Iran are excessive slack of management and lack of master 

plan and the solutions are management structure reforming and creating a 

complete master plan for tourism. 

From the viewpoint of Dr. Rezwani, tourism activities are depended on oth-

er constructive activities in country and also to create infrastructural founda-

tions and other supporting factors. So to create harmony in adjusting related 

projects to development of tourism resources, the coordination between minis-

tries, organizations, departments and institutions that their activities are useful 

in way of development is necessary. 

Foreign studies: Most of the foreign studies refer to the potential of Iran 

tourism. For example, World Tourism Organization and Oxford University had 

studies in this case and according to them if Iran changes its potentials in basis 

of historical, cultural and eco-tourism attractions to ipso facto attractions, it will 

be one of the world`s tourism poles. 

Presenting theory or model: From our viewpoint, a great part of Iran tour-

ism problems can be solved in 3 pivots with some strategies: 

First: Revision and reforming in cultural structure and also more culture 

making among people for peace and respect to foreign tourists cultures. 
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Second: Specializing the management of all tourism agencies like transporta-

tion, accommodation and other tourism related agencies. 

Third: Using economics in country tourism economy and also planning with 

pure economy view for tourism development in country. 

Tourism Situation in Iran 

Natural Attractions 

1. Climate: Iran is a four-season country with variety climate in different 

seasons. 

2. Seas: Caspian sea in the north, Persian Gulf and Oman sea in the south. 

3. Lakes: Urmiyeh great lake, Lar lake in Tehran, Gahar lake in Lorestan, 

Zarivar lake in Marivan, Ne`or lake in Ardabil, Shesh pir lake in Fars, 

Bakhtegan lake in Fars. 

4. Forests: Forests of Caspian sea territory, Arasbaran and the west of Iran 

forests. 

5. Mountains: Damavand in Mazandaran, Sabalan in Ardabil, Zardkooh 

and Dena in Zagros, Sahand in East Azarbaijan, Binalood in Korasan, 

Taftan in Sistan, Alamkooh in Mazandaran 

6. Plains and deserts: Dasht-e-Kavir (the world warmest place), Loot plain. 

7. Mineral water and spa: Damavand mineral water, Larijan warm water, 

Mahallat warm water, Sarein mineral water, Sagzi warm water, Ma-

harloo warm water, Kivi warm water. 

8. Caves: Ali Sadr in Hamadan, Eskaft Siyah in Fars, Zendan in East 

Azarbaijan, Meydanak in Karaj, Kotale Khor in Zanjan, Por`av in Ker-

manshah, Yakhgan in Ardabil, Sahoolan in West Azarbaijan. 

9. Ski: Shemshak, Ab`ali, Dizin, Tochal and Alvares ski resorts. 

10. Hunting and fishing: Birds, wild goats and other animals for hunting 

and kinds of fishes in the Caspian sea and the southern sea and rivers. 

11. Islands: Kish, Geshm, Abu mousa, Tonbs and Lavan. 

12. Wildlife watching: Existence of some incredible animals like Cheetah 

and Persian Wild Ass and some wonderful  endemic birds like Pleske`s 

Ground Jay. 
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World Heritage Sites in Iran 

1. Tchogha Zanbil (Khuzestan Province) 

2. Persepolis (Fars Province) 

3. Nagsh-e-Jahan Square (Isfahan Province) 

4. Takht-e Soleyman (West Azarbaijan Province) 

5. Bam and its Cultural Landscap (Kerman Province) 

6. Pasargadae (Fars Province) 

7. Soltaniyeh Dome (Zanjan Province 

8. .Bistoun (Kermanshah Province) 

9. Armenian Monastic Ensembles (West Azarbaijan Province) 

10. Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System (Khuzestan Province) 

11. Sheikh Safi al-Din Khanegah and Shrine Ensemble (Ardabil Province) 

12. Tabriz Historic Bazaar Complex (East Azarbaijan Province) 

13. Persian Garden (in 7 Provinces) 

Some other Historical Attractions  

1. Yazd Great Mosque      

2. Taq Bostan in Kermanshah 

3. Vakil Bath in Fars 

4. Khajoo Bridge in Isfahan 

5. Karim Khan Castle in Fars 

6. Apadana Palace in Shush 

7. Shams-olemare in Tehran 

8. Menar Jonban in Isfahan 

9. Windmills in Khaf 

10. Tomb of Saeb in Isfahan 

11. Babak Castle in E.Azarbaijan 

12. Roodkhan castle in Gilan 
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13. Shush historical castle 

14. Nagsh-e-Rostam area in Fars 

15. Natanz great mosque 

16. Arg Alishah in Tabriz 

Intangible Cultural Heritages in Iran 

1. The Radif of Iranian music 

2. Nowrouz, beginning of the New Year 

3. Traditional skills of carpet weaving in Kashan 

4. Traditional skills of carpet weaving in Far 

5. The ritual dramatic art of Ta‘zīye 

6. The Pahlevani and Zoorkhanei rituals 

7. The music of the Bakhshis of Khorasan 

8. Traditional skills of building and sailing Iranian Lenj boats in the Per-

sian Gulf 

9. Naqqāli, Iranian dramatic story-telling 

Religious Attractions 

1. Imam Reza Shrine in Mashhad and Masoumeh Shrine in Qom for Shi-

ites. 

2. Vank Church, St.Stepanoos Church in East Azarbaijan, Qara Kelisa in 

West Azarbaijan. 

3. Cherk Choo and Zoroastrians Fire temple in Yazd.          

4. Tombs of Prophet Daniel in Shush and Prophet Heygug in Toyserkan 

for Jewish. 

Socio-Cultural Attractions 

Existence of 3 great group of nomadic tribes: Shahsavan, Bakhtiari and Gash-

gaee, villages with traditional lifestyle, handicrafts, animal husbandry, produc-

ing kinds of carpets, … and also different ethnic and language groups in Iran 

including: Fars, Turkish, Kurdish, Arab, Balooch and Lor that are interesting 

for tourists. 
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Museums 

1. National Museum of Iran (Tehran) 

2. Golestan Palace Museum (Tehran) 

3. Darabad Museum (Tehran) 

4. Kandeloos Museum (Mazandaran) 

5. Azarbaijan Museum (Tabriz) 

6.  Kayam Specialized Museum (Neishaboor) 

7. .Bu Ali Sina Museum (Hamadan) 

8.  Mirror & Lightness Museum (Yazd) 

According to these mentioned attractions, undoubtedly Iran could be one of 

the best tourism poles in the world just as the report of World Tourism Organi-

zation says that Iran from point of tourist attractions is among the 10 best coun-

tries in the world and from point of eco-tourism has the 4th level in the world. 

Also according to other report from Oxford University, Iran from point of 

historical and cultural attractions is among the 10 best countries in the world 

and from point of eco-tourism attractions has the 5th level in the world. 

But other statistics are not about potentials, it is about the recent and real 

position of Iran as far as this industry: (according to central core team of Iran 

economy) Iran from the viewpoint of income and number of tourists is situated 

in 70 ranking of the world among the 181 countries and according to Oxford 

University report, Iran from the viewpoint of tourist attracting has 114th level 

among the 140 countries. Most of the statistics and reports say that Iran is allo-

cated just 0.01% from the world tourists. 

It is the thinkable point that what is the ranking of Iran among the Middle 

East countries? 

To answer this question according to the last reports of World Tourism Or-

ganization, Iran from the point of tourist attracting has no situation and this is 

just as Turkey and UAE which are pioneers in the Middle East and countries 

like Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Syria(in spite of some riots) thus are among tour-

ist accepting countries. 

The situation of tourism industry according to World Tourism Organization 

statistics in 2010 had 3.9% growth but the thinkable point about Iran in this re-
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port is brief study of statistics and related figures of this industry growth and 

its economic income. 

Between 1950 till 2000 the currency circulation of international tourism is in-

creased from 2.1 billion $ to more than 620 billion $ but this situation in Iran 

had recession that is cause of worrying.     

Reasons of Non-Tourism in Iran 

 Lack of a master and strategic plan for sustainable development of 

tourism industry in Iran: There is no plan in basis of tourism in country 

that clear the future goals and guidelines to reach the sustainable de-

velopment. 

 Lack of tourism ministry as a supporter of tourism: It is cause of many 

problems such as non-identifying problems. 

 Non-specializing management in the most tourism agencies: Most 

agencies, tours, domiciles and transportation sectors are managing by 

work forces who have not related educations. 

 Dispersion of tourist attractions and failure of transportation system to 

cover this dispersion: Iran with its great expansion naturally has dis-

persed attractions which are far from each other, and in fact a tourist 

can not visit all these attractions in a limited time so the only way to 

solve this problem is a dynamic transportation system and proportion-

al infrastructure that Iran lacks these objects. 

 Other infrastructures are unreasonable: Infrastructures like hotels, 

parks and WCs are very rare. 

 Negative political publicities against Iran: Most of the western media 

because of their policy with Iran, try to show that this country is not 

safe for tourists and this is a reason to distrust and non-attendance of 

tourists. 

 Failure of tourism marketers in case of suitable publicity to attract tour-

ists: In the most cases, non-educated marketers and also lack of an Eng-

lish TV channel that be allocated to tourism. 

 Lack of planning by tourism managers and policy makers for vacations 

of tourist senders countries: Most of the actives in this case in Iran, just 

plan for domestic vacations and they do not have any plan for tourist 

senders countries. 
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 Lack of culture making for reasonable contact of publics with foreign 

tourists: There is not any program and show in media especially on TV 

to educate a reasonable contact with tourists. 

 Reluctance of private sectors to investment in this industry because of 

being seasonal and lack of official support by government: Private sec-

tor because of being seasonal and mistrust of profitability has no will-

ing to investment in this industry. 

 Finally, the most important factor: Political, cultural and religious re-

strictions: These restrictions are the main reasons. Foreign policy of 

Iran does not allow to have a suitable relationship with some countries, 

and from cultural and religious points and by emphasis to Islamic rules 

and identity can not hold some of the most profitable kinds of tourism 

(like sex and beach tourism). 

CONCLUSION 

As mentioned, tourism in Iran has many potentials but there are a series of bar-

riers and problems that cause to non-development of this industry in country, 

so in this research, some guidelines presented to solve these barriers and prob-

lems. In our opinion if these guidelines be practical in country, Iran will be one 

of the top tourism poles not only in the Middle East but also in the world. In 

domestic policy, government can encourage private sector by low interest 

loans. But in foreign policy, by concluding agreements in regional cooperation 

with Muslims countries and neighbors in case of tourism to develop and ex-

change guidelines and strategies, collate with problems and pave the ground to 

progress of this profitable industry in Iran. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the contribution of two of 14 key disciplines, geography and 

economics, to doctoral research in tourism in the four countries of interest. There 

were 211 theses influenced by economics and 206 influenced by geography, of which 

12 were informed by both economics and geography. While geography and econom-

ics were two of the earliest disciplines to influence doctoral tourism research, they are 

also the disciplines to have declined the most in their influence, with the drop in eco-

nomics being particularly dramatic. Both economics and geography have played im-

portant roles in all four countries, but in Canada geography stands out as the top 

ranked discipline to influence tourism research. Future research is needed to ascer-

tain contextual factors and antecedents that may help explain these findings and to 

explore the consequences for tourism research, scholarship and practice. 

Key words: doctoral, research, disciplines, multidisciplinary. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Scholars assessing and reporting on the growth, breadth and maturity of tour-

ism research have drawn on a variety of information sources, including the 

numbers of tourism academics working in universities, of peer-reviewed jour-

nal publications and authors, and of educational programs producing tourism 

graduates (Downward & Mearman, 2004; Faulkner, Pearce, Shaw & Weiler, 
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2003; Goeldner, 1999; Sheldon, 1990; Sheldon, 1991; Weiler, 2001). Nonetheless, 

assessing a field of research by the quantity of input (number of programs, re-

searchers, research funding) or output (number of journal papers, graduates, 

dissertations) presents an incomplete and arguably a superficial perspective. 

The challenge is to find appropriate indicators of research quality, as many 

measures such as journal rankings, citations and impact factors are highly con-

tested (McKercher, Law & Lamb, 2006).  

Another measure of ‘the level of sophistication of research’ (Faulkner et al., 

2003: 304) has been to look at the growth in postgraduate research, including 

the disciplinary context and contribution of this research. Given that the appli-

cation of theory to make a substantial and original contribution to knowledge is 

a common criterion upon which doctoral theses are examined, doctoral disser-

tation research provides a useful measure for gauging the intellectual health of 

a body of research (Das & Handfield, 1997). Moreover, While the extent to 

which a particular field has established a distinct body of theory is sometimes 

seen as a measure of its maturity (Jafari, 1990; Spear, 2007), in an area of study 

such as tourism that is inherently interdisciplinary, Spear (2007) and others ar-

gue that the application of theory and methods from other disciplines includ-

ing multidisciplinary research, is the best indication of research maturity. For 

Adams and White (1994: 573), the worst-case scenario is a field of study that 

promotes ‚mindless empiricism‛ that is devoid of theory and fails to develop 

on the theorising of established disciplines.  

Geography and economics are two disciplines which have contributed ex-

tensively to the evolution of the tourism field (Gray, 1982; Hall & Page, 2006). 

Recognition of this contribution by tourism scholars came early in the form of 

overviews published in Annals of Tourism Research’s special issue on Tourism 

Social Science in 1991. The literature suggests that geography and economics 

have contributed to the development and evolution of tourism research in a 

number of different ways (Butler, 2004). Geography is linked to tourism re-

search through its connection to the inquiry of matters associated with place, 

space and environment (Hall & Page, 2009; Pearce, 1979). Geography has some 

well-established conceptual and applied research interests that have helped 

develop and establish the tourism field (Lew, 2001). Tourism geography stud-

ies emerged in the 1920s and 1930s in the US and rapidly increased correlating 

with growth in mass tourism during the 20th Century (Mitchell & Murphy, 

1991). However in recent years there have been a number of developments 

shifting the direction of the contribution of geography to tourism research, and 

resulting in an area known as tourism geographies (Lew, Hall & Timothy, 
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2008). The key areas that geography has contributed to the tourism field in-

cludes, though are not limited to, explaining spatialities, human and environ-

ment interactions, tourism planning, tourism development and its associated 

impacts on places (Hall & Page, 2009). Interestingly, geography has been iden-

tified as essential in the tourism field, yet paradoxically tourism is often miss-

ing from the geographic literature (Hall & Page, 2006). 

The application of economic concepts, theories and methods is prevalent 

within the tourism literature and dates back to the middle of the 20th Century 

when the tourism industry was rapidly emerging and seeking to justify its ex-

istence through economic studies advocating its importance to the national 

economy. Towards the end of the 1970s a more critical view point emerged 

with a number of studies were published in the tourism field that disproved 

earlier conclusions of the importance of tourism and, instead, had a focus on 

the negatives of tourism. This cautionary platform led to the emergence of new 

concepts such as ecotourism, cultural tourism, green tourism and sustainable 

tourism, and there was subsequent criticising of pure economic methodologies. 

This preceded the adaptancy phase, which saw the development of tourism 

economics slow from its earlier rapid development phase (Gartner, 2004). To-

day, tourism economics continues to take methodologies and theories from 

economics to develop tourism theory. In more recent years the field has adopt-

ed advanced econometric techniques, tourism satellite accounts, general equi-

librium models, cost-benefit analysis and scenario planning to answer a num-

ber of theoretical questions in a variety of tourism contexts (Dwyer, Forsyth & 

Spurr, 2004). Moreover, tourism economics has also been concerned with issues 

encompassing both the demand and supply side of tourism, such as interna-

tional demand, wages, income and employment generation, competition, pric-

es, characteristics of tourism products, the use of scarce resources labour, capi-

tal, land and environmental resources (Lim, 1997). Most recently, institutional 

and evolutionary economics has been emerging within the tourism economics 

field seeking to explain some fundamental tourism problems, such as the dy-

namics of destination evolution (McLennan, Ruhanen, Ritchie & Pham, In 

Press). 

Although evidence of the contribution of geography and economics to tour-

ism exists in many forms, the present paper adds an important layer to this sto-

ry by analysing the contribution of geography and economics to tourism doc-

toral research in the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tourism research has increased dramatically at tertiary educational institu-

tions, as evidenced in part by the spike in doctoral qualifications around the 

world (Ruhanen & McLennan, 2010). This paper leverages off similar studies 

on the disciplinary orientation of the tourism field which first emerged over 20 

years ago (Jafari & Aaser, 1998). The methods and findings of these previous 

studies are discussed in detail in Weiler, Moyle and McLennan (in press) and 

highlight important conceptual and methodological improvements made for 

the current study, which were primarily focused on identifying the disciplines 

that inform doctoral research in tourism as opposed to identifying the discipli-

nary context of the research (i.e. the school, department or administrative unit 

in which the research was housed). While determining disciplinary influence 

by analysing abstracts has not been undertaken in tourism research to date, this 

approach has been used in studies in other fields and is considered to be an 

established and rigorous method of assessing the interdisciplinary nature of a 

particular field of research (Adams & While, 1994). 

In tourism studies assessing doctoral research has been conducted using 

departments or schools to classify theses into particular disciplines. The first of 

these studies was conducted by Jafari and Aaser (1988) who assembled a da-

taset of 149 American doctoral dissertations relating to tourism over the period 

1951 to 1987. Jafari and Aaser (1988) found growth in doctoral research from 

the early 1970’s - 1987, with the key disciplines producing tourism dissertations 

including economics (26%), anthropology (16%), geography (15%) and recrea-

tion (15%).  

To determine how patterns had changed since Jafari and Aaser (1988), Mey-

er-Arendt and Justice (2002) conducted a similar study of American and Cana-

dian doctoral dissertations from 1987–2000. Meyer-Arendt and Justice (2002) 

concluded that recreation (97) had surpassed economics as the discipline grant-

ing the greatest number of tourism-focussed doctoral degrees, followed by an-

thropology (50), geography (50), education (29), business administration (29), 

history (28) and economics (26). Disciplines such as environmental studies and 

psychology were identified to be emerging during this time period (Meyer-

Arendt & Justice, 2002).  

Also following the lead of Jafari and Aaser (1988), other parts of the world 

have begun to assess tourism dissertations. Unlike the North American studies, 

Hall and Pedrazzini (1989) assessed all dissertations at the postgraduate level 

in Australia. The majority of the 28 dissertations identified were Masters De-
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gree’s (86%), with only three PhD’s completed prior to 1988. Drawing from the 

work of Hall and Pedrazini (1989), Weiler and Laing (2008) explored trends in 

postgraduate tourism research in Australia from 1969 – 2005. They found an 

uneven distribution of postgraduate tourism research, both geographically and 

with respect to discipline, with business, management and marketing dominating.  

In addition to studies undertaken on North American and Australian doc-

toral research, Botterill, Haven and Gale (2002) undertook an analysis of doc-

toral dissertations in the United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland. The data collected 

in their study identified 149 theses completed between 1990 and 1999 at 51 uni-

versities. In this study, rather than looking at the disciplinary context, the au-

thors analysed the subject matter studied. More recently Huang (in press) 

found economics (47) to be the discipline engaged in the largest number of doc-

toral tourism theses, followed by geography (41), management (33), tourism 

management (17), forestry (17), history (13), and ecology (11). These findings 

reveal that the disciplinary context of doctoral-level tourism research in China 

is similar to what was in the U.S. and Canada in the earlier period of the 1970s 

and 1980s. 

The findings from these previous studies provide some indication of the 

disciplines that most often provide the study context for doctoral-level tourism 

research. However, these disciplines have been determined largely by identify-

ing the departments or schools in which the research was undertaken. While 

Hall (1991) argued that this would give the best possible indication of the dis-

cipline of research, this approach has two important limitations. Firstly, it does 

not account for the fact that research undertaken in schools such as business 

that are inherently interdisciplinary often draws on theory and methods from a 

range of other disciplines. Secondly, the approach forces allocation of each the-

sis to a single discipline, thus eliminating the potential to assess the extent to 

which an individual thesis is informed by multiple disciplines.  

As stated at the outset, genuine evidence of disciplinary breadth and multi-

disciplinarity are seen as indicative of a field‘s level of research maturity and 

point to where theoretical development may be present and absent. Thus, in 

view of the limitations of previous studies and the aim of the present study, 

this study applies the method of Adams and White (1994) who determined the 

disciplines that influenced dissertations in public administration and five other 

fields by analysing the abstracts of the theses rather than the departments or 

schools within which the research was undertaken.  
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The focus of these previous studies on postgraduate tourism research was to 

assess the multitude of disciplines that have contributed to the evolution of the 

tourism field from around the world. These studies, although comprehensive 

have not explicitly considered in depth the contribution of specific disciplines 

to tourism doctoral research. With this in mind, a comprehensive study of doc-

toral-level tourism research by the authors (Weiler, Moyle & McLennan, in 

press) was undertaken and highlighted that some disciplines were more prom-

inent than others in informing tourism research, that these changed over time, 

and that these differed between countries. Leveraging off this research the aim 

of the present paper is to investigate the contribution of two key disciplines, 

geography and economics, to doctoral tourism research in the U.S., Canada, 

Australia and New Zealand. These two disciplines were selected for this paper 

primarily because they were prominent in contributing to early doctoral-level 

research in tourism, but also because they were the two disciplines that were 

found to have declined the most in influencing tourism doctoral research. This 

paper examines both the changes over time and the differences between coun-

tries in the contribution of economics and geography to doctoral-level tourism 

research. 

METHODOLOGY 

Using several electronic databases, a comprehensive database of all tourism-

focussed theses that have been completed in the U.S., Canada, Australia and 

New Zealand (NZ) was developed by Weiler et al. (in press).  Search terms 

identified from previous studies (Hall & Pedrazzini, 1989; Meyer-Arndt & Jus-

tice, 2002; Weiler & Laing, 2008) were used and included hotel, hospitality, lei-

sure, tourism, tourist, travel, tour, recreation, holiday, vacation, guide, trip and 

heritage. This resulted in a total of over 20,000 dissertations being assessed for 

inclusion in the study, of which 18,000 were excluded based on analysis of the 

abstracts, researcher judgement and cross-checking by two other researchers.  

A new customised database was created, consisting of the author, year of 

completion, title, academic department, faculty, university, country, subject 

area, abstract, keywords and number of pages for 1,888 valid doctoral disserta-

tions. To achieve the aim of the present study, one of the authors analysed the 

thesis title, full abstract, list of subject areas and keywords of every thesis in the 

database in order to extract information about the disciplines which informed 

each thesis and to discern whether the thesis was multidisciplinary (Adams & 

White, 1994). As already noted, this contrasts with previous research which 

relied on the disciplinary context (i.e. the academic department or faculty in 
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which the thesis was completed), providing a more refined measure of disci-

plinary influence. To assemble a list of the disciplines that influence tourism 

doctoral research in the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand this study 

leveraged off the list of Jafari and Ritchie (1981), which was subsequently up-

dated by Goeldner and Ritchie (2006). The list by Goeldner and Ritchie (2006) 

had 21 disciplines ranging from some of the more common such as geography, 

economics and psychology, to the newly added disciplines such as entrepre-

neurship and architecture which are more contested. It is acknowledged that 

the labelling of many of these fields of study as disciplines contentious, particu-

lar the newly-added ones. Indeed, there has been much debate in the literature 

surrounding the disciplinary status of tourism (Leiper, 2000; Tribe, 1997, 2000). 

Nonetheless, the works of Jafari and Ritchie (1981), and Goeldner and Ritchie 

(2006) provide a useful point of departure for a disciplinary list with which to 

code the abstracts, a list which was later reduced to 14 key disciplines. More 

detail about the methods and limitations are included in Weiler et al. (in press).  

RESULTS 

A total of 1,888 tourism-focused doctoral dissertations were completed in the 

U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand between 1951 and 2010. As with 

tourism research generally (Amoah & Baum, 1997; Barron, 2004; Barron, Wat-

son & McGuire, 2005), growth over time in doctoral-level tourism research in 

the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand has been exponential, with more 

than 100 doctoral theses completed each year for most of the past decade.  

The U.S. produced the most tourism doctoral graduates (63%), followed by 

Australia (24%), Canada (7%) and New Zealand (6%). Given that the popula-

tion of the U.S. is more than five times that of the other three countries com-

bined and has far more universities, it is not surprising that the majority of dis-

sertations were produced in the U.S. What is somewhat surprising is Austral-

ia’s contribution to doctoral-level tourism research. While only eight tourism-

focussed theses had been completed in Australia prior to 1990, nearly a quarter 

of all doctoral theses in tourism over the 60-year period in the four countries 

included in this study were from Australian universities. A total of 230 univer-

sities across the four countries were found to have generated tourism-focussed 

doctoral theses. 10 universities in the U.S., Canada, Australia and NZ produced 

26% of all tourism-focussed doctoral theses. At the lower end of the scale, 38 

universities recorded only a single tourism-focussed doctoral thesis over the 

60-year data collection period. This indicates that in all four countries some 

universities have focused on tourism while others have not. More detail about 
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the contribution of individual universities to doctoral tourism research is re-

ported in Weiler et al. (in press). 

Many more disciplines are influencing doctoral-level research in tourism 

than has been acknowledged in previously published studies.  Each of the dis-

ciplines of psychology, environmental studies, anthropology, history, econom-

ics, geography, sociology, marketing, business, political science, parks and rec-

reation, urban and regional planning, hotel and restaurant administration, and 

education have contributed to at least 70 dissertations. The first three disci-

plines—psychology, environmental studies and anthropology—have been par-

ticularly notable in informing tourism theses: 813 (43%) of all tourism-focussed 

dissertations have drawn on at least one of these. While some of these theses 

have been informed by a second discipline, this still suggests some imbalance 

in which disciplines inform tourism research. It is unclear why this imbalance 

occurs, but may be a result of the growth of these disciplines generally and the 

fostering of research by academic staff in some of these disciplines (Tribe & 

Airey, 2007). The remainder of this paper focuses on the results relating to the 

aim of the present paper, i.e. the contribution of economics and geography to 

tourism doctoral research, how this has changed over time, and differences be-

tween countries. 

The influence of Economics and Geography on doctoral tourism theses 

Geography and economics were two of the earliest disciplines in doctoral 

tourism research. Indeed, geography was the discipline that informed the very 

first tourism doctoral thesis recorded in the four countries of interest. This the-

sis was produced by H. H. Caldwell in 1951 at Clark University and its focus 

was on resource development for tourism in Idaho. Almost two decades later, 

the first tourism thesis informed by economics emerged. This thesis was pro-

duced by W. W. Goldsmith in 1968 at Cornell University and it investigated the 

impact of tourism on the Puerto Rico economy. In the intervening two decades, 

the only other disciplines to inform tourism doctoral research were urban and 

regional planning and parks and recreation.  

Since these pioneering theses, a total of 206 and 211 tourism theses have 

been informed by geography and economics, respectively, of which 12 were 

informed by both disciplines. Overall, geography ranks sixth and economics 

ranks seventh as disciplines influencing doctoral tourism research over the six-

ty year period in these four countries. This is somewhat different to previous 

findings, where geography and economics are prominent as disciplinary con-

text for tourism doctoral research. As would be expected, tourism theses influ-
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enced by economics tended to be undertaken in Economics and Econometric 

Schools or Departments (41%). This was followed by Geography and Geosci-

ences (12%), Business (9%), Marine and Environmental Studies (9%), Infor-

mation Management and Marketing (6%) and Tourism, Hospitality, Parks and 

Recreation (6%) Schools  Departments. Similarly, theses influenced by geogra-

phy were most commonly found in Geography and Geosciences Schools or 

Departments (58%). This was followed by Marine and Environmental Studies 

(12%), Tourism, Hospitality, Parks and Recreation (11%), American Studies 

(6%) and Business (6%). 

Eighty-five percent of the tourism theses informed by economics and geog-

raphy were single-location focused. That said, there was considerable diversity 

in study locations, with 195 different locations being cited in the abstracts. The 

economic-informed theses were most likely to focus on Australia (10), China 

(6), Fiji (5) and Thailand (5), while the geography-informed theses focused on 

China (9), British Columbia (5) and New Zealand (5). Finally, economics-

informed theses are significantly shorter than geography-informed theses, 

(economics mean = 239 pages and median = 202 pages compared to geography 

mean = 286 pages and median = 269 pages). 

Of the sixteen disciplines analysed in the initial study (Weiler et al., in 

press), geography and economics have declined the most in their influence, 

with the drop in economics being particularly dramatic. While both economics 

and geography have had absolute growth since tourism theses commenced, 

economics has significantly (p<=0.001) declined proportionately as a discipline 

used in tourism theses after 2000 (see Figure 1). The figures post-2000 (see Ta-

ble 1) are particularly telling, indicating a levelling-off of economically-

informed theses. This decline was prominent in the U.S. and Australia, where 

economics had originally been a founding discipline.  
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Figure 1. Number and proportion of tourism doctoral dissertations informed by economics and 

geography 

 

Over the sixty-year period of tourism doctoral research in the four coun-

tries, 129 (63%) of the geography-informed theses were multi-disciplinary, as 

compared to 112 (53%) multi-disciplinary economics-informed theses. As 

shown in Table 1, both economics (p<=0.001) and geography (p<=0.001) were 

found to have become significantly more multi-disciplinary since 2000. The 

multi-disciplinary tourism economic theses were found to be also informed 

mainly by environmental studies (31), political science (23), geography (12), 

sociology (12), and parks and recreation (10). The multi-disciplinary geography 
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tourism theses, on the other hand, were mainly informed by environmental 

studies (28), sociology (17), urban and regional planning (17), history (15), eco-

nomics (12), anthropology (11), and psychology (10). It is notable, that the mul-

ti-disciplinary theses influenced by both economics and geography were found 

to be more likely to be influenced by environmental studies than any other dis-

cipline, with environmental studies composing 22% of the multidisciplinary 

tourism economic studies and 18% of the multidisciplinary tourism geography 

studies. This is perhaps not surprising in the case of geography-informed the-

ses, given the gain in prominence of environmental studies as a discipline in 

recent years, which has been due in part to the phenomenon of many geogra-

phy departments adding environmental studies to their name (Harvey, Forster 

& Bourman 2002), or even replacing the name geography with environmental 

studies. 

 

 

Table 1. Changes over time in the influence of economics and geography on tourism doctoral re-

search 

  Before 2000 2000 Onwards Total theses 

All Tourism 
Theses 

Num
ber 

Per-
centage 
of tour-
ism 
theses 

Percent-
age be-
fore 
2000 

Num-
ber 

Per-
centage 
of tour-
ism 
theses 

Per-
centage 
after 
2000 

Num
ber 

Percent-
age of 
tourism 
theses 

Tourism Eco-
nomic theses 

93 16% 44% 118 9% 56% 211 16% 

Tourism Geog-
raphy theses 

68 12% 33% 138 11% 67% 206 16% 

Tourism theses 577 
 

31% 1,311 
 

69% 1888 
 

Multi-
disciplinary 
tourism theses 

Num
ber 

Per-
centage 
of multi-
discipli-
nary 
tourism 
theses 

Percent-
age of 
multi-
discipli-
nary 
theses 
before 
2000 

Num-
ber 

Per-
centage 
of multi-
discipli-
nary 
tourism 
theses 

Per-
centage 
of multi-
discipli-
nary 
theses 
after 
2000 

Num
ber 

Percent-
age of 
multi-
discipli-
nary 
tourism 
theses 

Tourism eco-
nomic theses 

36 24% 32% 76 13% 68% 112 15% 

Tourism geog-
raphy theses 

29 19% 22% 100 17% 78% 129 17% 

Tourism theses 152 
 

20% 599 
 

80% 751 
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Cross-country analysis 

Both economics and geography are among the top ten disciplines of influ-

ence in all four countries, however, in Canada geography is notable as the lead-

ing discipline to inform tourism research. Not surprisingly, given that the U.S. 

produced nearly two-thirds of all doctoral-level tourism theses in the four 

countries as noted earlier, the U.S. leads in producing doctoral-level research 

informed by economics and geography. Around 68% of tourism economic the-

ses were produced in the U.S. (143), followed by 23% being produced in Aus-

tralia (48), 5% in Canada (11) and 4% in New Zealand (9). Similarly, most of the 

tourism geography theses were produced in the U.S. (58% or 120 theses), fol-

lowed by 21% being produced in Canada (44), 15% in Australia (31) and 5% in 

New Zealand (11). Tourism economic theses represented the larger proportion 

of all tourism theses in the U.S. (12%), followed by Australia (11%), New Zea-

land (8%) and Canada (8%). Tourism geography theses, on the other hand, rep-

resented the larger proportion of all tourism theses in Canada (33%), compared 

with only 10% in the U.S., 9% in New Zealand and just 7% in Australia. 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, while past studies identified economics and geography as the key dis-

ciplinary context for tourism-focussed doctoral research, particularly in re-

search conducted prior to 2000, the present study indicates that their relative 

influence is declining. The lower ranking of economics and geography as disci-

plines informing tourism doctoral-level research in this paper is a result of both 

actual changes over the past 10 to 20 years as well as greater sophistication in 

both the data sources and the methods used in the present study. In the case of 

geography, it is clear that some of this decline is due to the growth of environ-

mental studies, which ranks second overall in disciplinary influence on doctor-

al-level tourism research. In addition, the growth in multi-disciplinary research 

may have allowed the influence of other disciplines to grow proportionately. 

While some such as Tribe and Airey (2007) may see this disciplinary breadth as 

a positive thing, others might well argue that, in the case of economics in par-

ticular, the levelling off of the absolute (as well as relative) numbers of econom-

ically-informed theses could lead to an under-supply of graduates with the ca-

pacity to undertake tourism research underpinned by economic theory in com-

ing years. This deficiency may be acutely noticed within the government sector, 

where economics and econometrics are desirable qualities, resulting in in-

creased employment of economists and researchers with little to no tourism 

background. 
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Further research is needed to explore both the antecedent factors and the 

consequences of these trends for doctoral tourism research and tourism re-

search generally. There is also scope for analysing the trends in other disci-

plines where the pre- and post 2000 data show large differences, such as envi-

ronmental studies, business and marketing, all of which had considerable 

growth in the past decade. The reasons for and the impacts of the differences 

between the top disciplines that inform doctoral research in each country also 

merit further investigation, i.e. anthropology in the U.S., geography in Canada, 

environmental studies in Australia and psychology in New Zealand. Given 

that doctoral graduates represent the next generation of tourism researchers, 

these trends and differences could well have implications for the capacity of 

tourism researchers and therefore the future of tourism research, scholarship 

and practice in each country. 
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ABSTRACT 

Rural tourism is receiving increasing interest, but not all areas have the same tourism 

potential, while evidence also reveals negative impacts of tourism. It is therefore im-

portant to analyse the tourism phenomenon at the local scale and understand a most 

important dimension of the rural tourism experience – social interaction. This is 

sought and appreciated, for distinct reasons, by both tourists and local communities, 

but little is still known about concrete interactions taking place, how these are inter-

preted and how interaction may become more satisfactory for all involved and con-

tribute to sustainable rural tourism development. These questions are discussed 

based on results of an in-depth, qualitative approach on rural tourism in two Portu-

guese villages, comparing perspectives of hosts and guests, as well as of two distinct 

destination realities. Results are research in progress of a 3-years research project on 

the overall rural tourism experience and reveal differences in the quality of interaction 

between the two villages, as well as differences in its interpretation between residents 

and visitors. 

Key words: rural tourism, tourism experience, social dimension, Portugal. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Rural tourism is attracting increasing public interest, as a result of growing 

demand of rural territories for leisure and tourism, but caution is recommend-

ed, since tourism is no miraculous tool of revitalizing any remote rural area 

suffering from lack of alternatives. Moreover, there is also evidence of negative 

impacts of tourism in these areas, which may question its contribution to sus-

tainable development, in particular its social acceptability. It is therefore im-

portant to analyse the tourism phenomenon at the local scale and understand 

one most important dimension of the shared, co-created global rural tourism 

experience – social interaction, the confrontation between hosts and guests. 

This dimension is considered one motivator of rural tourism demand and ap-

preciated for several reasons by local communities, but little is still known 

about the concrete interactions taking place, the way these are interpreted by 

both types of actors, how interaction may become more satisfactory for all in-

volved and what implications ‚higher quality interactions‛ might have on the 

development of successful and sustainable rural tourism experiences. These 

questions are discussed based on results of an in-depth, qualitative approach 

on rural tourism taking place in two Portuguese villages, permitting the com-

parison of perspectives of hosts (N=39), including both general population and 

those involved in tourism supply, and guests (N=32), as well as of two distinct 

destination realities. Results reveal differences in the quality of interaction be-

tween the two villages, largely due to the fact that one of the villages is mainly 

visited by excursionists, leading to rather short and more superficial contacts, 

while in the other village visitors tend to stay for longer, interacting more and 

differently with residents. Also differences in the perception of the relevance of 

hospitality between residents and visitors, particularly in the excursionist-

context, are observable.   

Rural Tourism and the Rural Tourism Experience  

Although any kind of tourism taking place in the rural space may be called 

‚rural tourism‛ (OECD, 1994), ‘rural features’ of the territory and the commu-

nity hosting the tourists, should be recognized as essential in any tourism expe-

rience designated as ‘rural’. According to Lane (1994), rural tourism should 

ideally be: located in rural areas; functionally rural, rural in scale (small scale) 

and traditional in character, organically and slowly growing and controlled by 

local people. Saxena et al. (2007) suggest the concept of ‚integrated rural tour-

ism‛, where tourism development occurs in an integrated, locally controlled 

and coordinated manner, yielding sustainable development.  
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From the tourists’ point of view, rural areas are frequently perceived in con-

trast to urban areas; with small settlements, small scale buildings, large amount 

of open space, only occupied by rural flora and fauna (Lane, 1994), offering the 

tourist a sense of free space and opportunities for relaxing, undertaking recrea-

tional outdoor activities and being close to nature, motivations revealed by dif-

ferent segments of rural tourists (Kastenholz et al., 1999; Kastenholz, 2004; 

Frochot, 2005; Molera & Albaladejo, 2007). The built as much as human envi-

ronment, specifically opportunities for personalized social contact between 

hosts and guests (Tucker, 2003; Kastenholz & Sparrer, 2009), are highly valued 

components of this rural tourism experience. Finally, traditions, the rural way 

of life, representing the ‚authentic‛, is another fundamental component 

(Figueiredo, 2004), although different tourists tend to value distinct dimensions 

of this experience (Kastenholz et al., 1999; Frochot 2005) and may, indeed, live 

the experience quite differently, deriving distinct meanings from it. 

From a sociological perspective, Cohen (1979) refers to tourists as seeking a 

‚center out there‛, an experience which might not be available within their or-

dinary ‚life space‛, assuming travel to ‚another world‛ – a restoring, distract-

ing or idealized one, permitting distinct experience modes- of a more hedonist, 

playful nature as leading to ‚re-creation‛ (to restitute the individual to his soci-

ety and values) or distraction - the ‚diversionary mode‛ (from a meaningless, 

‚center-less‛, boring life) or as modes leading to experiences of (more or less) 

deeper meaning. These modes are: the ‚experiential mode‛ (recapturing mean-

ing in life through the vicarious, mostly aesthetic experience/ observation of the 

authentic life of others), the ‚experimental mode‛ (travelers engage deeper in 

the ‚authentic life of others‛, without fully committing to it), and finally the 

‚existential mode‛ (fully committing to an ‚elective spiritual center‛ away 

from one’s life space).  

Without analyzing the degree of alienation with the traveler’s original cen-

ter or the degree of adhering to another ‚center out there‛, several studies un-

dertaken in the past suggest a generally increasing demand of ‚different holi-

day experiences‛, in diverse contexts and with distinct themes and activities, 

sometimes associated to increasing levels of education and growing travel ex-

perience within tourist markets. These trends, together with increasing holiday 

splitting, increasing interest in and concern about heritage preservation, search 

for ‚the authentic‛, of both physical and spiritual balance, a renewed environ-

mental consciousness, find fertile ground in rural territories (Chambers, 2009; 

OCDE, 1994). 
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The rural tourist experience must thus be understood as a complex and 

multi-facet and highly subjective phenomenon from the tourist’s point of view, 

integrating a diversity of pre-, on-site and post- experiences related to visiting 

the rural area, a set of expectations and desires, as well as concrete experiences 

on-site, with a series of sensorial, affective, cognitive, behavioural and social 

dimensions. This complex experience is shaped by multiple features of the 

physical and human, social, cultural and natural context, from which it de-

mands elements that oftentimes constitute central attractors and core satisfiers, 

but on which it simultaneously leaves marks and impacts that need to be con-

trolled for when aiming at sustainable rural tourism development (Garrod et 

al., 2006; Kastenholz, 2004; Lane, 1994; Saxena et al., 2007). The community is a 

central element in this experience, deserving particular attention. The interac-

tion between this community and those visiting them is a core element of the 

experience - to both hosts and guests, as will be detailed next. 

The Social Dimension of the Rural Tourism Experience  

The social contact between visitors and hosts is crucial for the rural tourism 

experience, influencing both visitors’ satisfaction and their intention to return 

(Eusébio & Carneiro, 2010, Pizam et al., 2000; Reisinger & Turner, 2003; Zhang 

et al., 2006) and hosts’ satisfaction (Andereck et al., 2005; Sinkovics & Penz, 

2009). Positive views held of each other and close relationships between visitors 

and hosts are crucial for the sustainable development of rural destinations 

(Sinkovics & Penz, 2009). However, there are many types of visitors and of res-

idents, with specific motivational and attitudinal profiles. Some of these visi-

tors and hosts are intensely interested in interacting (Tucker, 2003), while for 

others local people are little more than a part of scenery (Pearce, 1998; 

Figueiredo, 2009) and visitors are simply consumers of goods and services in 

tourism destinations. In tourism, Reisinger and Turner (2003, p. 37) define so-

cial contact as a ‚personal encounter that takes place between a tourist and a 

host‛. This personal encounter can occur, as De Kadt (1979) suggests, in diverse 

contexts: when visitors acquire goods or services; when both parties use the 

same tourism attractions and facilities and when exchanging information and 

ideas. 

The influence of social contact between hosts and visitors in the rural tour-

ism experience will depend on the contexts in which it takes place and on the 

frequency and intensity of its occurrence (Eusébio & Carneiro, 2010). On the 

other hand, the effects of the interaction will probably be different to hosts and 

to visitors. It is therefore important to analyse both views. However, literature 
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review reveals a research gap regarding the shared tourism experience (Zhang 

et al. 2006), namely about how to precisely assess this social interaction 

(Reisinger & Turner, 2003). Pizam et al. (2000), for example, used the intensity 

of interaction as a measure of social contact, while Andereck et al. (2005) used 

the frequency of interaction and Reisinger and Turner (1998) analyzed types of 

social contact preferred by visitors and their respective satisfaction with them.  

Hosts of rural areas may play a vital role by providing information to tour-

ists (De Kadt, 1979; Garrod et al., 2006), eventually, influencing some tourists’ 

decisions and behaviours at the destination (Murphy, 2001) (e.g. attractions to 

visit, infrastructures to use). When the tourist further seeks more personalized, 

‚intimist‛ relationships (Trauer & Ryan, 2005), the genuine contact with the 

local community, as possible in rural tourism accommodation (Tucker, 2003), is 

highly valued. ‚Home‛ as a social category is, in the rural context, further ex-

tended to the rural community, as Kastenholz and Sparrer (2009) highlight, 

which the host family is part of and in regard to which it might serve as a ‚cul-

tural broker‛ (Cohen, 1988). Rural tourists frequently look for a special rela-

tionship with their hosts as a means of getting to know their way of life, even-

tually entering another ‚spiritual center‛, perceived as more ‚authentic‛ (Co-

hen, 1979), while simultaneously enjoying genuine hospitality and getting to 

know the ‚real‛ culture and life space of the host community. One should 

therefore understand the hosts and the local population, in general, as a signifi-

cant element in the complex rural tourism experience. Rural tourism may also 

lead to a form of interaction Heuman (2005) designed as tourists’ ‚protection‛, 

some kind of ‚cocooning‛, when hosts genuinely receive tourists in their own 

homes and look after them, favouring closer relationships, reciprocity between 

hosts and tourists (e.g. gifts exchange) and naturally sharing activities (e.g. 

meals) (Murphy, 2001; Trauer & Ryan, 2005). These closer interactions, espe-

cially if perceived as genuine, may lead to more memorable and meaningful 

experiences of a ‛center out there‛ (Cohen, 1979). This host-guest interaction in 

rural tourism may lead to a ‚warm feeling of companionship‛, making the 

tourists feel as belonging to the hosts’ family (Musa et al., 2010). However, this 

close contact may, according to Tucker (2003), sometimes result in negative ef-

fects: visitors may experiment negative sentiments of restrictions and obliga-

tion (e.g. feeling obliged to follow recommendations), while hosts may experi-

ment a sensation of invasion of privacy. It seems thus essential to guarantee an 

appropriate balance between social exchange and autonomy/ privacy of both 

parts, a balance that might be facilitated by the commercial dimension of the 

relationship (Kastenholz & Sparrer, 2009; Tucker, 2003). 
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THE STUDY  

Methodology and case presentation  

For achieving the aims of this study, a case-study approach was undertaken. 

Case-study research often presents some limitations (e.g. not permitting gener-

alization of results), but it is one approach for providing a deeper understand-

ing of a complex object, as the social dimension of the tourist experience, lived 

and conditioned by different stakeholders (tourists, population, agents of tour-

ism supply and institutions), specifically their behavioral options, interactions, 

thoughts, interpretations, emotions and attitudes in a specific context (Yin, 

2003). Additionally, documental analysis and on-site observation was under-

taken to identify the main tourism resources of both villages and better under-

stand the physical setting of the experience. 

The here proposed study implies the analysis of the interactions between 

hosts and guests. Considering the subjectivity of these interactions, the semi-

structured interview was considered most appropriate. In Linhares da Beira 

(LB), 32 visitors, 4 supply agents and 16 inhabitants were interviewed. In Janei-

ro de Cima (JC), 11 residents, 7 supply agents and 9 tourists were inquired.  

The case study villages integrate the Central Region of Portugal (figure 1). 

Both villages have about 300 inhabitants and share many demographic, social 

and economic features with other rural settlements of the interior parts of the 

country, as population ageing (INE, 2011).  

Linhares integrates the network of Historical Villages of Portugal (1994) and is 

located in the Serra da Estrela Natural Park. The village is known as capital of 

paragliding, due to its privileged natural conditions and resources for the prac-

tice of this sport. It offers four active official lodging units, including a campsite 

and a small boutique hotel, two restaurants, a bar, a craft shop and a tourism 

information office. The number of visitors to the village reveals its level of at-

tractiveness: official numbers are above 10.000 visitors a year, which is remark-

able for a village of the size of Linhares, but numbers were well above 20.000 

visitors between 2002 and 2004, revealing some decrease of attractiveness in the 

past years.  

Janeiro de Cima integrates the Schist Villages Network (2004) and is located 

by the river Zêzere. This proximity to the river permits to have a river park 

which is very popular in summer. The village offers two official rural tourism 

units, a restaurant, a bar, a pub and the Weaver´s House (museum, tea room, 

and shop, which also functions as a place of weaving activity and training for 
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residents). There are no official numbers on the amount of visitors to the vil-

lage. However, the parish is sure that during weekends and August the popu-

lation almost duplicate, mainly due to the large number of second residences 

and VFR.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.  Location of the case studies (Source: Google Earth accessed July 2011) 

Profile of the interviewed 

 

A total of 14 visitors, 14 residents and 4 local supply agents were inter-

viewed in the historical village of Linhares da Beira. The majority of visitors in-

terviewed are excursionists (8), are 40 years or older, 8 are females, travelling 

mostly in a couple and with family (generally their children), reveal higher so-

cio-economic status (doctors, nurses, teachers and economists) and come from 

cities. The majority of the inhabitants of Linhares interviewed are 50 years or 

older, 8 are females, 9 are married, half the sample present low education levels 

(below 7 years of formal education), and a low level of monthly household in-

come. However, most are either professionally active (6), usually in agriculture, 

or retired (5). Of the four local supply agents interviewed, three belong to the 

food and beverage sector (lodging, restaurant and bar) and one is the owner of 

a handicraft shop. 
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In the schist village Janeiro de Cima 9 visitors, 11 residents and 7 local sup-

ply agents were interviewed. All visitors interviewed are tourists, are mostly 30 

years or older, travelling as a couple or with family (predominantly without 

children), have high socio-economic status and live in cities. On the other hand, 

the majority of residents interviewed are aged between 20 and 59 years, are fe-

male (8), professionally active and with medium education level. The owners/ 

managers of a rural accommodation, a handicrafts shop (within the Weav-

ers’House), a restaurant, a bar, a pub and two small shops were interviewed in 

the group of local supply agents.    

Host-Guest Interaction -Views of tourists 

Visitors consider the contact with the local population as very positive. The in-

terviews of visitors reveal a consensus regarding the friendliness and hospitali-

ty of the local residents. Tourists not only recognize the population’s friendli-

ness, but also its high willingness to help.  

The majority of the contacts with locals that visitors refer to, occur in the 

street. However, some also happen in places where residents sell products or 

services. These contacts are more likely to occur in restaurants and cafés or, less 

frequently, in grocery stores. Only a minority referred to interactions occurring 

in other places, like tourism attractions (the ‚Weaver’s House‛ in Janeiro de Ci-

ma or the castle in Linhares are mentioned) and on farmlands. The majority of 

the interactions with locals are considerably superficial, limited to residents 

and visitors greeting each other. Although superficial, these contacts are highly 

valued by visitors, who really appreciate the fact that residents greet them 

without knowing them, in contrast to what happens in cities.   

However, some differences are noticed between the visitors of the two vil-

lages. While in Linhares this kind of superficial contact prevails, in Janeiro visi-

tors are likely to develop deeper relationships with residents. This may be due 

to the fact that visitors typically stay less time in Linhares, than in Janeiro de Ci-

ma, with the proportion of excursionists being higher in Linhares. 

In Janeiro de Cima, however deeper interaction was possible between the 

longer staying tourist and the local community, also receiving smaller tourist 

numbers. In Janeiro de Cima, a few visitors develop a deeper interaction with 

residents and engage in a more involving and meaningful rural tourism expe-

rience. These visitors entered into longer conversations with residents about 

the residents’ life (especially about their family) or about specific characteristics 

of the place (e.g. agriculture). Agriculture emerges as a theme of major interest 
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to visitors. Some visitors are interested in knowing what is cultivated in the 

fields and like to appreciate the residents working the lands, including the 

techniques and tools they use. A visitor, referring to a conversation with a 70 

years old resident explained [enthusiastically]: ‚he was very receptive… talked 

about what he had… sheep, about what he cultivated, about his sons, ..about his life, 

about agriculture‛(JC). Visitors seem to highly value observing and talking to 

residents in their habitual contexts: ‚We very much enjoyed walking, observing the 

people on farmlands … or even observing people working … we got into conversation 

with some people. This interaction with people who live in the territory marks [the ex-

perience]‛(JC), with sometimes even nostalgic thoughts expressed about per-

sonal experiences in the countryside during the visitor’s childhood. 

A considerable number of visitors in both villages sought information from 

residents, which was generally considered very helpful, permitting a better ex-

ploration of the village and, in some cases, the identification of other places to 

visit, things to do or things to buy, as expressed by the following statements: 

‚they all were very friendly and helpful”(LB) and “provide us very helpful information 

about places we should visit”(JC).  

Some visitors remarked as positive the contrast experienced in the village, 

compared to their (typically urban) place of residence, and the genuine charac-

ter of the visited rural area. One visitor remarked ‚the relationship residents have 

with this small agriculture is very characteristic. It is a [real] Portugal that is still here 

… perfectly genuine‛ (JC). In fact, the general environment of the village con-

trasts largely to the usual place of residence of many visitors – few inhabitants, 

a predominance of old people, residents with a higher willingness to talk with 

people they do not know, no hurry and more traditional ways of working, es-

pecially regarding agriculture. Some visitors explicitly state their interest in 

getting to know the local costumes. 

Only very few visitors mentioned constraints to contact with the popula-

tion. One referred to the lack of preparation of a café employee to provide in-

formation about the village (also revealing the tourists’ expectations of the 

population’s role in helping tourists) and others mentioned that some residents 

seemed suspicious of visitors, looking at them strangely. In fact, some residents 

are more receptive to communicate with visitors than others. The short dura-

tion of stay is indicated by visitors as a major constraint for getting into (closer) 

contact with the population. Tourists, compared to same-day visitors, reported 

deeper and higher number of contacts with the population, probably due to 

their longer stay in the village. 
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Host-Guest Interaction - Views of local population and agents of supply 

Residents interviewed in both villages mention local population´s hospitality as 

a main factor of visitor attraction. They generally portrayed local populations 

as inviting and welcoming, open to interact with visitors. The interactions are 

mainly motivated by the visitors and by their searching of information about 

local history, customs, local activities and festivities, origin and meaning of 

some traditions, local monuments, etc.: “when tourists ask for information, we talk 

with them… but we do not mess with them… no”(LB). These contacts are perceived 

by the hosts as extremely relevant to provide a complete and fruitful tourism 

experience to visitors, as well as to maintain their interest in the villages and 

sometimes their willingness to revisit it: “they have the will to interact and also we 

have this will. Local population adapted well to this situation… visitors like to see good 

will from local people, otherwise, if they do not feel welcome,  they will not return” (JC).  

Inhabitants of Janeiro de Cima attribute more relevance to their role as hosts 

than the residents in Linhares da Beira, as they also present a more positive 

view on tourism activities and its impacts in local economy (Figueiredo et al., 

2011). This difference might be related to the diverse stages of tourism devel-

opment in the two villages, being tourism activities much more recent in Janei-

ro de Cima than in Linhares and therefore generating more positive expecta-

tions towards tourism activities and visitors. Additionally, visitors stay for 

longer time in Janeiro than in Linhares, which is easier to reach (and also get 

away from) and attracts a sometimes large number of passing-by excursionists. 

Consequently, residents in Janeiro de Cima tend to value more informal (i.e. 

not so much business-oriented) relationships with the visitors. In fact, they val-

ue these contacts as opportunities to interact and share experiences with differ-

ent and unusual (to their daily life) persons: “it is mainly a village with many elder-

ly people and these persons like to feel the movement, to see new people, to say “Good 

Morning”, to escape for a while that solitude of just being there, at their doors, catching 

a little bit of sun… they see people that are passing… “Good Morning”… and they 

have a little conversation… people here sometimes… hum… they are… hum… some-

times there is hunger, not for food, but for conversation… as I use to say, people from 

this village are hungry for conversation… ”.  

Despite the relative differences between the population of Linhares da Beira 

and Janeiro de Cima regarding the interaction  with tourists, these are seen as 

generally positive in both villages as well as rewarding to tourists and to local 

inhabitants alike. Visitors often want to be more involved in local activities as 

part of their tourism experiences: “when there are festivities and other ceremonies 
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they [the visitors] want to participate, they ask for the time, what is it about” (JC); 

“Many visitors go to the elderly day care center to talk, they like to talk with us, be-

cause the center has a wall [fortification] all around it... has Saint Antonio… and 

there are many people that go there and ask… the tourist guide uses to take  the excur-

sions there and they are there with us” (LB).  

Positive interaction between the local agents of tourism supply and the visi-

tors is a crucial ingredient of the rural tourist experience, providing the basis 

for a sustainable development of rural tourism. Although the more frequent 

type of interaction between these two stakeholders is of a formal nature, the 

satisfaction obtained by both groups has an important role in the tourism expe-

rience, of which agents of supply in both villages are conscious. 

In Janeiro de Cima, local supply agents state that they frequently interact with 

visitors, truly appreciating these contacts. Local hospitality is perceived as an 

important tourist attractor: ‚When they come here, I ask them about where they came 

from, if they like or not the village….and, they like to talk with me‛. Local agents of 

tourism supply also provide information to visitors, explaining some  relevant 

features of the village, such as stories, the origin of specific handicraft products 

and the manufacturing process of typical products (e.g linen): ‚Tourists like that 

we explain the linen cycle. They make several questions about how handicraft products 

are made”. Agents thereby react to the tourists’ demand and accept their role as 

‚cultural brokers‛ (Cohen, 1988). 

In Linhares da Beira, the interaction between local agents and visitors is 

perceived as less frequent, less important and rather superficial. However, 

when this interaction occurs generally it is perceived as pleasant. Some local 

supply agents also attribute some relevance to this interaction with visitors, 

understanding its potential for increasing the profitability of their businesses: 

“We need talk with tourists … Just saying that we would like to receive many tourists 

and doing nothing about it, is not enough‛. Apparently in Linhares the focus is 

rather on the tourism business as such and not as much on a genuine oppor-

tunity of a mutually enriching social interaction. 

CONCLUSION 

The role of the social dimension of the rural tourism experience, identified as a 

relevant tourist motivator and satisfier (Kastenholz & Sparrer, 2009; Musa, 

2010; Reisinger & Turner, 2003; Trauer & Ryan, 2005; Tucker, 2003) and as an 

enjoyable part of the tourism phenomenon for both local tourism suppliers and 

communities, as well (Andereck et al 2005; Tucker, 2003; Zhang, et al, 2006), 
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could be clearly confirmed by the results of the here presented case study re-

search in two Portuguese hinterland villages in Central Portugal. All stake-

holders interviewed seem to enjoy the host-guest interaction, for distinct rea-

sons. Tourists feel well in a hospitable environment, enjoying the more genu-

ine, friendly daily treatment amongst people who meet on the street, con-

trasting to the anonymous social context lived in their home cities, entering a 

distinct, perhaps socially more ensuring, less alineating life space or ‚center out 

there‛ (Cohen, 1979), which seems to be valued as more ‚authentic‛ or ‚genu-

ine‛ social relationship. This phenomenon seems to be enjoyed in a rather ‚ex-

periential‛ (pleasantly observing) or ‚experimental mode‛ (deeper engage-

ment), without however fully committing to this different ‚center out there‛, 

since the interaction keeps a rather transitory and non-transforming character. 

Some tourists may actually be rather entertained by this distinct kind of social 

experience in a more re-creational or diversionary mode (Cohen, 1979), helping 

them to get restored for their continuous functioning in their stressful urban 

lifestyles, as becomes clear in some of the discourse about enjoying the differ-

ence from the daily rush and anonymous social life. 

There is, in fact, evidence for most of the tourists interviewed living a rather 

superficial social encounter with the host community, with most references 

made regarding either a (rather transitory) service context or the short contact 

asking for information. That is, most interaction is initiated by the tourist, seek-

ing help from the local population. However, even for a tourist not seeking 

deeper meaning in his/ her rural tourism experience, the usefulness of social 

contacts is appreciated, since hosts do in fact deliver relevant information. This 

information may be of functional value, but it may also permit those who wish 

to get more involved in the visited host community to eventually enter more 

deeply in this other life space (e.g. being curious about agriculture, traditions, 

way of life in isolation, etc). That is, here hosts may play the role of ‚cultural 

brokers‛ making the bridge between the outsider and the local community 

(Cohen, 1988). This attempt of learning about and appreciating another (even-

tually idealized) way of life is present in some of the tourists’ discourse as well. 

One may thus state that different, more or less refreshing, entertaining, educa-

tional or meaningful experience modes are sought and lived by distinct tourists. 

For the local population the interaction with visitors is also valued distinct-

ly, but reveals a generally positive evaluation of these, however frequently su-

perficial, contacts. Apparently residents of Janeiro de Cima assume their role as 

hosts with more conviction than those of Linhares da Beira, similarly present-

ing a generally more positive view on tourism and its impacts on local econo-
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my, as discussed elsewhere (Figueiredo et al., 2011). This difference might be 

due to distinct stages of tourism development, with tourism being more recent 

in Janeiro de Cima and therefore generating more positive expectations. Addi-

tionally, visitors stay for longer time in Janeiro than in Linhares, which is easier 

to reach (and also get away from) and attracts large numbers of passing-by ex-

cursionists. Consequently, tourists are rather rare in Janeiro de Cima, an isolat-

ed village in the Portuguese hinterland, and genuinely welcomed as a change 

in the residents’ daily routine, where people are ‚hungry for conversation” and 

ready to engage in a deeper, mutually more enriching relationship. On the oth-

er hand, in Linhares interactions tend to be rather short, formal and business-

oriented or considered the ‚right attitude to improve tourism profitability‛.  

It is interesting that none of the possible negative effects of a too close rela-

tionship between hosts and guests (Tucker, 2003) has been mentioned yet, not 

even in Janeiro de Cima, where this possibility would be more probable. This 

might be due to the initial phase of tourism development in the village with 

tourist numbers still being apparently socially well acceptable. 

In any case, despite the diversity of visitors, residents and local supply 

agents interviewed, the here presented results are of an exploratory nature, 

work in progress, and still require additional efforts in (also quantitative) data 

collection and analysis, with these results being furthermore compared to re-

sults from a third Portuguese village (Favaios in the Douro Valley). Additional 

similar research approaches in other countries would be most interesting to 

validate results, shaped by specific contexts, but eventually comparable due to 

similar context variables. This might permit the generation of a series of case 

studies of rural tourism projects where the tourist experience might be under-

stood from diverse angles, eventually permitting the identification of pattern of 

more or less successful or sustainable tourism development approaches. The 

here presented cases are not typical rural tourism destinations, where people 

would stay for some weeks (despite its potential and except for a few residen-

tial tourists with family links to the village population), but the inclusion of vil-

lages, where this is more common, would probably shed light onto different 

kinds of host-guest interaction, which might indeed be of a more intense, even 

‚existential mode‛ type (Cohen, 1979).  
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ABSTRACT 

Along the xxth century, official architecture focused on the process of renovation of 

the industrial city, paying no attention to emergent phenomenon like tourism, which 

legitimacy was under suspicion. Minimum housing, mobility, public spaces or provid-

ing services and facilities were the areas urbanism focused on, avoiding the debate on 

the intense developments that were taking place in the coastal areas. The aim of this 

paper is to display the research projects carried out within the agenda of the HTT Insti-

tute, and to make obvious the need to deal with a critical review of the tourist archi-

tecture in depth, in order to create the framework for the projects already done and to 

offer new perspectives on challenges to be faced in the future.  

Key words: tourism, architecture, HIT projects. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Sun and sand mass tourism is one of the most important economic, social, cul-

tural and architectonic phenomena in the second half of the XXth century. Di-

verse fields of knowledge, such as Geography, Sociology, Anthropology, Eco-

nomics or History, have analysed this subject, much more than Architecture 

has done, despite the key role this academic discipline plays in the design of 
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the tourist space. Architects lack of interest in tourism, one of the most im-

portant constructing phenomena in the 19. and 20. centuries (Pie Ninot, 2002), 

is part of a general disdain that goes beyond the architectural matter. Accord-

ing to Veblen (1962) o Dumazedier (1962) the values of the Weber society 

(Weber, 1984) are being replaced with tourism; work as a moral value and the 

reason of success for a leisure society and holidays, in which working is a burden.  

Mass tourism lives with this negative consideration since the beginning, 

right after the approval of the paid holidays. Then, there was a debate on the 

risks of the paid holidays due to the wrong way they could be used. To the 

wealthy classes, they were seen as an opportunity to improve their education, 

but for the working classes they were perceived as an invitation to laziness and 

vice. It is not unusual that within that debate Paul Lafargue, who was the re-

sponsible of these matters in the French government and Karl Marx’s son-in-

law, published in 1883 a manifest for the paid holidays, entitled The right to be 

lazy, where he uses the words of those who are against the paid holidays to de-

fend the right of the working classes to enjoy their paid rest. Lafargue will 

stand that work, far from being a virtue, is “the cause of all intellectual degen-

eracy, of all organic deformity”. (LAFARGUE, 1973). Many authors will share 

this assertion in the beginning of the XXth century, such as Bertrand Russell in 

his book “Elogio de la ociosidad” (1932), where he supported the 4-hour work-

ing day as a measure for a happier, fairer and more civilized society.  

Anyway, the reservations about the suspicious nature of leisure will be con-

stantly present when it turns to be another activity to be consumed. Compared 

to the graceful aristocratic-type of leisure of the Grand Tour, supposedly fo-

cused on the cultural heritage of the great civilizations of the past ages, tourism 

—mass tourism— becomes a huge business and, as many theorists from the 

Frankfurt School (Marcuse, Lefevre) will criticize, another way of alienation. 

Tourism will be considered to be as another mechanism of assimilation and 

social abuse, and, in consequence, another failure of the struggle for the work-

ing classes’ liberation and a more balanced social and economic system. 

Apart from these doubts, tourism will also be considered to be fragile ac-

cording to its economic vulnerability. Despite it was very successful from the 

50’s on, tourism will be seen as the weakest part of the system; the perfect vic-

tim for any of the crisis the classic economics will predict within the capitalist 

system. However, during the oil crisis in the 60’s, when the industries the wel-

fare society was based on collapsed —metallurgy, shipyards, etc. —, tourism 

will barely experiment any decline.  
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Nowadays, tourist economy enjoys very good health. Its growth has not 

been stopped by the world crisis or the several conflicts and political changes 

that are taking place all around the world. According to the latest UNWTO 

World Tourism Barometer, international tourist arrivals grew by over 4% in 

2011. Growth is expected to continue in 2012: international tourist arrivals are 

on track to reach the milestone one billion mark. 

Literature Review 

During the first half of 20. century, in the beginning of mass tourism, official 

Architecture and Urbanism were basically worried about the problems of the 

industrial city. These disciplines faced housing shortage by massive develop-

ments of a minimum standard-type of housing. A second objective was to im-

prove the efficiency of the city through a functional road system, according to 

the characteristics of the private car. There was a systematization of the archi-

tecture of the services and facilities, and finally, a naked-type of buildings was 

legitimated in order to minimize costs and to make their building easier.  

Architecture paid no attention to the tourist phenomenon although the 

boom of mass tourism in the 60’s. The lack of references on tourism in the ar-

chitectural journals of that time is an clear evidence of this. In Spain, Arquitec-

tura, the journal of the Association of Architects of Madrid, published different 

articles concerning tourism between 1961 and 1972. This interest came up with 

a monograph on the Elviria public tendering process in the Costa del Sol pub-

lished in 1961, with a brilliant critical analysis on the projects submitted. It ends 

in 1972, with another monograph on César Manrique and Fernando Higueras’ 

works in Lanzarote (1972). In 1964 they published a monograph on the Confer-

ence on Architecture and Urbanism that took place in Catalonia, and in 1969 

another issue focused on spas, hotels, paradores and other tourist typologies. 

After this period, tourist architecture is not going to be a topic in this journal 

any more. Another journal, Urbanismo, also published by the same association, 

will take over from Arquitectura: more critical opinions on tourism and its con-

sequences on the territory will figure in this journal.  

In Quaderns d’Arquitectura i Urbanisme, the journal of the Association of Ar-

chitects of Catalonia, the publication of two monographs on tourism in 1966 

reveals the moment this journal showed a biggest interest on this issue. This 

moment coincides with a new editorial line, as a consequence of the encounter 

between young architects who did not live through the Civil War and older 

ones who had been loyal to the Modern Movementi.  
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In Italy and France, the other two countries where holiday tourism devel-

oped the most, architectural journals did not focused on this matter either. In 

Italy, two monographs published in Casabella-Continuit|ii in 1964 are the most 

significant contribution to this topic. They exposed a very critical vision on 

what was going on at that moment, which came on top of the criticize Ernesto 

Rogers (director of the journal at that time) had already displayed in the pre-

ceding issueiii. In France, the debate was quite different, probably because the 

largest tourist development of that time was lead by the country: the tourist 

development of Languedoc-Roussilloniv. As a result of this operation, architect 

Georges Candilisv wrote the first book entirely dedicated to tourist architecture, 

in which he analyzes that development, which he was in charge of.  

In Spain, the first critical opinions on the territorial consequences of tourism 

will not appear until the 80’s, on the articles that explained town planning pro-

jects on tourist areas lead by the first democratic city councils. At that time, ur-

ban planning became the only instrument to condemn the excesses committed 

in the name of tourism. The first hypothesis on a solution to that situation also 

came from urbanism. Criticism on residential city will be a line of attack to re-

build it. It was based on the recovery of the public space, which will be very 

successful; urbanism, on the other side, will not find a proper answer to tourist 

city. The lack of references, the importance of prejudices and the need to stop 

what was going on in the Spanish coast turned urbanism into a plan to avoid a 

catastrophic end, more than an urban analysis on the phenomenon within the 

territory.  

The first significant transversal conference on tourism in Spain will take 

place in 1976 in Catalonia, the «Costa Brava Debate». It was such an important 

meeting because one of the first rigorous revisions on town-planning situation 

was carried out and the overdevelopment of the coast was condemned. Two 

more conferences went after this first meeting, in 1989 and 2004vi. Despite the 

initial efforts to improve the urban planning situation right after the first con-

ference, which helped to adjust and fix some of the most important problems, 

the final result was totally unsatisfactory. The town planning strategy followed 

by the first democratic city councils in Spain was not able to correct the wrong 

direction a money-making activity such as tourism was heading to. 

Next conferences demonstrated that those measures were not enough. On 

the one hand, their absolute ignorance in relation to the characteristics and na-

ture of the tourist products was evident. On the other hand, the legal frame-

work did not help to promote a sustainable development, but a very fast, dis-
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proportionate and uncontrolled growth. The core of the matter is the lack of 

knowledge about the uniqueness of the tourist phenomenon and its instru-

ments of management. 

Within this framework, where urbanism is unable to understand and con-

trol the situation, landscape progressively plays a more important role. Land-

scape, in the sun and sand version, justifies the existence of holiday tourism. 

Therefore, it is necessary to think about the particular features of architecture 

and urbanism concerning the tourist space, but also the landscape where these 

tourist items are located. This is why the first line of research on tourism in the 

Spanish schools of architecture came out of the Master’s Degree in Landscape 

Architecture, at the Barcelona School of Architecture in the 90’s. 

The publication of the book Arquitectura y turismo: planes y proyectosvii (BAR-

BA; PIE, 1996) and the «Post Graduate Course in Architecture and Tourism», 

organized by the Association of Architects of the Balearic Islands in 1993 and 

1994viii, were the result of that line of research. Later on, other activities will be 

carried out. On the one hand, the exhibition organized by the associations of 

architects of the Mediterranean coast and the Canary Islands entitled «Sunland 

Architecture»ix. On the other hand, the organization of the Docomomo Confer-

ence «Modern Architecture and tourism: 1925-1965»x. These two events will 

definitely mean the beginning of the debate on the role Architecture and Ur-

banism play in the configuration of the tourist space. This debate will finally 

get many researchers all along Spain to be involved. 

Recently, new approaches to tourism have emerged, but they are less sys-

tematic and more focused on the post-modern discussion. This is an uncon-

vincing dissertation, which nourishes both those who keep their prejudices 

about tourism and those who consider it the paradigm of the «society of the 

spectacle», proclaimed by Guy Debord and idolized by Andy Warhol. Costa 

Ibérica. Upbeat to the Leisure City,xi published in 2004, is a very good example of 

this. Over and above the significance of these opinions and the transgressor 

nature of their proposals, no one can deny their indulgent attitude towards the 

predatory effects of mass tourism on landscape.  

METHODOLOGY  

Within this framework, the line of research on the role of Architecture in the 

configuration of the tourist space becomes not only a circumstantial approach 

to tourism, but a necessary point of view in order to understand the phenome-

non and be able to change it. In Spain, there has recently been a tremendous 
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effort to renovate and revitalize mature tourist areas through the state-

promoted programme Plan de Turismo Español Horizonte 2020xii. One of the ac-

tions promoted by this programme is the «Special re-assessment projects for 

mature tourism destinations», focused on the renovation and total moderniza-

tion of three areas specially spoiled: Playa de Palma (Majorca), Costa del Sol 

(Andalusia) and La Playa del Inglés (Gran Canaria). The renovation of Playa de 

Palma is the most incisive project: the most significant invest is aimed at the 

urban, architectonical and landscape renewal of that area. This shows the influ-

ence of these features in the renovation policies designed to change the mature 

tourist areas, as well as the lack of knowledge about which is the more suitable 

answer the academic discipline may provide. 

The HTT Institute (Habitat, Tourism and Territory) focuses on the analysis 

of the architectural-town planning pieces the urban conglomerate of sun and 

sand tourism is made of, as well as the territorial-landscape configuration of 

the tourist space. These two lines of research have been organized into two re-

search projects: The minimum elements of tourism (2007-2009) and the Atlas of the 

sun and sand tourism of the Costa del Sol (2008-2010). Both projects help to define 

a significant database, required to understand the role Architecture plays in 

this process. 

The research on The minimum elements of tourism actually began with the 

studies Rosa Barba and Ricard Pié carried out for the book Arquitectura y turis-

mo: planes y proyectos. Those studies aimed at establishing un símil con la vivienda 

mínima, que el funcionalismo introdujo para resolver los problemas de la nueva ciudad 

industrial, and also an analysis to understand the touruist architectures as 

lugares y unidades de gestión y construcción del territorio turístico. (BARBA; PIE, 

1996) 
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Figure 1. Holiday stations: resorts. 

Source: Barba & Pie, 1999: 39 

 

 

 

This happened to be the starting point of the debate regarding the specific 

nature of urbanism in relation to the leisure city, so different than the industrial 

city. The tourist city of sun and sand emerged as a colonizing phenomenon that 

must survive on its own in a «natural» space. In the industrial city, the mini-

mum elements are specialized -housing, stores, industry, etc.-, so the complexi-

ty is due to aggregation. In the tourist city, every piece is self-sufficient and 

able to set up the place. The research on the minimum elements of tourism 

looks for the conditions these elements must contain. 

This research deals with the analysis of the conditions architecture of tour-

ism must enclose, in relation to size, measures, standards, etc., in order to 

launch a set of indicators that will help in the future. Tourist space is made of 

two categories: the minimum element where to stay, the hotel, and the facili-

ties, whose objective is to grant services.  

The hotel is considered to be the minimum element of tourism par excel-

lence, as it can turn a place into a tourist destination on its own. The hotel 

comes out in the city, thanks to the progress of the communications and the 

expansion of the railway. The tourist hotel is a legacy of the urban hotel, which 

opens onto landscape in order to be part of it, like the panoramic hotel. The 

transformation of the hotel designed around a central yard, due to urban influ-
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ence, into the panoramic hotel opened onto the sea is the result of the evolution 

of sanitary architecture (focusing on the tuberculosis treatment). This change 

will take place in alpine spas, which will be moved to the coast: the views will 

replace the sunxiii.  

The colonizing nature of the hotel will help other tourist areas to develop, 

although due to its autarkic disposition its capacity to get associated will be 

reduced. That is why these elements will be a bit autistic; it will be difficult for 

them to be part of the city. This explains many of the difficulties concerning the 

tourist addition of elements and its transformation. 

The two most important minimum tourist facilities, usually linked to ac-

commodation operations, are the marinas and the golf courses. Both of them 

are seen as a way to offer a tourist opportunity to a territory, whether it is an 

unspoiled area to be promoted with high-quality standards or an outdated 

tourist area to be renewed.  

Marinas and ports have a very different origin. Marinas are presented as a 

lacustrine city; the result of drying a swampy areaxiv. Ports are an entity built 

up as an annexe to the coast. Marinas are located in the tourist developments 

carried out in the mangrove swamps, such as Florida. Ports are built in the in-

ner seas, where swell is not a problem during the construction process. The Ra-

cine mission developed 16 tourist stations in the South of France, in the 

Languedoc Rousillon. In every station it could be found a port de plesance, a sort 

of core of a city.xv  
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Figure 2: Analysis of the Port Grimaud marina (1996), Saint Tropez, (France). 

Source: Post Graduate Project by Nuria Nebot-Gomez De Salazar, AL>tour group. 

 

The origin of golf is prior to the tourist phenomenon, but it has developed 

and confirmed under the wing of tourism. Thus, that game played by shep-

herds that turned into a stylish diversion aimed at pacing up and down the 

countryside, it has turned into an artificial carpet that covers the peripheries of 

certain tourist areas. The final objective of the golf development had to do with 

real state and speculative intentions more than sportive. The features of this 

facility -initially linked to the conditions of the place- have become a superim-

posed landscape. Golf, as it occurs in other tourist areas, has imposed a set of 

landscape rules, originally designed to a different type of areas. These rules 

deny the singular nature of the place and trivialize its contentsxvi. 

Research on the minimum elementsxvii is a scientific thought which objective 

is to understand the architectural and urban reasons of every part of the devel-

oped spaces of tourism. The ignorance in relation to the architectural attributes 

of tourist elements is one of the current difficulties when designing new prod-

ucts or renewing existing elements. However, knowing these attributes must be 

completed with the study and analysis of tourist landscapes. If the research on 

the minimum elements is based on the architectonic projects and the infrastruc-

tures concerning tourism, when dealing with tourist landscapes the objective is 

to understand the territory according to its representation. The result is a col-

lection of cartographies of the tourist areas, published in the Atlas of the sun and 

sand tourism of the Costa del Sol.  
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Figure 3. Analysis of the tourist supply: hotel rooms (2005) and Tourist Index (2007) Concerning 

Mediterranean Municipalities, Both from the Peninsula and the Islands. 

Source: Atlas del turismo de la Costa del Sol, AL>tour group. Data: Anuario Económico de España 

2009 

 

 

A map is the representation of the space as we think it is. History of cartog-

raphy is the chronicle of the Euclidean space, where there is a direct relation-

ship between time and space. In tourist space, on the contrary, this relationship 

is transgressedxviii. Today’s map is drawn according to multiple interpretations. 

Tourists have neither time nor information to design the same mental map than 

residents do. Their space is made of snippets, partial spaces, schemes and di-

verse scales charts. Tourists enjoy space at different speeds. In other words, 

tourist landscape is made of dreams, trips, visits and places.  

Architects, who design concrete elements, often forget the brief nature of 

tourist’s sight, tiredness, their lack of understanding, and lack of interest when 

bored; in other words, the impossibility of providing the reading of the place 

with different perspectives. Tourist space is meant at first sight. This is why 

architects must learn how to look again in order to turn academic discipline 

theories into truth in the eyes of tourists. 

The Atlas of tourism becomes the second part of the research project on Ar-

chitecture and Urbanism of the tourist space. The objective of this research is to 

understand the complexity and uniqueness of this territory, a very difficult 

point to appreciate when using traditional cartography. The Atlas studies in 
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depth the spatial configuration of tourism, not only from the physical mapping 

perspective, but also from other points of view which are able to analyse tem-

porary, landscape or phenomenological experiences characteristic of touristsxix. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Cartography: “Paraísos pagados en la primera línea de Costa”, Arroyo de la Miel, Bil-Bil, 

Torrequebrada. 

Source: Atlas del Turismo de la Costa del Sol, AL>tour group. 

 

 

At this moment, the result of the research -focused on the Costa del Sol- is a 

compilation of more than 50 maps, divided into four parts: a first set of maps 

represents the territories of world tourism in relation to the importance and 

location of the Costa del Sol. The three other sets are entitled: «Sun and con-

sumption», «Accommodation and coexistence», and «Mobility and communi-

cation». In the first set, the relative position of the tourist space is contextual-

ized within a global market; in the second one, the cartographic patchwork 

tourists uses for their holidays; in the third, the role of accommodation as a 

shelter and centre of coexistence during the stay; finally, in the fourth, elasticity 

and lightness of space and movement. 

If the research on the minimum elements focuses on the pieces of the puz-

zle, the research on the map of tourism focuses on the stand and its configura-

tion from the consumer’s point of view. Both researches together leave no stone 

unturned, from a perspective never seen before. 
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CONCLUSION  

The research on the role Architecture and Urbanism play in the configuration 

process of the tourist space requires a scientific perspective from several fields 

of knowledge. A transversal and interdisciplinary thought that places architec-

tonic and urban matters concerning tourism where they belong. On the other 

hand, within the academic discipline it is required the recognition of the 

uniqueness of the tourist space and the definition of its own features in order to 

establish mechanisms to study, project, plan and regulate the construction of 

the tourist space, according to several circumstances: the spatial and temporal 

configuration of the built elements, the different types of urban aggregation, 

and the relationship between this buildings and its surroundings and land-

scape.  

The HTT Institute (Habitat, Tourism and Territory) will be a stage where to 

debate, learn, research and knowledge transfer. To that end the Institute goes 

for a multidisciplinary perspective that will let a specific approach to the archi-

tecture, development and design matters of the tourist space. 
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ABSTRACT 

Brand represents the connection that is made between a buyer and a brand. A suc-

cessful brand is an identifiable product, service, person or place, augmented in such a 

way that a buyer or user perceives relevant, unique, sustainable added value which 

matches their needs most closely. In this article, Brand is mentioned as a place, since 

Geographic locations, like products and people, can also be branded. In this case, the 

power of branding is in making people aware of the location and then linking desira-

ble expectations. Increasing mobility of both people and business through growth in 

the tourism industry has contributed to the rise of place marketing. Our research was 

conducted from Tabriz’s national and international tourists accommodating in inter-

national hotels of Tabriz. This paper presents the positive influence of brand identity, 

brand positioning and brand image on Tabriz’s Tourism improvement, a city that is not 

considered in most people’s traveling schedule, although it has plenty of tourism at-

traction stuffs. 

Key words: brand identity, brand positioning, brand image, tourism improvement. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Due to today’s rapid advance of globalization, every country and every city 

must compete with others for its share of the world’s consumers, tourists, in-

vestors, students and etc. In such a busy and crowded globalized marketplace, 

most people and organizations don’t have time to learn about what other plac-

es are really like. Most of us are much too busy worrying about ourselves than 
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to spend too long to form complete and informed views about billions of other 

people around the world and nearly 200 other countries. When you haven’t got 

time to read a book, you judge it by its reputation. Some countries/cities don’t 

get as much attention, visitors, business or investment as they need because 

their reputation is weak or negative, while others are still trading on a good 

image that they acquired decades or even centuries ago. Today, places with 

powerful and positive reputations find almost everything they undertake on 

the international stage easier, while others find it difficult or even impossible. 

Therefore, all responsible governments need to discover what the world’s per-

ception of their country/particular city is, and to develop a strategy for manag-

ing it. It’s a key part of their job to build a reputation that is true, powerful, at-

tractive, and useful to their economic and social aims. This is how the concept 

of brand management and branding emerged. 

Anholt (2007) said Branding is a topic that’s constantly in the media and as 

consumers we are in contact with brands every day, so naturally we all have 

our own idea of what brands and branding are all about. Most of us think that 

‚branding‛ is roughly synonymous with advertising, graphic design, promo-

tion, public relations (PR) or even propaganda. Marketers and advertisers and 

other people who work professionally with brands however use different and 

more technical definitions of the words and their definitions can vary from one 

industry to another. In fact, branding is considered by many marketing re-

searchers to be one of the most powerful strategies for market positioning, 

making the product stand out from its competition in the minds of existing and 

prospective customers in terms of benefits and promises (Crawford & Welch, 

1998). A good branding statement helps establish an identity for a product or 

service to help consumers call to mind its essential qualities and its position in 

the marketplace. Without good branding, even the best positioning strategies 

can fail (Plog, 2004). Keller (2003) concluded that a successful branding strategy 

blends all the branding elements in a unique way to give the costumer a strong 

and positive perception (image) of the product/service. Brand is mentioned as a 

place in this study. Therefore we have identified current brand position related 

to the tourism aspect of Tabriz.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Brand and Branding 

Brand represents the connection that is made between a buyer and a brand 

(Schultz & Barnes, 1999). When we interpret a brand, we use both our ‘brain’ 
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(i.e., reference function) and our ‘heart’ (i.e., emotional function). This is an im-

portant difference because intellectual explanation and emotional communica-

tion are in principle two ways of communicating a message (Urde, 1999). For 

David Jobber, branding represents a process by which a company differentiates 

its offer from competitors (Jobber, 2004). 

Anholt (2007) made a clear distinction between brands and branding; a 

brand is a product or service or organization, considered in combination with 

its name, its identity and its reputation while branding is the process of design-

ing, planning and communicating the name and the identity, in order to build 

or manage the reputation.  

Geographic locations can also be branded. In this case, the power of brand-

ing is in making people aware of the location and then linking desirable associ-

ations. Increasing mobility of both people and business and growth in the tour-

ism industry has contributed to the rise of place marketing (Keller, 2003). 

Brand Identity 

Brand identity is based on six elements: brand culture, brand character, brand 

personality, brand name, brand logos (and symbols) and brand slogan (Risi-

tano, 2009). Previous studies suggest a model that conceptualizes the brand’s 

identity in terms of its vision and culture, which drives its desired positioning, 

personality and the subsequent relationships, all of which are then presented to 

reflect stakeholders’ actual and inspirational self-images (Chernatony, 1999). 

Brand identity clearly specifies what the brand aspires to stand for and has 

multiple roles. First, it is a set of associations that the brand strategist seeks to 

create and maintain. Second, it represents a vision of how a particular brand 

should be perceived by its target audience (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). 

Third, upon its projection the brand identity should help establish a relation-

ship between a particular brand and its clientele by generating a value proposi-

tion potentially either involving benefits or providing credibility, which en-

dorses the brand in question (Konecnik & Go, 2007). 

Brand Positioning 

Positioning implies the identification of brand elements that are important for a 

better position of the destination on the market as well as the communication 

towards the target group (Damnjanovi´c et al., 2009). Tourism marketing typi-

cally involves ‘mass marketing’ approaches (e.g. media advertising) by gov-

ernment and industry associations, and both mass and more focused ap-
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proaches (such as personal selling and incentives to travel agents) by associa-

tions and individual firms (Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002). Because tourism 

embodies services and experiences designed for travelers that cannot be evalu-

ated prior to purchase, word of mouth becomes an important factor when de-

ciding which destinations to choose. Places are becoming increasingly substi-

tutable and difficult to differentiate and a slogan provides the link between 

brand identity and the actual brand image (Pike, 2005). 

Brand image 

Brand image is the perception of the brand that exists in the mind of the con-

sumer or audience – virtually the same thing as reputation – and it may or may 

not match the brand identity. It includes a range of associations, memories, ex-

pectations and other feelings that are bound up with the product, the service, 

or the company. These feelings are important drivers of people’s behavior, so 

brand image is a critical concept when we’re talking about nations, cities and 

regions (Anholt, 2007). Kotler and Gertner (2002) stated that images represent a 

simplification of a large number of associations and pieces of information con-

nected with a place. 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study is to conclude the impact of brand identity, brand 

positioning and brand’s image on Tabriz’s Tourism improvement. Therefore, 

We have identified current brand position related to the tourism aspect of Ta-

briz through investigating opinions of people from different regions, and com-

paring results (how do they perceive Tabriz’s region for tourism, do they have 

positive or negative associations, what’s the first thing they have in mind when 

someone says ‘Tabriz’?). At last we have provided directions for better com-

munication of the brand strategy of Tabriz in order to secure a more stable 

global market position in tourism. 

Since our studied variables were qualitative and multiple, we used 

Cochran’s formula to determine an appropriate sample size in order to ensure 

the accuracy of the study’s findings. According to this formula, the appropriate 

sample size for conducting this study, at the first phase were 50 passengers 

among all passengers accommodating in Tabriz during our study’s period and 

in continue, at the second phase, 10 Hotel’s Managers which we investigated 

their opinions about brand identity, brand positioning and brand’s image im-

pact on Tabriz’s Tourism improvement via questionnaire. 
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The study was conveyed through 2 questionnaires which the first one had 

been categorized in 4 parts, examining brand identity, brand’s positioning and 

the brand’s image and finally, part 4 asked about the interviewee’s characteris-

tics. The second questionnaire included only one part, asking about the manag-

ers’ opinions about Tourism’s improvement. 

For this research Likert’s scale was used and the ranking was from 1 to 5, 

where 1 meant to strongly disagree and 5 meant to strongly agree also 

Cronbach alpha’s coefficient for this study was 80% which indicated an ac-

ceptable stability for its questionnaire. 

RESULTS 

Univariate Descriptions 

This section allocates to Summarization of the collected data for each of the 

study’s variables during which the studied population’s status, in terms of 

Central Statistical, dispersion and Deviation from symmetry Indicators will be 

explained disjunctioning each variable. 

First Questionnaire 

Table 1. descriptive statistics of brand identity 

sum Strongly 
agree 

agree Reluctant Disagree Strongly disa-
gree 

 

50 10 12 13 11 4 frequency 

100 20 24 26 22 8 Frequency 
percentage 

Mean :   37.26       Standard deviation :  2.48        Skewness :  -0.007      kurtosis :  -0.04 Descriptive 
statistics  

 

Table 1 show that the average response to the variable ‚Brand Identity‛ was 

37.26 which according to the measuring scale, it allocates a high rating to itself. 

Also the Skewness and Kurtosis coefficients show the distribution of the varia-

ble’s questions in terms of skewness, that had a little skew to left and in terms 

of kurtosis was less than normal distribution and it has insignificant difference 

with normal distribution 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of brand’s image 

Sum Strongly agree agree reluctant disagree Strongly 
disagree 

 

50 6 25 6 9 4 frequency 

100 12 50 12 18 8 Frequency percent-
age 

Mean :   10.68        Standard deviation :  1.43      Skewness :  -0.18       kurtosis :  -0.78 Descriptive statistics 

 

Table 2 show that the average response to the variable ‚Brand Image‛ was 

10.68 which according to the measuring scale, it allocates an average rating to 

itself. Also Skewness and Kurtosis coefficients show that the distribution of the 

variable’s questions in terms of skewness, had a little skew to left and in terms 

of kurtosis was less than normal distribution and it has insignificant difference 

with normal distribution. 

 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of brand positioning 

Sum Strongly 
agree 

Agree Reluctant disagree Strongly 
disagree 

 

50 8 13 14 13 2 frequency 

100 16 26 28 26 4 Frequency 
percentage 

Mean :   11.36      Standard deviation :  1.35      Skewness  :  0.54       kurtosis :  -0.32 Descriptive 
statistics  

 

Table 3 show that the average response to the variable ‚Brand Positioning‛ 

was 11.36 which according to the measuring scale, it allocates an average rating 

to itself. Skewness and Kurtosis coefficients show that the distribution of the 

variable’s questions in terms of skewness, had a little skewe to right and in 

terms of kurtosis was less than normal distribution and it had insignificant dif-

ference with normal distribution 

Second Questionnaire 

Table 4 placed below, shows Tourism Improvement’s descriptive statistics. 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of tourism’s improvement 

Sum Strongly 
agree 

Agree Reluctant disagree Strongly 
disagree 

 

10 4 2 1 2 1 frequency 

100 40 20 10 20 10 Frequency 
percentage 

Mean :   9.50     Standard deviation :  2.635     Skewness  :  -0.455     kurtosis :  -1.377 Descriptive 
statistics  

 

Table 4 show that the average response to the variable ‚Tourism Improve-

ment‛ was 9.50 which according to its measuring scale, it allocates an average 

rating to itself. Also Skewness and Kurtosis coefficients show that the distribu-

tion of the variable’s questions in terms of skewness, had a little skewe to left 

and in terms of kurtosis was less than normal and it has insignificant difference 

with normal distribution. 

Multivariate Analysis 

At the second phase of the study, we used multivariate analysis and did 

multivariate regression for showing the reliability of the research’s model as 

shown below. 

 

 

Figure 1. The research model 

According to the research’s model, we checked the direct impact of our in-

dependent variables on our depended variable. Regression’s results have been 

shown on table 5. As we see, the given significance level’s show that the re-

search Model is reliable. 
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Table 5. 

Brand image 

model summary 

R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

0.354 0.125 0.107 1.38273 

Anova 

 Sum of squares Df Mean square 

Regression 

Residual 

Total 

13.107 

91.773 

104.880 

1 

49 

50 

13.107 

1.912 

Coefficients 

 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta  B 

(Constant) 

Tourism Improvement 

12.626 

-0.205 

0.768 

0.078 
-0.354 

16.431 

-2.618 

0.000 

0.012 

Brand identity 

model summary 

R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

0.028 0.001 -0.020 2.50578 

Anova 

 Sum of squares df Mean square 

Regression 

Residual 

total 

0.231 

301.389 

301.620 

1 

49 

50 

0.231 

6.279 

Coefficients 

 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta   

(Constant) 

Tourism Improvement 

37.002 

0.027 

1.392 

0.142 

 

0.028 

26.573 

0.192 

(Constant) 

Tourism Im-
provement 

Brand positioning 

model summary 
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R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

0.108 0.012 -0.009 1.35772 

Anova 

 Sum of squares df Mean square 

Regression 

Residual 

total 

1.037 

88.483 

89.520 

1 

49 

50 

1.037 

1.843 

Coefficients 

 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta   

(Constant) 

Tourism Improvement 

11.907 

-0.058 

0.0754 

0.077 

 

-0.108 

15.782 

-0.750 

(Constant) 

Tourism Im-
provement 

CONCLUSION 

According to the univariable analysis, Brand Identity allocated a high rate in 

destination choosing process and Brand Image and Brand Positioning allocated 

an average rating in it. On the other hand, obtained results of multivariable 

analysis show that Brand Identity, Brand Image and Brand Positioning, each 

had positive influence on Tourism Improvement. Although Tabriz has a pow-

erful potential for attracting Tourism, this must not become a reason for Tour-

ist’s Officials to not challenging on its reputation. Reverse, they should try for 

improving hospitality. For example, providing comfortable accommodation, 

Equipped shopping centers, facility of transportation system, high knowl-

edgement of tourguides, unpolluted weather, Antiquities protection, and etc. 

All responsible governments need to discover what the world’s perception of 

their city is, and to develop a strategy for managing it. It’s a key part of their 

job to build a reputation that is true, powerful, attractive, and useful to their 

economic and social aims. 
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ABSTRACT 

Budget constraints and high costs of security, care and maintenance of historical 

monuments require visitors’ participation in procurement costs. This study estimates 

the economic value of Azarbaijan Museum using a Contingent Valuation and Hack-

man Two-Stage methods based on visitors’ willingness to pay. Using collected data 

through researchers-made questionnaire, this study is trying to measure the effects of 

variables such as income, number of visits, age and gender on visitors' willingness to 

pay. Results show that except the number of visits that is insignificant, all other de-

fined variables have positive and significant effect on visitors' willingness to pay. 

Based on the results of linear regression model, the average willingness to pay per vis-

itor to visit the Azerbaijan Museum is 5568.3 Iranian Rials 

Key words: willingness to pay (WTP), contingent valuation method (CVM), two-stage, 

Hackman method, Azerbaijan Museum. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Ancient monuments show the history of a nation’s culture and belief and ac-

count as national wealth. Existence of these monuments can provide very suit-

able conditions to develop a tourism industry and consequently increase the 

income of the public sector and cause the private sector to flourish and devel-

op. Countries aim to increase the people’s welfare and the country’s improve-

ment through valuing these resources and introducing its ancient monuments 

to tourists. (Mojabie & Monavarie, 2006). Evidently the protection of the cultur-

al inheritance and historical values as great memorial of civilization and record 

of authority, magnificence, art, and architecture requires using some expendi-

ture. To help provide these expenditures, because of the government budget 

limitations,expenditure of providing security, supervision, and observance of 

the monuments, requiresthe participation of visitors (Farajzadehetal, 2010).  

Nowadays, tourism, because of its many economical profits is one of the 

main questionable subjects in economic debates. Cultural inheritances and his-

torical vestige because of their high values play an important role in attracting 

tourists from different areas. Museums are such tourist attractions that because 

of the protection and representation of the vestiges and ancient civilizations 

attract many visitors. Protection and supervision of these places which have 

placed civilization in their hearts and the necessity of the propagandas for in-

forming the public from their importance demand huge and continuous capital 

expenditures (Plaza, 2010). The compensation of apart of these huge expendi-

tures is accomplished through the amount of money that iscollected from visi-

tors as admission fee. Using existing economic theories it is possible to estimate 

economic value of cultural heritance by the willingness of visitors to pay (Ni-

koomaram & Rashidpour, 2009). There are several factors that can affect on the 

visitors’ willingness to pay; this research investigates these factors and upon 

those it estimates the willingness of visitors to pay and the economical values 

of Azerbaijan museum in the city of Tabriz usingthe contingent valuation 

method and the Heckman two steps method. 

Museums are the main source of a country’s assets and cultural values and 

also suitable samples for displaying and publishing its culture (Tohma, 2004). 

Azerbaijan Museum as a preserver of Azerbaijan and Iran’s ancient culture, 

civilization and history vestiges, is one of Iran’s greatmuseums, which attracts 

thousands of local and foreign visitors every year. Economic value of cultural 

inheritance can be defined as the amount ofbenefitit creates for the society. 

Apart from financial or commercial values, economic value also includes val-
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ues which do not belong to the market (such as cultural and moralvalues). 

Most of the cultural and historical assets are non-tradable, but that doesn’t 

mean that they don’t have any value for their users (Plaza, 2010).  

Museums are a public good. In economic literature, to calculate the value of 

a public good, as all users pay the same price, economists use two meth-

ods:contingent valuation method (CVM) and Logit model, to study visitors’ 

willingness to pay (Farajzadeh, et al., 2010). The aim of this research is to calcu-

late the amount of willingness visitors have, to pay for preserving and visiting 

the Azerbaijan museum by gathering information through questionnaires us-

ing the CVM and Heckman two steps methods, whichis currently used to esti-

mate the willingness to pay. This paper also evaluates the effect of various dif-

ferent factors on the amount of the visitors’ willingness to pay, in ordertoesti-

matethe museum's economic value. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several studies inside and outside of Iran have analyzed the valuation of his-

torical, tourism and recreationplaces. Amirnezhad and Khalilian (2006), esti-

mated the tourism valuation of Golestan National Park using the contingent 

valuation method, and estimated the average willingness to pay of visitors for 

recreation usage of this pay (about 3520 Iranian Rials for every visit and annual 

tourism value of the park was about 1.96 million Rials in hectare).  

Amirnezhad et al (2007), estimated recreation and maintenance of the Si-

sangan Forest Park using contingent valuation method and questionnaire of 

binary choice. They used Logit model to calculate the amount of the visitors’ 

willingness to pay. The results show that orderly 81.7% and 78.8% of the ques-

tioned people want to pay some money for the protection of Sisangan forest 

park and its recreation usage. They found that the average of the visitors’ will-

ingness to pay for protecting value of the park is 6365 Rials for each family and 

2477 Rials for recreation for each visit. Furthermore, annual recreation and pro-

tection value of this park has been estimated to be 5.8 and 2.5 million Rials in 

hectare respectively. 

Khodaverdizadeh et al (2009), estimated the annual promenading value of 

Kandovan Tourism Village in East Azerbaijan using contingent valuation 

method. They also investigated the effective factors on willingness to pay by 

using Logit model. The obtained results show that 83% of visitors are ready to 

pay some money for using the village. Variables such as education, village’s 

attractions, revenue, and suggested price has a meaningful effect on the possi-
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bility of people’s willingness to pay, while variables such as age, gender, and 

number of the family are not statistically significant, but they have expected 

signs. Also, the village’s recreative value is estimated around bout 

1.17billionRials and the average of the people’s willingness to pay is estimated 

to be about 3905 Rials. 

Piri et al (2010), using contingent valuation method and Logit model esti-

mated people’s willingness to pay for existential value of Arasbaran Forest 

Park. They concluded that 87.5% of people willing to pay for the maintenance 

and preservation of Arasbaran Forest Park. The amount which they tend to pay 

is 16589Rials for each month and 5216779Rials per year for each hectare. 

Using a contingent valuation method and Logit model, Ghorbani et al 

(2010), estimated the ecotourism value of water fall and recreation of the histor-

ical place of Ganjnameh in the city of Hamadan.Their results show that 75% of 

visitors pay fee to use of this attraction. The average willingness to pay is 5100 

Rials and ecotourism value of waterfall and Ganjnameh area was 1883 million 

Rials. They also found that variables such as education, attractiveness, income 

and the suggested price affect on the willing to pay of visitors. 

Hayati et al (2011), using a contingent valuation method and the Heckman 

two steps model resulted that, income, the numbers of family members, gen-

der, age, education, society , the length of each visit and the number if visit in a 

year variables have significant effect on the people’s willingness to pay in El-

goli Park in Tabriz. The average of each visitor’s willingness to pay for any visit 

is 2231 Rials. 

Khodaverdizadeh et al (2009) by the Heckman two steps model and the con-

tingent valuation method estimated the value of recreation and effective factors 

in willingness to pay for St Stephan’s Church in the north west of Tabriz. Ac-

cording to their results, average willingness to pay were 4043 Rials by using the 

contingent valuation method 4034 Rials and 4800 Rials by using the Heckman 

two steps model. The recreational value annually was around 322 million Rials 

by the contingent valuation method and 348 million Rials by the Heckman two 

steps model. 

Using the contingent valuation method to measurepeople’s willingness to 

pay in the UK's North York National Park, White and Lovet (1999) estimated 

that the willingness of each person to pay is£3.10 annually. 

Amigous et al (2002) valuation ofhabitat of GaronneRiverside in the south 

west of France by employing the contingent valuation method with Tobit, line-
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ar, half-logarithmic pattern and Heckman two stepsmodel was 67,66, 3.10 and 

133 Frank respectively. 

Tohmo (2004), studied the economical value of Finland National Museum 

by using the contingent valuation method in 1997. He estimatedthe willingness 

and unwillingness probability to pay among non-visitors. The possibility of 

willingness to pay was 0.9935 and the possibility of unwillingness to pay was 

0.0065. 

Given the literature that was presented in terms of valuation, most studies 

have dealt with in terms of environmental and recreational value. While this 

study has followed up, considering the Museum of Azerbaijan cultural heritage 

aspect by using the Heckman two steps model for the first time in this type of 

study in Iran. 

THEORETICAL BASES AND METHODOLOGY  

The cultural goods like other goods and services have economical value that 

normally is evaluated based on their costs and profits. Studies show that other 

factors such as cultural, demographical, political and ideological and even the 

characteristics of their creators are also have effect on the value of cultural 

goods and services. (Rashidpoor, 2010). They are valuable for every nation. 

Apart from the financial or commercial and economic values, they are very im-

portant with respect torecognition, spiritual, society, historical, symbolic and 

nobility beauty. Cultural goods are two categories, private and public goods. 

Despite private cultural goods which are normally tradable and their values are 

just for their owners, the public cultural goods don’t contain the distinct prices 

and their profit are desired for all chronologist, art lovers and the public 

(Trasebi, 2004). Museums are part of second type of cultural goods and contain 

various interests and profits for different people by demonstrating the ancient 

works and materials, history, architecture, the civilization and social and cul-

tural information of a country, tothe artists, chronologist and all other visitors. 

Museums have significant roles to play inpreserving civilization and history 

records. The traditional role of museums is to collect objects and materials of 

cultural, religious and historical importance, preserve them, research into them 

and present them to the public for the purpose of education and enjoyment. 

Today, museums became agents of change and development: they mirror 

events in society and become instruments of progress by calling attention to 

actions and events that will encourage development in the society. Museums 

are institutions to foster peace, they are promoting the ideals of democracy and 
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transparency in governance in their communities, and they are part of the big-

ger communities that they serve and reach out to every group in society. 

Azerbaijan Museum is the major archaeological and historical museum in 

Tabriz, in the northwest part of Iran (East Azerbaijan province). It was estab-

lished on April 1958. As the second biggest museum of Iran, Azerbaijan Muse-

um has a wide collection of historical valuable vestiges belonging to different 

periods of Iran's history. This large edifice is located in Imam Khomeini Ave-

nue in Tabriz. The building of the museum has been designed by the French 

archaeologist “Andreh Godar” and about 3000 square meters, containing four 

exhibition saloons and one specialized library and administrative offices. 

There are several methods to evaluate cultural goods and services, such as 

eventual valuation, the cost of journey, willingness of payment and customers’ 

preferences. 

Since public goods have no market for trading, it would be difficult to show 

peoples’ willingness to pay for them. In this situation we can use estimation. 

The contingent valuation method (CVM) is most widely used for non-

market valuation in economic analyses. The CVM involves directly asking 

people, in a survey, how much they would be willing to pay for specific goods 

or services.  In some cases, people are asked for the amount of compensation 

they would be willing to accept to give up specific services. In this method, 

people are asked to say how much money they are willing to pay for revision 

or keeping public goods. (Farajzadeh et al, 2010).  

Among econometrical methods, single equation methods have widely used 

but there are two errors in these models. The first error is due to non-random of 

models. Therefore the model only consists of data for visitors that want to pay 

and who don’t want to pay is omitted from the model. And the second error is 

to equate the variables affecting the willing to pay. Tobit standard removes the 

first error (non-random of model) via two people groups (those who want to 

pay and those who they don't want to pay). But the second error still remains 

in this model. Using Tobit standard, Heckman represents a two stages method 

for estimating that removes the second error. In this method, Tobit standard 

consists of two equations. The first equation is Probit and the second one is lin-

ear recreation. Using the value of zero and one, the probit model separates will-

ingness of the consumer to payment.  

After estimating the probit model, in the second stage, a linear regression 

model is used to estimate the amount of payment. 
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Required Information for this research has been collected through a ques-

tionnaire completed by Azerbaijani Museum visitors during the summer 2011. 

Cochrane methodology was used to estimate the required sample and more 

than 100 people were interviewed. Finally we have used STATA 10 software to 

analysis the data. 

RESULTS 

Summary of descriptive statistics obtained from the questionnaires are present-

ed in Tables 1, and 2. Table 3 shows the status of acceptance and rejection of the 

proposed price. Questionnaires were classified for the suggested prices and a 

dual selection method has been used in the proposed price. In the first 20 ques-

tionnaire, the suggestion price was 4500 Rials, 12.5% more than the actual price 

ofAzerbaijan Museum ticket price. 75% of these visitors accepted the offered 

price. In the next series of questionnaires we increased the offered price to 5000 

Rials means 25% higher compared to the original price.  76% of 25 interviewers 

accepted the new proposed amount.In the third series of questionnaires; we 

increased the suggestion price by 37.5% to 5500. In this stage the proposed 

price were accepted by 57% of 30 interviewers. And finally a price of 6000Rials 

(50%increase compared to the initial price) offered that was accepted by 33% of 

36 patients. 

In total, based on maximum willingness to pay by the visitors, more than 

86% of visitors want to be charged to visit the museum. 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables 

St Min Max Mean Variables 

12.29 14 71 33.36 Age (year) 

3.33 0 18 14.05 Education (year) 

1.745 2 12 4.02 Familysize (number) 

335893.89 30000 2000000 639279.28 Income 

1.025 1 4 1.67 
No. of visit of Azarbaijan Muse-
um  

Source: Research Questionnaire 

Table 2. Frequency distribution of variables 

fi Variables 

Male (53%)  Female (47%)  Gender 

Illiterate (3%), Graduates (4%) 
Diploma (32%), Advanced Diploma (14%) 
BA (33%), MA and Higher (14%) 

Education 

Public sector employees (23%), Private sector employees (10%), Employed 
(14%), Housewives (14%), Retired (8%), Workers (1%), Students (21%), 

Job 
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Other items (8%) 

Single (31%), Married (69%) Marriage 

Once (63%), Twice (19%), Three times (6%), Four times and more (12%) 
Number of visit 
of Azarbaijan 
Museum  

Completely satisfied (30%), Satisfied (40%), Fairly satisfied (23%), 
Dissatisfied (6%), Completely Dissatisfied (1%) 

Satisfaction of 
Services 

Yes (99%), No (1%) 
Visit's 
Attractiveness 

Very high (32%), High (52%), No difference (12%), 
Low (4%), Very low (1%) 

Importance of 
visit of 
museum 

Very high (70%), High (26%), No difference (4%), 
Low (0%), Very low (0%) 

Importance of 
preservation of 
monuments 

Interest to historical monuments (65%), Communication with job (3%), 
Friends' Orders (6%), 
Leisure (20%), Random (5%), Other (1%)  

Cause of visit 

Publications (13%), Friends (51%), Television (4%), 
Radio (0%), Internet (5%), Other (27%) 

How they were 
introduced to 
the museum  

Source: Research Questionnaire 

Table 3. Visitors' responses to the suggested prices 

Fourth 
suggested 

price 
(600) 

Third suggested 
price 
(550) 

Second 
suggested price 

(500) 

First 
suggested 

price 
(450) 

Accepting situation 
 

12 17 19 15 Number 
Accept 

33% 57% 76% 75% Percent 

24 13 6 5 Number 
Reject 

67% 43% 24% 25% Percent 

%36 30 25 20 Number 
Total 

32% of total 27% of total 23% of total 18% of total Percent 

Source: Research Questionnaire 

 

As stated, the purpose of this study is to estimate the visitors’ willingness to 

pay to visit the Azerbaijan Museum. To do so, first, using Hackman two-step 

method we estimated two equations related to the factors influencing the deci-

sion to pay and factors affecting the willingness to pay. Then we calculated the 

Azerbaijan Museum visitors' willingness to pay. The results are shown in Table 

4. It should be noted that variables such as education and gender were exam-

ined but were excluded from the model due to lack of significance. 
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Table 4. Results of two-step heckman method's estimating 

Econometric model: Hackman two-step 
Variables 

Second step (Regression) First step (Probit) 

Coef. 

(t) 
MFX 

Coef. 

(t) 
 

- - 
-2.36 

(-1.66)*** 

Y-intercept 

- 0.033 
0.72 

(1.45)*** 

Number of visit of 
Azarbaijan Museum  

- 0.019 
0.4 

(1.75)*** 

Satisfaction of Services 

- 0.000025 
0.00053 

(1.36)*** 

Age 

70.79 

(2.29)* 
0.0071 

0.15 

(1.65)*** 

Income 

521.76 

(1.69)** 
- - 

Cause of visit 

378.55 

(1.55)*** 
- - 

How they were 
introduced to the 
museum 

-365.13 

(-1.38)*** 
- - 

Marriage 

2038.34 

(2.31)* 
- - 

Mills 

- - 0.2 Pseudo R
2

 

* , ** and *** are being significant in 1% , 5% and 10%  levels, respectively 

Source: Research Findings 

 

Results of Heckman two-stage model suggests that in the first stage (probit), 

income, satisfaction of service, frequency of visits to the museums, and age var-

iables have a positive effect on willingness to pay. Income and satisfaction with 

services variables have a significant effect, while age and frequency of visits to 

museums are not statistically significant but due to their high explanatory 

power it is necessary to include them in the model. 

The positive and significant coefficient of the satisfaction of, services pro-

vided by the museum authorities’ explanatory variables shows that with prop-

er management and good service to visitors, a willingness to pay increases in 

visitors. 

In the second stage (linear regression), the income, cause of visit and “how 

they were introduced to the museum” variables, have positive and significant 

effect on visitors’ willingness to pay, while marital status has a negative effect 
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on it. According to our results, income has a positive and significant effect on 

both, willingness to pay and the amount of willing to pay. 

The marginal effects of income and satisfaction with services variables also 

show that, a unit increase in income and satisfaction with services variables, 

assuming all other factors being constant, leads to an increase of0.71 and 1.9 

percent in visitors willing to pay. 

The coefficient of number of visit variable also has a positive and significant 

sign indicating that, as the number of visit increases, visitors find more infor-

mation about museum and its contents and therefore they show more interest 

to revisiting of museum and this increases their willingness to pay. 

Based on the results of linear regression model, the average willingness to 

pay per visitor to visit the Azerbaijan Museum was estimated 5568.3 Rials us-

ing the following equation: 

WTP = (-365.13*0.68) + (378.55*0.036) + (521.76*0.65) + (70.79*6.39) = 556.83 

Given that the ticket price of visiting the Azerbaijan Museum at the time of 

data collection, 4000 Rials per visitor, it is resulted that willingness to pay is 

more than admission price. So, through effective management and better ser-

vices, it is possible to increase visitors’ willingness to pay and therefore the 

economic value of Azerbaijan Museum. 

CONCLUSION 

In the first stage of Hekman model (probit), we found that, income and satisfac-

tion with services variables have positive and significant effect on willingness 

to pay and age and the number of visits variable have also positive but statisti-

cally insignificant effect on visitors’ willingness to pay. These results show that 

higher income due to increased purchasing power and the liquidity of house-

holds increases their willing to pay. Also the positive and significant coefficient 

of the satisfaction of services provided by the museum authorities indicates 

that offering good services will increase willingness to pay in visitors.  

Positive and significant coefficient of the number of visit variable also 

shows that as the number of visit increases, visitors get more information about 

museum and its belongings and therefore they show more interest to revisiting 

of museum and this increases their willingness to pay. 

Base on the results of the second stage of the model (linear regression) in-

come variable and interest to historical monuments dummy variable also have 
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positive and significant effect on willingness to pay. Any increase in visitors’ 

income and therefore their purchasing power, increases their tendency to pay. 

A dummy variable of cause of visit, with its positive and significant effect also 

implies that because of historical interest, visitors will to pay higher prices for 

their museum visit. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cultural tourism is a product which people seek more and more. This market is diffi-

cult to quantify, and experts suggest that more research would help to identify seg-

ments of cultural tourists. An effective way of addressing research is to classify tour-

ists according to their motivations, behaviors and desired experiences (Pedersen, 

2002). This study seeks to investigate the relationship among cultural distance, moti-

vation, perception of authenticity at World Heritage Sites and tourism experiences. 

Authenticity perception, involvement with the sites and future behavior intentions will 

also be addressed. A survey will be applied in five different languages to collect data 

from three European historic centers, Guimarães, Córdoba and Firenze classified by 

UNESCO as World Heritage Sites. The data will be analyzed in order to establish a 

structural equation model (SEM) which, we hope, will allow tourism and cultural man-

agers to understand if the cultural product and services they offer are appropriate to 

the tourists’ profile they intend to attract. 

Key words: world heritage sites, cultural tourism, authenticity perception, cultural dis-

tance, behavior intentions. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Cultural tourism is a product which people seek more and more. This market is 

difficult to quantify, and experts suggest that more research would help to 

identify segments of cultural tourists. An effective way of addressing research 

is to classify tourists according to their motivations, behaviors and desired ex-

periences (Pedersen, 2002). 
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Even though there are studies which have investigated many cultural tour-

ist characteristics, there is a possible overlap in the study of the relationships 

among these concepts. Therefore, this paper aims to close this gap. 

The authors believe that different types of motivation and cultural distance 

will create different perceptions of object and tourism experience authenticity. 

We hope to establish a relation between the perception of authenticity and the 

involvement with World Heritage Sites. Also, we will try to determine the fac-

tors that influence the intentions to return and recommend this type of cultural 

tourism destinations. 

In sum, this study seeks to investigate the relationship among cultural dis-

tance, motivation perception of authenticity at World Heritage Sites and touris-

tic experiences. The perception of authenticity, the involvement with the sites 

and future behavior intentions will also be related. 

These results will allow cultural and tourist managers to understand if the 

historic centers classified as World Heritage Site and the services associated 

with it are suitable to the market segment they wish to capture. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The inscription of sites on the World Heritage list is generally considered an 

excellent contribution to preserve common history in the form of cultural mon-

uments and landscapes worth preserving. This inscription is often part of local 

development strategies aiming to increase international tourist arrivals.  

The 80s mark both the increase of tourism activity and new ways of travel-

ling. If on one hand the number of people traveling has increased and the flows 

have progressively globalized, on the other hand, tourists seeks places where 

singularity, culture, authenticity and history have meaning. Tourists are be-

coming more educated, informed, and demanding. The World Heritage Sites 

offer a possibility of creating an increasing market segment. 

In the next lines we will present the concepts that we will try to relate in our 

study: World Heritage Sites, Cultural Tourism, Authenticity, Cultural Distance, 

Cultural Motivation, Involvement and Behavior Intentions. 

World Heritage Sites 

World Heritage is a clear example of a global common good: The World  Herit-

age List reflects the wealth and diversity of the Earth’s cultural and natural her-

itage (UNESCO, 2005). 
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The World Heritage List compiled by UNESCO has become highly popular 

(Frey & Pamini, 2010). Many WHS are major attractions for cultural tourism, 

and are icons of national identity (Shackley, 2006). World Heritage status plays 

a crucial role in attracting visitors to the sites, is a ‚magnet for visitors‛ (Shack-

ley, 1998). 

The hierarchy of attractions will differ between tourists based on the set of 

available attractions that a tourist is aware of, depth of knowledge that the 

tourist has of each attraction, and the tourist’s personal interests (Lew, Hall & 

Timothy, 2008).  

The urban WHS, mainly the historic centers, has opened up a series of prob-

lems for WHS management, resulting in what has become a nascent crisis. Part 

of this is about the conflict between the preservationist ethos of the WHS des-

ignation and attempts by local authorities to extract economic benefit or at least 

secure appropriate economic and social development (Pendlebury, Short & 

Wlile, 2009). 

Cultural Tourism 

Cultural tourism is a kind of tourism motivated by the desire of experiencing 

the authentic natural, historic and cultural resources of a community or region 

(NCDOT, 2000). The interest in local culture, contact with the locals and the 

populations’ traditions continue to be important during their holiday’s experi-

ence, therefore, creating new opportunities of involvement (Poon, 2007). 

Tourism and culture have always been closely linked in Europe. Europe has 

always been an important destination for those attracted by its rich cultural and 

historic legacy. The cultural tourism market in Europe is therefore becoming 

increasingly competitive. A growing number of cities and regions in the Euro-

pean Union are basing their tourism development strategies on the promotion 

of cultural heritage, and the number of cultural attractions is growing rapidly 

(Richards, 2005). Tourist attractions are important to the tourism production 

process as they are usually the motivating factor to visit specific destinations or 

places. 

Cultural Distance 

Currently, the international tourism industry is faced with an increasing num-

ber of inbound travelers with different cultural backgrounds (Reisinger & 

Turner, 1998). Culture could be defined as the interactive aggregate of common 
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characteristics that influence a human group’s response to its environment 

(Hofstede, 1990). 

Cultural distance compares the tourist national culture to the destination 

host culture and analyzes tourism motivation based on the distance between 

the two cultures (McKercker & So-Ming, 2001). 

Cultural distance study can focus on four dimensions: cultural, administra-

tive, geographic, and economic distance (Ghemawat, 2001). Many aspects of 

subjective culture form patterns of beliefs, attitudes, norms, values, and social 

behaviors (Kim, 1998). 

Cultural Motivation 

Motivation leads to a choice, instigates, makes a start to a goal directed behav-

ior (Bzuneck, 2004).  Cultural tourists are motivated by their interest in historic, 

artistic, scientific heritage and a community, region, group or institution’s way 

of life (Silberberg, 1995).  

Push motivations are more related to internal or emotional aspects. (Cromp-

ton, 1979). Tourists may travel to escape routine and search for authentic expe-

rience. Pull motivations, on the other hand, are connected to external, situa-

tional, or cognitive aspects. According to the reasons that motivate tourism vis-

it, cultural tourists can be divided into three main groups: ‘heritage experience’, 

‘learning history’ and ‘recreational experience’ (Poria, Butler & Airey, 2004). 

Authenticity 

Authenticity qualifies the sites and touristic experiences. Among other options 

found in literature, there is a need to analyze the tourist perception of authen-

ticity, bearing in mind the destination, its attractions, motivations, cultural dis-

tance, and contact with other tourists (Kohler, 2009).  

The cultural identity is closely related to authenticity, which in tourism 

identifies traditional cultures and their origins as genuine, real and unique, es-

tablishing a strong connection with the communities’ heritage (Sharpley, 1994). 

Cultural distance study has increased in tourism research. This is an aspect 

which attracts tourists as well as a reason to travel (Hottola, 2004). 

Involvement 

The depth of experiences or level of engagement with the attraction must be 

considered when segmenting the cultural tourism market. Different people 
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have different abilities to engage with cultural and heritage attractions 

(McKercher & So-Ming, 2002). 

Involvement with the places visited and travel experience becomes a kind of 

pilgrimage to a sacred place. The interest in local culture, contact with the lo-

cals and the populations’ traditions continue to be important during their holi-

day’s experience, therefore, creating new opportunities of involvement (Poon, 

2007). 

Behavior intentions 

Behavior intentions refer to the set of tourists’ attitudes after their visiting ex-

periences. Thus, each distinct and favorable experience will positively influence 

future behavior, for example in the subsequent evaluation of destination, the 

future intentions to return or to recommend the visited site (Bigné, Sanchez & 

Sanchez, 2001). 

Repeat purchases or recommendations to other people are most usually re-

ferred to as consumer loyalty in the marketing literature, but tourism products 

or destinations loyalty may not be enough to explain why and how they are 

willing to revisit or recommend them to other potential tourists (Yoon & Uysal, 

2005). 

Although there are studies that investigate cultural tourists’ involvement, a 

causal relationship between them has not been studied, so this will be our goal. 

Conceptual Model  

Based on the literature we propose the following conceptual model: 
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METHODOLOGY 

A survey will be applied in five different languages to collect data from three 

European historic centers, Guimarães, Córdoba and Firenze classified by 

UNESCO as World Heritage Sites. To analyze the data we will do an explorato-

ry study with SPSS, a confirmatory factorial analysis and structural equation 

modeling with LISREL. We hope to obtain a structural equation model to 

measure the relationships between the constructs. 

CONCLUSION 

It is hoped that, according to different types of motivation and cultural dis-

tance, tourists have different perceptions of tourism object and experience au-

thenticity. It is expected to establish the relationships between the perception of 

authenticity and the tourists’ involvement with the WHS. So as to determine 

the factors that influences the intentions to return and recommend this type of 

cultural tourism destinations. These results will allow tourism and cultural 

managers to understand if the World Heritage historic centers and the services 

associated with it are suitable to the tourists’ profile they intend to attract.  
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ABSTRACT 

In a modern society one of important conditions of development of the industry of 

tourism and hospitality is process of continuous work on updating of educational pro-

grams on which preparation of the future experts. One of tools of monitoring of quality 

of given educational services in this direction – is the estimation of level of a demand 

of graduates on a labor market. Tourism and hospitality industry is quickly developing 

in Yekaterinburg (Sverdlovsk Region, Russia) the city and the region enters the inter-

national markets and because of that the need for specialized high-level professionals 

capable of solving non-standard tasks is constantly growing. Department of service 

and tourism of the Ural Federal University (Ekaterinburg) has carried out monitoring of 

a demand of graduates of chair by questioning and the analysis of career tracks. On 

the basis of results updating of educational programs are possible. 

Key words: tourism education, competencies, learning process. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The tourism and hospitality industry throughout the world is developing rap-

idly, in connection with the growing need for specialized high-level profes-

sionals capable of solving non-standard tasks dynamic industry and a creative 

approach to the process of creating and promoting the product. An important 

condition for the development of tourism and hospitality industry is to im-

prove the quality of educational programs, which are being prepared for future 

industry professionals. Assessing the effectiveness of any educational program 

can be an indicator of demand for graduates in the labor market. Department 

of Social and Cultural Service and Tourism of the Ural Federal University (Eka-

terinburg, Sverdlovsk Region, Russia) estimated demand for graduates by ana-

lyzing the career paths of graduates - specialists in service and tourism. 
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Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation is actively 

working towards the development of new educational standards in all areas of 

learning. Each year the competition in the provision of educational services for 

the training of tourism and hospitality industry is growing rapidly. Only in 

Ekaterinburg for more than 10 educational institutions that train professionals 

in the service of tourism. Department of Social and Cultural Service and Tour-

ism of the Ural Federal University named after the first President of Russia 

B.N. Yeltsin (Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk Region, Russia) provides training ser-

vices and tourism since 2000. During operation of the department has trained 

more than 200 graduates. At the Department organized special courses on 

global reservation system (GDS Amadeus) and international tourism (Interna-

tional Air Transport Association and United Federation of Travel Agents Asso-

ciation (IATA/UFTAA). On the basis of courses is the training and retraining 

aviacashiers and managers in industrial practice. Cooperation with such world-

renowned organizations such as Amadeus and IATA provides an opportunity 

for students studying for a degree, to gain valuable practical competence is in 

the process of learning. 

Analysis of the career tracks of graduates of faculty of the University is 

promising branch of the organization of management quality applied educa-

tional programs in tourism and hospitality industry. 

To collect information on employment was conducted individual question-

ing of a solid. The questionnaire was distributed by employment-based e-

addresses graduates of the specialty "Socio-cultural service and tourism." Ques-

tionnaire were asked to complete the graduates 2005 - 2010 years. The drafters 

of the questionnaire deliberately not involved in questioning experts graduates 

last year (2011) as their career tracks only builds. Results for analysis was taken 

50 questionnaires. The questionnaire consisted of 12 questions. (Appendix 1). 

The main directions: 

 The scope of employment and work experience 

 The level of learning competencies in higher education 

 Satisfaction with employment and career prospects 

 Competitiveness of higher professional education 

One of the most important factors in evaluating any level of education is the 

employment of graduates in the speciality . According to the study 64% of the 

graduates of the department work in the tourism and hospitality. Scope is rep-

resented restaurants, hotels, exhibition companies, major tour operators and 
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aircompanies. On the example of the city of Ekaterinburg are those big famous 

enterprises of tourism industry as the airline Lufthansa and Ural Airlines, an 

exhibition company "EXPOCOM", Hyatt Regency Hotel in Ekaterinburg, the 

operators like PAC GROUP  and  PEGAS TOURISTIK. 
 

 

 
  Figure 1: Areas of employment of graduates of the specialty "socio-cultural service and tourism" 

Employment than their specialty may be called "customer-oriented." It is 

noteworthy that the graduates to work in other areas receive a second degree in 

the direction of their work. It should be noted that all the respondents who cur-

rently do not work in the tourism and hospitality had experience in this field. 

The percentage of employment of graduates with a degree indicates that the 

demand for specialists in this field is present, the market is not crowded areas, 

graduates without significant work experience may be after the end of the 

higher education institutions to find jobs in their field. 

Figure 2: Satisfaction with employment and career prospects 
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The results showed only 15% of the respondents are not satisfied with em-

ployment at the moment and would like to change job. The majority of re-

spondents positively evaluates the career prospects and do not seek to change 

the scope of activities, believing that they are working in their specialty. The 

high level of acceptance of its sphere of activity suggests that alumni profes-

sionals have been able to find work in the industry and successfully apply the 

competence, knowledge and skills acquired during training. What speaks in 

favor of the need for professional education in the specialty 

45% of the respondents believe that in order to work in tourism and hospi-

tality industry is not necessary to obtain a higher specialized education, suffi-

cient training courses, subject to any higher education. In spite of this result 

cannot agree with the respondents, as in the learning process students have the 

opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills to practice (in hotels, Air com-

panies, restaurants and other businesses tourism and hospitality). Training 

courses do not provide such capabilities and therefore cannot be put in com-

parison with high-profile formation. 90% of respondents emphasized that the 

main factor of competitiveness in any enterprise is the experience and the 

availability of practical skills acquired during training. 

In assessing the quality of the educational program can be considered an 

important indicator of the level of mastering a set of competencies, which, ide-

ally, every graduate should possess. Respondents to the questionnaire were 

given a list of 19 competencies that were taken from the state standard educa-

tional program on the subject "Tourism". Graduates should be noted those 

competencies that they believe they have learned it is in the process of learning 

in the Urals Federal University. 

 
Figure 3: Assimilation of competences in the learning process 
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List of Competencies:  

Find, analyze and use information resources line 19 

Develop and implement a tourism product, using information and communication technology line 18 

Estimate costs for the organization of enterprises tourist industry 
line 17  

Calculate the financial performance (implementation, cost of services and products) line 16  

Use the regulatory and legal documents on quality and standards in the tourism industry line 15 

Work and organize the work in the workplace tourist industry line 14 

Train staff in enterprises tourist industry (to provide training and employment) line 13 

Organize the process of customer service 
line 12 

Communicate effectively with customers, including a foreign language (logically, reasonably clear and 
build the spoken word) 

line 11 

Monitor the market of tourist services line 10 

Present and promote the tourism product (create brand), using a variety of marketing tools 
line 9 

Apply the technique of active sales line 8 

Manage the quality of tourism product line 7 

Apply innovative technologies in the tourism industry 
line 6 

Create and use a client base line 5 

To create, fill out correctly and maintain documentation on processes of care at the enterprises of 
tourist industry line 4 

Use of automated systems in the enterprises of tourist industry line 3 

The ability to self-organization, self-development, self-manifestation and creativity line 2 

Tolerant to perceive the culture of other countries and peoples line 1 

CONCLUSION 

The use of active sales techniques, as well as knowledge and skills of staff train-

ing and analytical skills to assess the costs of the enterprise, in the opinion of 

graduates were given in the smallest volume. This can be explained quite simp-

ly, all of these developments require competency skills. Unfortunately, not all 

students have the opportunity to gain work experience while studying at uni-

versity. For students who will act on the direction of "Tourism" of the Ural Fed-

eral University in 2012 subjects, while passing through which students can ob-

tain competence in these areas have already been introduced in the curriculum. 

The positive evaluation by the respondents, the majority of graduates compe-

tencies suggests that an educational program on the subject "Tourism" reach 

their goal. When asked what additional competencies are required experts in 

the field of tourism services and 95% of respondents emphasized the need to 

increase the number and types of practice in the learning process. The increase 

in hours of practice and one of the most important and urgent tasks of higher 

education in the service and tourism. 
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Thus, we can generalize that the graduates after the specialty "Socio-cultural 

service and tourism" have sufficient competency for skilled work in the tourism 

and hospitality industry. Two thirds of graduates working in their specialty 

and for the moment, not only do not seek to change the scope, but also positive 

about the prospects of his career. Specialists who are employed in other areas 

as successfully conduct business. In the work plan for the specialty "Socio-

cultural service and tourism" included a large number of practical disciplines. 

Leaders of the Department attracted to the teaching of disciplines, knowledge 

and skills that students need to demonstrate as they work on their profession, 

the professionals in tourism. Managers of tourism and exhibition companies, 

managers of hotels and airlines that manage restaurants. This is the important 

factor of competitive advantage of education in the Urals Federal University. 

Poll results showed once again the importance and necessity of the increase 

and hours of practice. In December 2011, the department of social and cultural 

service and tourism have successfully reported on its activities under the inter-

national project.  The project developed training plan bachelor and graduate in 

the direction of "Tourism". Also in the framework of the project in mid-

February 2012 plans to open a specialized school «SIGMA» - studio study hos-

pitality skills. It is assumed that on the basis of the studio students will learn 

the principles of work in hotels, met and work independently in automated 

systems. 

In the development, preparation and adjustment of educational programs, 

training and work plans will take into account the results of this survey. In ana-

lyzing the data clearly shows the areas in which graduates receive knowledge, 

not in its entirety. The experience of this kind of questioning is interesting to 

monitor the career paths of graduates and assess demand for graduates, pro-

fessionals in the tourism and hospitality industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a critical review of wildlife tourism studies. Most of research about wild-

life tourism is facing a dualism between human and wild animals. To protect wildlife 

perfectly, a lot of researches focus on the biological impacts on wildlife caused by 

tourism activities. Tourists’ action is deemed to be harmful to wild animals. This kind 

of research always uses biological methods, in which negative impacts are calculated 

carefully and scientific knowledge is produced. Some other researches are on tourist 

experience because it is found out that the proximity to wild animals largely deter-

mines the tourist experience. However, being too close to animals is perceived to have 

negative impacts on animals. Tourists’ expectation to be close to animals is recog-

nized as non-ecological. Tourists are expected to keep rational and consider the envi-

ronmental consequence of their action when they encounter wild animals. So in prac-

tice, the distance allowed between human and animal is regulated carefully and fol-

lows the rule determined by scientific knowledge. 

Key words: wildlife tourism, body experience, phenomenology, scientific knowledge, 

common knowledge. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The relationship between human and animals has arisen much research inter-

ests recently, and wildlife tourism is one area which has received much atten-

tion (Franklin, 1999). Wildlife tourism is the tourism based on the interaction 

between human and non-domesticated animals, which can be in its natural en-

vironment or in captive (Burns & Sofield, 2001; Higginbottom, 2004). Wildlife 

tourism is becoming an important branch of global tourism activity. More than 

65 countries and 295 communities provided dolphin or whale watching in 

1995, there are about 5.4 million tourists attending this kind of tourism, the in-

come was close to 500 million (Orams, 1997).  
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With the moderation, the relationship between human being and the nature 

has much changed. The direct contact between individual human being and 

nature is much reduced although the human activities as a whole have larger 

impacts on the nature itself than before. Without the direct feeling and attach-

ment to the nature, the conservation efforts seem to be even more challenging. 

The wildlife tourism therefore provides a way for the modern human being to 

get the experience with animals directly and potential to develop the personal 

emotions and feelings toward animals (DeMares & Krycra, 1998). 

Yet, while the role of the importance of the wildlife tourism research in the 

sustainable development and ecotourism development, there is a lack of a ho-

listic approach to understand the different perspective of the human experience 

and the animal conservation. Through the extensive literature review, it has 

been found out that there is a dualism in wildlife tourism research. Behind this 

dualism research paradigm is based on the human-nature conflict model, as the 

result although  more and more the researches are carried out and the man-

agement strategies based on these researches are implemented, the potentials 

of using wildlife tourism as a strategies to facilitate the development of human 

attachment to nature are not fully realized. 

The classification of wildlife tourism and its symbol of conflict 

Beside the wildlife tourism, there are other forms linking human and animals, 

from the food source in material to totem worship in spirit. Beardsworth & 

Bryman (2001) distinguished four kinds of relationship between human and 

animals: encounter, representation, presentation and quasification. Encounter 

means the interaction actually in the individual animal’s own environment un-

restrainedly. Presentation of wildlife happens when animals are in captive en-

vironment, always in zoo. Representation means the presentation of animals 

through literature, art and other symbolic system, always in media. Quasifica-

tion is ‚a sub-type of the general process of representation, but has certain dis-

tinctive characteristics. It entails the creation of ‘fakes’, but not of fakes which 

are intended to deceive the beholder into believing they are ‘real’‛ (Beards-

worth & Bryman, 2001: 87). Wildlife tourism is mainly involved in encounter 

and presentation. The difference of the two is whether the wildlife is in its nat-

ural environment. 

The earliest classification of wildlife tourism is made by Duffus & Dearden 

(1990). They made a spectrum to describe the interaction between human and 

wildlife and identified three types of wildlife tourism: consumptive uses, low-

consumptive uses and non-consumptive uses. Non-consumptive use is defined 
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as ‚a human recreational engagement with wildlife wherein the focal organism 

is not purposefully removed or permanently affected by the engagement‛ 

(p.215). Consumptive uses include fishing and hunt, low-consumptive uses in-

clude zoo, scientific investigation and non-consumptive uses include bird 

watching, whale watching. This classification is widely accepted by later re-

searches (e.g. Sinha, 2001; Wilson & Tisdell, 2001; Higham, 1998; Lemelin, 

2008). 

Tremblay (2001) analyzed the trend of hierarchical judgment and mislead 

caused by the classification of consumptive and non-consumptive. Consump-

tive uses always relate to the moral question about killing and commodification 

of wildlife. The term ‚consumptive‛ makes people think about the negative 

impacts on animals, and non-consumptive is recognized as more beautiful and 

qualified experience. Wildlife watching can get more affirmation, but hunt or 

fish is harder to obtain identification in morality. However, in fact non-

consumptive wildlife tourism activity doesn’t seem to give more care about the 

welfare of animals, and doesn’t provide more opportunity for education. Wild-

life watching also has inevitable negative impacts on animals (Green & Giese, 

2004). Monkeys in Japanese monkey mountain are in their own environment, 

but this seemed non-consumptive tourism has many questions. The mountain 

is like a megazoo (Knight, 2006). Because wildlife watching is less expensive 

than hunt, it is possible for more people to gather in one space and in one time, 

the impact may be more. If managed well, hunt can reach the aim of sustaina-

bility (Higginbottom, 2004). Hunt can also provide valuable experience as wild-

life watching can. 

This kind of classification is a symbol of the conflict between human and an-

imals. Consumption is the symbol of tension, and non-consumption is the 

symbol of effort to eliminate the tension. The thing deciding which is consump-

tive and non-consumptive is the scientific activities. In science, human is put to 

the opposite position of wild animals. A dualism is forming, one side is animal 

and the other side is human. 

Therefore another classification of wildlife proposed by Orams (2002) is 

likely to get more agreement (Higginbottom, 2004; Tremblay, 2001), just be-

cause Orams abandoned the term: ‚consumptive‛. Orams proposed another 

classification. One side of the spectrum is captive wildlife, and the other side is 

wild (2002).  
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Captive Semi-captive Wild
 

Figure 1. Orams’ classification (2002, modification) 

 

Scientific activities and animal welfare 

That tourism activities have negative biological impacts on wildlife is premise 

of most wildlife tourism research. There are so many related papers published 

(e.g. Constantine et al., 2004; Ikuta & Blumstein, 2003; Torre et al., 2000; Lord et 

al., 2001; Verhulst et al., 2001; Duchesne et al., 2000). That the premise is more 

like self-evident and encountered few challenges indicates the dominant of bio-

logical science in the wildlife tourism research area, 

The impacts on wildlife are not transferable, which are both site- and spe-

cies-specific (Higham, 1998). But the impacts still can be categorized. Orams 

(2002) has done an influential review job and conclude that tourism activities 

can change animals’ natural behavior patterns and population. Among all these 

tourism activities, feeding is most influential one. Food availability is the single 

most important factor in determining an animal’s activity. If tourists feed ani-

mals, they will reduce the time to find food, and spend more time on other ac-

tivities. Feeding can change group size, population density or even their breed. 

Providing more food by human may have effect on animals’ ability to find food 

and reduce animals’ adaptation to the nature. Feeding makes animals more 

dependency and the offspring may never acquire the skills needed to fend for 

themselves. Wild animals usually keep some distance from people for safety, 

long time feeding will make animals used to human’s contact, sometimes they 

even contact human by themselves. They will be dangerous if someone wants 

to hurt them. Feeding can also make wild animals more aggressive to human 

and themselves. Unhealthy food can cause animals’ illness or even death. In 

addition to feeding, Reynolds and Braithwaite (2001) presented a more com-

prehensive list of possible impacts: harvest/death, clearing of habitat, changed 

plant composition, reduced plant production, changed plant structure, pollu-

tion, animal emigration, reduced animal production and reproduction, habitua-

tion, animal dietary distortion, stereotyped behavior, aberrant social behavior, 

increased predation, modixcation of activity patterns, altered community structure. 
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In terms of the research methodology and research methods, biological re-

search which is a rigid scientific approach is adopted. The impacts are calculat-

ed carefully through scientific methods and quantitative method is used fre-

quently. In this approach, the relationship between human and animals is sim-

plified as number. For instance, the ‚flying distance‛, often measured in the 

bird watching study, means the distance the birds fly away when people get 

closest to birds. The distance represents the birds’ tolerance to people. Flying 

distance is very useful in manage practice (Verhulst et al., 2001; Ikuta et al., 

2003). The time dolphins find food, rest, swim under different situation (differ-

ent type and number of tourism boats, different distance boats approaching) is 

measured in the study of dolphin watching. In Australian Ningaloo Marine 

Park the closest distance to shark’s tail is 4 meters, and the closest distance to 

shark’s head is 3 meters (Catlin & Jones, 2010). These distances are based on 

accurate scientific calculation. Quantitative method and results seem more sci-

entific and make management easier.  

Most impacts research indicate that proximity to wild animals is harmful to 

animals, the control of distance and tourist behavior is very necessary (Garrod 

& Fennell, 2004), and these research theories and results have been used in 

manage practice. Actually, this research group has dominated the wildlife tour-

ism research (in this group, animal welfare is considered mostly), while tourists 

are ignored. Some other researches pay attention to tourist experience, which 

consist the other side of the dualism. 

Tourist experience and satisfaction 

Compare to plentiful impact research, the research about tourist experience is 

much less. As Orams pointed out, ‚Despite the increasing amount of work di-

rected at understanding the impacts of whale-watching on whales, little effort 

has been directed at the impact of whale watching on the watchers themselves‛ 

(2000: 562). 

In whale shark watching, the main sub-themes of the best aspects of experi-

ence include: Other SCUBA diving or snorkeling, seeing, watching, observing 

or finding the whale shark, staff, food and operations, being or swimming with, 

next to or alongside the whale shark, other animals, reefs or nature (Davis & 

Banks, 1997; Catlin & Jones, 2010). In another more comprehensive research 

(Moscardo & Saltzer, 2004), desirable features in a wildlife tourist experience 

include: seeing wildlife in their natural environment (67%), seeing wildlife be-

having naturally (36%), rare and unique wildlife (33%), being able to get close 

to wildlife (29%), being in an untouched natural environment (26%), a large 
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variety of wildlife to see (25%). There is a strong natural affinity existing be-

tween animal species and wild animal can trigger human’s peak experience 

(DeMares & Krycra, 1998). In order to enhance the visitor experience, visitors 

should be provided opportunities to get as close as possible to the animals or 

see the animals from a new and different perspective (Ballantyne, Packer & 

Sutherland, 2011). Reynold and Braithwaite (2001) gave a list of factors which 

have impacts on tourist experiences. These include authenticity, intensity, the 

sense of the experience being special and unusual, the length of exposure to the 

stimuli, species popularity, and the rarity of the animal. 

Being able to see animals is seemed to be the basic aspect in tourist experi-

ence, and getting close to animals is a very important aspect. Some tourists 

even think that being able to touch or handle wildlife important (7%) (Moscar-

do & Saltzer, 2004). Considering the large scale of wildlife tourism market, it is 

a large number.  

But getting too close may cause negative biological impacts and as a result 

touch is not allowed. So getting close to animals can only be realized with 

compromising the animals’ well-being. There is a tension existing between 

human and wild animals in tourism. Because of the negative impacts on animal 

biology, tourist experience is often ignored in quality and quantity. Scholars 

have a trend to envisage the core of tourist experience. Orams (2000) even tried 

to prove that getting close to whales is not all important in whale watching. In 

his conclusion, a number of factors other than the whales and their behavior 

influence whale-watcher satisfaction, such as he design of their boat, the posi-

tioning of their boat for viewing, the numbers of passengers they take aboard, 

the service provided by the crew, the duration of the trip and the commentary 

given regarding the whales and other attractions. His findings maybe true 

however a sad one. It only reflects the success of the commercial arrangement 

but not the help in improving relationship between human and animals. 

Dualism and social construction of wildlife tourism 

Above all, there is a clear binary opposition in wildlife tourism. The one side is 

the animals and the other side is human. These two make up the conceptual 

framework approached by Reynold and Braithwaite (2001). In this dualism, 

human experience is ignored. According to scientific knowledge, human expe-

rience is not reasonable. Human are advocated to think about themselves when 

they encounter wild animals, human should present their considered preference. 
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However, People’s knowledge of praxis is from their perception and is non-

reflective (Merleau-Ponty, 2002), which differs from reflective scientific 

knowledge. Berger and Luckmann (1966) argue that reality is socially con-

structed. There is not an absolute truth, and knowledge is relative. Scientific 

knowledge is constructed by scientists, which is different from what ordinary 

people construct. In science, the relationship between human and animals is 

simplified to some numbers, human is absent.  

Some research pays attention to human, begins to study on how people con-

struct wildlife and what wildlife means to human. For instance, Scarce (1998) 

found that wolf has special meaning to local residents in Yellow Stone Park. 

Wolf is symbol of freedom and wildness to locals because they feel they are 

also lack of independence to government. So the locals willingness to conserve 

the wolf is high. Construction of wildlife is under different social condition. 

Hytten (2009) found that dingo has ambiguous identity; a pest or protected 

specie, hybrid or pure, and native or feral because of its history with human 

being. Harker and Bates (2007) argued that different stakeholders translate 

black bear to different subjective and meaningful objects. Science can not quiet 

down the arguments between different stakeholders. There is a ‚war‛ existing 

between Japanese monkey and locals in scientific perspective, but Knight 

(1999) finds that the relationship is not that tense. A lot of residents give food to 

monkeys for sympathy, monkeys moving to find food makes locals in rural 

area think about their mobility to city for living. These studies show that the 

relationship and feelings between human and animals are multiple tributes and 

can not simply contributed to a simple conflict model which in the long run 

would cause further detachment of human from animals. An effect manage-

ment model has to consider the cultural context and feeling that people are as-

sociated with animals. 

What ordinary people think about wildlife is different from scientific 

knowledge. Even the importance of wildlife in science has occasionality, which 

can be found in the research to Australian wildlife tourism research institution 

(Rodger, Moore & Newsome, 2009).  

Science is the theoretical knowledge, however, ‚theoretical thought, ‘ideas’, 

Weltanschauungen are not that important in society. Although every society con-

tains these phenomena, they are only part of the sum of what passes for 

‘knowledge’‛ (Berger & Luckmann, 1966: 15). Merleau-Ponty (2002) argues that 

cognition begins with perception; our perception of world is always non-

reflective. It is the experience which counts but not the knowledge and science 
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that lead to we understanding of the objects. According to phenomenology, 

especially Merleau-Ponty’s body phenomenology, it’s the experience that mat-

ters in everyday life but not the science or theoretical knowledge. In wildlife 

tourism, we have paid much attention to scientific knowledge and ignore the 

existing commonsense knowledge. 

CONCLUSION 

Wildlife tourism is becoming more and more important in global tourism activ-

ities. Wildlife tourism provides a valuable opportunity for the modern human 

being to know the animal, to feel the animal and love the animals. However, 

the existing research paradigm and the management model based on these re-

searches often emphasized the tensions and conflict sides between human and 

animals in wildlife tourism and lead to a simplified and ineffective approach to 

understand and manage the human and animal relationship.  

Most research pays attention to negative biological impacts caused by tour-

ism activities. This scientific perspective considers animal welfare mainly, but 

human is absent in this kind of research and often the relationship of human 

and animals is simplified to quantified numbers through carefully calculation. 

But the relationship between human and animals is simplified. There are some 

tourist experience researches but they are mainly for the purpose of market and 

business purpose.  

Sophisticated approach which considers the various common knowledge 

and feelings to understand the animal-human relationship and therefore to fa-

cilitate the non-conflict relationship are not seldom explored. Some researches 

have challenged the domination of scientific knowledge with recognizing the 

importance of other pre-theoretical knowledge. By applying social construc-

tionist methodology, they argue that scientific knowledge is just one type of 

knowledge, and it always fails to understand tourists experience in wildlife 

tourism. Wildlife animals mean different to tourist from them in science, so 

tourism experience practice is not the same as what science advocates. The par-

adigm of social construction aims to get beyond the dualism, change the situa-

tion that science dominates, and revert to the complicated human-wildlife rela-

tionship. However, this paradigm hasn’t found out what knowledge is im-

portant in tourist experience, and hasn’t found out the important of experience 

in tourist practice to nature.  

There are so many questions unsolved in tourist practice to animals. Why 

do people want to feed wild animals? Why do people like to get close to and 
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touch animals? Is that just because of human’s sympathy? Science just wants to 

change the world according to its own perspective without efforts to under-

standing humans’ original practice. The phenomenology aims to return to the 

original appearance of things. In Merleau-Ponty’s body phenomenology, it’s 

the experience that matters in everyday life but not the science or theoretical 

knowledge. Perception is not an event or state in the mind or brain, but an or-

ganism’s entire bodily relation to its environment (Carman, 2008). It is an ‚eco-

logical‛ phenomenon. In current research, human’s body is absent. In this 

study, we want to propose a new approach to understand human practice from 

our own body. More attention should be paid to human’s body experience 

through a phenomenological perspective and try to understand tourists’ eager 

to be close to, feed or touch animals. 
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ABSTRACT 

While research acknowledges the impact films have on viewers’ destination choices, 

an empirically tested decision-making framework is required that explains film view-

ers’ intention to visit a place. The sample comprised 230 film viewers at an Australian 

cinema. Empathy had a positive effect on place familiarity. Perceived perfor-

mance/financial risk produced a negative effect on place familiarity. Place familiarity 

had a positive effect on place image, which in turn, produced positive effect on atti-

tude toward visiting the place. Finally, attitude toward visiting the place had a positive 

effect on intention to visit the place. Such a framework is relevant to the tourism and 

entertainment sectors. It provides theoretical underpinning for future empirical stud-

ies and helps film makers and destination managers in delivering consistent messag-

es about a film and its location.   

Key words: empathy, nostalgia, risk, familiarity, image, attitude, intention. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Young, Gong and Stede (2010: 35) have observed that ‚consumers spent nearly 

$50 billion dollars in 2008 to watch U.S. movies in a variety of formats.‛ Conse-

quently, films influence viewers’ intention to visit film locations (Kim & Rich-

ardson, 2003). In 2009, 881 million people engaged in travel to an international 

destination, spending US$852 billion (United Nations World Trade Organisa-

tion, 2010). Since tourism dollars contribute to the economic well-being of trav-

el destinations, practitioners must identify unique vehicles that can market 

their travel destinations to prospective visitors. Films have been utilised as 

such unique vehicles that can communicate an image of a travel destination 

and influence visit intention (Im & Chon, 2008).  
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While current research acknowledges the impact a film location has on peo-

ple’s attitude and intention to visit the location (e.g. Kim & Richardson, 2003), 

the majority of research lacks an empirically tested framework. Additionally, 

key factors such as empathy (Beeton, 2005), nostalgia (Boym, 2001), perceived 

risk (Pizam & Mansfield, 1996) and place familiarity (Tasci and Knutson 2004) 

that shape a location’s image (Gallarza, Saura & Garcia, 2002) and predict atti-

tude toward and intention to visit the location have been considered separate-

ly, resulting in a fragmented approach to the research area. This paper aims to 

introduce an integrated decision-making framework that explores the relation-

ship between watching the romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ set in 

New York and its impact on visitation to the city. The research model present-

ed in Figure 1 is adapted from Kim and Richardson’s (2003) study and includes 

the empathy, nostalgia, perceived risk, place familiarity and place image con-

structs that explain attitude toward and intention to visit New York.  

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH MODEL 

Place Exposure via Film: People acquire place exposure when they view a 

‚film, TV, magazines and videos which reinforce their gaze‛ on a chosen place 

(Urry, 1990: 3). When people view films, they connect on a subjective and emo-

tional level with it and gain ‚some personal meaning‛ (Beeton, 2005: 229). Of-

ten, it is not the ‚objective reality of the place but instead the meaning it repre-

sents that transforms places depicted in motion pictures to symbolically mean-

ingful tourist attractions‛ (Kim and Richardson, 2003: 234). For instance, 

‘Braveheart’ has influenced travel to Scotland, the location the film represents, 

rather than Ireland, where some of the actual cinematography was conducted 

(Kim & Richardson, 2003).  

Place Familiarity: In marketing literature, familiarity is defined as the repeti-

tion of daily life that is conducted with ‚habitual and automatic ease‛ (Papas, 

2009: 47). Thus, people who are accustomed to a particular consumer 

brand/product and are satisfied with its benefits tend to purchase the same 

brand/product again. A tourism product differs from a consumer product in 

that it is often intangible, and unfamiliar, making it more prone to perceived 

financial, physical and psychological risk (Tasci & Knutson, 2004). When en-

countering a new experience, some people become distressed and require a 

‚degree of familiarity< be supplied for the security and comfort qualities of 

the tourist experience‛ (Tasci & Knutson, 2004: 88).  
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Empathy: In psychology literature, empathy is defined as ‚sharing the per-

ceived emotion of another – ‘feeling with’ another‛ (Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987: 

5). In marketing literature, empathy refers to the vicarious experience that ‚al-

lows an individual to participate in the posture, motion and sensations of 

someone or something other than the self‛ (Stern, 1994, p.608). Riley, Baker and 

Van Doren (1998: 924) have observed that there is a time lag of one year be-

tween a film’s release and viewers’ developing empathy for the film location, 

intention to visit it and actual behaviour. Thus, it can be argued that people 

who view a film will demonstrate stronger emotions and thoughts about the 

film location as they become more familiar with it. Subsequently, it is hypothe-

sised that: 

H1:  Film viewers who develop greater empathy toward a place will also be 

more familiar with the place. 

Nostalgia: Nostalgia originates from psychology literature in the late 17th 

century (Hofer, 1934), resulting in two streams of thought. The first stream con-

ceptualises nostalgia from a direct and personal perspective. Personal nostalgia 

refers to a person’s response to things which were ‚popular during an individ-

ual’s youth *that+ influence the individual’s lifelong preferences‛ (Wildschut et. 

al., 2006: 976). The second stream conceptualises nostalgia from an indirect and 

historical perspective. Historical nostalgia refers to a person’s responses gener-

ated from a time in history, even before the person was born (Stern, 1994). It 

can be argued that people who view a film will demonstrate stronger nostalgic 

feelings about the film location as they become more familiar with it. Subse-

quently, it is hypothesised that: 

H2: Film viewers who develop greater nostalgia about a place will also be 

more familiar with the place. 

Perceived Risk: In marketing literature, Bauer (1960: 21) defined perceived 

risk as an ‚action of a consumer that will produce consequences which he can-

not anticipate with anything approximating certainty, and some of which at 

least are likely to be unpleasant.‛ From consumer behaviour literature, Laroche 

et al. (2004) and Mieres, Martin and Gutierrez (2006) have identified six differ-

ent types of perceived risk in terms of subjective loss: (1) financial (monetary 

loss); (2) performance (functional loss); (3) social (social approval loss); (4) psy-

chological (self-image loss); (5) physical (health loss); and (6) time (convenience 

loss). Tourism researchers have acknowledged that people’s risk perceptions 

may vary with context. For instance, if a similar destination package is offered 

at a lower price, people may choose the one with less financial risk. Pizam and 
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Mansfield (1996: 1) have observed that ‚most tourists will not spend their hard 

earned money to go to a destination where their safety and well-being may be 

in jeopardy.‛ Thus, it can be argued that people who view a film set in an at-

tractive location will perceive less risk with the location as they become more 

familiar with it. Subsequently, it is hypothesised that: 

H3: Film viewers who perceive less risk with a place will also be more fa-

miliar with the place. 

 

 

Figure 1. Research Model 

 

Place Image: The image of a place is defined as the ‚sum of beliefs, ideas, 

and impressions that a person holds of it‛ (Gallarza, Saura & Garcia 2002: 60). 

From this definition, it can be inferred that ‚perceptions, rather than reality are 

what motivate consumers to act or not act‛ (Guthrie & Gale 1991: 555). Some 

researchers (e.g. Kim & Richardson, 2003; Riley & Van Doren, 1998) have sug-

gested that films create awareness and shape image of a place. When people 

view a film location, they form subjective images of the place (Beeton, 2009). 

Further, the ‚specific content of the movie can affect viewers’ image of a place 

portrayed in the film, in both positive and negative directions‛ (Kim & Rich-

ardson, 2003: 231). Thus, it can be argued that people who view a film set in an 

attractive film location will become more familiar with the location and devel-

op a positive image of the location. Subsequently, it is hypothesised that:  
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H4: Film viewers who are more familiar with a place will have a more posi-

tive image of the place. 

Attitude toward visiting a Place: In psychology literature, attitude is defined 

as a ‚mental and neutral state of readiness‛ (Triandis, 1971: 2) that comprises 

three components. Cognition involves all the evaluations made, affect is the 

psychological reaction and behaviour is a verbal indication to act (Fishbein & 

Ajzen, 1975). In tourism marketing literature, tourist attitude is defined as the 

‚psychological tendencies expressed by the positive or negative evaluations of 

tourists when engaged in certain behaviours‛ (Lee, 2009: 218). Since place im-

age comprises an affective element that explains an ‚individual’s feeling to-

ward an object‛ (Pike & Ryan 2004, p.334), it is likely that place image will in-

fluence attitude toward visiting the place. In Gallarza, Saura and Garcia’s (2002: 

59) study which examined the conceptual and operational definitions of desti-

nation image, the authors have observed that attitudes can be ‚a significant 

component of the destination image formation.‛ Subsequently, it is hypothe-

sised that:  

H5: Film viewers with a more positive image of a place will have a more 

favourable attitude toward visiting it.  

Intention to visit a Place: Finally, intention refers to the likelihood to act 

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and in some cases, leads to behaviour. In exploring the 

link between viewing a film and visiting the film location, Riley, Baker and Van 

Doren (1998: 924) have observed ‚increases in visitation to each of ten popular 

film locations, a year following the film’s release.‛ Growth in visitation contin-

ues for the next five years before stagnating.  The majority of empirical research 

supports the relationship between positive attitude and stronger behavioural 

intention (e.g. Lee, 2009; Quintal, Lee & Soutar, 2010). Subsequently, it is hy-

pothesised that:   

H6: Film viewers with a more favourable attitude toward visiting a place 

will have a higher intention to visit it. 

METHODOLOGY 

The current study utilised a 15-minute self-administered pen and paper ques-

tionnaire. Measures for each of the seven key constructs were selected and 

adapted from existing scales. These included: (1) six items for empathy (Kim & 

Richardson, 2003) (α=0.87); (2) six items for historical nostalgia and seven for 

personal nostalgia (Marchegiani & Phau, 2011) (α=0.95); (3) four items each for 
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perceived financial, performance, psychological, social, physical and time risk 

(Laroche et al., 2004; Mieres, Martin & Gutierrez, 2006) (α=0.83); (4) five items 

for place familiarity (Kim & Richardson, 2003) (α=0.80); (5) 17 statements for 

place image (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999) (α=0.81);  (6) five items for attitude to-

ward visiting a place (Bagozzi, Dholakia & Basuroy, 2003) (α=0.85) and; (7) 

three statements for intention to visit the place (Bagozzi, Dholakia & Basuroy, 

2003) (α=0.78). Data was collected from a sample frame of patrons at a cinema 

chain located in a major shopping centre in Western Australia between August 

and September 2011. Due to budget constraints, a quota was set for 230 viewers 

who watched the romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ at the cinema. As 

an incentive, respondents were presented with a sponsored $6 food voucher 

which was redeemable at the shopping centre.  

Exploratory factor analysis using a VARIMAX rotation with SPSS 19 identi-

fied an 11-factor solution with 61 items that explained 75.8% of the variance. 

The first factor related to New York’s place image (attractions) (α=0.94). The 

second represented personal nostalgia about New York (α=0.97). The third re-

lated to attitude toward visiting New York (α=0.93). The fourth represented 

historical nostalgia about New York (α=0.96). The fifth related to familiarity 

with New York (α=0.91). The sixth represented perceived perfor-

mance/financial risk associated with visiting New York (α=0.85). The seventh 

related to perceived social risk associated with the decision to visit New York 

(α=0.93). The eighth represented perceived physical risk associated with visit-

ing New York (α=0.90). The ninth related to empathy toward New York 

(α=0.89). The 10th represented intention to visit New York (α=0.95). The final 

factor related to New York’s place image (infrastructure) (α=0.75). 

 

Table 1. Path analysis to test hypothesised relationships 

Regressed relationship Beta Value (β) Hypothesis 

H1: Empathy → Place familiarity 
H2: Personal nostalgia → Place familiarity 
H2: Historical nostalgia → Place familiarity 
H3: Per/fin risk → Place familiarity  

          0.48*** 
          0.01 
          0.15 
         -0.24* 

Supported 
Not supported 
Not supported 

Supported 

H3: Social risk → Place familiarity           0.06 Not supported 

H3: Physical risk → Place familiarity           0.07 Not supported 

H4: Place familiarity → Place image (attracti-
ons) 

          0.38*** Supported 

H4: Place familiarity → Place image (infrastruc-
ture) 

          0.39*** Supported 

H5: Place image (attractions) → Attitude            0.25** Supported 

H5: Place image (infrastructure) → Attitude           0.20** Supported 

H6: Attitude → Intention to visit           0.26** Supported 

Note: ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05 
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Next, path analysis with AMOS 19 tested empathy, nostalgia (personal and his-

torical), perceived risk (performance/financial, social and physical), place famil-

iarity, place image (attractions and infrastructure) for their hypothesised effects 

on attitude toward and intention to visit New York. As can be seen in Table 1, 

empathy had a significant positive effect on place familiarity (β=0.48, p≤0.001), 

supporting H1. No significant effects were observed for personal and historical 

nostalgia with place familiarity, which did not support H2. Perceived perfor-

mance/financial risk produced a significant negative effect on place familiarity 

(β=0.24, p≤0.05), supporting H3, although no significant effects were observed 

for perceived social and physical risk. Place familiarity had significant positive 

effects on place image (attractions) (β=0.38, p≤0.001) and place image (infra-

structure) (β=0.39, p≤0.001), supporting H4. In turn, place image (attractions 

and infrastructure) produced respective significant positive effects on attitude 

toward visiting the place (β=0.25, p≤0.01; β=0.20, p≤0.01), supporting H5. Final-

ly, attitude toward visiting the place had a significant positive effect on inten-

tion to visit the place (β=0.26, p≤0.01), supporting H6.    

CONCLUSION 

The majority of the hypothesis was supported. Findings suggested that viewers 

developed greater empathy and perceived less performance/financial risk asso-

ciated with New York as they watched and became more familiar with the city. 

Familiarity with New York also helped to shape viewers’ impressions of the 

city’s attractions and infrastructure. In turn, these images impacted on viewers’ 

favourable attitude toward and intention to visit New York. The results pro-

vide some empirical support in tourism literature for what has been until now, 

mainly observations that films are vehicles that can give exposure to and com-

municate an image of travel destinations.      

There are several implications from the findings reported in the current 

study. Overall, an empirically-tested model that evaluates the decision-making 

processes of film viewers will lend support for an accepted model in the tour-

ism marketing literature. Specifically, this has implications for researchers in 

the areas of branding, product placement and policy-making for destinations 

that serve as film locations. Each of these implications is outlined in the follow-

ing paragraph.  

First, while there is some empirical support for the positive impact films 

have on viewers’ attitude and behavior toward brands, there are significant 

differences between cinema and television screenings. Both media provide 
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viewers with longer exposure to their destination brand when compared to ad-

vertising (Tooke & Baker, 1996). However, one-hour television dramas which 

are played out over 14 weeks may have a distinct advantage over cinemas in 

prolonging the branding impact (Riley, Baker & Doren 1998). For instance, the 

recent success of ‘Downtown Abbey’ (Campbell, 2011) has created considerable 

interest in visitation to England’s countryside manors. It is likely that a research 

model for television viewers will find more marked impacts than that for cine-

ma viewers. With the sustained interest created by television, viewers’ empa-

thy, nostalgia and familiarity for the film locations may be heightened, while 

their risk perceptions may be muted.  

Second, product placement has been used in some films with the aim to 

promote brands. For instance, ‘The Devil Wore Prada’ and the more recent 

‘James Bond’ franchise have acted as effective branding platforms for Prada 

and Sony Eriksson respectively. However, with the exception of ‘Lord of the 

Rings’ trilogy which effectively marketed New Zealand, destination managers 

have been relatively slow in responding to this vehicle. By showcasing events, 

personalities, settings or themes of a film location that have become iconic rep-

resentations of a film, destination managers can help to sustain interest in their 

offerings (Riley, Baker & Doren, 1998)  

Third, such findings draw attention to the need for more cooperation be-

tween government, destination managers and film producers. Mirroring the 

success of ‘Lord of the Rings,’ collaboration between government and destina-

tion managers in policy-making can facilitate film producers in planning and 

budgeting for film location shoots, and film distributors in creating and fund-

ing promotional campaigns that will benefit the film and its location. 

It may be interesting to explore whether different film genres (i.e. drama, ac-

tion, thriller, horror) have various impacts on viewers’ attitude toward and in-

tention to visit a place. It is likely that with a drama such as ‘Under the Tuscan 

Sun’ which showcases an iconic setting and carries the place image in its film 

title, viewers will have a favourable attitude toward and higher intention to 

visit Tuscany. However, with an action film such as ‘The Italian Job’ which also 

carries the place image in its film title but focuses on a heist in Venice, viewers 

may be too distracted by the plot to develop a favourable attitude toward and 

higher intention to visit Venice. 

In conclusion, a decision-making framework is required to integrate key an-

tecedents such as empathy, nostalgia, perceived risk, place familiarity and 

place image and empirically test their effects on attitude toward and intention 
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to visit the place. Such a framework can provide tourism researchers with theo-

retical underpinning for future empirical studies. This can benefit the film and 

tourism industries in identifying film attributes that promote a film and its lo-

cation.  
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ABSTRACT 

Information sources are critical to tourism decision-making as they reduce the risk 

prospective travellers perceive in making a destination choice. The current study ex-

amines two types of information sources. Organic sources are objective, third party in-

formation sources such as leisure books/guides/magazines. Induced sources are sub-

jective, company-endorsed information sources that market a travel offering such as 

tourism office brochures. A 15-minute pen and paper questionnaire was self-

administered to 228 respondents at a shopping mall in Western Australia. Findings 

suggested that organic information sources such as leisure books/guides/magazines 

were consulted by significantly more respondents with lower perceived physical risk. 

On the other hand, induced information sources such as tourism office brochures 

were consulted by significantly more respondents with higher perceived physical risk.   

Key words: Information sources, perceived risk, destination choice. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Global tourism attracted 881 million international arrivals, accounting for 

US$852 billion in 2009 (United Nations World Trade Organisation, 2010). Since 

a destination’s attributes can be intangible and unfamiliar, prospective travel-

lers often perceive higher financial, physical and psychological risk (Tasci & 

Knutson, 2004) when making a destination choice. In fact, when encountering a 

new experience, some travellers become distressed and require a “degree of 

familiarity< be supplied for the security and comfort qualities of the tourist 

experience” (Tasci & Knutson, 2004, p.88). A key strategy that helps prospec-

tive travellers to reduce the risk associated with travel is information search 
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(Vogt & Fesenmaier 1998). The amount and type of information sources that 

travellers consult is influenced by their own levels of perceived risk (Quintal, 

Lee & Soutar, 2010a; 2010b).  

The aim of this paper is to examine two types of information sources, name-

ly, organic and induced, that help to reduce the risk prospective travellers per-

ceive in making a destination choice. Findings from the research make some 

practical contributions. With the continued growth and importance of tourism 

to the trade balances of nations and corporate profits, destination managers 

need to increase their understanding of not only what drives, but also what in-

hibits destination choice. In identifying the specific risks prospective travellers 

associate with a destination, practitioners can target different market segments. 

This can help them to formulate precise information strategies that address the 

“dilemma of standardisation versus customisation of their marketing mix” 

(Litvin, Crotts, & Hefner, 2004: 29). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Lee, Kim and Chan-Olmsted (2011) have observed that there is a cumulative 

body of literature on consumer searching which acknowledges that perceived 

risk, inherent in the purchase decision context, is the main driver of infor-

mation search (Conchar et al., 2004). In tourism literature, Sirakaya and Wood-

side (2005: 816) have observed that decision-making involves high risk due to 

the “intangible and experiential nature of tourism.” The authors have conclud-

ed that prospective travellers conduct extensive information search to assist 

them in decision-making. This is a dynamic process as travellers use a combi-

nation of information sources to reach a decision (Litvin, Crotts & Hefner, 

2004).  

Information Sources: Consumer behaviour literature has identified two 

types of information search: (1) internal search; and (2) external search (Lee, 

Kim & Chan-Olmsted, 2011). In the internal search process, consumers retrieve 

information stored in their long-term memory, gained either actively from past 

information searches and previous experience or passively by low-involvement 

learning (Fodness & Murray, 1997; Money & Crotts, 2003). These authors have 

observed that in the external search process, consumers acquire different 

sources of information in their environment.  

Whether tourists rely on internal sources or consult external sources de-

pends on the adequacy and quality of their knowledge (Chen, 2000). According 

to the author, as soon as the result of an internal search becomes insufficient, 
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tourists may decide to acquire additional information from external sources. 

For instance, habitual travel that involves visiting friends/relatives or revisiting 

a destination may simply require information from past experience (Etzel & 

Wahlers, 1985). Fodness and Murray (1997) have identified three travel search 

behaviour patterns: (1) routine search in which the search process is carried out 

promptly with few sources; (2) limited search in which the search process is 

restricted either by time (i.e. quick search but higher than average number of 

sources) or sources (i.e. above average planning period but fewer sources); and 

(3) extensive search in which the search process takes more time and infor-

mation sources. 

According to Gunn (1972), information sources can help to create two types 

of images. The first type, which is organic, is not directly associated with tour-

ism interests. These represent objective, third party sources of information such 

as newspaper reports, newsletters, blogs, chatrooms and leisure 

books/guides/magazines. The second type, which is induced, is directly associ-

ated with tourism interests. These represent subjective, company-endorsed 

sources of information that make a conscious effort to reduce public perception 

of risk so as to market a travel offering such as advertising, promotion and 

tourism office brochures (Kim & Richardson, 2003). 

According to Ward and Ostrom (2003), the Internet has revolutionised the 

way marketers utilise information sources to communicate with consumers. 

With traditional information sources, marketers are able to control their mes-

sage and its impact with reasonable effort. However, the Internet’s decentral-

ised nature and its low barrier to entry coupled with the range and diversity of 

information sources it accesses have presented a challenge to marketers. In fact, 

when conducting a content analysis of search engine result pages with 32 

brand names, the authors have observed that Internet searching returned more 

information from organic, unofficial sources (i.e. individual blogs, competitors 

and public interest groups) that marketers were unable to control rather than 

induced, official sources (i.e. corporate websites, authorised dealers, approved 

affiliates and press releases) that marketers were able to control. 

Perceived Risk: Bauer (1960: 21) first defined perceived risk in marketing as 

an “action of a consumer that will produce consequences which he cannot an-

ticipate with anything approximating certainty, and some of which at least are 

likely to be unpleasant.” A widely accepted definition of perceived risk is a 

subjective expectation of loss in which some measure of probability can be at-

tached to each possible outcome (e.g. Laroche et al., 2004; Mieres, Martin & 
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Gutierrez, 2006). Subsequently, these authors have identified six types of per-

ceived risk in terms of loss: (1) financial (monetary loss); (2) performance (func-

tional loss); (3) social (social approval loss); (4) psychological (self-image loss); 

(5) physical (safety or health loss); and (6) time (convenience loss). Tourism re-

searchers have acknowledged that people’s risk perceptions may vary with 

context (Quintal, Soutar & Lee, 2010a). For instance, if a similar destination 

package is offered at a lower price, people may choose the one with less finan-

cial risk. In fact, Pizam and Mansfield (1996: 1) have observed that “most tour-

ists will not spend their hard earned money to go to a destination where their 

safety and well-being may be in jeopardy.” 

METHODOLOGY 

The current study set out to examine whether organic and induced information 

sources helped to reduce the perceived risk associated with a travel destination, 

namely, New York. To achieve this aim, a 15-minute pen and paper question-

naire was self-administered to a sample frame of patrons at a major shopping 

centre in Western Australia between August and September 2011. New York 

was selected as the focus of the study for several reasons. First, New York is a 

long haul destination for Australians. Since considerable funds and time will be 

involved in the destination choice, the decision-making process is complex and 

fraught with risk. Second, the data was timed to be collected around the 10th 

anniversary of the 911 terrorist attacks on New York. Extended news coverage 

and reports at this time may have heightened risk perceptions of the city. 

Measures for the key constructs were selected from existing scales for their 

reliability and adapted to fit the study’s context. Respondents were asked, 

“What information sources have helped you to learn about New York?” using 

yes/no closed questions. Twelve different sources of travel information relating 

to destinations were selected from a variety of sources (e.g. Bargeman & Poel, 

2005; Cai, Feng & Breiter, 2004; Fodness & Murray, 1997; Gursoy & Umbreit, 

2004; Hanlan & Kelly, 2005; Lovelock, 2003). Additionally, four items each were 

selected for the perceived financial, performance, psychological, social, physi-

cal and time risks (Laroche et al., 2004; Mieres, Martin & Gutierrez, 2006) with 

travelling to New York. The 24 items utilised a seven-point Likert-style scale, 

ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).  
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RESULTS 

First, the data was examined with descriptive statistics using SPSS 19. From the 

228 respondents surveyed, 162 (70%) were female and 66 (30%) were male, 

with the majority aged 20-29 years (52%). As can be seen in Table 1, the top 

three information sources consulted by respondents were TV travel programs 

(61%), family/friends who had visited New York (54%) and Internet travel sites 

(53%). This suggested that an even balance of organic and induced information 

sources were consulted by respondents. 

 

Table 1. Information sources consulted in destination choice 

Information sources (N = 228) Frequency % of total 

Internet travel sites 120 52.6 

Online newsletters/blogs/chatrooms   41 18.0 

Leisure books/guides/magazines   95 41.7 

Newspapers/articles in travel sections   87 38.2 

TV travel program 140 61.4 

Travel agents - visit to office   13  5.7 

Travel agents - internet   29 12.7 

Airlines - telephone    7  3.1 

Airlines - internet   21  9.2 

Tourism office brochures   35 15.4 

Family/friends visited New York 124 54.4 

Family/friends live in New York   54 23.7 

 

Next, exploratory factor analysis using a VARIMAX rotation with SPSS 19 

identified three psychometrically distinct and reliable perceived risk dimen-

sions associated with travelling to New York. These included perceived social 

risk (α=0.93); perceived performance/financial risk (α=0.85); and perceived 

physical risk (α=0.90). Then, correlations between the perceived risk dimen-

sions and the use of information sources were examined. As can be seen in Ta-

ble 2, no significant correlations were observed between perceived social risk, 

perceived performance/financial risk and information sources. This suggested 

that respondents were not consulting information sources to allay any social 

and performance/financial risks they associated with New York. Since re-

spondents’ average scores for perceived social risk and perceived perfor-
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mance/financial risk were low (1.63 and 2.78 respectively), they did not see the 

need to consult any information sources.  

 

Table 2. Correlations between perceived risk dimensions and information sources consulted 

Information sources  
(N = 228) 

Social  
risk Performance/Financial risk 

Physical  
risk 

Internet travel sites 
 0.00  0.02 -0.07 

Online newsletters/blogs/chatrooms 
-0.01  0.08 -0.06 

Leisure books/guides/magazines 
 0.00 -0.06   0.14* 

Newspapers/articles in travel sections 
-0.10 -0.04 -0.02 

TV travel program 
-0.07 0.05  0.01 

Travel agents - visit to office 
 0.00 -0.08 -0.12 

Travel agents - internet 
-0.07 -0.05 -0.07 

Airlines – telephone 
-0.05 -0.01  0.01 

Airlines – internet 
 0.01  0.03  0.06 

Tourism office brochures 
 0.01 -0.06  -0.15* 

Family/friends visited New York 
 0.03  0.02 -0.03 

Family/friends live in New York 
 0.04  0.08  0.09 

Note: ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05 

 

Interestingly, significant correlations were observed between the perceived 

physical risk dimension and the use of information sources. Since physical risk 

refers to safety or health loss, it is likely that respondents’ perceptions of physi-

cal risk were heightened by coverage of the 10th anniversary of 911. As can be 

seen in Table 2, leisure books/guides/magazines and tourism office brochures 

had significant correlations with perceived physical risk at the 0.95 level. How-

ever, the correlation was significantly positive for leisure 

books/guides/magazines (0.14; p≤0.05) and significantly negative for tourism 

office brochures (-0.15; p≤0.05). When information sources were organic and 

represented objective, third party sources such as leisure 

books/guides/magazines, travel destinations were presented in both favourable 

and unfavourable lights. Thus, respondents who read about the merits and 

challenges in travelling to New York were more likely to perceive higher phys-

ical risk from these information sources. However, when information sources 

were induced and represented subjective, direct associations with tourism in-

terests such as tourism office brochures, travel destinations were only present-
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ed in a favourable light. Thus, respondents who read only about the merits in 

travelling to New York were more likely to perceive lower physical risk from 

these information sources.   

Finally, independent groups t-test with SPSS 19 examined respondents with 

high versus low perceived physical risk associated with travelling to New 

York. As expected, organic information sources such as leisure 

books/guides/magazines were used by significantly more respondents with 

lower perceived physical risk (p≤0.05), whereas more induced information 

sources such as tourism office brochures were used by significantly more re-

spondents with higher perceived physical risk (p≤0.05). 

CONCLUSION 

Findings reported in the current study have both theoretical and practical im-

plications. Theoretically, a buying behavior model that incorporates infor-

mation sources and perceived risk may need to consider at what stage in the 

decision-making process the two constructs operate. Clearly, information 

sources will be influential in the information search stage of the decision-

making process. On the other hand, perceived risk, being a subjective expecta-

tion of loss in which some measure of probability can be attached to each pos-

sible outcome, is likely to operate in the evaluation stage. In this stage of the 

decision-making process, a choice set of alternatives is shortlisted and each al-

ternative evaluated for the probable risks in its outcome (Quintal, Lee & Soutar 

2010b). Further research on the impacts of both information sources and per-

ceived risk in the decision-making process is required to verify this observation.       

The determinants of information search also require more empirical re-

search. It would be interesting to examine the impacts informational and expe-

riential familiarity have on information search (extent and type). The literature 

appears to suggest the relationship between prior knowledge and information 

search is positive, negative or has an inverted U effect. Clarifying the relation-

ship would improve researchers’ understanding of important variables that 

impact on information use (Kersetter & Cho 2004). 

An understanding of the effect information sources play in reducing the 

perceived risk associated with destination choice can make some practical con-

tributions. Such a study can help tourism managers and marketers to identify 

the different risk levels of prospective travellers. This could guide categorisa-

tion of travellers into risk-seeking, risk-neutral and risk-avoiding groups 

(Quintal, Lee & Soutar, 2010a). By identifying and segmenting prospective 
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travellers this way, practitioners may be able to customise their marketing and 

communication efforts such that only appropriate information sources and 

promotional messages about specific travel offerings are conveyed to each 

market segment, depending on their risk levels. For instance, the risk-seeking 

segment may be targeted with more organic information sources that objective-

ly communicate the thrill of adventurous travel. On the other hand, the risk-

avoiding segment may be targeted with more induced information sources that 

personally convey assurance about safe travel.   

Finally, future research may take into account other factors that play a role 

in reducing risk for prospective travellers. One such factor is the issue of psy-

chic distance that measures difference in perceptions between a traveller’s 

home culture and a host culture (Litvin, Crotts & Hefner, 2004; Shenkar, 2001). 

For instance, a tourist visiting a destination with a similar host culture may 

consult less information sources and perceive less risk in travelling alone than 

if the same tourist visited a destination with a different host culture. Other fac-

tors that require consideration include decision-making time frames and modes 

of travel. For instance, a traveller with higher perceived risk may require an 

extended time frame to consult information sources before making a decision. 

Further, travelling in groups and packaged tours may help such travellers to 

allay the perceived risk they associate with travel.   
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ABSTRACT 

Internet websites that emerged in the late 1990s have provided distinct advantages 

in developing cognitive image, persuading and changing attitude toward a destination 

that influence travel intention. This conceptual paper has two aims. First, it examines 

the cognitive communication process of wine destination websites with the dual me-

diation model (DMM). Second, it introduces the DMM to a new and empirically tested 

winescape framework that encapsulates the wine destination experience. Notionally, 

this adds a wine tourism context to DMM theory that is frequently cited in marketing 

communications literature. Practically, such a study can help wine destination man-

agers to evaluate the persuasiveness of their websites, identify top performing web-

sites for benchmarking and assess how elements of the website impact on intention 

to travel. 

Key words: Information search, attitude, website cognition, travel intention. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Since tourism is about a novel experience that takes travellers outside of their 

routine, creating an appealing travel destination is crucial. Travel destinations 

face increasing global competition (Ekinci & Hosany, 2006). Pike (2009) has ob-

served that 70% of international travellers visit only 10 countries, leaving the 

other countries competing for the remaining 30% of total international arrivals 

(Morgan, Prichard & Pride, 2004). How prospective travellers develop cogni-

tive images of travel destinations can impact on their travel intentions (Tang, 

Jang & Morrison, 2012).  
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Wine tourism involves the visitation to wineries, wine festivals and wine 

shows for which grape wine tasting and/or experiencing the attributes of the 

grape wine region are primary motivators (Hall, Johnson & Mitchell, 2000). 

Wine tourism helps small producers with limited access to export markets and 

retail shelf space by bringing wine tourists directly to their cellar doors; devel-

ops regional economies (Carlsen, 2004); builds brand awareness and involve-

ment (O’Neill & Charters, 2000); and increases post purchase behaviours (John-

son & Bruwer, 2007). For these reasons, wine tourism is acknowledged as cru-

cial to the wine industry.   

Clearly, since tourism dollars contribute to the economic well-being of wine 

destinations (Pike, 2009), practitioners must continue to identify media that 

shapes and markets their destinations to prospective visitors. Understanding 

the cognitive image of a destination has been the focus of tourism research 

since the 1970s (Hosany, Ekinci & Uysal 2006). The creation of destination im-

age developed with the use of traditional media. However, the Internet and 

websites that emerged in the late 1990s (Loda, 2011) have provided distinct ad-

vantages in developing cognitive image, persuading and changing attitude to-

ward a destination that influence travel intention (Tang, Jang & Morrison, 

2012). 

For prospective travellers, making a travel decision is a highly involved and 

complex process that has both financial and emotional risk due to the intangi-

ble and expensive nature of the travel purchase (Fisk, Grove & John 2000). Sub-

sequently, acquiring information is a risk reduction strategy that prospective 

travellers adopt (Quintal, Lee & Soutar, 2010). More reliable or credible infor-

mation helps to allay the perceived risk associated with the travel purchase 

(Vogt & Fesenmaier, 1998). How consumers process and are persuaded by in-

formation has been examined in numerous studies that have resulted in an ex-

tensive body of work (Loda, 2011). The persuasiveness of information on con-

sumer decision-making has often been explained by the theory of reasoned ac-

tion (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) or its ex-

tended dual mediation model (DMM). These theories suggest that message 

content impacts on attitude change (Petty, Cacioppo & Schumann, 1983). 

Since their introduction in the 1980s, the ELM and DMM have provided 

theoretical underpinning for numerous marketing communication studies that 

persuade purchase behaviour (Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012). However, to the 

best of the authors’ knowledge, this conceptual paper is the first to apply the 

DMM to wine destination websites with the aim of understanding the cognitive 
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communication process involved in decision-making. Further, the paper aims 

to introduce the DMM to a new and empirically tested winescape framework 

that encapsulates the wine destination experience. This will contribute to exist-

ing marketing communications literature as it adds a wine tourism context to 

DMM theory that is frequently cited. 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Winescape: The winescape has been cited in some 20 wine tourism publications 

(e.g. Hall, Johnson & Mitchell, 2000). Generally, it refers to the attributes of a 

grape wine region (Peters, 1997). Specifically, it encapsulates “the interplay of; 

vineyards, wineries and other physical structures, wines, natural landscape 

and setting, people and; heritage, towns and their architecture and artefacts 

within them” (Johnson & Bruwer 2007: 277). These studies have concluded that 

the winescape motivates and drives wine tourist behaviour.  

In an empirical study that developed a winescape framework, Thomas, 

Quintal and Phau (2011) have identified eight key attributes. These included 

four tangible attributes (i.e. wine products, complementary products, ancillary 

products and signage) and four intangible attributes (i.e. setting, atmospherics, 

wine product value and service staff). Setting refers to the environment around 

the winery such as the natural and agricultural landscapes and vineyards (Gal-

loway et al., 2008). Atmospherics are the features of the built environment such 

as the winery facilities, exterior and interior design, building materials and fur-

nishing that create ambience (Bruwer & Alant, 2009). The wine product refers 

to the quality, variety and value of the wines produced and tasted at the cellar 

door (Roberts & Sparks, 2006). Complementary wine products are the local 

produce, art and entertainment facilities at a winery that support the core wine 

experience. Ancillary products refer to the products/services offered by the 

wine destination that include restaurants, accommodation and festivals (Carl-

sen, 2004). Information and signage is the use of materials that provide direc-

tion around the winery and communicate the desired brand image (Harris & 

Ezeh, 2008). Layout refers to the natural lay of the land and built infrastructure 

that enables the wine tourist to move around and experience the service envi-

ronment (Kwortnik, 2007). Finally, service staff are the cellar door staff who 

interact with the wine tourist (O'Neill & Charters, 2000).  

Elaboration Likelihood Model: The elaboration likelihood model (ELM) is a 

general theory of attitude change introduced by Petty, Cacioppo and Schu-

mann (1983) and is arguably the most influential model in social psychology 
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today (Munoz, Chebat & Suissa, 2010). It suggests two routes to persuasion: (1) 

the central route, in which individuals carefully consider an object-relevant ar-

gument or information they receive to formulate an attitude; and (2) the pe-

ripheral route, in which individuals limit themselves to processing a few cues 

from a message (e.g. visuals, information source, endorser attractiveness, mu-

sic, number of arguments) to determine attitude by simple linkage with these 

cues (Petty, Cacioppo & Schumann, 1983). According to these authors, the cen-

tral route which involves scrutinising object-relevant arguments is usually a 

more deliberate process than the peripheral route which involves making affec-

tive links. Individuals will adopt the central route when they are both motivat-

ed and able to process information. Generally, highly involved subjects take the 

central route, whereas low involved subjects may take into account other cues 

of the message.  

In spite of being a widely accepted theory (Munoz, Chebat & Suissa, 2010), 

the ELM has been criticised for its limitations. According to Coulter (2005), atti-

tude formation or the change process is primarily a function of the amount of 

information processing (high versus low) that is a response to persuasive 

communication. This has been referred to as the quantitative effect (Petty & 

Wegener, 1999). However, the type or nature of thinking that is a response to 

persuasive communication may also vary across central versus peripheral pro-

cessing conditions. This has been referred to as the qualitative effect (Petty, 

Haughtvedt & Smith, 1995). The outcomes of these two effects are not distin-

guished in the ELM. This has prompted Petty and Wegener (1999: 49) to ob-

serve that “at the empirical level< it might sometimes be difficult to discern 

whether any given low-elaboration effect differs from a high-elaboration effect 

because of the qualitative or the quantitative mechanism.”  

Dual Mediation Model: In marketing communications literature, five re-

sponses are most studied as a result of persuasive advertising. These are identi-

fied as: (1) ad affective responses; (2) ad cognitions; (3) attitude toward the ad; 

(4) brand cognitions; and (5) purchase intention (Coulter, 2005). The latter four 

constructs and brand attitude are integrated in the dual mediation model 

(DMM) and supported in the literature (e.g. Brown & Stayman, 1992). 

The DMM is theoretically grounded in Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann’s 

(1983) elaboration likelihood model (ELM) which postulates the likelihood that 

thoughts are generated in response to a particular stimulus. The degree of 

elaboration likelihood determines the relative strength of DMM paths, namely, 

which linkages are likely to predominate in any given stimulus exposure situa-
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tion. According to Karson and Fisher (2005), the central route to persuasion is 

represented by the indirect path operating through brand cognition. In the first 

step of the central route, exposure to an ad is presumed to lead to brand-

relevant thoughts that are both evaluative and non-evaluative in nature. In 

turn, cognition related to the brand affects brand attitude. Thus:  

Attitude toward the ad → Brand cognition → Attitude toward the brand 

In contrast, the direct path represents the peripheral route of persuasion. 

Cues such as aesthetics, information source, endorser attractiveness or music 

lead to temporary attitude changes that moderately predict behaviour (Petty, 

Cacioppo & Schumann, 1983):  

Attitude toward the ad → Attitude toward the brand 

With its inclusion of an ad attitude–brand cognition linkage, the DMM ex-

tends ELM theory to include a peripheral cue (i.e. attitude toward the ad) that 

could also impact on the central route to persuasion by fostering message ac-

ceptance. This is supported in marketing communications literature (Brown & 

Stayman, 1992).  

CONCEPTUAL MODEL  

The conceptual model proposed in this paper is adapted from Tang, Jang and 

Morrison’s (2012) study that examined websites with the dual mediation model 

(DMM). In their study, the authors argued that the DMM, which has been suc-

cessfully applied in numerous persuasive advertising studies, could also be 

applied in the context of destination websites. This is because both ads and 

websites share similar conceptual, physical and functional characteristics. First, 

websites address the conceptual criteria in that a sponsoring institu-

tion/company pays for the website or ad. Second, websites meet the physical 

criteria in that web pages are rather similar to print advertising. Finally, web-

sites address the functional criteria in that both print advertising and websites 

share the same aims of informing and persuading potential customers (Tang, 

Jang & Morrison, 2012). However, while Tang, Jang and Morrison’s (2012) 

study examined destination websites, the study proposed in this conceptual 

paper will examine wine destination websites and their winescape attributes. 
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Figure 1. The conceptual model 

METHODOLOGY 

A 15-minute self-administered online survey will serve as the desired instru-

mentation for the proposed study. Measures for the key constructs will adapt 

the following existing scales: (1) website winescape functionality (Thomas, 

Quintal & Phau, 2011); (2) website usability (Loda, Teichmann & Zins, 2009); (3) 

information quality (Chiou, Lin & Perng, 2010; Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012); 

(4) website cognition  (Hwang, Yoon & Park, 2011); (5) destination cognition 

(Hwang, Yoon & Park, 2011); (6) attitude toward website (Hwang, Yoon & 

Park, 2011; Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012); (7) attitude toward winery (Hwang, 

Yoon & Park, 2011; Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012) (α=0.78); (8) further infor-

mation search (Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012); and (9) travel intention (Hwang, 

Yoon & Park, 2011; Tang, Jang & Morrison, 2012). The sample frame will consti-

tute website users of nine key wine destinations in Western Australia. Data col-

lected between March and August 2012 will ask users for their response to an 

official website related to these key wine destinations. A quota of 600 responses 

will be set for the data collection. As an incentive to complete the online survey 

and to generate a good response, respondents will have the opportunity to win 

a case of wine from a lucky draw.  

CONCLUSION 

This conceptual paper examines the persuasiveness of wine destination web-

sites. The proposed study is expected to make several theoretical contributions. 
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First, the study aims to extend and validate Tang, Jang and Morrison’s (2012) 

research that examined destination websites. Putting a focus on wine destina-

tion websites will add to a relatively small but growing body of wine destina-

tion marketing literature. Second, the study will adopt the theoretical under-

pinnings of the dual mediation model (DMM) and test its applicability. Third, 

introducing the DMM to a new and empirically tested winescape framework 

that encapsulates the wine destination experience will present new theory and 

application to the research area. This will extend the scope of the existing mar-

keting communications literature as it will give a wine tourism context to the 

DMM theory that is frequently cited. 

The implications from these theoretical contributions are two-fold. First, an 

empirically-tested model that evaluates website effectiveness will pave the way 

for a widely accepted model in the wine tourism literature. Specifically, it has 

implications for researchers in the areas of wine destination branding and mar-

keting communications through interactive and social media. The effectiveness 

of websites and various social media such as blogs, Facebook and Twitter in 

conveying wine destination branding may be evaluated with such a model. 

How each social media performs will make for a relevant and interesting com-

parative study. Second, the model could be extended to test the effectiveness of 

websites and social media related to all aspects of wine tourism. These aspects 

could include specific wineries, wine products, wine-related activities and of-

ferings. Findings from such studies have potential for generalisasation since 

they originate from a consistent model and measures.     

The proposed study also offers practical contributions. First, it will help 

wine destination managers to evaluate the persuasiveness of their websites. 

Findings could enable managers to establish what specific elements in the web-

site are effective in their functionality, usefulness and quality. Second, through 

the use of the Net Promoters’ Score, wine destination marketers will be able to 

identify top performing websites for benchmarking purposes. This will present 

opportunities for identifying what each wine destination website requires in 

order to improve. Third, both managers and marketers will be able to assess 

how elements of the website impact on intention to travel. It will be interesting 

to discover the differential roles website functionality, usefulness and quality 

have in shaping attitude toward the website and wine destination.  

The implications from these practical contributions are also two-fold. First, 

an empirically-tested survey will give practitioners an effective instrument that 

is simple to understand and administer. Such an instrument will help to identi-
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fy and differentiate stakeholder perceptions of wine destination branding 

through the destination’s website. For instance, there may be gaps in percep-

tions between wine destination managers, wine destination operators, website 

users and wine tourists. Reducing these perceptual gaps will help practitioners 

to meet and exceed the expectations of their users, resulting in more satisfied 

and loyal users. Second, the instrument has the potential to alter website users’ 

perceptions, which in turn, can change their attitudes and behaviours. By man-

aging positive website perception, practitioners may be able to influence fa-

vourable wine destination attitude and travel intention. Ultimately, this will 

fulfil the primary aim of a wine destination website, which is to attract more 

tourists to the destination and increase user consumption of the destination’s 

wine and wine-related offerings. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines how viewers of a romantic comedy set in New York differ in their 

perception and intention to visit New York. The sample comprised 230 film viewers at 

an Australian cinema. Male viewers perceived significantly higher perfor-

mance/financial, social and physical risk when travelling to New York. This may be 

because male viewers who had visited New York previously, did so less recently and 

spent less time there than female viewers. Examining how a film impacts on percep-

tions about a place is relevant to the film and tourism industries. First, it can help film 

makers and destination managers in delivering consistent messages about a film and 

its location. Second, it provides researchers with a theoretical basis for future empiri-

cal studies.   

Key words: empathy, nostalgia, risk, familiarity, image, attitude, intention. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The romantic comedy is a film genre that holds appeal for the young and the 

young at heart. For viewers, it opens doors into a world of entertainment and 

enchantment (Johnson & Holmes 2009). For destination managers and market-

ers, such films serve as unique vehicles that give exposure to and communicate 

an image of a place (Im & Chon, 2008). With 881 million people engaging in 

travel to an international destination and spending US$852 billion in 2009 

(United Nations World Trade Organisation 2010), the more visible a destina-

tion, the more likely it is to attract visitors. Current research acknowledges the 

impact a film location has on viewers’ destination choices (e.g. Beeton, 2005). 

However, with the exception of a few studies (i.e. Kim & Richardson, 2003) the 
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majority lacks an empirically tested framework. Additionally, key factors such 

as empathy (Beeton, 2005), nostalgia (Wildschut et al., 2006), perceived risk 

(Fuchs & Reichel, 2010) and place familiarity (Tasci & Knutson, 2004) that can 

shape a film location’s image (Gallarza, Saura & Garcia, 2002) and predict atti-

tude toward and intention to visit the location, have been considered separate-

ly, resulting in a fragmented approach in the research area. This paper reports 

on a study about how viewers of the romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ 

that is set in New York, respond to the city, having been exposed to it via the 

film. Specifically, the paper examines viewers’ different responses to New York 

in terms of their empathy, nostalgia, perceived risk, place familiarity, place im-

age, attitude toward and intention to visit it.  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Place Exposure via Film: Place exposure occurs when people view a ‚film, TV, 

magazines and videos which reinforce their gaze‛ on a chosen place (Urry, 

1990: 3). When people view films, they form a subjective and emotional at-

tachment to it and gain ‚some personal meaning‛ (Beeton, 2005: 229). Accord-

ing to Tooke and Baker (1996: 88), the ‚exposure a film gives a city, province or 

country is an advertisement viewed by 72 million people.‛ This has prompted 

Riley and Van Doren (1992) to observe that ‚certain motion pictures increased 

the awareness of the places they depicted and had tourist inducing effects‛ 

(Kim & Richardson, 2003: 217). Such effects include favourable attitude toward 

visiting a place and intention to visit the place.  

Empathy: Psychology conceptualises empathy as ‚sharing the perceived 

emotion of another – ‘feeling with’ another‛ (Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987: 5). 

Marketing conceptualises empathy as the vicarious experience that ‚allows an 

individual to participate in the posture, motion and sensations of someone or 

something other than the self‛ (Stern, 1994: 608). Riley, Baker and Van Doren 

(1998: 924) have suggested that there is a time lag of one year between a film’s 

release and viewers’ developing empathy for the film location, intention to visit 

it and actual behaviour. The romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ which is 

set in New York is likely to elicit stronger feelings and thoughts about the city, 

with some viewers even demonstrating an inclination to verbalise and adopt 

the tone of the film maker.  

Nostalgia: Psychology literature makes note of nostalgia in the late 17th cen-

tury (Hofer, 1934). An individual’s nostalgia may be derived from direct and 

indirect experience. Personal nostalgia refers to an individual’s responses to 
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things which were ‚popular during an individual’s youth *that+ influence the 

individual’s lifelong preferences‛ (Wildschut et al., 2006: 976) and deals with 

direct experience. Conversely, historical nostalgia refers to an individual’s re-

sponses generated from a time in history, even before the individual was born 

(Stern, 1994) and deals with indirect experience. Often, nostalgic images that 

market travel destinations are a false representation of a place that create ro-

mantic scenes to induce people’s intention to visit it (Vesey & Dimanche, 2003). 

This has prompted Boym (2001: 14) to observe that a nostalgic film image is ‚a 

double exposure, or a superimposition of two images – of home and abroad, 

past and present, dream and everyday life.‛ The romantic comedy, ‘Friends 

with Benefits’ which sets New York in a romanticised light is likely to evoke 

higher personal and historical nostalgia for the city amongst its viewers. 

Perceived Risk: In marketing literature, perceived risk is defined as a subjec-

tive expectation of loss (e.g. Laroche et al., 2004; Mieres, Martin & Gutierrez, 

2006). Subsequently, these authors have identified six types of perceived risk in 

terms of loss: (1) financial (monetary loss); (2) performance (functional loss); (3) 

social (social approval loss); (4) psychological (self-image loss); (5) physical 

(health loss); and (6) time (convenience loss). While tourism researchers have 

examined psychological risk (e.g. Fuchs & Reichel, 2010), the majority of the 

literature is focused on physical risk related to: (1) political instability and wars 

(Fuchs & Reichel, 2010); (2) terrorist attacks (Hunter-Jones, Jeffs & Smith, 2008); 

(3) natural disasters (Hunter-Jones, Jeffs & Smith, 2008); (4) transmitted disease 

(Fuchs and Reichel 2010); and (5) crime (Hunter-Jones, Jeffs & Smith, 2008). The 

romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ which portrays New York in a light 

hearted and romantic setting is likely to elicit lower perceived risk associated 

with the city amongst its viewers.  

Place Familiarity: Marketing conceptualises familiarity as the repetition of 

daily life that is conducted with ‚habitual and automatic ease‛ (Papas, 2009: 

47). Since a tourism product is often intangible, and unfamiliar, it is more sub-

ject to perceived financial, physical and psychological risk (Tasci & Knutson, 

2004). When encountering a new experience, some people become distressed 

and require a ‚degree of familiarity< be supplied for the security and comfort 

qualities of the tourist experience‛ (Tasci & Knutson, 2004: 88). In tourism mar-

keting literature, three types of familiarity are identified as informational, expe-

riential and self-rated familiarity (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999). Kim and Rich-

ardson (2003: 222) have concluded that watching a film can ‚increase the de-

gree of familiarity with the places it portrays‛ in terms of the information and 

experience acquired vicariously. Once informational and experiential familiari-
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ty is attained, film viewers are able to self-rate their familiarity with a film loca-

tion. The romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ which sets New York in a 

romanticised and ‘nostalgiaised’ light is likely to evoke higher experiential and 

self-rated familiarity with the city amongst its viewers.  

Place Image: Place image is conceptualised as the ‚sum of beliefs, ideas, and 

impressions that a person holds of it‛ (Gallarza, Saura & Garcia, 2002: 60). 

When people view a film location, they form images of the place (Beeton, 2009) 

that are subjective to their own prior experience with the place, information 

sources consulted (Foo & Rossetto, 1998) and personal factors (Baloglu & 

McCleary, 1999). Further, the ‚specific content of the movie can significantly 

affect the viewers’ image of a place portrayed in the film, in both positive and 

negative directions‛ (Kim & Richardson, 2003: 231). The romantic comedy, 

‘Friends with Benefits’ which depicts New York in a romanticised and ‘nostal-

giaised’ light is likely to elicit a favourable image of the city amongst its v iewers.  

Attitude toward visiting a Place: Psychology conceptualises attitude as a 

‚mental and neutral state of readiness‛ (Triandis, 1971: 2). Marketing concep-

tualises attitude as the ‚psychological tendencies expressed by the positive or 

negative evaluations of tourists when engaged in certain behaviours‛ (Lee, 

2009: 218). The majority of empirical research supports the relationship be-

tween attitude and behavioural intention (e.g. Lee, 2009). In fact, cross cultural 

tourism studies have suggested that when people have positive attitude to-

ward a place, they are more likely to demonstrate favourable intention to visit 

the place (Quintal, Lee & Soutar, 2010). The romantic comedy, ‘Friends with 

Benefits’ which portrays New York in a romanticised and ‘nostalgiaised’ light 

is likely to evoke ‘feel good’ responses to the city amongst its viewers.  

Intention to visit a Place: Finally, intention is conceptualised as the likeli-

hood to act (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and leads to behaviour. Baker and Van 

Doren (1998: 924) who have explored the link between viewing a film and visit-

ing the film location have drawn attention to the ‚increases in visitation to each 

of ten popular film locations, a year following the film’s release.‛ The increase 

in visitation continues for the next five years before stagnating. The romantic 

comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ which sets New York in a romanticised and 

‘nostalgiaised’ light is likely to elicit higher intention to visit the city amongst 

its viewers.  
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METHODOLOGY 

A 15-minute self-administered pen and paper questionnaire served as the de-

sired instrumentation for the current study. Measures for the seven key con-

structs were selected from existing scales for their reliability and adapted to fit 

the context of the study. These included: (1) six items for empathy (Kim and 

Richardson 2003) (α=0.87); (2) six items for historical nostalgia and seven for 

personal nostalgia (Marchegiani & Phau, 2011) (α=0.95); (3) four items each for 

perceived financial, performance, psychological, social, physical and time risk 

(Laroche et al., 2004; Mieres, Martin & Gutierrez, 2006) (α=0.83); (4) five items 

for place familiarity (Kim & Richardson, 2003) (α=0.80); (5) 17 statements for 

place image (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999) (α=0.81);  (6) five items for attitude to-

ward visiting a place (Bagozzi, Dholakia & Basuroy, 2003) (α=0.85); and (7) 

three statements for intention to visit the place (Bagozzi, Dholakia & Basuroy, 

2003) (α=0.78). Data was collected from a sample frame of patrons at a cinema 

chain located in a major shopping centre in Western Australia between August 

and September 2011. Due to budget constraints, a quota was set for 230 viewers 

who watched the romantic comedy, ‘Friends with Benefits’ at the cinema. As 

an incentive to complete the survey, respondents were presented with a spon-

sored $6 food voucher which was redeemable at the shopping centre.  

RESULTS 

Of the 230 respondents surveyed, 162 (70%) were female and 68 (30%) were 

male. The higher proportion of female respondents was somewhat expected 

since the romantic comedy genre appeals to more female viewers (Johnson & 

Holmes, 2009). The majority of the respondents were aged 20-29 years (52%). 

Although the median age of the Australian population is 36.8 years (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2010), it is likely that the younger 20-something characters 

portrayed in the film attracted an audience in a similar age group.  

Next, exploratory factor analysis using a VARIMAX rotation with SPSS 19 

identified an 11-factor solution with 61 items that explained 75.8% of the vari-

ance. The first factor related to the New York’s place image (attractions) 

(α=0.94). The second represented personal nostalgia about New York (α=0.97). 

The third related to attitude toward visiting New York (α=0.93). The fourth 

represented historical nostalgia about New York (α=0.96). The fifth related to 

familiarity with New York (α=0.91). The sixth represented perceived perfor-

mance/financial risk associated with visiting New York (α=0.85). The seventh 

related to perceived social risk associated with the decision to visit New York 

(α=0.93). The eighth represented perceived physical risk associated with visit-
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ing New York (α=0.90). The ninth related to empathy toward New York 

(α=0.89). The 10th represented intention to visit New York (α=0.95). The final 

factor related to New York’s place image (infrastructure) (α=0.75).  

Finally, independent groups t-tests explored major differences between the 

gender groups. As can be seen in Table 1, both male and female respondents 

shared similar responses to empathy, nostalgia (personal and historical), place 

familiarity, place image (attractions and infrastructure), attitude toward and 

intention to visit the place, with no significant differences between the gender 

groups. However, in five areas, across the travel characteristics and all the per-

ceived risk factors, significant differences were observed between male and 

female respondents.  

As can be seen in Table 1, respondents’ previous travel experience with 

New York demonstrated significant differences between the gender groups. 

Male respondents who had visited New York indicated that their last trip was 

between two and three years ago, whereas female respondents had visited the 

city as recently as one to two years ago (p<0.01). Male respondents who had 

visited New York previously, spent approximately one week there, whereas 

female respondents stayed between one and two weeks (p<0.001). Also, the 

perceived risk respondents associated with New York demonstrated significant 

differences between the gender groups. Social risk perceived by male respond-

ents when visiting New York (t=1.91) was significantly higher than female re-

spondents (t=1.52) (p<0.01). Male respondents also perceived significantly 

higher performance/financial risk when travelling to New York (t=3.02) than 

female respondents (t=2.68) (p<0.5). Finally, male respondents perceived signif-

icantly more physical risk when visiting New York (t=2.97) than female re-

spondents (t=2.50). However, it should be noted that in spite of the significantly 

higher responses from male respondents, their highest perceived risk level was 

still modest (t=3.02) on a scale that measured low risk as (1) and high risk as (7).  
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F Sig. 

 Male 
t 

Female 
t   (Sig. 2-tailed) 

Empathy  0.02 0.88 4.10 4.41 0.09 

Personal nostalgia       3.02 0.08 2.31 2.68 0.09 

Historical nostalgia  0.92 0.34 2.90 2.98 0.71 

Performance/financial risk  0.26 0.61 3.02 2.68 0.03 

Social risk  3.64 0.06 1.91 1.52 0.01 

Physical risk  0.98 0.32 2.97 2.50 0.03 

Place familiarity 
      
9.62 0.00 4.98 4.91 0.63 

Place image (attractions)  2.19 0.14 5.33 5.14 0.18 

Place image (infrastructure)  0.07 0.79 4.15 3.98 0.36 

Attitude toward visiting  2.71 0.10 5.68 5.67 0.93 

Intention to visit   0.28 0.60 3.75 3.47 0.35 

Number of visits to New York  6.70 0.01 1.35 1.56 0.08 

Last visit to New York 12.77 0.00 3.71 2.96 0.01 

Duration of stay in New York  7.17 0.01 1.36 2.16  0.001 

CONCLUSION 

The current study explored viewers’ perceptions, attitude toward and intention 

to visit New York. The sample comprised more female respondents than male 

respondents as the film was classified as a romantic comedy and ‚female view-

ers... demonstrate greater preference for romance media than male viewers‛ 

(Johnson & Holmes, 2009: 17). Since almost one third of the total respondents 

surveyed had visited New York before, this suggested the popularity of the 

city, the high level of awareness it commands and its ability to attract interna-

tional tourists. 

Exploratory factor analysis suggested that the nostalgia, perceived risk and 

place image constructs were multidimensional with nostalgia tapping into two 

dimensions (personal and historical), perceived risk into three dimensions (per-

formance/financial, social and physical) and place image into two dimensions 

(attractions and infrastructure). The multidimensional nature of each of these 

three constructs suggests that they may have second order factors that interact 

with one another. These relationships require more consideration in future 

studies. 
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Finally,   suggested that male respondents appeared to perceive more per-

formance/financial, social and physical risk associated with visiting New York. 

This contradicts some tourism risk research where gender effects were not ob-

served to be significant (e.g. Simpson & Siguaw, 2008). Male respondents’ 

higher risk may be due to their previous New York visit being two years ago, 

during which they stayed in the city for less than a week.  

There are several limitations to the current study. First, the sample size of 

230 respondents was relatively small and restricted to one cinema chain in 

Western Australia. It is possible film viewers face unique factors specific to 

their cinema (e.g., seating capacity, seat comfort, temperature control and car 

park availability) that may have skewed the findings and limited generalisabil-

ity. Second, only one demographic variable, namely, gender was used to ex-

plore the differences in film viewers’ responses to the romantic comedy. While 

it is acknowledged that gender is a key factor for this particular movie genre 

that appeals to more women (Johnson & Holmes, 2009), other influential fac-

tors also require consideration. Third, the current study adopted a snapshot 

approach as it was conducted at one static point in time. Film viewers’ attitude 

toward and intention to visit the film location may have changed from the time 

they started viewing the movie to its conclusion. The implications and future 

directions that address these limitations are discussed in the following para-

graphs.    

First, for the current study to have general and cross-cultural applicability, it 

will require replication using different types of cinemas in Australia and across 

other countries. While the study focused on an indoor cinema, other venues 

such as an outdoor cinema, a drive-in movie or a home theatre also need to be 

explored. It is likely that the choice of venue and environmental factors such as 

the weather, setting (e.g. bright lights, loud music and comfortable seats), food 

and drinks as well as the company present may provide ‘mood’ effects that im-

pact on viewers’ attitude toward a place and intention to visit the place. For 

researchers, the varying atmospherics of film venues make for an interesting 

comparative study. For destination marketers, understanding key predictors of 

such ‘mood’ effects will help them to select cinemas that best showcase their 

destination for invited or advanced screenings.   

Second, gender served as the basis for the initial descriptive tests conducted 

in this comparative study. Further testing should consider gender as a moder-

ating factor in the study. Other demographic and psychographic factors are 

also likely to act as key moderators in such a study. For instance, these factors 
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could include whether film viewers have any intention to visit a film location 

prior to viewing the film or whether they have any past experience in visiting 

the film location. By posing these as screening questions, researchers will be 

able to establish a control group and an experimental group and test for signifi-

cant differences in their responses to the film location. For more popular desti-

nations such as New York, it is likely that film viewers may have higher famili-

arity, intention to visit and direct experience with the destination. Film distrib-

utors and destination marketers may have to take these factors into account 

when creating trailers for the film and its location to avoid boring their target 

markets.     

Third, future research could benefit from a pre-test-post-test longitudinal 

design extending from the time film viewers watch the movie to its conclusion. 

However, interviewee bias in taking the tests twice may confound the research 

findings. An alternative approach would be to adopt a cross-sectional design, 

where different cohorts are subjected to the same measure, minimising the con-

founding effect caused by being assessed twice on the same test.  

Clearly, a decision-making framework is required to test the effects films 

have on attitude toward and intention to visit a film location. Developing such 

an integrated framework will provide researchers with theoretical underpin-

ning for future empirical studies. This can benefit the collaborative work of film 

distributors and destination marketers in identifying film attributes that pro-

mote the film and its location.  
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ABSTRACT 

The hospitality industry is diverse in nature, hence it accommodates employees, 

guests, and customers with different languages, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds. In 

view of this, effective and excellent communication is considered vital in this industry, 

because good communication is considered an essential area for determining organi-

zational standards of operation. In this age of globalization, effective communication 

skills lead to efficiency at work, and in the long run to better profits. Though effective 

communication is significant in the hospitality industry, workplace communication in 

the hospitality industry has over the years remained an issue that today constantly is 

being addressed. This paper therefore discusses in-depth communication in the hospi-

tality industry, as well as its importance. Additionally, it seeks to highlight the inade-

quacy of existing standards of evaluation for business organizations as far as effective 

communication in hospitality is concerned and the necessity of incorporating English 

language competency skills of employees as essential criteria.  

Key words: communication, hospitality industry. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Due to the ever changing business environment, as well as globalization, effec-

tive and proper communication within and outside the enterprise has become 

the central point for many organizations. To survive the competitive nature 

within various industries as result of globalization, many organizations today 

strive to ensure effective communication not only with its employees but also 

between customers (Boella, 2000). Globalization has created a global common 

market shedding all economic and cultural boundaries. This has resulted in 

free inflow of information, capital, goods, as well as services among various 

countries. Today globalization has changed the nature of trade across the globe 

by creating a woven trans-cultural net that has brought people of various eth-

nicities in contact with each other. Passaris, in The Business of Globalization 

and the Globalization of Business, defined globalization as ‚‘the global integra-

tion of economies through trade and investment flows, as well as the produc-

tion of goods and services in order to enhance international competitiveness‛ 
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(Passaris, 2005). The concept is elaborated further on the Witiger.com home 

page. As a result of this phenomenon of globalization, people around the globe 

interact more with each other than ever before, goods and services produced 

anywhere in the  world are easily accessible  to people in any part of the world, 

international travel is more frequent, and international communication is 

commonplace (Passaris, 2005). Globalization has brought about a paradigm 

change in the way business is transacted. The business world has become an 

international work place, and in particular the tourism and hospitality indus-

tries. Globalization has changed the nature of the hospitality and tourism in-

dustries, hence today the two industries involve cross-border flow of infor-

mation, people, and capital. The tourism and hospitality industries have be-

come the focal point for economic developments as well as the world’s largest 

export industry (Wood, 2009). Additionally, as a result of globalization, the 

hospitality industry is today the world’s leading employer of various people 

with different cultural backgrounds, ethnicity, and language. Every sector of 

business, be it engineering, construction, trading, manufacturing, tourism, or 

shipping, is now a global industry and, in this new world scenario of globaliza-

tion, English language has become the lingua franca for business. 

When businesses are conducted on such a wide network, the one factor that 

dominates the dynamics of the situation is people, contact as well as interacts. 

When people interact with each, other language is used, and when the interac-

tion is for business purposes the language thus used is termed as business 

communication. Business communication is an aspect of life that plays a signif-

icant role in the business environment (Tanks, 2001). Business communication 

actually refers to a process through which information is shared among various 

individuals and group within or outside the organization through a common 

communication system. Business communication therefore can be termed as 

sending and receiving information to employees as well as customers within 

and outside the organization (Tanks, 2001). The way employees, as well as 

managers, communicate in any organization can really make a company or 

break it. Business communication is of various types and forms:oral, written, or 

a combination of them. It can be for internal audiences (within the organiza-

tion) and external audiences (outside the organization) and at the personal, 

corporate/ and the product or service levels. Business communication is a genre 

of English language communication and it is distinguished by its own set of 

protocols (Singh, 2010). 
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COMMUNICATION IN HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY 

Employees receive and send information as they conduct their work. Business 

communication is essential to the organized effort involved in conducting regu-

lar business activities. All business communication involves people – internally 

the employees working for the company and externally with various agencies 

involved with the business. How people interact with other people, what is 

spoken/written, what is comprehended, what is the reaction/feedback, are all 

non quantifiable, but these are the defining elements that ensure the success of 

a communicative situation and thus the efficiency of the work. Effective com-

munication with employees is considered an essential element particularly in 

the hospitality industry (Becker & Gehart, 2007). Organizations that belong to 

the hotel and tourism modern service industry are required to have in place 

effective communication processes, because communication forms the basis of 

an individual organizational processes, management, and control. Thus, the 

hospitality and tourism organizations at a greater extent face communication 

problems regularly because of the varied nature of customers as well as em-

ployees they deal with on daily basis. Frontline employees in these organiza-

tions deal with varied customers with different cultural backgrounds, ethnic 

groups, and languages by delivering key elements that the organization offers. 

If employees cannot effectively understand what they can do, it automatically 

leads to customer confusion as well as dissatisfaction (Tanks, 2001). Successful 

communication within the hospitality industry entails sending clear messages 

to all the concerned parties and receiving the messages accurately without any 

distortions. 

Depending on the nature of the organization, its customers, size of opera-

tions, as well as management levels, various organizations in the hospitality 

industry have in place different kinds of business communication methods. 

Due to the competitive nature of the hospitality industry, effective communica-

tion with employees and customers today is considered an important aspect for 

various organizations. To survive the competitiveness, ensure regular flow of 

customers, reduce increased rates of employee turnover, as well as achieve 

high profits, most of the organizations in the hospitality industry have both 

formal and informal means by which information is transferred throughout the 

organizations (Roberts, 2009). Formal methods of communication are those set 

up within the organization structure through information flows that are struc-

tured supposedly to meet the needs of the organization. Formal methods of 

organizational communication involve two-way traffic communication systems 

that go beyond merely passing on the results. This kind of communication 
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method gives employees opportunities to participate in overall organizational 

decision making process resulting in effective results. Formal methods of 

communication mostly used by organizations in the hospitality industry com-

prise of downward, upwards, and lateral lines of communication (Nankervis & 

Debrah, 2006).  

Downward organizational communication involves messages being trans-

mitted from senior or top level managers, executives to lower level employees, 

or managers in the lower level management in the organization. Downward 

communications stem ultimately from the most senior levels of organizational 

management to frontline staff. Messages generally are concerned with policies 

and procedures, creating rules, making judgments, and giving feedback on per-

formance at the lower levels (Mullins, 2007). Downward communication meth-

ods pose potential communication difficulties within the organization because 

they involve passing messages through various levels, hence subject to varia-

tions in understanding. In most cases these messages become distorted as a re-

sult of the many links in the communication chains hence in the end the final 

receiver receives messages that are distorted and different from the original 

messages (Lane, 2006). 

 Many organizations in the hospitality industry experience difficulties with 

this kind of communication method because messages and services usually are 

delivered through hundreds or thousands of local units. Additionally, messag-

es usually are required to pass through head offices, regional offices, and may 

reach unit managers when they have been distorted. Hence, in most cases this 

kind of communication method faces greater extended hierarchical problems 

(Brotherton, 2009). The second communication method frequently used in the 

hospitality industry is the upward communication method. This is a kind of 

business communication method in which the flow of information, as well as 

messages, is from lower levels to more senior levels. Upward communication 

methods involve passing messages regarding performances, results, scale, cost, 

and changes in customer tastes. In most cases, organizations in the hospitality 

industry tend to use upward communications methods largely to communicate 

results, hence in most cases this kind of communication method largely in-

volves the flow of results (Bull, 2009). Like they find with the downward kind 

of communication method, organizations in the hospitality industry that rely 

on these methods face various problems (Bull, 2009). One of the major prob-

lems associated with upward communication methods in the hospitality indus-

try is long lines of communication that distort the messages as they pass up the 

organization. If most messages are usually distorted, sometimes managers find 
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themselves making wrong decisions based on imperfect information. The last 

formal method of communication widely used in the hospitality industry is the 

lateral business communication method that involves messages being transmit-

ted between individuals on the same level. Lateral communication occurs in 

the organization between people working at similar levels in the organization, 

between departments, and between units in the same organization (Brotherton, 

2009). Lateral business communication is usually used in most cases if manag-

ers or employees need to share information. Informal communication methods 

do exist in all organizations, hence in most cases they usually are considered as 

powerful sources of information for all organizational employees as well as 

customers (Ellen & Dana, 2009). Informal methods of communication are usual-

ly outside the direct control of the formal management structure, though they 

play a great role in assisting organizations to achieve their objectives and goals. 

Communication Problems within the Hospitality Industry 

Communication is perceived to take place only if messages are transmitted by 

the communicator have been received adequately well and understood by the 

target audience or receivers. The common problem is that message senders 

tend to assume that communication has taken place because the message has 

been sent. According to a survey conducted by Baum (2009), 75% of the man-

agers in the hospitality as well as tourism industry spend all of their day listen-

ing, reading, writing, and speaking with subordinates, colleagues, and job su-

periors (Baum, 2009). Problems tends to arise with these kinds of communica-

tion forms because managers rarely adopt forms of communication that match 

with the needs of the message or the needs of the receivers of the message. Due 

to the changing nature of the business environment, as well as the industry, 

many of the organizations today still face communication problems. Research 

indicates that the problem is a result of management priorities as well as com-

munication methods in place. Many organizations today in the hospitality in-

dustry lack the effective communication mediums through which messages can 

be communicated, as well as received, effectively (Ellen & Dana, 2009).  

Additionally, many organizations tend to perceive employees in the hospi-

tality organizations as mere passive receivers of messages as well as infor-

mation sent down from top managers. Employees have expectations about the 

information they need to be given as well as the way organizational communi-

cations should be organized and delivered (Ditmer, 2002). Increasingly, many 

employees in the hospitality industry feel that they are not fully involved in the 

organizational communication procedures as well as decision-making process-
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es, hence they believe that they don't get the information they are required to 

receive. Moreover, as a result of ever-increasing competition, many managers 

make a mistake of taking employees for granted, hence sometimes they forget 

that employees are the most important tool for communication, resulting to 

communication problems (Ditmer, 2002). 

The business communication strategies used by the industry does not pro-

vide a real-time communication feedback within the organization, which is a 

significant hindrance toward effective communication and undertaking of core 

business functions. This, in turn, affects the profitability of the business by neg-

atively affecting the execution of organizational process. For instance, lack of an 

effective communication platform implies that information flow within the or-

ganization will be lagging; as such, the organization will not be making effec-

tive use of time to ensure that its core business functions are executed in a time-

ly and efficient manner (Chon & Sparrowe, 2000). 

Current business communication platforms in the hospitality industry do 

not maximize employee productivity, which is vital in ensuring the profitabil-

ity of the firm. Employee productivity only can be achieved using effective and 

emerging communication technologies that will not only enhance employee 

efficiency during the undertaking of their tasks, but also enhance their experi-

ence and ensure that they maximize their potential toward the benefit of the 

organization (Krizan & Merrier,2007). Lastly, customer satisfaction is only at-

tained if the organization can maintain a real-time and effective communication 

through which the firm can respond to the queries of their clients efficiently. 

The hospitality industry has not been able to develop a competitive edge on its 

key competitors because of lack of customer satisfaction. This is evident by late 

response to customer requests, lack of timely communication to their clients 

during cases of inconveniences, and the fact that the firm cannot maintain a 

beneficial relationship with its clients because it lacks the appropriate commu-

nication technologies to do so (Krizan & Merrier, 2007). 

Importance of Ensuring Effective Communication in the Hospitality  
Industry  

Effective communication in the hospitality industry is required to match all the 

employee management styles as well as increase overall employee perfor-

mance.  According to research, effective communication is associated with im-

proved sales, reduced costs and increased profits (Krizan & Merrier, 2007).  

Additionally, effective communication has a greater impact on customer rela-

tions as well as employee attitudes, perception, and performance. Employee 
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communication today is considered a key objective for various organizations in 

the competitive global nature of the hospitality industry. Furthermore, effective 

and excellent communication is considered vital in this industry, because good 

communication is considered an essential area for determining organizational 

standards of operations (Wood, 2006). 

Inadequacy of Existing Standards of Evaluation for Business  
Organizations and Necessity of Incorporating English Language  
Competency Skills 

Because the frontline employees have the most up to date information concern-

ing customer tastes, preferences, and services it is important that they have ex-

cellent communication skills as well as English language competency skills. 

English language is an expression which human beings express their thoughts, 

views as well as opinions (Stacks & Michael, 2008). Due to globalization, Eng-

lish language today has become the most popular communication language 

used in various organizations. Since the hospitality industry is diverse in na-

ture, English is considered a day-to-day official communication language. Due 

to the nature of hospitality industry, English language competency skills, such 

as good writing skills, reading skills, speaking skills, and listening skills are 

considered significant in this industry.  Though the importance and acknowl-

edgement of appropriate business communication skills is acknowledged by 

many, it is practiced by few. With growing competition in a globalized setting, 

the need to create a niche, maximize productivity, and optimize resources is 

imperative. Organizations need to pay attention to the non-quantifiable aspects 

in order to achieve both productivity and profits. What matters not only is the 

number of employees, but also their communicative abilities to ensure optimal 

performance. Effective communicating ability increases both the employees’ 

and the organization’s productivity (Chislom, 2010). Gladis (2008) in his article 

‚Good Writing is Good Business,‛ advocates that organizations should not ac-

cept bad writing, as the acceptance implies agreement (Gladis, 2008). This 

would continuously lower standards. It is in this context that the following 

paragraphs try to set forth concrete suggestions for the evaluation of these non-

quantifiable, or specifically, language competency skills. As mentioned in the 

opening paragraph, the industry discussed in this paper is the hospitality in-

dustry. The objective of this paper is (1) to discuss the confusion over the hotel 

rating criteria in general and (2) to highlight the gross oversight of language 

competencies as one of the criteria for assessing the standard of a hotel.  
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Because hotels are run by entrepreneurs who undertake the activity of sell-

ing services for commerce, they necessarily fall under the classification of busi-

ness organizations. While they may satisfy infrastructural demands like build-

ings, facilities, and services, one criterion that has been over looked is the lan-

guage competency factor. Departments of finance, marketing, human resource, 

sales, purchasing, public relations, customer relations, food and beverage, etc., 

exist in a hotel. General managers, directors, heads of the departments, manag-

ers, supervisors, etc., are the normal hierarchical structures in most hotels. 

Communication among departments, written and oral, internal and external, 

takes place but hitherto there has been no evaluation of these important non-

quantifiables. 

The hotel industry intrinsically is linked to the tourism industry. With the 

growth of tourism in all parts of the world, the hotel industry has been grow-

ing as a major revenue earning business enterprise. More and more hotels are 

being opened each year in all parts of the world and are being awarded star 

ratings to lure the growing number of travelers. Each hotel is a business house 

in itself. With the necessary infrastructure, hierarchical structures. and the pro-

tocols of communication assumed to be in place. However, there is no system 

of evaluation as yet to check how good or how bad communication levels are, 

though such systems exist for the infrastructure and hierarchical levels. Hotels 

are classified on the basis of their star ratings. These ratings normally extend 

from one to five. As the rating of the hotel increases, the standard and the tariff 

of the hotel also increase. Higher standards indicate more amenities, more lux-

uries, and more employees to manage the services. The hospitality industry is a 

complete, people industry. People sell pleasant and comfortable experiences to 

other people.  

The hotel rating system is one of the most confusing and non-standardized 

international systems. Some of the most popular agencies that rate hotels 

worldwide are self established. There is no common international standard for 

measuring hotel service levels and there are differences among standards in 

these countries. For the United States, the two most recognized evaluating 

agencies are Mobil and AAA. The hotels in the United States, Caribbean, Mexi-

co, and Canada are rated by AAA by assigning diamonds from one to five. 

Chislom’s  AAA Diamond Ratings Decoding the AAA Diamond Ratings Sys-

tem discusses the rating criteria adopted by AAA in evaluating hotels. Twenty-

seven basic requirements covering safety, comfort, and cleanliness have to be 

satisfied in order to be AAA approved (Chislom, 2010). The evaluators always 

are anonymous and the hotel staff would never be able to tell the difference 
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between a guest and an evaluator. One diamond is the basic accommodation 

with just the essential facilities (Chislom, 2010). As it moves towards five dia-

monds, the criteria include more amenities and luxuries. For two diamonds, it 

is good curb appeal, décor, food court, sundries, and more essentials in the 

guest rooms. Three diamonds means better curb appeal, larger rooms, internet 

access, valet laundry, etc. Four diamonds will mean excellent curb appeal, up-

scale décor, swimming pool with food served poolside, steam room, upscale 

restaurant, larger rooms with excellent linen, mini bar, high speed internet ac-

cess, and so on. Five diamonds will guarantee stunning curb appeal, highest 

quality antiques, paintings, swimming pool with attendants, full-service spa, 

upscale restaurants, elegant guest rooms with outstanding linen, CD players, 

fax machine, and so on.   

For the United Kingdom, it is the English Tourist Board that awards the 

stars from one to four.  The assigning of stars is done on the basis of a list of 

parameters that include square footage of rooms, number of elevators, and the 

number of languages that are spoken by the staff. However, within Europe dif-

ferent regions are evaluated by different agencies. Hence the criteria are not 

uniform (Lawrence, 2010). One of the prestigious rating agencies is Michelin. It 

awards one to three stars to restaurants in Europe and the United States. Cran-

ley is yet another on-line rating agency, with its own standards of evaluation. It 

is not dependant on the evaluation criteria of any country or agency. With 

changing global trends, the criteria also undergo a change from time to time. It 

rates hotels on a twelve-point scale as it feels that five stars are inadequate to 

encompass the wide array of services. The Cranley criteria for rating normally 

includes luxury, space, exclusivity, high staff to guest ratio, modern facilities, 

prime location, iconic design, spa, etc.. (‚Cranley Ratings‛, 2010 accessed on 

29th February 2012 at http://www.Cranley.com/cranley_ratings.htm). The Ca-

nadian Hotel Guide (2010) relies on the ratings given by the guests who use the 

hotel services. The hotels are rated on a ten-point scale ranging from ‛perfect‛ 

for a ten score to ‛abysmal‛ for a one score. The criteria evaluated are ameni-

ties, cleanliness, location, comfort, service, value, and recommendation.    

Nowlis’s, ‚Hotel Classifications Vs Customer Expectations‛ elaborated the 

fact that there is a constant discrepancy in the expectations of the customer and 

the corresponding star rating. In most cases the actual perception of the service 

is much lower than prior expectations (Nowlis’s, 2010). According to Michael 

Petrone, Director Tourism Information Development for Automobile Associa-

tion of America, a single destination often employs a number of classification 

systems that can create confusion for consumers. The hospitality industry has 
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decentralized the evaluation standards and created more diversity. There are 

seventeen Spanish regional authorities with their own grading system of facili-

ties. The Italian tourism ministry allows local authorities to supplement their 

requirements of criteria by their own categories. Similarly, England, Wales, 

Scotland and Northern Ireland, which are the four regions of the United King-

dom, have different evaluation criteria for their hotels.  

These evaluating agencies are established by entrepreneurs to provide in-

formation to travelers on various aspects of preferences for their stay. Apart 

from the above-mentioned agencies, AA Hotel Recognition Scheme, Forbes 

Travel Guide, Expedia, Travelocity, Orbitz, Side Step, Hotwire, etc., are the 

other well-known hotel rating agencies. The judging criteria for these agencies 

also is luxury, grandeur, quality of materials used, amenities available to 

guests, etc. David (2004), in his article titled ‛Confusion is the star of hotel rat-

ing systems,‛ summarized the ratings of fifteen star hotels to elaborate how the 

ratings differ from one agency to the other. According to him, most of these 

agencies do not publish their criteria and do not tell often as to what the infor-

mation is (David, 2004). Also, many websites use ratings from some other 

agencies (9). Some of the hotels’ rating is self declared, like the Burj-al-Arab of 

Dubai, which has declared itself as a seven-star hotel (Phol, 2005).  

As is evident, extensive effort is put in by the hotels towards amenities, lux-

uries, and grandeur. The criteria used to determine the number of stars or other 

symbols of recognitions usually correspond to quantifiable, measurable factors 

(room comfort, availability of parking, furnishings, quality of infrastructure, 

etc,). But, a hotel is not only about sprawling lawns, exquisite décor, or spic and 

span flooring. It is about people who come to stay there and people who help 

make their stay comfortable. At every level, the guest interacts with members 

of the hotel for availing the services. Be it oral or written, communication is at 

its peak in a hotel. According to one of the human resources managers at a five-

star hotel; the root cause of most of the problems between employees or be-

tween employees and guests is communication. Hence, it is of utmost im-

portance to consider the language communication competency factor of the 

employees while awarding a high standard rating to a hotel.  

Based on the above observations, the following recommendations would 

help bridge the existing lacunae. The English language competency levels of 

employees in a hotel should be included as essential criteria for rating the 

standard of a hotel. The confusion shrouding the rating criteria of star hotels 

globally, due to various private agencies of various countries undertaking the 
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evaluation should be removed. A global standard of rating similar to the glob-

alized ISO quality standards should be followed to give credibility and compa-

rability/compatibility to the rating of a hotel. ISO is an international organiza-

tion for standardization. Certification of these standards guarantees efficiency 

and reliability. The services provided by the organizations certified by such 

agencies meet the perceived expectations of consumers (Why standards matter, 

2010 accessed 29th February, 2012 at http://www.iso.org/iso/about/discover-

iso_why-standards-matter.htm) 

Finally, governments of countries should take the initiative to set this global 

standardizing system into motion. There has to be a common criterion for the 

evaluation of the standard of the hotels. English language competency of the 

employees should be considered as criteria for evaluation of the rating of a ho-

tel. All the organizations in the hospitality industry should be mandated to put 

in place English communication evaluations standards that all employees 

should follow. This is important in promoting the global standards in the hos-

pitality industry. Due to the ever changing business environment globalization, 

organizations should strive ensure effective and excellent communication with-

in and outside the organization both with the customers and employees. This is 

very important in increasing the competitive nature of various organizations as 

well as maintaining their profits, customers, and market growth. Effective 

business communication should be made a priority by all the concerned organ-

izations and this should involve all the employees of the organizations. Com-

munication problems existing within the hospitality industry should be evalu-

ated and correct measures maintain the existing global stability and develop-

ment within the industry.  
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to better understand the process of acculturation and its 

effect on foreign born residents who represent a new tourism market. Developed 

countries are becoming increasingly more ethnically diverse societies, due in part to 

immigration. This requires an understanding of if and how quickly immigrants aban-

don aspects of their native culture and become fully assimilated into their adopted 

host culture, and what factors influence the process. Korean born residents were sur-

veyed in Philadelphia. The questionnaire asked about their language and lifestyle 

preferences. T-tests determined whether Korean born respondents differed from their 

host’s national culture using Hofstede (2001) VSM 80 instrument. Correlations as-

sessed the relationship between time (years residing in the U.S. and the proportion of 

one’s life having resided in the U.S.) and acculturation as measured by language and 

lifestyle preferences.  The effects of marital status and country of residence prefer-

ences were examined. A correlation matrix was produced comparing Korean subjects’ 

cultural convergence to U.S. scores (see Hofstede, 2001) along socio-demographics 

and time. The study found that acculturation occurred to a limited extent. Time, socio-

demographics, spouse country of birth, and preferred country of residence had only 

modest influence on acculturation. Implications are discussed. 

Key words: acculturation, foreign born residents, U. S. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper concentrates on the example of heritage tourism as it is practiced by Qué-

bec tourists visiting historic sites in Tunisia and explores the notion of projective au-

thenticity as an intangible value. It proposes the idea of the authentic self as a state 

of being that is conveyed through the personal thoughts and feelings expressed by 

tourists during and after their visits to these sites. The analysis also focuses on the in-

tangible extension of ruins and monuments, which grows and takes shape due to the 

tourists’ creative and generative presence. 

Key words: heritage tourism, authenticity, projective authenticity, intangibility. 

INTRODUCTION  

I would like to examine two senses of authenticity – experiential and object-

based – by proposing the use of the concept of projective authenticity in herit-

age tourism. This concept, which owes a great deal to the idea of existential au-

thenticity as developed by Heidegger (1951 and 1986) and further developed in 

tourism studies by Wang (1999, 2000) and Steiner and Reisinger (2006), focuses 

on the study of the private thoughts felt and expressed by tourists during and 

after visits to heritage sites. In other words, projective authenticity, which is a 

more concrete and nuanced application of existential authenticity, looks at the 

state of being as physically and emotionally experienced by tourists and, con-

sequently, at their ways of seeing and appreciating heritage by projecting 

themselves into the reality of people who lived at these sites at often quite dis-

tant times. 

This projection into a distant past allows tourists to engender an authentic 

self that they experience in their imagination, that is to say by seeing in them-

selves another self different from the familiar self of day-to-day life. As will be 

shown below, this authentic self is the result of a temporal distance that tourists 

create as they step back from their “here-self” by creating a new self, another 
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self that is projected in a “there-self.” In the context of heritage tourism, this 

phenomenon is the result of what could be called the tourists’ physical and 

emotional osmosis with the visited site. This osmosis helps tourists to unite the 

materiality of a place with its immateriality, the authenticity of the experience 

and the originality of the object, the present time of the visit and the past time 

of human societies that existed at this site. 

The present paper comprises four parts. The first focuses on the question of 

authenticity in tourism studies, in particular on its genesis as seen in the work 

of Dean MacCannell. The second part is devoted to the study of existential au-

thenticity. The third part, divided into two sections, concentrates on projective 

authenticity using examples drawn from field research. 

The Search for Tourism Authenticity  

The notion of authenticity has given rise to an intense and fruitful debate for 

almost four decades now. As soon as we begin an electronic search for articles 

covering the notion of authenticity in such prestigious reviews as The Annals of 

Tourism Research, we see that there is a lively interest on the part of numerous 

authors from many disciplines. Indeed, we find, when typing in the word au-

thenticity in the search engine of the above-mentioned review, that it is evoked 

in more than 500 articles over this timeframe. 

Without going so far as to presume that it always constitutes the central 

idea in all of these texts, we can point out that it is constantly considered as an 

essential idea in tourism research, and that this field has become one of the 

main fields in which it is discussed. The idea was re-conceptualized in the early 

70s by MacCannel (1973),i who presented it as the main, underlying motive of 

tourism. This concept thus resurfaced in a field other than those where it was 

most commonly studied, namely philosophy, psychoanalysis, ethnology, and 

history. 

Drawing on the ideas of great contemporary thinkers such as Marx, Durk-

heim and Goffman, MacCannell explained authenticity by modern man’s de-

sire, represented here by the tourist, to escape modernity and its alienating 

conditions by searching for the authentic in a spatial and temporal elsewhere 

that is supposed to be shielded from these conditions. However, as is explained 

below, tourists always end up encountering inauthenticity rather than authen-

ticity. The reason for this is that tourists see a progressive decline in authentici-

ty as it is reduced – under the pressure of a generalized and invasive modernity 
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– to theatrical staging that indirectly proves the absence, and even the inexist-

ence, of any authentic reality. 

In their quest for authenticity, tourists confront a world whose truth is re-

vealed by the non-truth of the facts and objects existing there. Staged authentic-

ity,ii as MacCannell sees it, is a striking manifestation of this rather modern 

world that announces its ultimate victory over the non-modern world, that is to 

say traditional. Nonetheless, the defeat of the latter in no way signifies its de-

finitive disappearance, but rather its artificial preservation and reconstruction 

at the heart of modernity. Which brings us back full circle to the staging and 

simulation underlined by MacCannell (1976: 8; 1992: 22). 

In other words, tourists, in their constantiii quest for authenticity, are trans-

formed despite their best efforts into spectators of inauthenticity. According to 

the MacCannellian viewpoint, the non-originality of the material universe, that 

is the objects, sites, and environment of the visit, mislead tourists and make 

them, against their wishes, take part in a show of inauthenticity, that is the 

staging of authenticity. Indeed, this material universe laid out in the form of 

“tourist attractions”iv and consecrated tourist sites illustrates the victory of the 

modern over the traditional world. The actors of tourism promotion and organ-

ization are stage directors who put these places and sites on display. They are 

consequently at the origin of what we could call the inauthentication of this uni-

verse and its objects.  

The Experiential, the Constructive, and the Existential  

The first criticism made about this approach is that it relies on binary opposi-

tions such as authentic versus inauthentic, front region versus back region, 

modern world versus non-modern world, original versus copy (Brown, 1996; 

Bruner, 1994; Cohen, 1988; Olsen, 2002; Selwyn, 1996; Steiner & Reisinger, 2006; 

Wang, 1999, 2000). Critics have, for the most part, insisted on MacCannell’s 

tendency to reduce tourism to a paradigm of modernity (Brown, 1999) by see-

ing the arrival of modernity as a watershed that divides history into two great 

periods, the first preceding tourism and the second coming afterward. The first 

is considered to be pure and static, the second turbulent and symbolically polluted. 

In the same order of ideas, MacCannell’s viewpoint is criticized even more 

for having attributed authenticity to a “primitive” otherness linked to a bygone 

age that has been museified and incarnated in a material context scattered with 

original objects (Wang, 1999). Other authors have proposed a different ap-

proach based on tourists’ experiences rather than on the objects or places visit-
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ed. This experiential approach has given rise to lively debates and has led au-

thenticity research to focus much more on tourists, their performance, and their 

experience than on the destination, its inhabitants, and its objects. These studies 

have explored two major forms: one is known as constructive authenticity, the 

other as existential authenticity. These two forms of authenticity relate to tour-

ists as individual, subjective, and social beings who are living authentic experiences. 

By constructive authenticity, we mean the social process through which 

people perceive authenticity by drawing on their collective beliefs and repre-

sentations. Authenticity is thus not a title or a quality that is attributed to an 

object after its originality has been evaluated by museum professionals, but 

rather a social and cultural value that is reinvented in a well-determined social 

context (Bruner, 1994; Olsen, 2002). In the same way, it is shared, negotiable, 

and evolving, since its meaning can change over time, as emphasized by Co-

hen: “[…] a cultural product, or a trait thereof, which is at one point generally judged 

as contrived or inauthentic, may in the course of time, become generally recognized as 

authentic, even by experts” (1988: 379).  

The second form of this approach concerns existential authenticity. This 

form, which was initially rejuvenated by Wang (1996, 1999, 2000) and then fur-

ther developed by Steiner and Reisinger (2006), has its origins in the philoso-

phy of Heidegger. In his criticism of the constructive and object-based reading 

of authenticity, Wang proposes an “alternative reading.” Drawing on 

Heidegger, he postulates the idea of an existential authenticity, with emphasis 

on its ontological nature. He specifies that this authenticity primarily concerns 

individuals and their state of being when they find themselves in a liminal sit-

uation where they feel as though they are in direct and intimate contact with 

themselves. 

Taking a Heideggerian perspective, Steiner and Reisinger (2006) further de-

velop the analysis of existential authenticity at both the epistemological and 

etymological levels. They clearly distinguish between the two concepts of ob-

ject and existential authenticity, not only in terms of definitions but also with 

regard to designations. They suggest that the object authenticity be re-

conceptualized and re-baptized “genuineness or realness” (Reisinger & Steiner, 2006). 

One might deduce that authenticity can only be existential and must above 

all relate to humans: “[Authenticity] is part of a long philosophical tradition con-

cerned with what it means to be human, what it means to be happy, and what it means 

to be oneself” (Steiner & Reisinger, 2006: 300). But what does it mean to be hu-
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man and, to begin with, to be oneself? To answer this question, the authors bor-

row two ideas from Heidegger. 

The first idea explains humans by their capacity to choose from among the 

possibilities that they encounter in the world. The second idea concerns hu-

mans’ specific quality of remaining open to the world, by both projecting them-

selves into it and by allowing it to project into them. According to these au-

thors, tourism is conducive to a more obvious expression of existential authen-

ticity that is nourished by these two aspects of being human. It constitutes an 

activity that creates, in its own way, the chance to experiment with the meaning 

of being human (Steiner, & Reisinger, 2006: 302). Furthermore, it ensures the 

projection of humans into the world and the opening up of the world to hu-

mans. For instance, there is the opening up of the world to tourists, but also the 

opening up of tourists to the world in so much as we associate the latter with 

its temporal and ontological qualities. By opening up to the world, tourists run 

the chance of projecting themselves into a distant temporal realities. 

The Methodological Approach: Letting Tourists Speak, Making Way for 
Immateriality 

It is worth noting that this paper is part of a larger study of “heritage” practices 

in Tunisia involving both Tunisians and foreign tourists. Québec tourists have, 

for the most part, distinguished themselves from this latter group in two main 

ways. First of all, Tunisia is a new destination for them that is different from 

other destinations which they are used to, in particular those in the Americas 

and Europe.v Unlike French, Spanish, or Italian tourists, who “know” Tunisia 

almost as well as their own country – either for historical reasons or because of 

frequent trips there, media coverage, or word-of-mouth – Québec tourists 

know little about this country. Moreover, they generally perceive it as being far 

away, which heightens the feeling of distance between themselves and their 

country, as will be shown below. 

Second, European tourists visit the country in groups, particularly during 

the summer season when they spend much of their time on the beaches far 

away from the heat waves in land; Québec tourists, on the other hand, go to 

Tunisia in spring, fall, and winter when the climate is mild but too cold to 

bathe in the sea. They consequently turn to heritage sites and museums which, 

in addition to being the main sights and distractions available, offer rich and 

diversified objects and countrysides. It is particularly because Québec tourists 

have these two distinguishing characteristics that I have used their experiences 

in Tunisia and appreciation of its heritage as examples in this text. 
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My work in this paper is based on ethnographic research that was conduct-

ed in Tunisia and Québec with some 20 Québec tourists who visited Tunisian 

heritage sites.vi The research consisted of interviews and participant-

observation, and focused on both the tourists’ experiences during their sight-

seeing and the resulting emotions, impressions, and thoughts.  

Two types of interviews were conducted: open-ended interviews carried out 

while exploring Tunisian sites and monuments; and personal accounts given 

back home that emotionally reconstituted the trip, events, and sites through 

photos and film. These tourists’ two-stage description of their trip – first during 

their time in Tunisia and then when looking at photos in Québec City – al-

lowed me to relive the highlights of their trip with them by having them focus 

on the pictures of the places that most impressed them. This also helped me to 

ethnographically transcribe their experiences by concentrating, during their 

recounting, on the emotions they felt when visiting Tunisian sites and monu-

ments. A considerable place will be accorded here to the tourists’ comments as 

they were formulated during our meetings. 

Stage One: Going Abroad to Meet another Self  

Let us begin with our encounters during outings to heritage sites. The first ex-

ample is drawn from a conversation with a schoolteacher in her 40s met at the 

Roman site of Carthage in the ruins of a site known as the Antonine Baths. The 

site, which looks onto the sea, is close to the ancient theatre, the presidential 

palace, and the St. Louis Cathedral, located on the hill overlooking the land-

scape. Gazing attentively from one monument to the next, as though trying to 

film them with the naked eye, the woman stood still for a few moments and 

then turned to me, saying: “You know, […] the ruins and monuments around us 

make me think that the Roman period is not over, that even though I’m not Roman, I’m 

still in the same places where they were, I breathe the same air that they breathed. I 

can’t see their footsteps, but they are certainly there between the stones and in the pow-

der covering us. This might make you laugh, but I feel like I’m sleepwalking. I’ve 

dreamed of becoming Roman and now it’s as if I had really become one.” 

Another woman, a civil servant in her 50s, came and joined us. Her personal 

discovery was the Bardo Museum, which is known as the museum with the 

largest collection of Roman mosaics in the world: “Well I, she told me, […] I 

went to see the Bardo Museum and, I must admit, I fell in love with the mosaics. […] 

You know, that museum differs from anything I’ve seen anywhere else. There are so 

many objects there that they look like they’ve been crammed in together. I’m sure spe-

cialists don’t like it, but it made me feel like I was really living in Roman times. It’s as 
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if these objects were just abandoned here by the Romans. I had such a strong feeling of 

living in those times when I was walking around that museum.” 

The third example comes from a couple that I spoke with at length during 

an outing that we made together to the El Jem amphitheatrevii in the Tunisian 

Sahel region. He, a French teacher, and she, a lawyer, were both in their 50s. 

The conversation led us to a discussion on the question of authenticity, about 

which the husband and wife had two quite diverging opinions. The man, who 

had some preconceived notions about Tunisia, was somewhat disappointed 

about the real face of the country: “I was expecting to see a really oriental country, 

he exclaimed, and it’s neither one or the other. People dress like we do in the West, 

there are no veiled, tattooed women like we see in the guidebooks. The country is losing 

its authenticity.” 

His lawyer wife was categorically opposed to this viewpoint. According to 

her, authenticity cannot be revealed by clothing: “Clothes and facial types are su-

perficial, she said. In my opinion, you have to go beyond what you see the first time 

around. […] I think you find authenticity somewhere else. Like in the monuments that 

are standing before us. It’s clear that this theatre has changed very little since when the 

Romans built it. But in my opinion, there are other things that haven’t changed: the 

people’s footsteps that we can’t really see, sounds and noises that we no longer hear, but 

that once were here and still are somehow. I can close my eyes and see things as if they 

were true: gladiators fighting, lions and tigers running here and there, spectators like 

us who come to watch. When I stand up here and now on these theatre steps, I’m not 

just standing on stones, I’m also standing on the footsteps of all the people who’ve been 

here before me. And those Roman times are here all around us, or, if you’d like, I can 

see myself standing at that time. ” 

An element that arose almost constantly in these interviews involved the 

tendency of the tourists, and perhaps even the temptation, to go beyond the 

objects, to feel and imagine the footsteps, noises, and atmosphere of these by-

gone times, to smell and taste “the odour and flavour of the past,” as someone told 

me. It is as though the tourists wanted to immaterialize these objects, to convert 

them into stories, images, emotions, and experiences. The immaterialization of 

an object does not signify here that it is dematerialized, but rather that it be-

comes part of history and a story as its immaterial extension is integrated into 

people’s thoughts and comments. And it is by integrating the immaterial that 

tourists project themselves in time and succeed in creating an authentic self.  

We observe a common trait that characterizes the above-cited examples, 

namely the tourists’ insistence on the “affective tonality” (Heidegger, 1951: 165) 
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that engulfs them when they are at historic sites and that, consequently, plung-

es them into a state of epiphany. This explains the tendency to describe their 

experiences during the outings in the form of revelations in which they take 

great joy depicting the footsteps, the odours, the air the Romans breathed in, 

and the noise and racket that they believe that they have heard and experi-

enced. In so doing, they move away from themselves as they go back in time, 

that is to say as they move away from an emotional state shaped by daily, rou-

tine activities toward another self that is projected into a long gone temporal 

reality that existed at these same historic sites.  

We can thus see this temporal distancing as moving away from a self to an-

other self. According to Heidegger, we attain this “thrown,” projected self by 

imagining oneself elsewhere (1951: 117), that is by moving away from the fa-

miliar, daily self toward another self through which we can see ourselves living 

in or touching on another time. In other words, by carrying out a temporal leap 

back in time, we leave behind our immediate selves and meet with another 

mediating self that gives us the “possibility” to “existentially project” ourselves 

(Heidegger, 1951: 155) into the distant past. This projection is the result of a 

temporal distancing. It is also the result of a “negotiation”, a mediation be-

tween the inauthentic, conforming self of “now” and here, the “being in the 

world,” and the authentic self, that of the “there,” the “being there,” the “being 

thrown (projected) into the world” to borrow recurring expressions of 

Heidegger (1951, 1986). 

Heritage tourism is therefore shaped by two kinds of distancing: a distanc-

ing from one’s home through physical travel and a distancing from oneself, 

that is moving toward another self through a temporal projection. The follow-

ing examples describe other situations that bear witness to this spatial-temporal 

relationship that motivates tourists, not only during their trips but also later 

after returning to their country. We are referring here to those moments at 

home when tourists look at photos and watch recordings from their travels. 

The following examples are taken from interviews conducted in Québec City 

when tourists took the time to reflect on their trip. 

Stage Two: Heritage Tourism as an Openness to the World 

A civil servant in her 30s took a three-week trip to Tunisia with her husband 

and was quite impressed by the historical heritage: “We stayed in Tunisia for 

three weeks and it’s as if we stayed three days. […] We spent almost the whole stay 

going to museums, monuments, and traditional souks. We had the impression of per-

petually traveling in time. I can tell you that the feeling was not only genuine, it was 
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joyful. And it all comes flooding back when I look at pictures that we took during our 

trip. When I see my self posing beside a monument, a mosaic, or in the Sahara, I relive 

those moments again where I felt so free, different, and liberated from all my usual con-

straints. I felt like I was a new person, as if I’d been reborn. When I look at the monu-

ments beside me, it tells me that I was that person, but more than anything else, it tells 

me that, once in my life, I experienced real moments of history. I tell myself that I 

touched objects that were constructed and touched by other people many, many centu-

ries ago with my own fingers, my own hands”. 

A retiree in his 60s came to see me during our meeting with his photo al-

bum. He opened it for me and invited me to look at all the pictures of him and 

his wife in heritage sites or beside historical monuments. “You know, he said to 

me, I don’t know how to describe to you the feeling I have when I look at these pictures. 

When you stand beside history like that (he pointed at the picture of a monument), 

it’s not the same thing as being beside a modern building. When you know you’re be-

side 2,000 or 3,000 years of history, it becomes different. There (he pointed at a pic-

ture where he and his wife were standing beside a monument), you feel like 

you’re part of history, that you’ve traveled farther than Tunisia. Every time I look at 

pictures from that trip, I am fascinated by the idea that I didn’t just travel to a country, 

I travelled in time."  

In these two examples, it is obvious that the act of posing beside a historical 

monument gave these two tourists the assurance to experience something ex-

ceptional. It is noteworthy that their posing allowed them to imagine they had 

been transported back in time and transformed into other people. This projec-

tion – in the sense of projective authenticity – is accomplished through an im-

age of oneself that takes on temporal distance by association with a symbolical-

ly imposing historical monument. Filmed and documented in albums and re-

cordings, the personal history of a trip, with its memories and images, merges 

with history with a capital H., enabling tourists to find their authentic self. In-

deed, the latter is born of this stretching of time that tourists feel when they see 

pictures of themselves next to a 2,000- or 3,000-year-old monument. 

The following examples are excerpts from an exchange with a group of five 

female tourists in their 50s who were high school teachers from Québec City. 

We held our meeting in a classroomviii where they were able to project the pic-

tures and video recordings they took in Tunisia. These five tourists likewise 

decided to show the group some of the objects they brought back from the 

country so as to create an atmosphere that would help them relive their trip. A 

lively, emotional conversation began that drew on each person’s experiences. 
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For the most part, these women focused on their time spent at heritage sites 

such as Carthage, Sufeitula, El Jem, and Sidi Bousaïd. 

The women’s enthusiasm and passion increased when images of monu-

ments came on the screen. Almost all of them chose similar terms to express 

their emotions, such as magic, typical, and authentic. These expressions came up 

repeatedly in the conversation like refrains in the discussion that stressed the 

uniqueness of each person’s individual experience, an experience that was 

nonetheless recognized and shared by the group. 

Another element worthy of note popped up repeatedly during our encoun-

ter: a personal resonance that punctuated the discussion, echoing certain pre-

cise moments of their trip, particularly at Roman sites. These were moments 

when the tourists, seeing images from the places they had visited pass in front 

of them on the screen, talked of closing their eyes at a site and of leaving a part 

of themselves there. Claudia’six comment is a good example. When she saw the 

film of her day at Sufeitula, she said: “That was so thrilling knowing the Romans 

had lived there. I would close my eyes and think that a famous person had walked there 

or that an important event happened there.” Stéphanie echoed her colleague’s 

comments: “It’s like in Old Québec. I close my eyes and I can imagine people and 

events like that. But when I leave, I leave it all behind.”  

Chantale stated that she had the same experience at the Roman site of Car-

thage: “As far as I’m concerned, Carthage was the tops. It’s true that we feel different, 

that we become someone else. […] I would have put on Asterix’s sandals.” Irène went 

one step further: “I was completely absorbed by it all. I felt like I left a part of myself 

on the Roman site. It was a privilege to be there and it’s as if I left something behind.”  

It goes without saying that closing one’s eyes in such a circumstance is not 

the equivalent of looking away from something that we do not wish to see. In 

this case, closing one’s eyes does not mean not looking, but rather looking far-

ther and deeper into oneself by opening up to the world and projecting oneself 

in time. From the point of view of projective authenticity, it is a question of 

closing one’s eyes on the “being-here” so as to open them to the “being-there.” 

It is projecting oneself into a temporal elsewhere, another period, another hu-

man reality where we meet our other-self, our authentic self. 

We could say the same thing of the other emotions and impressions observ-

able in these statements, such as the sensation of “leaving a part of oneself” be-

hind at a site, “feeling different,” or “becoming someone else.” These were, as I 

pointed out, personal resonances that echoed something that was “sincerely” 
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(Taylor, 2001)x experienced at the physical, emotional, and cognitive levels dur-

ing these moments of the trip. Bagnall (2003) speaks of “emotional real-

ism,” namely the fact of feeling that we are in complete osmosis with the histor-

ical site that we are at, to such an extent that we “identify”xi with the characters 

and events that the site incarnates and that we see ourselves living in its past 

reality. To understand this idea of “emotional realism” in the case of Québec 

tourists in Tunisia, it would perhaps be worthwhile to quote Stéphanie and 

Claudia. The former noted that, when she felt stressed, she let her mind wan-

der to Sidi Bousaïd to calm herself. The second admitted to keeping Tunisian 

time on her watch for a whole month after her trip. Both explained that they 

had “fallen in love for life” with the sites and monuments they saw there. “It was 

love at first sight, Stephanie recounted, I felt a flood of emotions like what I felt the 

first time I fell in love.” Claudia continued in the same vein: “It’s true. You can 

compare that to a love story. The monuments seduce you, exert a pull on you, talk to 

you, tell you that people lived their lives there, a beautiful life that rises out of the 

ground before your eyes, enchants you with its ruins, and carries you far away… It’s 

magical!” 

Understanding the deeper sense of this love and magic from a Heideggerian 

perspective allows us to go beyond a now rather trite idea, namely that the 

tourism, particularly heritage tourism, is a phenomenon that embodies the 

identity crisis of modern societies. According to several authors, this crisis ex-

plains the dominant tendency of these societies to search for identity markers 

in museums and historical sites (Boorstin, 1964; MacCannel, 1976, 1992; McIn-

tosh, & Printice, 1999; Walsh, 1992; Terdiman, 1983). A Heideggerian reading of 

the ruins and antiquities in museums or on historical sites can indeed help us 

re-examine this idea and, consequently, arrive at a different interpretation of 

the motivations underlying heritage tourism. 

Heidegger sees these ruins and antiquities as “things” that have both “van-

ished” and persisted in time. They belong to a "time past," and yet are still ob-

jectively present in the "present” (Heidegger, 1951: 180-181). They thrust their 

roots into the strata of time, while standing there as palpable temporal markers 

in the present. The double anchoring of these objects in the past and present 

explains, according to Heidegger, the “insistence” and permanence in the tem-

poral human reality to which it refers. “Having been a presence” (Heidegger, 

1951: 182) in the past, human reality extends along the path of these objects in 

the present and projects itself into the future. It is through this projection and 

extension that the world opens up to men. And it is because of this fact that 
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human reality remains constantly alive. According to Heidegger, “human reali-

ty never dies in the authentic sense of the word” (Heidegger, 1951: 135). 

Woven with objects from the past (artefacts and mentifacts), heritage tour-

ism is the place par excellence that allows tourists to open up to the world. As 

evoked here in statements by Claudia, Stéphanie, and others, heritage tourism 

allowed them to live the insistence, extension, and permanence of human reali-

ty in so much as it encouraged them to go beyond an object’s materiality and 

project themselves into its immateriality. Indeed, we can understand human 

reality extended into the present while “having been a presence” in the past as 

an immaterial extension that remains inherent to and inseparable from a mate-

rial object. It is the sharp echo resonating in a context – that of past human real-

ity – from which every object is extracted. In this sense, it is immateriality and 

not materiality that guarantees the immortality of all human reality.  

Upon reading Smith, one might be inclined to think that all heritage is 

above all immaterial (2006: 3). By extension, the immortality of an object does 

not depend on its materiality but rather on its immateriality. Our insistence on 

immateriality is not intended to take away from the value of materiality nor 

call into question its importance. Nor is it a question of favouring one over the 

other. Nor is it the goal to revivify the notion of the primacy of the spirit over 

matter or vice versa. As proposed by Smith (2006: 54), the goal should rather be 

to deconstruct the idea of heritage as it is presently understood in the West, 

that is to say as objects “cultivated” and managed by institutions, experts, and 

specialized professionals. They are objects to be inventoried, conserved, and 

regulated by laws, objects whose authenticity must be objectively attested and 

determined so that we may contemplate them as originals. 

The deconstruction of this concept allows us to re-examine this first, domi-

nant heritage “practice” in the light of a second,xii that of its appreciation by 

visitors, potentially tourists. It matters little whether they are neophytes, simple 

heritage admirers, history buffs, lovers of ruins and “old” stones, or temporary 

or occasional passers-by. It is not the level of professional or scholarly 

knowledge of these heritage “practitioners” that takes priority in the study of 

this practice, but rather their emotions, impressions, ways of seeing, living, and 

“practicing” heritage in a “performance” sense, namely by acts and contact that 

encourage the “creation of presence” (Schechner, 2002)xiii of self in the present 

time of a trip as well as in that arising from the human reality that was once 

present in these places. 
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This second heritage “practice” leads us to look beyond the culture of ob-

jects – without forgetting it definitively – to the culture of experiences by con-

necting ourselves to the network of objects and human experiences that shape 

the past and present. It also involves moving away, for example, from the ma-

teriality of a monument or archaeological site that envelops us to its immateri-

ality, which transcends the present time of the journey. Paraphrasing 

Heidegger, Steiner and Reisinger (2006) note that the world is comprised of 

networks of objects and experiences. Everything is connected, in one way or 

another, to everything else: “The connections among things are the product of histo-

ry, of the events, discoveries, and experiences of people who came before. They are pre-

served in memories, books, education, socialisation, culture, art, myths and sense of 

place” (2006: 304).  

We could thus define projective authenticity as the state of “being-there” 

projected into a distant time in which the here-and-now self sees itself in an-

other-self, a new self, by opening up to the world and taking position on the 

dividing line between an object and an experience, the material and immaterial, 

the body of a site and its “spirit,” between the past, present, and future. As 

such, projective authenticity does not deny objects; rather it integrates and as-

sociates them by turning them into a springboard to reach this existentially au-

thentic self. 

CONCLUSION 

To further sum up this concept of projective authenticity, it would be useful to 

return to some of the ideas that contributed to its development all throughout 

this text. We saw, in his initial research into authenticity in tourism, that Mac-

Cannell reduced authenticity to theatrical staging, an artificial expression of the 

non-modern world that does not exist outside of the theatricalization and simu-

lations conducted at tourist attractions. In so doing, he associated authenticity 

with the objects’ originality, thereby reinforcing the object approach to authen-

ticity that was common until then in the fields of material culture and museums. 

Calling into question the primacy of objects, most opponents to MacCan-

nell’s approach defended the idea according to which authenticity is inherent 

in the tourism experience. We noted that there are two major aspects to this 

experiential approach, namely constructive and existential authenticity. The 

latter, which draws its inspiration from Heidegger, was originally proposed by 

Wang and then Steiner and Reisinger. It emphasizes the tourism experience 

and focuses on self-fulfillment through activities carried out by tourists. 
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It is worth noting, nonetheless, that this approach remains relatively theo-

retical and accords little attention to the material and immaterial context in 

which the experience takes place. Neither Wang’s nor Steiner and Reisinger’s 

work was founded on empirical research. They were both limited to epistemo-

logical development based on a specific interpretation of Heideggerian philos-

ophy. Even though I agree with this interpretation, I nevertheless subjected it to 

a field study and put forward my own interpretation, out of which arose the 

concept of projective authenticity. 

This concept stemmed from a critical reading of existential authenticity that 

I have developed based on interviews conducted with tourists right in the mid-

dle of intense tourism experiences. These interviews did indeed show us that 

heritage-tourism experiences cannot occur outside of a tourist’s active contact 

with the material and immaterial world of the visited site. The same can be said 

for the resulting emotions and impressions. These cannot occur without the 

tourists being near the objects that invite them to project themselves into other 

human realities that once were present in the places they are visiting. 

It is the impression these objects make on tourists that allows them to en-

counter their authentic selves. But it is also through the tourists’ presence and 

the experiences they gather in these heritage sites that these objects are granted 

an immaterial extension. We have seen several examples of tourists’ creative 

presence, of how their heritage practice produced an immaterialization of the 

objects and sites. Projective authenticity thus proves to be a middle approach 

that allows the other two approaches, object and experiential, to complement 

and clarify each other. 
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NOTES 
                                                                                 

i Cohen [1988] notes that MacCannell was cited 50 times in articles appearing in the same review 

between 1977 and 1986.  

ii Drawing inspiration from Gauffman, MacCannell considers that all tourist destinations are practi-

cally divided into two zones. The first is the front region and the second, the back region. Accord-

ing to the author, tourism promoters set a stage for the latter so that it appears more authentic in 

tourist eyes.  

iii According to MacCannell *2001+, tourists have a “second gaze” that allows them to observe inau-

thenticity in the places they visit. Consequently, they do not limit themselves to a single attraction 

nor to a single place, and continue their search, in a mad rush forward, whenever they are con-

fronted with inauthentic attractions.  

iv The tourist attraction constitutes a key concept in MacCannell’s work. It consists of a social con-

struction based on a tripartite relation between visitors, a sight, and an information or value marker. 

v According to statistics from the Tunisian national tourism office, tourists from Canada only began 

to visit Tunisia in noteworthy numbers in the last 10 years, beginning in 2000. Since then their 

number has risen to an average of 20,000 tourists per year. The same statistics reveal most of these 

tourists come from the French-speaking Province of Québec and participate in trips organized by 

agencies located in Montréal or Québec City. 

vi The observations and interviews were conducted from 2007 to 2011. 

vii Also known as Thysdrus Coliseum. This Roman amphitheatre built in 238 was home to circus 

games such as gladiator combat and chariot races. 
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viii I would like to thank Gesa Bierwerth who helped me to organize this meeting. 

ix The names shown here have all been changed. 

x Taylor proposes the notion of sincerity to replace that of authenticity in certain contexts of tourism 

experiences. 

xi Bagnall borrows this idea from Ang *1985+ in his study of American viewers’ reaction to the tele-

vision series Dallas. 

xii Smith [2006: 12] speaks of two types of heritage practices: the first is that of management and 

control conducted by institutions and professionals, and the second, that of traveling and sightsee-

ing undertaken by tourists and visitors. 

xiii Schechner defines performance as a creation of presence, whether it be for an actor on stage or for 

a person in life. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism business has been focused by nations in recent decades. A general consen-

sus has emerged that it not only increases foreign income, but also creates employ-

ment opportunities, stimulates the growth of the tourism industry and by virtue of this, 

triggers overall economic growth. So the study of tourism development and its impact 

on economic growth is highly important. This paper applies a panel data model to in-

vestigate the effect of tourism development on economic growth for developed and 

developing countries over the period of 1995-2010. The result indicates that tourism 

expansion has a positive and significant effect on economic growth in both developed 

and developing countries. The policy implication of this finding is the expansion of 

tourism industry development strategies. So the policy makers should have constant 

programs of supporting the tourism industry agents.   

Key words: tourism expansion, economic growth, developed and developing countries, 

panel data. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The number of international tourists has increased dramatically in the recent 

years. Because of this, the development of tourism business has been focused 

on by policy makers. The tourism business has lots of economic advantages 

such as increasing the national income, employment and economic growth. 

Therefore the study of tourism business development and the investigation of 

its effects on macroeconomic performances especially on economic growth are 

highly important. This paper is going to investigate the role of tourism business 

development on economic growth in selected developed and developing coun-

tries.  

This study consists of five sections: following this brief introduction, in the 

second part, literature review has been presented.  Section 3 analysis the data 

and model and finally, the results and conclusion have been presented in sec-

tion 4 and 5 respectively. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Economic theories indicate the positive effects of international tourism on long 

run economic growth through different channels. In the economic literature on 

growth, export and international business, based on the Export Led Growth 

hypothesis (ELGH) the economic growth of countries can be generated not on-

ly by increasing the amount of labor and capital within the economy, but also 

by expanding exports. In this regards tourism can be considered as an export. 

Its difference with other goods and services exports is that the consumers use it 

in host countries. 

Directly derived from the ELGH, the tourism-led growth hypothesis 

(TLGH) has recently appeared in literature. It is a special type of export led 

growth hypothesis focusing on international tourism arrivals (Cortes & Pulina, 

2006). 

Traditional hypothesis of tourism considered that international tourism in-

creases the foreign exchange which can be used to import capital goods to pro-

duce goods and services that led to economic growth in host countries.  So it is 

believed that tourism business has an essential role on economic growth and 

through the positive externalities even the non-tourism areas of the country can 

enjoy wealth distribution earned by tourism arrivals (Balaguer & Cantavella, 

2002: 880). 
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Another theory in this subject says that the tourists are demanding goods 

and services in host countries. Most of these demands form for shelter, food, 

transportation facilities and entertainment activities. Responding to these in-

creasing demands of tourists requires the increase in quantity of products in 

that country. Increasing of products has two positive effects on economy: first it 

increases incomes and second it increases the employment opportunity because 

tourism sector is a labor-intensive sector. So this issue would be impressive es-

pecially in places which have a high rate of unemployment and low per capita 

gross domestic production (Balaguer & Cantavella, 2002: 88). 

In addition to the above advantages of tourism trade in host country, tour-

ism development stops emigration of population from less developed regions 

of a country to mega-cities and therefore prevents some economical problems 

in mega-cities. Also by developing the tourism sector, the other economic sec-

tors such as international trade, transportation sector, communications, bank-

ing and agricultures would be developed (Dritsakis, 2004: 308) . 

International tourism can also increase investment in infrastructures and in-

creases the competition between local craft in countries. In other words tourism 

can affect other industries directly and indirectly. Furthermore, tourism can 

promote technological knowledge, research and development and can cause 

human capital formation. So indeed, the tourism industry is an economic 

growth engine in most of the countries (Louca, 2006). 

Schubert et al (2011) found that development of tourism can cause economic 

growth and increase trade between countries. Seetanah (2011) assessed the dy-

namic economic impact of tourism for island economies. Using data for 19 

countries over the period of 1990-2007 he found that expanding of tourism 

business has a positive and significant effect on economic growth in these 

countries. Akkemik (2011) evaluated the importance of international tourism 

for the Turkish economy using a social accounting matrix analysis. He showed 

that, the elasticity of international tourism is relatively low and the impact of 

foreign tourist expenditure on domestic production, value added and employ-

ment in turkey is modest. In a study about the role of tourism in economic 

growth in Pakistan Kalil et-al (2010) resulted that there is a strong relationship 

among tourism, receipts and economic expansion. They concluded that eco-

nomic expansion in Pakistan requires tourism development. Using data from 

Latin America Countries, Fayissa et-al (2009) indicated that revenues from the 

tourism industry positively contribute to both the country level of gross do-

mestic product and the economic growth of Latin America countries. In a panel 
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research for OECD & NON-OECD countries during 1990-2002, Lee & Chang 

(2008) looked to the role of tourism on economic growth. They illustrated that 

tourism development has a greater impact on GDP in non OECD countries 

than in OECD countries. Parrilla et al (2007) show that development of the 

tourism industry cause economic growth and improvement in social and cul-

tural level of Balearics and Canary islands. Fan & Oosterhaven (2005) found 

that international tourism development increased the GDP, household incomes 

and employment in china. Zortuk (2009) evaluated the economic impact of 

tourism on Turkey’s economy. His result shows that there is a unidirectional 

causality from tourism development to economic development in Turkey. 

MODEL AND DATA 

To investigate the effect of tourism development on economic growth in devel-

oped and developing countries, in this study we use a generalized model of 

Fayissa (2009) and Sequeira and Campos (2005). The variables in this model 

include growth of the GDP per capita, GDP, gross fixed capital formation, gen-

eral government final consumption expenditure, openness (exports plus im-

ports to output ratio) and number of international tourism arrivals. The equa-

tion is: 
                                                                               (1)   

Where lnGrit is the log of GDP per capita growth and lnGdpit-1 is the log of 

GDP in the previous period, this variable is used to measure conditional con-

vergence. lninit is the log of gross fixed capital formation that use as investment 

in physical capital, lngcit is the log of general government final consumption 

expenditure, lnopit is the log of openness, lntouit is the log of number of arrivals 

international tourism. Using data over the period of 1995-2010 we have used a 

panel data analysis for developed and developing countries in this study. The-

se countries have been classified by UNDP1. First we estimate the equation (1) 

for all of countries, then for sensitivity analysis this equation is estimated for 36 

developed and 54 developing countries separately. . The data has been collect-

ed from WDI . 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

To determine whether we should use pooled method or panel method we can 

perform a significance test with an F test. 

                                                                                 
1
 The list of countries has been reported in appendix 
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In aforesaid equation F is test statistic, 〖SSR〗_pool is sum of residuals 

square in pool model, 〖SSR〗_panel is sum of residuals square in panel model, q 

is the number of limitation, N the number of data, K is degree of freedom.  

While active estimator is the “Pool Model” under null hypothesis, if it was 

rejected then we use a panel model.  

This test has been done for three different groups of countries. The results of 

F statistic has been presented in table (1) these three different groups. 

 

Table 1.  The results of F test 

Developing count-
ries 

Developed countries All countries country             statistic               

5.87 
(0.000) 

6.59 
(0.000) 

5.7 
(0.000) 

F statistic 
)prob( 

The result of F statistic shows that, for each of three cases H0 hypothesis is rejected and therefore 

the panel model is suitable. Then we used the Hausman test to examine whether we should select 

fixed or random effect model. The result of Housman test has been presented in table (2).  
 

Table 1. The result of Housman test 

 

For column (1),(2) we use fixed effect and for column (3) we use random effect. 

The outcome of estimation using fixed effect and random effect methods 

has been shown in 3 different statuses in Table (3). 

 

 

Countries Developed countries All countries 
country                

statistic          

6.54 
(0.25) 

25.83 
(0.0001) 

23.43 
(0.0003) 

             
(prob) 
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Table 3. The effect of tourism on economic growth 

Status(3) Status(2) status(1) Coefficient 

-0.58 
(-0.57) 

-0.58 
(-0.28) 

-0.32 
(-0.20) 

C 

-0.02 
(-0.33) 

-1.13 

         

-0.69 

         
LGD(-1) 

0.16 

       
0.80 

        
0.41 

         
LIN 

-0.49 

        

-0.58 

           

-.85 

         
LGC 

0.39 

        
1.69 

        
1.12 

        
LOPEN 

0.07 

         

0.29 

         

0.26 

       
LTOUR 

0.044 
3.91 

0.54 
11.85 

0.41 
6.82 

   

F statistic 

  The numbers in parentheses shows t statistics  

 *** shows significant level at 99, 95 and 90 percent respectively.    

 

The empirical results indicate that in first column for all of countries the ef-

fect of tourism development on economic growth is positive and significant. 

This result is consistent with the result of Seetanah (2011), و Fayissa et-al (2009) 

، Lee &Chang (2008) و fayissa (2007). 

So, by developing the tourism industry and simultaneously improving the 

infrastructures such as roads and transportation and creating facilities for tour-

ists, economic growth would be increased and quality of life for local people is 

improved. On the other hand, growth and prosperity of tourism led to social 

and cultural improvements of residents, protection of environmental and natu-

ral heritage of countries and also provides foreign exchange, technology and 

jobs for these countries. This is while creating jobs in tourism require less capi-

tal than in other industries. As most of the developing countries are suffering 

from low levels of per capita income, they can overcome this problem by the 

expansion of tourism industry. It is now believed that tourism industry has 

mutual dependence with most economic activity therefore it can play a signifi-

cant role in terms of increased earnings in the host country's economy. Thus 

development of the tourism industry, releases the economy from its high de-
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pendence on the export of one specific good, and creates economic stability 

through stability in revenues from tourism for the country.  

Based on the sensitivity analysis, results in second and third column also 

show that the effect of tourism development on economic growth in the both 

developed and developing countries is positive and significant. 

According to the outcomes in column (1) and column (2), the effect of GDP 

per capita in the previous year on economic growth in all three models is nega-

tive and significant. This indicates existence of conditional convergence in eco-

nomic growth at aforesaid countries. That means is less than the initial GDP 

per capita in the previous period; economic growth rate will be higher during 

the period. However the effect of this variable on economic growth in develop-

ing countries is not significant. 

In the theories of economic growth, investment as a motivation engine is the 

important element for economic growth and development. Column (1), (2) 

prove that the effect of physical capital on economic growth is positive and 

significant.  

From the theoretical point of view capital accumulation is one of the fun-

damental prerequisites for economic growth that can be financed from domes-

tic and foreign financial resources. However the effect of this variable on the 

economic growth of developing countries is not significant.  

The effect of trade openness on economic growth is positive and significant. 

As openness can maintain macroeconomic stability and increase the competi-

tiveness of domestic firms in international markets which itself has a positive 

effect on the economic growth.  

CONCLUSION 

The tourism business has been focused on by many nations in recent decades. 

It is one of the world's fastest growing industries as well as the major source of 

foreign exchange earnings, employment and more positive economical ad-

vantages for many developing countries. It also contributes to the economic 

growth of both developed and developing countries. 

This paper applies a panel data analysis to investigate the effect of tourism 

development on economic growth in developed and developing countries over 

the period of 1995-2010. The result indicates that tourism expansion has a posi-

tive and significant effect on economic growth in both developed and develop-
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ing countries. A policy implication which may be drawn from this study is that 

developing countries can improve their economic growth performance by ex-

pansion of tourism industry and strategically harnessing the contribution of 

this industry and improving their governance performance more importantly 

about attracting foreign direct investment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism studies have experienced significant advances through the intersection of 

theories developed in several disciplines: Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Geog-

raphy, Marketing, among others. This interconnection is visible in two concepts that 

have received increasing attention from researchers as they measure how tourists re-

late themselves with tourism products and with the destinations visited: Involvement 

from Marketing and Place Attachment from Environmental Psychology and Geogra-

phy. The study presented here intends to contribute to a more depth study of the rela-

tionship between those two constructs, specifically in the natural areas’ context. The 

main objective is to create a scale to measure involvement of tourists with destina-

tions both as products (involvement) and as places (place-attachment). Insights from 

an empirical study of 615 natural areas’ tourists indicate that this multi-dimensional 

scale incorporates constructs from involvement and place-attachment. Discussion 

centers on the implications of this scale for theory development and management 

decisions. 

Key words: tourism of nature, place-attachment, involvement. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Tourism studies have experienced significant advances through the intersec-

tion of theories developed in several disciplines: Psychology, Sociology, An-

thropology, Geography, Marketing, among others. This interconnection is visi-

ble in two concepts that have received increasing attention from researchers. 

They measure how tourists relate with tourism products and with the destina-

tions visited. Involvement from Marketing reflects the perceived importance 

and/or personal interest that consumers link to the purchase, consumption of 

goods, services or ideas (Mowen, Mirror, 1998). Place Attachment from Envi-

ronmental Psychology and Geography represents the effective linkage between 

people and specific places (Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001). Recent studies have 

tested the linkage between those two concepts (Gross & Brown, 2008).  

The new paradigm in tourism research emphasizes the understanding of 

emotional and symbolic subjective meanings associated with nature places and 

also the connection of people to those places (Williams & Vaske, 2003). Moreo-

ver it stresses that natural areas are more than geographical environments with 

physical characteristics. They are fluid, convertible, dynamic contexts of inter-

action and memory, and therefore susceptible to different links / relationships 

(Stokowski, 2002).  

People’s place attachment, refers to the involvement of tourists with the 

places and destinations visited. Is a complex phenomenon that involves social, 

psychological and cultural interpretations, as well as meanings built on the in-

teraction between individuals and places (Relph, 1976; Brandenburg & Carroll, 

1995; Stedman, 2003). In the contemporary era, the connection to places by in-

dividuals must be understood from a multidimensional analysis (Appadurai, 

1996), by understanding the ties that connect communities to environments 

(Feld & Basso, 1996).  

There are differences among individuals, which depending on the product 

or the situation, make some consumers more interested, concerned or involved 

in the purchase decisions. Consumers’ involvement influences their buying de-

cisions (Kassarjian, 1981) it influences the proximity relationship of individuals 

with products from pre-purchase up to post-purchase (Slama & Tashchian, 

1985).  Tourist products usually are high involving since they represent high 

monetary and non-monetary costs and are based on extensive problem’s solv-

ing processes (Sirakaya & Woodside, 2005).  

The combined use of place attachment and involvement concepts occurred 

only recently in tourism study. The pioneers’ researchers were Kyle and his 
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colleagues that studied Involvement (Kerstetter, Confer & Graefe, 2001; Kyle & 

Chick, 2002; Kyle, Kerstetter & Guadagnoli, 1999, 2002; Scott & Shafer, 2001) 

and place attachment (Kyle, Absher & Graefe, 2003b; Moore & Graefe, 1994; 

Moore & Scott, 2003) as separate constructs. The same authors combined those 

two concepts on a study in 2003 where they were successful in measuring the 

relationship between involvement in leisure activities and place attachment 

among hikers (Kyle, et al., 2003). 

The study presented here intends to contribute to a more depth study of the 

relationship between those two constructs, specifically in natural areas’ context. 

The main objective is to create a scale to measure involvement of tourists with 

destinations both as products (involvement) and as places (place-attachment). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent decades, social scientists in Geography, Psychology and Tourism de-

veloped a set of concepts to describe the relationship between people and plac-

es (Kianicka et al., 2006; Budruk et al., 2008), being "place-attachment” one of 

the most consensual ones. This concept, whose application in the area of tour-

ism began in the '80s (Hwang, Lee & Chen, 2005), refers to the process by 

which individuals form emotional bonds with places (Sime, 1995). In other 

words, the "sense of belonging", the "feel of place" or "being home" is consid-

ered a sign that an individual has created an emotional connection with a cer-

tain place (Yuksel, Yuksel & Bilim, 2010). 

Some authors conceptualize place-attachment as an emotional connection to 

a particular environment (Low & Altman, 1992; Hidalgo & Hernadez, 2001), 

others define it as an emotional investment to a place (Hummon, 1992), and 

also as a way in which individuals value and identify themselves with a partic-

ular place (Moore & Graefe, 1994). But generally, place-attachment is defined as 

an emotional bond between people and certain places where they live or visit 

(Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 1999), which makes them want to stay in those plac-

es or nearby feeling comfortable and safe (Hidalgo & Hern{ndez, 2001). Implic-

itly, the place-attachment’s concept is defined as a positive concept (Moore, 

2000; Manzo, 2003), assuming that one can be connected to a place is something 

good and that this psychological condition brings benefits to people and com-

munities (Lewicka, 2005, 2008). 

Place-attachment influences what individuals see, think and feel about the 

place (Yuksel, Yuksel & Bilim., 2010) and therefore includes emotional and 

symbolic expressions (Hwang, Lee & Chen, 2005). People develop a sense of 
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belonging, identity, and dependence on certain places to the point they consid-

er "their place", their "favorite place" or "the only place" (Korpel et al., 2001). In 

fact, some sites are of particular interest and exert fascination to people, creat-

ing a strong linkage (Tuan, 1980; Williams & Stewart, 1998; Stedman, 2003). 

This connection can be with real spaces, but also with mythical places, hypo-

thetical or imaginary (Low & Altman, 1992). A tourist can develop a connection 

to a destination due to activities that he develops or to what the place symbol-

izes itself (Yuksel, Yuksel & Bilim., 2010). 

Place-attachment results from the specific place and the individual’s charac-

teristics (Hammitt, Backlund & Bixler, 2006). Attractions offer individuals the 

opportunity to (re)affirm the sense of belonging and attachment to a place 

(Palmer, 1999). Research shows that for many reasons, people are attracted to 

natural environments (see Knopf, 1983, 1987; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) and that, 

over time, they create and strengthen links with these natural spaces (Kyle, 

Tarrant & Mowen, 2004). In fact, natural environments, such as mountains, of-

fer a range of physical, psychological and social benefits that make them attrac-

tive areas from the tourist point of view (Ulrich, 1979; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; 

Ulrich et al. 1991). Moreover, these natural environments are often described as 

the favorite places (Korpela et al., 2001). And the more familiar these nature 

spaces are, more preferred they become (Sonnenfeld, 1968; Wohlwill, 1983). 

Place-attachment is a multidimensional construct that incorporates two di-

mensions (Brown & Raymond, 2007) that have recently been applied to tourism 

area. Place-identity that represents the functional dimension and Place-

dependence the emotional or symbolic one (Kyle et al., 2003, 2004; Moore & 

Scott, 2003; Williams, Patterson & Roggenbuk, 1992; Yuksel, Yuksel & Bilim., 

2010).  

Common questions like "who we are and where do we belong (Harvey, 

1996: 246) are also reflected in tourism (Williams & Kaltenborn, 1999). The con-

cept of place-identity, being a construct used by environmental psychology, has 

also been used to study leisure and tourism (Williams, Patterson & 

Roggenbuck, 1992). This dimension of place-attachment is used to characterize 

the role of places as identification’s sources and individuals’ affiliation to cer-

tain places (Proshansky, 1978; Williams, Kaltenborn, 1999). 

Proshansky (1978) refers to the place identity as the unique relationship be-

tween the person and the physical environment, suggesting that environment 

helps to create and maintain the self (Low & Altman, 1992; Lee, 2001). Individ-

uals establish emotional bonds with places through the relationship with it 
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over time (Brocato, 2006). Place-identity is thus a relationship between the self 

and the place, based on a set of memories, interpretations, ideas and feelings 

about this place (Proshansky, Fabian & Kaminoff., 1983). Personal experience 

and social interaction are fundamental dimensions in the connection that indi-

viduals establish with places, making them part of his own identity (Kilinc, 

2006). 

In sum, place-identity is an important symbolic link between individual and 

places (Proshansky, Fabian & Kaminoff, 1983; Stedman, 2002). A destination is 

a place with a number of appealing features to the tourist (Hu & Ritchie, 1993). 

However, the connection to a destination needs to be expanded beyond the at-

tributes of place, considering that is also an entity that tourists experience and 

with which they identify themselves (Lee, 2001). 

The concept of place-dependence stems from a transactional perspective 

that suggests that people evaluate places through alternatives (Brocato, 2006). It 

refers to the way that a place can reach the goals of an individual (Jorgensen & 

Stedman, 2001). Individuals evaluate places according to the ability that those 

places have to meet their functional needs (Brocato, 2006). Place-dependence 

occurs when individuals demonstrate a functional need for the place which 

cannot be transferred to another place (Stokols & Schumaker, 1981). Place-

dependence refers also to the set of social and physical resources that meet the 

individual’s specific and desired activities and that represent  what is unique in 

the place, differentiating it from other alternative or similar ones (Bricker & 

Kerstetter, 2000; Kyle et al., 2004). Also, is strongly correlated with the percep-

tion that the place has unique qualities and characteristics (Jacob & Schreyer, 

1980). 

Research on the involvement concept began in 1947 (Sheriff & Cantril, 1947), 

however the term was popularized in 1965 (Krugman, 1965). Many definitions 

have been advanced over the past decades. Despite numerous proposals for 

conceptualization, there are some commonalities that allow the construction of 

a synthetic definition of the concept. Thus, involvement is a state of mind of the 

individual interest, excitement and importance in relation to an internal stimu-

lus (idea, motivation, desire or need) or external (product, location, purchase 

decision) (Muehling, Laczniak & Andrews, 1993). 

Involvement in tourism has been defined as "a psychological state of moti-

vation, arousal and interest between an individual and a recreational activity, 

tourist destination, or related equipment at any given time, characterized by 

the perception of the following elements: importance, pleasure value, value 
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symbolic, risk probability and consequences of risk "(Havitz & Dimanche, 1990: 

180). Or in a simpler way is the unobserved state of motivation, interest and 

excitement for a recreational activity or associated product. Involvement refers, 

in short, to what tourists think about the leisure and recreation, which affect 

their behaviors (Havitz & Dimanche, 1997). 

Involvement influences the degree of commitment in which consumers are 

committed in different aspects of the process of consumption: product, demand 

for information, decision making and the purchase (Broderic & Mueller, 1999; 

Zaichkowsky, 1985). It is the basis of the decision to purchase (Zaichkowsky, 

1986a) and affects profoundly the perceived value of products and its evalua-

tion (Bolton & Drew, 1991). 

Tourist products are by nature highly engaging, especially in what regards 

to the destination choice since high-involvement processes are required, due to 

its intangibility and inseparability (Swarbrooke & Horner, 1999). The decision 

structure is cognitive and sequential (Stewart & Stynes, 1994). When consumers 

are involved, they give attention, perceive the importance and behave in a dif-

ferent way than when they are not (Zaichkowsky, 1986a) 

Several scales were used to operationalize the concept of involvement in the 

tourism context. Most of them were developed in research on consumer behav-

ior and then adapted and modified by researchers to tourism research (Havitz 

& Dimanche, 1999; Dimanche, Havitz & Howard, 1993; Jain & Srinivasan, 1990; 

Jamrozi, Backman & Backman, 1996; Josiam, Smeaton & Clements, 1999; Kim, 

Scott & Crompton, 1997). Examples of these generic scales are the Personal In-

volvement Inventory (PII) from Zaichkowsky (1985) and the Consumer In-

volvement Profile (CIP) of Laurent and Kapferer (1985). 

The PII instrument (Zaichkowsky, 1985) was widely used in general con-

sumer behavior and in the tourism context. With a dimensional structure, the 

PII measures the involvement concept with a 20 items’ inventory grouped into 

four constructs - importance, relevance, attitude and hedonism. Up to the 80’s 

most researchers used it to measure involvement in tourism (Havitz & Di-

manche, 1997). 

The study by Laurent and Kapferer (1985) opened the debate on the in-

volvement dimensionality. The CIP had quite acceptance among tourism re-

searchers (Havitz & Dimanche, 1997). This scale has a multidimensional struc-

ture and makes the profile analysis of consumer involvement from five dimen-
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sions: relevance / product interest, symbolic value, pleasure or hedonic value of 

the product, risk probability and consequences of risk. 

CIP and PII instruments show advantages (see Mittal, 1995) in tourism in-

volvement analysis. The multidimensional scales provide a greater content va-

lidity and application in the contexts of leisure, recreation and tourism experi-

ences (Havitz, Dimanche & Howard, 1993). The components of symbolic value, 

risk and centrality provide important information about involvement (Havitz 

& Dimanche, 1997). However, other researchers tried improve involvement 

scales, namely in tourism. 

The McQuarrie and Munson (1986) instrument proposes an intermediate 

scale between CIP and PII. With a multifaceted aspect the Revised Personal In-

volvement Inventory (RPII) was also applied by researchers in the leisure and 

recreation context.  

The Enduring Involvement Index (EII) has a one-dimensional aspect and 

uses, as main factors, the interest and importance to measure involvement 

(Bloch, Sherrell & Ridgeway, 1986).   

The first scale worth of reference (Havitz & Dimanche, 1997) specifically 

built for the tourism context is the Leisure Recreation Involvement (LRI) of 

Ragheb (1996). It is a 24 items structure grouped into six dimensions: im-

portance, interest, pleasure, centrality, meaning and intensity. The first four 

dimensions are derived from scales already defined. 

In sum, in the leisure and tourism area, authors used one of the six scales: 

PII, CIP, CIPM, RPII, EII and LRI (Havitz & Dimanche, 1997). In this study the 

scale used to measure involvement was based on those scales and in previous 

studies (Gursoy & Gavcar, 2003) and has six dimensions: Pleasure / Interest 

Probability Risk, Importance of Risk, Signs of Prestige / Self-Expression, Attrac-

tion and Centrality. 

METHODOLOGY 

The research setting refers to a survey approach, applied to tourists in moun-

tain natural spaces in Portugal:  Serra da Estrela, Serra do Gerês, Serra da 

Arr{bida, Serra do Caramulo. We obtained a final sample of 615 valid ques-

tionnaires. We developed a scale to measure two different concepts: place-

attachment and involvement. An initial version of the instrument was devel-

oped using scales previously established in the literature to measure place at-

tachment (Brown & Raymond, 2007) and involvement (Gursoy & Gavcar, 
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2003). These scales were then discussed with people capable of understanding 

the nature of the concept being measured. We then translated the initial scales 

into four languages: Portuguese, French, German and Spanish and then the in-

strument was back-translated to English. After revisions, we used a pre-test 

sample of 30 tourists in natural areas in order to test the reliability of the scales 

(through Cronbach alpha). The pre-test results were used to further refine the 

questionnaire.  

In total, 16 items were used for place-attachement measured trough a five 

points Likert scale, between 1 - Strongly Disagree and 5 - I Totally Agree. A 28 

items scale was used to the Involvement concept measured trough a five points 

Likert scale, between 1 - Strongly Disagree and 5 - I Totally Agree. 

We collected the final data from September to November 2009. Tourists 

were randomly selected in loco across four mountain natural areas in Portugal, 

from those agreeing to participate in the study. The questionnaires were self-

administrated, which allowed us to ensure that the data was not biased. We 

obtained a final sample of 615 valid responses. 

Tourists in this study sample were mainly from urban areas (56,3%), single 

(47%) and married (42%), and have under 26 years old (35,3%), between 26 and 

35 (22,8%) and 36-45 years old (22,6%). Mainly they have higher education 

(36,3%), with a high percentage of students (24%), commercial and administra-

tive workers (13,2%) and civil servants (12,2%), with incomes until 1000 eu-

ros/month (67%). 

RESULTS 

In order to assess the validity of the measures, the items were subjected to a 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), using full-information maximum likeli-

hood (FIML) estimation procedures in LISREL 8.3 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996). 

In this model, each item is restricted to load on its pre-specified factor, with the 

three first-order factors allowed to correlate freely. A scale with 19 items 

grouped in three dimensions was obtained (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The Involvement and attachment with tourism places (IATP) scale 

 

A full listing of the 19 final items after CFA purification and their scale reli-

abilities is included in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. The involvement and attachment with tourism places (IATP) scale: constructs, scale items, 

reliabilities and T-Values 

Constructs, Scale Items and Reliabilities Std.Values 

  

IATP1 – Place-Attachment (=.921; vc(n) =.52; =.92)  

V1 This place means a lot to me .720 

V2 This place says a lot about who I am .775 

V3 I miss this place when I am not here  .737 

V4 I strongly identify myself with this place  .723 

V5 This place is the best that I know .713 

V6 I am very attached to this place and to the people who live here .683 

V7 This place is very special to me .760 

V8 I would not substitute this mountain place for another place .696 

V9 Doing what I do at this place is very important to me .671 

V10 I prefer being in this place than in any other place .693 

V11 I feel that this place is part of me .681 

   

IATP2 – Atraction/Pleasure (=.808; vc(n) =.51; =.89)  

V12 Tourism experiences are really important to me  .720 

V13 It gives me pleasure to purchase a vacation .703 

V14 
V15 

I really like to participate in tourism experiences .725 

I can say that travel destinations are a matter of interest for me .718 
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IATP3 - Knowledge (=.810; vc(n) =.52; =.81)  

V16 Compared to people who travel a lot, I am very familiar with a wide variety of 
vacation destinations 

.757 

V17 Compared to average person, I am very familiar with a wide variety of vaca-
tion destinations 

.746 

V18 Compared to people who travel a lot, I am very familiar with a wide variety of 
vacation destinations 

.719 

V19 I consider myself as a knowledgeable person about tourism experiences .662 

Notes:   

 = Internal reliability (Cronbach 1951); vc(n) = Variance extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981); = 

Composite reliability (Bagozzi 1980) 

The IATP1, IATP2 and IATP3 scales were assessed with a scale ranging between “1 - Strongly Dis-

agree” and “5 - strongly agree”. 

 

The chi-square for this model is significant (2=592.386, 149 df, p<.00). Since 

the chi-square statistic is sensitive to sample size, we also assessed additional 

fit indices that reveal an acceptable fit: the comparative fit index (CFI) is .921, 

the incremental fit index (IFI) is .921, the Tucker-Lewis fit index (TLI) is .909. 

Since fit indices can be improved by allowing more terms to be freely estimat-

ed, we also assessed the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), 

which assesses fit and incorporates a penalty for lack of parsimony (Holbert, 

Stephenson, 2002). An RMSEA of .05 or less indicates a close fit to the popula-

tion, while .08 to .10 indicates a satisfactory fit, with any score over .10 indicat-

ing an unacceptable fit (Steiger, 1980). The RMSEA of this measurement model 

is .070. We also assessed RSMR Standardized Root Mean Square Residual, 

which is .053 less than .08 considered a good fit.  

Table 1 provides an overview of the standardized values of each item on its 

intended construct. As shown in this table, all the three dimensions present the 

desirable levels of composite reliability i.e. .8 or higher (Bagozzi, 1980). Con-

vergent validity is evidenced by the large and significant standardized loadings 

of each item on its intended construct (the average loading size was of .715). 

Discriminant validity among the constructs is stringently assessed using the 

Fornell and Larcker (1981) test; all possible pairs of constructs passed this test. 

Evidence of discriminant validity was also revealed by the fact that all the con-

structs’ inter-correlations were significantly different from 1 – the highest is for 

IATP2 and IATP3, 0.572 – and the shared variance between any two constructs 

(i.e. the square of their inter-correlations) was less than the average variance 

extracted for each construct.  
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Hence, none of the correlations in the final model was sufficiently high to 

jeopardize the constructs’ discriminant validity (Anderson, Gerbing, 1988). 

CONCLUSION 

Tourism research has evolved with the linkage between different disciplines. 

The complexity of tourism phenomenon itself demands the contribution of 

many study fields.  

In this work we undertook a literature revision of two important concepts in 

tourism study: place-attachment and involvement, namely in natural areas 

study. An exploratory analysis was made in order to build a measure instru-

ment and explore the connections between the two constructs. 

In this paper we develop a scale that measures the various types of connec-

tions that tourists establish not only with the tourism product (involvement) 

but also with the visited destinations (place-attachment): the Involvement and 

Attachment with Tourist Places Scale. Results indicate that place-attachment is 

one-dimensional construct differing from literature that categorizes the concept 

in two dimensions: place-identity and place-dependence (Brown & Raymond, 

2007). In what regards to involvement, results indicate that this concept has 

two dimensions: Attraction/Pleasure and Knowledge. 

Place-attachment and involvement’s dimensions emerge as key to under-

standing the connection of individuals with tourism in two ways: the product 

(involvement) and the destination (place-attachment). In this study, the in-

strument is applied particularly to natural areas. 

The selection of a strategy for tourism depends on how tourists connect 

with products and destinations. It is expected that through the application of 

the Involvement and Attachment with tourist places, together with other varia-

bles, in the context of market studies, tourism organizations may better under-

stand the type of connection that tourists establish with tourism and what its 

impact on tourists’ decision making. They may, as a consequence, use a frame-

work to develop and implement strategies to increase the value associated with 

destinations and their services. These scale dimensions might provide some 

guidance on how to better pursue an information-oriented business strategy. 

By identifying tourists’ levels of connection with tourism it becomes possible to 

make choices regarding the best marketing strategies to address, such as identi-

fying different market segments and corresponding differentiated strategies, or 
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improving the destination’s positioning. Finally, the scale developed here can 

be an important basis for the segmentation of a tourist market. 

From a theoretical perspective, to our knowledge, a measurement scale to 

assess contact with dimensions of involvement and place-attachment has never 

been operationalized in a tourism context. Although we cannot claim to have 

definitively captured all dimensions of tourists’ connections with the tourist 

product and destination, we believe that we come closer to capturing these 

overall evaluations by extracting the underlying commonality among dimen-

sions. Towards this fact, we expect that the Involvement and Attachment with 

Tourist Places Scales presented here contributes to both the tourism and the 

service marketing literature. In sum, at a time when marketing researchers are 

challenged to provide research with practical implications, it is believed that 

this theoretical framework may be used as a basis to pursue service-oriented 

destination and business strategies while taking into consideration the contact 

that tourists have with terrorism. 

There are some limitations of the presented research approach to be consid-

ered. The first limitation is that the final instrument (i.e. the questionnaire) may 

have created common method variance that could have inflated construct rela-

tionships. This could be particularly threatening, if the respondents were aware 

of the conceptual framework of interest. However, they were not told the spe-

cific purpose of the study, and all of the construct items were separated and 

mixed so that no respondent should have been able to detect which items were 

affecting which factors.  

The second limitation has to do with the study setting; the data was gath-

ered in four nature places only in Portugal, which may limit the generalizabil-

ity of the results. However, the empirical results presented in this study can be 

applied to other destinations and natural areas. Thus, in order to establish the 

data generalizability, it is suggested to gather data in other destinations. 

Future research is encouraged to test our instrument across other tourism 

settings. To do so, we encourage researchers to add new items and factors ap-

plicable to the research setting. Continued refinement of the Involvement and 

Attachment with Tourist Places Scale proposed and supported in this study is 

certainly possible, based on further qualitative research. Finally, further re-

search is required when analyzing the antecedents and consequences of In-

volvement and Attachment with Tourist Places Scale. Thus, it is suggested to 

investigate how the contact with terrorism construct is associated with other 

variables, such as tourists’ lifestyles, social, demographic and personality features. 
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ABSTRACT 

Terrorism is unfortunately part of our lives and will not simply disappear. Accepting its 

presence, the management and prevention of its negative consequences is a key is-

sue. This is an imperative not only for countries where terrorist attacks occur, but also 

for countries that may be affected indirectly. It is necessary to further consider this is-

sue and create more effective instruments for crisis management, ideally based on 

cooperative solutions among industry, government agencies and tourism-related aca-

demic institutions. Although research on terrorism has been undertaken in the tour-

ism domain, namely the influence that it can have on tourists’ decisions and behav-

iors, the concept of tourists’ contact with terrorism has never been operationalized. In 

this paper, we develop a scale that measures the contact of tourists with terrorism. 

Insights from an empirical study of 600 international tourists indicate that this multi-

dimensional scale incorporates three types of contact: 1) Direct, 2) Indirect and 3) At-

tention to/ Interest in Terrorism on the Media. Discussion centers on implications of 

this scale for theory development and management decisions regarding tourism mar-

keting and services strategies. 

Key words: international tourism, terrorism, travel decision making, media, risk per-

ception. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Contrary to expectations, the end of the Cold War did not mark the beginning 

of a peace era. In the recent past, we assisted to a proliferation of armed con-
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flicts all over the world, namely in the form of terrorism. Terrorism is nowa-

days an institutionalized reality and has spread geographically as a method of 

armed conflict. In fact, today terrorism is observed to a more intense degree 

than in any moment in history (Atkinson, Sandler & Tschirhart, 1987; Sonmez 

& Graefe, 1998b).  

Tourism demand is particularly sensitive to tourists’ concerns regarding 

safety, health and general well-being (Blake & Sinclair, 2003). Terrorist attacks 

and political instability have a major deterring effect on tourist flows (Sonmez, 

1998; Sonmez, Apostolopoulos & Tarlow, 1999).  

Violent crimes of social (murders, violations and armed thefts) or political 

nature (terrorism, political confrontation) provokes travel anxiety amongst 

tourists, generally regarding travels abroad, and particularly travels to specific 

destinations, perceived as less safe. Violence affects in a direct way a country or 

destination image, destroying both internally and internationally a society’s 

functioning and interfering with the free flow of persons and ideas. When peo-

ple feel fear of travel, isolation and xenophobia may be the result and both co-

operation and cultural exchange may come to an end (Pizam, Tarlow & Bloom, 

1997).  

By their very nature, the crises resulting from terrorist attacks are chaotic 

and not all their contingencies may be covered, but it would be prudent to pre-

pare and plan for these kind of situations (Evans & Elphick, 2005). Some au-

thors state that there is little research about the phenomenon of crisis in the 

tourism industry (Faulkner, 2001). Some concepts have been neglected in the 

tourism literature, such as the concept of “contact with terrorism”, which has 

never been operationalized for the international tourism sector, despite its ap-

parent relevance. 

It is true, that it is probably impossible to control terrorism, but the nations 

cannot ignore the phenomenon. Governments and tourism organizations need 

to focus their attention on this threat in order to generate effective marketing 

strategies helping to cope with it and its consequences (Hall & O'Sullivan, 

1996). Tourism entities need to elaborate specific action plans, since in light of 

the recent incidents and the global complexity of the phenomenon; no destina-

tion is free from this risk and the subsequent crises (Sonmez, 1998). By thor-

oughly understanding the terrorism phenomenon and its repercussions it is 

possible to develop more effective strategies to stop or reduce the severity of its 

impacts on the economy and society (Ritchie, 2004).  
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In this context, it becomes indispensable for tourist destination marketers to 

understand the perceptions and attitudes of tourists for developing marketing 

strategies that prevent or solve crisis situations in which a positive destination 

image needs to be recovered (Sonmez, 1998). On the other hand, it is most im-

portant to understand and measure the different types of contact that tourists 

have with terrorism. 

The here presented results of a research project will hopefully contribute to 

science progress by developing an empirical methodology that permits the as-

sessment of tourists’ contact with terrorism.  

The paper is organized as follows. It starts with an overview of literature 

where the three dimensions of the Terror Scale are presented. Thirdly, the scale 

is tested via survey of 600 international tourists travelling by plane. Research 

limitations and future directions are also presented. Finally, implications for 

science and tourism managers are discussed. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to the intangible nature of the tourist experience, the selection of destina-

tions and activities depends largely on the positive perceptions tourists dispose 

of before travelling. Destination image is, indeed, a crucial factor when select-

ing a destination and correspondingly an essential point in tourism marketing 

(Bramwell & Rawding, 1996). During the process of decision making, potential 

tourists compare products according to costs and benefits perceived (Cromp-

ton, 1979; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). Some destinations may be eliminated 

due to their potential cost or perceived risk, especially if they are associated by 

media to terrorism or other insecurity situations (Sonmez, 1998).  

The threat of danger related to terrorism or political instability intimidates 

more than any other natural or human disaster (Sonmez, 1998). The psycholog-

ical impact of terror may be less induced by its destructive power than by its 

potential to evoke fear and anxiety (Spilerman & Stecklov, 2009). Fear of terror-

ism is irrational, though, and the probability of a tourist becoming involved in 

a terrorist incident is minimal (Sonmez, Apostolopoulos & Tarlow, 1999), but 

physical threats, real or perceived, are sufficient to significantly impact on tour-

ist perceptions. 

The fear of terrorism may exist in tourists due to many factors: past experi-

ences with terrorist attacks, conflict proximity, tourist destination negative im-

age, social interaction and influence of agents and tour operators (Sonmez & 
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Graefe, 1998a, 1998b) and exposure to media information (Seabra, Abrantes & 

Lages, 2007). In this study, they were considered three major types of terrorism 

contact: Direct contact, Indirect Contact and Attention to/Interest on Terrorism 

in Media as it follows. 

Direct and Indirect Contact with Terrorism 

Crime has been defined as an “an act committed or omitted in violation of a 

law forbidding or commanding it” (Black, 1979: 334 in Pizam, 1999) and 

violence as “an unjust or unwarranted exercise of force, usually with the 

accompaniment of vehemence, outrage or fury” (Black, 1979: 1408 in Pizam, 

1999). Both concepts must be considered since, in many cases, violent acts are 

viewed as crime, such as an assault, agression, violation, murder, amongst 

others. In other cases, violent acts like international wars, civil wars, upheaval, 

tumults, political protest and terrorism are considered by some as criminal acts, 

by others as “glorified acts of struggle for freedom or liberation” (Pizam, 1999: 5). 

Some authors state that experiences with crime may contribute to the 

existence of psychological disorder structures, underlying the individuals’ risk 

perceptions. These would interact with the physical and social vulnerability of 

the persons in question as well as with their tendency to generate certain levels 

of fear and anxiety (Hough, 1995 in Brunt, Mawby, & Hambly, 2000).  

The physical proximity of traumatic events, such as terrorist attacks, is 

correlated with the probability of symptoms of trauma (Schelenger, et al., 2002; 

Schuster et al., 2001). Nevertheless, also individuals who have not directly 

experienced these events may reveal the same symptoms (Pfefferbaum et al., 

1999; Schelenger, et al., 2002; Schuster et al., 2001). In the real world context, the 

contact with terrorism is part of the daily life of individuals in two manners 

(Sommer, et al, 2005): directly, by being present when an attack occurs, 

becoming injured due to a terrorist incident or by participating in rescue 

operations; indirectly, by feeling to have escaped a terrorist attack due to luck, 

by having been at the site shortly before the incident occurred, by having 

provided any kind of aid or by knowing people who have excperienced 

terrorist incidents in the past. 

Attention to/ Interest in Terrorism on the Media 

Mass media transmit news during the periods of crisis and it is a fact that the 

majority of the audience consider negative, even dramatic reports much more 

interesting than positive news. Media do understand this phenomenon and 
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consequently tend to explore the negative aspects of reality (Cavleck, 2002). In 

this line, media assume a fundamental role in terrorist activities. Terrorists use 

mass communication channels to transmit their message to the largest possible 

audience, since media base their information activity on real time transmission 

in times of crisis (O’Connor, Stafford & Gallagher, 2008).  

As a whole, media ensure that any terrorist act enter immediately in a glob-

al domain (Sonmez, 1998). In fact, Taylor (2006) and Sonmez (1998) cite a semi-

nal work by Karber (1971) who states that terrorism is a symbolic act that can 

be analyzed as any other communication medium. This definition is based on 

four basic communication process components: sender (terrorist), message 

intention (terrorist target), message (terrorist act) and feedback (reactions to the 

attack) (Karber, 1971 in Sonmez, 1998). 

As a consequence for tourism, the media exploration of terrorist attacks 

potenciates the creation and transformation of public images held on tourism, 

particularly international travel (Sonmez, 1998) and specific destinations or 

entire regions. The power of media may even change pre-existing images and 

attitudes. This power is due to the fact that, in many cases, the mass communi-

cation means are the only source of information available to the audience. Even 

if the mass media are not the exclusive source, they are at least considered the 

most important for interpreting facts, terrorist motives and the implications of 

their actions (Weimann & Winn, 1994). Tourists, in turn, reveal a high level of 

interest and dedicate considerable attention to news regarding terrorism, re-

taining in their memory information about this type of events (Jin, 2003). 

METHODOLOGY 

The research setting refers to a survey approach, applied in three European 

countries (Portugal, Spain and Italy) in an international tourism context, more 

specifically in an international air travelling context.   

We developed a scale to capture the types of contact that international tour-

ists have with terrorism. An initial version of the instrument was developed 

using scales previously established in the literature (Floyd & Pennington-Gray, 

2004; Sonmez & Graefe, 1998b; Jin, 2003). These scales were then discussed with 

people capable of understanding the nature of the concept being measured. We 

then translated the initial scales into three languages: Portuguese, French and 

Spanish and then the instrument was back-translated to English. After revi-

sions, we used a pre-test sample of 30 international travellers in order to test 
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the reliability of the scales (through Cronbach alpha). The pre-test results were 

used to refine the questionnaire further.  

We collected the final data from January 2009 to March 2009. Tourists were 

randomly selected in loco across 3 international airports: Madrid/Barajas, Lis-

bon/Portela and Milan/Malpensa, from those agreeing to participate in the 

study. Only those tourists were interviewed who had undertaken an interna-

tional trip. Two of the authors of this study administered the questionnaires 

explaining the aim of the study to the tourists at the moment after they did the 

check in of their return trip. The questionnaires were self-administrated, which 

allowed us to ensure that the data was not biased. We obtained a final sample 

of 600 valid responses, equally divided among the 3 international airports.  

Tourists in this study sample were from 41 countries all over the world. The 

sample was mainly composed of men (56%), with ages mostly under 35 years 

(56%). Approximately 74% had university education, 22% were middle and 

senior management, 20% were businessmen, about 19% were freelancers/self-

employed and 15% students. The average income ranged from 2000 to 3000 Eu-

ros. The sample was mainly composed of frequent travelers, who had under-

taken, on an average, seven international trips in the last three years, lasting 

nine days each. There was a relatively high degree of familiarity with the desti-

nation visited, since tourists had on average visited the destination 3.5 times 

before. Each tourist used, on average, 15 days to plan the trip, and referred to 

reservations planning with a period of 25 days in advance. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

In order to assess the validity of the measures, the items were subjected to a 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), using full-information maximum likeli-

hood (FIML) estimation procedures in LISREL 8.3 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996). 

In this model, each item is restricted to load on its pre-specified factor, with the 

three first-order factors allowed to correlate freely. After CFA purification, the 

initial list of 11 items was maintained. A full listing of the 11 final items after 

CFA purification and their scale reliabilities is included in Table 1.  
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Table 1. The terrorscale- constructs, scale items, reliabilities and t-values 

Constructs, Scale Items and Reliabilities T-values 

  

TSC1- Direct Contact with Terrorism (=.881; vc(n) =.89; =.68)  

V1 I was present on the scene during a terrorist attack 17.26 

V2 I was physically injured by a terrorist attack 21.01 

V3 I was on site as a first responder 30.79 

V4 I provided either physical or emotional aid to a terrorist attack 27.73 

TSC2- Indirect Contact with Terrorism (=.779; vc(n) =.79; =.56)  

V5 I was exposed to the damaged site shortly after a terrorist attack 18.66 

V6 I know somebody who was on site during a terrorist attack 20.14 

V7 I escaped a terrorist attack by luck 18.11 

TSC3- Attention and Interest to Terrorism on Media (=.947; vc(n) =.97; =.78)  

V8 I am really interested about terrorist attacks reports on news 26.61 

V9 When I have the opportunity I watch/read/ear reports about terrorist attacks 
on news 

29.67 

V10 I am very curious about terrorist attacks reports on news 29.77 

V11 I do not want to miss terrorist attacks reports on news 25.64 

V12 I pay much attention on reports about terrorist attacks on news 25.61 

Notes:   
 = Internal reliability (Cronbach 1951); vc(n) = Variance extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981); = 

Composite reliability (Bagozzi 1980) 

The TSC1 and TSC2 scales are anchored by “1- Never” and “ 7- Many times”, TSC3 was assessed 

with a scale ranging between “1 - Strongly Disagree” and “7 - strongly agree”. 

 

The chi- 2=336.21, 51 df, p<.00). Since 

the chi-square statistic is sensitive to sample size, we also assessed additional 

fit indices: Normed Fit Index (NFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Incremen-

tal Fit Index (IFI), and the Tucker-Lewis Fit Index (TLI). The NFI, CFI, IFI and 

TLI of this model are .95, .96, .96, and .95, respectively. Table 3 provides an 

overview of the t-values of each item on its intended construct. As shown in 

this table, all three constructs present the desirable levels of composite reliabil-

ity (Bagozzi, 1980). Convergent validity is evidenced by the large and signifi-

cant standardized loadings of each item on its intended construct (the average 

loading size was of .799). Discriminant validity among the constructs is strin-

gently assessed using the Fornell and Larcker (1981) test; all possible pairs of 

constructs passed this test. Evidence of discriminant validity was also revealed 

by the fact that all the constructs’ inter-correlations were significantly different 

from 1 – the highest is for TSC1 and TSC2, 0.472 – and the shared variance be-

tween any two constructs (i.e. the square of their inter-correlations) was less 

then the average variance extracted for each construct. 
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Hence, none of the correlations in the final model was sufficiently high to 

jeopardize the constructs’ discriminant validity (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). 

In order to assess nomological validity, we tested our measures with respect 

to some other constructs to which our construct is supposed to be theoretically 

related (cf. Churchill, 1995). According to the tourism literature, there are well-

grounded theoretical reasons to expect a positive relationship between all con-

structs of the suggested TerrorScale and “Risk Perceptions”.  

The tourists establish during their decision making process, and considering 

the features of the tourism service/ experience evaluated, a trade-off between 

costs and benefits in order to achieve the best possible choice (Um & Cromt-

pon, 1992). Apart from financial costs, typical to a trip (associated to expendi-

tures in transportation, accommodation, food and entertainment) tourists may 

incur psychological, social and time risks (Rohel & Fesenmaier, 1992). Another 

cost factor, particularly associated to international travel, is physical risk (dis-

eases, accidents, crime or terrorism and even death) (Enders & Sandler, 1991).  

The terrorism risk perceptions that tourists associate with destinations and 

international trips are based on a variety of factors, including previous 

experiences, the context in which incidents occurred and the way in which 

media transmit these events and maintain them alive in the individuals’ minds 

(Fletcher & Morakabati, 2008).  

For assessing risk perception associated to international travel, a scale based 

on Sonmez and Graefe (1998b) was used, containing four items (possibility of 

becoming sick while travelling or at the destination; possibility of physical 

danger or injury detrimental to health like accidents; possibility of becoming 

involved in the political turmoil of the country being visited; possibility of 

being involved in a terrorist act), and using scales ranging from 1 - very low 

risk, to 7 - extremely high risk. This scale revealed an Cronbach’s Alpha of .882. 

Hence, in our study, nomological validity would be demonstrated, if the 

scores of all of the three TerrorScale components are positively and significant-

ly correlated with the risk perception. The correlations between risk perception 

and TSC1, TSC2, TSC3 are .084, .087 and .214 respectively. All the correlation 

coefficients are significant (TSC1 and TSC2 at p<.05 and TSC3 at p<.001). Since 

this a much greater proportion than would be anticipated by chance, we may 

conclude that the here presented TerrorScale contributes significantly to risk 

perceptions and, accordingly, the nomological validity of the 3 proposed 

measures is supported (cf. Cadogan, Diamantopoulos & Mortanges, 1999). 
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A second-order factor model of TerrorScale is also estimated. This model in-

cludes the three first-order factors of Direct Contact with Terrorism, Indirect 

Contact with Terrorism and Attention to/ Interest in Terrorism on the Media, 

along with their standardized coefficients, observable indicators and measure-

ment errors (see figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The terrorscale – nomological validity 

 

Each of the three first order factors has significant (p<.05) loadings of .23, 

.60. and .90, respectively, on the second-order factor. The chi-square difference 

between the first-order and the second-order models is 0. Overall, this suggests 

that the higher order model accounted for the data is very satisfactory. Further 

evidence is shown by the correlations between the four constructs. All the cor-

relations are significant at p<.05 and the coefficients are positive, indicating that 

the three scales converge on a common underlying construct (cf. Cadogan, Di-

amantopoulos, & Mortanges, 1999). 
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CONCLUSION 

Tourism suffers with terrorism activity. Terrorist attacks affect tourists’ percep-

tions, particularly when terrorist organizations yield specifically targets within 

the tourism industry (Sonmez, 1998). The fear and anxiety regarding the possi-

bility of terrorism and lack of safety, further enhanced by media coverage 

(sometimes in an exaggerated manner), have clearly impacted negatively on 

tourist demand of many destinations. Even if the threats of instability and vio-

lence reveal themselves as baseless, their impact may be severe (Baral, Baral & 

Morgan, 2004).  

Terrorism has unfortunately become a constant part of our lives and will not 

simply disappear. It is thus fundamental to accept its presence and inevitability 

for effectively coping with the phenomenon from a managerial point of view. 

This is imperative not only for countries that directly suffer terrorist attacks, 

but also for countries that may be indirectly affected and for the tourism 

industry as a whole. It is therefore necessary to better analyse this issue and 

create more effective crisis management tools, based on cooperative solutions 

among members of the industry, government entities linked to tourism as well 

as academia (Sonmez, 1998).  

Terrorism has serious negative effects on the demand of tourist destinations, 

that are further boosted by media coverage of corresponding incident. Through 

negative publicity, a tourism destination that suffers a terrorist attack may be 

confronted with a severely damaged reputation and dramatic consequences for 

its tourism industry. Inclusively, a negative image of one destination resulting 

from terrorism may be generalized over a range of other countries in proximity 

or affect entire regions for large periods in time (Taylor, 2006). 

Given the already high complexity of the tourist decision making process, a 

high risk perception associated to an event that should be pleasant is, in fact, 

problematic (Taylor, 2006). It is also clear that risk perceptions are highly 

subjective in nature and frequently do not reflect real risk. That is why the 

development of an appropriate marketing strategy is a fundamental part of 

crisis management provoked by terrorist activities. 

In this paper we develop a scale that measures the various types of contact 

that tourists may have with terrorism. Typically research investigates only the 

influence that terrorism and the associated perceived risk have on tourists’ de-

cisions. However, by focusing our research on assessing the contact that tour-

ists have with terrorism we hope to achieve an important contribution to both 

theory and management practice.  
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Crisis management in face of terrorism is an area of particular importance to 

managers, since, unfortunately, contact with terrorism occurs in nowadays dai-

ly life, directly, indirectly or trough media, influencing many consumers’ and 

tourists’ decisions (Baral, Baral & Morgan, 2004; Sonmez, 1998; Sonmez, Apos-

tolopoulos & Tarlow, 1999; Sonmez & Graefe, 1998a, 1998b). The selection of a 

strategy for tourism depends on how tourists perceive the risk and the contact 

that they had with terrorism. It is expected that through the application of the 

TerrorScale, together with other variables, in the context of market studies, 

tourism firms may better understand the type of contact tourists have with ter-

rorism and what its impact on tourists’ decision making. They may as a conse-

quence use a framework to develop and implement strategies that might re-

duce perceived risk and increase the value associated with destinations and 

their services. The TerrorScale dimensions might provide some guidance on 

how to better pursue an information-oriented business strategy. By identifying 

tourists’ levels of contact with terrorism it becomes possible to make choices 

regarding the best marketing strategies to address, such as identifying different 

market segments and corresponding differentiated strategies, or improving the 

destination’s positioning. Finally, the scale developed here can be an important 

basis for the segmentation of a tourist market, because if we identify the means 

the different levels of tourists’ contact with terrorism. 

From a theoretical perspective, to our knowledge, a measurement scale to 

assess contact with terrorism has never been operationalized in a tourism con-

text. Although we cannot claim to have definitively captured all dimensions of 

terrorism contact, we believe that we come closer to capturing these overall 

evaluations by extracting the underlying commonality among dimensions. To-

wards this fact, we expect that the TerrorScale presented here contributes to 

both the tourism and the service marketing literature. In sum, at a time when 

marketing researchers are challenged to provide research with practical impli-

cations, it is believed that this theoretical framework may be used as a basis to 

pursue service-oriented destination and business strategies while taking into 

consideration the contact that tourists have with terrorism. 

LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

This paper presents the development of a research instrument. Instead of treat-

ing contact with terrorism as a uni-dimensional construct, a three-dimensional 

construct is suggested, with various measurement units for each of the three 

sub-constructs being presented. TerrorScale is presented as a model with three 

first-order constructs: Direct Contact with Terrorism (TSC1), Indirect Contact 
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with Terrorism (TSC2) and Attention to/ Interest in Terrorism on the Media 

(TSC3).  

There are some limitations of the presented research approach to be consid-

ered. The first limitation is that the final instrument (i.e. the questionnaire) may 

have created common method variance that could have inflated construct rela-

tionships. This could be particularly threatening, if the respondents were aware 

of the conceptual framework of interest. However, they were not told the spe-

cific purpose of the study, and all of the construct items were separated and 

mixed so that no respondent should have been able to detect which items were 

affecting which factors.  

Additionally, if common method bias exists, a CFA containing all constructs 

should produce a single method factor. The goodness-of-fit indices of this CFA 

(NFI=.39; CFI=.39, IFI=.39, TLI=.26) indicate a poor fit, which suggests that bias-

ing from common method variance is unlikely. Hence, the biasing possibilities 

of common method variance were, it is expected, minimized. Second, while the 

reported research projects investigates contact of tourists travelling by plane 

with terrorism, care should be taken in extending the study beyond this specific 

research framework. Hence, although the fit indices suggest a good fit of the 

model to the data, future research is encouraged to test our instrument across 

other tourism settings and types of travelling. To do so, we encourage re-

searchers to add new items and factors applicable to the research setting. Con-

tinued refinement of the TerrorScale proposed and supported in this study is 

certainly possible, based on further qualitative research. Finally, further re-

search is required when analyzing the antecedents and consequences of Ter-

rorScale. Thus, it is suggested to investigate how the contact with terrorism 

construct is associated with other variables, such as tourists’ lifestyles, social, 

demographic and personality features. 
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study is to determine the awareness level, participation experi-

ence, the obstacles faced in this process and attitudes of Turkish Municipalities re-

garding the EU’s EDEN initiative.  Within this context standardized questionnaire 

forms compatible with structured interviews was used as a data collecting tool to the 

mayors and/or deputy mayors in Black Sea region of Turkey. The questionnaire form 

consists of open and closed ended questions. Especially the content validity of open 

ended questions is determined by an EU expert faculty member and a manager in 

municipalities responsible for projects. The e-mail interview was conducted as a data 

collection method. The participants are asked to give written answers for the ques-

tions in the form. This study would be a descriptive one. Opinions of experts were tak-

en for the content validity. As a conclusion, the awareness level of municipalities con-

cerning the EDEN project is quite low. Municipalities do not have information about 

the other municipalities which have been participated to this project, either 

Key words: EDEN, European Union, Turkish municipalities. 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourism and tourism related businesses across the EU are either directly or in-

directly affected by the EU policies.  Yet the European Commission does have a 

tourism unit which is currently part of the Enterprise Directorate. Tourism is an 

integral part of the European Economy.  It is indicated in recent European 

Commission documents that tourism accounts for around 4% of the Communi-

ty’s GDP generating around 8 million jobs directly and around 24 million indi-

rectly.i Moreover, Sustainability and tourism have been historically considered 
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as quite significant areas by the EU, even in the article 2 of the Rome Treaty 

(Treaty establishing the European Community, 1957) stated that “promotion of 

sustainable development of economic activities” as one of Community’s main 

objectives and article 3 of the treaty relates tourism directly with those objec-

tives stated in article 2.  

Although tourism has been mentioned in principal EU documents since its 

foundation there has been no important development in this field until 2000s, 

with an exception of some weak initiatives in 1980s and 1990s, such as estab-

lishment of Tourism Advisory Committee, designation of 1990 as the European 

year of tourism, and the establishment of three year action plan for tourism in 1992. 

In November 2003, the Commission's Communication Basic Orientations for the 

Sustainability of European Tourism was adopted.ii  In this document three basic 

objectives have been determined (Basic Orientations for the Sustainability of 

European Tourism: 6): 

 Using suitable working arrangements to enhance the contribution of 

Community Policies to the sustainability of European tourism and to 

ensure consistency. 

 Encouraging stakeholder synergies and co-operation; including work-

ing with the World Tourism Organization and establishing a Tourism 

Sustainability Group. 

 Assisting the promotion of sustainable patterns of tourism consump-

tion and production, and the better transfer of approaches, initiatives, 

instruments and good practice to players on the ground, to support 

competitiveness. 

In March 2006 the Commission published a Communication named as “A 

renewed EU Tourism Policy: Towards a stronger partnership for European Tourism”.iii 

According to this document the EU tourism policy would focus on the follow-

ing areas (A renewed EU Tourism Policy – Towards a stronger partnership for 

European Tourism: 5): 

 Mainstreaming measures affecting tourism, including better regulation, 

policy co-ordination, improved use of financial instruments and other 

funding programs e.g. ERDF, ESF, Leonardo da Vinci, Environment, 

Transport, Fisheries and Research. 

 Promoting tourism sustainability through a European Agenda 21 for 

tourism and specific supporting actions for sustainability. 
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 Enhancing the understanding and the visibility of tourism by:  
o Improving the understanding of European tourism through 

better statistical knowledge. 

o supporting the promotion of European destinations using the 

European destination of Excellence awards (EDEN) 

o Contributing to the marketing of Europe and analyzing the 

impact of events and improving the visibility of tourism. 

In February 2007 the Tourism Sustainability Group published its report (Ac-

tion for More Sustainable European Tourism).iv The report of the Tourism Sus-

tainability Group, Action for More Sustainable European Tourism, was pub-

lished in 2007. This was followed by an Agenda for a More Sustainable and 

Competitive European Tourism.v This commission agenda was launched as “a 

medium-long term strategy to achieve sustainable and competitive European 

tourism” (Agenda for a More Sustainable and Competitive European Tourism).  

According to the Agenda all stakeholders should be responsible for 

strengthening the sustainability practices and improving competitiveness of 

Europe as the most attractive tourism destination.  This agenda constructs the 

context for the implementation of European policies and actions in the field of 

tourism which exercise an influence on tourism and on its sustainability such 

as EDEN.    

EDEN is the acronym for European Destinations of Excellence, a project 

promoting sustainable tourism development models across the European Un-

ion. A different theme is selected by the Commission each year in order to pur-

sue the EDEN initiative. EDEN is intended to promote emerging European des-

tinations and offers support to those where development in tourism is being 

pursued in such a way as to ensure social, cultural and environmental sustain-

ability. The objective of the EDEN is to promote new European destinations 

and support them to ensure social, cultural and environmental sustainability. 

The Commission also intends to reinforce the image and perception of Europe 

as a tourist destination characterized by high quality and sustainability. 

The project is based on national competitions that take place every year and 

result in the selection of a tourist “destination of excellence” for each participat-

ing country.vi Selection of destinations is aimed to draw attention to the values, 

diversity and common features of European tourist destinations. EDEN im-

proves the visibility of new European destinations and promotes networking 

between awarded destinations. This European quest for excellence in tourism is 
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developed around an annual theme, chosen by the Commission together with 

the relevant national tourism bodies. These themes so far have been:  

2011 – Tourism and Regeneration of Physical sites 

2010 – Aquatic Tourism 

2009 – Tourism and protected areas 

2008 – Tourism and local intangible heritage 

2007 – Best Emerging European Rural Destinations of Excellence. 

The key feature of the selected destinations is their commitment to social, 

cultural and environmental sustainability. The recipients of the award are 

emerging; little known European destinations located in the 27 Member States 

and candidate countries. The EDEN project helps to spread the sustainable 

practices used in the chosen destinations across the Union. 

In the study firstly, the importance given to sustainable tourism by the EU is 

stated and EDEN Project is briefly described. Next, in the method section, ex-

planation about population and sample, data collecting tool and data analysis 

is made. Subsequently in the study, there are explanations about reliability, va-

lidity and generalizability. This is followed by research findings and analyses. 

The study is finished by a conclusion, limitations of the research, contributions 

to practitioners and acknowledgements.   

METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this study is to determine the awareness level of Black Sea Re-

gion municipalities about the EDEN Project, which is initiated by the EU for 

supporting sustainable tourism. Moreover, it is aimed to find out the major ob-

stacles that the municipalities face in such projects and their opinions and atti-

tudes about EDEN project. In this study the degree of actual implementation of 

the EDEN Project in Turkish municipalities is questioned. Within this context, 

the main questions of the study are as followed: awareness level of Turkish 

municipalities about the EDEN project; information sources of the 

municipilaties concerning the EDEN project; and the major obstacles that the 

municipalities faced in participating the project.  

This research is based on a case study (Hancock and Algozzine 2006; 

Gerring 2007; Dul and Hak 2008; Mills, Durepos and Wiebe 2010; Woodside 

2010). The lack of clear findings of the municipalities concerning the EDEN 
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project also required this reserach to be a case study.  “The case study method 

allows researchers to keep and maintain the holistic and meaningful 

characteristics of real life events, such as individual life cycles, organizational 

and managerial processes, neighborhood change, international relations and 

maturation of industries” (Yin, 2003: 2). “Case study research is a form of quali-

tative research that endeavors to discover meaning, to investigate processes, 

and to gain insight into and in-depth understanding of an individual, group, or 

situation” (Lodico, Spaulding & Voegtle, 2010: 156). According to Kılınç (2007), 

the importance of case studies comes from their abilities to attain new findings 

and inventions for reaching some certain judgments. Case studies, in this sense, 

are heuristic.  At the end of the research, explanatory and informative findings 

are reached about the experiences of the municipalities relating the EDEN 

project.  

Each municipality is considered as a single case and dealt with an holistic 

approach, and finally each of them are compared with each other. The study, 

with these features, is a “potential multiple case design” (Yin, 2003: 46-48; 

Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008: 292).  

According to the resarch made in the web site of Directorate-General of 

Local Administrations, 18 province and 180 county municipalities are deter-

mined.vii The mayors and deputy-mayors of these municipalities consist the 

population of this study. Municipalities are large in the sense of being the 

population of the study. The questinnaire forms were sent to participants’ e-

mail adresses between January 1-7, 2012. 12 province and 15 county 

municipalities who returned voluntarily until January 15, 2012 consist the 

sample of the study. The written answers given by these municipalities have 

been analyzed.  This amount of sample is accepted as sufficient for comparison. 

“The potential multiple-case design also allows researchers to identify 

distinctive features by exploring similarities and contrasts between cases. It is 

not usual to choose more than four cases because the larger the number, the 

more the benefits of the case study approach will be diminished” (Daymon & 

Holloway, 2005, p.108). “The ability to conduct 6 or 10 case studies, arranged 

effectively within a multiple-case design, is analogues to the ability to conduct 

6 to 10 experiments on related topics” (Yin, 2003: 47).  

Data Collection 

In this study, standardized questionnaire forms compatible with structured 

interviews was used as a data collecting tool. The questionnaire form consists 

of open and closed ended questions. Especially the content validity of open 
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ended questions is determined by an EU expert faculty member and a manager 

in municipalities responsible for projects. The e-mail interview was conducted 

as a data collection method. “In qualitative student projects, dissertations and 

theses, the one-to-one interview is prevalent, either in a single encounter or in 

several meetings with individual participants. This may be conducted face-to-

face, by telephone or, more recently, online. Online interviews take place by 

email or by chatting using real-time software” (Daymon & Holloway, 2005, 

p.168). The participants are asked to give written answers for the questions in 

the form. Besides the basic questions there are extra even insignificant ques-

tions in the questionnaire form (Berg, 2001: 74-75). The lucidity (Yıldırım & 

Şimşek, 2008: 140), focus on sub-dimension (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008: 129) and 

determination of basic lines (Daymon & Holloway, 2005: 171) of the questions 

made them easier to grasp. Thus, the data is also related to sub-problems. 

Threfore, the questinnaire form is categorized as such:  

1. The information level and experiences of Black Sea Region municipalities 

about the EDEN project.  

2. The information sources of the municipalities about the EDEN project.  

3. The major obstacles that the municipalities face in participating the pro-

jects such as EDEN.  

4. The opinions and attitudes of the municipalities concerning the EDEN 

project.  

The questionnaire is classified in order to collect the data in a sytematic 

way.  In each group, there are sub-topics which are consisted of different type 

of questions. In the research, most attention has been paid to prepare the 

questions systematically for data collecting and reaching more reliable findings 

(Weller & Romney, 1988).   

“Interview is basically about to have answers for the questions.  Interview 

can take forms such as: face to face interview, face to face group interview, 

postal interview, privately answered questionnaire form or telephone inter-

view. In the standardized interview: the questions are pre-determined, pre-

coded categories are used for the answers and a profound interview is not ex-

pected (Punch, 2005).  “Through interview some unobservable points can be 

understood, such as; experiences, attitudes, thoughts, intentions, interpreta-

tions, perceptions and reactions” (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008: 120). According to 

Gerson and Horowitz (2002), interview presents a systematic method to explain 

these motivations, perceptions and experiences.   
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Data Analysis 

Data have been collected systematically in compliance with the questionnaire 

form.  Data have been summarized in order to be more meaningful (see Berg, 

2001, p.35). Data have been subject to descriptive analysis by taking also 

researchers previous research experiences about West Black Sea Region into 

account, too. Direct references are given to the answers of mayors and deputy 

mayors. These descriptions are tried to be explained and interpreted 

systematically (see Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008: 224). However, content analysis is 

applied on some implicit concepts. Qualitative analysis is difficult, complex, 

lengthy and time-consuming (Daymon & Holloway, 2005: 231). In making 

content analysis, some sentences and paragraphs came out from the 

questionnaire are coded and conceptualized according to their commonalities 

within a general framework. The fıindings collected from municipalities are 

arranged and explained according to thematic coding (see Yıldırım & Şimşek, 

2008: 232-237). At this point, data are processed and converted to information 

without any interpretation; thus the data gained descriptive characteristics.  

The percentage frequencies of the data collected from municipalities demon-

strated through comparative tables. Moreover, personal expressions of partici-

pants are also presented in every category of the tables.  

Validity, Reliability, and Generalizability 

The West Black Sea Region is a well known region for researchers among the 

case study areas.  Researchers are living in Düzce Province. Some 

municipalities subject to case study are quite well known by the researchers. 

Thus, it is highly possible to attain meaningful results through the former 

experiences and informations of researchers. Besides the questionnaire form, 

multiple data collecting method is also used since the researchers have 

personel information and experiences about the municipalities that are subject 

to case studies. (see Darke, Shanks & Broadbent, 1998; Yin, 2003; Yıldırım & 

Şimşek, 2008). Results are reached through the sub-categorized questions in the 

questionnaire form. Necessary information about the phases of the research is 

presented. Some answers in the questionnaire form are directly cited. Thus an 

evidence chain is provided. In this case it can be argued that the research has 

structure validity. The mentioned respects are techniques used in researches to 

increase the structure validity of the case studies (see Yin, 2003: 35; Yıldırım & 

Şimşek, 2008: 289).  

The collected data are systematically analyzed. The research process is 

openly expressed. The results and interpretations are based on the findings 
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acquired during the research. On the other hand, generalizitation of the results 

and findings of this research through all regions in Turkey can not be expected. 

The findings and results are valid for only Blacksea Region. The attained 

findings can only be compared with the researches made about the opinions 

and attitudes of municipalities of Turkey’s other regions about EDEN project.  

Thus, this study may help to create hypotheses and partial theories about what 

the EDEN project mean for different regions, what kind of impacts have EDEN 

on different regions and whether the EDEN project reached its objectives for 

different regions of Turkey.  It can be argued that all the mentioned factors can 

be considered as decreasing the uneasiness about validity and reliability of the 

study.  

RESULTS 

In this section, findings about some demographic features of Blacksea Region’s 

mayors and deputy mayors and their awareness level concerning EU’s EDEN 

project, their information sources about the project, the major obstacles they 

face in participating such projects, their negative and positive views and 

attitudes about the project are demonstrated. Some demographic features 

about mayors and deputy mayors are comparatively demonstrated in Table 1.  

Table 1. Comparison of the participants according to their demographic features 

 
County Municipali-
ties* 

Province Municipali-
ties** 

Category Group Name f % f % 

Gender Male 12 80 11 91,7 

Age “Between the ages of 41–50” 7 46,7 4 33,3 

Duty in the Municipality 
Mayor 6 40 1 8,3 

Deputy Mayor 9 60 11 91,7 

“How long have you been in the 
service” 

“3 years” 10 66,7 9 75,0 

*Participant County Municipalities: 15         ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12                              

 

According to Table 1, majority of the participants from both county and 

province municipalities are males. 91.7% of the participants from provinces and 

60% of the participants from counties are deputy mayors. 46.7% of the partici-

pants from county municipalities are in the 41-50 age groups. Majority of the 

participants are in the service for 3 years. The awareness level and participation 

experiences of municipalities concerning EDEN project is demonstrated in Ta-

ble 2.   
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Table 2. Comparison of municipalities according to the categories of awareness level and participa-

tion Experiences Concerning EDEN Project 

  County Municipal-
ities * 

Province Munici-
palities** 

Category Variables f % f % 

 
 “awareness level” about 
EDEN initiative 
 

I heard very little about EDEN project 9 60 8 66,7 

My information level concerning the content of the 
EDEN project is low.    

13 86,7 5 41,7 

My information level concerning the objective of 
the EDEN project is low.    

12 80 5 41,7 

My information level concerning the operation of 
the EDEN project is low.    

12 80 8 66,7 

I do not know any other municipalities in 
Blacksea region preparing EDEN project.  

14 93,3 10 83,3 

 “experience of participa-
tion” to the EDEN initiative 

I have never participated in any meet-
ings/workshops concerning EDEN project.  

15 100 11 91,7 

We have never participated to EDEN initiative 
through preparing a project. 

15 100 11 91,7 

*Participant County Municipalities: 15    ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12 

   

      According to Table 2, 66.7% of province municipalities and 60% of county 

municipalities have heard very little about EDEN initiative. Moreover, majority 

of the remaining municipalities have never heard about EDEN project. Another 

interesting point in Table 2 is the information levels of county municipalities 

about the content, objective and operations of the EDEN project is quite low 

compared to province municipalities. However, some of the province munici-

palities gave answers as “I do not have sufficient information about the content, ob-

jective and operation of EDEN project”, “I have middle level information about this 

subject” to the separately asked questions. Another conspicuous point about 

province and county municipalities is that they do not know any other munici-

palities joined in EDEN project and they have never participated to any meet-

ing about this project. Furthermore, except for only one municipality, none of 

the municipalities have been involved in this process through preparing an 

EDEN project. Only a province municipality stated that they have joined this 

project for 6 times.  

Two of the most important information sources of the municipalities about 

EDEN project are presented comparatively in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Alignment of municipalities’ information sources about EDEN project according to their 

level of importance 

 County municipalities* Province municipalities** 

Category Variables 1 2 1 2 

% % % % 

Information Sources about 
EDEN Project 

Official Correspondences 20 -- 41,7 -- 

Official Meetings -- 13,3 8,3 8,3 

EDEN’s own web site 6,7 -- 8,3 8,3 

Other Municipalities -- 20 8,3 8,3 

Audio-visual broadcast 33,3 6,7 8,3 8,3 

Press  -- 6,7 -- 16,7 

Advises of some people 6,7 6,7 8,3 -- 

Other  26,7 -- -- -- 

*Participant County Municipalities: 15    ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12 

        According to Table 3, the municipalities who have information about EDEN 

project received it from official correspondences (41.7%). The participants 

answered the concerning question as follows:“We leran the subject from the 

central authority’s official correspondences”.  On the other hand, municipalities 

who knew EDEN project stated that they have received this information 

through audio-visual broadcasts (33.3%).  Some mayors remarked as “we learn 

information about EU projects from tv and web sites”.  

The most important three obstacles that the municipalities face in the 

Participation Process to the EDEN Project are aligned in Table 4 according to 

their importance level.  

According to the Table 4, the most important barrier for the province mu-

nicipalities is the “lack of necessary communication and announcement” 

(58.3%).  This one constitutes the second important barrier to the county munic-

ipalities (26.7%). The most important obstacle for the county municipalities is 

that the EDEN project is not seen within their priorities (40%). Mayors of coun-

ty municipalities revealed this situation as such: “Such projects are not in our 

agenda; we run other projects at the moment”. “Lack of qualified personnel” 

(33.3%) and “lack of financial resources” (25%) constitutes respectively the se-

cond and third important barriers to province municipalities.  
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Table 4.  Aligning of obstacles that municipalities face in the participation process to the EDEN Project 

 County 
municipalities * 

Province  
municipalities ** 

Category Variables 1 2 3 1 2 3 

% % % % % % 

 
 
 
obstacles faced in 
the participation 
process to the EDEN 
project  
 

Lack of financial resource 6,7 -- 6,7 -- 25 -- 

Lack of qualified personnel -- 13,3 13,3  16,7 33,3 

Bad relations with central authori-
ty 

6,7 -- 6,7 -- -- 8,3 

Bureaucratic barriers  6,7 -- 6,7 8,3 -- 16,7 

Not being within the priorities  40 -- 6,7 8,3 8,3 -- 

Lack of necessary communication 
and announcement 

33,3 26,7 -- 58,3 8,3 -- 

other 6,7 -- -- -- -- -- 

*Participant County Municipalities: 15       ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12 

 

Municipalities’ positive and negative opinions and attitudes concerning the 

EDEN project are comparatively presented in Table 5 and Table 6. In general, 

according to Table 5, majority of both the province and county municipalities 

have positve opnions and attitudes about the EDEN project. Furthermore, these 

positive opinions are more explicit in county municipalities.  In details: the 

paritcipants from county municipalities believe that “EDEN project would help 

attracting tourist attention to their destinations (93.4%), recognation of their 

destinations (100%), and attracting visitors yearlong (86.7%).  

Moreover, the county municipalities considers that the EDEN project may 

address their cultural features (86.7%), present different experiences to visitors 

(93.4%), raise incomes of the local tradesmen and craftsmen (86.7%), and 

strength the relationship among the local stakeholders (100%). The sentences 

among the answers to the questions about this subject are interesting: “This pro-

ject may provide serious contribution for unveiling the tourism potential and promo-

tion of our vicinity. It may process our social and cultural structure and the people who 

are curious about it may visit our region.” Majority of the county municipalities’ 

mayors highlight the cooperation among the institutions by stating “especially 

the local stakeholders have utmost importance in accomplishing such projects”.   
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Table 5. Comparison of municipalities’ positive opinions and attitudes about EDEN Project 

Positive Opinions and Attitudes 

County Municipali-
ties* 

Province Municipali-
ties** 

f % f % 

Touristic destinations may attract attention through EDEN Project 14 93,4 9 75 

Promotion of the destination may be accomplished with the help of the 
EDEN project. 

15 100 9 75 

EDEN project presents different values of the destinations to public opinion.  12 80 8 66,7 

EDEN project may attract visitors yearlong.  13 86,7 11 91,7 

EDEN project addresses the cultural features of the destinations. 13 86,7 8 66,7 

EDEN project creates awareness through emerging the less known parts 
of the destinations.  

12 80 9 75 

EDEN project is an opportunity to present different experiences for visitors.   14 93,4 9 75 

EDEN project provides information exchange between the destinations 
about the development of the tourism.  

12 80 9 75 

EDEN project raises the incomes of the local tradesmen and craftsmen. 13 86,7 5 41,7 

EDEN project increases tourism investments of the local administrations.  12 80 11 91,7 

EDEN project strengths the relationship among the local stakeholders.  15 100 8 66,7 

*Participant County Municipalities: 15                         ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12 

     The province municipalities have positive opinions especially on the issues 

of “attracting visitors yearlong (91.7%) and raise in tourism investments of the 

local administrations (91.7%)”. 

Table 6. Comparison of municipalities' negative opinions and attitudes about EDEN Project 

Negative Opinions and Attitudes 

County Municipali-
ties* 

Province Municipali-
ties** 

f % f % 

I do not think the EDEN project contribute to sustainable tourism.  2 13,3 2 16,7 

EDEN project does not decrease the negative effects of tourism on 
environment. 

1 6,7 5 41,6 

I do not think the EDEN project may transform the destinations into 
favorite tourism centers.  

1 6,7 -- -- 

EDEN project cannot decrease the concentration in the same times of 
the year.  

2 13,3 1 8,3 

EDEN project cannot increase the level of tourism consciousness of 
the local people.  

4 26,7 1 8,3 

EDEN project cannot increase the occupancy rates of the tourism 
establishments.  

2 13,3 -- -- 

I do not think that the EDEN project will continue to be committed to 
principles of sustainable tourism.  

3 20 -- -- 

EDEN project cannot increase the cooperation opportunities among 
the destinations.  

4 26,7 -- -- 

EDEN project does not address the social values of the destinations.  3 20 -- -- 

EDEN project cannot bring international reputation to the municipal ities.  2 13,3 -- -- 

* Participant County Municipalities: 15                         ** Participant Province Municipalities: 12 
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According to Table 6, county municipalities have mostly positve opinions 

about the EDEN project. However, situations is not same in province 

municipalities. For instance, 5 province municipalities do not believe that the 

EDEN project can reduce the negative effects of tourism on environment. 

Additionally, 7 province municipalities remarked that they do not agree with 

the statements of “EDEN project will transform the destinations into tourism 

centers” and “EDEN project will increase the occupancy rates in tourism 

establishments”.  Moreover, 6 province municipalities expressed that they are 

uncertain about the statement of: “EDEN project can increase the cooperation 

opportunities among the destinations” and 5 participants do not agree with the 

statement of “EDEN project address the social values of the destinations”.    

CONCLUSION 

In this study, which is devoted to province and county municipalities of 

Blacksea Region, awareness levels and participation experiences of the munici-

palities about the EU’s EDEN project are questioned. Additionally, barriers 

against the municipalities in participation process to this project and the nega-

tive and positive opinions and attitudes of the municipalities about the EDEN 

project are assessed and presented. According to the findings, results are brief-

ly as such:   

Majority of the participants from both province and county municipalities 

are middle aged (ages of 41-50) males and most of them are in service for three 

years until the date of this research. More than the half of the province and 

county municipalities has heard about the EDEN project “very little”. Some of 

the participants have heard nothing about the EDEN project.  The information 

levels of county municipalities about the EDEN project are weaker than the 

province municipalities. Municipalities also have no information about the oth-

er municipalities who have joined the EDEN project. Except for one municipali-

ty none of the participated municipalities have ever been involved to the EDEN 

by preparing a project.  

The major information source have been the official corrospendences for 

provinces and audio-visual broadcasts for counties. The major barrier for the 

province municipalities in the process of participating to the EDEN projct has 

been the insufficient communication and announcements.  The most significant 

obstacle for the county municipalities in participating to EDEN project has been 

their other priorities. Majority of the province and county municipalities 

demonstrated positive opinions and attitudes towards the EDEN project. 
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County municipalities have less negative opinions and attitudes about the 

EDEN project.  However, the province municipalities are more poised and 

uncertain. 

It can be thought that the EDEN project, which has been initiated by the EU 

for promoting sustainable tourism in member and candidate countries, has not 

been recognized sufficiently by the public bodies and partcipation to the 

project has been quite low. Accordingly, the following respects for 

municipalities have to be taken in the consideration by the concerning boides:  

 The municipalities have to be informed not only through official 

correspendences , but also every type mass media, e-mails, internet etc. 

have to be used frequently for providing information.  

 Periodic regional publicity meetings, in which the mayors and deputy 

mayors participate,  would increase the awareness level EU projects.  

 Especially the mayors and deputy mayors in touristic regions have to 

participate in such proejcts.  

 Municipalities have to train qualified staff who will be assigned for 

running such projects.  

 Cooperation with the more experienced municipalities would help the 

inexperienced ones to save time.  

 It is also inevitable for municipalities to benefit from the dynamic force 

of the local stakeholders in participating such projects.  

Turkish resources about the research are very limited. Mainly the official 

web sites of the EU are used as the primary sources of the research. Both local 

and foreign sources are used in the methodology section. This study involves 

the EDEN project, which is initiated by the EU for sustainable tourism and the 

project is only assessed through the perspective of municipalities in Turkey. 

This study is only conducted in municipalities of the Blacksea region. The find-

ings are limited to the answers given by the municipalities.  

It is possible to transform the findings emerged in this study to reliable 

knowledge and develop new hyphothesis and theoritical studies in the future. 

This study may serve as a source for the researchers who have interest on 

studying EU’s sustainable tourism policy. This study may provide an 

opportunity of reassessment for the municipalities who have not participated 

in the EU’s tourism related projects yet. This study may provide some 
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significant clues for local administrations in modelling rural tourism 

opportunities and how this type of projects contribute to their effords.   

This study can be offered to all municipalities in Turkey if sufficient time, 

energy and financial sources are reserved. Therefore, more explanatory 

scientific data can be attained to see in which regions and municipalities this 

project reached its objectives more effectively.  Issues such as; the effords, 

participation levels and barriers in participation process of Turkish public 

bodies about all the EU funded tourism projects can be researched through 

selecting some pilot regions.   
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ABSTRACT 

It has become an urge to introduce natural and cultural sites of universal value re-

garded as shared legacy of humanity and to raise an awareness of protection and 

preservation. Therefore, combined effort is necessary to bring about collaboration to 

prolong the lives of the spoilt natural and cultural values. To this end, it was resolved 

in the 16th General Conference held by UNESCO in Paris on 17 October – 21 Novem-

ber 1972 to sign an agreement, and “Convention Concerning the Protection of the 

World Cultural and Natural Heritage” was signed on 16 November 1972. Turkey 

agreed to abide by the Convention on 23 May 1982 and it was promulgated in the Of-

ficial Gazette dated 14 February 1983 and numbered 17959. Natural formations, 

monuments and cultural properties to which utmost importance is ascribed interna-

tionally and which, therefore, deserve care and protection are called “World Heritage”. 

They could receive this attribution following the applications to UNESCO, evaluation of 

these applications by International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and In-

ternational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Properties (IUCN), and the 

accreditation of World Heritage Committee. 

Key words: natural environment, cultural properties, preserved and protected areas. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

It has become an urge to introduce natural and cultural sites of universal value 

regarded as shared legacy of humanity and to raise an awareness of protection 

and preservation. Therefore, combined effort is necessary to bring about coop-

eration to prolong the lives of the spoilt natural and cultural properties. To this 

end, it was resolved in the 16th General Conference held by UNESCO in Paris 

on 17 October – 21 November 1972 to sign an agreement, and “Convention 

Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” was 

signed on 16 November 1972. Turkey agreed to abide by the Convention on 23 

May 1982 and it was promulgated in the Official Gazette dated 14 February 

1983 and numbered 17959.  
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Natural formations, monuments and cultural properties to which utmost 

importance is ascribed internationally and which, therefore, deserve care and 

protection are called “World Heritage”. They could receive this attribution fol-

lowing the applications to UNESCO, evaluation of these applications by Inter-

national Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and International Union 

for Conservation of Nature and Natural Properties (IUCN), and the accredita-

tion of World Heritage Committee. 

In the late 2000, there are 690 global cultural or natural properties on the 

World Heritage List, of which 530 are cultural and archaeological, 137 are natu-

ral and 23 are cultural and natural sites.  

At the end of 2010, there are 851 global cultural or natural properties on the 

World Heritage List, of which 660 are cultural and archaeological, 166 are natu-

ral and 25 are cultural and natural sites. Every year, new entries are added into 

this list at the gatherings of World Heritage Committee. 

As a result of the endeavours undertaken by the Directorate General of Cul-

tural and Natural Properties of Turkey, 9 natural and cultural properties of 

Turkey were accepted into the List. 

 
Figure 1. Locations where natural and cultural properties of Turkey on the 

World Heritage List. 

Source: Google Earth 
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Of these properties, Istanbul, Safranbolu (Karabuk), Bogazkoy (Corum), 

Nemrut Mountain (Adiyaman), Xanthos-Letoon (Antalya-Mugla), Divrigi Ulu 

Mosque and Darussifa (Sivas), Truva the Archaeological City (Canakkale) are 

cultural properties, while Pamukkale (Denizli) and Goreme National Park 

(Nevsehir) are regarded as both cultural and natural properties. The study 

delves into the contribution of aforementioned properties to Turkish tourism. 

Criteria to be Accredited as World Heritage 

The Convention on World Natural and Cultural Heritage Conservation was 

contracted in the general conference of UNESCO in 1972. This convention con-

sisting of 38 articles is intended to protect and preserve world’s natural and 

cultural properties and to devolve them upon next generations. 180 countries 

signed the Convention and contracted to conserve the monuments and sites 

some of which were included on the List. 

World Heritage Committee composed of 21 representatives elected by the 

contracting countries in the commission first gathered in1972. The Committee, 

relying on International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and Inter-

national Union of Conservation (IUCN), selects out of nominated properties 

and place the selected into the List. In the creation of the List, some certain cri-

teria are observed, which are updated on regular basis. Each and every proper-

ty on the List is expected to meet at least one criterion and to be authentic. The-

se criteria are roughly as follows; 

 to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius; 

 to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of 

time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in archi-

tecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape 

design; 

  to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition 

or to a civilization which is living or which has disappeared; 

  to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or 

technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant 

stage(s) in human history; 

  to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-

use, or sea-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or 

human interaction with the environment especially when it has become 

vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change; 
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  to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, 

with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstand-

ing universal significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion 

should preferably be used in conjunction with other criteria); 

  to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natu-

ral beauty and aesthetic importance; 

 to be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth's histo-

ry, including the record of life, significant on-going geological process-

es in the development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or phys-

iographic features; 

 to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecologi-

cal and biological processes in the evolution and development of ter-

restrial, fresh water, coastal and marine ecosystems and communities 

of plants and animals; 

 to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-

situ conservation of biological diversity, including those containing 

threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of 

view of science or conservation. (International Council on Monuments 

and Sites) 

 

Table 1. World heritage properties by region (2010) 

Region Natural Cultural Natural and 
Cultural 

To-
tal 

Africa 33 42 3 78 

Arab States 4 60 1 65 

Asia- the Pacific  38 100 9 147 

Europe and North America 56 375 9 440 

Latin America and the      Caribbean 35 83 3 121 

Total 166 660 25 851 

Source: http://whc.unesco.org  

 

By 2010, the List includes 851 world heritage properties from 186 states, of 

which 660 are cultural, 166 are natural and 25 are mixed. The list gets longer 

with the inclusion of new properties and countries being party to the Conven-
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tion. Spain has the highest number of entry on the List (43). Italy is the country 

with the largest number of cultural heritage properties (40). Australia is at the 

top with 11 properties in the natural heritage list, and the countries with the 

largest number of mixed properties are China and Australia.  

As a result of the endeavours by the Directorate General of Cultural and 

Natural Properties of Turkey, 9 natural and cultural properties of Turkey were 

accepted into the List. 

Turkey’s Natural and Cultural Properties on the List and Their  
Contribution to Tourism 

9 natural and cultural properties of Turkey were included on the List. 

Of these properties, Istanbul, Safranbolu (Karabuk), Bogazkoy (Corum), 

Nemrut Mountain (Adiyaman), Xanthos-Letoon (Antalya-Mugla), Divrigi Ulu 

Mosque and Darussifa (Sivas), Truva the Archaeological City (Canakkale) are 

cultural properties, while Pamukkale (Denizli) and Goreme National Park 

(Nevsehir) are regarded as both cultural and natural properties. These sites, 

most of which are archaeological, are protected and preserved by the Ministry 

of Culture and Tourism. Such sites with urban characteristics as Safranbolu, 

Goreme and Istanbul are under the protection of Directorate General of Foun-

dations and private property owners along with Ministry of Culture and Tourism. 

Historical Sites in Surici (Old City) -  İstanbul 

Istanbul is the only city, which possesses a prestigious standing thanks to its 

geographical locations (the only city founded on both Asian and European 

lands which are separated by a narrow strait), was capital city to Roman, Byz-

antine and Ottoman Empire, and reigned by over 120 emperors and sultans for 

more than 1600 years. Thanks to its rich historical background, the profusion of 

Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman antiquities makes Istanbul an outstanding 

world heritage site.  

As a result, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism applied to the UNESCO on 

05 December 1984, and Istanbul Historical Sites were included on the World 

Heritage List on 06 December 1985. 

Properties of Istanbul on the World Heritage List 

The Archaeological Park (Topkapı Palace and Sultanahmet) 

The Sultanahmet Quarter 

The Zeyrek Quarter  

The zone of the ramparts 
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Photograph 1. Topkapı Palace and Sultanahmet (Historical Peninsula) 

Source: http://imageshack.us 

 
Photograph 2. Suleymaniye: one of the protected areas 

Source: http://imageshack.us 

 

In 2010, Istanbul was dubbed as the European Culture Capital along with 

Essen (Germany) and Pecs (Hungary), which is an outstanding manifestation 

of Istanbul’s international significance. 

City and District of Safranbolu (Province of Karabuk) 

Safranbolu was included on the World Heritage List of UNESCO due to its 

urban architectural characteristics in 1994.  Hittites, Phrygians, Lydians, Per-

sians, Hellenistic Kingdoms (Ponds), Romans, Seljukians, Candarogullari Sei-
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gniory and Ottomans ruled in Safranbolu, where it is possible to see ancient 

mosques, bazaars, streets and houses. Its present texture was completed in the 

17th and 18th centuries. The site is among the important settlements which 

could rarely preserve its authentic nature.  

Cultural tourism and related activities have been quite determinative in the 

economic structure of the city.  Safrabolu Houses are fine specimens of Anato-

lian Turkish Urban Culture. There are 2000 of the houses as the most remarka-

ble aspects of still-living Turkish urban culture.  Nearly half of these houses, 

which were built in parallel with Turkish life style, traditions and lore, and spa-

tial richness, are under the protection of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.  

 

  
Photograph 3. Safranbolu houses 

Source: http://imageshack.us 

 

Great Mosque and Hospital of Divrigi (Sivas) 

The property was included on the List on 06 December 1985 and the first archi-

tectural structure to do so in Turkey. It was built by Mengucekogullari Seign-
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oiry in the 13th century by the decree of Ahmet Shah and his wife Melike Tu-

ran. This masterpiece consists of a mosque, hospital and shrine. 

 

  

Photograph 4. Great Mosque of Divrigi. 

 

The history of Great Mosque and Hospital, which are adjacent to each other 

as the main constructions of a complex comprising 5 separate structures dates 

back to Hittite period. It is located in Divrigi, Sivas. Divrigi, which became a 

town in 1922, lived its heyday under the reign of Mengucekogullari Seignoiry. 

The town, which stood out for its iron mines operational since 1937, maintains 

its ancient texture (Ministry of Culture and Tourism). 

Goreme National Park and Cappadocia 

Cappadocia, surrounded by the Kızılırmak River in the north, Yesilhisar in the 

east, Hasan and Melendiz Mountains in the south, Aksaray in the west and 

Kirsehir in the northwest,  is a spot where settlers have led a sedentary life ever 

since the Calcalithic period. The most important characteristic of the area is 

rock formations, which came into existence out of the tuffs erupted by Erciyes 

and Hasan Mountains and weathered by wind and water. They are places 

carved into the rocks, which are warm in winter, cool in summer and therefore 

have favourable conditions in every season. 
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Photograph 5. Fairy Chimneys in Nevsehir, Urgup and Goreme 

 

Goreme became an important place for Christians when Christians, who 

faced oppressions between 7th and 13th century, settled in the area.  It is a 

prominent spot for belief tourism and favoured by scores of native and foreign 

tourists. This natural and cultural heritage, as a combination of centuries-long 

background and fairy chimneys, has been on the World Heritage List since 06 

December 1985. 

Hattusha – The Hittite Capital 

Hattusha, which was included on the List on 28 November 1986, is the capital 

to Hittites, one of the prominent Anatolian civilizations. 

Ruins of Hattusha are found in a terrace plain and on a rocky slope behind 

Bogazkoy. The manuscript which was found in Bogazkoy (Corum) reads that 

Hattusha was levelled by Kussarsan King Anitta in the early 18th century BC. 

In the written documents, Anitta is a Hittite king. It was re-founded by Hattusi-

li the First nearly 100 years later and happened to become the capitol to a civili-

zation that would last over 400 years. The location it was situated functioned as 

a natural protection. Most of the ruins found in the site originate from the peri-

od of Great Tudhaliya the Fourth. Among these ruins are temples, royal struc-

tures and walls. 
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Photograph 6. Hattusha: Excavation Site 

Source: http://imageshack.us 

 

The Mount Nemrut (Adiyaman) 

The Mount Nemrut is a volcanic mountain of 2150 meters in the South-eastern 

Anatolian region (Adiyaman – Kahta). In 62 BC, Statues of many Greek and 

Persian gods and his own mausoleum was built on the top of the mountain to 

show his gratitude to gods and his ancestors by the decree of Commagenean 

king Theos. 

  
Photograph 7. Statues of Greek and Persian Gods on Nemrut 

Source: http://imageshack.us 
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There are figure of gods engraved on the tomb. The Mountain, proclaimed 

as the highest outdoor museum in the world, is an ancient city of Commagene 

Kingdom, which possesses fascinating statues of up-to-10 meters and meters 

long inscriptions and epitaphs. The mountain, one of the Seven Wonders of 

World, was included on the World Heritage List on 11 December 1987. Some 

excavations and research were conducted on the Mountain after included on 

the list. King’s tomb is yet to be discovered though its existence is known to us. 

(http://www.kultur.gov.tr) 

Hierapolis Ancient City and Pamukkale (Denizli) 

Hierapolis Ancient City was included on the World Heritage List in 1988. The 

enchanting scenery and richness in Roman and Early Christianity Period archi-

tecture make Hierapolis a remarkable ruin. It is considered that the city was 

founded by the Bergaman King Eumenes the Second and named after Hiera, 

wife to Telephos, legendary founder of Bergama (Akurgal, 1995:390). The city 

significantly developed in 2nd and 3rd centuries AD and became a bishopric. 

Phillip the Apostle was murdered in this city in 80 AD; therefore, a colossal 

church was built for his memory and named after him. 

 

 

Photograph 8.  Thermal Water Pools of Pamukkale with its Unique Natural Texture and Scenery 

 

It formed on the old Paleozoic limestone at the foot of Cokelez Mountain in 

Pamukkale (Denizli) and the resultant travertine created this natural scenery.  

Thermal springs which contributed to the formation of travertine have also 

been used for thermal tourism.  
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Ancient Cities Xanthos and Letoon in Fethiye (Mugla) 

Xanthos is among the most interesting ruins in Turkey. The city, capital to Ly-

cia, was remained under Persian and later Hellenistic influence following the 

invasion by Alexander the Great. The region, first researched by an English ar-

chaeologist C. Fellows in 1838, was studied by French scholars (P. Demargne, 

J.D. Courtils and their teams) from 1950s onward. Another ruin in the region is 

Letoon, which is on the western side of the Xanthos River and 4 km away from 

Xanthos city.  

A large number of Lycian, Persian, Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine items 

were discovered in the archaeological excavations in the aforementioned ruins, 

which are located in the boroughs Kinik and Kumluova, 40 km away from 

Fethiye (Mugla). These ruins, which were included on the List on 09 December 

1988, are visited by scores of tourists at present. 

 

 
Photograph 9. Amphitheatre of Xanthos Ancient City 

Source: http://imageshack.us 

 

Archaeological Site of Troy (Canakkale) 

Troy is found in the town Hisarlik, which is 30 km away from Canakkale. 

Finds, discovered in the excavation launched in 1871, showed that the city was 

founded in around 3000 BC. The settlement, known as Troy I (3000-2500 BC), 

consists of 10 strata rising upon one another. It is a city of early Bronze Age.  
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Photograph 10. Excavations in Troy 

 

Baked containers which are handmade and adorned with human face de-

scriptions were first found in this region. Troy II, which covers the years 2500-

2200 BC, consists of seven strata. Troy II is important in terms of urban plan-

ning. he city contains the first examples of megarones (a rectangular type of 

house) and propylons (entrance doors to a temple or holy place) to be built in 

line with the urban planning systems of the Western world. Troy, standing out 

for its authentic urban planning, was included on the World Heritage List on 02 

December 1998. 

CONCLUSION  

Anatolian peninsula, home to many civilizations, has a rich cultural and histor-

ical legacy and stunning natural beauties. Every nation is responsible to pro-

tect, preserve and restore its natural and cultural properties and to devolve 

them upon the next generations. By doing so, it not only happens to conserve 

its properties on the World Heritage List but also stokes its economic activity. 

To this end, it is necessary to provide the optimum maintenance opportunities 

to protect global natural and cultural properties and to assure their continuity.  

Therefore, combined effort is necessary to bring about collaboration to pro-

long the lives of the spoilt natural and cultural properties. To this end, it was 

resolved in the 16th General Conference held by UNESCO in Paris on 17 Octo-
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ber – 21 November 1972 to sign an agreement, and “Convention Concerning 

the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage” was signed on 16 

November 1972. Turkey agreed to abide by the Convention on 23 May 1982 

and it was promulgated in the Official Gazette dated 14 February 1983 and 

numbered 17959. 

Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural 

Heritage, projected by UNESCO, is the first step and of utmost importance to 

introduce the natural and cultural sites of universal value, considered to be 

shared legacy of humanity, to raise an awareness of protection and summit in-

ternational collaboration if need be. Turkey as one of the parties to the Conven-

tion has nine natural and cultural properties on the list. It is an inevitable truth 

that the number will increase in consideration of the unique properties in Turkey.  
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism mountain destinations are places with powerful symbolic features that exert 

a strong influence on destination image formation. On the other hand mountains are 

also nature spaces more vulnerable to the effects of tourism development and more 

able to create strong links between them and people that visit. The present study 

seeks to analyze, in a holistic and multi-disciplinary approach, the relation between 

perceptions of tourism impacts, tourists’ image and place-attachment regarded with 

tourism mountain destinations. A structural model reveals that tourists’ perceptions 

toward tourism development in mountain destinations affect the corresponding cogni-

tive and affective image and tourists’ place-attachment. Discussion centers on the 

implications of this model to theory and managerial development of tourism strate-

gies. Additionally, limitations of the study are presented as well as guidelines for fu-

ture research. 

Key words: tourism, mountains, impacts, image, place-attachment. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Mountains are one of humankind’s most profound archetypal symbols and 

have long been revered, held in awe, and viewed as symbols of strength, free-

dom, and eternity (Smethurst, 2000: 36). Therefore, mountain regions have be-

come one of the most attractive tourism destination areas as demonstrated by 
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the fact that mountain tourism demand constitutes at least 20% of global tourist 

flows, with mountain destinations being second in global popularity and the 

choice of 500 million tourists annually (UNEP, 2002; Thomas et al., 2006). 

The attractiveness of mountains is mainly based on its symbolic image. 

Considered destination image as the sum of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that 

an individual has of a destination (Crompton, 1979), it includes cognitive and 

affective components (Stepchenkova & Morrison, 2008). The cognitive image 

component consists of beliefs and knowledge about a destination, primarily 

focusing on tangible physical attributes (Pike & Ryan, 2004; Stabler, 1988; 

Smith, 2005). The affective image component, on the other hand, represents 

feelings about a destination (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Beerli & Martín, 2004). 

The perceptions of the impacts generated by tourism development have 

constituted also a relevant research topic in the last decades (Andereck & Vogt, 

2000). It is generally accepted that the tourism impacts are distinguished ac-

cording to their economic, environmental or socio-cultural scope, being typical-

ly classified as either positive or negative (Williams, 1979; Mathieson & Wall, 

1982; Caneday & Zeiger, 1991; Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004).  

The more attractive a destination, the more popular it becomes and, conse-

quently, more vulnerable it turns (Hillery et al., 2001; Diedrich & García-

Buades, 2009). Particularly in nature areas, characterized by fragility of both 

social and ecological systems, tourism is known to induce a series of social, cul-

tural, ecological and economic changes (Butler & Hinch, 1998; Stonich, 1998, 

2000; Belsky, 1999). 

On the other hand, research shows that people are attracted to natural envi-

ronments (see Knopf, 1983, 1987, Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) and, over time, they 

create and strengthen affective links – place-attachment - with these natural 

spaces (Kyle, Tarrant & Mowen, 2004). Place-attachment as the affective link 

that people establishes with specific settings, where they tend to remain and 

where they feel comfortable and safe (Hidalgo & Hern{ndez, 2001). In fact, 

natural areas, like mountains, offer a range of physical, psychological and so-

cial benefits that reinforce emotional connections, which make them attractive 

destinations from the tourist point of view (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 

1979; Ulrich et al. 1991). 

However, until very recently, tourism researches concerned with mountain 

places mainly focused on physical, ecological and environmental perspectives 

(Smethurst, 2000). On the other hand and despite of the growing body of re-
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search on destination image and tourism impacts and the recent tourism stud-

ies on place-attachment, there is a gap in tourism literature concerning with the 

link between these constructs. 

It is in this context that the present study seeks to analyze, in a holistic and 

multi-disciplinary approach, the relation between perceptions of tourism im-

pacts, tourists’ image and place-attachment regarded with tourism mountain 

destinations. 

METHODOLOGY 

The variables considered for the survey instrument – the questionnaire – have 

been developed based on a literature review on tourism impacts, destination 

image and place-attachment. The initial scales were adjusted to the reality of 

tourists being inquired as well as to the specificity of the mountain destination 

being studied. Thirty-nine attributes were specifically used to assess tourists’ 

perceptions of tourism from social-cultural, economic and environmental per-

spectives. A 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree) was used for all thirty-nine attributes. Regarding with tourism 

destination image, tourists were asked to rate the mountain place as a tourism 

destination on each of a list of forty-nine attributes on a five-point Likert-type 

scale ranging from 1 (offers very little) to 5 (offers very much). The affective 

dimension of tourism destination image was measured by nine semantic differ-

ential scales based on a literature review. Finally twelve items were used for 

place-attachment, measure through a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The questionnaire was personally administered to each individual tourist 

during their stay at the mountain tourist sites – Peaks of Europe (Spain), Alps 

(France, Austria and Switzerland) and Serra da Estrela (Portugal). The main 

survey was conducted from March through July of 2009 and 315 valid ques-

tionnaires were completed. 

Data Analysis  

The validation of the conceptual model was achieved through exploratory fac-

tor analysis (EFA), aiming at determining the relationship between the ob-

served variables and latent variables. Once defined the variables that represent 

each factor and the number of factors, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was 

applied using full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation proce-

dures in LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993, 1996). 
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The chi-squared for this model is significant (X2=2562.27, 1045 df, p<.00). 

Since the chi-squared statistic is sensitive to sample size, we further analysed 

additional fit indices: the Normed Fit Index (NFI), the Comparative Fit Index 

(CFI), the Incremental Fit Index (IFI), and the Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI). 

The NFI for this model was 0.95, the CFI, IFI and NNFI showed a value of 0.97. 

All constructs present levels of composed reliability (Bagozzi, 1980). Given that 

the fit indices may be strengthened permitting the existence of more terms to be 

freely estimated, also the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 

was considered, which incorporates a penalization for lack of parsimony. A 

value of RMSEA above 0.10 indicates an inacceptable value (Steiger, 1980). The 

RMSEA of this measurement model is of 0.068. 

Discriminant validity between the constructs is analysed by using the For-

nell and Larcker (1981) test, in which all possible construct pairs pass the test 

(see Table 1). 

 

  Table 1. Constructs, measurement scales and reliability\indices 

Constructs, measurement scales and reliability indices 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

T-
values 

   

PERCEPTIONS OF TOURISM IMPACTS (=0.92; vc(n) =0.57; =0.93)   

V.1 – Result in a more cultural exchange between tourists and 
residents 

0.61 11.76 

V.2 – Improve educational development 0.69 13.75 
V.3 – Improve mutual confidence among people 0.70 13.82 
V.4 – Increase pride and cultural identity 0.70 13.94 
V.5 – Create opportunities for using recreation facilities 0.73 14.85 
V.6 – Encourage development of a variety of cultural activities by 
the local residents 

0.78 16.11 

V.7 – Improve more tolerance with other cultures 0.85 18.38 
V.8 – Provide social interaction 0.83 17.67 
V.9 – Allow a better understand other cultures and societies 0.83 17.97 
V.10 – Improve quality of life in general 0.77 15.93 
   
COGNITIVE IMAGE   

MYSTİQUE/SACRED (=0.85; vc(n) =0.66; =0.86)   

V.11 – Spiritual experience 0.78 15.92 
V.12 – Mystic or sacred atmosphere 0.86 18.33 
V.13 – Different customs and ways of life 0.81 16.93 
   

HISTORIC-CULTURAL (=0.87; vc(n) =0.65; =0.88)   

V.14 – Cultural attractions 0.80 16.58 
V.15 – Historic attractions 0.81 16.96 
V.16 – Cultural experience 0.87 19.01 
V.17 – Variety of attractions to visit 0.73 14.72 
   

SOCIAL AND PRESTIGE (=0.82; vc(n) =0.55; =0.83)   

V.18 – Opportunities for social interactions 0.77 15.55 
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V.19 – Fashion idea 0.76 15.43 
V.20 – Reputation and good name 0.73 14.42 
V.21 – Opportunities for education and new learnings 0.70 13.80 
   

NATURAL/ECOLOGICAL (=0.88; vc(n) =0.51; =0.89)   

V.22 – Ecological diversity 0.74 14.92 
V.23 – Authenticity 0.75 15.33 
V.24 – Fragility of ecosystem 0.60 11.39 
V.25 – Peace and quiet 0.67 13.05 
V.26 – Rest and relaxation 0.66 12.89 
V.27 – Water presence 0.76 15.53 
V.28 – Contact and proximity with Nature 0.74 14.90 
V.29 – Natural Park 0.77 15.91 
   

SERVICES AND FACILITIES (=0.74; vc(n) =0.50; =0.75)   

V.30 – Facilities for sport activities 0.82 16.40 
V.31 – Quality of services 0.68 12.76 
V.32 – Safety 0.62 11.33 
   

SPORT AND LEISURE (=0.79; vc(n) =0.72; =0.83)   

V.33 – Opportunities for leisure and entertainment activities 0.66 12.80 
V.34 – Sport and recreation activities 1 15.71 
   

PLACE-ATTACHMENT (=0.92; vc(n) =0.66; =0.92)   

V35 – I am very attached to this mountain place and to the people 
who live here 

0.79 16.60 

V.36 – No other mountain place can compare to this place 0.69 13.65 
V.37 – This mountain place says a lot about who I am 0.81 17.26 
V.38 – Doing what I do at this mountain place is very important to 
me 

0.86 18.72 

V.39 – This mountain place means a lot to me 0.90 20.27 
V.40 – I miss this mountain place when I am not here 0.81 16.97 
   

AFFECTIVE IMAGE (=0.92; vc(n) =0.62; =0.93)   

V.41 – Unpleasant/Pleasant 0.78 16.38 
V.42 – Gloomy/Exciting 0.68 13.42 
V.43 – Sleepy/Arousing 0.70 13.87 
V.44 – Distressing/Relaxing 0.72 14.43 
V.45 – Uninteresting/Interesting 0.85 18.43 
V.46 – Sad/Happy 0.83 17.90 
V.47 – Unimportant/Important 0.82 17.48 
V.48 – Bad/Good 0.89 20.03 

 Notes: α= Internal reliability (Cronbach, 1951) vc(n) = Variance extracted (Fornell & Larcker 1981);  

= Composite reliability (Bagozzi, 1980). 

 

Due the reliable measurement model, the conceptual framework was simul-

taneously estimated in a structural equation model using FIML estimation pro-

cedures in LISREL 8.54. Specifically, this model contains 9 constructs, 48 ob-

servable indicators, measurement and latent variable errors, and intercorrela-

tions between the latent constructs. The estimation results for the significant 

structural paths are exhibited in figure 1. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study extended the scope of the combined examination of impacts, desti-

nation image and place attachment dimensions into tourism. 

Insight from an empirical study of 315 tourists in European Mountains Des-

tinations – the Serra da Estrela (Portugal), the Alps (France, Austria and Swit-

zerland) and the Peaks of Europe (Spain) – the results indicate that perceptions 

of tourism impacts influence the cognitive and affective image and place-

attachment too, which also influences affective image. 

In fact, perceptions of tourism impacts are highly associated with destina-

tion image because the perceptions of the effects of tourism development in a 

destination influence the perception that tourists held of it (Diedrich & García-

Buades, 2009; Zamani-Farahani & Musa, 2008). On the other side, a positive 

attachment to a place, developed by direct or indirect experiences, influence the 

affective corresponding perception of it (Halpenny, 2006). 

This could be interesting to mountain destinations management to imple-

ment more effective positioning strategies, increase market segmentation op-
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tions, enhance product development and communication strategies, and gener-

ally improve marketing-mix strategies, particularly concerning the develop-

ment of an effective mountain destination brand. 

There are however some limitations to be considered. The first one is that 

the final instrument - the questionnaire - may have created common method 

variance that could have inflated construct relationships. However, all of the 

impacts, image and place-attachment constructs items were separated and 

mixed so that no respondent would be able to detect which items were affect-

ing which factors.  

Second, the study might omit and therefore not consider other relevant 

mountain impacts, image and/or place-attachment dimensions.  On the other 

hand, this study, like any empirical research work, has certain empirical limita-

tions, which could affect the evaluation and generalization of its results. The 

ideal would be the application of the conceptual model as an measurement in-

strument to all mountain destinations, which is almost impossible. In any case, 

the replication of this study and corresponding extension of the model to other 

mountain destinations, or other destinations with similar characteristics, would 

be more interesting for a more general validation.  

Further research is also required to investigate how these constructs – im-

pacts, image and place-attachment - are associated with other variables, such as 

information sources, tourist’s past experience, expectations, and type of resi-

dential area (urban or rural). 

Also, future research extensions into related disciplines could allow for a 

broader perspective in a search for conceptual approaches and methodologies 

to solidify the knowledge of the destination image’, tourism impacts’ and 

place-attachment’ constructs. 

Finally, it would seem desirable to carry out longitudinal studies that deal 

with the process of the formation and transformation of destination image, 

tourism impacts perceptions and place-attachment over longer time periods. 
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ABSTRACT 

‘Heritage Value’, the so called a new notion, carries the form of locals’ knowledge; 

embodied in the physical objects such as the Lao traditional style house; Wat Xieng 

Thong temple and even the colonial mixed between Lao and French architectures. 

When tourism was introduced to Luang Prabang city, ‘Heritage Value’ became a sub-

ject for tourism attractions. Therefore, this research aims to identify the process of 

making ‘Heritage Value’ by locals in Luang Prabang city. The research is based on a 

documentary analysis; and the ethnographic methods utilized. As a result, locals have 

utilized ‘Heritage Value’ to attract tourists based on variety of patterns. However, ‘Her-

itage Value’ is still attached to locals’ way of life and continues to be tools for incomes 

generation of locals’ community. 

Key words: locals’ knowledge, heritage value, utilization. 

INTRODUCTION  

This research explores the construction of ‘Heritage Value’ and its methods of 

processing and utilizing ‘Heritage Value’ to attract tourists in the World Herit-

age Site of Luang Prabang city. ‘Heritage Value’, in this paper, is an abstract 

emotional efficacy of archaeological heritage. It is a notion, which includes tan-

gible and intangible heritage. For instance, tangible heritage is physical archi-

tecture: old temples, traditional Lao houses, and folk handicrafts. Intangible 

heritage is the local’s way of life and their religious belief which attached to 

physical heritage and became the so called ‘Heritage Value’ in this study.  

‘Heritage Value’ had been referred to material objects, which are embodied 

by a value system (Darvill, 1994; Carman, 1996; Nyaupane, 2010; Susan, 1996). 

Moreover, in this research, a value is consisted of local knowledge which re-

lates to particular heritage attraction such as: the values attach to handicrafts 

made by ethnic people, traditional architectural values and daily cultural prac-

tices: the alms giving ceremony, the Lao New Year and Hmong New Year.  
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Locals themselves are the owners of a cultural identity. In the area of World 

Heritage Studies, beside the criteria of inscription, the distinctiveness is one 

element to measure the differences between Luang Prabang and other World 

Heritage Sties. Therefore, this study is a pioneering piece of work, which will 

focus on searching for the ‘Heritage Value’ in Luang Prabang in that the locals 

are the key people who build up their own ‘Heritage Value’ for the World Her-

itage Site in Luang Prabang.  

Context and Luang Prabang City 

The Lao People’s Democratic Republic (or Lao PDR) has the land area of 

236,800 squae kilometers, extending more than 1,700 kms from north to south 

and between 100 kms and 400 kms from east to west. The country has an east-

ern border of 1,957 kms with Vietnam, a western border of 1,730 kms with 

Thailand, a southern border of 494 kms with Cambodia and northern border of 

416 kms with China and 230 kms with Myanmar (TWO, UNDP, 1998: 25).   

In the past, Lao PDR was a ‚land-locked‛ country as it was unable to access 

the sea. However, with an open door policy and a market-oriented economy, 

the new strategy has changed the term from ‘land-locked’ to a ‘land-linked’ 

country. Thus by integration into ASEAN communities, which Lao PDR be-

came a member in 1996. Furthermore, through the ASEAN plus three (China, 

Japan and Korea) and Greater-Mekong Sub-region cooperative framework (Vi-

etnam, Yunnan, Guangxi, (China), Cambodia, Thailand and Myanmar). 

Lao PDR is a small country in the mainland of South East Asia, but it has 

tourism potential based on the cultural, historical and natural assets. Existing 

forest covers 41% of the country’s landmass, with 20 National Protected Areas 

harboring a wealth of biodiversity and globally important species (TWO, 

UNDP, 1998:59-62). Additionally, the Mekong River and its tributaries, beauti-

ful scenery, archaeological sites and distinctive Lao art and heritage. The Lao 

population is about seven million according to the latest Population Census. 

There are also 49 hospitable ethnic groups with diverse lifestyles, cultural prac-

tices and customs.  

When Lao PDR had just opened its doors to international tourists in 1990, 

only 14,400 international arrivals were recorded with revenues of 2.2 million 

US dollars. By 2010, the number had raised to 2.7 million arrivals, that generat-

ed a revenue over 38 million US dollars. For the past two decades, tourism has 

been one of the number one earners for the foreign exchange, outpacing gar-
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ment manufacturing, electricity exports but after the mining sector (Lao 

National Tourism Administration, 2011: 8-18). 

 

 
Figure 1: Tourist arrivals to Lao PDR (1990- 2010) 

Source: Tourist Arrival Statistics 2010, LNTA 2011 

 

There are over 70 percents of regional tourists (Thailand, Vietnam, and Chi-

na) with the remaining 30 percents of coming from the long-haul market that 

includes Europe, America and the Asia-Pacific region. Some priority markets 

for the country are Thailand, America, France, UK, Japan, Australia, Germany, 

Canada, Viet Nam and China. 

Therefore, tourism plays an important role in socio-economic development, 

commerce, investment, cross-cultural exchange and international cooperation. 

It helps people to better understand one another and encourages international 

peace and friendship (TWO, UNDP, 1998). As a result of these important fac-

tors, the Government of Lao PDR has placed tourism among the priority sec-

tors to contribute to the country’s socio-economic development, with a focus on 

the development for sustainable tourism based on cultural, natural and historic 

resources, so that Lao PDR will become a place for recreation, cultural ex-

change and learning for both regional and long-haul visitors. Based on this vi-

sion, the main policies concerning tourism development in the Lao PDR are: 
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1. To implement an open-door policy concerning cooperation with foreign 

nations in economic and cultural matters; 

2. To promote tourism development that alleviates poverty and stimulates 

local production;  

3. To create employment opportunities; 

4. To generate and distribute income to the multi-ethnic Lao People; 

5. To promote and conserve the arts, culture, and fine traditions of the Lao 

People,  

6. To conserve and protect ancient archaeological sites, the natural environ-

ment and historic monuments;  

Lao PDR is considered as one of the least developed countries in the world 

(Human Development Index, 2010). Industrialization in this country lags be-

hind that of its neighboring countries such as Vietnam and Thailand. Only low-

processing industries such as timber, electric export and mining are major 

sources for foreign currency acquisition. Thus, tourism has been considered as 

an alternative means for foreign currency acquisition, as a driving force to fur-

ther the country’s economic development, and to create opportunity for facili-

tating its social development. The ultimate goal of the Lao government is to 

utilize tourism as a tool for poverty reduction; starting from tourist areas 

spreading the idea across the whole country. By the year 2020, Lao PDR expects 

to be removed from the less-developed country list (Committee for Planing and 

Investment, 2006). 

 

 
Figure 2. Revenue from tourism (Dollars) 

Source: Tourist Arrival Statistics 2010, LNTA 2011 
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In Lao PDR, there are two remarkable World Heritage Sites, which are con-

sidered the main tourist attractions in relation to the nation’s income contribu-

tion, such as Luang Prabang city and Wat Phou Champasak. However, one fine 

example of Lao PDR’s heritage site is Luang Prabang city, a living UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. 

The town has its own characteristic in terms of location, old and traditional 

architecture, tangible and intangible cultures and good town planning. Luang 

Prabang was the former capital of Laos PDR. However, the former Lao King 

moved the capital city from Luang Prabang to Vientiane city in 1560 in order to 

protect Luang Prabang from the invasion of Burmese troops (Sengpaserth, 

1991). 

The setting up of Luangprabang city is considered as good town planning, 

because it’s located on the peninsula with two merging rivers; the Khong River 

and Khan River in the North-East Part of the city. Luang Prabang is surround-

ed by and has lots of green spaces both inside the town and on the opposite 

side of Luang Prabang city across the Mekong River. It is believed that there is 

plenty of ecological and biosphere in the mountain area. 

 

 

Figure 3: The study area (Heritage Zone in Luang Prabang City) 

Source: Heritage Preservation and Development Master Plan, House of Heritage Luang Prabang       

Regulation on Heritage Protection Zone, UNESCO 
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Luang Prabang was added to the world heritage list in 1995 (based on crite-

ria II, IV and V) (The Criteria for Selection, UNESCO) defined as a masterpiece 

of human creativity, interchange of human values, being an outstanding exam-

ple of architecture, type of buildings and technological ensemble or landscape 

which illustrates a significant state in human history. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The basic question in Heritage studies is how heritage is constructed and how 

objects, some places, and some traditional practices are transformed into a her-

itage and excludes others (Pearce 1996: 86). The construction process of herit-

age or heritage values needs to be analysed based on some particular social 

phenomenon, which forms the product of that society like Luang Prabang city. 

Moreover, time is important for the process of transforming objects into herit-

age. Heritage could be a value or a personal notion, a national or a world heritage. 

The concept of Values has been acknowledged by different notions by many 

scholars; from the work of (Dumont, 1980) in Social Anthropology on ‘on val-

ue’, and later by (Thompson, 1979) on the study of heritage value in ‘the creation 

and destruction of value’. Moreover, (Pearce, 1995) gave notion of Value in re-

lation to the collecting process and by (Carman 1996) in relation to archaeological 

materials.  

Value refers to the concept of worth, ethic, personal and culture. However, 

the theory of value consists of approaches on understanding how, why and to 

what degree humans should value things, whether the thing is a person, idea, 

object, or anything else. In the concept of ethic, value is a property of objects, 

including physical objects as well as abstract objects that represent their degree 

of importance (Jacques, 1995: 91-101). However, some scholars define heritage 

as having the same meaning as Values in (Hitchcock 2010; Timothy 2003). 

Nevertheless, there are few studies on how specific, broadly contemporary, 

cultural sites and their material culture have gone through with their 

transformation from ‘ordinary things’ into valued heritge. Therefore, the con-

cept of ‘Heritage Values’ in this paper is newly invented notion based on the 

assumption mixed between the Heritage studies and Value System as follow:  

(Pearce’s perception of Heritage as a social concept, which lives within its 

material and traditional practice are transformed into heritage status. In this 

case, there should be some criteria for the material objects and even the 

landcape which is attached to people, in order to be considerd for heritage 
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status. These are in accordance with basic fundamental criterias of Heritage 

selection based on the principles outlined with the UNESCO organization 

(UNESCO, 1972). It doen’t mean that all material objects have to be consided as 

a World Heritage status, but at least it is valuable to consider in the selection 

process. Therefore, if any ojbects or traditional practices obtain a World 

Hertiage status, it should be a masterpice or at least considered as exceptional 

heritage and match with one of the ten criterias for World Heritage Selection 

(UNESCO, The Criteria for Selection).  

In this paper, the construction of Heritage Values are derived from the work 

of (Pearce 1996) and (Darvill 1994). Pearce’s work has opened the way for 

heritage construction.  

It is starting from universal reccognition the one’s ownership of material possession is the 

prime importance in the construction of culture, and hence potential to be heritage and in 

general material goods look particularly significant as cultural makers in the western 

tradtion. However, this tendency has considerable historical depth, but the object 

themselves are implicit in notions of historicity and heritage, because they are a crucial 

element in our capacity to recollect, and hence to have culture at all, either collectively or 

individually. Particular materials have to be selected to carry the past and so give it the 

physical persence which can take it into the future (Pearce, 1996: 86-87). 

Moreover, Pearce’s study stills referes to the relationship between values 

and things or material objects. Her research focuses on the selection of social 

ideas which is embodied in actual individuals and concrete material. 

Interaction between people and objects has created and sustianed the culture at 

sites and its social existence. It also produces objects which has particular 

memorials or ‘heritage’ qualities that are attached.   

In regards to the work of Darvill on Value Systems which relates to 

Archaeological resources. ‘Value means diffent things to different people’ 

(Darvill 1994: 52). His work did not focus on economic aspects but sociological 

interpretations, which sets out broadly- constituted and socially- determinded 

assumptions, beliefs and knowledge-sets which may be termed ‘value systems’. 

Moreover, there are various values perceived by people in regards to heritage, 

especially acheological heritage sphere. His research focus on the study of 

nature as a value system and gradient with reference to archaeological 

resources. The results of his research included three main value gradients: ‘use 

value’ based on present requirements, ‘option value’ based on future posibility, 

‘existence value’, which acknowledges value, because it is there. Perhaps, his 

work relates to the notion of people in a society towards archaeology resources. 

Also, that notion is the value.  
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‘Use Value’ is based upon the fact that demand or uses are placed upon the 

archaeological resouces by contemporary society (Darvill 1994; Timothy 2011). 

‘Use value’ is based on consumption, even though the act of consumption is 

also creative. Society’s ability to use the archaeological resources depends on 

two things: first is the existence of some evidence, record or memory of things 

we care about, drawing upon things such as ancient artifacts: including 

structures and objects. Secondly, is our ability to attribute meaning to what we 

have (in structures or objects). Such meanings are not necessarily right or 

wrong, they are part of the process of recognition, derivation, and renegotiation 

into future states. The meanings, which are created, derived from cultural 

heritage carry symbolic messages, and they are cast in a language which we 

hope others will understand. (Darvill 1994: 55-56) 

‘Option Value’ inferes to production rather than consumption, but the process 

of production is defered because it is not the present context of value but rather 

some specific time in the future. This is in accordance with new invented value 

by one society which granted the other meaning to that value. 

‘Existence Value’ relates to the existence of (archaeological) reseources: built 

architecture. The temporal context is the present. The central to the realization of 

these values is the recognition of a set of feelings of well-being, contentment, and 

satisfaction – the ‘feel-good’ factor. These feelings are triggered in people who 

may never expect to use or see the resources itself by knowing it exists (Darvill 

1994: 59).  

From the work of Darvill, the author agree with the proof of the links 

between built and values which are embodied in archaeology. Therefore, the 

temple of Wat XiengThong in Luang Prabang, and the Angkor Wat Temple in 

Cambodia presents value systems. When applying the therory of heritage 

construction to these archiological sites (Boyd 2003; Darvill 1994; UNESCO 

1972), the Angkor Wat temple and Wat XiengThong temple in Luang Prabang 

are considered as heritge, which embodies a value system. Therefore, the 

assumption of ‘Heritage Value’ derived from the meaning of Heritage and 

embodied with Value System with any selected objects as a heritage. 

It is a mix between a study of sociology and anthropology, because before 

the recognition of physical heritage like Wat XiengThong temple as a heritage 

property, there should be recogniton from the people in that community which 

Wat XiengThong temple is the product of the local people in that society, which 

has certain history of religious practice by community attached to this temple. 

At the sametime, people in that society have already granted the value system 
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to Wat XiengThong temple. This situation is built up the so called the notion of 

‘Heritage Value’.  

A ‘Heritage Value’ is the notion of value giving to any physical heritages by 

locals and includes some locals’ custom. Heritage is the product of personal, 

family and societal events. ‘Heritage Value’ has two sides: first is the tangible 

or physical objects. Sencond is the establishment of the relationships between 

locals and that physical heritage. However, there is a possibility that ‘Heritage 

Value’ is different from local wisdom. It’s the daily life of local people, and 

some cultural or traditional practices which are worth preserving for the long 

run for local culture.  

As a result the idea has come from humans and then become a part of hu-

man value. Human value applies to the object, and becomes a man-made 

product. On the other hand, human made the relationship with that objects and 

granted value to that objects. This object has allowed time to pass and been a 

part of many generations. Therefore, this object can become heritage, which has 

values attached to it. Therefore, a Wat XiengThong temple is perceived as a 

heritage value. Wat XiengThong temple is man-made product of society and it 

means that Wat Xiengthong temple is a physical heritage attached with values 

invented by local ideas; has local knowledge and respected by locals them-

selves.  

METHODOLOGY  

‘Heritage Value’ is a new notion that has been introduced into tourism studies 

based in this research. ‘Heritage Value’ has attached to the locals’ ways of life; 

there are establishment of the relationships between physical heritage and lo-

cals inside a community. Then locals make a utilization of ‘Heritage Value’ in 

attracting tourists to World Heritage Sites of Luang Prabang city. In order to 

complete this study, it is measured by application of the two core methods. 

Firstly, a documentary analysis on previous work including books, journals, 

articles, and papers, in order to find out the processing on how to construct the 

notion of ‘Heritage Value’. This documentary analysis is used in the literacy 

part.  

Secondly, the application of ethnography as a method of research; conduct-

ing fieldwork, observation and making in-depth interviews with local people, 

including some ethnic groups like Hmong, Lue, Lao Lum, Thai Dam and others 

business related tourisms in Luang Prabang city. After the fieldwork, the data 

has been processing by rewriting the transcription from field research notes 
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and IC-recordors. The transcription is a primary data using for the main part of 

this paper by answering questions on how locals establishing and utilizing 

‘Heritage Value’ in tourism industry as for their purpose of attracting tourists 

and earn incomes as well as to maintain the traditional cultures.  

Results of Research: Utilization of ‘Heritage Value’ by Locals in Attraction 
of Tourists 

Culture contains a heritage perspective and it is connected with the local life 

style for many generations (Khoutthao, 2010). The purpose of introducing the 

meaning of ‘Heritage Value’ is to clarify a social phenomenon of tourism in the 

World Heritage Site, Luang Prabang city. ‘Heritage Value’ consists of two 

sides. First is physical heritage or intangible heritage. Second refers to the in-

tangible heritage including religious believe and locals’ knowledge on estab-

lishing the relationships with particular physical heritage (like Wat Xieng 

Thong temple) based on value granting by locals to this physical heritage. 

Therefore, the main purpose of researching on ‘Heritage Value’ is to find out 

elements which affect to the establishment of relationship between physical 

heritage and local people, which put value to that physical heritage (based on 

the main believing and practicing in Buddhist religious). Then this process is 

resulted in the creating of a new notion as ‘Heritage Value’.  

In Luang Prabng, ‘Heritage Value’, physical heritage and some traditional 

practices have been invented and utilized for the purpose of tourist attractions. 

First is the locals’ creative idea. This local wisdom attached with Luang Pra-

bang people, which they have carried for a very long time. It can be considered 

as traditional customs, which the locals have practiced since former time. 

However, at a certain point of time, when the country perceives the economic 

development and the change of society, it becomes more developed and some 

traditional practices are omitted. This, as a result of economic growth, as well 

as a financial limitation to fund and support the maintenance of this sector. 

At a time when tourism is being promoted and developed, the utilization of 

‘Heritage Value’ for the purpose of tourism has been promoted too. Therefore, 

there are some renovations and newly invented values based on the former 

customs or the former traditional culture. However, the method applied for 

these invented values is based on firstly the use of former traditional culture, 

then adding new elements in order to bring new color to these special prod-

ucts, which we can use as tourist attractions.  
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For instance: the organizing of art performance units in each village, which 

tourists can observe in the theater, plays in Luang Prabang. The performance is 

based on the traditional dance but the dancers have integrated new styles into 

the performance. For example: the composition of new music; the songs’ lyrics 

in order to persuade, entertain and attract the audience. Another example is 

Lao traditional dancing, there are many ways of acting, but dancers invented 

new dance performances by mixing the traditional ways of dancing with new 

ways of dancing, so that it becomes more attractive: Sao-Lao Muan Suen’s 

dance performance and Sieng Toey Jark Thong Na is already invented culture.  

Second is the newly invented heritage is basically based on the antiques or 

the collection of antiques in many places such as in a National Museum, Art 

and Ethnical Center for the Northern Regions. This art center is a place for col-

lecting ethnic information such as: Akha, Yao, Thai Dam, and Hmong. Inside 

the center, there are exhibitions of ethnic clothing belonging to the various 

groups and photos showing their culture and way of life. These are newly in-

vented values but it has to be old elements mixed with new elements. For in-

stance: the building of a center is new but the basic information for exhibition 

inside the center is newly decorated, re-organized and re-managed in order to 

attract the attention of guests and audiences.  

Third is the renovation of hand made products or handicrafts in order to 

sell to tourists. For example: the creation of traditional Lao patterns for scarves. 

This creation is based on two steps: firstly, taking the old/traditional patterns of 

the scarves to be weaved. Then secondly steps is mixing and adding new colors 

and new patterns while weaving. Finally, the products will be more colorful 

and have a special quality. Moreover, the patterns for scarves are uniquely Lu-

ang Prabang style, which are different to other provinces in Lao PDR. Tourists 

prefer to buy the scarves as souvenirs. 

Fourth is the creation of song by composing the old melody but with new 

lyrics, which are newly invented songs to use during the art performances for 

tourists, in theater plays, to use in restaurants or even to sell to the locals them-

selves.  

Fifth is the investment issue for housing properties, such as domestic and 

foreign investors who want to create hotel and guesthouse businesses. Firstly, 

they build the new houses by preserving the old Lao style. Then they make in-

ternal decor of the houses in order to look beautiful and modern. The decora-

tion is mixed between wooden houses; equipped with an air conditioner, a ta-

ble, a bed, wardrobes, a fan, a telephone, a television, Etc inside the houses. 
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This kind of decoration is cozier and promotes a more comfort for guests who 

stay in these types of traditional housing, such as MekongReverview Hotel, Etc. 

However, in Luang Prabang the old properties are still being preserved and are 

being utilized as guest-reception houses, hotels, and guesthouses. The styles of 

those houses are old but they are renovated. The year 2006 was a booming year 

for tourism and its development in Luang Prabang. Previously many local res-

idents constructed their houses according to their own needs and preferred 

styles, which used various materials. However, later on, House of Heritage 

started controlling and limiting construction by applying regulations on hous-

ing construction for locals. As a result, locals have changed their mind and 

started to build their houses with traditional Lao style material.  Furthermore, 

some rebuilt their houses again in order to obtain greater economic value.  

There are some examples of Luang Prabang old-style houses, such as: Faed 

House (a house which has two roofs in one). The mix of colonial architecture (a 

two store concrete house), and a Lao traditional house (a wooden house, rebuilt 

with firm construction by applying new modern technology) (Sourya, et.al., 

2004). 

                  

         Photo 1. Wat Xieng Thong Temple(Lao Architecture Photo 2. Alms Giving Ceremony in Luang            

Prabang city 

Photo taken by author, Luang Prabang city, May 2011       Photo taken by author, Luang Prabang city, May 2011 

Sixth is the daily alms giving ceremony in every morning. This activity has 

been practicing since long time ago and has drawing many attentions from visi-

tors whom travelling and having attention to understand locals’ way of life. 

Every early morning, there are local people including visitors sitting along one 

side of the main road (eg: Sakkalin road), waiting for the processing of Alms 

giving. Hundreds of Buddhist monks walk passed in order to collect foods and 

offerings from tourists and local people (see photo 2).  
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Seventh is the Night Market, where the ideas of ethnic culture is interpreted 

into handicraft products and sold to tourists. Moreover, the relationships be-

tween ethnic groups are observed and participated by tourists. For example, 

the organization of ethnic’s festivals, such as Hmong New Year. At this event, 

the Lao Lum and other ethnic groups have to contribute some money to the 

festival and join this event. The Festival is organized yearly at the end of No-

vember or early December. The location of the event is Ban Don Kao, Ban 

Phasouk. For Lao Lum festival is Lao New Year, which everyone in every 

community participates in every year in April. This festival has drawn atten-

tion from domestic and foreign tourists.  

CONCLUSİON 

The utilization of ‘Heritage Value’ by locals in Luang Prabang city are mainly 

activities which were used over many generations and considered as tradition-

al customs. However, they have been renovated, reused and reinvented for the 

purpose of attracting tourism and for economic growth. The most important 

thing is the interpretation of local knowledge adding to physical heritage by 

local people and the use of heritage by foreign and domestic tourists as well as 

locals themselves. This ‘Heritage Value’ is a new notion which is newly intro-

duced to the tourism study; it has become a positive force for locals in sustain-

ing their culture and for gaining economic benefits from tourism. However, the 

study is excluding some analysis on the impact of tourism on social, environ-

mental and negative cultural aspects (Dearborn, 2010), which affects the ‘Herit-

age Value’ of Laung Prabang city.  
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ABSTRACT 

The development of cultural tourism reveals the changes in tourist demand and the 

growing awareness on behalf of both operators and scholars about the cultural, social 

and economic relevance of enhancing heritage assets. The relation between culture 

and tourism is particularly noteworthy in Italy, due to the huge amount of historic sites 

and works of art, attracting tourists from all over the world. The aim of this paper is to 

highlight how the requalification of historic villages and precious buildings can lead to 

hospitality innovation, creating a new typology of hotel – named “albergo diffuso” – 

which is not just an hotel but a context of experience for tourists. In this way, cultural 

value and economic value become a source of creativity for implementing innovation 

that is more and more sustainable. 

 

Key words: hospitality, historic sites, requalification. 

INTRODUCTION  

The increasing competition between destinations forces tourist firms to find 

new ways in designing attractive offerings, in order to satisfy a wide and het-

erogeneous tourist demand, which varies over time in relation to both tourists’ 

needs and the cultural modifications characterizing modern social systems. Ho-

tels, cultural organizations and tour operators look for innovative tourist solu-

tions to make a destination attractive and give tourists the possibility to live 

unique and fulfilling experiences. Globalization has certainly increased the dif-

ficulty in creating attractive tourist areas able to satisfy different demand needs 

and, therefore,  researchers and operators show more interest to the relevance 

of local identity and to those distinctive territorial resources that can represent 

a source of competitive advantage for destinations (Keller, 1996; Pechlaner, 

2000).  

Cultural heritage assets can represent an important source of distinctiveness 

for a territory and therefore a unique attraction for tourists. An ever increasing 

number of people are looking for tourist choices and ways of spending their 

free time in more authentic experiences to improve their quality of life (Caffera-
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ta & Cherubini, 2008; Paniccia, Silvestrelli & Valeri, 2010). Their holiday be-

comes a chance not only to appreciate the landscapes and pastimes of a place, 

but also to discover its history, heritage and customs, in order to increase their 

knowledge of local culture (Franch et al., 2008). More people take part in cul-

tural events, visiting museums, galleries and living cultural experiences with 

ever greater participation. This highlights the “experiential” aspect of travel-

ling, which includes also hotel choice where perceptions and experiences be-

come central to the tourist’s consumption. 

The development of cultural tourism (McIntosh & Goeldner, 1986; Van der 

Borg & Costa, 1995) is coherent with the increasing interest on behalf of both 

scholars and global organizations (like the World Heritage Centre), committed 

to sensitize public awareness of the need to preserve heritage, in order to con-

serve this precious asset for transmission to future generations (UNESCO, 

1972).  

In Italy, the binomial culture-tourism is particularly noteworthy, since Ital-

ian cultural heritage represents a distinctive resource for the whole country and 

an element of differentiation between Regions. Attractions drive tourism, as 

cultural heritage assets are ideally suited to become tourist attraction for their 

unique features, which distinguish a destination’s traditions, cultural back-

ground and landscape (Minguzzi, Presenza & Petrillo, 2007; Richards, 2002). 

Particularly, there is a substantial growth in tourist interest towards precious 

buildings, heritage sites and historic villages (McKercher & Ho, 2006; Pedersen, 

2002) especially if these places include hospitality services suitable to make 

tourists live an authentic experience within the cultural environment.  

However, this type of places are not always feasible and there are at least 

two main problems that can limit their enhancement and therefore their attrac-

tiveness.  

Firstly, cultural products are not always available to be seen or visited; in 

some cases, the binomial culture-tourism cannot be exploited because most 

monuments, buildings and historic sites are at least partly privately used, oc-

cupied or abandoned (Pechlaner, 2000). This implies that the role of local ad-

ministrations and cultural firms is crucial not only in preserving heritage as-

sets, but also in making them available to the public, increasing in this way 

their whole value (Montella, 2009). 

Secondly, cultural heritage is a very differentiated pool of tangible and in-

tangible resources, making it difficult to assess the integrated policies needed to 
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manage it. The heterogeneity of cultural assets refers, on one hand, to the indi-

vidual goods (i.e. historical buildings, precious villages, paintings, performing 

arts, etc.), and on the other hand, to the interests and strategies of public and 

private firms, directly and indirectly involved in the management and en-

hancement of these goods. We can mention, for example, the territorial devel-

opment policies carried out by local administrations, the strategies of cultural 

organizations (museums, galleries, etc.) which offer more and more differenti-

ated «cultural packages» and, last but not least, the initiatives promoted by ho-

tels making full use of local cultural resources in order to improve their hospi-

tality offerings.  

Having said this, it is clear that the attractiveness of a “cultural place” re-

quires not only the simple participation of all stakeholders, but above all the 

integration of their interests and competences, aimed to create a tourist system 

with specific and distinctive features. In this regard, the aim of this paper is to 

investigate the synergies between tourism and cultural heritage. Particularly, 

the purpose is to show that heritage protection and enhancement can lead to 

tourism innovation, generating – like in the case here presented – new forms of 

hospitality.  

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In literature, the binomial tourism-heritage is argued by McIntosh and Goeld-

ner (1986), who define cultural tourism a heterogeneous tourist offering com-

prehending different dimensions of travelling, where tourists learn about the 

history, customs, heritage and ways of living in a specific cultural place. Other 

studies suggest the concept of heritage tourism as embracing “both eco-tourism 

and cultural tourism, with an emphasis on conservation and cultural heritage” 

(Pedersen, 2002: 24).  

The interest of researchers of management towards cultural heritage re-

sponds to the needs of both public and private operators to find suitable man-

agement tools not only to evaluate the investments for heritage requalification, 

but also to define strategies for developing and enhancing cultural goods 

(Blaug, 2001; Golinelli, 2010; Hutter & Rizzo, 1997).  

Moreover, the presence of cultural assets in a tourist destination doesn’t al-

ways represent the main factor of attractiveness. A number of recent studies 

highlights that cultural products represent secondary attractions for the majori-

ty of so called “cultural tourists”; they visit places not so much with the aim of 

learning about destination’s heritage and traditions, but mainly for entertaining 
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and enjoying their stay (McKercher, 2002; Richards, 2002; Silberberg, 1995). Teo 

and Yeoh (1997) argue that the sloppy use of culture for selling places can cre-

ate conflicts between local stakeholders, particularly when cultural and histori-

cal products are promoted inappropriately by place marketers, providing un-

satisfactory tourism experiences. 

Therefore we cannot take for granted that all initiatives aimed to protect and 

promote cultural heritage have a positive economic and social impact on the 

territory, contributing to develop tourism sector.  

A successful innovation takes place when local administrations, cultural or-

ganizations and tourist firms co-evolve within the process of value creation, 

integrating their knowledge, skills and resources. This is consistent with the 

Viable System Approach (Barile & Polese, 2010; Golinelli et al. 2002) where val-

ue creation cannot be achieved autonomously by the firm through capitalizing 

on its internal assets, but is the result of the advantages deriving from both co-

operating with other actors and exploiting economic and social resources of the 

environment. This emphasizes the interdependent relationships between or-

ganizations and environment, where firms can follow a “virtuous” path of 

growth through a dialectical and co-evolutionary adaptation with the envi-

ronment (Cafferata, 2009). In these terms, sustainability can be reached, which 

means respecting both environmental factors and stakeholders interests 

(Dredge, 2004; Paniccia, Silvestrelli & Valeri, 2010).  

Furthermore, once a cultural-tourism destination is formed, it does not real-

ly offer “products” but mainly “services” in order to make the tourist and cul-

tural experience feasible, like the availability of hotels, restaurants, local trans-

portations. This view is consistent with the service-dominant logic (Vargo & 

Lusch, 2006) that highlights the significant role of services not only in improv-

ing the product qualitative dimension, but also in allowing tourists to personal-

ize its use, in regard to both cultural goods and tourist products. This is coher-

ent to the experience economy, where customers search for products incorpo-

rating feelings, emotions and experiences. In tourism sector this aspect is more 

and more intensified. Services are suitable for differentiating ways of fruition, 

so that tourists can form their personalized tourist experience and become co-

producers in the process of value creation (Grönroos, 1994; Pine & Gilmore, 

1999; Williams & Buswell, 2003). 

Focusing on hospitality offerings, a positive tourist experience in a hotel oc-

curs when the guest’s expectations are gratified by the hotel performance in 

providing products and services responding to those expectations. Hotel indus-
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try is highly segmented in base of quality, location and style in order to satisfy 

different targets of tourists. Indeed, there are several factors affecting the tour-

ist’s choice on one side, and the hotel performance on the other side. 

In this regard, there is a wide literature concerning hospitality management. 

Some scholars focus on the hotel performance identifying the factors that drive 

tourists’ choice, like cleanliness, quality staff and security (Callan & Bowman, 

2000; Knutson, 1988; Weaver & Oh, 1993); other researchers analyze customs 

satisfaction in relation to location, quality and price of hotels (Barsky & Labagh, 

1992); other studies investigate the effects of age, gender and purpose of trip on 

hotel selection criteria (McCleary, Weaver & Hutchnson, 1993).  

However, since there is a substantial growth in tourist interest towards cul-

tural heritage assets, more attention should be given to the cultural goods as a 

factor driving hotel choice. The aim of this paper is to emphasize this aspect, by 

analyzing how the requalification of some Italian prestigious buildings and his-

toric villages has generated new forms of hospitality, able to attract tourists. 

Particularly, the fact that the hotel is the historic site represents the main crite-

ria of selection for tourists interested on living fulfilling cultural experiences. 

METHODOLOGY 

The analysis here presented is part of a wider research on hospitality innova-

tions in Italy, promoted by several scholars interested in investigating man-

agement issues related to sustainability in tourism and destinations competi-

tiveness. 

In this paper the case study approach is adopted. This methodology, being 

appropriate for understanding complex phenomena and unfold processes 

within contextual situations (Eisenhardt, 2002), has been useful to identify the 

characteristics of the hotel here analyzed – named albergo diffuso (literally 

translated as “spread hotel”) – and report some significant cases. 

The first stage of the research has regarded the survey on number and loca-

tion of the alberghi diffusi in Italy. Data have been acquired by both the Italian 

Association of Alberghi Diffusi and our direct study within the Italian Regions 

through interviewing operators and local tourist associations. 

In the second stage, some criteria have been identified to classify these ho-

tels, in relation to their historical and architectural location. Hotels have been 

grouped in three main categories: 1) historic villages; 2) historic buildings; 3) 

old-fashioned rural villas. Hotels inside each category are basically homogene-
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ous in terms of historical value and architectural features. The information ac-

quired by the Italian Association of Authentic Historic Villages has been useful 

to outline these categories. 

Finally, the research has been addressed to identify the types of alberghi dif-

fusi in Marche Region, analyzing some significant cases that show the syner-

gies generating from cultural assets requalification and hospitality innovation. 

Data have been gained by semi-structured interviews to the entrepreneurs 

managing those hotels. 

In this paper, some findings are presented but the survey is still in progress 

and further research will be required. However, interesting results have al-

ready emerged, confirming the hypothesis according to which hospitality in-

novation can be achieved through cultural assets requalification.  

RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH  

The research highlights some interesting findings, showing how the albergo 

diffuso combines cultural heritage enhancement with hospitality innovation.  

The albergo diffuso is a made in Italy hotel, arisen from the requalification 

of cultural assets. While the term “albergo” stands for “hotel”, “diffuso” means 

“diffuse” or “spread out”, i.e. horizontally structured within a village or build-

ing, using different structures and spaces suitable for hospitality services 

(Dall’Ara, 2010; Paniccia, Silvestrelli & Valeri, 2010).  

The research has identified 63 alberghi diffusi in Italy, most of them located 

in the Center of the country, although there is a significant concentration of this 

type of hotel also in Sardegna, Friuli and Puglia Regions. According to the cri-

teria chosen to classify the alberghi diffusi, the survey shows that 19 of theses 

are old-fashioned villas located in rural areas (like manor farms and mills), 13 

are historic buildings, while the remaining 31 are placed within historic villages.  

With regard to Marche Region, we found 6 alberghi diffusi: 3 are located in 

historic villages, 1 placed within a historic building and 2 situated in historic 

villages which comprehend also rural villas or buildings. Complete data are 

highlighted in the following table. 
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Table 1. Name, Location, accommodation capacity and employment of the Alberghi Diffusi in 

Marche region 

Name Location Typology Units/ 

apartments 

Number 

 of rooms 

Number 

 of beds 

Employees 

Due Campanili Montemaggiore al 
Metauro  

(Pesaro-Urbino) 

historic village  

35 

 

35 

 

70 

 

4 

SS. Giacomo e 
Filippo Urbino 
Resort 

Pesaro-Urbino historic village +  

rural buildings 

 

6 

 

32 

 

80 

 

5 up to 10 

Villa Tombolina Montemaggiore al 
Metauro  

(Pesaro-Urbino) 

 

historic building 

 

3 

 

14 

 

35 

 

5 

Smerillo Smerillo  

(Fermo) 

historic village + 

historic buildings 

 

8 

 

20 

 

40 up to 
60 

 

8 

La Loggia Relais Gradara  

(Pesaro-Urbino) 

historic village 2 9 12 3 

Casa Oliva Bargni di 
Serrungarina  

(Pesaro-Urbino) 

 

historic village 

 

 

4 (hotel + 
apartments) 

 

25 

 

50 

 

4 

  Source: Data Acquired Through The Direct Survey. 

 

In early every case, hotels are located far away from urban areas and, ac-

cording to some entrepreneurs, this sometimes compromises their attractive-

ness. They represent in fact small attractions, where “physical remoteness, dif-

ficulty of access and a lack of other tourism facilities nearby present significant 

impediments to their ability to attract and retain visitors” (McKercher & Ho, 

2006: 483). 

For the analysis of this type of hotel, it has not been possible to apply the 

criteria of classification used for traditional hotels, like number of rooms and 

employees. These dimensions can be in fact misleading and limiting to com-

prehend the albergo diffuso’s features. This hotel does not really have rooms, 

but above all little apartments that are separately dislocated about 300 meters 

far away from the reception building. According to the regional law, the dis-

tance between the diverse units and the central body of the hotel is an im-

portant prerequisite allowing to classify a hotel as albergo diffuso. In fact, 

rooms are not vertically settled as we find in a traditional hotel, but they are 

located in a horizontal way, which means spread throughout the specific area.  
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Concerning employment, the survey found that few people are employed in 

the business and they are usually members of the entrepreneur’s family. The 

albergo diffuso is a small hotel and therefore the number of employees cannot 

be taken as a significant factor to measure the hotel potentialities. In fact, the 

hotel’s attractiveness derives from its distinctive cultural and architectural fea-

tures, which have been renewed to make them feasible for guests interested in 

living a deep cultural experience.  

The research shows that the role of entrepreneurs, local administrations and 

real estate firms has been fundamental to enhance the cultural value of that 

heritage and improve the attractiveness of the surrounding territory (Paniccia, 

Pechlaner & Valeri, 2010). This requalification project shows that all actors 

demonstrated both sensitivity in capturing the peculiarity of cultural assets and 

ability in taking the opportunity to create new forms of hospitality, using the 

spaces of historic buildings and structures. The albergo diffuso is not just a ho-

tel, but a project able to enhance the history and culture of an entire area 

(Paniccia, Silvestrelli & Valeri, 2010: 119). In most cases, this innovation is the 

result of the business idea of enlightened entrepreneurs who have been the 

main promoters in developing these charming hotels, as we found for La Log-

gia di Gradara Relais and Santi Giacomo e Filippo Urbino Resort. In other cas-

es, the cultural and social environment has been munificent in stimulating local 

administrations and tourist firms to improve the attractiveness of some cultural 

areas, like the case of Smerillo.  

Heritage enhancement is thus the result of the combination of innovation 

processes regarding both the product (place that becomes hotel) and the ser-

vices offered (like overnight stay, restaurant, pastimes, wellness centre, etc.), 

making this hotel a very attractive context of experience for tourists. Tourists 

can enjoy a “cultural immersion” in an albergo diffuso and live their own per-

sonalized and authentic experience in the environment that the village offers. 

The hospitality experience is therefore very dynamic, since guests becomes co-

producers in the ongoing process of supplying service and can customize their 

holidays according to their interests and cultural sensitivity. The village be-

comes a cultural heritage place, where intangible elements of cultural products 

take shape because they are created and settled by the interaction between 

guest and environment. This process is modular and the final product (the ho-

tel) is the result of the variety and variability expressed by its guests. 
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Exploiting Heritage Assets for Tourism Development: Opportunities and 
Limits 

Cultural heritage is made up of both tangible factors (such as historic buildings 

and works of art) that belong to the “physical space” of a territory, and intangi-

ble factors, related to history, culture and traditions, that express the identity of 

a geographical area. This means that cultural assets are valuable, rare, inimita-

ble resources, hardly transferable and reproducible in other contexts, therefore 

organized in their specific environment and possible source for destination at-

tractiveness. 

The tie between culture and territory is thus inseparable and implies several 

implications for tourism. Generally speaking, we can say that heritage value in-

creases territory value. Culture can be seen as an economic drive for the tourism 

sector and, at the same time, local government policies and tourist firms’ strat-

egies can become instrumental to preserve and enhance cultural assets. How-

ever, the survey shows that the interdependence between heritage enhance-

ment and tourism development doesn’t take place autonomously; moreover, it 

is difficult to value heritage assets in order to make them attractive to national 

and international tourist demand. Italy is characterized by the world’s highest 

density of cultural products, but most of them are not appropriately connected 

to tourist offers for a number of reasons. 

Firstly, cultural goods are not concentrated in few destinations, but located 

within scattered clusters all over the entire country. This shows the cultural 

richness of the territory but also the difficulties for Regional Boards, cultural 

organizations as well as tour operators and hotels to exploit all the potentiali-

ties that cultural assets can provide. Secondly, there are many works of art, 

churches, prestigious buildings and historic villages that – although culturally 

significant – are not well-known to the public. Many cultural goods are still in 

the state of resources, rather than products and they are not placed in any offi-

cial catalogue nor properly inserted in tourist packages. In several cases, the 

problem is not the scarce interest of people towards heritage assets, but the lack 

of entrepreneurs willing to insert cultural elements in their tourist offers, over-

looking the advantages that derive from the heritage-tourism binomial. 

Unlike what has been said so far, the albergo diffuso is a significant case 

where integration between the policies aimed to enhance heritage and the ac-

tivities designed to develop hospitality services can take place. This hotel satis-

fies entrepreneur’s goals and local stakeholders’ interests as well, so innovation 

depends not only on the exploitation of firm-specific resources, but also on the 
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synergies generated by the relationships between different organizations. When rela-

tionships are based on the principle of reciprocity, the innovation processes en-

hance heritage and territory on one side, and give firms new opportunities to 

grow on the other.  

The Role of Tourist Experience for Hospitality Service Innovation 

In the tourism sector, firms must focus on quality and differentiated services in 

order to build long-term customer relationships, since tourist experience is 

composed of different complementary services that are supposed to corre-

spond to specific quality standards (Grönroos, 1994; Williams & Buswell, 2003). 

Concerning heritage enhancement, differentiated services are required as 

well, since cultural goods are heterogeneous, and it is important to keep cultur-

al products separate from the facilities required to make them available to the 

public. The critical aspect concerns in fact the ability to make those products 

“marketable” through a system of services, designed to “capture” the interest 

of as many individuals as possible. 

The strategies adopted by cultural organizations and hotels in recent years 

are an example of innovation in service management. Considering hotels located 

in prestigious buildings and historic villages, the space where guests live and 

appreciated cultural products becomes a place of cultural experience. Visitors are 

captured and involved in an multisensory environment and are part player, 

part spectator within the process of widening their culture. All facilities sup-

plied allow people to freely “live” and “experience” cultural assets, increasing 

in this way the “consumer value”. 

Therefore, the effectiveness of a cultural experience is defined not only by 

the ability of hotels to create engaging and exciting offers, but also by the direct 

participation of visitors and tourists. They are actively involved, since they de-

sign their own cultural experience, thanks to a system of differentiated and 

modular services. We can say that all services provided to make cultural and tourist 

assets accessible differentiate both the “ways of consumption” and the offers on behalf of 

hotels.  

In the albergo diffuso, the combined exploitation of heritage and tourism 

assets is not just the sum of the services individually offered by each operator 

(hotel owner, restaurants, shops, etc.), but it lies within the integration of the 

different facilities provided by firms for the tourist experience, so that “cus-

tomer perception and satisfaction depends on the whole of co-produced ser-

vices” (Della Corte & Micera, 2011: 136). For this reason, we can say that the 
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albergo diffuso is a virtual service network, i.e. a system compounded by one or 

more organizations that integrate their competences in order to create an attrac-

tive pool of cultural and tourist services. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has investigated the relationships between heritage requalification 

and tourism development, with particular regard to hospitality innovation. 

Some conclusions can be highlighted. 

Cultural asset is a significant factor of attraction for a territory, being able to 

generate economic development for local administrations and tourist firms as 

well. However, cultural significance alone provides an insufficient base to 

promote heritage assets as tourist products, since heritage assets are in some 

cases neglected, unknown to the public or partially used. Moreover, there is 

still scarce integration between organizations in promoting tourist offerings, 

especially concerning cultural destinations and hospitality innovation.  

The survey has shown that the heritage-tourism binomial can be successful 

when all actors involved in the process of value creation acquire a systemic 

view, in order to integrate their resources, exploiting those synergies of 

knowledge and skills useful for improving the whole tourist area.  

The albergo diffuso represents an example of how the interdependence be-

tween heritage enhancement and tourism development takes place through the 

dialectical process of firms together with the environment: territory (culture, 

history, traditions), organizations (hotels, local authorities and service suppli-

ers) and tourists co-evolve within inter-systemic relationships, generating value 

and sustainability.  

This type of hotel meets the principles of sustainability that should drive in-

novations, in order to make them successful from an economic, social and envi-

ronmental point of view. The sustainability of the albergo diffuso can be seen 

from a different perspectives. Firstly, heritage requalification is sustainable as it 

allows to preserve cultural assets and adapt them for hospitality use, while 

maintaining their original historical features; secondly, entrepreneurship be-

comes sustainable because generates revenue without damaging the environ-

ment, promotes innovation and contributes to tourism development; thirdly, 

the territory (public administrations and natives included) improves its value 

in showing renewed attention to its own heritage asset and to the needs of cul-

tural tourists as well; finally, the tourist experience is sustainable since it de-

rives from the congruity between the tourist’s expectations and the service 
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hospitality provided. For all these aspects, sustainability reconciles cultural 

value with economic value inherent to the interdependence between protecting 

heritage and promoting tourism innovation. 

There are some issues that require deeper analysis, though.   

One aspect to be investigated regards the fact that there isn’t any Italian of-

ficial survey on the alberghi diffusi. National database on accommodation facil-

ities do not present any analysis of this particular type of hotel, not even as a 

specific segment within the whole hospitality sector. Considering the organiza-

tions engaged in monitoring this form of hotel (like Italian Association of Al-

berghi Diffusi and Italian Association of Authentic Historic Villages) there is 

discrepancy in the criteria used to classify the alberghi diffusi, so data are not 

homogeneous. 

Another issue is related to the official regulations of the alberghi diffusi. The 

law is different between Italian Regions so the concept of albergo diffuso is 

sometimes interpreted ambiguously. This has significant implications for de-

veloping both entrepreneurial initiatives and cultural tourism.  

Further research is also required to investigate the institutional and political 

contexts that affect cultural tourism development, with particular regard with 

the way local actors shape networking structures and relations within tourist 

destinations. Despite networking is desirable, interrelations are sometimes dif-

ficult to be defined at operational level, since they change according to the vari-

ety of environmental factors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Increasingly the tourist is enacted as a consumer who uses holidays to construct iden-

tity. Such identity creation is perceived to include both an internal, psychological con-

struct and an external, social construct, which social identity theory addresses as a 

complex combination through which people navigate to construct themselves. How-

ever, as consumer researchers increasingly define the consumer as having multiple 

and flexible identities, perhaps the question of how holidays are means to identity 

construction is becoming more complicated, particularly considering the fact that to-

day many tourists take more vacations a year, and moreover, have various types of 

holidays, which are not necessarily compatible to all types of social contexts, tribes if 

you like, in which they aspire to be included. In addition, various holidays experienced 

over time is a factor in identity construction as well, which entails both internal and 

external constructs, thereby complicating identity construction even further. The pur-

pose of this, predominantly theoretical, paper is to discuss the increased complexity 

of studying holidays as identity construction given that tourists take more holidays 

and use these holidays to construct not one, but a plethora of identities. 

Key words: Identity construction, identities, multiple holidays, multiple identities. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In order to illustrate the complexity of identity constructions tourists engage in, 

we would like to start this paper with an example of how tourists relate to food 

during the holidays. The following extract is from an interview with Ben (a 40 

year-old Northern European male), who describes his relations to food during 

the holidays as follows (Blichfeldt & Therkelsen 2010): 

‛It has to vary. I mean, if you have gourmet food every night for 2 weeks, then it isn’t 

‘gourmet’ anymore, then it becomes as boring as everything else. It has to vary. I believe – 
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and make an effort out of it during the holidays - that we ‘eat boring’ some days.  A boring 

sandwich one night, that isn’t anything special and is rather cheap […] Now and then, 

you have to eat boring, otherwise the other stuff doesn’t taste exiting. It has to vary, it al-

ways has to vary‛ 

In the existing literature on food and tourism there is a tendency to dichot-

omously categorize tourists and their relations to food. These categories sug-

gest that tourists either search for novel or familiar food (Cohen, 1972); are ne-

ophylic or neophobic (Cohen & Avieli, 2004); allocentric or psycho-centric 

(Hjalager, 2004). However, Ben does not fit into these dichotonomous classifica-

tions as he might have MacDonald’s one day; ‘a boring sandwich’ the next day; 

engage in ‘fine dining’ the day after; and visit a village restaurant unknown to 

most later in the week. Although Ben has a series of very varied relations to 

food during the holidays, he explained that all of these relations – albeit in very 

different ways - are means of reaffirming his identities both in terms of internal 

processes of self-understanding and as efforts to signal to the world who he is. 

Nonetheless, extant categorizations do not align with the complexity that char-

acterizes neither Ben, nor, we argue, most other post-modern consumers. To 

Ben, the food he has during the holidays as well as the various types of holi-

days, all contribute to who he is. Furthermore, ’it has to vary’ is almost a man-

tra to Ben, illustrating his constant joggling of not one, but multiple identities, 

thus making any attempt to understand Ben’s holidays as means to identity 

construction much more complicated than if he sought to reinforce one identity 

by means of his holiday choices. 

As it seems that postmodern consumers such as Ben have not one but mul-

tiple identities, some of their food and holiday choices may reinforce the 

(re)construction of some of their identities (for example the one as a ’gour-

mand’) while others may relate more to other identity formations, and conse-

quently, being Ben and navigating the vacationscapes and foodscapes to con-

struct himself seems both complex and troublesome. The purpose of this paper 

is to add to the discussion on how consumers navigate to construct themselves 

and particularly, how consumption of holidays qualifies as means to identity 

construction in a world in which identities are both multiple and flexible. As 

such, the paper focuses not on the single holiday, but instead it broadens the 

perspective and seeks to investigate relations between holidays and the on-

going life project of identity, or more accurately identities, construction, that 

tourists engage in.    
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 

According to Jantzen & Østergaard (2000) consumer theory can meaningfully 

be divided into different streams of research, each peaking in different histori-

cal periods. In contrast to the buyer and consumer behaviour theories of the 

1960ties (which emphasized the single consumption act) and the consumer re-

search of the 1980ties (emphasizing linkages between consumption and every-

day lives, understandings of self and image creation), contemporary consumer 

studies also include consumer culture and relations between consumers. Con-

sequently, contemporary views on consumers imply that the tourist not only 

looks for new experiences via consumption of holidays, but also does so ‚based 

on a desire for a meaning in life‛ and henceforth ‚uses the consumption of 

products and services as bricks in the construction of a meaningful life‛ 

(Jantzen & Østergaard, 2000:17). As a result, objects as well as acts of consump-

tion increasingly become ‚the residence of cultural meaning and new opportu-

nities for defining self and the world‛ (McCracken, 1988:24). Consumption thus 

becomes part of an on-going life project to construct meaning and identity for 

the individual. 

In this paper, identity is seen as incorporating both an internal, psychologi-

cal construct as well as an external, social construct of who ‘I’ am to socially 

significant others, which is also emphasised in social identity theory as pre-

sented by Tajfel & Turner (1979). Jantzen & Østergaard (2000) argue that indi-

viduals are tribe members, who seek recognition from other tribe members 

(‘significant others’) and thus act according to which acts of consumption are 

deemed to be not only satisfying the individual, but also of positive symbolic 

value to other tribe members, coherent with the idea of a socially attached con-

ception of identity by Tajfel & Turner (1979). Consequently, identity incorpo-

rates both an internal and an external dimension. Furthermore, the use of the 

term identity construction implies that identity not only relates to who ‘I’ am in 

a static and predefined manner, but also to who ‘I’ aspire to be – both in my 

own mind and in the eyes of others. Accordingly, identities are seen as flexible 

and dynamic constructs that the consumer, throughout life, reconstructs, modi-

fies and negotiates in the quest to be(come) who ‘I’ want to be, whereas holi-

days are seen as one (out of many) possible act(s) of consumption that the con-

sumer might use during this quest. Identity thus becomes ‚a process of ‘being’ 

or ‘becoming’‛ which is ‚never a final or settled matter‛ (Jenkins, 2008:17). On 

the contrary, identity is doing and implies certain positions that consumers 

(and in our case tourists) find important for their identity construction. Adding 

to the complexity of identity construction, people have several identities (Hogg 
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& Abrams, 1988; Jenkins, 2008). As an example, Ben could be an adventurous 

traveller, a gourmet traveller and a family traveller, albeit these co-existing 

identities may serve different purposes, carry different values and relate to dif-

ferent aspects of his ‘life project’ at different points in time. Hence, his identity 

as an adventurer and a decision to go wild river rafting with a couple of friends 

may be as important as his identity as a father and a subsequent decision to go 

camping with his children, and/or his identity as a gourmet that makes him 

and his wife go on a short-break to visit a Michelin star restaurant. Ben thus 

draws on internal, psychological as well as external, social points of reference 

in constructing various identities, thereby becoming recognisable as a member 

of particular tribes (adventurous, gourmet, family travellers) of which he de-

sires to be a member. 

Although a bit unconventional, this paper does not draw upon one piece of 

research, as the purpose is to discuss the complexity of studying contemporary 

holiday making as identity construction. Instead, in order to highlight key as-

pects of this topic, in the forthcoming sections various quotes that illustrate 

tourists’ identity constructions are included. In the past, the authors have con-

ducted a series of qualitative pieces of research and the quotes included origi-

nate from these different pieces of research (see Blichfeldt, 2007a; Blichfeldt 

2012; Smed, 2009).  

As the various quotes stem from different pieces of research, it makes little 

sense to try to account for one over-arching methodological approach. Instead, 

when introducing the reader to each quote, a reference is made to additional 

information on the empirical work, from which the quote originates, thus ena-

bling the keener reader to turn to these publications for a thorough account for 

the methodologies pertaining to each of the empirical studies.  

RESULTS 

The discussion of holiday consumption as construction of identities is divided 

into three sections. The first section discusses how identity changes over time 

based on a series of examples of how tourists relate to their internal identity. 

This section hereby emphasizes the dynamic dimension of identity. The second 

section elaborates on the issue of external identity and how socially significant 

others (i.e. tribes) influence the relations between holidays and identity con-

struction. In the last section, we discuss how the tourist, who uses holidays to 

construct multiple identities, engages in ‘identity ordering’ in order to form a 
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coherent self across the various holiday projects and identity constructions that 

are at play. 

The Dynamics of Identity: Me, Myself and My Past, Out-dated Self 

As discussed by Blichfeldt (2007a), the ways in which people make sense of 

their past holidays is heavily influenced by their reflections pertaining to the 

various life situations they were in, when they took certain holidays, and thus 

what it is they wish that holiday to add to their ‘life project’ seems to change 

with their life situation. One thing that was rather surprising across the differ-

ent pieces of empirical research is the fact that interviewees were very explicit, 

reflexive and well-articulated when they related their past holidays to the iden-

tities at play at those specific points in time. In Blichfeldt et al’s (2012) interview 

with Anna, who is a 38 year-old woman, living with her female partner, who, 

at the time of the interview, was pregnant with their first child, Anna touched 

upon changes in the consumption of holidays: 

‛... and now the little one is coming – so maybe a place where it would be okay to be us as 

parent together with the little one without being looked at strangely. I think that I would 

consider more where to go in the future because we come as a family and are maybe then eas-

ier to spot. Instead of just being two friends then we actually come as a family with a child‛ 

Anna hereby explicitly relates changes in holiday consumption to a major 

transition in her life (i.e. becoming a parent), and furthermore, the fact that her 

sexual identity will become ‘easier to spot’ due to parenthood makes her con-

sider alternate venues, destinations and places for holiday consumption. As 

Anna suggests, identity is not stable and as she changes her life in order to 

make room for a ‘new’ identity (as a parent), holiday consumption is likely to 

change in order to better fit her ‘new’ life. In an interview, Erik, a 61 year-old 

Dane and experienced traveller, gave Smed (2009) the following account for 

past holidays in London: 

‚Then we went on the ferry, and then the train from Harwich to London. It was about 

three times we did that, and half of Denmark did that. It was unbelievable how many peo-

ple travelled like that. Those ferries were stuffed with people, about 1,500 people. It was a 

complete crusade of Danes on those ferries. That was a big hit at the time‛ 

At present, it is ‘unbelievable’ to Erik that he and so many other Danes trav-

elled like that, and he explains this behaviour by stating that it was ‘a big hit at 

the time’, thus indicating that it is not so at present. Consequently, Erik’s strong 

use of the past tense indicates that the time dimension is critical and implies 

that what was desirable and common before, and what is desirable at present 

and/or in future is fundamentally different. As such, Erik’s statement corrobo-
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rates that identity is neither stable, nor fixed, but instead, holiday making as 

identity construction seems to be an on-going life project. In the same vein, 

when Blichfeldt (2007a) asked 36 year-old Ken about the school trips he had 20 

years before, the following conversation unfolded: 

I: ‚Those school trips, what’s your strongest memories?‛ 

K: ‚I suppose, to have a stamp in your passport, when you crossed the 

borders, because then you could show it to the others, that you had 

been there‛ 

I: ‚So going to other countries?‛ 

K: ‚Yes, to get away from home. To go where your parent hadn’t been, 

to get back home and brag about it‛ 

... 

I: ‚I don’t know but it doesn’t sound like they were ‘great’ trips?‛ 

K: ‚That’s hard to tell. Well, back then they were; it was the coolest 

thing. But new things come along, you become more experienced and 

try other things‛ 

In retrospect, Ken has a strong sense of those school trips as something that 

he would ‘get back home and brag about’. Simultaneously though, with a smile 

he argues that although they were ‘the coolest thing back then’, as he has be-

come more experienced, other things have become far ‘cooler’. Consequently, it 

seems that both Erik and Ken, in their accounts for holidays they took decades 

ago, draw upon images of past, outdated selves – selves that were important at 

that point in time while, in retrospect, a sense of humour is attached to them. 

As such, Erik defines himself as a person, who partook in Danes’ ‘ferry cru-

sades’ to England and Ken defines himself as a person, who ‘got back and 

bragged about it’. However, at the same time, both interviewees emphasize 

that this is not the persons they are now – supporting the claim that percep-

tions of who ‘I’ am evolve and change over time, and it was perhaps acceptable 

at the time, but not anymore.  

External Identity: “You don‟t sit down alone and look at your  
holiday photos” 

External identity relates to the issue that individuals are tribe members seeking 

recognition from ‘socially significant others’ and thus favour acts of consump-

tion that have positive symbolic value. Accordingly, holiday consumption not 

only relates to how ‘I’ am or want to be (come), but also to who ‘I’ am and wish 

to be in the eyes of socially significant others and thus, in our interplay with 

such others, communication of some holidays and some identities might be 
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more important than others. Blichfeldt (2007a) did an interview with a couple, 

who enjoyed going to music festivals before they became parents and who both 

had a teenage daughter and two toddlers, at the time of the interview. In their 

search for a way of holidaying that would satisfy all members of the family, for 

some years this family has gone to a more ‘family-oriented’ music festival. Fur-

thermore, the 11 year-old daughter has been allowed to bring a friend, and the 

two teenagers both have their own tent and are allowed to spend time on their 

own (if they guarantee that their mobile phones are switched on at all times). In 

regard to this arrangement, the father of the family (34 year-old Carl) smilingly 

made the following comment: 

‚But it is also a big thing at school, that thing with the music festival. Because more of the 

kids, we hear from their parents that they have pestered about going there. And some of 

the kids have already asked if they can come along this summer‛ 

To Carl’s teenage daughter, going to the music festival during the holidays 

is a thing that affects her social status among her class mates and friends and 

thus, this way of holidaying makes her ‘cool’ amongst her peers. Accordingly, 

to Carl’s daughter these holidays have symbolic positive value amongst her 

peers and furthermore, Carl not only acknowledges this value but is also rather 

proud of his daughter being ‘cool’. However, not all holidays are to be shared 

with others when one gets back. In Blichfeldt’s (2007a) interviews with males in 

their 30ties, some of these interviewees spoke about the ‘booze and sex’ holi-

days they had in their youth and the following comment made by 36 year-old 

Ken represents the interviewees’ attitudes towards these holidays quite precisely: 

‚I think it was just that alcohol was fascinating and because there you could do things 

that you couldn’t do at home‛ 

Although these holidays were important in order for these interviewees to 

get a series of wished-for sexual and alcohol-related experiences, at the same 

time the key advantage of these holidays was to ‘do things you couldn’t do at 

home’ and thus, the experiences sought after during these holidays were not to 

be shared with others than those one travelled with. As an interesting note, 

when this finding was discussed with a group of, predominantly female, tour-

ism students in their early twenties, these students argued that exactly the 

same happens when they go to Sunny Beach (a party destination for young 

people in Bulgaria, which is rather successful in pulling in Northern European 

youngsters). They furthermore argued that – especially to females who need to 

avoid the image as ‘sluts’ in their home environment – the best thing about tak-

ing a vacation in Sunny Beach is the (sometimes very explicit) agreement with 
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fellow travellers not to tell others about the particulars of the holidays when 

they return home, or as one of them phrased is, ‘what happens in Sunny Beach, 

stays in Sunny Beach’. 

Experiences may not qualify as experiences at the point in time when we, so 

to speak, experience them (i.e. in situ), but instead, experiences may particular-

ly be formed as these are shared with other tribe members after the holidays. 

For example, Carl’s daughter ‘being cool’ is not so much established during the 

holidays as it is afterwards when her peers communicate about it. Accordingly, 

it seems that the positive symbolic value that holiday consumption might gen-

erate amongst peers is generated particularly through ex facto communication 

about this act of consumption. In relation to this topic, two British interviewees 

(Robert and Mark) made the following comments pertaining to how they use 

the pictures they take during their holidays (Smed, 2009): 

R: ‚We got friends coming next weekend and we’ll probably be showing them slides on the 

computer. But what that shows is the post-holiday experience, I’m still trying to relive it – 

the slides of Egypt and Cairo, and I still wanted to be there long time after we got back, 

when Mark was showing them on a slide‛  

M: ‚But you don’t do that on your own. You don’t sit down and look at it, you do that in 

a company‛ 

Although Robert argues that the pictures enable him to ‘relive’ the holidays, 

Mark’s comment pinpoints that one needs to be in the company of others in 

order to engage in this act of ‘reliving’ the holidays. In the same vein, in Blich-

feldt et al’s (2012) study, a 47 year-old female interviewee (Else), who travels 

either with her children or good friends, argued that her vacations ‘somehow’ 

show other people who she is and although she emphasized that she does not 

travel in order to ‘proof something to others’, she argued that: 
‚But in some way this happens when I tells other people about my vacations‛ 

Accordingly, although ridiculed extensively and the topic of many jokes, the 

sharing of one’s holidays memories (by means of pictures, elaborate slide 

shows and never-ending storytelling) makes a lot of sense insofar we perceive 

the tourist as a person eager to engage in construction of external identity. This 

means that the sharing of experiences by means of the cliché of showing pic-

tures and slides enables the individual to share his/her experiences and hence, 

to construct, reconstruct, and possibly deconstruct his/her external identities. 

However, such sharing of (memories of) holiday consumption is also character-

ized by ambiguity. For example, in Smed’s (2009) study, Judy, a 61 year-old 

Brit, related to the notion of being the recipient of such sharing rituals as fol-

lows: 
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‚Well, it’s really boring isn’t it, other people’s holiday experiences, especially when they 

get the photographs out […] We don’t even bother taking a camera now, it’s just, … you 

know, there’s just nothing to photograph that’s new or different‛ 

Judy finds other people’s holiday experiences ‘boring’ – particularly when 

this sharing is turned into a more time-consuming activity (i.e. ‘when they get 

the photos out’) and furthermore, she does not herself produce elaborate ac-

counts for her own holidays as there is nothing ‘new’ or ‘different’ to the sto-

ries. Accordingly, it seems that the sharing of holiday memories that is so im-

portant to construction of external identity is an activity that is far more rea-

sonable for the sender than to the receiver of such acts of sharing. In recent 

years, we have witnessed a boost in the use of social media in relation to the 

sharing of holiday experiences with socially significant others (predominantly 

manifested in the extensive use of the travel blog and in the sharing of status 

updates and photos on Facebook etc.). Although not covered well by our em-

pirical material, from an identity construction perspective, this kind of sharing 

makes a lot of sense as the key difference compared to ‘evening entertainment 

of our holiday slide show’ is that sharing by means of the new media takes 

place on the recipient’s initiative and when the recipient, in the comfort of 

his/her private sphere, wishes to engage in such sharing.  

Identity Ordering: Bringing Identities Together to „Being Me‟  

Extensively portrayed, and admittedly often misunderstood or even exaggerat-

ed by writers and filmmakers, dissociated identity disorder is a state in which 

the existence of ‘alters’ (or separate personalities) within the same person trig-

ger mental illness. What causes this illness is mostly a trauma so severe that the 

person cannot associate the various identities and personalities into a coherent 

‘me’. Accordingly, a major difference between the ‘mentally ill person’ and 

‘others’, is that for the mentally ill, the various identities evolve into separate 

personalities, which remain dissociated. This indicates, that both as people and 

consumers, we not only face the challenge of ‘bringing order’ to our various 

identities, but we also need to constantly ensure that the various, constantly 

evolving identities are brought together into a ‘coherent me’. However, this 

may not be an easy task – especially when taking into account that both inter-

nal and external identities need to be taken into consideration. As an example 

of the pressures that such identity ordering might cause, in Smed’s (2009) in-

terview with British interviewee Ed, he made the following remarks about his 

current way of ‘being a tourist’: 
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‚In fact we find that it’s good to have less and less information about places, because oth-

erwise you get such a strong sense of the place almost before you’re there and then you’re 

either disappointed or they are different, and you lose any sense of surprise and that’s an 

important part of it […] Obviously, we wouldn’t want to just go somewhere and do some-

thing silly and you come back and people will go, ohh didn’t you go do such and such or 

didn’t you go there ...‛ 

Drawing on his extensive experience being a tourist, Ed has gradually re-

duced up-front information search – predominantly because having much in-

formation before one goes on holiday both (a) increases expectations to such a 

level, that the actual in situ experiences cannot meet these expectations and (b) 

leads to development of mental representations and imaginations of the place 

in question that do not correspond with the realities, one faces when having 

arrived at the destination. However, as evident in the last part of the quote, Ed 

is aware of the fact that his deliberate skipping of up-front information gather-

ing may collide with significant others’ perceptions of what a tourist ought to 

do and see when visiting a certain destination. As such, he actually uses the 

term ‘do something silly’ when he formulates the risks associated with his 

strategy of not gathering information before he goes somewhere; i.e. the risk of 

missing the sites and experiences that one ‘needs’ to see/have according to sig-

nificant others at that particular destination. Graburn (1989) argues that travel-

ling has become the norm for ‘normal adults’. As illustrated by Ed, this norm 

not only relates to the act of travelling, but also to how one travels and what 

one sees during the holidays to such an extent that it would be ‘silly’ to not see 

what others find is important to see at a specific destination. In the same vein, 

in their interview with Linda [who is a lesbian], Blichfeldt et al (2012) discussed 

Lesvos as a lesbian destination and Linda made the following remark about the 

fact that although she would really like to visit this destination, she will proba-

bly never actually go there: 

‛I feel a bit like: ‘No, there is no way that I will go to Lesvos because then all the people… 

ehe… then they could mess around with that’. It is kind of a cliché that you go to Lesvos, 

right?‛ 

Although Linda would really like to visit Lesvos, at the same time, she ar-

gues that she would never actually go due to the fact that a lesbian going to 

Lesvos would be not only a cliché, but something that ‘people could mess 

around with’. As such, to Linda the seemingly simple decision whether to visit 

Lesvos becomes so ‚rich in implied and inferred meaning about the consumer 

making these choices‛ (Belk et al., 1982:523) that she rejects Lesvos as the desti-

nation for her holidays. As pointed out by Linda, construction of identity not 

only relates to the quest to engage in holiday consumption of positive symbolic 
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value within one’s tribe. Instead, it also relates to not consume holidays that 

hold negative symbolic value; in Linda’s case the ‘ridiculization’ one would, 

perhaps, make oneself subject to ‘being a lesbian going to Lesvos’. Accordingly, 

the continuous (re)construction of identity that holiday consumption is a 

means to is not a straightforward matter as the stakes are high when taking in-

to consideration the risk of choosing the ‘wrong’ holidays and thus subsequent-

ly projecting the ‘wrong’ ‘I’ to others.  

CONCLUSION 

One thing that is similar across the various pieces of research referenced in this 

paper is that tourists seem to be very conscious about the type of experiences 

they wish(ed) for at different times during their lives. Accordingly, the tourists 

seem to be very aware of the ways in which the broad spectrum of holidays 

constitutes a ‘repertoire of experiencescapes’ that can actively be used to con-

struct, reconstruct and/or deconstruct both internal and external identities.  

    Extant tourist studies emphasize the ‘going towards something’ that pulls 

people to certain destinations as well as the ‘going away’ that pushes them 

away from their everyday life contexts and into the ‘touristic mode’. However, 

as suggested by this paper, perhaps future research needs to pay more atten-

tion to the ‘moving towards’ who I want to be (i.e. the tourist’s deliberate and 

on-going identity construction) that holidays seemingly is a critical means to?  
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ABSTRACT 

The increase of entrepreneurial practices in Brazil and its relevance in the social and 

economic context have been evidenced in the most diverse sectors of society. Educa-

tion as one of the pillars of national development, awaken to this new reality with the 

challenge of embracing learning initiatives effective in meeting this demand. On this 

context, this article seeks to identify and analyze the challenges encountered in the 

implementation of an entrepreneurship course at an institution of higher education. 

To meet this goal, theoretical contextualization was held about entrepreneurship, en-

trepreneurial education and distance education, as well as a case study in the upper 

Course of Complementation studies in Entrepreneurship and innovation of the 

Fluminense Federal University, offered through Open University of Brazil. The results 

obtained demonstrate the relevance of a proposal for a training for the development 

of entrepreneurial potential and refer us to the necessity of actions able to facilitate 

educational initiatives around the theme. 

Key words: education, entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial education, distance education. 
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INTRODUCTION  

We live in a world in constant evolution and the social and economic changes 

have affected particularly the way of thinking and acting in the corporate uni-

verse. Thus, entrepreneurship is emerging as a form of business critical to na-

tional progress, whereas economic development emerges from new combina-

tions of materials and forces to produce existing or new products and services 

(Schumpeter, 1982). Education, while propelling the economic and social de-

velopment, it is faced with the challenge to suit this world panorama that 

prints a new paradigm in the field of Brazilian education. In the opinion of 

Dornelas (2008): "the new millennium with Brazil enters this full potential to 

develop one of the largest entrepreneurship education programs from around 

the world". 

Seeking to respond to these changes, the Universidade Federal Fluminense 

(UFF), headquartered in Niterói (RJ), creates in the year 2006, the course in En-

trepreneurship and Innovation, offered as a course of sequential type, distance 

education mode, through the Faculty of Business Administration, Accounting 

Sciences and Tourism. The pedagogical proposal was innovative to provide 

training in entrepreneurship to students and graduates from all areas of 

knowledge, in an unconventional way. In this sense, the present study aims to 

investigate: what were the main challenges encountered to implement the Se-

quential Course in entrepreneurship and innovation at the Universidade Fed-

eral Fluminense? 

To answer this question, a bibliographic study about entrepreneurship, en-

trepreneurial education and distance education, as well as case study on Se-

quential Course of study Complementation entrepreneurship and innovation 

of UFF, in order to demonstrate the challenges encountered in their implemen-

tation. The main goal of this article is to identify and analyze the challenges 

encountered in the implementation of a course in entrepreneurship, the mode 

EAD, in a higher education institution. 

METHODOLOGY 

This work is in accordance with the standard ABNT NBR 10719/2009 and fol-

lows the proposals of Vergara (2009), which classifies the researches regarding 

the purposes and as to the means. 

As for purposes, this article is classified as an explanatory research, when 

search highlight and analyze the main difficulties faced in the implementation 
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of the course in question, and descriptive, when objective is describe the facts 

and the root causes that contribute to the events of the phenomena identified. 

As to the means, treat yourself to a bibliographic search, when you use the 

material available in books, periodicals, theses, monographs, websites, maga-

zine; case study, when you want to know more about the implementation of 

entrepreneurship course, and documentary, when you use documents, records, 

regulations, legislation relating to case study. 

The data were collected through bibliographic search in books, dictionaries, 

journals, theses, articles, dissertations, monographs, texts, magazines, newspa-

pers, traditional media or via the internet, as well as, through field research. 

The primary and secondary data received data qualitative treatment, being du-

ly organized, analyzed and interpreted. 

The form of entry into the field came through open interview with ques-

tionnaire containing free answers type, being previously authorised by the co-

ordination of the course. 

Overview of Entrepreneurship 

The entrepreneurship has become a widespread theme in the world and the 

reality of this development culture presents itself as a necessity by the growing 

demand. According to Freire (2005) we note that technical and economic trans-

formations had more than 90% of his innovations made by small businesses, 

entrepreneurial dynamism to their markets. 

The first clue about entrepreneurship, representing through the enterprising 

individual, would have been the Caveman, upon discovering the fire by fric-

tion between two sticks (WOLF, 2004). However, for this tutorial Dornelas 

(2008) must be given to Marco Polo, "while attempting to establish a trade route 

to the East." 

In the middle ages, the entrepreneur term was used to "define he who man-

aged projects of production"; in the 17th century, the entrepreneur was that 

they "established a contractual arrangement with the Government to perform 

some service or provide products"; already in the 18th century there was a dis-

tinction between the capitalist and  the entrepreneur, as a result of global in-

dustrialization; and in the 19th and 20th centuries the entrepreneurs were ana-

lysed only under the economic point of view, being mistaken for managers or 

administrators" (Dornelas, 2008). 
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The General literature on the topic demonstrates that entrepreneurship can 

be defined as a shape or as a construction skill, an individual's action or the 

Organization, transforming the reality of some form, but with the peculiarity of 

a creative capacity and innovative features. Despite these findings, there is a 

difficulty in defining the term entrepreneurship because it's a new reality, and 

also because the approach has received research efforts from various fields of 

knowledge (David et al., 2001). 

Given this context, we find the definition of Filion (1999) which considers 

the entrepreneur as a creative person, marked by the ability to establish and 

achieve the goals, with a level of environmental consciousness, being able to 

detect business opportunities. The same author also highlights that entrepre-

neurship can be seen from the point of view of the economists, who tend to as-

sociate entrepreneurs as innovation, like a strength development direcionado-

ra; and, behaviorists linking entrepreneurs to characteristics of creativity, per-

sistence, internalidade and leadership. 

Still within the aspect of creation, we find David et al. (2001) defining an en-

trepreneur "as being a creative turns your dreams into reality, employing a set 

of skills and competencies."; and Barreto (1998), which considers entrepreneur-

ship as "the ability to create and build something from very little or almost 

nothing. Fundamentally, undertake is a creative act ". 

From the perspective of economic development, the entrepreneur is regard-

ed by Schumpeter (1949) as "he who destroys the existing economic order by 

introducing new products and services, through the creation of new forms of 

organization or by exploring new materials and resources". 

There are also authors who observe the entrepreneur in the light of the envi-

ronment that surrounds, a relationship of environmental influence on their be-

haviour. Thus, we have the vision of Bessant (2009), whereas the entrepreneur-

ial profile will depend on external facts, whose influence can set the develop-

ment of their potential, stating that "no matter how entrepreneur is an individ-

ual, a context that offers access to adequate resources will always be needed." 

Furthermore, the author indicates that factors such as religious history and 

family, formal education and prior experience and the psychographics are de-

cisive in establishing new ventures. 

Aligned to a shed more functional, Dornelas (2008) says that "the entrepre-

neur is the one who makes things happen, anticipate the facts and has a future 
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vision of the Organization", being required of an entrepreneur the technical 

skills, managerial and personal characteristics. 

However, Pati (1995 apud David et al., 2001) notes that "the successful en-

trepreneur is a person like any other, whose personality traits and talents to 

meet a given standard, which leads him to act in such a way that reaches suc-

cess, performing their dreams and reaching your goals. It is, therefore, a person 

who seeks their realization and it is self-directed to achieve your own goals.  

Please note that the understanding of the entrepreneurial process needs to 

be interpreted in the light of the context in which give the entrepreneurial rela-

tionships, because the environment has strong influence in the development of 

any initiatives in the industry. 

Enterprising Education 

Currently the world seems to agree to a need: the teaching of entrepreneurship 

still is needed on a large scale. Many institutions, in the most various spheres, 

already has noticed this educational reality to develop entrepreneurial skills, 

whether it's with complementary disciplines; whether it's with specific pro-

grams. 

The first considerations of the entrepreneur took into account a individual 

endowed with a differential capable of delivering business success. However, 

the contemporary discourse believes that the process can be assimilated by an-

yone and that its satisfactory performance is related to the junction of intrinsic 

and extrinsic factors that, if well conducted, provide the expected success in the 

venture (Dornelas, 2008). 

This transition of thought arises, mainly, of the transformations imposed by 

the globalised world, generating significant changes in learning and in the 

mindset of society. What if notice is a new paradigm in the form of education, 

since the current proposal does not correspond to the wishes and needs of stu-

dents, parents and society (David et al., 2001). 

Second Hansemark (1998 apud Machado et al., 2005) can be defined as en-

trepreneurial education "education with the purpose of creating a new product 

or service, which result in high economic value, focused on knowledge about 

small business, self-employment and new skills and attributes". However, "the 

traditions of teaching and learning, in General, still reflect the need for em-

ployment and emphasize content and the acquisition of knowledge rather than 

practical and skills (Bessant, 2009)". 
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The teaching of entrepreneurship will form most qualified professionals 

and, therefore, more economic performance to the country, whereas "we will 

have entrepreneurial companies, entrepreneurial parents, entrepreneurial citi-

zens, only if school and society work together in this process" (David et al., 

2001). 

Building an entrepreneurial course must be based on the skills required for 

an entrepreneur, in addition to being aligned with the desired goal and level in 

the course in question. According to this perspective, Dornelas (2008) argues 

that any course of empreenderismo should focus on identifying and on the 

skills of the entrepreneur, the identification and analysis of opportunities, such 

as innovation and the entrepreneurial process, preparation of business plans, 

obtaining financing and on how to manage the company. 

There is still no definitive research to depict accurately what educational 

level or at what age is the ideal time to learn to undertake. What is concrete is 

the fact of education-learning and school help in the process of behavior 

change (Machado et al., 2005). 

Distance Education 

Think of distance education is to have in mind a teaching mode with specific 

characteristics peculiar enough in the way of promoting the learning situations. 

This means replace the regular assistance given in lectures by a new proposal 

where the relationship between the teacher and the learner happens in different 

times and spaces. 

The DAE uses a multitude of educational resources to assist in the construc-

tion of knowledge and offers a flexibility that allows the implementation of var-

ious projects, at different levels of complexity. However, this facility "requires 

an organization that could permanently adjust the strategies developed, from 

the feedback the project promoted by partial assessments" (Litwin, 2001). 

Under the organizational aspect, the DAE allows removal of some bureau-

cratic barriers found in conventional education, providing agility in processes 

and a constant attention to student, from start to finish its course of study. Lit-

win (2001) States that "the distance education programs contains a clear di-

dactic proposal, perhaps, and in contradiction with common beliefs, with 

greater didactic content than presencials situations." 

The language assumes a crucial role in this learning mode, being one of the 

most important ways of communication between teachers and students of the 
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course. Apparently, it seems logical that this relationship be established with-

out major problems, however it is common for teachers, with a depth of 

knowledge in a particular area, ending up develop materials using forms of use 

of language not obvious to his students. 

The technology plays a unique role in ODL, by providing the means by 

which the teaching-learning process is supported by favouring the creation and 

enrichment of pedagogical proposals. "Learn to work with modern technolo-

gies is, from this perspective, learning under conditions of constant change 

through technology improvement process giddy" (Litwin, 2001).  

The pole is a representation of the educational institution in regions close to 

the student, where they can access the libraries, computer labs, academic labor-

atories, service monitor to students, participate in working groups, among oth-

ers. By the words of Litto (2009), we can define it as a "framework for decentral-

ised implementation of some didactic functions of course, Consortium, DAE 

system or network, generally organized with the assistance of various institu-

tions, as well as with the support of State and local governments".  

The construction of teaching materials has been a central discussion where-

as the core content taught discipline should be part of their preparation. What 

do you see in most cases is that the proposals end up becoming a hard model, 

rather than provide a fluid communication between teachers and students. 

Thus, the development of teaching materials should involve experts in the dis-

cipline and the professionals of different areas of education, to provide an ex-

planation of the content easily and seamlessly to the learner. 

The monitor assumes responsibility to direct and redirect the comprehen-

sion processes of knowledge transfer and the complementary activities that 

meet problems and situations of their students. In the current practices of men-

toring the face-to-face meetings have been replaced by communication chan-

nels that allow the interaction distance, which generate a higher volume of 

care.  

In short, the DAE mode brings with it particular characteristics that require 

the need of new learnings, both by those who plan to, as by those who study, 

involving substantial changes in the relationship of teaching. 

CASE STUDY 

Supplementary course in entrepreneurship and innovation Studies from the 

Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF), offered through the support of 
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Brazil's Open University (UAB), is an upper course of sequential type semi-

presencial mode, linked to the Faculty of business administration, accounting 

Sciences and tourism. 

The goal is to develop innovative and entrepreneurial skills of students, 

empowering them to promote social and organizational transformations 

through the creation of innovative enterprises in the ethics and policies on cor-

porate social responsibility (Mariano, 2008). 

The course makes use of the methodology, semipresencial and consists of 

seven subjects: Creativity and entrepreneurial attitude, Communication Skills 

and Negotiation, Innovation and Knowledge Management, Creation and De-

velopment of products and services, Strategy and Marketing for entrepreneurs, 

to Finance New Ventures and Entrepreneurial Project, which add up to 270 

hours distributed over four semesters. 

To identify the challenges encountered in the implementation of the course, 

was held an interview with the Coordinator of the project, through structured 

questions. 

According to his testimony, this project was started in the year of 2004, on 

the initiative of Professor Sandra Mariano, UFF's administration. The proposal 

was based on the wording of a course in entrepreneurship consisting of some 

core disciplines, that habilitasse students from all areas of knowledge that they 

have the necessary tools to implement an idea or an innovative design for your 

professional future. The relevance of this project was confirmed by the fact of 

not having been identified in the University to provide the student a concern 

tooling of basic study, through which they could manage his profession of au-

tonomously but not amateur. 

Being an innovative proposal and unprecedented in the institution, the idea 

was forwarded to the Pró-reitoria de Graduação, understand that this is some-

thing very interesting, but still needed to be properly structured. From this was 

established a working group for the elaboration of the project with the academ-

ic community, coming from various fields of knowledge.  

The project took as its premise the construction a course parallel to the 

graduation, where students from any areas could attend it without prejudice to 

dedication to his main training. Thus, it was concluded that the distance educa-

tion (EAD) would be more appropriate mode for this type of training. This op-

tion has encountered some resistance at the University, because such an ar-

rangement still diverges opinions in academia in General. 
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To be approved by the Board of education and research and University 

Council of UFF the project should be linked to an existing undergraduate 

course, getting then coupled to the coordination of the course of tourism. 

According to the specifics of course, it was noted that its characteristics do 

not fit in any of the formats applied to the institution, namely, the proposal 

could not be classified as a full graduate or extension. So a search was held next 

to the MEC and the proposition found no legal basis in the "model sequential" 

of supplementary studies. The lack of understanding of the concept "sequen-

tial", both on the part of the world of work, as by the Academy itself, brought 

to the course more a challenge to be faced: demonstrates that its applicability is 

entirely viable and legally established as which other such proposals in force in 

the various educational institutions.  

By using the same terminology described in the above situation, but as a se-

cond type provided for by the law of guidelines and Bases of education, which 

is the supplementary studies and that takes a concluinte certifies the certificate 

issued by the course right PROAC faced resistance on its acceptance. Then, elu-

cidate that differentiation that proposal "is based on the sequence" a "comple-

mentation of studies", fulfilling the role to provide the student with a 

knowledge that adds value to content developed in his training area. It is im-

portant to note that the same modality has not encountered significant re-

sistance on the part of the student body, which seeks more benefits of training 

while a differential that will be indicated on your school transcript, than an ac-

tual certification.. 

The project stayed for two years in the waiting process, because the Univer-

sity did not have the financial resources for its implementation. In the mean-

time, the Open University of Brazil (UAB) published public notices to support 

national programmes of distance education and the proposal was submitted, 

being approved to conduct six classes in the edital first and more five in the 

second. After authorization by the UFF and the MEC/UAB, the project began to 

its activities, facing with a few operational problems. The first difficulty was 

encountered in the construction of teaching materials, because there are few 

lecturers prepared for distance learning. 

The next difficulty was the selection of students. The project, previously 

structured for students of UFF, now passes to extend its expertise to under-

graduate students from other institutions of higher education and also for pro-

fessionals already graduated, at the Poles approved by UAB. To which the en-

try took place democratically, it opened a selection process based on a proof of 
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redaction, added Portuguese banknotes and math obtained by candidates in 

their university entrance examinations. 

The selection of monitors presented itself as a new challenge and was neces-

sary to establish a selection process of new professionals. The criterion used 

was a test containing questions of Portuguese, mathematics, English and as-

sessment curriculum, followed by interview, which together formed a concept 

for the pole. 

The issue of academic record if presented as another obstacle in daily life of 

course, because a process seemingly trivial and the institution's domain did not 

meet the satisfaction needs of course. 

The teachers also found and still finds some resistance regarding the recog-

nition of his work in the institution, since their efforts are not considered as an 

integral part of its work load. 

Most of the course Coordinator did not provide a support to the height of 

hoped, because they believe that such participation would eventually generate 

a new demand of work under their care and also one more assignment to stu-

dents, which eventually desvirtuariam your attention with regard to gradua-

tion. The integration of the course with the other graduations, to provide an 

additional option in disciplines such as training of pupils and mitigate the ef-

forts to avoid duplication of work, are still very early from the point of view of 

understanding this relationship. 

CONCLUSION 

From the data collected has been possible to identify the main challenges en-

countered in the implementation of the Sequential Course in entrepreneurship 

and innovation of the Fluminense Federal University (UFF). 

With respect to the acceptance of the project, the bias with entrepreneurship 

and toughness with DAE, themes mode still diverge opinions in academic dis-

cussions, were singled out as one of the first obstacles in the implementation of 

the course. Moreover, the lack of support on the part of coordinations and ig-

norance about the typology "sequential" appeared as other important prob-

lems, but unprecedented in declared reviewed literature.  

In operational terms, problems were encountered in the preparation of 

teaching materials, which is a difficulty identified in the literature as one of the 

bases of the teaching-learning process. The selection of students and the aca-
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demic record also appeared as complexities,  being considered specific situa-

tions to the construction of the project and the institution itself. 

In the optic of human resources, selection of guardians appeared as an issue 

inherent in the process, but with importance already highlighted in the theoret-

ical review. The lack of teacher training was also one of the crucial challenges 

found in the project and in the field of distance education in General, as identi-

fied in the theoretical references. The recognition of teaching hours was another 

problem raised and presented himself as a timely issue of UFF, not having evi-

dence of that fact in the queried material. In the financial perspective, identified 

the lack of resources in the UFF for implementation of course.  

In General, difficulties have been overcome as the course gets the necessary 

expertise to conduct and resolve various obstacles that present themselves 

throughout their execution. The success is already beginning to be identified 

through the growing demand of candidates and by the high scores obtained in 

the evaluations of the project's reaction. 

Thus, suggests new research with focus on students and graduates of the 

course, with the goal of measuring the benefits from such training, recom-

mended further studies on entrepreneurial education in schools and universi-

ties, as a way to identify whether the proposals are consistent with the level of 

maturity expected for the educating of that series and investigate the percep-

tion that these students have about the entrepreneurial activity within their 

professions and personal life. 
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ABSTRACT 

The article focuses on the evaluation proposal for the civil construction of touristic de-

velopments and hotels, in particular, the Resorts, from the needs of innovation and 

knowledge management, allowing through the analysis of Benchmarks to evaluate 

the efficiency of these enterprises in construction in locales that are deployed and 

provide a strategic decision-making for ongoing and projects designed for the country. 

As a contribution, it is expected to be able to effectively provide a better strategic de-

cision-making in these fields of study, through the application of knowledge man-

agement. 

Key words: knowledge management; civil construction; resorts; benchmarks. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

To justify this work, first of all, it's important to note the development that the 

civil construction industry and the tourism and hotels industry has achieved 

over the past decades. From this brief contextualization, we can highlight the 

gaps that comprise research, and what is the reason for the choice of the uni-

verse proposed for this article. 

According to Ruschmann (2001), the seventies of the 20th century were 

marked by the emergence of the quality of the environment, as an element of 
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the tourism product. However, for the hotel area, only at the beginning of the 

1990s is that there was a change, marked by the way the new hotels were con-

structed, as well as its way of operation of activities.  

The concentration of capital, important part of the historical process of the 

capitalist system, fostered the emergence and evolution of monopolies. The in-

crease of companies and the consequent search for increased profits changed 

these to global companies. Thus, many corporations touristic have settled in 

various parts of the national territory and the concept of sustainability and de-

velopment was used to affirm social and environmental commitments based on 

implicit precepts, we have seen results expressly economic demonstrating not 

be possible to achieve sustainability without taking account of the development 

of tourism with local bases.  

Thus, it is possible to present several touristic developments, in particular 

the "Resorts", a term which refers to hotels that provide lodging and leisure in a 

same area surrounded by natural attractions and lots of rest and entertainment 

alternatives, which are true examples of domination of transnational groups for 

whom the first "return perspective" and to do that, do not internalize social is-

sues, cultural and environmental factors causing a real "apartheid" between the 

enterprises and the local actors.  

Over the last twenty years, there has been a significant increase in the num-

ber of Resorts in Brazil. Until the Decade of 1970, there were only thirteen re-

sorts in the country and, today, that number is more than forty-five, with a ten-

dency to growth, according to studies conducted by the Brazilian Association 

of Resorts (ABR).  

What is observed, is that large corporations tourist-hotel in partnership with 

large construction companies, has not been able to bring about qualitative 

changes among populations and its surroundings, where is their ventures.  

According to Mello (2007), the construction industry in Brazil, occupies an 

important role in the economic scenery, having direct participation in domestic 

product acting on an extensive chain of suppliers, marketing services and 

maintenance.  

The civil construction, object of big transformations on the environment, has 

used the environmental impact studies in the development of projects, but the-

se studies often do not consider the policies of social and cultural development 

of cities and its surroundings, where they will be deployed the ventures. From 

this context, the development of this study it is important from the needs of 
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innovation, that permeate the areas of Construction, tourism and hospitality, 

and requirements that are present in our society, increasingly competitive.  

This article will make possible also, through the analysis of Benchmarks, the 

evaluation of construction efficiency of resorts-hoteliers, specifically the Re-

sorts, in those places where they are deployed in the country, making it possi-

ble to understand what variables best contribute to the development socio-

economic of the region, where the ventures were implemented and assess the 

necessary premises for the enterprises that are in the design phase and de-

ployment. 

Shall be deemed the data of Resorts, from 2000 to 2012 and will be taken in-

to account the characteristics of the studied areas (Construction, tourism and 

hospitality) for analysis and measurement of the parameters of efficiency for 

each region in the country. 

It can be said that the overall objective of this study is to analyze the Con-

struction of resorts-hotels through the application of knowledge management 

and thus enable an efficient strategic decision-making in these fields.  

As specific objectives of this work, one can note some items such as: 

 Expand and improve the use of knowledge management in construc-

tion and advance on studies for a conscientious and efficient decision-

making in this field, through the use of Benchmarks;  

 Evaluating the performance of the civil construction of tourist ven-

tures, specifically, the Resorts. Confronting the results obtained in dif-

ferent dimensions, so as to identify possible actions that contribute to 

decrease the performance differences and plans to continuous im-

provement of these sectors and localities. 

THEORETICAL 

Given the above context, the scarcity of works that address the use of 

knowledge management, innovation, and Benchmarks in the fields of construc-

tion and tourism and Hospitality, which contribute to justify the development 

also proposed study.  

 Nonaka (2005) classifies the knowledge into two categories: tacit and 

explicit. The explicit knowledge is formal and systematic. For this rea-

son can be easily communicated and shared in product specifications 

or a scientific formula or a computer program. Tacit knowledge is that 
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which cannot be expressed so easily, it is presented by Nonaka as the 

starting point for innovation, being highly personal, hard to formalize 

and therefore difficult to communicate to others.  

 As a way to provide a better understanding of the creation of 

knowledge and the management of this establishment, Nonaka and 

Takeuchi (1995) proposed a model of knowledge Conversion. They 

state that "the creation of organizational knowledge is a spiral process, 

which starts at the individual level and going up, expanding interac-

tion communities that cross boundaries between sections, departments, 

divisions and organizations (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). This spiral 

process can be viewed in the following figure.  

 

Figure 1. Knowledge spiral (Source: Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). 

 

The knowledge Conversion model consists of 5 phases which depict the 

knowledge creation process: 

1. Knowledge sharing: there must be a field for interaction of individuals, 

where there should be autonomous teams with high degree of commu-

nication. In this case, specifically the Construction, tourism and hospi-

tality, the areas should have a high degree of interaction between actors, 

in order that this interaction can result in indicators that serve as pa-

rameters for the creation of a management system that will meet the 

needs of these sectors. 

2. Creation of concepts: there must be continuous dialogue and collective 

reflection. As the areas of Construction, tourism and Hospitality are pe-
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culiarities, the partnership in this type of undertaking should occur con-

tinuously. 

3. Justification of concepts: is marked by filtering and validation of 

knowledge and justification of the concepts regarding the Organiza-

tion's vision and strategy. From the knowledge of the characteristics of 

sectors can assess and measure the indicators that will be validated in 

the construction of the management system. 

4. Construction of an archetype: a template should be described, a proto-

type or a mockup. The construction of specific management model for 

the Construction of hotel resorts, will serve as an effective tool of 

knowledge management for the areas demanded in the study. 

5. Interactive Diffusion of knowledge means the stage at which knowledge 

spreads both intra and inter-organizations. The Management System 

model should be placed for knowledge of the sectors involved, who will 

be making the necessary adjustments to your deployment.  

For a better understanding and knowledge development in organizations 

JOHANNESSEN, OLSEN and OLAISEN (1999) presents a typology of 

knowledge, characterized in the next figure. 

 

 

Figure 2. Typology of knowledge (Source: Johannssen et al., 1999) 
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The relationship between the approach of ' knowledge ' integration and 

competitive advantage is that the development of competences in the company 

is the result of the integration of knowledge. Therefore depends on the compa-

ny's ability to align and integrate the knowledge of various experts and, "the 

more extensive the scope of integrated knowledge in a jurisdiction, the greater 

the difficulty of imitation becomes".(GRANT, 1996: 117) 

The process of innovation   

Innovation can be seen as a process that develops over time, consisting of a se-

ries of actions and decisions. It involves new situational developments and in-

troduction of tools derived from knowledge, artifacts, and mechanisms by 

which people interact with their environment, and provides an opportunity to 

build a bridge between the products and services based on technology current-

ly available, and the needs, desires and lifestyle of customers, and should be 

therefore considered as a prominent goal of the Corporation (Carvalho, 2001). 

According to Mello (2006), it is believed that the system of indicators to be 

used allows the establishment of a civil construction industry scenario, based 

on figures from trusted sources, avoiding the development paradigms based on 

personal experiences and insights. The use of a system of performance indica-

tors, focusing on measurement of company's strategic aspects, allows viewing 

of the real situation of the Organization and elaboration of remediation plans 

that are needed. The business management based on indicators can be consid-

ered a organizational innovation that contributes to the continuous improve-

ment in business and industry developments 

Review of Benchmarks and Indicators 

In this article we highlight also the Benchmark – that meaning to search best 

practices – as a tool to promote and increase quality in organizations. The 

Benchmarking concept serves as the basis for the development of various sys-

tems of indicators, such as the one proposed in this study.  

Benchmarking is a process of evaluation of products, services and work 

processes in companies with a view to introducing improvements. This process 

facilitates the measurement of performance indicators for achieving continued 

growth, evaluate business performance and consequently assist businesses in 

identifying strengths and weaknesses of an activity. 
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According to Bogan (2006), benchmarking is simply the systematic method 

of seeking the best processes, innovative ideas and effective operation proce-

dures that lead to superior performance. 

The Benchmark is one of the oldest management tools. Its purpose is to 

stimulate and facilitate organizational changes and improving the performance 

of organizations through a learning process. 

Thus, the analysis of Benchmarks in this study will take into account the da-

ta relating to new developments and Resorts-Hotels built in deployment and 

the designed, between the years 2000 the country in 2012. 

The study proposes to assess the performance of tourist ventures construc-

tions-hotels, specifically, the Resorts. Confronting the results obtained in differ-

ent dimensions, so as to identify possible actions that contribute to decrease the 

performance differences and plans are made for the continuous improvement 

of these sectors and localities. 

Authors such as Lynch (1995) and Shore (2003) claim that, in many compa-

nies, the indicators are not selected according to the strategic objectives and 

critical factors. In this way, there are difficulties in the implementation of the 

measurement system. 

Costa (2003) pointed out that Lantelme indicators are not yet used by a large 

number of companies in the construction sector. However, a lack of tools that 

facilitate the measurement of the performance of organizations. The systems of 

indicators commonly developed in the work relating to the construction meas-

ure usually operational aspects. 

ANALYSIS AND PROPOSALS 

To describe the construction of the article were investigated different method-

ologies and sources for the development of the proposed work. The units of 

analysis are the Resorts. The objective of the analysis is the comparison of the 

performance of each in relation to the other, using a system of indicators and 

analysis of benchmarks. 

Through comparisons between indicators classified in innovation, sustaina-

bility, quality, dimensions, economic social development will be possible to 

verify the performance of the units. 

Should be made a thorough research on the subject chosen through books, 

journals and data obtained from managers and researchers from private and 
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public areas, seeking in this way to know the expectations, interests, and ideas 

that can assist in the development and drafting of the Management System 

model that contributes to assessing the efficiency in decision-making. 

Will be held the whole part of checking and handling of information, as well 

as the handling of inconsistencies observed in the databases. At its end, it is 

hoped by a database ready to be used in the process of drafting the model, 

which will help to evaluate the efficiency of decision-making and which will 

serve as the source for the construction of a modern institutional framework in 

the areas of proposed study. 

After, the selected variables will compose the system of indicators and the 

template to be worked. 

According to Mello (2006), the importance of using indicators in organiza-

tions is a consensus among the various researchers in the field. For the success-

ful implementation of a system of indicators, it is essential to have the compa-

ny's strategies in mind as well as the objectives to be achieved. 

CONCLUSION 

As a result the end of proposed work, aims to be able to effectively through 

knowledge management, contribute to a better assessment of efficiency of Re-

sorts-Hotels in Brazil and seek possible paths for the sectors that allow their full 

development. 

As regards strategic decisions regarding this scientific and technology sec-

tor, seeks to continue and make the research already carried out, diffuse but 

adding alternatives and deepening knowledge with a view to new discoveries 

and solutions to problems in these areas. 

Currently, shares the view that the segment of tourism-hospitality is seen as 

a major vector for the socio-economic and cultural development in various des-

tinations. However, there is a need for reflection on the investment in this activ-

ity, which is turning into a business of big expansion. The transformations have 

generated impact in those places where it is practiced, and with this, it is neces-

sary to seek management measures that contribute and minimize the potential 

negative impacts in the localities and in its surroundings. The author’s claim is 

not exhaust the subject nor submit final solutions, but rather to stimulate the 

discussion for the improvement of issues addressed. 
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ABSTRACT 

There is empirical evidence that tourists’ satisfaction is a strong predictor of their in-

tentions to revisit and or recommend the destination to others. Although there are no 

guarantees that a satisfied tourist will be willing to repeat the visit, it is quite likely 

that an unsatisfied tourist will not return. This research focuses on the repeat buying 

behavior of tourists travelling to Tabriz city of Iran, and the objective of the study is to 

identify the key aspects, besides satisfaction, that shape the probability of returning 

to the destination. To achieve this purpose, a logit regression model is estimated us-

ing data from a survey of 150 tourists in 2011 during their flights. The estimated 

model allows the identification of relevant explanatory variables that explain the deci-

sion to return to this destination. On the one hand, it can help planners to offer the 

most adequate activities and attractions and on the other, it can assist marketers to 

better position the destination to improve most effectively the repeat visits. 

Key words: tourism, return behavior, logit. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The tourism industry can help promote peace and stability in developing coun-

tries by providing jobs, generating income, diversifying the economy, protect-

ing the environment, and promoting cross-cultural awareness. Most of devel-

oping countries like Iran Have a high potential for tourism. However, tourism 

currently plays a relatively small role in the economy of this country. For more 

successful tourism development, in addition to attracting tourists, visitors 

should be encouraged to revisit and to recommend the destination for others 

(Chen & Tsai, 2007). In other words, in order to face the growing competition of 

other destinations, travel destinations strive to increase visitors’ loyalty. It is 

acknowledged that loyalty and repeat behavior are of paramount importance 
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to tourism destination policies (Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; Moutinho & Trim-

ble, 1991; Pettrick & Backman, 2002, Pettrick, 2004; Pritchard & Howard, 1997; 

Selin et al., 1988). 

This research focuses on the repeat buying behavior of tourists travelling to 

Tabriz, and the objective of the study is to identify the key determinants of the 

probability of returning to the destination. To achieve this purpose, a logit re-

gression model is estimated using data from a survey in 2011 of 120 tourists 

during their visit. More specifically, repeat visitors are compared with first visi-

tors on socio-demographic profile, trip related characteristics, motivations to 

travel and expectations of the destination. The estimated model allows the 

identification of relevant explanatory variables that explain the decision to re-

turn to this destination. Such information can be very useful in tourism product 

development. On the one hand, it can help planners to offer the most adequate 

activities and attractions and on the other, it can assist marketers to better posi-

tion the destination to improve most effectively the repeat visits. The paper is 

organized into five parts, starting with the following section, which reviews the 

previous literature on the explanatory variables of the proposed model and 

their modeling in earlier research; the second section introduces the theoretical 

framework and the research hypotheses; the third section describes the re-

search methods, presenting the contextual setting, data, questionnaire and sta-

tistical methods applied; the fourth section reports the main empirical results; 

the fifth section discusses the results and presents the main conclusions and 

limitations of the research. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent years, many studies have investigated what causes travelers to make 

repeat visits. Such studies have identified several antecedents of return inten-

tion, including satisfaction (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Kozak, 2001; Petrick 

et al., 2001; Yoon & Uysal, 2005; Yuksel, 2001), perceived quality (Baker & 

Crompton, 2000; Chen & Gursoy, 2001; Frochot & Hughes, 2000; Yuksel, 2001), 

destination image (Bigne et al., 2001, Milman & Pizam, 1995; Ross, 1993), and 

cultural difference (Chen & Gursoy, 2001; Reisinger & Turner, 1998). 

Undoubtedly, satisfaction has been playing an important role in planning 

marketable tourism products and services. Tourist satisfaction is important to 

successful destination marketing because it influences the choice of destination, 

the consumption of products and services, and the decision to return (Kozak & 

Rimmington, 2000). Academic literature has confirmed that satisfaction is a 
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good predictor for tourists’ repurchasing choice (Choi & Chu, 2001; Petrick, 

2002, 2004; Tam, 2000). 

Various frameworks and theories have been developed to explain satisfac-

tion (e.g., the expectation-disconfirmation paradigm and the equity theory). As 

seen in Engel, et al. (1990) definition, the most frequently cited one in account-

ing for satisfaction is expectation-disconfirmation paradigm (EDP) that sug-

gests a comparison between expectation and performance. They stated that sat-

isfaction is the outcome of the subjective evaluation about whether or not the 

chosen alternative meets or exceeds the expectation (Oliver, 1980; Wirtz, et al., 

2000; Yi, 1990). Oliver (1997) defined satisfaction as customer judgment about 

product or service fulfillment. Similarly some researchers have claimed that 

satisfaction has been measured predominantly by summation of tourist evalua-

tion of each destination attribute (Kozak & Rimmington, 2000; Kozak 2003; 

Meng et al., 2008). This kind of satisfaction measurement can be regarded as an 

evaluation of the quality of destination performance, where tourists are satis-

fied not only with what they experience; that is, how they were treated and 

served at a destination (Um, et al., 2006), but also how they felt during the ser-

vice encounter (Baker & Crompton, 2000). It is also important to distinguish 

between overall satisfaction and satisfaction with individual components 

(Spreng et al., 1996), since overall satisfaction is a broader concept, which in-

cludes an evaluation of the accumulated experiences of a visitor’s expectation, 

purchase, and consumption experiences (Andreassen, 1995). 

Therefore, overall satisfaction is a holistic impression after the purchase and 

consumption of a holiday (Fornell, 1992). Hence, a single global measure of sat-

isfaction may be a better measure than using the disconfirmation paradigm 

(Baloglu et al., 2003; Williams, 1989). The impact of satisfaction on revisit inten-

tion and likelihood to recommend is not the same for all destinations, tourists, 

(Kozak & Rimmington, 2000; Kozak, 2001) or in all situations (McCleary et al., 

2006). Most studies report a positive influence of satisfaction on favorable 

word-of-mouth communication (Beeho & Prentice, 1997; Bigné et al. 2001; Cas-

tro et al., 2007; Chi & Qu, 2008). However, other studies have shown that satis-

faction has either relatively more or less influence (Kozak, 2001) or no influence 

at all (Bigné et al., 2001; Petrick et al., 2001) on revisit intention. The latter case 

can be explained with reference to „once in a life time experiences‟ where satis-

faction levels with a holiday can be high but because of the nature of the holi-

day, visitors do not plan to repeat it. These differing conclusions suggest that 

more research is needed to generalize the impact of satisfaction on future be-

havior. Therefore, the first hypothesis of this study is:  
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H1: Satisfaction has a positive influence on destination loyalty. 

Tasci and Gartner (2007) noted that some destination image studies treat 

destination image as an independent variable influencing several customer be-

havior variables such as intention to visit (Leisen, 2001), recommend (Ross, 

1993), or revisit (Rittichainuwat, et al., 2001). Destination image provide tour-

ists factors for expecting a destination (Del Bosque & Martín, 2008), perceiving 

the quality of a destination (Chen & Tsai, 2007), and helping them matching 

self-congruity (Sirgy & Su, 2000). Obviously, destination image is emphasized 

as a effective tool to attract tourists (Kneesel, Baloglu & Millar, 2010). In fact, 

numerous leisure frams in Taiwan focus on the revisit market segment with the 

aim of establishing a second home for their customers. Managers of leisure 

farms are eager to understand how to cultivate tourist destination loyalty. 

Thus, destination loyalty is placed as the main consequence of destination im-

age. 

Um, et al., (2006) explored antecedents of revisit intention, and found that 

perceived attractiveness, rather than overall satisfaction, is the most important 

indicator. Additionally, Dick and Basu (1994) explained that cognitive, affec-

tive, and conative antecedents can stimulate customer relative attitudes, and 

those relative attitudes then enhance customer repeat patronage or increase the 

consequences of the loyalty relationship in the same way as word-of-mouth 

advertising. That is, promoting destination image can enhance customer per-

ceptions of the antecedents of relative attitudes toward the destination, thus 

resulting in customer repeat patronage. Furthermore, Govers, Go, and Kumar 

(2007) found that successful marketing communication strategies can signifi-

cantly influence travel behavior, further demonstrating the influence of desti-

nation image on destination loyalty. The importance of destination image is 

focused by numerous related studies, and emphasizes the need for destinations 

to develop favorable images (Pike, 2002). Factors such as ‚natural environ-

ment’’, ‘‘cultural heritage’’, ‘‘tourist infrastructures’’ or ‘‘atmosphere‛ underlie 

in the cognitive structure of destination image (Martín & del Bosque, 2008).  

Destination image is defined as an individual’s mental representation of 

knowledge, feelings and overall perception of a particular destination (Fakeye 

& Crompton, 1991). Various authors have studied the effect of image on desti-

nation choice (e.g., Crompton & Ankomah, 1993; Gartner, 1989; Goodall, 1988). 

Some have argued that destinations with more positive images are more likely 

to be included and selected in the decision-making process (Milman & Pizam, 

1995). Destination image has also been found to influence tourists’ behavioral 
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intention. For example, Court and Lupton (1997) found that a positive image of 

a destination positively affected traveler intention to revisit that location in the 

future. Based on the reasons mentioned, we hypothesized the following:  

H2: Destination image has a positive influence on destination loyalty. 

The return choice is a function of individual socio-demographic characteris-

tics such as age, gender, education and working status (Goodall &Ashworth, 

1988; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989; Weaver et al., 1994; Zimmer et al., 1995). Al-

so distance between two countries is important factors influencing tourists’ in-

tention to revisit (John et al., 200; Kara et al., 2003). Destination distance is an 

important choice criterion for travelers and can aid travel marketers in design-

ing travel promotions that are effective in attracting target consumers to a par-

ticular vacation site (Cook & McClearly, 1981). Most travel decision models in-

clude the distance (in miles or time) between the traveler’s origin and destina-

tion (Agplebaum, 1966; Bucklin, 1971). But, these models may not represent a 

traveler’s decision-making process accurately because travelers may rely upon 

cognitive distance constraints (Briggs, 19731). Cognitive distance refers to dis-

tance estimates made by an individual relying upon memory, stored infor-

mation and/or beliefs. Mayo and Jarvis (1986) examined the relationship be-

tween subjective (perceived) distance and objective (geographic) distance and 

tested whether, other things equal, the attractiveness of a tourist destination 

increases as subjective distance increases. They concluded that tourists perceive 

destinations as closer than they actually are. 

Distance might easily be viewed sometimes as a benefit (Catton, 1965). 

Wolfe (1970) found that, under certain circumstances, the friction cost of dis-

tance not only disappears but becomes reversed. Woife 1972 suggested that 'the 

further people go, the further they want to go.' Beaman (1974, 1976), explaining 

the inertia of movement in marginal terms, suggested that each additional mile 

offers less 'resistance' than previous ones. 

H3: Travel distance has a negative impact on destination loyalty 

Different income level may vary the spending behaviors and may indirectly 

influence the intention to revisit a place. Qu and Lam (1997) discovered that 

personal income was related to the level of earning. It could affect the ability to 

pay for travel, relative prices of goods and services, transportation cost, ex-

change rates between currencies of origin and destinations. It was found that 

personal income was suitable to model holiday leisure and income elasticity of 

demand was to examine the responsiveness of people’s purchases to the 
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changes in income. This factor was further supported by Song et al. (2003) in 

which it revealed the cost of tourism, income elasticity, and the prices of tour-

ism in the competing destinations were the important determinants for Hong 

Kong tourism demand. Jang et al. (2004) studied the travel expenditure pat-

terns for the Japanese travelers to US by examining the characteristics and in-

come level of Japanese pleasure travelers.  

This study pointed out that the Japanese travelers with companions will 

spend more compared to Japanese who travel by themselves. Moreover, the 

higher income travelers will tend to spend more than others. Jang et al. (2004) 

concluded that high-income Japanese tend to spend more and use credit cards 

more frequently when traveling to United States. Moreover, Lim et al. (2008) 

revealed that the tourist arrivals were positively related to income level via AR-

IMAX dynamic regression model. In addition, Lim et al. (2008) analyzed the 

income effects on the long and short distance international travel from Japan. 

The restricted ARIX Model showed the importance of income effects on Japa-

nese demand for long distance travel to New Zealand, but the effect is not sig-

nificant for short distance travel which is Taiwan. Norlida and Redzuan (2008) 

found that economic factors such as tourism price, price of substitution, travel-

ling cost and income level were the major short or long run Malaysian tourism 

demand determinants. Exchange rate is the ratio of currency living cost. Seo et 

al. (2008) identified that the real exchange rates posed an important effect on 

the conditional correlations of Korean outbound tourism demand with Jeju Is-

land, Thailand, Singapore and Philippines through Vector Error Correction 

(VEC) models. Based on autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) framework, 

Norlida and Redzuan (2008) discovered that exchange rate was one of the key 

determinants for short or long run Malaysian tourism demand. Croes et al. 

(2005) revealed that the exchange rates are the important variables after income 

variable. 

H4: Ratio of travel cost to individual income has negative impact on tourist’s 

revision decision 

METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1 depicts the hypothetical causal model. Each component of the model was 

selected on the basis of the literature review. Previous studies reveal that cus-

tomer loyalty is influenced by customers’ satisfaction, destination image, Socio-

demographic characteristics of tourists and economic factors. In this study, de-

pendent variable is the re-travel decision of the tourists who have traveled to 
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Tabriz.  The question of ‚Would you like to travel to Tabriz again in the fu-

ture?‛ is used to measure these variables. If the answer is positive, the depend-

ent variable is the number one, otherwise, it is zero. Satisfaction and destina-

tion image variables are measured by using 5-point Likert rating scale.  

The question ‚How much is your satisfaction from services provided during 

the trip?‛ is used to measure satisfaction and the question ‚Before traveling, 

how did you evaluate facilities and tourist attractions in this place?‛ is used to 

measure destination image. Socio-demographic characteristic consist of two 

variables of age and education, the economic factor is the ratio of expenses of 

travel to tourist income. The question of ‚How did you evaluate the travel dis-

tance before traveling? (So far, far, close, very close)‛ is used to measure travel 

distance variable. For data collection, 120 questionnaires were distributed 

among tourists who have visited the center of Tabriz tourism instructions 

which 94 questionnaires were acceptable. The sample has been included 67 

male and 27 female 

 

 

Figure 1. Component of the model 

RESULTS 

The demographic profile of visitors indicated that almost an equal number of 

males (79.5%) and females (20.5%) responded. Slightly less than half (47.5%) of 

the sample were aged between 20- to 40-years-old and 42% were aged between 

41- to 50-years-old. Also based on information collected, only 37 percent of 

tourists have announced that decided to re-travel to Tabriz in the future. 63 
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percent who have no tendency to travel, have been expressed the main reason 

for this decision, dissatisfaction with the services provided. The most important 

factor of this dissatisfaction were lack of adequate transportation system, help 

center and information. 

Table 1 presents our estimates of the factors affecting the probability of re-

visit overall in the sample. According to this table, all variables have significant 

effect on the probability of tourists revisit. The effect of destination image, satis-

faction and education were positive and the variables of age, travel distance 

and ratio of travel costs to monthly income of tourist had negative effects on 

the probability of tourists revisit.  Related to the hypothesis, based on the esti-

mated model, we accept all hypotheses.  

Table 1. Estimations of the factors affecting the probability of revisit 

Variables T-statistics Coefficient 

Satisfaction 9.22 0.51 

Destination image 4.91 0.62 

Age -2.72 -0.05 

Travel distance -6.86 -0.15 

Education 4.87 0.36 

Ratio of Travel Costs to Monthly Income Of Tourist -4.25 -0.19 

Chi-square=627.2 

To assess the goodness of fit of a logit model, several tests are provided to 

determine how well the model performs. The model Chi-square test is a likeli-

hood-ratio test, which shows the goodness-of-fit statistics for the model with all 

of the independent variables, The Chi-square tests in our regressions are highly 

significant. The marginal effect of each independent variables model on the 

probability of tourists revisiting to Tabriz have presented in Table (2). The re-

sults show that satisfaction and destination image had a great effect on the 

probability of tourists revisiting. 

Table 2. Marginal effects of variables 

Variables Marginal effect 

Satisfaction 0.82 

Destination image 0.71 

Age -0.17 

Travel distance -0.22 

Education 0.41 

Ratio of Travel Costs to Monthly Income Of Tourist -0.30 
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CONCLUSION 

Understanding factors influencing tourists’ revisit intentions can better predict 

tourist future behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). If tourist behavior can be pre-

dicted, then management has more ability to manipulate service quality in or-

der to attract more repeat visitors. Results of this study reveal the importance 

of satisfaction and destination in revision decision of tourists. Such finding 

point out the need for managers to emphasize on different dimensions of desti-

nation image based on different target market. Fakeye and Crompton (1991) 

suggested that managers should provide persuasive travel information to make 

first-time visitors willing to revisit and enhance destination attraction for repeat 

visitors to make them willing to do word-of-mouth. Marketing campaign could 

be developed and directed to the tourists in order to motivate them to return as 

‚actual‛ tourists to Tabriz and promote the destination to other people as well.  

The importance of satisfaction show more attention to services provided to 

tourists who have traveled to Tabriz. The variable in most theoretical and em-

pirical studies have emphasized by the researchers and the results of this study 

revealed the importance of this variable. Regarding transportation services to 

tourists and provide appropriate guidance about the city of Tabriz to be effec-

tive in encouraging tourists to re-travel. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 2003, the Thai government launched a promotion campaign titled “Thai Kitchen to 

the World” in order to increase sales of Thai food and services overseas and to create 

a positive impact on tourism to Thailand as more people gain awareness and interest 

in Thai cuisine. One aspect of the campaign is to increase the number of Thai restau-

rants around the world by supporting Thai investors in opening Thai restaurants over-

seas through provision of training, information, financial assistance and so on. In 

2009 there were over 13,000 Thai restaurants overseas, compared with 6,875 in 

2003. Thai restaurants are the most likely place for a foreigner to be exposed to as-

pects of Thai culture, including food but extending to the whole physical environment, 

Thai decoration and Thai service culture. This paper will outline a hypothesis on the 

ways in which overseas Thai restaurants create a “threshold experience”, familiarizing 

patrons with Thai culture and enticing them to possible future travel to Thailand. 

Key words: food tourism, Thai cuisine, globalization. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The consumption of food is a necessity that can be seen as an ‚obligatory‛ fac-

tor (Richards, 2002) that must be satisfied in travel. However, eating local food 

in tourism can also be seen as an important dimension of a tourist’s experience 

of the destination’s culture (Chang et al., 2010; Molz, 2007). It also fulfils a 

‚symbolic‛ purpose in acquiring cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984) in expressing 

one’s sophistication (Heldke, 2003) and gaining an understanding of ‚Others‛ 

(Cohen & Avieli, 2004). 

Long (2004) first gave expression to this niche as ‚culinary tourism‛ to refer 

to travel that is motivated to a significant extent by a desire to experience the 

‚foodways‛ of unfamiliar cultures. This encompasses not just food consump-

tion but also participation in other aspects of a culture’s relationship with food, 

such as food preparation and presentation. Fields (2002) finds that food can be 

seen as a source for tourist motivation in all four of the motivation categories 
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proposed by McIntosh, et al (1995): phyical, cultural, interpersonal and status 

and prestige. 

Correspondingly, food is an important component of the marketing strate-

gies of many destinations, A destination’s food demonstrates its distinctive na-

tional or cultural identity (Rand, Heath & Alberts, 2003; Riley, 2000) as in the 

case of widely-appreciated food cultures such as those of France (Frochot, 2003) 

and Italy (Hijalger & Corigliano, 2000) and can be promoted as tourist product 

in its own right (Hobspawn & Ranger, 1983). Cuisine is an intrinsic component 

of a destination image (Edwards, et al., 2000; Quan & Wang, 2004; Scarpato, 

2002) and a potent motivator in the decision to visit a particular nation (Boyne, 

William & Hall, 2002; Henderson, 2004; Karim 2006; Rimmington & Yuskel, 

1998; Richards, 2002). 

The local food of a destination can be a significant attraction but also a bar-

rier to attracting tourists, as explained by humans’ competing neophobic (fear-

ing the unknown, apprehensive of change) and neophilic (novelty-seeking, 

stimulated by variety) impulses. The ‚omnivore’s paradox‛ (Fischler, 1988) re-

fers to the conflict between these two tendencies in human behaviour. ‚Food 

neophobes‛ tend to be more hesitant than the average person to try new foods, 

and expect unfamiliar food to be unpalatable (Pliner & Hobden, 1992) and are 

less likely to try exotic foods (Kim, et al, 2009). The neophilic tendency, on the 

other hand, leads tourists to try new foods for the sake of adventure, regardless 

of whether one particularly likes the food in question (Long, 2004: 22). Mak, 

Lumbers and Eves (2012) extend Fischler’s concept to food consumption in 

tourism to describe the ‚tourist’s paradox‛ between seeking familiar foods and 

exploring unfamiliar local cuisine. 

While tourism involves the pursuit of novel experiences and environments, 

tourists typically require an ‚environmental bubble‛ (Cohen, 1972) of familiar 

elements from their own culture, to feel at ease in a foreign environment, espe-

cially in the case of travellers from developed countries to less developed coun-

tries (Cohen & Avieli, 2004). Maintaining an accustomed daily routine can 

promote ‚ontological security‛ (Giddens, 1991). Quan and Wang (2004) remark 

on the importance of maintaining ‚the ontological comfort of home‛ when 

travelling to unfamiliar places. Food is an essential component of ontological 

comfort. The consumption of food demands more ‚bodily involvement‛ than 

other experiences in a tourist’s itinerary, and therefore more potential per-

ceived risk (Cohen & Avieli, 2004). This perception of risk decreases for ethnic 

cuisines to which travellers have been exposed in their home environment 
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(Mak, Lumbers & Eves, 2012:184). Tourists with past experience of the ethnic 

food of a destination are more predisposed to consume local food at the desti-

nation (Ryu & Jang, 2006). 

Through the ‚exposure effect‛ (Obermiller, 1985), preference for certain 

foods increases as they become more familiar through repeated exposure (Plin-

er, 1982). Thus, acclimation to food of a particular foreign country at restau-

rants in their home country can be seen as a predictor of a traveller’s likelihood 

to eat local food while visiting that foreign country. 

The tourism image of a place encompasses the qualities that distinguish that 

place from others in the mind or potential visitors, and a more distinctive and 

articulate tourism image can be a powerful motivator for tourism to a destina-

tion (Holloway, 1998; Joppe et al., 2001). Gastronomic experiences of a coun-

try’s food can play a role in establishing a tourist image of the country for a pa-

tron and potential tourist (Fields, 2002) 

‚Pull‛ factors are the perceived qualities of a destination that attract tourists 

to that destination, while ‚push‛ factors are the predispositions of travelers 

that motivate them to travel (Dann, 1977).  Riley and Van Doren (1992) see 

movies as a ‚’pull’ factor in a ‘push’ location‛, in that they present tourists with 

a virtual experience of a destination within their home environment that can 

entice them to want to experience the destination in reality. They see this type 

of subliminal promotion of destinations as more effective than ‚hard sell‛ ad-

vertising, to which modern consumers have become largely immune. 

In many ways, ethnic restaurants can also be seen as ‚pull‛ factors in 

‚push‛ locations, in that they provide potential travellers with a vicarious ex-

perience of a foreign culture in their home country. Molz (2004: 53) sees pat-

ronage of ethnic restaurants as a type of touristic practice, undertaken without 

leaving one’s own country. As an aspect of globalization (Hopper, 2007; Urry, 

1994) people worldwide have an increasing access to the cuisines of different 

cultures (Torres, 2002), to the extent that certain foreign ethnic cuisines have 

become de facto integrated into the culinary traditions of a country (such as 

Indian food in Britain or Italian in the United States) (Calhoun, 2002). 

The perceived authenticity of an ethnic restaurant has a significant bearing 

on customers’ reported satisfaction (Bell et al., 1994; Tsai & Lu, 2012). Ebster & 

Guist (2004) suggest that restaurant patrons who have never travelled to the 

country in question may see the restaurant as a stand-in for the ‚real‛ experi-

ence and therefore put more stake in its authenticity than those who have visit-
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ed the country and are aware of the ways in which the local restaurant does not 

duplicate the ‚real‛ experience. Molz (2004: 56) sees Thai restaurants in the 

United States as examples of ‚staged authenticity‛ (MacCannell, 1976), de-

signed to convince patrons that they are participating in an authentic experi-

ence of ‚Thai-ness‛, even though their environment corresponds more with 

Americans’ expectations of Thailand than with the realities of Thai culture. 

Research in the United States (Piyavan & Boyce, 2007) found that customers 

saw their patronage of Thai restaurants as a way of learning about a foreign 

culture. Barbas (2003) illustrates how spread of Chinese restaurants in the Unit-

ed States in the late 19th and early 20th century initiated ‚cultural interaction 

and culinary diversification‛ and argues that ethnic eating establishments are 

successful venues of contact between cultures. 

INTERNATIONALISATION OF THAI CUISINE 

Thai cuisine has become widespread outside Thailand only during the past few 

decades. Thailand began receiving international visitors in considerable num-

bers during the 1960s and during the US/Vietnam war, including a great num-

ber of American servicemen and other foreigners who experienced Thai cuisine 

during their stay (Sirijit, 2005).  In 1981, the number of Thai restaurants on for-

eign soil was around 1,500 (Chongkittavorn, 2006). With the increase of Thai 

immigration to cities such as London, New York and Los Angeles demand for 

Thai cuisine products outside of Thailand grew. According to Van Esterik 

(1992), there were over 200 Thai restaurants in Los Angeles, USA by the early 

1990s.  

With the ‚Amazing Thailand‛ tourism promotion campaign by the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand (TAT) launched in 1994, the number of tourists increased 

from 5.7 million in 1993 to nearly 7 million in 1995 

(http://www2.tat.or.th/stat/web/static_index.php) which resulted in more de-

mand for Thai food and Thai ingredients to serve the tourism industry in Thailand.  

“Thai Kitchen of the World” 

In 2003, the Thai Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra had started an ambitious 

campaign ‚Thai Kitchen of the World‛ to promote Thai food as a leading world 

cuisine ‚on the principle of creative economy under the ‘Thailand Food For-

ward’ concept‛ (The Government Public Relations Department, 2009). The 

government’s goals for the ‚Thai Kitchen of the World‛ initiative are to make 

Thai food products a leading export of Thailand, prioritizing safety, health and 
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sanitation; to stimulate export for raw materials and ingredients for Thai cook-

ing recipes; to encourage Thai restaurants abroad to act as tourist information 

centres as well as marketplaces for the ‚One Tambon (district) One Product‛ 

campaign, and to increase the number of Thai restaurants abroad to promote 

the ‚real Thai taste‛ with an international standard  

(http://www.thaifoodtoworld.com/home/governmentpol.php?&language=EN).  

In encouraging the increase of Thai restaurants abroad, the Thai govern-

ment has offered credit worth 1,372 million baht (equivalent to about 44 million 

USD) to over 200 restaurant operators to open Thai restaurants in other coun-

tries (The Government Public Relations Department, 2009). The government 

has also provided training for Thai cooks to work for Thai restaurants abroad 

(The Government Public Relations Department, 2006) and trained Thais to 

manage restaurants and to become professional restaurateurs.  

To help improve the quality of Thai food products, The Department of Ex-

port Promotion of the Ministry of Commerce was selected to take charge of 

‚Thai Select‛ certificates. These certificates can help customers to identify the 

quality of Thai restaurants. The government website stated ‚To enjoy Thai din-

ing, you don’t actually need to be in Thailand. But how can you ensure that 

you get the real experience? Simply look for the ‘Thai Select’ logo from Royal 

Thai Government. They realize the importance of maintaining high standards 

of quality, and have responded with this seal of approval‛ (The Department of 

Export Promotion, 2008). The ‚Thai Select‛ certificate also certifies Thailand’s 

brand for product manufacturers that meet the standard requirements of the 

department. 

The Thai government’s ambitious campaign aimed to increase the number 

of Thai restaurants abroad to 20,000 by 2008 (Murray, 2007), which would have 

been more than half of the number of MacDonald’s restaurants worldwide (as 

of 2010, there were over 32,737 McDonald’s in more than 117 countries (2010 

Annual Report, 2011)). However, the actual increase in the number of Thai Res-

taurants was from 6,875 in 2003 to just over 13,000 in 2009 (The Government 

Public Relations Department, 2009). The reason for the lower than projected 

growth could be that in 2006, Thaksin Shinawatra, the leader of the populist 

Thai Rak Thai party, was overthrown in a military coup. The Chairman of the 

Federation of Thai Industries’ food processing industry club blamed the new 

government led by the Democrat Party for downplaying the ‚Thai Kitchen of 

the World‛ project. Thai food operators have been urging the government to 

revive the "Kitchen of the World" campaign (Wongsamuth, 2011). 
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Besides the Thai government’s ‚Thai Kitchen of the World‛ campaign pro-

moting the popularity of Thai cuisine in the past decade, a 2005 Thai martial 

arts action movie ‚Tom Yum Goong‛ took its title from a famous Thai spicy 

prawn soup. The film was released in Thai, Mandarin and English languages 

and has been shown around the world.  

DISCUSSION 

Thai restaurants in other countries can be used as tools to promote Thai culture 

and tourism (Benjasirichai, 2006; Sirijit, 2005).  Embersic & Connell (2002) 

pointed out that Thai restaurants played an important part in marketing and 

selling Thailand. They gave the example of one restaurant in Bodi in Australia 

named Amazing Thailand after the Thai official tourism promotion slogan.  It is 

common for Thai restaurants to have a photograph of the current King 

Bhumipol and the current Queen Sirikit or King Rama and decorations such as 

paintings of temples, posters from the Tourist Authority of Thailand, tradition-

al Thai wood carvings, all of which create a Thai atmosphere (Embersic & Con-

nell, 2002; Molz, 2004). The Vice President of a well-known restaurant group 

Blue Elephant claimed that their restaurant concepts around the world include 

ambience, food and services and that ‚when you stepped in, you are not in 

London but you are in Thailand‛ (National Research Council of Thailand, 

2008). Dining in a Thai restaurant offers a cultural experience, which is similar 

to virtual tourism (Embersic & Connell, 2002).   

Many Thai restaurants around the globe stressed they provide a traditional 

‚authentic‛ Thai experience. The website of a restaurant in Canada declares, 

‚our restaurant is an authentic Thai restaurant operated by a Thai family.  You 

won’t find a ‘fusion’ of Chinese or other Asian food here, just great tasting tra-

ditional Thai dishes‛ (http://www.bannthaitoronto.com). While Blue Elephant in 

London claims ‚Walking into the Blue Elephant restaurants will dazzle your 

senses. It is a world of lush plants and trickling fountains. The scent of tropical 

flowers mingles with the heady aroma of exotic herbs and spices‛ 

(http://www.blueelephant.com/london/about-us/). Chattthai restaurant in Aus-

tralia asserts ‚…we have consistently maintained our aim of bringing honest 

and authentic Thai fare to discerning diners. Our menu is versatile and evolv-

ing embracing regional and rural cuisines‛ (http://www.chatthai.com.au). I 

Thai, another Australian Thai restaurant, affirms ‚We use only fresh food and 

vegetables and authentic Thai herbs and spices…Our chefs travel regularly to 

Thailand to gather the fresh ideas, inspiration and the latest culinary skills‛ 

(http://wwwithai.com.au). 

http://www.chatthai.com.au/
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Thai restaurants create level of familiarity with Thai culture 

‚Restaurant owners have usually created their restaurants in particular 

ways…that identify the restaurant as Thai‛ (Embersic & Connell, 2002).  Thai 

restaurants abroad are meeting places where consumers can experience Thai 

culture and tradition. As mentioned earlier, décor in Thai restaurants often in-

cludes Thai handicrafts and other distinctively Thai objects. Pictures of the cur-

rent King and Queen and King Rama V are hung on the walls. Buddha figures 

and other religious statues can be found near the counter. These restaurants 

usually employ Thai waiting staff who wear traditional Thai costumes. Before 

the proliferation of Thai restaurants outside of Thailand, people who had not 

visited Thailand were most likely to obtain information about Thailand 

through media or word of mouth. Thai restaurants abroad offer another alter-

native way for people in receiving information on a human face-to-face basis. 

Customers and Thai staff exchange dialogue about their cultures (personal 

communication with staff in Thai restaurants).  

As Thai restaurants become familiar fixtures in many cities around the 

world, even people who would not consider themselves as adventurous eaters 

may include Thai food in their diet. Even for the minority who have never tried 

Thai food, the pervasiveness of Thai restaurants is a signal of the mainstream-

ing of this cuisine. In many countries, such as the US, the UK, New Zealand 

and Australia, Thai cuisine is a component of the standard culinary offerings of 

any city, and popular Thai dishes even appear on the menus of many non-Thai 

pubs, restaurants and cafes.  

Small gestures at familiarising guests with the Thai language are practiced 

at many Thai restaurants. Some Thai such establishments encourage customers 

to use a few Thai words in ordering their food. For example, Thai staff will 

greet customers with a wai (Thai hand gesture indicating greeting) and say 

‚Sawadee ka!‛ (hello). A sign telling diners how to order the level of spiciness 

in Thai is also often displayed.  Some big Thai restaurants, for example, in Ber-

lin and Hamburg, Germany, offers Thai cultural dance shows once a week.  

Patrons of Thai restaurants abroad also remark on the warm hospitality that 

characterises Thai restaurants that lead them to repeat patronage and a feeling 

of attachment. The following quotes are taken from comments on Thai restau-

rants in the United States, posted on Internet food blogs: 

‚I am not sure I can put the love I have for this place in words…The food, 

the best employees, the neighborhood—it all has a special place in my heart…‛ 
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‚The first time I walked into Siam Noodle and Rice, a cold winter evening 

late last year, I said I wanted it to be ‘our place’, the kind of place where I get to 

know the owners, and linger long after my meal, sipping on my Thai Ice Coffee‛ 

‚I have been somewhat disenchanted with local Thai options (I’ve tried a 

lot), until now. Dining at Thai Aree I actually forgot for a moment I was still in 

Chicago... The owner even offered my sister a book about Thailand when he 

found out she would be studying abroad nearby.‛  

Thai restaurants as “pull” factors in “push” locations 

Embersic and Connell (2002) state that Thai restaurant have been an important 

tool in selling and marketing Thailand. The authors compare dining at a Thai 

restaurant as ‚akin to virtual tourism’. Similar to movies which act as ‚pull‛ 

factors in a ‚push‛ location, as mentioned earlier (Riley & Van Doren, 1992). 

The experience at a Thai restaurant presents tourists with a cultural experience 

of Thailand within their home environment. It familiarises them, in small ways, 

with certain aspects of Thai culture in a way that evokes positive emotions and 

a feeling of attachment that can entice them to want to travel to Thailand. 

According to various researchers, food can be seen as a pull factors for a 

destination (Cohen & Avieli, 2004; Hall & Sharples, 2003; Hjalager & Richards, 

2002; Rimmington & Yuskel, 1998). However, it is important to create aware-

ness about food in order for food to play that role. Reading media and TV food 

programmes can create awareness of ethnic food, but first-hand experience in 

tasting food in ethnic restaurants can be more powerful to induce potential 

tourists to decide to travel to the pull location. Food is only part of the gastro-

nomic experience that is consumed at Thai restaurants. Interpersonal interac-

tion with Thai staff, the ambience of Thai objects, religious artefacts and tradi-

tional Thai music, all add to the whole experience of Thai culture. The com-

bined effect of this environment can influence the tourism image of Thailand 

for the customer (Fields, 2002) 

This fabricated environment may be deemed as ‚staged authenticity‛, be-

cause it does not replicate the actual practices and experience of Thai culture in 

Thailand, but it would seem that the positive associations and emotions associ-

ated with the experience are more important than authenticity in influencing a 

customer’s decision to eventually make a trip to Thailand without the ‚hard 

sell‛ of overt advertising campaigns. 
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Overcoming neophobia 

As per the principle established by Mak, Lumbers and Eves (2012), exposure to 

Thai cuisine in their home environment lowers the perceived risk for travellers 

and increases the likelihood that they will feel comfortable trying Thai food on 

a visit to Thailand. Through the ‚exposure effect‛ (Obermiller, 1985), repeat 

customers of Thai restaurants gain a preference for Thai food and gain a predi-

lection to be enthusiastic about exploring the local cuisine while visiting. More 

fundamentally, familiarisation with Thai food and the positive associations tied 

to the elements of ‚Thai-ness‛ in such restaurants can play a part in both re-

moving inhibitions and adding motivations to take such a trip. Thus, the neo-

phobic tendency can be pre-empted by incorporating Thai food into one’s 

‚safe‛ gastronomic repertoire before travelling, to the extent that this food can 

even become a source of comfort that contributes to the ‚environmental bub-

ble‛ that gives the traveller a sense of security from which he or she can more 

completely enjoy the overall tourist experience. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tourism in modern world is one of most intensive and dynamic industries. In most de-

veloped counties industry is described as an effective area of economical activities 

and it becomes more and more depending on human resources and, therefore, in 

most countries tourism is valued as the main creator of work places. A tourism ser-

vice can be described as a phenomenon, unique activity or climate focused on educa-

tion, where training is acknowledged and managed on the basis of management and 

education science attitudes. A tourist organization is able to impact educational po-

tential of a tourism organization as a revelation of a new learning promoting environ-

ment, where tourists develop competences necessary for the personnel of a learning 

organization through self-educational processes: acceptance of information, renewal 

of present information, stimulation of service attractiveness. 

Key words: educational potential, learning organization. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The General Assembly of United Nations (2010) accepted the role of a tourism 

organization in the meaning of social, cultural and educational contexts: tour-

ism promotion and development, economic development, international under-

standing, peace keeping, society honour for human rights and freedoms re-

gardless of race, sex, language, or religion. 

Scientists Hjalager and Andersen (2001) notice that personnel of such indus-

try mostly lack education and at the same time productivity. Rarely tourist or-

ganizations are understood as learning organizations; even though, in modern 

knowledge system a special attention is paid to intellectual capital that encoun-

ters human history and experience of a concrete organization. It is complicated 

enough to answer the question if a tourism organization in its essence is a 
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learning organization. Often researchers try to describe such an organization 

according to its activity indicators or concrete completed results. On the other 

hand, a learning organization may be described as an institution with a specific 

responsibility constantly taking care of adequate decision making. It is usually 

based on the attitude to find more finance for activities and properly use pre-

sent resources (Hill & O`Sullivan, 1999; Mikalauskas, 2006). 

In Lithuania the formation process of learning organizations in the contexts 

of lifelong learning stays a challenge for business organizations. The competi-

tiveness of business organizations is determined by changes of personnel train-

ing processes, competence development (Simonaitienė, 2001), ability to choose 

programs of human resource training, career and development (Bukantaitė, 

2005; Dessler, 2001; Sakalas, 2003). Especially researchers feel a lack of investi-

gations that analyze perceptions of educational factor of tourism service. A re-

search question – whether tourist organizations focus their activities on the edu-

cational potential while servicing clients and understand the essence of a learn-

ing tourism organization and its liaison with educational and managerial phe-

nomena.  

This presumption is tested by inductive thinking while analyzing and gen-

eralizing quantitative research data, collected by surveying personnel of tourist 

organizations and tourism service consumers and qualitative research data, 

collected by interviewing excursions’ participants and tourists, as well as de-

ductive logics substantiating the research data by generalizing knowledge 

about the research phenomenon. Research is based on management and educa-

tion science theories and attitudes that are clarified by these research questions: 

 How is educational potential of a tourist service expressed in the con-

text of a learning organization? 

 What are the essential educational factors (knowledge, abilities and 

values) that form educational potential of a tourism service? 

The research aim is to investigate the potential of a tourism service in the con-

text of a learning organization. 

The research objectives are as follows: 

1. To analyze and on the theoretical basis substantiate theoretical access 

of an organization and tourism organization as a learning organization, 

and to present theoretical concept of a service. 
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2. To prepare empirical research strategy and substantiate it on methodo-

logical basis. 

3. To investigate the educational potential of a tourism service supplier 

and a consumer, focusing on knowledge, abilities and values. 

4. On the basis of theoretical and empirical research results to formulate 

recommendations for institutions coordinating tourism business, tour-

ism business organizations concerning educational potential strength-

ening in tourism sector. 

A hypothesis – hopefully, the expression of educational potential is typical 

for tourism services if: 

 while creating tourism services, personnel of a learning tourism organ-

ization focuses on educational factors (knowledge, abilities, and val-

ues) of services; 

 the aim of consuming a tourism service is to receive services with a 

characteristic of the expression of educational potential. 

Research, presented in this paper, is substantiated by these theories and 

conceptions: 

Paradigm change theory. It explains the change of paradigms and reveals the 

expression of educational and managerial paradigm and their relations with a 

learning organization as the newest trend of management science and a post-

modern educational paradigm. A learning tourism organization is understood 

as a supplier of tourism services, where cultural, educational-managerial value 

is revealed, and it bases its activities on the presumption that tourism services 

is a permanent process of consumer need satisfaction.  

Discovery learning theory states that a learner uses his or her experience and 

knowledge during the research activities that encourage new fact, relationship 

formation and new knowledge creation (learning) process. Creation of a tour-

ism service is an active process, during which a tourist forms new concepts, 

values and meanings on the basis of previous knowledge and individual expe-

rience (Kohlberg, 1986; Vygotsky, 1986).  

The system theory allows substantiating tourism organizations as a sustaina-

ble and focused system consisting of interconnected elements: research of envi-

ronment and history architectural styles’ comparison, etc. (Klir, 1991). A tourist 

organization presenting and selling a service to a consumer forms an image of 
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an attractive country and encourages incoming tourist flows and so helps to 

form national budget. 

The theory of individual psychology, which presents one of the most important 

concepts as a feeling of belonging.  

Phenomenological hermeneutics’ fundamental rule is a meaning of interpreta-

tion and reception. It is stated that consciousness of an interpreter is the most 

important place of a text meaning. Any theoretical understanding consists of 

pre-theoretical understanding that is formed by constantly changing everyday 

life, traditions, authorities and understanding presumptions a priori of their 

impact (Gadamar, 1976; Heidegger, 1982).  

The concepts of a learning society and a learning organization substantiate the 

process of persistent learning of a tourism organization manager creating a 

service and a tourism service consumer, empowering to come over change 

challenges, integrating into knowledge collection and learning interpretation, 

and acquiring learning competences: knowledge sharing, ability to learn while 

teaching to transfer and accept knowledge, which allows understanding it as 

an essential factor of organizational survival (Burns, 1995; Jarvis, 2001; Morgan, 

1998; Senge, 1990). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A learning organization should act according to what personnel has to know 

about the organization itself as they make decisions (Bukantaitė, 2005; Karini-

auskaitė & Jucevičienė, 2002; Morkvėnas, 2010; Stankevičiūtė, 2002), about its 

activity objectives, aims, environmental factors and structures. It is essential to 

properly use resources and successfully adapt to the changing business envi-

ronment, clearly demonstrating the expediency of such actions (Krikščiūnienė, 

2004).  

A tourist organization becomes a learning organization when its employees 

act together, share information properly, when an organization itself methodi-

cally acts and forms activity basis, performs its policy and makes decisions. An 

organization as a learning organization is described by Carley (2001), Simonai-

tienė (2001), Bukantaitė (2005) as all level employees knowledge and skills de-

velopment individually and in teams in order to reach goals. 

According to Godard (2004) one of the effective means of knowledge man-

agement is training and new methods and forms of learning and teaching. 
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Often an organization, seeking to adapt to dynamic, innovation-based com-

petitive environment applies non-traditional organizational management 

forms. It is important to focus on organizational management forms such as 

personnel motivation (Marcinkevičiūtė, 2006), intellectual capital and human 

resource management (Šiugždinienė, 2008; Vienažindienė & Sakalas, 2009), or-

ganizational identity, image and relation management (Pikčiūnas, 2002), con-

sumer loyalty (Bakanauskas & Pilelienė, 2008), etc. One of them is a model of a 

learning organization.  

Learning is not directly linked towards teaching, because learning encoun-

ters conditions for a tourist as a trainee to be provided with effective, relevant 

means for a tourism service, and the means should be adequate to socio-metric, 

cognitive, cultural and other needs (Longworth, 1999). It is quite complicated 

for a tourism service supplier to organize a process of service creation so that 

every tourist would be able to develop in the way he or she accepts. How 

should a tourist know the best way and method of learning? Not only tourists, 

but also managers of tourism organizations require competence of meta-

learning (learning how to learn), which will enable them to know the process of 

learning and to choose the right ways and means.  

Stonienė (2008) and Hopenienė, Bagdonienė (2009) paid a special attention 

to an educational role of a tourism service. Musneckienė (2007) indicates that a 

learning process is unconscious, mechanical in various environments, especial-

ly in museums and cognitive excursions.  

In order to strengthen educational system and be able to effectively enhance 

changes in society through tourism services, educational strategy has to be in 

harmony with perspectives of economic and social development. According to 

Galkutė (2003) educational system has to reveal new development consisten-

cies and values, perpetual changes, so that a person and society consciously 

plan their future and reasonably choose decisions.  

Scientist Godard (2004) researching knowledge and information dissemina-

tion in organizational environment states that most organizations being able to 

effectively and properly manage knowledge may have success in relevant 

globalization process, implementing strategic aims. Knowledge management 

analysis in an organization was the focus of Tessier, Bourdon (2006), who 

proved that this process is highlighted through actualization of abilities and 

skills.  
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Recently the competitiveness of tourist organizations (Alonderienė, 2009; 

Bruneckienė, 2008; Kvedaravičius, 2000; Pilelienė & Sakalas, 2008), service qual-

ity and its strategies are being stressed. Modern tourist organizations have a 

necessity to successfully act in a dynamic environment (Hopenienė, 2009). This 

could be reached through direct change management, reality and situation per-

ception, effectively planning and managing market needs (Jucevičienė, 2007; 

Jucevičienė & Burkštienė, 2009; Simonaitienė, 2001). It is important that a mod-

ern tourism organization must and can become a learning organization; how-

ever, ineffective formation of tourism organizations as learning organizations is 

determined by a lack of political decisions: a tourist service consumer is not 

prepared, it is not enough for him or her to be serviced by regular methods; a 

concrete national strategy is not created, means and resources are not planned 

for the strategy implementation. Tourist organizations experience a lack of con-

crete activity programs, focused on tourist servicing as educational potential in 

the process of actualization of a learning organization vision. 

Focusing on the possibilities of a tourist organization as a learning tourist 

organization conception actualization, in Lithuania a tourist service educational 

potential in the context of a tourist organization is not enough analyzed. This is 

determined by a complicated research methodological access. The conception 

of a learning tourism organization and the expression of a tourism service po-

tential are substantiated by interdisciplinary approach, applying knowledge of 

two sciences (management and education), and this allows explaining the phe-

nomenon through the expression of a learning organization characteristics as a 

process having to do with a new learning paradigm. 

The conception of educational potential of tourism service is interpreted dif-

ferently, characteristics of a learning organization and the meaning of individ-

ual (tourist) learning processes are not explained identically. The theoretical 

definition of a tourism organization service is not fully focused on highlighting 

the uniqueness of a service itself; rather it is presented as a means to strengthen 

commercialization processes of an organization. The purpose of a tourism ser-

vice is to elevate cognition, educate and learn transferring knowledge and learn 

from others. Therefore, the interpretational difference (as one of theoretical access) of 

a tourism service is complicated by managerial and educational processes per-

ception and management in a tourist organization, especially in the level of jun-

ior and senior managers. A feature theory as a methodological access becomes 

meaningful through the expression of educational potential of a tourism service 

to identify features of a learning organization. 
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METHODOLOGY 

This paper is based on the following research methods: 

1. Scientific literature analysis and meta-analysis allowing to contextual-

ize the concept and features of a learning organization, to substan-

tiate the change of personnel roles in a learning organization and 

concepts of a learning organization as a social phenomenon. 

2. Quantitative research method. In order to determine educational po-

tential which is perceived by tourism service suppliers and service 

consumers, a survey was completed. Knowledge, ability and val-

ue strengthening needs, teamwork, loyalty to personnel and con-

sumer needs and process dissemination through the context of a 

learning tourist organization are analysed. 

3. Qualitative research method. In order to explore the abilities of a 

guide and trip head as a lecture servicing a client and creating 

long-term relations between a tourist organization and a consum-

er, an oral survey as a structural interview method was complet-

ed.   

Statistical methods were used to process the research data: descriptive sta-

tistics (statistical average, modes, and standard deviations); factor analysis gave 

a possibility to reveal diagnostic constructions (the expression of a tourism ser-

vice features in the context of a learning organization and the structure of a 

tourism service consumers process of consuming). Kayser-Meyer-Olkin measure 

was used to check the data validity. 

The logics and epistemology of problematic areas and research objectives 

are substantiated on the basis of normative and interpretative paradigms of 

social sciences that are based on qualitative and quantitative views towards 

research.  

Research has a huge impact on not only managerial science, but education, 

sociology, psychology, anthropology and uses a conceptual methodology.  
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Figure 1. Research model of a learning organization tourism service educational expression of char-

acteristics and factors 

 

One of the research areas is modelling of personnel and consumers‘ view-

points. Such researches seek to reveal consumer viewpoints together with their 

evaluation and understanding in order to be able to manage them.  

RESULTS 

Theoretical conceptions of a tourism organization as a social phenomenon. Tourism is 

all kinds of travelling and excursions, when and individual leaves his or her 

work or a living place for longer than one day and shorter than 12 months and 

when the aim of travelling is not an employment or a paid activity. Tourism 

encounters relations of objects and subjects of a business sector in globalization 

as a whole. In a managerial context tourism is a purposeful activity of various 

groups of society, connecting travelling, organizing and hospitality industries, 

with the whole of services and products, which are useful to satisfy customer 
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needs and to create value for business. From the holistic perspective, tourism is 

a science about people, travelling farther than their living places, industry, 

which reacts to customer needs, and an impact of both of them to social, cultur-

al, economical and physical environment of a country is clear. Tourism is one 

of the most important business sectors worldwide, influencing education and 

allowing local people learning languages and new information and communi-

cation technologies. This will give a possibility to spread their cultural heritage 

keeping traditions and customs at the same time requiring to adapt to society 

development and modern practice; therefore, tourism should be seen as a business 

with educational potential. 

Activity theories of travel organizers and agencies. Travelling organizers and 

agencies’ functions as mediators’ are quite wide; they encounter peculiarities 

and priorities of tourism business participators’ and service consumers’ life-

styles, interpersonal communication creation, dynamics of recreation and con-

suming culture and forms.  

Travel organizers on the basis of legal regulations and conditions regularly 

implement tourism business and directly or through mediators (travel selling 

agents) publicly offer tourism services for any individual or a special group. 

Travel organizers directly implement tourism wholesale agents’ functions, and 

travel agencies are tourism retail agents. Travel organizers do not have a direct 

contact with tourism service customers, except the cases, when organizers have 

their own retail offices. Travel agencies are mediators, selling separate parts or 

their complexes created by travel business. On marketing point of view, travel 

organizers and agencies are described as mediators acting for the use of clients 

and making contracts with service providers (airlines, hotels, recreation and 

entertainment centers, museums, etc.) and receiving commissions from suppli-

ers. On the legal basis travel organizers and agents act as legal mediators, rep-

resenting a special geographic region. The educational point of view states that 

activities of travel organizers are substantiated by the process of tourism ser-

vices creation by a manager and a persistent learning process of tourism ser-

vices customers, enabling to overcome challenges, involving into knowledge 

collection and learning interpretation competences: sharing knowledge, being 

able to learn through training how to transfer and accept knowledge. This al-

lows understanding such a process as the most important factor for organiza-

tion to survive.  

Theoretical contexts of a learning organization and a tourism organization. A tour-

ism organization as a learning organization when three knowledge groups that 
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are implemented and interact together: technical/analytical, problem-based and 

context-based knowledge. 

A group of technical/analytical knowledge is fundamental and essential for 

a tourism organization as a learning one; however, this group is not valuable 

and informative enough without other groups of knowledge. The group of 

problematic knowledge requires understanding of real problems rising against 

the manager and personnel. Knowledge that has to do with procedures is more 

likely to be of a political manner rather than technical, and their implementa-

tion activities become more theoretical. Contextual knowledge requires under-

standing of not only organizational culture and customer needs, but also envi-

ronments, where employers act.  

The expression dimensions of a tourism service qualitative educational potential. 

The reconciliation of a tourism service quality and educational potential devel-

opment reveals during understanding of non-changeable self-education and 

mutual tolerance factors, helping to recognize legal differences among nations, 

cultures and their difference. Tourism services quality is described by consum-

er satisfaction towards a trip (excursion), connecting rational rest to education-

al potential of a service, where value understanding is created, taking individ-

ual and societal needs into consideration, and personal experience is collected 

and personal values are formed. 

Situation nowadays indicated a new type of a consumer for tourism organi-

zations. From one point of view, an economic crisis has limited consumer pos-

sibilities to travel, visit places of interest, revel in resorts and water. On the oth-

er side, the new type of a consumer is a lively enough human being, waiting for 

affordable services in order to acquire knowledge. A new view towards a con-

sumer proves that service quality may be strengthened having a management 

relation with educational factors. Tourism organizations seeking to keep their 

customers, will create a service that customers, reflectively examining envi-

ronments, experience, and knowledge, will be able to create partnership based 

relations on mutual agreement. 

Theoretical and praxeologic contexts of a tourism service consumer and consuming 

factors. Fundamentally changed national economical activities and principles 

brought main cultural changes into human consciousness. In market economy 

a consumer is formed, and he or she is affected by separate organizations’, cre-

ating products and services, inter-competition that is used in order to attract 

consumers. That is why a consumer is usually attacked by masses of infor-

mation about better decisions for their being. The relationship between 
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knowledge, values, viewpoints, and attitudes is revealed in the processes of 

consuming. 

Knowledge is very valuable in a consuming process. A service consumer 

learns out that after feeling a need, it is necessary to buy one or the other tourist 

trip which allows acquiring knowledge. What is more, a loyalty to a service 

organizer rises without a real experience, just because of thinking, reasoning, 

watching, listening, etc. A learning process forms certain persistent habits; for 

example, a person travels buying a tourist trip from the same travel organizer.  

Values and viewpoints are oriented towards service understanding: beliefs 

of object-characteristics, beliefs of use-characteristics, and beliefs of object-use. 

Therefore, keeping such a conception, it is meaningful for a service provider to 

be able to form consumer viewpoints and values through services and so create 

the basics for consumer loyalty. 

Consumers are often used to make decisions paying attention to quite in-

significant things, such as physical attraction of a product or a seller. First of all, 

knowledge and information reach consumers and motivate them, and only 

then emotional relation rises. A consumer feels a special emotional reaction be-

fore a cognitive process, and later he or she confirms or denies this emotional 

reaction a priori because of cognitive processes.  

Expression of as a learning tourism organization features. The research data of tourist or-

ganizations as learning organizations’ feature expression allow stating that all features of a learning organiza-

tion is revealed in a tourism organization; however, in a different manner. 

Experience of a teamwork activity is presented on the basis of system and 

human factors. This strengthens personnel orientation towards sustainable 

knowledge gathering. A tourism organization is a global organization, demo-

cratically, rapidly changing and reacting to outside factors, that means an open 

system. It is important that personnel would be able to learn individually and 

in teams. 

The creation of a learning organization starts at individual learning encour-

agement. The more employees learn how to learn, the quicker a tourism organ-

ization comes closer to a learning organization. 

Qualitative potential of tourism services. For the systematic point of view tour-

ism acts as an economic system consisting of tourism subjects and objects.  

Knowledge, abilities and values of a service consumer in the context of educational 

potential expression. Consumer attitudes in the context of tourist service con-

sumption reveal cultural-social realities of society. Consumer attitudes are sta-
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tistically meaningful and connected with only one demographic factor – a liv-

ing place. This allowed identifying consumer attitude types: conservative, 

modern, and super-innovative. The research data show that conservative con-

sumers live in the largest cities and are modern enough. They value service 

quality and learning tourist organizations. 

Mostly super-innovative, modern and dynamic attitudes were revealed by 

citizens of district centres. Such consumers more value tourist organizations as 

learning ones, providing good services and good servicing.  

The research revealed: a) consuming attitudes are connected to demograph-

ic and socio-cultural factors; b) individuals living in different regions are differ-

ently impacted by knowledge and abilities.  

Creation of a tourism service educational potential value for customers. The re-

search results helped to identify the most important competences of a guide 

and excursions head, and these competences have a strong impact on service 

quality.  

The qualitative research revealed that a guide competence impact is very 

important, which is expressed through individual competence – creativity, abil-

ities to communicate, qualification competence – knowledge and being aware, 

history understanding. In order to quickly make decisions, it is important to 

have social, individual, methodical, and professional competences that are not 

separated from personality. The research data also stated that acquaintances, 

knowledge and development are very important.  

In general, it is noticed that travelling processes showed a problem of for-

eign language competence lack. Therefore tourism organizations have to pay 

attention to travel head’s competences and which are of an extreme importance 

during the trip in order to stay competitive.  

Creation of value to customers of tourism services‘ educational potential. The pe-

culiarity of tourism organizational activity comes from motives, specific rela-

tions with service providers, values that are quite individual in the context of 

personality self-actualization. The way the personnel wish to change and is 

able to self-interpret in professional activities impacts business and consumer 

future.  

The learning process of a learning organization is present when an organi-

zation accepts new principles and paradigms that usually convert into a com-

petitive advantage. This research work includes: results of organizational data, 
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organizational learning awards, and effective organizational activity results. 

This helps to identify the most important success factors that may be useful to 

creation of organizational modern learning system development. The relation 

between these factors and organizational results may form fundamentals for 

further research.  

CONCLUSION  

Theoretical concepts of a tourism organization as a social phenomenon. Tourism as 

one of the most beneficial economic areas is a potential developer of 

knowledge, skills, cultural rules and values. Tourism encountering activities of 

several sectors such as accommodation, entertainment, transportation, nutri-

tion, having a connection with many cultural values encourages national sur-

vival and raises the level of cultural quality of a nation. Therefore, tourism 

problems are extremely topical for every society and have to attract scientists’ 

attention especially in the context of a modern information-based society crea-

tion.  

Activity theories of travel organizers and agencies. A travel organizer does not 

communicate with tourism service consumers directly, except the cases when 

they have their retail offices. A travel agency is a mediator selling separate 

parts of or their complexes of tourism industry. On marketing point of view a 

travel organizer and agent are described as mediators operating for clients use, 

making contracts with travel suppliers. On the legal basis travel organizers and 

agents act as legal mediators, representing a special geographic region. The ed-

ucational point of view states that activities of travel organizers and agents 

could be as mediators (looking for tourists) between excursion and travelling 

heads. Excursion and travelling heads complete functions of a lecturer: tell sto-

ries, communicate knowledge, show objects, present national values. 

Experience of a teamwork activity is presented on the basis of system and 

human factors. This strengthens personnel orientation towards sustainable 

knowledge gathering. All teamwork activities in a tourism organization have to 

be properly evaluated. This is linked to objectives and their completion de-

pends on tourism service consumer needs. Teamwork activities may become effec-

tive to restore a present activity strategy and form a special tourism service oriented 

towards a customer. 

The theoretical context of a learning organization and a tourist organization is sub-

stantiated by management and education ideas. The main functioning character-

istic of a tourism organization as a learning one is abilities and desire for personnel 
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to develop. A tourist organization becomes a learning organization as it perceives de-

velopment as a learning function. Such an organization is open in tourism busi-

ness system and able to not only to accept new information, transform it, but also 

identify and utilize unnecessary information. Only this way is important to 

strengthen organizational attractiveness of a tourist organization as a creator. A 

learning organization’s characteristics are loyalty to personnel and consumers. 

This is expressed by a variety of learning ways in an organization. Personnel 

loyalty is clear in teams. Teamwork helps to strengthen organizational function-

ing that broadens possibilities of innovative service creation.  

The meaning of consumer loyalty is very important to an organization. As 

time has changed, consumer viewpoints changed as well, and consumers and 

organizations became learning ones. Educational and managerial aspects are 

stressed in relations with consumers. These aspects are usually described as a 

whole of essential principles and elements. The aim is equally important to a 

new type of consumer as a learner and a tourism organization, participating in 

a creation process of a consumer as a learner. The cross-relational views allow 

broadening satisfaction receiving tourism services through educational charac-

teristics’ expression, which give a better value to a service. A scientific discus-

sion reveals that a modern organization can strengthen consuming views as it 

is a learning organization. 
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This recognition of learning contexts allows describing suppliers and consum-

ers of a tourism service, organizational change processes on the theory basis, 

and enable personnel actively engage in these processes on the basis of total 

quality management.  

The practical significance of the research results show that educational po-

tential of a tourism service should be developed according to new postmodern 

learning paradigm. The expression of a tourism service educational potential in 

the context of a learning organization processes are being researched for the 

first time in Lithuania. According to methodological theoretical access a con-

crete instrument was prepared to reveal the features of a tourism service educa-

tional potential in a tourism organization as a learning organization. The re-

sults of the empirical research revealed the expression of a tourism service edu-

cational potential and highlighted the need of a service feature expression 

strengthening so that a tourism organization becomes a learning tourist organi-

zation. The research results showed the value of a tourism service educational 

potential and helped to form the ideas of transformation into a learning organi-

zation and the relation of learning dissemination phenomena that became clear 

through educational, managerial and other activities of trip heads and guides. 

The research results, generalizations and recommendations give a possibility 

for groups of interest to properly renew programs of tourism activity stimula-

tion, National tourism department control preparation methodologies for tour-

ism services provision, standards of travelling and excursion heads training 

and other educational development documents not only locally, regionally, but 

nationally as well. 
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ABSTRACT 

The potential of Burdur for “cultural and historical tourism”and as a result of its roles 

played in time, many structures with different quality and scales were built in the city 

to meet the need for accommodation. These are inns, hotels at the city centre having 

different architectural features depending on their time of establishment, and tourism 

hotels built around Burdur Lake. The hotels at Burdur’s historical Urban Site including 

Dadacılar, Solmaz, Çukur, Tayyar Inn and the buildings which were built at an area 

named “Hotels Area”, including Mürüvet and Meserret Hotel, Burdur Ankara and İpek 

Palace on the newly developing axis can all be given as examples. Making a differ-

ence in the city in terms of tourism and accommodation, Çendik Motel started to run 

in 1969 on Aktaş Beach which had been arranged by the Governorship on the coast of 

Burdur Lake in two phases in line with the decisions by Provincial Bank in 1954. In the 

study, important results were obtained in identifying buildings for accommodation, re-

vealing the city’s tourism history and decisions, examining relevant structures in terms 

of quantity and quality, and in determining their importance in the urban identity. 

Key words: tourism planning, culture tourism, historical tourism, architecture. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourism is a human concept and an action to travel for many reasons. In tour-

ism concept and architecture intersection the word ‘travelling’ which initially 

requires accommodation buildings and supportive units get importance. To 

last B.C 7000-7500 Burdur when combined its tourism potential, crucial location 

and the undertaken roles in historical progress buildings in various qualities 

and criterions were built at the outside roads of the urban and inside the urban 

to meet the need of accommodation. These are; caravanserais, inns and hotels 

mailto:sedasimsek15@hotmail.com
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in urban which vary their architectural qualities by periods of built and also 

hotels located in Lake Burdur shore. In this paper, it is aimed that declaration, 

documentation and interrogation of the connection with urban identity of ac-

commodation buildings which were built in different periods and regions by 

the historical progress, the aim is carried out a chronological study for accom-

modation buildings by outcomes of literature research and field work in the 

way of acquired verbal and graphical data. 

Geographical Location of Burdur 

Burdur is in the south of Turkey, in the west of Mediterranean Region and also 

in its inter section. There are neighbor provinces sequentially in its south An-

talya, in its north Afyon, in its southwest Muğla, in its west Denizli and in its 

east Isparta (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. The location of Burdur in Turkey and Mediterranean Region 

Source: http://www.forumdas.net/burdur/burdur-haritasi-detayli-146243/ 

 

Generally, center and the surrounding of the city have a little rugged topo-

graphical terrain. Heights in this vicinity change between 850-1500 m. Known 

as ‘Ulu Cami Altitude’ which placed in historical urban fabric is one of the im-

portant heights in it (Duygulu, 1993). 
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Socio-Cultural and Economical Structure of Burdur 

To last B.C 7000-7500 Burdur, its process from establishing period to recent, 

was sheltered in communities with many different cultures and beliefs because 

of settling decisions, interior and exterior migrations and so on reasons. Living 

in the same urban with various communities brings different intellectual vi-

sions to light and this situation provides buildings formed the urban identity 

become varied. This city decreased the population and lost ground because of 

the social results of World War II. The establishment of republic and after in-

dustrial revolution the urban is renovated new job opportunities and settling 

areas are formed especially until 1935-1940 the urban population growth is ac-

celerated. The earthquake in 1971, affected to a large extent of its financial and 

social life. After it, partial exterior migrations began. This caused the popula-

tion decrease. By recovering the urban’s financial and social life, there was an 

increase in population again. In 2000 with 0.7 % ratio brought up the lowest 

population growth. In the following years the population growth of Burdur 

continued with low speed (Gazi University Analytical Study Report). In the 

first years of republic 10% reading and writing ratio is left over with reading 

mobilization in the past 70 years the reading and writing ratio reached 90% in 

this urban (Duygulu, 1993). 

Short History of Burdur city 

Burdur gets it historical importance with archaeological values and high quali-

ty of urban fabric placed in it from prehistoric times to recent process. The 

starting point of its historical progress reached the clarity with founding re-

mains in Hacılar Village -20 km distance to centrum- belong to B.C 7000-7500 

(Pamphlet of Life in Burdur). The most important ruins belong to Chalcolithic 

Period are tumulus’s. All in these periods, Burdur and Isparta provinces and 

their surrounding regions called as Pysidia. The region, is a princedom con-

nected to Hittite in B.C 1500 (Çetin,2000).In B.C 8th century  the west of Pysidia 

was under the patronage of Phrygians (Anonim, 1973).In B.C 696-676 it is 

known that Lydians who wrecked the Phrygians prosperity is in command of 

this region. In B.C 546 Lydians who overcome the Persians took the region un-

der protection. In B.C 334 Alexander the Great beated the Persians near the 

coast of Biga Creek and went towards Anatolia. To his trip to Anatolia initially 

Halicarnassus, Miletus and Phaselis after that Perge, Side and Aspens are get 

hold of. In B.C 333 Saga lassos and Kremna were also taken under control 

(Anonim, 1973). After the Alexander the Great in B.C 323 the country is dis-

tributed. Following the Selefkos and Bergama Kingdom, it is bound up Rome. 
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This had continued in the end of 11th century and after this period Turk domi-

nation is began (Anonim, 1973).  

In 1071-1100 Kınalı nomadic tribe is settled down the urban and made Bur-

dur central town. Then, in sequence Seljuks, Hamitoğulları and Ottomans got 

the region under control. Settlement in center began with Turkmens who came 

from Kınalı nomadic tribe pitched tents to settle down the urban and after that 

built roof houses in the same area (Özata, 2009). After 1839 administrative re-

forms Burdur separated from Kütahya and bound up Konya province with 

Isparta kaimakam so it progressed this tie until 1850.Afterwards, in 1872 it be-

came sub-divisional province. In 1920, the province is bound up to the seat of 

government-Istanbul. After World War I defeat result when Italians took out 

soldiers to Antalya they came to Burdur and established central commander-

ship in this region. With the defeat of enemies in 1923 and establishment of Re-

public, Burdur became province (Özata, 2009). 

Tourism Development in Burdur from the Past to the Recent 

Burdur, constitutes a parade according to climate and geological structure be-

tween West Mediterranean, Aegean and Middle Anatolia regions  and as stated 

by historical progress Pysidia, Rome and Seljuks periods. This circumstance 

made possible to tie between huge settlings such as Efes, Bergama which are 

settled in Aegean coasts and also West Mediterranean historical settlement at 

managerial relations and war terms so for this reason these raised the value of 

the urban. Providing physical bridge regions among settlements and thanks to 

being in the intersection point, Burdur is transformed after Seljuks Period as in  

politics, folklore, cultural and social life also in tourism subject into important 

‘transit center’. In this process, with the urban tourism became varied and in-

crease in accommodation buildings studies to turn ‘transit tourism center’ into 

‘touristic accommodation center’ are began (Anonim, 1973). Thus, in 1970 ur-

ban central population was 32746 there were 12 urban hotels have 7-20 rooms, 

3 have 24-40 rooms and by the lake shore 24 roomed Çendik Motel. After the 

period of the earthquake happened in 1971 with accommodation buildings en-

dangered and destroyed it is observed that tourist numbers coming to this ur-

ban got decreased.  

This urban tourism potential and variety (village/farm tourism, cave tour-

ism, high plateau, plain and mountain walking tourism, lake tourism, photog-

raphy tourism, handcraft tourism, sports aimed tourism, besides youth camps, 

profits of historical wealthiness as cultural and historical tourism) getting high 

numbers/differentiating its important location because of physical relations 
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with surrounded settlements as results of taken roles through historical pro-

gress accommodation buildings and restoration  of them are began. 

Materials and Method 

This study achieved by, owned historical and cultural features, Burdur’s ac-

commodation buildings in urban fabric chronological analysis in time, litera-

ture study, verbal historical survey, existing and not being present buildings 

declared on maps. These researches enable to analyze existing circumstances, 

to define buildings’ protection, to discuss re-accommodation usage function 

and sustainability of them in their own area, on the other hand to determine 

newly built accommodation buildings characteristics also to set all the accom-

modation buildings into urban identity. 

Accommodation Buildings in Burdur from the Beginning to the Present 

The need of accommodation in Burdur urban, before hotels responded by inns 

and caravanserais. Some of them are Evdir Inn, Kırk Göz Inn located on the 

road of Antalya-Burdur Susuz Inn and İncir Inn on Silk Road. During the Sel-

juks Reign Period, built structures to establish trade and communication bound 

between Middle Anatolia and Mediterranean are named as masterpiece of Sel-

juks architecture. The ribbed arch on the entrance of İncir Inn and covering the 

vault roof part under the Susuz Inn’s central domes are the most crucial archi-

tectural characteristics of these structures. Located on Silk Road increases the 

historical quality of Susuz Inn and İncir Inn. Among these structures Kırk Göz 

Inn protected its own originality to the most extent. 

Inns belonged to Burdur are not only on the surroundings of the urban but 

also the location of the province in it, centrally sited. Today, it is known that 

inns make the urban historical core real in Burdur’s city-state area which is not 

reached to the recent world as a cultural inheritance but handle the accommo-

dation needs to a large extent in their own periods. According to 1882 Konya 

province yearbook, in mentioned year there were only 4 inn structures in that 

urban (Barlık, 2003). To the results of verbal historical researches Dadacılar Inn, 

Solmaz Inn, Çukur Inn and Tayyar Inn can be reached inn structures to their 

names and location places in this area. It is seen that these structures in today’s 

Burdur city-state area and Historical Trade Center are located in close distance 

to each other. To get information about these structures interviews are carried 

out in this area. In the end of these interviews these structures have large scales 

and a sort of courtyard plan there are big entrance doors belong to typology 
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and it is learnt that they are likely to many other samples seen in Anatolian re-

gions. 

Hotels region 

In this process, because of the socio-cultural differentiation at the regions of 

inns in this urban, mounts were replaced by motor vehicles and so on reasons 

inns turned into urban hotels. For one thing to some of these places; Hotel 

Mürüvet, Hotel Meserret and Hotel Burdur - Ankara Palace. In this way, dif-

ferentiated from inn structures, making its own typology new accommodation 

buildings are began to build. These buildings are generally small-scaled. In 

point of the frontal concept and conveyor features, they resembled with tradi-

tional houses. The same place with inns area is chosen to settle these build-

ings.(Composing today’s historical core region Mosque Ulu and Clock Tower 

vicinity.) A fabric which will be named as ‘hotels region’ is made up of these 

buildings located in close distances (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Elevation of hotel’s region, 1936 (Burdur Municipality Archive) 

 

All the finished verbal historical researches and acquired photographs when 

it is necessary to evaluate the buildings in the hotels region, generally they are 

2 floored but it is also possible to find 1 floored samples, some of the examples 
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of 2 floored buildings’ ground floors which located in their places is just be-

cause the function of the region used as a trade place, some of their both floors 

used as accommodation needs (Figure 2), it is clearly seen and reached some 

information that the ground floors of these buildings where considering used 

architectural components and equipment choice in comparison with dwelling 

structures, they are more transparent and have high proportioned spaces, the 

given functions on the ground floors of accommodation areas, they present the 

chance to come together domestic and foreigner users also local people for so-

cialization; moreover, obtaining information between these people, some of the 

rooms of the hotel have personal care need units as in traditional Turkish 

House to address people who have different economic conditions as to quali-

ties of the buildings. 

Including the field work to acquire a set of findings belong to this fabric, it is 

the result that none of the buildings in the hotels region can reach today. The 

reasons for this disappearance is possible to appraise such as socio-cultural dif-

ferentiation, buildings lost power during the progress in that field, the changes 

of active areas and center of the urban result in preferring new accommodation 

buildings in different places, abandoning or using them inappropriate func-

tions also the fire that happened where the buildings located in 1884 (Barlık, 

2003) and the earthquakes come into being in 1914 and later. Instead of the 

buildings that are not able to keep on their physical sustainability, new ones are 

built with various functions today and the former process. 

Urban hotels 

This type of accommodation buildings, developing by the help of traditional 

fabric new construction field and one of the urban important trade axles (a 

place that enables the function of a bridge between the historical fabric and 

new settlement area) built on Gazi Street. Hotel Doğan, Hotel Yalçındağ, Hotel 

Akın Palace and Hotel Anatolia are some of the samples of these buildings. On 

the whole, located in various distances, these buildings’ main entrances pre-

sented on this street. On the ground floor they have reception and lobby but 

small or middle proportioned room units set on the top floors. The most crucial 

one of these buildings that reached today in the way of plan concept, used front 

partials and structural system that also provides the period when it built is 

‘Hotel İpek Palace’, except its structural features and location, for a long time, 

coming statesmen and artists accommodate in here so it provides and identity 

to the urban not only visual one but also functional. The building has four 

floors. Ground floor has passage so this passage has a lot of commercial space 
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existing situation. There are small scale balconies in this hotel rooms. Building’s 

facade elements are so aesthetic and original. 

Beach region 

In lake vicinity, as a result of being filled up the tectonics wreckage between 

Mountain Söğüt and Suludere-Yayladağ Chunks, Lake Burdur because of near-

ly 300.000 birds and known as one of endangered generation Bird Dikkuyruk 

has its 70% population on the world, windsurfing and other water sports also 

bird observation camps facility has an importance in urban tourism (The Minis-

try of the Environment made an environmental effect evaluation in the frame 

of RAMSAR Pact and Protecting Well-watered Fields proclaimed by The 

Committee Of Protecting The Field Cultural Beings ‘Natural City-state Area’). 

 

 
Figure 3. Elevation of urban hotels 

Source: Seda Şimşek Tolacı Photo and Drawing Archive (2005-2012) 

 

In the period of Ottoman Empire, the lake’s water is considered important 

for urban and its surrounding with the aim of treatment to the varied skin dis-

eases. After this process, with the great help of the governorship near the Lake 
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Burdur as to the decisions of Provincial Banks in 1954 completed Beach Aktaş 

in 2 gradual phases; afterwards, began to give shape to the tourism strip 

around the Motel Çendik it also caused to build fields including summer home, 

camps and accommodation buildings (Anonim, 1973). These buildings settled 

as two sided which is parallel to the main road on the arrival axle to enable 

bounding up the other provinces. 

Motel Çendik, is the first accommodation building located the coast of the 

lake. To look at the building aesthetics and structural characteristics, it is obvi-

ously realized that it resembled the characteristics of its own era. Accommoda-

tion function is handled in 2 floors with 50 beds capacity. Because of the slope 

caused by the lake hollow in the area, the building can be seen as 2 floored 

from the frontal main road side and 3 floored from the frontal lake side has a 

terrace. The second floor of the building has common circulation field which 

bounded up the beach stairs. At the frontal lake side, there are changing cubi-

cle, showers and toilets. This platform divided from lake with stone walls. It is 

possible to use stairs to reach the beach. When evaluating the frontal design of 

the building, plainly seen that it is in horizontal shape and free of nonessentials 

and affectations feature. Lake-scenery rooms have circular-shaped balconies. 

Till 2011 when restoration took place in this business enterprise, there were 32 

beds capacity also 2 wedding halls function except accommodation to be in 

service of public. 

 
Figure 4: Elevation of Çendik Motel-1969 (Burdur Municipality Archive) 
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The Present Situation of Accommodation Buildings 

When putting the present accommodation buildings areas of the urban to use, 

in general urban hotels located on the Gazi Street and İstasyon Street and their 

surroundings. There are totally 17 urban hotels. Some part of these hotels are 

built in recent years, the other parts are in the former progress; however, had 

an amendment in business administrative. Hotel Grand Özeren with 66 rooms 

and units is in the service of public for the day it is the most extended accom-

modation building of the city. Hotel Atam, Hotel Hoşafçı, Hotel Doğa, Hotel 

Ender are some of them. Urban hotels’ existing room/bed capacity and comfort 

are increased in time. Present hotels generally have 7-24 rooms in them. At the 

beach region of the urban except Motel Çendik, (around the Lake Burdur), 

there is also ‘Hotel Serenler’ which local government took on construction and 

managing in 1997. With its 44 beds capacity, besides the accommodation func-

tion, there is a terrace which lies down the lake scenery in the service 1200 peo-

ple on special days. Recently, in hotels it is started to create sub units for the 

day usage to public right along with accommodation function. 

CONCLUSION  

When evaluated all in this process, it is obviously seen that there is a differenti-

ation in this progress because of factors such as socio-cultural and economical 

structure of Burdur, the urban tourism potential, newly-made settlement areas, 

local administrative applications, worrying about forming architectural identi-

ty on accommodation buildings, the plan concept, materials and structural 

characteristics reflecting the periods when built these structures in etc. 

Inn structures have left their places to ‘hotel’ buildings which have socio-

cultural and economical differentiation and located in the same region; howev-

er, replacing the accommodation functions with new settlement areas, the same 

change process is possible to these buildings with new constructions which 

have different functions and architectural characteristics. By doing this, it has a 

crucial meaning to provide mentioned buildings that lost their active usage 

function in various reasons shielding and keeping alive at least in the urban 

memory. It is necessary to appraise as to situation analyses and findings about 

hotels in ‘Burdur Hotels Regions’ and they should have been taken into ac-

count to achieve building congenial to fabric, respectful to history and human 

considering new accommodation buildings, on the contrary to the construction 

samples of today.  
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To be reference when building the new units of accommodation buildings 

in this region, in an existing situation building in fabric should be organized, 

determining frontal side concept, other architectural characteristics and at least 

a group of architectural reading about hotels on limited findings should be 

done. It would be the ideal circumstance benefitting from tourism and its ne-

cessities, protecting and using it at the same time. 

One of the built buildings in the latter progress of Hotels Region period 

reached in the most original version with its function also in its era active and 

crucial usage located in the memory of urban, ‘Hotel İpek Palace’ because of 

the change in function there are differences on the ground floor and frontal 

parts. Remembering all the features of its period, this building should be trans-

ferred to the next generations thanks to the necessary restoration. Gazi Street, 

where this building located on is still being the most important trade axle be-

cause of the increasing potential of tourism day by day also can contribute to 

elimination of the necessity for accommodation. For this reason, it will be con-

venient both for itself and the urban to use this building with its original function. 

When evaluating the accommodation buildings located near the Lake Bur-

dur coast, a necessity occurred that in order to come to life the shore stripe and 

to increase in tourism potential to ensure also Motel Çendik which indicates 

features of the period should be protected with regular restoration works. As in 

present, the building should be continued to use in its original function. 

When looking at the accommodation buildings of urban, it can be seen that 

some parts of them located on crucial axles and fields for trade and dwelling 

functions, while the other parts located near the coast of Lake Burdur takes an 

important place for the urban. The structures; location choices, architectural 

characteristics, density in the urban, taking each of them into account showing 

the features of the era and their position in social structure they hold on a cru-

cial spot in the urban identity and memory.  
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ABSTRACT 

Sponsorship plays an important role in contributing to the success of an event and 

to help the event run smoothly. In order to retain the support of the sponsors, a 

good relationship between event organizers and the sponsors is of utmost im-

portance. The aim of this study is to ascertain determinants related to the intention 

to renew sponsorship among the sponsors for tourism events. Satisfaction, trust 

and commitment are three elements of sponsorship relationship. Results were ana-

lyzed using exploratory factor analysis and Multiple Regression analysis. Multiple 

Regression results shows that trust under the element of credibility is the most im-

portant determinant of intention to renew, followed by commitment and satisfaction. 

Key words: sponsorship, satisfaction, trust, commitment, tourism, exploratory factor 

analysis, multiple regressions. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourism is Malaysia’s second largest revenue earner after manufacturing in-

dustry and expected to bring in about RM44.5 billion in 2007, that shows ap-

proximately RM10 billion more than in 2005 (Tourism Malaysia, 2006). Ma-

laysian Economic Report 2005/2006, stated that, based on the increased num-
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ber of tourists’ arrivals (16.4 million in 2005), tourism has increasingly become 

an important contributor to economic growth and foreign exchange earnings. 

In line with this, tourism has increase its income to RM33.2 billion in 2005 

compared with RM29.7 billion in 2004. This income gained from various tour-

ism activities such as eco-tourism, agro-tourism and sports and recreation 

tourism including events. There were 12,551 of total events held in Malaysia 

between year 2001 to 2005 where 9,321 were national and 3,230 were interna-

tional events (Tourism Malaysia, 2006). The mega events includes Colours of 

Malaysia, Food and Fruit Festival and the National Water Festival as well as 

the annual KL Fashion Show, the Mega Sales Shopping Carnivals were fur-

ther promoted and complemented by a variety of other events to attract in-

ternational and domestic visitors (9th Malaysian Plan, 2006).   

The importance of events and the elements involved has been increased in 

the developed western countries; it is taking place in Malaysia too. Although 

sponsorship is one of the important elements in the event but the existence 

sometimes just been ignore by the whole process or the event itself (Skinner & 

Rukavina, 2003). Due to increasing costs, it has become even more critical for 

event organizers to obtain outside sponsors in order to continue to exist 

(Gwinner, 1997). The perception may be especially strong for small events 

which often have difficulty securing financial support. It is being emphasized 

that advertising cost is six to ten times the cost of sponsorship. Even so, it is 

hard for the event to get the sponsorship (Robinson, 2006). Thus, to sustain 

sponsorship is very important as Aguilar-Manjarrez et al., (1997) noted that 

smooth working relationships have a strong impact on the decision to renew. 

In line with this, we need to look at the sponsorship relationship involving 

the element of satisfaction, trust and commitment to the intention to renew 

sponsorship. Nevertheless, there is no or little empirical research done to in-

vestigate the role of sponsorship and the relationship between trust, com-

mitment and satisfaction towards the intention to renew sponsorship among 

the sponsors especially in Malaysian context.  

In relation to the above statement, it shows that events are the upcoming 

industry in Malaysia with the emergence of the international venue like Kuala 

Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC), and Putrajaya Convention Centre (PCC) 

plus the existing ones such as Putra World Trade Centre, National Sports 

Complex Bukit Jalil and Petronas Philharmonic Hall.  As such, in the Ninth 

Malaysian Plan, Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) is 

the main target of attracting the high spending business travelers. Similarly 

noted by Nor’ain (2006), Malaysia, in its effort to increase tourist arrivals into 
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the country and encourage tourists to stay longer, various tourism events and 

festivals were organized throughout the year. Thus, events play a very im-

portant role as it promotes Malaysia and the tourism industry as a whole. 

However, an event cannot be successful without any sponsorship from 

various organizations. For instance, Petronas sponsor Malaysian F1 Grand 

Prix, Proton for Le Tour De Langkawi and Celcom for Langkawi International 

Maritime and Aerospace (LIMA) Exhibition (Tourism Malaysia, 2006). There-

fore, there is a notable lack of research, be it conceptual or empirical, into the 

mechanics of the focal sponsorship relationship. More particularly, how both 

parties work jointly to generate value from the relationship remains unclear 

(Farrelly & Quester, 2003). It is worth mentioning that very little research has 

investigated the intention to renew sponsorship among the sponsors in the 

Malaysian context by the corporate company that were involved in the spon-

sorship programme of the events. Thus, this study studied the relationship 

between satisfaction, trust and commitment and, in turn, its intention to re-

new sponsorship for Malaysia tourism events. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sponsorship  

IEG Report (2006) reported the increasing of sponsorship spending will grow 

at a faster rate in ‘07 then it did this year. Spending by North American com-

panies should rise 11.7 percent next year, reaching $14.93 billion, according to 

IEG SR’s 22nd annual industry forecast. That growth comes on the heels of a 

10.5 percent spending increase in ’06, slightly lower than the projection of 10.6 

percent made a year ago. U.S. and Canadian companies spent $13.37 billion 

on sponsorship rights fees this year (IEG Report, 2006). 

In line with that, the term sponsorship has been loosely used to describe a 

variety of arrangements between companies which provide some kind of re-

source (money, people, equipment), and events or organizations which are 

the beneficiaries of the resources. This loose definition leads to the difficulty 

of distinguishing between a company which spends millions of dollars to buy 

the official sponsor rights of an event, and a company which is merely buying 

advertising time during the telecast of the event. Both are presented as spon-

sors and might have the same status in the consumer’s mind (Soo-Lee, 

Sandler & Shani, 1997). 
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Satisfaction 

Satisfaction represents an overall evaluation, feeling, or attitude about the 

other party in a relationship or about the relationship itself (Selnes, 1998). Ear-

ly work by Dwyer (1980) and Ruekert and Churchill (1984) established satis-

faction as critical to the understanding of channel relationships and their via-

bility. Satisfaction has been found to act as an incentive to collaborate (Schul, 

Little, & Pride, 1985), to develop integrated management practices (Brown, 

Lusch, & Smith, 1991), or even barrier to exit (Hunt & Nevin, 1974).  

However, Geykens, Steenkamp and Kumar, (1999) analysis concluded that 

while some correlations existed, the constructs of satisfaction, trust, and 

commitment were fundamentally different, albeit correlated.  

Trust 

Another central relationship construct, trust has been referred to as ‚the cor-

nerstone of the strategic partnership‛ (Spekman, 1988) and has been shown to 

have positive effects on various relationship outcomes, including planning, 

investment, satisfaction, and performance. A degree of trust is critical to alli-

ance performance and longevity (Farrely & Quester, 2005). They focused on 

matters that go to the heart of the two primary dimensions of trust: benevo-

lence and credibility. Each party appeared to understand the opposite posi-

tion, to be knowledgeable about the relationship, and recognized that a ‚co-

operative atmosphere’ was present. Trust generally is viewed as an essential 

ingredient for successful relationships (Berry, 1995; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh, 

1987; Moorman, Deshpande & Zaltman, 1993; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

Commitment 

Commitment also is viewed as critical in the literatures of organizational and 

buyer behavior. Organizational commitment-one type of relationship com-

mitment that is critical to the firm in internal relationships-is among the old-

est (Becker 1960) and most studied (Reichers, 1985) variables in organizational 

behavior theory (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

Commitment has been extensively discussed in the relationship marketing 

literature and is acknowledged as a key ingredient of long-term relationship 

(Gundlach et al., 1995; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). In general, it refers to an orien-

tation characterized by specific intentions and behaviors purposefully acti-

vated to realize value for both parties over the long-term. It is through the 
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behaviors and associated outcomes that ‘commitment’ ultimately becomes 

meaningful as what Anderson and Weitz (1992) describes as ‚a desire to de-

velop a stable relationship‛ and ‚a confidence in the stability of the relation-

ship‛. 

Intention to Renew Sponsorship 

According to Farrelly and Quester (2003), in the sponsorship relationship, the 

principal is the sponsor, if only because of the fees paid to the property for 

services rendered. However, the determination of the duties of the property is 

somewhat less clear due to the largely unspecified role they have to play. 

Nevertheless, as with any other principal/agent relationship, the decision to 

renew the agreement must surely be based upon the sponsor’s perception 

that the property has delivered a valued outcome despite the notorious diffi-

culties sponsors encounter in evaluating the tangible outcomes of their in-

vestment. 

Relationship of Event Organizer and Sponsors 

According to Olkkonen (2001), there is nothing wrong in studying sponsor-

ship, for example, from the prevailing effects-measurement perspective. 

However, in our opinion, there is a serious lack of understanding of the con-

tents of the sponsorship relationships, of how relationships between sponsors 

and the event organizers develop and the theoretical and managerial implica-

tions of such an understanding or relationship. 

Consequently, just as the relationship (or association) between the sponsor 

and the sponsored is a key element in the mass-communicative messages 

generated by sponsorship, it is also, in our opinion, important to understand 

the dynamics of sponsorship relationships per se by analyzing their content 

and development, by going ‚inside‛ them (Olkkonen et al., 1999). 

Theoretical Framework  

The theoretical framework of the study is as shown in Figure 1. Based on this 

framework, the following hypotheses will be tested using empirical data. 

H1:  Satisfaction has positive effect on Intention to Renew Sponsorship 

H2: Trust has positive effect on Intention to Renew Sponsorship 

H3: Commitment has positive effect on Intention to Renew Sponsorship 
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Independent Variables   Dependent Variable 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical framework of the study 

METHODOLOGY 

This study adopts quantitative analysis in order to investigate the intention to 

renew or terminate by the sponsors towards the tourism events. Purposive 

sampling has been chosen for this study. It is to obtain information from spe-

cific target groups and confined to specific types of people who can provide 

the desired information, either because they are the only one who have it, or 

conform to some criteria set by the researcher (Sekaran, 2003). Thus, the study 

involves key informants in the organizations as the sample. 

According to Tourism Malaysia, there are 50 major events out of 240 

events that was held in the year 2007 in conjunction with the 50 years celebra-

tion of Malaysia and Visit Malaysia Year 2007 (VMY, 2007), the events include 

sports, arts and cultural events. Thus, the setting that was chosen is the events 

listed in the Visit Malaysia Year 2007 (VMY, 2007). This study covers the en-

tire event chosen based on the number of sponsors sponsoring the event and 

the length of the organization involved in sponsoring.  

The population of study is organizations that are involve in sponsorship 

activities for at least three years or more. As mentioned by Skinner and 

Rukavina (2003), the organization that have been involved for more than 

three years in the sponsorship activities will then to renew their sponsorship 

Satisfaction 

 economic 

 non economic 
(Adapted from Patterson & Spreng, 
1987, Garbarino & Johnson, 1999, 
Farrelly & Quester,2006) 

  

  

 credibility 
(Adapted from Garbarino&Johnson, 
1999) 

 
Commitment 

 instrumental commitment 

 affective commitment 
 (Adapted from Anderson, 1992, Gar-
barino & Johnson, 1999, Macmillan et. 
al, 2005, Walter et. al, 2003)  

 

INTENTION TO RENEW SPON-
SORSHIP  

 
(Adapted from Garbarino & John-
son, 1999, Farrelly & Quester, 
2003) 
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contract. Even though it is crucial to get the major world-class events to study 

on the issues of sponsorship which can attract major sponsors and a wider 

range of consumers as mentioned by Farrelly et al., (2006), the study only co-

vers events listed in the Visit Malaysia Year (VMY, 2007). The events involved 

in the study are Malaysia Open Golf Championship, Petronas Malaysian F1 

Grand Prix, Flora Fest or Floral Parade, Colours of Malaysia, Malaysia Mega 

Sale Carnival, KL International Fashion Week and Malaysia International 

Fireworks Competition.  

Adapted Measures 

The survey questionnaire was developed and the constructs in this study, 

were measured using five-point Likert type scales adapted from prior studies 

as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Source of items for each constructs 

Construct                 No. of items                     Sources 

Satisfaction                   14  Patterson & Spreng, 1987; Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; 
Farrelly & Quester, 2003. 

Trust                             12  Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Macmillan, Money, Money& 
Downming, 2003; Huntley, 2005; Farrelly & Quester, 
2005. 

Commitment                 14  Anderson, 1992; Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Macmillan,  
Money, Money & Downing, 2005; Huntley 2005; Walter 
et al., 2003. 

Intention to renew          7  Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Farrelly & Quester 2003. 

 

A total of 200 questionnaires were distributed and only 102 (response rate 

of 51%) were returned. After data cleaning, the sample consists of 102 organi-

zations.  

Factor Analysis is known as the ‘data reduction’ technique. It takes a large 

set of variables and looks for a way that the data may be ‘reduced’ or summa-

rized using a smaller set of factors or components (Pallant, 2005). Exploratory 

Factor Analysis was carried out determine the underlying factors of the 47 

items. Multiple Regressions was then carried out to determine the important 

determinants of intention to renew sponsorship. 
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RESULTS 

Reasons for Sponsoring 

Table 2 shows that most organizations (91.2%) sponsor because they believe 

that sponsoring activity will enhance the image of the organization. Besides 

that it is also one way to promote and provide positive publicity for the or-

ganization (sponsor) (87.3%). Some sponsor in order to increase sales of their 

product and services (43.1%).  

 

Table 2. Ranking of reasons for sponsoring 

Reasons for sponsoring Frequencies Percentage (%) Rank 

Enhance image of the organization 93 91.2 1 
Positive publicity 89 87.3 2 
Driving sales 44 43.1 3 
Community service 29 28.4 4 
Reduces cost of marketing activities 23 22.5 5 
Stated in the organization budget 21 20.6 6 
Trend in the industry 14 13.7 7 

Criteria for Selecting Event to Sponsor 

Results in Table 3 demonstrate the criteria of selecting the event to be spon-

sored. In line with reasons for sponsoring, the first criteria of selecting event 

are the image and reputation of the event (84.3%). Objectives from the event 

organizer and organization (sponsor) ranked as second (69.6%). Furthermore, 

performance of the event is also considered very important (64.7%). 

Table 3. Ranking of criteria for selecting event to sponsor 

Criteria of selecting the event to be 
sponsored 

Frequencies Percentage (%) Rank 

Image and reputation 86 84.3 1 
Similar objectives 71 69.6 2 
Performance 66 64.7 3 
Commitment 58 56.9 4 
Capability and compatibility 51 50 5 
Company size 8 7.8 6 
Others: a. ROI 
             b. Monetary 

6 
2 

5.9 
2 

7 
8 
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Descriptive Statistics and Reliability Test  

Reliability analysis was performed to calculate the Cronbach’s alpha for each 

study variable using SPSS. Items for each of the constructs were measured 

using the five point scale. Table 4 shows the number of items and value of 

Cronbach’s alpha for each variable.  Hair et al., (2006) suggested that 

Cronbach’s alpha values greater than 0.7 is considered reliable. Results show 

that all Cronbach’s alpha value is above 0.7 indicating internal consistency 

and high reliability of the items in measuring the variables.  Besides that, Hin-

ton et al., (2004) recommended that an alpha value ranging from .50 to .70 is 

commonly accepted and considered to be the criterion in demonstrating the 

internal consistency of a reliable scale.         

Table 4. Reliability results 

Variables Number of Items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Satisfaction 14 
(S1-S14) 

.774 

Trust 12 
(T1-T12) 

.727 

Commitment 14 
(C1-C14) 

.823 

Intention to renew 7 
(IR1-IR7) 

.773 

Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was used for summarizing and identifying 

the underlying factors for the 47 items. It is usually performed to provide a 

preliminary check on the number of factors and the pattern of factor loadings 

(Hair et al., 2006). EFA was carried out using Principal Component Analysis 

and rotation via varimax. Overall, the KMO of .703 is satisfactory and the 

Bartlett’s test of sphericity is significant. 

Table 5 shows the results for the rotated component matrix. It consists of 6 

factors. The factors were extracted using the Principal Component Analysis 

while rotation method using Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. The factor 

loadings for all items range from .3 and above. Factor 1 consists of 13 items 

(factor loading range from .380 to .739) while Factor 2 has 9 items (factor load-

ings range from .452 to .831). The factor loading for Factor 3 ranges from .370 

to .745 with 11 items. Meanwhile Factor 4 has 6 items with factor loading 

ranging from .384 to .613. Factor 5 consists of 5 items (factor loading ranging 

from -.502 to .639) while Factor 6 consists of 3 items (factor loading from .516 

to .563). The factors could represent 73% of the total variance. 
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Table 5. Results for rotated component matrix (EFA) 

Factor Number 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 

S9 
S13 
T10 
S8 
T2 
S12 
T3 
S11 
S14 
S10 
S4 
T5 
T7 
(13 items) 

.739 

.706 

.695 

.667 

.662 

.651 

.639 

.623 

.615 

.603 

.425 

.412 

.380 
 

     

CM6 
IR5 
IR2 
CM10 
CM9 
CM11 
CM2 
T8 
T6 
(9 items) 

 .831 
.781 
.752 
.718 
.672 
.625 
.519 
.506 
.452 

 

    

CM13 
IR3 
IR1 
CM12 
IR6 
CM14 
CM1 
CM5 
CM7 
CM3 
S3 
(11 items) 

  .745 
.735 
.681 
.671 
.645 
.621 
.552 
.502 
.484 
.482 
.370 

 

   

T9 
T11 
T12 
CM8 
S7 
T1 
(6 items) 
 

   .613 
.610 
.606 
.577 
.499 
.384 

 

  

S1 
S2 
S6 
IR7 
IR4 
(5 items) 

    .639 
.637 
.546 
.472 
-.502 

 

 

CM4 
S5 
T4 
(3 items) 

     .563 
.551 
.516 

 

Extracted Method: Principal Component Analysis 

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 

a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations 
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Table 6 summarizes the number of items and reliability of the six factors. Fac-

tors containing more than a dozen items make the analysis more complex and 

often lead to problems in providing evidence of unidimensionality (Hair et al., 

2006). All factors have good reliability except Factor 5 (Financial Satisfaction) 

and Factor 6 (Benevolence) as the Cronbach’s Alpha did not meet the thresh-

old cutoff of 0.7. Hence, multiple regression was carried out using only Factor 

1(Non-financial Satisfaction), Factor 2 (Commitment) and Factor 4 (Credibil-

ity) as the independent variables. 

Table 6. Underlying factors from EFA 

Independent Variables 
 

Items Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Dependent 
Variable 

Items Cronbach’s  
Alpha 

a. Factor 1 (Non-Financial 
Satisfaction)  

10 .800 a. Factor 3 
(Intention to 
renew) 

8 .872 

b. Factor 2 (Instrumental 
Commitment) 

8 .867  

c. Factor 4 (Credibility) 4 .682 

d. Factor 5  
(Financial Satisfaction) 

4 .527 

e. Factor 6 (Benevolence) 3 .481 

Multiple Regression 

Multiple regression results in Table 7 shows three independent variables 

namely non-financial satisfaction, trust and commitment towards one de-

pendent variable that is intention to renew. Multiple regression analysis will 

show the results of which elements best indicates each of the independent 

variables (satisfaction, trust and commitment). Based on standardized param-

eter estimate, credibility trust is the most important determinant of intention 

to renew, followed by commitment and lastly non-financial satisfaction. 
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Table 7. Multiple regressions results 

Variables R 
square 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std Error Beta 

Satisfaction 
(Non-Financial) 

.125 .201 .082 .254 2.457 .016 

Trust (Credibility) .312 .584 .096 .528 6.104 .000 

Commitment 
(Instrumental 
Commitment) 

.550 .341 .053 .490 6.463 .000 

CONCLUSION 

Sponsorship has become one of the important elements in ensuring the 

smooth running of an event. The choice to be involved in sponsorship activity 

is becoming increasingly important for organizations especially big and estab-

lished organizations. It is also starting to be the trend of other smaller organi-

zation which has the ability to provide sponsorship besides the normal adver-

tising activity such as promotion and advertising. It is due to economic rea-

sons/benefits that these organizations regardless of big or small organizations 

have seen the advantages and benefits of sponsorship.  

In Malaysian context, this study enhances the body of knowledge specifi-

cally in confirming whether the behavioral elements do contribute to the in-

tention to renew in sponsorship activity. Besides, the study in the area of 

sponsorship focusing on events in Malaysia is lacking most study focus on 

the non behavioral elements such as communications, marketing and other 

non behavioral elements. Based on the result of this study, one can under-

stand the implications of sponsorship relationship, the reasons of sponsoring 

and the important factors considered when organizations choose the event to 

be sponsored.  

In sum, if the event organizer wants to have long term relationship with 

the organization which sponsor, therefore they should make an effort to sus-

tain the relationship through the three important elements, namely trust, 

commitment and satisfaction. In addition, it is advisable for the tourism body 

such as the Ministry of Tourism to have a simple and official website or asso-

ciation to monitor the activity of sponsoring from the aspect of sponsor, event 

organizers, the stakeholders and associations involved directly or indirectly 

with the sponsorship. Work is in progress to refine the measures of financial 

satisfaction and benevolence trust so as to be able to identify and verify other 

important determinants of intention to renew sponsorship. 
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ABSTRACT 

The provision of information for destinations can be strategically vital promotional 

tool if designed and applied efficiently and effectively. There are many different 

sources to provide information for today’s tourists and their purchasing decisions. De-

cisions can be made before traveling to destination, while traveling to it, and during 

destination and even, after experiencing destination. Although the relevant literature 

mainly focuses on seeking information before traveling, this study concentrates on in-

formation provided in a specific destination during travel by a number of tools from in-

formation bureaus to city websites. In this context, Istanbul is subject to a competitive 

benchmarking with Paris, Barcelona and London. City destinations display major dif-

ferences between, and therefore, some marketing implications can be drawn. 

Key words: city destination, tourism marketing, competitive benchmarking. 

INTRODUCTION  

Tourists are influenced by the information they receive from many varied 

sources during their vacation planning process. On the other hand, their expec-

tations change and increase by making them more complex and complicated to 

satisfy. Destinations offering tourism products conduct various research while 

developing the products they offer in order to meet better the requirements of 

their customers. This approach constitutes the basis of marketing understand-

ing. Tourists, in deciding on the destination to visit, seek and collect the infor-

mation. There are different stages for tourists in the decision-making process. 

Firstly, they should be aware of a touristic product and then, like it and prefer 

in this respect. The information provided appearing in advertisements or news 
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can attract the attention of tourists. Following this stage, they actively start 

looking for information on the issue and take advantage of the printed and 

broadcasting media and also, wish to contact to those who knows on or, who 

has the information. The more information tourists have, the more detailed 

evaluation in their decision making process and the more satisfactory and reli-

able outcome eventually. 

In making a decision with regard to a destination, the most important 

sources of information for tourists would be rather personal resources, such as 

family and friends. As noted on many previous studies (Moutinho, 1987; McIn-

tosh & Goeldner, 1990; Fodness & Murray, 1997), the importance of this re-

source is evident. However, the choice of the source of information is also re-

lated to the purpose and type of journey to be undertaken. Thanks to the in-

formation and communications technologies available in today’s world, as well 

as new opportunities arising due to the developments in these technologies, 

people try to gather the maximum amount of information in the virtual medi-

um before they actually visit their place of interest. In contrast, traveling tour-

ists use tourist information bureaus or travel agencies to obtain information 

with regard to events/activities at the place they are currently visiting. If travel-

ing by themselves, the information they obtain from tourist information bu-

reaus influences the duration of their stay along with any activities they may be 

involved during their stay. The visitors, who arrive at their destination, use the 

employees at their place of accommodation as their source of information, like 

other tourists. As such, these employees provide guidance for the tourists. On 

the other hand, the ones that would travel longer distances prefer to use the 

literature that is specific to the destination of their choice to get more infor-

mation. The tourists who seek comfort and reliability prefer tour operators and 

travel agencies (Hyde & Lawson, 2003). 

Information bureaus, information panels and directions and signs at tourist 

centers/destinations are important tools directed to information acquisition by 

visitors to the specific destination. Although communications at tourist destina-

tions can be different from those used in attracting tourists to such destinations, 

they should be based on the principle of enhancing existing information about 

activities at the destination (Bornhorst, Ritchie, & Sheehan, 2009).  

An effective communications system, when tourists are at a destination, 

should be in a manner that facilitates their access to such information, avoids 

any loss of time, and eliminates physical distances and/or efforts needed to ob-

tain such information. Direction finding and obtaining information should be 
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readily available at tourist attraction centers, and even achieve the ‚No limits in 

service‛ understanding. Customizing various elements of services provided in 

order to create loyal customers of Far East hospitality – and continuing on its 

path without suffering any adverse affects even during global crisis periods – 

constitutes a very good example to this point. According to a study carried out 

by Ortega and Rodriguez (2007) with local and foreign tourists in Spain, book-

lets displayed at hotels proved to be more effective while at destination com-

pared with searches on the internet, and it was found that although the internet 

stands out as an effective tool in attracting to the destination, it is not as rele-

vant during travel. This situation may be explained by the phrase ‚limited 

time, and many things to do.‛ In sum, the achievement of visitor-destination 

association is possible with the participation of stakeholders with concrete ele-

ments, who get a share in tourism. The hospitality sector can be primarily con-

sidered to be realized in this respect.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A competitive benchmarking approach can be considered in this context. 

Benchmarking is a process of comparative analysis, in which management 

identifies the best firms in their industry, or in another industry where similar 

processes exist, and compare the results and processes of targets. In this way, it 

is possible to learn how well targets perform and, more importantly, the busi-

ness processes that explain why these firms are successful 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking. Accessing on 26 Dec, 2011). A 

typical benchmarking methodology include identification of problem areas, 

identification of other industries that have similar processes, identification or-

ganizations leading in these areas, surveying companies for measures and 

practices, visiting the ‚best practice‛ companies to identify leading edge prac-

tices, and, implementing new and improved business practices subsequently.   

Benchmarking –if described as ‘the search for industry best practices that 

will lead to superior performance’ (Camp, 1989)-, was initially used as a tool 

for quality improvement in industries as motor manufacturing and banking. 

On the other hand, the success of tourism industry depends on competing on 

the standard of service provided. Cano et al. (2001) report the result of their 

benchmarking study carried out between three diverse tourism operations as a 

hotel, a tour operator selling package holidays direct to the public and a new 

visitor attraction in Scotland. The perceived core competencies of the three 

businesses are customer loyalty, attracting new customers and innovation, re-

spectively. Eventually, they showed how the well-established technique of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
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benchmarking can be adapted to suit the needs of typical tourism operations. 

In fact, Kozak (2000) examined the relevance of benchmarking to tourist desti-

nations through the measurement of performance, types of destination bench-

marking and taking action. This study suggests specific measures to be devel-

oped for destinations while drawing attention on crosscultural differences be-

tween tourists from different countries to be taken into account. Kozak and 

Baloglu (2011), however, underline the application of external benchmarking as 

it is difficult to state at the beginning which attributes should be used for the 

improvement until the comparison is completed. Kozak (2002) further discuss-

es that, although external benchmarking helps to show the strongest or the 

weakest parts of the cities about the information provided to the tourists, it is 

also obvious that each destination has its own regional unique characteristics 

which should be taken into consideration while adopting good practices from 

one to another. Stewart and Ramasamy (2008) carried out a competitive 

benchmarking study comparing the website of Dubai to websites of its five di-

rect-competitor destinations. Tourism destination websites are underlined as 

important marketing and promotional tool through the advances in infor-

mation and communication technologies. More importantly, the results of their 

study offer major suggestions for improving. 

This study suggests specific measures to be developed for destinations 

while drawing attention on crosscultural differences between tourists from dif-

ferent countries to be taken into account. Stewart and Ramasamy (2008) carried 

out a competitive benchmarking study comparing the website of Dubai to web-

sites of its five direct-competitor destinations. Tourism destination websites are 

underlined as important marketing and promotional tool through the advances 

in information and communication technologies. More importantly, the results 

of their study offer major suggestions for improving. 

METHODOLOGY 

For the study, a number of tools used to provide information and to communi-

cate with actual and potential visitors to a destination are considered. Then, 

certain observations made and some of the findings are drawn from the cases 

of Paris, Barcelona, London and Istanbul respectively through a rather compar-

ative approach.  

Information Bureaus  

Tourist information bureaus are the most important and vital information 

sources found in a city. Information in promotion of tourism is usually used 
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with the purpose of providing information about the country or the region. 

(Walls, Shani, & Rompf, 2008) The aim, in the dissemination of such infor-

mation, is to create a positive image and ensure the influx of more tourists to 

the country. Information services are generally undertaken through national 

tourism offices and information bureaus, which operate both within the coun-

try and abroad (Morrison, Bruen, & Anderson, 1998; Wöber, Fesenmaier, & 

Hwang, 2003) 

Tourist information centers can be considered as permanent and/or temporary 

ones: 

 Permanent Information Centers: These are tourism information bureaus 

belonging to public administration. These information centers are usu-

ally information bureaus, which provide information for the journeys 

and travels of those who wish to visit the country or region. These offi-

cial bureaus, which report to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, op-

erate within and outside the country. Turkey has 23 tourism infor-

mation bureaus in 21 countries and a total of 115 tourism information 

bureaus operating within the country with the purpose of providing 

services for domestic and foreign tourists. 

 Temporary Information Centers: These are information and promotion 

points opened for a limited time due to certain days or events. Stands 

installed in certain exhibitions generally fall within this category. 

 Commercial income generation is not among the purposes of such in-

formation, and targeted aims on the other hand include, creation of a 

positive image with respect to a country or a region, to provide adver-

tisement-free information about products and services, to create sym-

pathy, and to establish confidence in consumers.  

The main purpose of informing tourists about a destination is to attract 

them to the destination mentioned, and this is realized by information bureaus 

of a country, and they ensure the communication process between their own 

countries and tourists. A tourist needs information in a country or region espe-

cially at his/her first arrival and immediately afterwards. In this respect, local 

information bureaus are at the top of the list forming the first contact point for 

tourists at the destination, and these bureaus carry the responsibility of provid-

ing information to tourists on a wide range of subjects. Information bureaus 

should be located at strategic points, where they are easily accessible by tour-

ists, rather than at locations where tourists would need to search for them, and 
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they should be equipped in such a manner as to be able to respond to all types 

of questions. Information officers should also be selected with great care, and 

they should be experienced in the subjects of communication and tourism. 

Tourism bureaus have to be placed at the critical centers of a city; that is, they 

should be assessed with regard to their locations, as well as materials they con-

tain and personnel to be employed. 

In this context, the structure and content of tourism bureaus in Paris has 

been examined firstly. Office du Tourisme et des Congres in Paris is involved 

in both the coordination of tourism offices in the city as well as attracting large-

size congresses to the city. It was established with the joint venture of the Paris 

Municipality and the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in the year 1971. At 

this point, it is inevitable to move towards such a structure with the role and 

necessity of the municipality to assume the initiative and the Chamber of 

Commerce of the city to provide material and non-cash support, put in other 

words, the joint venture of both private sector and public sector. There are six 

information bureaus and six seasonal kiosks (between the months of April and 

November) in Paris reporting to this office. When considered from the point of 

view of the locations of permanent bureaus (Anvers, Pyramides, Gard du 

Nord, Gard de l’Est, Gard de Lyon, and Porte de Versailles), it is observed that 

these are positioned at strategic centers and tourism centers, as well as at en-

trance roads to Paris. Access to all types of information tourists may need – es-

pecially from the very first moment they arrive and throughout their visit from 

the first day onwards – is provided by these bureaus. The Pyramides office (In 

the vicinity of the Louvre Museum), which is the central office, imposes an or-

derly structure from the moment one steps in. Uniformed personnel on duty 

inside the office can speak a minimum of one more language in addition to 

French and English. Brochures of activities under agreement with the office, 

divided into various categories (accommodation, concerts, theaters, restau-

rants, etc.) are displayed and reservations are made for the said activities from 

the office. Besides these, a map and information booklets, prepared according 

to regions of Paris are also handed out to visitors. These printed materials are 

made available in the languages of countries that have the most visitor inflow 

to Paris (in 10 different languages). 

The tourism bureau in Barcelona is an autonomous establishment that man-

ages the informing of tourists under the name of Turisme de Barselona and has 

its own logo. A congress bureau, which is also a member of the Spanish Con-

vention Bureau, is also available, in addition to tourist information, with the 

purpose of attracting congresses to Barcelona. The city showed a fast paced 
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growth in becoming a tourist attraction center following its hosting of the 1992 

Olympic Games, and the said bureau was established thanks to the joint con-

sortium of the City Council and Chamber of Commerce. The bureau, situated 

in the city center (Plaça Catalunya), stands out, with its personnel, brochure 

stands and the souvenir shops it contains. Activities held by the central office 

are also provided in seven different regions through permanent bureaus and 

kiosks for tourists. 

Britain and London Visitor Centre (BLVC), is located in London and em-

ploys very capable staff speaking in many languages and trying to answer all 

sorts of questions kindly. Many sponsors (as introductory and promotional 

partners) of the city, provide financing and offers more than one-thousand des-

tinations in London, surrounding it and throughout Great Britain, all sorts of 

accommodation facilities, attraction centers and events. All sorts of related 

promotional materials, brochures, leaflets exist to be presented and distributed 

out. Moreover, good promotional offers to attraction centers, museums, events, 

etc. are provided. Furthermore, the opportunity of internet access is provided 

for tourists about their traveling around, stay and seeking information search. 

Even, big tour operators such as Thomas Cook have kiosks to offer good ex-

change deals to tourists. 

On the other hand, in Istanbul case, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 

seems responsible from tourism information bureaus, which are six-seven dif-

ferent locations in the city throughout and usually run during public sector 

hours. However, there are different applications by Istanbul Metropolitan Mu-

nicipality and some local administrations. It confuses and creates a big question 

mark in minds that who is/would be really responsible for the purpose. Simi-

larly, tourism information bureaus can be questioning in terms of their service, 

service quality, the promotional material in offer, and so on. 

Guide signs-boards 

Guide signs and boards are tools which facilitate the movement of tourists 

within the city and also help them in locating places. Equipping a city with 

such tools in a planned and organized manner, without distorting the architec-

tural style of the city and by avoiding the city becoming a pile of signs, facili-

tates the locating of places and the movement of tourists while being equally 

valid for the residents of that city. In particular, certain colours (dark blue, gray 

and brown that comply with the main pattern of the city) and signs (pedestrian 

way, bicycle path) make tourists feel more comfortable in a city.  

Web Sites 
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Web sites and brochure resources directed towards the activity industry, ap-

peal to a wide range of stakeholders, who expect different services from such: 

participants or visitors need detailed information regarding the activity; those 

undertaking promotion activities search for historical data, and information 

related to the facilities and location; media on the other hand research press 

releases and the sponsors. Masterman and Wood (2006:117) have defined the 

most important aspect of internet marketing communications as ‚ensuring 

presentation in all related web sites of the correct information related to the 

activity in an easy-to-use and consistent format.‛  

Web sites and brochure resources in today’s world are major tools and ben-

eficial communications medium due to the following advantages: a cost-

efficient way to reach to the target audience, for example, ease in measuring the 

activity, such as ease of counting site visitors, or which sites visitors come from, 

or which sites they navigate to; ease in collecting data regarding visitors thanks 

to a registration link; providing the means for visitors to access current infor-

mation through fast content changes; and the ability of web sites to create a 

substantially more interactive communications medium constitute this distinction. 

It is evident that marketing communication activities realized in the field of 

activity marketing are performed with the intention of reaching out to existing 

and prospective viewers of the activity, as well as to motivate them to partici-

pate in such activities. Web sites are seen as powerful activities due to the mul-

tifunctional nature they exhibit (Gretzel, 2004). 

The existence and power of the internet is really incontestable. Nowadays, 

information dissemination has become much more rapid and outreaching, es-

pecially with the proliferation of internet use via cell phones, and formations of 

social networks and forum groups. It is also extremely vital that necessary im-

portance be attached to this subject by cities, and that tourists be informed of 

current activities besides basic information about a city (Gretzel, Yuan, & 

Fesenmaier, 2000; Wang & Fesenmaier, 2006; DiPietro, et al., 2007). 

The websites in use in research destinations (Paris, Barcelona, London and 

Istanbul) are utilized in line with the findings of the research by Choi, Lehto 

and Oleary (2007), in which they realized the expectations of tourists from web 

sites. Table 1 displays the expectations of tourists from websites. 

The following Table 2 provides a comparison of city destination websites. 

Facilities available at each website have been checked out. The table underlines 

the importance of the most of the information provided; with the exception of 
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sending post cards with a city picture via the internet. Furthermore, the sites 

can be viewed in many different languages, and provides various activities and 

travel opportunities, along with event ticket offers and purchasing opportuni-

ties in the succeeding city destination websites as Paris, Barcelona and London 

but, except Istanbul for which it seems many things to do.   

 

Table 1 .Expectations of tourists from web sites sorted according to level of importance 

Prior to travel During travel 

Accommodation Communication via e-mail (with site representatives) 

Flights Air/travel recommendations 

Air/travel recommendations Map/tool orientation 

Map/tool orientation Activities 

Attraction centers Sending e-mail cards 

General travel information General travel information 

Activities Restaurants and bars 

 

In fact, the succeeding tourist information bureaus contain useful infor-

mation oriented towards maximum satisfaction of tourist needs in their web 

sites, which they have prepared in a rather visually-rich manner. They generate 

revenues for tourism bureaus, especially through ticket sales. Hotels, activities 

and museums etc. operations, which also appear on the sites for a fee, form yet 

another income source for the bureaus in sustaining their existence.  

Table 2. Benchmarking comaprison of Paris, Barcelona, Paris, London and Istanbul City Destina-

tion Websites 

  
  

Paris Barcelona London 
 

              Istanbul       

1 2 3 
 

4a 4b 4c 

Information prior to travel       
 

      

Information about Accommodation x x x 
 

x   x 

             Online booking x x x 
 

      

Information about Flights x x x 
 

x   x 

            Online booking     dol 
 

dl     
Information about Food-Beverage 
Facilities x x x 

 
x     

Suggestions for Weather and Travel-
ling x x x 

 
      

Attraction centers x x x 
 

x x x 
Sale of Entrance-Cards for Museums, 
etc. x x x 

 
      

Information about In-city transportation x x x 
 

x   x 
Sale of In-city Transportation tic-
kets/cards x x dol 

 
      

General information about city and 
what is in offer x x x 

 
x x   

Online city guide x   x 
 

x     

http://www.istanbulkulturturizm.gov.tr/
http://www.icvb.org/
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Events/Activities/Festivals Going-On x x x 
 

    x 
Links for Professionals/Business Pe-
ople x x x 

 
    x 

        Information during travel (in Destination)       
 

      

Events/Activities/Festivals Going-On x x x 
 

    x 

Ticket purchasing for Events dol   x 
 

      
Information about Food-Beverage 
Facilities x x x 

 
      

Information about Shopping Facilities x x x 
 

x   x 

Information about In-city transportation x x x 
 

x   x 
Sale of In-city Transportation tic-
kets/cards x x dol 

 
      

Promotional offers (travel packages)   x x 
 

      

Map/vehicle directions x x x 
 

x     
Online accessing opportunities to 
website officials x x x 

 
      

Information about tourism information 
bureaus x x x 

 
      

Online souvenir sale   x x 
 

      

Information about surrounding area x x x 
 

      
Statistical information about city and 
tourism x mc mc 

 
  x mc 

Social media sites/use of blogs      x 
 

      

        Languages the destination website 
offered in French Spanish English 

 
Turkish Turkish Turkish 

 

English 

Catalan 
(local 

language) French 
 

English 
 

English 

 

German French Spanish 
    

 

Spanish English Italian 
    

 

Italian Italian German 
    

 

Portugese German Dutch 
    

 

Dutch Portugese Japanese 
    

 

Russian Chinese Chinese 
    

 

Chinese Japanese Russian 
    

 

Korean Russian 
     

 

Japanese Czech 
     

 

Arabic Arabic 
     

 

Hindu Polish 
     

        NOTES 

       
x :  available on the website dol: directs to own link 

 
dl: directs to a link 

 
mc: media corner 

  
mc: media corner 

        1 : Barcelona official websi-
te www.barcelonaturisme.com  

    2 : Paris official website en.parisinfo.com 

     3 : London official website www.visitlondon.com 

    

http://www.barcelonaturisme.com/
http://en.parisinfo.com/
http://www.visitlondon.com/
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4 : Istanbul websites 
                4a : by Istanbul Metropolitan 

Municipality www.ibb.gov.tr (sehirrehberi.ibb.gov.tr) (city guide) 
         4b : by the Turksih Ministry 
of Culture & Tourism www.istanbulkulturturizm.gov.tr  

           4c : by Istanbul Convention 
Bureau www.icvb.org 

     

        

CONCLUSION 

Istanbul has become one the important tourist destinations in recent years. Be-

sides its natural beauty, an increase in the number of events has affected the 

number of incoming tourists. In this study, although tour operators and travel 

agencies try to attract as many tourists as possible to destinations, what is pro-

vided to tourists as information and communications is so important and even, 

so vital. However, very little research is carried out on the information provid-

ed in cities and particularly, in the case of Istanbul. The importance of DMO’s 

requires to be emphasized and the need for in-city information should not be 

ignored. The three major facilities are; the information offices, the outdoor 

signs and the website respectively. All facilities require to be well managed and 

organized in order to facilitate and make life easier for tourists during their 

stay in destination.   

In fact, tourism information is provided at destinations by different tools 

(such as information offices, sign boards, guiding marks etc.) and, should be 

considered through an integrative approach. On the other hand, relatively little 

literature exists on the issue. In most cases, the understanding of communica-

tion at the destination is based on extended information about the facilities and 

activities and, therefore, remains limited. Whereas, an effective communication 

should provide easy access to information available by preventing tourists 

from waste of time and the information being obtained without causing too 

much physical effort. Direction finding and getting information should cross 

the tourists’ path in the touristic centers and probably, through ‘diversification’ 

–as the marketing strategy, for better value creation and delivery to tourists. 

This is also questioned in this research; whether it is possible, if so, what really 

to be involved, how to be realized and, what outcomes could be as results.  

When the research city destination websites are considered in terms of a 

comparative benchmarking, there are various marketing, promotional and 

sales opportunities in favor of tourists in all websites except Istanbul. On the 

other hand, there are some initiatives taken in Istanbul case by the Istanbul 

Metropolitan Municipality and some other local administrations but the ques-

http://www.ibb.gov.tr/
http://www.istanbulkulturturizm.gov.tr/
http://www.icvb.org/
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tion is that whether those are well enough, whether are interactive and opti-

mized enough; and, more importantly, whether all efforts taken in good inten-

tions in Istanbul comparing to Western successors are complementary, integra-

tive and in good coordination with each other or, not. Although the research 

has not been completed yet, there still seem to be some major implications in-

volved. In fact, it is underlined by the initial findings of the research that there 

are many things to do for Istanbul to achieve -as the success is hidden in ‚de-

tails‛ which are required to be focused on in a collaborative manner by the 

leading coordinating role of the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality. 
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ABSTRACT 

Currently, benchmarking is used in several businesses including tourism. Practitioners 

and academic communities argue that benchmarking can contribute significantly to 

the communities and nations by analyzing the input and output in the tourism model 

and contribute to the long term sustainable development. Even though much has writ-

ten, discussed and being practiced, the concept of benchmarking is still vague in the 

tourism field and also lacking a comprehensive model for benchmarking. The current 

study fills this gap and aims at proposing a new benchmarking model for the tourism 

destinations in the developing economy through existing and newly proposed con-

cepts. In order to achieve the aims, the following objects are formulated; to examine 

the methods of constructing the Index Core Components for benchmarking tourism 

destinations and, to evaluate the need to include the new Core Components.  

Key words: benchmarking, destination, developing economy, market variation. 

INTRODUCTION  

Benchmarking tourist destination has been increasingly becoming an important 

task for effective destination management. Benchmarking concept originates 

from Deming’s quality management theory that aims to enhance quality of a 

product or service and check its sustainability (Kozak & Nield, 2001). Bench-

marking has been given many definitions by different organizations and au-

thors, but it has not been critically discussed in the context of tourism (Kozak, 

2004). Camp (1989) defined benchmarking as ‚the search for industry best prac-

tices that lead to superior performance (Kozak, 2004). ‚Benchmarks are un-

doubtedly valuable in assessing the performance of the operations in one area 

or another of any hospitality or tourism business‛ (Leslie, 2001: 128). According 

to Yasin (2002) ‚Benchmarking is a managerial technique to identify perfor-

mance gaps and improve operational performance‛. (Sandra, Karen, & Rodney, 
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2008: 369). In tourism benchmarking framework quality perception by tourists 

and their expectations are two important areas to measure to understand the 

performance (Fuchs & Weiermair, 2001). Benchmarking is associated with ser-

vice quality improvement. Gronroos (1984) pointed that service quality in tour-

ism has a technical and functional dimension which is associated respectively 

with the result what the consumer is receiving and the process how the service 

being received (Velazquez, Saura, & Molina, 2011: 68).  

In tourism, measuring the internal performance of a tourist destination need 

multi-criteria approach as the industry is a concoction of sectors components 

and elements. Hence tourist destination benchmarking is the assessment of the 

performance of these sectors, components and elements. A superior synergy 

among tourism elements is significant to improve the performance of a tourist 

destination. Bieger (1998); Flagestad & Hope (2001) pointed that the main pur-

pose of destination benchmarking  is to assess the adequacy and effectiveness 

of tourism components and elements that all together provide memorable des-

tination experiences for visitors (Fuchs, 2004). Karlof et al. (1994) observed that 

the benefit of benchmarking is fourfold as showing organizations how to better 

meet customer needs, identifying their strengths and weakness, stimulating the 

continuous operational improvement and finally creating innovative ideas in a 

cost-effective way (Fuchs, 2004). As an interdisciplinary industry and due to 

the extra disciplinary nature of tourism development particularly in develop-

ing economy, the main purpose of tourism development is not only an econom-

ic gain through increased tourist arrivals but also the range of benefits attain in 

the tourist destination through a multiplier effect with maximum benefit and 

minimum cost. In destination benchmarking research, finding might be inter-

preted and used to understand how competitive a destination is and in what 

respect and identify what methods or strategies it needs to apply to improve 

itself (Kozak, 2004).  European Commission DGXI (1996) describes the use of 

benchmarking indicators is to help guide a proper action through setting the 

suitable target (Lesley, Greal, & Jim, 2004).  

Benchmarking should usually be carried out when; (a) tourism demand for 

the destination or tourism revenue are on the decline (b) there appears to be 

tourist dissatisfaction or a lower level of satisfaction; (c) there is enthusiasm 

following recent developments in the tourism and travel industry; (d) findings 

of market research and destination performance measurements fails to meet 

expectations; (e) to maintain a competitive advantage and beat the competitors 

in the market (Kozak, 2004). A systematic approach of benchmarking will help 

to predict the position of future tourism. It is also possible to shape up future 
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strategies depending on the outcome of destination performance evaluation 

(Kozak, 2004). A basic principle of internal destination benchmarking lies on 

the effective management of the tourist destination. According to Pine and 

Gilmore (1999) the fundamental goal of destination management is to assess 

the adequacy and effectiveness of the product, facilities, services, and program 

that altogether provide a predictable destination experience for visitors (Mathi-

as & Klaus, 2004). Performance measurement is a key tool to identify areas 

where destinations perform well or poorly, and particular attention must be 

given to those areas to bring them up to the expected generic standard. Atkin-

son, waterhouse, Wells (1997) observed that measuring a destination perfor-

mance may also help people who live there such as local residents, employees, 

customers, and suppliers to evaluate their contributions and expectations 

(Kozak, 2004). Major attributes of the performance of the tourist destination are 

main-stream destinations’ attractiveness attributes, together with the generic 

industry level attributes such as human resources, infrastructure and capital, 

contribute to the overall competitiveness of a tourist destination (Meng, Te-

panon & Uysal, 2006).  

Performance evaluation and benchmarking of a tourist destination signifi-

cantly differ from the service industry to tangible product industry. ‚As a ser-

vice industry tourism benchmarking method is much more complicated than  

tangible industries due to the synergy required to be established between and 

among various sectors and sub-sectors of tourism‛ (Xiang, Kothari, Hu & 

Fesenmaier, 2007: 86). Tourism is a service phenomena eventually performed 

by many service sectors formed as supply chain. The efficiency of the supply 

chain functionality is important to consider tourism performance efficiency. For 

the supply chain to function most effectively and efficiently, four important 

factors need to be considered (within each of the factors, a series of attributes 

that are relevant to the destination must be analyzed): (1) the attribute referring 

to the geographical, environmental, and sociocultural conditions that attract the 

tourists; (2) the political decisions influencing a destination’s strategic planning, 

the construction of infrastructures, and the integrated management of destina-

tion; (3) the service companies subcontracted by the core companies in the sup-

ply chain and constituting a sector to improve destination competitiveness; and 

(4) the target market segments, which establish the destination’s strategic orien-

tation (Rodriguez & Tomas, 2009). 

Above conceptual discussion clarifies the importance and involvement of 

different sectors, components and elements involved in destination perfor-

mance and benchmarking. In the current era, it is witnessed that the growth of 
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tourism industry is in a faster phase and significant transformation occurs in all 

sectors of tourism. Considering to these facts the conventional method of 

benchmarking tourist destination need to be reviewed and new areas of in-

volvement required to be identified. These new elements are the new entry in 

the destination performance core components. Identifying these index core 

components will help to come up with a detailed conceptual framework for 

tourist destination benchmarking.  

Internal Benchmarking  

The first and foremost step for destination benchmarking is the self assessment 

of the strength and weakness of a tourist destination. Cross & Leonard, (1994) 

and McNair & Leibfried, (1992) noted that internal benchmarking is an ap-

proach that includes the collection of data on one’s own performance and its 

evaluation based on a set indicators in all sectors of tourism (Kozak, 2004). The 

main purpose of internal benchmarking is to improve the performance of tour-

ism business or tourist destinations by identifying their own strength and 

weakness based on feedback obtained from travelers and local population 

(Kozak & Nield, 2001). Kozak (2000) pointed that tourist destination have their 

own cultural, economic and political characteristics, which is difficult to trans-

fer to other tourist destination. These variables may be measurable and com-

patible but not comparable with external benchmarking purposes (Kozak & 

Nield, 2001). Therefore, internal benchmarking is the foundation for identifying 

baseline information of a tourist destination, which describes the situation of 

the destination based on its internal capability.  

Challenges of Destination Benchmarking 

Tourism industry functions in a service oriented system. Each components and 

elements of the system has measurable performance value. Hence, the overall 

tourism performance of tourism is the sum of the performance of each compo-

nents and elements. Sower et al., (2001) observes that service benchmarking is 

made more difficult than benchmarking in manufacturing industry because it 

appears that those things, which are important to customers, would differ sig-

nificantly from one service industry to another (Bindu, Rajendran, & Prakash, 

2008) Motwani and Sower (2006) observed that quality is not universal in ser-

vices (Bindu, Rajendran & Prakash, 2008). Another argument is that tourist in a 

tourist destination is with a contradicting functional environment. The destina-

tion communities are set with achieving their everyday life and tourists are for 

experiencing their inauthentic life. According to Cohen (1979) different kind of 
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tourist may desire different modes of experience (Uriely, 2005) because services 

produce differences. Two services in one component of tourism will not be pre-

cisely alike (Bowen, 2000). Due to these diverse interests, nature of the tourism 

product and different levels of expectation, it is difficult to set a scale in tourism 

system for performance evaluation.  

Tourist Destination Competitiveness 

Competitiveness of a tourist destination is the efficiency to develop tourism 

based on national priority. Sustainability is an important ingredient of measur-

ing destination competitiveness. The complex nature of a tourist destination 

requires it to be managed as an integrated and holistic system (Manual & To-

mas, 2007). A tourist destination is considered as an open system that as a 

whole determines an offer capable of attracting tourists (Manual & Tomas, 

2007) and in this system, numerous interrelations are generated in the envi-

ronmental, human, natural and economic areas (Farell & Twinning Ward, 2004; 

Mc Kercher, 1999; Manual & Tomas, 2007). Tourism resources as a traded 

commodity, (Hughes, 1991; Leiper, 1990) manufacturing of tourism product 

involves services and other tangible components this makes to understand the 

special characteristics of tourism product.  For visitors, the product is the total 

experience, covering the entire amalgam of all aspects and components of the 

product, including attitudes and expectations (Heath & Wall, 1994; Marios & 

Vasiliki, 2007; Scott, Parfitt & Laws, 2000). According to Echtner & Ritchie 

(1991) tourist destination is a holistic impression of many components and el-

ements; destination consists of functional characteristics, concerning more tan-

gible aspects of the destination, and psychological characteristics, concerning 

the more intangible aspects. In the sustainable tourism development context, 

Poon (1993: 24) states that the destination should follow some important prin-

ciples in order to be competitive and ensure that a new and more sustainable 

tourism industry needs to be developed. In the business context ‚what makes a 

tourist destination truly competitive is its ability to increase tourism expendi-

ture, to increasingly attract visitors while providing them with satisfying and 

memorable experiences, and to do so in a profitable way, while enhancing the 

well-being of destination residents and preserving the natural capital of the 

destination for future generations‛ (Ritchie & Crouch, 2003: 2). Therefore effi-

ciency measures destinations’ socio political and economic capabilities together 

with resource strength and strategic location.  
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Strategic Destination Evaluation  

The approach of blue ocean strategy sometimes is very important in tourism 

business. Imitated tourism resources are significantly downgrading destina-

tions’ strategic position. Tourism destinations management plan need to con-

sider beating the competition by stop trying to beat the competition (Kim & 

Manborgue, 2005) and find alternative strategy by thinking more capable new 

products and services. In an internal view, Collis & Montgomery (1995) noted 

that the competitive advantage of a tourist destination rooted from valuable 

resources that enable destination to perform better or lower cost than competi-

tors. It is stated that the resource must be (1) valuable, (2) rare, (3) imperfectly 

imitable, and (4) non-substitutable an addition to this Grant (1991) noted that 

the tourism resource must be scarce, and the resources must be directly trans-

ferable to the market (Rodriguez & Diasz, 2007). Therefore, the customer (Tour-

ist) perceives the destination as an integral, differential offer. The internal anal-

ysis of tourist destination allows identifying its principal strength and weak-

ness (Rodriguez & Diasz, 2007). Destination competitiveness influences a com-

bination of factors and characteristics for the popularity of a tourist destination. 

According to Lechner & Dowling (2003). the meta-capabilities of a tourist des-

tination is distinguished into three. (1) relational capability (Lorenzoni & Lip-

parini 1999), focusing on the destinations' capability to select suitable partners; 

(2) combinative capability (Dyer & Singh, 1998)  referring to the resources that 

destination can combine to obtain a competitive advantage, and (3) absorptive 

capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), enabling destination to improve competi-

tive position by acquiring knowledge from external relationship with other 

destinations (Rodriguez & Diasz, 2007). The most comprehensive framework of 

destination competitiveness is developed by Ritchie and Crouch (1994) the 

strength of the generic system, which distinguishes comparative and competi-

tive advantages on five different layers (qualifying and amplifying determi-

nants; destination policy, planning and development; destination management; 

core resources and attractions; supporting factors and resources) (Mazanec, 

Wober, Zins & Joseph, 2007).  Ritchie and Crouch (1994) developed 32 destina-

tion competitiveness components based on this framework (Bowen, 2000: 70-

90).  

Tourist Satisfaction  

The primary factor of destination competitiveness is the ability of a tourist des-

tination to attract tourist. Hence, tourist is the focal point of tourism develop-

ment. Holiday experience is an amalgam of the total experience and can’t be 
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isolated from one segment of the tourism industry to another. The experience is 

the sum of the experience when a tourist passes through the tourism system, 

breakdown of experience can be from origin of travel, transiting destination or 

in the final destination region. When it is considered a service failure in any 

segment directly results in a loss of holiday quality (Kozak, 2007). It is critically 

important for all tourist destinations to evaluate the tourist satisfaction level. 

‚In doing so, a baseline of information from which to build and tailor market-

ing and promotions and decision makers can better identify visitor markets 

that offer opportunities for growth‛ (Andriotis, Agiomirgianakis, & Mihiotis, 

2007). It is argued that satisfaction leads to increased loyalty, reduced-price 

elasticity, increased cross buying, and positive word of mouth (Matzler & Pech-

laner, 2001: 26). Hence, visitor satisfaction is a key measure for destination 

benchmarking. According to Weiermair; Fuchs (1998) and Kozak (2002) noted 

that tourist satisfaction is regarded as a customer-driven measure of destina-

tion performance where the customer is the main source of information for 

identifying those standards that should be established in order to close the po-

tential performance gap (Fuchs, 2004). Service quality and satisfaction are 

measured differently. Tourists’ satisfaction is considered to work more on the 

tourists’ affective or emotional side (Bowen, 2000: 31). Cronin and Taylor (1992) 

pointed that service quality have a global evaluation, and satisfaction is associ-

ated to a specific transaction and therefore, Boulding et al. (1993) tourist satis-

faction will be an antecedent of service quality (Velazquez, Saura, & Molina, 

2011). Tourist in a tourist destination has different modes of experience, this is 

explained by (Urely et al., 2002) they are ‚recreational‛ or ‚diversionary‛ 

modes, ‚experiential mode," ‚experimental‛ or ‚existential‛ mode (Uriely, 

2005). The customer processing part of service operations is one of the central 

aspects of destination benchmarking paradigm (Fuchs, 2004). Directly, or indi-

rectly, guest satisfaction for a destination’s service element (e.g., facilities and 

infrastructure) is influencing the overall image of a tourist destination. Recrea-

tion became part of human need. Fernandez- Ballesteros et al, (2001) explained 

that life satisfaction is related to the individual's satisfaction with health, work, 

family, or leisure. Another context is the tourist satisfaction can be considered 

under tourist well being this is explained by two main approach by Ryan (2001) 

is hedonic and eudemonic (Bosque & Martin, 2008). The hedonic well-being is 

the momentary pleasure achieved through the satisfaction of subjective needs, 

i.e. short term satisfaction. The eudemonic well-being refers to the self-

realization through the satisfaction of deeply held needs or values, i.e. long 

term satisfaction (Bosque & Martin, 2008) and the tourist satisfaction is the 

combination of both states.  
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Community Impact Assessment 

The new agenda of tourism development significantly focuses on community 

development. Therefore tourism development needs to devise a strategy with 

holistic approach. This approach advocates tourism development with a com-

mitment of ecologically responsible, socially compatible, culturally appropri-

ate, politically equitable, technologically supportive and economically viable 

for the host community (Sirakaya & Choi, 2005). The new tourism industry is 

dependent on the local community’s hospitality, and therefore, it is important 

to develop tourism according to the host community’s expectations and desires 

(Andriotis, 2005). Tourism development has an effect on sociocultural charac-

teristics of residents such as habits, daily routines, social lives, beliefs, and val-

ues. These factors may, in turn, lead to psychological tension (Dogan, 1989). 

Sheldon, Abenoja (2001) pointed that community attitude is essential for visitor 

satisfaction and repeat visitation. The measurement of host communitys’ per-

ception of tourism development plays a vital role in the future success of the 

tourist destination (Andriotis, 2005). There is a possibility that development 

policy clashes with local requirement when development plans only focuses on 

meeting the needs of the tourists (Andereck, Valentine, Knopf & Vogt, 2005). 

Measuring resident reaction is important with several reasons and is not only 

limited to quality of life of residents. Commercial tourism business may be de-

clined or terminated by excessive negative resident receptivity toward tourism 

development (Williams & Lawson, 2001). The literature on tourism impacts 

suggests that ‚a number of deleterious effects of tourism development (e.g., 

environmental degradation, resource depletion, and commodification of the 

host community cultures) are the direct results of the philosophy on develop-

ment‛ (Sirakaya & Choi, 2005: 381). Ap et. al (1992) pointed that residents are 

the major actors in the tourism development process since they are directly im-

pacted by it. (Sirakaya & Choi, 2005). According to (Davis et.al, 1988) residents’ 

receptiveness to both visitors and tourism development plays an important role 

in attracting and pleasing visitors (Sirakaya & Choi, 2005). The nature and 

magnitude of these impacts have been a significant concern for planners, com-

munity leaders and social scientists (Pfister & Wang, 2008). Arnstein et. al, 

(1969) pointed that for effective planning and development of tourism requires 

resident involvement to mitigate negative impacts and increase the benefits 

associated with the tourism industry (Pfister & Wang, 2008) and due to this 

relevancy research on residents’ attitudes on tourism has become a major focus 

(Pfister & Wang, 2008). The rationale of understanding residents’ attitude and 
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perception towards tourism appear founded on several perspectives (Pfister & 

Wang, 2008). They are as follows; 

a. According to McGehee and Meares (1998) the degree to which types of 

tourism initiatives are acceptable to residents. 

b. According to Andereck and Vogt (2000) nature of residents’ positive 

and negative concerns with development options 

c. According to Harill and Potts (2003) significance of spatial, economic 

investment, and rational network factors among the community stake-

holders (Pfister & Wang, 2008). 

Benefits and costs of tourism development to local community must be care-

fully evaluated, and when benefits exceed costs, the actor will hold a positive 

attitude toward tourism. If the reverse is true and costs exceed benefits, then a 

negative attitude toward tourism will be evident (Pfister & Wang, 2008). The 

social sustainable tourism paradigm seeks to strike a balance between tradi-

tional ‚utility paradigm‛ and its derivative ‚social exchange theory‛ (trade -off 

between economic costs and benefits). Although economic benefits are often 

assumed to largely improve the quality of life of residents, socio- cultural fac-

tors may not always be as positive (Andereck, Valentine, Knopf & Vogt, 2005; 

;Johnson, Snepenger & Akis 1994; Liu, Sheldon & Var 1997). Many communi-

ties have seen tourism as a promising opportunity for reducing underdevel-

opment problems and as a means of modernizing their economic base (Andrio-

tis, Community, 2005). According to Murphy (1980) ‚tourism is an industry 

which uses the community as a resource, sells it as a product, and in the pro-

cess affects, everyone (Andriotis, 2005: 67). In some circumstances, economic 

growth may in fact lead to decline of residents’ real income and thus to a de-

cline of their economic standard of living, this is contrary to the general view 

that economic development is not synonymous with improvement in standard 

of living of the local community (Nowak & Sahli, 2007). This indicates that the 

positive economic impact of tourism does not necessarily lead to an improve-

ment in community’s real income and economic well-being of the destination 

community (Nowak & Sahli, 2007). Hence, destination community is consid-

ered as an essential core component of the tourism system to evaluate the tour-

ist destinations’ internal performance benchmarking. 

Stakeholders as an Obligatory Component  

In the current tourism development pattern, stakeholders, particularly tour op-

erating companies and travel agencies play an important role in image building 
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and quality tourist experience together with a responsible tourist visitation. 

Various attributes from supply chain and different Destination Management 

Organizations (DMO) need to be identified, and destination stakeholders must 

be considered in benchmarking tourist destination (Rodriguez & Diasz, 2007).  

As the image of the tourist destination always reflects on the quality of service 

delivery, matters concerning to the role of tour operations are (a) issues of ef-

fective delivery of services (b) comparative benefits and profits (c) public sector 

support (d) manpower efficiency and availability (e) future prospects of tour-

ism business based on the current development environment and (f) tour oper-

ator recommendations are inevitable as they see and experience the perfor-

mance of tourism at the frontline. The implementation of a specific code of 

conduct by tour operators has grown in popularity in recent years. This is a 

clear indication of tour operators, and supply chain has a significant role in the 

image and development of tourist destination (Gray, Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 

2005). Due to the importance of tourism and sustainable development, tour op-

erators are the main point to educate the tourists. Some of the tour operators in 

the United States have responsible tourism policy and operating principles to 

educate the tourists (Gray, Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 2005). According to the 

guideline of responsible tourism policy by the International Centre for Respon-

sible Tourism (ICRT) ‚tour operators have responsibility to be sensitive to po-

tential impacts at the tourism destination". Some of these potential impacts are 

loss of privacy, access to culturally significant places, demeaning cultural cer-

emony, etc. all of which can result from tourist visitation (Gray, Reisinger, Jung 

& Brijesh, 2005). The role of a tour operator is to act as a negotiation point to 

create a sustainable development environment in the tourist destination.  

Mays & Jarvis (1981) stated that in the destination selection process, poten-

tial tourists formulate the image of the tourist destination based on news, me-

dia, advertisement, and word of mouth (Rittichainuwat, Qu & Leong, 2003). 

Basically, tour operators can play this role by educating the tourists in three 

levels; 

d. Pre trip: Educate the tourists through brochure, websites and personal 

communication and other collaterals (Gray, Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 

2005). 

e. On Site: Educate tourists via tour guides and printed materials (Gray, 

Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 2005) 
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f. Post-Trip: Educate tourists through continued contact and update on 

the service quality based on continuous feedback (Gray, Reisinger, 

Jung & Brijesh, 2005).  

Tour operator’s services impacts both on tourists and destination communi-

ty, and both parties are unavoidable in ‘doing’ tourism business. Visitors ex-

pect high-quality facilities and customer service, and these services are ex-

pected to be packaged by the tour operators (Blain, Levy & Ritchie, 2005). It is 

critical that the community – based tourism projects to succeed, development 

agents and other intermediaries including tour operators should always be 

aware of existing and emerging conflicts within the community (Yuksel & 

Yuksel, 2008). Tour guides are the real representation of a tourist destination; 

the quality service of the tour guide is not only the essential to the business 

success of the tour operators they are affiliated with but also to the overall im-

age of the destination they represent (Hunag, Hsu & Chan, 2010). This can be 

achieved through a qualifying and enforcement mechanisms like National or 

state tour guide qualification examination and established tour guide licensing 

and registration system (Hunag, Hsu & Chan, 2010).  

Travel Brochure as a Medium of Communication  

Due to intangibility, tour operators use tour brochures as an important form of 

communication and promotion. According to VSO (Voluntary Service Overseas 

(VSO World Wise) the role of travel brochures in influencing responsible be-

haviors of the tourists are significant (Gray, Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 2005). 

Hence, the travel brochure should provide information about the people and 

places, including advice on how they can visit locally owned facilities and re-

sorts (Gray, Reisinger, Jung & Brijesh, 2005).  

Tourism Policy Implementation and Effectiveness 

The fundamental aim of developing tourism policy is to establish equilibrium 

between and among economic development, community development, envi-

ronmental protection together with high level of tourist satisfaction. It is evi-

dent that many projects based on community based tourism development in 

Latin America, Africa and Part of Asia failed to reach economic goals but suc-

cess stories are also evident with strong social participation with high level of 

tourist flow in the same regions. What is important is tourism policy has to be 

designed, practiced and evaluated as policy shows direction of tourism devel-

opment. The debate on implementation of tourism policy is polarized between 

advocates of ‚top-down‛ or ‚bottom-up‛ approaches. The former approach 
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suggests that policies are introduced by decision makers at the ‚top‛ who are 

guided by policy objectives, and the policies are then implemented by other 

actors at the ‚bottom‛ of the hierarchy (Oratai & Bramwell, 2010: 673; Sabatier, 

1986; Sabatier & Mazmanian, 1979; Van Meter & Van Horn, 1975). The bottom -

up view of implementation, by contrast, suggests that policies make at the top 

are poorly connected with what happens in practice (Oratai & Bramwell, 2010: 

673). Policy activity is regarded as connected with the socio-economic, cultural 

and political relations in society in circulating a dialectical way (Bramwell & 

Meyer, 2007; Oratai & Bramwell, 2010: 673; Yeung, 2005). An effective tourism 

policy is an efficient guideline for tourism development in any countries. At the 

end, the countries' tourism efficiency is based on the policy content and how 

effectively the contents are implemented. 

THEORETICAL MODELS 

Tourist Satisfaction Index (TSI) 

Tourist expectation and perception of the quality of delivery of services in a 

tourist destination is the main criteria of measurement of tourist satisfaction. 

According to Oliver (1993) satisfaction is influenced by cognitive evaluations 

such as expectations and disconfirmation (Bosque & Martin, 2008). Oliver 

(1987) observed that expectations are defined as the individual’s belief about 

how a product is likely to perform in the future (Bosque & Martin, 2008). Sharif 

and Hovland (1961) reviewed the tourist expectation in a simulation theory, 

which explains the expectation level becomes a standard against which the 

product is judged (Yuksel & Yuksel, 2001). Another observation by Oliver 

(1997) is there are two possibilities are likely to occur when the consumer com-

pares product performance with beliefs. If performance is above expectations, 

positive disconfirmation is expected to occur. In the contrary case, negative dis-

confirmation occurs (Bosque & Martin, 2008).  Szymanski & Henard (2001) ex-

pectations have an indirect effect on satisfaction through disconfirmation, in 

these cases, prior believes are only conceived as a comparison standard in the 

disconfirmation judgment that means (Churchill et. al 1982) the higher the tour-

ists' expectations, the less positive the disconfirmation during the conception 

process (Bosque & Martin, 2008). Miller (1977) constructed expectation in a hi-

erarchical order and related them to different levels of satisfaction. He pro-

posed ‘zone of tolerance’ which is considered as an alternative comparison of 

standard and disconfirmation model. Between the adequate and desired is the 

‘zone of tolerance’ which represents a range of practices that the tourists con-

sider acceptable. The ‘zone of tolerance’ is bounded by ‘the best customers can 
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expect to get’ versus ‘the worst customers will accept as barely fulfilling their 

needs’ (Chang & Bowie, 2005: 307).  

In dispositional theory tourist satisfaction focus on inherent personal char-

acteristics of tourist or the type of travel, the thrill of the holiday is determined 

by the personal interest of the tourist (Sirgy, 2009). ‚Norms‛ theory in tourist 

satisfaction explains the type of tourist expectation that the tourist used in 

evaluation of service. This is classified into five (1) ideal expectation, (2) de-

served expectation, (3) desired expectation, (4) predictive expectation, (5) ex-

pectation established by referent others (Sirgy, 2009). Equity theory explains 

satisfaction in terms of tourists’ perceived ratio of input versus output. Satisfac-

tion is higher when the tourist perceives high levels of output (benefits of the 

service) in a given low level of input (cost incurred) dissatisfaction can be oc-

curred when a low level of output against a high level of input (Sirgy, 2009). 

Sirgy and Su (2000) interpret self - congruity theory in tourist satisfaction, 

which explains tourists feel happy with the service when they perceive the typ-

ical service patron to be similar to how they see themselves; this is called as 

self-image (Sirgy, 2009). Another theory support tourist satisfaction is goal the-

ory (Cantor & Sanderson, 1999) Goal theory examines the ‚Goal Valance Prin-

ciple," this states that leisure travel satisfaction is enhanced by selecting the 

purpose leisure travel goals in which goal attainment is likely to induce high 

levels of positive effect in major life domains such as social life, leisure life, love 

life, cultural life, spiritual life, family life, and work life (Sirgy, 2009: 248). This 

experience eventually contributing directly or indirectly to Quality of Life 

(QOL) of the tourists.  

However, this theory is not appropriate to conduct tourist satisfaction study 

for destination benchmarking. Kano (1984) developed three-factor structure of 

tourist satisfaction. Based on this model, quality attributes may be grouped into 

three categories, each of which experts a different impact on customer satisfac-

tion (Matthias and Weiermair, 2004). They are the (a) basic factors; these factors 

are completely expected and taken for granted. (b) Excitement factors, these 

factors that increase customer satisfaction if delivered but do not cause dissatis-

faction if they are not delivered. Performance factors lead to satisfaction if per-

formance is high and lead to dissatisfaction if performance is low. Yuksel (2001) 

suggests that customer satisfaction measures should include components such 

as equity, attribution, value-percept, dissonance, contrast, comparison level, 

evaluative congruity and quality (McMullan & O'Neill, 2010).There are three 

scales designed to measure tourist satisfaction, they are (1) Emotional Satisfac-

tion (ES) scale, (2) Cognitive Product Satisfaction (CPS) scale and Cognitive 
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Service Satisfaction (CSS) scale and Cognitive Dissonance Scale (McMullan & 

O'Neill, 2010). Another method used is SERVQUAL (Service Quality) IPA (Im-

portant-Performance Analysis) developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 

(1985) this method focuses on a notion of perceived quality (Hudson & Hud-

son, 2004) measuring the difference between consumers’ expectation and per-

ceptions of service. Another instrument to measure tourist satisfaction is HOL-

SAT (Holiday Satisfaction) this tool used to identify the key attributes of the 

holiday satisfaction element which produces holiday satisfaction (Tribe & 

Snaith, 1998). Satisfaction is viewed from the relationship of performance of 

holiday attributes against expectations of the performance of that attributes 

(Tribe & Snaith, 1998). Therefore, HOLSAT is used to analyze the gap of expec-

tation and performance. Based on the theoretical model discussed above desti-

nation benchmarking using tourist satisfaction is required to identify various 

elements of tourist satisfaction.  

Community Impact Assessment  

In the new tourism development pattern, community is an integral part of tour-

ism development. ‚It is recognized that the residents’ attitudes toward tourism 

are not simply the reflections of residents’ knowledge about tourism impact but 

also influenced by residents’ values and personality‛ (Wang & Pfister, 2008: 

85). According to Anderek et al. (2005) Social exchange theory has been fre-

quently adopted in tourism studies as a theoretical framework for developing 

and understanding of residents’ attitude toward tourism (Wang & Pfister, 

2008). ‚Its basic idea is that locals are likely to participate in an exchange if they 

believe that they are likely to gain benefits without incurring unacceptable 

costs‛ (Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004). ‚Even when the practice of exchange en-

gaged by residents is regarded as a pure economic activity, the non economic 

value domains or benefits in the exchange process cannot be ignored‛ (Wang & 

Pfister, 2008: 85) 

Destination Benchmarking  

Benchmarking is an activity after the performance evaluation of all related 

components and elements of tourism industry. Tourist destination benchmark-

ing has a set of interrelated variables influencing each other (Xiang, Kothari, 

Hu & Fesenmaier, 2007). Internal benchmarking is the internal performance 

measurement of tourism. It can be determined by the assessment of percentage 

changes in means scores of qualitative variables, for example, percentage 

change in economic variables of tourism such as the level of income, the num-
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ber of tourists, and the occupancy rate as well as customer perception, satisfac-

tion and complaints in comparison with the previous period (Kozak, 2004). In 

terms of potential use of measures in destination benchmarking, quantitative 

measures can only indicate where gaps exist but are unable to provide any in-

sight why the selected areas perform well or poorly (Kozak, 2004). A conven-

tional approach of benchmarking adopted using both qualitative and quantita-

tive methods for measuring (a) tourist satisfaction index (b) social sustainability 

(c) economic performance of the tourist destination, and these components are 

called as Performance Index Core Components (PICC). Based on the discussion 

above and review of tourism components and elements, a more efficient ap-

proach can be adopted for a better result in destination benchmarking. This 

model is illustrated in Figure 1  

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework 

METHODOLOGICAL REVIEW  

Tourist Satisfaction Index 

a. Emotional satisfaction scale: According to Dick and Basu (1994) emotional 

satisfaction encompasses feeling of the tourist when visiting a tourist destina-

tion (McMullan & O'Neill, 2010).  
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b. Cognitive Product Satisfaction Scale: According to Fallon and Schofield 

(2003) Cognitive Satisfaction Scale representing tourism product dimensions of 

tourism-related activities, which eventually measuring tourists' consumption 

experience on major tourism products disagree  (McMullan & O'Neill, 2010). 

c. Cognitive Service Satisfaction Scale: Cognitive service satisfaction scale rep-

resents tourist’s service dimensions on tourism, which measures tourist’s expe-

rience on different services in the tourist destination (McMullan & O'Neill, 

2010). 

d. Cognitive Dissonance Scale: Measuring the agreement and disagreement of 

tourists regarding a service (McMullan & O'Neill, 2010). 

Community Impact Assessment  

There are many theories used to assess the cost and benefits of destination 

community due to the influence of industry development. Emerson (1976) ob-

served that using social exchange theory offers a framework for examining the 

position an individual actor may take contingent upon a rewarding action from 

others (Wang & Pfister, 2008). ‚Its basic principle is that locals are likely to par-

ticipate in an exchange if they believe that they are likely to gain benefits with-

out incurring unacceptable costs‛ (Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004). ‚Benefits are 

essentially value domain, and in tourism, economic and noneconomic values 

domain may influence an attitude toward tourism‛ (Wang & Pfister, 2008: 85). 

The theory further elaborate that residents are likely to support development as 

long as they believe that the expected benefits to exceed costs. Based on this 

theory six exogenous constructs can be developed, they are (a) Economic bene-

fit (b) Social benefits (c) social costs (d) Cultural benefits (e) cultural cost (Gur-

soy & Rutherford, 2004). Most of the studies significantly pointed that the rela-

tionship between perceived economic benefits and community attitude report-

ed positive relationship. (Gursoy & Rutherford, 2004). 

Tourism Policy Review as an Instrument  

Tourism policy is a tool and a route map for tourism development in any coun-

try or state. Policy significantly explains the synergy of public private and 

community partnership in tourism development. This is one of the best formu-

las established to develop sustainable tourism in any tourist destination. The 

main objective of this session of the study is to analyses the effectiveness of 

tourism policy based on the vision and mission and how well the policy is 
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aligned with two major performance core components of destination perfor-

mance they are (a) visitor satisfaction and (b) Community (social) impact. 

Supply Chain Synergy (Tour Operators)  

Various attributes from supply chain and different Destination Management 

Organizations (DMO) need to be identified, and destination stakeholders must 

be considered in benchmarking tourist destination (Rodriguez & Diasz, 2007).  

A qualitative approach helps to understand the tour operators' perspectives, as 

they are the frontliners of the industry, and the major constructs must be in-

cluded in the qualitative approach is (a) issues of tour operation (b) compara-

tive cost-benefit analysis (c) support of public sector (d) man power (e) synergy 

between supply chain (f) prospects of tour operation business and (g) tour op-

erators initiatives for responsible tourism development and finally (h) tour op-

erators recommendation.   

CONCLUSION  

Today tourism witnessed a faster growth phase and significant transformation 

occurred in all sectors of tourism. Considering to these facts the current paper 

reviewed the conventional method of benchmarking tourist destination and 

new areas of involvement elements are identified as destination performance 

core components. These identified core components are used as indexes to 

frame a new conceptual model for tourism destination benchmarking. Con-

cepts such as internal benchmarking, its importance and its challenges as self-

assessment tool were described. Other concepts are tourist destination competi-

tiveness, strategic destination evaluation and tourist satisfaction, which are crit-

ically reviewed and presented its importance in destination benchmarking. 

New concepts include community impact assessment key performance 

measures, stake-holder as an obligatory component particularly tour operators 

as the frontliner, have been included in the new model, and discussed its rele-

vance as an importance factor for destination benchmarking. Existing models, 

such as tourist satisfaction index, community assessment and destination 

benchmarking model proposed by Xiang et. al. (2007) is also examined in pro-

posing the new conceptual model. The current model is a holistic approach to 

the destination benchmarking and considers important elements. This system-

atic benchmarking model will help any tourist destination to understand their 

position and help to more in the right direction by devising new strategies and 

ultimately to gain market leadership. 
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ABSTRACT 

Besides influencing 20th century in terms of design education with Bauhaus and Ulm 

ecolés, Germany gained a successful way in converting architecture products into 

consumption products. In the study the way some of the architects, chosen within the 

period beginning from the early 20th century to our day, made use of the media and 

the process in which their works were converted into  popular objects and presented 

to the public  were examined with the sampling method. It is clear that by having the 

works of the popular architects different additional values are obtained.  Also to have 

the works of these architects, who are popular and followed carefully by the certain 

segments of the society, makes it easier to obtain an income out of the product cre-

ated urgently. 

Key words: architecture, consumption object, Germany. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

It is observed that the demands of cities to structures resembling image have 

increased especially since 1990s. Before this period, Ronchamp chapel (1954) of 

Le Corbusier and Philips Pavilion (1958) constructed for Expo are the first 

prominent structures whose fictitiousness were obvious. But none of them 

brings the name of city with structure until the construction of Sydney Opera 

building. Maybe due to this, the image value of Sydney Opera building would 

be understood later and open a new way within the context of city-image. Be-

sides just placing an image to an urban environment, depending on the devel-

oping tourism, it cannot be denied that the interest on these speculative struc-

tures has recently increased. The object of this announcement is how the works 

of architects that are “getting in media” or positioned as “stars” are presented 

for consumption.  
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Tourism is one of the first factors that give birth to image structures. In-

crease of transportation facilities throughout world after 1970 has triggered 

tourism. At first, the focus of holiday was to discover new and attractive places 

for the first time. The priority for those going for travel is the travel itself and 

nature, mountain, sea and culture in the travel destination. Architecture comes 

second at this phase (Jelinek, 2008). Architecture is seen associated with ac-

commodation structure and there are similar hotel structures within this process.  

Architecture has been remembered with urban tourism for many years. The 

reason of this is that the historical places and values are the main movement 

point of urban tourism. Although modern structure in single dimension is not 

the direct demand of tourists, it is developed by tourism sector and tourism 

managers as “the new indicator of touristic brand”. The situation referred as 

Bilbao Effect especially in tourism has become the main concept of tourism due 

to success of Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao city of Northern Spain (Jelinek, 

2008). 

ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN TOURISM  

Today, travel is being more than an action limited with holiday; it becomes 

continuation of life (Jelinek, 2008). Urban tourism also reaches a definition 

which is various and wide in means of use and cannot be restricted with travel 

and holiday actions. In addition to business travel, relatives and acquaintances 

visits, it includes actions such as shopping, travelling and culture tourism. The 

city travelers want to experience this “complex urban” which has all these 

functions. Big cities such as Paris, London and Berlin are on the level to answer 

this expectation. These cities besides creating opportunity for leisure time activ-

ities through cultural activities and historical structures, provides innumerous 

and various proposal ranges with avenues, restaurants and shops. Small cities, 

on the other hand have to be limited with old city settlement and historical 

structures and monuments they have. 

The main objective in urban tourism is to inhale the historical development, 

architectural structures, Architecture History since its foundation to Jugenstil 

and materials in place.  

Cities such as Venice and Toscana continues their development which is 

completely tourism-based and develop with their economies including busi-

ness branches such as urban areas, restaurants, souvenir shops and galleries. 

Many protection applications are performed in Germany within this context. 

Tourists prefer using historical structures instead of discovering. The economic 
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crisis states the fact that if there were no incomes of tourism of historical places, 

maintenance and protection expenses cannot be met (Stracke, 2005). Thus, tour-

ism management is developed and marketing, ticketing, visitor management, 

gastronomy and souvenirs shop units are opened.  

Historical places, cathedrals, palaces etc. are the most important attractions 

of urban tourism. Souvenirs and cards are also referred as the symbol of city. 

According to the studies conducted, it has been stated that for the 25% of tour-

ists, photography and architecture of a place determines the destination (Jelin-

ek, 2008). Although most of the architecture used in visual materials is histori-

cal structures, 80% of photographs include architecture (Anonymous, 2007).  

Together with globalization, hard changes can also be observed on tourism. 

As a result of this, old historical textures symbolizes “good days lived in past”. 

Looking for nostalgia for tourists is a must see part of travel program (Jelinek, 

2008). On the other hand, tourism managers develop speculative structures 

with architects who have direct relationships with the media. Media brings 

modern architecture and structures such as Louvre Museum and Burj El Arab 

into question. Through media, it is emphasized that these architecture struc-

tures should be absolutely seen, travelled. As a result of this, the demands of 

tourists to visit such architecture structures increase.  

These structures that are on media become trendy are associated with life 

style and are perceived as capturing the soul of time (Jelinek, 2008). These 

specular structures bring new dimensions to tourism. On one hand artificial 

destinations such as Abu Dabi, Dubai are homogeneously designed by planner 

and architecture, on the other hand in order to enable the continuity of interest 

in city, symbolic structures in single structure scale are constructed. But a point 

to remember is the enormous financial contribution of tourism to construction 

sector.  

Popular Architecture Actions in Germany within Modernism  

Even though it is stated that Germany couldn’t form a destination where 

speculative structures are collectively present (Jelinek, 2008), it could be seen 

with single or collective examples. That it is always on agenda of architecture. 

Also the effects of policy and tourism trends of government in this subject can-

not be denied. Tourism passes from “education tourism” concept to “leisure 

time tourism” concept in 1990s (Stracke, 2008). Travel, out of holiday concept is 

like the continuation of life. Depending on this, tourists have the tendencies to 

spend their times in a more meaningful and precious way. Tourists, with the 

comfort of easily reaching information through internet can determine in ad-
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vance what they may face or where they will travel and see in the target desti-

nation (Stracke, 2008). 

Germany motivates cities to develop themselves an image, progress their 

economies and indirectly renovate themselves with construction activities 

through “Festival” policy it has detected in 1990s (Jelinek, 2008). 

Weissenhof Campus  

Weissenhof Campus in the Stuttgart city of Germany is one of the most im-

portant corner stones of Modern Architecture and it was asked to be included 

in the exhibition organized in 1927 by German Werkbund Association (Weis-

senhof 2002, 2010). These structures which were seriously damaged in World 

War II are very early works of architects who have today directed the Modern 

Architecture and they are the most important cultural heritage of 20th century. 

In the before Industry world, Werkbund Exhibition is special with its program 

titled “Die Wohnung” which exemplifies the social, aesthetic and technological 

development after World War I in a habitat. Total 33 houses and 63 flats de-

signed by 17 architects from Germany, Austria, Holland, France and Belgium 

formulate the solutions about house life in metropolitans, new material appli-

cations with effective construction.  

While participants Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier, Hans 

Scharoun were used to be defined as avant-garde at that period, today they are 

known as the experts of the 20th century. The exhibition met with around 

500.000 visitors and influenced the whole world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1. Le Corbusier house, Wissenhof 
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Hansaviertel 

Due to separation of Germany and therefore Berlin in tow after the World War 

II, Karl-Marx- Alle de that was continuing in the two parts of East and West 

Berlin was divided in two (Stalin- Alle and previously Frankfurter- Alle in East 

Berlin). While the Neoclassical style structures in the East part were recon-

structed in a way to remind Moscow, in the West part, a project which had the 

characteristics of exhibition of west architecture was conducted by “Interbau” 

(Architecture in Berlin, 2010).  Houses that had mixed functions and shapes 

were done for 1957 Interbau-International House Exhibition. Designs were 

made by prominent Modern Architecture representatives of the period, Arne 

Jacobsen, Walter Gropius, Max Taut, Alvar Aalto, and Oscar Niemeyer for the 

project.  

Berlin IBA 1987 

Due to new situation after war and construction of wall, the city was renovated 

in 1979, with the planning principle that was committed to old infrastructure 

and transportation plan of the city with the restorations of old structures (Ar-

chitecture in Berlin, 2008).  Inspired by the experience in Hansaviertel, a more 

conscious architecture was tried to be reached. The structures cover Tiergarten 

and inner port Tegel districts. There are Post Modern structures which was a 

trend in the period when most of the structures were constructed. Works of 

architects Charles Moore, Aldo Rossi, Peter Eisenman are present inside the 

area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2. Oscar Nimeyer design apartment, Hansavirtel- Berlin  

(http://blog.reflexdeco.fr/2010/01/archipostcard/) 
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Picture 3. John Hyduk design house, IBA Competition, Berlin 

(http://www.architectureinberlin.com/?tag=tegel) 

 

Berlin Potsdamer Platz 

Postdam Avenue has emerged as a result of big competition and planing.19 

building was constructed in Daimler- Chrysler area under the presidency of 

star Italian architect Renzo Piano. Renzo Piano had a goal to form a Europe city 

center and because of this, he preferred terracotta materials in his structures. 

The project of Renzo Piano based on the planning draft of Hilmer- Sattler, ar-

chitects from Munich that was chosen by Berlin senate in the end of a limited 

competition (Potsdammerplatz, 2010). This draft work includes the street tex-

ture and block order of building complex. Later on, these planning decisions 

were taken in the competitions opened for buildings by contractors. In the be-

ginning, there was an empty area which was virgin except Haus Huth structure 

which had no damage in World War II and Potsdammer Street. The structures 

present in the area were designed by Richard Rogers, Rafael Moneo, Arata 

Isozaki and Renzo Piano. Potsdammer Avenue is directly the center of Berlin 

and besides this; it is directly connected with areas where administrative center 

of Germany is present.  

Düsseldorf Medienhafen 

Düsseldorf port area has been giving service since 1896. The area which was 

completely industry and commerce region until 1998, the idea of turning it into 

http://www.architectureinberlin.com/?tag=tegel
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a Media, shopping and social center has been brought into question since it is 

located on city center and as a result of privatization in press-media and 

developments. Düsseldorf, state capital of Kuzeyrenvestfalya is also industrial 

and cultural center of the region. When it was thought to plan the area, the idea 

that instead of filling the area just with structures, filling it with imaginary 

structures was proposed. Again star architects were thought within this con-

text. Works of architects such as Steven Holl, David Chipperfield, Frank O. 

Gehry, Joe Coenen, Fuminiko Maki, Will Alsop and Claude Vasconi are present 

inside the area.  

Usage of Imaginary Structures in Tourism in Germany 

When we look at printed, visual and virtual printings of Germany about tour-

ism introduction, we can see that besides historical structures of many cities, 

there are also images of modern architecture. In some of these, these images 

have the first rank. Again in most of them, even a tour may be organized for 

the areas that have modern architecture structures.  

Munich  

Munich has a culture and arts movement starting in Bayern Kingdom in order 

to get a place among the important capitals of Europe like Berlin, Paris and 

London (Anon, 2010). This movement also continues today.  

Munich Olympic Stadium  

The architects of Olympic Stadium which is in the Olympic Village that was 

constructed for Olympic Games in 1972 are Günther Behnisch and Frei Otto. 

The structure which has its original architecture was covered with tent shape 

that was formed with steel ropes and glass surfaces. The stadium where foot-

ball matches of the city were played until 2005 has become a social and cultural 

events arena since the opening of Allianz Arena Stadium. The structure is lo-

cated inside the Olympic Village and this special roof order is seen by those 

who want to see for a fee.  
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Picture 4. Roof of Munich Olympic Stadium http://www.aites.org/fotos/index2.htm) 

 

Allianz Arena  

The stadium which was designed by Swiss architects Herzog and Meuron was 

opened in 2005. Besides being a unique design with its shape, Allianz Arena 

also provides lightening with different colors opportunity with the transparent 

ETFE pillows used on the coverage of outer shell of it. Recently, in addition to 

multifunctional usages of them, there is chance to see different usages that 

could be evaluated in the leisure times of the public in stadium designs. Allianz 

Arena is presented as a different brand than the teams having matches there. It 

is an urban image that could be seen from the Alps of Austria.  

BMW World 

BMW World is located in the junction of BMW Museum, BMW administration 

building that symbolizes the 4 cylinders and Olympic Park. The structure was 

designed by Austria architecture firm CoopHimmelb(l)au which makes specu-

lative works. The dynamism, innovative spirit and comfort in indoor of BMW 

are emphasized with its unique design and shape. This is in some way means 

seeing, hearing, smelling and feeling the brand. The structure, besides just be-

ing a museum or sales unit has functions such as shopping malls, restaurants, 

production band tour, technological presentations etc. where visitors can spend 

their whole days, leisure times. On the other hand, in terms of meeting manu-

facturer and customer on the same platform, it creates a different dialog envi-
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ronment and it carries classical seller- customer relationship to a different di-

mension. The structure has been positioned as Munich city image.  

Neuss  

The old NATO base near Neuss constitutes Hombrich Museum island within a 

pastoral view by Langen Foundation. Besides Art Gallery opened in 2004, there 

are workshops for artists and outcomers where they continue their artistic 

activites. It is the second in Germany and fourth in Europe project of Tadao 

Ando. The characteristic of works of Ando which is concrete, long stairs, ramps 

like silk and tears that let the penetration of natural light are the general ele-

ments of this museum. Even though the museum is located near to Düsseldorf 

and transportation can be via private car, it is directly getting attention and vis-

ited due to the fact of being a Tadao Ando structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5. Hombroich Musemum, Tadao Ando, Neuss 

 

Stuttgart  

Stuttgart is a culture city not just with Mercedes Benz Museum but also with 

Station structure of Bonantz, Weissenhof settlement which is one of the icons of 

modernism, State Modern Arts Museum which was designed by the important 

architect of postmodernism, James Stirling.  
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Mercedes Benz 

It is defined in the subtitle of an article in Der Spiegel as “The structure 

couldn’t be much more German. It is equipped with an amazing technology 

and it looks like it is going to hit someone anytime. Generally it gives an im-

pression that it will fall dawn anytime” due to opening of structure. Mercedes 

Benz Museum which was designed by Holland UN Studio van Berkel came 

into service in May 2006 in Stuttgart where the main manufacturing headquar-

ter of company is located and where the city is integrated with structures such 

as Football stadium, closed sports hall, culture center and which is the capital 

of Baden- Würtenberg State. The structure is an important corner stone of UN 

Studio which is the core of designs that have been going on for years such as 

Mabius, diagram and mathematical data and which they have tried on small 

scale but found opportunity to apply on big scale. It is also an innovative study 

in means of usage of museum program, function, engineering and construction 

technologies. The museum has functions to spend one day with the interactive 

actions, shopping mall, and restaurant and communication center. Other specu-

lative structure of the city has become the newly opened Porsche Museum.  

Wolfsburg  

Wolfsburg is known the manufacturing center of Volkswagen automobiles and 

it constitutes the main economic source of the city. The Culture Center of Alvar 

Aalto and theater structure of Hans Scharoun are not enough for the city to 

have an urban image identity. Wolfsburg doesn’t have a historical center. 

Therefore, it has an objective to be recalled modern as a new city. The 

structures constructed recently are within this frame. Phaneo Project of Iraq 

originated English architect Zaha Hadid is the most glaring of these speculative 

structures.  

Phaneo  

Phaneo is directly connected with Autostadt which has museum, entertain-

ment, restaurant and shopping services of Volkswagen and is located on the 

starting point of the city. The objective in Phaneo Science Museum is both in-

creasing the interest of human in nature and technical innovations again and 

providing opportunity to develop one’s own innovation. Zaha Hadid says for 

this project “It is a rarely found opportunity for us to create an urban area with 

the object on it” (Phaeno, 2010). The structure looks like hanged on the conic 

colons and it creates its own topography, landscape and urban area with the 
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hills created on the basement. The museum has mixed functions within itself; it 

provides opportunity to visitors to spend their whole day there.  

CONCLUSION 

While holiday concept is obtained as a result of one year work especially in de-

veloped countries (Jelinek, 2008), depending on the increase of global mobility, 

it has turned into valuing time that is created in the continuity of life. Within 

this context, people have tendencies to prefer destinations that will contribute 

more meaning to their lives. Depending on a general mobility throughout 

world, tourism comes among the important income sources of countries and 

cities and it is also a sector that makes significant investments to construction 

sector. In Europe, historical cities have developed different policies since 1990s 

to continue this cycle. In addition to Mediterranean countries which have sea, 

sun and nature, there are destinations like Dubai, Abu Dabi which are com-

pletely created by human and speculative architecture. In means of architectur-

al structures, Germany has consciously supported settlements that have avant-

garde designs of Modern Architecture like Weissenhof and Hansavirtel for cul-

tural objectives since the start of 20th century. While Munich Olympic Stadium 

which was constructed for 1972 Olympics was speculative for its period, it is 

seen that these kinds of structures were constructed in single dimension in cit-

ies since 1990s. After Bilbao effect, Germany has had a tendency to bring the 

names of cities and speculative structures together. Like Mercedes Museum in 

Stuttgart, BMW World in Munich or Reichstag Dome in Berlin.  

A common feature of structures constructed in this period is their inside’s 

being presented to the usage of visitors equipped with different functions. It is 

a known fact that tourists show much more interest to historical or modern 

structures which they may use. Although architectures don2t accept, the most 

of speculative structures they have designed are directly related with tourism. 

A reason for tourism managers to choose popular architects that could be more 

easily known is this. The other is to facilitate the marketing of these structures 

through media in means of life style, trend and must see structure. Germany 

promotes structures that are speculative and can be remembered with city be-

sides historical structures and values in printed, visual and virtual environ-

ments. It has been recently supporting the construction of these kinds of struc-

tures within tourism context  
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ABSTRACT 

The following paper gives weight to an idea that supports the process of customer-

oriented tourism websites. It also puts emphasis on one hand, on a combination of a 

process, which rates websites and on the other hand, on patronage-oriented dynam-

ics, which derive as long as the proposed criteria of the scoring process adapt to the 

analysis of the satisfaction level of the customers or the users of a website. The pro-

posal maintains the enrichment of the part of the scoring criteria of web sites, known 

as ‘Balance Score Card Procedure’, which contains elements of information on how to 

interpret the characteristics on the clients’ part.  The paper, after a relevant theoreti-

cal analysis and approach concludes that the technical scoring of web pages can be 

enriched on the part of the analysis of satisfaction of users of a website. More specifi-

cally, this improvement is achieved by adopting the model ‘Kano’, a model that anal-

yses the Product Characteristics, the factors and the effects on the customer satisfaction.   

Key words: balance score card, kano analysis, user satisfaction, website’s criteria. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In the late 1990s, the benefits from the impact of Internet technology finally be-

came recognisable at international level.  In the early 21st century, after the 

recognition of the utility, the need for existence as well as the development of 

the Internet, the emphasis is put on the utilities and values resulting from the 

widespread use of the global Internet and of the other means of modern digital 

technology (Urban, 2004). 

Benefits for the Marketing Practice and Strategy 

Internet technology supports the process of understanding the customer needs 

of a business (Siegel, 1997). It also helps in the process of describing the behav-

iour of a customer (Aaker et al., 2001) and to built longer-lasting relationships 

of mutual performance between a company and its customers (Kumar & 

Reinartz, 2006, p. 302). . The concept of the online consumer and this of one of 

the online markets do no longer constitute abstract concepts. Internet users, 

according to a survey, (Dann & Dann, 2001) prefer the digital market for the 

following reasons: 

 optional physical presence and assurance of anonymity 

 enabling of an easy and low cost communication 

 possibility of research and searching of information 

 global access 

 communication with other communities with similar interests that may 

be situated  in another nearby or distant geographic areas 

 leisure and entertainment 

 personal pleasure because of the utilities provided 

 pleasure caused by the sensation of using new technology 

Benefits for Internet Customers 

Benefits also result for the client, given the fact that through the process of 

seeking information from the Internet, he can enhance his being informed over 

the product features that interest him and even to combine the digital service 

with the services provided in the conventional market from the points of 

sale. This alternative is especially important for customers to understand that 

the development of a purchase over the Internet, poses a high risk of failure 

(Bailey & Bakos, 1997, p.18). Customer information that takes place through the 

Internet should be characterized by (Evans & Wurster, 2000: 70): 
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 Accuracy 

 Timeliness 

 Relevance and agreement on customer requirements 

 Facilities to develop interaction between the user and the institution's 

mission 

Benefits for the Segmentation Procedure and the Market Strategy 

The users of information, who also constitute the customers of a company, 

have special needs and desires, thereby causing in part the necessary condi-

tions for growth in the process of e-market segmentation. The segmentation of 

the electronic market can bring benefits to the company since it actually man-

ages to achieve a more effective approach to the needs of the customers and 

explains in that way, the peculiarities in their behaviour (The Wall Street Jour-

nal Europe, 21/09/2000: 8; Kumar & Reinartz, 2006: 302). Thereby, we have the 

facilitation of the development of marketing strategies on behalf of businesses, 

since they will now be more compatible to the customer’s particular needs and 

desires. At the same time, we do not have the chance through the process of 

segmentation the possibility of reducing the competitive pressure on a compa-

ny from other competitors when they still target larger customer segmented 

circles. Based on the above, it became quite clear the fact that a strategic market-

ing can benefit from the correct use of the Internet.  (See Figure 1 / Urban, 2004: 7).  

Benefits for the Product Planning Procedure 

Appropriate products on the Internet are those that can adapt to the timeless 

needs of the electronic market customers and of the Internet users. According 

to Dann and Dann (2001) these products are divided into three categories. The 

first category includes the ones that require the simultaneous development of 

the administrative operations of the conventional market e.g. supply chain, dis-

tribution networks and areas of product purchase. In the second category, the 

development of distribution systems, which function as a complement to the 

conventional market, is not required. This category includes the services and 

digital products. The products that deal with the software and material ele-

ments of the Internet fall under the third category. Each one of the above prod-

ucts provides usefulness and value satisfying the needs of the industrial cus-

tomers and the final customers (households) and as a result it becomes desira-

ble by the above mentioned. The customers and the consumers are in this case 

willing to complete a financial or any other kind transaction of value in order to 

obtain it (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994). The business which targets at electronic 
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market often adopts the strategic of ‘expeditionary marketing’. In this case, a 

business set as its goal to outdo the competition by constantly presenting new 

characteristics to its existing product. This strategic requires constant reevalua-

tion of the customers’ needs and therefore efficient feedback with information 

taken from market research and concerns the customers’ needs and desires. 

 

 

Figure 1. Flow development of the four steps of strategic marketing that seeks to build longtime 

relationships of trust with customers (Source:-After adjusting and supplementing - G.L.Urban, 

2004, ‚Digital Marketing Strategy; Text and cases‛, Pearson-Prentice Hall, New Jersey, USA.) 

  

Marketing Research and the Web Site Product as Useful E-Management 
Planning Procedure Tools 

The existence of a quick ‘conversion’ reaction of the product within the timeless 

standards and the desires of the customers is of great importance as well (Ha-

mel & Prahalad, 1991). The emphasis is given to the means of collecting the in-

formation which involve the e-customers; on the collection techniques of count-

ing and analyzing primary and secondary data concerning the needs and de-

sires of the costumers (Aaker et al., 2001). One of the most common applica-

tions in collecting primary data is the online & e-mail questionnaire.  The elec-

tronic questionnaires are sent to clients who were characterized during the 

Understanding customer needs and behavior  

[Marketing Research in electronic and conventional market-Investigation of customer needs and evaluation of Product Characteristics- 
Market segmentation] 

 

Strategy formulation to meet the needs 

Implementation strategy with emphasis on performance and capacity 

Building loyal relationships with customers 
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segmentation approach as target market. The Internet, by providing solutions 

such as the interactive technology of the websites, contributes to the analysis 

research of the consumer needs and preferences since it ‘allows the constant, 

unfailing and unobstructed collection of elements as well as the ongoing up-

date of results’ (Forrest, 1999; as referred in Siomkos, 2004: 245-246).The Inter-

net websites host information which assists the clients with the process of com-

ing to purchasing decisions (Bekker & Van der Merwe, 2003). This information 

is at the same time product characteristics of a website.  

Web-Marketing Research Based on Kano Model 

A research model, which is widely known in the cognitive field of quality con-

cerning supplied services, is Kano model. Kano model (1984) investigates the 

relationship between the product characteristics – which are perceived by all 

the clients of a business- and the satisfaction rating which is created to them. 

The model is analyzed in detail further down after the presentation of the scor-

ing criteria module.  

Scoring and Rating Websites 

The website and all the information hosted in it are, as previously mentioned, 

characteristics of a complete product of a business which deals with electronic 

market. The relevant articles present remarkable work considering the criteria 

and the scoring and rating methodology of website quality. In most of these 

reviews the researchers speculate that there exists a dependence relationship 

between the website quality and frequent visits (frequency of use). In Table 1 

the articles relating to the scoring and rating of websites are presented.   

 

Table 1. Bibliographical Review of Important Research Sources Which Involve the Criteria For Scoring and Rating a Website. 

Research 
Source 

Research  
Objective 

              Useful conclusions 

Brajnik G., 
(2001). 

Website quality Factors 
that affect: 
 
Α. Dispatch 
Β. Performance 
C. Development 

Α1.Information quality 
Α2.Efficiency 
Α3. Functionality 
Α4. Navigation 
Β1. Connection time 
Β2. Transaction 
Β3. Credibility 
C1. Rate of coded complexity 
C2. Awareness 
C3. Flexibility 
C4. Portability 
C5. Page linking 
C6. Convertibility 
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Yarden S., 
(1997); Zhi 
J., (2001); 
Mills & 
Loosley 
(2001). 

 Website 
Performance 

 Factors that affect 
performance. 

 

 
Ho, (1997) 

 

 
Commercial websites 
evaluation of more 
than 40 industries 

 
Categories of eval-
uation criteria: 

 
-Business purpose 
-Level of creating value 

 
Alpar P., 
(1999). 

 
‘Customer-oriented’ 
information on web-
sites 

 
There is an effect 
relationship be-
tween satisfaction 
rate and website 
choice by a cus-
tomer-user. 

 
The convenience of use and the 
content of the information should 
be  
specifically emphasized. 
 

 
Kim S.-E., 
Shaw T. & 
Schneider 
H. (2003). 

 
Category creation  
with website  
scoring criteria 

 
Categories of 
website scoring cri-
teria 

 
1. Business function 
2. Business credibility 
3. Content credibility 
4. Website attractiveness 
5. Systematic construction 
6. Navigation 

 
Bekker J. 
& Van der 
Merwe R., 

(2003). 

 
Creation of website 
rating criteria with 
emphasis on elec-
tronic commerce 
support 

 
100 criteria were 
created and adjust-
ed to the purchas-
ing cycle of cus-
tomers 

 
The technical characteristics are 
necessary for all the stages of the 
purchasing cycle 
1. Stage of necessity recogni-

tion. Pay attention to the in-
teraction potential. 

2. Stage of data collection. Pay 
attention to the navigation 
ability. 

3. Stage of content evaluation: 
Pay attention to the website 
content. 

4. Stage of purchase: Pay 
attention to the website 
credibility. 
 

 
 

Millen R., 
Van I-

waarden 
J., Van der 
Wiele T. & 

Ball L. 
(2003); 

Webb H. 
W. & 

Webb L. 
A. (2001). 

 
 
Criteria evaluating 
the websites’ quality 
by using the dimen-
sions of SERVQUAL 
analysis. 

 
 
Criteria- dimensions 
of website quality 
evaluation 

 
1. Material: Pay attention to 

the technology, design and 
layout of the website 

2. Credibility: Pay attention to 
promising opportunities and 
facilities provided by a web-
site  

3. Response: Pay attention to 
the fastest service, in other 
words to the speed of pre-
senting information but also 
to the attractiveness of the 
website  

4. Security: Pay attention to 
the security of personal data 
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and to the assurance to-
wards users for transactions 
(stock, return option, pur-
chase order) 

5. Emotional understanding: 
Pay attention to the design 
of the activities. The needs 
of every single customer 
come first- emphasize on in-
teraction. 

 

Moving on, by combining all the just mentioned research findings regarding 

the theory of website evaluation, it has been observed that the above criteria 

were about the scoring of some product characteristics (emphasis on the web-

site information) or all of them as a whole (qualitative evaluation of websites) 

without putting specific emphasis on analysis techniques of the satisfaction rate 

of customers-users and the establishment of long term relationships with cus-

tomers.  So, by aiming at the development of a ‘customer-oriented’ tool for 

measuring the needs, we took into account a standard scoring card of the 

product characteristics which was adopted in order to evaluate six hotel units. 

We enhanced this card by suggesting through an example to adopt the Kano 

analysis during the procedure of criteria scoring by customers.  The four im-

portant scoring criteria as well as their correlation with the relevant sources are 

presented in Table 2.  

 

Τable 2. Categories of criteria which were chosen for the scoring of hotel services 

Scoring criteria Research sources 

1. Technical characteristics Millen R., Van Iwaarden J., Van der Wiele T. & Ball L. 
(2003); Brajnik G., (2001). 

2. Navigation Kim S.-E., Shaw T. & Schneider H. (2003); Bekker J. & 
Van der Merwe R., (2003); Brajnik G., (2001). 

3. Website attractiveness Kim S.-E., Shaw T. & Schneider H. (2003). 

4. Website content Kim S.-E., Shaw T. & Schneider H. (2003); Brajnik G., 
(2001); Millen R., Van Iwaarden J., Van der Wiele T. & Ball 
L. (2003); Ho, (1997); Alpar P., (1999); Bekker J. & Van 
der Merwe R., (2003). 

 

The Kano Analysis and the Suggestion for the Enrichment of the Website 
Scoring Analysis.  

The understanding that the customer formed about his satisfaction level from a 

service or a product, can be expressed practically through the adoption and 

implementation of conclusions which will be derived by Kano analysis. The Ka-
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no model (1984) was developed during the 1980’s by the Japanese Professor 

Noriaki Kano and his team of associates. The analysis this team of researchers 

suggests, helps define the way these product characteristics (material and im-

material) influence the customer’s satisfaction. In other words, the model fo-

cuses on and at the same time defines the most important product characteris-

tics for the customers. As it has already been noted by the above theoretical ap-

proach, the importance of the characteristics, which is expressed through the 

customer satisfaction level, has consequences in the establishment of long term 

relationships with them (see also figure 1).  

The Kano analysis technique is based on the creation of a specially modified 

questionnaire which uses pairs of a question. Each pairs include a question of 

functional content type regarding the enquiry characteristic (in brief F) and a 

question of non-functional content (in brief DF).  In the second case of DF the 

customer answers the same question as to how he feels if there is a lack of the 

product characteristic we are enquiring. Then, the answers which are provided 

by the customer on a scale of five options, which is common and standard for 

every pair of questions, allow the researcher to define the need type which ex-

presses the customer regarding the enquiry characteristic (product characteris-

tic). The need type is defined through a system of standard needs which were 

established by the researchers of the Kano model and it occurs in each enquiry 

case by the alternative combinations of the answers which are given by the cus-

tomers in each question pair. The basic idea of the analysis is that the people 

satisfy three fundamental needs categories which are usually the following im-

portant categories of needs: 

 The basic needs: M 

 The performance needs: O 

 Excitement needs: A 

There is also the case that a service or a product can be characterized as in-

different by the researcher (indifferent: I) so it could be omitted since it does 

not affect his satisfaction or displeasure; dissatisfaction. This way, funds can be 

saved. 

Basic Steps for Building the Proposed Web Site Evaluation Tool  

For the clarification of these needs we follow the next four important steps.  

At the first step, we define those necessary characteristics which in our case 

are the ones for the enquiry of the standard website scoring criteria. It is com-
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mon practice that they are scored by using the technique of Balanced Score-

cards (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). We previously referred to the scoring criteria 

which are commonly used to score websites. The results derived by the analy-

sis of the balanced scorecard are presented in a graph where one can compare 

the performance of specific businesses taking into consideration the evaluation 

of the ‘product’ characteristics - evaluation criteria- of a website. The criteria 

can be considered as well for the construction of the Kano questionnaire.  

At the second step, the questionnaire is designed and constructed and it aims 

at the approximation of the psychological state the customer is in when he ex-

amines the product characteristics of a website. The satisfaction or displeasure; 

dissatisfaction, as well as the psychological state which expresses the customer, 

is elicited by the standard research tools of the Kano analysis and more particu-

larly by the answer combination which was given by question pair in the Kano 

questionnaire. The question pairs type ‘F&DF’ are answered by the users of a 

website and reflect the psychological state they are in when a product charac-

teristic of a website is present - case of type F question - and when there is none 

or it is weakened - case of type DF question - (see figure 2).  

At the third step, we find the collection of data which involve the purpose of 

the research. As already mentioned in a previous paragraph, one of the most 

common tools for collecting primary data in marketing research is the ques-

tionnaire. The answers a customer will give in each pair of questions that re-

gard a product characteristic, clearly determine whether this product character-

istic will be perceived as a characteristic that connects to a customer’s basic 

need, or to a performance or excitement need. These questionnaires are able to 

obtain an interactive dynamics as well as cost and time benefits when electronic 

technology is rationally used (electronic mail and Internet websites).   
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Figure 2. Example of question pairs in the kano questionnaire regarding the scoring criterion ‘load-

ing time of a home page or of subpages’, of a website.  

 

 

Finally, at the fourth step, we come to the analysis, the research results are 

presented and we proceed to the appropriate commentary of the results. In this 

phase, each product characteristic is researched as to the effect it has on the sat-

isfaction and displeasure of the customer (see figure 3 and 4). Initially, it is de-

fined whether the product characteristic is connected to one of the three basic 

needs categories. As it has already been mentioned, this procedure is conclud-

ed with the cross-checking of the answers given by question pair (see figure 3). 

Then, we define the satisfaction and displeasure rate of the product characteris-

tic based on a mathematical equation (see figure 4). The rate can then be used 

and taken into account for the evaluation of every sentence in the balanced 

scorecard.   

 

Sample of type Kano questionnaire  

F: ‘WWhheenn  tthhee  llooaaddiinngg  ttiimmee  ooff  aa  hhoommee  ppaaggee  aanndd  iittss  

ssuubbppaaggeess  iiss  hhiigghh’’,,  tthheenn  II  ffeeeell  tthhaatt……     
1 II  lliikkee  tthhaatt  
2 TThhiiss  iiss  hhooww  iitt  sshhoouulldd  bbee  
3 II  aamm  iinnddiiffffeerreenntt  
4 II  ccaann  ppuutt  uupp  wwiitthh  tthhaatt  

5 II  ddoonn’’tt  lliikkee  tthhaatt  

DF: ‘‘WWhheenn  tthhee  llooaaddiinngg  ttiimmee  ooff  aa  hhoommee  aanndd  iittss  ssuubbppaagg--

eess  iiss  nnoott  hhiigghh’’,,  tthheenn  II  ffeeeell  tthhaatt……   
1 II  lliikkee  tthhaatt  
2 TThhiiss  iiss  hhooww  iitt  sshhoouulldd  bbee  
3 II  aamm  iinnddiiffffeerreenntt  
4 II  ccaann  ppuutt  uupp  wwiitthh  tthhaatt  
5 II  ddoonn’’tt  lliikkee  tthhaatt  

The combination of the answers for example the patient gives to the ppoossiittiivvee and  

nneeggaattiivvee  sentence, signals when a characteristic or product function, is considered basic need, performance need 
or an excitement one.  
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Figure 3.  Standard Table of Defining the Correlation Between the Needs Categories and the Prod-

uct Characteristic Pair in Question.  

 

Figure 4. Mathematical formulas to calculate the rates of satisfaction and displeasure; dissatisfac-

tion of the costumer for each product characteristic researched.  

 

SSaattiissffaaccttiioonn  aanndd  ddiisspplleeaassuurree  rraatteess  

Sauerwein E., Bailom F., Matzler K. and Hinterhuber H. H. (1996), TThhee  KKAANNOO  mmooddeell::  

HHooww  ttoo  ddeelliigghhtt  yyoouurr  ccuussttoommeerrss, International Working Seminar on Production Econom-
ics, Insbruck/ Austria, February 19-23, pp.313-327. 

When the rate is close to the unit, 
then we have high effect to the 
user’s satisfaction, the opposite 
happens when these values are 
close to zero.  
 

When the rate is close to the negative unit, 
then we have high effect to the user’s dis-
pleasure, the opposite happens when these 
values are close to zero.  
 

Rating table of the needs e.g. of a website’s users  

 DF 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q A A A O 

R I I I M 

R I I I M 

R I I I M 

                  

                 1 

                 2 

F               3 

                 4 

                 5 R R R R Q 

 

Appropriately adjusted by the source: Sauerwein E., Bailom F., Matzler K. and Hinterhuber H. H. 
(1996), 

TThhee  KKAANNOO  mmooddeell::  HHooww  ttoo  ddeelliigghhtt  yyoouurr  ccuussttoommeerrss, International Working 
Seminar on Production Economics, Insbruck/Austria, February 19-23, pp.313-327. 

Code glossary: 
Q=Questionable 
R=Reverse 
A=Attractive 
I=Indifferent 
O=One-
dimensional 
M=Must-be 

Note: the services or the product characteristics which 
were marked as R and Q present concern towards their 

validity and are not included in the research.  

••  The satisfaction and displeasure rates of a website’s users are calculated based on the 
relationships...  

EEffffeecctt  oonn  tthhee                                                            EEffffeecctt  oonn  tthhee    

SSaattiissffaaccttiioonn::                                                            DDiisspplleeaassuurree::  

  A+O                Ο+Μ     
A+O+M+I  (Α+Ο+Μ+Ι) Χ(1) 
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Suggestions and Administrative Applications 

According to the above, the Kano analysis defines the interpretation each cus-

tomer gives for every product characteristic that is offered to him. This inter-

pretation is necessary and it should be taken into consideration during the pro-

cess of designing business activities. One of the most important administrative 

activities involves the effort to maintain the viability of product lines. This via-

bility depends on the adoption and constant preference of the markets for these 

products, in other words on the constant ‘customer-oriented’ design of prod-

ucts which takes into account the customer’s perception of the product charac-

teristics that each of the business products incorporates. When referring to 

product here, we mean the website that represents for every customer’s visit a 

value, total benefit or usefulness. So, in our case the scoring of the criteria of a 

balanced scorecard regarding a business website, transfers to its researcher a 

scoring approximation for the qualitative performance of the website. This 

evaluation makes use of a total scoring rate that compiles a comparative rate of 

a business website in relation to the other competitors. This rate depicts the 

subjective judgment of the customer or the website user in a specific time point. 

However, this way is not at the same time in position to define to what extent 

the product characteristic (xi) is connected to a basic need, a performance need 

or an excitement need of the customer. As mentioned previously, this finding is 

of major importance to the satisfaction rate of the customers and it affects the 

design and establishment of stable long term relationships with the targeted 

market. Therefore, during the analysis a product characteristic could be inter-

preted in terms of customer needs and it could even be considered as indiffer-

ent (Indifferent: I). The lack of information could lead to misunderstandings 

since the results of a balanced scorecard could be misinterpreted when this 

analysis does not take into consideration the real needs of the customers (‘non 

customer-oriented’ approach for us). For instance, a technical characteristic 

could be evaluated as ‘perfect’ (rate 4 in the balanced scorecard, see exhibit 1 in 

the appendix) but in this case it could be an indifferent characteristic (I) with 

zero effect on the customer satisfaction level. In this scenario you lose valuable 

information since the product characteristic could not be considered or even its 

meaning during the website design could be belittled. This way, precious time 

and money could be saved. In the meantime, emphasis would be given to the 

product characteristics which present strategic interest for attracting and pre-

serving the customers-users of a website. So, the product characteristics which 

are related to the basic needs, performance needs and excitement ones should 

constitute the main occupation objective of those in charge of the design, con-
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struction and maintenance of the websites. With a purpose to construct a 

measurement tool which will combine both techniques a suggested sample of 

question pairs is presented below, which could be incorporated in a question-

naire to rate the quality performance and define the satisfaction rate of a cos-

tumer by a website. The example that was used regards the evaluation of hotel 

websites. The satisfaction and displeasure rate could be taken into considera-

tion during the balancing of the ratings that resulted from the scorecard. As it is 

clear, each product characteristic which is taken into consideration as a rating 

criterion in the balanced scorecard is not considered after the Kano analysis as 

equivalent in case different effect rates are observed in the satisfaction or dis-

pleasure rate of each customer and of all customers. It is emphasized here that 

during the rates calculation the need category under which the product charac-

teristic has been placed is determined and therefore during the presentation of 

the final results the outcome of the balanced scorecards are differentiated since 

the weighing that regards the customer satisfaction per product characteristic 

have been included afresh. 

The above suggested measurement tool takes into account both basic analy-

sis units, in other words the balanced scorecard and the Kano analysis which 

can as it shown above to cooperate and yield useful information to the appro-

priate executives of a business. 

Benefits can result in: 

 The constant application of a strategic marketing campaign, through 

the ongoing update of the products that will satisfy more the new de-

sires and true needs of the customers.  

 Saving resources since the characteristics that are linked with indiffer-

ent customer needs can be omitted or concern the designers less with-

out this having an impact on the business customers.  

 Effect due to the viability of the business. 

 Reduction of the pressure a business is getting from its competitors, 

due to the constant improvements and to the development of the 

products that are mainly based on strategies to fulfill the excitement 

and performance needs.  

In the case of hotel business, those in charge of the website design of a hotel 

unit but also the more general administrative bodies of an area (e.g., National 

Tourism Organizations, Districts, Local and Prefecture Administration) could 

set as a goal to upgrade the quality of the electronic services they offer both to 
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the existing and active visitors but also to the customers and investors who are 

interested in this area and the tourist activities within it. All the above can suc-

ceed in the qualitative elevation and recognition of their hotel services based on 

the results of the suggested analysis. More specifically, emphasis can be placed 

on the characteristics that are linked with the customers’ excitement and per-

formance needs. A presentation of an area can be done as well by designing 

‘customer-oriented’ hotel links which are hosted in the website of an adminis-

trative body that is responsible for the administration of the tourist activities of 

an area.  

CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, in the era of technological changes and constant developments, the 

quotation ‘everything flows’ remains extremely current. A strategic that aims at 

designating trust relationships with the customers of a business should in theo-

ry consider the customer satisfaction. In addition, we should be in position to 

prove the long term trust relationships we are trying to establish with our cus-

tomers by making short term sacrifices. In this case, if we don’t provide good 

services to a part of the electronic transactions, it would be wiser to explain the 

customer why we don’t provide this and even recommend a competitor which 

handles this part better (Urban, 2004: 50-53). In the everyday experience of the 

electronic market and its applications, values originate through the cooperation 

and the transaction with the customer. The business can look into the desires 

and needs of the customers of the e-market aiming at the creation of value and 

benefit. A website is a product that includes important and insignificant char-

acteristics for the customers. Kano analysis contributes to the construction of 

websites focusing on the interests and needs of the customers and it also con-

tributes to the establishment of stronger trust relationships with them.    
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ABSTRACT 

Civil Code of Taiwan regulates that: in the event of any itinerary change due to force 

majeure, the travel agency should refund any expenses decreased accordingly to its 

customers, and may not collect from them any expenses incurred. Is the clause a 

mandatory provision or a default provision? Answers may vary theoretically. This study 

uses the game theory analysis of law, under which the travel agency’s strategies are 

“maintaining the formerly set payment level” and “increasing the payment level;” and 

its customers’ strategies are “neither terminating the contract nor filing a lawsuit,” “fil-

ing a lawsuit without terminating the contract,” “terminating the contract without fil-

ing a lawsuit,” and “terminating the contract and also filing a lawsuit.” This study at-

tempts to seek the solution and concludes that: only when the said clause is con-

strued as a default provision can the travel agency proactively plan better travels in 

response to itinerary changes for customers. On the contrary, if the clause is con-

strued as a mandatory provision, the travel agency may tend to be more passive and 

conservative. For customers, they may even then pursue the remedy by filing lawsuits. 

The result can be used for making laws governing tourism development. 

Key words: travel contract, force majeure, default provision, game theory analysis of law. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Traveling is one of people’s favorite leisure activities. Most tourists who want 

to travel abroad prefer tours organized by a travel agency because of conven-

ience and safety concern. Tourists and the travel agency will then sign a travel 

contract where their rights and obligations are set forth. One of the purposes is 

to regulate which party to assume the responsibility and how to handle in case 

of any failure to perform the contract caused by force majeure in particular.   

The term “force majeure” is an extraordinary event beyond human control, 

usually referring to act of God, war, etc (Chen, 2011). Examples include Thai-

land’s floods in 2011, Iceland’s volcanic eruption and Peru’s train route to Ma-

chu Picchu blocked in 2010, the September 11 attacks in New York by terrorists 
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in 2001, and so on. These events are considered not attributable to the parties. 

According to the Civil Code, the parties are exempted from the responsibilities 

for failure to perform the contract caused by such events. In terms of travel con-

tract, it is necessary to classify that into two situations: before departure and 

after departure. 

Cancellation before departure is easier to handle. As per the Sample of Stand-

ard Form Contract on Overseas Travel of Taiwan R.O.C., the parties may termi-

nate the contract without making compensation. The travel agency is only re-

quired to refund to the customer the balance after deducting standard fees that 

are collected on a pass-through basis or fees that are paid for performing the 

contract. Despite potential controversy between the parties over responsibility 

attribution and the scope of collection of required fees, the tourists haven’t de-

parted yet so the loss suffered by the parties is limited. In addition, more of 

such cases end up being submitted to mediation committees (Note: There are a 

total of 2,718 mediation cases during 1990-2011 where contracts were terminat-

ed before departure, accounting for the largest 22.7% (Travel Quality Assur-

ance Association of Taiwan R.O.C. , 2012)). These committees have years of ex-

perience in mediation and have developed a way to handle such cases.  

As for after-departure cases, mediation experiences are comparatively few 

(Note: There are a total of 297 mediation cases during 1990-2011 for force 

majeure-related disputes, accounting for only 2.48% (Travel Quality Assurance 

Association of Taiwan R.O.C., 2012)). Perhaps because the loss is bigger or in 

each case the force majeure has different impacts, it is so difficult to mediate 

such cases that the parties often end up filing lawsuits, which then incur con-

siderable social costs. To reduce disputes, the competent authority manages to 

make laws governing the issue. In Taiwan, both Article 514-5 of the Civil Code 

and Article 31 of Sample of Standard Form Contract on Overseas Travel (hereinafter 

“Contract Sample”) mention that the travel agency may change the itinerary, 

tour destinations or accommodations in the event of force majeure that leads to 

non-performance of the travel contract. In this case, the travel agency may not 

collect any additional fees from its customers and should refund any overpay-

ment to them if any expenses are accordingly saved. However, Article 13 of 

Mandatory and Prohibited Descriptions in the Standard Form Contract on Overseas 

Travel (hereinafter “Mandatory Descriptions”) regulates that: the travel agency 

may change the itinerary, tour destinations or accommodations based on actual 

needs by obtaining the consent of at least 2/3 of the tour participants. If that 

exceeds the original tour price, the difference in price should be at the custom-
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er’s cost. However, the travel agency should refund any overpayment to them 

if any expenses are accordingly saved. 

The abovementioned regulations conflict literally with each other, so con-

cerns are raised about how to construe applicable clauses. This study will not 

explore much into legal interpretation because it involves consideration into 

complicated legal definitions, legal systems, legislative history, comparative 

method and legislative purpose (Wang, 2006). From the viewpoint of legal sys-

tem, texts in Civil Code and Contract Sample can generally be construed as de-

fault provisions, while the Mandatory Descriptions is a case-specific regulation. 

This means that default provisions can be excluded as long as the parties give 

consent. In terms of legislative history, however, the Mandatory Descriptions 

precedes the amendments to the Civil Code and the Contract Sample. Therefore, 

it seems that the new one should be prioritized and construed as mandatory 

regulations. As far as the most important and fundamental legislative purpose 

is concerned, whether the clause should be construed as a default provision or 

mandatory regulation must depend upon what kind of interests are to be pro-

tected by applicable clauses. It is generally believed that the aforesaid applica-

ble clauses in the Civil Code and the Contract Sample are aimed at protection of 

tourist’s interests, so they should be construed as mandatory regulations. This 

may, however, impose considerable operational risk on the part of the travel 

agency, which might be unfair and unjust. Take the 2010 Iceland’s volcanic 

eruption for example, where approximately 1,500 Taiwanese tourists were 

stranded in Europe. Assume that it cost NT$ 7,000/day per tourist. Staying for 

three extra days would cost the travel agency up to NT$ 31.5 million. This 

would greatly impact the operation of only a few travel agencies, which had 

been involved in the event (Chen and Liu, 2010). In some other cases, if a travel 

agency is not allowed to collect additional expenses from customers, will doing 

so not be in the best interest of customers because the travel agency might 

change the itinerary that was thought good for customers? If construed as de-

fault provisions, would the aforesaid clauses give more flexible options to the 

parties? Justice Tez-chien Wang (2006) indicated that: “Legal purpose is multi-

faceted < including social effect of laws, economic efficiency as well as fairness 

and justice. Consideration should be taken into the actual situation.” Therefore, 

criteria for construing applicable clauses should also include the industry’s de-

velopment and the society’s well-being, in addition to consumer’s individual 

and short-term interests. Otherwise, it will go against the legal purpose of pur-

suit of fairness and justice. In the long run, consumers will still be the benefi-

ciaries if the tourism industry becomes more developed and sounder. 
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The descriptions above reveal the fact that laws and regulations would af-

fect how tourists and travel agencies respond, and how their decisions of inter-

act with each other. If tourists are more willing to bear additional expenses, the 

travel agency will be comparatively more willing to develop supplementary 

measures in place of previous travel plans. If not so, the travel agency will hold 

back and stay extremely reserved. This study concerns the best way in which 

making and construing of laws can contribute to the industry’s development, 

protection of consumers’ interests as well as the society’s fairness and justice. 

The game theory deals well with issues about behavioral decision under the 

situation of close interpersonal interaction. It is particularly suitable for analyz-

ing behavioral decisions made by the tourist and the travel agency under vari-

ous legal systems. Therefore, this study will use the game theory in the follow-

ing sections to explore into the effect of the aforementioned applicable clauses 

when construed differently and their pros and cons.  

METHODOLOGY 

Given such background, this study attempts to establish a strategic-form-game 

model. It will be used to illustrate behavioral decisions that can possibly be 

made by the tourist and the travel agency against force majeure. Results can 

reflect how the aforesaid issues may be resolved.  

Strategic form game, also called simultaneous-move complete information 

game, has three important sets of elements: player, strategy and payoff. In this 

study, the player includes “travel agency” and “customer”. The researcher also 

defines I={PT, PC}, where I is the set of players: PT is the travel agency, and PC 

is the customer.   

Strategies in the game are those behavioral models available for players to 

choose from. This study divides travel agency’s strategies into “maintaining the 

formerly set payment level” and “increasing the payment level.” In general, 

“increasing the payment level” would raise the travel quality. On the other 

hand, “maintaining the formerly set payment level” would at most maintain 

the quality; it even might lower the original quality in case of force majeure. 

As per applicable regulations in the Civil Code and the Contract Sample, 

customers may terminate the contract if they disagree on the itinerary change 

made due to force majeure, but they cannot request to refund the travel ex-

penses they’ve already paid. In consequence, customers may eventually file a 

lawsuit after going home, irrespective of their dissatisfaction with either the 
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itinerary change without contract termination or with the refund after termi-

nating the contract. 

For this reason, this study divides the customer’s strategy into “neither ter-

minating the contract nor filing a lawsuit,” “filing a lawsuit without terminat-

ing the contract,” “terminating the contract without filing a lawsuit,” and “ter-

minating the contract and also filing a lawsuit.” 

This study defines ST={sm, si}, and SC={snw, snl, stw, stl }. ST and SC are 

the strategy sets of PT and PC, respectively. Sm and si are the elements of the 

ST set; snw, snl, stw and stl are the elements of the SC set. Non-subscript S (i.e. 

s not dropped below the baseline) is the set of strategy profiles: S={( sm, snw), 

(sm, snl), (sm, stw), (sm, stl), (si, snw), (si, snl) , (si, stw), (si, stl)}. The subscript 

S is one of the strategy profiles. For example, s=( sm, snl) refers to the situation 

where the travel agency chooses “maintaining the formerly set payment level” 

and the customer chooses “filing a lawsuit without terminating the contract.” 

Payoff is the corresponding results of all strategy profiles. This study defines it 

as u(s). To differentiate players’ payoff, this study further uses uT(s) and uC(s) 

to represent the payoff of the travel agency and that of the customer, respec-

tively. 

Game theory analysis 

Game theory analysis requires an understanding about payoff structure. The 

payoff structure in this study is associated with whether the Civil Code and the 

Contract Sample is construed as default provisions or mandatory regulations. 

This study starts with default provision, which has higher level of freedom of 

contract. Table 1 lists the payoff structure of strategy profiles mentioned above. 

The game is analyzed with the important purpose of seeking solution, 

namely, seeking the possible equilibrium in economics. One of the important 

solutions to the game is seeking the Nash equilibrium — namely the best re-

sponsive strategy chosen by every player when other players’ strategies are 

given. Take this study for example. It is intended to seek one strategy profile to 

fulfill: (1) the customer chooses his best strategy after the travel agency’s strate-

gy is given, and (2) the travel agency chooses its best strategy after the custom-

er’s strategy is given.  
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Table 1. The game payoff 

 Maintaining (sm) Increasing (si) 

neither terminating the contract nor 
filing a lawsuit (snw) 

(I’ - T，T - C) (βI’ - γT，γT – C - Ci) 

filing a lawsuit without terminating the 
contract (snl) 

(I’- αT - Csc，αT – C - Cst) (βI’ – αγT - Csc， 

αγT – C – Ci - Cst) 

terminating the contract without filing 
a lawsuit (stw) 

(I’’- T，T - C) (I’’- T，T - C) 

terminating the contract and also 
filing a lawsuit (stl) 

(I’’- αT - Csc，αT – C - Cst) (I’’- αT - Csc，αT – C - Cst) 

* The first set of text parameters in brackets is the tourist’s payoff; the second set of parameters is 

the travel agency’s payoff 

Before analyzing Table 1, this study will first define the bracketed codes in 

the payoff structure. 

 
I’ = Travel-related interests on the part of the customer whose itinerary is changed due to 

force majeure 
I’’ = Travel-related interests on the part of the customer who terminates the contract 
T = Travel expenses to be paid to the travel agency as required by the contract 
C = The final costs actually paid for tours organized by the travel agency 
Csc = Costs of lawsuits paid by the customer 
Cst = Costs of lawsuits paid by the travel agency 
Ci = Extra costs incurred by the travel agency’s itinerary change with increased payment 

level 
α = The ratio of expenses actually paid by the customer to the contract-stipulated travel 

expenses after lawsuits and compensation; 0<α<1 
β = The multiple of travel-related interests changed by the travel agency because of inc-

rease in the payment level to the original travel-related interests; usually β>1 
γ = The ratio of extra travel expenses paid by the customer to the contract-stipulated tra-

vel expenses after the travel agency changes the itinerary with increased payment 
level; γ>=1 

 

This study starts with condition (1). Given the strategy of “maintaining the 

formerly set payment level” (i.e. sm) as chosen by the travel agency, we can re-

move the strategy profile (sm, stw) because uC(snw) = (I’ - T) > (I’’ - T) = uC(tw). In 

the meantime, we can also remove the strategy profile (sm, stl) because uC(snl) = 

(I’ -αT - Csc) > (I’’ – αT - Csc) = uC(tl). As for the customer should choose either 

snw or snl, it depends on the size of (I’ - T) and (I’- αT - Csc). After simplification, 

we can derive a criterion Csc > or < T(1-α). Put simply, the customer is more 

likely to choose snw with greater Csc, smaller T or greater α; otherwise, they 

would choose snl. 

The above can be concluded that: in case of itinerary change due to force 

majeure, the customer in principle will choose not to have the travel plan 
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changed without terminating the contract if the travel agency maintains the 

formerly set payment level. But whether they will file lawsuits after going 

home depend on 1. costs of filing lawsuits, 2. tour price, and 3. the ratio of ex-

penses actually paid by the customer to the contract-stipulated travel expenses 

after lawsuits and compensation. 

If the costs of filing lawsuits are too expensive, the tour price is too low or 

the expenses actually paid after lawsuit are still high (i.e. unable to get enough 

compensation), the customer will not file lawsuits; otherwise, they will. Given 

the strategy of “increasing the payment level” (i.e. si) as chosen by the travel 

agency, we can derive similar results by analyzing the customer’s strategy, so 

this part will not be discussed here. 

For condition (2), given the strategy of “neither terminating the contract nor 

filing a lawsuit” as chosen by the customer, the travel agency’s strategy will 

depend on the criterion of (γ-1) >or < Ci/T. If (γ-1)>Ci/T, the travel agency will 

choose to increase the payment level; otherwise they will choose to maintain it. 

Put simply, the travel agency will choose to change the itinerary with increased 

payment level, as long as the ratio of increase in the expenses collected from the 

customer is greater than that of extra expenses to the original expenses. Moreo-

ver, given the strategy of “filing a lawsuit without terminating the contract” as 

chosen by the customer, we can derive similar results by analyzing the travel 

agency’s strategy, so this part will not be discussed here. 

CONCLUSION 

By combining conditions (1) and (2), we can conclude that: the travel agency is 

likely to increase the payment level for itinerary change and customers will not 

terminate the contract as long as the travel agency collects an appropriate 

amount of expenses from customers and makes them feel comfortable with 

what they can gain from the itinerary changed. In addition, as long as custom-

ers do not get too much compensation in such case as ruled by the court, they 

will be less likely to file lawsuits after going home. This can accordingly con-

tribute to social welfare.  

It can also be inferred from the game theory analysis that the above-

mentioned result can be achieved only by construing applicable clauses in the 

Civil Code or the Contract Sample as default regulations. If clauses are construed 

as mandatory regulations, the result in the above-mentioned game model will 

be limited, with γ=1. At this time, (γ-1) < Ci/T. Then the travel agency will 

choose only the “maintaining the formerly set payment level,” which is not in 
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the best interest of the society. Given this, even if customers may not necessari-

ly terminate the contract, they are more likely to resolve the dispute by filing 

lawsuits if they pay higher tour price, accept the costs of lawsuits or expect 

high compensation from lawsuits. 

According to the analysis above, this study advises to clarify those legal 

wordings that conflict with each other. If the travel agency intends to change 

the itinerary in good faith with increased payment level due to force majeure, 

the court is not advised to rule that considerable compensation should be given 

to customers even they may still be dissatisfied with the itinerary change. The 

purpose is to prevent customers from arbitrarily filing lawsuits, which may 

waste social resources.  
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ABSTRACT 

Mutually beneficial relationships between people and protected areas are fostered by 

investigating the willingness of visitors to engage in activities that enhance the park’s 

ecological integrity, and by identifying in 706 valid returned surveys. Cluster analysis 

of 20 hypothetical enhancement activities revealed a willingness bell curve progress-

ing from ‘enthusiasts’ (6.5%) to ‘amenables’ (23.7%), normative ‘incidentals’ (44.8%), 

‘marginals’ (19.5%) and the ‘disengaged’ (5.5%). High willingness is associated with 

local residency, younger middle-aged adults, and repeat visitation. Potential for 

broader engagement, however, is indicated by pervasively high levels of certain be-

havioural loyalties and visit satisfaction, and by widespread willingness to participate 

during recreational walks in incidental actions such as removing litter and reporting 

unusual activity. 

Key words: protected areas, volunteer tourism, loyalty, motivations, planning. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

As recognised by Budowski (1976), the relationship between parks and visitors 

is usually one of conflict or at best coexistence. The optimal scenario of symbiosis 

is elusive due to financial imperatives, unsustainable visitation levels, and lack 

of public interest or knowledge. Nevertheless, there is growing awareness of 

the potential for visitors to be proactive agents of environmental enhancement 

(Propst, Jackson & McDonough, 2003), especially through volunteer tourism 

(Hawkins, Lamoureux & Clemmons, 2005; Brightsmith, Stronza & Holle, 2008). 

Symbiosis can also be facilitated indirectly through donations (Tisdell & Wil-

son, 2005; Weaver & Lawton, 2002), but little is known about proclivity to make 

bequests, write supportive letters, remove litter or report perceived problems 

during recreational visits, or fundraise. These are important since involvement 

in in situ volunteering may be restricted for many by health, mobility, time, or 

finances. Most park visitors, tellingly, are ‘soft’ ecotourists (Weaver, 2005; 

Weaver & Lawton, 2002) less amenable to volunteering. A fundamental chal-
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lenge for managers therefore is to promote participation in enhancement activi-

ty among all visitors, and in particular soft ecotourists. 

The behavioural transformation of soft ecotourists is advocated by Orams 

(1995) but remains elusive despite increasing public environmental concern. 

Within tourism specifically, there is evidence that appropriate interpretation 

can increase concern and willingness to donate (Orams, 1997; Tisdell & Wilson, 

2005). Less clear is the extent to which concern and willingness translate into 

behaviour. For those already involved, facilitating factors beyond concern 

about the environment include a desire for social interaction, learning, personal 

fulfilment, and ‘making a difference’, and high levels of formal education 

(Propst, Jackson, McDonough, 2003; Wilson, 2000). Less clear is the relationship 

with destination ‘loyalty’ (Kyle, Mowen & Tarrant, 2004; Niininen, Szivas & 

Riley, 2004). The only investigation of park visitors found that residents of an 

urban area who were most interested in volunteering to support a nearby park 

were frequent visitors to that park with household members who were also 

frequent visitors (Weaver & Lawton, 2008). 

This research identifies the willingness of visitors to participate in activities 

that enhance the environment of the visited sites, and factors affiliated with 

willingness. It is significant and innovative because the symbiosis ideal has yet 

to be achieved and empirical research comprehensively investigating this issue 

is lacking. Recognising that visitors are a latent and potent opportunity for 

parks rather than an inherent threat, a spectrum of activities extending beyond 

in situ volunteering is examined from the perspective of all park visitors rather 

than only the hard ecotourist minority usually associated with such behaviour. 

METHODOLOGY 

The objectives were achieved by surveying visitors at Lamington and Spring-

brook National Parks, in the hinterland of Australia’s Gold Coast. Both entities 

protect rainforest ecosystems, which occupy just 0.3% of Australia (UNESCO, 

2003) but are extremely bio-diverse. Rainforests also attract international tour-

ists, yield economically useful organisms and regulate watersheds and micro-

climates. Although most remaining Australian rainforests are protected, they 

are threatened by increasing visitation that results from their proximity to ur-

ban agglomerations and tourism gateways. This proximity also invites higher 

risks of fire, air and water pollution, and exotic species invasion. Much of Aus-

tralia’s rarest and most fragile ecosystem, accordingly, is located within one of 

Australia’s most ecologically stressed contexts – the urban-rural fringe – there-
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by posing serious sustainability challenges. Opportunities, however, derive 

from the generation of numerous regional tourists well positioned to visit 

nearby protected areas frequently and to subsequently develop loyalty to those 

entities (Dwyer & Edwards, 2000; Weaver & Lawton, 2004). 

Lamington and Springbrook, more specifically, belong to the World Herit-

age listed Gondwana Rainforests of Australia and are dually mandated to pro-

tect biodiversity while accommodating compatible recreational and education-

al activity. Approximately 300,000 visits were made to each park in 2008 (per-

sonal communication, Queensland Environmental Protection Agency). Alt-

hough identified by UNESCO (2003: 15) as sites where ‘inappropriate recrea-

tion and tourism activities’ is a prevailing management issue along with ‘un-

controlled or inappropriate use of fire’, ‘invasion by pest species’, and ‘loss of 

biodiversity’, the parks are included in the Commonwealth government’s 2008 

Green Cauldron tourism initiative to promote additional tourist visitation 

(Australia, 2008). 

Informed by Weaver and Lawton (2008), the questionnaire identified loyalty 

toward the focus park and assessed willingness to participate in 20 hypothet-

ical enhancement activities. Other sections captured motivations, barriers and 

respondent information. On randomly designated days, all adults were ap-

proached as they exited the park and invited to fill in the questionnaire. Be-

tween August 2010 and December 2011, 2,100 questionnaires were distributed. 

Methodologically, participants were segmented using hierarchical cluster anal-

ysis by responses to the enhancement activity items. While the existence of 

‘natural’ willingness subgroups within the population cannot be assumed, clus-

ter analysis is justified to identify relatively uniform subgroups (Dolnicar & 

Leisch, 2008). The ‘best’ solution was selected on the basis of dendogram ob-

servation, cluster sizes, inter-cluster means, and interpretability (Hair et al., 

1995). The clusters were then compared, and their characteristics clarified, 

against other collected variables. 

RESULTS 

By late 2011, 706 valid questionnaires were returned (=33.6%). The sample was 

53% female, 29.2% first-time visitors, mostly regional in residence and 49.6 

years old on average. Weekends accounted for 71% of visits while 82% were 

day only. Overall satisfaction was high (4.49/5). Interpretation of the five-

cluster solution was aided by principle components analysis, which selectively 

yielded ‘focused activism’ and ‘incidental activism’ factors (Table 1). Cluster 1 

(6.5%) consists of enthusiasts with mean scores significantly higher on every 
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activity. Cluster 2 (23.7%), displaying strongly positive support for incidental 

activism and weakly positive support for focused activism, consists of amena-

bles. Cluster 3 is a large (44.8%) grouping that most closely resembles the over-

all pattern of negative-to-ambivalent support for focused activism and strong 

support for incidental activism. Members are therefore incidentals. Cluster 4 

(19.5%) retains weakly positive support for incidental activities but clearly neg-

ative feelings about focused activism, thereby earning members the title of 

marginals. Finally, members of the small cluster 4 (5.5%) are strongly negative 

on all items and hence are described as the disengaged. 

Table 1. Enhancement activities: overall and cluster means 

 Overall 
mean 

 
N=706 

Clusters 
 

Activity 
 

1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=316 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

Focused actıvısm (factor 1)    
52.0% 

    Cronbach’s alpha = .944 

 
.000 

 
(2.053) 

 
.926 

 
-.126 

 
-1.156 

 
-1.279 

encourage others to participa-
te in activities 
    that support the park 

 
2.95 

 
(4.70) 

 
3.77 

 
3.00 

 
1.70 

 
1.31 

help remove invasive non-
native vegetation 
    in the park 

 
2.69 

 
(4.61) 

 
3.51 

 
2.70 

 
1.48 

 
1.08 

attend events that raise funds 
to help the park 

2.66 (4.22) 3.34 2.76 1.54 1.08 

help restore native vegetation 
in the park 

2.60 (4.83) 3.57 2.48 1.41 1.08 

participate in on-site scientific 
research projects 

2.56 (4.41) 3.67 2.32 1.55 1.08 

work directly with native wildli-
fe 

2.53 (4.80) 3.60 2.40 1.20 1.10 

help maintain the trails in the 
park 

2.50 (4.63) 3.31 2.42 1.38 1.08 

join an organisation that acti-
vely supports the park 

2.39 (4.54) 3.15 2.33 1.28 1.05 

attend a rally in Brisbane to 
support the park 

2.26 (4.17) 3.07 2.17 1.20 1.03 

serve occasionally as a nature 
interpreter for park visitors 

 
2.05 

 
(4.17) 

 
3.07 

 
1.78 

 
1.01 

 
1.03 

help with off-site fundraising 
events 

2.05 (3.65) 2.75 1.97 1.12 1.00 

serve occasionally as a tour 
guide 

2.04 (4.09) 3.11 1.76 1.01 1.00 

design interpretive material for 
park visitors 

1.98 (3.70) 2.74 1.86 1.08 1.03 

 
Incıdental actıvısm (factor 2)    

9.0% 
    Cronbach’s alpha = .682 
 

 
.000 

 
.082 

 
-.041 

 
.227 

 
.084 

 
-2.059 

report to park managers any 
illegal or suspicious activi-
ties that I see during my 
visits 

 
4.14 

 
(4.80) 

 
4.40 

 
4.26 

 
3.94 

 
2.00 

remove litter that I see while 
walking the trails 

4.08 (4.93) 4.38 4.23 3.78 1.62 
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confront people who are en-
gaging in environmentally 
harmful activity within the 
park 

 
3.47 

 
(4.59) 

 
3.92 

 
3.49 

 
2.95 

 
1.82 

       
Other activities 
 

      

write a letter of concern to a 
relevant politician if I found 
out about a threat to the 
park 

 
3.33 

 
(4.76) 

 
3.93 

 
3.45 

 
2.44 

 
1.26 

pay an entry fee if I knew the 
money would be used to 
help the park 

 
2.97 

 
(3.93) 

 
2.97 

 
3.17 

 
2.59 

 
1.59 

make an occasional donation 
to help the park 

2.88 (3.85) 3.34 3.09 1.96 1.33 

leave some money to the park 
in my will 

1.86 (2.89) 2.45 1.83 1.18 1.00 

Cronbach’s alpha for all 20 items = .937 

Overall mean for all 20 items = 2.70 

Cluster 1 only = 4.11, Cluster 2 only = 3.40, Cluster 3 only = 2.67, Cluster 4 only = 1.79, Cluster 5 only 

= 1.2 

Table 2. Visit characteristics 

 
Variable 

 
 
 

N=706 

Clusters 
 

 1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=316 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

       
% first-time visitor** 29.2 26.1 18.6 29.4 38.7 43.6 
% weekend visit** 71.0 52.2 79.0 72.5 67.4 53.8 
% ‘all day’ visit** 23.3 32.6 34.3 19.9 17.4 12.8 
No. of persons in group 3.95 4.33 4.34 3.72 4.04 3.33 
Mean overall satisfaction 4.49 4.64 4.51 4.51 4.40 4.46 

** p<.001 

 

All clusters display very high behavioural loyalty with regard to positive 

word-of-mouth (WOM) referrals and repeat visit proclivity (Table 2). High sat-

isfaction is also pervasive (Table 3). Otherwise, enthusiasts retain high loyalty 

for all items except for the exclusivity items (i.e. ‘I enjoy experiencing…’, etc.) 

which indicate ambivalence. Amenables are distinguished from enthusiasts 

mainly by more weakly positive responses to park visitation and looking into 

ways to help the park. Incidentals are ambivalent about the latter item and 

about the park being special to them. Aside from the WOM items, the remain-

ing two clusters are ambivalent loyalists, and negative about the exclusivity 

items. Principle components analysis on 19 of 24 motivation items yielded ‘al-

truism’, ‘enjoyment’ and ‘empowerment’ factors that explained 67.7% of the 

variance (Table 4). The altruism means mirrored the activities with a distinct 
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pattern of stepped regression from the enthusiasts to the disengaged. This re-

gression is present but less pronounced in the enjoyment items, while empow-

erment was not a positive motivation for any of the clusters.  

Table 3. Loyalty items: overall and cluster means 

 Ove-
rall 

mean 
 

N=706 

Clusters 
 

 1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=3
16 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

Behavioural loyalty item 
 

      

I would tell other people positive things 
about this 
    Park 

 
4.72 

 
4.93 

 
4.81 

 
4.72 

 
4.56 

 
4.62 

I would recommend this park to people 
who seek 
    my advice 

 
4.70 

 
4.96 

 
4.77 

 
4.69 

 
4.58 

 
4.62 

I would visit this park again if I could 4.68 4.91 4.78 4.69 4.50 4.59 
I would go out of my way to recom-
mend this park 
    to other people 

 
3.91 

 
(4.76) 

 
4.24 

 
3.91 

 
3.44 

 
3.13 

I like to visit this park as often as I can 3.70 4.52 3.98 3.78 3.04 2.48 
I would like to look into ways to help 
this park 

3.26 (4.67) 3.91 3.20 2.40 2.11 

I have walked most of the trails in this 
park 

3.20 4.24 3.61 3.08 2.59 2.70 

       
Attitudinal loyalty item 
 

      

I would be upset if I knew that I could 
not visit this 
   park again 

 
4.31 

 
4.94 

 
4.50 

 
4.34 

 
3.96 

 
3.19 

*The existence of this park is important 
to me 

4.09 4.79 4.48 4.02 3.54 3.43 

This park means a lot to me 3.96  (4.82) 4.29 3.91 3.42 3.19 
*I feel emotional attachment to this 
park 

3.91 (4.76) 4.14 3.88 3.39 3.38 

*I feel a sense of commitment to this 
park 

3.79 4.64 4.17 3.66 3.33 3.19 

This park is a special place for me 3.47 (4.73) 3.90 3.33 2.89 2.48 
I enjoy experiencing nature at this park 
more than 
   at any other park 

 
2.76 

 
3.36 

 
3.02 

 
2.71 

 
2.42 

 
2.14 

No other place offers the experience 
that this park 
   offers. 

 
2.69 

 
3.52 

 
3.03 

 
2.59 

 
2.22 

 
2.05 

No other park can compare with this 
park 

2.56 3.12 2.85 2.53 2.13 1.76 

This park is an important part of who I 
am 

2.44 (3.67) 2.94 2.30 1.73 1.57 

All items significant at p<.001  

* reverse coded 
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Table 4. Motivation items: overall and cluster means 

 
Motivation 

Overall 
mean 

 
N=706 

Clusters 
 

 1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=316 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

Altruısm (factor 1)   52.3%  
    Cronbach’s alpha = .933 
 

 
.0000 

 
(1.420) 

  
.3968 

 
-.0033 

 
-.6533 

 
-.9905 

help make this park a better place 
for others 

3.34 (4.70) 3.86 3.36 2.54 2.13 

fulfil a moral obligation to help the 
environment 

3.27 (4.63) 3.76 3.31 2.46 1.95 

learn more about environmental 
problems 

3.09 (4.67) 3.59 3.11 2.17 2.18 

leave a positive mark on the world 3.02 (4.39) 3.58 3.04 2.15 1.90 
help reduce the impact of climate 
change 

2.98 (4.13) 3.37 3.05 2.20 2.08 

serve as a good example to other 
people 

2.97  (4.11) 3.47 2.99 2.20 2.03 

learn how to fix environmental 
problems 

2.92 (4.39) 3.48 2.95 2.09 1.54 

share my knowledge and expe-
rience with others 

2.86 (4.43) 3.41 2.85 2.04 1.72 

carry out my civic duty 2.64 (3.59) 3.07 2.66 2.04 1.59 
become part of an environmental 
team 

2.58 (4.35) 3.28 2.51 1.64 1.38 

       
Enjoyment (factor 2)   7.5% 
    Cronbach’s alpha = .865 
 

 
.0000 

 
-.0030 

 
.2139 

 
.1140 

 
-.3409 

 
-.6121 

have fun 3.49 4.20 3.97 3.50 2.91 2.64 
keep physically fit 3.47 3.91 3.75 3.59 3.01 2.36 
spend time with friends or family 3.21 3.52 3.59 3.37 2.54 2.36 
be mentally stimulated 2.99 3.89 3.49 3.05 2.21 1.97 
do something different 2.98 3.76 3.39 3.07 2.28 1.97 
       
Empowerment (factor 3)   6.9% 
    Cronbach’s alpha = .881 
 

 
.0000 

 
.3565 

 

 
.3008 

 

 
-.0135 

 

 
-.3744 

 

 
-.2423 

 
feel empowered 2.13 2.80 2.60 2.17 1.46 1.46 
gain respect 2.13 (2.98) 2.46 2.15 1.59 1.49 
be recognised for my work 2.03 2.72 2.46 2.05 1.46 1.31 
make new career or business 
contacts  

1.86 2.57 2.26 1.85 1.29 1.31 

       
Other items 
 

      

see the positive outcomes of my 
efforts 

3.31 (4.43) 3.87 3.34 2.46 2.28 

learn skills that will help me in 
other areas 

2.96 (4.11) 3.49 2.98 2.20 1.92 

meet others with similar inte-
rests/concerns 

2.90 (4.30) 3.45 2.92 2.04 1.64 

feel good about myself 2.83 3.69 3.32 2.87 2.14 1.87 
keep myself busy 2.39 3.02 2.77 2.45 1.75 1.76 

All factor scores and items significant at p<.001 

Distance was the most salient barrier to participation, especially in clusters 

3, 4 and 5, while being too busy was especially important for clusters 2, 3 and 4 

(Table 5). Overall, cluster 1 indicated the least barriers while clusters 4 and 5 
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indicated the most. Even the marginals and disengaged, however, disagreed 

that they were unconcerned about the park and were unsure whether they 

lacked interest. Demographically, the marginals and disengaged were older 

than the enthusiasts and amenables and more likely to live outside of the Bris-

bane or Gold Coast regions. Gender and education failed to significantly differ-

entiate the clusters (Table 6).  

Table 5. Barriers to participation 
  

 
 

N=706 

Clusters 
 

Barrier 1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=316 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

       
Distance** 3.73 3.04 3.49 3.77 4.10 3.92 
Too busy** 3.57 2.91 3.50 3.75 3.63 3.03 
Other volunteering commitments 2.55 2.20 2.47 2.53 2.77 2.62 
Lack of friends or family doing 
such work** 

2.35 1.60 2.26 2.42 2.57 2.23 

Lack of interest** 2.26 1.17 1.95 2.27 2.82 2.87 
Belief that I cannot make a diffe-
rence** 

1.87 1.39 1.92 1.85 1.92 2.13 

Lack of concern about the park** 1.82 1.11 1.65 1.88 2.10 1.92 
Physical disability/impairment 1.61 1.69 1.59 1.60 1.68 1.38 

** p<.001 

 

Table 6. Respondent characteristics 
 
Variable 

 
 
 

N=706 

Clusters 
 

 1 
n=46 

2 
n=167 

3 
n=316 

4 
n=138 

5 
n=39 

       
Age (mean yrs)** 49.6 48.7 45.1 49.7 54.0 53.2 
% female 52.8 58.7 46.7 54.1 57.2 46.2 
% university qualifications 53.0 52.2 59.3 53.2 49.3 39.5 
       
Residence**       
    % Gold Coast area 35.9 47.8 37.1 38.7 23.2 39.5 
    % Brisbane area 37.1 26.1 49.7 33.0 39.1 21.1 
    % other Australia 27.0 26.1 13.2 28.3 37.7 39.5 

** p<.001 

CONCLUSION 

A promising outcome is the identification of two segments (enthusiasts and 

amenables), representing about one-third of visitors, who are positive about 

potentially participating in most of the assessed activities, though with less en-
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thusiasm for actions entailing personal financial commitment. Target market-

ing strategies to realise this participation should recognise that these ‘high po-

tential’ visitors are more likely to live within south-eastern Queensland, be re-

peat visitors, and be younger middle-aged adults. As for the possibilities of re-

cruitment to other visitors, critical findings include the pervasively high levels 

of certain behavioural loyalties and also overall satisfaction, suggesting that 

even the most recalcitrant of visitors has the potential to become more in-

volved. Indeed, even the marginals and disengaged do not categorically regard 

lack of interest or concern as personal barriers, though time and distance limi-

tations are acknowledged across the visitor spectrum. As an initial area of en-

gagement, park management should encourage visitors to participate in con-

venient, opportunistic activities such as litter removal and incident reporting 

by making trash and notice receptacles available at trailheads. Confrontations 

with misbehaving visitors, however, are more problematic, since they can lead 

to personal harm or other negative consequences; management should, howev-

er, advise visitors what to do in such situations (e.g. reporting an incident). Fur-

ther research is required to ascertain whether participation in incidental activ-

ism encourages engagement in focused activism within the park or elsewhere, 

and this is the kind of investigation that is recommended for parks that could 

be designated as ‘ecotouriums’, or protected areas where initiatives involving 

visitor participation in activism are a formal component of park management 

strategy (Fennell & Weaver, 2005).  
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ABSTRACT 

Growing disillusionment with mass tourism has meant that ecotourism has become 

popular. This popularity has led to many tourist events being labelled 'ecotourist'. 

Such labelling, specifically in relation to festivals, is analysed using a two-pronged ap-

proach. The first investigates the essential qualities of both ecotourism and festivals 

to determine whether the former can be inscribed on the latter. The second assesses 

the Kirkwood Festival according to a set of ecotourism criteria. For this second ap-

proach, data were collected from festival management, attendees and associated 

businesses. Although the festival was shown to adhere to ecotourist criteria linked to 

community promotion and preservation, it did little to contribute to environmental 

awareness and local economic development. 

Key words: Kirkwood wildlife Festival, ecotourist criteria. 

INTRODUCTION  

Ecotourism has two major distinctions. First, it is considered to be the fastest-

growing sector within the tourist industry (Campbell, 2002; Ceballos-Lascurain, 

1996). Secondly, it is increasingly viewed as an alternative to mass tourism 

which is now being seen as destructive (Fennel, 2008). Both this growth and 

popularity have led to a situation where a wide range of tourist activities have 

sought to adopt an ecotourist focus.  Festivals in South Africa are a case in 

point and will be elaborated upon below.  
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A number of possible consequences emerge from the appropriation of an 

ecotourist focus by other tourist activities.  One of these is that the notion of 

ecotourism is continually being stretched to fit new situations. Another is that 

ecotourism is constantly having to be defended against dilution, and finally, 

that the use of the label ‘ecotourism’ is simply used as an advertising gimmick 

to give a certain activity more currency.  All of these consequences are at the 

heart of the investigation concerning the Kirkwood Wildlife Festival (KWF). 

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to determine whether the essential ele-

ments of ecotourism can be legitimately appropriated by short–term festivals 

such as the KWF in such a way that it can be considered a valid example of eco-

tourism. In order to accomplish this, the essential features of both ecotourism 

and festivals will be analysed. This analysis will be followed by a detailed in-

vestigation of the KWF itself in which data, collected from festival manage-

ment, attendees and associated businesses will also shed light on its nature. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The traditional notion of ‘ecotourism’ does not normally extend to festivals and 

other tourist events such as concerts, art exhibitions and sporting events be-

cause it was claimed that the site itself was an attraction in its own right (Liba-

soda, 2009; Weaver, 2001).  Typical sites, therefore, included areas of ecological 

and or cultural significance such as game parks, forests and mountain ranges 

among others.  The idea was that these ventures would contribute directly to 

the funding of conservation projects (Lindberg et al., 1997: 547). Early ecotour-

ists consisted of male birdwatchers, scientists, wildlife enthusiasts and conser-

vationists who tended to be financially secure, well-educated, had the means 

for extended visits and were prepared to endure hardship (Fennel, 2008).  

However, developments in thinking and practice have led to the development 

of conceptions of ecotourism involving nature-intensive tourism that both safe-

guards the environment and impacts on the wellbeing of the local people 

(Buckley, 2007; Higham, 2007).  More specifically, this translates into a nature-

based approach which also exhibits ecological, socio-cultural and economic 

sustainability (Blamey, 1997, 2001; Laing & Frost, 2010: 262; Weaver, 2001).   

As the literature promoting ecotourism has grown, further elements and po-

tential benefits have been added. For example, Buckley (2008) asserts that eco-

tourism raises environmental awareness for both the local community mem-

bers and the tourists in a sense that a platform is created for the distribution of 

environmental knowledge.  Problems faced by local communities are exposed 

to a wider audience especially with the return of the tourists their home coun-
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tries. This educationally-orientated form of tourism is designed to make tour-

ists aware of and adopt more environmentally-sensitive attitudes and possibly 

even adopt environmentally-sound behaviour themselves. The empowerment 

of the local community is another theme.  Borman (2008) indicates that it is this 

empowerment that actually ensures that the community benefits from ecotour-

ism projects.  They mention the revitalisation of cultural traditions; improve-

ment in community structure, organisation and leadership; growth in commu-

nity pride; and the development of new skills in the Cofan Indian community 

in Northern Ecuador. 

 There has recently been a movement to extend the notion of ecotourism 

even further (Weaver, 2007). One of its latest incarnations is that of an amal-

gamation of adventure tourism, cultural tourism and ecotourism, called ACE 

(Fennel, 2008).  This involves attempts to include certain spaces and activities 

under the broad umbrella of ecotourism that traditionally would have been 

excluded.   For example, could zoos, urban parks and game auctions be exam-

ples of ecotourism? Weaver’s (2007) example is that of viewing recreational an-

gling as an ecotourist activity. Although angling depletes natural wildlife re-

sources, yet it is an activity which promotes appreciation of the natural envi-

ronment and may be less harmful than many other activities as long as the ap-

propriate controls are in place.  The blurring and overlapping of these different 

forms of tourism is a clear example of how the boundaries of ecotourism are 

becoming increasingly difficult to discern (Weaver, 2002). Thus an opportunity 

is created for speculation as to whether some activities may be classed as eco-

tourism or not, based on broad criteria that are open to interpretation (see 

Blamey (1997) and on the fact that ecotourism is a concept in good currency. 

 This broadening of ecotourism has led to concern over the corruption or 

watering down of ‘genuine’ ecotourism principles. For example, Fennel (2008) 

states that ecotourism has gravitated towards business-orientated tourism with 

its utilitarian reasoning with very weak sustainability influences.  Furthermore, 

Honey (2002) laments the fact that ecotourist principles have become increas-

ingly ambiguous and calls for a new set of clear standards, tools and criteria 

(Honey, 2002). Wheeller (1991: 96), in turn, is sceptical about the growing popu-

larity of ecotourism. He believes it to be an elaborate ruse and marketing tool 

for creating demand for tourism at a time when mass tourism is under fire: 

By clothing itself in a green mantle, the industry is being provided with a shield 

with which it can both deflect valid criticism and improve its own image while,  in real-

ity, continuing its familiar short-term commercial march. 
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In one sense, the dynamic nature of ecotourism is to be expected.  Driven by 

powerful social forces such as an ever-growing environmentalism and with 

businesses eager to exploit significant amounts of ‘tourist’ money, ecotourism 

is bound to change.  Yet, in another sense, the change must be meaningful and 

not simply cosmetic. Thus, while this paper recognises the changing nature of 

ecotourism, these changes need to be anchored to environmental and ecological 

principles otherwise the label ‘ecotourism’ means very little.  The six that have 

been identified are derived from TIES (1993) and can be stated as follows.  Any 

ecotourist activity should: have a clear environmental focus, have a minimal 

impact on the environment, contribute to a growing awareness of conservation, 

contribute tangibly to the conservation of the local environment, provide eco-

nomic benefits to the local communities, and be a catalyst for the respect of dif-

ferent cultures.               

An aspect of festivals that has received ongoing attention is that of their va-

riety (Richards, 2007). In fact, festivals seem to focus on any aspect that a group 

deems worth celebrating.  Art, language, cinema, theatre, religion and nature 

are all common themes.  The challenge is to make sense of the notion ‘festival’ 

in the light of the bewildering array of different types and their increasing fo-

cus on the environment. Thus, a short discussion on the essential nature of fes-

tivals will be given below. 

The term ‘festival’ is a derivative from the Latin word festivas, which is said 

to signify a social gathering with the purpose of celebration or thanksgiving 

(Waterman, 1998).  Thus, at its core, a festival plays an important role in inte-

grating communities.  It does this by providing an ideal space for expressing 

the close relationship between identity, place and shared histories (Quinn, 

2005). Thus festivals are institutions that reinforce community ties and social 

cohesion (Coleman, 1988) by providing a focal point for celebration and a re-

generation of community pride. The rich cultural diversity of South Africa is 

often showcased in festivals such as the Cape Town Jazz Festival, the Coon 

Carnival and the Klein Karoo Kunstefees in Oudshoorn.  

Art forms an important part of cultural expression and is thus, by default, 

an important focus in many festivals. Arts festivals also function as unifiers of 

history – a dimension which can be seen in the Edinburgh Festival (Prentice & 

Anderson, 2003). The festival often attracts types of tourist searching for a Scot-

tish identity though socialisation, art, and ‘creative tourism’ (Prentice & Ander-

son, 2003). A local example is that of the National Arts Festival held in Gra-
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hamstown.  It makes theatre, music and even ballet available to an audience 

that might not have had access to these artistic genres before.  

Another core element of culture is religion. Most often these festivals have 

sacred connotations such as the many Catholic, Jewish and Hindu festivals cel-

ebrated all over the world (Manasseh, 2004). While religious festivals, involv-

ing important dates in the church calendar or saints or martyrs, have been prac-

ticed for centuries, they can aslo have more sinister connotations (Falassi, 1987). 

The pagan ‘Festival of the Dead’ most commonly known today as Halloween, 

is a case in point. 

People and products are also celebrated by festivals.  Stratford-upon-Avon 

that celebrates the works of William Shakespeare and the Bayreuth Festival 

commemorates Wagner with annual staging of his works.  Harvest festivals are 

celebrated by most cultures. These range from simple thanksgiving services in 

church to elaborate rituals such as those performed by the Namoos tribe of the 

Tallensi people on the Golden Coast of Australia. Fortes (1936) was the first to 

describe this early Australian festival in terms of: ritual sacrifice, the beating of 

drums, dancing, and socialising. The Fiksburg Cherry Festival is the oldest 

harvest festival held in South Africa and is characterised by feasting and cele-

brations at the end of the harvesting.    

Few cultures have not been affected by the rise in Environmentalism, and 

nature-orientated festivals are being established on a regular basis (Natural 

Life, 2010). These festivals often have an aspect of the environment such as a 

plant or animal species at the centre, and then surround it with cultural experi-

ences and recreation of all sorts. The annual Cherry Blossom Festival in the ru-

ral town of Kakunodate, north-eastern Japan, is an example (Sakurai, et al., 

2011). Bird-watching festivals are now also a fairly common type of eco-festival 

(US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2010), but on a wider scale, the USA celebrates 

its National Wildlife Refuge Week in early October. This week is filled with 

festivals that include wildlife observation, photography as well as environmen-

tal education and interpretation, all conducted in a convivial atmosphere (US 

Fish and Wildlife Service, 2010). Locally, the Hermanus Whale Festival held in 

the Western Cape, celebrates the annual mating and calving of the Southern 

Right whale and classifies itself as South Africa’s only enviro-arts festival.   

The above review has demonstrated that festivals are innovative events 

which celebrate a wide variety of aspects.  Furthermore, they are dynamic in 

that they can develop new foci, adapting to what is perceived to be important 

at the time.  The growth of the nature-based festivals is a case in point.  The 
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function and the meaning of a festival have been described by Falassi (1987: 2) 

as follows: 

Both the social function and the symbolic meaning of the festivals are closely related 

to a series of overt values that the community recognises as essential to its ideology and 

worldview, to its social identity, its historical continuity, and to its physical survival, 

which is ultimately what festivals celebrate. (Emphasis added). 

Within this conception, a festival can be seen as having the ability to incor-

porate any ‚overt values‛, ‚Ideolog *ies+‛, ‚worldview*s+‛, and ‚social identi-

ty‛ that a community deems to be important.  There is thus no reason why the 

values, ideologies and worldviews could not be compatible with ecotourist 

principles. The real test, however, is whether particular festivals that claim to 

be ‘ecotourist’ exhibit those principles in practice.  This leads directly to the 

case study, the Kirkwood Wildlife Festival.      

Kirkwood is situated in the Eastern Cape in the Sundays River Valley (Fig-

ure 1), bordered by the Addo Elephant National Park and in relatively close 

proximity to a number of other game reserves.  It is largely a farming commu-

nity and plays an important role in citrus production in the country, earning 

approximately R500million in foreign revenue annually (Kirkwood Wildlife 

Festival, 2010). The main tourist attraction of this generally obscure town (pop-

ulation 10148) is the annual wildlife festival which in 2010 drew approximately 

38 000 people. At the heart of the festival is the game auction, but other activi-

ties include food and wine stalls, car shows, conservation exhibitions, tradi-

tional dances, and concerts by leading South African artists.  The festival takes 

place in late June, is sponsored mainly by Amalgamated Banks of South Africa 

(ABSA) and is recognized as one of the largest within the country despite being 

held in a rural setting. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Kirkwood and its surroundings (Map drawn by M. Ndou). 
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METHODOLOGY 

In order to ascertain whether a festival such as the KWF can be classified as an 

ecotourism event, a set of criteria was adapted from the main principles of eco-

tourism as outlined by TIES (1993). In these terms, a festival would need to: 

have a clear environmental focus, minimise its physical impact on the envi-

ronment, provide awareness of the need to conserve the environment, contrib-

ute tangibly to the conservation of the environment, provide economic benefits 

for the local community, and infuse the event with an awareness and a respect 

for different cultures. These six statements were then placed in a matrix to al-

low for a degree of quantification in the form of a rating scale where each crite-

rion is rated using values from 1 to 5.  The rating of each statement was done in 

two separate stages. It was first undertaken by the festival management and 

then the festival attendees. Because of the disparities in the numbers among the 

groups, an average value was computed and then assigned to a position on the 

rating scale.  These two sets of ratings are shown side-by-side to indicate the 

differences. 

The economic contribution of the festival was investigated in greater detail. 

A questionnaire was administered to the festival management, and a random 

sample of festival attendees, stall holders, local shops and the listed local ac-

commodation establishments. Areas of interest included the motivations gov-

erning the organization of the event, the festival’s effects on the hospitality in-

dustry, whether small-business development and skills-building occurred as a 

result of the event, whether employment opportunities were created, the de-

gree to which the local community was involved in the staging of the festival 

and the distribution of festival profits.  

Results 

As far as the rating of the festival by different groups is concerned, one would 

expect the festival organisers to rate all the aspects of the festival highly since 

they are responsible for the marketing, planning and the execution of the event. 

Nevertheless, their rankings, and the basis on which they are made, are im-

portant to the study. In fact, five of the six criteria were rated highly, with only 

the economic one being considered moderate. The above views are under-

pinned by the following additional findings gleaned while conducting the in-

terviews. The stated aim of the festival was to conduct a strong, specialist wild-

life festival in the Eastern Cape. According to the organisers, the festival was 

environmentally-friendly for two main reasons. First, the physical impact on 

the environment has been negligible. The local high-school grounds are con-
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verted into the festival site every year and provide the necessary infrastructure. 

The only impact on the site is the erection of temporary stalls and booths which 

are removed afterwards. Secondly, the festival has received at least two envi-

ronmental awards with respect to its waste management system. 

Two aspects were also mentioned in terms of the conservation of the envi-

ronment. The awareness aspect was taken on by a specific South African Na-

tional Parks (SANPARKS) stall where conservation ethics were demonstrated 

to festival-goers, while the actual conservation of the environment rested on the 

wildlife auction. While the stall promoting conservation was in evidence, it was 

overshadowed by all the other elements of the festival.  In this case, the festival 

organisers’ assessment of its importance is probably exaggerated. The logic as-

sociated with the conservation role of the auction is as follows:  The festival 

hosts the second-largest wildlife auction in the country. These proceeds accrue 

to SANPARKS who are then able to use these to improve conservation within 

the parks.  The festival, then, creates a massive amount of publicity for the auc-

tion and creates a convivial atmosphere in which this is able to take place, en-

couraging conservation.  

 As far as cultural promotion is concerned, the festival organisers aimed to 

hold a multicultural festival which sought to transcend the traditional cultural 

boundaries in South Africa. For example, the opening function was a mix of the 

Xhosa, English and Afrikaans cultures conveyed by theatre, music and dance. 

Traditional Xhosa face-painting was also offered during the festival and an ef-

fort was made to broaden the spectrum of entertainers for the event. Although 

considerable effort was expended to provide a multicultural atmosphere, a 

large amount of entertainment available was aimed at the Afrikaans culture.  

Again, the views of the organisers tended to be exaggerated because the festi-

val seemed to be only moderately successful at providing an integrated event.  

It would be logical to assume that the ranking of festival by the festival-

goers would be lower than that of the organisers.  The most important reason 

for this difference is that the aims, ethos and theme of the festival would be less 

clearly perceived by this group than the former one. Furthermore, festival-

goers might have varied and mixed motivations for attending such an event 

which has nothing to do with the stated aim and ethos. Yet, if the essence of the 

festival escapes the festival-goers, it cannot be considered a success, however 

enjoyable it might have been. In this case, the environmental and conservation-

al issues were rated low, while the economic and cultural benefits were rated 

high.  Non-tangible assets such as the fact that the festival ‚puts Kirkwood on 
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the map‛ were also mentioned.  The role of the festival in creating an aware-

ness and a respect for culture had the highest rating of any of the measures. 

The cultural aspect of the festival was of great importance, with 72% of the visi-

tors viewing this as the dominant feature of the event.  The fact that the majori-

ty of the festival-goers were Afrikaans-speaking and that the majority of the 

entertainers were also Afrikaans, means that this strong cultural emphasis is 

rather narrow.  

The particular ratings of both groups are provided in Table 1, below. 

   

Table 1. Ratings of the Kirkwood Wildlife Festival (Management and Festival-goers) 

Criteria 

(The extent to which the KWF) 

Rating scale 

Very Low Low Moderate High 
Very 
High 

M1 

FG
2 M 

F
G M FG M 

F
G M 

F
G 

Has a clear environmental theme  
  2     5  

Has a minimal impact on the environment  
  2     5  

Provides an awareness of the need for conservation  
    3 4    

Contributes tangibly to environmental conservation  
    3 4    

Provides economic benefits to the local community  
   3   4   

Provides awareness of and a respect for culture  
       5 5 

1Festival management; 2Festival-goers 

Economic Analysis 

In interviewing festival attendees, 81% of respondents stated that all their 

spending would take place at the festival. Very few had any intention to par-

take in activities outside of the festival grounds as their sole purpose in travel-

ling to Kirkwood was to engage in the activities and shops provided at the fes-

tival itself. The nature of the Kirkwood festival is that it is an event which has a 

defined geographical area, the school’s sports grounds. This discourages inter-

action between the festival-goers and the town itself, limiting tourists’ experi-

ences to the festival grounds as there is no motivation to explore further when 

all tourists needs are catered to at the festival. 

The majority of the businesses within the town (60%) claimed that the festi-

val’s economic effect on their businesses was insignificant. Out of those that 
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did view it as a significant generator of business, the owners of a liquor store 

and a bakery had had their contracts successfully renewed as opposed to the 

others. Thus, unless a business could successfully negotiate a contract with the 

festival management and move their business to the festival grounds, a firm 

could not benefit as all activities are contained within the festival grounds. All 

the businesses also indicated that no additional employment was created dur-

ing the period of the festival – having little stake in the festival meant that the 

hiring of extra staff was not necessary. This correlates with Crompton and 

Mackay’s (1994) study which states that it is unlikely that businesses will hire 

new employees for the festival period as increased business demand would 

only last for a few days. Existing employees are more likely to be requested to 

work overtime. Local business development as a result of the festival would 

not appear to be significant.  

It must be noted that a limited number of accommodation establishments 

exist in Kirkwood, with ten being listed. These are fully booked during the fes-

tival period to the extent that additional accommodation is provided by the 

school, and homes are opened up to visitors. Nine establishments were inter-

viewed, and it was found that a combined total of approximately R56000 was 

spent by tourists on accommodation. Totals per establishment varied consider-

ably, with those providing accommodation for sponsors and stall holders se-

curing the greatest profit. 

The short time-period over which the festival takes place considerably limits 

the window of opportunity for the generation of significant economic benefits. 

Those establishments hosting festival goers generally did not receive guests for 

longer than two nights. This particularly affects smaller establishments.  How-

ever it was acknowledged that overall the festival provided a significant, if 

short, burst of economic benefits for most establishments. It was also found 

that the same customers returned and booked year after year with accommoda-

tion almost fully booked at least six months in advance. An interesting finding 

was that the informants were of the opinion that the festival had attracted an 

increased number of visitors to the town generally over and above those at-

tending during the festival period only.  

Direct involvement of local residents in the festival can be gauged via as-

sessing the involvement in stall holding and employment generation. Of the 

320 stalls, festival management estimates that approximately 20 belong to 

Kirkwood residents. The survey confirmed this low percentage, with only six 

percent of the stalls representing local ventures. The area’s small population 
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needs to be taken into account in this regard. Nevertheless, the fact that the ma-

jority of stalls represent non-local businesses implies that the profits entering 

the local community via stall holding at the festival will be relatively insignificant.  

In terms of job creation and the provision of skills to underprivileged com-

munities, it would appear that the festival falls short of this goal. The nature of 

the festival means that it usually requires a small number of full-time organisa-

tional and management personnel and a relatively large number of temporary, 

menial labourers.  Specifically, two experienced volunteers carry out all the or-

ganisational tasks on a permanent basis while 350 temporary jobs for the less-

advantaged are available two weeks prior to the festival. The value of any em-

ployment to the underprivileged goes without saying.  However, local econom-

ic development requires that job generation for local residents be created on a 

more permanent basis.  

The Forum for the Future (1998) lists community enterprise as one of the es-

sential activities for local economic development to take place. According to 

festival management community enterprise at the festival is operational. This 

includes community organizations or individual community members taking 

advantage of the opportunity the festival provides for community develop-

ment. This is encouraged by the festival by providing certain enterprises or or-

ganizations with stalls free of charge. For instance the local Afrikaans Christian 

Women’s Association holds a stall which raises money for various projects in 

the area. These include raising funds for the old age centre and children’s ha-

vens. In contrast with other stalls there is assurance that the profits generated 

in this case will be used in a direct way to benefit the community. 

The Kirkwood Festival is listed as a section 21 company. The implications of 

this are that profits remaining after the deduction of expenses are used as a 

float from one year to the next or otherwise ploughed back into the community 

through the funding of appropriate programs such as charity organizations. 

Typically, approximately one third of the capital is given back to a board ap-

proved community project. Past projects have included the Mayibuye Ndlovu 

Development Trust which seeks to empower communities living on the bor-

ders of the Addo Elephant National Park, Isipho Aids trust, Valleihof Centre 

for the Aged, as well as the support of projects initiated by the municipality.  

The approximate amount ploughed back into the area has been in the region of 

R70 000 for the 2009 festival although this figure constituted larger than a third 

of the total profits. 

CONCLUSION 
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The first conclusion of this paper is that there is no fundamental obstacle to a 

festival being an example of ecotourism provided that the festival does not de-

link itself from core ecotourist principles, examples of which have been out-

lined above. A major implication to emerge from this assertion is that it is pos-

sible to determine whether a festival complies with the principles or not. Yet 

this is far from easy.  Immediate questions that arise involve the level of com-

pliance. At what level must a principle be adhered to?  How many principles 

need to be complied with?  There are no easy answers to these questions. 

The second conclusion is that as an ecotourist event, the KWF is weakest 

where it should be strongest, namely, its environmental and conservation fo-

cus.  While these particular elements can be discerned, they are muted. On the 

other hand, the cultural element of the festival stands out. This begs the ques-

tion as to whether the KWF is an arts festival that includes a number of eco-

tourism elements to give it added status or not. 

As far as the economic contribution of the festival is concerned, it does con-

tribute to the social upliftment of the local area by ploughing back profits into 

the poorer sections of the community.  Otherwise it faces a dilemma. If it had to 

adopt a stronger local economic development strategy, it would need to be a 

vehicle for greater local capacity-building, ongoing employment and the in-

volvement of local businesses. Yet, to do this it would mean substituting these 

for the high-profile pavilions, products and musicians that are brought into the 

area and that create a draw-card for the crowds. 

From a theoretical point of view, it seems that there is no reason why a 

short-term festival cannot be an example of ecotourism.  Practically, this is far 

more difficult to achieve.  But, by rethinking its strategy, there is no reason why 

the KWF could not move closer to an ecotourism ethos.                 
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ABSTRACT 

For the tourism stakeholders in South Pacific, the need to adapt to the negative im-

pacts of climate change is urgent and crucial. Adaptation is costly and puts significant 

pressure on government resources. Using Samoa as a case study, this research exam-

ines if and how public-private partnerships (PPPs) may help the tourism sector in 

Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in South Pacific adapt. Thirteen policy-makers 

and business owners were interviewed. The paper illustrates the different perspectives 

of the stakeholders, and suggests what can be done to exploit the potential contribu-

tion of PPP in adaptation. This research also demonstrates how existing theories re-

lated to PPP can be applied to climate change adaptation. 

Key words: climate change adaptation, public-private partnerships, South Pacific tour-

ism, Samoa. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Samoa and its neighboring Pacific Island countries are highly vulnerable to the 

negative impacts of climate change because the majority of their population 

and infrastructure are located on low-lying coastal areas. As a United Nation’s 

National Adaptation Programme of Action (NAPA) report indicates, sea level 

rise and sea temperature change and associated storm surge are the major pro-
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jected climate change impacts in the region. The consequences of such changes 

would lead to loss of beaches, inundation, degradation of the coastal ecosys-

tems, damage to critical infrastructure, and the loss of attractiveness of coral 

due to bleaching (NAPA Task Team, 2005). These impacts are potentially disas-

trous to tourism, the major economic sector in the region, which is highly de-

pendent on pristine marine resources and coastal infrastructure. In the absence 

of climate-proof infrastructure and adequate human capacity and economic 

resources, the adaptive capacity of the region to climate change is generally low 

(SPREP, 2009). The livelihoods of local businesses and communities are conse-

quently under threat should the destinations frequented by tourists be dam-

aged and lose their attractiveness. 

This study investigates if and how public-private partnership (PPP) may 

help the tourism sector in Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in South Pacif-

ic adapt to the impacts of climate change. PPP is a relationship based on a 

shared aspiration between the public sector and one or more partners from the 

private and/or voluntary sectors to deliver a publicly agreed outcome and/or 

public service (adapted from Grimsey & Lewis 2004). Samoa is used as an ex-

emplar case study to further our understanding of how Pacific Island nations 

adapt to climate change. Tourism is an expanding sector in Samoa, accounting 

for 25% of its GDP. In 2008, 122,163 travelers visited the islands (STA 2009). We 

chose to explore PPP as a means to climate adaptation because for many years 

PPP has been shown to be a vehicle instrumental to economic and national de-

velopment (Samii et al. 2002). However, the extent to which PPP is employed in 

climate adaptation is very limited, and even more so in the tourism sector. Ac-

cording to a 2008 OECD report, no existing PPP projects that explicitly provide 

climate protection could be identified (Fankhauser et al. 2008). 

Climate change adaptation is costly. In Samoa alone, the costs of nine im-

mediate and urgent project-based priority activities led by the United Nation’s 

NAPA were US$7.8 million (Agrawala et al., 2008). In the long term, the annual 

costs of protecting the coastal areas in the Pacific region were estimated to be 

US$0.39 to US$1.08 billion for sea level rise of 8.9cm to 9.1cm by 2030 (Nicholls, 

2007). Such costs only cover measures for coastal protection (e.g. constructing 

seawalls, beach nourishment). They do not take into account other adaptation 

responses such as mangrove rehabilitation to protect coastal ecosystem or cli-

mate-proofing existing buildings by elevating them on piles, emergency ser-

vices or disaster relief (Agrawala et al., 2008). Adaptation will thus put signifi-

cant pressure on government resources in developing countries, both financial 

and administrative. Further challenge is posed by the continuing global eco-
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nomic crisis as aid and investment funding may no longer be offered in the 

amount and/or on the timeline expected. While PPPs are no panacea, carefully 

structured partnerships can potentially provide the ability to finance expensive 

adaptation projects outside the government budget and alleviate the fiscal 

pressure in developing nations. Given the importance and urgency of adapta-

tion in Pacific Island countries, the significance of tourism to the region, and 

the paucity of adaptation-related PPP projects, there is a strong need for re-

search that explores the potential benefit of employing PPPs as means to help 

the tourism sector adapt to climate change. This Samoa case study does not on-

ly offer practical recommendations to the relevant government agencies and 

companies, but also contribute to the body of knowledge by expanding the 

boundaries of existing PPP and adaptation literature. 

CASE STUDY CONTEXT 

Tourism in the South Pacific region 

Tourism is the largest export sector for most Pacific Island Countries and offers 

great opportunity for economic growth, employment and sustainable devel-

opment (SPTO, 2007). An AusAID 2008 Pacific Economic Survey stated that 

several Pacific countries including Fiji, Vanuatu, Palau, Samoa and Cook Is-

lands have shown that they can deliver tourist-led growth, which has all sus-

tained growth of 5% or more over the last few years in tourism arrivals (Au-

sAID, 2008). Despite the global economic crisis, tourists to the South Pacific 

continued to grow at about 3-4% in 2007, 2008 and 2009. Some destinations in 

the region were in double-digit growth in 2008, such as Cook Islands, Vanuatu, 

Samoa, Solomon Islands, and Papua New Guinea (Everitt, 2009).  

As a major economic sector in the Pacific, tourism is important in achieving 

the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) for Pacific communities (UNDP, 

2006). In Pacific SIDS, the sector is a major employer – for example, it repre-

sents 31% of total employment in Fiji and 42.4% in Vanuatu (Harrison, 2010). 

Tourism export receipts benefit the poor due to the sector’s labor intensity, use 

of low-skilled workers and the opportunities for small and informal business 

(AusAID, 2009).   

The Samoan tourism industry 

Samoa, formerly known as Western Samoa, consists of two large islands, Upolu 

and Savai’i, and eight small islets located halfway between Hawai’i and New 

Zealand in the Polynesian region of the South Pacific. The country has a popu-
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lation of 193,161 (CIA, 2011). Apia, located on the northern coast of Upolu, is 

the nation’s capital and home to Faleolo International Airport. 

The economy of Samoa has traditionally been dependent on development 

aid, family remittances from overseas, agriculture, and fishing. Tourism, how-

ever, is an expanding export sector. Tourist arrivals increased by 57% between 

year 1998 and 2008, from 77,926 to 122,163. Tourism earnings during the same 

period grew by 250%, from ST$115 million to ST$288 million. According to Sa-

moa Tourism Authority’s (STA) Tourism Development Plan 2009-2013, the in-

dustry contributes to approximately 10% of the nation’s GDP and employment 

(STA, 2009). 

On the demand side, the major source markets for Samoa are namely, New 

Zealand, American Samoa, and Australia. They account for 80% of arrivals. 

They are mainly leisure tourists and those visiting friends and relatives (VFR) 

(STA, 2009). 

On the supply side, aviation services, accommodation providers and tour 

operators can be considered the three pillars of the Samoan tourism industry as 

they provide the fundamental products and services that the market needs.  

In the aviation sector, Virgin Samoa (formerly Polynesian Blue), Air New 

Zealand, and Air Pacific provide regional services between Samoa and Austral-

ia, New Zealand, American Samoa and Fiji. Polynesian Airlines also offer re-

gional routes to American Samoa and Fiji. 

The accommodation sector in Samoa is characterised by beach fale opera-

tors. While they are mostly small scale, family operations, one may argue that 

fale accommodation is what differentiates Samoa from other tropical island 

destinations because fales are symbolic to the Samoan lifestyle and they con-

tribute to the authenticity of the tourist experience. In terms of hotels, most are 

situated in the Apia area. The larger resorts are located on Savai’i. 

The third pillar of the Samoan tourism industry is comprised of tour opera-

tors. Samoa Scenic Tour and Polynesian Explorer are the two biggest compa-

nies. While both provide domestic touring services, Polynesian Explorer also 

sells regional packages.         

Other sectors that play an important role in supporting the tourism industry 

include tourist activities providers (e.g. dive operators), restaurants, handicraft 

makers, entertainment providers and local transportation services such as the 

ferry services between Upolu and Savai’i. Media Company, Jasons Travel Me-
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dia, contributes by regularly publishing and widely distributing tourist infor-

mation brochures about Samoa. Finally, there is the agricultural sector, which 

does not only support the tourism industry by providing food supplies, but 

also provides an alternative source of income for many fale operators. This is 

because most Samoan households have access to plantation where they grow 

crops for their own consumption and/or for sale. Earnings from the crops can 

be additional income (Wong et al., 2010). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Climate change in the South Pacific 

Climate change, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC), refers to ‚a change in the state of the climate that can be identified by 

changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for 

an extended period, typically decades or longer‛ (IPCC, 2004:78).   

The impacts of climate change on biophysical and human systems will be 

many and varied. However, with specific regard to the tourism sector, ex-

pected climate change impacts can be grouped into four categories; direct im-

pacts, indirect environmental impacts, impacts on tourist mobility as a result of 

new mitigation policies, and indirect impacts on society (UNWTO et al., 2008). 

Direct impacts refer to changes in tourism flows due to changes in weather pat-

terns (Hamilton et al., 2005), decline of landscape aesthetic, and damage to 

tourism infrastructure. Indirect environmental impacts are, for example, water 

shortages, biodiversity loss, and increase in vector-borne diseases. Mitigation 

policies seeking to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, such as carbon 

taxes on long-haul travel, may have an impact on tourism demand (DeLacy & 

Lippman, 2010). Finally, climate change may impact on aspects of society, such 

as economic growth, development patterns, and socio-political stability in some 

regions (UNWTO et al., 2008). These societal changes can negatively alter des-

tination attractiveness and tourism demand. Hence, tourism can be considered 

a highly climate-sensitive economic sector (Simpson et al. 2008; IPCC 2007).  
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Table 1. Projected major impacts of climate change in the Pacific region and suggested correspond-

ing adaptation measures 

 

Changes in climate and 
weather processes associat-

ed with forecast climate 
change (after CSIRO 2011) 

Possible impacts on Pacific 
tourism 

Possible corresponding 
adaptation measures for 
tourism (UNFCCC 2006) 

(Type of adaptation)* 

T
e

m
p
e
ra

tu
re

 

Temperature increase of +0.5 
to 1.0

o
C by AD2030 regard-

less of the emissions scenar-
io. By AD2055, the warming 
is generally +1 to 1.5

o
C with 

regional differences depend-
ing on the emissions scenar-
io. Large increases in the 
incidence of extremely hot 
days are warm nights are also 
projected. 

Increased temperature may 
decrease destination ap-
peal and thus tourism de-
mand 

 Early warning system 
for extreme weather 
conditions (T) 

 New marketing and 
pricing strategies 
(BM) 

 Install air-
conditioning units 
that are powered by 
renewable energy (T) 

R
a
in

fa
ll 

There is a widespread in-
crease in the number of 
heavy rain days (20-50mm). 
Extreme rainfall events that 
currently occur once every 20 
years on average are gener-
ally simulated to occur four 
times per year, on average, 
by 2055. 

Increased rainfall may de-
crease destination appeal 
and thus tourism demand; 

Increased rainfall increases 
the chance of flooding 
which may damage coastal 
tourism infrastructure and 
facilities 

 Adjust insurance 
policy coverage and 
premium for flooding 
(BM) 

 Limit development in 
flooding zones (P, T) 

 Establish appropriate 
building codes and 
standards (P, T) 

 Improve drainage (T) 

S
e
a
 l
e
v
e
l 
ri
s
e
 

Sea level is projected to rise 
by 0.18 to 0.59 m by 2080-
2099, relative to 1980-1999, 
with an additional potential 
contribution from the dynamic 
response of the ice sheets. 
This additional rise was esti-
mated to be 10 to 20cm but 
larger increases could not be 
ruled out. 

Rising sea level may have 
negative impact on the 
marine environment, which 
is one of the major attrac-
tions in the Pacific region; 

Coastal tourism infrastruc-
ture and facilities may also 
be damaged 

 Establish set-back 
zones (T) 

 Construct sea walls 
(T) 

 Relocate threatened 
buildings (T) 

 Coral protection and 
beach nourishment 
with local community 
involvement (T, BH) 

 Monitor changes in 
marine environment 
(R) 

T
ro

p
ic

a
l 
c
y
c
lo

n
e
s
 

While the frequency of tropi-
cal cyclones may decrease by 
the late 21

st
 century, the pro-

portion of more intense 
storms may increase. 

Increased intense cyclones 
may decrease destination 
appeal and thus tourism 
demand; 

Tourism infrastructure and 
facilities may also be dam-
aged 

 Early warning system 
for extreme weather 
conditions (T) 

 Government to offer 
compensation or 
subsidies (P) 

 Implement disaster 
management pro-
grammes (R) 

*Types of adaptation (Scott et al. 2008): T = technical; BM = business management; BH = behaviour-

al; P = policy; R = research and education 
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SIDS use relatively small amount of fossil fuels and thus contribute little to 

the problem of climate change (Sem & Moore, 2009). However, their relatively 

low resistance to external shocks – due to their isolation from major markets, 

small populations, inadequate transportation links, lack of local appropriate 

skills and inadequate amounts of local capital (Scheyvens & Momsen, 2008) – 

makes them most vulnerable to climate change. An Australian Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) study projects a range 

of impacts of climate change in the Pacific region (CSIRO, 2011) and the major 

impacts are highlighted in Table 1. We are not suggesting that the specific tour-

ism impact listed is a direct consequence of the physical system change. The 

impacts are indicative of the range of physical system changes that are fore-

casted. The corresponding adaptation measures listed in the third column of 

Table 1 will be further explained below. 

Concerted efforts are required to strengthen the resilience of the tourism 

sector against the various challenges and risks posed by climate change.   

Climate change adaptation in South Pacific tourism 

Adaptation to climate change can be defined as ‚initiatives and measures to 

reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems against actual or ex-

pected climate change effects‛ (IPCC, 2007: 76). Adgar et al. (2005: 78) define 

adaptation as ‚an adjustment in ecological, social or economic systems in re-

sponse to observed or expected changes in climatic stimuli and their effects and 

impacts in order to alleviate adverse impacts of change or take advantage of 

new opportunities‛. In other words, adaptation involves building the capacity 

of individuals, communities and societies to adapt to changes brought about by 

climate change. 

In the tourism sector, Simpson et al. (2008) found that a diverse range of ad-

aptation measures are currently in use by tourism stakeholders to deal with 

climate variability at the destination level. Scott et al. (2008) propose that adap-

tation measures for tourism can be categorised into five types. They are: (1) 

technical – changes made to physical infrastructure or provisions; (2) business 

management – changes made by the private sector in their businesses; possibly 

facilitated by the government; (3) behavioural – behavioural changes made by 

tourists or communities; (4) policy – changes in government plans or strategies; 

and (5) research and education – initiatives to strengthen the understanding of 

adaptation, explore adaptation options, and educating communities. Such clas-

sification is useful as it can form the basis of evaluating which aspects of adap-

tation have or have not been addressed. Some examples of adaptation 
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measures for the tourism sector in South Pacific are listed in the third column 

of Table 1. One particularly important adaptation measure is the implementa-

tion of an early warning system for extreme weather conditions. It is consid-

ered a type of technical adaptation. An early warning system may include, for 

example, media alerts, where expected extreme events are publicised on TV, 

radio and the press; and opening of emergency shelters prior to the occurrence 

of the extreme events.  

The list of adaptation measures in Table 1 is certainly not exhaustive. Educa-

tion, for example, is crucial for any country’s adaptation. That is, educating lo-

cal communities, businesses, tourists, and policy-makers about the potential 

impacts of climate change and what they can do in response. 

Research on adaptation in the tourism sector in the South Pacific region is 

scarce, but a series of studies have recently been published by a team of re-

searchers based in Australia. Three case studies were conducted in Samoa 

(Wong et al., in press), Fiji (Jiang et al., in press) and Vanuatu (Klint et al., in 

press) respectively. The authors found that despite the importance and vulner-

ability of the tourism industry in those countries, there is a general lack of pre-

paredness in adaptation. Apart from raising awareness and commitment of 

stakeholders and establishing appropriate policy mechanisms, it is suggested 

that more resources needs to be made available for adaptation measures to be 

implemented. These resources include both funding and capacity of govern-

ment bodies. These findings are particularly relevant to the current PPP study 

as they indicate the need for stakeholders to increase the depth and breadth of 

approaches that resources are acquired. An approach that is worth exploring is 

PPP. 

Public-private partnerships 

PPP is a relationship based on a shared aspiration between the public sector 

and one or more partners from the private and/or voluntary sectors to deliver a 

publicly agreed outcome and/or public service (adapted from Grimsey & Lew-

is, 2004). It is a specific form of collaboration (Osbourne & Murray, 2000). As 

Osborne (2000) points out, PPPs bring the opportunity to develop cost-efficient 

ways of providing local services to meet social needs. Resources from both the 

public and private spheres can be utilised and local networks can be built upon 

for their implementation. However, such partnerships often face challenges 

such as setting a common, agreed set of aims, managing difference in work cul-

ture, and managing trust and power (Huxham & Vangen, 2000). 
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While PPP is not extensively employed in the South Pacific region, progres-

sive reform in Fiji’s foreign investment policies, for example, is being made as a 

result of a public–private dialogue that began in 2005 (Koyamaibole & Roberts, 

2006). In the tourism sector, collaboration between the public and private sec-

tors is a key element of sustainable development (March & Wilkinson, 2009; De 

Lacy et al., 2002; UNWTO, 2001). There is no standard form or type of PPP. PPP 

in tourism is most common in marketing and promotion, but numerous exam-

ples can also be found in infrastructure and product development (e.g. Hong 

Kong Disneyland, see Shen et al., 2006); biodiversity conservation (e.g. in some 

protected areas in Australia, see Thackway & Olsson, 1999); education and 

training (e.g. training of government employees by tourism practitioners, see 

Palmer, 1996), and financing and investment (e.g. hotel development, see UN-

WTO, 2001). However, as it was pointed out in the introduction, the extent to 

which PPP is employed in climate adaptation is very limited, and even more so 

in the tourism sector.  

In order to address the question of how PPPs may help the tourism sector in 

Samoa to adapt to the negative impacts of climate change, we asked, in general, 

what partnerships or collaboration can contribute to the parties involved. In 

other words, why do organisations collaborate? What can they potentially gain 

from working together?  

We first examined the theories that underpin the study of collaboration. Six 

major theoretical perspectives appear to have significant possibilities for ex-

plaining collaboration (Gray & Wood, 1991; Grandori & Soda, 1995; McQuaid, 

2000; Oliver, 1990): 

(1) Resource dependence theory, which argues that organisations will re-

spond to demands made by external actors or organisations upon 

whose resources they are heavily dependent, and that they will try to 

minimise that dependence when possible (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978);  

(2) Corporate social performance theory and institutional economics theo-

ry, which explain collaboration by the organisations’ intention to 

achieve effectiveness and social legitimacy;  

(3) Strategic management theory and social ecology theory, which empha-

sise the conditions of scarcity and collective problems in collaboration;  

(4) Microeconomic theories, which explain collaboration by the efficiency 

that organisations seek to achieve during the process; 
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(5) Institutional theory and negotiated order theory, which highlight the 

structural changes and negotiations involved between organisations 

seeking to achieve legitimacy; and  

(6) Political theories, which emphasise the role of power and interests in 

forming collaboration.  

Having established an understanding in the theories that explained collabo-

ration, we then proceed to find out why organisations would want to work to-

gether. Table 2 summarises and integrates the findings of Oliver (1990), Gray 

and Wood (1991), and McQuaid (2000). It gives a brief explanation of the possi-

ble six reasons behind the formation of an interorganisational relationship 

(IOR), and how they are rooted from or related to the theoretical perspectives 

outlined above. Particularly relevant to PPP are the last four rationales: reci-

procity, efficiency, stability, and legitimacy. In other words, organisations – or 

in our context, public and private sectors – can potentially benefit from sharing 

each other’s resources and/or increased level of legitimacy (i.e. congruence with 

prevailing norms) as they pursue common or mutually beneficial goals in a 

partnership. Later on in this paper, we will show if and how our findings are 

congruent with the literature. 

This literature review section illustrates the importance of adaptation in the 

tourism sector in South Pacific and the need to explore new approaches, such 

as PPP, to acquire resources to support the implementation of adaptation 

measures. This research precisely addresses these issues by examining if and 

how PPP may contribute to adaptation in tourism using Samoa as a case study. 

The findings and the subsequent recommendations can be helpful to policy-

makers and other tourism stakeholders as they make future decisions on adap-

tation. 
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Table 2. Rationale of interorganisational relationship (IOR) formation 

Rationale Explanation Theoretical Perspective(s) 

Necessity 
IOR is established to meet necessary 
legal or regulatory requirements. 

(Conflict with resource dependence and 
exchange theories which emphasise 
voluntary interactions and contingent 
cooperation.) 

Asymmetry 

IOR is prompted by the potential to 
exercise power or control over another 
organisation or its resources. The 
desire for control and the reluctance to 
relinquish control reflect asymmetrical 
motives to form IOR. 

Political and resource dependence 
theories – resource scarcity prompts 
organisations to attempt to exert power, 
influence, or control over organisations 
that possess the required scarce reso-
urces. 

Reciprocity 

IOR occurs for the purpose of pursu-
ing common or mutually beneficial 
goals or interests (i.e. common sta-
kes). Cooperation, collaboration, and 
coordination are emphasised. 

Exchange and microeconomic theories, 
alternative to resource interdependence 
perspective. 

Efficiency 
IOR is prompted by an organisation’s 
attempt to improve its internal out-
put/input ratio. 

Strategic management and microeco-
nomic theories – intermediate structu-
res are able to mediate transactions 
more efficiently than the marketplace. 
As transaction costs rise, the likelihood 
of movement from the market to inter-
mediate structures increases. 

Stability 

Environmental uncertainty generated 
by resource scarcity and by a lack of 
perfect knowledge about environmen-
tal fluctuations prompts organisations 
to establish relationships to achieve 
stability, predictability, and dependabi-
lity in their relations with others.  

Strategic management and resource 
dependence theories – the propensity 
of organisations to engage in IORs is a 
function of both the need for reducing 
uncertainty and the feasibility of doing 
so effectively through interorganisatio-
nal linkages (Pfeffer & Salancik, 
1978:155). 

Legitimacy 

IOR is established to demonstrate or 
improve an organisation’s reputation, 
image, prestige, or congruence with 
prevailing norms (i.e. legitimacy) in its 
institutional environment. 

Corporate social performance and insti-
tutional (economics) theories – instituti-
onal environments impose pressures 
on organisations to justify their activities 
or outputs. These pressures motivate 
organisations to increase their legiti-
macy in order to appear in agreement 
with the prevailing norms or expectati-
ons of external constituents. 

Adapted from Oliver (1990), Gray and Wood (1991), McQuaid (2000) 

METHODOLOGY 

Primary data were collected by means of face-to-face in-depth interviews with 

key stakeholders in Samoa between January and November 2010. Over this pe-

riod, we visited Samoa on three occasions. Thirteen individuals were inter-

viewed, including  
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 four government officials, three representing the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Environment (MNRE) and one Ministry of Finance 

(MoF),  

 three representatives from Samoa Tourism Authority (STA) and the 

Samoan Hotel Association (SHA), and 

 six business owners – a technology company owner, a tour operator, 

three accommodation owners (one of them also operate leisure activi-

ties for tourists) as well as a leisure activities operator. 

It should be noted that both STA and SHA are government bodies. They can 

be considered the contact point between the tourism industry and the govern-

ment. MNRE and MoF were also targeted in this study because MNRE is the 

government agency responsible for climate change issues, and MoF use of pub-

lic funds.  

All the individuals who took part were also involved in another climate 

change adaptation research undertaken by us, and therefore, had at least a gen-

eral understanding of the adaptation issues related to Samoa. Furthermore, 

those representing a government body have an active role in policy-making. 

Their opinions are thus relevant and important. Some of these interviewees 

were interviewed more than once. A good rapport was established between the 

researchers and the participants. 

The study participants were asked mainly two questions: 1) Should the pub-

lic and private sectors work together in the area of adaptation in tourism? 2) If 

so, how? The average duration of an interview was 40 minutes. Data collection 

stopped when the data saturation point was reached, i.e. when the themes 

emerged from the interviews started to repeat themselves (Kvale 1996). 

Throughout the process of data collection, we looked for emerging themes 

and kept track of concepts or ideas. These concepts and ideas were then put 

into a table such as Table 3, which identifies the rationale behind those who 

were in favour of and against PPP. 

Table 3. Analytical framework 

Respondent 

In favour of PPP 
Sceptical of / 
Against PPP 

Project pro-
posed 

Adaptation issue 
addressed 

Potential gain 
from the partner-

ship 
Rationale 
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FINDINGS 

Overall, the interviewees were positive about forming PPPs for adaptation, alt-

hough just a few of them made specific suggestions on the nature of possible 

partnership. Only one individual did not believe PPP would work. A summary 

of our findings is presented in Table 4, and the details are explained below. 

Table 4. Summary of findings 

 

Respondent 

In favour of PPP 
Sceptical 
of PPP 

Project pro-
posed 

Adaptation 
issue ad-

dressed (Type 
of adaptation) 

Potential 
gain from 

the partner-
ship 

Rationale 

The sceptic 
Accommodation 

owner 
--- --- --- 

Lack of 
trust and 

reciprocity 

The advo-
cates 

Technology 
company owner 

Development 
of an early 

warning sys-
tem 

Early warning 
for extreme 

weather 
events (Tech-

nical) 

Reciprocity; 
efficiency 

--- 
MNRE repre-
sentative A 

Accommodation 
and leisure ac-
tivities operator 

Eco-village 

Education; 
behavioural 

changes (Re-
search and 
education; 

behavioural) 

Reciprocity; 
legitimacy 

--- 

MNRE represen-
tative A 

Accommodation 
owner 

Coastal infra-
structure pro-

tection 

Coastal infra-
structure pro-
tection against 
flooding and 
sea level rise 
(Technical) 

Reciprocity; 
efficiency; 

stability 
--- 

Leisure activities 
operator 

Tour operator 

MNRE repre-
sentative B 

The unsure 

Ministry of Fi-
nance repre-

sentative  

In favour of PPP but made no specific sugges-
tions 

--- 
MNRE represen-

tative C 

Three STA and 
SHA representa-

tives 

The sceptic 

Among the thirteen individuals who took part in the research, one beach-side 

accommodation owner showed a very strong scepticism towards the idea of 
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PPP. She explained that she had had bad experience dealing with Samoa Tour-

ism Authority and the Samoan Hotel Association previously, and felt that they 

would not be able to do anything to help her. When asked if she would want to 

work with the government to explore adaptation options for her property, she 

said, ‚No … Every time they come, they would ask me to change this or im-

prove that. But I never see the money.‛ As a small business owner, she ex-

pected more support from the government instead of just making demands.  

Going back to the literature on collaboration, what seems to be lacking be-

tween this owner and the government is trust and reciprocity (Oliver 1990), 

that is, the owner did not have the confidence that she would be able to benefit 

from establishing a partnership with the government. If any partnership was to 

form between these two parties, a more consultative approach is needed, where 

they would set mutually beneficial goals to pursue and show each other how 

they would contribute towards achieving those goals in an open dialogue. With 

some commitment, this is not impossible to do. 

The advocates 

Half of the respondents showed a strong interest in forming PPPs for adapta-

tion. Three projects were proposed, two of which were initiated by small busi-

ness owners. 

The first project was proposed by a foreign-born but Samoa-based small 

technology company owner who would like to bring the early warning system 

technologies developed overseas to Samoa. The state-of-the-art technologies 

involve detection and transmission of extreme weather, earthquake and tsu-

nami warnings to authorities and the public. They can be considered a type of 

technical adaptation measure (Scott et al 2008). Samoa, at the moment, does 

have an early warning system in place. In fact, it was used when the earth-

quake and tsunami hit in September 2009. The reliability and geographical cov-

erage of the system was, however, limited. This entrepreneur had been in con-

tact with a senior member of MNRE (MNRE representative A), who is actively 

involved in climate change policies. MNRE representative A was ‚keen‛ on the 

technologies being introduced to Samoa, and believed that the climate change 

funding – Least Developed Country Fund (LDCF) – from the Global Environ-

ment Facility (GEF) and donor, Australia, would be able to fund it. 

Since the funding was not yet in place, it was unclear in what form the part-

nership would be if the two parties were to collaborate. But both parties were 

optimistic. ‚You have to be patient *working+ in Samoa,‛ said the entrepreneur.  
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Applying the concepts in the literature, what this partnership can potential-

ly bring to both parties is reciprocity and efficiency (Oliver, 1990). From the 

government’s perspective, they gain from having a company to deliver a spe-

cialist service to the public. From the entrepreneur’s perspective, he would 

have financial gain from providing the service.   

The second project was suggested by an owner of an accommodation busi-

ness who also operates leisure activities on his property. The business was 

started by his parents who moved the family from Europe to Samoa decades 

ago. This business owner had also been in contact with MNRE representative 

A, and proposed to build an eco-village which would serve as both a tourist 

attraction showcasing green technologies and a climate change education cen-

tre educating visitors about climate change. This can be considered a type of 

research and educational as well as behavioural adaptation measure (Scott et 

al., 2008). The government could contribute to the project financially and pro-

vide land. Unfortunately, he had yet to secure any support from the govern-

ment. ‚*MNRE representative A+ is supportive of the idea … but there is a lot 

of bureaucracy in the government … they have very little interest in working 

with businesses,‛ said the business owner. He felt that there was simply no cul-

ture of PPP in Samoa, and the government was not eager to help small busi-

nesses. MNRE representative A, on the other hand, remained positive. ‚It is a 

great idea … I have been talking to *STA+ and trying to get them on board,‛ he 

said. 

The findings here suggest that there may be a need for the Samoan govern-

ment to establish a transparent and practical PPP policy for when a potential 

partnership brings mutual benefits.  

We do not know if the eco-village proposal would materialise but we know 

that there are tourism stakeholders who are willing to take actions in response 

to climate change, and believe that PPP can help. The creativity of the business 

owner and the dedication of the policy-maker may well be positive forces that 

are needed to drive the adaptation agenda. 

If the proposed partnership eventuates, it would bring to both parties reci-

procity and legitimacy (Oliver, 1990). The government would gain by having a 

permanent facility that educates (local and foreign) visitors about climate 

change, which is an important adaptation measure (UNFCCC 2006). The busi-

ness owner would gain financially and fulfill his personal goal.  Both gain legit-

imacy because the project would contribute to the well-being of the community. 
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The final project, which is related to coastal infrastructure protection, is not 

new to the Samoans. The Coastal Infrastructure Management Plan (CIMP) was 

first introduced by MNRE in 2002. It was not formulated as a policy to address 

climate change but in retrospect, the actions implemented were highly relevant 

to climate change. For example, the government surveyed areas with high ero-

sion and flooding risks, and advised tourism operators not to build any high-

cost investment in those areas. This can be considered a type of technical adap-

tation measure (Scott et al 2008). The execution of the Plan was terminated in 

2006 due to lack of funding. Four of the respondents, from both the public and 

private sectors, felt that the Plan should be ‚resurrected‛ or re-introduced. The 

accommodation owner, leisure activities operator and tour operator inter-

viewed were all keen on cooperating with the government in this. The beach-

side accommodation owner commented, ‚A couple of years ago, someone did 

come and talk *to me+ about moving the main road away from the shoreline … 

but there was no money *public funding+ … I would not mind moving *my 

property+ …‛ These three respondents worried about how climate change 

would impact their businesses in the long run.  

While the small business owners may not be able to contribute to the Plan 

significantly in funding, they can provide input into ways that their local areas 

can be redeveloped. They may also have to make changes to their properties 

and the products that they offer to tourists. For instance, the tour operator in-

terviewed said that they had already made changes to their itineraries to avoid 

any high-risk areas. We were also told that a resort owner who was affected by 

the 2009 tsunami was relocating her properties from beachside to the hill. The 

effort of coastal redevelopment or protection can be more efficient and effective 

if the public and private sectors are working hand in hand. 

Applying concepts from the literature, what this partnership can potentially 

bring is reciprocity, efficiency, and stability (Oliver, 1990). This is because pro-

tected coastal infrastructure would benefit the livelihood of both parties, and 

the proactive adaptation measures would reduce the uncertainty that climate 

change brings. 

The unsure 

There were five respondents who were in favour of PPP in adaptation but 

could not make any specific suggestions in terms of what the public and pri-

vate sectors can do together. Interestingly, all these individuals represent the 

public sector. When asked if the public and private sectors can work together in 

adaptation, the respondents gave me various examples of previous or existing 
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partnerships that were not directly related to climate change. For instance, the 

respondents from MNRE and MoF made reference to a grant that was set up to 

assist small companies to develop their business. STA and SHA referred to the 

regular industry meetings and consultations that they conduct. In fact, STA or-

ganises a tourism investment conference (called TIDES Samoa) annually to en-

courage PPPs and private investments in Samoa tourism. Yet, few proposals 

have come to fruition. STA and SHA also mentioned that they had been ap-

proached by MNRE representative A for the early warning system and eco-

village projects discussed above, and that they would be happy to take part. 

STA added, ‚we have recently received some funding to employ a climate 

change officer … that person will be responsible for issues related to climate 

change.‛ 

It seems that, despite the positive attitude towards PPP in adaptation, these 

respondents were uncertain how exactly it would work. The policy-makers 

need to first understand the adaptation needs of Samoan tourism, then deter-

mine if and how they can achieve reciprocity, efficiency, stability and/or legiti-

macy with the industry (Oliver 1990). This would require some creativity. 

While it is encouraging to see STA’s initiative to employ a climate change of-

ficer, adaptation should not be considered the responsibility of that one person. 

On the contrary, all stakeholders need to take ownership of the climate change 

agenda, especially those in leadership.   

CONCLUSION  

Climate change adaptation is costly and puts significant pressure on govern-

ment resources in developing countries. This study was set out to investigate if 

and how PPP may help the tourism sector in SIDS in South Pacific such as Sa-

moa adapt to the impacts of climate change. Based on our literature review, we 

established our understanding in climate change adaptation and PPP from a 

theoretical perspective. The empirical findings show that PPPs can indeed po-

tentially contribute to adaptation in Samoan tourism, mainly in the areas of 

technical, educational and behavioural adaptation (Scott et al., 2008). There is 

no one standard form of PPP. The projects proposed involved a range of adap-

tation measures such as early warning systems, an eco-village with touristic 

and educational features, and coastal infrastructure protection. The suggested 

partnerships may allow both the public and private sectors achieve mutually 

beneficial goals (i.e. reciprocity), efficiency, predictability in an environment of 

uncertainty (i.e. stability), and/or legitimacy (Oliver, 1990). In other words, the 

potential benefit of PPP is beyond financial. 
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Our findings also demonstrate that, in order to facilitate the formation of 

PPPs, a certain level of trust needs to be established between the public and 

private sectors. Goals that are beneficial to both parties must be set at the be-

ginning. In the case of Samoa, a transparent and practical PPP policy is also 

required. 

We acknowledge that PPP is no panacea to the adaptation issues in Samoa 

or other SIDS in the South Pacific region. It is important that feasibility, and 

cost and benefit analyses be conducted prior to deciding whether or not a part-

nership should be formed.  

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, it provides pragmatic sug-

gestions to an important issue that is affecting the livelihood and well-being of 

communities in SIDS in South Pacific. Second, it contributes to the body of 

knowledge by demonstrating how theories related to PPP can be applied in 

climate change adaptation in tourism.  

The paucity of research in adaptation in the tourism sector calls for more re-

searchers to explore new approaches to adaptation and how those approaches 

can be implemented. 
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ABSTRACT 

The sustainable development is the output of nature preservation, social equity, and 

economical aims. Via its economical, socio-cultural, and environmental functioning, 

the sustainable development programs can drive the currently deprived villages out of 

isolation. On the other hand, the cooperation of the local community is a crucial factor 

in the sustainable development of tourism. A kind of cooperation in the tourism indus-

try is expanding today, namely Cooperatives. Therefore, the present article tries to in-

vestigate the role Tourism Cooperatives play in the empowerment of local people, de-

velopment of human resources, economic diversification and growth as well as the 

creation of new job opportunities in relation with other economical sectors, using the 

model proposed in the research. The aim of the proposed applied model is to investi-

gate the role of Tourism Cooperatives in the sustainable development of rural areas in 

Iran. This investigation by a model is presenting in four steps. It is argued that the es-

tablishment of a sustainable development in the rural areas is feasible via eligible pol-

icymaking, planning, and investment channeled by the Cooperatives. 

Key words: tourism, cooperative, sustainable tourism, rural tourism. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

‘Participation’ is the keyword in sustainable development and tourism.   De-

mand and disposition for tourism with various incentives such as tours, recrea-

tion and venture is developing worldwide in such a way that the tourist indus-

tries have been transformed into highly increasing economic activity that in-

volve developing economic activities and can be considered as the largest 

world industry by the year 2020. Rural tourism is one of the significance and 

forms of sustainable development that from an onlooker of promotion of rural 
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areas can create occupation opportunities, modify income distribution, rural 

environmental protection, local culture and participation attraction and present 

appropriate styles in conformity with beliefs and customs. 

Contemporary, a form of participation promoted in various forms of tour-

ism is known as ‘cooperation’. 

According to Easton and Axelsson, cooperation occurs when two (or more) 

parties have interrelated objectives (Axelsson & Easton, 1997: 76).  That is why 

tourism cooperatives are developing as a form of cooperation with the aims of 

rural tourism and many others. The current conditions within the frame of 

tourism cooperatives have provided increasing profits allotted to rural regions. 

The present article related to tourism cooperatives stand of rural regional de-

velopment in Iran is solidified based on the below axis: 

 The study of the importance and the role of local participation in re-

spect to the accomplishment of sustainable development 

 Observance of tourism cooperatives in rural tourism development and 

determination of its stand domestically. 

 Presentation of tourism cooperatives study models for Iran rural re-

gional sustainable development. 

Tourism and Sustainable Development 

The notion of sustainable development has expanded to cover all forms of de-

velopment and economic activities including tourism. The interpretation of the 

concept of sustainable development in tourism remains vague and a number of 

different approaches have been proposed in an effort to define what constitutes 

sustainable development in tourism and what not (Butler, 1998:26). 

Sustainable development is therefore what the tourism industry of the 

twenty-first century should strive to achieve. The sustainability paradigm has 

become ‚an attractive topic‛ that promises sustainable growth for the present 

and into the future. The tourism industry has responded to this paradigm shift 

by self-regulating and initiating voluntary programs. For instance, numerous 

voluntary programs and policies such as Green Globe 21, European Blue Flag 

Campaign, Smart Voyager (Ecuador), Green Leaf (Thailand), and Agenda 21 

for Travel and Tourism industry have been launched (Jayawardena et al., 

2008:265). 
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Tourism Organization defines sustainable tourism as ‚tourism which leads 

to management of all resources in such a way that economic, social and aesthet-

ic needs can be filled while maintaining cultural integrity, essentials ecological 

processes, biological diversity and life support systems.‛(McKercher, 2003:76). 

Coccossis (1996) recognizes four different interpretations of sustainable 

tourism. These four perspectives are the ‚economic sustainability of tourism‛, 

the ‚ecologically sustainable tourism‛, ‚sustainable tourism development‛ –

where although the need for environmental quality is apparent, the focus is on 

the long-term viability of the industry- and ‚tourism as a part of a strategy for 

sustainable development‛. The first three interpretations address only parts of 

sustainable tourism (Butler, 1998: 144).  

Also, Variously labeled as ‘green’, ‘responsible’, ‘appropriate’, ‘low-impact’, 

‘soft’ or ‘ecotourism’, these styles of tourism collectively represent, literally, an 

alternative to mass tourism development. Designed to minimize tourism’s neg-

ative impact while optimizing benefits to the destination (Telfer & Sharpley, 

2008: 38). 

Just like any other industry, tourism activities can also have remarkable im-

pacts on the hosting society; partially positive or negative in various realms of 

societal cultural, economical and environmental.  Still, the solution for con-

fronting negative impacts of tourism can be found in mutual benefits of the lo-

cal society, tourist trade and the disposition of touristic users in preservation 

and protection of natural wealth and social legacy.  Therefore, at the primary 

stage, mutual benefits of the hosting society beneficiaries must be developed.  

In order to achieve this, the participation of all beneficiary groups and their 

benefits must be guaranteed.  Consequently, the exigency and significance of 

the existence of local tourism organisations for participation development as 

one of the useful devices of tourism sustainable development is inevitable 

(ICLEI, 1999). 

Tourism Sustainable Development and Local Society Participation 

Development through local society participation is a strategy employed by 

touristic industrial planners for involving local society in the tourism develop-

ment process.  The aim of accomplishing policies is the creation of participation 

culture in this industry that through the concerned society uses the industrial 

wealth to benefit the public and eliminates the prevailing apprehension that the 

touristic industry of wealth is exploited in the interest of the wealthy (George et 

al., 1999: 124). 
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Through financial aids and training programs, the government can contrib-

ute to tourism development, local society pivoted.  Development of sustainable 

tourism is provided opportunity for the border societies such as touristic vil-

lages; this way it can be perceived in which section of tourism the concerned 

society can play its role and to determine the most appropriate activities (Jack-

son & Morpeth, 1999:75).  

According to Nozik (1999) the principles of local society development are 

defined as such:  

 Economic self-sufficiency 

 Sustainable ecology 

 Local society control 

 Individual needs accomplishment 

 Constitution of societal culture 

 

In Milne & Edwing (2004) believed that sustainable cooperation of local so-

ciety would not be resisted unless people are predisposed to control their des-

tiny. 

Development via local society cooperation will encourage individual to ac-

quire their living environment wealth such as nature, legacy, style of living and 

ancient traditions.  Therefore, participation would motivate them to convert 

these assets to income generating plans and ignite diverse and worthier experi-

ences for tourists.  This type of community base tourism boost the sense of 

proprietorship which is necessary and compulsory for continuation of touristic 

industry living and the intentions of tourism.  From what above said tourism 

can be defined on the basis of local society cooperation in the form of tourism 

which should also consider environmental, social and cultural sustainability.  

The key benefits of cooperation include: job creation, poverty elimination, and 

decrease of negative impacts over the hosting society and culture and envi-

ronment, creation of confidence for the hosting society individuals and earn-

ings for the protection and society wealth promotion (George et al, 2007: 63). 

Yet, there is numerous restraints tourism planning process of local society 

cooperation.  According to Tosun, the applied significance, theories and models 

of cooperation development is shaped in developed countries whilst their ap-

plication in developing society will face various restraints known as operation-

al, structural and cultural (Tosun, 2000: 73). 
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In a study in Indonesia, Timothy classified produced cooperation restraints 

as such: 

 Cultural and political conventions 

 Bad economical conditions 

 Unskilled society local 

 Local public unawareness (Timothy, 1999: 385) 

The existing political structure for citizen participation must also be consid-

ered undoubted. 

Tourism Cooperatives, New Phenomena in Rural Tourism Industrial  
Development 

Rural Tourism has several forms, that is why a comprehensive and accurate 

definition is quite difficult.  In fact, rural tourism is a tenor and form of sustain-

able tourism in which the existing resources in the rural regions are used.  

From an onlooker of promotion of benefits in rural regions, this type of devel-

opment creates job opportunities, reforms income distribution, protects rural 

environment and local culture, attracts local public participation and presents 

appropriate styles in conformity with the beliefs and conventional values of the 

contemporary conditions which allot increasing profits to rural regions.  In any 

case, rural tourism can be defined as such: ‘Rural tourism is any type of activity 

and service which are offered by farmers, public and governments for tourists 

recreation and relaxation in addition to tourist attraction directed to rural areas 

which may include tours of farms, fields, natural, cultural, etc. (Rezvani, 

208:24).  In other words, business tourism activities can, just like any other 

world industry, have remarkable impacts on rural local development process.  

Villages are mainly geographically homogenous consolidated with natural, so-

cial, economical and cultural.  Most villages whether directly or indirectly prac-

tice one of the main activities of agronomical, husbandry, horticulture or hunt-

ing or any other combination that can establish deep cultural socio unification 

(Ardestani, 2008: 142). 

It is generally approved that tourism ‘development in rural regions is a pro-

cess of general collaboration’ (Butler, 1992: 415).  In other words, state, private 

and cooperative sectors must jointly collaborate and be creative in terms of set-

tlements, recreation, restaurants and miscellaneous in rural regions.  On the 

other hand, cooperation and collective cooperation and collaboration is specifi-

cally important but this authentic and prolific culture must be extended better 

and more. As an emendation model, the conventional cooperation can based on 
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compels and scientific and technological development be applied effectively in 

rural cooperation development.  The presence and involvement of rural society 

individuals is compulsory in the process of planning and supervision since 

projects are implemented solely on the basis of local preferences. If the locals 

are provided with relative financial aids and protections and adequate incen-

tives, the rural resources would develop in accordance with the styles and rela-

tive activities.  Based on article 2 of rule 43 of the constitutional law of the Is-

lamic Republic of Iran, by the use of cultural benefits and the favourable 

grounds governing the rural society development of cooperatives and public 

participation is indispensable; this way the issue of cooperation and participa-

tion in rural areas constituted of mass neediest and inconsiderable capital ex-

tend the established task beneficially and capably.   

Today, in most developed countries and even in some Asian countries 

namely India, tourism cooperatives play an important role in the national de-

velopment of the concerned country.  In fact, these countries use the tourism 

cooperatives as an important and effective device in economical and social de-

velopment of the country in interest and by constitution and expansion of the 

type of cooperatives take measures to create job opportunities for the regional 

people on one side and on the other, earn income and develop national econo-

my. Iran has also many touristic attractions and sites specially the rural regions. 

Eventually, governments in all levels can benefit from cooperation with ma-

jor beneficiaries, including local societies.  They must also be ascertained about 

their active participation in touristic plans, development and management and 

also consider their profit gains.   

The participation of the local society in the decision-making and benefits 

would assist in better awareness of touristic environmental costs.  Therefore, 

strong motivation for preservation of local natural resources and environmen-

tal wealth must be established (Neto, 2002: 56). 

The Role and Function of Tourism Cooperatives 

Numerous conductors of various interests and values distinguish tourism.   

Consequently, the attempt to convince individuals or organisations for assem-

bly and activity for accomplishing reasonable techniques is reckoned a chal-

lenge (Raffey, 2007: 69).  In order to overcome the challenge, cooperation is a 

device for improving activities recommended which emphasizes on methods 

that cause equal increase and maximum resource impacts on each participant 

(Barlow, 1997: 63).  As a device of economic, social and cultural development 
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tourism cooperatives hold a constant role and have positive functions on socie-

ty individuals, classified in four below groups: 

a) Establishment of touristic cooperatives cause multilateral development 

members revenues guarantees, the promotion of tourist industries fol-

lowed by economic activities miscellaneous growth and flourish and 

also income increase of the society and social welfare standard 

achievements. 

b) Selection of tourist industry as a replacement for sole product depend-

ent on Iran Oil Industry is assured with the existence of constant public 

determination from the low income society and the collaborations of 

politicians and the involved in tourist industry in the frame of coopera-

tion. 

c) Tourism cooperatives promote social and collaborative coherence 

amongst local people of the rural society. 

d) By identification and utilization of local human, financial and intellec-

tual resources the tourism cooperatives can assist in the local rural so-

ciety development. 

e) The tourism cooperatives function as a communication channel be-

tween mass population, politicians and the involved in tourist indus-

try. 

f)  By plan execution and activity coherence, the revenues of the two 

groups of the public and government can be guaranteed together in the 

frame of tourism cooperatives by participation. 

The Aims of Tourism cooperation 

The cooperatives are established for the innovation of new products and ser-

vices in the highest adequate efficiency and economical in scale and also to 

open markets that were not accessible previous to control mutual financial, and 

human resources (Farzin, 2008: 15) and function with the general aims of eco-

nomic, social and cultural development.   

In accordance to the act of cooperatives division of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran, the objectives of tourism cooperatives are described below as such: 

a) Create and develop job opportunities in tourist regions and as its re-

sult, increase regional public income. 

b) Place work devices and facilities for each individual to accomplish 

thorough practice. 
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c) Incorporate management and assets and empower management to 

company members. 

d) Optimize various classes of the society from touristic activities devel-

opment income output. 

e) Create necessary backgrounds for tourism centers economical utiliza-

tion, specifically rural regions. 

f) Investment development in tourism sectors and the development and 

prosperity of touristic poles aids. 

g) Public participation development in various divisions of tourist indus-

try activities. 

h) Encourage the culture of group activity and participation (Coopera-

tives Rules and Regulations Compiles). 

Iran Tourism Cooperatives 

According to studies there are 27 active and 122 non-active tourism coopera-

tives in the country (Ministry of Cooperation Statistics and Research Centre, 

2006); Gilan, Tehran and Khorasan Razavi provinces have the most active tour-

ism cooperatives in order of 20, 21 and 16.  The studies also indicated that the 

spectrum of Tourism cooperatives activities is relatively low in Iran.  The statis-

tics also indicated that active tourism cooperatives are more involved with the 

conduction of domestic and foreign tours and offering travelling services, host-

ing services, relevant accommodations services, administration of traditional 

restaurants and restaurants, offer services to pilgrims and excursion and pil-

grim services and also recreation complexes and amusement parks and funfairs 

(Farzin, 2007: 45). 

APPLIED MODEL RESEARCH 

Based on the literature of the study, in order to achieve aims, the applied model 

was planned and designed to create and develop sustainable tourism with co-

operatives guides, exclusive to rural regions. The applied model is constituted 

of four steps:  Selection and identification of touristic sites, foundation of coop-

erative council for rural tourism, council activities reviews and the outcome of 

cooperatives constitution and eventually, the restrictive model of sustainable 

development.  Further, the research model is presented in the frame of concep-

tual and generalization process.  Many communications of the model are in 

reciprocal and systematic forms. 

First Step 
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Selection and identification of tourism sites; in this stage of modeling, all vari-

ous aspects of touristic intentions are studied.  In this model, the intentions of 

rural tourism are considered and touristic rural sites are reviewed in respect to 

supply (residence centers, reception centers, transport, handicrafts and shop-

ping malls, naturalist attractions, cultural and historical heritages, recreation 

centers and other relevant facilities and services), infrastructural intentions 

(water, electricity, wastewater and access routes, etc.) and demand (tourist des-

tination and market tours opportunities); this is because the fundamental con-

cept that exists in tourism plan is that tourism must be considered as a com-

posed system of interrelated supply and demand factors. The important feature 

is to review the supply section of rural tourism intentions, proprietorship type 

(public, private and cooperation) and the existing corporation in respect to 

tourism earnings intentions.  In the first step, we discovered the existing gaps 

in various tourist industry supply divisions in order to conduct the construc-

tion of these cooperatives to these sections. 

Second Step 

Council planning constituted of dependent members; for the reasons of exclu-

sive interdisciplinary features of tourism industry, the constitution and council 

plans by beneficiary groups is compulsory and indispensable.  In respect to the 

governmental structure and existing rules and regulations of Islamic Republic 

of Iran, villages are the smallest parts of Iran’s political division, active under 

the supervision of the Ministry of Jihad-e-Agriculture; the Ministry of Coopera-

tion supervises over the foundation and administration of cooperation.   In vil-

lages, rural public elected council under the title of ‘Rural Islamic Council’ ad-

ministers the internal affairs of the villages.  On the other side, Cultural Herit-

age, Handicraft and tourism organization(CHTO) have the custody of the af-

fairs in relation with tourism, cultural heritage and handicrafts in Iran. The in-

stitutional systematic is obligated to identify and introduce country’s touristic 

villages and classify these on the basis of their historical/cultural attractions, 

exclusive events, naturalists, etc.  A committee under the title of ‘Rural Tour-

ism’ functions to control rural touristic regional affairs.  Hence, in order to de-

velop tourism in rural regions within the frame of cooperatives, it is advisable 

to constitute councils formed of the dependent units representatives from Jihad 

Agriculture, Ministry of Cooperation, Rural Council and Cultural Heritage, 

Tourism and Handicrafts Organisation.  Thus, a centralized and integrated in-

stitution was originated for the means of rural tourism cooperatives, author-

ized to study, review, plan, establish, control and supervise over cooperatives 
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of tourism in the touristic rural regions.  The Rural Tourism Cooperative Coun-

cil is assigned to encourage local individuals in the foundation and rural tour-

ism affairs cooperation through cooperatives.  This council is further tasked to 

obtain financial aids and bank facilities from the government and to provide 

data and trainings to petitioners of the council. 

Third Step 

Council activities; after the formal foundation of ‘Rural Tourism Cooperative 

Council’, the unique anticipated activities of the council include: 

a) Foundation and development of cooperation promotion for attract 

tourists; 

b) Extension of services to tourism supply section through cooperatives; 

Establish cooperatives in all demanded sections of tourism industry in-

tended for rural tourism; 

c) Establishment and development of cooperatives parallel to tourism co-

operatives; in addition to council activity in cooperative sector relevant 

to tourism, proceed for dependent cooperatives supervision and con-

trol parallel to intentional tourism activities. 

Fourth Step 

The outcome of cooperative establishment; in the final step, the outcome of ru-

ral tourism cooperatives establishment based on this selected model is stated as 

such: 

a)  Local society participation increase in rural tourism sustainable devel-

opment. 

b) Values, beliefs and courtesy protection of local community and esteem 

to them. 

c) Even income distribution accomplished from tourist attractions 

amongst native society. 

d) Occupation opportunities for rural native individuals. 

e) Life quality improvement of hosting society. 

And finally, the output of the applied model denoting economical, socio-

cultural and environmental sustainable development accomplishments in all aspects 

of society rural life resulted from rural tourism cooperatives development (Fig-

ure 1). 
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Figure 1. The Applied Model of Tourism Cooperatives Extension towards 

rural regional sustainable development. 

CONCLUSION 

As a form of cooperation, tourism cooperatives for the intentions of rural tour-

ism have various objectives for development.  On the other side, the necessity 

of local tourism organization existence for cooperation development as one of 

the beneficial devices of tourism sustainable development is naturally inevita-

ble.  The government can by financial aids and trainings assist to tourism de-

velopment pivoted on local society.  There are key revenues to local society co-

operation: job creation, poverty elimination, tourism negative impacts decrease 

over the hosting society culture and environment, generation of self confidence 

for hosting society individuals and earnings for the protectin and promotion of 

society wealth.  Still, in spite of existing revenues, there are many obstacles for 
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local society cooperation in the tourism planning process.  According to Tow-

son, these preventives are either operational, structural or cultural.  The studies 

indicate that the structural restraints look richer in tourism cooperatives estab-

lishment in Iran rural regions.  By presentation of applied model at the end of 

this research, it is endeavored to present techniques to confront the factor.  The 

applied model of the research is constituted of four key stages and a final out-

come.  The first stage begins with the selection and identification of touristic 

intentions.  In the second stage, the rural tourism cooperative council is estab-

lished organized of the dependent members.  At the third stage, council activi-

ties begin after organization.  In the fourth stage, the outcome of rural regional 

cooperatives is reviewed further and finally, the outcome of the model indicat-

ing economical, socio-cultural and environmental sustainable development in 

touristic rural regions will be accomplished.   
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to reveal strengths and weaknesses of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere ge-

opark and geotourism project. The most important strength of the geopark is found to 

be the support of both the public and local bodies. On the contrary, the lack of promo-

tion and publicity are found to be the mostly cited weaknesses of the geopark. In-

creasing interest in alternative tourism is found to be the strongest opportunity for the 

project. Finally, lack of a touristic image of the city and the political and economic in-

stability is cited as the most important threats for the project. The paper ends with 

both practical implications for the geopark organizers and some theoretical contribu-

tion to the research of geotourism. 

 

Key words: geological preservation, geosites, geological heritage, geopark. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The terms ‘geotourism’ and ‘geoparks’ have emerged in the tourism literature 

in recent years. Geotourism is rapidly being recognized as an exciting new di-

rection for tourism surrounding geological and geomorphological attractions 

and destinations (Akbulut, 2009). At the same time, the tourism component of 

geotourism involves visitation to geosites for the purposes of passive recrea-

tion, engaging a sense of wonder, appreciation and learning (Newsome & 

Dowling, 2006). Consequently, the tourism industry regards geotourism as a 

new, growing market segment with a prosperous future, particularly so in the 

light of the ever-increasing demand by tourist around the world for the ulti-

mate nature experience (Pforr & Megerl, 2006). The global diversity of land-
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scapes and geological materials in association with the body of knowledge re-

lating to Earth history and geological processes (Newsome & Dowling, 2006) 

makes geotourism an option for all countries and parts of the world. Accord-

ingly, more and more countries have started to develop schemes for recogniz-

ing important geological and morphological sites or landscapes within their 

national boundaries (Eder & Patzak, 2004). 

Currently, tourism in Turkey relies on mass tourism, which is unsustaina-

ble, concentrated on coastal areas, and geotourism is less significant. However, 

geological and geomorphological heritage resources of the country reveal an 

abundant potential for the development of geotourism. Although insufficient, 

some institutes and bodies are trying to promote and develop geotourism in 

Turkey, and Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere geopark and geotourism project is a 

unique example of these efforts. However, the project should be strategically 

managed for desired outcomes and the sustainability of the efforts. Strategic 

management process consists of three stages as the strategy formulation, strat-

egy implementation and strategy evaluation. SWOT analysis of external oppor-

tunities and threats as well as the internal strengths and weaknesses of the pro-

ject is important for strategy formulation and development (Chang & Huang, 

2006). In this sense, the paper aims at revealing the strengths and weaknesses 

of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere geopark and geotourism project in order to deter-

mine how to position the project in the minds of public, and the opportunities 

and threats that could affect the management of the geopark. The paper con-

cludes with both practical implications for the geopark administration and 

some theoretical contribution to the research of geotourism. 

GEOTOURISM AND GEOPARKS 

Geotourism 

Problems associated with mass tourism have implemented more environmen-

tally and culturally aware forms of tourism, resulting in a global push for con-

servation (Hardy, Beeton & Pearson 2002). Such conservation efforts have re-

sulted in alternative forms of tourism such as sustainable tourism, ecotourism 

and geotourism. Sustainable tourism meets the needs of today’s tourists and 

host regions while protecting and enhancing opportunities for the future. On 

the other hand ecotourism is a sustainable form of natural resource-based tour-

ism that focuses primarily on experiencing and learning about nature, and 

which is ethically managed to be low-impact, non-consumptive, and locally 

oriented (control, benefits, and scale) (Fennel, 2003:25). Ecotourism typically 
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occurs in natural areas, and should contribute to the conservation or preserva-

tion of such natural areas. The assumption underlying ecotourism is that it 

cannot be mass tourism (Boley, Nickerson & Bosak, 2011). Finally, the tourism 

industry regards geotourism as a new, growing market segment with a pros-

perous future, particularly so in the light of the ever-increasing demand by 

tourists around the world for the ultimate nature experience (Pforr & Megerl, 

2006). 

Geotourism’s first definition appeared in a professional magazine by Hose 

in 1995 as: ‘The provision of interpretative and service facilities to enable tour-

ists to acquire knowledge and understanding of the geology and geomorphol-

ogy of a site (including its contribution to the development of the Earth scienc-

es) beyond the level of mere aesthetic appreciation’ (Hose, 2006). More recently 

it has been defined as: ‘Geotourism is a form of natural area tourism that spe-

cifically focuses on geology and landscape. It promotes tourism to geosites and 

the conservation of geo-diversity and an understanding of earth sciences 

through appreciation and learning. This is achieved through independent visits 

to geological features, use of geo-trails and view points, guided tours, geo-

activities and patronage of geosite visitor centers.’ (Newsome & Dowling, 

2010). In Newsome and Dowling’s (2006:3) definition of geotourism, the ‘geo’ 

part pertains to geology and geomorphology and the natural resources of land-

scapes, landforms, fossil beds, rocks and minerals, with an emphasis on appre-

ciating the process that are creating and created such features.  At the same 

time, the tourism component of geotourism involves visitation to geosites for 

the purposes of passive recreation, engaging a sense of wonder, appreciation 

and learning. In association with this visitation there may be regular tours, spe-

cific activities and even the development of accommodation facilities. 

Geotourism is about creating a geotourism product that protects geoherit-

age, helps communities, communicates and promotes geological heritage and 

works for a wide range of different people (Dowling, 2008:227). Geotourism 

incorporates the concept of sustainable tourism, which meets the needs of to-

day’s tourists and host regions while protecting and enhancing opportunities 

for future. It is predicted as ‘leading to management of all resources in such a 

way that economic, social and aesthetic needs can be fulfilled as well as main-

taining cultural integrity, essential ecological processes, biological diversity, 

and life support systems’ (WTO, 1998). 
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There are five key principles which are fundamental to geotourism. They 

are that geotourism is geologically based (that is based on the earth’s geoherit-

age), sustainable (i.e., economically viable, community enhancing and fosters 

geoconservation), educative (achieved through geo-interpretation), locally ben-

eficial and generates tourist satisfaction. The first three characteristics are con-

sidered to be essential for a product to be considered ‘geotourism’ while the 

last two are viewed as being desirable for all forms of tourism (Dowling, 2011).  

According to Boley et al. (2011) the goal of geotourism is to maintain the 

character of place. It is not just travel to undisturbed natural areas or to centers 

of human activity but travel to destinations where nature and people come to-

gether to produce a working landscape. However, education of the people is 

also very important in geotourism. Tongkul (2006) presents geotourism as the 

utilization of geological heritage resources for education-based tourism. He 

asserts that geological heritage resource is based on the intrinsic values of geo-

logical and geomorphological features, and these intrinsic values may include 

scientific, aesthetic, recreational and cultural values. 

Ideally, geotourism can be beneficial for both the tourist and the host be-

cause it can provide the tourist with an ‘authentic’ experience while holistically 

sustaining the destinations’ unique qualities (Boley, et al., 2011). Further, ge-

otourism achieves a quasi-balance between regional value and sustainable use, 

and development by using the potential of the landscape and its established 

infrastructure (Frey, Schäfer, Büchel & Patzak, 2006). Moreover, it can make a 

major contribution to the alleviation of poverty in rural areas (Reimold, Whit-

field & Wallmach, 2006) by creating employment opportunities in the region. 

Its potential as a job and income generator, particularly for local communities 

and therefore as an effective means for regional development, has evaluated 

geotourism also being strongly pushed by governments through the develop-

ment of policies and strategies (Pforr & Megerl, 2006). With sound planning, 

taking into account the sustainable principles of environmental conservation, 

community well-being and economic benefits, then geotourism offers a poten-

tial basis for community and/or regional development for many places around 

the world (Dowling & Newsome, 2006). To be successful, conservation of geo-

logical heritage requires concerted involvement of all stakeholders, both geolo-

gists and non-geologists (e.g. politicians, planners, landowners, developers and 

the public/local communities) (Tongkul, 2006). 
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Geoparks 

In the last decade geotourism has been taking off in a new direction based up-

on sites called ‘geoparks’, both national and global (Turner, 2006). Geoparks, a 

fairly recent development focusing in particular on geotopes of regional and 

national geoscientific importance, can be seen as instruments to coordinate 

many stakeholders towards the common purpose of regional sustainable de-

velopment (Pforr & Megerl, 2006). Through the international respect and reach 

of UNESCO, geoparks have already begun to make their mark on communities 

and regions; with even greater awareness by countries, the geopark movement 

will become the benchmark for geotourism acceptance by governments, re-

gions, communities and tourists (Dowling & Newsome, 2006).  

The concept of a geopark, as outlined in the operational guidelines pub-

lished by UNESCO in 2002, is to serve the three goals of conserving a healthy 

environment, educating in the Earth science and fostering sustainable, local 

economic development. The ultimate goal of the geopark program is to provide 

for a better understanding of geological heritage and wise use of the Earth 

(Nowlan, Bobrowsky & Clague 2004). 

Geopark is usually understood to be an area designated for its geological 

and/or geomorphological (i.e. landscape) interest, and using this heritage for 

sustainable development (UNESCO, 2011). According to the definition of Eu-

ropean Geoparks Network established in 2000, a European Geopark is a territo-

ry which combines the protection and promotion of geological heritage with 

sustainable local development. It has the following main characteristics (Zour-

as, 2004:165): 

 First, a European Geopark has to encompass a particular geological 

heritage, with specific geological, mineralogical, geophysical, geo-

morphological, paleontological or geographical features. 

 Second, the local authorities of each geopark have to agree to the pro-

motion, with the financial support of European Union, of a sustainable 

territorial development strategy for the development of the Geopark 

area. A European geopark must have clearly defined boundaries and 

sufficient surface area for true territorial economic development. 

 Another important characteristic is that the sites in a European Ge-

opark must be linked in a network, and benefit from protection and 

management measures. A European Geopark is obliged to defend the 
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values of geological heritage conservation and thus no destruction or 

sale of geological objects from a European Geopark may be tolerated. 

 A European Geopark must be managed by a clearly defined structure, 

organized according to the national legislation of each country and 

able to enforce the protection, enhancement and sustainable develop-

ment policies within its territory. 

In essence, geoparks aim to foster regional identity, create greater awareness 

for local conservation issues through geo-education, and act as a framework for 

regional sustainable development by bringing together a wide range of stake-

holders (Pforr & Megerl, 2006). Further, geoparks have been established to cre-

ate enhanced employment opportunities for the people who live there and fos-

ter economic benefits for them, usually through the development of sustainable 

tourism (Dowling, 2011). Geoparks stimulate economic activity and sustainable 

development through geotourism. By attracting increasing number of visitors, 

a geopark fosters local socio-economic development through the promotion of 

a quality label linked with the local natural heritage. It encourages the creation 

of local enterprises and cottage industries involved in geotourism and ge-

oproducts (Dowling, 2011).  

The establishment of geoparks should be based on a strong concept, politi-

cal will with financial long-term support, and professional management struc-

tures (Frey, et al., 2006). Hence, it is essential that, prior to the creation of a ge-

opark, there should be comprehensive and exhaustive discussions with the 

community, researchers, and government agents to search for a common impe-

tus (Piranha, Del Lama & Bacci, 2011). Geoparks can bring a new combination 

of social, economic and environmental information to the political table. Many 

might benefit from supporting geoparks including farmers in rural areas, small 

businesses and even industries. Such a sharing of knowledge can be made 

more efficient by the international geopark network linked to UNESCO and the 

International Union of Geological Sciences and other interested bodies (Turner, 

2006). In this way, local governments, economic entities and local communities 

can consciously take part in the work of geological heritage protection. As the 

implementation and construction of the UNESCO World Geopark advances, it 

may be expected that humanity will open a new page on geological heritage 

protection with it (Jianjun, Xun & Youfang, 2006). 
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METHODOLOGY 

Site and the Aim of the Study 

Kizilcahamam and Çamlidere are two districts of Ankara with their rich natu-

ral and geological heritage. The flora of two districts constitutes a transition 

zone between Black Sea and Central Anatolia regions, and for this reason the 

climate, vegetation and landforms are peculiar to the region. Being close to An-

kara (75-85 km) and lack of sufficient local agriculture and industry accelerated 

the immigration of local people to urban areas. Similar to other rural areas in 

Anatolia, many villages are almost empty. New business activities and satisfy-

ing employment opportunities are needed to vitalize the region and keep peo-

ple in their villages and lands. The natural and geological heritage of the region 

offers a good potential for the development of geotourism.  

Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere Geopark and Geotourism Project has been devel-

oped both to protect geological heritage and to provide economic benefits for 

sustainable local development. The project is the first of its kind in Turkey for 

geological preservation, geotourism and nature training. Following the princi-

ple that everyone has something to give, the development of partnerships be-

comes a key aim of the most initiatives (Brunsden, Lin & Ford, 2009). The pro-

ject is supported and financed by several institutes, namely: Governorship of 

Ankara, Ankara University, Kizilcahamam Municipality, Governorship of Ki-

zilcahamam, Governorship of Çamlidere and the Turkish Association for the 

Conservation of the Geological Heritage. The number of supporters indicates a 

good cooperation among the interested bodies.  

First part of the geopark was opened to visitors in July, 2010. Since then, cul-

ture and natural tourism enthusiasts have the opportunity to enjoy a unique 

experience by watching a large petrified forest, touching a 15 million years fish 

bone, examining a frog and wings of an insect in a swamp of 10 million years of 

age.  Incoming and ingoing tourists are experiencing all the volcanic and geo-

morphological formations such as the flora, fossils, caves, rocks, ornamental 

stones, mineral formations and fairy chimneys, as well as the culture, different 

species and the traditional tales of the region. However, the project should be 

strategically managed for desired outcomes and the sustainability of the efforts. 

Strategic management process consists of three stages as the strategy formula-

tion, strategy implementation and strategy evaluation. SWOT analysis of exter-

nal opportunities and threats as well as the internal strengths and weaknesses 

of the project is important for strategy formulation and development (Chang & 

Huang, 2006). In this sense, the paper aims at revealing the strengths and 
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weaknesses of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere geopark and geotourism project in 

order to determine how to position the project in the minds of public, and the 

opportunities and threats that could affect the management of the geopark. 

Limitations of the Study 

In this regard, Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere Geopark and Geotourism Project has 

been developed both to protect geological heritage and to provide economic 

benefits for sustainable local development by creating awareness on the protec-

tion of the geological assets of the region. For these purposes, educational tours 

were also organized for academia, educational institutes and geology students. 

Between the dates of 25 September-10 October 2011, academics and geology 

students held a tour to Kizilcahamam and Camlidere Geopark and they were 

informed about the project and land forms of the region. The current study in-

cludes these 22 participants of the educational tour and limited to these partici-

pants. 

Data Collection and Sample Selection 

This paper employs SWOT analysis to reveal strengths and weaknesses of Ki-

zilcahamam-Çamlidere geopark and geotourism project in order to determine 

how to position the project in the minds of visitors, and the opportunities and 

threats that could affect the administration of the geopark. Considering these 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, a project coordinator can deal 

more effectively with the problems that are likely to come up, and look at ways 

and means of converting the threats into opportunities, and off-setting the 

weaknesses against the strengths (Srivastava et al. 2005). SWOT analysis would 

help us to determine current situation of the project. In such, it is aimed to de-

termine strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities and threats that the 

organization or administration face with. It is the current situation analysis. 

SWOT analysis is also a ‚future situation‛ analysis which helps to forecast 

what would happen in the future. 

Brain storming technic was used while making SWOT analysis. Brain storm-

ing is a useful communicational technic that would allow group member to 

express their perceptions, thoughts, ideas and solutions on a certain topic. The 

goals of the analysis were explained to participants from different regions. 

SWOT analysis grids were delivered to participants and they were asked to list 

the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the geopark they were 

introduced and informed. A separate list was made on the basis of participants’ 

responses, and the frequencies of a certain item were considered while making 
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the list. The list was finalized on the basis of participants’ contributions. Fur-

ther, a SWOT matrix was made in order to compare internal and external fac-

tors. While making the SWOT matrix, four questions were considered: 1) How 

can we benefit from each strength?, 2) How can we stop each weakness?, 3) 

How can we exploit each weakness?, and 4) How can we defend against each 

threat? Since the aim of qualitative studies is not to generalize the findings, the 

current study used a modal instance sampling method. Modal instance sam-

pling method is used when thoughts and actions of ‘typical’ people are investi-

gated. 

FINDINGS 

The factors indicated as the strengths of the project are: 

• Closeness to metropolitans cities like Ankara and Istanbul, 

• Diversity of the geoparks and closeness to each other, 

• Existence of million years of formations, 

• Being an appropriate area for the researchers, 

• Being the first of its kind in Turkey,  

• Diversity of the flora, 

• Availability of a modest climate for tourism, 

• Existence of historical places like Kara Kartal, fairy chimneys 

and a mini Sumela monastery on the site, 

• Construction of a thermal facility, 

• Being an adequate site for outdoor activities, 

• Familiarity of the local people and companies around the park 

with tourism because of thermal tourism, 

• Establishment of the geopark center in the district, 

• Existence of hiking trails, 

• Existence of wildlife, 

• Existence of volcanic columns, fossil tree and formations, 

• Existence of different elements necessary for the open-air museum. 

The participants were also asked about how to utilize strengths of the pro-

ject. In their point of view, the project may be better promoted, and a well-

organized publicity could be done. For this purpose, the website of the project 

(www.jeoparkankara.com) could be better organized and promoted. Further, 
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cooperation with the tourism agencies in Ankara and Istanbul could yield de-

sired results for the project. Moreover, the geopark offers a good opportunity 

for organizing festivals and similar events. Such events could also increase the 

effectiveness of promotion efforts. In terms of cooperating with the educational 

institutes, the universities could be better informed about the geopark and its 

strengths in educating students on the geology, geomorphology and similar 

areas. Finally, the strengths of the project may also be utilized to complete nec-

essary steps for being a member of the European Geopark Network. 

In terms of weaknesses, the factors obtained are: 

• Lack of a well-organized transportation network, 

• Poor participation of the local people, 

• Lack of publicity, 

• Insufficient number of qualified tour guides and people to lead 

the visitors, 

• Inadequate informative brochures,  

• Long lead time to fulfill its goals and join the World Geopark 

Network, 

• Insufficient knowledge of the local people about the geopark, 

• Being the first of its kind in Turkey, 

• Incompetent publicity and lack of souvenirs for the visitors 

(key chains, magnets etc.), 

• Misperception of the local people about the improvements in 

the region, 

• Lack of control, 

• Under-population in the region, 

• Absence of recycling facilities, 

• Absence of legal protection and legal regulations, 

• Lack of government support, 

• Lack of recreation and shopping facilities, 

• Being an unattractive center for investors, 

• Financial problems and inability to create financial resources. 

The participants’ contributions to how to stop each weakness are as follows: 

Desired outcomes require long-term orientation and better cooperation with 
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the local people is needed. Transportation to and from the site could be solved 

by cooperating with the transportation companies. Meanwhile, professional 

tour-guides should be trained and the number of guides should be increased 

with the contribution of trekking tour organizers. Local people could be in-

volved in the project by training them on the production of handicrafts. Gov-

ernmental and local incentives could increase the investments in the region, 

and this may result in alleviation of the poverty. 

Regarding the opportunities, the factors expressed are: 

• Young population to take part and escort tourists in the ge-

opark,  

• Ease of access to people in remote areas by the help of develop-

ing information technologies and publicity through web, 

• Use of the site by geology students as a training and education 

site, 

• Publicity and promotion of the natural wealth of Turkey 

throughout the world, 

• Increasing interest in nature, history and cultural tourism, 

• Support of the municipality and governorship,  

• Existence of a sister city in Germany (Weilburg), 

• Scientific support by the university, 

• Existence of thermal facilities, thermal tourism, 

• Publicity and development of geotourism, 

• Accommodation facilities, 

• Creation of employment opportunities by different companies,  

• Existence of local cuisine and handicrafts, 

• Organization of events such as international symposiums and 

festivals in the region 

• Existence of Soguksu National Park and rich forest resources, 

• Cultural values of the local public. 

According to participants the opportunities can be better exploited by coop-

eration with geologists, anthropologists, biologists and astronomers to register 

natural heritage, to collect and archive flora and fauna, fossils, geological for-

mations. Creating awareness among academicians and educators studying ge-
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ography, agriculture and geology would increase the strengths of the project 

and the region. Finally, cooperation is the key for exploiting the opportunities. 

The factors to be considered as threats for the project are: 

• Poor tourist image of the region, 

• Environmental pollution, soil and water pollution, degradation 

of the natural environment as a result of tourism development 

• The corruption of the geopark by the local people or visitors,  

• The economic benefits being the core apart from other aspects, 

• Legal gaps regarding the geopark, 

• The possibility of sabotage of the project by the local people in 

order to sustain the current conditions, 

• Damages on the geoheritage under protection by uneducated 

and unconscious people in the area, 

• Extinction of species living in the region, 

• Unwillingness among the local people to adopt the project, 

• Destruction of the flora, 

• Waste, 

• Destruction of wildlife, 

• Unplanned urbanization, 

• Smuggling of historical and natural artifacts, 

• Immigration of local people. 

Participants also commented on the ways to defend each threat. According 

to them, organizing training activities about geoparks and geotourism to raise 

public awareness is a good solution to deal with the threats. Further, preparing 

brochures about the environment, using qualified local guides on trekking 

routes, opening hospitable accommodation establishments, increasing the 

shopping and local souvenir opportunities in the area for tourists are also im-

portant to diminish the effects of threats. Eliminating the legal gaps would also 

help better management of the resources. Finally, training the local people 

about entrepreneurship and providing employment opportunities would con-

tribute much to the success of the project. 
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CONCLUSION 

Geotourism and geoparks are relatively new concepts which are gaining re-

markable attention all around the world. In order to protect geological heritage 

and foster the potential for local socio-economic development, governments 

and destinations focus on geotourism and geoparks projects, and Turkey is not 

an exception to this. Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere Geopark and Geotourism Pro-

ject, as the pioneer of its kind in Turkey, has been developed both to protect 

geological heritage and to provide economic benefits for sustainable local de-

velopment in the area. Since the project is relatively new a well-established 

strategy formulation and development is necessary for the strategic manage-

ment of the project. For this reason, the paper aims at revealing the strengths 

and weaknesses of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere geopark and geotourism project, 

and the opportunities and threats that could affect the management of the ge-

opark as well. The study findings reveal that the project is closer to metropoli-

tan areas and the diversity of the resources is rich in the area. In this sense, the 

geopark can be a good escape place for the people from metropolitans. Diversi-

ty of the flora and the geological resources may also attract the academia and 

the students.  Although, several workshops, conferences, training sessions, 

seminars have been organized about the benefits of the project, its contribution 

to the economy and social life, its scientific significance, still the promotion and 

the publicity of the geopark are in its infancy. The results suggest that coopera-

tion among the related bodies is heavily important for the success of the pro-

ject, especially to exploit opportunities and to defend against threats. Such co-

operation could also be used to train necessary human resources and to create 

awareness for the success of the project, and the development of local facilities 

in the region.  

In our current case of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere Geopark and Geotourism 

Project, it is obvious that several bodies and institutes unite their efforts to de-

velop and promote the project. However, the marketing aspect of management 

seems to be underestimated. Although the project was announced in the na-

tional newspapers, and took place in some television programs, these efforts 

were weak and insufficient. In this sense, a strategic marketing plan should be 

prepared for the specific conditions of the project. This task requires full time 

staff and long-term financial assurance, and adherence to the plans in the long-run. 

This paper makes a SWOT analysis of the project, and limited to evaluations 

of a relatively small group of participants.  The results of this study may act as 

a basis for further studies to find out solutions to managerial problems related 
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to the project and the site. Similar studies may also focus on the consumer side 

of the equation, especially for the purpose of tailoring the product according to 

the needs and expectations of visitors. Finally, studies on marketing would of-

fer a path to the success of Kizilcahamam-Çamlidere Geopark and Geotourism 

Project. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Turkish Republic, like most of other destinations in Mediterranean which has a 

reach to the seaside, is providing astonishing recreational diving opportunities, not on-

ly by the pristine dive sites but also under the shed of an old history of human under-

water interaction. This interaction is mostly referring to an occupation of sponge-

gathering which has a long tradition into the mentioned geography, and it is one of 

the important initiatives for divers to cope with this unfamiliar environment while it’s 

also a certain source of knowledge accumulation on the underwater realm. Not sur-

prisingly, its history is carrying important findings on the environmental impact and 

the inherent risks of diving as well. Into this article, findings on these known issues 

tried to be given under the shed of found historical materials found on the 19th centu-

ry sponge-gathering in Ottoman Empire. 

Key words: scuba diving, recreational tourism, Mediterranean tourism, tourism and 

history. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Recreational activities, either passive or active, as a “refreshing and healing” 

group of activities may have different types and requesting different locations 

either in their natural setting or needed to be planned and designed for recrea-

tional purposes (Bhuiyan et.al., 2011; Doldur, 2011; Gray et.al., 2010; Lawal 

et.al., 2011; Sandal & Karademir, 2011; Sugiyama et.al., 2010). Natural recrea-

tional areas, such as protected zones, forests, lakes or marine parks are letting 

the practitioners learn more about the nature, their selves and the livelihood 

into the created zones whereas helping them to release their stresses. This type 

of settings also constitutes a new genre of touristic services gaining a certain 

importance for the customers looking for new options in their holiday destina-

tions. Recreational areas including forests, mountains, lakes and sea are provid-

ing necessary setups to the practitioners of several activities such as climbing, 
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tracking, hiking or bicycling and depending on the availability, sailing, swim-

ming or diving.  

Diving, with it's known practises i.e. snorkelling, skin or apnea diving or 

SCUBA (Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus) diving is one of the 

well known recreational activities for a long time and begun to be practised in 

various protected zones. Depending on the increasing demand to the protected 

areas, not only the benefits received and perceived by the practitioners and 

managers, but also the risks and hazards are begun to be discussed often than 

before. Most of these discussions mostly refer to two main consequences of 

such an human-nature interaction. One of them refers to the problems arisen by 

and hazards given to the environment (Di Franco et. al., 2010; Luna et.al, 2009; 

Ponian et.al., 2010). Taken inherent risks and their consequences, as another 

main point of discussion mainly in relation with the expected gains such as 

healing and health improvement aspects of recreational activities (Almeida, 

2007; Di Franco et.al. 2010; Luna et.al., 2009, Ponian et.al., 2010). Although be-

ing discussed often than before in nowadays, these are very well known as-

pects of diving practices which have been identified almost more than 100 

years ago when known style of diving and human underwater interaction has 

begun to be experienced, and exposed a drastically changed under the guid-

ance of economic goals (Yürekli, 2011). 

Bringing the divers into another realm of nature, to the underwater, is pos-

sibly the most challenging characteristic of this activity. Besides, it helps the 

recreational divers to learn about another realm of the nature, the aquatic life.  

Moreover, it's known that recreational activities, also gives chance to the practi-

tioners to improve their cognitive skills by learning their limits, their strength 

on unusual conditions, or by the help of healing and re-orienting their aware-

ness to newly introduced environments. These gains mostly referred by the 

studies focused on the positive effects of recreational activities (Barnett &  We-

ber, 2008; Boon et.al., 2008; Booth et.al., 2010; Davis, 2011; Philipp &  Robert, 

2010; Sjögren et.al., 2011). Diving without being an exception, as a recreational 

activity, provides same benefits within its known limits. Especially by recog-

nizing as an outdoor activity, where most of them is categorized as extreme 

sports, such as mountain climbing, biking, camping, parasailing, canoeing & 

kayaking and scuba diving with their extreme nature, always pose a higher 

level of risk than more moderate or passive recreational activities which help 

the practitioners to reach their goals, and, of course, these risks are mostly de-

termining the limits of each activity or their limits that must be considered 

while practitioners trying to reach their goals. 
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Scuba diving, as a recreational activity, can easily be experienced in most 

holiday destinations where the necessary setup is available. Turkey, as a coun-

try which is geographically located in Mediterranean region, like most of other 

destinations which has a reach to the sea basin, is providing astonishing diving 

opportunities, not only by the pristine dive sites but also under the shed of an 

old story of human underwater interaction, and by mostly referring to an old 

occupation of sponge-gathering which has a long tradition into the mentioned 

geography (Pronzato & Manconi, 2008; Yürekli, 2011). 

Sponge gathering, into the Mediterranean region, has been the main initia-

tive for divers to cope with this unfamiliar environment while they are expect-

ing higher incomes from the gathered commercial sea-product and might be 

one of the most important occupations by which a certain accumulation of 

knowledge is generated on the underwater realm (Milanese et.al, 2008; Pronza-

to & Manconi, 2008; Yürekli, 2011).  With this peculiarity, and known historical 

origins, diving is one of the most promising recreational activity for whom pre-

fers the Mediterranean coasts for their holidays.  

Not surprisingly, its history is also carrying important findings on the envi-

ronmental impact and the inherent risks of diving. Into this article, findings on 

the historical origins of diving is tried to be given under the shed of found his-

torical materials with a special emphasize on its environmental impact and the 

identified risks. 

Diving: From an Occupation to a Recreational Sport
i
 

Diving which helps to interact with the underwater world, as an exceptional 

environment for the human body, is known since the very old ages of Mediter-

ranean culture. Sponge gathering, which is taking place by using very tradi-

tional techniques of diving, the apnist style or skin diving, is one of the most 

important occupation which initialises a certain accumulation of knowledge on 

this realm. In the course of time, by the help of new technologies developed 

and employed for this activity, divers begun to stay under the water for longer 

interval of times.  

First of the most commonly used inventions which has been produced to be 

in line with different occupations and by providing them a requested diving 

needs, Scaphandres, begun to be utilised in Mediterranean sponge-gathering 

nearly at the middle of 19th century (Çoruh, 2006; Pronzato & Manconi, 2008; 

Yürekli, 2011). This equipment allows sponge divers to breath under the water 

and extends the interval that they work and gather sponges. In a comparison 
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on the limits for apnist divers and the scaphandres divers, reached time inter-

vals by this equipment is indicating drastical changes. Heavy scaphandres, and 

its disadvantages for the divers has been partially compensated by the ad-

vantages gained by the dress of this equipment which protects the divers body 

into the low temperatures. Fernes equipment, as a subsequent invention after 

scaphandres, begun to be utilised commercially, and patented at the very be-

ginning of 20th century, and utilised by sponge gatherers. This invention, by 

removing the weight of the helmet and dress, gives a chance to the divers to be 

more comfortable under the water. However, both of these equipments were 

requiring installed pumps on the boat or elsewhere out of the sea, in order to 

supply the breathing air to the divers.  

It's known that several other inventions emerged on the line of diving 

equipments, mostly kept the benefits of providing more secure and comforta-

ble diving to the divers in mind. Some of them known provide kind of a self 

contained apparatus to the divers with which they can move under the water 

without experiencing any troubles with the length of air hoses connected to the 

pumps. However, till another important invention, demand regulators 

emerged, which helps divers to breathe from the tanks or cylinders filled with 

breathing air under the control of their breathing needs, or whenever they de-

mand the necessary air, these inventions might have been found unfeasible for 

the needs of sponge gatherers, and most probably for the recreational diving 

practices. They mostly preferred in extreme cases depending on their design 

with which, the free flowing breathing air is needed to be inhaled by the divers 

from the tanks carried with the equipment. 

Demand-regulators, of Commenheis and the patent owners of Emile 

Gagnan and the prominent expeditors of underwater realm, Jacques-Yves 

Cousteau improved the dive practice into a large extend. By the help of de-

mand-regulators, divers begun to breathe any amount of air whenever they 

need. This characteristic brings a control on the air flow to the divers and ex-

tends the time intervals within the existing limits of carried breathing air in self 

contained apparatus. Till this time, scaphandres is repudiated as the most 

commonly utilised commercial diving apparatus, which allows the sponge di-

vers to dive the depth that they need to be in.  

Beginning form the 20th century, inventions took place for the diving appa-

ratus and by each of them a certain problem set is resolved and the diving 

equipments improved. With the invented swimming fins, diving goggles and 

demand regulators and also the diving suits, in addition to the emergence of 
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necessary technology to produce the tanks carrying high pressurized air, divers 

begun to be independent from the previous limitations under the water and 

begun to move in any direction, descent to any depth and navigate within a 

certain plan of dive more comfortable than before. All of these inventions ex-

tend the limits of the interaction between the human and the underwater 

realm. Nearly, into the same years, diving also begun to gain a reputation as a 

recreational sport. 

When the history of diving is considered, nearly all Mediterranean shores 

are always addressed as the most favourable locations that the sponge gather-

ing is taking place for residents of towns and villages near by the sea-side. 

However, it's also known that, not only around the Mediterranean, in many 

different locations around the world, diving, as an occupation of the residents 

of shores and islands always carried an important role in the human underwa-

ter interaction. And into the timeline of inventions emerged for the improve-

ment of this activity, many different scientists and inventors are needed to be 

referred from different regions of the world. Whilst, it's quite clear that in the 

Mediterranean region, based on the findings reached from historical records, 

especially for certain locations, sponge gathering is one of the important eco-

nomic activity for divers to earn their lives. 

After recognized as a recreational activity, in order to overcome with known 

problems related with the environment and inherent risks threatened human 

health, institutional regulations put into charge to determine the necessary 

standards for the practice and its' training. BSAC (British Sub-Aqua Club – est. 

1954), CMAS (Confédération Mondiale des Activités Subaquatiques – est. 1958) 

and NAUI (National Association of Underwater Instructors – 1959) as the lead-

ing organizations for the aquatic sports begun to develop necessary standards 

for scuba diving. In a short period of time, beside these mentioned organiza-

tions, PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors – est. 1966) and SSI 

(Scuba Schools International – est. 1970) were also established.  Either on the 

international or on the national basis different organizations has also estab-

lished for the same purpose of regulating the training and practices of recrea-

tional diving activity within the accepted standards. Without any exception, in 

their standards, nearly all of them give strong emphasis to the necessary pre-

cautions, knowledge and basic training in order to prevent all possible risks for 

the divers and the environment.  
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19th Century Practices of Diving - Sponge Gathering in Mediterranean 
and Aegean Seas. 

As it's mentioned before, sponge gathering has been one of the most important 

occupations which initiate the human interaction with the underwater realm. 

And also under the shed of historical findings, Mediterranean region is usually 

referred one of the most important geographies for the sponge-gathering occu-

pation. Known sponge species into the Mediterranean region and their com-

mercial values into the world markets are constituting the main reason of the 

reputation that the sponge-gathering occupation gained an importance as an 

economic activity (Milanese, 2008; Pronzato & Manconi, 2008; Yürekli 2011). 

Number of divers occupied with the sponge-gathering is given as follows by 

the end of the 19th century (circa 1891) and for the locations into the Aegean sea 

and Anatolia: 

 

 Diving Apparatus Apnist Total 

Boats 126 140 266 

Crew 2520 980 3500 

Source: C.R. 1891 

 

It's denoted that number of scaphandres divers is varying between six to 

eight for the same years whence the employed number of crews considered for 

the 1891, total number of scaphandres divers could be roughly estimated as 

315, and the average number of crew is seven with the oarsmen and the divers 

into the boats gathering sponges with apnist divers. Also the number of crews 

employed into the sponge gathering boats by 1898 is given as below: 

 

 From To 

Scaphandres Divers 14 18 

Apnist Divers 6 8 

Source: C.R. 1898 

Beside the main determinant of sponge trade, in relation with the diving ac-

tivity, two separable set of information is available into the same historical rec-

ords that's been utilised here. These are the environmental problems arisen by 

the massive gathering of sponges and the inherent risks begun to be introduced 

into the diving activity by the utilisation of scaphandres. 
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It's known that, under the effect of market dynamics, the excessive gather-

ing of sponges, threatened the population of this specie in different periods 

(Çoruh, 2009; Milanese et.al., 2008; Pronzato, Manconi, 2008; Yürekli, 2011). Es-

pecially for the second half of 19th century, by the introduction of scaphandres 

as a new invention, which begun to be utilised for diving, threats on the popu-

lation of sponges became more appearent and brought more attention than be-

fore. This trend has initiated certain governmental regulations on the prohibi-

tion of the utilisation of new diving equipment (Çoruh, 2009; Yürekli, 2011). 

Beside the identified environmental effects of diving, following the intro-

duction of new equipment, inherent risks were also begun to be identified. 

Findings on the environmental awareness and prohibition of the diving 

equipment and the newly arisen risks of helmet-diving with the schaphandres 

and breathing the pumped air are tried to be presented in the following pages. 

Logged Incidents and Identified Dangers 

Apnea diving, practised by the help of kept breath inhaled at the surface, is one 

of the known ancient diving traditions. In contemporary ages, it becomes a cer-

tain sporting activity known practised within the different disciplines. Without 

utilising any additional air source, this type of diving is primarily limited by 

the physiological limits of diver. However, it's known that, by the help of cer-

tain exercises and training, these limits are accessing record-breaking time in-

tervals. This diving technique is also very well known by the spear-fishing di-

vers for whom the same limitations determine the intervals of being under the 

water. 

According to the historical findings reached, in 19th century, divers who 

gathered sponges without utilising any additional air source, known to reach 

certain depths in limited time intervals, while the myths on the record-breaking 

accessed limits have always been heard around. In Simpson (1935: 15-16) max-

imum depth reached is given as 30-40 fathoms (approximately 56 to 75 meters) 

for the apnist sponge gatherers of the Mediterranean Seaii. Again, it's denoted 

by Deveciyan (2006:304) that the maximum depth reached by apnists was 40 

fathoms (75 meters) by the end of the 19th century.  Again in Pronzato and 

Manconi (2007: 149) the maximum depth is given as 77 meters for the begin-

ning of the 20th century. Into another source of information the time interval 

known for the apnist sponge divers is denoted as 2 to 2.5 minutes for the years 

between 1877-1881 (CR, 1877-1881). 
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While the limits of apnea diving is given as above, for the divers who were 

utilising scaphandres, the new diving apparatus introduced by the end of 19th 

century to the sponge gathering industry. Following the introduction of new 

equipment these limits have been changed drastically. Scaphandres divers, 

who use the pumped breathing air which let them to breath under the water, 

begun to work for longer intervals than the apnists. However, as a result of 

breathing the air under the water, depending on the depth, divers need to con-

sider the effects of the pressure applied to their body. One of the most im-

portant consequences of this type of diving is known as decompression sick-

ness (DCS)iii. As it's denoted by one of the historical records, scaphandres di-

vers were reached to “25 fathoms to 32 fathoms, whereas the instructions ac-

companying the diving apparatus give 20 fathoms as the maximum limit of 

depth for which they can be used with safety” (CR, 1888-1889). The limitation 

given as 20 fathoms (approximately 37 meters) by the manufacturers is sug-

gesting that previously mentioned risks have been known into the period that 

this equipment introduced to the sponge-gathering industry. Also it's carrying 

the indication of how far scaphandres divers, by diving between 47 to 60 me-

ters, has accessed these limits. 

Many accidents have been heard for the divers accessing the given safety 

limits. In Simpson (1935), one of the prominent depth reached by the scaphan-

dres divers is denoted as 42 fathoms (approximately 78 meters) which is much 

more than the limits given by the manufacturer (Simpson, 1935: 15-16). Again, 

in another historical study,  depth given for the scaphandres divers is close to 

40 fathoms (approx. 75 meters) (Deveciyan, 2006: 304). Same resources are also 

denoted that the time-intervals for the scaphandres divers sometimes reached 

to two hours which is possibly mentioning the longest interval heard into the 

industry (Simpson 1935:15-16). Previously given depths of 47 meters to 60 me-

ters, it becomes quite evident that in these days divers tended to dive deeper 

waters than the given by the manufacturer (CR, 1888-1889). 

While the safe diving practice is considered, not only the pressurized air but 

the water temperature, beside the effort spent under the water, plays a crucial 

role for the exposed risks. However, tending to accept the dress of scaphandres 

as an advantage gained against the cold water temperatures, it's known that 

divers begun to dive during the winter months as well. Surprisingly, non of the 

reached sources is denoted any incidents depending on the hypothermia, a cer-

tain health problem that the divers may faced with it. This problem develops 

depending on the decreases in body-temperature as a result of being into the 

low water temperatures for a long time. Hypothermia is surely correlated with 
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the months that the divers being under the water, but even in summer time and 

into the warm waters, after diving for considerably long intervals of time hypo-

thermia has a possibility to be experienced. 

Depending on the techniques adopted into the sponge-gathering process, 

the identified dangers, so the risks are changing. Identified dangers for apnits 

are mentioned in Deveciyan (2006: 306) as follows: 

a) Into the deeper parts of the sea, experiencing black-out and out-of-

breathe depending on the high pressure applied to the diver's body. 

b) Wounds developed because of touching poisonous parasites living on 

the sponge's body. 

c) Sharks. Divers rarely exposed such a risk as this fishes have been rarely 

seen, in each ten or, even in twenty years. 

Here, for the apnist divers, the problems mentioned as black-outs and out-

of-breath cases mostly related with a certain practice applied in apnea diving 

and called as hyperventilation. Whenever the apnist diver is gained the neces-

sary experience on controlling limits of his/her capacity this practice might not 

cause severe problems. However, for the inexperienced divers, this practice 

may have the potential to push them out of their limits and causes severe prob-

lems mentioned by Deveciyan (2006), PADI (2007: 208-209), TSSF (2005: 4. & 6. 

Dive Theory.) 

Problems that might be arisen during the dives with scaphandres, are dif-

ferent then those mentioned above. The most frequently emphasized one is the 

problem called as DCS as mentioned before. Also it is identified as a serious 

health problem developed depending on the misusage of this technique and 

related with breathing pressurized air under the water (Süngercilik Şirketi T.A.Ş. 

(1933: 15) and Simpson (1935: 17)). Barotraumas, for instance, DCS and gas emp-

bolism, as a certain set of health problems, which might be experienced during 

dives mostly correlated with the inhalation of pressurized air under the water 

and possibly the main problems mostly referred into these studies. Both of 

them may give the same symptoms, however gas embolism may be experi-

enced even in very short intervals of diving intervals, when the diver ascends 

too fast and keep the pressurized air into the lungs. DCS is highly correlated 

with the depth, bottom times and the surface intervals between dives in addi-

tion to the several different variables which may effect risk of experiencing this 

problem, such that the effort spended under the water, water temperature etc. 

PADI (2007: 189-196), (TSSF, 2005: 4. & 6. Dive Theory). 
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It is underlined into these sources that some divers have experienced this 

type of problems in serious levels that they couldn't work again. The most im-

portant motivation on accepting these risks is mostly emphasized as the earned 

incomes or expectations related with their earnings.  

Frequencies related with these problems are also reached from these histori-

cal records. In 1890 it's known that “as many as 80 cases of fatal accidents are 

reported as having occurred among divers using the [scaphandres] apparatus 

during the past season” (C.R., 1891). The rate of experiencing mentioned prob-

lems is also given as 15% for the same genre of dives (Deveciyan 2006: 305). 

This type of accidents have also been mentioned by the information based on 

Ottoman Archives, and it's mentioned that 10% of divers who was using diving 

apparatus, lost their life in a short period after starting to this occupation, and 

nearly 15% of them have experienced serious health problems and because of 

which they couldn't dive again. Additionally, it's also emphasized that nearly 

50% of the divers, either losing their life in 4-5 years after starting this occupa-

tion, or experiencing serious decompression sicknesses and they couldn't dive 

again (Çoruh, 2008: 38). Again, based on the same data, for the same time span 

of 27 years, rate of experiencing serious health problems is given as 1/2000 for 

apnists (Çoruh, 2008: 38). 

While these risks were known up to this level, as it's underlined, divers 

couldn't leave the occupation also because of the necessary time needed to 

learn diving and to gain sufficient experience (C.R., 1902; Simpson, 1935: 15). 

Moreover, it's known that the available resources to generate income are lim-

ited into the locations that their inhabitants mostly lean on sponge-gathering 

occupation. Hence, when the previously mentioned reasons are considered to-

gether, it may give an acceptable set of factors answering why sponge-

gatherers accepted these risks while the empirical probabilities is referring to a 

considerably high levels. 

Known Environmental Threats of Diving 

While the divers begun to spend longer intervals of time into this realm, de-

pending on the economical nature of this activity, and mostly under the delib-

erate effect of limited sources of revenues yielded by, sponge gathering also 

became a certain source of threat for the resources resides into this realm. Most 

of them verbalised by the commercial reports, and one of the prominent action 

has been taken by the Ottoman Empire government to protect these areas and 

the livelihood from the adverse effect of immense commercialization. 
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Just after the introduction of new diving equipment, scaphandres, most of 

the sponge gatherers begun to utilise this new technology by which they found 

a chance to increase the amount of sponges gathered. In parallel to this trend, 

number of scaphandres divers has been increased as well. It's mentioned that, 

as a response to the decreasing population of sponges, number of scaphandres 

divers begun to increase.  

“It appears that, whereas some years ago to each boat using the diving apparatus four divers were 

allotted out of a crew of 15, now six, and even as many as eight, divers are employed, the crew 

often numbering 20 all told.”  

as underlined in one of these historical findings (C.R.,1891).  

However, it's also appearent that the initial signals of this threat have been 

reached to the governmental bodies before 1891. It's known that by 1881 Otto-

man Empire has considered several prohibitions in parallel to the trend effect-

ing the natural resources resides underwater, including sponges. First prohibi-

tion has been regulated just after the introduction of this new diving apparatus 

in 1881 (Çoruh, 2009). After recognizing that the utilisation of schaphandres is 

not the main reason destroying the sea basin, as much as the trawlers, this pro-

hibition is released by 1885 (C.R., 1882-1885). 

However, adverse effect of immense gathering is frequently emphasized in 

different historical records even after this year: 

“(..) introduction of the diving apparatus, though at first it gave a great stimulus to the trade by 

enabling divers to obtain a greater quantity of sponges, has had an unfavourable effect by 

exhausting the supply of sponges in the shallower waters, and thus necessitating recourse to the 

deeper waters, where the risks of this dangerous occupation are increased.” (C.R., 1891). 

This is also suggesting that by the increasing number of divers, sponge 

gatherers tried to reach necessary amounts to earn sufficient incomes.  

In relation with the evolution of diving practice these findings are indicating 

two important issues. Primarily, it's recognized by the historical records that 

the Ottoman Empire has begun to develop an awareness related with the utili-

sation of scaphandres and its possible environmental effects on the sponge 

gathering regions. And, another issue is underlining that, the immense com-

mercialisation of this product and the decrease into the population has changed 

the risk structure of diving practice by pushing the limits of diving away from 

the safety limits and made the inherent risks more apparent than before. 
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CONCLUSION 

Diving, as a recreational activity, mostly recognized as an entertainment for the 

enthusiasts while it's diversifying both in sportive and professional veins into a 

large extend when it's compared with its ancestors recognized by commercial 

activities. While the new technologies help the divers to learn more about the 

realm that they are being by diving, inherent risks and existing threats for the 

life underwater realm is not losing its importance. Whereas, the history of this 

activity which is extending to a large span of time, carrying the footprints of 

initial awareness on both the inherent risks and the environmental impact of 

irresponsible practices. Also it is extending to a geography which has empha-

sized into the historical findings and referring to the Mediterranean, not only 

the shorelines of main lands but also the islands, new attracting diving sites for 

the contemporary recreational scuba-divers. And not only with the available 

gifts of nature but with its long history, diving is promising more than a spor-

tive activity can do to its enthusiasts who wish to develop and improve their 

knowledge on the underwater realm. 
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ABSTRACT 

Despite the fact that Iran has a Jealousy-provoking position in the world tourism map, 

but the reality however, proves something else! Its real share is as low as 1/500 of 

the world markets. Present paper pays attention to its main causes: the political 

economy and oil. Tourism policies in Iran are more consequential from the country's 

specific political economy than from patterns of planning. Increasing centralization 

and dependence of national economy on oil rents, growth of government body and in-

formal economy, lack of social pluralism, extension of state ideology, and presenting 

an unreal image about Iran are negative impacts of current political economy. The 

emphasis on domestic criteria and the obligation of the inbounds to obey these rules 

have not had any other results than the reduction of markets the main reason of this 

research to present and use the phrase glocalization. This research examines also has 

carried out field study through which we have been reviewed views of 150 activists 

and scholars in tourism. The analysis indicates that (effect of Cohen Index=Ø2) the 

highest priority to the choice is "Taking and continuing the détente policy in interna-

tional levels" for tourism improvement. 

Key words: political economy, state policies, oil, glocalization. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Although, the history knows Iran as one of the world's oldest civilizations, it is 

in eighteenth world's rank in terms of size, population and economy (World 

Bank, 2009; UNDP, 2010) and has a unique place in world tourism map, but it 

faces major challenges in tourism development. Tourism development for 

Third World countries is so important that four decades ago, Turner wrote that 

it is the most complex and promising alternative for development (Turner, 

1976) and even de Kadt noted it as passport to development (de Kadt, 1976). 

Like many developing countries, Iran faces numerous challenges for tourism 
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development; the political economy is the most effective one in this case. Pre-

sent research tries to explore the role of the political economy in tourism trend 

and studies the function of the governmental components of the oil, state ide-

ology and glocalization.  

Although Iran's political economy has been affected by socio-cultural condi-

tions, as one of the major obstacles to tourism development, but Iran is not the 

only country that has this condition. Countries like Egypt, Malaysia, Jordan, 

Tunisia, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia and Turkey, despite having common socio-

economic and political characters with Iran, they have different approaches 

and they are successful in tourism. This paper attempts to explore Iran's tour-

ism as a multi-dimensional phenomenon with particular focus on the political 

economy of Iran. Tourism policy making priorities based on a field study is the 

other part of the current paper. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Since French economist Montechrerien has used the political economy term in 

1615 for the first time (Gide, 1914), this term has been employed by researchers 

for description of situations in different meanings, since its concepts have not 

been expanded cohesively. Gilpin believes that the political economy involves 

collection of the questions that they should be investigated in a theoretical 

frame by combination of analytical methods. He adds that these questions are 

asked in interactional relationship between the government and the market 

(Gilpin, 1995). For example it can be referred to “How the governments and 

processes influence on economic procedures, in other words, how politics affect 

on economic and form it?” 

It should be said that although the relatively complex concept of the politi-

cal economy has been used frequently by researchers in different fields, but the 

explanation of the mentioned term is difficult. There are limited studies in this 

field compared with other Tourism fields. It seems that these studies were 

based on political aspects of tourism and they were frivolous (Mathews & Rich-

ter, 1991). The first studies conducted by Turner (1976), Britton (1982), Richter 

(1983) and Richter & Richter (1985) have been published in the World Devel-

opment and Annals of Tourism Research journals. Some studies have been 

conducted in tourism political economic field  considering  the role of the gov-

ernment  in management and policy making of the tourism (Owen, 1997; Elliot, 

1997; Hall & Jenkins, 1995;  Goymen, 2000; Jeffries, 2001; Hall et.al., 2005; In-

man, 1989; Lea, 1988; Jenkins & Henry, 1982; Turner, 1976), emphasize on this 
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fact that policy making is a political activity and it affects and being affected by 

its environment. Indeed polices are product of political environment, values, 

ideology and power of decision making processes. Applying power in different 

forms and ways influences on policy making processes. The owners of the 

power interfere in determination of polices, so the political policy is result of 

rational process and the struggle of the owners of the power and interaction 

among them. 

Effective planning and management are the goals of the government in or-

der to interfere in tourism industry, but the government does not merely inter-

fere in theses scopes. In most of the developing countries, the government con-

trol different social and economic sectors like tourism by the aims like obtain-

ing government political legality and popularity in one hand and expansion of 

cultural and ideological believes in the other hand. In this relation the govern-

mental ideology is complex and it plays an important role in shaping of special 

type of tourism in Iran, thus it is necessary to clarify the concept of ideology in 

this research.  

State Ideology and Tourism 

According to this fact that different meanings of the concept of ideology have 

been proposed, but based on the nature of this article the definition of Ladd is 

hesitated. He defines ideology as collection of related political believes and 

values; political ideology responds to questions like “how the government 

should be organized, which rules should be executed, how is the arrangement 

of the national economic and manner of distribution of resources among 

groups of a nation (Ladd, 1989). Ideological believes and values affect on indi-

viduals, political groups and political behaviors. Simeons believes that these 

values determine the government priorities and manner of utilization of the 

resources (Simeons, 1994). Related to ideology and tourism Wilson suggests 

that the consumers (tourists, travelers and visitors) ideology of manner of 

spending leisure time is considered as an index and sign of individual freedom 

and according to this definition, nobody could not determine the manner and 

style of leisure time and control it (Wilson,1988). Although there are no com-

prehensive studies on the effect of ideology on tourism, but the studies indicate 

almost the same results. For example study of Kim, Timothy and Han show 

this fact that adoption of the ideology based approach in tourism of developing 

countries - North Korea as case study - has led to shaping cultural contrariety 

and oppositeness with other countries. As a consequence it can cause negative 

position and in some cases international sanctions (Kim et al., 2007). So even in 
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spite of different facts, these countries and objectives are introduced unsafe, 

dangerous and critical for international tourist arrivals that called Thanaorism 

or Dark Tourism. 

The effect of ideology on different economic scopes has led to several chal-

lenges between government and the market; since the governmental institu-

tions seek political power, they encounter with contrariety of the resources of 

the benefit seeking organizations. As a result of this process the special form of 

political economy is established that tourism industry loses most of the devel-

opment opportunities. Jenkins and Henry showed that in the developing coun-

tries the governments interfere directly and actively in tourism and its benefits 

(Jenkins & Henry, 1982). In general in the laissez faire it is rational that the eco-

nomic activities are arranged in sectors with significant interest and it is ration-

al that the government control economic process and collection of the invest-

ment (Helibroner, 1985) and preserve related trends like tourism by using dif-

ferent economic, political and social instruments.  

Iran's Political Economy and Tourism 

Although Iran has a unique position in the world tourism map but the share of 

this country in international tourist arrivals and its receipts is insignificant even 

less that one in five hundred. In Iran tourism policies are rarely based on tour-

ism nature and its current patterns and these policies are mostly affected by 

cultural, social and especially Iran's political economy. For understanding of 

the governmental policies in tourism referring to the government and society 

nature in Iran and their evolution structure can be a direction for comprehen-

sion of this subject. So study of the formation of economic, political and admin-

istrative systems in Iran could provide an appropriate framework for compre-

hension of this matter.  

In contrary to most of the world countries, tourism is considered according 

to its political, cultural and even ideological aspects more than economic effects 

in governmental policy making in Iran. Domination of this trend in Iran tour-

ism has been led to increase and interference of the governmental organiza-

tions as a result the government has been policy maker, decision maker and 

supplier of tourism products. Recently the main reasons for this trend are polit-

ical, cultural and economic challenges and lack of defined long term develop-

ment strategy, plurality of decision making centers in tourism scope, inefficien-

cy of governmental management, weakness of organizational structure, lack of 

independent civil institutions and real supervision solutions. In other hand his-

torical despotism, more reliance of national economic on oil income and Iran 
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special political economy have been proved this trend. So, the government has 

merely entered in economic competition instead of policy making and supervi-

sion of private sector and it has paralyzed competitive and production econom-

ic. Undoubtedly the first condition of participation of private sector in trading 

and economic activities is policy making and supervision of the government 

not competition and role playing so according to this economic proverb that 

“government is not good merchant” the government should be careful about 

its roles. 

In study of the effect of Iran political economic on tourism industry in this 

article it is believed that the following factors are the shaping and effective 

components of tourism thus their effect on Iran's economy structure is studded.  

Incomplete Formation of the Government 

Katouziyan (1994) and Halliday (1978) suggest lack of feudalism and incom-

plete passing of bourgeoisie as the main reasons for formation of governmental 

capitalism in Iran. Continuation of this trend in period of the first Pahlavi 

caused to increase of the government interference in economic and social di-

mensions (Akbari, 1980). So according to historical characteristics the govern-

ment  is not originated from national bourgeoisie but the bourgeoisie is  prod-

uct and function of the government .Thus governmental capitalism has not on-

ly been  entered in unequal competition with  private sector but also by em-

ploying political capabilities has been led to following  private  economy or 

leaving of the private sector from competition cycle. 

It can be referred to centralization, ever-increasing expansion of the gov-

ernment interfere in economic and shaping  up to bottom development  model 

as the negative consequences of the mentioned process. Scholars like Bashirieh 

(2002; 2004), Katouziyan (1994), Sari-Algalam (2002), Seyf (2002) and HajiYusefi 

(2009) pointed to formation traditional political power structures, special clas-

ses of government and individuals thought authority and domination of hier-

archical system as other negative consequences. 

Economic Challenges  

Bourgeoisie historic weakness has played role in formation of governmental 

capitalism in Iran, the oil receipts have been effective in continuation and 

strengthening of governmental economy. Among economic parameters oil has 

played an important role in shaping and expansion of governmental economic 

in Iran. Katouziyan (2002) suggests oil based economic as the reason for estab-
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lishing of concentrated state in Iran since the oil incomes were the tools for con-

trol of political and social trends and this reliance has caused to relative inde-

pendence of the government from society and it has blurred the government 

need to other economic sectors like industry. Undoubtedly oil has significant 

share of the government income and it has caused to shaping of reinter state in 

Iran (Halliday, 1978). During more than fifty years record of planning history 

in Iran (1950-2005) and execution of nine development plans before and after 

Islamic revolution (1979) the share of oil in providing costs of these plans usu-

ally was over than third from four and this issue has been changed government 

to the biggest economy in Iran as a oil based economy society. Generally in Iran 

foreign exchange of selling of oil has provided numerous financial possibilities 

for government (Behkish, 2002). Thus this type of economic has caused to ap-

propriate bed for bourgeoisie growth and administrative  corruption and un-

derground economics since the significant  part of economic power and wealth 

can be in hand of  special classes  of society (Fokouhi, 2001). 

From other hand because of reinter nature of economy in Iran there is a 

vague relationship among different economic sectors, government and society 

and this relationship is not rational. It can be referred to governmental and 

semi-governmental big industries and institutions that not only play blurred 

role in national economic development but also sometimes impose irrational 

expenditure. For example they avoid paying tax in different ways and in this 

case private sector with less capability to competition pay unreal cost. It can be 

addressed to five stars hotels and airline companies as infrastructures of tour-

ism. However these institutions and foundations are not governmental from 

organizational viewpoint but they rooted in governmental structure since they 

use low interest bank credits, preferential foreign exchange, governmental sub-

sidies and tax exemption while they encounter with obstacles like human force 

inflation, management inefficiency and lack of required capability for competi-

tion with foreign firms and institutions (Amuzegar, 2008). 

It is clear that due to governmental supports of these institutions, there is no 

chance for real competition and it leads to increase of the quality and cut down 

of prices. In this condition the market based on demand and supply mecha-

nism is blurred and the governmental institutions compete with private sector 

in unjust situation. These institutions are active in the many sectors of the tour-

ism industry in Iran like hotel and transportation. Thus addition to numerous 

centers of policy and decision making, there are independent governmental 

organizations that offer tourism different products. So plurality of policy mak-

ing of tourism centers in Iran has been led to weakness and inefficiency of these 
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centers (Heydari Chianeh, 2003). In other hand organizational structure of tour-

ism in Iran is so that there is no defined mechanism for attendance of private 

sector and only few travel agencies and hotel sectors are active in low levels as 

limited firms (Alipour & Heydari Chianeh, 2005). 

Combination of the political economy based on oil and development infor-

mal economic sectors in Iran in one hand and nature of political power and 

government in Iran in other hand have been caused to establishment of special 

economy. Raes Dana suggests based oil economy during 1990-2010 as main 

reason of failure of the privatization in Iran and he believes that exclusive con-

centrated ownership in some governmental sectors has been shaped instead of 

privatization (Raes Dana, 2003). In rentier political economy system the manner 

of distribution of the resources is considered instead of policy making so there 

is a meaningful relationship between significant semis finished projects and 

budget shortage as one of the feedbacks of this economy. 

In spite of having macro economic and social challenges like high unem-

ployment, rapid growth, high rate of inflation, negative  balance payment and 

ever-increasing  debts Iran continues to  concentrated planning and leaving  

local sectors from planning cycle. Basically concentrated planning is character-

istics of developing countries (Tosun & Timothy, 2001). Centralization on polit-

ical power, obligation of political ideology, development of governmental 

ownership, organizational centralization, and wide range of political liberty 

control, blurred social pluralism and finally bureaucratic structure are charac-

teristics of concentrated economy system (Lindblom, 1977). Undoubtedly one 

of the probable results of these situations is reduction of foreign and private 

investment in tourism industry. 

In spite of positive balance in Iran's economy rooted in oil exports it can be 

observed negative balance in services and tourism sectors. This negative bal-

ance can be understood by comparison of the trend of inbounds and outbounds 

in three recent decades, except inbounds are from regional countries (Azerbai-

jan, Turkey, Pakistan and Afghanistan by more than seventy percent). Already 

one-way function of travel agencies in Iran is result of this process that Iranian 

tourists have been transferred to destinations like Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Syria 

and Dubai. 

This research considers main Iran's tourism economy obstacles in following 

factors: 

Inefficacy of governmental and semi-governmental ownership. 

Deprecation and inefficiency of the main tourism infrastructures like ac-

commodation and transportation sectors and unprofessional employees. 
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Numerous barriers against of foreign investment. 

Socio-cultural Limitations  

Iran's social - cultural context should be considered as a one of the most im-

portant factors in stagnation of tourism development in Iran. From cultural 

challenges of Iran tourism development it can be referred to cases such as reli-

gious inflexibility, lack of rational conceptual framework in society about tour-

ism and its socio-economic positive consequences and lack of conceptual ex-

pansion of  travel and tourism as an excellent phenomenon and necessity of 

contemporary lifestyle. In Iran's traditional society mentioned cases probably 

are rooted in factors such as lack of appropriate image of tourism and tourists, 

cultural and religious contrasts and history of colonization that can be led to 

xenophobia even anti-tourism view. 

Institutional  Barriers 

According to the mentioned reasons the tourism industry in Iran was in margin 

among national development plans and mainly without united policy making. 

Mainly its structure is cross sectional without horizontal connections among 

private and governmental sectors. The other main problem in is inefficacy of 

the responsible institution, Iranian Cultural Heritage and Tourism Organiza-

tion (ICHTO) in cabinet of the government (Iran National Tourism Develop-

ment Plan, 2002). Thus basic change in organizational structure is a necessity 

for development of tourism in Iran since present structure lacks required effi-

ciency. This study believes that the main barriers and challenges are following: 

 Plurality of decision making centers and parallel Institutions. 

 Severe bureaucracy of the administrative rules like customs and of visa 

issuance. 

 Inefficacy of ICHTO as tourism institution in cabinet of the govern-

ment. 

 Organizational sever, domination of top to bottom planning pattern 

and insignificance of local institutions. 

Glocalization of Tourism 

The simple definition of globalization concept in tourism industry refers to the 

world forces try to unify the production, distribution and consumption of the 

goods and services. But Roberson analyzed Japan economic marketing meth-

ods by using glocalization that shows how they targeted their goods and ser-
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vices for local markets (like Japanese small automobiles dimensions) but now 

they want to offer their products in world scale (Robertson, 1995). Referring to 

Robertson interpretation, Godazgar changed this concept from economy to cul-

ture scope. He selected Iran as case study in investigation of some third world 

countries reactions and concluded that Iran tries to conduct glocalization in-

stead of globalization (Godazgar, 2000). Heydari Chianeh used glocalization for 

consideration of Iran international tourism, since insistence on local criteria and 

obligation of foreign tourist to following these criteria causes to losing of mar-

kets and finally omission of Iran as a superior destination (Heydari Chianeh, 

2003). 

It seems that one of the main reasons for fewer shares of tourism markets is 

adoption of approach that proportionate shifting aligned with global tourism 

situation is avoided according to cultural and social conditions. In other words 

instead of alignment of domestic situations with world tourism norms Iran 

tires to align world tourism with domestic conditions. So application of glocali-

zation phrase is appropriate for description of Iran's discipline in tourism trend 

(Alipour, Heydari Chianeh, 2004). Iran should change its functions in interna-

tional approaches. The main reason of adoption of glocalization in tourism is 

rooted mainly in cultural and state ideological factors. While the results of the 

studies show that the international tourist arrivals choose their destinations by 

knowing and comprehension of the destination situations. Vellas and Becherel 

believe contrary to other world regions tourism development in Middle East 

region is not rooted in recreation and ecotourism and most of the countries 

such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Iran are select for their cultural and historical 

attractions (Vellas & Becherel, 1995). Thus Iran will encounter significant chal-

lenges in tourism if new situations are not specified aligned to world condi-

tions. 

Although economic, social and cultural characteristics of most of the Mus-

lim and developing countries are considered as main challenge in tourism but 

there are different experiences in tourism development. Malaysia, Egypt and 

Turkey are examples of these countries that in spite of having commonalities 

they encounter with different relatively successful experiences. Table (1) de-

picts main economic and tourism characteristics of Iran, Turkey, Malaysia and 

Egypt in 2010. 
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Table 1. Economic and tourism characteristics of iran and selected countries, 2010 

Life 
Expec-
tancy 
(years) 

GDP 
Per capita 
(PPPUS$) 

Expenditure  
on Health and Educa-
tion (% of GDP) 
 

Population 
(Million) 

International 
Tourism Receipts 
(US$ Billions) 

International Tourist 
Arrivals 
(Million) 

 

73.0 11558 5.5 74.8 1.914 2.034 Iran 

74 13668 6.4 73.6 20.807 27 Turkey 

73.2 5673 5.0 82.5 12.528 14.051 Egypt 

74.2 14012 4.8 28.9 17.819 24.577 Malaysia 

69.2 10715 6.0 6974 919 940 World 

 

According to table (1) in spite of having several economic and social and 

cultural commonalties of Turkey, Malaysia and Egypt with Iran, they experi-

ence different trend in tourism that indicates different political economy ap-

proach in tourism development. 

RESULTS 

Tourism Policies Priorities: A Field Study  

Since Iran's tourism policy making priorities are the one of the main goals of 

this research, so by emphasizing on some effective political variables on inter-

national tourist arrivals entering trends and using them in the research tools 

and preparation of the questionnaire the active specialists were asked. The sta-

tistical population of this field study consists of the experts of political scope 

like students and professors of international relations fields, political geogra-

phy and tourism management, tour guides, managers of tourism agencies and 

also international tourist arrivals in Iran. 150 individuals were selected as sam-

ple statistical population based on personal estimation method and 10 ques-

tions were asked in closed method. According to following formula the data 

were analyzed. Where we have: 

asked in closed method. According to following formula the data were ana-

lyzed. Where we have: 

 

N                 =Frequenci                                Fe =Expected Frequencies 
K

N
Fe  
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X2ob  =
Fe

FeFo )( 
                                          Df =Amount of freedom Df = 

K-1 

X2cr   = Critical amount x2cr a%1, Df                             2  =Amount of effect   
N

X 2

 

Table (2) indicates the data collected by questioning according to the priori-

ty of policy making for tourism development in Iran. 

 

Policy Ø2 

Rate 

P
rio

rit
ie

s 

Taking and continuing the conflict-ending policy in international levels 0.76 1 

Development of international relations 0.69 2 

Membership in international organizations 0.60 3 

Development of democracy  0.58 4 

Active participation in UNWTO 0.57 5 

Activation of Embassies 0.54 6 

Elimination of differentiation between international tourists arrivals 0.52 7 

Development of relations with neighbor and  Islamic Countries 0.49 8 

cancellation of visa issuance bureaucratic limitations 0.41 9 

Allowing to all international tourists arrivals  0.26 10 

Source: The Research Questionnaire 

 

In this study it was tried to explore that dimension of tourism that provides 

a proper context for development of tourism by political approach. According-

ly this research proposes following policy making priorities for development of 

tourism in Iran based on results of questionnaires and experts viewpoints: 

Improvement of International Polices: taking and continuing the détente 

policy in international levels, development and improvement of foreign rela-

tions as the primary priority of the respondents, 

Membership in International Organization: membership in regional and in-

ternational organizations such as UNWTO as the second priority, 
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Development of Democracy: political and democracy expansion and elimi-

nation of discrimination between inbounds as the third priority, 

Improvement of the Administrative System: activation of embassies and 

foreign cultural offices, reduction of administrative barriers such as the cancel-

lation of visa issuance limitations as the fourth priority.  

CONCLUSION  

 Disruption in the socio-economic functions in Iran has been led to 

shaping serious barriers against Iran tourism development. But beyond 

apparent problems there are basic difficulties in Iran socio-economic 

structure mostly rooted in special political economy in Iran. It should 

be pointed that the government is a part of society and subsystem of 

total system of each society so governmental policies can be raised as 

society mirror. Jafari believes that tourism is as a subsystem of whole 

society affected by political and socio-economic trend in national and 

international levels (Jafari, 1989). Thus change in whole society ap-

proaches towards tourism as a world dynamic phenomenon is a neces-

sary prerequisite for governmental policies approach changes.  

 The wide effects of social, cultural, ideological and political economy 

dominated on tourism in one hand and Iran's oil based economy in 

other hand have caused to blurring and finally ignorance of tourism 

industry as a main economic sector. In these atmospheres tourism was 

located in margin of the national plans.  

 According to the present research results the prerequisite of truism de-

velopment and improvement is changing political economy approach 

the results of this shift could indicate its positive effects in different 

economic, political and cultural aspects in tourism. In addition to the 

results of field research (Table 2) this research proposes that the gov-

ernment as main policy maker should conduct following affairs: 

 Gradual replacement of the government role as supplier of tourism 

products to policy making and cancellation of special supporting polic-

es of governmental and semi-governmental and state foundations. 

 Transformation ICHTO into an independent ministry and establishing 

special polices legislation for increasing foreign and private investment 

supports. 
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 Reconstruction and restoration of old tourism facilities such as accom-

modation and transportation. 

 Development of international tourism by membership in World Trade 

Organization (WTO) and UNWTO.    

 Expansion of conceptual framework for tourism as an inevitable phe-

nomena necessity in recent era and introduction of tourism socio-

economic and environmental positive and negative effects and its role 

in local community's sublimation. 

Tourism more than an industry as universal dynamic social phenomenon 

has own special complexities that shaped by special mechanism in different 

places and times therefore in every society requires own special planning. Pre-

sent research believes that like other societies Iran should change its political 

economy perspective. It is clear that most of the tourism development plans 

will be limited to administrated documents in case of lack of macro changes in 

policy making related to present trend. 
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ABSTRACT 

There are many different sites in Turkey which are of significance for faith tourism 

such as the House of Virgin Mary and St. John’s Basilica in Ephesus, Sumela Monas-

tery in Trabzon and some other places that are included in the field of interest of this 

study. Faith tourism derives from people’s desire to see and learn about the sites 

where a particular religion or some other religions were first introduced, to perform 

their religious rituals, and to see and learn about the places where historical figures 

who contributed to the development of various religions lived and it has developed 

considerably during the recent years as a result of the developments in transportation. 

This paper tries to analyze the resources of faith tourism in Nevsehir, Urgup and 

Goreme in Central Anatolia and to shed light on their potentials for tourism and pro-

vides suggestions for the development of faith tourism. 

Key words: faith tourism, Nevşehir, Urgüp, Göreme. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Nevsehir, Urgup and Goreme are located in the Central Anatolia, Turkey. The 

city Urgup and the town Goreme are within the boundaries of the province 

Nevsehir. According to the 2010 census, Goreme is populated by 2,200, Urgup 

by 18,631 and Nevsehir by 85,634 people. It is 1200 m above the sea level. In the 

area which has a continental climate, average temperature is 10.58 °C and aver-

age precipitation is 419 mm. The area has a very interesting landscape thanks 

to its land formations. The area is known to have been battered by the volcanic 

activities of Erciyes, Hasan and Gollu Mountains in the Tertiary Period. Vol-

canic tuft has been eroded by external climatic phenomena, primarily by water, 

to form fairy chimneys. On the other side, deep valleys formed as a result of 

extreme levels of erosions in softer areas. This geomorphological characteristic 

of the area enabled people to inhabit the fairy chimneys. Religious and political 

clashes forced people to build underground cities for security reasons. 
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Figure 1. Location map 

 

Settlement in the area dates back to the Neolithic Age. It has been ruled over 

by many civilizations ever since and remained under the rule of the Hittites as 

from 1650 BC. It was seized and ruled by tribes from the Aegean region in the 

7th Century BC, by Cimmerians and Scythians from the Caucasus and by Assyr-

ians for a considerable amount of time (Sahin, 2007: 64). Then, it was occupied 

by Persians, Cappadocia Kingdom, Rome and Byzantium respectively. It was 

taken over by Turks after the Battle of Manzikert in 1071 and remained under 

the rule of Turkic states, such as Anatolian Seljuck Empire, Karamanoglu Sei-

gniory and Ottoman Empire. It is now within the boundaries of Turkish Re-

public. It is called “Kapadokya”, named after an ancient king, namely “Kapa-

dokya”. 

FAITH TOURISM IN CAPPADOCIA 

Faith tourism is a type of tourism in which people visit sacred places in order 

to pray and to see places where holy figures once lived. In other words, faith 

tourism can be defined as travels from places where people permanently re-

side, work and satisfy their daily needs to holy places in order to practice their 
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religions by making use of the services and products offered by tourism sector 

during their temporary stays (Kaya, 1999: 2).  

Such prominent holy places as Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem and Vatican are 

visited by millions of people every year.  Faith tourism which has come to pos-

sess an incredible magnitude in size thanks to easy transportation and increas-

ing economic welfare is a rapidly growing sector in Turkey. Anatolia, where 

many civilizations have risen and fallen, has a great potential thanks to its cul-

tural and religious properties, turns them into an open air museum. Among the 

properties which make Turkey a faith tourism attraction are Ephesus, the 

House of Virgin Mary, St. John’s Basilica, Seven Sleepers Cave in Seljuk, Hagia 

Sophia, religious properties sacred for Christians and Jews around Fener-Balat 

and Eyup in Istanbul and numerous cultural and religious places across Anatolia.  

Turkey is rich in touristic properties. Tourism should be exploited more 

wisely and efficiently to develop and strengthen Turkey. Natural, historical 

and cultural conditions are ripe for the development of tourism (Akova, 1997: 

264). Faith tourism is among the developing tourism types. 

Some properties available for faith tourism are located around Nevsehir, 

Urgup and Goreme, the area called “Kapadokya”. Fairy chimneys, a rarely 

found geological and geomorphological formation, and geomorphological 

forms used as houses, churches and shelters make the area very attractive. A 

considerable number of churches of early Christian period in Cappadocia are 

found in Urgup. Urgup was called Osiana (Assiana), Hagios, Prokopios by 

Byzantines, Bashisar by Seljuks, Burgut Castle by Ottomans and Urgup by 

Turks (www.urgup.bel.tr). Houses and churches carved into the volcanic tuffs 

and fairy chimneys by Christians who ran away from pressures applied by 

Roman Empire in the 3rd century AD are outstanding properties for faith tour-

ism. Urgup became one of the important religious places after Christianity was 

acknowledged as the official religion, and in the ensuing centuries many 

churches and chapels were built in the region.  
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    Photograph 1. Fairy chimneys and houses carved out into the soft tuff Layer (goreme.bel.tr) 

    
   Photograph 2. Traditional houses and fairy chimneys (nevsehir gov.tr) 
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The area attracted the attention of European travellers in the 16th and 18th cen-

turies. Paul Lucas, assigned to travel across Mediterranean countries by the 

French Royal Palace, was the first person to introduce the area to the contem-

porary Europe. As Lucas travelled from Ankara to Kayseri in 1705, he was fas-

cinated by the landscape and thus likened the area to a fairy land due to the 

land formations, dwellings and churches carved into them and colourful lives 

led in them. He describes the area in his travel book published in 1712 as fol-

lows;  

“When I first came upon the ancient structural ruins lying on the opposite bank of 

the Kızılırmak, I fell into a state of utter bewilderment. Here stood countless-heretofore 

unknown-pyramidal formations.... Each of these formations possessed a beautiful door, 

a charming staircase by which to gain entrance and large windows in all the rooms to 

secure illumination. Within a single rock mass had been hewn a number of living quar-

ters, each lying one above the other.... They numbered not several hundreds, but more 

than a couple of thousand. At first, I assumed that these pyramids represented dwell-

ings that had formerly belonged to monks. For their shapes recalled that of ecclesiastical 

caps. Afterwards, however, I detected that they possessed a variety of forms”. He also 

describes the fairy chimneys as “the graveyard of a bygone ancient city” (ur-

gup.bel.tr). 

The area was visited by many European travellers after Paul Lucas. Charles 

Texier, assigned to conduct research in Anatolia by the government, compiled 

his traveller’s logs into his "Description de I'Asie Mineure..." of six volumes, in 

which he states that "... Nature had never displayed herself to the foreign observer's 

eye in such an extraordinary fashion. I have never heard of a more long-lived and 

dream-like natural phenomenon in any other region of the world". The English travel-

er W.F. Ainsworth recounts the surreal appearance of the volcanic valley as 

follows; “After crossing a valley that extends the length of the river, we suddenly 

found ourselves in a forest composed of rocks of conical and columnar form which sur-

rounded us in an utterly bewildering manner. It was as if we were touring the ruins of 

some very ancient and vast city. Some of the cones carried on their peaks large and ran-

domly shaped fragments of rock." (urgup.bel.tr) 

Tourism has notably developed in Urgup thanks to its natural and cultural 

beauties. Among the prominent touristic places are Aios Constantin-Eleni 

Church, St. Theodora’s Church in Yesiloz Village, Hallac Monestry of Byrantine 

period, Firkatan (Aynali) Church, Uzumlu Church of Byzatine period in Kil-

cukur Valley, Churches of St. Alakara, St. Basil and Aios Vasilios in Gomeda 

Valley, Kut Creek around Karain and Karacaoren Villages where fairy chim-
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neys and rock graves of Roman period are found, and Kilicarslan Shrine, Ka-

ramanoglu Ibrahim Bey Mosque, Sakir Pasha Madrasah (some kind of Muslim 

Theological School), Saruhan Caravanserai of Islamic period.   

There are a lot of natural and cultural properties available for touristic pur-

poses in Goreme as in Urgup. 2,200 people live in Goreme, which is only a 

town, and most of the settlements are in the fairy chimneys. In Goreme, there 

are a great many historical properties to be exploited for faith tourism includ-

ing rock graves and churches of Christian period. Goreme, which once had a 

key role for Christians in the Medieval Age, became one of the archbishoprics 

in Anatolia between the 11th and 13th centuries. Some of the churches, each are 

open air museums now, are Tokali Church, New Tokatli Church, Nunnery 

(Monastery of Sisters), Yilanli Church (Church of St. Onuphrius), Elmali 

Church, St. Basil’s Chapel, Karanlık Church, Carikli Church, St. Barbara’s 

Chapel, Kadir Durmus Church, El-Nazar Church, Sakli Church, Kiliclar 

Church, Church of Virgin Mary (Kusluk Church), St. Catherine’s Chapel, St. 

Eustathius’s Chapel, Yamali Church, Egritasi Church. The area of 9,572 hec-

tares was declared a National Park and put under protection in 1986 thanks to 

the fairy chimneys and historical sites, which were included on the World Her-

itage Lists of UNESCO in 1985.  

The area stands out as a sacred place not only for Christians but also for 

Muslims due to the presence of Seljukian and Ottoman properties, some of 

which are given above.  Hacibektas, a town of Nevsehir, is a prominent place 

for faith tourism. Being amongst the most acknowledged thinkers in Anatolia 

of 8th Century, Haci Bektas-i Veli taught his own doctrines to numerous stu-

dents in his school. Today, he is acknowledged as the founder of Alevi-Bektasi 

cult in Anatolia. Haci Bektas-i Veli Complex and Museum, Archaeological and 

Ethnographical Museum, Bektas Efendi Shrine and House of Atatürk are 

among the most visited tourist attractions in the town. Moreover, every year 

commemoration ceremonies are held for Haci Bektas on the 16th August. 

Numbers of tourists visiting Cappadocia between 1989 and 2008 are given 

in Table 1. As presented in the table, 1,094,328 tourists visited the area in 1989. 

The number doubled to 2.139.427 in 2008. Despite the recent increase in the 

number of visitors, it hasn’t turned satisfactory, which is probably caused by 

the fact that coastal areas are promoted more than the area in question.  On the 

other side, tourism investments in the area are less sufficient than the ones in 

other faith tourism destinations in the world. In the area, economy of which is 

heavily dependent on tourism incomes, it is of utmost importance for the local 
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development to diversify the tourism activities, to promote not only cultural 

and faith tourism but also such alternative tourism types as natural and con-

vention tourism and to increase the number of beds along with the construction 

of new tourism facilities. 

 

Table 1. Number of tourists visiting cappadocia by year. 

 
Year 

Number of Domes-
tic Tourists 

Number of Foreign  
Tourists 

Total Number 
 

1989 169.404 924.924 1.094.328  
1990 315.024 942.059 1.257.083  
1991 277.432 391.057 668.489  
1992 328.281 788.817 1.117.098  
1993 327.642 780.629 1.108.321  
1994 313.473 510.774 824.247  
1995 330.561 581.356 911.917  
1996 412.596 797.993 1.210.589  
1997 430.669 1.054.611 1.489.280  
1998 329.192 968.050 1.297.242  
1999 441.408 384.540 825.948  
2000 1.109.624 641.174 1.750.798  
2001 776.122 838.534 1.614.656  
2002 1.024.439 708.397 1.732.836  
2003 1.260.393 468.113 1.728.506  
2004 819.783 571.846 1.391.629  
2005 954.042 860.239 1.814.281  
2006 1.053.481 765.740 1.819.221  
2007 890.899 984.781 1.875.680  
2008 989.681  1.149.746  2.139.427  

  Source: Nevsehir Governorship 

 

 
           Figure 2.  Cultural Sites in Cappadocia  (Zengin,A. 2010:66) 
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CONCLUSION 

Anatolia, home to many great civilizations for ages, has a huge tourism poten-

tial thanks to its natural and cultural properties. Tourism is gradually develop-

ing in Cappadocia due to its unique natural and cultural properties. However, 

the area is being damaged by human activities. Protection and preservation of 

cultural heritage and devolving them upon next generations are highly im-

portant for sustainable tourism. It is hard to believe that Cappadocia and other 

touristic sites are duly protected. It was concluded from the investigations in 

the area that dwellings in the fairy chimneys were improperly used and were 

damaged by visitors. Further, fairy chimneys, which survived long geological 

periods, are exposed to weathering. Tourism areas should be well planned to 

avoid all these problematic issues. Wind shields should be built to prevent or 

reduce weathering. Boundaries of the national park should be expanded and 

no construction should be allowed in the protected area. New facilities and ho-

tels should be built in the city centre, where cultural properties are relatively 

fewer. More fund and staff should be allocated to protect and preserve the his-

torical sites. The area should be duly promoted across the world so as to attract 

more tourists.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, we attempted to find the most appropriate tourism times and also to de-

termine the local and temporal differences of comfortable region in western Azerbai-

jan province of Iran in different seasons. We used a 24-year climatic data (1985-

2008), and specified climatic factors including minimum temperature, the percentage 

of relative humidity, wind speed, cloudiness and pressure for 5 stations. Human indi-

vidual indicators (age, weight, and height) and activity type factors were used to calcu-

late the temperature-physiology (PET and PMV). Ray Man model was applied in this 

regard and results show that in local extent there is not much difference between var-

ious stations, and with respect to the space there are different climatic stresses. The 

most comfortable daily periods refer to Khoy station (with 65 comfortable climatic 

days) and the least comfortable daily period belongs to Tekab station (with 10 com-

fortable days). 

Key words: temperature-physiology index, PMV and PET indicators, thermal comforta-

ble, tourism climatology (climate tourism). 
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INTRODUCTION  

The tourism industry is one of the largest and fastest growing global industries 

and is a significant contributor to national and local economics around the 

world. For example, weather and climate influence the environmental re-

sources that are the foundation for tourism/recreation, the length and quality of 

tourism and recreation seasons, the health of tourists, and even the quality of 

tourism experiences (Scott, 2004). Many attempts have been made by the re-

searchers in this regard. The appropriate digital indicators are determined to 

assess the complex effects of climate for tourists as well as comfortable envi-

ronment for them. Many researchers believe that for determining the comforta-

bility of the environment, thermal components more important than others. 

They have designed several indicators generally used today in researches relat-

ing to human bio-climatic comfort. Climate tourism index is divided into three 

groups: Primary index, bio climatological index and composed index (Skinner 

& Dowdier, 2001). Primary index do not show relationship between climatic 

and physiological factors.   

Bioclimatological index and composed index include many parameters. 

These indexes consider the effect of a combination of factors. Human physio-

logical indexes derived from the energy of balance functions, nowadays have 

more credit in the studies of human bio climatology and climatourism (Mat-

zarakis, 2001). Human bioclimatic studies have already been carried out for so 

a fair span of time. In the past thermal indices were frequently used to estimate 

the thermal environment. These indices were based on single or composite me-

teorological parameters, such as wet bulb temperature or equivalent tempera-

ture (Matzarakis et al., 2000). The advantage of these thermal indices is that 

they all require the same meteorological input parameters (Matzarakis et al., 2007). 

West Azerbaijan province is one of the high tourism attraction provinces lo-

cated in the North West of Iran (Figure 1), neighboring three countries, mainly 

including Turkey. According to the North West climates dominating in Iran, 

usually warm period is selected for tourism in this province. Snow, freezing, 

and coldness of winters is blocking tourism activity. We tried to review the 

thermal conditions of the area in this study using human energy balance. The 

main aim was to find and present an appropriate climatourism calendar for the 

study area.  
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Figure 1. Geographic location of West Azerbaijan Province 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Perry (1993) has paid attention to the importance of the climate on tourism in-

dustry in England and Mediterranean Sea. Mayer, et al. (1998) for evaluation of 

heat stress over different grass and forest surfaces in Germany has used mean 

radiation technique. Their findings showed that the heat stress was higher over 

grasslands than the forest. Matzarakis, et al. (2000) studied the important cli-

matic factors influencing the human body comfortability including tempera-

ture, relative humidity, wind velocity, and short and long solar waves.  

Again Matzarakis (2001) drew the physiologic maps of the human climatic 

comfortability in Hungry adapting 201 meteorological stations data. He has 

used the Ray Man model for the analysis and mapping of the area under study. 

Zanninovic, et al. (2004) used two indexes of PMV and PET for estimation of 

the bioclimatic conditions of Adriatic Sea beaches. 

The mutual interaction between PMV and PET indexes with environmental 

temperature was studied by Torsson, et al. (2003) in an urban park in Sweden. 

They determined the relationship between environmental temperature and be-

having patterns of the people travelling to the park.  

We have used a combination of the methods applied so far for the evalua-

tion and mapping of the human bioclimatic comfortability in our study area. 

METHODOLOGY 

Human physiological indexes derived from the energy balance functions, have 

more credit in the studies of human bio-climatic and climatology tourism. 
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Well-known indicators have been proposed in this field, of which Physiological 

Equivalent Temperature Index (PET) and Predicted Mean Vote Index (PMV) 

have higher importance. While these indexes normally do not propose plan-

ning to tourism purposes, but with some changes and adjustments can become 

the most important indicators in studies of the climatourism (Matzarakis, 2001).  

Table 1 shows the threshold values of the thermal indexes of PMV and for dif-

ferent grades of thermal sensitivity of human beings and their physiological 

stress on internal heat production (according to Matzarakis & Mayer, 1996). 

   

Table 1. Values of PMV and PET (Based on Matzarakis, 2001) 

 

 

PMV and PET are calculated by Ray Man model designed by Matzarakis 

(2001) in order to calculate the radiation fluxes inside urban buildings. The Ray 

Man model, which has been developed for urban climate studies, has a broader 

application spectrum, i.e., tourism climatology (Matzarakis et al., 2005). Varia-

bles needed for this model are classified to four categories: 

1- Situational variables: Latitude, longitude and altitude. 
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2- Climatic and meteorological variables: Air temperature (°C), vapor pressure 

(hPa), relative humidity (%), wind velocity (m/s), cloud cover (Octas). 

3- Personal data: Height (m), weight (kg), age (a) and sex (m/f).  

4- Clothing and activity: Clothing (clo) and activity (Watt). 

Since the physiological data, clothing data and type of activity are variable ac-

cording to recommended model, we used standard or mean some of the varia-

bles. For example, we used the mean of height, weight, age and sex in the area 

and clothing of 0.9 clo and moderate activities such as driving (80w) for male or 

female (Matzarakis, 2002). The variables defined and were entered into the 

model and then values PMV and PET were calculated for all stations in differ-

ent time scales. Result of PET and PMV values are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Comfortable dates for tourism in West Azerbaijan province stations 

PMV 

Station Thermal Sensivity 
Grade of Physiologic 

Stress date 

Urmia comfortable no thermal stress 9 Jul – 25 Aug 

Takab comfortable no thermal stress 19 Jul- 25 Jul and 30 Jul – 1 Aug 

Khoy comfortable no thermal stress 25 Jun – 2 Sept 

Makoo comfortable no thermal stress 2Jun – 1 Jul and 2 Sept – 19 Sept 

Mahabad comfortable no thermal stress 26 Jun and 2 Jul – 31 Aug 

PET 

Urmia comfortable no thermal stress 14 Jul – 9 Aug 

Takab comfortable no thermal stress 19 Jul- 25 Jul 

Khoy comfortable no thermal stress 12 JUL – 27 Aug 

Makoo comfortable no thermal stress 30 May – 30 Jun and 1 Jul – 2 Sept 

Mahabad comfortable no thermal stress 8 Jul – 27 Aug 

RESULTS 

The determined comfortable periods (one day and more) with and without 

thermal stress in the West Azerbaijan province were classified according to 

PMV and PET calculated values. It is noticeable through PMV values, 9 Jul to 

25 Aug and according to PET values 14 Jul to 9 Aug are most appropriate times 

for tourism in the Urmia city. Other days of the year have thermal stress with 

various degrees of cold stress (Figure 2). Figure2 shows daily changes of PMV 

and PET values for Urmia station. Daily changes of PMV and PET values are 

drawn graphically for all stations. PMV and PET indexes were determined for 

comfortable period of tourism.  

Graphs exhibit the changes as well. We observed that (table 2) according to 

PMV values 19 Jul to 25 Jul and 30 Jul to 1 Aug, and according to PET values 
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the days 19 Jul to 25 Jul are suitable for tourism in Tekab city. Other days of the 

year have thermal stress with various higher degrees of cold stress that are 

comparable to the graphs of daily changes in both cities of Tekab and Urmia. 

According to PMV Index results respectively 25 Jun to 2 Sept, 2 Jun to 1 Jul and 

2 Sept to 19 Sept and 26 Jun and 2 Jul to 31 Aug are comfortable periods in 

Khoy, Makoo and Mahabad stations. According to PET Index results respec-

tively 12 JUL to 27 Aug, 30 May to 30 Jun and 1 Jul to2 Sept, 8 Jul to 27 Aug are 

comfortable periods without thermal stress in the Khoy, Makoo and Mahabad 

stations.  Other days of the year have thermal stress with various degrees of 

cold stress in these stations. We observed a period of heat stress from 2 Jul to 1 

Sept in the Makoo station.  Most of the daily comfort is in the Khoy station with 

65 days and Minimum daily comfort periods are in the Tekab station with 10 

days.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Figure 2. Daily changes of PMV and PET values 

 

 

According to monthly PMV and PET values, July and Aug month are com-

fortable months in all stations. But no month was determined to be comfortable 

in Makoo station. Other months have different degrees of thermal stress (types 

of cold stress). Seasonal values of PMV and PET show that all stations have al-

most the same thermal stress. Spring has cool thermal sensitivity and moderate 

cold stress of grade of physiologic stress.  Summer has slightly cool thermal 

sensitivity and cold stress of physiologic stress grades. Finally autumn and 

winter make very cold thermal sensitivity. Table 3 shows monthly PMV and 

PET values for all stations. 
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Table 3. Monthly PMV and PET values for all stations 

Station/ Month Urmia (PMV) Urmia (PET) Tekab (PMV) Tekab (PET) Khoy (PMV) 

JAN very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

FEB very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

MAR very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

APR cold Cold very cold very cold Cold 

MAY cool Cool cold cold cool 

JUN slightly cool slightly cool cool cool slightly cool 

JUL comfortable slightly cool slightly cool slightly cool comfortable 

AUG comfortable Comfortable slightly cool slightly cool comfortable 

SEPT cool Cool cool cool slightly cool 

OCT cold Cold very cold very cold cold 

NOV very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

DEC very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

Station/ month Khoy (PET) Makoo (PMV) Makoo (PET) Mahabad (PMV) Mahabad (PET) 

JAN very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

FEB very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

MAR very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

APR cold very cold very cold cold cold 

MAY cool Cold cold cold cool 

JUN slightly cool slightly cool cold slightly cool slightly cool 

JUL comfortable Comfortable slightly cool comfortable comfortable 

AUG comfortable Comfortable slightly cool comfortable comfortable 

SEPT slightly cool Cool cool slightly cool slightly cool 

OCT cold Cold cold cold cold 

NOV very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 

DEC very cold very cold very cold very cold very cold 
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Figure 3. PMV values and the zoning maps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. PET values and the zoning maps 
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According to Figures 3 and 4 the highest level of comfort belongs to Khoy 

station and the lowest level is that of Tekab station. Urmia, Mahabad and Ma-

koo stations' values have been displaced over the years.  

CONCLUSION 

The results of the application of PET and PMV methods as well as the usage of 

Ray Man  for estimating comfort index of different seasons for tourism in the 

study area show that there is the same-time comfortability in all stations but 

there is not spatial similarity for PMV and PET values in this province. There is 

more comfortability in the intermediate areas. Possibility of these conditions 

are unaffected by Urmia Lake because stations with best conditions are located 

near Urmia Lake. These stations are Urmia, Mahabad and Tekab. Comfortable 

values are reduced with the distance to lake. Stations of Urmia are located 

nearby the lake shore; therefore, this station has been experiencing permanent 

change in all season after the application of both indexes.   
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the authors present the research on the role of concession as a possible 

instrument for solving the issues of development and preservation of the environ-

ment, especially for transition countries such as Croatia. Although it is exceptionally 

important to stimulate economic development, this does not mean that granting con-

cessions is always justified. With a proper control and strict requirements in terms of 

sustainability and development of the area, a concession becomes an instrument that 

may start the development, put in order the illegal use of maritime domain and grant 

quality in the protection of the sea and the coast. However, in places where conces-

sions on maritime domain may be considered as promoters of development domicile 

inhabitants frequently oppose to them. The reason to such reaction is primarily the 

absence of information and insufficient education on advantages and disadvantages 

of concessions and absence of promotion of positive effects that such form of eco-

nomic development has for the local community. 

 

Key words: concessions on maritime domain, protection of the sea and coast, public 

administration, education. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Croatia has an important geostrategic position in the Mediterranean, a well-

indented coast and it controls significant coastal resources. It is a transition 

country that is soon joining the European Union, but its economy is still search-

ing its way and place within the European economy and global trends.  
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In Croatia, managing natural resources, coast, sea and islands and manag-

ing maritime domain has been awarded to local and central administration. 

Maritime domain, being a common benefit, requires responsible managing. 

This includes economic and sustainable exploitation that will take into account 

a long-term purpose of the maritime domain. In the time when the capital is 

attempting to take over and manage the highest quality resources, one of the 

Croatian priorities is to protect and govern with responsibility all public goods. 

This requires governing maritime domain on the principles of sustainable de-

velopment and exploiting it on the basis of a concession. 

Defining the problem 

Developing countries and transition countries are exposed to various forms of 

dependence that have included several sectors of the national economy (bank-

ing system, telephoning service etc.) (Horvat, 2002).  

Owing to its natural assets, especially coastal resources, Croatia is subject to 

various pressures, which encourages uneconomical exploitation of maritime 

domain and its degradation. The possibilities of maritime domain have not yet 

been sufficiently recognised, which is a comprehensive issue, since scientific 

and educational institutions are not sufficiently included in studying and solv-

ing the problem. It is expected that the public administration, with the assis-

tance of scientific and expert institutions, will recognise the inhabitants’ needs 

and the possibilities of the society trying to reach the global standards. A trans-

parent, professional and responsible management will cooperate with the citi-

zens. The administration structures should be uncomplicated, providing hori-

zontal and vertical coordination, and available information to the citizens.  

The analysis of the administration in Croatia indicates that the above char-

acteristics have been partly implemented in its functioning. This is particularly 

evident in relation to the management of the coastal area and its development, 

which is entirely in the domain of the public administration at various levels, 

so that currently there is overlapping of the authorities of local and central ad-

ministration.  

Maritime domain – basic determinants 

When theoretically defining maritime domain, its constituting elements are in-

dividually listed (Borković, 2002). According to the Maritime Domain and Sea-

ports Act (Official Gazette, 158/2003), maritime domain is defined as a part of 

public good consisting of the sea, its bottom and certain parts of the land relat-
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ed to the sea, together with built objects that, by their nature or purpose, serve 

to public maritime use. 

Since ancient times, the sea and the coast have been categorised as res extra 

commercium, that is, exempt from legal transfer. They also belong to res com-

munes omnium (nowadays res communes omnium refers to open sea, for in-

stance the North Pole), things that, by their nature, cannot be owned by an in-

dividual, but serve to the needs of all. That group also contains air, water, sea 

and shore – the part of the coast within the reach of the tides (Vojković, 2003). 

Maritime domain is regulated by the law of the sea and the rules present al-

ready in ancient written documents, such as the Code of Hamurabi (about 2000 

B.C.) that contains provisions about shipbuilding, responsibilities of shippers 

etc., and Justinian’s Code, i.e. Justinian’s codification. One of the most signifi-

cant laws regulating this issue in Croatia is the Maritime Law and its amend-

ments, adopted in 1994 (Official Gazette, 17/1994).  

Managing maritime domain in Croatia 

Croatia, unlike many other countries, has plenty of resources that increasingly 

attract various interests.  

The land area occupies the territory of 56,542 km², while the coast stretches 

for 5,835 km, and includes the coastline of the land and islands. Internal sea 

waters and territorial sea cover the area of 31,067 m², including 1244 islands, 

rocks and above-water rocks. 

The management of the resources and maritime domain is assigned to the 

government that performs the managing activities directly or through regional 

and local units of self-government. Maritime Domain and Seaports Act (Official 

Gazette, 158/2003) makes distinction between: 

General use of the maritime domain – assumes the right of each individual 

to use maritime domain in compliance to its nature and purpose. 

Special use of maritime domain: 

Construction of buildings on the maritime domain designated for religious 

communities, cultural activities and other activities performed without profit, 

Construction of buildings and infrastructure objects (roads, railway, water 

supply and sewage network, power supply and telephone network etc.) and 

other similar infrastructure objects on the maritime domain. 
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Economic use – performing business activities, with or without the use of 

the existing buildings and other objects on the maritime domain, and with or 

without the construction of new buildings and other objects on the maritime 

domain.  

Managing and maintaining the maritime domain in Croatia is done at the 

state level, and also at the regional and local levels. There is a distinction be-

tween regular and extraordinary management. Regular management refers to 

the protection and maintenance of the maritime domain in general use; it is 

done according to the annual plan and cities and communities are in charge of 

its execution. Extraordinary management includes the recovery of the maritime 

domain out of sea ports caused by extraordinary events, and the proposal for 

the maritime domain border and its execution. Extraordinary management of 

the maritime domain is under the authority of the counties.  

Since maritime domain is of special interest of the republic of Croatia, the 

management has to be consistent, as besides being efficient, it has to preserve 

and protect maritime domain as well.  

Some authors (Kundih, 2005) believe that the management system, preser-

vation and protection of the maritime domain in Croatia is not consistent, since 

there are no legal, institutional and personnel assumptions for the manage-

ment, and, in the first place, there are no conditions for resolving the complex 

proprietary issues on maritime domain. Presently, the predominating approach 

to the management of maritime domain in Croatia is of the sector type in which 

the ministries have the key role.  

A precondition for regulating legal status and for preserving and rational 

exploitation of the sea coast is to determine the borders of the maritime do-

main. Hence, a detailed analysis of the efficiency of the procedure is needed, 

therefore other appropriate bodies have to be authorised to participate in it. 

There are proposals to authorise State Geodetic Directorate that will also ob-

serve the opinion of other bodies sufficiently competent to determine the bor-

der of the maritime domain in view of all characteristics of the sea coast, which 

can be performed by the Croatian Hydrographic Institute. Equally important is 

the control of the procedures by the competent government institutions that 

have to represent the interest of the Republic of Croatia in protecting that part 

of the state territory. Public prosecutor’s office has an important role in the is-

sue and it must have access to information and participate in the procedure of 

determining the borders of the maritime domain, so that it can exercise its au-

thority, especially in initiating the procedure of registering the maritime do-
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main in the cadastre and land registry (Jug Dujaković & Božić Fredotović, 

2009). 

Fees for the use of maritime domain 

Fees for the use of the maritime domain make a significant income that is 

equally distributed to three levels of management – government, county and 

local community. According to the law, the income has to be allotted for speci-

fied purpose, and it consists of various fees for:  

 Concession and concession grants,  

 Use of the maritime domain paid by the owners of boats and yachts 

registered in the boat or yacht registry,  

 Damages caused by the devastation of the maritime domain, and  

 Funds allocated by the county and local community for the maritime 

domain in their territory. 

In extraordinary management of the maritime domain in cases of pollution 

caused by a known offender, the recovery is performed by the government, 

since the indemnification for the pollution of the maritime domain is the in-

come of the state budget.  

Concessions in the maritime domain – Croatian experience 

Maritime domain is a necessary precondition for economic or special use and is 

closely connected to it (Hlača, 1996). The registration of the maritime domain in 

the land registry is a precondition for granting a concession. 

After World War Two, the concept of concessions was barely present in 

Croatia. Concessions could not be accepted since all activities were done by 

public or government subjects, and the concept of private property or foreign 

capital investments were practically not allowed.  

At that time, unacceptability of concessions was based on the fact that all ac-

tivities (business or unprofitable, i.e. social) were performed by public, gov-

ernmental or social entities. A particular approach and a view to private prop-

erty were present, and there were reserves relating to investments of the for-

eign capital and some reserves towards the possibility that foreigners might 

thus realize a profit (Vojković, 2003). Foreign capital was rather rare in the for-

mer Yugoslavia, due to a series of protective instruments and measures that 

were designed for the protection of national economy.    
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The first provisions relating to concessions were included in the Yugoslav 

legislation at the end of the 80s by amending the Law on Foreign Investments. 

The next major step occurred in 1988 when the Law on Foreign Investments 

was adopted (Official Gazette of the SFRJ, 77/1988) which allowed granting 

concessions to foreign investors for exploiting the good in public use. After 

Croatia gained independence, the Concession Act was adopted in 1990 (Official 

Gazette, 18/1990). However, it was replaced by the new Concession Act (Offi-

cial Gazette, 89/1992) in 1992. In the next sixteen years the system of conces-

sions in Croatia has been rather complicated and unstandardised. 

According to the Law, a concession is defined as a permit to perform a cer-

tain activity based on a special approval. Public authority grants a concession 

and authorises, approves, cedes, allows or permits to a certain legal entity to 

perform particular activities and/or to exploit particular goods for economic or 

special purpose. 

Concessions for special purpose and concessions for economic exploitation 

limit the general use of maritime domain, but they differ in the sense that the 

former does not have the purpose to gain profit. 

From formal and legal aspect, Croatia has regulated the field of concessions: 

there are over 40 laws, directives and rules relating to the subject. In practice, 

however, the system is complicate for potential investors.  

Although the Registry of Concessions is operating at higher level, its trans-

parency is not complete. The Registry of Concessions is a unique electronic reg-

istry of concession contracts made in Croatia. It is organised on the basis of the 

Concessions Act (Official Gazette 125/2008) and is in conformity with the Ordi-

nance on the organisation and registration of the Concession Registry (Official 

Gazette 09/2009). Collecting and registering concession data, filing the data and 

managing the data base, providing their accessibility and protection of the da-

tabase and documents filed in the archive is done by the ministry competent 

for finances which keeps the Registry of Concessions. The operating tasks are 

led by the authorised financial institution.   

Valorisation of maritime domain done by implementing modern IT systems 

The management of the development and natural resources, especially 

those on the coast (and highly sensitive maritime domain area) is a complex 

and dynamic activity in which various phenomena meet, collide or cancel out 

each other. Therefore, transparency and efficiency is required. Also, due to the 

complexity of the system, the result of the conflicts cannot always be predicted 
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and the management decisions have to be based on proved information and on 

the responsibility of the decision-makers (Šimunović, 2005). Otherwise, the de-

cisions crucial for a concession on the maritime domain will be based only on 

intuition, authority or experience of the administration officials. Therefore in-

formation system is one of the basic factors for the management of maritime 

domain.  

The valorisation of maritime domain is an essential prerequisite for the real-

isation of economic potential of maritime domain. It is proposed to implement 

GIS (Geographic Information System). The Law on Physical Planning and Con-

struction, adopted in 2008, has stipulated the requirement to establish and de-

velop the Information System for the physical planning of Croatia, for the pur-

pose of continuous monitoring of the situation in physical planning. At the be-

ginning of 2009, a set of GIS data relating to maritime domain was publicised 

on the Internet, which allowed for the access to the data from any computer 

and requires the basic Internet skills. 

Regional orientation of natural and other resources presupposes the use of 

GIS model in the process of management. Some results in the use of infor-

mation system for planning and managing maritime domain have already been 

achieved. Most of the public administration and state companies that manage 

the infrastructure have nowadays the digitalised database. The current GIS da-

tabase in the Primorsko-goranska County will be presented here. The database 

consists of textual part with data about the borders of the maritime domain and 

concessions and the graphic par. The textual section also presents the Directive 

of the Government of the Republic of Croatia (published in the Official Gazette) 

or the Resolution of the Ministry, while the graphic section presents the bor-

ders of the maritime domain in dwg format, the list of cadastre lots that are in-

cluded in the maritime domain belt (after the subdivision plan on dividing ca-

dastre lots has been completed), the list of land registry plots that are included 

in the maritime domain belt, all rasters needed for the bases, maritime domain 

borders that are still being processed, maritime domain borders of the ports of 

special purpose, concessions on the maritime domain, data on unclassified har-

bours, water supply and sewage network on the maritime domain, and other 

installation network as presented in physical planning documentation.  

The graphic section contains a review with: areas out of ports – determined 

borders of maritime domain and locations still in process, port areas, ports 

open to public transport (coastal and sea areas) and concessions. 
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The maritime domain GIS is periodically amended, which allows for quick 

and accurate, simple and precise search and update. When the data display is 

filtered the easier reference is improved, as well as thematic presentation and 

direct connections of data with other documents. Such approach to the man-

agement of the maritime domain by all the competent entities would greatly 

contribute to the quality of the management of the entire maritime domain. It 

will facilitate analysing the results and implementing measures for simplifying 

procedures, increase the quality and eventually lead to the sustainability of the 

environment.  The integrated GIS system of all administration entities would 

be an excellent database and basis for adopting quality decisions. 

Concessions as an incentive to the economic development of Croatia – 
possibilities and limitations   

Long-term management of the maritime domain requires establishing an inte-

gral system of monitoring the coast and the sea area. The aim is to protect the 

maritime domain from all forms of usurpation and devastation, and to control 

the economic exploitation through concessions. In order to realise it, it is neces-

sary to organise a cadastre of maritime domain in order to register economic 

exploitation of the coast, the sea, the sea bottom and submarine area. The mari-

time domain cadastre has been planned within the Law on Hydrographic Ac-

tivity and in this way one scientific and expert institution would have a global 

view of the concessions. Kovačić, Gržetić, and Seršić (2008) found that it is im-

portant for Croatia to establish a model of integral management of the mari-

time domain within integral management of the coastal and sea areas, and the 

cadastre would be of significant help. The purpose is to preserve natural re-

sources and to stimulate sustainable economic development of the maritime 

domain. 

It is necessary to give priority to resolving the problem of the maritime do-

main borders during the procedure of granting concessions. Since the Maritime 

Domain and Seaports Act stipulates that the borders of the maritime domain 

need to be determined and registered in the land registry before the conces-

sions on the maritime domain are granted, the maritime domain can be ex-

ploited only after satisfying the above condition. (Jug Dujaković & Božić 

Fredotović, 2009). 

Determining the borders includes also the procedures of expropriation and 

registration of the maritime domain as public good in land registry. The im-

plementation of the above activities allows for the sustainable development of 

maritime domain, with the final aim being to achieve economic effects. 
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All this requires a clear and transparent concession system and a model for 

evaluating the maritime domain and for determining concession fee, for the 

benefit of all Croatian citizens (Kovačić & Jurić, 2011). According to the Article 

19 of the Law on Local and Regional Self-government in the Republic of Croa-

tia, 2001, local self-government units perform tasks of local importance, relating 

to, among others, physical and urban planning, preservation and development 

of natural environment, while regional self-government units perform tasks 

that relate to regional and urban planning, economic development, transport 

and transport infrastructure. The income obtained from the concession fees be-

long both to the local self-government units and regional self-government 

units, in proportion to the tasks performed by their bodies in conformity with 

the law. 

Measures for improving public administration engagement in the valorisa-
tion of the maritime domain 

Public administration leads the procedure of granting concessions on the mari-

time domain in compliance to the legislation in force. The officials are required 

to complete the assigned tasks competently and independently but it is neces-

sary to undertake a series of measures: 

 At the strategic level, measures that will lead to increased competence 

and efficiency of decision-makers and officials directly connected to 

concessions on the maritime domain will have to be promoted and im-

plemented.   

 To improve the relationship integration between the management pro-

cess and implementation activities when making decisions about the 

concession. The dispersed aspect of the process during the procedure 

of granting a concession may seriously affect the correctness of the de-

cision.  

 To decrease the negative influence of hierarchic model of business pro-

cess to the decision-making process relating to concessions. During the 

decision-making process, management structures more often use polit-

ical approach rather than expert approach, which, on long-term basis, 

has a negative effect to managing the maritime domain. 

 To stimulate coordination – public administration in Croatia have 

problems in stimulating both horizontal and vertical communication.  
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 To include expert, scientific and educational institutions. It is a prob-

lem present in all administration and is not related only to Croatia. It is 

necessary to further develop the educational and training programmes 

in compliance to the current educational activities, aimed at improving 

the capacity and management of human resources and at developing 

management skills, especially the specific skills in managing maritime 

domain. 

 To strengthen regional management – an approach which is a part of 

new modes of governance. New modes of governance are oriented to-

wards the development process and require social and emotional skills 

– soft skills (team work, group leading, communication skills, resolving 

conflicts, etc.) and also towards close networking and simple and quick 

procedures in communication between planners and implementers. 

It is proposed to introduce the quality control in the concession-granting 

procedure, as well as criteria of quality (level of successfulness), which include 

business communicating and allow for the control of future business models 

and the elimination of the unnecessary. 

Besides the listed measures to be applied in the administration operations, 

together with information technologies, it is proposed to introduce team work 

as well, in accordance to the increased capacity of the administration relating to 

the maritime domain operations. In order to increase simplicity and efficiency 

of the procedures, it is proposed to replace hierarchy at several levels with de-

cision-making process at operating level. It is important to implement a deci-

sion-making support system to increase functionality in the management pro-

cesses and to use GIS information systems. It is also proposed to apply modern 

methods for evaluating resources, which will be used in the process of manag-

ing resources at various hierarchic levels.  

CONCLUSION 

The system of concessions on the maritime domain has significant effects to the 

development of the littoral of the Republic of Croatia and considerably con-

tributes to increased economic activities in those areas. It is therefore necessary 

to evaluate maritime domain, which is the basic presumption and precondition 

for the development of all economic activities. Managing maritime domain 

may be efficiently put into practice by establishing concessions, which will 

have protective and development function for the local community, the region 

and the country. However, such system has to be transparent, and the proce-
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dure for granting concessions has to be simplified. Decisions need to be adopt-

ed within reasonable period, without unnecessary administration and hierar-

chic levels. The administration has to encourage the development and conces-

sions, and, being legal and economic instrument, may greatly contribute to it. 

Expert and educational institutions also need to contribute by educating per-

sonnel for managing public good, especially maritime domain. As an excep-

tionally important resource in transition countries, maritime domain has a de-

veloping role, but is also subject to various interest and speculations. Educa-

tions, workshops, media releases, and university education, especially special-

ised and expert studies and programmes have to exist at various levels. The 

Croatian education system and public administration are heading a period of 

training and study in order to govern maritime domain to the benefit of all in-

habitants and future generations. 
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ABSTRACT 

The notion of sustainable development has expanded to cover all forms of develop-

ment and economic activities including tourism. Sustainable development is therefore 

what the tourism industry of the twenty-first century should strive to achieve. The sus-

tainability paradigm has become “an attractive topic” that promises sustainable 

growth for the present and into the future. Islands are often isolated - ecologically, cul-

turally, and economically. As a result, the natural and cultural resources may be 

unique, limited in extent, and vulnerable. The image of islands draws many tourists to 

take advantage of these characteristics which are important assets for tourism. Be-

cause of small size, and often small indigenous populations, small islands can be par-

ticularly vulnerable to the impacts of tourism, particularly if it is large in scale. The 

main purpose of this research is determining economic indicators of STD in Kish Is-

land by Delphi method. Determining economic indicators as one of the important di-

mension of   STD can help planner to assessing sustainability of destination. 

Key words: STD (sustainable tourism development), economic indicators, Kish Island. 

  

 

INTRODUCTION  

Sustainable Development: Today it is not said "what is development?" to define 

development, rather it is said that "how the development should be". It is 

where the different values steering development are brought forth. In the mod-

ern eye on development, conflict of interests occurs between development and 

environment, equity is established between generations and the primitive, real 

and lawful needs are segregated from the false ones (Zahedi, 2007:206). During 

the 1970s, the concepts on the effects of mankind on the environment had been 

the main operating instruction for the organizations and governments. Pres-

sure on the environment has been realized as the uneven development. There-

fore, most people got to talk about sustainable development. Most discussions 
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on sustainable development originated from the Brundtland Commission and 

its report in 1987. 

This document argued that the most effective way to ‘square the circle of 

competing demands for environmental protection and economic development’ 

was through the adoption of a new approach, namely sustainable develop-

ment. Although the WCED did not, in fact, coin the term – the World Conser-

vation Union had referred to sustainable development in its earlier World Con-

servation Strategy (IUCN 1980) – the report brought the concept to the atten-

tion of a much wider audience and, since the late 1980s, sustainable develop-

ment has dominated global development policy. Not only has it provided the 

focus for a number of major international events, from the 1992 ‘Earth Summit’ 

in Rio de Janeiro to the World Summit on Sustainable Development 

in Johannesburg in2002, but also innumerable organizations in the public, pri-

vate and voluntary sectors and at the international, national and local levels 

have embraced its principles and objectives. It is also the focus of Agenda 21, 

the action plan for sustainable development that came out of the 1992 ‘Earth 

Summit’.  

In the early 1990s over70 definitions of sustainable development had been 

proposed. 

 Nevertheless, the most popular and enduring remains the Brundtland Re-

port’s definition as ‘development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (Fig1). 

Also, sustainable development may be thought of as a combination of two pro-

cesses, namely "development" and "sustainability"(Telfer & Sharpley, 2008: 33). 

After the issuance of the Brunt land report –Our Common Feauture – in 

1987, sustainable development became as one of the main objectives of the eco-

nomic sectors.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Range of sustainable development 

 

"Meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their 
own needs    "  

Protection and renovation of The environment 

Promotion of economic welfare 

Moral and social responsiveness expansion 
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Sustainable development, of course, is not a static process per se, rather its 

permanence can guaranteed for the present and next generation by utilizing 

resources, investing, developing technologies proportionate with the develop-

ment and fundamental changes. According to the World Protection Union 

(1993), by sustainable development is meant achieving a level of life quality or 

living standards which is maintainable for the next generations.  

Currently the debate surrounding sustainable development focuses on is-

sues such as reliance upon economic growth to improve overall wellbeing, sub-

stitution of nonrenewable resources, use of technologies to overcome dwin-

dling natural resources, environmental management practices to overcome 

negative impacts of economic growth, and the value of non-human world 

(Gordon, 2007:23). 

 Taking a step forward, sustainable development turned from theoretical 

discussions into practical issues in international, national and regional plan-

ning in recent years. It is because, the different international experiences have 

obviously proved that hypothetical infrastructures of any plans and projects 

are non-systematic if they don't consider on the sustainable development and 

don't use its practical concepts. 

Sustainable Tourism 

The notion of sustainable development has expanded to cover all forms of de-

velopment and economic activities including tourism. The interpretation of the 

concept of sustainable development in tourism remains vague and a number of 

different approaches have been proposed in an effort to define what constitutes 

sustainable development in tourism and what not (Butler, 1998:26). 

Sustainable development is therefore what the tourism industry of the 

twenty-first century should strive to achieve. The sustainability paradigm has 

become ‚an attractive topic‛ that promises sustainable growth for the present 

and into the future. The tourism industry has responded to this paradigm shift 

by self-regulating and initiating voluntary programs. For instance, numerous 

voluntary programs and policies such as Green Globe 21, European Blue Flag 

Campaign, Smart Voyager (Ecuador), Green Leaf (Thailand), and Agenda 21 

for Travel and Tourism industry have been launched (Jayawardena &et al, 

2008:265). 

Tourism Organization defines sustainable tourism as ‚tourism which leads 

to management of all resources in such a way that economic, social and aesthet-
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ic needs can be filled while maintaining cultural integrity, essentials ecological 

processes, biological diversity and life support systems.‛(McKercher, 2003:76). 

Coccossis (1996) recognizes four different interpretations of sustainable 

tourism. These four perspectives are the ‚economic sustainability of tourism‛, 

the ‚ecologically sustainable tourism‛, ‚sustainable tourism development‛ –

where although the need for environmental quality is apparent, the focus is on 

the long-term viability of the industry- and ‚tourism as a part of a strategy for 

sustainable development‛. The first three interpretations address only parts of 

sustainable tourism(Butler, 1998: 144).  

Also, Variously labeled as ‘green’, ‘responsible’, ‘appropriate’, ‘low-impact’, 

‘soft’ or ‘ecotourism’, these styles of tourism collectively represent, literally, an 

alternative to mass tourism development. Designed to minimize tourism’s neg-

ative impact while optimizing benefits to the destination (Telfer & Sharpley, 

2008: 38). 

Sustainability in Islands 

Islands are often isolated - ecologically, culturally, and economically. As a re-

sult, the natural and cultural resources may be unique, limited in extent, and 

vulnerable. The image of islands draws many tourists to take advantage of the-

se characteristics which are important assets for tourism. Because of small size, 

and often small indigenous populations, small islands can be particularly vul-

nerable to the impacts of tourism, particularly if it is large in scale. For most 

small island nations, tourism is their principal source of foreign exchange and a 

main source of GDP and employment like Kish Island. While an island may 

provide a visible unit for planning and management, its boundaries also can be 

barriers, limiting access to tourism flows and basic resources such as water, 

food or fuel (WTO, 2004: 235). 

METHODOLOGY 

First of all, based on the economic capabilities of the site a list of the indicators 

of economic sustainable tourism development for Kish Island was drawn up by 

the researcher (Table1). The indicators are both qualitative and quantitative. 

The questionnaires of the specified indicators were delivered to a group of 

tourism experts of economists for grading purpose. They all were to rank the 

suggested indicators from 1 to 7. The rank 1 displayed the minimal significance 

of the indicator while 7 showed its maximum in the Kish Island. At this stage, 

using Cochran Formula, 42 people were considered as the sample who were 
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selected by using Snowball method. Using Friedman Test, the analysis of the 

questionnaires was done by utilizing Spss. Accordingly, the Mean Rank given 

to the indicators, was calculated by Excel software and then the results were 

categorized from the maximum point to the minimum one. Finally, a number 

of the indicators having the high rank of judgment were chosen for case study. 

Thus, there was developed a list of the indicators of sustainable tourism devel-

opment of the site (Table2). 

A Case Study of Kish Island 

Kish Island is a 91.5-square-kilometre as a resort island in the Persian Gulf. It is 

part of the Hormozgān Province of Iran. Due to its free trade zone status it is 

touted as a consumer's paradise, with numerous malls, shopping centres, tour-

ist attractions, and resort hotels. It has an estimated population of 20,000 resi-

dents and about 1 million people visit the island annually.[1][2] Kish Island 

was ranked among the world’s 10 most beautiful islands by The New York 

Times in 2010, and is the fourth most visited vacation destination in the Middle 

East after Dubai, U.A.E, and Sharm el-Sheikh(Press TV). Foreign nationals 

wishing to enter Kish Free Zone from legal ports are not required to obtain vi-

sas prior to travel. 

Proposed Indicators for economic Sustainability in Island destination; Kish 

Island 

Different indicators are meaningful at different scales although some of 

them could be used in local as well as regional and/or national level. The local 

scale was chosen here in order to facilitate local communities and stakeholders 

to adopt sustainable practices. It is also believed that research in the local scale 

could help in clarifying theoretical as well as practical issues about sustainable 

development and facilitate in this way in its implementation. 

 

Table 1. The list of the suggested indicators for economic sustainability in island destination; Kish Island 

E
conom

ic 
sustainability 

in-
dicators 

 suggested Indicators  

- general health of the economy of the host community.  

- income creation. 

- employment creation.  

- working conditions in the tourism industry. 

- external investment trends.  
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- multiplier effect on other industries.   

- balanced regional development. 

- tax revenue . 

- infrastructure construction or improvement. 

- condition of price/cost of living.   

- availability of goods and services. 

- housing condition.  

- foreign exchange earnings.  

- income leakage to external sources.  

- employment of outsiders (or foreigners).  

- job training and education for local residents  

- transition of advanced management skills  

 

 

Table 2. The list of the chosen indicators for economic sustainability in island destination; Kish Island 

E
conom

ic sustainability ind
icators 

Me
an 
ranks 

Chosen Indicators  

1 infrastructure construction or improvement. 

2 income creation. 

3 availability of goods and services. 

4 employment creation . 

5 multiplier effect on other industries . 

6 balanced regional development 

7 general health of the economy of the host community. 

CONCLUSION 

This research was an effort to propose indicators for sustainable tourism in al-

ready Island destination (Kish Island). Sustainable tourism is an integral part of 

overall sustainable development. One way for measuring sustainability pat-

terns in tourism is through the use of indicators. From a touristic perspective it 

is easy to see the value of historic buildings, heritage sites and objects d’art. For 

Kish Island like most small island nations, tourism is their principal source of 

foreign exchange and a main source of GDP and employment. In this research 

was tried to introduce economic indicators in Kish Island then choice the best 
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indicators base on view of experts. The indicators proposed here aim at offer-

ing a tool for evaluating the tourism development and the practices used so far 

in Kish Island. 
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ABSTRACT 

Landscape as natural resource is one of the most important kinds of locations in tour-

ism. Therefore, the studies of landscape perception can have implications for the tour-

ism management. This paper reports comparative study of landscape perception of 

Polish and Turkish people. Landscapes photos used in the study are from Poland and 

Turkey. They are focusing on ten major types of landscapes - five in each country. They 

were categorized using an European Landscape Classification (LANMAP). The analysis 

is based on interviews among Poles and Turks and photo-based assessing procedures 

using Likert scale. Generally, landscape perception is similar among Poles and Turks. 

However, differences are identified. Poles prefer mountain landscapes, whereas Turks 

prefer forest landscapes. It is explained by various factors, mainly by the landscape 

familiarity. 

Key words: landscape perception, cross-cultural comparison, Polis people, Turkish People. 

INTRODUCTION  

The term of landscape is used very often in daily life and by different disci-

plines of science.  First of all, landscape is a natural source. All human activities 

are settled in the landscape. Even if it is common and daily, it is a basic compo-

nent of a natural and cultural heritage.  

Landscape can have an influence on people’s sentiments and behavior (Par-

askevopoulos & Papadopoulos, 2009). Accordingly, different landscape percep-

tion may implicate varied behavior. Thus, the selection of touristic destination 

also depends on landscape perception. Therefore, the research of landscape 
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perception has a great value in tourism marketing. Also, because of the increas-

ing competition between touristic destinations it is crucial to understand how 

people perceive certain landscapes. 

In addition, photographic images of landscapes using in surveys are per-

ceived differently by different cultural groups (Dewar et. al., 2007). That is why 

this research is concentrated on the landscape perception by two different cul-

tural groups. Moreover, most researches of landscape perception and assess-

ment have been undertaken within national cultures and in only one language, 

thus avoiding challenges that might come with multi-cultural and polyglot 

samples and eluding challenges that come with studies encompassing re-

spondents from various countries/cultures (Jacobsen, 2001; 2007). 

The aim of this paper is to compare visual preferences for various landscape 

types between Polish and Turkish people. The selected landscapes are from 

Poland and Turkey, so the analysis of influence on the landscape familiarity 

was done. Furthermore, a relation between landscape perception and practic-

ing sport was investigated. Also the analysis of holiday destinations was done. 

Landscapes are an extremely important resource for tourism, so the implica-

tions of the research findings can be used in the tourism management.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The definition of landscape is different in landscape ecology studies and visual 

landscape studies (Brabyn, 2009). Landscape as ecosystem underlines the aes-

thetic (scenery) and biodiversity values, but misses the visual phenomena. For 

the purposes of this paper, where the human visual perception is investigated, 

landscape is understood as “portion of the world visible by an observer from a 

specific position” (Conzen, 1990). This definition combines physical and human 

aspects of landscape. 

Since few years landscape is a special focus of interest and innovation of 

spatial policies for the international community (Brunetta & Voghera, 2008). 

The interest of landscape begins in the 70s the twentieth century and has evi-

dence in approaches of the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 

Cultural and Natural Heritage which was adopted by UNESCO in 1972. In 

1979 the Council of Europe adopted the Convention on the Conservation of 

European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, and in 1985 Convention for the Pro-

tection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe. However, landscape was treat-

ed indirectly by all of this conventions. Recently, the significance of landscape 

was noticed by the Council of Europe, which adopted in 2000 The European 
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Landscape Convention (ELC, 2000). ELC is the first international legal instru-

ment which is exclusively focused on the landscape. It contains definitions and 

basic information about protection, management and planning of all land-

scapes in Europe (ELC, 2000). The huge significance of it is highlighted in the 

preamble: “Aware that the landscape contributes to the formation of local cul-

tures and that it is a basic component of the European natural and cultural her-

itage, contributing to human well-being and consolidation of the European 

identity” (ELC, 2000).  All of these documents show the increasing role of land-

scape in our life.  

Moreover, it is said that the twenty-first century will be an age of tourism 

(Alsayyad, 2001). That is why we cannot forget that landscape is among the 

most important kinds of locations in contemporary tourism and that natural 

areas are typical visiting places (Jacobsen, 1997). In general, there is a quite long 

tradition in studies of landscape perception, but there are few empirical studies 

of tourists’ landscape perception and preferences and even fewer which use 

visualizations of landscapes in photographs (Fyhri et al., 2009; Jacobsen, 2007). 

There are some studies about cross-cultural comparison of landscape per-

ception. For instance, the perception of following landscapes were investigated: 

Western Australian (Kaplan & Herbert, 1987), Korean (Yang & Kaplan, 1990; 

Yang & Brown, 1992), Greek (Eleftheriadis et al., 1990; Paraskevopoulos & Pa-

padopoulos, 2009), New Zealand’s (Fairweather & Swaffield, 2001), Scandina-

vian (Fyhri et al., 2009). All of these studies concentrated on landscapes from 

one country which were assessed by different cultural groups, primarily by 

tourists and residents of those countries.  

Previous researchers have already suggested the personality, sexual, and 

cultural difference in landscape perception (Macia, 1979). Moreover, some 

studies showed similarities (e.g. Eysenck & Iwawaki, 1971), while other studies 

presented differences in landscape preferences between various nationalities 

(Buhyoff et al., 1983). 

According to the landscape studies, perception depends on the physical 

landscape components and on the values, past experiences and socio-cultural 

conditioning of the observer (Brabyn, 1996). Therefore, the landscape responses 

can be treated as a result of the interaction of people with the physical and cul-

tural environments at particular times (Emmelin, 1996; Muir, 1999,; Scott, 2002). 

It is suggested that positive assessment of landscapes is derived from the totali-

ty of the landscape, not only from the particular elements of features (Apple-

ton, 1994). Therefore, it is important to treat landscape as unity. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Procedure 

In this study, photo-based interviews were conducted among Polish and Turk-

ish people. Ten color photographs presented different landscape types were 

included in a questionnaire. Scenes were projected simultaneously in order 1 to 

10. The respondents were asked to rate their liking of each slide using a five-

point Likert scale (5=strongly like, 1=strongly dislike). Moreover, all respond-

ents chose one or two presented places where she/he would like to spend holi-

day. This method which indicated by the human observers’ expressions of 

preference (choice, like/dislike) is used in most researches of landscape percep-

tion (Daniel and Meitner, 2001). Accompanying the photo-questionnaire was a 

set of verbal questions designed to investigate the respondents’ sport interests, 

holiday destination preferences and basic statistical data (age, sex, level of edu-

cation, growing up environment and present living environment). 

The interviews were undertaken with Poles in Poland (in Cracow) and with 

Turks in Turkey (in Istanbul) from December 2011 to January 2012. The survey 

instrument was available in Polish and Turkish. It was designed to cater for 

cultural differences among the respondents, since it was acknowledged that 

multicultural research requires special considerations (Becker & Murrman, 

2000). 

Participants 

The study involved 140 people from Poland and Turkey, who volunteered to 

provide their landscape perception. The Polish and Turkish sample consisted 

respectively of 70 people. People participated in the study varied according to 

the age, the level of education, their interests and place where they grew up. 

In both groups predominate young people, up to 35 years old - in both 

groups represent over 90%. In Polish group it was 62,9% people between 18-24, 

whereas in Turkish 64,3%, and between 25-35 it was 27,1% Poles and 28,6% 

Turks.  

Almost two-thirds Polish and Turkish interviewed people practice sports. In 

further analysis only sports which require contact with natural environment, 

especially mountain types of landscape were taken into account (such as hik-

ing, skiing, climbing). According to that 48,6% of Polish and 40,0% of Turkish 

respondents practice sports that require contact with the mountain landscape. 
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The peoples' sample involved two different groups: one that grew up in the 

urban area and one in the rural area. Among Polish sample 70% of the re-

spondents had grown up in urban area, whereas among Turkish sample 91,4%. 

However, distribution for present living environment was not varied - most 

respondents live in urban areas (Polish - 92,9%, Turkish - 100%). 

Images of different landscape types 

As a basis for the questionnaire in this study, 10 color photographs (15 cm × 21 

cm) were employed – five from Poland and five from Turkey. Restriction of ten 

types is dictated by the need to reduce the number of images to ten. Too many 

pictures would cause difficulties in assessing procedure. 

One of the challenges in this research was related to the selection of photo-

graphs. Previous studies have found preference for water as scenery (Kent & 

Elliot, 1995; Zube et al., 1982). Therefore, in this study to avoid choosing land-

scape because of the water features (coast, lakes, rivers etc.), selected land-

scapes are without this elements. Besides, all photographs were taken in the 

similar broad perspective, which treats the landscape as a whole. Hence, the 

most significance elements in the field, primarily relief and vegetation, were 

shown. Also the light condition is similar. The images present scenes in sum-

mer during the sunny day. The huge importance of that conditions is under-

lined by other authors (Brown & Daniel, 1991).  Furthermore, selected land-

scapes are natural or semi-natural. This condition is important because of the 

touristic implication of this research. Landscape in one of the most important 

kinds of locations in contemporary tourism and natural areas are typical land-

scapes for tourism destination (Jacobsen, 2007). It is proved that numerous hol-

idaymakers will not return to areas that fail to offer environmental qualities 

(Middleton & Hawkins, 1998). 

The objective was to choose five dominate landscape types for Poland and 

Turkey. Thus all presenting landscapes represent different types thought to be 

representative for Poland and Turkey (Tab. 1). They were categorized using an 

European Landscape Classification (LANMAP) (Mücher et al., 2010). It is as-

sumed that mountain type of landscapes are presented on the following photo-

graphs: 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10. 
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Table 1. Photos of selected landscapes used in the research 

 

P
ol

an
d 

Type of landscape Location of photo Photo 

1. Continental lowland 
West Pomerania (around Gryfice) – 
North-Western Poland 

 
Author: Michał Jakiel 

2. Boreal hills 
Podlasie lowland – North-Eastern 
Poland 

  
Author: Cezary Werpachowski 

3. Continental hills 
Polish Jurassic Highland (around 
Wolbrom) – South-Central Poland 

 
 Author:  Denis Kolec 

4. Continental moun-
tains 

Gorce Mountains – Southern Poland 

 
Source: 

www.panoramio.com/photo/26420581 

5. Alpine mountains Tatra Mountains – Southern Poland 

 
Author: Michał Jakiel 
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T
u

rk
ey

 

6. Anatolian 
mountains 

Cappadocia,  inner Anatolia (around  
Avanos) – Central Turkey 

 
Author: Michał Jakiel 

7. Mediterranean 
hills 

South Marmara region (around  
Canakkale) - North-Western Turkey 

 
Author: Cengiz Türker 

8.  Mediterranean 
mountains 

Taurus Mountains – Southern Turkey 

 
Source: 

www.panoramio.com/photo/34820899 

9.  Mediterranean 
high mountains 

Eastern part of Pontic Mountains – 
Northern Turkey 

 
Author: Ahmet Serttürk 

10. Anatolian high 
mountains 

Erciyes – Inner Anatolia – Central 
Turkey 

 
Author: Michał Jakiel 
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RESULTS 

Scene preference 

The average assessment of liking different types of landscape was measured 

separately in each cultural group using a five-point Likert scale (5=strongly 

like, 1=strongly dislike). Interviewed Poles and Turks like the most the conti-

nental mountains represented in photo 4 (Poles - 4,46 and Turks 4,51). Also, the 

same type of landscape – Mediterranean hills (photo 7) – has the lowest rate 

given by Poles and Turks, respectively 3,39 and 3,09 (Fig. 1). It is interesting 

that on average Poles assessed Turkish landscapes better than Turks. Whereas, 

Turks assessed Polish landscapes better than Poles (Fig. 1). In addition, land-

scapes with forest/trees were better assessed by Turks than Poles (photo 1 to 4). 

It is also worth to note that every type of landscape gained more than 3 points, 

so generally respondents like presenting landscapes. Few respondents gave the 

highest rate (strongly like) for all of presented landscapes, what affected the 

mean ratings notable.  

 

 
Figure 1. Mean ratings of preferences score for images of landscapes 

According to the extreme ratings of landscapes there is less strongly nega-

tive responses than positive in both cultural groups (Fig. 2). Generally more 

than 50% of Poles gave strongly positive opinion to the Alpine mountains (pho-
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to 5 – 62,9%), the Anatolian high mountains (photo 10 – 54,3%) and the conti-

nental mountains (photo 4 – 54,3%). Besides Turks gave strongly positive opin-

ion to the continental mountains (photo 4 – 61,4%), but also to the continental 

hills (photo 3 – 52,9%).  

On the other hand, no more than 15% of Polish and Turkish respondents 

gave strongly negative opinion about selected types of landscape. The most 

negative opinion from Turks received the Anatolian mountains (photo 6 - 

14,3% of Turks) and the Anatolian high mountains (photo 10 - 12,9%). While no 

more than 10% of Poles strongly dislike the Anatolian high mountains (photo 

10) (Fig. 2).  

To summarize, majority of Poles strongly like the Alpine mountains (photo 

5), while Turks the continental mountains (photo 4). Both landscapes are from 

Poland. Two types of landscape – boreal hills (photo 2) and continental hills 

(photo 3) was not assessed strongly negative by both groups, whereas other 

types of landscapes aroused strongly feelings, both positive and negative (Fig. 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Strongly negative and positive ratings among cultural groups 

 

Poles and Turks chose from the selected types of landscape one or two plac-

es for holiday. More than one-thirds of interviewed people chose the continen-

tal mountains (photo 4) as a holiday destination. However, if we look at the 
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cultural groups separately the differences can be seen (Tab. 2). The most popu-

lar holiday destinations among Polish respondents were the Alpine mountains 

(photo 5) and the Anatolian high mountains (photo 10), whereas among Turks 

were the continental hills (photo 3) and the continental mountains (photo 4). 

None of Poles chose the continental lowlands (photo 1) for holidays, while 

none of Turks chose Mediterranean hills (photo 7). Poles like the most high 

mountain landscapes, while Turks prefer continental mountains and hills with 

forests.  

Table 2: Preferences in selection a place of holiday destinations 

Photo number 

Number of indications of the landscape’s photo  
as a place of holiday destinations 

Poles and Turks Poles Turks 

1. 4 0 4 

2. 12 4 8 

3. 39 10 29 

4. 51 22 29 

5. 40 29 11 

6. 26 12 14 

7. 1 1 0 

8. 14 8 6 

9. 19 14 5 

10. 47 28 19 

 

It was already mentioned that 48,6% of Polish and 40,0% of Turkish re-

spondents practice sports that require contact with the mountain landscapes. 

Poles who practice mountain sports like more mountain types of landscape. 

While among Turks this relation does not exist, even Turks who practice moun-

tain sports like less these types of landscape (Tab. 3). Furthermore, there is no 

clear relation between practicing mountain sports and assessing other types of 

landscape (Tab. 3). 

Table 3. Relationship between practicing mountain sports and the assessment of mountain and 

non-mountain types of landscape 

 Poles Turks 

Practicing moun-
tain sports 

Non- practicing 
mountain sports 

Practicing moun-
tain sports 

Non- practicing 
mountain sports 

Average value of the 
assessment of moun-
tain types of landscape 

4,45 3,91 3,54 3,80 

Average value of the 
assessment of non-
mountain types of 
landscape 

3,70 3,49 3,59 3,70 
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CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Conclusion 

Interviewed Poles and Turks assessed similarly various types of landscape. 

They like the most continental mountains and the least Mediterranean hills. 

Also, looking holistically, majority of respondents like presenting landscapes 

and none of them were negatively assessed. 

The differences occure in the expression of strong opinion about landscape 

and in the selection of holiday destinations. As it was reported, the favorite 

landscape for Poles are high mountains, while for Turks continental mountains 

and hills with forests. In Turkey there are not many forests, so for Turks land-

scapes with different and “rare” vegetation are more curious. On the other 

hand, Poles accustomed to forest landscape prefer different outstanding land-

scapes. Moreover, on average Poles assessed Turkish landscapes better than 

Turks. Whereas, Turks assessed Polish landscapes better than Poles. Therefore, 

the influence on the landscape familiarity affects oppositely personal prefer-

ences. People like more places which are new and different from those known 

to them.  

A relation between landscape perception and practicing sport is not ob-

served clearly. Among Poles it is seen that people who practice mountain 

sports like more mountain types of landscape. However, among Turks this is 

not confirmed, even Turks who practice mountain sports like less these types of 

landscape. 

Discussion 

According to the study it can be stated that difference in landscape perception 

between Poles and Turks exist, although the general assessment is similar. This 

confirms earlier studies which referred that there are both similarities (e.g. Ey-

senck & Iwawaki, 1971) and differences (Buhyoff et al., 1983; Macia, 1979) in 

the landscape assessment among different cultures.  

In addition, the argument that degree of vegetation is an important feature 

for landscape perception is often found to be valued (Fyhri et al., 2009; Yang & 

Brown, 1992). For instance, in Greece, like in Turkey, forests have also been 

found to be a favorite type of landscape as holiday destinations (Eleftheriadis et 

al., 1990). It can be explained by appreciation of different surroundings to the 

holidays. 
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Methodical limitations 

We are conscious of limitations that arise from using the landscape assessment 

method based on the photographic images in the survey. It was mentioned that 

the selection of photographs was one of the challenges in this study. The con-

clusions can strongly depend on the accuracy of the selected photos. Firstly, the 

selection of landscape types, secondly, the photographic representations of 

each landscape and finally, the quality of photos can have an influence of the 

study. Despite, it was attempted to select photos which fulfilled similar re-

quirements both in selection of landscape type and technical qualities of images. 

Moreover, the another problem which can affect the conclusions are differ-

ences in criteria which were adopted by people in assessing procedure. The 

purpose of study was clearly emphasized that there is an assessment of land-

scape not a technical quality of the presented images. Even so, people could 

assess the technical aspects of presented photos. 

Furthermore, the data collected through questionnaires represented only a 

contribution for further research of cross-cultural comparison of landscape per-

ception. The subject seems to be very interesting and needs to be explored in 

further studies. This paper presents preliminary results and suggests some 

thoughts for future research. 

Implications 

At the beginning it was said that varied landscape perception requires different 

tourism marketing. Thus, the knowledge of preferences in different landscape 

types facilitate the preparation of the touristic offer for different cultural 

groups. For instance, if we want to promote Poland in Turkey, we should pre-

sent to Turks forest landscapes. On the other hand, the promotion of Turkey in 

Poland should concentrate on high mountains landscapes. This statements as-

sume hydrographical elements of landscape, such as see, lakes, rivers which do 

not require special promotion tools. In consequence of previous studies which 

have found the preference for water as scenery (Kent & Elliot, 1995; Zube et al., 

1982). 

The implication of landscape perception research can be useful for tourism 

marketing. Moreover, the use of photographs in study has a connection with 

touristic way of promotion. Conventionally the travel destinations are promot-

ed by means of photographic representations. 
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ABSTRACT 

The city of Maspalomas began building in 19611 , year of the celebration of the Inter-

national Bid of ideas for Maspalomas Costa Canaria. The group of French architects 

and city planners SETAP where awarded first place in the bid. The project stood out 

due to its high quality details and the respectful distribution with the landscape. The 

analysis of the professional work of SETAP, the academic experience of working with 

the ateliers of the École Nationale des Beaux-Arts, and the bid, are the ideas devel-

oped in this investigation. 

Key words: project analysis, tourism projects, tourism planning, SETAP. 

INTRODUCTION  

At the beginning of the seventies, in the south of the Gran Canary Island, the 
lands commonly known as the Maspalomas estate became the place where the 
new tourist city of Maspalomas Costa Canaria was to be built. This city was 
going to be the object of the greatest number of direct and indirect tourist activ-
ities of the island. This would transform it and convert it into the main econom-
ic engine. The Maspalomas estate, with an extension of 2,000 hectares and a 
length of 17 km of coast, was the property of Mr. Alejandro del Castillo y del 
Castillo. The owner, advised by the architect, Mr. Pedro Massiu, and constantly 
accompanied by the architect from Madrid, Mr. Manuel de la Peña Suárez, was 
the person who had the intuition of creating and giving shape to a new interna-
tional tourist center (Castillo, 2008) by the name of Maspalomas Costa Canaria. 
                                                                                 
1
 The result of the bid was announced in January 1962; however, 1961 was the year in which the 

material presentations, participant inscription and projects that were presented to the bid took 

place. 
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To that end, it was necessary to elaborate a bid for ideas from architects and 

city planners of around the world. The preparation of the official announce-

ment of the International Bid of ideas for Maspalomas Costa Canaria was done 

under the auspices of the International Union of Architects (UIA) in Paris and 

the Higher Council of Architects of Spain (CSAE) in Madrid. The 9th of January 

of 1962 the international jury announced the eagerly awaited project. The first 

prize went to the French atelier SETAP (Société pour l’Étude Technique 

d’Aménagements Planifiés) with a plan that exceeded all of the prospects of 

every single member of the jury, who decided, unanimously, that the project 

was very much superior to the ones submitted by the rest of the participants2. 

The ATEA and SETAP atelier, managed by the architects Guy Lagneau, 

Michel Weill and Jean Dimitrijevic, until this time was in charge of important 

projects in the field of architecture, such as the Museum of La Havre (1959),  

and city planning, such as  the study of the outskirts of Paris or the city of 

Cansado, (1958), in Mauritania. 

The SETAP, installed in Paris, is structured in study groups known as 

ATEA+SETAP or ATEA+AART, where each one of the departments can devel-

op activities simultaneously, jointly or independently (ATEA+SETAP Brochure; 

Archives (IFA) Dossier ATEA-SETAP.133 IFA 12/1, 1958). The relationship of 

some of the integrants of the atelier with teaching in the École National Supéri-

eure des Beaux-Arts (ENSBA) and the École des Ponts et Chausséss in Paris 

was essential in distinguishing some of the peculiarities of the project present-

ed by the SETAP for the Maspalomas bid. 

The ATEA + SETAP in Paris 

In 1949, in a building in Paris built around 1920, the first architectural works 

were developed by the architects Daniel Badani, Guy Lagneau, Michell Weill 

and Jean Dimitrijevic. The Atelier, divided into eight spaces, was composed of 

a reception, offices, model rooms, etc. It was equipped with distinguished fur-

niture designed by Marcel Gascoin and Finnish chairs model Alvar Aalto (Un 

Atelier d’architecture a Paris, 1950) that could be dismounted. This Atelier 

served to start an activity that later in 1953 resulted in the founding of the soci-

ety ATEA and SETAP. 

                                                                                 
2
 In 1961, a similar bid had been announced in Malaga in which four of the jury members coincid-

ed. In this occasion, the first prize did not mean that the second prized was not awarded as in the 

case of Maspalomas due to the quality of the first prize winner. 
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The offices for the development of architecture and planning would take the 

name of ATEA (Ateliers d'Etudes Architecturales) and SETAP (Société Tech-

nique d’Aménagements Planifiés). The atelier was managed by Guy Lagneau 

(architect-city planner), Michel Weill (architect-city planner), Jean Dimitrijevic 

(architect-city planner), Renzo Moro (architect), Henri Coulomb (architect-city 

planner), Paul Cordoliani (architect), Pierre Ropion (office manager), Philippe 

Gennet (lawyer-city planner) and Ivan Seifert (city planner). They created a 

structured and multidisciplinary atelier for projects that went from an architec-
tonic scale to a wider territorial distribution. 

Structure of the Atelier ATEA+SETAP 

The studies and assignments elaborated by the ATEA+SETAP group had to 

follow an internal methodology of work adapted to the atelier's model and to 

the type of jobs that they received. In this manner, ATEA+SETAP depending on 

the type of project began with a “Conseil d’administration” for jobs relating to: 

technical services; regional, urban, operational or decentralization develop-

ments; and administration; or from the “Architectes Conseillers Techniques de 

la SETAP” for jobs relating to: architecture; tourist development; habitat; com-

munity equipment; industrial architecture; investigation and bids. 

Depending on the type of job, the “Conseil de coordination equipe ATEA + 

SETAP” would be the first to prepare the prospecting guidelines for the devel-

opment of the project. Once the guidelines were established and after deciding 

which of the four big areas of work would follow: Architecture, technical ser-

vices; development; and administration; they continued with the project pro-

cess until the elaboration of the final documentation, before the “Exterior Ex-

perts Council”, where it was reviewed by external engineers. 

 
Figure 1. Structure of the Work Stages Depending on the Type of Project. 

Source: ATEA+SETAP, p.3 
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Organization of the Atelier ATEA+SETAP 

ATEA and SETAP had complementary activities; they had a common organiza-

tion and a permanent team whose activities belonged to the following areas: 

1. Analysis, coordination, synthesis, study proposals in the areas of geog-

raphy, demography, economy, finance, city planning, regional and ru-

ral development, planning and industrial decentralization. 

2. Conception, coordination and executive management of the architec-

ture works. 

3. Conception, coordination and executive management of the technical 

studies related to architecture and engineering. 

Both departments of the Atelier ATEA and SETAP could intervene together, 

simultaneously or separately, each having their own permanent personnel 

available3.  

ATEA and SETAP complete this organization with the common and per-

manent cooperation of different engineers and consultants, as occurred on sev-

eral occasions with the cooperation of Jean Prouve, among others. 

The main references of the atelier ATEA and SETAP are grouped in the fol-

lowing areas of expertise: 

A. Development........Regional development, city planning studies and op-

erational city planning. 

B. Economy.............. Programming and industrial decentralization. 

C. Tourism................Tourism developments. 

D. Habitat..................Community and individual habitats. 

E. Equipment<<.....Administration, commercial, schools and universi-

ties, hospitals, socio-cultural, hotels and restaurants, technical-

industrial and infrastructures. 

F. Agreed operations 

G. Bids and acknowledgments 

 

                                                                                 
3 The number and division of permanent personnel is: URBANISM 12 Sections-6 ETAM; ARCHI-

TECTURE 12 Sections-21 ETAM; TECHNICAL STUDIES 12 Sections-4 ETAM; MANAGEMENT 

SERVICES 3 Sections-8 ETAM; COMMON SERVICES 1 Section-7 ETAM. (The meaning of the ac-

ronym ETAM is unknown). AS; ATEA+SETAP  op. cit., page 4 
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Tourist developments: 1961-1972  

Of the 17 tourist plans elaborated by the atelier between 1961 and 1972, the 

Maspalomas project in 1961 became the first tourist development done by 

SETAP. The plan estimated a capacity of 40,000 beds and a population density 

of 60 habitants per hectare. In the same manner, in 1972 the city of Maspalomas 

became the last tourist project designed by the atelier. In this occasion, it was a 

consultation by the Maspalomas Costa Canaria company as to how to achieve a 

200,000 bed capacity. 

The participation of the atelier in numerous tourist planning projects meant 

working in countries like Spain, Portugal and France. Among the tourist pro-

jects and studies elaborated, it is worth mentioning the ones done for 

Maspalomas (1961), the plan for Mourillon a Tulún in France (1963), the pro-

posal for Vilamoura in Portugal (1965), and the residential assembly of the Ma-

rinas de Cogilon in Portugal (1965). 

The Maspalomas plan in 1961 stands out due to its fantastic geometry of 

undulating silhouettes and for its high landscape value, besides having re-

spected the dune system. The project estimated a total capacity of 40,000 beds 

and an average population density of 60 habitants per hectare in a 2,000 ha ex-

tension. The green spaces and the urban settlement units were active elements 

for the organization and structuring of the coast territory. 

On the Mediterranean coast, the strategy employed for the development of 

the coast of Mourillon en Tulún in 1963 was located at the foot of Mourillon 

cornice and possessed a 2 km length of coast shore. The project defended the 

creation of a series of artificial beaches; the creation of spa and recreation 

equipment; the implementation of luxury residential areas; the building of sec-

ondary and tertiary activities that suited the reconversion of the jobs; and the 

enhancement of the links and exchanges with the region (Dimitrijevic, 1967).  

In 1965, the tourist project for the town of Vilamoura in Algarve, at the 

hands of the company LUSOTUR, elaborated a plan with a multidisciplinary 

team composed of MM. Carver, L. Baker, J. Caetano and Jean Dimitrijevic. The 

plans and studies were elaborated by C. L. Baker, SETAP, GEFEL and Hidro-

tecnica Portuguesa Lda. The project stood out for its organic setup and pro-

posed a collection of residential and tourist units that were interconnected, in-

terpreted and managed as a single unit (Baker, Caetano & Dimitrijevic, 1967 : 

52-53). The proposed structure has meant that the dimension of the planned 

program has been divided into eight great development areas, connected and 

intertwined by the road network and green spaces. 
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The example of Las Marinas de Cogolin will serve as a model of a plan me-

ticulously elaborated and built in the same manner. In 1965, the atelier ATEA 

and SETAP in cooperation with the engineers Vernet and Paul, and the tech-

nical assistants of the “Financial Society for the tourist industry”, planned a 

port complex with an area of 40 ha, of which the recreational port was to take 

up more than half of the space and with a capacity for 1,500 mooring spots. The 

rest of the program was defined by 600 houses, and commercial, technical and 

recreational equipment (Dimitrijevic, 1971). As with the other plans elaborated 

by the atelier, the structure is organized by three groups of changeable settle-

ments, where each one is strategically placed with regard to the port, under-

stood as the real “amusement” (Dimitrijevic, 2008) and from which all interven-

tion gravitated. 

 

   

Figure 2. Development Plan of the   Figure 3. Model of the tourist project in the  

Coast of Mourillon en Tulún, 1963.   International Bid of Maspalomas Costa-Canaria. 

1961 

Source: Dimitrijevic, 1967, pp.50-51  Source: Biaugeaud, n.a. 
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Figure 4. Tourist Development Plan of Vilamoura. 1965 

Source: Baker, Caetano &  Dimitrijevic, 1967, p.52 

 

Methodology Training in the École d’architecture of Paris,  
ENSBA 1956-1959 

The École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts (ENSBA) in Paris was the cen-

ter of education where the directors of the ATEA and SETAP: Guy Lagneau, 

Michel Weill y Jean Dimitrijevic, received their training, as well as other con-

tributors that were part of the atelier. Its directors in the decade of the 50's be-

came part of the group of professors at the ENSBA, creating the Lagneau-

Laffaille atelier. The training as urban planner of Guy Lagneau and Michel 

Weill continued at the Institut d’Urbanisme of the Université of Paris, and Jean 

Dimitrijevic, architect and technology specialist, went on to the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (M.I.T.). 

The ENSBA during the year in which the atelier SETAP won the Maspalo-

mas bid (1961) was an active participant in the creation of a reform to universi-

ty education in Paris.  

Some of the most important concepts of the reform proclaimed by the archi-

tect and professor Marcel Lods4 are collected in his first writings, by means of 

the 1956-1959 education program of the ENSBA, such as:“... l’Ecole tentera de 

former des esprits ouverts { l’universel...” (the École tries to develop a spirit 

                                                                                 
4
 Marcel Lods was an architect and urban planner, founder of the Association Beaudouin et Lods 

and teacher responsible for the atelier Lods-Hernant-Trezzini at the ENSBA. 
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open to what is universal) (Archives (IFA) Dossier Lods, 1956-1959, p.18) and 

“...chaque élément de la création fait partie d’un tout indissociable” (each ele-

ment of the creation is part of an indivisible all) (Archives (IFA) Dossier Lods, 

1956-1959: 18).  

Some of those ethical objectives helped establish the educational guidelines 

in the ENSBA and adapted to the demands of the Artistic Education General 

Management5 of France. 

The new reform in education, as stated in the texts of architect Marcel Lods, 

should guarantee a solid artistic and technical education for students. With the 

new teaching system, the ENSBA became a center for art and architecture. 

Marcel Lods described this new spirit of education as: “L’Association pour la 

création d’une École d’Architecture et d’un Centre expérimental d’Architecture 

et d’Art”6. 

These words captured the attention of the Secretary of Education in Paris 

and the Secretary of State of Fine Arts. Only in this manner could the new 

study plan of the ENSBA reflect architectural studies in three cycles: Propae-

deutics (two years); architectural studies (four years); and “stages” (one year). 

Students that started the propaedeutics course had to prove their abilities, 
values for spatial imagination and sensibility to colors and shapes, with activi-
ties such as: conferences, practical exercises of application in groups through 
photos (Naman, 2009)7; and seminars on design and construction of models. 

The second cycle of education corresponded to the architecture courses with 
a duration of four years. The work of territorial planning and organization 
were taught the second year with Guy Lagneau as a teacher. 

In addition to the theoretical lessons, practical projects were carried out in 
the ateliers. The workshops were composed of a maximum of thirty students, 
teachers and assistants. The objective of the projects was to develop in the stu-
dents a knowledge of culture and in the methods of artistic expression. 

                                                                                 
5
 Marcel Lods was an architect and urban planner, founder of the Association Beaudouin et Lods 

and teacher responsible for the atelier Lods-Hernant-Trezzini at the ENSBA. 
6
 “The association for the creation of an Architecture School and an experimental Center of Archi-

tecture and Art”. Archives (IFA) Dossier Lods. 323 AA 14/2. Nouvelle École; Construction-premiers 

documents 1956-1959, w/o num. (introduction document).  
7
 This technique was used by the SETAP Group to develop the Maspalomas project. Interview 

(taped) given to the author to architect Alain Naman (contributing city planner in charge of the 

Maspalomas Costa Canaria project in the SETAP group), 2009. 
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Some of the organization charts of the ateliers of that period show the meth-
odology that was applied to student education. In the education program of 
1952-53, they analyzed how the atelier “Lafaille-Lagneau”, in collaboration 
with Jean Dimitrijevic, realized constant reviews of the students’ projects. The 
last stage of the project was assessed by the Managing Committee that awarded 
them the education diploma.  

During the time they had for the elaboration of the project, training was 
complemented with theoretical classes and conferences taught by external 
teachers of the ENSBA. 

Events, projects for the International tender of Maspalomas Costa Canaria 

The southern area of the Grand Canary Island, after several attempts of ex-
ploitation at the beginning of the 50’s with the exploitation of small tourist in-
terventions, among which we can emphasize the proposal of landscape gar-
dener, Nicolás María Rubió, the proposal for the Maspalomas Hotel by the ar-
chitect Manuel Martín Fernández de la Torre in the Oasis area, and the design 
of a Parador type by architect Eduardo Laforet (Pescador Monagas & Palmas 
de Gran Canaria, 1997) served as first intuitions for the development that later 
transformed the Maspalomas estate in an international center. 

After the first International Bid of Ideas in Spain with tourist purposes, 
nominated  as “Elviria residential area” (1960), the second experience corre-
sponded to the International bid of Maspalomas Costa Canaria (1961). Its de-
velopers, Mr. Salvador Guerrero in the case of the “Elviria residential area”, 
and Mr. Alejandro del Castillo y del Castillo8 for “Maspalomas Costa Canaria” 
were motivated at the time by the New Plan for the Development of the State 
by the creation of tourist centers and by the recent creation of the Ministry of 
Tourism9 in Spain. 

Some of the architectural magazines of global recognition10 announced the 
“Maspalomas Costa Canaria” bid during 1961. Accompanied by the national 
press, they revealed the extraordinary qualities of the place for the implementa-

                                                                                 
8
 See introduction of the article. Mr. Alejandro del Castillo y del Castillo had knowledge of the 

Elviria tender because of the architect Mr. Pedro Massiu. Nevertheless, the architect Manuel de la 

Peña is the one who always accompanied him and managed the projects of the tender, due to his 

relations in Madrid and his language knowledge. 
9
 Minister Manuel Fraga de Iribarne had a great interest in this type of private initiatives that 

meant the development of the State Plan. Also, the Minister of Housing José María Martínez y 

S{nchez Arjona will visit the installations of the tender and will have knowledge of the Maspalo-

mas plans and the Las Palmas plan, 1962. 
10

 The French magazine L’architecture d’aujourd’hui announced in its pages of the tender, notes of 

the development for the Maspalomas Costa Canaria tender in the different issues published in 

1961. 
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tion of a tourist center, with headlines such as “Maspalomas, global attraction 
point” (Falange newspaper, 1961a: 5) or “Maspalomas, the best beach in Eu-
rope” (Falange newspaper, 1961b: 3). The wide coverage of international dis-
closure that the bid manifest produced among architects of all over the world 
brought to the event the construction of a tourist imaginary for the city of 
Maspalomas that was yet to be built.  

The development of the bid follows the guidelines established in the “Pro-
ject regulations for International architecture tenders” as reflected in the at-
tachment of “Project regulations for 
International architecture and urban planning tenders”11 published by the 
U.I.A. in 1955. The regulations were composed of a total of 53 articles, divided 
in 9 chapters, of which emphasis can be placed on some of the mandatory are-
as, such as: inscription and admission of participants; awarding of bonuses, 
compensation and indemnities; copyright; UIA cooperation, and organization 
and publicity of the bid. 

In order to know the steps that were to be followed during each of the phas-

es of the bid, the developer visited the organizers of the “Elviria” tender in 

Malaga. In the elaboration of the document that set forth the basis for the ten-

der, people as important in the local and national sphere as Mr. Simón Benítez 

Padilla in geological studies, Mr. Felipe Gracia (meteorologist of the Spanish 

Air Force in the Canary Islands) for the study of the climate in the area, and 

Grabados Topogr{ficos S.A. in Madrid for the topographical study. The degree 

of detail that was included in the basis was such, that the judges praised the 

work done by the company Maspalomas Costa Canaria. 

During the admission period between the 1st of June and the 1st of August 

of 1961, the registration enrolled 148 participants from all over the world12. The 

day of the reception of the projects was the 1st of December and the result of 

the jury was announced the 9th of January, 1962. 

                                                                                 
11

 Members of the UIA committee: Paul Vischer (Switzerland), Pierre Deprés (France), Patrick 

Abercrombie (United Kingdom), Georges Candilis (Greece) Werner March (Germany); as observers 

were Pierre Vago y Robert Lebret.  UIA, February, 1955. 
12

 The journalist Francisco García Torres, in the newspaper La Falange, on the 1st of October, 1961, 

announced after the closing of the enrollment, the participation of 148 competitors (8 Japanese, 3 

Israeli, 3 Turkish, 2 Yugoslavian, 1 Algerian, 1 Uruguayan, and others from countries like: Portugal, 

France, Italy, Monaco, Switzerland, Poland, Denmark, Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Holland, Unit-

ed States, UK, Mexico, Argentina, Finland, Canada, etc.). The main nationalities that participated 

were French, Polish and Dutch. However, the geographer Ignacio Nadal Perdomo in 1983 de-

scribed the participation of 141 competitors of 24 countries with representation of 30 Spaniards, 25 

French, 20 Polish, 8 Dutch, 8 German and 7 Japanese (Nadal Perdomo & Guiti{n Ayneto, 1983, 

p.80).  
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The jury, as described by the international tender regulations of the UIA, 

had to be formed by members of different nationalities, with the recommenda-

tion that one of them be named by the UIA so that the regulations were abided. 

In this case, the jury was composed of Van der Broek (president) Holland; 

Pierre Vago (UIA member) France; Luis Blanco Soler and Antonio Perpiñ{ 

Sebri{, Spain, Franco Albini, Italy and Manuel de la Peña Su{rez (secretary), 

Spain.  

The jury’s decision unanimously established that the winning project was 

the atelier SETAP. The deliberation took place in the Guanarteme warehouse 

which housed during the days of 4-9 of January, 1962, the 80 proposals pre-

sented. According to the UIA's periodical publication in 1962, of the 80 projects 

received13, two were disqualified for not fulfilling article 11, regarding the date 

of delivery and the anonymity of the projects.  

The remaining 78 projects were evaluated according to the criteria estab-

lished by the jury for the following parameters: 

1. Respect the dunes, the oasis, the landscape and the beaches, avoiding 

excessive use of the delta. 

2. Creation of a tourist center, not a city. 

3. General composition of quality, not quantity. 

4. Creation of a tourist center of attraction and entertainment, situated to 

the west of the oasis and in its surroundings 

5. Distribution and classification of the tourist groups with a good dispo-

sition of the road network and accesses to the beaches. 

6. Provision and organization of the systems of open spaces. 

7. Development of the stages and their execution possibilities. 

8. Analysis of the different services. 

After deciding the evaluation parameters for each project, 3 elimination 

rounds were done. In the first one, 46 projects were discarded; in the second 

one, 12; and 8 in the third one. Finally, 12 projects remained, for which only 7 

received an award or some recognition, as follows:  

                                                                                 
13

 The UIA’s periodical magazine in 1962 published the participation in the Maspalomas Costa 

Canaria tender of 80 competitors. Nevertheless, Ignacio Nadal Perdomo in his book El Sur de Gran 

Canaria: entre el turismo y la marginación, after conversations with the Maspalomas Costa-Canaria 

company, describes that 81 projects were handed in and that in the end half of them were discard-

ed because they worked on the dune areas. 
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1st price: Project #969696, SETAP group (France) 

2nd price: void 

3rd price: Project #458900, group headed by J. van den Bogaerde (Belgium) 

Ex-aequo: Project #981782, architect Jacques Karbowsky (France) 

1st mention: Project #545875, group of Cruz Lopez Muller and José Luis 

Picardo, Carlos Picardo and Carlos Martinez Caro (Spain) 

2nd mention: Project #247412 , group headed by Jacek Preis (Poland); Project 

#279556, Group headed by Rubens Henriquez Hernandez and Javier Diaz Lla-

nos la Roche (Spain); Project #362624, group headed by Javier Barroso Ladron 

de Guevara, José Martín Crespo Diaz and Angel Orbe Cano (Spain). 

The SETAP project that pursued a territorial organization model had, as one 

of its main objectives, the achievement of an organized urban structure. To do 

that, one of the characteristics of the project was the shape and city model 

based on: concentration of services; the grouping of installations and tourist 

equipment as independent units. The units of grouping equipment or housing 

units were joined and interconnected by a network of roads and green spaces. 

The peculiarity of working by units characterized the plan in a zoning sys-

tem. The theory, developed by the professor André Gutton at the ENSBA, de-

fined the functions that man needs in a city and that must be part of the urban 

landscape, grouped in 4 concepts (habitat, work, leisure and movement). The 

city model (Guton, 1952: 353) of A. Gutton for 50,000 habitants has some simi-

larities with the Maspalomas project. A model built by: variable units, separa-

tion of functions; the tracing of the road network; the concentration of use; the 

plasticity used in the designs; and the prevalence of green as a natural element 

of the city, define the city proposed by A. Gutton and projected by SETAP at 

Maspalomas. 

In the SETAP project, with an extension of 2.000 hectares, only half of which 

could be used for building, with a global population density of 60 habitants per 

hectare and a total population of 60,000 inhabitants. This urban model charac-

terized the intervention with a high value and respect for the landscape. The 

population was distributed in seven units or sectors as follows: San Pedro 

(7,700 pop.); Pasito Blanco (6,300 pop.); City of Maspalomas (12,300 pop.); Los 

Ingleses (9,800 pop.); San Agustín (12,200 pop.); Campo Internacional (4,400 

pop.); and San Fernando (7,000 pop). Each of the sectors was equipped with 

tourist service infrastructures, roads and green spaces. 
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The distribution of each of the urban groups had as an objective the organi-

zation of the housing units. The large variety of tourist accommodations pre-

sented in the project was the following: luxury hotel, lower category hotels, 

motels, luxury villas, bungalows, apartments, leisure areas. It was a differenti-

ating aspect in regards to the other proposals presented. Among the leisure 

equipment were piers for leisure boats, vehicle stations, restaurants and a race-

course. 

Nevertheless, in this occasion, I have only outlined some of the general as-

pects of the report that describes the SETAP project. Of the existing publica-

tions, the ones by the French magazine Urbanisme (Un grand project touris-

tique aux îles Canaries: Mas palomas par la S.E.T.A.P , 1965) and of the author 

Ignacio Nadal Perdomo in the book El Sur de Gran Canaria: entre el turismo y 

la marginación are the most accurate in the detailed description of the project.  

 

 

Figure 5.  Plan Presented to the Tender in January 1962 by the S.E.T.A.P Group  

(provided by Pedro José Franco) 

 

 

Of the SETAP plan, only the first intervention in San Agustín (1962) was re-

spected, with the building of the restaurant “La Rotonda” and the Apartments 

“Los Caracoles” by the architect Manuel de la Peña Su{rez. The rest of the in-

terventions were planned by a General Organization Plan by Manuel de la Pe-

ña and some partial plans that had little to do with the initial project of the atel-

ier SETAP. The other urban planning operations during the 60’s and 70’s re-

sponded to the expectations of the first massive tourism waves that had chosen 

the city of Maspalomas for vacation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Climate change is a potential modifier on tourist flows to destinations, especially 

those highly based on natural resources. Alpine skiing market is not the least of such 

vulnerable tourism sectors, as existence of snow is a vital factor for its operations. 

Here we present the progress with our research on the issue of climate change adap-

tation and winter sports tourism in Norway. The research pursues a dual and sequen-

tial approach where physical and human elements of the interaction are dealt sepa-

rately while the latter is partly built up on the results of the physical analysis. The pa-

per summarizes the methodology behind the initial empirical phase and presents ex-

amples of past and future snow-reliability analyses carried out individually for each 

alpine ski area in the Sogn og Fjordane county of Fjord Norway region. Finally, we dis-

cuss the human phase of the research with reference to the preliminary results that 

point out diverse cases with both opportunities and threats, and with an emphasis on 

possible adaptation measures and the consequences of such measures. 

Key words: climate change, winter tourism, ski area, snow-reliability, adaptation. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Climate change is a potential modifier on tourist flows to destinations, especial-

ly those highly based on natural resources. Alpine skiing market is not the least 

of such vulnerable tourism sectors, as existence of snow is a vital factor for its 

mailto:demirogluc@yahoo.com
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operations. As the extent of snow cover and duration retreats in line with the 

rising surface temperatures (Lemke et al, 2007), even many large ski resorts, but 

also those low-lying areas that cater a lot especially for the local demand, in-

cluding but not limited to the popular Alps, are facing or to face large snow 

deficits that jeopardize continuation of winter sports activities and tourism and 

are thus keen to engage in different types of specific adaptation strategies, such 

as some that even requires huge investments in snowmaking or relocation of 

existing facilities (Simpson et al., 2008), most of which may have their own sig-

nificant climatic consequences as tertiary effects that should be further studied 

(Aall 2005: 2010).  

METHODOLOGY 

The poster presents the progress with our research on the issue of climate 

change adaptation and winter sports tourism in Norway. This requires a dual 

and sequential approach where physical and human elements of the interaction 

are dealt separately while the latter is partly built up on the results of the phys-

ical analysis. However, here we focus just on the initial empirical phase by an 

analysis of the isolated effect of present and future snow-reliability for existing 

alpine skiing areas in Sogn og Fjordane County. First, we have taken a census 

of all the areas in the county and its surrounding region, Fjord/Western Nor-

way. Then in order to check their snow-reliability, which can be defined as “a 

viability requirement of minimum 30 cm snow depth for 100 days in at least 7 

out of 10 seasons” (Witmer, 1986), we have first identified their past situation 

for the 1971-2000 period on a one square kilometer resolution. Secondly, we 

tried to figure out the future snow-reliability through data on freezing levels, 

which, in the case of Sogn og Fjordane, only existed exclusively for Stryn 

Summer Ski Area (Snow-forecast.com ltd, 2012a) but is also available for 40 

other ski resorts across the country (Snow-forecast.com ltd, 2012b). Finally we 

calculated future freezing levels for our case, with the assistance of key figures 

on rising temperature and snowline scenarios obtained from Hanssen-Bauer et 

al (2009a, 2009b). Although freezing levels (0oC isotherms) do not necessarily 

stand for the snowlines, they can imply the dry bulb temperature requirement 

of snowfall and the ablation possibility of the present snow cover. Moreover, 

they can also be used to determine “technical snow-reliability”, since the 

“snowmaking line” can be detected by moving along the altitude, according to 

the environmental lapse rates and humidity characteristics of the specific ski 

area and specifications of the snowmaking equipment (Demiroglu, 2010). In 

this sense, the method enables the research with customization and an oppor-
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tunity to include the vital snowmaking module. On the other hand, it has some 

drawbacks associated with database, since records do not mostly go earlier 

than 2008, and those available are the archives of forecasts, rather than logs of 

actual observations. 

Preliminary Results 

During the 2010-2011 ski season in Norway, there were 6 million visits to the ca 

215 alpine ski areas, which had total lift sales worth 885 million NOKs. There 

are 633 lifts to all the areas, almost 3 lifts per area (Alpinanleggenes 

Landsforening, 2012b, 2012c, 2012d), indicating that the Norwegian ski areas 

are mostly SMEs. As seen on the census results below, Fjord Norway, with 43 

areas, constitutes 20% of the country’s alpine skiing tourism supply, while our 

study field, the county of Sogn og Fjordane, contains 13 of these areas. Most 

areas have a little number of lifts and slopes, depicting the very SME character-

istic, and very few could be attributed as “ski resorts” due to lack of extended 

accommodation facilities and alike. Overall, Fjord Norway has a lot of potential 

to be utilized for winter sports tourism but is nonetheless not as much devel-

oped as Eastern Norway or other major winter sports destinations abroad. 

Even the largest resorts of the West are not comparable with the giants of the 

East, such as Trysil (31 lifts and 66 slopes) and Hemsedal (24 lifts and 48 slopes) 

(Alpinanleggenes Landsforening, 2012a). 

Table 1. A Census of Alpine Ski Areas in Fjord/Western Norway 

County Ski Area Slopes Lifts County Ski Area Slopes Lifts 

Møre og  
Romsdal 

Strandafjellet 18 8 Sogn og  
Fjordane  
(cont’d) 

Vik  3 1 

Sunnmørsalpane 18 5 Vangen 2 1 

Tusten  14 3 Saurdal 1 1 

Bjorli 11 6 Kleppa 1 1 

Stordal 5 4 Hordaland Myrkdalen 15 6 

Ørsta  5 4 Voss  14 12 

Ørskogfjell  4 2 Eikedalen 13 8 

Volda  3 2 Røldal 13 6 

Rauma  3 1 Furedalen/Kvam 7 3 

Surnadal  3 1 Aktiven 5 4 

Sunndal  2 2 Stordalen 4 2 

Freikollheisen 2 1 Folgefonn  3 2 

Spjelkavikheis  1 1 Fjellhaugen 2 1 

Sogn og  
Fjordane 

Stryn Sommerski 10 2 Oppheimsheisen 2 1 

Harpefossen 9 5 Finse 1 1 
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Breimsbygda 5 4 Haugsåsen 1 1 

Stryn 5 4 Rogaland Sauda 11 5 

Sogn  5 3 Stavtjørn 5 4 

Sogndal 5 2 Gilja 3 1 

Jølster  4 4 Gullingen 3 1 

Sunnfjord  4 2 Egersund 1 1 

Siplo  3 2    Note that Bjorli and Egersund are in the bordering coun-
ties 

Source: Alpinanleggenes Landsforening, 2012a; Zpin Media, 2012a; Skiinfo AS, 2012; Fjord Norge 

AS, 2012;  Skiresort Service International GmbH, 2012. 

 

 

Figure 1. The Economic Impact of an Event 

Source: Snow cover layer from NVE et al 2012, Ski area layer from Zpin Media 2012b. 

 

Results from a physical analysis on exposure sensitivity of the ski areas in 

Sogn og Fjordane, based on the snow cover maps of seNorge.no, provide us 

with some visual representations of the past climate in and around the ski are-

as. With such data available, it is possible to utilize the “100 days rule” of 

snow-reliability explained above, but hereby setting the snow depth threshold 
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to 25 cm due to data availability. An example to such visualizations is supplied 

on Figure 1. Here we see that Harpefossen Ski Center, the largest winter skiing 

area in the county, has mostly been snow-reliable during the normal climatic 

period of 1971-2000, with only its lowest elevations below 300 masl having the 

required snow depth for less than 100 days.  

As for the analysis of future snow-reliability of ski areas in Sogn og Fjor-

dane, we have taken three times daily means of the freezing levels for Stryn 

Summer Ski Center (ski area with the most slopes in the county) for its unique 

season from May 20 to July 8. Then we have raised these levels by 217 m for the 

year 2050 and 383 m for 2100, as Hanssen-Bauer et al anticipates a 500 m rise in 

snowline for a 3oC temperature increase (166.7m/oC) (2009a: 104), and 1.3oC and 

2.3oC summer temperature rises for the years 2050 and 2100 in Western Nor-

way (2009b). The final picture displays that the skiing area of Stryn Summer Ski 

Center falls below the freezing levels during most of its 6-7 weeks summer sea-

son, with a lot warmer conditions from late June, according to the data from 

last three seasons. In fact the last season of summer 2011 has been recorded as 

wettest summer in the last 74 years and Stryn Summer Ski Center had to shut 

down in late June due to heavy rainfall (Stryn Sommerski AS, 2011). If the sce-

narios for 2050 and 2100 hold true, such a shutdown could become permanent, 

since the present skiing areas will remain warmer well below the freezing lev-

els already by the year 2050, while some terrain towards the summit of the 

mountain (Kvitlenova) will still be developable for higher skiing areas. Another 

option to adapt Stryn to climate change could be to shift its operations to colder 

months and thus even benefit from the possible business loss of other winter 

ski areas due to warming. However, such an adaptation would also require a 

restoration of the area’s notorious winter accessibility. 

 
Figure 2. Future snow reliability of stryn summer Ski Center 
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CONCLUSION 

So far we have partly come to an understanding on the physical effects of cli-

mate change with regards to alpine ski areas in Sogn og Fjordane. Next, we aim 

to seek for more data sources that could fill in the gap for the last decade’s 

snow-reliability as well as the future technical snow reliability. Ski areas’ own 

records, if any, would be a good example to such databases. We will then com-

plete the physical research for all areas in Fjord Norway and move on to dis-

cover the “impacts”, focusing on the vulnerability of the society and the busi-

nesses involved with winter tourism in the region. 

Once the analysis of climate effects on ski areas is completed, we shall de-

liver our output as an input to our prospective investigations with the stake-

holders of the sector such as the tourists within and to Fjord Norway on the 

demand side (Gössling et al., 2012), and the public and private industry players 

on the supply side, in an attempt to synthesize a “transdisciplinary approach” 

(Pröbstl & Unbehaun, 2006) that could disclose the adaptive capacity of our 

cases individually and as a whole. This second phase of research will again 

pursue a two stage sequential method, by first an analysis of what means have 

been taken and are decided to be taken which can reduce the economic vulner-

ability of possible negative changes in snow conditions in the future, and sec-

ondly an analysis of how and to what extent these means, namely the adapta-

tion strategies, can lead to an increase in GHG emissions, as well as other envi-

ronmental effects such as the water consumption pressure or chemical additive 

usage of snowmaking practices and the likewise effects and impacts of the 

emerging examples of new investments in destination management, such as 

relocation of the physical infrastructure, as in the case of Jølster Ski Resort 

(Vestlandsforsking, 2010). Here we expect that the improved approach towards 

carbon accounting for the climate change adaptation of winter tourism will 

work as a different perspective and contribution to the literature. 

Finally, we should stress that our research is limited by alpine skiing tour-

ism in Fjord Norway. Delivering similar studies nationwide or even into a wid-

er geography could benefit the literature in terms of comparison and bench-

marking. For instance, a comparison of Eastern and Western Norway could 

become a major determinant for the direction of future investments in the 

country. As for the second limitation, it is advised to include other winter 

sports activities in the research since alpine skiing, although quite popular, 

would not suffice to give the big picture of winter tourism. Besides, other snow 

sports such as cross-country skiing, which is a classical and common form of 
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winter sports in Nordic countries, or off-piste skiing, which follows a serious 

upward trend especially in Fjord Norway, may require different snow-

reliability thresholds as in terms of desired snow depth or even quality. 
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